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Fe 2. Foreword 
3. This edition of the Minerals Yearbook discusses the performance of the 

worldwide mineral industry during 1988 and provides background inform- 
ation to assist in interpreting developments during the year being reviewed. 
Content of the individual volumes follows: 

Volume I, Metals and Minerals, contains chapters on virtually all metallic 
and nonmetallic mineral commodities important to the U.S. economy. In 
addition, it includes a statistical summary chapter, a chapter on mining and 
quarrying trends, and a chapter discussing the statistical surveying methods 
used by the Bureau of Mines. 

Volume II, Area Reports: Domestic, contains chapters on the mineral 
industry of each of the 50 States, the U.S. island possessions in the Pacific 
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This 
volume also has a statistical summary. 
Volume III, Area Reports: International, contains the latest available 

mineral data on more than 130 foreign countries and discusses the importance 

of minerals to the economies of these nations. A separate chapter reviews the 
international mineral industry in general and its relationship to the world economy 

The Bureau of Mines continually strives to improve the value of its 
publications to its users. Therefore, the constructive comments and suggest- 
ions of readers of the Yearbook will be welcomed. 

Robert C. Horton, Director 
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Statistical Summary 
By Rose L. Ballard: 

‘This chapter summarizes data on crude mines. 
nonfuel mineral production for the United Because of inadequacies in the statistics 
States, its island possessions, and the Com- available, some series deviate from the fore- 
monwealth of Puerto Rico. Included also are going definition. For copper, gold, lead, 
the tables that show the principal nonfuel silver, tin, and zinc, the quantities are 
mineral commodities exported from and recorded on a mine basis (as the recoverable 
imported into the United States and that content of ore sold or treated). However, the 
compare world and U.S. mineral produc- values assigned to these quantities are 
tion. The detailed data from which these _hased on the average selling price of refined tables were derived are contained in the metal, not the mine value. Mercury is 
individual commodity chapters of Volume I measured as recovered metal and valued at 
and in the State chapters of Volume II of the average New York price for the metal. this edition of the Minerals Yearbook. ‘The weight or volume units shown are 

Although crude mineral production may those customarily used in the particular 
be measured at any of several stages of industries producing the commodities. Val- 
extraction and processing, the stage of ues shown are in current dollars, with measurement used in this chapter is what is no adjustments made to compensate for 
normally termed “mine output.” It usually Changes in the purchasing power of the 
refers to minerals or ores in the. form in gona, 
which they are first extracted from the 
ground, but customarily includes the output —~ ssiatistical specialist, Minerals Information. from auxiliary processing at or near the 

1
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States 

ioe Toe 1988 
Mineral Qnty Wale ie Walue iy Value, Quantity (¢housands) tity (housands) Wantity housands) 

METALS 
Antimony ore and concentrate 

short tons, antimony content_— 646 Ww 508 Ww 838 w 
Bauxite =~ thousand metric tons, 

dried equivalent. «1,510 =$26,489 732 ‘$12,884 ero s109 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, wemee: Bares 

etc) ____. ai eaaa metric tons_. _1,588,160 2,886,440 °1,146,975 1,840,856 1,038,098 1,751,476. 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

‘troy ounces. 1,379,161 633,918 "1,465,686 550,968 1,957,379 829,929 
Iron ore, wale excluding product fron sinter) «thousand tong tons, 33 

ross weight... 72,158 2,914,689 35,751 1,491,705, 44,295, 1,988,496 
Iron oxide pigments, crude short tons. —_—67,214 2285 67.294 2702 40,028 2,968 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc) 

metric tons__ 445,535 358,821 "512,516 288,579 449,088 214,623 
Manganiferous ore (5% to 85% Mn) 

short tons, gross weight... 174,760 2989 31,508 293 83,523 216 
Moreury "oc Tbpound flasks 71904 L988 W570 Ww 
Molybdenum (content of concentrate) 

‘thousand pounds.._ 118,916 945,540 776,135 *504,089 49,163, 167,164 
‘Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) ‘short tons. 12,009 wo 8,208 w - _ 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, tz.) 

thousand troy ounces... 40,683 427,921 40,248 319,975 43,415, 496,671 
‘Titanium concentrate: Iimenite 

Short tons, gross weight. 523,681 «37,018 283.068 —19,098 w w 
‘Tungsten ore and concentrate 

metric tons, contained W.- 35K5 @DS1«,STS 20216 10,528 
‘Vanadium (recoverable in ore and 

Goncentrate) -----ghort tons 5126714964098 SSTT BTL 80,65 
‘Zine recoverable content of ores, etc) 

metric tons__ 312,418 306,879 *303,160 257,116 275,294 251,204 
Combined value of beryl concen. 

‘rates, magnesium chloride for mag- 
nesium metal, platinum-group metals 
(G98), rareearth metal: concentrate, 
tin, titanium concentrate (rutile, zi on concentrate, and values indicated byeymbol Wenn XX 158,902 xX__154917 XX___ 161,100 

‘Total_____----... wees XxX 8,842,000. XX 75,517,000 XX 5,866,000 

NONMETALS (EXCEPT FUELS) 
Abrasive stones______ short tons__ 72,501 71,096 1,285 553 1,101 482 
Asbestos . .-.._. .__ metric tons. 15,618 30,685, 63,515 24,917 69,906 27,866 
‘phat and related iment native: 

ituminous limestone, sandstone, 
gilsonite-- thousand short tons «1.261 27.654, w w Ww w 

Bathe occ. 2a 2,849 102,439 1,845, 69,522 154 29,203 
Boron minerals_ ~ . ....----do____ 1,481 435,387 1,234 384,597 1,303 439,181 
Bromine ~~~ thousand pounds 8777100 90,200 401100 1021600 70,000 "91,000 
Calcium chloride... . _ short tons. 704,691, 61,692 616,513 61,483. Ww w 
Carbon dioxide, natural 
é ‘thousand cubic feet... 1,577,058 2,607 2,067,500 3,999 _ eg 

ment ‘Masonry thousand short tons 2738 1618192884 145,172.91 186,240 
Portland.2---------do--- —«6B,J97 9,515,600 «61,080 9,084439 67.183 8,315,600 

f- Poiepecoe recency Pelee 44379 "988.645 85,845 825,084 403858 991,001 
Dintomite --~~~7~2~777" go =2> ‘87 118,010 ‘1s «107619 sis 14.219 
Feldspar-2_7~_27-—ahert tone 66500021000 615,000 © 20,200 710,000 22,500 
Fluorspar ~ - ~~ ---------do__... 115,404 18,412, T1017 18,293 61,000 *10,000 
Garnet abrasive) ------ don = 25451 2059 27808 Bee BsT6T 2.583 
GOR ONE i gi mee eee NA 7,625 NA 7,150, NA 7,425 
Gypeim’ =. thoiiand short toa tno? Bot 10588 SLSR 101 861 

Crude _. million cubic feet... 115 2,100 Ww w Ww Ww 
Grade-A ~~ __-_ Ate 1,223 81,798 1,248 942,432 31,299 345,465, 

Lime --.---~ thousand short tons ies = SLIT © 140TS 80207 §« oT TTL 
Magnesium compounds -- short tons Ww Ww Ww W 586113 145,088 
‘Mica (scrap)__ thousand short tons.— 133 8,212 106 6,398 140 6,479 
PO eiccicinninntnren a Meee 1ST 18,783 169 16,871 125 18,667 
Perlitg "777777777 Tahert tone. 691,000 TASH 506,000 16044 474,000 15,668 
Phosphate rock 

‘hhousand metric tons. 53624 1497,986 «STAI. —«950,826 42,673 1,020,901 
Potassium salts (K2O equivalent) do. «1,908 -—«-828,900 «7B -285,600 1,518 (220,800 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States —Continued 
ri ce Pg SI eT re SENSE aN 

198i 1982 1983 
Mineral a Value iy, Wale Quantity, Walue 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity nousands) WAntity (gnousands) 

NONMETALS (EXCEPT FUELS) — Continued 
Pumice_____ thousand short tons__ 499, $4,311 416 $3,750. 449 $4,486 
Pyrites.... thousand metric tons. _ ace 49,160 676 41,943 Ww Ww 
aa cote = noua short tons__ 38,907 687,568 37,894 *671,424 34,573 597,081, ind and gravel: 

Construction _.__.....do____  °690,000 _°1,928,000 *594,000 "1,674,000 655,100 *1,935,000 Industrial _-.___""_-—do.--- 29,980 "382,300 © *27,400 323,800 28,620 "835,200 Sodium sulfate ature) do. ==> os “a3 186, W W 423891425 
Crushed _---_....--do.--- 872,600 3,125,000 *7g0,080*2,918,300 862,700 3,897,000 
Dimension... ___-_ do... 1,331 150,461 *1,330 145,113, 1,186 149,483 Sulfur, Frasch process 

thousand metric tons. «5910715688 «8,508 494,600 «4111445181 
‘Tale and pyrophyllite 

‘thousand short tons. _ 1,343 31,497 1,135 20,671 1,066 20,280 
‘Tripoli _______..___short tons__ 107,330 617 ‘112,928 653 111,020 649 ‘Vermiculite-— thousand short tons_— 320 25,181 316 28,508, m2 2,00 Combined valie of apite, emery, graph- 

Ye 2) odin yan tim ‘minerals, magnesite, marl (green- 
sand), olivine, sodium carbonate 
(aatura), staurolite, wollastonite, and 
values indicated by symbol W_____ XX 994,115. Oe 959,269 XX 868,055 

DOR se cere ccancaraiannntt XX_ 116,446,000 XX_ 114,158,000 XX__ 15,268,000 

Grand total __-____--..--.- ‘XX == '25,288,000 ‘XX = '19,675,000 XX — 21,134,000 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not,available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in 
“Combined value” figure. _ XX Not applicable. 

+Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). = 
2Grindstones, pulpstones, grinding pebbles, sharpening stones, and tube mill liners. 
3Bxcludes output in New Mexico; withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in nonmetals 

“Combined value” figure for 1982-83. 
“Excludes abrasive stone and bituminous limestone and sandstone; all included elsewhere in table.
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Table 2.—Nonfuel minerals produced in the United States and principal 
producing States in 1983 

eee Pringl i Mineral ncipal producing Stats, Other producing States 

Antimony ore and concentrate. Idaho and Mont. 
Agliip ccocccecuecad Ve Asbestos ~~ """T"TIII> Cali. ana vt. 
Asphalt (native) ——-—"~""~ Utah 
Barite..--------2-2-- —Nev,Ga,Mo,Mont __._.__ Tenn, IIL, Wash. Bauxite.—-------_>">_ Ark, Ala, Ga 

Beryllium concentrate. ---- Utah andS. Dak. 
Boron minerals .-.------— Calif. Bromine .-—-"~~~~----_ Ark, and Mich. 
Calcium chioride —"""""""~ Mich. and Calif. 
Cement" "TTT Tex, Calif, Pa, Mich... Allother States except Alaska, Conn., Del., 

Mass, Minn, N.H, N,N. Dak, HL, Vi 
Clays a ---ao-annnn- Gan Tex, Wyo,NC_--.---- _Allothet States except Alaska, Del, Hawai, 

Vt, Wis 
Copper (mine)... Ariz, Utah, N.Mex, Mont --- Alaska, Cali, Colo, Idaho, Mo, Nev., Ores, 

Diatomite _-----.-... Calif, Nev., Wash., Oreg. 
Emery --2=27=~7===7. ONY. 
Feldspar —-22I2TIIIIII2 —NIC,Conn,,Ga, Calif -.---- Okla. and 8. Dak. Fluorspar -"~""~""""222 WL, Nev, Tex 
Garnet, abrasive _-—"""""~ Idaho, Maine, N.Y. 
Goldmine) --.=----="=- Nev, 8. Dak, Utah, Mont... Alaska, Ariz. Calif, Colo, Idaho, N.Mex., Oreg., Wash, Gypeum __--------.... Tex, Iowa, Okla, Calif... Ariz, Ark, Colo, Idaho, Ind, Kans. La, Mich., 

“Mont. Nev, N. Mex., N'Y., Ohio, S. Dak., 
Utah, Va, Wash,, Wyo. Helium —____-----...-. Kans, Tex, N. Mex. 

Todine-~~="""""""""==2 Okla. ‘and Mich 
Fron ee cajare, MinboMick Wyo.Mo.... Calif, Colo, Mont, Nev. Tex, Utah Iron oxide pigments (Grade)_—_ __Mich./Ga., Mo,, Va. 
Kyanite. =. Vac and Ga. 
Lead (mine) <=227==27=== MoisIdaho, Golo, N.Y... Alaska, Arie, Calif, IL, Mont, Nev. N. Me, reg. 
Lime ------------.---  Ohio,Pa,Mo.,Ky_.—-----— _Allother States except Alaska, Del, Ga., 

Maine, Miss, N.H., N.J.,N.C., RL, S.C, Vt Lithium minerals._____.____ N.C. and Nev. Magnesite... _---_ Nev. 
Magnesium chloride... Tex 
Magnesium compounds —-""~ Mich. Calif. Fla,Tex ..... Del, Nw, Utah. 
Manganiferous ore -.-—"_ 8. and Mont. Marl, greensand —--—--.-- NJ. 
Mercury ----~-------_ Nev, 

Mica erap) ——"_T7"ITIT>NIG,8.Dak,N.Mex,SC.... Conn.,Ga.,Pa. Molybdenum ~~—~-—"“~Z~ Ariz,,Golo, Mont, Utah— "~~~ Nev. and N. Mex. 
Olivine --_"77T7TTTTTTN.C.and Wash, ' Peat--"<IITI=TITTTT= Mich, Fla, Ind, —....-. Calif, Colo,, Ga., Jowa, Maine, Ma. Mass., 

‘Minn, Mont., NJ. NY., NC, N. Dak., Obio, Pa, SIC, Wash, Wis. 
Perlite _______--____-__ N.Mex, Ariz, Calif, Nev... Colo. Idaho, Uta. Phosphate rock ~""=~"7~ Fla, Idaho, N'C,Tenn----— _Ala., Mont., Utah. Potassium salts ~~~ =~ N. Mex, Utab, Gali 

Pumice -__"-_"""""""Oreg.,N. Mex, Calif, Idaho. Ariz, Hawaii, Kans, Okla. 
Pyrites, ore and concentrate -- Tenn. and Ariz Rare-earth metal concentrate - Calif. and Fla. Salt ———- "Ta, Tex, N.Y, Ohio... Ala, Ariz, Calif, Kans., Mich., Nev., N. Mex, 

N’ Dak, Okla., Utah, W. Va. Sand and gravel: Construction... Calif, Tex, Alaska, Ohio. All other States. 
Industrial ———"""""""> ML, Mich NJ, Calif ---"""~ __“Allother States except Alaska, Del, Hawaii, 

Towa, Maine, Md,, N.H., N. Mex.,'N. Dak., RLS Dak, Vt, Wye, 
Silver (mine)___-------.. Idaho, Mont., Nev. Utah. Alaska, Ariz, Calif, Colo, Il, Mo,,N. Mex., 

N.Y., Oreg., 8. Dak., Tenn. Wash, Sodium carbonate natural). Wyo. and Calif, 
Sodium sulfate(natural).--— Calif, Tex., Utah. 
Staurolite ------------_ Fla. Stone: 

Grushed ......--.--- Tex, Fla,Pa,JIl __________Allother States except Del. and N. Dak. Dimension =—~7""7"77Z Gavind,'Ve,Va [21ZIZIIZ —Allother States except Alaska, Del.,Fla., Ky., 
La., Mise., Neb., Nev., N. Dak., W. Va. Sulfur (Frasch) Tex. and La. 

Tale and pyrophyllite —""""- Tex, Vt, Mont, NY_________ Ark, Calif,, Ga., N.C., Oreg., Va., Wash, 
No coeeeceeee OU OTTS | Alauke, ‘Titanium concentrate -—-___ Fla. and NY. 
Tripoli ---—— "7 "" 7-2 I, Okla, Ark 
Tungsten ore and concentrale - Calif, Colo, Idaho. Vanadium ~—-.-.------— Colo.’ Utah, Idaho. 
Vermiculite -"7""""I2==2 Mont, SC, Va. 
Wollastonite---—_~~~7~-2NW.and Calif, 

Zine (mine)_~~~~""TIIL_ Tenn, Mo,N-¥.,Colo Idaho, Il, Ky, NJ, Pa. Zircon concentrate ~~~ ~"~- Fla
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Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1983 

Value Pare State osama) Bek US Principal minerals, in order of value 

Alabama... $361,925 21 LT Gement, stone (crushed), lime, ca Alaska = =2 222 was. 8 ‘58 Sand and gravel constracton gold stone crushed), 
Arizona ———— 1.510878 3 7.15 Copper, cement, molybdenum, sand and gravel 

‘eonetruction Arkansas — 246.490 28 117 Bromine, cement, tone crushed, sand and gravel (construction) California. 1,764,401 1 835 Boron minerals, cement, sand and gravel (construction), ‘stone (crushed) Colorado 397,652 1.60 Sand and gravel (construction, cement, molybdenum, 0 Connecticut. ng 483 34 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), fld- 
‘par, sand and gravel industrial). Delaware -.--- 420 50 92 Magnesium compounds, sind and gravel (construction) 

Florida. 121919 3 6.03 Phosphate rock, stone (crushed), cement, clays. Georgia -—~~==7 ‘350,204 7 4.02 Clays, stone (crushed), cement, stone (dimension). Hawaii_-———__— seal ad 35 Stone rushed, cement, sand and gravel construction), 
Wdaho...---- ~~ ago 1.96 Silver, phosphate rock, gold, lea. Mlinois 222222 406907 19 198 Stone Crushed), cement sand and gravel (construction), ‘sand and gravel Gndustrial). Indiana = 2502 8 119 Signe (crud, cement, sand and gravel (onstruction), 
Boe eacsseeswin 27360 0 LIT © Stone (crushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), um. Kansos_— 2er.00s 5 128 Cement, salt, stone crushed), helium Grade. Kentucky ~~~ Bis 106 Stone crushed), lime, cement, sand and gravel 

‘Gonstruction}. Louisiana —___- 446761 16 211 Sulfur (asc, salt, sand and gravel (construction), ‘cement. Maine 2596846 12 Sand and gravel construction), cement, stone (crushed), ‘peat Maryland ——— 199,409 83 $4 Stine rushed), cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. Massachusetts — 95675 40 45 Sand gravel construction stone rushed lime, ‘stone (dimension Michigan 1,160,691 6 549 Iron ore, cement, magnesium compounds, sat. 
Minnesota =” 727 1455,000 4 833 Iron ore; eand and gravel construction stone (crushed, 

‘sand and gravel Gndustial. Mississippi 9970542 42 Sand apd gravel construction), cement, clays, stone 
‘Crushed, Missouri 725,800 B 3.43 Lead, cement, stone (crushed), lime. 

Montana. ———_ 77 208.205 139 Gold silver, copper, cement. Nebraska ——~~~~ Mee 45 Cement, stone crushed), sand and gravel (contruction) ime. Nevada —____-_ 615785 ae 291 Gold: silver, diatomite, cement. New Hampshire — wos a8 ‘08 Sand and gravel onstruction ston dimension), stone ‘crushed), clays. New Jersey 15461585 78 Stone (crushed, sand and gravel (construction), sand 
New Mi ayia 1s 245 coppet iitodamn sles pole New Mexico —_ J = potassium salts, gold, cement. New York === soe 240 Sine Grea cement, salt eand and gravel 

(construction North Carolina_—_ 309,158 2 1.89 Stone crushed), phosphate rock, lithium compounds, sand and gravel construction} North Dakota. 25g70 0a 12 Sand and gravel (construction lime, sat, clays. Ohio nasse snes qa 5 227 Stone (erushed) salt, lime, sand and gravel 
(Construction) Oklahoma 226,186 90 107 Cement, stone (crushed), sand and gravel construction), sand and gravel Gndustria). Oregon =. 1098 at 52 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction), cement, ‘pumice. Pennsylvania. . 63514110 8.01 Cement, stone (crushed), lime, sand and gravel construction) Rhode Island —___ 799049 4 Stone crushed, sand and gravel construction), stone mension), gem stones South Carolina. 250.594 1.09 Cement stone rushed, clays, sand and gravel 
(construction) South Dakota. pez21 ag 1.05 Gold, cement, stone (dimension), stone (crushed). Tennessee. - 407051 193 Stone (crushed), zine, coment, pyrite. Terme Le 1,568,557 2 742 Cement, stone Crushed), sulfur (Frasch), sand and gravel (construction) Utah. 656,579 9 311 Copper, gold silver, cement, Vermont. 7277 15 20 Stone dimension), asbestos, sand and gravel 
(Construction) stone (erushed). Virginia. 29.966 137 Stone erushed cement, and and gravel construction), 

Washington... 187,465 a 89 Cement, sand and gravel construction), stone (crushed), ime. 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in the United States and 
principal nonfuel minerals produced in 1983 —Continued 

Value Percent Ps Is, in order of val State envattdey Rank of US. rincipal minerals, in order of value 

West Virginia —__ $103,973 «88 49 Stone rushed) cement sand and gravel industria), salt. 
Wisconsin. wList 88 48 Stone (crushed), sand and gravel (construction, lime, ‘sand and gravel industri. Wyoming -—-—— 629,901 un 298 Sodium carbonate, clays, iron ore, cement (portland) 
Total... 24184000 «XX 100.00 
XX Not applicable. 
complete total. 

‘Table 4.—Value of nonfuel mineral production per capita and per 
square mile in 1983, by State 

Value of mineral production 
wus Aree por oe Per square mall Por capita 

(quaremiles) — Ghousands) Total pal iE Gaia: BOL 
(thousands) are 7 a; Fa 

Alabama — 51,705 3.959 $861,926, 6988 2 2 ‘Alaska ~~~ ~~ ~77 591004 ‘479 122,452 ‘2750 256 10 
‘Arizona —— ~~~ 114,000 2963 1,510,878 13358’ 50g ‘Arkansas ——~=— ~~ 58.187 2328 246,490 4653 Si io 07 Galifornia —=—=>== 158706 ltd 1.764401 unt ee @olorad = ==== 104091 3139 337/652 a2 BT 86 Gonneeticut == ~=~ 5,018 3138 T1218 wie 7 B48 
Delaware = ———— 2.044 606 33'900 1566 45 5 80 Florida-———-———~ sB664 196801274979 Ud no 4 Georgia === 2=2 58910 5.182 ‘350,204 14488 ug Hawaii ~~~ =—2=2 647 1028 52411 8099 51 88 Wabe cosec ese $3)564 ‘989 415,079 age 30 oo 4 Minois ~~~" 27277 56345, 11,486 406,307 ra Bh 3540 
Indiana ~~~ ~~ == 36,185 Brg 250,542 eo % Iowa 56.275 23905, 247360 430682 8 8 2 Kansas == 22> eer 235 267/004 Bus 86 nO 1B Kentucky —— ~~~ 40,409 3nd Bed xT 53562 Ce Louisiana ~~~ ~~~ an752 £438 446,76) 93556 1B Maine ~~ ~~~ 38.265, 33146 26,963 988 Bd Maryland ~~~ ~~~ 10,460 4304 199,409 190644 4% 8 ‘Massachusetts — —— > 8284 5167 95.675, 11584 10 "8 
Michigan ~~~ ~~ 58527 siog9 1,160.69 wae 8 w OB Minnesota” "~~ "= 84,402 4144 1,455,080 Wo 5 351 8 ‘Mississippi ~~ ~~ 47,689 2587 39,705 asl 48 35a Missour = =~ ===> 691607 agro 725,809 wad 8 még Montana ~— ~~~ ~~ 147 046 817 298,295 190542 397 Nebraska ---===> 71355, 13a ou ges 18 6 5920 Nevada--—--——— 110561 91 615,785 5510 Be eo 2 New Hampshire ——— 9219 959 18.086 20st a at New Jersey —-———— 1181 7468 154615 193568 2 a5 New Mexico. ——~—~ 121,593 1399 BIT 194 4254 85 3108 New York =~ 49,108, L667 506,644 wait 2 B 
North Carolina ——~ 52,669, 6.082 390,158 799 % North Dakota-———— ‘os102 ‘680 25,370 ‘35049 a 8 Okiasssuen ee ES 41330 10,746 479,144 11508 %& 8 ‘Oklahoma ——~ 22> 69956 3.298 226,186 3233 a8 & Oregon 91073 2652 11043 Tus a7 2 38 Pennsylvania ————— 45,308 11895, 6a5.141 wos 8 8 Bo Rhode Island =~ =~ 1212 955, 7.980 65S 2 3 49 South Carolina ~~~ a1113 8,264 230594 Taig nf South Dakota ~~ ~~ m6 "700 222251 aes 39 388 Tennessee == 27 42144 4,685, 407,051 S659 15 sal Meteacc sce cae 266,807 182d 1,568,557 Bsr 100 018 Uanesecoeenne 84899 1619 656,579 Tie 406 5 Wermont-— ~~~ 9.614 525 42.129 4382 8B 9B Virginia — ~~ ~~" 40767 5,550 259344 Tos Be 52 32 Washingioa——= 27 68,139 4300 187,465 275140 “BT 
West Virginia. ~~ 24231 1965, 108,978 41 8 BL Wisconsin ———— 56.158, 4751 101,191 vane 44 ee Wyoming ~~~ ~~ s7,309 514 629,901 aso eS 

‘Total? or ‘average ——— 618,102 238857 21,184,000 5840 XX 9 Xx 
‘XX Not applicable. 
Mincomplete total 

qxibelides Washington, DC (which has no mineral production), with an area of 69 square miles and 2 population of
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State 

a CO 
Mineral Value ity Value ity, Value 

Quantity (housands) @2"tity (thousands) @@ntity (thousands) 
ALABAMA 

Cement: ‘Masonry thousand short, tons__ 198 $10,721, 150 $9,086, 210 $13,417 
Portia SLES de GeO SUzI6 2508 1044618279 150,255, 

Clays! 77 2TTT TTT Tao go 25.408 1,828 18,193 1,868 20,768 hem Manca CDC ST ERD RTE s oSS NA 1 NA z NA 1 
Lime —..-- "~~ thousand short tone 1,219 59,454 907 42,380 981 41,149 Sand and gravel: 

Construction.....-----do.--- "9,508 *23 807,019 17,226 *8,600°23,500 
Industrial —~~~">77"LTD Ido. 222 182 ‘864 ‘960 8,096 ‘418 3.256 
Crusbed.-------an--- do. 20,006 88877 "21,200 “$9,600 20,558 95,874 

Dimension ~~~ 77 do. 7 2130 8 "2341 7 2,661 
Combined valuie of asphalt (native, 1981), bauxite, clays (bentonite), phosphate rock, 
and walt coe secrete gene es xx 14288 XX 13025 XK 10,955 

ee XX 313,797 XX 299,409 XX 361,826 
ALASKA 

Gem stones. -- == NA $600 NA $60 NA 60 Gold (recoverable content of ores, eta) ‘roy ounces... 26,581 12195 90,518 11470 84,702 144 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) thousand short tons. 41,000 °75,600 «40,832 «74,895 %45,200 © *97,200 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ‘thousand trey ounces. 2 25 2 vw 4 aa 
Stone(crushed) __ thousand short tons. 5,359 26855 °5,100 25,200 1,981 9,460 
Tin ...------7 ~~~ ~~~ metric tons 136 1:20 WwW Ww Ww Ww Combined value ‘of copper (19829), lead, 

platinum-group metals (1981), tungsten ore and concentrate (1981), and values indi- cated by symbol Wo xx 25 XK 1269 XX mm 
le sep XX 116200 XX 2911 XX 122452 

‘ARIZONA 
Clays ..-.-<.~ thousand short tons. 148 «$1,105 M3 $998 151 $1,425 Copper (recoverabie content of ores, etc.) 

metric tons. 1,040,813 1,958,142 °769,52] "1,235,055 618,216 1,144,285 
CFE erence ES NA 3250 NA 200 'NA 2800 Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete) 

troy ounces... 100,339 46120 61,050 ©2949 61,991 26,284 
Gypeum_—-—_-- thousand short tons. 218 2594 5 1205265 1929 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.) 

metric tons. 993 800859 202 4a 69 
Lime -_______.. thousand short tons_— 538 29913 887,080 B40 16,700 “Molybdentim (content of concentrate) 

thousand pounds 35,808 254,845 "20,445 "89.928 -aR.98d 19,459 
Pumice ____-_ thousand short tons. 1 3 1 7 2 16 
Sand and gravel: . Construction-__...----.--do.--- 20,990 *63,340 19,124 58.375 *23,200 — *75,000 Teshustelal 280222 SET aan 173 2455 107 1,617 Ww Ww Silver (recoverable content of ares, etc) Sia thousand troy ounces... 8,055 84,728 6,909 "50,159 4,492 51,388 ne: 

Crushed__---_ thousand short tons. 6,815 26263 °5200 © 22200 4,755 24,079 
Dimension -~~~__— ~~ ao. Ww 518 Ww 580 ° 1 Zine _-------—_~-_1-_metrie tona__ 138 185 BS ae s 

Combined value of esbesios (188), barita 
} cement, perlite, pyrites, salt, tung Sen ore and concentrate 098, vanadium 

(198), and value indicated by symbol W -- xx 93,009 XX 79,105 xXx 8749 
Mla eee eee eececene XX 2.561.780 XX "1,582,260 XX 1,510,878 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
1981 1982 1988 

Mineral i iue jalue ale Geantity qouandny HHNY eoaeandy CUMELY natsendD 
ARKANSAS 

‘Abrasives. -——-——--_____short tons. w Ww 1,085, 3469 w w 
Bauxite 2-- thousand metric tons 1,282 $2285 W Ww w Ww Glaye © 2277777 "tRousend’short tons 880 9338620 6658 1) 89.956 Gem siangs—~7=7_ I NA 20000 NA 200 NA 200 
Lime on -—" "~~ thousand short tons 149 8,102 w Ww Ww Ww Sand and gravel: ‘Construction-—.--.-------do.---*9,146 "22400 "4.996 "18,700 "6.900 "19,600 
i e205 Fa) F5,625 3865 43798 

Stone: ‘Crushed...------------do..-- 13884 47,260 18,190 *48,500 13,48 51,267 
Dimension ~~~ -—-—--~----do.-—— 7 4 "5 “290 2 578 file cena ooo ee w w B cf 7 66 

Combined wae of bare (1081-89, bromine, cement, gypsum, tripoli, vanadium (1981- Grand values indicated by symbol W--- XX 15,721 XK_——69754_—— XK 159.972 
Total_—-_---------------- XK HBX F250288 XK HB IO 

(CALIFORNIA 
Boron minerals thousand short tons. 1481 $495,987 «12M = $384,507 108 $499,181 
Gement, portiand-——"---_-- do. 7/806 "518.906 6.464 401,883 7.567" 420,949 
Clays 22722 ILIIIIIII Lid 22 2808 T9162 AGAR FTG 718,255 Diatomite ——~~=>—=2III2I Tae 2=t w w "408,159 Ww Ww Gem stones ———= === =="-=-"- NA 30 NA 250 NA 300 Gold (recoverable content of ores, eta) fray qunces.— 6.214 zee 10,547 3.965 98,443 26,900 
Gypsum__--—-- thousand short tons. 1458 = «1394810881611 218 10,858 Lme <--=7=IT_- TT “go = 1228884 "828.000 "858280 Mereury ————~~—_~~ 7é-pound flasks — 85 % = ne a5 Peat_~_~_——~"— thousand short tons_— w wW Ww W 8 6B 
Perlfie 22202022 1TT Tami o> 26 104 Ww Ww w Ww Pumice “=== "7727777 TTT Tae == 98 1501 59 1.285 65 1,582 Sand and gravel ‘Gonstruction-_.-_-------do.--. *107,200 *852,100 81,147 210.995 *91,000 —*308,700 

Industrial --~"~—~"—"7_" "do =- 215028289267 © FBTSRSB1GD 84.066 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, et) a thousand troy ounces... 58 560 u m a 308 

tone: Crushed... thousand short tons. 34,560 118,698 28,500 “105400 85,582 146,289 
Dimension -=_7_---------do. = 7 2 yg 91,895 2 2839 Tale nnn nO m1 5.855 85 1699 a 1289 

Combined value of aabestos, calli chloride, ‘carbon dioxide (1981-80), cement (masonry, S628) clays fireclay, 196, copper, feld spar, fon ore, "Tead;| magnesium ‘com. Pounds, molybdenum (1981-62), potassium Salts, pyrophyllite (198), rare-earth metal Concentrate, sat, sodium carbonate, sod 
lum sulfate, tungsten ore and concentrate, Wwollastonite, zine (1981), and values ind 

fated by symbolW—— SUNT xx a6.si0 XK F295.851_— XX 840,069 
Total------------------- XK STIG XK LSI XK 1764401 

COLORADO 
Glays ==. thousand short tons. 76S $1,784 MOL SAM 458 8,850 Copper (recoverabie content of ores, te) metric tons. w wats 922 w w 

Gem stones nnn NA 8 NA 80 NA 80 Gold (recoverable content of ores, te) fray ounces. 51.968 34g Gk ATR 8.0. Gypeum_ thousand short tons "208 3461 15t1 w w 
Lend (recoverable content of ore, ete) metric tons. 11,431 9.207 w w w w Molybdenum... thousand pounds 73,615 696,097 41,691 «360,628 14,244 51,850 
Beat "=" 77 ‘thousand short tons_— 8 299 a 25 Ww Ww Sand and gravel 

‘Construction-.._...----do.--- "23,800 "13,900 "18590 58.405 “21200 © 81,600 Industrial ~~~ 2“ do Ww wo 3206212 $288 Sliver (recoverable content of ores, ete) thousand troy ounces. 3.009 «81,650» «1,884 15,978 1MG (4 AB 
‘See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
8a J Mineral Value Value Quanity Value Guantity (erousands) e0Hiy roused) QWantity @wValie, 

COLORADO—Continued 
Stone Sfushed.---~~ thousand short tons. 6.969 $24,088 "8.900 *$27800 600 gun. 49 Dimension ~=22 en egg 1 a ot 7 36 Combined value of beryliam “concentrate 2882), ‘carbon. dioxide’ (1981-95), cement, icon ores lime perlite pyrites (198199) salt £8815, GOBLSES Cangston ore‘ and foncentrate, vanadium, ‘ane, and values indicated by symbol We = TT NNTTAT XX 64400 XX— tao xx aaai9 Xiao xe aatis Total—--------n---------XK——-966768. «XK 005808 xX aar 0 

CONNECTICUT 
Clays --------- thousand short tons ——7~=~S~«SSGLSSSCHSSCD Lime 2222277rT SN ee 3 558 3 oo Sand and gravel Construction ------.-----do--. 6.500 15400 ager 697 5000 “17,900 Industrial --272222272277$0022 “888 whee “8 w Stones Gruthed on aannan------do---- 6887 96745 "8300 © 2700682 a0 Dimension 2~222722727""Tgp-7-> SNS iors SSR Combined value of feldspar, gom stones mica Gerap)andvaluesindicaled bysymbolW=____XX__——8.985_XX 8209 XK sso —X__8885__ xx aoe 50 Botalwn-wvewannn nO G985 OKT 

DELAWARE 
Sand and gravel construction) thousand short tons 1.205 $82,959 1.300 $3,197 "1400 “#200 “hats _*s2.959_1s00 sagt st.400 99.200 ee ee re res 

FLORIDA 
Cement: Masonry. thousand short tons. 288-2077 © a1 g16267 ais. —guaasr Portland “2222 --7TSSdon-- sis foster oar SUR gE flat eee ea ad Gemstones 222227 5 OMA SONA . Bime ---<c-21l thousand short iene Maggs gash NB ag ast Ret cicasdeee teats NBL Sand and gravel Ganson --.---.-----do.. “14910 "90600 "18815 90H 14900 *a1,00 Industrial 5222222IIITTTaa 12 Tig SS TISSIG "B00; S14gon a1 G00 Son ora ano odo =- ester aeniez 45800 akan) ot aah Combined value of clays Colin, 196180), Teagncsium compounds hoophate rk, fareearth, metal concentrate. staurelee, Etantum concentrates iments and sucioy andzireon concentrates SDT XK 1angou xx stmass xx atazts tte sigs ara. Total --nn---en----------XK—«M21889——OXK“gm2008 XK datas 

(GEORGIA 
Cement: Masonry... thousand short tons. 59 g4gg9, wow w Portand <2222 eS HA vow Ww Gare coarnsonsasnnneaa do. 89 SSRI rts gers agk gaan ol Gem stones===7772TI22T RR 2 NA oo NA 20 Sand and gravel onstruction... thousand short tons. 3,364 5.908. a6s.—sgan*3800 ooo ultra ~~ "Doan Shor fone — “Bae wor Brag “3B “ge ones piel coovozcccwsss--de--- 95150 ago 9158500 200 tasase mension ———"2--22oaT odo agg tine Sy Hig) SNM 288 Wherneewe ee ie 30 tM to Combined aie of bare, bauxite Bspar, ion nde pment rid) nat raph peal, end values indicated My 9 eer ae eee 54ge0 XX 65,506 —X_ttoot_ xx sas e655 Total .----__. x ao076)—~=COK~SCTIT TSC Cabo. See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production! in the United States, by State —Continued 
suo CSET arene ne Om DN eS 

1a 19m 1985 
‘Minsel. Vane oaannty Wale Quantity, Value, 

Quantity (housands) NY (thousands) QAMHY (thousands) 

HAWANL 
Cement: 

“Masonry ---~- thousand short tons. 10 $807 6 $554, 6 $641 
Purtan 22280 sees ae a of oot ase ais TD 

‘Sand and gravel (construction) - - - do. —~- 459 *1,198 449 1,221 “440 1,000 

Stone: 
Cptbed cc ccseeu ce: 6,036 31,403 4,500 26,600 5,532. 29,703 

cqabimenson = oT Tae 4) *4 ° 3 
‘value of gem’ stones, lime, an 

Pita. eccrine, a sox ees a 

er rT a a a ee 
Total =n nnennnnnecee OE 

TAHO pe se A 
‘Antimony ore and concentrate, antimony , 
content sn-— soe ne see= short tons. 482 woe wats w 

Clays == ===2—~7 Vhousand short tons. — 38 $288 8 $101 8 et 
Copper ecoverable content of ores, t=) 

metric tons__ 4,245, 7,966 3,074 4,933 3,556 6,000 

Gemitnesiccssseccustiees ns INA 7 NA NA ‘00 
eal (recoverable content of ores, eis) 

metric tons... 98897 «90.928 Ww Wma 12.286 
Lime -_--—---- thousand short tons. — Ww Ww w w TRG 
Phosphate ook —~ thousand metric tons.” «5381 —-—108,964 W w W Ww 
Sand and gravel onstruction) 

‘thousand short tons... *3,063 °7,329 2,340 6,258 “8,000 £9,800 
Silver (ecoverable content of ors, et) 

Thousand trey ounces 16546 174058 14800 1.901 17684202808 
‘Stone (crushed)... thousand short tons__ 1,487 6206 = °1,200 *6,000 1,985, 1,480 
Combined value of cement, garnet abr 

aves), gold, eypeum, perlite, pumice, ean 
land gravel (industriady, stone (dimension), 
fingsien ore and concentrate, vanadium, 
Snbaed valucsindicatea by symbolW "XX 89,008 XX 164810169818 

‘Tota)__.-.--------------- XX 424,877 XX *300,078 ‘XX 415,079 
poe Mtahecopermeemeeneeen aN NO Oe EE 

ILLINOIS, 
fn cnn ee Re 

Cement, portland —— thousand short tone. ‘1514 —«861,090««L,7ST STB AM 1857 $74.75, 
PRI asec tern nore tere nm. 822 1,540 455 2,305, TT 3,360 

Geb ama STRITGISERCEaT «NA UNA SONA "3 
Peat '=~—-~~~ thousand dhort fons — 6 1502 OW Ww Ww Ww 
Sand and gravel 

‘Construction-.__...------do..--  *25,150 68,970 21,557 59,149 *21,100 $58,400 
speimdsi oo2oTUTTTTTLae Geass dn 

Crushed. a-----------do.--— 44159165218 *42,990 “148900 42,761 166,860 
Dimension -~2~~~~-222-~do-—— 2 $5 2 98 2 1 

Combined value of baie, cement (masons), 
‘lays (fller’s earth), luorspar, lead, ime, Silver, pl so, nd values indented by 
FanlW cases reno XX tase XX SISK 00855, 

Total eee ATOR 88504 XK 406,907 
o Mblecoe ee e 

INDIANA 
ogo ha nets ae err 
Cement: 

‘Masonry thousand short, tons 22 slagte w w w Ww 
Portland 22777 steeen TORgon n=. LBS BAL 1,523 «$58,055 v w 

‘Qlays --_-___-----------do.--- 691 1,602 ‘501 1,221 7558 71,421 
Gemsaoslolscsacona-- aN i ONA 1 NA 1 
Beato" -<- 22 — housand shor ton 1088.40 a 1978 
Sand and gravel 

‘Construction-_------..---do-___ 15,870 41,830 13,097 34,579 14,400 £37,900, 
Industri w~77777777acdosn> BT ie OW Ww w Ww 

‘Crushed___--_----------do..-- 25,349 79,910 — *20,300 £65,500 24,051 82,782 
Dimension 22222222277iaide2 ere as isa] dS 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 

198i 1982 1988 Mineral Waa Value Value Value Quantity eroasands) wAntity AAU.) Quantity gy Vie —. rd) ST thousands) Quant (thousand 
INDIANA—Continued 

Combined value of abrasives (natural, clays (Gire clay, 1988), gypsum, lime, and values indicated by symbol Won XX 4ozi2, XX 40,199 XX_ $115,450 — oni XX 84099 XK $115 450 Melsososseseee: XX 251,862 XX 7215195 XK 50,542 
IOWA ae 

Cement: Masonry ...._ thousand short tons__ 41 33,227 w w 37 $9,425 Portland <===2_22 "7" "TT go ns. 17T9 92099 1622 $2225 64d BT'8E Glass MEODESETSLZTT Ea Ua 231430 230256 81258 Gem stones ~~ ==> == 22 TI IIo NA 1 NA i NA 1 Gypsum_—-=_2_— thousand short tone 1,388 12708 4177 13451612, 13,518 De eee eee eeeetaon a 10 453 Ww Ww Ww W Sand and gravel (construction) —"~"do.""~ *10,380 "29,080 10,064 25618 *11,800 32,800 Stone (crushed) ———.--___" "doa 82891 22,600 88.800 2d/B4d 101,097 Combined value of lime, sand and gravel ‘Gndustrial, 1981-82), stone (dimension), and values indicated by symbol W— xx 6559 XX. 8256 XX 5,425 —— 88K 525 eee XX 229,91 XX 218,687 xX 247,360 Se SET 380 
KANSAS ——_ SSS Cement: Masonry thousand short. tons__ 51 $2,835 46 $2,608 w w Portland [2227_-7 TT" NTdo 1,641 S729 79,5 w w Clays. ==2DTITTTTIT cael SB 4756664 3656 = 718 3,921 Gen sieonmscoS DSSS NA 1 ONA 1 NA 1 Helium: Crude ..____. million cubic feet. Ww Ww a. - 188 3.572 Grade-A”~>>~>~ > Odo w Weta a Salts." """ thousand short tons 1,410 60148 160112146 = a719 7198 Sand and gravel: 

Qonstruction-—-..___-.-do.. 10,500 "21,000 9720-20612 "12,400 26,600 Industrial —> 27 "7"TTTDT Tao. 77 Ww. wo 881 3,635 199 2184 Stone: 
Crushed = do 14s 45788 "14400 41,100 13192 44,540 Dimension —— ~~ ~~" 777777222 uM 605 a 395 Ww WwW Combined value of gypsum, lime, pumice, salt (brine), and values indicated by symbol W XX 92185 XX 5,745, XX___ 91,866 SASK 91,866 Titel nnpeencsinesounacet XX 49,000 «XX = 256,986 «= XX 267,004 SOS XK 287,004 

KENTUCKY — OSS 
Glays*__....___ thousand short tons. 490 $2895 579 82,039 oo sa,142 Gem stones 2 > SEE eo NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 ‘Sand and gravel: Construction. thousand short tons. 6989 "16.070 6499 »=«15,988*5,500 18,000 Industrial ~~ don Ww 247 7 116 10 124 tone (crushed) ~—-——~-—_-_--do.-— 32,488 108.257 "29,500 "104,800 93,899 17,840 Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay, fire clay, 1988), lime, and zine =< xx 81,559 XK 84,555, xx 91,408 8S XK 408 DE cone amemeraaese XX 208529 XX (206.47 XX 224517 EEE STK SIT LOUISIANA = 
Gave cago777> ‘housend short tons 7380 #36,388 05 486,216 —*505”~—~—«$10,799 Gem stones. = 2__0T nn OF MOE NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 Salt ccagravai ~ ‘bousamd short fons 12,565 447s "171 «117,569 1n.Sdd——«100,086 ‘Sand and gravel Qonstruction-—..___.__do.._ "17,240 "5,550 16588 == 50.968 *14,200 "46,600 Industrial "77 ">~ To" TTael 227 293 4025 STs 4590201 4.252 Stone (crashed) ~~~ "~~ >" "777 "Gq077> Ww w Ww W 5758 (25,702 Sulfur Frasch) “thousand metric tons 2,28 wo 19 wo 1bA8 Ww Combined value of cement, clays (bentonite, 1981-82), gypsum, lime, and values indi- cated by symbol Wo TE XX 388005 XX 288,325 XX___ 258,477 05 XK 28825 XK 258 AT TYE etemienceenetenreces XX 566896 XX 417,667 XX 446,761 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
TTT — —— 8 

‘Mineral Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) QUsntity (ghousands) @antity (thousands) 

MAINE 
Clays -—.----—- thousand short tons — St $166 H 316 8 398 
Puat_-.--_-.--_--.-.----0.--- Ww Ww 8 7508 Ww WwW 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) . . ...do_ ~~ °7,500 *19,400 6,701 15,118 *4,800 *12,100 

‘Stone (crushed) —______..... do... 1875 5,532 *1,200 4,000 848 2,851 
Combined value of other nonmetais and vai- 
‘ues indicated by symbol W —--.- XX 18,271 XX 715,128 XX 11,319 

‘Total_.-...---------------- XxX 43,369 xx 35,425, xX 26,363 

‘MARYLAND 

Clays*___..---- thousand short tons__ 597 $1,984 405 $1,346, 484 $1,747 
Gentomlcssc eos | NA 2 ONA 2 NA 2 
Time =~ 2~~~ thousand alort fons 9 4a 7 296 7 383 
eomeeree asinmeneany saa w Ww % W 4 Ww 

a and gravel (construction)_...do-_-_  °9,500 *81,800 9,720 82,986 *10,600 °37,800 

Grushed_---------------do.--- 16485 T4289 "15100 73,500 age 80.409 
Dimension -~_7_22~7-~~~de——~ EH roo "32,001 12 682 

‘Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), ‘and values indicated by symbol W---—"-_——XX_———O5987_—XK ROL XK 8,806 
NIE rece strereremrnaenenmronmn es XX 175,455 xX FITL,522 xx, 199,409 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Clays --—------ thousand short tone. 59~=«D SSCL 8S. 
Lime 2-22-27 venesw- endo TO 0793185 sad 158 0rd 
Sand and gravel: 
‘Construction. _-__--------do-_-- 12,500 *31,300 12,008 34,438 *10,400 36,200 suitdunsiad === TOTTI 3 wo MO 1618 Ww w 
tone 
‘Crushed... -----------do_..- 7,991 41,087 °6,900 38,500 1,740 36,002 
‘Dimension —....-.------do._- 50 8,616 "51 9,158 51 10,488 

Combined value of gem stones, peat, and 
‘aluesindicated by symbalW n=’ XX. 1969 XX ex 1916 

Total ----------n--n----- XK MTT XK 89,802 XX 950TH 
MICHIGAN 

Cement: Masonry -..-- thousand short tons. 173=«$lO5RA 136 $8,752 w w 
Portlant --2--snneee--e-do-—- BATIBO GAL 3.254 148.383 Ww Ww ‘Gays oc CLIENT a | Leal Beez 1022 4370188 $5,693, Gemstones==27272==TTTTIIL NA 13 NA 15 NA 3 

Gypsum____..... thousand short tons__ 1,066 6,762 682 5,150 1,097 8,104 
Tronore (sablo== "thousand ong fans, w = © deus . ert 5 Lime _-.------ thousanf short tons OT 96800 TRS 08nd Peres, | ae t50 | UL tot | 25 186 

Set 222222 7TTTTTTTTTTT Tae TT2 elo 2002 106,803 1855 98,806 
Sand and gravel 

‘Construction. .--.--------do__-- 28,100 68,050 20,567 47,726 23,000 *52,300 sudndisnal OTT Tae iT) “Ss 
EE amine miner: Sie 94,824 20,700 67,100 24,763 82,152 Duneneied 2 SCRRSS TIGRE aaa" 3 129 4 tty i 112 

Combined value of bromine, calcium chloride, 
Copper 98-82, odie, iron oxide i 
ments (crude), magnesium compounds, i 
ver (1981-82), and values indicated by sym- 
WW 2 eee xx 899,618 XX 7592451. XX 864,004 

‘Total... s5-----s2----u-- xx 1,440,405. XX = 71,085,184 XxX 1,160,691 

MINNESOTA, 
Clays —______ thousand short tons_— & S10 w Ww Ww Ww 
Gemsion—o-Teneeeenneenees NA 5 UNA $NA 5 
Tron ore (Usable ——— Cao TN SOATE 2062118 23.715 1,021,056 90.609 1,842.55 50, 082; 5 021, r 342.455 Lime... thousand short tons. 158 a8 188 4,604 Ww W 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State Continued 
ial —— a ae Mineral ee ee Ee Geet Kay Remy lia Gieiy gE, $$ tire) er thon) Sanit _ thousand 

MINNESOTA—Continued EE esi Manganiferous ore... -____short tons.- 189,571 W 16,307 wound W Beat. -_- ~~~ thousand short tons ~ 25 s040 Ww w W wW Sand and gravel: 
‘Construction.....______..do..._  °28,950 49,770 20,276 $44,222 *24,600 *$53,000 i Industrial —____....._--_do.___ Ww Ww 694 5,903 685 12,982 tone 

Crushed__ - _ -=++-+---t--- 6,995 18,438 °7,100 £20,900 8,580 25,320 Dimension - -____..--____do._ 41 14,298 "40 "11,940 28 11,365 Combined values of items indicated by sym- DolWon ee ecnen ome nmne tr ee x KK 4ao7 Xx 1406 XX 9.958 
Tele oes Cel. xX 2,154,761 XX 1,110,126 xx 1,455,030 cece Bere ose Lao 

MISSISSIPPI ma ee 
Clays _____..._ thousand short tons. . 1,218 $23,309 805 $21,181 1,446, $23,846, Sand and gravel (construction)___.do._-~  *1/480 *29,260 9,455, 27,115 *11,000 34,600, ‘Stone (crushed) _____..._____do.___ Ww Ww Ww Ww 1,651 4377 Combined value of cement, sand and gravel (Gndustrial) and values indicated by eymbol Wow TTT XK 9602 XK 489K os a8 

Weller XX 92251 XK 72685 XK «89,705 eee OS 
MISSOURI sr cs one 

Barite____-_.... thousand short tons__ 185 $9,725, 107 $5,708 Ww Ww Cement: 
OEY nen et oni a EB 103 5,495 88 4,855 46 $7,839 Portland <<"TTTTT“ZTTTT dell. gaz es'sB? «= g.208 8s RHO 

peers —rmneemeininrs oo eM oe 1147 18,414 71,383 713,409 71,418 711,848, Copper (recoverable content of ores, ete) 
metric tons__ 8411 ‘15,783, 7,941 12,745, 1,225 13,033. Gemslnecccvecsazecs tee INA 0 NA 1 'NA 10 Tron ore-———— ~~~ ~thougand long tons. — Ww wom WoT m0 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete) 
metric tone. $89,721 «318,870 474,460 257,150 409,280 196,620 ‘Sand and gravel: Construction thousand short tons. °7500 "16,900 635947 *7,100-—*17,700 Industrial — .._______...._do____ TB 8,602 750, 8,997 600 1541 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) thousand troy ounces. 1887 19.892 -224) TIT «= omt a.m ‘Stone (crushed) ___ thousand short tons. — 40,910 116,297 *38,600 *113,300 89,454 120,700 Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc) ‘metric tons 62,904 51,966. «63.680 54,009 57,044 52,052 ‘Combined value of clays (fuller’s earth, 1982), iron oxide pigments (crude), lime’ stone 

(dimension), and values indicated by sym- bol Woe TSS XK 130517 XK 100698 xX 92,689 
Total_ -------------- ‘XX 875,268 XxX 7783,509 XX 725,809 Se ar I O_O 

MONTANA er II pe 
Antimony... short tone we ws w Barite_________ ‘thousand short tons. Ww w Ww Ww 10 $750 a ec ee 601 $23,111 7218 $8,064 194 6,205 Copper recoverable content of ores, ote) 

metric tons_._ 62,485, 117,257 °64,951 "104,245, 33,337 56,245 Gem stones. —_.______MEE WN ANS 100 NA 5 NA 300, Gold (recoverable content of ore, eta) 
troy ounces. 5426724943 75,71 8258614866449 Lead (recoverable content of ores, 6) metric tons 194 1st 661 ae 1168 556 Lime ______.._ thousand short tons. 184 1621 45 23381 56 W ‘Sand and gravel (construction) . ___do____ 5,640 *12,910 5,338 12,794 5,000 *10,200 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) thousand troy ounces. 2989 = 8149761699040 65,209 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State Continued 
oar ry 156 

Mineral Value Quantity Valle” Qua Value Quantity «Via entity qualita Qsantty aeons) 

MONTANA~Continued 
Stone (crushed) —_ thousand short ona —«s82~=~«S LRT =« 00 =—=«CATO0~=«*«CTSCSC« BA Zine (recoverable content of ores, ete) mice tone. 25 au Ww woo 2 Combined value of cement, clayn (ire clay, TED, graphite (198280), gypmum, iron or, tmolpident CE, pest Boerne rock, ‘and gravel industriab, stone (dimen: Sion), tale tungsten ore and concentrate (1861-89, vermiculite, and values indcated bysymbolWons nso wuuee nine xx aoaee kta xk aaa 

Total === === === XX 80Q08 XK FBO AK 288.205 
‘NEBRASKA 

Clays _____---- thousand short tons —=«wG=SC*~«aSSCSSCSSSS Gecisinnes__—~—— “sand hot tom NA Wo ONA WoONA W Sand and gravel “ConsteGction-—— thousand short tons. 11,710 “28810781 «== "3851 "10,00 "25,000 Industrial 22nd 9 ed 05 ‘ Ww Stone crushed) 222=7=777WWa"de2== a8) a02k 80014800 Hand Combined value of cement Hime, and valucs thdcaled by symbolWoe nn" S™s "uo 6Ne XK 582K 0.86 
Total_--------eeennnenn- XK 860K TSR 

NEVADA 
Berto -------- thousand short ona 2482 «1070 ~—=«CLSTH~S~*«GTDT.S=~*«SSC« TO [een ne Gemsioncss2-2227=77-772““=> NA oA 1200 NA a0 Gold recoverable content of ren eta) toy ounces. 524802 241.220 "757,099 "284601 920.81 sao.g20 Gypsum. thousand short tons. TTS ou 658 4503 988 "7896 Donor 222--2a—thousand’long tones 81D TSW Ww Lead recoverable content of ores ete) Tieine toms. W wow woo 1 Mercury ——-------~ 16pound Maske. 2781916125100 W 25010 w Sand and gravel iconstivetion! housand short tons... °7.065. "16770 © GeT_= 24750016200, Silver (recoverable content of ors, 0) Thousand troy ounces «3090 «SLOT 32488] 1G S.TS Stone crushed) thousand short toma TBH8—BBGL “1.900 500695 88 Zine recoverable content of ores, te) metre tons W woo ee os a Combined valve of cement (portiand, copra Gistomite, Nuorspar, lime, lithium, magne: si, meljidena GHEE) pores Sani Gnd gavel Gadi, ngin oe land concentrate (1981-82), and values inde Giedbyeymboa Westone OXK 108458 Klaas XK 11.047 
ee a ee a ee 

‘NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Sand and gravel (oonstruction a Ghousand short tons. °4 528 *$12000 482-1503 “4,000 *512,100 tone Crushed. -.---------do--- 6655] Se SIO Bs Dimension ==22=222~2277-do--> SWS] yO ge Combined value afother nonmeials—-——— XX. 12 Xk 1 _xx on 

Total wwe KOO 19086 
NEW JERSEY 

Glays____---— thousand short tone —=~=C?=S*~*«aSCSC«iSSSCSSCSCSSCSC GonsiaacT itr eens rc A 1 NA 1 NA 1 Beat 22 -~athawand dior one Sats woo w 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production* in the United States, by State —Continued 
TT 1981 1982 1988) 

Mineral Value Value Value Quantity (chousands) WMtity (ehousands) Wentity en dusands) —_ rent thousands) thousands 
NEW JERSEY—Continued 

Sand and gravel: Gopstriction- thousand short tons. *3756 “SUR 050 79408522 “Igg00 —“gn4a00 Industrial << 7—00--_--do--_ 2305 "2e488 40 "aR b1 asst Stone crushed) ———"~~--"~TTdoZ_ 10434 «57819 "10700 «57180012301 T0421 Zine (recoverable content of ores, ete) ‘metric tons... 16198 «15,911 1680014248 1647515088 Combined value of ion ore (BBD, magne: 
(aitmensiom, titanium contentrae men, ite, 198182}, and values indicated by sym- bol Wasoe oa leuee aes XX 2008 XX. 59m XX 284s 
Total XX 48662 XK 182410 XX 54615 

NEW MEXICO ee 
Clays ——--_-___ thousand short tons "64 960 sane. 50 $115 ‘Copper (recoverable content of ores, ete.) 

metric tons... 164214 289,204 w w w w Gom stones a= nnn NA 20000 NA 20000 NA 200 Gold (recoverable content of ores, eta) 
‘roy ounces. 65,749 80,221 w w w W Gypgum__—__-. thousand short tons.— "166 2256 198 ss 168 1,016 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete) ‘metric tons. w w w wo 88, 123 Lime thousand short tons — w w Ww w 1 W Manganiferous ore G% to 95% Mn) 
short tons. 12,741 Ww is : - ae Perlite ______. thousand short tons. 989149838858 507 Potassium sails “thousand metric tons 1,601 261,200 1497 —04.000 LTS «174°700 Pumice... thousand short tons_— 3 ‘9 a ‘309 O 070 Sand and gravel_"~_-___—___“do.---*5,496 "19,780 5616.17.67 *7,000 "20,000 Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc) 

‘thousand troy ounces. 1,682 17,1705 6997 w w Stone: Crushed... thousand short tons. 4162-12485 *2800 = "137004790 a5,121 Dimension === do 26 13s 38 18 141 Combined value of carbon dioxide (1981-82), cement, clays (fire clay 1981-82), helium 
(Grade-A), mica (scrap), molybdenum, sale, Sand and gravel industrial, 1982, "vane dium (1981), zine (98D), and values indi- ated by symbol Wn STS XX ayer XK Tage XK 

Total_-—- XX 696.407 XK "429900 XX TAO pe I ST 
NEW YORK Ee 

Glays?_________ thousand short tons or 2810852 $87 th 3869 Gem stones =~ TN ST NA 3000 NA 3000 NA 30 Lead (recoverable content f ores, te, 
metric tons. 968 7g 1,065 F600 1,299 eat Peat -----.._ thousand short tons” 39 ait W W 8 Ww Sil ccjoasar RT 1088686205 ITI 4.859 100,119 and and gravel Construction—--...___do..._ "18,280 "45,560 "1788 "45871 "18700 54,200 Industrial ~~~" ~~~" "do. 38 W a5 512 Ww W Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) oo ‘thousand troy. ounces. 2 308 an "216 33 379 

Crushed... thousand short tons. 30,681 117,689 ©2870 © “192.800 82,881 187,982 Dimension --—----- don 21 oer te #2293 pt 4310 Zine (recoverable content of ores, eta) 
metric tons. 9688936285 "52.207 "44,808 «56748 51,788 Combined value of coment, clay tall clay ‘emery, garnet (abrasive), gypsum, iron ore GOsT42), lime, tale, titanium concentrate 

Gimenite), wollastonite, and values indi- cated by symbol Wenn XX 17554 XK 155,959 XK 156,851 
Well cece cereueaes XX 481.281 XX '502199 XX ——«N664 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production: in the United States, by State —Continued 
—_ oar ~ i982 i988 

‘Mineral ‘Value 7 ‘Value Guantity .., Value 
Quantity (thousands) Qsntity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Clays?__-—--. thousand short tons. 2410 =—=«SGARLS7==«gHBUB~B0G8 «8.61 Foldspar --——"~-"--~-short tons. 46286 «8517 az8'to5 «12.55 somes 18610 Gem Bones 2222 222=oE ETNA 30 NA 3) NA 0 Mica (ecrap) -—-—~ thousand abort tons gate 483 6 4286 Sand and grave: Conetrvction-----------do.--. “624 “18.390 598 «15,895 “5.500 “16900 selnittrial SOILS Toga tase aoe asi8 088 11,689 
‘Crushed___-- do 28,888 117,092 °27,500°117,600 33,694 145,602 

Dimension -~~~~2_= 2222 22de.2== 32 ams 30214 a1 8267 
‘Tale and pyrophyllite —-——" ~~ do. S404 4825, 8 1,266 89 1,452 Combined value of cement, clays (kaolin) Tithium compounds, olivine, peat (1982-83), phosphaterork,endtale(Ssi) ~<-----” XX 256907 XK_— "105,142 XK_—_—_—190,641 

Total enn XK T488,260=— XK 7200496 XX 809,158 
NORTH DAKOTA 

Gem stones. ----=----- SNA 2 NA @ NA 2 Lime == ~-~-—7 thousand abort tons. Ww wo OW W at 6788 Bogh RUDD etree edo eae Ww 36 W Ww W W Sandand gravel Gonstruciion)~~"de--"~*3,000 "6,500 «2847 4873 3800 *15,000 Combined’ value of clays, salt. and ‘values “indicated by symbol Wenn ee XX. aa _XX 3102__—XX 3510 
Tolal_--- een eennnn- KKM XK OT XK (850 

‘OHIO 
Cement: Masonry -.-. thousand short tons. 105, $7,129 8 36,70 oT sr454 Portland (7227 SUN NT go LAG] SIT «1998 BSR 87ST B00 Clays ne Dosz22lTTTITTgeTTD ett AM e100 1718 8001 GyminccUCSTe TTT aT aa 1566 “100 1335 W Ww Lime s-22222TTTTTITII get «ate atte «18887687 1.905 8.928 Beat_~~— 2722222220 22222Ta0222 10 181 3 1 W W Set 07 2252T TITICTGIIT gon sg.g gtd 0.12858 988 Sand and gravel Construction-_________do.__ "32240 "95570 "25.160 © T8R.015 “27,200 © *84,600 spititatink OTITIS aT 0S TR TTRIE TRB 

Crushed..-------------do.--- 36.950 125,588 *30.800 105,200 © 92.997 © 114,059 Dimension ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ do. ~~~ Ww wow Ww 48 2908 Combined value of abrasives; gem stones, and values indicated byaymbol Wn nen === XX 820 XX az. 1,884 
Nuiahusneewncun un XX 562160 XX 449,560 XX «ATO,L4 

‘OKLAHOMA 
Cement ‘Masonry —--— thousand short tons_— w w w Ww 4 3074 Portland -=s22ssene ene don a= w W w Woou7id RGR Clays cee LLDLITTIITTIITTgerT2 gh zee 52ST 'a2 Bam Gemstones. 2—722===27="72"TTT NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 Gypeume n= =22— Thousand shee fone 1177 9a 128k 108d ast LT 

Grade-A million cubic, feet. 2 wa 8 ee - Grude “eZ EUSEDE cure dae So 2 3 g .s = Pumice «~~ ~—~7~ Vhousand short tona— t Ww i W i W Sand and gravel Construction-..__-do- 9000. 21,700 749077837500 "17,800 sulmdotnel = <SSTSSToocae Tome TI Tie Tat 
Crushed.—..-----------do.--- 29990-83407 "30400 "84.200 25.865 TE 941 Dimensieg 2207S aaa 8 738 968 10 ‘at ‘Combined valu of feldzpar, iodine, lime, ali, ‘ripoll,and values indicated by symbolW—XX_——«100876— XX 970X767 

Total------------------- SKK”. 226 186 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production in the United States, by State —Continued 

TTT TB 
Mineral Value it Value st Value Quantity Gamasanas) WaBtity qyyaneeas) Wantty Valea, 

OREGON 

Clays ......----— thousand short tons__ 176 $300 149 $212 188 5 Gensieaticte et | NA 60 NA. 500 NA Sto Gal Gecreabis aides afore ac) toy ounces. 28900 W woe 1st Nickel content of or and conser aie) 
‘short tons__ 12,099 w 3,208 Ww mae es 

‘Sand and gravel (construction)_.__do__-_ "12,000 35,100 9,513 30,629 *11,000 37,000 Slver essverable content of one, o) peeve 9 1 0 Stone: 
Crushed__-_-_ thousand short tons__ 16,482, 46,055 *14,200 41,900 13,089 39,876 

Dimension ....-.---..----do___. e 5 sy °5 Ww Ww Goon “8 woo8 ae 8 23 eabtoed water of cones Soper 100 cd 
1983), diatomite, lead (1981 and 1983), lime, 
pumice, sand and gravel (industrial 1983), 
and values indicated by symbol W_____ XX 56,107 XX 734,516 XX 32,922, 

Total ve eeeennnn---OMKOATSCKST MAK 98d 
PENNSYLVANIA 

Oeaect 
“Masonry _..-_ thousand short tons__ 293. ($14,799. 256. $14,048 262, $17,095 Popiang 777 owen em. too sme ago) Hissar SR Qayece-cccccu22TTcacct eran Yan Ste tet eo yA SONA 3 Lime v=" 222T thousand skort.) waa togas ME aeat Ca ee oe ow v Pete Poco ae oe 8 a cians 
‘Construction.......-_.__.do.___  *14,000 61,100 13,081 55,527 — °11,800 "52,000 

st TMI ee a ac Ww Ww 969, 13,589 Ww Ww ene 
‘Crushed... ...--..----+-+do.--- 53,258 207,821 *50,400 200,900 51,528 226,948 
Dimension __---_--__~.--do____ 51 7,193 48 "6,354 53. 5,799 te SaaS ee a) y & " Bal resoveralie xdeai cl mse 0) Tectic toma. 24782 «24,008 atoa««=«00L—«6.T92 Re Combine rains of cays nc eo oboe 

indicated bysymbolW Ons XK 18.966 XK 10 XX agi 
ee a ee 

RHODEISLAND 
Sand and gravel 

Construction. __ thousand short tons. *1,382 *$3,985, 1,146 $3,671, *1,000, $2,400 ee ee a ee B ‘oo 
Stone (crushed) _____________do___ 141 16 *130 1,100 971 5,507 Gonbined value of sdber aonnccals end val ‘einicatad yeyeabel Woes #8 YA ex Bx 8 

a ee ee 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

Cemept, portland thousand short ona .76§ T9407 gad—SooRS Uw Ww 
RU pe ego an, 1,682 28,600 1,535, 28,166 1813 $34,830, Getaionse.—n-- n-ne TNR RA 0 
Manganiferous ore . thousand short tons__ "22 Ww 15 Ww 22 Ww i ee s 8 YW ¥ 
‘Sand and gravel: 
Construction... .do.___ °5,131 13,240 4,727 13,170 *5,200 *15,000 

S Industrial -____-___..___do____ 803 10,531 720 10,902 ‘842 13,169 one 
DPN accent: 14,825 49,830 *14,000 °53,000 15,786, 61,054 
Dimension - -______....-_do____ 18 1,109 “14 "904 wv 1,165 Cuneta value of enol foamy) dn faller’s earth), copper (198, gold C98), 

mica (scrap), silver (1981), vermiculite, and 
values indicated by symbol W —— 1. XX 22,989 xx 722,181 XX 105,366 

NO ec aac XX 205,716 XX 194,718 xx 230,594 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 

SC 
Mineral Value falue ‘Value ean hihy MY LERay OM Ney 

SOUTHDAKOTA 

"Maso id 6 4 3383 4 $359 fasonry thousand short, tons. usd 
Peete ee 450 23,290 520 27,978 603 87,435, 

‘Clays? _ a ice 6 209 128 346 123 353 
Feldspar | __ 2-122 2>_-éhort tone w Ww Ww W708 ior 
Genstoomc OSS TSTTET TT eee NA NA UNA 70 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete) ‘roy ounces... 278,162 127,854 185,098 69,558 309784 «81,848 
Sand and gravel (onstruction) 

thousand short tons__ °4,285. °9,224 3,816 8,604 5,100 11,500 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, et) 
s thousand troy ounces. — 56 587 26 209 6 ns 
tone 
‘Crushed... ... thousand short tons. — 2,985, 9,085, 2,600 *7,400 3,906 12,982 
Dimension =~ === dO 5) «TSS 4B "16,270 4315952 

Combined value of beryllium, clays benton- 
"Ee), gypeum, lime, mica (scrap), and values indicated by symbol Wns XK, eas Xx 4865 XX ae 

Total. canna XX XK BOT XK BaD BIT 
TENNESSEE 

Cement: Masonry... thousand short tons. 6 $3,200 w w w w 
Portland ~~ cea = BSBTS 763 $36,689 W Ww 

Gays woe Doe TIIICMcII2 aot BBB 6B | “BoLIOT 1.066.928.5186 
Genstnes.—~—--caccccacee = =| NA 3 UNA 5 NA 5 
Phophate rock "—“thoisind metre tons 1838 tggnt BMT nN 118 aT 

and gravel: 
Construction___ thousand short tons. *8,830 £24,130 5,051 15,917 *6,100 *18,700 

suing oT doce sei 488 S588 5455 
tone ‘Crushed. -do- w w w Wo S05T8 111,506 
Dalia 5 = i 1,063 "10 *1,012 7 1,161 

ine (recoverable content of ores, etc) Tietric tone. 117,684 «115,697 121,906 102,882 109.958 100,836 
Combined value of bart, copper, gold (1981), 

lime, pyrite, silver, and values indicated 
bysymblWisne none eene en OXK (192802 XK 185453 XK 114498 

Mobis scence snarnate eres XX 421,149 xX "878,487 XX 407,051 

TEXAS 
Cement ‘Masonry... thousand short tons 229—=«$15,00923g_—=S1G ado 1G«819,704 Portland =777-nssn~----doe--- (10262 BaTap © «90 Bagar © 9.760 Baza 
Clays ss -22os22snawsnnaedonn== ANT "281135 HIB} "BRAT 8955 BESTS 

Gem stones. == 27222 eT ON 00 NA 200 NA 235 
Gypeam’ 5 thosnand short tone 178 148001854 16881049 16.857 

hum (Grade-A).—— million cuble feet. "28 Giss 458 AST? Sak 8340 
Lime ~~~ thousand short tons «1893715825 622771067 60,198 
See 2~2 2a TTT EON S807 Bd Tato 65,670 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction.......-..-.--do.--- 46,000 £150,000 45,527 ‘154,515 °58,500 *208,000 
st Industrial itary oe: 2,242 36,992 72,201 735,974 1,788 29,637 

tone Crushed. ...-----.-----do.--- 12 S4-——219)RG*65.900 "295.000 T4458 aa. BAD 
Dimension --___ 22-2 2_2do. ~~~ 2 soa '850 5822 50 11071 

Sulfur Frasch) — “thousand metric tons. 3.674 We 2360 Wats Ww 
‘Tale and pyrophyliite thousand short tons. -282 air 205 302480 3,938 
Combined value of asphalt (native, 1961), 

“luorspar, helium (crude), iron ore, magne. 
sim ehloride, magnesium compoinds, $0. ‘ium sulfate, and values indicated by sym- 
bolWowesccswcercecneeeeeee XX S6L7S1_—OK—T9ag12 XK 888,912 

Meal wewunearacn wen XX 1752410 «XX "1,545.98 XX 1,568,557 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
198 1a 138 Mineral Value Value Quantity, Value Quanity qquinay Goantiy Guay Aiantly eae, tats) SR thousands) Quantity chousancs 
ran STEER eereer eee 

Clays ———- =~ thousand short tons 90S «$2296. FISD ~~ ~CRp eg (Copper ecoverabie content of ores, ete) 
mettic tons. 211,276 896,471 189,090 "308,483 169,751 286,408 Gontiitiseceweaceee NA 0 NA NA 30 Gold (recoverable content of ores, eta) 
{roy ounces. 227,706 104663 174940 65,762 288,459 a01,07 Gypsum... thousand short tons 300 205 at 2368 303 2136 Tron ore sable) ~ “thousand long tons, ‘ross weight” 601 w w w w w Lead (recoverable content of ores, tc) ‘metric tons... 1,662 1338 w wo -- Lime —-------- thousand short tons "333168788 ASSS at Berle ooo o> ee don °) 40 oe —— W Ww eee an a CT th Sand and gravel Construction .-....----.-do.-- "321254550 7509-14920 "9.800 19,800 Industrial «~~~ ~~~" >>""G9- 77 2 26 Ww Ww a Ww Silver (recoverable content of ore, ete) a thousand troy ounces. 2883 «80,821 42.52 aseT apa tone: Crushed-—.....— thousand short tons. 2840 «12,167 "2.500 "9.800 447.636, Dimension ~~ sn dg 3 80 3 “80 W W Zine (recoverable content of ores, te) ‘metric tons 1,876 1548 oo ws Combined value of asphalt (native) beryIiurs ‘concentrate, carbon dioxide (natural, 1981), ‘cement, clays (Fuller's earth, 198283), mag? nesium’ compounds, molybdenum, "phos: phate rock, potassium salts, sodium sulfate, fungsten ore and concentrate (1981) vans: dium, andvaluesindicated by eymbolW--___—XX_——174729 XK 45 669X188 051 ——__ta x s609 xX 188051 Total—-—~.-----~--------- XX 819882 XX "61604 5RTO E620 XK 856,570 ‘VERMONT i 

Sand and gravel construction) oe thousand short tons. *5,196 $37,254 «8.218 «$854 3,000 "$6,200 
Crashed nde 1819 Sue 1,20 5300 1.899, 5,519 Dimension -—-—---__-__“do.--- "gam a56. ane ata, SBS (Combined value of other nonmetals ~~ XX idsiy xx 8550 XX 10,355 — i 8500 AK 104855 Total-------------------- XK BAOTRSSOXX~~«C«NSDSCOKS~*~*«AB Ka 89 

VIRGINIA eee Gays a----=- thousand short tons. BO2=S«82016.=—=««aS*«RT SCC Gandace TST Tee Re 2 NA 30 UNA 20 Tron oxide pigments —~—~ ~~“ aiort tons Ww W260 a Ww W ‘Lead (recoverable content of ore, te.) ‘metric tons. 1,607 12 a ge Lime sr ecasalcanethougand short tons "04598 GA’, BESaT Sand and gravel(Construction) do." *7,109 24,470 T8352 7200 GOSH 
Crushed. do stom 152,630 *35,200 142,800 37,959 158,724 Dimension —~ ~~~" 7777 7-"aq 777 4 1180 *¢Nis0 98 3067 Zine (recoverable convent of ores, ela) metric tons. 9781 9558 8 - ws % Combined value of aplite, coment, gypsu, "Ganite sand ana gravel indus) tal, vermiculite, and values indicated by symm. BolWa-----n-- OEE Keats XK sade XK 609 eect een Total. -------. XX m9.g80—OXK~=«8SASSCOKSS~*C ga 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—Nonfuel mineral production’ in the United States, by State —Continued 
ee 1981 1982 108 

‘Mineral Quantity Wat Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Quantity rousands) QM=RstY (ehousandsy WARY (thousands) 

WASHINGTON 
Cement: ‘Masonry. thousand short tons. 1 g12e w w w w 

Portland =~ STUN EC Ngo -= 5601004114 ($75,988 w w 
Clays -n----=-----n-- d= |B Taz "82 781,015 GemsmpmccecoCTTTDTTTCLISSEY = NA 200 NA ‘00 NA 200 
Sand and gravel: ‘Construction. thousand short tons. “16870 “42190 «15,100 40.295 *15,800 50.800 Industrial ~~ ood BM a8 az 2809 8ST 43581 
giver “-°-_==- hodsand oy ounce — 6 "709 W Ww Ww Ww 

Crushed. thousand short tons. 9516 «HEY —*BGO0 «aR «10G1 (8,607 
Dimension ——-=-------=--d0--—— 15 aa 285 1 a Male de = 8 2 w w 

Combined value of barite (198285), clays ire clay," 1965), "copper (1981482) dstomite gold, gypsum, lead (1982), lime, olivine, 
Peat, tungsten ore and concentrate (1981), End values indicated by aymbol W-—--——__—sXK_——— 30461 XX 724,765 XX 101,025 

Total—----------------- XK 08808 XK 174082 XK BTS 
WEST VIRGINIA 

Glayst_——____— thousand short tons. 220, 302 so ig $582 Sales oge eed W We We 1008 W 
Sand and gravel (onstruction)-———do---— S651 “260,751 ase 700 83,400 
Stone crushed) do. 7885 «2899 $5900 BR T00 949987, 962 
Combined value of cement, clays (fre clay), Time, sand and gravel (ndustria), and vale 

uueeindicated bysymbol W----"-----_—XX__— 56.046 XX 748,045 XX 62,079 
Total_------------------ KTH K SEND XK (108,978 

‘WISCONSIN, 
Iron ore (usable). thousand long tans, w wos w ‘weight Ee se 
Lime _.--.---- thousanll shore tom 2517S ZIT Q. SITE 

Peat _2==2 727772 Ea 10 335, 3 W 3 w 
Sand and gravel: ‘Construction-.....-----do.--- “18,210 “3452214815 .zB “14200 28,800 ultra 22TCTIIITTI ode too 8s ‘662 "eal 7.208 

‘Crushed___-_.-------do---- 15189 99.962 11,400 "3600 14,252 89,808 Dimension --_----------do--—— 40 4250037264 4 2884 
Combined value of abrasive stone, cement Bp 1882), and values indicated by symbol cee XK aK 16400 XK aria 

Botalsccesceee see ueeee XX 15755 XK TU TO9 XK 109 
WYOMING 

Clays. thousand short tons. 3855 $100928 2561 $73,696 2.140 $49,058 
Gem stones —-=7>_ NA 350 NA 250 NA 250 Gypeum.--——"~ thousand short tons. | 209 2005 2805 Bae 2.963 Sand and gravel onstruction) -~-do---- °3680 "10120 3.382 10,279 *2.400 —*8,000 
Stone crushed) ----—-———--—-do____ 8,224 9888 © *2300 7300-019 7169 
Combined. value of ‘beryllium “concentrate (982-88), cement (masonry, 1981 portland), iron ore, fead (1981), lime, sodiim earbon- Mieandvine(96).-- XK HAT XK 518,805 XK_561,860 

Total__-------un--------XK_—768,058— XK 668195 XK__—_—68,901 

“Eaimated. "Revised, NA Notavalable, W Withheld o avid dslosing company proprietary data. XX Not 
"trouton ax measured by mine shipment, ales ot marketable prodution Gnludng consumption by producers) 
Excludes certain clays; value included in “Combined value” figure. 
Less than 1/2 unit ‘Excludes salt in brines; value included in “Combined value” figure. 
Excludes tale; value included in “Combined value” figure.
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‘Table 6.—Mineral production’ in the islands administered by the United States 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

———W 1987 1982 1985 ‘Area and mineral a a a a Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value _aetity_Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
American Samoa: Stone —— ==. 6 ig] = NA NANA NA Gian! Btooes ec SEES TESST ara as att 382 Wo NA NA 3 age Virgin Islands: Stone ——— ~~~ 22 ~72IITTLII2 w WooONA NA ot 2305 NAG NA Notavailable. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data *Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

Table 7.—Mineral production’ in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Mead 1981 i982 1988 
= Quantity Value “Quantity Value Quantity Value att _Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Qement (portland) ——---..-------.--- 1228105420985 8,822 at «w,509 Gye ee ETSI 200, ‘47412 298125 251 WMO arremermnren omg 34 8.RBd 371,906, 358.885 Sand and gravel => 2TLIIIIIIDIIIIT NA NA NA NA NA NA Stone 
Crushed ——-—--------------- 204138 96.288 NA NA 5.586 26,611 Dimeniion SSooa Ca EIeRS Ee 05 zod0 NA. NA i W cen i NR NA Ww 

Metall aac eseee nee XX 208041 XX 8402S XK 113,056 EK 118 256 NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; not included in “Total” XX Not applicable. Tha rar by npn er marti ren oneansoenpes vy edn "Total does not include value of items not available. 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels 
1982 106s Mineral hauls Wale. vain Quantity croanandey CANHY yeaa 2S tonsa) (thousands 

METALS 
Aluminum: Ingots, slabs, crude --_.._____..._.___short tons. 401,174 $476,186. 397,608 $584,048, Serap 7 -—- 22-22 TLILITIITTT tao. «aan “Terese «= aazsa «Bas 58 Plates, sheets,bars,ete_“"TTIILIIIZILII7TTge 72 isseaT «= Aa0TsTreage Bee TD Castings and forgings — ~~ 27>~27227222277ae0777 71804156 «1049248 Aluminum sulfate ~~~” ~771—1I7177Tietrie tone 6121 1230 14094 1,588 Other aluminum compounds —"—"T_--~_"——“do-- 88820263 ehasT ‘Antimony, metals and alloys, erude ~~ ~~~ ~~ “ahort tone "330 Val 304 1088 Bauxite including bauxite concentrate 

thousand metric tons. 49 8.545 14 10561 Beryllium SU PU ands 134018 8a araTt 2.693 Bismuth, metals and alloys -——~—22“~72LTI72=Paon > "8358 ‘BTL 806,128 708 Gocimium metal °° O72 TTTTTTIIIIII DT eb tone 2 i 126 170 351 
‘Ore and concentrate 
Exports, ——_-._____..__ thousand short, tons 8 1514 n 18t4 Reexporis - ~~~ 7~ 1171277 Dao 81 aire 5 1350 Porrechrombam |= 2552223550057 IT as 5 5.081 4 az Soba ontent) -°22ITL7TTTTTIIT atin’ pound — 596 7.890 824 ams 

Ore, concentrate, composition metal, unrefined (copper content) =" -—--------—--.----_ metric tons. «200,157 2526118 «759 Sorap == 2-7-2 IULTTT TT Iii ldo. Baa e8asa droge 608 Refined copper and semimanafactares ~~~ ~~ do. ~~ USM7 = 438'219 1576 «682.505 Other copper manufactures. TT "TTL TT Tae “ytsn “Sette 9439183360 Perroalloys not elsewhere listed: Ferrophosphorus -—- short tons. 4031 1402 26.993, ans of ettalloyss nec “TD LITITI IIIT TTI #980 asi 5175 71965 
Qre and base bullion _._...__-_.____troy ounces. 1,983210 498189 1,957,800 501,016 Bublon, refined «°° "7722=272TTa==2S" Sgn Tea oar PRET Lal Fron oreo ---27-==n naa aaa thiand Tong tans BITS 150,522 S781 182,Tad 
Pigiron--——-----___ short tons. 54,888 3,784 6,364 528 Iron and steel products major) Sigel mill products ——————_________..._do_. 1842818 1,601431 198.698 1,054,704 Other steel products -—"" "7 "7 "7"7 >" "Te 12 'gazans «S111 '24g62 Sod Iron and steel scrap: Ferrous scrap including rerolling ‘materials, ships, boats, other vessels for scrapping thousand short tons__ 6925 622,711 7152 650,540
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Table 8—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, exeluding mineral fuels 
—Continued 

Mineral jue falue enter laa Qnty hltan 
METALS —Continued 

Lead: ‘Ore and concentrate _____-.__._.-.-metric tons. 2904 «$1095 987502 Pigs, bars, anodes, shoets,ete---2_227777TSTNgo"™ = Samo “agisia aad 195000, 
SD ope ei ender sneer e asco te MeL 51,752 17,254 50,918 13,139 “Magnesium, tal and allys, srap, semimanafuctured yetmeheo nnn eennnnnn anno tons. 9618 04S 8H 

‘re and concentrate <a don 28560 251019814 1972 Feromanganese =~ 727227777727277772774222 TOR ait a3 anes 
Silicomanganese —-______________-_____do--__ 2952 1,832 6426 1746 Meta oo ora Sa EET aE 208 361 8301 asm Molybdenam: je and concentrate (molybdenum content) ‘thousand pounds. «49783«= BDI «47.068 «185 12 Metal and alloys, erude and serap === don to Batt a 360 
WO i 632 9072 610 7,085 Semimanifactared forma, nee. -~~~-~~~~~7~Wdo.-- 10 4763 26 E580 Powder © o0e- snes ~~ 2727772222 = doa Pe aos tar Ferromolybdenum -~~~7272277222222277ge0022 255 1035 m 637 sginpotinde nn == 2TOTDTTIIITTIIITI wadl —aTS0G80Ta.NB 
‘Alloys and scrap including unwrought metal, ingots, bars, sheets anodenetc =n Sn n=" Sshort tons. 49729257082 RBA 154,806 Gaeiwe nese SOSLETSSESTISe aes Be eee 3165 ‘13040 Wires === — 2202222 2TIITIIIIIII IIIT oN 011 1039 e801 Semifebricated forms nee 2--~72227l2sdos27- 845 BAB 136514420, Platjnumgroup meta 

Ore and scrap —~—.......~-~~~~~~~~ troy ounces... 7397,307, "88,722, 182,967 193,463 Palau holm, pi, rtheniom, wens tomate 
Plsuinum(nelalandalloy) "se? -~~~~da =~ nabs Sipe} Rareearth metals! Ferrocerium and alloys ~~~ —short tons. 2 64 8 ‘93 Selenium nnn nnn nnn thband pounds - 259 788 206 m ilton: Ferrosilicon == - =.= -.-~—short tons. 1498211961888 10.712 Silicon carbide, crade and in grains Gncluding reexports) 

any do... 6,979 8874 5,590 7,164 

‘Ore, concentrate, waste, sweepings 
thousand troy ounces__ 12,594 102,768 18,204 208,066 sreduion refined EEE TET Mga ré = ogo77 18658 rantalum: 

‘Ore, metal, other forms _..-_...... thousand pounds. _ "617 20,113 332 14,030 yori secon ee cH EEODESSE TEE Best M5 16281 i laser 
Ingots, pigs, bars, etc.: Exports mete tons. 57698454 1amo 11805, __Rosaporig == 2225S STSESTETC De redn NA NA NA NA a Tpplateand tmeplaie OTIOITTTTIT Togo ara ggtd nial sat 
Ore and concentrate —__._______-short tons. 21,682 1280 4391 1,006 
‘Unwrought and serap metal - o> do. 4496 8192 5676 9173 Intermediate mill shapes and mil producis, neo 3600 100/008 21s SBT Pigmentsand oxides = mR SSTT ogo 2 ez "Rogs sat ak ‘Tungsten Cungsten content ‘Ore and concentrate thousand pounds. ere 3387 2 un Carbide powder ---~~--~~--22----- don 12d 14059, 2 92m seein SITET Teer 1129 185 702 
‘Ore and concentrate (vanadium content) do 14 626 ut zs Pentonldevete conosco ecco sou cesmumaegmens 3:63 6808 5201 1311 jg SOP enemas 53 3436 50 6d 
Slabs, pigs, or Blocks ~<~--~----~---~~ metric tons__ 341 B47 aor 801 
Sheets, plates, strips, other forms, n.e.c __ __ __-__do_-__ 995, 2,351 967 2,142 Waste, serap, dust zine content) "~~~ ~~—-~~-do.~ 1905) «sie aRg86 1168 Semifabricated forms, nee ~~ -~~~~~~~-~~~ado.-> 159) 3549 708 3257 Greand concentrate ~~~ ~=22222L22_TTdon >HI ISR (8B Zirconium: ‘Gre and concentrate _......- thousand pounds. 224028 328854816 Orie secu cc nenhiaet el wretes tau 2088 5.0 1396 108 Metals, alloys other forme -———~27272722277de2222 Tres B52 Tas aSiald 

NONMETALS 
‘Abrasives (includes reexports: Industrial diamond, natural or synthetic: Bowderordust--- =.= thousand carats «80,625 68.084«a12_ «82400 

NON ssi manip nt 1,930 22,525 3,185 34,065 Biamond grinding wheal o-oo 2 ‘13 Esitt "487 400 
Other natural and artificial metallic abrasives and products — NA 101,603 NA 95,431 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products, exeluding mineral fuels 
—Continued 

peer a ety 
13a 1988 

‘Mineral Quantity Value Qa Value Quantity enponasds) — Wantity— , Valve, $$ ita) thousand 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Asbestos: 
Exports ‘Unmanufactured -—-.-..--._--_metric tons 58525 $9548 54.035 19.598 Products =~ 722227 2a72aoe ed NA 126703 NA 288d Reexports inmanufactured ———— don 246 110 298 285 Prosucians 2 Goo Ee SaTe TIS UReE Eg Tae NA 1,163 NA 208 Barite: Natural barium suitate- 7~~7~1727ehort tons 48588 es10 aid abd Boron: Borie acid ————_—.____------- do 85,080 190828498 20.688 Sodium borates, refined —____________2___-do-_~_ 227,404 *59,000 224,672 51,000 

Erecuine) compounds _-______..._ thousand pounds. _ 55,600 21,100, 61,300 21,600 aleium: 
Other calcium compounds including precipitated calcium 
carbonate suite set sate eisai tons__ 31,282, 15,613 20,000 13,700 Qhloride "= =2 “TTT TITTITIITIIITEN a Bat 085 SS aO'S8 9,550 Dicaleium phosphate <7 "~""""""7"TIZTIiaellZ | Bigs. abut = 48}000 «8B 800 Cement: Hydraulic and clinker___..__...-_____do. = *203,366 27,456 118,393 17,360 Cay ‘Keolin or china clay... thousand short tons. 129% 146.989 1998 17.882 Beabonllec 2 0 DSSS ESSE RE Nene da OT 68“ 5aT18 ‘Bd 42.580 Olive coco gece enn 65 (Ga998 5928715 DBR wn aE aT i283 146 (515368 Feldspar, eacive; nepheline syenite ~~~ thowsand pounds. 21,600 ‘989 18,720 356 Fluorspers none nneahort tons. 10378 1084 9286 382 Gem stones {including reexports} Diamond ne... thousand carats. 2988 638,655 2aso— e2ant Poatla. nnn “SRS OESIIDSEIS ree ee NA fou ‘NA “985 Gtige GESTS: Se CLC Eee NA 108105 NA 104/020 Graphite, natural-—~L°2LIIIIIIIIT IIo lair ak 10.888 4088, 945 3455 Gypsum: ‘Grude, crushed or calcined ______ thousand short tons 13819 uy 1302 Manufactured, wallboard and plaster articles ~~~ ~~ NA 16381 NA iaaer Feel eee ee eee eee million cable feet_— gis 19735, 868 19,695 Lime "777777" TT TI TLTTIIIIIE hort tons (22,8 3103 2a,tba 4815, [Lithium compounds 
Lithium earbonate’_____________ thousand pounds. _ 10,910 13,506 1I79 23,953, [ithium hydronide ~~~ 17227TI~ TOE Pa > 5250 3951 Sig 10.189 Gtherlithlum composnds———~2222222TTTTTg60 27> ass 12791 ate S188 

Magnesium compour “Ningneste,deadburned .____________short tons. 12889 2721 10,855 1.955 
7 Magnesite, crude, causticcalcined, lump or ground... do____ 23,125 10,925 16,621 8,426 eas ‘Waste,serap, ground... thousand pounds. 22,000 288 20,16 2,652 Block iim, splitings= ~~~ ~7=777 ousand popnds 204 236 1 109 Manuiactured, cut or samped,Bailvup_——.-~~~do-~-- NA 5499 NA 4001 Mineral-earth pigments, iron Oxide, natural and synthetic 

‘short tons 3065 17795 «12,661 aaa ‘Nitrogen compounds major) ....-., thousand thert tons ~ 7806 1278740 7st 1,050,061 Phosphate rock > ~~~ thousand ‘metric tons=_ oma BRB iT aR BOL Phogphatic erties 
Phoopbvitie pid esata ater ves 1423 4o7081 1219 $22,146 ‘Superphosphates ——_ ~~~ "7 TTTTITTIIII TIT l TT 148 158,140 1263 «= «lea672 Diammonium phosphates ——_____ ~~~ do__ ~~ 3,707 678,685, 4,758 129,233 Blemental phosphorus—————~"""""""Timeirie tons. «1,084 = “aetes ate “S418 Pigments and compounds: Zine oxide (metal contend) 

‘Potasis thousand metric tons__ "323, 528 330 492 

Potassium chloride .________.....-metric tons... 691,040 56,710 «885980 80,200 cuubtistsium sulfate. <<““TTTIIITTTIIIENTaon> 000 Eras sean 18380 arte, crys 
‘Cultured —-___..-____-_...._ thousand pounds... U5 3,500 80, 3,258 gq httaral=2222DIIIIITITT Tar a7 AN ghee 9 380 3 b8 i: 
rude and refined... thousand short tons 100116047 sr 13368 Shipments to noncontiguous territories === = do co 8451 30 101 Sand and gravel: 
‘Construction: Band 6 oe cc seus aes ae 63 5a07 934 4,620 

Gravel... = do 497 2,680 369 1,810 jgeittateial and 2 => 52222 i Sat a he: 818 26,320 1,047 26,057 ium compoun 
Sodium sulfate do masa 9s 11.380 uBio carbonade=°2222TITITITIDTTTI Toga 11081403616 1686154584 ne 
Ori bet. a aie ea sn nese neeeeeeedaee 2.065 19,026 2413. 23,021 Dimension -______ =~ do. NA 18,678 NA 21,185 Sulfur, crude_______""""_"_" "thousand metric tons _ 961 122,143 992 109,298 ‘Tale, crude and ground________~~_ thousand short tons__ 232 12,957 218 12,916 

SN seuss awa Seo ‘XX 718,158,477 XX == 12,817,027 ee Sater 
‘Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
"Before 1982, lithium carbonate exports were included with “Other lithium compounds.”
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‘Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels 

1982 Te 
Mineral Quantity, Wale Quantity Value Quantity qancaahaay — Watity—anaaeay 
METALS 

Aluminum: ‘Metal = short tons srag7s $858,017 agers $1,021,213 
Serep. UOTE ENP AUTSRRESESD aoa 14.588 54240 a7 524 er 468 Plates aot tars = "ooo ae > 21d 348 at6,033 256,614 587319 
Aluminum oxide (alumina 

thousand metric tons__ 78,182 770,444 4,080 811,021, 
Antimony: ‘Ore and concentrate antimony content) 

short tons. — 2,769 4,289 2770 2,335 
‘Sulfide including needle or liquated -._.. do... 88 188 47 5B Metal sons ence sen enoc2 se 2do- nae 1,900 3898 1.282 1981 

A Ose. oe 10,433 18,045 10,604 13,318 

White (AsO; content) _---__---.----do..... 16,092 15,241 11,229 8,406 Metalig ec ree ooo en cuenec nan eee 150 04 358 1402 
Bauxite, crude ___-__-____ thousand metric tons... 10,122, NA 7,601 NA 
Beryllium ore__ _-_ ___-...--.. short tons_— 2,652 3,215 2,194 2,155 
Bismuth, metals and alloys (gross weight). pounds. 2,026,245 3206 (1,971,956 3121 Gadmium metal --.~<--e--—---~~ metric tone 2305, gee 2196 see 

Calcium metal ~~ ~~~ 77777777777 pounde 399,054 ‘oor 8321894 366 (Cesium compounds ~~ ~7227277277727P aa" 16.64 799 1922 éir 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate (Crz0s content) ‘thousand short tons. 209 23,670 86 10.390 Ferrochromium gross weight). =~ do. MMi i495 280 109,012 
Ferrochromiumsilicon -----__7_22_27de.2=— 7 3,82 1 670 Maal foot oan cawneryansnnanWlns 2 10078 8 13687 

Cobalt: Metal ___________.... thousand pounds ng1o 131,652 15,858 rio gTs 
Oxide (gross weight) - __ _-__________-do.... 362 2,560 403 1813 Salts and compounds (ross weight) ~~~ do. ~~~ 140 2.650 1801 24d 
unbion oe eg = ‘910 2,765 1,482 3816 

(copper content 
‘re and concentrate. metrie, tons. - 118,055 Mats 99,597 81,695 
Matte oo crc secuuuscueiscuee sedans SS 4082 3609 3.252 4286 
Blister ~~~ ~~~ 27 22722772TIITTTT@es22o otsta 142249 4gam 86.031 Refined in ingots, ets 1777777777727 g072 == 25uasy 394,654 4591568 700,584 

Se eo iekincluding gla 2078 35281 48723 62847 
Ferroalloys not elsewhere listed, including splegeletsen| hort tons. — mus 21,896 3.098 15801 
‘Galion ...,~..-.1..-+---~+---+— Miogrema. 5,199 1,958 7,294 3,195 Geranium =~ >22—T>TIIITIIIII a 1289 9387 20916 103s2t 

Ore and base bullion -__...-.---troy ounces__ 682,661 (242,885 993,793. 401,548 
Bullion, refined —----------------.d0..-. 4,237,669 1,650,719 8,599,188 1,575,570 Hifaiam os EDSDSSEE EEC eee poumee ee 5 ‘418 50,058 

Indium. _----~------- thousand Srey ‘ounces. 686 2,186 1073 2,195 Iron ore === 72727777 7“"thousand Tong tons 14,501 area 13248 4457031 
Tron and steel Pigiron--—-----------------short tons. 821,702 48,940 244 a191T 

Iron and steel products (major): Sigelmillprojucs ~~ -—--------do--- 1606293 aynagy Yhggagag ganas Other products =~" 7722022 2777 7Tae 227 Tad790 © T342)878 ‘808,085 795481 
Sere? indading tinplate ~~ “odin hor tone ~ Yat 38,020 al 48.219 

a ‘Ore, flue dust, matte (lead content) __ metric tons. 18.945 8784 19.753 m2 
Base bullion ead content) -----~=7~=~-€0- ~~~ 18 8 53 2% 
Pigs and bars (lead content) - _-_-_-----do__._ 94,855, 58,633 184,357, 64,225 
Recisimed scrap, ete ead ootend)— ~~~ ~—ap- >>> 4884 155, dae 1340 

Sheets, pipes, shot - ..--_-----------do__-. 467 ‘604 496 1,632 

weal an ‘and serap —____-_-_-- short tons__ 3652 5782 3.969 rans 
Alloys (magnesium content) — __.......-.do_—-~ 955 8,889 2,143 6,151 
Sheets, tubing, ribbons, wir, other forms (magnesium content) eed im 5,982 238 2.939 

Manganese: ‘Ore (95% or more contained manganese) do. 231,159 16,160 368297 19.867 
Ferromanganese______________-__-do___ 492,708 154,490 341,608, 98,083 
Ferrosilicon-manganese (manganese content) do. 41321 ayant 91,992 40,07 
iff wwarere sane eeneuennnet lle 5208 5213 5.950 3323 

fercury: 
Compounds ~ .. ...--..------- = --- --pounds__ 87,974 269, 185,758, TT Metal == 02 22222IIIIIII We pound Masks e016 3,003 1286 3813 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels —Continued 
Sa 1 1 Mineral VL es Quantity erousandsy Quantity — vate, 

METALS —Continued 
Molybdenum Gre and concentrate (molybdenum content) ‘housend pounds 315 s18.4g9 16ers $3,528 Waste and scrap gross weight) _MEN Pans NA iat NA Bat oa Unwrought (molybdenum content) do. __ a 1370 on 1998 Wrought (gross weigh) = 00 = ~~~ “oo 3 1988 4 Pt Ferromolybdenum (grows welghi)-~~~777"do- ~~ 1.605 608 1st a8 ‘Material in chit value molybdenaim Gaciyblestin BOM ene meee ae 249 12143 344s 12985 cGamounds ero weigha) ——~"TTTT2TTGE 72> ae 13080 Bro 323 eked gs ingots, shot, cathodes _______short tons soz a4g.g50 9889 sagas Plates, bare, ele" ~~~ 777 _*HOPgOn 5120 50 848 4103 34558 BILE on omen nee SUCRE sR558 1051688 one ania Boop oan sagettig eet ge 1300 13349 ent rei Bowdor and Makes ~2~22222~-77772 900227 wise 1285 1225 547 Hwronitel se SSDTRICESI Gage 21852 wa a5 4 63.264 OR eee OEE aa 1346 4209 18088 Platinum group metal: ‘Unwrought Grains and nuggets (platinum) ____troy ounces. 3208 1120 g518 245 Sponge platinum) TTTTT Tdo aaa «ane o0B gS Swoepings, waste, scrap —————~--7T7g | RM 25 Minas 4608 [idiom sore vere OGSRS aT oag 18,402 942 23266 7180 Palladium =<222""“7222IIT7=7TTgT- BSS 98285 gens gras Mbslian => SEIS ORDERS ge sr 38,968 Seat Tian ag Ruthenium == 222""""2o7TTocasTTay n> RRS S305 Testoas 5a Other platinuns group metals -~~~777790°7 25,29 0, 22515 is Semimanufoctured. Platinum ned 4008 4255 so9g76 36,668 Ralladieny ZEDSCETIED gOS 60.760 Sis) Taaer 12643 Ridin =o" tg 1.005 59 1345 158 Other plaiinuan group metals ~7~777~$8°- Toes 384 218 o Rare-earth metal: Ferrocerium and other cefium alloys short tons. 95 1092 us 1185 Minnie necer eee Sener nes 7940 ammo 4440 tpt petals ning acandiam and yeriazn ~~ pounds — ‘oo 188 768 182 Metal including serap— === do 16 6 623 120 Ammonium perhensle = ~~~~7~~7777799-"7~ 5198 aus 5a Liat Selenium and selenium compounds lenin content) on do 65,791 TT es4.g99 5922 Metal (over 96% silicon content) _____short tons. 25.98 52195 2a173 52026 aghast SSE orcas ges Tor 403 1B eats ‘Greand base bullion ____ thousand troy ounces. 12590 91,698 195.419 Billion refined = ~~7_‘Dowand ey oypoes- sor Ta bs IG] 8B NO Sweopings, waste, doré ~~~ 7—~=W77>7~$6-~=> e010 19.287 aa S208 Tantalum ore." -= ~~ ~~~ thousand pound 7 120 18286 586 ‘017 Tellurium (ellurium éonéeai)_——~ “Power Pounds - 38,600 306 25,080 22 Be mm ete ae enene 2827 m3 Bt a8 oer tin conten ne tne 1,961 21,544 969 9519 ross, skimmings srap, reid, tn alloys; np aon 8.068 4364 Lass 1219 Tinfoi, powder, ittors,ete —______ =. __ => NA 12.88 NA 1iir28 Tin scrap and oiher tin bearing material exalading Ginplateserap =~ — erst enstuding NA Na NA Na syediReompounds ~~ ~727722772T eee tone aa 268 6a 422 tanium: Timenitet abort tone sagt 41.690 309,036 20.428 Bie nein ne ||| AR sii0 LL te 2352 Meal SOOT oRai cee a8 40580 ae 2399 Ferrotitaniums and ferrosilicon Glanium -—90-— ~~ 182 Ba 03 Toss Piano cee orang 135922 146,50) | a4T 6a ‘Tungsten ore and concentrate Wangalen content) thousand pounds are 45348 eso 25n17 ‘Vanadium (vanadium content} Ferrovanedium en da 1,339 8.065 1.382 6250 Penteman = cca aye nSarnacag aie 218 6s "4 2383 \Vanadium-becring materials ~~~~777~~~92---~ 2205 5194 nS 6 See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding 
mineral fuels —Continued 

iam ia 
Mineral - Value Vale 

Guantity, (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

METALS —Continued 
ine: ‘Ore (zinc content) —___...- --- metrie tons s6g09 © sznase 63158 $16,548 Blocks, pige, slabs =—~~-__2__22----don--- 456288 © 70,7798 eirers Basta Bhisets the oe SESE EARNED gaeoe "700 ‘a4 319 26 
Fume (zinc content) _ . —.. ---------~--do.-—- i 6 631 420 ‘Waste and serap "7 ~~-72=-227227=doc=— 2.658 1282 3.900 16r0 
ross and skimmings - ~~~ 22777777Tae777 7304 134 808 sal Dist, powder, flakes ---~--~_-2~77~~da_~—— 5364 6925 6383 Tze 

a Manufactured ==> ~727772722 2777" NA 340 NA ‘563 
including zirconium sand .. short, tons. 68,465 6144 44487 4420 

Saal saaphronpomnge o2SEST See ane 1288 15431 1687 15901 
'NONMETALS. 

Abrasives: ‘Diamond Gndustrial) __-___ thousand carats. . 19,127 85,887 24377 88.617 [ea NA 159211 NA 201348 bent <OLIIITIIIIIIITIIT Tieton att i925 196,88 ‘57956 
arte ‘Crude and ground -.. thousand short tons 2364 120,518 139 67,404 Witherite ©--<-2c22222—-—--——short tons 3 126 30 16 spo hernia? 2=DTITITIIIIIIITS aa 2385t 13,168 21,882 16098 
an Borie acid ——_____---------------de.--- 4362 1,908 7881 3.456 
Calcium borate, crude* _ ______--_.---do.-__ 39,000 6,386 40,000 8,309 

Calcium chloride_..-— do 60,623 3,010 18,784 1,298 Cement: Hydraulic and clinker ~ thousand short tona_— 2930 1105588 4288 161,439 coo ae ammate oreo aes 24245 451d 2n'864 388 Gryolite © = ===> Sone icseeee aa 6218 4386 7199 ‘rsa 
Feldspar: Crude ——— don 48 m4 18 6 
Ground and crushed. Sata a er 46 25 a a | 61,685 453814 sn982 jem stones: 
Diamond ~~ -~~~--.~.~~.~ thousand carats__ 4,636 1,917,612 6265 2,275,873 
Emeralds —— seenepeansimesen cette mepc llacncorte 2,167 120,809 27 184,180 Other = cer SS SITS ERAT RACES a NA 346031 NA 440{051 Graphite, natural ~~ ~~272~2IIIII7Tahort tons. 53,150 "15.676 43,586 1921 

Comeea “ 5 fe ground, calcined... thousand short tons__ 6,720 36,285 8,985 63,983 Manuihceured tes oot eee ee NA i361 NA S061 Ipdine crude v= °7TTIIITII thon pound 4728 2709 6218 3e039 
Hydrated ________________-_short, tons. 60,108 3.05, san 3491 
Other ~~~ —-- do 288,266 18,503 228,752 11,845 

Lithium: reo senconssrmiercm ee aaoreoei gg as 15 5 8 4 
SOR nnn mnie 138 568 189 1978 

Magnetam compounds 
Ce os |e 2088 ast Ai amp or cat Icined magnesia __do____ 95 2,055, 45 5 ATE 
Refractory magnesia, dead-burned, fused magnesite, 
dead-burned dolomite — —.________~-do____ 59,519 14,588 80,429 14,340 yg Sembouiids naan 48707 7965 50,020 ‘780 
Woste grap ground... thousand pounds. 15,854 2151 14,091 2,389 

Block film, splittings ~~ ~~~ ~~ _SO8N" Pah 3373 Taso 1809 ‘86 “Manufactured, cut or stamped, bulltup -—-—do-——— "ah 2336 "85 2588 Mineral-earth pigments, iron oxide 
‘Ocher, crude and refined ____ __ ____short tons__ 31 20 @ 3 

Siennas, crude and refined_ ___________do____ 112 46 141 36 Unber, crude and refined ~~~ ~~~~~~>_Tdo. 7 368 649 6,640 996 
Vandyke brown ____________--_--_do____ 423 153 769 309 Other navural and refined ~~ ~~~ ~~—>~—doo == #50 516 an ie jatherds Sree OE ESTEEM NE 20681 11.888 22.356 978 Nephallne efniia: 
i 316 16 212 8 Ground, rushed, ete ~=~~=~ 27-7 >772Ldesl22 455,280 13985 407,199 13,984 Nitrogen edmpounds (major) including urea Se ‘thousand short tons 4341 681,368 6281 198,574 eat: 
Fertilizer-grade ______-.-.-.~--short tons... 309,467 88,605 371,486, 46,001 
Poultry- and stable-grade_ _ - __________do____ 60,533 1152 47,220 6,066 Phosphates, crude and apatite. thousand medrie tons — @ 1302 9 316 Phosphatic fertilizers: 
‘Fertilizer and fertilizer materials... do. —_ 8 1672 38 3,622 

Elemental phosphorus ~~... -____---do____ eo 1,017 2 3,410 
Other —_- do 41 76,812 20 5,841 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products, excluding mineral fuels —Continued 
aS ae 

Mineral i 
Quantity (thousands) ‘Quantity, (thousands) — rrr _ tara) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Pigments and salts: ‘Lead pigments and compounds . metric tons. — wae S10 613, 1367 sun aaa Zine pigments and compounds ~~~ =~ -do- ~~~ S721 30,982 40816 34709 Bota nanan nanade== 897900 T5400 7882100800 
Grade or unmanufactured .________short tons. 2887 102 2,698 18 
‘Wholly or partly manufactured —________do____ 118,233 F695 181,606 1,166 

Manufactured, n.s.pf_____..._..--------. NA 7103 NA 106 (Quarte crystal Brazilian lascas) ~~"thousand pounds. an 245 153 12. Sait =o 708 US St thousand short tons” — 5451 6,184 5997 0,198 Sand and gravel: Industrial sand—— = do 790 2508 58 1619 Other sand and gravel — ~~~ ~~~_722TZa0.727 185 149 1B 108 Sodium compounds 
‘Sodium bicarbonate... ________--~-do..._ 7 1,360 o iv) Sodium carbonate - --_--_--~--2~7-doo2 18 419 2 2704 ecimom sulfate = =>TTTTTIIISTT TT 34 28158 38 mgt tones Crushed do 1,864 10.510 22m 10,709 Dimennon Co SOs st ssn Soe NA 169,874 NA 195,378 esti carbonate fines =< thousand short tons. 192 5811 392 4108 strontium: 
Minerals-___________..._-short,tona_- 33075 2087 49.196 aos Gunpounds "S255 905200 DTTTSS = ances 1848 1860 1188 whe, Sulfur and compounds, sulfur ore and other forms, Res = thousand metric tons. 1905 164885, 1695 9,110 

‘Talc, unmanufactured ._____ thousand short tons__ 2 6,264 4 7,691 

Wibell seeereeee neu nee XX 724,307,961 XX 25984492 
"Revised. NANot available. XX Not applicable 
{Includes titanium slag averaging about 70% TiOs. For details, see Titanium chapter. 
20wing to a change of reporting, 1982 calcium borate, crude, imports are not comparable with those of previous years. 
Less than 1/2 unit. ‘No longer reported
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral 
commodities 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 
see iB 

US. t US. 

Mineral wot = ous. Ot World yg, wat 
produe produ. yong Produc produ. yatig ‘ion on world Pion Con word 

‘ton ‘ton 
METALS, MINE BASIS 

‘Antimony (content of ore and concentrate) 
‘short tons... $9,277 503 1 53,301, ‘838, 2 

Arsenic trioxide? __...... metric tons__ 26,264 WwW NA 25,276 Ww NA 
Bauxite? ... thousand metric tons__ T1193 132, 1 76,016. 679 1 

Beryl? ____--__-_____short tons__ 3414 Ww NA 3,189 Ww NA Bisguth 2722222 thousand pounds: = 8109 WoONA Baus WwoONA Ghromita --=777aavenen ens aio N NS Beet “oN 
Cobalt (content of ore and concentrate) Short tons. 26,846 88.596 — Colurabium-tantalum concentrate (gross 

weight) _____-_ thousand pounds. — 56,261 NA NA 45,846 sass oa 
Copper (content of ore and concentrate) ‘thousand merc tons = OT]Ss=( (ATOM ORT 0B Gold (content of ore and concentrate) Thousand troy ounces. 49,057 «1,466 2 445081957 4 
Tron ore (gross weight) Thousand long tons. 769,149 85,493 5 790,080 88,000 5 Lead (content of ore and concentrate) Thousand metric wns 8,408 sig “ou Manganese ore (85% or more Min, gross OD eee 2667 a B39 wee 
Mercury... thousand 76-pound flasks_— 198 26 13 188 25 13 
Molybdenum (content of ore and concen- fiatgy um content rousand pounds «2O724_-=«4UBL = A]STGL RG 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) 705, 8 “ 159 on a 
Platinum-group metals? 

thousand troy ounces__ 6,431 8 o 6,482, 6 “ 
Silver (content of ore and concentrate) de 88.766 «= 40248 =I ‘Tin (content of ore and concentrate) 
0 eaten ie 287,176. Ww NA 211,620, Ww NA itanium concentrates (gross weight 
Tiana scent S Bee oe: 3,346, 263 & 2,876 Ww NA Rute 7272222777 72777727 ane WONA 38 WoONA 

‘Tungsten ore and concentrate (coniained fungeten)s veo nse smetrc tons. 45805152, 3 ease 90 3 Vanadluen (Gontent afore ad eoncenteate) ‘hort tons «958084008087 TE 7 Zine (content of ore and concentrate) 
thousand metric tons. 6,238 303 5 6,246 275 4 

METALS, SMELTER BASIS: 
Aluminum primary only). 14802-8600 M_—=“‘«éi RSCG Qedrntare amelie fons == «LBase LT $ lt Lose ¢ ale ooo foe S08 2 WB 103 i Copper sineiter (primary and secondary) Pifousand metric tone. $2810 B04 es Tron pig_----vn nnn nen SOR AN) RBH 350300077010 
‘Lead, smelter (primary and secondary)* Thousand metric tons 255—TRBCOC LB Moguesium primey en 28 te 21 134 Nig ee eaecenee 680 5 1 645 33 5 
Selenium* _._...__- kilograms_— 1,119,821 242,996 22 1,826,533 353,860 aT 
PO ie nadie nem eas 707,081, 974,577 i 724,480 984,615 12 Tellurium? -_ 22 Rllograms. «101.186 W NA 110.300 Wo ONA 
Tin_____--___~~~.- metric tons__ 239,213 193,500, 1 222,035, 792,500 1 
Zinc (primary and secondary) thousand metric tons. 6.865 sve 5 65 305 5 

‘NONMETALS 
Riliectiecraaudien: ns Tiled C1 2 aus 10 2 
RE em rererenmn men mm enies 8,257 124,845 2 6,348 154 12 

Boron minerals __________---.-- 2,508 1,234 49 2,450 1,303 53 
Bromine________ thousand pounds. _ 826,963, 32401,100 48 195,770 370,000 46 

Cement, hydraulic. judas 969,338 1264 341 7 1,020,346 327],347 7 
avs Bestiaiteh a snes 5628 93245 kgmk— Sa 
Fuller's earth? oo oo.5..2-.-. 2,216 *41,683, 6 2,452, 141,912 B 
Kaolin? ____-__------------ 21,098 46,362 30 22,217 97,203 82 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and U.S. production of selected nonfuel mineral 
commodities —Continued 

(Thousand short tons unless otherwise specified) 
_ 1982 1983? 

US. Us. 
Mineral World us. Percent World us Percent 

produc. produc 2h,y produc: produc. «hg tion’ tion yrorld tion tion word 
‘ion tion 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Corundum _______-__short tons. 20,918 -- -- 19,384 . -- 
Diamond ~~~ thousand carats. 44,367 = = 56.119 aa 5 Distanite S252 SS Leese see one 1,686 613 3 1/677 agg % 
PAlWsDAE a asinaemcnnneeneds ar45 615, 16 aise 710 ® Fhuoespar co UNTRUE ang bid 2 a1 61 1 
Graphite ----=—~—~L_-éhort tons 646,674 Wo ONA 645338 Woo OA 
Gypnia 22 SSP SPE 78970 10,538 13 85,824 12,884 15 Iodine, crude -_-~— thousand pounds 27,016 WoONA 21491 WooONA 
Lime Soe STRESS 11808219 9244,112 32 119,147 814,902 12 
Magnesite. ~~ 022 12119 Ww NA 12.108 wWwooONA ‘Mica (including scrap and ground) 

thousand pounds 474867 212,000 45584881 280,000 2 Nitrogen, N content of ammonia». 83,563, 12968 1 85a 1,246 13 
Peitecccccuesercecce. IANS. "798 ® agen "704 o 

Perl oo sroneaa a 1,556 506 33 1582 mana 31 ate rock (gross weight) 
= Thousand metric tons. «122202 TNS «185000 aT 

Potash (K2O equivalent). -do.--- 24,884 1784 7 26.878 1429 5 
Pimiee Score o canes PSEC 12707 416 3 11,766, 449 4 
Salt 222 2ITTTTTITT TTT asrgsn 97,910 a1 182;752 34,605 19 
Sodium compounds, natural and manu- Tactured 

Sodium carbonate... 30,367 7819 2 81.282 8467 2 
Sodium sulfate. ~_—_7_727>> 5,310 864 6 5229 855 % 

Strontium’ __ "77>" "Tahort tons. 1224779 ss -- — 1etz10 aE E Sulfur, all forms 
thousand metric tons... 50,176 9,787 19 BoaTz 9.290 18 Tale and pyrophyllite.--— === 73589 1185 1B 7,558 11066 4 

Vermiculite’ ~~" TITIIII 562 316 56 1495 282 Eg 
*Preliminary. NANot available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
*For those commodities for which U.S. data are withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, the world total excludes U8. output and the U.S. percent of world production cannot be reported. 
World total does not include an estimate for output in China. 

.S. figures represent dried bauxite equivalent of crude ore; to the extent possible, individual country figures that are included in the world total are also on the dried bauxite equivalent basis, but for some countries, available data are ingufficient to permit this adjustment. 
“Less than 0.5% 
‘Primary and secondary blister and anode copper, including electrowon refined copper that i not included as Blister or angde. 
Includes bullion. 
Refined nickel plus nickel content of ferronickel, and nickel oxide. 
World total does not include estimates for output in the U.SS.R. or China. 
"Data from American Iron and Steel Institute. Excludes production of castings by companies that do not report steel 
‘Shactudes tn content of aloys made directly rom ore. 
“Quantity sold or used by producers. 
"Includes Puerto Rico.





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Alabama for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James R. Boyle! and Ernest A. Mancini? 

The value of Alabama’s nonfuel mineral year. Cement, clays, lime, sand and gravel, 
production in 1983 was $361.3 million, an and crushed stone were the major commodi- 
increase of $61.9 million over that of 1982. _ ties produced in Alabama. 
The increase reversed a downward trend Alabama led the Nation in the production 
that started in 1980 and established a new of crushed marble; was second in bauxite; 
record high for value of nonfuel minerals in fourth in ferroalloys, dimension marble, 
the State. Output of most nonfuel minerals common clay, and fire clay; fifth in benton- 
increased to some degree with unit value ite and kaolin; and sixth in masonry cement 
increases creating the record-high value and lime. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Alabama’ 
ae ie 

Mineral : Value Value Quantity enousands) Wantity (yrusands) $Y thous) Seattle (thous) 
Cement: Masonry... thousand short tons _ 150 $9086 20 giganT Portland -—-2~=TTITTTTIIITT TIM aae abate aga HENS Ginn Se -SGURTECESTZECTISIOIO Scan cc. aes «6s ae 207788 Gom stones 22 2TTTITTTIa aa NR 1 NA 1 Lies oT SSTSSCS SIDTIOG TS Shadeand tt ome wm ws) ad Sand and gravel 

‘Construction SER asewents danse 7,019 17,226 *8,600 £23,500 sytunrinlen =< 22TTTTIST Tae Sos te 1256 one 
Orpbed. ccc sgobscsssteleee a_i °21,200 £89,600 20,558 95,374 Dimension --2==- ~~~ -2-o nano osaaora sR ea 7 2661 Combined value of bauxite, clays ibentonito), phosphate rock and Wh mwnneenonren ene ees Sie 13025 xx 10955 

ee ey ee rr PN cn 
‘Estimated. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. ’Production as measured by mine shipments sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). Bccludes bentonite; value included with “Combined value” gure 

31
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Alabama, by county? 
(Thousands) 

County yer es Metateatde 
Autaugs --...-.-~..2--------------- ® W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 

Baldwin... ......------------------- Ww W Clays. Botaestronsssrrnos scteenamtear w W Clays, bauxite, Bip 222222222 22202 222c02ooo W W Clays: Bisa TES SnseS Soa SRE TEE W W Cement 
Calhoun ~~ ~~~ _-------------------- Ww W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 

Chien 227 SOR ERTTSE GEST nd and gravel (construction), clays. 
Clarke... .------------------------- @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Guy oS U Ce RE Oo  . 
Goffes 222222 222TIIITTITIIIEII % W do 
Colbert - -----------------=-------- Ww M5 Do. 

So ee Gee ESET ne, OY 3) Geshe 2, Css SSeS SRE ES W 31_—_Sand and gravel industria). Si ee een & W Sand and gravel construction) Dallagl2222z222222l2TTTTTTTTIIIT «MS 1618— Sand and gravel (industrial, sand and gravel (construction) clays. 
DeKalb oo -2---eeneeeneeeee ® 
Blorg <n one cen fes eee TEES W 2158. Sand and gravel (construction), lays ot ea & "681 Sandand gravel (construction). Biowah osc uceo Son SES eOUEIES wom De 
Fayette _-__---...-------------=—-— e 190, Do. Pranblis 2007 TS2CESSSREEETETSI ITE W182 Geneva 22222222 222CCITTIIIIIIIIE & "Wo De Gress SCDTEECSOTSSCSIRCT SEITE 8 2 HI nee ® W De Henry GREETS a W W Bauxite Seebtar sooo 528 -csc0STETEEIEESIIZ wo Selterson == -=~2=222TLIITTTIIT II W W Cement, lays 

Lamar _-~-~---------------------- ae m- 
TREN a ieee ee cence emcee 1,348 eo 
Wet paseee ee eee 3,166 & Limestone -=~ 22 22222IIIIIIIIIIIII Ww W Phosphate rock. Egentes 2 EES CERES EATEN OOATSSSES IIE Wo OW Clays lms oa W Sand and gravel industria). Maduod 2225S Pears Pcs eee WW Sand and gravel construction), clays. Marengo 222="=207DISIIIIIIDISIONE WoW Cement Marion --------=2--2--==~-77=-~ TS Sand-and gravel (construction) clays. 
Marshall --__-_--..-.-------------- Ww W Clays. Mobile -2=2222222ZTIIITTIIIIIINITZ 2048 29,900 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays, sand and gravel (ndustria, 
Mounee oss cose m2 ©) Montgomery. ~==-----2-==2222222=-== 12 W Sand and gravel industrial, sand and gravel (Gonatruction) Mapuenssosssseteree ol ® 

Randolph ----_------------------- TRB. e Russell 222222 2L22LLLTTTTTTTTITTT 568 «|W Sandand gravel (construction), clays. Belair. 2222222222222c22sos222222 at W Cement. Stalby SOODDISTSTTISESESETISESSST ae W Lime, cement, clays, Sumter 222. 2222222222222222aooa 2 W W_ Gays, sand and gravel (construction) TalaagalSTSSNSSTTETIC SRS, Meabest-iso0- 7s loscscose ec W W> Sand and gravel (construction), sand and gravel industria. Halber-s. aeceecdaneonnewacees w W clays Washington === 777222227272222220222 W W > Sallysand and gravel (construction) 
Wilox _--_--.-- +--+. === =~: iT a Undistributed® 92-222 TTTTT TTT 09.652 ae Sandand gravel constriction) -~2 7777277222340 XK 

See shed nn nnnneneeennnnnnne KG Binenba CSVSET oe Saw 
nn 

sPetimated, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed." XX Not 

"Fine folowing counties are net listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Bullock, Butler, Chambers, Cchactaw, Cleburne, Covington, Cullman, Houston, Lauderdale, Perry, Pike, Tallapoosa, and Winston, County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1980) and crushed and dimension stone (i982) # not available, total State values shown Separately under ‘Sand and gravel (construction) or “Stone” {Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Stone, either crushed or icoenaloe, was produced; data nor avaiable by coxty. 
‘Includes gem stones and sand gravel (construction, 1982) that cannot be xed to specific counties and values 

dicated by symbol W. sign ie 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Alabama business activity 

sss ss ss sage Chae 982 —«gegh)——=—Chanege 

Employment and labor force, annal average Peer celiisw laborers nnn thowmands eg 
Unemployment___--_---_-_-----.------------~-d0--~-, 287.9 238.4 -172 

Employment (nonagricultura: ——a 
Mites). coc Cotati cece des 13.6 13.1 31 Mantlaciaring 2727727722T2T2I222222222227°78222 SE Ce ee ecat galing PTT PNE TSE NORETR TENT BSE aR eet rch ‘Praneportation and public wiliies ~~ ~~ - ae oe me te 

Wholesale and retail trade -—-—-~ 77727272 2277272ZdeL 222 2611 2139 $49 
Finance, insurance, real estate _ ae Sonne eo: 58.4 59.8 +24 | eee oem teresa ce A 
Gartner  aa 290.8 286.0 -16 

Total pensgtiaiburel enfilgmenll serene do rrr yer) Pergonel income 
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Value of State road contract awards ___________________do____ ‘$2118 $232.0 +95 Sipments ofportiand and masonry cement ta and within the Stats ‘housend chert tons. — om ams 4180 Nonfuel mineral production value: Weal erademiscra aos nee anan-- milion $0994 BLS 4.007 
Value per capita, resident population — --..----~-------------- $76 $91 $19.7 rr] mn ten car eee eee a Ct 
Preliminary. 
‘Includes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
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Figure 1.—Value of cement and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Alabama.
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Trends and Developments.—Although goula, MS. Plans call for from 100,000 to 
economic recovery was evident about mid- 300,000 tons to be imported yearly. 
year, adverse economic conditions contin- _Construction continued on the Tennessee 
ued to have a severe impact on most indus- Tombigbee Waterway, connecting the Gulf 
tries within the State. At yearend the un- of Mexico to the Tennessee River. With the 
employment rate of 12.8% was one of the project over 85% complete, construction 
highest in the Nation, although decreasing aggregate requirements have declined, ad- 
from 16% (revised) at yearend 1982. Most versely affecting mineral producers in the 
manufacturing and | nonmanufacturing area. With a completion date of mid-1985, 
groups experienced a decrease in the unem- the Alabama State Docks continued its 
ployment rate with the major exception of modernization plans to meet the anticipat- 
nonfuel mining, which dropped 5.2% from ed cargo movements. To increase efficiency, 
1982 employment levels. According to the a new car dump, car puller, and additional 
Bureau of Labor Statistics,» unemployment _ trackage were installed at the Bulk Materi- 
in Alabama will not drop below the 10% als Handling Plant. Many nonfuel mineral 
rate until 1990. Much of the heavy industry operations were expected to utilize the wa- 
in the State has been impacted severely terway to expand their market areas be- 
during the recession and is not expected to cause of lower transportation costs. Other 
make a full recovery. However, the State's commodities expected to be shipped on the 
economy improved considerably over that of waterway include metallic ores and pri- 
1982 with the rebound attributed to the mary metals. 
nationwide recovery in the housing and _ The State's primary metal industries con- 
automotive industries. Both residential and tinued to be hard hit in 1983, reaching its 
industrial construction activities improved lowest level of operation since the down- 
over that of 1982, ward trend started in 1979. Depressed mar- 

‘The Alabama Development Office (ADO), kets for steel products and high levels of 
in its 1983 report on new and expanding imports impacted the State's steel, foundry, 
industries, announced 110 new operations and ferroalloy industries. 
and expansions totaling $248.4 million in Connors Steel Co, Birmingham, shut 
mineral-related fields as follows: bitumi- down in September and put its electric steel 
nous coal mining, 4 expansions with a total plant up for sale. Workers had rejected a 
investment of $55 million; oil and gas, 4 contract requesting a 3-year freeze in 
expansions with a total investment of $5 wages. Reported losses in 1983 ranged up to 
million; mining and quarrying of nonmetal- $2 million per month. Republic Steel Corp., 
lic minerals, 1 new and 9 expansions with a Gadsden, requested workers to consider pos- 
total investment of $2.3 million; stone, clay, sible concessions aimed at reducing costs 
glass, and concrete products, 2 new and 51 and increasing productivity. Implied in the 
expansions with a total investment of $19.7 request was the possibility of a plant shut- 
million; and primary metals, 3 new and 36 down. United States Steel Corp.’s steelmak- 
expansions with a total investment of ing facilities remained closed during 1983, 
$166.4 million. The number of expansions with construction continuing on its new 
and total value were slightly lower than pipe mill expected to go on-stream early in 
announced for 1982. 1984, Autlan Manganese Corp., Mobile, 

‘The Alabama State Docks at the Port of which closed in 1982, remained closed 
Mobile handled over 22 million tons of throughout 1983. Possibilities of reopening 
material during fiscal year 1983, down 24% remained unclear for the silicomanganese 
from that of fiscal year 1982. Bulk materials plant because of the depressed steel indus- 
shipments comprised the major activity at try and imports from Brazil. 
the facility with tonnage handled increas- Depressed markets for aluminum and 
ing slightly. Major nonfuel minerals were high energy costs also impacted on the 
iron ore (813,035 tons) and pellets (511,093 State's aluminum smelters. Reynolds Met- 
tons). Other minerals included manganese als Co., Listerhill, and Revere Copper & 
(45,568 tons), ilmenite (94,268 tons), rutile Brass Inc., Scottsboro, remained shut down 
(23,162 tons), and potash (88,848 tons). The during 1983; both companies considered per- 
port also handled cement, gypsum, oyster manent closure of their plants. By yearend, 
shells, sand and gravel, and stone. Potash Reynolds announced the reopening of one of 
was imported for the first time from the its potlines because of lower energy rates 
Dead Sea Works Ltd., Israel, destined for offered by the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
Mississippi Chemical Corp.'s plant in Pasca- Work was completed on conversion of the
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old Sloss blast furnace in Birmingham into studies included investigation of the aqui- 
an industrial museum. The facility, closed fers in southeast Alabama, evaluation of 
in 1971 because of air pollution regulations, waste disposal sites, and hydrologic investi- 
reopened in September as a museum. The gations of watersheds in the Warrior Coal- 
furnaces, dating back to 1881, were donated field. Mineral resource investigations in- 
by Jim Walter Resources Inc. to the city of cluded the initiation of a study of zeolite 
Birmingham for use as a museum. A $3 resources and completion of a summary 
million bond issue was approved in 1977 to map of Alabama Piedmont mineral re- 
refurbish the furnaces; the facility will also sources. Final phases were completed for an 
be used for concerts and special events. assessment of gibbsite resources, and a sum- 

‘The Hall Chemical Co.’s proposed catalyst mary map of limestone resources prepared. 
reclamation plant in Mobile’s Theodore in- A mineral atlas series was developed and 
dustrial area was expected to go on-stream initial reports undertaken to provide basic 
in 1985. The $40 million facility will recover data on mineralogy, prospecting, mining, 
aluminum salts, cobalt, nickel, and vana- petrology, and geology of specific potential 
dium from hydrotreating and hydroforging industrial minerals. Energy resource inves- 
catalysts used in the processing of high- tigations included various studies of coal, 
sulfur crudes. The recovered materials will including estimates of Alabama's coal re- 
be used in the company’s Arab plant where _ serves and resources. The oil and gas poten- 
it makes salts from metals. tial of the Black Warrior Basin and the oil 

Texasgulf Minerals & Metals Inc. an- shale potential of the Chattanooga shale 
nounced plans to construct a $5 million were also investigated. Environmental geol- 
plasma smelting facility in Anniston. Cata- ogy research activities included studies that 
lyst material removed from automotive ex- collected baseline biological, sediment, and 
haust emission catalytic converters will be water quality data concerning the effects: of 
used as plant feed. The plant, one of the surface mining and methane gas produc- 
first in the world, will utilize plasma arc tion; investigations to delineate sensitive 
smelting to recover up to 45,000 troy ounces environments and areas of significant 
annually of platinum-group metals from shoreline change in coastal Alabama; and a 

residue. program to collect comparative biological 
Employment.—Primary metals employ- and water quality data from oilfields. The 

ment stabilized following 3 years of decline, Survey added emphasis to the preparation 
but employment levels have declined 46% of a new State geologic map by revising and 
from the peak years of 1978-79. Employ- upgrading existing maps and initiating field 
ment in the brick, cement, and glass indus- mapping in areas where additional strati- 
tries rose in 1989 after declining the past 4 graphic and structural control were essen- 
years. The State’s coal industry remained tial. 
weak because of decreased demand from The Environmental Protection Agency 
domestic and foreign industries. Two large granted the State of Alabama an extension 
coal mines closed in 1983, and coal mining to April 1, 1984, to file an application to 
employment fell nearly 7% during the year. manage the Federal hazardous waste pro- 
Although the unemployment rate at year- gram. In the interim, the Alabama Depart- 
end was 12.8%, officials at the Federal ment of Environmental Management (AD- 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta anticipate contin- EM) retained its power to enforce phase one 
ued improvement in labor market condi- (inspection and enforcement) of the law. 
tions with the possibility of a single-digit The State must file an interim authoriza- 
unemployment rate in 1984, tion application by April 1, 1984, and a final 

Legislation and Government Pro- application by July 31, 1984. The total 
grams.—The Geological Survey of Alabama program must be approved by January 
continued its program that focused on the 1985, or the Federal Government will take 
prudent development and use of the miner- control of the program. Prior to the State's 
al, water, and energy resources of the State. filing, the legislature must pass legislation 

Water resource investigations continued early in 1984 to bring the State under the 
to be a major focus of the Survey’s effort in program. If the State fails to gain authority, 
1983. Cooperative studies with the U.S. ADEM will lose its $1 million annual grant 
Geological Survey (USGS) involved collec- and those seeking hazardous waste permits 
tion of surface water, ground water, water _ will have to file separate applications with 
quality, and water use data, and perform- _ both State and Federal officials. 
ance of water quality analyses. Additional The U.S. Bureau of Land Management
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reported $549,718 in mineral lease pay- emphases were on energy-related projects, 
ments to the State in 1983. The Federal but nonfuel research was conducted on 
Government divides bonuses, rentals, and metallic and nonmetallic mineral resources 
royalties received from Federal mineral in the State. In addition to research di- 
leasing activities on public lands equally rected to various mineral commodities, re- 
with the States in which the minerals occur. search was also conducted on characteris- 
USGS continued its cooperative agree- tics of subsidence and surface mining blast- 

ment with the Geological Survey of Ala- ing effects on underground mining. The 
bama in regard to water resources investi- institute also conducted and cosponsored 
gations. Several open file aeromagnetic several short courses on mineral-related 
maps were. compieted on portions of Ala- subjects. 
bama and included southwestern Alabama In fiscal year 1983, the U.S. Bureau of 
(OF 83-0603), southeastern Alabama (OF83- Mines had several contracts in the State 
0610), and south-central Alabama (OF83- involving research activities. Wyle Labora- 
0611). In addition, an open file report that tories and Aaberg & Associates, both of 
contained a summary of selected publica- Huntsville, were contractors with three con- 
tions, project activities, and data sources tracts totaling nearly $200,000. Research 
related to hydrology in the Warrior and activities centered on noise control and 
Plateau Coalfields of Alabama (OF 82-0913) machine redesign concepts. Since 1981, the 
was completed. In cooperation with the U.S. Bureau has completed mineral assessment 
Bureau of Mines, mineral resources poten- surveys and/or reports on 6,100 acres of 
tial maps of the Sipsey Wilderness and wilderness and wilderness suitable lands in 
additions (MF-1288-D) and of the Big Sandy, _ the State. 
West Elliotts Creek, and Reed Brake road- The U.S. Bureau of Mines Tuscaloosa 
Jess areas (MF-1505-B) were printed. In Research Center was involved in several 
addition, a report, “Mineral Resource Po- mineral-related projects in Alabama. 
tential of the Adams Gap and Shinbone Among them were (1) recycling of zircon 
Creek Roadless Areas, Clay County, Ala- from investment casting molds, (2) dewater- 
bama,” was also jointly prepared. Early in ing of coal-clay wastes, (3) development of 
1988, the President signed a bill creating a chemical binders to increase mine roof sta- 
6,800-acre wilderness in Talladega National _ bility, and (4) basic clay testing in coopera- 
Forest (Public Law 97-411). This area, Chea- tion with various State agencies. Other 
ha Wilderness, includes part of the Adams Bureau accomplishments and activities of 
Gap and Shinbone Creek roadless areas. interest were (1) development of steel fiber 
The USGS also continued several studies on _ reinforced concrete cribs, (2) development of 
energy resources and regional geology. a lightweight miner's battery, (3) develop- 

The Mineral Resource Institute of the ment of software for a computerized coalbed 
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa receiv- methane data base, and (4) under a Bureau 
ed funding of $150,000 from the U.S. Bu- contract, the Bituminous Coal Research has 
reau of Mines under Title III of Public Law developed the engineering criteria and 
95-87. The funding was designed to encour- hardware for a prototype back-mounted 
age the training of mining engineers and _ waterspray to suppress frictional face igni- 
other scientists involved in mineral-related _ tions of methane. 
studies. A research grant of $100,000 was One U.S. Bureau of Mines publication 
also made to the university from the generic resulting from research that was directly 
mineral technology center for mine system related to the mineral industry in Alabama 
design. The institute continued research in was Report of Investigations 8824, “De- 
mineral exploration, mining, processing, watering of Coal-Clay Waste Slurries From 
utilization, and conservation. Primary Preparation Plants.” 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS automotive output also affected nonfuel 
minerals production. The ADO reported 

Nonmetals accounted for the bulk of the _ that 63 operations involved with the nonme- value of Alabama’s total nonfuel mineral tallic minerals industries expanded to some 
production. Construction minerals output degree in 1988 at an estimated expenditure 
increased because of increased construction of $22 million. 
activity, but increase in primary metal and Abrasives (Manufactured).—Artificial
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abrasives were manufactured by one com- hour drag chain conveyors were installed 
pany in Madison County. Abrasive-grade, for clinker movement from storage to finish 
high-purity fused aluminum oxide and alu- grinding. The conveyors were expected to be 
minum zirconium oxide were produced by on-line early in 1984. Three other cement 
Norton Co. in Huntsville, Norton announc- operations announced expansions through 
ed an expansion of its plant through ADO ADO totaling over $5 million. Companies 
totaling $380,000. involved in expansions were Ideal Basic. 
‘Cement.—Cement accounted for over one- Industries Inc. (Theodore), Lehigh Portland 

third of the value of nonmetallic minerals Cement Co. (Leeds), and’ Blue Circle (Ca- 
produced in Alabama, with both masonry lera). 
and portland cements being produced. Na- Cheney Lime & Cement Co. was one of 
tionally, Alabama ranked sixth and seventh two plants nationally that produced mason- 
in the production of masonry and portland ry cement exclusively. 
cement, respectively. Production and unit " Clays.—During the year, the State’s clay 
value of both types of cement increased; industry produced common clay, fire clay, 
output of portland cement reached its high: bentonite, and kaolin. Output and value of 
est level in over 10 years. total clays increased. Alabama ranked 

Portland cement was produced at six fourth nationally in the production of com- 
plants in the State, two in Jefferson County mon clay and fire clay, and fifth in benton- 
and one each in Marengo, Mobile, St. Clair, ite and kaolin. Clay ranked fifth in mineral 
and Shelby Counties. Five of the plants used value in Alabama in 1983. During the year, 
the dry process while Allied Products Co. 22 companies mined clay at 38 pits in 18 
used the wet process. The six companies counties. 
operated eight kilns. Major end uses for Common clay was mined by 14 companies 
portland cement were ready-mix concrete, at 20 pits in 13 counties; leading counties 
concrete products; building materials, and were Jefferson, Russell, and Sumter. Pro: 
highway construction. Principal raw mate- duction and value increased 40.9% and 
rials used in making cement included ce- 36.9%, respectively, reflecting the upturn in 
ment rock, chalk, clays, iron ore, limestone, construction activities. Major uses were 
sand, and shale. brick, cement, and concrete block. 

Henry Brick Co., Selma, completed con- 
‘Table 4.—Alabama: Portland cement _VeFsion of one of its brickmaking facilities 

aallent statioties from natural gas to pulverized waste wood. 
wt sina onion dtharsine sednd) Plans are to convert the other facility and 

to build a new clay storage and preparation 
FTN 88 —facility. By yearend, the company was op- 
——_—___—_————— erating at about 70% of capacity. 
umber of active plants - 4677288 gi9sai_~—-«dDickey Clay Co., Bessemer, installed a 6- 
Shipments trom mulls: veagg  Million-British-thermal-unit-per-hour, coal- 
Senta nn s10f160999 s1s0'2e¢992 fired air heater for use in drying clay pipe. stoutsat mila Dec 32 "350805 86119 Reportedly fuel savings totaled about 

$100,000 per year. 

Donoho Clay Co., Anniston, continued its 
Table 5.—Alabama: Masonry cement $1.8 million expansion program that started 

salient statistics in 1981. The company, to increase output of 
(Short tons unless otherwise specified) refractories, purchased a nearby shutdown 

——______________— facility with assistance of industrial reve- 
1988 nue bonds issued by the city of Anniston. 

Number of active plants _ 5 5 The company expects to double sales in the 
Production = ac-- 145268 205,121 next year through new product lines for the 
Goss soii@SS? gag AQABA Steel industry. ‘Three clay operations an- 
value io boca 088 418894 nounced expansions through ADO totaling 
Sesame si "Bale 28% about $400,000. The companies were all 

producers of refractory clay. 
During the year, Blue Circle Industries Vulcan Materials Co., Parkwood, operat- 

Ltd. purchased Martin Marietta Corp’s fa- ed its lightweight aggregate plant for about 
cility at Calera. The facility will operate 6 months. The kiln and mine closed in 
under Blue Circle Inc. At National Cement November with plans to reopen in May 
Co. Inc’s Ragland plant, two 200-ton-per- 1984
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Fire clay was mined by four companies at drilling muds and the foundry industry. 
six pits in Calhoun, St. Clair, and Shelby Production increased slightly. 
Counties. Production and value increased Lime.—Alabama ranked sixth nationally 
52.2% and 72.5%, respectively, reflecting an in the production of lime, which was the 
increase in unit price. third leading commodity, valuewise, pro- 

Kaolin was mined by 3 companies at 11 duced in the State in 1983. Lime was pro- 
pits in Barbour and Henry Counties. Pro- duced by four companies in Shelby County. 
duction and value increased 24.7% and Output increased slightly but remained be- 
76.8%, respectively. Major uses were in low 1 million tons for the second straight 
firebrick and other refractories. Kaolin oc- year while total value decreased. Both 
curs in association with bauxite, which was quicklime and hydrated lime output in- 
also used for refractory purposes. Mining creased with unit prices decreasing. Produc- 
companies continued to operate at reduced tion was expected to increase as steel mills 
levels during the year with frequent shut- reopened in the Birmingham area. Other 

downs, uses were in paper manufacture and water 
‘American Colloid Co. mined bentonite at purification. 

its operation in Lowndes County for use in 

‘Table 6,—Alabama: Lime sold or used by producers, by use 
EE eccentric agg 

‘Use uantit ‘alue uantit ‘alue re ae 

Waecpunfiaties 2222227722227 RRR RG 7 cee sierra ‘et eas y y ee oo ae ed 3 v v 
Other? — = 480,623 22,147 554,190 24,048 

Wold een «SCLC 

Tocludes anid str neutealeaton assent aed hua fod, sluinum and bauxite, base oxygen steel (1988, coke and gas UBD) copper ore concoction leirs elec ogress ams seawater of wine ol Sel dethng enor one Sonctntrtign tke chonscal anf indusial anes aver consti ne iS6by ptrooun ening, ta sation Swag toatnont sulfur rrsonl fom ack gases 195) cl saaleation lanai and tare Seated nba 

Mica.—Western Mica Co.'s scrap mica Co. mined phosphate rock from the Gilbert 
grinding facility at Heflin closed in Febru- pit in Limestone County for Monsanto Co. 
ary. The plant's three mills were shipped to ‘The ore was shipped by rail to Monsanto's 
North Carolina for use at Kings Mountain. operations in Tennessee for reduction to 
Mining of mica ceased in Alabama in 1980, elemental phosphorus. Production and val- 

but the grinding facility had remained open ue decreased from that of 1982 with a 
using Connecticut ores, decrease in unit value. Mining ceased at 

Mullite (Synthetic)—Synthetic mullite midyear. 
was produced by Harbison-Walker Refracto- _ Salt.—Alabama ranked 10th nationally 
ries Co. Inc. at Eufaula. Output was used in the production of salt. Olin Corp., in 
primarily for the manufacture of refracto- Washington County, produced salt from 
ries with demand at a low level because of brine wells by solution mining a near- 
the depressed steel industry. Production surface salt dome. Production and value 
and value decreased from that of 1982 along decreased. The salt was used in chemical 
with a decrease in unit value. Synthetic manufacture, chiefly caustic soda, chlorin- 
mullite is a product of sintering a mixture ated organics, and sodium chlorate and 

of aluminous and siliceous material. hypochlorite. A portion of the solid salt 
Perlite (Expanded)—Two plants, W. R. produced was shipped to Olin’s chloralkali 

Grace & Co., Birmingham, and National plant in Augusta, GA. 
Gypsum Co., Mobile, expanded perlite from Sand and Gravel—Alabama produced 
ore shipped in from the Western United both construction and industrial sand and 
States, Production and value increased sub- gravel in 1983. Total sand and gravel pro- 
stantially over that of 1982, The material duction and value was estimated to have 
was used for formed products, horticulture increased from that of 1982; unit values 
purposes, and concrete aggregate. decreased. 
Phosphate Rock.—Farmers Construction Construction.—Construction sand and
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gravel production is surveyed by the U.S. estimates for 1983. Data for odd-numbered 
Bureau of Mines for even-numbered years years are based on annual company esti- 
only; therefore, this chapter contains only mates made before yearend. 

‘Table 7.—Alabama: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
STORER see ee a 

Gieward Value Value ens Value Value 
short ands) fon SPORE sands) fon 

Congtruetion: Baad lh eee 8260 $3202 $2.49 NA NANA Gravel sooo occ ceese een! oes? “Tsu 275 NA NANA 
Sand and gravel (unprocessed) — ~~~ ~~~ SMa NA NANA 

‘Total or average _—__------------ amg 17206245 3,600 $23,500 °$273 feataad 2228 2S ee ee 9608096 BS 418 8256779 
Grand total or average ——_-_--- 7979 125823 3.17 ©9018 *26,756. “297 

“Batimated. NA Not available. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Construction sand and gravel ranked uses. Total output and value decreased 
fourth in terms of mineral value in Ala- 23.3% and 20.4%, respectively, from that of 
bama in 1983; production increased for the 1982. Output and value of iron slag decreas- 
first time since 1978. Increase in unit value ed, while that of steel slag increased. 
of over 10% created the increased total _ Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
value over that of 1982. Although construc- the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
tion activities increased, high inventory years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
levels from late 1982 and early 1983 pre- Data for even-numbered years are based on 
vented an upturn in mining activities. annual company estimates made before 
Many sand and gravel facilities operated yearend. 
intermittently during the year, depending | Crushed.—Crushed stone ranked second 
on proximity and extent of construction in mineral value in Alabama with output 
activities, Most operations were relatively _ decreasing slightly from the estimated 1982 
small with no individual pit producing 1.5 production. Material mined included lime- 
million tons. Five sand and gravel oper- stone, dolomite, marble, and granite. Ala- 
ations announced expansion plans through bama led the Nation in output of crushed 
ADO totaling nearly $800,000. marble, with 42% of the Nation’s output. 
Industrial.—Six companies produced in- Crushed stone was produced by 27 compa- 

dustrial sand and gravel with output de- nies at 47 operations in 19 counties. Crush- 
creasing; unit values also decreased. Indus- ed stone was used primarily in cement 
trial sand and gravel was used primarily by manufacture, as concrete aggregate, and as 
foundries for molds and cores. Production a road base. Principal production was from 
for use at silicon alloy plants decreased Shelby, Jefferson, and Colbert Counties. Six 
because of reduced output from alloy plants. quarries each produced in excess of 1 mil- 
All industrial sand and gravel producers lion tons per year and accounted for 38.9% 
were relatively small with individual out-of all crushed stone. The top 12 companies 
put under 200,000 tons per year. produced nearly 90% of the State’s output 

Slag—lIron and Steel—Alabama was 1 of of crushed stone. Shipments were mainly by 
22 States that reported processing and uti- truck, with minor tonnages shipped by rail 
lization of iron and steel slag. Two compa- or waterway. Most operations continued to 
nies air-cooled blast furnace slag, which is operate intermittently during the year with 
typically used as road base, railroad ballast, a pickup in the last quarter of the year. 
and as asphaltic concrete aggregate. One ADO reported seven expansions of crushed 
company sold steel slag that has the same stone operations totaling over $11 million.
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Table 8.—Alabama: Crushed stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

lOO ty Vs 
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W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
‘Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, and marble. 
"includes refractory stone, abrasives, cid neutralization, chemicals, paper manufacture, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

Moulton Limestone Co., Moulton, a pro- County, and sandstone was quarried in 
ducer of agricultural lime, planned to in- Blount County. The blocks were processed 
stall a hammer mill and screens to increase primarily to produce cut and sawed stone. 
capacity, with scheduled completion by mid- Ground marble was used as an extender 
1984. while the crushed limestone was sold as 

The conversion of the domestic paper agricultural lime. 
industry to alkaline sizing affected the mar- Sulfur (Recovered).—Alabama ranked 
ble industry in Sylacauga. Thompson Wein- fifth nationally in output of recovered sul- 
man Co. was installing new mill facilities to fur. Two companies recovered sulfur from 
produce superfine calcium carbonates (0.07 two petroleum refineries in Mobile and 
micrometers) to meet the needs of the paper Tuscaloosa Counties. Two other companies 
industry. Moretti-Harrah Marble Co. was recovered sulfur from natural gas process- 
also undergoing a $10 million expansion to ing plants in Escambia and Washington 
furnish material to the same market. Counties. Exxon Co., Hunt Oil Co., Phillips 
Moretti-Harrah also produces dimension Petroleum Co., and Union Oil Co. sold 
marble, but about 85% of its output was 401,000 metric tons valued at $36.3 million, 
from calcium carbonate operations. The a decrease of 8.9% in quantity and 21.2% in 
material acts as a filler or extender and was value from that of 1982, indicating a de- 
also used in plastics and paints. crease in unit value. 
Dimension.—Production of dimension Tale.—Cyprus Industrial Minerals Co. 

stone remained at about the same level as ground talc from out of State at its plant in 
that of 1982 while value increased. Alabama Talladega County, near Alpine, with output 
ranked fourth nationally in output of di- decreasing. The product was used primarily 
mension marble. Marble was. quarried in in paper and various cosmetic preparations. 
Talladega County, limestone was mined The.company planned to conduct an explor- 
from an underground operation in Franklin atory program in late 1983 or early 1984 to
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develop a local source of tale. chemical manufacture. Production and val- 
Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace _ue decreased with output at its lowest level 

& Co., Jefferson County, exfoliated vermicu- in over 10 years; unit prices also decreased. 
lite at its plant in Irondale from crude ore All producers operated intermittently dur- 
shipped into the State. Primary uses were jing the year with some operating at less 
in concrete aggregate, block, loose fill insu- than 50% of capacity. Dresser Industries 
lation, and as a sand conditioner. Inc. completed construction of a $10 million 

ceramic proppant plant in Eufaula. The 
METALS plant went on-stream in June, making 

Primary metal production was one of the | Proppants from beixitie olay for nes in the 
most important industries in the State, Petroleum industry. The plant had no! 
Most of the State's adverse economic condi. reached capacity production at yearend. 
tions can be traced to the hard hit metals _Ferroalloys—-Alabama ranked fourth 
industry, which started a downward trend nationally is shipments of ferroells, mn 
in 1979 and continued through 1983. The output and value increasing 14.9% ani 
four leading counties with primary metal 4.9%, respectively. The increase was the 
output were Colbert, Jackson, Jefferson, first in over 6 years of decreasing output. 
and Etowah. The industry in Alabama con- Products included ferromanganese, ferrosil- 
sists of aluminum, ferroalloys, steel, and icon, silicomanganese, and silicon metal. 
various foundries. ADO announced 3 new Many of the ferroalloy facilities remained 
and 36 expansions of the primary metals closed during the year or operated at re- 
industry operations with a total investment duced levels. International Minerals & 

of $166.4 million. Chemical Corp. announced a $1.5 million 
Aluminum.—Alabama was 1 of 17 States expansion program at its Bridgeport facili- 

with primary aluminum production facili- ty, which produces ferrosilicon. Autlan 
ties. The two companies in the State, Re- Manganese, Mobile, remained closed during 
vere, Scottsboro, and Reynolds, Sheffield, 1983. Possibilities of reopening in 1984 re- 
were shut down for the entire year. Reasons mained unclear because of imports and the 
cited were weak demand and high operating depressed steel industry. Globe Metallurgi- 
costs, mainly power. Revere’s facilities were cal Div., Selma, of Interlake Inc., and Ohio 
reportedly one of the highest unit cost Ferro-Alloys Corp. Montgomery, operated 
operations in the Nation. Reynolds an- on a reduced schedule during 1983; both 
nounced the restarting of a 44,000-ton-per- produced silicon. Imports of ferrosilicon 
year potline early in 1984. The offer of through the Port of Mobile impacted severe- discounted electric rates from the Tennes- jy on these operations. 
see Valley Authority prompted the decision, “tron and Steel—Alabama was 1 of 13 
along with increased demand and reduced States in the Nation that produced pig iron; 
ein teal capacity of the cilities shipments decreased 10.7%, while value 

announced the shutdown of its wire, rod, deeteased 254% from that of 1982. Jim 
and bar department at its alloy plant in Walter Resources, Birmingham; Republic 
Florence. The permanent phaseout was ex- Steel, Gadsden; and United States Steel, 
pected to be completed by March 1984, with Fairfield, were the major iron and steel 
the loss of 300 positions. The reasons cited Companies. United States Steel remained 
for the shutdown were the age of the facili Closed during the year while the others 
ties and high operating costs. Revere’s shut- *Perienced reduced output. The depressed 
down was coupled with a file for reorganiza- market for steel products and imports im- 
tion under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy acted on the State’s steel and foundry 
Code. However, the company announced industries. United States Steel completed 
through ADO a $200,000 expansion at its construction of its $700 million seamless 
aluminum coiled sheet facility. pipe mill at Fairfield and planned to initial- 

Ford Motor Co. completed shutdown of its y use steal from aly until ihe Ealrteld 
aluminum casting plant at Sheffield late in iteelworks returned to steel production. 

the year. High operating costs was the main The pipe mill has a capacity of 600,000 tons 
reason cited for closure. per year of pipe ranging from 3-1/2- to 9- 
Bauxite—Alabama ranked second na- 5/8-inches in diameter. At yearend, the 

tionally in bauxite production. Three com- company announced the steelworks would 
panies mined bauxite in Barbour and Hen- be reopened early in 1984 to produce flat- 
ry Counties for use in refractories and roll steel for the pipe mill. The company
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considered permanent closure of the steel- ments. 
works, but after negotiations with the union A. J. Gerrard and Co., Des Plaines, IL, 
and consideration that the company had announced plans to build a $2 million steel 
invested $1.3 billion in facilities over the _ pickling plant at Florence. Present facilities 
past several years, it decided to restart the include a wire production facility and strip 
furnaces. It will also install a $100 million rolling mill. Production was expected by 
continuous slab caster to improve efficien- early 1984. 
cy. The company announced that the Coke Ferrous Foundries.—Iron and steel found- 
Works would not reopen for several years ries were a significant industry that affect- 
and that the Ensley Works were perma- ed mineral producers in the State. Most 
nently closed. foundries, however, were adversely affected 

Republic Steel started up operations early by the national recession. Raw material 
in the year and operated at reduced levels utilized included scrap, clay, ¢oal, lime- 
through 1983. During the year, the compa- stone, and sand, most of which came from 
ny sought additional concessions aimed at sources in the southeastern region. The 
reducing costs and increasing productivity; Alabama Directory of Mining and Manu- 
the proposal was rejected. Late in the year, facturing listed 43 gray iron foundries, 27 
LTV Corp. agreed to acquire Republic Steel steel foundries, 8 steel investment found- 
through a $700 million exchange of stock ries, and 2 malleable iron foundries. In 
that would create the Nation's second larg- 1983, ADO reported 15 expansions through- 
est steelmaker. The acquisition was subject ut the industry totaling $15.4 million. 

to stockholder and U.S. Department of Jus- American Cast Iron Pipe Co. completed 
tice approval. ‘The Gadsden facility was ™odernization of its facilities to produce 
reportedly being considered for closure. Re- ductile iron pipe. The new facility will 
public Steel announced through ADO an Produce 18- to 36-inch-diameter pipe, 20 feet 
expansion program of $1.75 million for pro- im length, and reached full production late 
duction of carbon steel plates. Republic im the year. The facilities included three Sicel reportedly. shipped 674,000 tons of cranes, two casting machines, and an an- 
steel on sales of $270.5 million in 1983, ealing oven. ‘ 
which represents about 55% of the facility's, Rutile (Synthetic).—Kerr-McGee Corp., sustainable eapability. Mobile, operated its synthetic rutile plant 

Connors Steel Co., Birmingham, closed in With output shipped to the company’s Ham- 
September after workers refused to accept a _ilton, MS, plant for processing to titanium 
wage freeze. Later in the year, the facilities dioxide pigments. Imenite from Australia 
were purchased for $6 million by SMI Stee] WS used as feed material for the synthetic 
Inc., a subsidiary of Commercial Metals Co., utile plant; over 90,000 tons was imported Dallas TX. The plant will use scrap metal through the Port of Mobile. Kerr-McGee 
for production of reinforcing bars with full °Perated slightly below its 110,000-ton-per- 
production of 240,000 tons per year expected Y°a" capacity. 
by 1986. An additional $4 million will be —<——— 
used for modernizing facilities. Birming- _2state gaoogi, Geological Survey of Alsbamn, Tones 
ham’s Industrial Development Board ap- loosa, AL. 
proved $10 million in tax exempt bonds to ¢ADECA News. Jan, 1964, 8 cot iia 
cover the costs of acquisition and improve- Feb. 1984, pp. 5855 mpomie Review 

Table 9.—Principal producers 

pe on En Oc 
Aluminum smelters Revere Copper & BrassInc Box 191 Plant Jackson Rome, NY 19440 Reynolds MetalsCo _.....-. Reynolds Metals Bldg can-do... Colbert euinn Richmond, VA 25218 

‘AP. Green Refractories Co," Mexico, MO 65265... Mineand plant Barbour. 
‘a subsidiary of United Staves Gypsum Co. Eufaula Minerals Co. Box 556 Plant Do. Eufaula, AL 96027 Hiirbison-Walker Refracto- Dale Ra: Mine and plant — Do. ‘ies Co, Inc, a division Route 1, Box 58 of Dresser Industries Inc. Eufaula, AL-36027 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company “Address ‘Type of activity County 

Confied Produts Co. Box 36180 Plant Jerson ied Products Co? Box lant fe al Birmingham, AL 35236, 
BlueCirleTne? 18th Floor, Daniel Bide --do.---— Shelby. 

en Citadel Cement Corp... 2625 Cumberlan« a ansdon = Marengo. ‘Adlanta, GA 30339 
deal Basic Industries Ine? ‘950 17th St Plants... Mobile. Box 8789, 

Denver, CO 80201 Lehigh Portland Cement Co. 800°2d Ave., South Plant __-_-- Jefferson. 
Leeds, AL 35004 National Cement Co.Ine Drawer A ana-do.---- St. Clair. Rogland, AL 35131 

Oy 5 ickerstaff Clay Products Co.Inc Box 517 Mines... Jefferson and Bessemer, AL 35020 ‘Russell, Blue Circle Ine -..--------_Iéth Floor, Daniel Bi Mine ------- Shelby. Birmingham, AL 96036 Jenking Brick Co ---—-----. Boe t Mines. Chilton, Elmore, ery, AL 97101 ntgomser. Tombigbee Lightweight Aggre, | Box ¥ Mine -..---- Sumter: eieGore, Avision of Brecko Livingston, AL 35470 industries Ine 
Ferroalloys: ‘Alabama Alloy Co.Inc.-.---- Box 81195 Electric furnace. Jefferson. 

Birmingham, AL 85222 ‘Autlan Manganese Corp ---- Box 2% anal Mobile Mobile, AL 36601 Interlake Inc, Globe Metallurgi- Box 348 ----lo---- Dallas. cal Div Selma, AL, 86701 International Minerale &Chemi- Garner Bd a---do----- Jackson. ‘cal Corp., TAC Alloys Div. Bridgeport, AL 35740 fio Fert Corp =". Bow 8 wa-do---- Montgomery. Montgomery, AL 86057 Reynolds Metals Co ...----. Box 181 -a--do.----- Colbert 
Sheffield, AL 35660 Lime: ‘Allied Products Co... Box 36180 Plants... Shelby. Birmingham, AL 35236 Blue Gicletnc* 8th Floor, Daniel Blag. Plant De. 

toma peed " me ‘Cheney Lime & Cement Co eee eee dn sa Ac eae sees 8 ‘Threo Riverchase Office Plaza Birmingham, AL 95244 
Phosphate: 4 fonsantoCo Columbia, TN 8401... Pit--------. Limestone. 

ig irom Pie Walter Resources Inc $80 Ist Ave, North Furnaces... Jefferson 
aera Furmgssond Bows and bic Steel Corp -------- I lic Bldg. maces an anc ie a Cleveland, OH 44115 ‘ills “eflerson. United States Stoel Corp... Box 589. edo delerson: - Fairfield, AL 35064 

it: ‘Olin Corp —------------- 120 Long Ridge Ra Brine wells... Washington. Siamords G1 00004 ‘Sand and gravel (1982) . . Holland and Woodward Co. Ine — Box 1947 Surface mineand Franklin, Decatur, AL $5601 plant. R&SMaterisls Inc ....-... Box Sot? —ilde. = Autauga, 
‘Montgomery, AL 36109 Elmore, 

: Montgomery. Southern Industries, Radcliff Drawer 2068 ----do..--- Mobile and ‘Materials Mobile, AL 36601 Montgomery. c.TThackston---------- Box 32i1 —---do_.---- Montgomery. ‘Montgomery, AL 36109 
Stone: ‘Allied Products Co... Box 628 Quarries Shelby. 

Alabaster, AL 35007 HooverIne-..----------- Bor 65. a---do.---- Colbert and, Hollywood, AL 35752 “Jackson. Ideal Basic Industries Inc... 950 7th. Quarry -_---- Monroe. Box 8789 Denver, C0 80201 Southern Stone Co.Ine® Box 200 Quarries Bibb, Birmingham, AL 35288 Colbert, 
Tee, Shelby. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County 

Stone —Continued 
Vulcan Materials Co... Box 7924.8 jarries Chon, 

am Birmingham, AL 35223 2 Colbert, Etowah, Franklin, dackson, Madison, Shelby. Tale \Gyprus Industrial Minerals Co Alpine, AL 5014 _.....---_Plant ------~ Talladega. 
Also kaolin. 
Also lime. 
Also clays and stone. 
Also cement, clays, and stone. SAlso sand and gravel 
Also clays and sand and gravel.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Division of Geological and 
Geophysical Surveys, Alaska Department of Natural Resources, for collecting 
information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Tom L. Pittman 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production tion sand and gravel. No production of 
reported in Alaska in 1983 was $122.5 mil- antimony or platinum-group metals was 
lion; in 1982, the value was $112.9 million. reported in 1983, Alaska ranked 36th in the 
The increase in 1983 was due to greater United States in reported nonfuel mineral 
values reported for gold and for construc- production. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Alaska‘ 

i982 1985, 
Mineral Te ve Gant kin ant lean 

Gom stones << =n NA 360 NA $60 Gold (recoverable content of ores, ela) <=" " “troy ounces, 90.518 1147094702144 
Sand and gravel construction). thousand short tons. 40,892 «74895 °45,200 © °97,200 Silver recoverable content of ores, ete.) ~~ thousand troy ounces. — 2 tt 4 a1 Stone (crushed)-—-—-—--_~-" "7 thousand short tons. *5 10025200 1,981 9,460 
‘Combined value of copper, lead, andtin -------2-------- == XX, 1269 XK ‘1 

Total... 2-22-22 xX 9X aes 
‘Estimated. NANotavailable. _ XX Not applicable 
*Produetion as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

45,
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Alaska, by region* 
(Thousands) 

Region yer ue Mintinowiersfvalas 
Alaska Peninsula ____________-..---- Ww ® 
Cook Inlet-Susitna.......------__-- Ww W > Sand and gravel construction), go 

Couper River scones ¥ yo okt maar oad Gravel ommsirceliae mi Peninnila” ~~ 27772 772772272 77 ind and gravel (construction 
ale oe. Sawer ea nee $1,200 Ww Sand and gravel (construction). 
Kuskokwim___-______--_..-------- Ww $1,072 Gold, silver. 
Natiees Alain occ one ee) 10 Sand and gravel (construction), jade. [aie Moot amen ay W = W Gold silver, tin 
‘Southeastern Alaska ~~ ------------~ w W Sand and gravel (construction), gold, silver, 

Gali and and gravel construction) i Yukon River _-- = ----------e ena w W Gold, and and gravel construction) silver. Wee aa Mel 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) — —-- - °75,600 XX 
Sineirwbed) loos eckl, XX 25,200 

Total_—__----- eae -na------- 16200 2911 
cman, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”. XX Not applicable. 
ENG nonfuel salnieeal pronetoe was reported in the Aleutian Islands, Bering Sea, Bristol Bay, and Northwestern 

Alaska regions. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed stone (1982) is not available; total 
‘State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (crushed).” 
Crushed stone was produced; data not available by region. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by region. 
“Includes gem stones and some construction sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific regions and values 
indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Alaska business activity 
Sea arse ORR 1982 ggg Change 

Employment and Iabor force, annual aver "Fotal civilian labor force nnn thousands 122.87 Unemployment <= 222sac2occ2ol2la2DI2DITT ars 
Employment (nonagricultura: 

Mn ccna as cee sa 83 81 24 Manufacturing ~~~ ~—-~772227222222222277 7777777 77ae2- 1 61 als Gontract constraciion <<" 2220TTTTTTTTTTITTTTITIigec2 Sak ‘Transportation and public wtlities —————2TIITTIITTTTTTiigett ea TES Wholesaleand retail rede 22 222=27222ssssas2lldl.ABB Finance, insurance, real esiale | -/__ 222222222222 2222722den22 98 106 +82 Services ssn ne see en-2222nctaclzsstctade TES Government. 227TTITIIIOIIOIIIOIIINIISIIIIIIIIII T_T TB 
‘Total nonagricultural employment*________-.... ec ellis 192.9 199.5 +34 Personal income: 

Total nn enn eee eee millions. $7858 580594985 Pereapitas=72777TTITTTIIIIIIIIINTIITIITTI sities sega TTS Construction activity: 
‘amber of private and public residential units authorised ===. 8301324486 Value ot nonresidential onstruction === _~_ milion «gait «$8807 «LIke Value of State road contract awards -—~~~~"~~~~7222--1---- do SHS S380 S100 
Shipments of portland cement to and within the State - ~~ thousand short tons. Yi 180 453 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
“Total crude mineral values -------.--- millions «$1129.15 485 Value per eapita, resident population 2-2 22~77727777 TTT Sate Seag TE Value per square ile n-ne =~ nnnnsawzzaszesesee BT 
Preliminary. 
“Includes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 

ues US Depertent of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and total value of nonfuel mineral production in 
jaska, 

Trends and Developments.—Exploration _ essing effluents and enforcement of water- and development expenditures in 1983 were quality standards. There was increased ef- about three-quarters of the expenditures in fort to have the State reclassify certain 1982. In 1983, 10,728 new mining claims streams for industrial use and so lower the were recorded, down from the 14,958 record- water-quality restrictions on them. ed in 1982. The proportion of claims located Important discoveries announced during for precious metals increased in 1983, and 1983 included the Johnson River precious companies spent about twice as much mon- metal-base metal deposits about 140 miles ey exploring for gold and silver as they southwest of Anchorage and the Coal Creek spent in 1982. Major exploration projects _ tin-copper deposit near Talkeetna, which is were completed at the Quartz Hill molybde- about 80 miles north of Anchorage. num deposit in Southeastern Alaska, the Annual canvasses and surveys of Alaska Red Dog zinc-lead-silver deposits in north- mineral producers, developers, and explor- western Alaska, and the asbestos deposits ers by the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the near Eagle in the east-central part of the State Division of Geological and Geophysi- State. Exploration, plant and tailings dam cal Surveys (DGGS) provide detailed infor- studies, and road surveys were accom- mation on the mineral industry. Summa- plished at the Greens Creek silver-gold-zine- rized results of the State surveys are pre- lead deposits southwest of Juneau. Large _ sented in “Alaska’s Mineral Industry 1983.” bulk samples were taken by the various This is the third annual report produced operators of each of these projects, and jointly by the Alaska Department of Com- beneficiation studies were completed or merce and Economic Development, Office of were currently progressing. Mineral Development (OMD), and the Alas- Placer gold production and the number of ka Department of Natural Resources operators in 1983 were about the same as in (DNR), DGGS. Development expenditures, 1982. There were notable increases in the according to State surveys, were about $27.9 construction and use of settling ponds, more million in 1983, down from about $41.6 efficient use of water, and efforts to save million in 1982. Exploration expenditures fine sizes of gold. State and Federal agencies were $34.1 million in 1983, much less than increased their monitoring of placer proc- the $45.6 million reported in 1982.
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Exploration Activities.—The exploration ty on the Canadian side, resulted from the Activities on most base metal deposits were exploration of the Windy Craguy copper- limited to little more than that necessary to cobalt-gold deposit to the northtcat Rone, fatisfy the annual work requirements to tional drilling on nickel-coppercobalt hold unpatented claims. Some drilling was posits took place on Yakobieed Chichagof done on the lead-zinesilver claims in the Islands. Several companies explored at fee Wulik River area in the De Long Moun- metal deposits with some precious meta tains, and a deposit adjacent to the Red Dog content on Prince of Wales Island and ethan Was drilled out, adding reserves to that localities. Gold lode deposits were ovplorad operation. north of Juneau, on Chichagof Island north- Modest activities using various methods west of Sitka, east of Ketchikan, and rere were conducted at the copper-zinc deposits Hyder. slong the south flank of the Brooks Range _ Exploration of asbestos deposits south of from the vicinity of Arctic Camp easterly to Eagle continued. Construction cael uncy Picnic Creek. Some placer and lode gold gravel deposits were sought in and near the ectivity occurred in the Chandalar District. oilfields and lease areas along the Archie On the Seward Peninsula, drilling for gold coast, near Bethel, and in the viewities ¢¢ and tin placers and at gold, tin, and lead- Anchorage and Juneaw, Silver deposits occurred. Tungsten occurs at —-Employment.—A State survey indicated several of these gold and tin lode deposits. nonfuel and coal mining employed ct lene Base metal claims were located in the 2,500 people seasonally, Aout 400 won Kaiyuh Mountains southwest of Galena. engaged in sand and gravel and stone oper- Base metals, tin, and tungsten were sought ations. Placer mines employed at’ lees Porth and east of McGrath. Mineralized 2,000. No estimates were given for employ- lands in the Kantishna Hills and Dunkle ment in coal mining or fer exploration on Mine areas of the Denali National Park- nonproducing projects, Preserve were explored, as mandated by a Legislation and Government Pro- Provision of the Alaska National Interest grams.—About 40 bills of interest to the Lands Conservation Act. Gold placer and minerals industry were introduced i the lode exploration continued near Fairbanks, 1983 session of the Alaska Logalatare Fees and placer exploration continued in the of these bills were enacted vs Inve They Valdez Creek, Circle, and Fortymile areas. were an act amending motor fuel ine provi- Work continued on tin and tungsten pros- sions, an act relating to toxic and hard pects in the Chena River and Salcha River substances in the workplace, an act, relating Basin areas east of Fairbanks. Exploration to mining lease locations on, and elec there Cr base metal massive-sulfide deposits con- tion of, State land, and a joint reclaton tinued along the Alaska Range from just proposing an amendment t» the Corie cast of Healy to the south of Tok. Some of tion of the State of Alaska relating to these deposits contain significant amounts annulment of regulations by the legislature. of precious metals and at least one contains The Division of Minerals ang Energy Mouitt, Nabesna, north of the Wrangell Management. published summaries ot te Mountains, and near Valdez, there were statutes, regulations, and mining rights ap- exploration projects for lode gold at old plying to State lands. An exec ton mines and prospects. ence guide on permitting was published by Rewarding exploration drilling projects OMD. It is entitled “Permit Grider f deposit nen peut at the Coal Creek tin the Mineral Industry in Alaska,” by J. P. deposit near Talkeetna and at the Johnson Fernette. The Office of Management and River precious and base metals deposits, Budget was developing regulations to clari- south of Tuxedni Bay on Cook Inlet. Old fy and streamline the Permitting process. gold mines and old and new prospects were Producers of commercial quantites fo explored on Unga Island, near the western erals from State lands must ebicin a pro- end of the Alaska Peninsula, and several duction license. Regulations implementing eaten * 0” the peninsula were investi- the act passed by the State legislature io gated. 1982 were in effect in 1983. ip Southeastern Alaska, claimstaking — DNR was reactivating the offshore pros- and exploration for copper-zincbarite de- pecting and leasing proceam onthe State’s posits were very active in the Mount Henry tidal and submerged lends: covering locat- Clay area, adjacent to the Canadian border, able minerals Prospecting permits were to northwest of Haines. This work, and activi- be issued for 7 years, The permit can be
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converted to a noncompetitive offshore min- _nongas functions of the Division of Minerals ing lease if the permittee developed a work- and Energy Management. It will administer able deposit. This lease was good for up to most of the State's nonfuel mineral pro- 
10 years. grams. Several new local Coastal Manage- 

A Division of Mining was created within ment Programs were accepted, and progress DNR. It includes the DGGS Minerals Infor-_ was made on the Southeast Tidelands Area 
mation offices and most of the nonoil and Plan. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Sand and Gravel (Construction).—Con- 
struction sand and gravel production is 

Cement.—Anchorage Sand and Gravel surveyed by the U.S, Bureau of Mines for 
Co. produced Type I cement for general even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
construction uses and some Type Ill, high- chapter contains only estimates for 1983, 
early-strength cement at the company’s Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
clinker grinding and blending plant in An- annual company estimates made before 
chorage. Most of the cement was used by yearend. 
the company in its ready-mixed concrete “Construction sand and gravel produced in operations. 1988 was estimated to be 45.2 million tons 
Gem Stones.—The value of gem stones valued at an estimated $97.2 million, a 

reported in 1983 was $60,000, the same a5 substantial increase over the amount and reported in 1982. This value probably is for value of 1982 production. Alaska ranked soapstone only. Jade was recovered at the third in the United States in estimated 
Jade Mountain area east of Kotzebue from construction sand and gravel produced. No Native lands and privately owned claims. production of industrial sand and gravel in NANA Regional Corp. Inc. mined and Alaska was reported. 
transported most of the production to About three-quarters of the sand and 
Kotzebue. It was worked up there and gravel consumed in Alaska was used in the marketed by its Jade Mountain Products oilfields on the North slope for roads, con- 
Inc. NANA installed new machinery this struction pads, and gravel islands. The is- 
year that will allow the production of jade _Jands are built offshore to site drill rigs and 
tiles for building and decorative uses. their facilities over favorable geologic struc- 
Display-grade epidote and other mineral tures, Mukluk Island, the largest such is- specimens were recovered from claims in land built in arctic Alaska, was constructed the Green Monster Mountain area on during the winter and summer of 1983. It Prince of Wales Island. Brown coral recov- required about 1.25 million cubic yards of ered from coastal waters was used in the gravel. The base of the island is 48 feet production of jewelry items. Clays from the below sea level, the top is 25 feet above sea Healy Coalfields and other sources and level, and it is 350 feet across the top. Sohio selected rock-flour materials were used in Alaska Petroleum Co. is the operator of the ceramic work by local manufacturers and Mukluk project. 
hobby potters. Soapstone was quarried in —_An increasing proportion of the sand and the Talkeetna Mountains and in the Salcha gravel used in the Anchorage area is ship- River area. ped by rail from pits near Palmer, about 50 Limestone.—Sherman Smith, of Cooper miles north, and other pits in the Matanus- Landing, continued his efforts to obtain the ka Valley. Rail shipments from the valley required permits to build a road and to were about 4.4 million tons, or about 54,000 produce agricultural limestone from his carloads, in 1988. There were 36,518 car- claims on the Russian River, on the Kenai loads in 1982, 22,698 carloads in 1981, and Peninsula. Additional exploration and 5,245 carloads in 1980. Most of the formerly claim-staking occurred on limestone depos- productive pits in Anchorage are depleted, its at View Cove, on Dall Island in South- and known reserves now lie within areas eastern Alaska. The objective was to ac- zoned for residential and other types of quire chemical and cement-grade material. construction.
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‘Table 4.—Alaska: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
1982 1983* 

anti eantty Sioa” Value Value Shen” Value Valve 
short sands) fon hort sands) fon 

tons) tons) 
(BI renee eirierssinan nee ener 662 $2128 $321 «NA NANA 
OOOO a ap er en ou 2279 8,206 250 NA NA NA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed) —"""TTIITTIIIIIIIT_staol_ oye" - 170 NA_ONA_NA 
‘Total or average... -------_---------- 40,882 74,895 1.88 45,200 $97,200 $2.15 

‘Estimated. NA Not available. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by other uses, including railroad ballast, each 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered used about 10% of production. Less than 4% 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. each was used for coarse concrete aggregate 
Data for even-numbered years are based on and coarse bituminous aggregate. About 
annual company estimates made before 60% of the crushed stone reported was 

yearend. produced by the U.S. Forest Service and 
Crushed stone production reported in used on forest roads. Other major producers 

1983 was 1.98 million tons valued at $9.46 were Aleutian Constructors, Anchorage; 
million. This is less than one-half as much City of Sitka; Ketchikan Ready-Mix and 
as the 5.1 million tons valued at $25.2 Quarry Inc. Ketchikan; South Coast Inc., 
million reported in 1982. No production of Ketchikan; and Yutan’ Construction Co., 
dimension stone was reported to the U.S. Fairbanks. By regions, Southeastern Alaska 
Bureau of Mines. reported 83%; Yukon River, 7.7%; Cook 

About two-thirds of the crushed stone was _ Inlet, 7.6%; and smaller amounts were pro- 
sold or used by producers for unpaved road duced in the Alaska Peninsula and Copper 
surfacing. Graded road base or subbase and River regions. 

‘Table 5.—Alaska: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
a 
Coarse agsregate (+1 1/2 inch 

Riprap and jetty stone == 2 8 
Coarse aggregata, graded 
Concrete aggregate, arse 38 Bituminous aggregate, case’ -~~~~~~~~~~~2~7727272772 277772277 1% 335 sabituminou rage tpeatment aggregate. ——~2LL72TT22T0TTIITTIIIIIITIEE 1 OW ing ogee ‘inch 
‘Stone sand, concrete uo 6 nae sn taming wal —7TOLTTDTITTTL TITTIES 188 
“Graded road base o subbase 8108 
Roneted seas eure Hein ou SeRe Rk ae 62 

Grushorrup, sole materia ori ~~~ 7777777777727TTTTTTTTIIITTaaaa= 40 208 
Special: Other? -—______ ~~~ 2-22 201 B41 

‘Total® ween - = =~ ee nnn nn n-ne ene nano. 1,981 9,460 

\W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” Includes limestone, granite shell, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. 
Includes railroad ballast, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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METALS: large block of clai ‘ 
Antimony No anti / of claims and did additional 

cl ae GS pu eran fee the Dla Satoh of Fa 
Teporied tothe 0 ines. The h ist Belt south of Tok. 

mined eee ead ion Millhouse 0 discovered the host trends several 

tmined 20 short tons of highrade antimony Sontral A along the north slope of the east- 

Kantishna District” Tek Mine in the oon 
Casver (and Esa | On Ga, 5 deposits have been found. Hunt 

cog irre and, Lead—No production of Oil Co, Minerals Div, maintained several 
Cee ore Le s Teported. Small fy im groups and located additional claims 

gold concentrates obtained by retreatarent 2 pe Pouihems Alaska. Hauge. Hunt also 
of lode mine failings. CO Minerals Corana uth a oo ialers in fe. Big River ares 
oe nine tallings. GCO Minerals Ca, and. Teo Grath. These claims were lo- 

(HIMCO) continued Minerals Corp. d following geologic mappi 
loratior P- studies started zapping and 

prraper yitl perted etn cod gree started in 1981. Various are: 

anes -§ ims i tain lead, zi i Se 
Uo and od incsilver claims in the pexines:gold,ccilver. molybel 

Wait Rr re eG ie Ee at th 
Bear Creek continued a ae deposit. yy; oe exploration results at the 

ita Aretic Camp copperaine dapeait Bornite, B® dy Cragey copper-cobalt-gold deposit to 
ie Arctic Can enpperaine deposit, Borate Ot Tm British Columbia have caused 
pecia in the Ambler ares The ee kong Clay eae avers in the Mount Henry 

and Sunshine Mini i nda rs . io miles northwest of 

See Seer eel aes 
se claims include the Sua, Si cai F the area. end clainie were 

Those claims include the Sun, Smucker, and Hosted, Bxxon Minerals Tne. used var 
hs groups. Bach c explorati , . used various 

also had claims not included i ompany tion techniques to evaluate 
s yore lade cla ate a block 

Ship. Nee nie aoe in the partner e claims southwest of th 
, ploration Inc., GCO, Twelvemi of the head of 

shin: Noranda Explor , GEO, and TWelvemile Arm and another block of 3 
eh 

18 

Cominco American Incorporated maintain- claims east of Twelvemile A i 
‘ pper-belt claims. Gi Wales Is ay, on Eris OF 

land obtained the Omil, 1s. Great- les Island. Exxon also examined 

Prom iusar ie Oi Missoni Noon omncd eing sera oe. 
lead-silver property about 35 miles 1 continued drilling and other ex- 

Gaeer Feowerly about B6-mlles Berth of ee a yt Gee ae e, 
Golovin on the Seward Peninsula, Anacon- west of Moira Sound. Cominco and Anacon. 

aie the lin an Mod Gr acess ied mets ne oranda 
of the Kaiy i 

gat 
yuh Hills about 60 mil prospects near the south 

eect Goma a les south- end of Dall Island and i 

west of Galena, Anaconda and Patino Ine, Southeastern Alaska, BEE Basie 

the western district. er parts of __ Gold.—Reported gold production in 1983 
Geneva Pacific Corp. concluded its 1 bv 34,700 troy ounces valued at about 

term exploration proj long- $14.7 million. This is probably ab 
fat project on about 500 the actual y-about.20%. of 

claims and donated the land to the Federal The a ode ees 

Government. The claims are about 15 miles 1988 is at er 16 000 oy ee tes 
X C y, within the Wrangell- by a ‘roy ounces, derived 

Elias National Pack ngell-St. by the State. The esti if 

i 1d Preser © Biot estimate, according to 

clatins extend ob both af rve. The “Alaska’s Mineral Ind rae 
x ‘des of Chiti a i Industry 1983,” is based 

Gor Glider Coe itistone on information from (1) 25 consu 
. f p information fi tants fa- 

and Glacier Crees. ‘The company did not miliar with activities i Sane let tote 
gegen ies in 30 mining districts; 

TODO) omrea. rien Cosco ok about, G2 DGGS questionnal ae 
c . Bear Creek conti i onnaires and other volun- 

exploration of a massive-sulfi med. Woored infarmp son. incinds fi r Peer ataee , including data fi 

Here san emlvesultide corpensine.. about 10) mechanized ne tee, 
ear Sheep Mc 2 an placer mines state- 

east of Healy. There are ti p Mountain, wide; (8) compan; 
ql . -bearing y news releases and annual 

in the deposit. Several stratal i ones Tuports to stockholders, i ot 
: bound deposit 4 jers; and (4) estimates of 

in the Ak i c posits gold bullioy vee 

Hat ie fave, ig od a ge ee enon 
HOMEX. > ing evaluated. Thess . fae 

HOME operator ora groupot companies, mechan’ pace ines ‘and ait 10 < in 

snd predious aetala and Rach hand. Coo ee flea core 
and precious metals, and Resource Associ- ly 169,000 ounces of gold and 18,000 ounces 

yyproduct silver. Production of gold from
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lode mines was probably less than 300 Nome units have 9-cubicoot buckets, and ounces. The Department of Revenue issued the Hogatza unit is a T-cubie-foot boat. about 700 Alaska Mining Licenses in 1983 _ The Nome unit employed about 140 peo- to applicants that planned to produce gold ple during the operating season and about by placer mining from placer exploration, 30 LB 8 eng ee winter. Cold water 
The State's "qurvey Gicinsey“givel is. ahead of the dredges. This operation is very best available distribution of placer gold labor intensive. Several smaller family production and operating mines. The num- operated dredges were active: Ron Eng- ber of mines listed will be major operators strom with a 2-1/2-cubic-foot boat on Basin in each of the State regions. The northern Creek; the Tweet family on Henry Creek region had 15 major operators and produced With a 2-1/2-cubic-foot boat; Steve Peterson 

an estimated 6,200 troy ounces of gold. The Bee Council and Pat Bliss on the Ungalik region contains the Noatak, Shungnak, . . 7 Koyukuk, and Chandalar Districts. In 1982, ane were Productive sloising a= 18 operators produced about 9,000 ounces of ations Eee 2 ne cease ce gold. This year was especially dry in the Guns, <i Dz ah Dester, Ge field, Gold Koyukuk District, hampering most of the an. Rattow daows aad Brcoeiakes operations. The most productive creeks Rum, Up wil hme ack 
tee ae eae, Linda, Nola Ror, ees oh uni ae every imaginable Hees, olen, and Vermont th tha Wiseman 20m ete method of gold recovery, mostly Sree ees yratg Operations on: Crevice eee eo their efforts. Phoenix Creek, and Wild River Ventures mined its with sm Engineering Co: moved equines 
underground placer in the winter and ‘Marine Ex mining the offshore extension of sluiced that gravel and worked a surface {9 to start minin ‘Daniels Gk coe Go 
Piacente he gutimee, i miles east of Nome. The cutterhead dredge In the Chandalar District, Canadian Bar- barge, the gold recovery barge, and the tee 
eee Tad Oe eee das Drew Holt. OTe civod at the el tee eaten ings Lid. as operator on the placer claims of 508 “fpo’en ot ute site late i immediately Ber aint Gold Mining’Co, and’certain Srumed ur deiveu cahore Eye fates ether claims. Barranca reported running Tho erew ond tug were saved and got to the three sluices of its own design. Two of the ue cTey and Reportedly, heavy equipment 
flutes ware side by-aide and fed by two DO som Nase beached the two Leconte es bulldozers, Tailings were removed by a winter. Phoenix was the operator for Au- front-end loader. The other sluice used aD-9 ith offchors Mining Corp., the leaseholder. and a front-end loader. The lode mines and “Tiere was consticratie exploration for 
Till did not operate in 1988. Underground gold on the peninsula, Norands Exolonsticn drilling and drifting was reported on the {ne completed drilling on the Mud Creek 200-foot level of the Little Squaw Mine, and Goposit, near the norte coast! and Vani veooy: there was some exploration on the Eneven- Gry tests on bulk samples. Placid also ex: 
oe Prospect. plored placer property. Several operators Placid Oil Co. explored in the Chandalar from other regions were scouting for placer area. Assessment work and prospecting was ground to move te becaase ct depleting done in the Wiseman area by several oper- reserves in their usual working arene ators. Midnight Mining Association located Greatland Exploration Ltd. investigated claims on Prospect Creek and explored for and leased some claims on Anvil Creek, base and precious metals. Dexter Divide, and Dexter Creek. Berg and Tn the western region, 35 operators pro- Wetlesen churn-drilled in the Candle Creck duced an estimated 41,000 ounces of gold. area. World Evangelism Inc. explored This region includes the Seward Peninsula claims north of Golovin and staked some and the Koyukuk, Hughes, and Ruby Dis- new claims. Omega Energy Corp. did some tricts. In 1982, 34 operators produced an geochemical and geophysical work on the estimated 84,500 ounces of gold. Alaska eastern part of the Seward Peninsula, Gold Co. was the largest producer. It oper- Cornwall Pacific Resources Ltd. continued ated Dredge No. 5 on the Third Beach, drill exploration at the Big Hurrah Mine, north of Nome; Dredge No. 6 on the Subma- north of Solomon. The gold ore carries some rine Beach, west of the Nome airport; and tungsten. Recent results indicate additional the Hogatza dredge, west of Hughes. These ore in the old underground mine and a units are floating bucketline dredges. The possible surface mine reserve. Cornwall is
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composed of the United States, British Co- Valdez Creek area. 
Tumbia, and Alaska interests and is oper- _ Noranda reopened old workings and ex- 
ated out of Anchorage by C. C. Hawley, of amined the Nabesna Mine, on the north 
the Hawley Resource Group. flank of the Wrangell Mountains. This 

‘The eastern interior region reported the skarn-type deposit produced about 67,000 
recovery of about 85,000 ounces of gold by _ ounces of gold from 88,000 short tons of ore 
180 operators. In 1982, this region was from about 1930 to 1941. Silverado Mines 
credited with 88,500 ounces of gold pro- Ltd. did some exploration work at the Grant 
duced by 201 operators. Mine, through Tri-Con, its operator. Placid 

This region extends from about 20 miles continued exploration on its lode and placer 
west of Tanana east to the Canadian bound- claims in the Cleary area, north of Fair- 
ary and from the latitude of Paxon to about banks. Mohawk Resources Alaska Inc. and 
30 miles north of Fort Yukon. This region Alaska Mineral Services (AMS) each did 
produced about one-half of the State’s gold more work on their properties in the Cleary 
in 1983. The State reported six mines each area. Mohawk has a small custom mill at 
produced in the 2,500- to 4,000-ounce range, Fox that is set up to treat a variety of ores 
and many others produced at the “several and concentrates. AMS is constructing a 
hundred ounce level.” The largest reported mill. UNC Teton Exploration Drilling Inc: 
producer was a mine at Livengood operated drilled the Zachley skarn-type gold-silver- 
by Galaxy Minerals Ltd. credited with copper deposit on the south slope of the 
almost 12,000 ounces of gold. Galaxy was Alaska Range. This project was a joint 
formed to acquire and operate the placer venture with RAA. 
deposit formerly leased and operated by —_In the southwestern region, 25 operators 
Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. recovered about 15,500 ounces of gold. In 

‘The Circle District was the most active in 1982, 26 mines recovered about 19,600 
the State with 42 medium-tolarge mecha- ounces of gold. The production came from 
nized mines and 80 to 100 smaller mecha- the Crooked Creek, Flat, George River, 
nized and recreational ventures. Water Innoko, and Nyac areas. Most of the opera- 
shortages and decreased reserves reduced tors in these remote areas are oldtimers and 
production in the Fortymile, Manley, Ram- experienced, with long production records. 
part, and Richardson Districts. Production In the Nyac area, Tuluksak Dredging Ltd. 
increased in the Fairbanks, Livengood, Bon- operated its 4-cubic-foot dredge. The 6-cubic- 
nifield, and Kantishna areas. TriCon Min- foot dredge of Northland Gold Dredging 
ing did some pilotplant work at the Grant Ltd. was idle. Northland was unable to get a 
Mine, west of Fairbanks, and ran some of permit from the U.S. Corps of Engineers to 
the mill tailings through the new circuit. cross the Tuluksak River early enough for 
Several placer operators made recovery an economic dredging season. Several pro- 
tests and improved their gold recovery tests and environmental problems must be 
methods enough to allow some of them to overcome to clear the permit. Northland’s 
rework previously mined ground. The dredge was a substantial producer in 1982 
Lucky placer and lode claims in the Liven- The south-central region’s 25 operators 
good area were explored by New Dynasty produced about 20,800 ounces of gold, com- 
Ine. Placer exploration was widespread and pared with an estimated 22,145 ounces re- 
intensive, especially in the Fairbanks area. covered by 38 placer mines in 1982. Territo- 

Denali Mining Co. leased its Valdez Creek rial Corp. and some smaller mines worked 
placer property to a joint venture group in the Slate Creek area, in the Chistochina 
consisting of Camindex Minerals Ltd, Bar- District. The Nelchina District was active, 
rick Resources Corp. Talcorp Ltd, and with Nelchina Mines Inc. the main produc- 
Sullivan Mines Ltd. Camindex is the oper- er. The State reported that Talmo Inc. ran a 
ator. The preliminary reserves figure substantial operation in the Wrangell Na- 
announced indicated about 358,000 cubic tional Park-Preserve. A number of mines 
yards averaging 0.085 ounce of gold per were active in the Cache Creek, Nizina, and 
cubic yard in the Tammany and the A Kenai Peninsula Districts. Lode mine activ- 
channels. The claim group is still not fully ity was reported in the Willow Creek Dis- 
explored. This property is about 50 miles trict, but the only reported production was 
east of Cantwell, just north of the Denali from placer mining. 
Highway. A mining operation is being Underground exploration and develop- 
planned for 1984. Aspen Exploration Corp, ment took place at the Independence Mine 
Denver, CO, also drilled claims in the and some mill tests were reported. Fern
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Development Corp. continued work at the large-scale, low-grade underground mining 
old Fern Mine, and there was drifting and milling operation. The properties are 
reported at the Gold Cord Mine by Gold owned by the Alaska Electric Light and Cord Development Corp. Anaconda Miner- Power Co. and the City-Borough of Juneau. 
als Co. put in a small airstrip on the John- Bear Creek Mining Co. drilled a wide 
son River, south of Tuxedni Bay, inland g0ld-bearing shear zone at the old Jualin 
from the west shore of Cook Inlet. They Mine property of Hyak Mining Co. Placid 
drilled on gold and base metal prospects continued drilling and other work oe 
north and south of the river. The old Clif Tonsington- Comet property, west, of ‘the 
Mine, west of Valdez, was investigated. It Jualin and north of Juneau, Enserch Explo- 2 . ‘ ration Inc. continued exploration at the was the foremost producer in that area Trt Ot cor Mine. Dussnaske He 
from 1910 to 1942. Some small-scale stream sources Ltd. and Exvenco Ine. acquired an 

and beach placer mining occurred along the Sotion to earn a 50% intorcet it the cid 
Gulf of Alaska between Cape Yakataga and Chichagof Mine. 

Tey Cape. North Coast Mining Co. conducted “The property is on the west side of Chi- 
test-pitting and bulk sampling operations hasof Island, about 40 miles north of Sitka, 
near Lawrence Creek and continued sam- and about two miles south of the Hirst- pling and exploration on several other Ghichagof. Queenstake, as operator, was 
claim groups. Aspen continued offshore and reopening some old workings, preparing for 
beach exploration along Cook Inlet for gold, drilling project, and investigating retreat- 
heavy minerals, and sand and gravel re- ment of the old tailings. The Chichagof 
sources. The State was reactivating it’s Mine produced about 647,700 ounces of gold 
offshore prospecting permit and leasing sys- from about .596,500 tons of ore between 
tem. Aspen applied for prospecting permits 1905 and 1942. The owners reported about 
and also for Corps of Engineers permits to 400,000 tons of tailings available that aver- 
sample prospective deposits at about 80 aged about 0.11 ounce of gold per ton. 
specific sites. Several other companies scouted for gold 

The State estimates three operators pro- properties in the Juneau area, east of Ket- 
duced about 500 ounces of placer gold in the chikan near Thorne Arm and in the Hyder 
Southeastern and Alaska Peninsula re- District. 
gions. In the southeastern region, John Several companies explored for gold in 
Schnabel operated a placer mine west of the Alaska Peninsula region. Alaska Apollo 
Haines, in the Porcupine River area. Gold Mines Ltd. continued reopening and 

Some other very small-scale activity oc- exploring the old Apollo and Sitka Mines on 
curred along the Porcupine River and its Unga Island, south of the Alaska Peninsula 
tributaries. Some gold was produced from 2nd Port Moller. Apollo drilled about 20,000 
retreatment of Alaska Juneau lode mine feet of core holes, adding to ore reserves, 
tailings and mill cleanup. Juneau Mining nd did mapping and geologic studies. Ex- 
Co. continued test work on recovery of gold Ploration drilling on the Shumagin vein 
from Alaska Gastineau mill tailings depos- indicated a possible major alae 
ited along the beach at Thane, about 4 miles pal O08 ane underground sampling con. firmed significant values in gold, silver, and south of Juneau. A retreatment plant was Ln Sanit 2 nels 
being built that would use centrifugal con- = rel minary prospecting resulls on the mis ey ee on by Empire Ridge area were promising. i nearby ip lg promising. centrators to produce a product for ship- ‘A”company report. released in December 
ment to smelter. The plant would be fed indicated ore reserves in all categories to. 
through a pipeline by a cutterhead dredge tated about 500,000 tons and were esti. 
with a rated capacity of 300 cubic yards per mated to average about 0.8 ounce of gold 
hour. Plant shakedown runs were started and 1.0 ounce of silver per ton, 
late in November, about the end of the “Teton and RAA participated in a joint 
anticipated operating season. venture exploration project on Unga Island. 

Barrick Petroleum Alaska Corp. (BPC),a They used 15 people and drilled over 4,000 
subsidiary of Barrick Resources Corp., of feet. RAA explored for precious metals on 
Toronto, Canada, started negotiating with lands belonging to the Aleut and the Bristol 
the owners of the Alaska Juneau Mine and Bay Native Corporations. They used geolog- 
the Treadwell Group properties for a long- ic mapping, geochemistry, and geophysical 
range, three-stage lease. BPC intends to surveys on the Alaska Peninsula and some 
investigate the possibility of establishing a of the Aleutian Islands.
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Table 6.—Alaska: Reported placer production of gold 
- — eRe — ee Gold recovered eas Mines Weald er 

romney) ounce Ghowaanas) aver se ee OL ee a 
No ee ee uM 718 6,675 $2,053 $2,639 MOOD oc nscusrancniein casuaale mee 21 973 11,386, 6,975 7.169 Ce eerie 2 3,257 26,432 12,149 3.730 WOE penne tecnenemeane 20 8,264 30,181 11,845 3476 WR Stee ee 19 2879 34,649 14,691 5.1038 nee 

‘Bxcludes material treated primarily for the recovery of platinum. 

Iron and Steel.—There was no reported _Platinum-Group Metals.—No production 
production of ferrous metals or slags. An of these metals was reported to the U.S. 
unknown amount of iron and steel scrap Bureau of Mines. The State lists platinum 
was shipped out as backhaul on southbound produced valued at $100,000. The Salmon 

barges. River dredge of Hanson Properties Inc. 
Molybdenum.—U.S. Borax and Chemical operated for about 1 month. Considerable 

Corp. received patents to 32 lode mining sampling was done on old tailings; bulk 
claims, covering part of the Quartz Hill samples were processed; and methods were 
molybdenum deposit. The mine access road _ tried to get better metal recoveries from the 
from Wilson Arm to the minesite was com- clayey gravels. Orbex Minerals Ltd. contin- 
pleted and opened August 12. The 5,000-ton ued a minimum exploration project at the 
bulk sample that had just been mined from Salt Chuck Mine on Prince of Wales Island, 
underground workings was trucked to the west of Ketchikan. 
beach and shipped by barge and rail tothe This mine was credited with the produc- 
Hanna Mining Research Center at Nash- tion of 5 million pounds of copper, 19,000 
wauk, MN. Comprehensive pilot plant test- troy ounces of palladium, and 2,500 ounces 
ing was started when the bulk sample was _ of platinum in sulfide concentrates prior to 
received. Bechtel Civil and Minerals studied 1941. Aleco Inc.’s nickel-copper-cobalt de- 
and evaluated possible sites for the various posits on Yakobi and Chichagof Islands 
plant and surface facilities and worked on were acquired by Galactic Resources Ltd. 
other design and engineering problems. An and Cornucopia Resources Ltd. Their drill- Environmental Impact Statement for the ing and exploration program in 1983 was mine project was scheduled for release in designed to determine the amounts and mid-1984, Aspects of marine tailings dispos- distribution of the platinum-group metals 
al and environmental problems were sub- in the sulfide-bearing deposits. 
Jects of continuing studies. The company _Silver.—Silver production reported to the 
decided worker’s homes should be in Ketchi- U.S. Bureau of Mines was about 4,000 troy kan, and employees would commute to the ounces. The State reported silver produc- operation, probably on a weekly basis. The tion at 33,200 ounces valued at $332,000. 
project area is about 45 miles east of Ketchi- Most of the silver was recovered as a natu. kan and would require travel by marine ral alloy with placer gold. Some silver ore vessel. A site for a concentrate roasting and was reported shipped from the Granite 
chemical plant was obtained near Grays Mountain area in the Wrangell Mountains. Harbor, WA. The surface mine was to be Nick Begich, Jr., mined silver-gold ore at designed to operate at 40,000 tons per day the Wieler Mine, in the Kantishna district. initially, and was to be increased to 80,000 About 150 tons of hand-sorted, high-grade tons per day. Project expenditures through material was flown to the Denali Park 1983 will have been about $100 million, with highway by helicopter and trucked to the about $25 million on environmental con- Mohawk mill at Fox for further concentra- cerns. Announced ore reserves are 1.5 bil- tion. 
lion tons of minable ore averaging 0.14% Noranda Mining Inc. continued various molybdenite. This includes 200 million tons exploration and development activities at of readily accessible ore containing 0.2% the Greens Creek joint venture property on molybdenite. Admiralty Island, about 18 miles west of
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Juneau. In 1983, the ore reserves were Tin and tungsten claims in the Salcha 
reported to be 4 million tons averaging 10 and the Chena River basins were explored 
ounces of silver per ton, 0.1 ounce of gold by Bear Creek, Union Carbide Corp., and 
per ton, 8% to 10% zinc, 2.5% lead, and HIMCO. The Coal Creek tin deposit west of 
0.5% copper. Anaconda purchased the in- Hurricane was discovered and drilled out by 
terest in the joint venture formerly owned HIMCO. This cassiterite-bearing sheeted 
by Marietta Resources International. vein system has drill-indicated reserves of 

U.S. Forest Service examinations con- about 5 million tons that average greater 
firmed the validity of eight of the core than 0.2% tin. 

claims. The validity of the remaining claims Zine.—Cominco continued exploratory 
has not been determined, but under the drilling at the Red Dog zinc-lead-silver de- 
present land status the deadline is Decem- posits about 90 miles north of Kotzebue. 
ber 2, 1985. Noranda Mining increased its Drilling at the Hilltop outlined an addition- 
exploration drilling in 1983 but petitioned al reserve of fine-grained massive sulfide 
the U.S. Forest Service to have the Greens _ore. This deposit was reported to be about 95 
Creek watershed removed from the Admi- feet thick, dips to the south, and have metal 
ralty Island National Monument and the values similar to the Red Dog deposit. A 
slightly larger adjacent Youngs Creek wa- bulk sample for milling tests was obtained 
tershed placed in the monument. This ac- from the main deposit by drilling 4inch- 
tion would remove the time restraint and diameter holes through the ore zone. Envi- 
allow more orderly and economical explora- ronmental data gathering, design and lay- 
tion from underground as mining proceeds. out of plant and facilities, and feasibility 
The draft Environmental Impact Statement _ studies continued. Title to land in the proj- 

for this proposed action was released in ect area was conveyed to NANA in June. 
December for review and comment. The The Environmental Protection Agency was 
Greens Creek Final Environmental Impact preparing the Environmental Impact State- 
Statement and the Record of Decision were _ ment for the proposed operation 
completed in January 1983. State legislation was enacted to permit 
Tin.—Alaska ranked first in the United creation of regional transportation authori- 

States in reported tin production. Most of ties. An authority could issue revenue 
the tin was recovered by Lost River Mining bonds to a total of $400 million. Creation of 
at its Cape Creek placer mine on the Se- a regional authority could help finance 
ward Peninsula. The State reported that transportation facilities for the Red Dog 
about 11 drums of cassiterite concentrate and other remote mining projects. Trans- 
were recovered at a placer mine in the Tozi- portation facilities for Red Dog may cost up 
Moran area west of Tanana. Anaconda to $200 million. NANA was working with 
continued exploration at its Kougarok the Federal Government on a possible land 
Mountain tin deposit on the Seward Penin- trade to facilitate establishment of a trans- 
sula, Duval Corp. worked on tin and tung- portation corridor from the minesite to the 
sten prospects in the Medfra area, and RAA Chukchi Sea south of Kivilina. 
maintained some tin-gold prospects out of —_ 

Ruby. "State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Juneau, AK. 

Table 7.—Principal producers 

Cement "Anchorage Sand andGravelCo-.--- 1819 East at Ave Grindand Cook Inlet- 
cot Anchorage, AK 99601 bend Susitna 
Alaska Gold Co.....----------- Box 64 Placersiredge  Soward Peninsula Rome, AK 99762 ‘Ault Enterprises... Boe 8380 Placer... Yukon River. Palebanks, AK 99708 Bedrock Co 2 nea-ne-n---= Box iabs —" Do. Fairbanks, AK 99707 
Galaxy Minerals Ltd --__-----... Box 467 ~-do Do. Fairbanks, AK 99707 Nelchina Mines... 1850 Wiekersham Dr aaw.do == Cog Inlet ‘Anchorage, AK 99507 Susitna ‘Territorial Corp ——--------- Boxeait can-do Copper River Albuquerque, NM 87197 Taluksak Dredging Ltd... Nya AROS82----—--_Placerdredge -Kuskokowim River.
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Table 7.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘adress ‘Type of activity Region 

sonst Raaresate arp 7800 Lake Otis Park Pit Cook Ink laska Aguregate Corp ————— is Parkway sa nlet- Z Anchorage, AK $0502 Susitna ‘Anchorage Sand and GravelCo..____1819 Bast lt Ave. Pica Be. “Anchorage, AK 99501 Fairbanks Sand and Gravel Co Box 686 Pit... Yukon River. Faichanks, AK 99707, Phil Godfrey —_-----__----.... 2861 Riverside Dr Pit... Southeastern uneau, AKC 99801 ‘Alaska. Juneau Ready-MixIne Bow 210 Bicwuce: Do. Juneau, AK 99802 US. Bureau of Land Management Box 18,701 C8 Pit _---. Various Anchorage, AK 99518 Stone (crushed): ‘Aleutian Constructors... Box aD Quarries Do. Anchorage, AK 98509 Ketchikan Ready-Mix and Quarry Inc. Box 8100 Quarry... Southeastern Ketchikan, AK 99801 “Alaska. Gity of Sitka ee Bow seeds Do. Sitka, AK 99885 South Coast Inc... Box 8620 oe De. Ketchikan, AK 99901 US. Forest Service, Region 10... Box 1628 Quarries. Various. ‘Juneau, AK 99802 ‘Yutan Construction Co... Box itt, Quarry Yukon River. vin Fairbanks, AK 99707 
Tost River Mining Boe dl, Placer. Seward Peninsula Nome, AK 99762





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Arizona Department of Mineral Resources for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Lorraine B. Burgin' 

The value of Arizona nonfuel mineral cause of this decline. Gold and silver, also production continued declining from the copper-production byproducts, rose in value record high $2.6 billion in 1981, to $1.6 when precious metals prices remained fair- billion in 1982 and $1.5 billion in 1983—a _ly high most of the year. Gold also increased 42% drop in 8 years. The slowdown in cop- in output, whereas silver production contin- Per output and its coproduct and/or by- ued to decline as some important copper product’ molybdenum was the principal producers shut down or reduced output. 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Arizona’ 

1982 1983 
‘Mineral Value 5 Value Quantity ehourands) WAntity @nousands) A thousands) Qvantity (thousand 

Glays—-—---—_-_-____________ thousand short tons. 8 gg 151 $1,425 Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _________ metric tons. _ 769,521 "1,235,055 678,216 1,144,285 Gemstones ——-—— TTT ER MOR UTOOE 2300” NA 2/800, Gold (recoverable content of ores, ele}__—__-"""“froy ounces. 61,050 BMD GLUT ae ‘Gypsum ______._______ "7777 thousand short tons__ 15 1,205 265 1,929 Lead (recoverable content of ores, eic)-—___-- ~~~ metric tons 89 202 lad 69 Hime -———-—--_______.___"____ thousand short tons 326.-=17,080s40.—SS«(16 700 Molybdenum (content of concentrate) ____~__ thousand pounds. "20,445 99,928, 23,934 79,459 Pumice_.._____.._____.___~____ thousand short tons__ 1 7 2 16 ‘Sand and gravel: 
Construction -—--—-—-~------------------do-- 1912458875 "23.200 °75,000 Industrial — 2727" OT TTTTOTT Ta 1,617 Ww WwW pire (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ___ thousand troy ounces. 6,309 50,159, 4,492 51,883 
Crashed ...-____________-. thousand short tons... 5,200 22,200 4,755 24,079 Dimension... _ do Ww 580 ® 1 Combined value of cement, perlite, pyrites, salt, and value indicated by 

2 AE RO Rl xx 79,105, xx 87,449 
I yore aresenstn pci tetgaenssnignaisiiscirity ‘XX 71,582,260 xX 1,510,878 ——— 82601 SO 8TB 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosi rietary data; value included with “Combined value’ gure. Nok applicavie ws nae ee eae 2Production as measured by mine | ‘shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption | by producers). "Less than 1/2 unit. 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Arizona, by county: 
Thousands) 

‘Minerals produced im 1982 County 1981 1982 fale produced in in rrrnine Apedhe coe ose ceneceaw Ww W Sand and gravel (industria, clays, and and travel (Congtructons Cochise nanan $24,498 $193856 Copper, lime, gold llver, sand and gravel (Construction) sand and gravel dasa, Coconino —— =n 2aie 1892 Sand and gravel construction [a 20.89 189916 Copper, melybdenur elven gold, and and Gravel construction, hine feed Graham 8 184 Sand and gravel constructions pumice. Greenlee -=77777222227 9,118 W Copper, gold silver sand and gravel on. ‘ruction) molybdenum, Maricopa 2222 -- a 1,898 85718 Sand and gravel Conaruction, ime salt, aye Mohave on soars 1448 Sandi gravel construction copper gold molybdenum Navajo enna @ 1829 Sand and gravel construction Pine 0STS2S 03050707 956,198 5193985 Copper molybdenum, coment sve, apd tnd gravel construction gil, clayey ead. Bill sce eeee screen 597,995 31492 Copper, molybdenum, gold sive, seed and revel epanreton ine evra, pert, Send and gravel ints ead, ton, av Santa Cruz ® 430 Sand and gravel onstruction Yavapai 7-777 _2222 192969 173415 Copper, coment, lime, molybdenum, siiver, ‘tad nd gavel Conair) pau, dye : Yuma nea w W Send'and gravel construction), copper, silver, cand and gravel Gndustrial Undistributed? sai7 180395 Sand and gravel onsiraction) 08.340 x Stone Crushed =e x 20,200 Dimension ~-77777727 xx S50 
Total 201,780 1582260 =e ee 

“Estimated, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undlatributed” XX Not snplicab {County distribution for construction sapd and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) in not available; total State values shown separataly under’"Sand aid gravel constructions or Sane” Construction sand and gravel was produced, data net avatable by county $ncludes germ stones that cannot be aaigned to specific counties and valve indicated by eymbolW. ‘Data do nt add to totale shown because of independent rounding
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Table 3.—Indicators of Arizona business activity 

> Change, 19821989 se, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Pola eivitian labor force’ === -s---------------thougands. 18055 19994 425 
Unemplayment cc SSC 2EGLO2ISSESLEESLIDLi LEE de a, se 
Employment (nonagricultural): ————— 

Mining! 200 0 Ui os Cacwseawew sane cuamedgawe M0 1432 Manufacturing -—22—2<TDTDIIIIIIIIIITIITII Taek $84 Contract construction ==" ~ "7 7TOTTTIIITITILITITTIIa So hg Tranoportation and publi wiltes “““"“““TTTTTTIITIToae 2 sete BB Wholesale and retaiftrade———----—=~22222277T2TZTTTTITaccT2 ears TRS Finance, insurance, realesiate —-—----------------.----do---- 683 GTO $58 Barve -ccsvonccuccnscaoseSCSSUOTESEODECIaganS | eT TR Government. 22 22222222IIIIIIIDIOINILIIIILIT Cael TT_ bok aoe 
‘Total nonegricultural employment'.________________do.- 10400 116 = 459 Personal income: 

Total millions. $2909 3761492 Ber pila coc CEESETSZSUSECUGUSEEREOEAESETEREES eS | Glee. HIS Construction activity: ‘Number of private and public residential unite authorized... 86821 63971 +738 Value of nonresidential construction ~~. ---~-- millions. «$7981 $8076.84 Value of State road contract awards ~~~" ""T7TITTZTIIn7 Mae” 1950810 + Lib Shipments of portland cement to and within the Stats ~~ thousand short tons "1,245. 1,645 4-821 Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘Total crude mineral value -.-._.---.------------------ millions $1,5822 $15109 -45 Value per capita, resident population ------2---_2~222222-_- =< 8508 BIO 9 Value per oquare mile —--~---222222=222=2a 2a Tn ITIL TTT sa ses 8B 
»Preliminary. 
Migeludes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines. 
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Figure 1.—Value of mine production of copper and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in Arizona.
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In value of nonfuel mineral production, est primary molybdenum producer to idle the State dropped from second to third its Colorado molybdenum operations, there- 
place nationally, and rankings changed in by pushing Arizona into the number one 
every metal except copper. Copper remain- position. Most of the State’s molybdenum 
ed in first place with 65.3% of the Nation’s production was a byproduct of copper pro- 
output; molybdenum rose from second to duction. 
first place with nearly 49% of the national Posing severe problems at several oper- 
total; silver slid from second to fifth place ations, labor relations were of major con- 
with 10% of domestic production; and gold cern to the copper industry throughout 
slumped from sixth to seventh place with 1983. Five 3-year labor contracts expired on 
3% of that production. Although the value June 30 and one in August. In April, Ken- 
of metal production dropped from $1.4 bil- necott set a precedent and settled early 
lion in 1982 to $1.8 billion in 1988, the with a pact containing a wage freeze, but 
metals group stabilized at 86.1% of the total continued cost-of-living allowances (COLA) 
value of nonfuel mineral production in that provided a l-cent per hour raise for 
1988, compared with about 86.4% in 1982. each 0.3 point rise in the Consumer Price 

In the nonmetals group, the leading com- Index. ASARCO Incorporated, Inspiration 
modities, in descending order of value, were Consolidated Copper Co., Magma Copper 
portland cement, construction sand and o., and Pinto Valley Copper Co., and their 
gravel, crushed stone, lime, sulfuric acid, unions, patterned their agreements after 
masonry cement, gem stones, gypsum, and Kennecott’s, and those contracts were re- 
clays. All commodities increased in value newed without striking. Phelps Dodge 
except for industrial sand and gravel, per- Corp., however, asked its workers to accept 
lite, and sulfuric acid. In output, gains were a wage freeze, eliminate COLA, reduce 
noted in all except dimension stone, indus- fringe benefits, and lower pay for new 
trial sand and gravel, lime, perlite, and workers. Rejecting the proposal, the union 
sulfuric acid. Arizona continued to rank walked out on strike. Phelps Dodge, howev- 
first nationally in production of gem stones. er, continued to operate with management 

Trends and Developments.—Arizona’s personnel, workers who would cross picket 
copper industry failed to recover from lines, and new hires. Violence erupted in recession-dominated 1982. The prolonged August, but by September, operations were 
slump in world demand and high world back to normal. The strike, however, con- production levels led to large inventories, tinued through yearend. Anamax Mining 
and despite major cutbacks in U.S. produc- Co. workers struck in August after their 
tion, prices of copper deteriorated. Also, in contract expired and no settlement was the face of declining prices, company de- reached. Management personnel replaced mands for employee concessions led to se- those union employees, but the mine had vere labor problems. Before copper prices already been shut down in January 1983; began to drop in the latter half of the year, the strike also closed the concentrator. Af. several idled Arizona mines were reactivat- ter Duval Corp. and its union representa- ed to take advantage of the slightly higher _ tives failed to negotiate a new contract in prices that existed earlier in the year; October, work was halted for a few days, but reactivation was probably cheaper than union employees returned to the job rather maintaining the facilities on standby. With- than risk being replaced. Neither the out exception, the large operating mines Phelps Dodge nor the Anamax and Duval reduced schedules and employed fewer contracts had been settled by yearend. 
workers. In addition, producers instituted Exploration Activities—In fiscal year numerous measures to improve productivi- 1983, the Bureau of Land Management 
ty and lower costs. At the same time, com- (BLM) recorded 21,050 new claims in Arizo- 
panies continued installing and maintain- na, compared with 45,867 in fiscal year ing expensive pollution control systems to 1982. Most exploration was centered in the protect the environment and bring the oper- western part of the State, with Mohave and 
ations into compliance with State and Fed- Yavapai Counties leading in the number of eral regulations. Nearly every corporation _ activities, followed by Gila, Pinal, Maricopa, 
reported heavy operating losses in their Coconino, La Paz, Pima, Graham, Cochise, metals divisions. Santa Cruz, Greenlee, Yuma, Apache, and For the first time since 1917, Arizona Navajo Counties. 
ranked first nationally in molybdenum con- __According to the Arizona Department of centrate shipments. In 1983, slumping mo- Mineral Resources (ADMR), mineral explo- lybdenum prices forced the country’s larg- ration and development was dominated by
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the search for gold and silver in areas emissions by 20% nationwide. Phelps Dodge 
known to host epithermal and mesothermal at Morenci and Kennecott and Asarco at 
gold veins. Particular attention was given Hayden were cited as three of six low- 
to low-angle thrusts, detachment surfaces, arsenic feed smelters that may have to 
and associated structures similar to those spend more than $35 million in improve- 
proven to contain mineral deposits in south- ments under the new guidelines. In Octo- 
eastern California. Other areas explored for ber, the EPA was ordered by a Federal 
gold and silver included the Ash Peak Appeals Court to toughen regulations allow- 
district, Greenlee County; Oro Blanco dis- ing the use of tall stacks by nonferrous 
trict, Santa Cruz County; and the Tomb- smelters and utilities for dispersing sulfur 
stone-Pierce area, Cochise County. In north- dioxide emissions. 
west Arizona, uranium exploration was The Pima Association of Governments 
targeted on small high-grade uranium- and the Upper Santa Cruz Mines Task 
bearing breccia pipes. Force completed a 2-year study of ground 

In a new publication, the ADMR listed water problems associated with mining and 
169 small mining properties by location farming in a 15- to 20-mile-wide section of 
using township and range, the commodity the Upper Santa Cruz Basin south of 
sought, name and address of operation, and Tucson. The study concluded that ground 

a brief notation of exploration and develop- water was being polluted by copper oper- 
ment activities in 1982-88. ations south of Tucson and from the Globe- 

In fiscal year 1983, BLM issued the fol- Miami area. 
lowing number and type of mineral patents —_In the Globe-Miami area, a separate 14- 
in the State: one, asbestos (62 acres); five, member Mineral Extraction Task Force, 
copper (345 acres); one, copper-silver (55 funded by the EPA, Inspiration, Pinto Val- 
acres); three, surface minerals (87 acres); ley Copper, Ranchers Exploration and De- 
and three, mill sites (15 acres). velopment Corp., and the U.S. Bureau of 

Legislation and Government Pro- Mines, also reported to the Central Arizona 
grams.—On April 13, 1983, the Governor of Association of Governments that copper 
Arizona signed Senate bill 1364 that levied operations near Miami were contributing to 
a tax of 1% of the gross proceeds of sales or contamination of ground water. At least 
gross income from mining, quarrying, or two wells had been shut down; however, the 
producing for sale or commercial use any Gila Conglomerate aquifer, upstream of 
oil, natural gas, limestone, sand or gravel, mining activity and Miami’s major source of 
or nonmetalliferous mineral products. Also drinking water, was not contaminated. The 
approved was Senate bill 1309 that exempt- task force warned that in the long term, if 
ed from transaction privilege and affiliated pollution were not halted, ground and sur- 
excise taxes the sale of mining machinery face waters contaminated with metals and 
or equipment used to extract ores from the sulfates (albeit greatly diluted) could reach 
earth or to prepare the material for extrac- Roosevelt Lake, the major drinking water 
tion and transportation to the surface. supply for the Salt River Valley. Cleanup of 
Throughout the year, groups met to re- the area would be expensive for the copper 

solve differences on areas proposed for pres- producers; however, if the mines were shut 
ervation as wilderness in Arizona. In rare down and prevention practices discon- 
agreement, mining interests, local govern- tinued, degradation of the water quality 
ments, public land managers, and environ- could increase. 
mental groups approved 394,900 acresofthe In 1982 and 1983, unusual flooding in 
Arizona Strip north of the Grand Canyon Chase Creek Canyon released waters, nor- 
and parts of the Utah border land as wilder- mally held by a diversion dam for recycling, 
ness; the areas had been considered for over waste dumps at the Morenci Mine. 
wilderness designation since 1976. A bill to Phelps Dodge was working with the Arizona 
designate these areas as wilderness was Department of Health Services to solve the 
introduced in the U.S. Congress, and hear- problem and estimated that costs of an 
ings were set for 1984; passage of the leg- integrated mine development and environ- 
islation also would free 672,870 acres in mental control program could exceed $50 
both States for grazing, mining, and timber million in the next 7 years. 
production. Under title III of Public Law 95-87, the 

On June 12, the Environmental Protec- University of Arizona in Tucson received 
tion Agency (EPA), under section 112 of the from the U.S. Bureau of Mines $150,000 in 
Clean Air Act, proposed a new standard for fiscal year 1988 for operations and research. 
inorganic arsenic that would reduce such
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS, December 31, 1983, Amoco Minerals esti- 
mated prove r reserves at the Bag- 

Copper—Copper production continued to Gad Mine at 3851 million tons of 0.479% 
decline, about 12% in tonnage and more oopper, 
than 7% in value. The average copper Tow production costs and the incentive to 
cathode price increased from $0.78 Pet jeep its nonunion work force intact encour- pound in 1982 to $0.77 in 1983, accounting 3264 the company to maintain full produc- 
for the smaller drop in value of output. fon at this location despite low ‘copper 
Three open pit mines and concentrators rices, The facility was shut down twice 
were reopened during the year. Mining a8 during the year for a week at a time, and suspended at three properties, leaving only fy sSynh' (rece was oat back by: ncreval 
their leaching operations functioning; two oe ne ee a ae erat 
other surface mines that were closed in 1982 oe ee a ing the compan 
also remained idle except for leaching oper- Store, were sold, Hoc, combeny 
sien lucha a mdkced at ir oper, housing and other services were continued. 
ations. In 1982, Arizona's copper industry  ComPany operations essentially supported a 
employed approximately 15,300 with a total ee ee ae 988, Ci ear 
payroll of $387 million; during 1983, aver- sania aay het, cm e potas Beoncteo 

He a ies ee eee ear ett would be furloughed in mid-January 1984 
‘eae and production reduced 25%; the layoffs 

‘Compared with 123,098,309 metric tons Would be the first since 1938. By yearend, 
treated in 1982, 122,743,740 metric tons of With the shutdown of one grinding circuit, 
material was treated in 1983 Of the total the concentrator was operating at its preex- 
output, 524,295 metric tons of copper was Pansion design level of 40,000 tons per day. 
recovered from 115,990,148 metric tons of __1In 1983, Cyprus Bagdad became the sec- 
ore treated by concentration; and 51,201 Tel eteene, see: eh eee 
metric tons of copper was recovered from - processing 73,807 metric tons of copper able-grade electrowon cathode copper. An- 
precipitates. Another 97,343 metric tons of amax’s Twin Buttes operation was the other 
copper was electrowon or precipitated from Company. The listing required that the 

vat-leaching solutions. electrowon copper cathode have impurities 
Copper was produced at 29 operations in 0 greater than 65 parts per million; for 

the following counties, in descending order that designation, more than 300 metric tons 

st gates Flan, Fltal Cronies CU Yer: Cs ania is Helguny tho United Wingo apai, Cochise, and Mohave. Of these, 15 » 5 
were large-scale operations treating over and the Federal Republic of Germany.* 
100,000 tons of ore per year. The larger The Cyprus Pima open pit copper mine 
operations are discussed in the following and $2,500-ton-per-day concentrator, about 
section where all quantities are in short 16 miles south of Tucson, Pima County, 
tons unless otherwise noted. remained closed in 1983. With mothballing 

‘Amoco Minerals Co., a subsidiary of of the plant 90% completed, the work force 
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), through its sub- was reduced from more than 700 in January 
sidiary, Cyprus Mines Corp., managed Cy- 1982 to 42 at the beginning of 1983. During 
prus Bagdad Copper Corp. Cyprus Pima 1983, those employees completed preserva- 
Mining Co. (owned 75.01% by Amoco Miner- tion tasks and maintained security, and by 
als and 24.99% by Utah International yearend, the work force was down to 15. The 
Corp.), and Cyprus Johnson Copper Co. ‘operation was preserved so that when cop- 

In Yavapai County, 120 miles northwest per prices improved the mine could be 
of Phoenix and 60 miles west of Prescott, brought on-stream with 1 month’s notice. 
the Cyprus Bagdad operation included an On December 31, 1983, Amoco Minerals 
open pit copper mine, a 54,000-ton-per-day estimated that the Cyprus Pima Mine con- 
concentrator, and a solvent extraction- tained 120.8 million tons of ore of 0.48% 
electrowinning (SX-EW) plant. Most of the copper. A proposed plan to replace the 
firm’s concentrates were processed at the concentrator and extend the pit eastward 
Phelps Dodge Hidalgo, NM, smelter. As of into a large low-grade ore body was not
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considered feasible under present economic from 4.1 million pounds in 1982 to 0.6 conditions.* million pounds in 1983; and silver contained The Cyprus Johnson operation, 20 miles in concentrates dropped from 22 million east of Benson, Cochise County, consisted of ounces in 1982 to 0.4 million ounces in 1983. an open pit mine, heap leach, and SX-EW During 1983, in conjunction with a new plant. The stripping operations halted in mining plan, AMAX reduced ore reserve November 1982 remained suspended in estimates at the Twin Buttes Mine to 122 1983. Mining the already exposed oxide ore million tons of sulfide ore with an average continued at a reduced rate; at midyear, the grade of 0.72% copper and 28 million tons of plant was producing 27,000 pounds of elec- oxide ore with an average grade of 1.08% trowon copper cathode per day. Although copper as of December 81, 1983. At yearend, employment dropped from 75 to 47 by the company wrote down its investment in August, production was maintained at sub- Anamax from $177 million to $112 million. stantially the same rate throughout 1983. AMAX showed a $489 million net loss in As of January 1983, the company estimated 1983, compared with a $390 million loss in reserves of 2.5 million tons of oxide with an 1982. The company reduced the declared average grade of 0.48% copper. value of all its copper and molybdenum Amoco Minerals cited losses of about $46 properties. million in its minerals operations in 1983, _ Following an October 1979 Federal Trade compared with a loss of $71 million in 1982.. Commission order based on antitrust Anamax, equally owned by AMAX Inc. grounds that required Arco to divest most of and Anaconda Minerals Co., a wholly own- its interest in Anamax within 5 years, Arco ed subsidiary of the Atlantic Richfield Co. unsuccessfully sought a purchaser for that (Arco), operated the Twin Buttes Mine 25 interest. miles south of Tucson, Pima County. The _ At the end of January 1983, operations at Twin Buttes operation included an open pit the Twin Buttes open pit were suspended, mine, a 45,000-ton-per-day sulfideore con- and the oxide plant was supplied with centrator, a 10,000-ton-per-day ion-ex- stockpiled ore. The sulfide concentrator was change electrowinning plant for processing limited to processing only ores from the solutions from leached copper oxide ores, Eisenhower-Palo Verde deposit. Of the and a uranium oxide plant. Anamax’s share approximately 1,100 workers at the Twin of ores from the Eisenhower Mining Co.’s Buttes operation, 300 hourly and 210 sala- Eisenhower (Palo Verde) property was ried people were laid off indefinitely. treated at the Twin Buttes sulfide concen- _A strike beginning midnight July 81 shut trator. Copper concentrates from the Twin down the sulfide mill and concentrator for Buttes Mine continued to be sold to Nippon the remainder of the year; however, man- Mining Co. Ltd. of Japan and Norddeutsche agement personnel continued to operate the Affinerie Aktiengesellschaft of the Federal oxide plant. About 350 workers represented Republic of Germany. Anamax was respon- by the International Union of Operating sible for operating the oxide plant and Engineers (IUOE), International Brother. producing electrowon cathode copper; how- hood of Electrical Workers (IBEW), United ever, each partner purchased and sold its Steelworkers of America (USWA), and the own share of cathode copper. International Brotherhood of Teamsters, According to the 1988 AMAX annual Chauffers, Warehousemen, and Helpers of report, the volume of Twin Buttes and Palo America (Teamsters) walked off the job. By Verde ores processed through the concen- yearend, the strike had not been settled. trator fell from 8,174,000 tons of 0.78% Although water continued to be a prob- copper in 1982 to 1,992,000 tons of 0.67% lem in the area, Anamax notified the Cen- copper in 1988; production from the Twin tral Arizona Water Conservation District Buttes oxide plant dropped from 1,840,000 that the company could no longer give tons of 1.06% copper in 1982 to 1,765,000 assurance that it would contract for Central tons of 0.93% copper in 1983. The AMAX Arizona Project (CAP) water. An annual share of copper recovered from concentrates 6,105 acre feet of CAP water, with the and cathodes dropped from 72,484 tons in amount decreasing through the year 2024, 1982 to 24,486 in 1983. The 1988 AMAX 10K _ had been set aside for Anamax.” Annual Report submitted to the Securities © Under an Anamax and Asarco equal and Exchange Commission showed that by- partnership, Eisenhower Mining mined the product molybdenum production from the Eisenhower (Palo Verde) copper deposit 6.5 sulfide ore processed by Anamax plunged miles north of the Twin Buttes Mine be-
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tween Asarco’s Mission and San Xavier Bell, 21.7 million tons of 0.68% copper and 
Mines. Asarco continued operating the 0.07 ounce of silver per ton; and Sacaton, 
mine; ores from each partner’s interest in 15.9 million tons of 1.2% copper and 0.04 
the project were either crushed and treated ounce of silver per ton. 
at the Asarco Mission concentrator or Recovering from a record loss in 1982, 
transported over a 6.5-mile conveyor system Asarco posted net earnings of $58.3 million 
for treatment at the Anamax Twin Buttes in 1983. Improved silver and copper prices 
concentrator. Asarco treated 3,036,000 tons in the first three quarters, higher sales 
of ore and recovered 20,800 tons of copper volume, reduction in number of employees, 
and 409,000 ounces of silver in 1983. In its and increased productivity contributed in 
1983 annual report, Asarco estimated the part to the rise in earnings. 
partnership's total reserves at yearend were In September, however, a sharp drop in 
121 million tons of 0.66% copper and 0.16 copper prices forced Asarco to defer strip- 
ounce of silver per ton; Asarco’s reserves ping operations at its Mission Mine, and 120 
were 28.7 million tons of 0.81% copper and workers were laid off, leaving about 400 
0.28 ounce of silver per ton. production employees. Overall, the Mission 

In August, production at the Eisenhower Unit (Mission, San Xavier, and Eisenhower 
Mine was curtailed because of a strike operations) reduced the total work force by 
against Asarco’s partner, Anamax, which 27%. 
declared a force majeure on receiving ore _ Closed since December 1981, Asarco’s Sil- 
deliveries. The strike was still in effect at ver Bell Mine was brought back into full 

yearend. production, October 1, 1983, to coincide with 
Asarco owned and operated the Mission the startup of the company’s new Inco flash 

and San Xavier open pit mines and the furnace at Hayden. Output from the mine 
Mission 22,500-ton-per-day concentrator was planned to replace the loss of concen- 
near Sahuarita, Pima County, about 15 trates expected in March 1984 when the 
miles south of Tucson; the Sacaton open pit Sacaton open pit mine was to be phased out. 
mine and 11,000-ton-per-day concentrator, During the shutdown, the leaching oper- 
about 3 miles northwest of Casa Grande, ation continued to produce about 6,000 tons 
Pinal County; and the Silver Bell open pit per year, approximately 30% of the mine’s 
mine and 11,400-ton-per-day concentrator at total output. The molybdenum plant, how- 
Silver Bell, Pima County, 38 miles north- ever, was not restarted. Of approximately 
west of Tucson. Concentrates were treated 277 workers idled at Silver Bell in 1981, 181 
at the Asarco 175,000-ton-per-year smelter returned in'1983. 
at Hayden, Gila County, where blister cop- Employment at Sacaton was reduced 18% 
per was produced and copper anodes cast as personnel requirements declined; ore 
for shipment to its refinery at Amarillo, TX. reserves were exhausted, and preparations 

The 1983 Asarco annual report noted were made during the year for complete 
production at its Arizona properties as fol- shutdown. 
lows: For the first time since 1964, Asarco 

1. Mission treated 3,993,000 tons of ore, reached agreement with its unions on new 
recovering 24,000 tons of copper and 898,000 8-year contracts without a strike. Effective 
ounces of silver. July 1, the contract provided no increase in 

2. A total of 2,784,000 tons of San Xavier _ wages, retained the COLA clause, and revis- 
ores was processed through the Mission ed certain benefit programs to reduce costs. 
concentrator, yielding 11,300 tons of copper The $132.6 million major modernization 
and 138,000 ounces of silver. project at the Asarco Hayden smelter was 

8. Sacaton treated 4,003,000 tons of ore, essentially complete in October 1983. The 
recovering 18,800 tons of copper, 184,000 new Inco-type oxygen flash-smelting fur- 
ounces of silver, and 1,988 ounces of gold. nace brought on-stream in November was 

4. Silver Bell recovered 9,000 tons of expected to be fully operational by April 
copper and 31,000 ounces of silver from 1984. The flash-smelting furnace replaced 
860,000 tons of ore. the roasters and reverberatory furnaces. 

As of December 31, 1983, Asarco estimat- When the dried copper concentrates enter- 
ed reserves at its Arizona properties as ed the preheated furnace in combination 
follows: San Xavier, 159 million tons of with 95% pure oxygen, the resulting reac- 
0.51% copper and 0.08 ounce of silver per tion produced temperatures of about 2,400° 
ton; Mission, 81 million tons of 0.75% cop- F, thereby melting the concentrates, The 
per and 0.17 ounce of silver per ton; Silver new furnace was expected to help the oper-
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ation comply with ambient air purity re- Molybdenum coproduct production in- quirements. creased from 9,752,000 pounds in 1982 to Construction at the 1,600-ton-per-day 12,596,000 in 1983, about 58% of its 1981 
Hayden smelter included, in addition to the production. Silver output rose from 315 new furnace, a 650-ton-per-day oxygen ounces in 1982 to 990 ounces in 1988, and 

plant, a water treatment plant, said 9 2000: gold ieee oom T1 ounces in 1982 to 80 -per-day acid plant. A higher grade ounces in 1983. ae ee copiee' wan to ke. Acoordiiig’ to the PURRAGIN" 1909 - anual 
attained with the Inco-type flash furnace. report, as of December 31, 1983, combined The Hayden plant will receive 60,000 to ore reserves at Duval’s Arizona and Nevada 
65,000 tons of concentrates per month from Properties were an estimated 413 million Silver Bell and up to 27,000 tons per month oe 0.285% copper and 0.037% from Kennecott's Ray operation. Asarco tum. . . ST See na ew Dene scat we i pei The plant, oxpected numba flash furnace 09 mallion in 1088, Soh mal ee Be : aploy 550 losses in 1982. The decrease resulted from a per month anode copper, was to employ 550 losses in 1982, The decrea pa recuned from a workers with an annual payroll of approx. eduction in mine sie ain imately $15.4 million. At midyear, 90 work- were sh ane ie ease ee pared Wie ers were furloughed for 3 weeks to allow for br 2 aban Ate ieee = modifications. ae eaaratys E.1 du Pont de Nemours & Co, Inc. sign- and higher sale prices for ope oie and ed a 3-year agreement with Asarco to pur- compan ed with 1982 levels y 
Se ne OO) ons pet Year. Gf Oe Siervita Mine operated ak onawale byproduct sulfuric acid produced at the capacity most of 1988 and with a greatly 
cee ede Sen ae Bad wee to Be ce sal Wonk fehoe: ot conven, srron marketed in the west-central States (Arkan- mately 900 were employed, comparel with 
sas, Iowa, Kansas, Miscouri, Nebraska, and 505 9, oat A short lived shake ee oon Okahome! i on October 1 when Duval and three unions Duval, a sibeldiaty of Pennzoil Co oper 2-75 sures on & how B year omtewe Ak ated the Sierrita open pit copper-molyd- thst time of 615 hourly workers, 460’ be denum mine and 82,600-ton-per-day concen- Ionged to the unions and OYE Wane eaereed trator 30 miles south of Tucson, Pima Coun- Srbloyees, By using: salaried worked 
'y. The Copper Leach Electrolysis and Re- the hourly workers who chose to return to Seneration (CLEAR) hydrometallurgical york’ Duval maintained prestrike produc, 
Plant, shut down in April 1982, remained tion levels, and 5 days after their contracts closed in 1983. The company’s Esperanza ad expired, most hourly workers were copper-molybdenum open pit mine and back on the job without a contract. The 15,000-ton-per-day concentrator adjacent to unions approved such local issues as over- the Sierrita Mine, and its Mineral Park time pay, vacations, bonuses, seniority, and molybdenum-copper surface mine and training programs; but negotiations stalled 19,000-ton-per-day concentrator 15 miles on Duval’s refusal to grant a COLA allow- north of Kingman, remained idle through- ance while offering a $1-per-hour raise over out 1982 and 1983. However, copper was the 8-year life of the contract. In 1983, the recovered at leaching and precipitation fa- average hourly worker earned $13.30 per cilities at both properties. Copper concen- hour, or approximately $25,000 in wages trates and precipitates were sold to Asarco and $10,000 per year in benefits. Although and treated at its Hayden smelter in 1983. the Teamsters and IBEW accepted the new During the year, the company entered into contract, USWA, Laborers’ International new smelting and refining contracts with Union of North America (LIUNA), and the Inspiration, Phelps Dodge, and Nippon Min- TUOE failed to agree with Duval by year- ing for the sale and toll of Sierrita concen- end, trates, During the year, the company brought In its 10K Annual Report, Pennzoil show- on-stream its innovative, giant movable in- ed that Duval’s combined copper production pit primary crusher at the Sierrita Mine. at its operating properties in Arizona and The new system, which follows the mining Nevada increased from 116,053,000 pounds course in the pit, met or exceeded design in 1982 to 143,020,000 pounds in 1983, ap- specifications for its initial operation and Proximately 589% of its 1981 production. was expected to handle greater throughput
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than conventional crushing methods. Sav- tion-area mines in 1983, compared with 
ings from the three-crusher system at Sier- 15,455,000 tons of ore containing 0.543% 
rita were expected to amount to 10% to 15% copper and 21,872,000 tons of waste in 1982. 
of total mining costs. Described in the At the smelter, 104,000 tons of Inspiration’s 
technical literature were the Sierrita incre. own copper concentrates was treated in 
mental pit design system, the in-pit mov- 1983, compared with 77,000 tons in 1982; toll 
able crushing system, and the conveyor belt and purchased concentrates dropped to 
design.*° 96,000 tons in 1988, compared with 158,000 

Although Duval had no plans to reopen tons in 1982. Copper production from the 
the Mineral Park Mine and many furlough- refinery rose to 162,245 pounds in 1983, 
ed employees had changed jobs or moved compared with 152,376 pounds in 1982, and 
away, its four unions ratified anew contract from the rod plant, increased to 182,606 
on December 1. The IUOE, USWA, Team- pounds in 1983 from 172,487 pounds in 1982. 
sters, and LIUNA represented 300 of the Total copper recovered from the Inspira- 
434 workers at Mineral Park when the  tion-area mines increased to 138,726 pounds 
mine closed December 15, 1981. In late 1983, in 1983, from 127,156 pounds in 1982. Ac- 
only 20 people were employed at the proper- cording to Inspiration Resources’ 1983 an- 
ty. Under the pact, average wages were to nual report, Inspiration lost $16.8 million 
be reduced from $12.89 to $10.98 an hour, before interest and taxes on deliveries of 
and entry-level wages were to be dropped 178.5 million pounds of copper, compared 
from $11.24 to $8 an hour. The contract also with a $9 million loss on deliveries of 142 
reduced medical and dental benefits and million pounds in 1982. 
called for cross training employees in relat- As of December 31, 1983, the company 

ed work areas. reported estimates of 178 million tons of 
As a result of the reorganization of its 0.52% copper in proven reserves and 12 

parent company, Plateau Holdings Inc., In- million tons of 0.52% copper in probable 
spiration Consolidated Copper Co. became a _reserves at its Inspiration-area mines, Esti- 
subsidiary of the newly organized Inspira- mated ore reserves at the Christmas, Ox 
tion Resources Corp. effective July 6, 1983. Hide, and Sanchez Mines remained the 
Previously, Inspiration Consolidated was a same as in 1982. 
subsidiary of Plateau Holdings, which in For the first time in 20 years, Inspiration 
turn was owned equally by Hudson Bay and representatives of its 10 labor unions 
Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd., Toronto, Cana- agreed on a new 3-year labor contract with- 
da, and Mineral Resources Corp. Ltd, Ber- out a strike. The settlement included a 

muda. freeze on wages and pension benefits, but 
Inspiration operated the Joe Bush- provided for COLA increases and retention 

Thornton open pit mines in the Inspiration of hospitalization benefits. The company 
area and a heap leach at the Upper and employed about 1,475 at midyear, but in 
Lower Ox Hide open pit mines 3 miles west August, laid off 235 employees because of a 
of Miami, Gila County. The Christmas open _ lack of concentrates. 
pit and underground mines and 5,500-ton- The decrease in the amount of toll and 
per-day concentrator, 85 miles south of purchased concentrates treated in Inspira- 
Miami, remained inactive in 1983. The com- _tion’s smelter during the year was attribut- 
Pany's principal plants in the Miami- ed to the continued shutdown of the Pinto 
Inspiration area included crushing facili- Valley operations, shutdown of the smelter 
ties, a 20,000-ton-per-day concentrator, a for maintenance in July, and the lack of 
smelter with a rated annual capacity of concentrates in August, September, Novem- 
110,000 tons of copper in concentrate, a ber, and December. During the year, New- 
sulfuric acid plant, a solvent-extraction mont Mining Corp. indicated that after the 
plant, an electrowinning and electrorefin- contract with the former owners (Cities 
ing tankhouse, and a continuous-cast rod- Service Co.) of the Pinto Valley operation 
fabricating plant. Inspiration also smelts had expired in August 1984, those concen- 
copper-bearing materials and provides some _ trates would be shipped to its own smelter 
refining and rod-fabricating services for at San Manuel, 50 miles south of Miami. 
other copper producers. Inspiration renewed efforts to acquire new 

‘The Inspiration Resources 1983 10K An- sources of concentrates, and in August 1983, 
nual Report showed 14,724,000 tons of ore signed an agreement with Duval for pur- 
containing 0.525% copper and 23,718,000 chasing concentrates from its Sierrita Mine 
tons of waste were mined at its Inspira- beginning in early 1984. Also, on December
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1, 1983, Inspiration reached an agreement estimated 1,600 were employed when the 
in principle with Amoco Minerals for a 50- operations were shut down in 1982. Ken- 
50 partnership in the Inspiration smelter. necott and 13 international labor unions 
‘The agreement was to provide for a 2-year, signed a new agreement calling for a wage 
$57 million construction program that was freeze and benefit reductions, but maintain- 
to bring the smelter into compliance with ed the COLA. The contract also allowed the 
State and Federal air quality standards and company flexibility to change technology 
increase its annual capacity to 150,000 tons and work methods for improved productivi- 
of copper in concentrates. The smelter ty. 
would also process copper concentrates Kennecott reduced its 1983 operating 
from Amoco's Bagdad Mine after Amoco’s losses at all properties in five States to $91 
contracts with other smelters expired. million from $187 million in 1982. 

Over a 12-year period, Inspiration had © Newmont owned two subsidiaries in Ari- 
expended $101 million for constructing a zona: Magma Copper and the newly acquir- 
new smelter, acid plant, and related pollu- ed Pinto Valley Copper Co. Magma Copper 
tion contro! facilities; during 1988, the com- operated the San Manuel Div. at San Man- 
pany spent about $1 million. uel, Pinal County, 43 miles northeast of 

Kennecott Minerals Co. a subsidiary of Tucson; and the Superior Div. at Superior, 
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio Sohio), changed its Pinal County, 60 miles east of Phoenix. 
name to Kennecott effective March 14, Pinto Valley Copper, formerly the Miami 
1983, The company operated the Ray Mines operations of Cities Service, was head- 
Div. in Arizona. The installations included quartered near Globe and the operations 
the open pit copper mine, a 15,000-ton-per- located in the Miami area, Gila County. 
day silicate ore vat leach, a solvent extrac- © Magma’s San Manuel Div. comprised an 
tion plant, and a 14,000-ton-per-day electro- underground mine, a 64,000-ton-per-day 
winning refinery near Ray, Pinal County, concentrator, a smelter with a 200,000-ton 
and 22 miles to the southeast, a 27,000-ton- annual capacity of copper anode, and a 
per-day concentrator, a smelter with an 125,000-ton-per-year continuous-cast rod 
annual capacity of 80,000 tons of copper plant. 
anodes, and a sulfuric acid plant at Hayden, According to the 1983 Newmont annual 
Gila County. report, the San Manuel Mine operated at 

According to the Sohio 1983 annual re- 83% of capacity, slightly lower than in 1982. 
port, Ray Mines produced 46,163 net tons of Ore production, however, increased to 18.3 
copper in 1988, compared with 58,326 net million tons averaging 0.64% copper, com- 
tons in 1982 and 111,267 in 1981. Ores pared with 18.2 million tons averaging 
mined and treated dropped to 4,846,000 tons 0.66% in 1982. In addition to 109,249 tons of 
in 1983, compared with 4,786,000 tons in copper contained in concentrate, 26,687 
1982 and 14,816,000 tons in 1981. The aver- - ounces of gold, 466,425 ounces of silver, and 
age ore grade increased to 1.187% copper in 3,140 tons of molybdenum sulfide were re- 
1983, compared with 1.071% in 1982 and covered at San Manuel. Magma Copper 
0.969% in 1981. estimated San Manuel proven reserves at 

Ray Mines Div. was shut down from May yearend were 328.9 million tons averaging 
1982 until September 1983 when the mine 0.694% copper, 0.028% molybdenum sul- 
and concentrator were reopened. Its silicate fide, 0.029 ounce silver, and 0.00158 ounce 
ore vat leach, electrowin refinery, and Hay- gold. At the deeper Kalamazoo ore body, ore 
den smelter, however, remained closed, and reserves were 354.9 million tons of 0.715% 
concentrate production of about 25,000 tons copper, with byproducts the same grade as 
per month, was sold to Asarco for treatment the San Manuel ore body. The San Manuel 
at its Hayden smelter. The multimillion- and Kalamazoo ore reserves included 108 
dollar modification project initiated at Ken- million and 101 million tons, respectively, 
necott’s Hayden smelter at Hayden in 1982 contained in a shaft pillar; removal of these 
was completed in January 1983. Other reserves would require additional shaft en- 
changes included shipment of eight 170-ton tries. 
trucks and two 12-yard front-end loaders © Magma Copper reached 3-year labor 
from Ray Mines to Kennecott’s Utah Cop- agreements with seven unions representing 
per Div. its workers. Similar to the Kennecott con- 
When the operations resumed, approxi- tracts with its unions, effective July 1, the 

mately 575 workers were recalled, bringing agreements froze wages, COLA provisions, 
the division’s work force up to 750; an and reduced fringe benefits. The new con-
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tract covered approximately 5,000 active reduction in refined copper production costs 
and laid-off workers; 3,000 at San Manuel was expected. Under the toll-smelting and 
and the remainder at Superior. refining contract with Inspiration, about 90 

In other developments, a major research cents per pound was the reported break- 
project was started to determine the feasi- even cost." 
bility of recovering copper from a large —_In July, Pinto Valley Copper entered a 3- 
quantity of copper oxide ores overlying the year labor agreement following the pattern 

San Manuel sulfide ore body. set by Kennecott. Since August 1982, 400 
The Superior Div.’s high-cost under- employees had been on a 4-day workweek; 

ground Magma Mine and concentrator, in January 1983, 170 salaried employees 
which were shut down in August 1982, accepted a 8-day workweek. During normal 
remained on a care-and-maintenance status operations, the company employed about 
in 1983. Magma Copper reported that be- 1,000 workers. 
cause the mine was inactive, ore reserves In 1983, Newmont posted a $28.7 million 
remained at 4.4 million tons and averaged loss, compared with a $30.8 million loss in 
5.69% copper, 0.026 ounce per ton gold, and 1982 at its Magma Copper properties; Pinto 
0.71 ounce per ton silver. Valley Copper’s losses were $1.3 million. 
Newmont completed its $75 million pur- _ Noranda Lakeshore Mines Inc., a subsid- 

chase of Cities Service's Miami Div. on iary of Noranda Mines Ltd., Toronto, Cana- 
March 1, 1983. The operations acquired da, operated the Noranda Lakeshore Mine 
included the Pinto Valley open pit copper 28 miles southwest of Casa Grande, Pinal 
mine, a 50,000-ton-per-day concentrator, County, on the Papago Indian Reservation. 
and a 33,000-pound-per-day SX-EW plant In its 1983 annual report, Noranda re- 
about 6 miles west of Miami; the old Miami ported treating 1,297,000 tons of ore and 
underground copper mine that was convert- recovering 18,760 tons of copper, compared 
ed to a leach operation in 1959; another SX- with 1,668,000 tons of ore and 22,800 tons of 
EW plant at Miami for treating leach solu- copper in 1982. At yearend, oxide ore inven- 
tions from the Miami Mine; the old Copper tories were estimated at 13 million tons of 
Cities inactive open pit mine and its leach- 1.16% copper. Inventory estimates of sulfide 
ing facilities; and the Miami East under- ore in the tactite zone remained at 9 million 
ground mine. tons of 1.85% copper and in the porphyry 

The 1983 Newmont annual report showed zone at 41 million tons of 0.65% copper. 
that, because of depressed copper prices and _In 1983, the Lakeshore operation compris- 
markets, production at the Pinto Valley ed an underground mine, a vat-leach sys- 
Copper operation was limited to low-cost tem, an in situ leaching program, and a 
leaching and SX-EW operations. The min- SX-EW plant. Plans were to operate the 
ing and milling operations shut down in underground mine and vat leach until year- 
July 1982 remained closed throughout 1983. end while converting to the in situ system. 
The planned 12,000-ton-per-year Miami In September, however, low copper prices, 
East project, under development since 1969, depressed market conditions, and heavy 
was shut down on January 5, 1983; produc- ground conditions associated with the 
tion had been scheduled for July 1983. The Lakeshore Fault effected high costs and loss 
Pinto Valley SX-EW operation recovered of ore, forcing the early shutdown of the 
6,442 tons of copper, and the Miami SX-EW underground mine and vat-leach facility. 
plant, 8,822 tons in 1988. At yearend, Pinto During the year, the operation was being 
Valley Copper estimated reserves of 384.2 converted to the in situ method of mining 
million tons of 0.404% copper at the Pinto copper, whereby a weak solution of sulfuric 
Valley Mine at nearly 6 million tons of acid was introduced into low-grade ores 
3.14% copper at the Miami East Mine. remaining after block caving. Percolated 
Under full production, the Pinto Valley solutions were then pumped to the surface 
operations could yield 70,000 tons per year for production of cathode copper at the SX- 
of copper in concentrates and an additional EW plant constructed in 1980. 
10,000 tons per year from the electrowin- With the shutdown of the mine, about 250 
ning facilities. workers were laid off and the remaining 65 

Pinto Valley Copper planned to truck its retained to operate the in situ leach and the 
concentrates to Newmont’s San Manuel SX-EW plant. Before the underground mine 
operation for smelting and refining as soon was closed, the production rate was 23.5 
as its contract with Inspiration expired in million pounds of copper per month; after- 
September 1984. A 10- to 15-cent-per-pound ward, Noranda expected to reach 2 million
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pounds per month using just the in situ in 1937; as of 1983, 1.9 billion tons of ma- process.** terial, including 683 million tons of ore 
Phelps Dodge ranked first in copper pro- averaging 0.86% copper, had been ex- 

duction with about 29% of the State’s total. tracted. From rim to rim, the pit reached 
The company owned and operated the 1.8 miles from north to south and 1.5 miles 
Morenci-Metcalf open pit mines in Greenlee east to west; it was mined on uniform 50- 
County, 169 miles northeast of Tucson; the _ foot benches from 5,050 feet above mean sea 
New Cornelia open pit mine at Ajo, Pima level to 4,200 feet. Plans were to mine down 
County, 106 miles southwest of Phoenix; the to the 3,350-foot elevation. At the Metcalf, 
Copper Queen Branch leaching and precipi- after prospect drilling in the 1960's and 
tate operation at the permanently shut- development completed in 1974, 43 million 
down Lavender Pit Mine and underground tons of ore averaging 0.76% copper was 
Copper Queen Mine at Bibsee, Cochise extracted from the 242 million tons of ore 
County; and the Douglas Reduction Works and waste removed. Bench heights of 50 feet 
at Douglas, Cochise County. The Safford and widths of 100 to 150 feet were used for 
Branch underground mine being developed the Metcalf pit. At the Morenci operations, 
near Safford, Graham County, has remain- ore and waste materials were mined with 9- 
ed shut down since April 1982, Development _ to 22-cubic-yard electric shovels and hauled 
of the low-grade copper sulfide deposit at in 100- or 170-ton trucks or 1,200- to 2,000- 
Copper Basin southwest of Prescott awaited horsepower diesel electric locomotive trains 
a proposed property exchange with the to the crushers, mills, or waste and leach 
Federal Government for land the company dumps."* 
owned in northern Arizona. Production at the Morenci operations was 

The corporation reported a net loss of temporarily reduced when 1,480 of 2,009 
$63.4 million in 1983, down from the $74.3 workers walked out on strike on July 1. 
million loss shown for 1982. Primary metal Striking workers were replaced by super- 
operating losses, though improved over visors, nonstriking employees, _ laid-off 
those of 1982, were attributed to sharply workers, and gradually new hires. With the 
lower copper prices, labor strikes, and com- startup of the Metcalf concentrator at the 
petition with imports of copper. Startup of onset of the strike and later startup of the 
the Morenci-Metcalf and New Cornelia Morenci mill, production rose from 30,000 
Mines increased Phelps Dodge's production tons per day to 70,000 tons per day. Howev- 
of copper in Arizona to 218,100 tons, com- er, on August 9 output was suspended at 
pared with 126,800 tons in 1982 but under the Governor's request to prevent further 
the 233,800 tons in 1981. violence, and the National Guard and De- 

In its 1983 annual report, the company partment of Public Safety moved into the 
estimated ore reserves at its Morenci- Clifton-Morenci area. Production resumed 
Metcalf Mines as 869.2 million tons of on August 22, and by September 8, oper- 
0.76% copper; at its Western Copper proper- ations were at full capacity.** 
ty adjoining Morenci-Metcalf, 184 million _ Under the 1981 consent decree that 
tons of 0.64% copper; at its Ajo Mines Phelps Dodge and the EPA agreed upon, the 
(under reevaluation), 214.1 million tons of company was committed to convert two 
0.5% copper; at Safford (development sus- reverberatory furnaces to oxygen smelting 
pended), 262.4 million tons of 0.88% copper; at Morenci and to install additional pollu- 
and at Copper Basin, 175 million tons of tion equipment to increase the capture of 
copper-bearing material averaging 0.55% sulfur dioxide and particulate matter.* In 
copper and 0.021% molybdenum. May 1983, Phelps Dodge authorized $57.6 

At Morenci, the Phelps Dodge operation million to complete constructing air pollu- 
included the Morenci open pit copper mine, tion control facilities at the Morenci smelt- 
second largest in the Nation; a 60,000-ton- er; more than $73 million had already been 
per-day concentrator; leaching and precipi spent on the project. Encountering prob- 
tation plants; a 160,000-ton-per-year smelter lems at the Morenci smelter in 1983, the 
and sulfuric acid plant; and the adjacent company and EPA agreed to amend the 
Metcalf open pit and 40,000-ton-per-day con- 1981 decree; emissions allowable for the 
centrator. Production averaged 100,000 tons smelter would be 10,505 pounds per hour, 
per day of ore containing 0.8% copper inthe and the smelter would come into com- 
form of chalcocite with byproducts of gold, _pliance by yearend 1984. However, commer- 
silver, and molybdenite. cial testing of the reverberatory furnaces 

Stripping for the Morenci open pit began being retrofitted to use the oxygen-fuel
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sprinkle system had not been completed by were recalled to join 275 maintenance and yearend. A matte spill on October 30 dam- security workers, and about 185 smelter aged the electrical equipment, placed the employees were considered for other work, acid plant out of commission for about 20 On July 1, 544 workers at Ajo joined Moren. days, and caused nearly $1 million in dam- ci union employees on strike. As at other age. The mountainous terrain, 600 feet Phelps Dodge installations, supervisory per- higher than the top of the smelter stack, sonnel, nonstriking union workers, and also aggravated the problem of air pollution newly hired employees handled operations. emissions. The Morenci smelter had 80 By mid-September, Ajo was operating with violations of ambient-air standards for sul- a full staff of 475 workers, and production fur dioxide emissions by November 1983. reached 26,000 tons per day. Phelps Dodge was fined $5,000 for each Preparation for reopening the Ajo smelt- occurrence before July 1, and $7,500 from er began in October 1983 with repairs to the that time to the end of the year. acid plant. Phelps Dodge and the EPA Other problems were related to polluting agreed to modify the 1981 consent decree Chase Creek waters, Heavy runoff, more that would bring the smelter into com- than 20,000 gallons per minute during the _pliance with the Federal Clean Air Act by rainy season, carried excessive levels of limiting sulfur dioxide emissions by the end acid-dissolved copper, manganese, zinc, and of 1984 and of particulate matter by the end arsenic from dump material into normally of 1985. 
dry Chase Creek. A small diversion dam _ At the Douglas Reduction Works, two of and a 3,000-gallon-per-minute pump to cap- three reverberatory furnaces were refired ture the waters for use in the leaching on March 29, and smelting resumed on system usually controlled water flowing April 6 to handle concentrates from its New into Chase Creek. To resolve the problem, Cornelia Branch. The smelter was idled in the company was considering water-re- November 1982 when the closure of the tention structures on King Creek andChase Cyprus Pima Mine caused a shortage of Creek, but by yearend, had not incorporated concentrates for the Douglas works. Nor- these structures into mining plans. mally, approximately 550 to 600 workers At Ajo, Phelps Dodge operated the New were employed; however, in April 1983 Cornelia open pit copper mine, a 28,000-ton- when operations resumed, 260 workers 
per-day concentrator, and a smelter with an were rehired, bringing the total to 330 annual capacity of 50,000 tons of copper including maintenance and security person- anode. On April 17, 1982, all operations at nel. 
the New Cornelia Branch were shut down _In environmental matters, Phelps Dodge until February 28, 1983, when production maintained that costs of bringing the Doug- was resumed at the mine and concentrator. las smelter into compliance with air pollu- Instead of reopening the Ajo smelter, the tion regulations could not be economically company shipped copper concentrates by justified and that unless the then current rail to its Douglas smelter in Arizona and law was changed, the smelter would be the Hidalgo smelter in New Mexico for closed by 1987 at the latest. Modifying the Processing. Of the 1,100 workers normally 1981 consent decree affected only the Mo- employed at the Ajo operations, 800 were _renci and Ajo smelters. laid off in 1982; however, in 1983, about 525 

Table 4.—Arizona: Production and value of copper in Arizona and the United States 

Year Quantity ue «Quantity we OS Cems? cootittan TER aman ae $C roction 
SIP aceasta eee, 949,081. $1,946,427 1,446,586 $2,966,891 65.6 390 -- nee mis —*nag'908Tiatite 2 eseaa1 652 OB eben seen 1,040,813. 1,953,142 1,538,160 2,886,440, 62.7 FI mm nrssycrcaen ne oe Ge 769,521, 1,235,055 1,146,975, 1,840,856, 67.1 NO icine meipermmraegreeee 678,216 1,144,285 1,038,098 1,751,476 65.3 

"Revised.
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Table 5.—Arizona: 16 leading copper-producing mines in 1983, in order of output 
Rank Rank — cer Mine County Operator Source of copper in 1983 19831082 

1 2 Morenci _=- Greenlee... Phelpe Dodge Corp —_ Capper ere and prosptanm 2 8 SanManuel- Pinal" ~~~ Maghaa Cotoer Gp. 7777 (Copper or ad tains oa 3 4 Bagded_.. Yavapai Cyprus Co. Copperore. i § iipitades> Sfp --- ingen Somllsg Be mer 5 § Sere --- Bima paral iO nec 8 siswass RIMM II== Kenmerot®.—="7">""- ap 2? sre and precipitates 7 9 Rorkoret FRO sree Bisenhower Mining Co —— im Serbet ore 3 <5 New Se eee Dodge Corp ---"~ Copper ore and precipitates 3 1h Restee® Soop oo ‘ar ling C= Copper oe PN 1 fasion" ~~~" 72> ARRBE) = : i 12 laedons=> Bal“ “°7Ngundauaesore Mae De 
wz 34 Sacaton -.. .___do___ ASARCO Incorporated ___ Do. % 18 SenXavier Bima -  MSAN{D Incorporated --— Bo 4 Silver Bell - do gow Wdo~ Copper ore and precipitates. is 1 Plato Valley Gila“ "inka Valiay Gopper Corp > SOPPCT ore! 

Table 6— Arizona: Material handled and copper produced at 16 leading eopper open pit and underground mines 
= “Waste material , Famoved Material placed Gre mined (excluding teterial ‘otal copper . (theta Piscediniesch | Inleach dpe produces Mine ae Zine “thousand (oot (thousand metric ‘ona 
19s 828 ae a men SS SSS See 

Bguic----= 4062 Sua gauss srs tars tog06 se eas Bagdad -_____ 17,468, Ww 22,671. NA 2,663 NA 78,583, Ww Remission “"-- G48 gaze “Tasca Sea RSW Sierrita“""" 82 apoe tae, ASD ata Stag Bay. 4,343 3,943, li ase 9,993 181T 47,688 35,097 Rect S24 Beas sgh gagg | SMTA ese a er NewComelia "srs ne, tg SMB sis Saar TwinButies - 10459 epg rag HER ® ors RN Mimion------ 4 gaz “Engg Bagg rig a a rr ‘San Xavier __ ~~ 2,283 2,526 7,126 2416 pe ie 11,616, 10,236, Siiver Bell ~~~ OO “nr err Finovaley --- ge ge eee Johneon. "=== ets eer ui 4400 08 UNDERGROUND fspdfemel--- 18S tee pte sats Se 
NANotavailable. W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary data "Gros metal content.
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‘Table 7.—Arizona: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zine, by county 

te 
Mines Material z coum proticngt alr, Gola Silver 

Sounty =a ated? | le Placer metric Troy Troy " Lode Pl metric TO, Value gure —_‘Value 

1981 total ------------ 49 = 197,069,041 100,880 $46,119,820 8,055,281 $84,727,002 
1982,total22777777TT_ 83 iaaloag309 62,050 _221940,307 _ "6,300,327 _*50,169,151 
1988: Cochise -—----------- 2 Ww w w Ww w 
Gia. 2 STZ SETEEES 5 # Ww a me 8916 101,999 Greenlee —-—-===2= 27> go w WwW Ww Ww Ww Mohave ~~ ~~ ~=2=22I== 1 i Ww wW w w w 
Piman2o-caoce= es 2 _- 48,009,308 Ww W 220,738 25,187,882 Binal 050 oan onanemet 6 =a Ba8 564 Ww Ww “eerzs, “7.564711 
Yavapai --—-~-~~ =~" 77 iy 38 Ww Ww Ww. W. Ww 

Total ------------__& 1 *122,748.740 _°61,991 26,284,184 %4,491,582 951,988,123 
OIE 
Metric Metric ‘Metric Total value Mets Value Metric Vatue Metric Value 

1981,total_—---------- 1,040,819. $1,958,141,584 998 $799,837 «188 $195,270 $2,084,024,368 
1982; total ———"~T~=IITT__Freaisen *yzs5osaigd 959 202.414 ——_*1,308,366,756 
1988: Cochise == Ww woof wa ae ae Ww 

(a se saeco Ww woot “= te 2 w Greenlee — 2 2ZLIIIIIZ Ww w 2 @ ae wW Mohave ~—— ~~~ ~—~=~= w wow woo = w 
Pimas-2222222ZZIZ2—agyg68 gaggzeasa ot, = Ww 
Pinal277777T7T7TTT2 sare areoeeagg woo = Ww Yavapai 2~~727LIIIII2 W we aS EE Ww 

Total -_---------- _*678.216 *1,144,284,688 “144 68,598 == _31,222,020,588 
"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
20perations at which metals were recovered only from tailings or precipitates are not counted as producing mines. 
Does not include gravel washed 
‘Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Table 8.—Arizona: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zinc in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

Number Material Gog Silver Copper Lead Zine 
Source of foldor (troy (troy, (metric (metric (metric 

minest Galteated ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) 

Lode ore: Galle vent nocne eee 1 45359 1,750 7,000 = ay Goldailver= 227222222222 2 wow Ww wow f 
Sliver 250 D22DEISIELIS a wow w wow 

ee 10 Wow 2218887 wow 
(Copper —===2 2 TTT TTT TTT 7122144118 545844181928 9621,639 T= 

Other lode material: TT Goldsilver tailings ge wow w wow ] 
Svertallings -—=77777777> = wot COW Wout oO G pilates ————---— 5 5s BS a : Be Ee Copper talings = ~~~ ~~~ > i Wi 2e ee We Fe 
Mesa ssc 6 wo W807 wow 

Total lode_——--------- am *z743740 = WSCA AS1,SB2*OTBZI6 MA Pinoor is see SUESLUSEE 1 — Ww Ze ae eS 
Grand total_—.----- ~~ 2% 1122745,740 %61,901 *4,491,592 6782167144 

‘W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
'Detail may not add to totals shown because some mines produce more than one class of material. Operations from 

which metals are recovered only from tailings or precipitates are not counted as producing mines. 
“includes items indicated by symbol W. 
‘Includes copper recovered from precipitates of ore leached.
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Table 9.—Arizona: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine 
in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 

‘Type of material Gold Silver ‘Copper Lead Zine 
‘Processed and method (troy: (troy (metric (metric (metric 

of recovery ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) rece ete cue) ona)” toma“ 
Lode: 

Acid leaching (vat, tank, heap) __ es = 197,343, = mT ‘Smelting of concentrates _____ 754,616 24,133,840 7529,296 Ww a 
Direct melting of a SNe eee esereaer, w 270,628 Ww Ww -- 

‘Tailings .._—"~ ~~ 7777 Ww 380,069 Ww Ww == 
Total --__...-___. Ww 3350,692 3 451,576 Ww -- 

Grand total _.._____ $61,991 4,491,582. 678,216 “144 ies Oran ttal nnn eng eaonsee anne a Withheld to avoid dacosng company proprietary da Tocludes coppersemreea teas 
includes metal recovered from tailings. 
‘Does not include metal recovered from tailings by concentration. 
‘Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Gold.—In Arizona, gold output was close- Mining’s Eisenhower Mine, Paradise Mines 
ly tied to copper production and, although _ Inc.’s Gold Hill Mine, Hel-Rock Mining Co.’s 
several copper properties were shut down, Hel-Roc Mine, Asarco’s Silver Bell, and Lee 
eight large-scale copper operations recover- Mining Corp.’s Schuylkill Mine. The num- 
ed more than 95% of the gold produced in ber of small mines producing lead dropped 
the State. The precipitous fall of gold output from seven in 1982 to four in 1983. 
in 1982 ended with a 1.5% increase in 1983, Molybdenum.—Molybdenum was recoy- 
and the rise in the price of the metal, an ered as a coproduct and/or byproduct of 
average of $375.91 per troy ounce in 1982 to copper production in Arizona. Output de- 
$424 in 1988, brought a more than 14.5% clined another 5% in 1988 because some 
increase in its value of production. Leading copper operations remained closed and oth- 
gold operations, in descending order of out- ers shut down molybdenum circuits or pro- 
put, included San Manuel, Morenci, New duced the metals at a reduced rate. Howev- 
Cornelia, Copper Queen, Sacaton, Tyro, er, shipments of molybdenum, in part from 
Bagdad, Ash Peak, Ray, Diumich, Sierrita, last year’s inventory, increased 17%; their 
Schuylkill, Tiger, Gold Hill, and Hel-Roc. total value declined 12% as molybdenum 
The number of small operations (under prices continued to fall. The average pro- 
100,000 tons per year of material treated) ducers price per pound of molybdenum in 
reporting production declined from nine to technical-grade molybdic oxide dropped 
seven in 1983. Pinal County yielded the from about $4.45 in 1982:to about $3.65 in 
most gold, followed by Greenlee, Pima, Co- 1983. Molybdenum exports increased 8%; 
chise, Mohave, and Yavapai Counties. however, only two companies exported the 

Lead.—Lead production declined almost metal in 1988, compared with eight in 1982. 
60% as the copper industry remained in the Domestic shipments from nine operations 
doldrums. Although Arizona’s lead ores are rose almost 50%. Inventories rose from 
often found as accessory minerals in copper 3,642,520 pounds at the beginning of 1982 to 
deposits, the economics of processing the 6,143,322 pounds at the beginning of 1983. 
material may preclude its recovery. In 1983, Copper operations producing and ship- 
more than two-thirds of the State’s lead ping molybdenum ore and concentrates 
output came from copper operations; the were, in descending order of value, Sierrita, 
drop in copper production and declining Bagdad, San Manuel, Twin Buttes, Morenci, 
lead prices contributed to the nearly 66% Eisenhower (Anamax), Inspiration, and 
plunge in value of lead output. The average New Cornelia. Cyprus Pima had no produc- 
price of lead slumped from $0.2554 per tion, but shipped out its remaining stock- 
pound in 1982 to $0.2168 in 1988. The pile. The Pinto Valley, Mineral Park, Mis- 
McFarland & Hullinger Tiger Mine tailings sion, Eisenhower (Asarco), and Ray Mines 
continued to be the leading producer, fol- shipped molybdenum concentrates in 1982, 
lowed by Asarco’s Mission Unit, Eisenhower but not in 1983. About 65% of Arizona’s
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molybdenum production originated in Pima Hill and Co., produced cement in Arizona. County. The Arizona Portland Cement plant at Ril- Silver.—Recovered principally as a by-  litowasafour-kiln, dry-process plant with product of copper production, silver output a — 1,170,000-metric-ton-per-year coment. continued to decline as some important grinding capacity and a 450-metrie-ton-per- copper producers shut down or reduced day clinker capacity. The Phoenix Cement output, Although silver output fell nearly plant at Clarkdale was a three-kiln, dry- 29%, its value rose 2% because of a price preheater process plant with a 630,000. increase. The average unit value of silver metric-ton-per-year cement-grinding capaci. 
climbed from $7.95 per ounce in 1982 to ty and a 600-metricton-per-day clinker $11.44 in 1983. Listed in descending order of capacity." Both companies sold a general. output, the following mines recovered silver purpose and moderate-heat gray portland in Arizona: Morenci, Eisenhower (Palo cement; Phoenix Cement also marketed a Verde), Sierrita, Bagdad, San Manuel, Mis- portland pozzolan cement. sion, New Cornelia, San Xavier, Sacaton, Phoenix Cement improved two kilns in 
Ash Peak, Copper Queen, Ray, Twin Buttes, 1982 and planned to upgrade a third by Diumich, Silver Bell, Reymert, Schuylkill, completing a two-stage preheater in 1984,1° 
Four Bagger and Silver Mary, Tyro, Tiger, Blue Circle Arizona Inc., a subsidiary of Gold Hill, Hel-Roc, Bracco, Precious Metal Blue Circle Industries PLC, London, United 
Exploration, and Gold Dust. Of these, 12 Kingdom, established its southwestern re- large-scale copper mines produced more gional offices in Phoenix and Tucson and than 92%. Twelve small operations report- acquired ready-mixed concrete plants in the 
ed silver production, two as precious metals Phoenix and Tucson areas. The plants were and the rest as precious and base metal to be supplied with cement from Empresas operations. Seven small mines recovering Tolteca’s (49% owned by Blue Circle Indus- silver in 1982 shut down in 1988, and five tries) new L-million-metric-ton-per-year ce. 
new operations started up. ment plant at Hermosillo, Mexico, 240 miles 

south of Tucson. 
NONMETALS Clays.—Arizona’s clay production in 1983 Asbestos.—Although asbestos production recovered slightly; however, the value of its 

in the State ceased in 1982, controversy Output rose 42%. Common clay output in- 
continued over mill tailings remaining in creased about 4%, and bentonite, 14%. the Globe area. Arizona asbestos is of the Common clay producers, in order of quanti- chrysotile variety. The Arizona Bureau of ty mined, included Phoenix Brick Yard Geology and Mineral Technology, in de- from its Tolleson Mine in Maricopa County 
scribing the asbestos problem, its mineralo- and Pantano pit in Pima County; Phoenix 
Sy, production, consumption, and health Cement, Yavapai County; Magma Copper hazards, suggested that before the chryso- from its mine at Superior, Pinal County; 
tile is classified with the more dangerous and McKusik Mosaic Co. from its Weary asbestos minerals, crocidolite and amosite, Lode, Gila County. Leading uses for com- additional studies of the fiber types and mon clay included face brick, portland ce- exposure levels should be made.'* Neverthe- ment, common brick, ceramic floor and wall less, the EPA decided to buy out a mobile tiles, and terra cotta. Harshaw/Filtrol Part- home subdivision in Globe, Gila County, nership mined a nonswelling pit in Apache that was built on the tailings site of the old County; United Catalysts Inc., at its Cheto Metaté Asbestos Co. mill. From $4.2 to $4.6 No. 1 pit in Apache County; and Arizona million in Federal Superfund monies were Gypsum Corp., at its Verde pit in Yavapai earmarked for this purchase.”” County. The bentonite was used for filter- Cement.—Finished portland cement pro- ing, clarifying, and decolorizing animal, duction increased almost 18%. The volume mineral, and vegetable oils, and for animal of gray finished portland cement sold gain- feed. McKusick Mosaic mined montmoril- ed about 26% as the economy recovered. _lonite fuller’s earth at its Weary Lode Mine, Value of those sales, however, rose only 9% Gila County, for medical, pharmaceutical, because of a drop in prices. Masonry sales and cosmetic purposes. The average unit increased about 35% in quantity and more value of clay and shale was $6.31, compared than 16% in value, with $6.98 in 1982, Arizona Portland Cement Co., a division _ Gem Stones.—Arizona continued to rank of California Portland Cement Co., and the first nationally in gem stone production. Phoenix Cement Co., a division of Gifford- Most important was turquoise recovered at
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several copper mines. Turquoise and peridot Superior, and shipped to markets in Califor- 
output, however, declined in 1983. The Min- nia, Michigan, and Wyoming. Sil-Flo Inc. 
eralogical Record published two special is- mined perlite from an open pit 2 miles 
sues on the mines and minerals of Arizona. southwest of Superior, treated the material 
‘The New Cornelia Mine, Pima County; the in its plant at Superior, and marketed the 
Glove Mine, Santa Cruz County; the Ray product in Illinois, Louisiana, Texas, and 
Mine, Gila County; the Magma Mine, Pinal Wyoming. Perlite was used as a filtering aid 
County; the old Yuma Mine, Pima County; in pharmaceuticals, chemicals, sugar, and 
and the Hilltop Mine, Cochise County, were beverages, and as an agriculture fertilizer 
among the famous mineral localities de- carrier. 
scribed." Therm O Rock Industries Inc. produced 
Gypsum.—Crude gypsum output increas- expanded perlite for plaster aggregate, insu- 

ed about 51% in quantity and nearly 60% in lation, and horticultural aggregate at Mari- 
value as residential construction rebounded copa, Maricopa County. 
because of lower interest rates the latter _ Pumice and Pumicite (Volcanic Ash).— 
half of the year. Calcined gypsum produc- Gila Valley Block Co. continued to quarry 
tion also increased in amount and value. pumice and volcanic ash 25 miles east of 
National Gypsum Co. quarried and crushed Safford, Graham County. Sales increased 
crude gypsum at Feldman, near Winkel- more than one-half, and value more than 
man, Pinal County, and calcined gypsum doubled. The materials were used mainly 
for manufacturing wallboard at its plant in for building and decorative block, followed 
Phoenix. Pinal Mammoth Gypsum Co. by landscaping and insulation. 
quarried gypsum for agricultural use at its Pyrites.—Sales of pyrite by Magma Cop- 
Thunderbird Mine 6 miles north of Mam- per, Superior Div., from its Magma Mine, 
moth, Pinal County. Superior Companies increased during the year. 
quarried gypsum for use as a cement addi- _Salt.—Southwest Salt Co. solution mined 
tive 4 miles southeast of Camp Verde, the Luke Salt deposit at Glendale, Maricopa 
Yavapai County, and near Winkelman, Pi- County, and recovered the product in solar 
nal County. evaporation ponds. About 1,500 tons of salt 

Arizona Portland Cement completed rec- per acre of pond was harvested; peak pro- 
lamation work on a 1977 gypsum explora- duction was in the hottest months, between 
tion site in the Whetstone Mountains about May and September. Salt was marketed for 
40 miles south of Tucson. Trenches were agriculture, industrial uses, and water 
filled, and the area was contoured and softeners. The caverns created by salt min- 
seeded with native grasses. Cost of reclaim- ing were leased for storing propane and 
ing the 5-acre site was about $40,000.27 butane. Salt production and value were 
Lime.—Production of lime increased 4% unchanged in 1983. 

in quantity and dropped 2% in value, nar- Sand and Gravel.—Construction. —Con- 
rowly maintaining the depressed level of struction sand and gravel production is 
output reached in 1982. Although the con- surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
struction sector improved, the copper indus- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
try, a major user of lime, remained in a chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
slump, and lime-producing companies Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
dropped in number from five to three, annual company estimates made before 
Genstar Lime Co., Yavapai County, was the yearend. 
leading producer of quicklime, followed by _ Construction sand and gravel production 
Can-Am Corp. near Douglas, Cochise Coun- in 1983 was estimated to have gained over 
ty; and Magma Copper at San Manuel, 21% in output and over 28% in value over 
Pinal County. Amstar Corp’s plant at 1982 levels. Arizona Sand and Rock Co. sold 
Chandler, Kennecott’s Ray Mines Div. plant its Phoenix and Sun City sand and gravel 
near Hayden, and the Phelps Dodge plant operations to Conroc Co. of Arizona, a sub- 
near Morenci remained idle. sidiary of Conroc Co. of Los Angeles, CA, the 
Perlite.—Output and sales of crude per- third largest producer of construction sand 

lite declined. Arizona ranked third nation- and gravel in the United States. 
ally in crude perlite production, after New _Allied Concrete and Materials Co. operat- 
Mexico and California. ed an 800-ton-per-hour total capacity plant 

Harborlite Inc. mined perlite from open at Mesa, Maricopa County. In 1983, Allied 
pit mines near Superior, Pinal County, sized installed a water clarification and recircu- 
the product at its plant 2 miles west of lating system to salvage up to 1,400 gallons
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per minute of clean water in anticipation of hydraulic fracturing in the petroleum in- 
new water regulations expected to limit the dustry, flux in the copper industry, and 
ground water pumped in the State. Thirty- smaller amounts for blasting and filtration. 
five workers were employed at the sand and Industrial sand and gravel producers in 
gravel plant and 100 at the nearby mix Arizona were the Arizona Silica Sand Co. in 
eperation™ Apache County and Paradise Mines in Pi- 

‘Industrial—Output of industrial sand nal County. Ninty-eight. percent of Arizo- 
and gravel slumped in quantity and value na’s output was shipped by truck; the re- 
when the copper industry failed to recover. mainder by rail. 
Principal uses for the product included 

Table 10,—Arizona: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
TT TT BET 

Quantity, Vetue vatue iho” Value Value pousand foes “per” and” hear per 
‘tonal sands) ton short sands) ton tee) 

Congeetion! Mend gga singT0 8828 NANA OA 
Gravel... pe eetchcae mien ie eae o 12,8386 «87,568 8.05 NA NA NA SinVnd gravel anprocewed===2---vs-aa__ "hee atts 28) NANA NA 

Total or average. --------------- 1AM "5831S 9.05 28,200 °$75,000 °39.28 isuadtend ob peed nono tot REE Rey ES 
Grand total or average... .__-_._-------- 419,230 59,992 8.12 Ww Ww Ww 

Bstimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by gregate, Robert E, McKee Inc. continued to 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered mine and crush dolomite for use as railroad 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates, ballast. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Granite, comprising about 11% of crush- 
annual company estimates made before ed stone production, was mined by the U.S 
yearend. Forest Service in Gila County, and by Arizo 

Although total stone output declined to. na Granite, Madison Granite Supplies, Red 
its lowest point since 1976, its production Mountain Mining Inc., Choctaw Materials 
value increased, but did not attain the Inc., and Sunrise Granite Co. in Maricopa 
record high of 1981. County for use as terrazzo and exposed 
Crushed.—Limestone and dolomite com- aggregate and for fine aggregate and fill. 

prised 76% of crushed stone output; lime- Volcanic cinder, totaling nearly 9% of the 
stone was mined in Yavapai, Pima, Cochise, crushed stone production, was mined by 
Greenlee, Coconino, and Gila Counties, and Superlite Builders Supply, the leading pro- 
dolomite, in Mohave County. ducer, Flagstaff Cinder Sales Inc, and Ol- 

Limestone for cement was quarried by son Bros. in Coconino County; by Gila Val- 
Phoenix Cement in Yavapai County and by ley Block in Graham County; and by M. R. 
Arizona Portland Cement in Pima County. Bowers Cinder Co. in Navajo County. ‘The 
Lime used in copper operations was manu. product was used for aggregate, terrazzo 
factured from limestone by Genstar Lime in and exposed aggregate, and road construc- 
Yavapai County, Paul Lime Div. of Can-Am tion. Marble was quarried and crushed by 
in Cochise County, and McFarland & Hul- the Andrada Marble Co. and Catalina Mar- 
linger in Pinal County. Superior in Apache _ble Co. in Pima County for such uses as fine 
County crushed limestone for treating sul- aggregate, poultry grit, roofing granules, 
fur dioxide in stack gases. Paul Lime also and terrazzo and exposed aggregate. 
crushed limestone for use as a flux, for use In other applications, Magma Copper 
in sugar refining, for treating stack gases, mined a sandstone for a flux. Magic Moun- 
and for use as terrazzo and exposed ag: tain Mining Co. mined a tuff in Yavapai
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County for use as an oil sweep and for kitty three State and Federal entities mined litter. Local and Federal government agen- crushed stone at 41 quarries; about 45% was cies also mined and used crushed limestone, transported by rail and 33%, by truck. The volcanic cinder, and granite for road con- average unit value of the product in 1983 struction. was $5.06 per ton. 
Twenty-three private companies and 

Table 11.—Arizona: Crushed stone? sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ane _ Vee — _ __ Quantity Value Gti Fete 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch: 

Other coarse aggregate == aT ar 
bag ot Al 2 15 Railroad ballast ~~~” 77DTIIITT2TIITTTT Tae Ww 3638 Other graded coarse yate ----_- 30, 226 Fine aggregate (3/8 Inch Beane AA SOMOS anne tare a w 6 Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal. > DTT TLL TTII TIT 43 Ww Serpening, Wppdeaigaatnd 2 SUSE“ TER SEE TETIRRRONETSER TS & 1 Other fine aggregate __—_ TTT 2 Eo Conte and fine agarogae: 

‘Dnpered road mu Locale 777777772 ----- mrsnis 79 at 
Grahor run ov lor wants ne =” 777~"-7~7772277wn2 2a * " Agricultural: Poultry grit and mineral food —~~~~—~~~~7222222227272aT TT Ww 1 

Spode Otero won - nee n-ne 4,211 18,750 

rns AE 24070 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” HIncludes limestone, dolomite, granite, marble, sandstone, volcanic cinder and seor'a, and miacellaneous stone. Includes graded road base or subbase, cement manufacture, lime manufacture, flux stone, sugar refining, sulfur oxide removal, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W- 

Dimension.—Hazel Bowman quarried a Union Carbide Corp. continued to ship the sandstone for flagging in Coconino County. _natural zeolite from its Bowie deposit and 
Sulfuric Acid.—Arizona ranked first in marketed a pollution control system that 

producing sulfuric acid recovered as a by- used natural and synthetic zeolite prod- 
product in copper smelters. The State's ucts.” 
copper industry supplied almost 23% of the. ————— 
Nation’s byproduct sulfuric acid. The total _Siat# Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, CO. ey sae . reeley, M. N., and N. J. Niemuth. Directory of domestic supply of the acid increased slight- Exploration and Mineral Development ta Avon? AZ 
ly in 1983; however, output of the product in Pep, Min. Res. Pub, D-10, 1984, 33 pp, i a 7 e rizona Pay Dirt. Globe Miami Contamination Could Arizona declined about 18% in quantity and Prove Costly To Cleanup. No. 529, July 1983, p. 344, 
45% in value because of the continued pavsrn at chat Boma Mien Sage congmic Business downturn in the copper industry. Sulfuric | Arona BoonomieIndiaiors, Vi, No. , Spring acid production in the State was 638,588 Syymer 188i n. 4. sid Wied UME Late’ tons valued at $8,702,000, tg Blectromon Cathoge No S84 Dee 10889 8A 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace no 534, Dec Epona Patines Komadina Retiring 
& Co. produced exfoliated vermiculite at its 7 ‘Anansi Saye It Doesn't Need CAP Water. 
plant in Phoenix, Maricopa County; the N@jst2:S0Pt 196 pie. vs New Flash Furnace vermiculite concentrate was shipped in at fiayden Ready To Go On Line. No. 582, Oct, 1983, 
from out of State. Production and sales P sndustrial Minerals (London). DuPont To Sell Asareo increased in quantity and value in 1983, Acid. No. 19, Nov. 1983, 18. - 
is Product wes marketed for use Princ. rave ates eto inBit, Crushing 
pally in fireproofing, concrete aggregates, No. 1, Jan. 1983, pp. ; ' and block insulation, followed by soil condi- ps, G2. gv Nod eb yp oot Pe tioning, horticultural applications, loose-fill Coe Bae ae a ania Stay 
insulation, and plastic eerceaies, catAmerican Metal ‘Market Newmont Plans To Cut Zeolites.—Total production of zeolites Copper Costs at Pinto Valley. Mar. 4, 1988,p.6.00 from the Bowie chabazite deposit from 1961 Worl Wa'si"Mer ah, pig Norande Lakeshore Halting to yearend 1983 was estimated to be 14,000 _ Skillings’ Mining Review. Noranda Lakeshore To Close ss Mi id Vat Leaching Plant. V. 72, No. 36, Sept. 1983, short tons valued at about $32 million. pin” Smt Vat Leaching Plan et
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Sschern BM. and FJ. Menor, Application of pee pe aa ence at the Morenct Bran : : Geeogeal Science at the Morenci Branch. Phelpe Dodge Blue Circle Arizona Expands US. Holdings, 
Lake City, UT, Oct. 19-21, £088. Soc. Min. Eng “AIME V-6,No. 6, May 198, p. 9. preprint S308" pp. # The Mineralogical Bacord. ARIZONAIV. V.14,No. 2 

TEWorld Mining. Phelps Dodge in Mar-Apr. 1988, pp. 5:1 Str: 38, Nov, One N08 eeO es Im Shite of ce ARIZONA. V. 14, No. 5, Sept-Oct. 198, *SSaasoe, M. P. Oxygen Sprinkle Smelting at Morenci. 682 j Eng: Min Jv, 164 Never dune 108, p a0 St Mor Arizona Pay Dirt. Whetstone Reclamation. No. 532, 
**Peirce, H. W., and M. M. Garcia. Asbestos; Toward a Oct, 1983, p. 6A. 

Rerapective. AZ Bur. Geol. and Miner. Technol., v. 18, | “———. Southwest, Salt Pioneered a New Resource. No, Spring 1982, pp. 1-8 No, 596, Apr. 1984, pp. 3A4A, 
‘Arizona Pay Dirt. EPA Decides Buyout Answer at **Kuonnen, T. Arizona Producer Solves Water Restric- Globe’ Mobile Home Subdivision, No. BOS: June” 1868, tion Problema, Hock Prods ¥. 88, No. 8, May’ 1905, 

P pp, 3436. Smith, M. North American Cement. Ind. Miner. Lon- ""#*Byde, T. H. Zeolites. Min, Eng., v.96, No.5, May 1984, don), No. 196, Jan. 1984, pp. 61-65, m psa? ba 

Table 12.—Principal producers 

Commodity and company ‘Adress Type of activity County 

ces Box 238 Quarry and dry Pime. Portland Cement Co,1 2 x arry and dry-process, Givin CaioriaFordand ‘Rite, AZ 8245 ‘roary-hiln ant Cement 
Phoenix Cement Co,? adivision of 2505 West Beryl Quarry and Yavapai Gifford Hiltand Go." Bow 30885, ‘rotary kiln lant Phoenix, AZ 85069 

Capfagsall Cinder Seles Old Highway 65 Quarry Coconin er Sales Inc. vr chpeediuwone . a Box 66" Fina a7 86008 SuperiteBuldere Supply asubsid- 180 Wes Turney Open pit mine and erushing Do. tary of US. Industries Lae Box 28163 plant i Phoenix, AZ 85068 
Wiarshaw/Filtrol Partnership, of Box 155. Open pitmine Apache. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical ‘Sanders, AZ 86512 pen ae Corp. and Gulf Oil Corp. Phoenix-Brick Yard <-?- 1814 South 7th Ave ctdbeceteeee a, Matloope oo Phoenix, AZ 88000 
"Rtioco Minerals Co, a subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. dndiana), 

"Giprus Bagdad Box 245 itmine, mil, ¥ cos it mine, mil, dum avepal Cyprus Bagdad Copper Bagdad, AZ 86821 "each, solvent extracton- 
Cyprus Johnson CopperCo Drawer R Oem pemina Merb, Codd us Johnson Copper Co. Drawer mine, heap les ise Benson, AZ 85602 sien rth 

lectrowinning plant. ‘Anamax Mining Co, Twin Buttes Box 121 Open pit and underground Do. Mine. * Sahuarita, AZ 85629 mines and mil, ASAROO Incorporated: Hayden Unt == Box 98 Smelter and acid plant Gila. 
Mission Ui Ba ees Open pit mine and mill Pima mitt Bo mine and mill. on Schuarita, AZ 85629 = Secaton Unit! _._______ Box manideeceecgauce” Pinak Casa Grande, AZ 85222 San Xavier Unitt _______ Box i Open pit mine Pima. Sahuarita, AZ 85600 Silver Bell Unit* *________ Silver Bell, AZ 85270 Open pit mine, mill, leach Do. ais, recitation 

Cities Service Co, Miami Oper- Box 100 Open pit mine, mill,leach Gila. ‘ations, Pinto Valley Mine. Miami, AZ 5599 lumpe, in-place leaching, precipitation plants telvent extraction Ser Si ill of slectrowinning plants 
Pennzol O90 Mineral Park Mine. Box 2009 Open pit mine, mill,leach Mohave. Kingman, AZ 86401 dupe, precipitation 
Sierrita Mine? #5. Box 125 ‘gen pit mines, mill, Pima. Sahuarita, AZ 85629 Teach inp preiite- 

ant. Bisenhower Mining Co,Bisenhow- Box 99 Opeifemive een. e ‘er (Palo Verde) Mine ® Sahuarita, AZ 85629 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company ‘Address ype of activity County amet andeompany Address Type ofactivity County Copper —Continued 
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Box 4444 Open pit mines, mill, dump Gila. ee Claypool, AZ 85582 Teaching, solvent extract fon plan electro winningelectrorefinis tankhouse, custom smelter, sulfuric acid BBE continuo cast-roa brication plant OxHide Mine Box ataa pen pitmine und heap Do. Claypool, AZ. 85682 i Kennecott, asubsidiary of Kenne- Bos Open pit mine, each Gita ana ott Corp, Ray Mines Div.*® Hayden, AZ 85285 ‘dumps, precipitation, vat- Pinal leaching, solvent extrac tonelectrowinaing plants, emelter Magra Copper Co a subsidiary of Newmont Mining Cop. Son Manuel Div ?*?° Box Underground mine, mil, Pinal Sen Manuel, AZ 85681 Smelter, refinery, contin- {ous-rod casting plant. Noranda Lakeshore Mines Inca Box-6 Underground mine, mill, Do. subsidiary of Noranda Mines Ltd, Casa Grande, AZ. 85222 vatleach, and colvent extraction electrowinning 
Phelps Dodge Corp. a 8 

Queen Branch‘ *__.. Highway 92 Underground mine, leach Cochise. Spee Bisbee, AZ 85608 dumps, in-place leaching, precipitation plant Douglas Reduction Works. Drawer E Smelter sen e Do. Douglas, Az 85607 Morenci Branch*** _____ Morenci, AZ 85540 Open pit mines, mill tail- Greenlee. "ngs leach plant, leach dumps, precipitation plant, smelter New Cornelia Branch? «*___ Drawer 9 Open pitmine, mill and Pima, ‘Ajo. AZ 85921 ‘amelter pum ational Gypeum Co. Gold Bond Building Products Box 20868 Plant... Maricopa. ‘Winkelman Gypoum Pit SterBoceBor 890, Ope crushing Pinal inkelman Gypaum Pit __ te, 30 pit mine and crushing Winkelmai, AZ 85292 plant. PloelMamnoth Gypeum Go. Box ib» Open pit mine Do. 
Superior Companies’... uz South Jath Ave Quarries and plant -____ Apache, a Phoenix, AZ 85008 Pinal, es Yavapai ‘Can-Am Corp, Paul Lime Div ____Drawer'T Quarry and lime kilns Cochise. Douglas, AZ 85607 Genstar Lime Co, division of Box ist Quarries and plant Yavapai pene Cor. each Springs, AZ 86434 lite: Hiatborlite Ine. Box 960 Open pit mine and plant Pinal Superior, AZ 85278 Si-Flotne Boat seuidb eee areuncn Do. Superior, AZ 85278 
ws Valley Block Co Box 465 Ope a oe mpitmine Graham. wie Safford, AZ 85546 
Southwest Salt Co =. Box 1287 Solar evaporation of brine Maricopa. Litchfield Park, AZ ‘rom wells: 25040 Sand and gravel: ‘Arizona Sand and Rock Co, adivi- Box 20067 Plante =o Do. sion of California Porsiand Phoenix, AZ 85036 poenent ; aradise Mines Inc 5°* Box 332 Open pitsand plants -_.. Pinal Oracle, Az. 85628 Tanner Co, United Metro Div _____ S60 Shuth lothAve erediccnameneaes2 — Cooomiabs Box 20128 “Maricopa, Phoenix, AZ 85096 Pima, Binal ‘ne. ‘Union Rock and Materials Corp... 2800South Central Ave. do Mn, Box 8007 

Phoenix, AZ 85066 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Principal producers —Continued 
‘Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity County 

Stone: 
‘Andrada MarbleCo __...... 4901 Bast Drexel Rd. Quarry 2 ----- Pima. 

‘Tucson, AZ 85706 
Arizona Granite.____._.... 1401 West Villa RitaDr. © -_..do------------ Maricopa. 

Peoria AZ 85345 Madison Granite Supplies... 1050 Grand Ave. Quarry and plant ———___ Do. 
; Glendale, AZ 85301 

‘Red Mountain Mining Inc___...  4250North Bush Highway. .do_-_—-----_-- Do. 
Dolomite: Mesa, AZ 85205 

Robert E. McKee Inc... Box 07 Quarry and crushing plant Mohave. 
Peach Springs, AZ 86434 

Vermiculite (exfoliated) 'W.R. Grave & Co., Construction 4220 West Glenrosa Plant.....----.---- Maricopa. 
Products Div. Phoenix, AZ 85019 

Also lime. 
ZAlso clays. 
Also molybdenum. 
“Also silver. 
"Also gold. 
Also lead. 
7Also clays and limestone. 
Also copper.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Arkansas Geological 
Commission for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James R. Boyle’ 

The value of Arkansas’ nonfuel mineral uewise, were bromine, cement, stone, and 
production in 1983 was $246.4 million, a _ sand and gravel. 
decrease of $3.9 million from that of 1982; Arkansas remained a major producer of 
the decrease continued a downward trend _ several nonfuel minerals, ranking first na- 
that started in 1980. Since 1979, the value of tionally in output of bauxite, bromine, and 
nonfuel mineral production has dropped special silica stone for natural abrasive 
19.2%. Output of most nonfuel minerals applications (grindstones, oilstones, and 
declined, with two, barite and vanadium, whetstones). The State was one of three that 
having no reported production during 1983. produced tripoli. 
The leading nonmetallic commodities, val- 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Arkansas‘ 

1982, 1983 
Mineral Sra We a 

Geantty qaoanandey WeMtity Gaya) $$ thorns) (thousands) 
Abrasives? _________.__________-___ short tons. 1,085 $469 w Ww lays ——_"""TTITIIITIIIIIT IT thousand short tons 629 6658 819 $9,956 Gem stones _—_~ >" 77TTITTIIZT ADO ne NA 200 NA "200 Sand and gravel: 

Construction ______....-__ thousand short tons. "6,96 "18,700 *6,900 *19,600 a wasee tense an "5,625 386 4796 tone: 
Credhed.__-nnwo-ncnvanewececcecedents §— “ga00 "48,500 13,448 51,267 Dimension ——_— ~~~" ">> DIDI TTTITTIT TT de 222 5 #290 9 513 EE ce 7 1B 92 a 66 Combined value ofbarite 108A) angie Brojing coment, 

sum, lime, tripoli, vanadium (1982), and value indicat Sabot cece eee ancnae ne XX 169754 XX —_s.72 
Wella nee pa weesessesmarmeeee es XX "250,288 XX 246,480 — ee 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. poverae Gok ines {Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). Includes grindstones, cilstones, and whetstones. 

83
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Arkansas, by county* 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Minarale Ersdaced ta 1980 

Ashley .----------2---------- @ $154 Sand and gravel (construction), 
Basti 2 osc Ww e@) 
Benton -----~-------~--------- $1,512 eo 

Bocos asa SSI SRATADNTSES 557 8 
Bradley ~~ --~=2~2222222222=s2-- ° 5 Sand and gravel (construction) 
‘Gelhous: 5 see @ w Sigd angers (construction), sand and grav- el (industrial Gari a wausecucmenwecteeaee w 121 Sand and gravel construction). 
Chews ooo ct ce neee ar acen ® a 
Ghee ee ee ENS W W Sand and gravel construction), clays. Clays ee ee pesos & 186 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Garnte oe 298 1 Do Geeland = uscSraraoere mannose @ oie 
Ran cccmnmenemen—ans Ww W Bromine. 

Gonwey ooo a Savnseheanc ety wW 1 Sand and gravel construction) Graighead ==2—22722222IIIIIIIIS & W Sand andgravel construction) clays, sand and ‘gravel Gndustrial). 
Crawford == w W  Sandand gravel construction), sand and grav- ‘el industria) 
Crittenden... === w WwW Clays. Gomes cose eam Ea SRS & 261 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Dallaess oS Shee ® a Do. Drew ses Senea Doe cen eee @ 13 Do. 

Faulkner -~_~-~~-~~7_= 2222s W w Do, Fesnklln Soo us S7 SEC L NESTE & Ww Da, 
File 239 a4 De, Gariends Chee Na ESSER ETE W 5988 Vanadium, abrasives, tripoli, sand and gravel 

‘construction Grant ___-------------------- ® 162 Sand.and gravel (construction) 
Monte eS ea @ 283, Do. 
Hempstead. -------22-2-2 2-2 Ww W Sand and gravel industria) clays, send and 

wa ee ing nnn : rite, clays, sand and gravel (construction), " ‘sand and gravel (ndustral), abrasives Howard_—---------------nn ene BO W camer gypum sand snd gravel onsrus 
ion) Independence -___--------------- wW W Lie sand and gravel contruction liar == 22222222s2s2essn le w W Sand and gravel Gndustrial, sand and gravel 
construction) Jefferson -_____---------------~ ® W_ Sand and gravel construction) 

Sohason SSC LSELT RLU RSCEIES TONS W W Clays. Unfayette 22 7D2TTTIIDIIDIITIE & 180 Sand and gravel (construction), 
Tawrne SUSUSeZeCTSENSAISEES: ew Ww Do. 
Hingoln «= 222222222222222222222 e 169 Do. 
[atsle Rivero SCORED SAGES SETEET W W Cement, sand and gravel construction). 

Togan ~~ _— == 2LILIIIIIIIIIE 444 @) Sand and gravel (construction). 
Lamoke SESE SUERESESTSAIEaTS Ww @) 
Madison = ~~~ ~~2727227227277222 ® W Sand and gravel construction). 

Marlon 2050 5 SUZ SEU STEUSEET GEOL 8 483 Do. 
Miller .2~77220222D2I22I2022222 w 'W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and grav- 

el (industrial), clays. 
Mississippt . _.-_.--.-.---------- @ 20 Sand and gravel (construction). Montgmnory = =222 22 DTIIIII W W —Barite, sand and gravel (construction) 
Neve oo) ooo oe seoeeace a 33 Sand and gravel construction) 
Newt sa nenensesene ee < Do. Dip mamasuanandueenaaeem W W Sand and gravel construction), clays. 
Berry 2222 222722TTTIITIIIIE eat 1 Sand and gravel construction) Pike. Go TUISEEESTISUIEET es ‘W 1481 —_Gypaum, sand and gravel (construction) ee & ‘W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and grav- 

el (industria. 
Polk ...----------~----~------ @ 16 Sand and gravel (construction). 
PR io nomena eanan 237 e 
Pulaski ~~~ 20777777 777o TTT TTT W W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Banaotph 220238 US STS EE EIETSS @ 5 Sand and gravel (construction) 

St. Francis -__...------.-------- eo W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and grav- 
el industria. 

Piles co So ose cate aes 26,271 12,305 ‘Bauneite; ime; wari and eravel coustewtiony; 

Soterewesnerwernarsaweeu ° 18 Sand and gravel construction). 
POE tc en reine aie o Do. 
Misti coc sosescany Ww 'W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
ORNS oper cn eset mone ie neste tte w 295 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Piet Soe ecenwonena ® Ww ‘Do. 
Union 222222222222 772TTTI IES w W Bromine 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Arkansas, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

————Toay~~”~”~*C*«S eS ee ore cou ete Minerals produced in 1967 2 nrter ovate 

Mgrs coco engententemeemt Washington ~~ ~~~ 222 222772227 gravel (construction) Wie ScecaeisStesreneet eT |e is "Se SOIT resents seat cs @ ie Yell ou DEOT MURR EE OTST are ° W Sand and gravel construction). Se ete lene ee ee eae 183,965 175,368 Sand and gravel (construction) —~7~227_*ge'409 XX Stone Crushed. XX 48.500 Dineuded --—aa000 02 TESDEEICE Xx 490 
Total -—----------------. THB 250,088 

"“Wikuateds: | WiWithhea t6 anal dlsasia GaGgeD uaa ee ; Eetinsated 'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”. XX Not applicable. No nonfuel mineral production was reported for Arkansas, Desha, Jackson, Lee, Monroe, Phillipe, Prairie, and Sharp Counties. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (96D) ack available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” SConstruction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county, ‘Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. Leas than 1/2 unit. {Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Arkansas business activity 

> Change, 1982 1983! irene pret ‘Employment and labor force, annual average: Total civilian labor force “7 “TN thousands. 1,005.8 1,090 +08 Unetuplayment=-.— --DITTTTSTET a tap astaacs ae 130.0, 1097 -i6 
Employment (nonagricultural): 

Mining* =n sails 53 52 “19 Manufartuslagso ro SuOUTTET PGT DA Soe ee stead 1885 2080 +88 Gontract construction — ~~~" 7777 7TITTLTITTTTTT Tg 383 28 <8 ‘Transportation and public uiilities—~>_~~>>777277777 7400777 a5 439 458 Wholesale and retail trade =~ ~~~ 22222277777 77272§222 1548 1655 #1 Einanee, insurance, real estate ~22~~~~777777277227 CTT 27 339 $37 Service ace ose ae mene wanna 129 1800 8 Goveroment,—~——-2 = "SUSE TESS ERSTSUST ESTOS 140i 13958 =2 
2 aeeal: nonagricultural employment. _.___._._____.___do.__ 118 149.4 +53 ersonal income: Total ——-na--naenna-nnn-enennn--nn+-- millime. “$19,408 $21,048 +84 Por capita“ =" TLITTITIIIIIITICIIIIICIT MR US $13 Construction activity 

Number of private and public residential units authorized___________ 6,385 9,833 +54.0 Value of nonresidential construction =< "~~" waiiona. «SESS GSB P28 Yalu of State road contract awards ~~~ 7==77~~77> YOM $2830 Sis = 807 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the Biata thousand short tons. 584 se 192 Nonfuel mineral production value Total crude mineral value. millions. $2503 04 4 -16 Value per capita, resident population ~2.__7~~~~~~~~~7 MMons-- siz $106, “54 Value per square miles sen - 222 D ToD TTTTTTTTTTI ghee g MS “49 nt ®Preliminary 
‘includes bituminous coal and oi] and gas extraction. 
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US! Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Value of stone and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Arkansas, 

Trends and Developments.—Adverse eco- the recovery: It appears that a major re- 
nomic conditions continued to impact structuring of industry has been taking 
severely on most industries within the State place with emphasis shifted to overseas 
with some recovery by yearend. The unem- operations. This restructuring of industry 
ployment rate increased during the year could have an adverse impact on mineral 
but dropped to 10.1% by the end of 1983; the producers supplying raw materials to the 
rate was still higher than the 9.7% at affected industries, 
yearend 1982. Employment in mining, after The Arkansas State Chamber of Com- 
increasing the previous 3 years, dropped in merce reported that $1.0 billion in invest- 
1983. However, with both residential and ments for industrial growth was announced 
nonresidental construction activities in- in 1983, a $300 million decrease from that of 
creasing late in 1983, employment in min- 1982. The announced investments, however, 
ing was expected to increase to meet the were expected to create an estimated 11,000 
demand for construction aggregates. jobs, compared with only 5,600 created in 
According to the Arkansas Industrial De- 1982. Among the announced expansions 

velopment Commission, Arkansas had been were $2 million at Aluminum Co. of Ameri- 
shifting from an agricultural economy ca’s (Alcoa) alumina chemicals plant in 
through a light manufacturing base to a Bauxite and $50 million at Norton Co.’s 
heavier, more technical manufacturing sintered bauxite proppant facility at Fort 
base. This transition has continued through Smith. 
two recessions in the last decade. Recovery Total tonnage on the McClellan-Kerr 
from the latest recession has been more Arkansas River Navigation System decreas- 

rapid than that of the 1975 recession. Manu- ed from 8.3 million tons in 1982 to 8.0 
facturing employment dropped from a high million tons in 1983. Inbound traffic in- 
of 223,000 in mid-1978 to a low of 191,000 in creased 26% while outbound traffic decreas- 
February 1983, but regained one-half of the _ed 19%. Waterborne traffic included vana- 
loss by December 1983. Output from miner- dium slag, barite, granite, potash, stone, 
al producers has paralleled this recovery. and-sand and gravel. Bauxite for Reynolds 
‘One negative effect has occurred along with Metals Co., handled in the past by barge,
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was shipped by rail from facilities in Texas. _tity of water supplies for residential, com- 
Legislation and Government Pro- mercial, and agricultural uses. 

grams.—In 1983, the legislature passed and During the year, two publications con- 
the Governor signed into law a bill that cerning minerals in Arkansas were publish- 
would split revenues from mineral, oil, and ed. The Arkansas Energy Office published 
gas revenues on all Federal public domain “Minerals in Arkansas,” which is basically 
lands equally between the State and coun- an update of the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
ties where the land is located. Federal law Bulletin 645, “Mineral Resources and In- 
specifies the way money from land acquired dustries of Arkansas.” In addition, the Ar- 
by the Federal Government must be distrib- kansas Mining and Mineral Resources Insti- 
uted, which is all to the counties, but tute published “Productive and Potential 
revenue from public domain lands would be Mineral Resources in Arkansas.” 
subject to the provisions of the new State The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) con- 
law. ducted studies to update its National Coal 

Also enacted was a bill to increase sever- Resources Data System and also made 
ance taxes of several minerals. A 3-year chemical analyses of coal and lignite sam- 
phased-in increase in severance taxes on ples for use in future reports on fuel 
stone, clays, and sand and gravel will begin sources. USGS continued studies on silica 
in 1984, which will go mostly to counties for resources in the State and regional geology 
schools and highways; the increase would be _of the Northern Arkansas Structure. Delin- 
1 cent per ton per year. Excluded from the eation and analysis of the Mississippi Val- 
tax was limestone used for agricultural ley Seismotectonics included investigation 
purposes. The tax on brine, a byproduct of of earthquake rates in the area. USGS and 
oil production, would increase from $2 to the U.S. Bureau of Mines jointly prepared 
$2.45 per thousand barrels and be used for mineral resource potential maps of Road- 
operation of the State Oil and Gas Commis- less Area Review and Evaluation (RARE I) 
sion. During fiscal year 1982-83, the State areas. The areas covered included the Black 
received $672,755 in severance taxes from Fork Mountain Roadless Area (MF-1599), production of nonfuel minerals. the Little Blakely Roadless Area (MF-1562), 

The Governor also signed into law a and the Richland Creek Roadless Area (MF- 
provision containing a heavy truck axle- 1525). In addition, USGS Bulletin 1551, 
weight distribution formula for crossing “Mineral Resources of the Caney Creek 
bridges. The law pertained to trucks weigh- Wilderness, Polk County, Arkansas,” was 
ing more than 73,280 pounds, but specifical- published, also a joint venture with the U.S. 
ly exempted trucks hauling crushed stone Bureau of Mines. 
or sand and gravel. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 

The Arkansas Geological Commission Forest Service announced that certain ar- 
(AGO) continued its program that focused eas of the Ouachita National Forest studied 
on the prudent development and use of the _ for wilderness potential, and encompassing 
mineral, water, and energy resources of the 61,000 acres, were being reevaluated. The 
State. Interest in oil and gas, lignite, base _ reevaluation became necessary because of a 
metals, hydrology, and diamond exploration court decision that RARE II environmental 
highlighted the activities for the AGC in statements were inadequate. Four areas in 
1983. Two new oil and gas charts were Arkansas were to be returned to nonwilder- 
published in a series for the Lower Atoka ness management and three areas were 
Formation in the subsurface of the Arkan- recommended for further planning. The 
sas Valley. Drilling continued by the AGC draft environmental impact statement for 
to determine lignite resources in the State. the Ouachita National Forest was schedul- 
A report, “Chemical Analyses of Lignite ed for release in 1984. 
from the Wilcox and Claiborne Groups, The U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
Southern and Eastern Arkansas,” was pub- reported that $651,715 in mineral lease 
lished. A coal data report for the U.S. payments were made to the State in 1983. 
Bureau of Land Management was also The Federal Government divides bonuses, 
issued. In addition to providing information rentals, and royalties received from Federal 
to the public on flood and earthquake risks, mineral leasing activities on public lands 
staff geologists reviewed mining, reclama- equally with the States in which the miner- 
tion, and landfill plans for other State als occur. 
agencies, Technical assistance was also pro- The U.S. Bureau of Mines Tuscaloosa 
vided concerning source, quality, and quan- Research Center entered into an agreement
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with the Silica Products Co. Inc., Guion, to al assessment surveys and/or reports on 
conduct small-scale continuous dewatering 34,100 acres of wilderness and wilderness 
tests in 1984. The U.S. Bureau of Mines Salt suitable lands. Other research activities of 
Lake City Research Center worked on tech- interest to the mineral industry in the State 
nology to recover columbium and associated included the development of a lightweight 
coproduct materials from Arkansas re- miner’s battery to reduce weight miners 
sources. Two Arkansas ores were benefici- must carry and development of software for 
ated to obtain feed concentrates suitable for a computerized coalbed methane data base 
hydrometallurgical testing. Since 1981, the that permits operators to more effectively 
U.S. Bureau of Mines has completed miner- design mine ventilation systems. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS drilling activities. Arkansas, which ranked 
___ third in the Nation in 1982 in barite produc- 

Abrasives.—During 1983, four companies tion, had no reported output in 1983. NL 
mined novaculite for oilstone and whet- Baroid/NL Industries Inc., which closed its 
stone products with mine production and Magnet Cove Mine and plant in 1982, closed 
value decreasing 18.0% and 15.8%, respec- its McKnight Mine in Montgomery County 
tively, over that of 1982. Arkansas ranked permanently in 1983. Milchem Inc., which 
first nationally in output of special silica shut its Fancy Hill Mine and plant down in 
stone abrasives. Finished stone production 1992, remained closed. The new plant re- 
accounted for 65% of the total value and portedly handled only 200 tons prior to 
46% of the total quantity of special silica shutdown. In 1988, only a skeleton crew 
stone products sold or used by domestic remained at the 200,000-ton-per-year plant. 
producers. Novaculite, a dense, hard, fine- It was anticipated the plant would remain 
grained material of virtually pure silica, closed in 1984 because of reduced demand 
was mined in Garland County by Norton and increased imports of barite through the 
Co. Oilstones Inc. and Hiram A. Smith Port of New Orleans. 
Whetstone Co. Inc. and in Hot Spring — Bromine.—Arkansas remained the larg- 
County by Arkansas Whetstone Co. Inc. and est domestic bromine producer and account- 
Wallis Whetstones Inc. Mining methods ed for about one-half of the world’s output 
varied depending on end uses for the mate- in 1983. Production and value remained at 
rial, but output was relatively low. Waste about the same level as that of 1982. The 
material ranged up to 95% of material bromine industry in Arkansas was adverse- 
mined, with only some of the waste utilized. ly affected by imports of brominated com- 
Four main grades of whetstone were’pro- pounds from Israel. Bromine occurs in salt 
duced for uses ranging from rapid sharp- _brines in the south-central part of the State 
ening to polishing. Several firms did not in Columbia and Union Counties. Two com- 
mine abrasive materials but finished small panies, Dow Chemical U.S.A. and Ethyl 
quantities obtained from other sources. Corp., operated in Columbia County and 
These companies included American Trails two others, Arkansas Chemicals Inc. and 
Whetstone Co., Buffalo Stone Corp., Dans Great Lakes Chemical Corp., operated in 
Whetstone Cutting Co. Inc., Frontier Whet- Union County. 
stone Cutting Co. Hall’s Arkansas Oil- Great Lakes dedicated its new Halon 
stones Inc., Wallis Natural Hones Inc., Pio- facility at El Dorado late in the year. Halon 
neer Whetstone Co., Poor Boy Whetstones, is used as a fire extinguishing agent. Ethyl 
Walls Whetstones Inc., and Washita Moun- continued construction of two plants at 
tain Whetstone Co. Magnolia with bromine as their feedstock. 

Barite.—Output of Arkansas barite, used A sodium and calcium bromide plant was 
principally in the manufacture of drilling completed during the year with a rated 
muds for the oil and gas industry, was capacity of 160 million pounds per year. 
severely affected by the economic downturn Also under construction was a tetrabromo- 
that resulted in lower oil and gas well bisphenol (TBBPA) and methyl bromide
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facility. The facility will have a capacity of 8 creased 41.4% and 56.4%, respectively, over 
million pounds per year of methyl bromide, that of 1982. Major uses were in brick and a soil fumigant, and 15 million pounds per lightweight aggregate. Kaolin was mined by 
year of TBBPA, a flame retardant for epoxy two companies at three pits in Pulaski 
resins. Dow was reissued a permit by the County. Arkansas ranked third in the Na- State to resume construction of a 120-mil- tion in output of kaolin. Production increas- 
lion-pound-per-year calcium bromide pro- ed 28.2% with value increasing 48.3% over 
duction facility at Magnolia with a schedul- that of 1982. Output included unprocessed 
ed completion date early in 1985. Calcium and calcined high-temperature kaolin. bromide is used in clear fluids for the oil With the increase in housing starts, Acme and gas well industry. Brick Co. reopened its Malvern plant at 
Cement.—Two companies, Ideal Cement midyear. Its Fort Smith plant also recalled 

Co., a subsidiary of Ideal Basic Industries workers and went into full production earli- 
Inc., and Arkansas Cement Corp., a subsid- er in the year. 
iary of Arkla Inc., produced portland and _ The City of West Memphis, Arkansas, masonry cement at plants in Saratoga and issued $8.5 million in industrial revenue Foreman, respectively. Both plants, with a bonds to finance major improvements at total of five kilns, used the wet process. Arkansas Lightweight Aggregate Corps fa- 
Portland cement shipments increased 1.5% cilities in West Memphis. The company while value decreased slightly from that of transferred existing properties to the city 
1982, indicating a decrease also in unit and will lease them back. The company will 
prices. Masonry cement shipments increas- be responsible for real estate taxes, insur- 
ed 16.2% while value increased 14.8% from ance, and other costs incidental to owner- 
that of 1982. Major end uses for portland ship and upon repayment of the bonds may 
cement were ready-mix concrete, concrete _reacquire the improved property for $100. 
products, building materials, and highway _ Gem Stones.—Park authorities at the 
construction. Alcoa's plant at Bauxite was Crater of Diamonds Park in Pike County 
one of three plants nationally that produced _ reported that 87,000 people visited the park 
aluminous cement, a nonportland hydraulic in 1983, about the same as in 1982. Visitors cement. recovered 1,501 diamonds, the highest num- Construction activity was down most of ber in several years, compared with 1,382 the year, but increased late in the year with diamonds in 1982. The largest diamonds cement output following demand. Some in- recovered included a 6.20-carat and a 5.63- crease in use was noted in oil well applica- carat stone. Over one-half of the diamonds tions. Although output increased to some recovered were white with the rest mainly degree, shipments into Arkansas of port- brown and yellow. Improved screening tech- Jand cement increased 18.9% while that of _ niques enabled the visitors to recover more masonry cement increased 32.3% over that of the smaller stones. Turquoise was recov- of 1982. Apparently, out-of-State producers, ered from the Mona Lisa Mine, some 30 in order to reduce inventories, lowered miles southeast of Mena. The turquoise was prices and increased shipments into the sold for prices ranging from $10 to $800 per State. pound, depending on grade. Some of the Arkansas Cement, in a $1.4 million proj- material was shipped overseas for cutting 
ect at its 1-million-ton-per-year plant at and polishing in jewelry applications. 
Foreman, modified its existing grate cooler Graphite (Synthetic).—Great Lakes Car- and installed a new heat exchanger and bon Corp. manufactured graphite at its dust collection system. Completed late in plant in Ozark, Franklin County. Produc- 1988, the modification of the cooler included _ tion and value increased 28.2% and 25.0%, automatic removal of fines, new stationary respectively, over that of 1982. Arkansas partition plates, and a new cooler vent ranked fifth nationally in output of synthet- system, which will serve three kilns, ic graphite. The facility has a capacity of 35 Clays.—In 1983, Arkansas’ clay industry million pounds of graphite electrodes annu- produced common clay and kaolin with ally. The electrodes were used in electric total clay output increasing 39.7% while arc furnaces to melt scrap for production of value increased 49.5% over that of 1982. steel. Dow Chemical Co. closed its graphite Common clay was mined by 7 companies at department at its Russellville facilities at 11 pits in 10 counties; leading counties were the end of the year, eliminating 65 posi- Crittenden, Hot Spring, and Montgomery. tions. 
Production and value of common clay in-  Gypsum.—Crude gypsum was produced
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by Weyerhaeuser Co. in Howard County cantly because of increased markets. Geo- 
and Harrison Gypsum Co. in Pike County; mex Mines Services Inc. purchased the old 
Weyerhaeuser's Briar Mine was 1 of the top Coleman Mine during the year. 
10 producing units in the Nation. Total Sand and Gravel.—Arkansas produced 
State output increased 6.0% while value both construction and industrial sand and 
decreased 20.7% from that of 1982, Calcined gravel in 1983. Total sand and gravel pro- 

gypsum was produced by TempleEasTex duction was estimated to have decreased 
Inc,, Crittenden County, and Weyerhaeuser, slightly from that of 1982, with both con- 
Howard County. Production and value in- struction and industrial output decreasing. 
creased 23.8% and 38.1%, respectively, over Unit values of construction and industrial 
that of 1982. Weyerhaeuser’s wallboard sand and gravel increased slightly, while 
plant is reportedly one of the largest in the _ that of industrial sand decreased. The State 
world and produced about 3% of the Na- legislature passed a bill increasing the sev- 
tion’s output. erance tax on sand and gravel from 1 to 4 
Lime.—Quicklime was produced by Ar- cents per ton over a 3-year period starting 

kansas Lime Co., Independence County, and _ in 1984. 
by Alcoa in Saline County. Output and Construction.—Construction sand and 
value decreased about 15% from that of gravel production is surveyed by the US. 
1982. Arkansas Lime produced hydrated Bureau of Mines for even-numbered years 
lime with output and value increasing only; therefore, this chapter contains only 
slightly over that of 1982. Alcoa permanent- estimates for 1988. Data for odd-numbered 
ly closed its plant in August. Output of total years are based on annual company esti- 
lime was at its lowest level in over 10 years. mates made before yearend. 

Perlite (Expanded).—Strong-Lite Prod- Although construction activities increas- 
ucts Corp. expanded perlite from out of ed late in the year, high inventory levels 
State at its plant in Pine Bluff, Jefferson kept output at about the same level as in 
County. Output increased 37.5% while val- 1982. Many sand and gravel facilities oper- 
ue increased 29.3% over that of 1982. ated intermittently during the year, de- 
Expanded perlite was used in horticultural pending on proximity and extent of con- 
applications and concrete aggregates. struction activities. Most operations were 
Quartz.—Various grades of natural relatively small with no one pit producing 

quartz were surface mined and processed by over 750,000 tons. Opposition to dredging 
Coleman Crystal Inc. at Jessieville, and by sand and gravel from waterways has been 
Ocus Stanley and Burrow Mining Co. at increasing. Major objections centered on 
Mount Ida. Coleman was the major domes- loss of water quality, deleterious effect on 
tic producer of lascas for electronics. Esti- fish, and loss of recreation utilization. 
mated production of lasca increased signifi- 

Table 4.—Arkansas: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

a os 
jay a Ne ee ae 
Ghousand ygusanas) FEE hound Netty) Ber 

Construction Bo ccoanecumaanprnseey NA NA NANA NA NA a MoM OM MA OM Send aciieavelGnpoomsil=-Ta-7 NA MANA OMA NANA 
‘Total or average -----____.-__ 6,036 $18,700 $2.70 £6,900 °319,600  °$2.84 

Industria nana Mende w Ww 1289 w Ww za Geel ELLIE ¥ wy ¥ Ws 
Total oraverage ===. ATL FTC 
Grand total or average. _...____ °1,407 724,325 "3.28 97,286 924,396 3.35 

“Estimated. "Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average
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Industrial—Four companies produced in- slate, and dolomite. Arkansas led the Na- 
dustrial sand and gravel from four counties _ tion in output of crushed sandstone and was 
during 1983, with output and value decreas- one of the top three States in crushed slate 
ing; total unit values increased. Producers production. Crushed stone was produced by 
were Silica Products, Gifford-Hill & Co. Inc., 33 companies at 50 quarries in 28 counties; 
Ideal Cement, and Arkhola Sand & Gravel leading counties were Pulaski, Lawrence, 
Co. No one operation produced in excess of _and Independence. Three quarries each pro- 
500,000 tons and none produced less than duced in excess of 1 million tons in 1983 and 
25,000 tons each. Major uses for industrial accounted for 28.8% of all crushed stone 
sand and gravel were blasting abrasives, produced. The top 11 companies produced 
foundry molds, and glassmaking, with most 80% of the crushed stone output. Shipments 
of the output shipped by truck. were mainly by truck with the material 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by being used for cement manufacture, ballast, 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered and aggregate. Most operations were inter- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. mittent or at reduced workweeks during the 
Data for even-numbered years are based year with an increase in demand matching 
on annual company estimates made before the increase in construction activities late 

yearend. in the year. Minnesota Mining and Manu- 
Crushed.—Output and value of crushed facturing Co. planned to install a portable 

stone increased, reversing a 3-year decline crushing plant at its roofing granule facility 
in market demand. Material mined includ- at Little Rock. Included would be a crusher, 
ed limestone, granite (syenite), sandstone, _ two screens, a mill, and baghouse. 

Table 5.—Arkansas: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

“Vang 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): 

Bipesp and ety stood = -—-— on oo eee ee oe - +--+ ~ ~ oe 147 2,833 Bihar sptag: Sooo SO ROOT TEEEE DUR REA REN ITSO SENET TNE 2% 7100 
Coarse aggregate, graded: 

‘Gomorete sipiratate ntrNe =e ie a rere emieem nse see ene 416 1,624 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse __________________----------------------- 587 (2,012 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate....__-__________---_- Se ned a nsec 121 567 

Fie let ge * ibs ei aiasee iim ailaion pape esa 655 2,485, 

Some wsnd, onarela vo aaceae Hoecceee eset ecnceteeccecceceeeece cee so 
Scroaiing, undeslgmatad = 162451 

cobthet in aewregite, TTT 1080 
ree and fine aggregate: 

Graded road base or subbase - -- _ __- -----.---------~----+----- eas ‘1,504 5,829 Unpaved road surfacing ------~---1~2~722222222222222~2222222222l22 336988 
Giuher rans Al pe wasigg OCT ICICOLELISLISDG LTTE SETECES set 2.031 

er coarse and fine aggregate ---_-_-_-~~ ~~~ -=-~-=2==~-------=-=-=~ aggeultoral: Briana mestone ~~ ~_WOTTTT ATT TTT TIIEIILII % 440 
jical and metallurgical: Gemont manufacture pallesecsssueenecs 1027 2,008 Dead-burned dolomite manufacture —-_-~_-~-~2~-.-2~222222222-22222oo=e Th 

Special: 
Other fillers or extenders _ _ _____---------~--------------------------- oT 891 
Other? Jeena eee ees 8 ce eee eee, 7,264 28,663 

TS sce ccios eee R Re scares wien 18,448 51,267 

‘Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, slate, and miscellaneous stone. 
Includes stone sand (bituminous mix or seal), poultry grit and mineral food, other agricultural uses, lime manufacture, 

flux stone, glass manufacture, paper manufacture, and uses not specified. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Arkansas Power & Light Co., in attempts duction of lightweight aggregate. The State 
to eliminate a $2 million per year disposal Highway and Transportation Department 
cost for fly ash, was emphasizing its use asa approved use of fly ash as a mineral filler in 
partial substitute for crushed stone. Areas asphaltic hot and cold mix paving. Sources 
of substitution would be as a low-cost alter- of the fly ash were the power company’s 
native for agricultural lime and as partial facilities at White Bluff and Independence. 
cement replacement in concrete and pro- _Dimension.—Dimension stone output in-
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creased and value doubled compared with at Jones Mills. The Patterson facility oper- 
that of 1982. Dimension sandstone was ated on low-cost hydroelectric power. Rey- 
quarried by four companies at four quarries olds’ Hot Spring County continuous. 
in Independence and Logan Counties rolling plant remained in operation while 

julfur (Recovered).—Two companies re- the Malvern cable plant remained closed. covered sulfur from their operations with The future of the Malvern plant depended output and value increasing over that of on wage concessions including a 3-year 1982. Phillips Petroleum Co., Lafayette wage freeze. Raw materials for Reynolds’ County, recovered sulfur as a byproduct of _ plants were shipped by rail from Texas. 
petroleum refining at its McKamie plant — Bauxite.—Arkansas remained the lead- while Ethyl, Columbia County, recovered ing State in output of bauxite with produc- sulfur during bromine extraction at its tion decreasing from that of 1982, continu- 
facility near Magnolia. ing a downward trend started in 1977. 
Tale.—The Milwhite Uo. Inc. mined tale Production was from two operations in 

from its Congo Pit northwest of Benton and Saline County. Alcoa, which mines bauxite Proceed She ore! at ite mal a Bryant. for ita bere facility at Bauxite, gperated 
roduction decreased significantly b as low as 40% of capacity during the year, of reduced demand in roofing materials and increasing to 60% by yearend, The plant aan industrial Eller: vain Osi Gar. Produced various chemicals for use in re- 

‘ripoli.—Malvern Minerals Co. Inc. Gar- fractories, ceramics, coatings, and other 
land County, was the State's sole producer uses. Although shipments of chemicals in. 
of tripoli with output decreasing 13.6% and creased over that of 1982, output was still 
value decreasing 13.1% over that of 1982. below the 1979 level. Employee levels have 
Malvern opened a new pit, the South Mine, dropped from a high of 1,600 in 1979 to 1,250 in April, which was expected to have a life at the end of 1983. Two projects for new 
of 4 to 5 years. Output was used primarily products were initiated. One was the con- 
as a filler with some used as an abrasive. Version of facilities for the production of 

The mene rere ae ea at high-purity alumina and the other was con- 
its mill to double output. The plant uses a yersion of the lime plant facilities for pro- 

poor ras eee the duction of calcined bauxite used in pro- 
y ? duction of ts. Busi iti Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—Strong-Lite, {uction of Proppants. Business conditions . improved, ending a steady decline that Pine Bluff, and W. R. Grace & Co., North started in 1980. 

age Rock, exfoliated crude vermiculite “Reynolds closed its Hurricane Creek alu- 
Heep out State rin gent increasing mina plant, but maintained its chemical 2 ore that of 1982. carone Lite re- products facilities. Reynolds announced 
postedly Imported vermiculite from the that the facilities, including related mining Palabora deposit in the northeast Trans- ‘i al, Republic of South Africa Exfolintal  °Perations, would be sold. 
VermniCante wae uso for mega: Exfoliated “Norton and Alcoa agreed to a partnership 
Sad in eaeiontor i ee ae — to increase production capacity for man- 
and firepeotiee ” msulation, agriculture, made proppants. The sintered bauxite pnd Hreproofing: proppants are used in hydraulic fracturing 

METALS of deep oil and gas wells. The partnership 
will undertake a $50 million expansion to 

Aluminum.—Arkansas was 1 of 17 States increase capacity at the Fort Smith plant 
with primary aluminum production facili- from 100 to 300 million pounds per year. 
ties, ranking 10th nationally in output. The expansion was expected to take 18 
Production and value increased 22.6% and months to complete. Alcoa was expected to 
26.0%, respectively, over that of 1982 indi- deliver its first shipment of calcined bauxite 
cating an increase in unit price. Reynolds to Fort Smith early in 1984. 
operated the Jones Mills and Patterson _ American Cyanamid Co. operated the 
facilities during the year with the Patterson Quapaw Mine and plant near Bryant, pro- 
facility operating at full capacity. The Jones ducing calcined bauxite. The company open- 
Mills plant operated at 40% capacity early ed the Globe 28 Mine in January to eventu- 
jm the year and by October was at full ally replace the Quapaw Mine. New milling capacity. During the year, the Public Serv- units and improved dust control facilities ice Commission approved lower. electric were installed to Upgrade product lines, 
rates by Arkansas Power ight, whicl tput was adversely affected more by had a direct bearing on restarting potlines construction activities than reduced de-
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mand. steel. ; 
Iron and Steel.—Although Arkansas was | Ferrous Foundries—According to the not a significant producer of iron and steel “Arkansas Directory of Manufacturers, 

Poul clr tat Sono ee ee eatin tke cae i ee could alter that concept. 0 e. - 

York-Hanover Seamless Tube Inc. an- ries were relatively small, with only two 
nounced plans to construct a 250,000-ton- gray iron foundries employing over 200 
per-year seamless tube mill at Little Rock. employees and one steel foundry employing 
The $280 million facility was scheduled to over oe culoyees. — | 
be operational late in 1986. anadium.—Arkansas’ sole vanadium 

Quanex Corp., which deferred construc- Producer, Union Carbide Corp., which clos- 
tion of its Fort Smith specialty bar mill in a mulbe and a caren coun ia 
February, aniounced late inthe year Blane, ee cat 108g is ellie rable of to resume construction if financing plans ghoul a a 2 i z are approved. The project, scheduled for Producing, vanadium oxide eek ee fend i i. diferous clay , whit n- SS Ee ere eo Mle: ortad to far Wants thes ecto Hon in addition to $75 million already spent yor105 <9 ferrovanadium at other la i 
on construction. The plant will produce bars The chief market eh a Oye: cae te with the slump in the steel industry and pemariy for the foreing industry mak eased imports, market demand was 2BE,O00 ton pee see penne) arts. The Gown. By yearend, no firm plans for restart Tye Lroteen ot Kae i dee ene of the facilities were announeed. unique process of vacuum degassing, ladle 
injection, argon stirring, and a rotary con- Se tiaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa, AL. tinuous caster to go from molten to rolled 

Table 6.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County ——enmadityend company _____ Address Type ofactivity County 

Abrasives ett tones and whetstones: Hiram A. Smith Whetstone Co. Ine 1500Sleepy Valley Ra Quarry... Garland . Hot Springs, AR 71901 Tripoli 
Malvern Minerals Co. Inc —_____ Box 1246 Mine___-_.-__ Do. = ‘Hot Springs, AR 71901 

‘NI Baroid/NL Industries Inc. Bo 85 oop 
ouston, 

McKnight Mine _____....___ serene sonia acaleranaie: 07 i sess Montgomery. ouniyRlaetet Cove plead <222TTTIT2 | TITTIITITTazrrt «Bem o-- | Mepgomen aurite: 
Aluminum Co. of America’. _____ 1501 Alcoa Bldg. Mine and plant __ Saline. Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
American Cyanamid Co__..._____ Rerdes 4 0 everleweseeey Do. 

Reynolds Metals Co... Borg" Mines and plant. Pulaski and a Bauxite, AR 72011 Saline romine: 
‘Arkansas Chemicals Inc... Route 6, Box 98 Brine wells and Union. E1Dorado, AR T1730 Plant Dow Chemical U.S.A, Magnolia plant _ 2080 Dow Center TEM 2---- Columbia. Midland, MI 48640 Ethyl Corp,, Arkansas Div... Box 128 wasdbosesce Do. Magnolia, AR 71758 
Great Lakes Chemical Corp________ Box 2200 oseadon 2s Union. Biman West Lafayette, IN 47906 Cement: 
Arkansas Cement Corp., a subsidiary Box 130 FIRE sien eens Little River. of Arkla Inc, Foreman, AR 71896 
‘Ideal Cement Co., a subsidiary of Ideal Box 8789. mn AD aise in Howard. Gi Basic Industries Inc.’ Denver, CO 80201 

"Keme Brick Coa division of Justin Box 425 Pits and plants. Hot Spring and Tndustries Inc Fort Worth, TX 76101 Sebastian. A.P.Green Refractories Co, a subsid- ‘Box GOST Pitandplant__._ Pulaski iary of United States Gypsum Co, Little Rock, AR 72216. Arkansas Lightweight Aggregate Corp _ El Dorado, AR 71730 _ _ ~---do. Crittenden. Bureka Brick &TileCo == Box 8 Mine=272TZI2 Johnson. é Clarksville, AR 72330 yogi 
C. W. Harrison Sr., d.b.a. Highland Box 336 = ---do- Pike. Gypsum, Lindsay, OK 13052 Weyerhaeuser Co, Dierks Div. Route 2"Box fa Mine and plant Howard 

Nashville, AR 71852 

See footnotes at end of table.
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“ ‘Table 6.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company Address: “Type of activity ‘County: 

i vv Tis Ca, abla ot Box 2356 Quarry and plant Independ a ime Co, a subsidiary of x wry and plant Independence. Rangaire Corp? ” Batesville, AR 72501 
Porton Lite Preduct Co Box 029 Plant Jef ong-Lite Products Corp ...----- Box lant ---__-._ Jefferson. me e Pine Bluff, AR 71611 
Sand and gravel: 
Cae, - mi ra jeffrey SandCo—----------- Box --------- Faulkner, e Fort Smith, AR 72901 Pulaski 

Sebastian. 
St. Francis Materials Co,,a division Box 999 Pits and plants. Calhoun, 

‘of B. M. Hogan Co. Forrest City, AR 72335 ‘Craighead, 
Gross, Poinsett, 

>. St. Francis. 
Industrial (198: 

Gifford-Hill & Co, Inc? Box 6615 Pits... Miller. Shreveport, LA 71106 
Silica Products Co. Inc--------. Box 248 Pit__.-----_- lard. Guion, AR 72540 

Stone: 
oat Co. Drawer AF Qu Pulaski vreshour Construction Oo.Inc _-. Drawer ne i 

Cabot, AR 72028 : 
McGeorge Contracting Co. Ine --. Box 7008 Quarries Do. 

\d Manuf SM Center, 2264805 Quarry Minnesota Mining and Manufac- ter, 223-4N. sisi De. 
turing Co. St. Paul, MN 55144 

Limestone: 
‘McClinton-Anchor Co.,a subsidiary Box 756 --lo--..--- Benton, of Ashland Oil Inc. Fayetteville, AR 72701 “Madison, 

Washington, Midwest LimeCo..------ Box 2608 ---do.----.  Independenee. 
Batesville, AR 72501 Sandstone: 

‘Arkhola Sand & Gravel Co, a Box 1627 Quarries... Craveford and 
‘subsidiary of Ashland Oil Ine. Fort Smith, AR 72001 Sebastian. 

Ben M. Hogan Co. Inc... Box 2860, eaelitlnccnan) (White 
Little Rock, AR 72203 

HMB Construction Co... Box 5608 Quarry _-..--- Sevier. 
‘Texarkana, TX 75501 

M&MRockCo.Inc....---- Box 1190 Quarries _.-_ Faulkner, Perry, 
State Conway, AR 72082 ‘White 

Bird & Son Inc---.--------- Drawer 151 Quarry _.--.--  Montgome Glenwood, AR 71943 a ieee: Sulfur (recovered) 
Ethyl Corp., Arkansas Div... Box 729 Sulfur recovered Columbia. 

‘Magnolia, AR 71753 in bromine 
extraction. Philips Petroleum Co ----------- 24 Adams Bag. Sulfur recovered as Lafayette. 

Bartlesville, OF 74004 ‘a byproduct of pe- 
troleum refining. Tale: 

‘The Milwhite Co, Inc... Box 15088 ‘Mine and plant Saline. 
Houston, TX 77020 Vanadium: 

‘Union Carbide Corp, Metals Div... Route 6, Box 943, Mineand mill. Garland. 
‘ Hot Springs, AR 71901 Vermiculite (exfoliated) 

'W.R.Grace & Co... 62 Whittemore Ave Plant —-.----- Pulaski, 
Cambridge, MA 02140 

Strong-Lite Products Corp ..----._ Box 8029 ~---do------- Jefferson. 
Pine Bluff, AR 71611 

Also produced limestone. 
Also produced construction sand and gravel in Ouachita County



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the California Department of 
Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology, for collecting information on all nonfuel 
minerals. 

By F. V. Carrillo, J. F. Davis,? and J. L. Burnett® 

California was the leading State in the _ tion industry and the generally rebounding 
Nation in production of nonfuel minerals economy of the State following 1982's reces- 
for 1983. Production value totaled $1.8 bil- sion, as well as slightly higher prices for 
lion, an increase of 10% from that reported some commodities. 
in 1982, The increase in value was attribut- California ranked first among the States 

ed to an economic recovery in the construc- in the production of asbestos, diatomite, 

Table 1,—Nonfuel mineral production in California’ 
RRR LETT a 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (chousands) entity (housands) 

Boron minerals... thousand short tons. 19a $884,507 80S 409,181 Gementiportiand)--—~~=77TITTTT TA DOS gaee« | Soweas ter “oa Glays 20 SM OSTITI ITLL LITT ee 156 71816 = H18255 Distagsia oe ud oT STRESS GDE TENET EO gga oS 340689 W W Gem stones = ">= 727 TITTLE Na 20 NA 300 Gold (recoverable Content ofores, tel. -——~~—"“ trey oances 10.54 3985 a5, 16300 Gypsum nen n ens -aa2 thousand short tons=— "1/088 woe “Y2t3 10,668, Bine 2222222222222 coer rerdge ‘Boi 28,000, 358 Beso 

Send an glans orn ee enemas eae “ (Construction -——— ==. -do-- ind? 270,995 91,000 308,700 Industrial °" 772 T2TTTLTTTTTTTTTT TTT Tge ete «= Fargas 2tso 8 068 iver resoverable content of res, eiz)- thousand tay ounces — 34 2H 2 308 one Crushed ...__._---....--- thousand short tons. ©2800 105,400 35,82 «45280 Dimension —~~~~~~~- 22222 a2-s eee dO 91895 20 23599 ‘Tale and pyrophyliite ~~ ~~~ 777777 o 77 dona a5 1698 n 1289 Combined Yale acest, asim lord, arbi dcide 
cement (masonry) lays (fireclay, 1989), copper, feldspar, iron ore lead, magnesium compounds, molybdenum (1082) perlite, potassium salts, rare-earth metal eoneentrate, salt, Sodium carbonate, sodiim sulfate, tumgsten ore and concentrate, wollastonite, and values indicated by symbol Woo nese Xx "200,851 XX 240,069 
Total enn XxX 7611014 XX 1,764,401 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. —W Withheld to avoid disclosing compan rietary data; value 
included with “Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. * ae e 'Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers "Excludes fire clay, value included with “Combined value” figure. 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in California. by county? 
(Thousands) 

ee 
Minerals produced in 1982 

County et ie in order of value a i tne 
Alameda —____-__------- w W Sand and gravel (construction), sat, clays. Alpines SITLL EEE ISLES $242 ie . 
Aniadot.—-<-narers-asn= Ww W Sand (industrial), clays, sand and gravel 

(construction). 
Butte ____------------ @ $1,814 Sand and gravel (construction), 
Calaveras _____2~7~7777> 50,739 28447 Cement, asbestos, clays, tale. 

Colitea nena aaneena-> @ ‘51 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Contra Costa. 222 2~LIIIT 14872 8,489 Sand (industrial), lime, clays, sand and 

gravel (construction), Del Norte... -- === 58 W_ Sand and gravel (construction), gotd. 
El liendo.-——- ol esccnann Ww 112 Gold, sand and gravel (construction), tale. 
Brema: soc sso 00 coccoe 623 12,244 Sand and gravel (construction), gold, clays, silver. 
Ghent cen eccennnenn Ww ‘W Sand and gravel (construction), lime. 
Humboldt) —=~77~7777777 207 1,081 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Imperial weaisiee ain Ww 'W Gypsum, lime, sand and gravel (construction). 
Ingo AC SSCEEE 52871 25,076 Boron minerals, tungsten, tale, perlite, clays, sand and 

gravel construction) sllver; pumice, molybdenum, 
‘gold, copper, lead, pyrophyllit Kern____---- ~~~. 129,495 410,487 ‘Boron minerals, cement, sand and gravel (construc- 
tion), clays, gypsum, carbon dioxide, silver, gold, . ~ wo otimesten: 

fogs nena awecceees Gypsum. 
Lake — >" "DD IIIIIIIIT 1,083 1,822 Sand and gravel (construction). Tagen (0S LDTTTITEET 303, W Sand and gravel (construction), diatomite. Los Angeles — ~~~ >>TII~=> 4,936 54,405 Sand and gravel (construction), lime, clays, tungsten, Madera. oT 22RD SECZ DOES 914 W_ Tungsten, pumice. 

Marin ~~~ ~77>77TTIIIIE Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Mariposa ~~~" TTIIIIIII B W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
Mendocing --——--~.----- e 964 Do. 
Merced 0 2 LSLITICITIE a 1,842 Do. 
Modoc... 2772= 72777 Ww W_ Peat, sand and gravel (construction), pumice. Mono cncccuccslcooe 142 979 Pumice, gold, pyrophyliite, silver, sand and gravel 

(construction), clays, tungsten. Monterey... === 19,407 21,981 Lime, asbestos, magnesium compounds, sand 
Gndustrial), sand and gravel (construction). Nepesrosctecsssauuses w W Salt. 

Nevada ~~~" 77" TITIIT w W_ Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Orange SoZEE SDT TIOILE 6,154 14.825 Sand and gravel construction, sand (industria), feld- 

spar, clays, 
Plretecceeusccsestauce w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Plumas ~~ 2TIT7II=7 22> Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), gold. Riverside ~~" 2TTLITIIIIIT 118,708 93,143 Cement, iron ore, sand and gravel (construction), 

clays, wollastonite, gypsum, sand (industrial), gold. Sacramento ——...-------- w W_ Sand and gravel (construction), clays. San Benito ~~~" "2 DTIIIII 16394 W_ Sand and gravel (construction), clays, asbestos. San Bernardino ~~~" 2=ZZI~ 851,888 410,433 Cement, sodium carbonate, boron minerals, rare-earth 
minerals, sodium sulfate, potash, sand and gravel 
(construction), lime, clays, calcium chloride, salt, 
gold, feldspar, iron ore, talc, gypsum, silver, tung- Sten, lead, copper. San Diego... .----------- 14,268 36,366 Sand and gravel (construction), sand (industrial), salt, 
gypsum, magnesium compounds, clays, feldspar, tungsten. San Joaquin ——.....------ 1155 8,882 Sand and gravel (construction), lime, gold, peat, silver. San Luis Obispo ~~ >> >>I>—~> w W Sand and gravel (construction), gypsum. 

San Mateo —_ ~~" LTTII> w 19,830 Magnesium compounds, salt, sand and gravel (con- 
struction). Santa Barbara__________ 73,622 W_  Diatomite, sand and gravel (construction), lime. Santa Clara. _~ ~~~ >"> Ww W Cement. 

Santa Cruz." 2~TIIITIIII2 31,025 30,440 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), sand 
{industrial} clays. Bisa neeewnineuae: w 21,187 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays, copper. Sierra 22-272 ToIo = Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), gold. Sikiyod oe ccs cul twae Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), pumice, gold. Solano..." ~ ~~~ soSen, Ww 1,250 Stone (crushed), 

Sonoma -__-----~~2--222 1872 7/483 Sand and gravel (construction). Stanislaus 22 ~2~7>~TTIIIZ 266 4891 Sand and gravel (construction), gold, clays, silver. Buiter enna noo oon Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays, Gehamass2po.52s0 Tso oe 208, 184 Sand and gravel (construction). Trinity —~TDIIIIIITIZ2 530, W Sand and gravel (construction), gold, silver. Milate_2 =D STILTITCLILE Ww 8271 Sand and gravel (construction). Tuolumne — ~~ >>> DTIIIII> w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Venture. S0TITIEEL 7,501 16417 Sand and gravel (construction), sand (industrial), 
clays, gypsum. Volbssevescuccevenecns w W Sand and gravel construction lime. Yuba ~ 227777 TTTT IIL Ww 3,510 Gold, sand and gravel (construction), clays, silver. Undistributed® ~~~ "77 212.239 262,994 Sand and gravel (construction) -- _°352,100 XX 

‘See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 2.—-Value of nonfuel mineral production in California, by county’ —Continued 
(Thousands) 

eeu ag gag inept ogee in se County 1961 1982 Minerals produced in 1982 iter ofvatine 
Stone: 
‘Crh ae XX °$105,400 

Dimension —~~--_..-.-- XX 1,895 

‘Total ____...._.___ $1,973,716 1,611,014, 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistribated” XX Not applicable INe noel mineral production was reported fr San Francisco County. County dsribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total Stats values shown ceooretete ea &nd gravel construction” or “Stone.” 
2Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. {includes mercury (1981) and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. “Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Table 3.—Indicators of California business activity 

p Change, 1982 tseg? Change, i esc Employment and labor force, annual average: ‘Total civilian labor force == thousands. 1221668 Baste 412 Unemployment <7 OTDTTDIIIITIT Taz Mena: TasL5“TIBLS “220 
Employment (nonagricultural): 

DE es emi su retncaioiaeea i 46.8 47.0 +4 Manufacturing ~7222772227 7277777272722 1st 1.9502 440 Contract construction ~~ =77 22277777 T2II2777a 2 3193 gead hb ‘Transportation and public wlilities ~-~~~~"~~_2~7 749.7 ~ aed sia? 238 Wholesale and retail trade © ~~~ 777777777774 22507 240g +70 Einance, insurance, realestate. --_7~=77 727 222den 22 B26 542 a4 Ber nee EEE SESE gE 22953 889 +1 DORI SELES SL Ce Cee 1,750.8 L730. -8 

Total nonagricultural employment? ___________.do____ 9,709.7. 10,078.7 +38 Personal income: Teal coe we cecesce causes nnn ell. 8310699 $333,273 +18 Per cig oon nennn nanmen nea 312616 “$13239 4s Construction activity ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized _._____ 85704 anges 41005 Value of nonresidential construction = ne sidves  setiea «= THe Value of State road contract awards. ~~ ~~— ~~~ 7777 ™4g™*-~ #3900 “$2600 333 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State ‘thousand short tons 6084 10354166 Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘Total crude mineral value = millions. siou.o 17644 495 Value per capita, resident population. -~~~~~~7777>_ em $65 $70 tu Value per square mile" === ~~ 2277 72 310189 slit $94 ee Sings 494 "Preliminary. 
“includes oil and gas extraction. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, USS. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US: Bureau of Mines. 

rareearth metal concentrate, construction _ Trends and Developments.—During sand and gravel, sodium compounds, and 1983, the mining industry showed a gradual tungsten. It ranked second in the produc- recovery along with the rest of the State's tion of calcium chloride, perlite, portland economy. Operations were resumed in Sep- cement, magnesium compounds, and wol- tember to restock depleted inventories of lastonite. It ranked third in potash and was ammonium paratungstate at Union Carbide the sole producer of boron minerals. Corp.'s Pine Creek tungsten mill. The Pine Industrial minerals accounted for the Creek Mine restarted operations in April bulk of California's nonfuel mineral produe- but closed again in October because of the tion, ‘comprising more than 90% of the severely depressed tungsten market, State's mineral production value. Thirty Exploration and development of precious mineral commodities, including’ seven me- and strategic metals deposits continued to tallic minerals, were produced in California make news in California during the year, in 1983. Homestake Mining Co. began construction
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at its 200,000-ounce-per-year McLaughlin limit heavy cement imports into the West- 
gold deposit in Napa County, and Gold ern United States by foreign cement pro- 
Fields Mining Corp. continued evaluation of ducers. Kaiser Cement Corp., Monolith 
its Mesquite gold deposit in Imperial Coun- Portland Cement Co., and other Western 
ty. Exploration for new ore deposits was producers petitioned the U.S. Department 
carried on at a high rate in many parts of of Commerce to impose a duty on Mexican 
the State. Several recent discoveries result- cement in the amount of subsidies for fuel 
ed from the reexamination of old mining and power that the Mexican producers re- 
districts, ceive from their Government. In September 

Recreational and full-time placer mining 1983, the International Trade Commission 
by individuals with small floating suction reversed itself and ruled that Japanese and 
dredges was a popular pursuit in many Australian imports did not threaten unfair 
parts of California, The recovery of several injury to the domestic industry. 
large nuggets was reported in the press, Legislation and Government Pro- 
including a 53-ounce mass from a small grams.—Acting under California’s Surface 
stream near Alleghany in Sierra County. Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA), the 

Steel production suffered from a lack of State Mining and Geology Board designated 
demand. Kaiser Steel Corp. prepared to end regionally significant sand and gravel de- 
production at yearend from its Fontana posits in the Orange County-Temescal Val- 
plant. The last blast furnace was shut down ley and San Gabriel Valley regions of the 
in October, followed by closure of the melt Los Angeles metropolitan area and initiated 
shop. United States Steel Corp. closed its this process in the western San Diego Coun- 
South San Francisco fabricating plant in ty region. Six mineral land classification 
May. Steelmaking at the Judson Steel Corp. reports were reviewed and transmitted to 
mill in Emeryville was discontinued when the lead agencies in Orange, Riverside, San 
all steelmaking and rolling operations were Bernardino, Nevada, Calaveras, and Placer 
phased out at its electrie-furnace plant. The Counties for their action pursuant to SMA- 
fabricating of steel and the building of RA. Classification was reviewed of a 246- 
structural members continued at the plant. _square-mile area covered by the U.S. Geo- 

California cement producers attempted to logical Survey Placerville 15-minute map 
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in California,
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sheet in the Sierra Nevada foothill area. ing receipts received during 1983 and The Bay Area Conservation and Develop- $10,100,000 from proceeds in lieu of taxes, ment Commission was designated as lead The Mining and Mineral Resources and agency for mining in the San Francisco Bay Research Institute at the University of and Suisun Marsh, following a dispute over California in Berkeley, which was created which agency should be the lead agency for _under title III of Public Law 95-87, received mining in the Bay. $254,000 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines in The U.S. Department of the Interior's 1983 for operations and research, Office of Surface Mining announced the —_The California Department of Conserva- withdrawal of the proposed Federal pro- tion's Division of Mines and Geology contin- gram regulating surface coal mining and _ ued work on studies to identify and evaluate reclamation operations for California. sand and gravel and rock deposits suitable The California Legislature passed Assem- for production of construction aggregate in bly bill 1807 defining regulatory steps to be _urbanizing areas of the State. Mineral oc- taken in determining and controlling toxic currence and favorability studies of the air contaminants. The legislation clarifies Placerville and Georgetown 15-minute the statutory authority of the State Air quadrangle maps were completed. Mineral Resources Board regarding the identifica- analyses of the occurrences of zeolites and tion and control of toxic air contaminants strategic minerals in the State were con- and defines its relationship with other State ducted. Compilation of a technical map of agencies. geothermal resources in California was The US. Bureau of Land Management completed, and the Santa Rosa quadrangle distributed more than $35 million to Cali- geologic map was published. 
fornia as its share of Federal mineral leas- 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Valley National Monument. Colemanite 
. “ from this mine was ground and processed at Ashestos-—California again led the Na- the Walsh washing and calcining plant at tion in production of asbestos from mines in Amargosa, NV (formerly Lathrop Wells). A Calaveras and San Benito Counties. The flotation plant adjacent to existing facilities Copperopolis Mine of Calaveras Asbestos at Amargosa processed colemanite by a Ltd. and Union Carbide’s Santa Rita Mine patented process. The colemanite product 

were the principal sources. _ was trucked to Dunn, CA, for blending, Boron Minerals.—California was the on- storing, and shipping by rail, primarily to 
ly domestic source of boron minerals, most- manufacturers of textile-grade glass fibers, ly in the form of sodium borate. United ~ Calcium Chloride.Natural  calelum States Borax & Chemical Corp. operated a chloride production was reported from mine and processing plant in Kern County three operations in San Bernardino County. that continued to supply the major portion Leslie Salt Co., a subsidiary of Cargill Inc., of the State’s domestic production. Kerr- reported production from its Amboy plant; 
McGee Chemical Corp. operated its Trona National Chloride Co. of America from its and Westend plants in San Bernardino Bristol Lake plant; and Hill Bros. Chemical County to produce a variety of borate prod- Co. from its Cadiz plant. Leslie Salt was the ucts. During the year, boric acid production argest producer. 
was discontinued at the Westend plant. Cement.—California ranked second in USS, Borax placed its new boric acid plant the Nation, behind Texas, in the production 
into operation and purchased leases to the of finished portland cement, Nearly all of Little Placer boron deposit in Kern County _ the reported cement production in the State from Kerr-McGee. Duval Corp. tested a was of that variety. A production increase solution mining process at its Hector (New- of about 17% from that of 1982 was reported berry Springs) deposit. from 12 plants. American Borate Co., a wholly owned — Genstar Cement & Lime Co.'s San Andre- subsidiary of Owens-Corning Fiberglas as cement plant remained closed during Corp., continued to mine colemanite, acalci- 1983. Plans for a $50 million expansion and um borate, and ulexite-probertite (two simi- modernization program were postponed. lar sodium-calcium borates mined and sold Kaiser Cement’s Lucerne Valley cement as one) at its Billie Mine at the Death plant went into full production in 1983 with
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an expanded capacity of 1.6 million short plant. Monolith Portland Cement began en- 
tons per year. Southwestern Portland Ce- gineering work on its planned expansion 
ment Co. continued the $100 million expan- and conversion from wet to dry processing 
sion and modernization of its Victorville at its Monolith plant. 

Table 4.—California: Portland cement salient statisties 
(Short tons unless otherwise specified) 

Northem California Southern California California total 
Tage ——~=iassS~SC~iR SSC SCR SSC 

Number of active plants. 4 2 8 8 2 un Production =" """""" nose 2aase1t 4,407,999 5,886,460 6608824 7,510,077 Shipments from mili 
Quantity’ gangaus — asoss — gazsan _ seenore gusgase _7.ssa727 Value ~."-""7-"7777 gurt'g90'376 surtee0‘se? s2e8'8021542 sa08'288.677 g40T'SAD O18 $420/949,004 Stocks at mills, Bea 872722 "Baelog FY" Ag6a52 PM zarieas “ances: SO MSrrtas *aro.ges 

Clays.—Production of 1.82 million short Los Angeles County. 
tons of clay and shale, excluding fire clay, Graphite (Synthetic)—California ranked 
was reported from 49 mines in 25 counties eighth in the Nation in the production of 
throughout the State. Common clay and synthetic graphite. Great Lakes Carbon 
shale comprised the bulk of the clays pro- Corp. produced most of the synthetic graph- 
duced, with smaller amounts of kaolin, fire ite from Kern County for use in electrodes 
clay, and bentonite. and anodes. Two Los Angeles County oper- 

The principal uses of clays produced were ations produced synthetic graphite cloth 
in construction materials, pet absorbents, and fibers. 
sewer pipe, and drilling mud. Gypsum.—California ranked second in 

Major producers of common clay and the Nation in the production of calcined 
shale included Allied Chemical Co. in Am- gypsum during 1983, and fourth in the 
ador County, Excel Minerals Co. in Kern production of crude gypsum, the same as in 
County, Port Costa Materials Inc. in Contra 1982. 
Costa County, Lincoln Clay Products Co. in _ Crude gypsum output was reported in 
Placer County, Lone Star Industries Inc. in Imperial, Kern, Kings, Riverside, San Ber- 
Santa Cruz County, and Lightweight Proc- nardino, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, and 
essing Co. in Ventura County. The leading Ventura Counties 
bentonite producer in California was Lowes United States Gypsum Co. refurbished its 
Inc. of Kern County. Standard Industrial _gypsumboard facility at Fremont and began 
Minerals Co. was the leading producer of a program to modernize its paper mill at 
kaolin from mines in Inyo and Mono Coun- South Gate. 
ties. Fire clay was produced by Pacific Coast Lime.—California ranked 12th among the 
Building Products Co. in Amador County. 39 States that reported lime production in 

Diatomite.—California continued as the 1983. Output of 358,000 short tons was only 
leading diatomite producer in the Nation. slightly lower than that reported in 1982. 
All production came from three mines in Magnesium — Compounds.—Magnesium 
Santa Barbara and Lassen Counties. compounds were produced from hydrated 
Development activities continued on de- dolomitic lime and sea water by Kaiser 

posits in northern California. American Re- Aluminum & Chemical Corp. in Monterey 
sources Group Inc. reported completion of County. The dolomite was quarried at the 
first-phase testing of its diatomite deposit in Natividad operation, 5 miles northeast of 
Shasta County. Grefco Inc. was also active Salinas, calcined to remove COs, and ship- 
in this new area. Getty Oil Co. continued ped to Moss Landing for hydration. Merck 
development of its McKittrick diatoma- & Co. Inc. produced magnesium oxide, mag- 
ceous oil deposit, although indications were _nesium hydroxide, and magnesium carbon- 
that the product would more likely be used ate at its San Mateo County plant. 
for backfilling of mined areas rather than __Peat.—Peat. production was 30% higher 

as commercial diatomite. in 1983 than in 1982,.Radel Inc. in Modoc 
Feldspar.—Feldspar-silica mixtures were County, Delta Humus Co. in San Joaquin 

reported from the Owens-Illinois Inc. Mis- County, and Hyponex Corp. in Santa Cruz 
sion Viejo operation in Orange County and County were the principal producers. 
Calspar Inc.'s Santa Fe Springs plant in
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Perlite.—Crude perlite was produced at tive building construction, concrete mix 
the Inyo County Fish Springs Mine of Redco tures, and as a pesticide carrier for crop 
Inc. Expanded perlite was processed at sev- dusting. 
en plants in Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- and San Diego Counties. American Perlite struction sand and gravel production is Co,’s Redco mill in Los Angeles County was surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
the largest producer. even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

Potassium Salts.—Kerr-McGee produced chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
muriate of potash (60% K,0) and sulfate of Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
potash (50% K,0) from plants in San Ber- annual company estimates made before 
nardino County. yearend. 

Pumice.—California was the third largest" Industrial—Industrial sand production 
domestic producer of pumice in 1983. Siski- of 2,150,000 tons was reported from 10 
you County was the leading producer of the _ operations in 8 counties. Only three opera- four counties reporting pumice output. tors produced more than 200,000 tons. 
Pumice processing from Inyo, Madera, and Owens-Illinois was the leading producer. ‘Mono Counties was also reported. Industrial sand was used principally in 

Tionesta Aggregates Co. and Featherock glass containers, fiberglass, flat glass manu- 
Inc. processed pumicite from operations facture, and blasting. California ranked near Tule Lake in Siskiyou County. fourth nationally in 1988 in the production 

Principal uses were in abrasives, decora- of industrial sand. 

Table 5.—California: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a a al 

~ Quantity Value Value “Quantity Value Value (thousand thou “per” Ghousand (thou per shorttons) sands) fon _shorttons) sands) tom $$$ triton) _sand)___ton__shorttons) sands) ton 
Construction: 

FG cream ion cont amt nrc neni 31,808 $105,579 $3.32 NA NA NA 
Gath es een oe: 45,010 ‘155,875. 3.45 NA NA NA Sand and gravel (anprocessed)_ ~~~ 4328 ‘on 28 NA NANA 

‘Total or average —_...______ 481,147 270,995 334 "91,000 $308,700 °$3.39 
Solbriakie oo se 72,167 27,528 "12.70 2,150, 34,066 15.84 

Grand total or average. _______ 483,313 298,523 "3.58 °93,150 *342,766 = °3.85 Pa cee rl 
‘Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Data do not dd to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sodium Compounds.—California was the _ stone in 1983. Production of 35,582,000 tons 
Nation's largest sodium sulfate producer in was up more than 1 million tons from that 
1983 and the second largest sodium carbon- reported in 1981. Output of crushed stone in 
ate producer. All output came from the 1983 was reported from 196 quarries in 46 Westend and Argus plants in San Bernardi- counties. More than 1 million tons of crush- 
no County operated by Kerr-McGee. ed stone was produced from each of 13 
Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by counties. 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Kaiser Cement and California Portland years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. Cement Co. were the leading crushed lime- Data for even-numbered years are based on _ stone producers in California. Granite Rock 
annual company estimates made before Co. and South Coast Asphalt Products Co. yearend. were the largest producers of crushed gran- 

Crushed.—California was among the top _ ite in the State. 
10 producing States for crushed and broken
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‘Table 6.—California: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

5 ee _ Quantity Value 
‘Coarse aggregate ( +1-1/2 inch): 

Ripra fling foe | AO 8 cabertont oon gy- cv vovovosoezesoe= TISIIIIIIITTIISDIS III 319 1708 gate, graded: 
“Conctsie agpropete Coane == === ae anna nnn 679 1s 
Bituminous spgtegate, costes 0-5 0 225 SDUDR TTS T TEESE aT TECTZUSEELIS 1,002 5338 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate _________------.-----------2--~ 107 226 

Firtlltoad ballast — = 5 ==--20-—=2202oo ooo cee ee enone enna 22 1 
MBne sind nets nee eee 139 2.468 
‘Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal. —___- -.-------------~--~------=-- 113 222 

a Beroming. undesiouated we teen nnn enn eo en en nee 185 361 Coarse and fine aggroga 
‘Graded road base orsubbose gas 40 
Dnmirelepeangamsicnueseeectsesiswmosmatmnossscnms; | 

Grusher run or bllor wastes =~ 7=Z7222222a222zzz2z2a2zZZ7222=2 9370 
Agricultural: Poultry grit and mineral food_— ~~~ ~~~ 272 LIIITTIIIIIITTTITT IIT 27 ‘299, ‘Chemical and metallurgical: 
‘Cement manufacture == eee 1886857 Lime manufacture. ~~~ -~~~~22772222272222222222T2TIIIII IT 383 462 Bead-burned dolomite manufacture ~~~ ~~ ~~222222202T22T2TIITIII TT a i Special ‘Asphalt fillers or extenders 2-2-2 eee 19 152 Roofing granules’ 0. cu ose) Soce LE oaeashte ee eeer ees = 38 1244 
DEBE oo anseivie sarees i Sp ick abe ta LC Pare 8,084 41,724 

TU nen en nnns enn nwa heen arene centaur ueeeeE eee 95,582 146,289 

“Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, quartzite, shell, traprock, slate, volcanic cinder and scoria, and miscellaneous stone. 
includes agricultural limestone, other agricultural uses, macadam, flux stone, whiting or whiting substitute, other 

fillers or extenders, glass manufacture, lightweight aggregate (slate), sulfur oxide removal, combined coarse and fine 
aggregate, and uses not specified. 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Dimension stone output _can Refractories Co.’s Victorville operations 
came from 14 quarries in 13 counties. Al- in San Bernardino County were idle during 
though 1983 dimension stone production _ the year. 
decreased nearly 9,000 short tons from that Vermiculite —_(Exfoliated).—California 
reported in 1981, value rose to more than ranked third among the 29 States reporting 
$2,800,000. Granite quarrying was the most 1983 exfoliated vermiculite production. 
profitable, reporting values of $1,975,138. W. R. Grace & Co. was the sole producer 
Limestone, sandstone, and slate were also from plants in Newark (Alameda County) 

mined. and Santa Ana (Orange County). Almost 
Sulfur (Recovered).—Byproduct sulfur two-thirds of the vermiculite output was 

was recovered at 15 oil refineries—4 in used in fireproofing. 
Contra Costa County, 9 in Los Angeles _ Wollastonite.—California was the only 
County, 1 in Santa Barbara County, and 1 State other than New York—the major 
in Solano County. California’s 1983 produc- Producer—to report wollastonite production 
tion of. over 500,000 metric tons ranked during 1983. Pfizer Inc. was the State's sole third among the States for recovered ele. producer of wollastonite from Riverside 
mental sulfur production. Chevron USA County. Inc.’s refinery at El Segundo, Los Angeles _ ZeolitesPhelps Dodge Corp. purchased 
County, was the largest producer. a zeolite quarry 8 miles north of Barstow in 

Talc and Pyrophyllite.—California rank- San Bernardino County from Occidental ed sixth among the 11 States reporting tale Minerals Corp. Ore from this property was 
and pyrophyllite production in 1983. Crude Used to clean up wastes from nuclear power- 
talc ore came principally from five oper- Plants in the United Kingdom. 
ations in Inyo and San Bernardino Coun- merats 
ties, with some production reported from 
one mine in Calaveras County. Processed Copper.—Most of the copper production tale production was reported from six oper- reported in the State was recovered as a ations in San Bernardino, Los Angeles, byproduct from gold, silver, or tungsten 
Inyo, Calaveras, and Sacramento Counties. - mining. Despite its closure during much of .. Pyrophyllite was produced and processed the year, the Pine Creek Mine in Inyo 
in Mono and Inyo Counties. North Ameri- County was the principal producer of by-
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product copper from its tungsten oper- Alpine County. Sonora Mining Corp. acquir- 
ations. Five gold and silver mines in Inyo, ed a group of mines along 4 miles of the 
Kern, and Mariposa Counties also reported Mother Lode vein system near Jamestown 
byproduct copper recovery. The Iron Moun- in Tuolumne County. Exploration was con- 
tain Mine in Shasta County was the only ducted by Sonora Mining at the Harvard, 
copper mine reporting production from pre-  Dutch-App, Crystalline, and Jumper Mines. 

cipitates. Gold Fields Mining continued evaluation of 
California concentrates were shipped to its Mesquite gold deposit in Imperial Coun- 

ASARCO Incorporated’s smelter in Hayden, _ ty. 
AZ. Exploration was conducted at Inca Re- 
Gold.—Nine lode mines, three placers, source Inc.'s Rich Gulch property in Plumas 

and one dredging operation reported gold County, Terramar Resource Corp.'s Reid 
production in California during 1983. Gold Mine near Redding in Shasta County, and 
was also recovered from sand and gravel the San Juan Ridge placer property of 
operations. Total gold recovery of more Placer Services near Nevada City. 
than 38,000 ounces was 3-1/2 times that of Placer gold mining by individuals with 
1982. The Picacho Mine in Imperial County small suction dredges was a popular recre- 
and the America Mine in San Bernardino ational pursuit in many California rivers. 
County were the major lode producers. Sig- Recovery of several large nuggets was re- 
nificant amounts were also recovered from ported, including a 53-ounce' mass from a 
sand and gravel operations and bucketline small stream near Alleghany in Sierra 
dredging in Yuba County. County. 

Site preparation and construction pro- Additional exploration drilling was con- 
ceeded during the year at Homestake Min- ducted at Great Pacific’s Big Horn property 
ing’s McLaughlin Mine in Napa County. near Los Angeles. Youngquist Mine Devel- 
Yuba Placer Gold Co., a joint venture with opment & Construction Co. conducted ex- 
Placer Services Corp. (Placer U.S. Inc.), ploration at the Reward-Brown Monster 
conducted a bucket-line dredging operation gold mine near Lone Pine. Pecos Resources 
along the Yuba River in Yuba County. Ltd. conducted a drilling program in the 
California Silver Ltd. completed field-scale Hayden Hill area near Susanville. 
heap leaching tests at its Zaca Mine in 

Table 7.—California: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zine, by county 

Mines producing’ Nair’ Gala Silver 
Lode Placer metic, «= Y Value «= TOY Value 

tons) 
1981, total. oe 8 2 TG] gaTL Sagaados 53,288 $560,482 1982, total. 7722722 n 6 snror_—aoisat_“Slsod'725 | akoas "270,683 
1983 ————— Fremno__—------ 2 = sss w w w w Imperial. --2777222 i Zl 2178) 9810 4,159,440 . a nyo 2s SERSETEISE 3 z W W Ww W W Kom 27777222222 i i WwW w Ww W Ww Mariposa -— ~~ 777777 1 fs 9 one 4 46 

OMY bis disks ph career 1 _ Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww Phimeg <2 02222505 ee i 1208 ae es San Bernardino ~~~7~ i — W Ww Ww W W 
San Joaquin ..----__ es pa ie Ww Ww Ww w Shate se STE =a W as 8 
IE nro 1 1. Ww Ww Ww “ “ 
Stanislaus -___.-___ ae ws gas Ww Ww Ww Ww 

Witiennrananpneymcccseees egy A eee We Wane iors 
‘Total ..--______ 9 4 2781,199. 338,443 _ 316,299,832, 226,899 3307,725 

‘Copper Tad Zine 
Wettc Vane Metric yay Met Vaiyg” = aluw Metric Value Metric Value = Metre Value 

AGEL sce ages w w Ww w w W $3,993,128 
1982, total_-_----.-.-. Ww Ww Ww Ww soc —- _*4,433,070 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—California: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zinc, by county —Continued 

—_— Copper Lead Zine 7 se Ee Se “ttt Metric Vaiue MEH Vatue MECH Vatye le 
ts 

1988: 
Fresno. - - ” a = = w Imperial -[>IIITII2 ae re a SS 22 84,159,440 Inyo ~~ 72222 Ww WwW Ww W = a W Kome C25 TETISES: Ww w w w ae aE Ww ‘Mariposa ~~ ~~ o $58 - ge - a 9,856 Mone -o-sc-c2s-<2 Be 5 E = En Ww Plumes o-oo 5e-- = = = = = = 7,208 San Bernardino — ~~~ Ww Ww Ww Ww BS a Ww San Joaquin ---— ~~~ a ~ -- - = = w Shasta —— ~~~ 2L> Ww W Ea EE BS pa w Sierra c2ULESITT ESS ae : Se = : Ww Stanislaus —_~__222> = ue ee a a az w Yohalce “ZESTRIEES = = EE se = : w 
ae w w w w a —— 716,840,551 

{Revised _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Operations from which gold and silver are recovered as byproducts from sand and gravel operations and operations from which silver and copper are recovered as byproducts of tungsten ore are not counted as producing mines. 
Does not include gravel washed 
Includes items indicated by symbol W. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 8.—California: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

Material 
Number sold or Gold Silver Copper Lead_—_Zine Source of treated? troy (troy (metric (metric (metric 
mines! “(short ounces) ounees)_ tons) tons). tons). 

tons) 
Lode ore: 

Do gold® eosireneouek 5 w w w Ww w -- Gold'sver 2222222227 3 161 421,688 w Ww = Silver. 2 CESDSDEEET, i W Ww to70 Ww w ZS 
Dell eaccmenna 9 w w w Ww w ts Other lode material: 

‘Copper precipitates —_____ < w = w se we ‘Tungsten ore —— eg = - a W w _ = 
Total lode 9 “708,602 w Ww w w — Placer onan 4 : W Ww es ee 
Grand total —_- = 13 1708692 *38,443 *26,899 Ww w — 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Operations from which gold and silver are recovered as byproducts from sand and gravel operations and an operation ‘rom which silver and copper are processed as a byproduct from tungsten ore are not counted as producing mines. 2Does not include gravel washed. 
Includes material that was leached, 
“Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Iron Ore.—Production of crude iron ore USS. Steel closed its south San Francisco 
continued to decline in the State, since fabricating plant in May. Steelmaking at 
output was limited to small amounts of ore the Judson Steel mill in Emeryville was 
from the Baxter and Beck Mines in San also discontinued when all steelmaking and 
Bernardino County. Kaiser Steel shipped rolling operations were phased out at its 
concentrates and agglomerates from its Ea- _electric-furnace plant. 
gle Mountain plant in Riverside County. Lead.—Only a small amount of lead pro- 

Tron and Steel.—Kaiser Steel prepared to duction was reported in the State during 
discontinue steel production from its Fon- 1983. Lead was recovered as a byproduct 
tana plant at yearend while still looking for from gold and silver producers in Inyo, 
a buyer for the operation. The last blast Kern, and San Bernardino Counties. 
furnace was shut down in October, followed Molybdenum.—All of California’s molyb- 
by closure of the melt shop. denum production was derived as a byprod-
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uct from Union Carbide’s tungsten ore min- en lode mines in Inyo, Kern, Mariposa, 
ing at the Pine Creek Mine in Inyo County. Mono, and San Bernardino Counties. 

Rare-Earth Metal Concentrate——The Tungsten Ore and Concentrate.—Cal- 
1988 output of rare-earth metal concen- ifornia ranked first among the three States 
trates in California was similar to that of reporting tungsten production. Nearly all of 
1982, although value dropped 10% owing to the reported production in the United 
lower prices. Rare-earth oxides from Moly- States was from California. 
corp Inc.’s Mountain Pass bastnasite deposit Tungsten ore production was reported 
in San Bernardino County continued to be from four mines in Inyo, Madera, and San 
the major source of the Nation’s rare-earth Diego Counties. Despite several shutdowns 
metal concentrate production. during the year, Union Carbide remained 

Silver.—Although the value of silver in- the leading producer of crude ore and con- 
creased 14% froth that of 1982, output centrates from its Pine Creek Mine in Inyo 
decreased 21%. The decline was due to less County. Teledyne Tungsten’s Strawberry 
byproduct silver production from Union Mine in Madera County was the second 
Carbide’s Pine Creek Mine in Inyo County, largest producer. 
despite higher silver prices for the year. —————__ 
Small amounts of silver were recovered ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA 
from sand and gravel operations in Fresno, o,f andsiae eelup. Calera Dugertnent of 
San Joaquin, and Stanislaus Counties, and CA. Di 

i song i Geologist, California Department of Conservation, Divi- from bucket-dredging operations in Yuba sion of Mines and Geology, Bacramento, CA 
County. Production was reported from sev- 

Table 9.—Principal producers 

‘Commodity and company ‘Address "Type of activity County 
Asbestos: 
Calaveras Asbestos Lid ---..-. Box 12 Surface mine Calaveras. 

ropolis, CA 95228 and plant. Union Carbide Corp., Metals Div. Box ote. San Benito 
King City, CA 98930 Boron minerals: 

KerrMcGee Chemical Corp... Kerr-MoGee Center Evaporators and San Bernardino, Oklahoma City, OK 78125 plant. 
United States Borax & Chemical Box 75128 Surface mine Kern. Corp. Sanford Station and plant. 

Los Angeles, CA 90010 Calcium chloride: 
Leslie Salt Co, a subsidiary of 7200 Central Ave Solar San Bernardino. Cargill Ine Newark, CA 94560 ‘evaporators. 

National Chloride Co. of America’. Box 604 i” a Do. Norwalk, CA 90650 Cement: 
California Portland Cement Co. $00 Wilshire Blvd. Plants... Various. Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Kaiser Cement Corp... 300 Lakeside Dr. carilocaw Do. 

a Oakland, CA 94612 lays: 
Excel Minerals Co a-----  Boxsi8 Pits... Kern 

111 South La Patera Lane 
Goleta, CA 93116 Lightweight Processing Co ___ 715 North Central Ave. nando Ventura, 
Suite 321 
Glendale, CA 91203 

Lone Star Industries Inc*______ 2800 Campus Dr. --do_---_ Santa Cruz 
San Mateo, CA 94403 North American Refractories, Box 785 ----do.---- Amador. ‘Western Div. Tone, CA 95640 

Port Costa Materials Inc... Box Pit ------- Contra Costa 
Port Costa, CA 94569 Diatomite 

Manville Products Corp... 2500 Miguelito Rd, Surface mine Santa Barbara Lompoe, CA 93438 ‘and plant, Feldspar: 
‘Owens-Illinois Ine Box 249 Surface mine. Orange. 

31302 Ortega Hwy. eae San Juan Capistrano, CA 92998 
‘America Mine Operator”... Box A Mine... San Bernardino Temecula, CA 92390 Chemgold Ine -.-.-------- Box 2015, ondBias Imperial. Yuma, AZ 85864 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company ‘Aaaress ‘Type of activity County 

vr aier Steel Co Box 158 Surf Riversid aiser Stee] Corp. --------- 5 Surface mine iverside. ” Eagle Mountain, CA 92241 ‘and plant. 
Lime: 

‘Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Box 1988 —---do----. Monterey. Corp" Salinas, CA 99901 
Perlite: 

"American Perlite Co... 11881 Voee St. Surface mine Los Angeles. ican North Hollywood, CA 91605 ‘and mil. i 
Pun 

"American Pumice Products Ine. 17992 Mitchell, South, wardarsuss Tage 
‘ie 15200 Hodge Dr. Surf Sisk ‘Tionesta tesCo------- 1B e Dr. surface mine. Siskiyou. sen Reno, NV S331 - 

iyeorp In Union Oil Cente ao San Bernardi Mol e------------— —_Unign Oi Center ----#0-.... San Bernardino vem 461 South Boylston St 
Los Angeles, CA 91017 

SerGciawa Sica Co, Cryetal Si Box57? a San awa Siliea Co, Crystal Silica Box 5 wguedbeccee fon 
Otiawa, IL 61350 oe 

Unimin Corp..------------ 0 Locust Ave, —---do__--_ Contra Costa. New Canaan, CT 06840 
Stone: 
‘Basalt Rock Co. Inc---------- Box 2540 Quarries_____ Marin and Napa. Napa, CA 94558 
Gifford Hill Co. Inc, Riverside Box, ----do----.  Riyerside and 
Cement Co? ‘Oro Grande, CA 92368 San Bernardi 

Granite Rock Co —-----.---- Box 161 ~---d0----. Monterey and 
oppers Co, In, South Co Box og 7 A876 do sen Biege pers Co, Inc, South Coast 100 a n Di “ephalt Brodiicts Co, Carlsbad, CA 92008 
Southwestern Portland Cement Box 987 —--.d0..--. San Bernardino 

Co Victorville, CA 92592 
Syar Industries Inc___-_---.._ Box 1272 Quarry----- Solano, isu pephuils Vallejo, CA 94590, fale and pyrophyllite: 
Pfiserine tt Drawer AD Surface mines Inyo Victorville, CA 92394 ‘and plant. 
Western Source Inc... Box 280 Surface mine Calaveras. 

San Andreas, CA 95249 and mil, ‘Tungsten ore and concentrate: 
feledyne Tungsten. 4709 North El Capitan Ave. Underground Madera. 

Suite 109, mine and Fresno, CA 93711 plant 
Union Carbide Corp, Metals Div." Route Me. Inyo. Bishop, CA 93514 Vermiculite exfoliated) 
W.R.Grace& Co"... 1114 Avenue of the Americas Plants... Alameda and 

New York, NY 10086 Grange. 
2Also lime, potassium salts, sodium carbonate, sodium sulfate, and stone 
Also salt 
Also clays, gypsum, iron ore, and stone. 
Also stone. 
Also cement, industrial sand, and stone. 
Also industrial sand and stone. 
TAlso silver. 
*Also magnesium compounds. 
Also cement, clays, and industrial sand 
20Also cement and clays. 
‘3Also clays and wollastonite. 
*2Also copper, molybdenum, and silver



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 

Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Colorado Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Karl E. Starch? and A. L. Hornbaker? 

The value of nonfuel minerals produced principal nonfuel mineral, which resulted 
in Colorado in 1983 was $337.6 million, in the closing of the State's two large 
about 22% less than in 1982. This 3d consec- molybdenum mines throughout the year, 
utive year of declining values in nonfuel was the major cause for the decline in 
mineral production in Colorado dropped the nonfuel minerals output. The State ranked 
State to 22d rank among nonfuel mineral- first in the Nation in producing carbon 
producing States, down from its more tradi- dioxide and vanadium, second in molybde- 
tional 8th to 10th ranking. Continued soft- num and tungsten, third in lead, fourth in 
ness in demand for molybdenum, the State’s _zinc, fifth in gold, and sixth in silver. 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Colorado* 

1982 1988 
ine Valu Value Mineral Quantity (thou: Quantity (thou. 

sands) sands) 
Clays .------—------ ~~~ thousand short tons. 21 $1,124 459 $2,650 
Copper Gacoverable content of ores, etg)_——~_--—~ metric tons — sis faze Ww W 
Gath $0008 a  emcenmncneniee a NA 80 NA 80 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc) —--- “troy ounces 64,084 «24,278 63,063 (26,739 
ype onan n nna ==— thou sort tons. — 184 LST W w 
folybdenumi ...-.--~--~----~-----~~ thousand pounds 89,006 °159,925 14,244 51,850 

Peat —..--1~==2-2222222==-2=--~ thousand short tons_— a 25 Ww Ww 
Sand and gravel: 

‘Construction ...--------------------------d0.--- "18590 "58.465 *21,200 — °81,600 
Indwwiriel nonce raee 23266 ne 3233 

Sver (ecoverabie content aforas ia) -~-—"thowsand froy ounces 084189782. 
Crushed ---------------------~ thousand short tons. *6,900 £27,800 6790 22,749 
Diseuied oe een ncn eee eda ce 1 64 1 86 

Combined value of beryllium concentrate (1982), carbon dioxide (198%), 
‘cement, iron ore, lead, lime, perlite, pyrites (1982), salt (1982), tin 
(882), tungsten ore and concentrate, vanadium, zinc, and values 
indicated by symbol W—----— XX__ 142,049 XX 12419 

Titel ogee aes XX "485,197 XX 337,652 

“Estimated. ‘Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing co rietary data; value included with “Combined value" figure. "XX Not applicable. mpany Prepress 
‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
Data differ from those in the Molybdenum and Statistical Summary chapters owing to receipt of later information. 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Colorado, by county: (Thousands) 
a 

Minerals produced in 198) —— Cony Ea see inorder ofvalue 
a @ $1245 Sand and gravel (construction). ‘Alamosa ~~~ 7777777777 W W Peat ‘Arapahoe SOLTTSIEIORET 3302 W_ Sand and gravel (construction), sand and ‘ravel (industrial) Archuleta e Boulder «277772777772 WwW 92505 Comet snd and gravel Contraction lay gold, tungsten, sliver peat copper toad Chaffee 1345 189 Sand and gravel (constuction) pray hee, Clear Creek. 27222777222 2a7/098 75890 Molybdenum, sand and gravel onsirscton), sold, silver, lead, coppers rine Gonejos ® a. 

Growlay. SSE STSOEIIST ¢ and and gravel (construction) [a w W Perlite Dae. SRSRCETEE Te & 810 Sand and gravel (construction). Denver. ~~ 27277777277 ® wo De Dolores = =27722777222 405 @ Douglas - = 22772777722 Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays, sand and gravel Undustria, Eagle 2 8428 2419 Sand and gravel (constuction), Eitert 27D22777=7722-- W W Glays. HiPass one eS DTES 4,052 W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and ravel Gndustrial) claya, Fremont. w W Cerent, gypsum, sand and gravel construc. tion), clays, tungsten. Garfield. @ 1,518 Sand and gravel (onstruction), Gilpin 22 2TITTIIIIITT "9 120 Gold silver, ead, copper. Grand 722." TO CUTTIE @ W Sand and gravel (construction), Gunnison ---777777777= ro) as De Hinsdale -_~7>~777777 4 ~ Huorfano [227227777222 @ 7 Sand and gravel (construction) Tackety 0 SET TITIES - a "De Jefferson ~~ =~~=777777- 1988 7449 Sand and gravel construction), clays. Rie Coreen SSUSDISSEIZG ® 137 Sand and gravel construction Lake 222722 Taat 300,686 110656 Molybdenti,zin, tungsten, gold, lead, silver, tin, pyrites, copper, sand and gravel (construction) a ® W Sand and gravel (construction) silver, lead, copper: Larimer 22-2 w 12821 Cement, and and gravel construction), sand and gravel (ndustrial), ime, gypoum, beryl ium: Las Animas @ = Uncoln 2227222277 ® = Logan ~~ 272772277222 Ww W Sand end gravel (construction) lime. Masa SS TEER TET a W_ Vanadium, sand and gravel eanetraction). Mineral -~~"777777777 1544 W Silver, lead, oppor ine Motta. TSTSTEIES CSS © W Sand and gravel (construction), gold Montesima_-_~-~~77727 Ww W Carbon diode sand and gravel construc ion) Montrose w 16.066 Vanadium, sand and gravel (construction), salt, ailver, copper Morgan w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Olen. SEESESIESTIS IS & W Sand and gravel construction) Ouray ~~ 2II2TTT TTT 1488 W Sand and gravel (construction) silver, gold, "lead, copper Park 1244 W Silver, peat, gold, lead, copper. Philbo 2TTSSTSSERETST @ 9 Sand and gravel (construction) Pitkin = "7777777772777 Ww W  Tronore Prowers 2227277777222 & 590 Sand and gravel (construction). ” Pueblo ~~ 777>7 77777 Ww W Sand and gravel (construction) lime, clay’, Rio Blanes = 27727777722 8 W_ Sand and gravel construction Rio Grande —__~~~~7777 8 W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and ‘ravel dustrial). Routt m5 404 Sand and gravel construction) Seguacho ~7=272=77777 2 W Sand and gravel (construction), vanadium, San Juan ~~~>777777222 24,688 25,895 Gold, sinc, lead, sliver, copper Sen Miguel ~-=~77777722 oO W Vanadium, gold silver, Sedgwick —~2772777777 w W_ Sand and gravel (construction, lime Summit 77777777722 103 W Send and gravel Construction gol, aver, 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Colorado, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Mineals eroded fa 1960 

Mille iawn ncaa $1,673 $3,303 ‘Gala, Beat, sand ane gravel (construction), ‘silver, lea 
Woshington__---------~ ® 69 Sand and gravel (construetion). 

Weld... ~-___-----.~-- Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), lime. 
Undistributed*— —________ 144,050 103,805, 

Sand and gravel Construction) £73,300 XX 
Stone: 

‘Crushed 2-52 4--5 xX 27,800 
Dimension -.....---— XX "64 

ete ae 966,766, 435,197 

“Estimated, W Withheld to avoid daclosng company proprietary data included with “Unlstributed” XX Not 
applicable. Ete flowing counties are not liad because no nonfuel mineral reduction was reported ace, Bent, Cheyenne 
‘Kiowa, and Yuma. County distribution for construction sand and ave (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is 
not available; total State values shown separately under ‘Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Colorado business activity 
Toga 99g? Change, i 

Employment and labor foree, annual average: ‘Fotal civilian laborforce” = ---------------- thousands. 16176 16578424 
Unemplyment csc cS TTUOSSETERTOSSISTSIOS dee NCE one See 
Employment (nonagriculturaly 
Mining’ ie eer eRe memantine: 36.8 373 +14 Memveturing (co SSCSSTISTEGTACETOScese oe 
Contract construction —_-....--_--------------------de_--- 42 30 +51 ‘Transportation and public wtlities —-7"777T7T7TTTTTTTTTgeT Tats HD 
Wholesale and etailtrade~—----~-2222s2-22s22s22s22sdoss=> SIL 8S Finance, insurance, realestaie=——=27777722TTTTTTTTTTIiaeT2 ts“ T8 

Services __--__----------- 22-222 +--+ +--+ --- doe 812 294.0 +48 Geren ECESSETEUSTUSTEIOSOSENC OPUS Scale ARS 
‘Total nonagricultural employment! _______-------~-----do_-_~ ‘1,298.7 1,829.7 +28 

Personal income: » 
Tp ere renner amines on SOMA $37,400 $39,492 +56 Feralas. SicCuSuScaTSnCEMSSESaSEanIGrecoce Gite Giese | ST 

Construction activity: ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized _____________ 81918 50515 +588 
Value of nonresidential construction... ____..--------~ millions. $1,225.4 $1,219.1 5 
Value of State road contract awards___~~""""""""""7 "777 do $14.0 $187.0 28 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons__ 1,488 1,504 +h1 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value: "Total crude mineral value= -—-——-——-—-—-----------~ millions. $4352 BIT] -204 
Valle per capita, resident population -——_~777777777777TTTPMT eae Stns 380 
‘Wales Der stereo ee ete ene eee $4,197 $3,244 22.7 

Preliminary. 
Includes coal, natural gas, and petroleum. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

oenee, Ue Decerimnent: of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and
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Figure 1.—Value of mine production of gold, lead, silver, and zine and total value of 
nonfuel mineral production in Colorado. 

Although Colorado's mining industry ap- loss of about 4,600 jobs in 1982. This was in 
peared to hit a post-war low in 1983, some contrast to increases of 14% to 18% in the 8 
signs of recovery from the recession of the _ years preceeding 1982 when mining employ- 
past several years began to show. AMAX ‘ment was growing faster than any other 
Inc’s two large molybdenum mines, closed employment sector in the State. 
the entire year, were scheduled to be Exploration Activities.—Mineral explo- 
reopened early in 1984 as stockpiles were ration in the State remained high in 1983, 
worked down. Standard Metals Corp.'s Sun- with particular interest in precious metals. 
nyside Mine near Silverton, the State's Exploration occurred in nearly every estab- 
largest precious-metals mine, returned to lished mining district. Anaconda Minerals 
full production during the year; Hecla Min- Co. continued exploring for gold on old 
ing Co.'s Sherman Mine was reopened. properties near Summitville and Rico; Sier- 
ASARCO Incorporated’s Leadville Unit, the ra Resources completed an agreement with 
State’s major lead and zinc producer, had a Exxon Corp. to examine its Bessie G Project 
stable, productive year, as did Homestake in La Plata County; Mineral Enterprises 
Mining Co’s Bulldog Mountain Mine at Ltd. explored around the Mary Cashen 
Creede, the State’s largest silver producer. Mine near Cripple Creek; Gold Fields Min- 
Except for molybdenum, production of most ing Corp. continued appraising property in 
nonfuel mineral commodities remained the Red Cliff area of Eagle County looking 
fairly stable, compared with 1982 levels. for silver; Tetra Minerals acquired gold and 
Output of construction sand and gravel and silver claims south of Montrose; Midnight 
clay was up substantially; cement and Mining Co. prospected for gold in Gunnison 
stone, down slightly. In addition to moiybde- County, as did Independence Mine and 
num, production of tungsten and vanadium Minerals Co. near Matchless Mountain and 
was down substantially, but gold and lead Bunker and Moore Mining Co. at the Enter- 
were almost even with that of 1982; and prise Mine; LKA International continued 
copper, silver, and zinc showed increases. appraising the Golden Wonder gold mine 
Employment in Colorado's mining sector near Lake City; Hecla and AMAX launched 

remained relatively stable in 1983 after a the Hughesville Project to explore property
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in the Barker mining district near Lead- and land use authority. 
ville; and Mallon Minerals Corp. was devel- HB. 1572, effective July 1, 1983, authoriz- 
oping a silver project in Summit County. ed the Colorado Geological Survey to collect 
Bear Creek Mining Co., Sierra Resources, fees for its services. 
and Union Oil Corp.'s Molycorp Inc. explor-__ Bills introduced but defeated included the 
ed for molybdenum in Clear Creek and following: 
Summit Counties. Z-K Resources Inc. began _8.B. 98, concerning the lapse of a mineral 
geological evaluation of a carbon dioxide interest where its owner fails to exercise the 
leasehold in Huerfano County. Pioneer Nu- mineral interest. 
clear Inc. and Minerals Engineering Co. S.B. 34, funding the State Division of 
continued a long-term testing program for Mines with severance tax revenues. 
silver near Creede, and Homestake expand-  HL.B. 1136, expanding health department 
ed its silver exploration program in the regulation of underground fluid disposal. 
same area, as did Todilto Exploration and _An issue that received attention during 
Development Corp. the session but remained unresolved was 

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management how undeveloped mineral reserves should 
held public hearings on Earth Sciences be assessed for taxation. This question was 
Inc’s proposal to develop a possible 1.5- assigned to an interim legislative commit- 
billion-ton alunite (aluminum) deposit near tee for continuing study. Although short- 
Lake City, believed to be the world’s largest falls in State revenues and projected State 
known deposit of alunite. Two companies, deficits were major concerns of the 1983 

Natrona Resources Inc. and Industrial Re- legislature, the traditional issues of increas- 
sources Inc., were exploring properties in ing severance taxes and tighter mining 
Rio Blanco County believed to contain sev- regulation were not much in evidence. 
eral billion tons of nahcolite (sodium) re- _ The Colorado Court of Appeals ruled 
serves. Cominco American Incorporated September 8 that county commissioners in 
and Superior Minerals Co. continued ex- Colorado have the right to ban mining 
ploring for diamonds in the Colorado- operations in areas designated by a county's 
Wyoming State line area. In addition to the _ master plan as areas of commercial mineral 
foregoing examples of mineral exploration deposits suitable for extraction and that 
in the State, nearly every other established State law does not preempt local land use 
mining company in Colorado and numerous regulation. 
new companies were conducting explora- On May 17, conservation groups proposed 
tion and development programs. that another 1.2 million acres of public land 

Legislation and Government Pro- in Colorado be placed in the wilderness 
grams.—Bills of interest to the mining in- system, enlarging the current preserve by 
dustry the Colorado Legislature passed in 45%. The proposal, expected to face an 
the 1983 session included the following: uphill struggle in Congress, would expand 8 

S.B. 143, effective May 10, 1983, required existing wilderness areas and create 15 new 
the State Mine Inspector to check the safety _ ones. 
of electrical systems in mines when con- __ Colorado received a record-high $43.6 mil- 
ducting annual inspections. lion as its 50% share of all mineral-leasing 

S.B. 282, effective June 3, 1983, expanded rents, royalties, and bonuses collected for 
the State’s hazardous waste-disposal act. mineral activity on Federal lands in the 

HB. 1048, effective May 20, 1983, author- State. Colorado received the fourth highest 
ized the Department of Revenue to grant amount among the 23 States receiving such 
extensions for filing and paying severance moneys. 
taxes and established penalties for late Under title III of Public Law 95-87, the 
severance tax payments. Colorado School of Mines in Golden receiv- 

HB. 1179, effective May 20, 1983, contin- ed $199,000 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
ued the severance tax credit allowed for in fiscal year 1983. This program supportéd 
prior payment of impact-assistance contri- a program of graduate studies and research 

butions. and a cooperative program in mined land 
HLB. 1449, effective May 25, 1984, speci- reclamation with Colorado State Universi- 

fied that the Colorado Mined Land Recla- ty. 
mation Act does not preempt other zoning
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS ing year with its Ruby Pad leaching oper- . : ation and exploration at the Mary Nevin Cadmium.—Asarco recovered cadmium Mine. Tt shut down its seasonal leaching from flue dust, dross, and byproduct materi- operation in October, someatat, earlier als from out-ofState smelters at its Globe than usual. 
smelter in Denver. The output of these ~ Yellow Gold of Cripple Creek Inc. reopen- materials was not included in the State eq the Moffat Tunnel in Cripple Creek and mineral production total because the origin completed the first-phase exploration work of the processed materials could not be on the Rittenhouse and Dolly Varden oro determined. erties 
Copper.—Copper, produced in Colorado In the Clear Creek-Central City area, only as a byproduct of base-metal ores, was Saratoga Mines Ine. began heap leaching the least important of those metals, provid- oid tailings piles using a U.S. Bureau of ing only 1% of the combined value. Copper Mines leaching process modified by adding 

output in Colorado in 1983 increased over cement kiln dust instead of more expensive the level produced in 1982. Yet, Colorado prepared cement. The company anticipated was ninth among 12 States that produced a production cost of $150 per ounce of gold. copper in 1983. Output was from nine mines Other small companies active in the area located in eight counties in the State. Cop- included Big Indian Resources Inc., Elk Per was not a major factor in the economics Creek Gold Mining Co., Franklin Consoli- of any mine. Standard Metals’ Sunnyside dated Mining Co., Marquette Minerals Inc, Mine at Silverton accounted for most of the Moritz Mining Co., and Saturn Energy and State’s output. Asarco’s Leadville Unit Resources Ltd. 
(Black Cloud Mine) and Homestake’s Bull- In the Silverton-San Juan area, Standard dog Mountain Mine at Creede accounted for Metals’ Sunnyside Mine, the Nation's 2d most of the remaining production. largest underground gold mine and 13th Gold.—Although down very slightly from Jargest overall, had a record-high produc- that of 1982, gold production remained ata tion. Standard Metals entered into two relatively high level. Colorado was fifth exploration and option agreements with among 12 gold-producing States in output, Noranda Exploration Corp. and Callahan but its contribution to the Nation’s total Mining Corp,, which control a large block of was very minor. mining claims adjacent to the Sunnyside Interest and activity in gold mining re- Mine. Independently, Standard Metals mained high. In the Cripple Creek-Victor announced its internal exploration program district, Hecla acquired 50% of Texasgulf had found a significant extension of a major Inc's interest in the joint venture with vein within the Sunnyside Mine. Golden Cycle Gold Corp. in the Cripple Federal Resources Corp. of Salt Lake City Creek and Victor Gold Mining Co. which agreed to sell the Camp Bird Mine neat controlled much of the original mining Ouray to Gila Mines Corp. of Phoenix for $5 Property in the area including the Ajax and million plus a retained royalty. Cresson Mines and Carlton mill and Carlton _In the Leadville area, Windsor Resources Tunnel. Hecla, which became the managing Inc. of Toronto, Canada, acquired control of partner, paid $6 million for its share and the Thomas and Anthony gold-mining prop- agreed to conduct additional exploration of erty near Leadville. the venture’s property and increase its pro- Power Petroleums Inc. the US. subsid- duction from the current 50 tons to 300 tons iary of North American Power Petroleums per day. Golden Cycle acquired a Cincin- Inc., bought a 50% interest in the Hen. nati-based public transit management com- dricks-Cross Mine near Nederland, Boulder pany and spun off its gold operations into County, for $2 million and also bought a Golden Cycle. 51% interest in the Hendricks Milling Co. Silver State Mining Corp., Colorado's fast- In a separate transaction, Power Petrole. est growing company in 1982, continued its ums bought an option on the adjacent 2,000-ton-per-day vat-leaching operation at Caribou silver mine, operated by Hendricks its Iron Clad property near Victor. The Mining Co. Also in Boulder County, Re- company explored a new venture through sources International Partners of Engle. an option on the California Rand Mine wood transferred its properties at Gold Hill, Property in San Bernardino and Kern Coun- Sunshine, Ward, and Idaho Springs, plus an ties, CA, option on part of the Jamestown’ mining Gold Ore Ltd. experienced a disappoint- district, to Moritz for a controlling interest
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in that company. Moritz planned to buy a mines in the State combined. Second larg- 
40% interest in the Jamestown district for est producer was Asarco’s Leadville Unit 
$5 million and develop an integrated min- (Black Cloud Mine), and third was Silver 
ing, milling, and refining operation. Gold State Mining’s Iron Clad Mine at Victor. 
Hill Mining Co., owned by the Charles A. These three operations produced more than 
Steen family, reopened the Cash Mine, once 90% of Colorado's gold output in 1983. 
a major gold and silver producer, near Gold __Tron Ore.—Colorado’s sole iron mine, Pit- 

Hill. kin Iron Corp.'s Cooper Mine near Ashcroft 
Marathon Gold Corp. was granted the in Pitkin County, did no mining in 1983 

necessary permits and began operating its because the ironmaking blast furnaces of its 
Joker Group property near Craig, Moffat primary customer, CF&I Steel Corp. of 
County, in northwestern Colorado. The Pueblo, remained closed. The company did 
company and its major stockholders, Cen- move previously mined ore from the mine- 
tennial Gold Corp. and Hampton Gold Min- site to stockpiles at Woody creek. Pitkin 
ing Areas PLC, estimated they could recov- supplied a demand from cement companies 
er more than 1 million ounces of gold from _ for ore from those stockpiles. 
material averaging 0.02 to 0.06 ounce of  Pueblo-based CF&I continued to cut back 
gold per ton on 160 acres of land. In addition in size in 1983. The company suffered losses 
to gold, the company’s ore was believed to of more than $135 million, with a 36% 
contain significant amounts of recoverable decline in sales to $231 million in 1983, 
monazite and other rare earths. compared with $363 million in 1982. The 

In an unusual operation for Colorado, work force at CF&I, the country’s 12th 
Petroleum Funding Corp. and Colorado largest steelmaker, fell from 4,600 early in 
Gold Brokerage Inc. began a gold-dredging the year to about 2,200; in the mid-1950’s, 
operation on 84 acres of farmland west of 8,500 workers were employed at CF&I. In 

Las Animas in Bent County on what maybe March, the plant’s 40-inch mill, 25-inch 
an occluded loop of the Arkansas River. mill, and punch mill were closed because of 
Titled the Sand Bar claim, the site’s re- a soft market for steel construction beams; 
serves were estimated at about 800,000 tons in August, the company’s bar mill was 
averaging 0.16 ounce of fine flour gold per closed. In December, four blast furnaces, 
ton. Two other placer operations further up two basic oxygen furnaces, lime kiln, and 
on the Arkansas River near Buena Vista, coke ovens, all idled for 18 months, were 
the Becky Ann and the Virginia Lee placer “permanently closed” and written off as an 
mines, were proposed by U.S. Mining Inter- $80 million loss. This writeoff meant loss of 
national Inc. of New York and Texas Min- one system for making steel and perma- 
ing and Exploration Co., respectively. nently cut in half the company’s “normal” 

Other gold-mining operations around the production capacity to about 1.4 million 
State included the Lake City Mines Inc.'s tons of steel. CF&I had fired up its first 
Golden Wonder Mine near Lake City, GED blast furnace in 1881. The plant continued 
Interprizes near Naturita, Bunker and to turn out rails, tubular goods, wire prod- 
Moore Mining’s Enterprise Mine near Gun- ucts, and “structurals” in a system of elec- 
nison, Cobb Resources’ London Mine near tric are furnaces, continuous casters, and 
Alma, and Rado Reef Resources’ Emma finishing mills using scrap steel as its raw 
Mine in the Dolores area. material. Thus, the plant ceased to be an 

Gold production was reported from 14 integrated steelmaker, but became a spe- 
lode mines and 2 placer operations in Colo- cialty mill. The entire plant was reportedly 
rado in 1983. Gold was the most important _ for sale by the Crane Co., parent company of 
product in 10 of these mines, second in 8, CF&l. 
and third in 1. Gold accounted for 36% of _ A new union contract approved in Octo- 
the value produced from Colorado’s com- ber reduced wages $1.75 per hour and elimi- 
plex precious-metal/base-metal ores. Most nated a number of paid holidays and other 
of the gold production in the State was benefits. About 3,500 workers were certified 
in San Juan County, followed at consider- under the Trade Act of 1974 to receive an 
able distance by Lake and Teller Counties. additional 18 weeks of unemployment and 
Standard Metals’ Sunnyside Mine at Silver- free job retraining because foreign imports 
ton produced more gold than all the other _ had affected their jobs.
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Table 4.—Colorado: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
Jead, and zinc, by county 

2) Material 
Mines producing’ soldor, _Gold_ Stivee 

int te ? ~ ie eee County Tode Placer (metric «= gh, Value «= SY Value tons) 
1981, total ___________ 2B 1 1,095,082 51,069 $23,473,357 3,008,994 11,649,7: Mibieal-ccccoocc_ EM SATs gene 

1988: _ 
Boulder 2 --— s988 w W 16989495 Clear Grea == =2222 i 2 "Sse Ce ed 
Giteomne ras ae Te, 1 -- Ww Ww Ww Ww WwW 

RM oe ae 2 ee Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww 
TaPlata---7-7272 i = Ww pl W Ww 
RMR 2 cintnicemccnee 2 ee Ww Ww Ww Ww Ww Mineral -727272772 i Se w mA Bs W Ww 
TOI caspases 2 ‘ies Ww Ww Ww Ww w 

Tellers 222 2a 3 25 Ww W “Ww 5S — 
SM ss sesscccncccsciatas 15 191,017,259 363,063 326,788,712 92,145,616 924,545,846 

oe Ce 
= Metric Metric rer ‘ane Value tone Value tone Value value 

1981, total ___________ Ww Ww 11,431 $9,206,517 Ww W 381,827,760 
1982, total _----___--~ 515 _ "$922,306 Ww Ww Ww WwW *61,016,585 

1983: SR men ea nea San Boulder —_ ° 186 1 404 - a w 
Clear Creek _-....-_ 5 1,887, 16 7,649 -- ~~ 886,182 
Fe oceans Ww Ww Ww Ww ae oe Ww Gabe 22ST TT w w W W : = w YaPlata --==222227 pus x Ww w ea Ww 

TAM ees ste: Ww Ww Ww Ww WwW Ww Ww 
WEI rns errnietseeivnr Ww Ww Ww Ww ee te Ww 
Pek - ooo Ww w Ww Ww sas pa Ww 

Rigen . 2 £ 2 F E> af Teller 2222222 = = Zt i z Zn W 
Total___-_______ Ww w Ww w Ww Ww Ww 

“Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Operations from which gold, silver, copper, or lead were recovered as byproducts from sand and gravel or from tailings are not counted ae producing mines, 
?Does not include gravel washed. 
‘Includes items indicated by symbol W. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 5.—Colorado: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 

Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc ‘Type of material processed (troy : a ny (troy. (metric (metric (metric 
ind method of recovery ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) 

vo nalgamati w w malgamation. zs ze se 
Cyanidation _....-.------------------ Ww Ww ane ~~ <= Smelting of eoncenteates 7777 77777777777T W W W W Ww 

Direct smelting ofore----=~2 7177777 __ Ww Ww Ww Ww = 
Pele ie nin een neennn W 72,145,591. Ww Ww Ww 

PN ois eee ei ie Ww 25 “ is i 

Grand total -._.-----.----------- 80089218566 ~=~~SOWSCSC*CSwSSSSW 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
Includes items indicated by symbol W.
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Table 6.—Colorado: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

a Number “solder, Gold.—=—sSilver_—« Copper Lend Zine 
‘Source of treated? (troy: (troy (metric (metric. (metric mines metric ounces) ouneas) «= “tons)—“tons)”—“tona) tons) 

Lode ore: 
Dry gold?_.---___-- 8 w Ww w w w Ww 
Golfsilver 222222222 1 2898 61663 e 1 Z 
Sliver = --7------- 5 Ww 188 W w w W 
Yeading 2227222227 2 Ww Ww WwW W W w 

Tolbossawocuse 15 41,017,259 Ww 42,145,591 w Ww w 
Placer. === 2 i = W 25 a ae = 

Grand total . ~~~ 16 1,017,259 63,063 42,145,616 w Ww Ww 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Does not include gravel washed. 
includes material that was leached. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Lead.—Lead was produced as a byproduct in the number one producing State, Arizo- 
of base and precious metals in Colorado. na. Colorado's share of the Nation's molyb- 
Although the State ranked third among 12 denum shipments fell from about 51% in 
States producing lead in 1983, its output 1982 to less than 30% in 1983. Molybde- 
‘was unimportant in the national total. Lead num’s share of Colorado's total nonfuel 
produced from 11 mines in 9 counties in mineral output value, normally about 65%, 
Colorado in 1983 was second in importance was slightly more than 37% in 1983. The 
among products of 2 mines, third in 1, and value of both sand and gravel and cement 
fourth in 8. It was of major importance to produced in the State exceeded the value of 
the economic stability of two mines. Lake molybdenum shipped. About 11 million 
County was the leading source of lead in pounds of the molybdenum shipped went to 
Colorado, followed by San Juan and Miner- domestic markets; about 3.2 million pounds 
al Counties. Asarco’s Leadville Unit was the went to foreign markets. The average value 
largest individual producer, with Standard of molybdenum shipped was about $3.64 per 
Metals’ Sunnyside Mine second, and Home- pound. The producer’s price began the year 
stake’s Bulldog Mountain Mine a distant at about $4.30 to $4.90 per pound, down 
third. These three mines produced nearly from over $8.00 in the peak year of 1981, 
989% of the State’s lead in 1983. Lead was while “traders” prices fell from a high of 
fourth in importance of the gold-silver- about $32 in 1981 to about $2.43 in 1983. 
copper-lead-zinc ore products, contributing Colorado's two large molybdenum mines, 
1% of the combined total. AMAX’s Climax Mine near Leadville and 
Molybdenum.—No molybdenum ore was Henderson Mine near Empire, remained 

mined in Colorado in 1983. All shipments closed throughout 1983. AMAX had begun 
were from existing stockpiles. The 14.2 mil- reducing work forces at both mines in 1982, 
lion pounds of molybdenum shipped in Colo- temporarily shutting down Climax on Sep- 
rado in 1983 compared with 39 million tember 18, 1982, and Henderson on October 
pounds in 1982, 78.6 million pounds in 1981, 2, 1982, expecting to reopen them on April 
and 102.5 million pounds in 1980. This 4, 1983. In January 1983, the company 
dramatic plunge in output reflected the determined that both mines would remain 
continuing molybdenum oversupply direct- closed indefinitely while excess inventories 
ly caused by the decline in output of the were worked down. 
steel industry, molybdenum’s major mar- Peak employment of about 5,000 workers 
ket; the U.S. steel industry was operating at at the two mines declined to about: 2,200 at 
about 33% capacity in early 1983. Colorado closure. During the shutdown, about 50 
fell from the number one position in molyb- hourly workers remained at each site for 
denum output, a position it had held for maintenance work and about 200 manage- 
many years, to second among the Nation's ment people continued at each site. The 
six producers. Almost all the mined molyb- company worked out a rotation system 
denum in the United States during 1983 permitting as many workers as possible to 
was a coproduct of copper, as was the case benefit from the work that was available,
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and to requalify for unemployment compen- work beginning December 5. 
sation. Worker benefits were also extended _Silver.—Although silver output in Colora- 
on varying bases into the layoff period. The do was only moderately higher in 1983 than 
US. Department of Labor rejected claims in 1982, the value of output was considera 
made on behalf of the 3,900 laid-off employ- bly higher, reflecting an increase in silver 
ees for additional assistance under the prices. Colorado ranked sixth among the 16 
Trade Act of 1974, States in which silver was produced in 1983, 

With the closure of Climax, unemploy- accounting for nearly 5% of the total. 
ment in Leadville, Lake County, rose to Colorado's largest silver producer, Home- 
nearly 40%, the highest in the State, and stake’s Bulldog Mountain Mine at Creede, 
revenues declined drastically in counties reported significant improvement in profits 
receiving tax revenues from the Climax and over those of 1982, although on a smaller 
Henderson Mines and from workers in volume. This improvement resulted from 
those mines. lower operating costs and higher silver 

Although no ore was produced at the prices. Additional stopes were brought into 
Climax or Henderson Mines in 1983, the production through use of a new mining 
two mines still contain significant molybde- method that employed load-haul-dump 
num reserves. AMAX estimated the proven machines instead of the old labor-intensive 
and probable ore reserves to be 144 million _ slusher system; mine productivity increased 
tons averaging 0.316% molybdenum disul- 20%. The carbon-in-pulp plant at the mine, 
fide in the open pit and 269 million tons closed in July 1982, was reopened. Moderate 
averaging 0.307% molybdenum disulfide hiring marked the first expansion in the 
underground at Climax, and 246 million Bulldog operation since early 1982. A strong 
tons containing 0.376% molybdenum disul- ore development was resumed, and high- 
fide underground at Henderson. Capital grade intercepts were encountered. Proven 
expenditures at Climax were approximately and probable reserves in 1982 were esti- 
$1 million in 1983, compared with $27 mated at 751,000 tons at a grade of 16.1 
million in 1982; capital expenditures at ounces of silver per ton; these reserves were 
Henderson were approximately $1.5 mil- increased to 1,267,000 tons in 1983, with a 
lion, compared with $20 million in 1982. slight decrease in average estimated silver 
AMAX reported that lower molybdenum grade. Discovery of a new vein system 

prices and sales were partly responsible for designated the “R-Z” vein was primarily 
a $1 billion decline in sales from 1982 to the responsible for this increase in estimated 
1983 total of $2.3 billion. However, the reserves. 
company reported earnings from operations __In January, Hecla reopened the Sherman 
and a positive cash flow in 1983, compared Mine near Leadville, which it operates in an 
with losses from operations and cash drains agreement with the Leadville Corp; the 
in 1982. The net loss on earnings of $489 mine had been closed since January 1982. 
million compared with a net loss of $390 About 70 workers were rehired. Higher 
million in 1982 included a $155 million silver prices made it economic to reopen the 
writeoff of the Mount Emmons Prospect, as mine. Mine output of 120 tons per day was 
the company does not anticipate developing hauled to the millsite by truck. The mill 
that property in the foreseeable future. operated at about 300 tons per day using 
AMAX, the USS. Forest Service, the Colora- both newly mined ore and ore from a large 
do Department of Natural Resources, and stockpile of previously mined ore. Ore 
Gunnison County received a National Envi- mined averaged about 15 ounces of silver 
ronmental Industry award from the Presi- per ton and about 0.5% lead as a byproduct. 
dent's Council on Environmental Quality Asarco, which operated the Black Cloud 
for the joint review process used in plan- Mine near Leadville, recovered from its 
ning for Mount Emmons development. The worst year ever, 1982. Estimated mineral 
loss on molybdenum and other specialty reserves at the Leadville Unit were 1.6 
metals decreased 25% from the 1982 loss to million tons of ore containing 2.66 ounces of 
$105 million in 1983. silver per ton, 0.21% copper, 4.23% lead, 

By yearend, stockpiles at both mines had and 9.22% zine. 
been reduced significantly; and on Novem- Windsor Resources, a Canadian oil and 
ber 16, AMAX announced that Henderson gas company, acquired two silver properties 
would be reopened in early January 1984 to in the Leadville area: a 97% working inter- 
meet continuing market demand. About770 est in the St. Kevin-Independent property 
workers were recalled, reporting back to (274 acres) with silver values of 30 to 50
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ounces per ton, and the Cashier Mine where at that mine. In recent years, only Colora- 

exploratory work indicated about 46 ounces do and Alaska have been indigenous tin 
of silver per ton. sources. The Climax Mine was closed the 

Silver State Mining of Victor took an entire year of 1983 because of depress- 
option to buy the California Rand Mine in ed molybdenum demand; and consequently, 
California, the largest silver producer in the _ there was no tin production from that mine. 
United States for several years during the  Tungsten.—Colorado was second among 
1920's, but did not exercise the option before the three tungsten-producing States in 
it expired. The company delineated addi- 1983, accounting for an insignificant por- 
tional reserves at its Alma property, aver- tion of the Nation's total. Tungsten is 
aging about 13 ounces of silver per ton. produced as a byproduct of molybdenum 

‘Minerals Engineering continued evaluat- at AMAX’s Climax Mine in Lake County 
ing its holdings at Creede. Pioneer Nuclear where about 0.15 pound of tungsten is 
did not exercise its option to enter a devel- recovered from each ton of ore processed. 
opment and operating agreement with Min- Both molybdenum and tungsten suffered 
erals Engineering on the Amethyst Vein in from weak market conditions. The Climax 
Creede, but continued to work with Miner- Mine was closed the entire year in 1983. 

als Engineering on another project. ‘The greatly reduced tungsten shipments 
‘Apache Energy and Minerals Co. contin- during the year were from stockpiled mate- 

ued planning to develop the Continental rial. Tungsten prices declined 26% com- 
Chief Mine and Norsigo mill in Leadville. pared with 1982 prices. 
The Leadville City Council approved a $3 Vanadium.—Colorado remained first 
million industrial bond issue for the project. among the three States in which vanadium 

"The Leadville Research and Development production was reported. Vanadium produc- 
Corp. began operating its custom mill at tion was relatively small because of reduced 
Leadville on a trial basis. demand for vanadium, used primarily as an 

Ranchers Exploration and Development alloying agent for steel, and reduced de- 
Corp. continued development work at its mand for uranium, traditionally produced 
Revenue-Virginius silver property near in Colorado from the same ore as a coprod- 
Ouray, expecting to begin production in uct with vanadium. 

1984. Union Carbide Corp’s vanadium-urani- 
‘North American Power of Canada pur- um mill at Uravan, one of two mills that 

chased 100% of the high-grade Caribou have produced vanadium in Colorado in 
silver mine near Nederland for $3 million. recent years, was reopened in May 1983 to 
Historical records and recent exploration produce uranium-vanadium for existing or- 
show high-grade assays from the Caribou up ders; the mill had been closed since March 
to 271 ounces of silver per ton. Power 1982 and was closed again at the end of 
Petroleums also purchased an interest in October 1983. About 80 employees were laid 
the adjacent Hendricks-Cross Mine and off and 60 retained for maintenance work. 
Hendricks Milling. Hendricks Mining will Union Carbide’s vanadium-finishing mill at 
manage development of the mines. Silver Rifle was closed in December 1982, reopen- 
was produced at 13 mines and 2 placer ed in conjunction with the company’s Ura- 
operations in 9 counties in 1983. Silver was van mill in May 1983, and closed down 
the most important product in five of these again in November. Seventeen of the 
mines, second in one, and third in two. The _ plant's thirty-four workers remained at the 
Bulldog Mountain Mine, owned and oper- mill to provide maintenance. Union Carbide 
ated by Homestake in Mineral County, and the State Department of Health con- 
produced more than one-half of Colorado's _ tinued to work out terms of a new operating 
silver in 1983. The Asarco Leadville Unit license for the Uravan mill, but the license 
and Standard Metals’ Sunnyside Mine at had not been granted by yearend. 
Silverton were the other significant produe- The vanadium circuit at Cotter Corp.’s 
ers. Contributing 33% of the combined gold- Canon City uranium-vanadium mill was 
silver-copper-lead-zinc values, silver was closed throughout the year. Some vanadium 
second in importance of metals produced was shipped from stockpiles at the mill. 
from Colorado's complex ores. Zine.—The most important of the base 
Tin.—No tin was produced in Colorado in metals produced from Colorado's complex 

1983. The ore at AMAX’s Climax Mine near _ ores was zinc. Fourth among the nine States 
Leadville contains about 0.002% tin, and tin producing zinc in 1983, Colorado yielded a 
is produced as a byproduct of molybdenum minor portion of the total, however.
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New Jersey Zinc Co. sold its Eagle Mine billion barrels. The Cortez Pipeline, oper- 
at Gilman to a Canon City businessman. ated by Shell Pipe Line Corp., was jointly 
Operations at the Eagle Mine, once the owned by Shell, Mobil, and Continental 
world’s largest zinc producer, were reduced Resources. 
in 1977 and ceased in 1981. The new own- _ The U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
er and the Eagle County Commissioners began hearings in December on a proposed 
agreed that, because the mine had never Rangely Carbon Dioxide Pipeline, a 16-inch- 
been completely shut down, a new oper- diameter, 180-mile pipeline proposed to car- 
ations permit was not required. The new ry carbon dioxide from Exxon’s planned 
owner planned to use tailings material con- Shute Creek natural gas treatment plant 
taining copper, iron, manganese, sulfur, and near Opal, WY, to Chevron’s Rangely Unit 
zine for producing fertilizer. Oilfield near Rangely. Liquid Carbonic 

Zine was produced at three mines in two Corp. of Chicago, a subsidiary of Houston 
counties during the year. The largest pro- Natural Gas Corp., announced plans to 
ducer was Asarco’s Leadville Unit (Black _ build a 300-ton-per-day carbon dioxide plant 
Cloud Mine) in Lake County; zine was the near Walden, to refine carbon dioxide for 
most important product of that mine. The carbonation of beverages and for chilling 
second largest producer was Standard Met- and freezing meat, poultry, and other food 
als’ Sunnyside Mine in San Juan County; Products in the Rocky Mountain marketing 
zine was the second most important product area. The plant would use carbon dioxide 
at that mine. Only one other mine reported from wells Conoco Inc. owned. 5. 
zinc output in 1983, Hecla's Sherman Mine, _ Cement.—Only two of Colorado's three 
also in Lake County, and it was a small cement plants operated in 1983—Ideal Ba- 
producer. Zinc was third behind gold and sic Industries Inc.’s Portland plant in 
silver in value produced from Colorado's Fremont County, and Martin Marietta 
gold-silver-copper-lead-zinc ores, with 21% Corp.'s Lyons plant in Boulder County. 
of the total. Ideal’s Boettcher plant in Larimer County, 

shut down in October 1982 because of a 
NONMETALS continuing construction recession, remain- 

ed closed throughout 1983. Cement ship- 
Carbon Dioxide—Colorado completely ments were made from existing stocks at 

dominated the output total of the three the Boettcher plant. Only the Portland and 
States reporting carbon dioxide production the Lyons plants produced and shipped 
in 1983. Major production in the State was masonry cement, a very small portion of the 
from two areas, the McElmo Dome and Doe total. All three shipped portland cement. 
Canyon areas in southwestern Colorado Types and Il, moderate-heat-resistant-type 
where carbon dioxide reserves estimated at cement, comprised more than 95% of to- 
8 to 9 trillion cubic feet were being devel- tal shipments. Ready-mix companies pur- 
oped by a joint venture of Shell Oil Co. and chased more than three-fourths of the 
Mobil Oil Corp., and at Sheep Mountain in finished portland cement. Concrete product 
southeastern Colorado by a joint venture manufacturers, building material dealers, 
of ARCO Oil and Gas Co. and Exxon. In highway contractors, and other contractors 
December, Shell announced that it had purchased the rest. More than 95% of the 
begun filling the Cortez Pipeline, a 30-inch- portland cement output was shipped in bulk 
diameter, 500-mile line built to transport form directly to consumers. Most of that 
carbon dioxide from southwestern Colorado amount was shipped by truck. Ideal’s Port- 
to aging oilfields in west Texas and south- land plant, with three kilns and a produc- 
east New Mexico. Filling the pipeline was to _ tive capacity of about 885,000 tons annually, 
take about 4 months and then would carry was the State’s largest cement producer. 
25 million to 30 million cubic feet of carbon _Ideal’s Boettcher plant and Martin Mariet- 
dioxide per day to the Wasson Oilfield near _ta’s Lyons plants, with one kiln each, had 
Midland, TX, where it would be sold for productive capacities of about 460,000 tons 
about $1 per thousand cubic feet. Shell and 430,000 tons, respectively. Natural gas 
hoped to recover an additional 280 million was the principal fuel used in kiln oper- 
barrels of oil from the Denver unit of the ation. 
Wasson Field, extending the life of the field Martin Marietta sold most of its cement 
by 30 years. Texas’ use of carbon dioxide operations nationwide during the year. The 
was expected to enhance oil recovery in Lyons plant was also for sale, but had not 
west Texas and New Mexico by more than 2 _ been sold by yearend. Ideal had a discourag-
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ing year with a net loss of $28.7 million ed almost 97% of the clay produced in the 
and also sold several cement plants outside State; most of the balance went into fire 
of Colorado. The company reduced its debt bricks, and such uses as animal feed, drill 
through the sale of a new stock issue. mud, waterproof seals, and flower pots 

Overall, cement shipments in the State accounted for the small amount remaining. 
were down less than 8% in 1983. Of 40 Jefferson County was the major source of 
States reporting production of cement in clay, followed by Boulder and Douglas 
1988, Colorado was 17th in output. Counties. These counties accounted for 70% 

Clays.—Output of clay in Colorado in of the total output. Other counties produc- 
1983 was more than double that of 1982. ing clay were Elbert, El Paso, Fremont, and 
About 97% of the product was common Pueblo. The average value was $4.92 per ton 
clay, with a small amount of fire clay with prices ranging from $4 to $7 for com- 
produced in El Paso and Pueblo Counties mon clay to about $20 for swelling bentonite 
and bentonite in Fremont County. Altogeth- clay. 
er, 18 companies produced clay at 45 oper- _ Robinson Brick & Tile Co., operating in 
ations in 7 counties in the State; all but two four counties, was by far the largest individ- 
were Front Range counties associated with ual clay producer. Lakewood Brick and Tile 
major metropolitan areas, and production Co., operating in two counties, was second 
was related to building construction in largest. These two produced most of the clay 
those areas. Manufacture of bricks consum- _ in the State. 

‘Table 7.—Colorado: Clays sold or used by producers, by county 

TTT 1982 1988 

cme See? vane Cahort” Value 
tons) tons) 

Boulder and Douglas... wan-u---- -SBPBA_$B1ZANQ-—LZgIA $982,968, Biber, El Paso, Premoui=——22-~~772=222-7=2=2T2. aR “aS © 08120 “rae 281 Jefferson en 2222 ZTZTTTTTITITITITITI aera ara «6850836 480 
Pueblo nenqoasaaeenRnnee SERmmnenmen nea Oe ORONO 

Teil. ohn oem see se 201,890 1,123,904 459,217 2,649,521 

Gem Stones.—Colorado produced about Park County and Hyponex Corp. in Teller 
1% of the value of gem stones in the Nation County produced most of the peat in the 
in 1983. Turquoise was produced on a small State. Colorado ranked fifth among the 22 
scale in Conejos County. Cominco and Supe- States reporting peat production. 
rior Minerals continued to test the commer- Perlite.—Persolite Products Inc. reported 
cial potential of diamonds from kimberlite crude perlite production from its Rosita 
in the Colorado-Wyoming State line area. Mine in Custer County. Mine output was 
Gypsum.—Crude gypsum was produced shipped to Persolite’s expanding plant in 

by one company in Fremont County andone Florence, 36 miles away. A second perlite- 
company in Larimer County. Genstar Build- expanding plant, operated by Grefco Inc. at 
ing Materials Co. of Florence, Fremont Antonito, treated crude perlite from No 
County, was the larger producer of crude Agua, NM, several miles to the south. Most 
gypsum and’ the only source of calcined of the Grefco plant output, much the larger 
gypsum in the State. The quantity of gyp- of the two, was used as filter aid. Other uses 
sum produced increased substantially over _ of output were as cavity-fill insulation, con- 
that of 1982. crete aggregate, fillers, horticultural aggre- 
Lime.—Two companies operating in six gate, low-temperature insulation, and plas- 

counties reported producing quicklime: Cal- ter aggregate. Output in 1983 was about the 
co Inc. in Chaffee County, and The Great same as that of 1982. 
Western Sugar Co. for use in processing Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
sugar beets into sugar at its plants in struction sand and gravel production is 
Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Sedgwick, and surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
Weld Counties. even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
Peat.—Five companies produced peat in chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 

five counties, Alamosa, Boulder, Chaffee, The data for odd-numbered years are based 
Park, and Teller. Universal Peat Co. in on annual company estimates made before
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yearend. Estimates for 1983 indicate a sub- Counties. Major producers were Colorado 
stantial increase in production over that of Lein Co. and Colorado Silica Sand Inc. More 

1982. than three-fourths of the State’s industrial 
Industrial.—Industrial sand, only about sand production was produced in Larimer 

1% of total sand and gravel output, was and El Paso Counties. The value per ton of 
produced by four companies from six sites industrial sand was about $15.25, compared 
in Arapahoe, Douglas, El Paso, and Larimer _ with $3.85 for construction sand and gravel. 

Table 8.—Colorado: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

Grote gy Watoe,, Matus Gia gaia, Value 

Total or average _______ 718,590 358,465 *33.14 £21,200 *$81,600 °$3.85, 

Industrial: ST eke ems =m 

Grand total or average... 18,812 761,731 "3.28 21,412 984,833, *3.96 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by of crushed stone. The Cooley Gravel Co., a 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered subsidiary of J. L. Shiely Co.; Asphalt Pav- 

years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ing Co; and Martin Marietta were also 
Data for even-numbered years are based on major producers. The 4 largest companies 
annual company estimates made before produced 67% of the total; the 10 largest 

yearend. companies, 92% of the total. The 17 oper- 

The quantity of stone produced in Colora- ations of 100,000-ton-size or smaller ac- 
do in 1983 was slightly less than in 1981, the counted for less than 8% of total output; the 
last year stone was canvassed. All but an 9 operations producing 100,000 to 500,000 
insignificant amount was crushed stone. short tons each were responsible for more 
Twenty-five companies produced crushed than 40% of the total; and the 2 operations 

stone at 29 quarries in 11 counties. Five that each produced 1 million tons or more 
companies produced dimension stone at six also contributed more than 40% of the total. 
quarries in two counties. More than 50% of The crushed stone value averaged $3.35 per 
the crushed stone produced was from gran- ton, ranging from $1.88 per ton for stone 
ite and about 40% from limestone. The used for lime manufacture to $28.00 per ton 
major uses of limestone were for manu- for stone used for mine dusting. 

facturing lime and cement. Crushed granite _ Public opposition continued to be a major 
was used for dense-graded road base, con- obstacle to developing new stone quarries. 
crete aggregate, and bituminous aggregate. Dimension stone, constituting a very 
Other uses included fine aggregate, riprap, small portion of total stone output in Colo- 

filter stone, and railroad ballast. Three top- _rado, was produced by five companies at one 
ranking counties accounted for nearly 90% site in Douglas County and five sites in 
of total State output. Jefferson County was Larimer County. Sandstone was the major 
the main source of crushed stone with type of stone quarried, followed by granite. 
Fremont County a close second and Boulder All was produced in small operations. All 
County a more distant third. The entire the granite quarried was for monument use; 
output was marketed by truck. sandstone was used mainly for house veneer 

Ideal was the largest individual producer and flagstone.
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Table 9.—Colorado: Crushed stone sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eg peel sanemesen tee SSS Vee 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch} Riprap and etty stone 888 

ect Sarre 652 2 08 Halread Pallet tte neers «|g. Coarse and fine aggregate: “Graded road base or subbase ——— === een 10882808 Unpaved redd smtaeing.-— 22205 Seo 27 DIET Eons ooeae seas aeTSST ESTE ‘100 ‘Torrazzo and exposed aggregaté —~-----~--~ ~~~ 222222222222222220220222 SoS 
RE Oa ne eee ee mene en ennemaen, 4,530 13,398 

Total____-_--------------------------------- ne 80 THD 
“Tecude linertone, granite sandstone, traprck, olan ender and sora, and miscellaneous tone 

includes filter stone, bituminous aggregate (coarse), bieuminous surface treatment aggregate, fine aggregate 
(2/8 inet, crusher rah or il or waste chemical and metalurgel uses, ie during or ald water treatment, roofing spules, and uses not specif 
SData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Continental Oil Co, than one-third of the product was used in 
recovered elemental sulfur from acid gases fireproofing, a roughly similar amount in 
at its petroleum refinery in Adams County block insulation, and the balance in con- 
near Denver. Elemental sulfur is not includ- crete aggregate, plaster aggregate, loose-fill 
ed in table 1 because it is considered a insulation, and horticultural and/or agri- 

byproduct. cultural uses. 
Vermiculite (Exfotiated)—W. R. Grace == a eatin Deer, 00 

& Co. exfoliated beneficiated vermiculite {ate Lisison Offiter, Bureau of Mines, Denver. 5 Geologist, Colorado Geological Survey, Denver, CO. from Montana at its Denver plant. More a es 

Table 10.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County 

Cement 
‘deal Basic Industries Ine.____ __ Box 8789. Plants --_..- Fremont and THOTT St, Tavimer. 

Denver, CO 80201 
‘Martin Marietta Corp.*_____-___--- Box 529 Plant___~_-~ Boulder. Gee Lyons, CO 80540 
Yakewood Brick and Tile Co... 1825day 8. Mines... Jefferson 

Robinson Brick & Tite Co Boxonggn 0 S074 to Doug! inson Bric! names Boe a= do = 
Denver, CO 80217 Elbert, ELPaso, Jefferson. Gola: 

Silver State Mining Corp? -_-_------ Box 127 Mineand mill _ Teller. Vietor, CO 80860 
‘Standard Metals Corp.*......-..... Box 247 ~---do-.--- San Juan. ° Silverton, CO 81483 
"TGenstar Building Materials Co —___ 1153 State Hiwy, 120 Mineand plant. Fremont. ‘ Florence, CO 81226 
Pitkin Iron Corp -.....--------- 105 West Adams St. Mine... Pitkin. loa Chicago, 1 60003 
ASARCO Incorporated*___......... Box 936 Mineand mill _ Lake. 

a ‘Leadville, CO 80461 

‘The Great Western SugarCo 1580 16th St Plants... Larimer, Denver, CO 80217 Togan, 
Morgan, Sedgwick, Weld ‘Molybdenum: 

AMAX Inc.§_______-__-.-..-... 18949 West Colfax Ave. Minesand mill Clear Creek and ack Golden, CO 040% Take 
‘Universal Peat Co..________... 1557 South Ingalls St. Bog-------- Park 

Lakewood, CO SOI 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 10.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity County 

Perlite: ‘Grefoolnc...--.--.----------- Bon 308 Plant_.---- Conejos. 
Sortie oS Mine and pl Cust Persolite Products Inc.----------- Box 105 fine and plant rand ms Florence, CO 81226 ® Fremont. 

Sta Box Mine andmill Lal jecla Mining Co® -—--------~ eand mill Lake. s Leadville, C0 80461 nm 
jomestake Mining (o”....-------- Box snail -- Mine a Mining Creede, 00 81130 val 

Stone: halt Paving Co---.----~-----~ 14802 West 44th Ave. juarries..__ Jefferson. * * Golder, Go sab 8 — 
Cooley Gravel Co..--=----------- Box 68 juarry. ” Denver, CO 80217 _s Pe 

Mobile Pre-MixConcreteInc..--_ Box S183. ened eacue Do. 
si 1 Bole t do snider’s Aggregate Inc... Box 12 ----do-.-. Fremont. Vana Canon City, C0 81212 
Cotter Corp ------------------~ Box 362 Mine and mill _ Fremont and 

Golden, CO 80401 “Jefferson. Union Carbide Corp.-----------. 210 Park Ave. Mines and mills Garfield, Mesa, 
New York, NY 10017 Montrose, 

San Miguel 
2Also stone. 
2Also silver 
Also zinc, lead, silver, and copper. 
‘Also zine, gold, silver, and copper. 
Also pyrites, tin, and tungsten 
Also lead, gold, zinc, and copper. 
Also lead, zinc, and copper.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the State Geological and Natural 
History Survey of Connecticut, Department of Environmental Protection, for collecting 
information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser, Jr." 

The value of nonfuel mineral production dustrial sand, and dimension stone. 
in Connecticut in 1983 was $71.2 million, an ‘The State ranked second nationally in 
increase of $15.3 million compared with feldspar production and fifth in mica. In the 
that of 1982, and the first increase in value six-State New England region, Connecticut 
after 3 consecutive years of decline. The accounted for about 27% of the total value 
total value of mineral production in Con- of mineral production and ranked second in 
necticut in 1983 surpassed the 1979 record output of construction sand and gravel, 
high of $69.2 million. Crushed stone was the crushed stone, and clays. The State's only 
leading commodity in sales, accounting for lime manufacturing plant, and one of only 
about 64% of total value. Other commodi- three in New England, was permanently 
ties produced were clays, feldspar, lime, closed during the year. 
mica, construction sand and gravel, in- 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Connecticut! 
TT ET 

Mineral Value alae. Quantity enpanands) CHER anpanands) 
Clays thousand short tons. 56 286 $515 Dane ConSos ee PEDeeSSUSE ‘do 3 cs 5 “00 Sand and gravel (Constrtetion do TBR GZ $5,000 17,900 selina = SOTLTIIIIIIE SESEDeoE 0 aw Ww 
Crushed do "0100907700 seas 800 
Dimension ~~ Sos SOCTIpioac Tle 18 1028 Combined ai of edepr et tones in Scrap, and value 
indicated by symbol W ——~__-_-~-—--~-~----~----~ XK 8,209 XX 5,480 

ee a a eee 
“Eetimated. "Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combin value’ figure. XX Notapplicsbe. i company Proprietary data value included with “Combined 
‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sles, or marketable preduction (including consumption by producers) 

123
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Connecticut, by county! 
Phousands) 

County tel 1982 Minerals Eisen tee 

Folie sozcusesowecwaszamusccte @ $1,008 Sand and gravel construction) 
Hartford ~~~ "72222 Ww *"'W Send and gravel (construction), lays, 
Lieb fasd/ 2252 SE0ES SCE ETESIEEERE W 2788 Sand and gravel (construction), lime 

Misdlooss 2—=2 202 2222222222202222 W SHIT Feldspar Spd apd gravel constrtion) sand travel vdustril), mica, clays. 
A BP a ems W 2479 Sond and gravel construction), sand and 

fravel (industria) NewLondon.--——----------------- wow SB 
Molland 2 8027 ESTO EER DIS TST STE W 2058 Sand and gravel construction) 
Winihan Ss csiccsa cous cease vs Was be 
Undistribuied? ———~~=="TTTTTTT TTT gag a0 

Sand and gravel Gonsteiction)=~—==~=7==> 5400 XX 
Stone: Grushed —.-------------nn--- XK SBR TOD 
Dimension 2 222727TTIIIIITTTIIT__xx_ "lowe 
en 

“Batimated.  W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed." XX Not 
applicable. "Eoanty distribution for construction sad and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; ty 2 total Slat values shown separately under "Sand and gravel construstion” or “Stone.” 

‘Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Atpcudes gern stones that cannot be assigned o specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding, 

‘Table 3.—Indicators of Connecticut business activity 
p Change, 138208 e, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Boia civilian labor force sven ne -—-------~~----thougands 1575715940 412 ‘newaplapmote Sou coe OUST SEEEOUSESSESOSS TOS corde IS AB) 
Employment (nonagricultural Mba pan nnnn en -~a- enon enon coerce 14 13 a4 Manufacharing: -——~~~7727777772TTTTTTTIIIII Sao aon 08 $34 

Contract construction —"===2277TTTIIIITTTTTTaer “BB tg 
‘Transportation and publiwiies.———~“"W“7TT“WTTTTTge “TSA an Wholeseleandvetaitrade ---~~~~~~---==2saaa—do=— A He 

Finance, insurance, ealeviaig --7~727~77-777777777-Tde 7s tar 
Savi ccciicccciaeasccccccsssesece Csicegcoce | 9d SLA $53 

Government -——=2=222==222=oTTIaoTe Tao =__ tsb? si “ts 
persona in Bata! tonagicltral employment. —--—----------do--— 190014467 +84 

"Total ween millions 3 886 gg 518 +18 
Pereapita --2227222222IITIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ALTE aso sieses Ha 

Construction activity ‘umber private and public residential units authorized --.-------- Joga hanya Value of nonresidential construction ~~~ million = 0g Sta 
Value of State road contract awards-~~ ~~~" 77777~7TTT TT MGT Sgpng Sig 
Shipments of portland and masonry coment to and within the Stat thousand short tons. 624 GAL +21 

Nopfuel mineral production value: "Total erude mineral value= —__---_______-------- millions. 559 SULZ_ $214 Value per eapita, resident population =—~~~—~~~~~~~27 722 sie “gop Sats 
Value persquare mile. fen n=~—--n TTD ges salee Tas 
*Preliminary. 

SPUR US epartment of Commerce, US, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and
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Trends and Developments.—The State's two alloys used mainly by the electronics major mineral commodities, construction industry, remained relatively strong during sand and gravel and crushed stone, annual- the 1981-82 recession and increased in 1983, ly account for nearly 90% of the total value Century Brass Products Ine, Waterbury, of production. In 1983, these commodities invested $2 million to increase specialty were extracted at about 100 of the 115 strip production capacity, purchasing a $1.2 mining operations in Connecticut. Output million continuous-casting machine from of these commodities increased in 1983 after Technica Cuss of the Federal Republic of declining each year since 1979. The past 5 Germany. Two other casters were also years’ production totals are listed below in upgraded for manufacture of phosphor. thousand short tons: bronze, tin-bronze, copper-nickel, nickel- 
silver, and leaded-bronze, primarily for use TGimnaliy 10 Taw iser ST jaG« im the electronics industry, ——_— Also during the year, Bridgeport Brass Sand and gravel Co. closed its Norwaik plant. Accurate Forg- 6, 5, * ‘ d seemtruiey Son art eon ceaa Se ings Ine. Bristol, a producer of brass, alumi 

 GIMEE Skea MiG’ Vaden copper forgings, purcl the Tithe TBP 160 TSEST_10987_ 12,692  Couipment for an undisclosed price. “Batimated Developments in Connecticut manufac- . . turing and mineral processing industries in The increased production of sand and 1993 included an announcement by Pfizer gravel and crushed stone reflected the in- Jno. at its Wallingford operation of new 
creased demand for road construction ag- technology involving the injection of calci- gregate and improved conditions in the tm metal in the steelmaking process. Pfi- 
State’s housing industry. Demand for con- er, the Nation's only producer of calcium See pent a eioee age ch ihe metal, claimed the process improves the re J purity of steel by reducing the amount of Surface Transportation Assistance Act of Contaminants such as sulfur and phosphor 1982, The 4-year program authorized $57 oes" forrous metal 
nen finding nationally, of which Con- “Dexter Corp., Windsor Locks, formed a about $48 millet WAS joint venture with Courtaulds Ltd., United 

Connecticut’s brass mill industry contin- ee ser aoe ine in 1983. i F ped to decling:tn 1988. Employment It Che ee uhia the United cree oe brass, industry dropped from 7,900 of the ber pla State's 414,000 manufacturing workers in The joint venture, named Hysol Grafil, was 1978 to 8,700 of the 402,100 manufacturing  ¢xpected to become the world’s first verti- employees in 1983. In 1947, 29,600 of the cally integrated producer of graphite fiber State's 426,800 manufacturing workers cO™mPosites capable of manufacturing fiber, were employed in the brass industry.* Slow Tesin, and composites to specific customer economic recovery in the United States and needs. 
competition from abroad continued to Legislation and Government Pro- 
shrink the industry’s market. Substitution &Tams.—During 1983, the Connecticut Gen- 
of aluminum, plastic, and steel for copper ©Fal Assembly enacted legislation that pro- and brass mill products also has increased. Vides for 90 days of continued insurance 
The replacement of copper by aluminum in Coverage for workers displaced by out-of- 
the transmission of electricity has some- State relocations or plant closings. The what reduced the market for copper prod- woe ae be the colayers expense. <acts e act also provides, under the Urban Jot As a result of the declining market, seg- Act, for assistance to municipalities affected ments of Connecticut’s brass mill industry _ by plant closings. continued to restructure, in particular, _ Initially, the legislation included a provi- seeking an increased share of the specialty sion requiring companies employing 50 or alloy strip market. Plume & Atwood Brass more workers to provide a minimum of 1 Mill developed the flexibility to adjust to year’s public notice prior to relocation of an increased demand from the electronics in- operation outside of Connecticut. The en- dustry when demand is depressed from the _ acted legislation deleted the advance notifi- housing and automotive industries. De- cation provision of the original bill. mand for phosphor-bronze and nickel-silver, Also enacted in 1988 was legislation es-
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tablishing the Connecticut Hazardous ued programs on collecting, interpreting, 
Waste Management Service. The new agen- _and disseminating information on Connecti- 
cy’s responsibilities include preparation of cut’s natural resources. During the year, 
an assessment of the State's toxic waste the Connecticut Survey's activities included 
sources and locations, development of a work on development of a statewide geo- 
management plan for disposal of hazardous graphic information system for base map- 
wastes generated in Connecticut, and deter- ping, drainage basins, soils, and land use. 
mination of potential sites for hazardous The Connecticut Survey continued bed- 
waste management facilities. If after Janu- rock and surficial mapping programs in 
ary 1, 1986, the Service determines that cooperation with the U.S. Geological Sur- 
private waste facilities are inadequate to vey. The bedrock geology map of the State is 
meet the State's needs, the agency will be scheduled for publication in 1984. Agree- 
authorized to acquire sites for hazardous ments with the Minerals Management Ser- 
waste facilities. Following acquisition, the vice and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Service would plan, design, construct, fi- were completed for vibracoring in Long 
nance, manage, own, and operate the facili- Island Sound and for deep bedrock drilling 
ties. In addition, the General Assembly in the Moodus area. The Layman’s Guide to 
passed legislation requiring the State to the Geology of Connecticut, which explains 
develop regulations classifying toxic wastes geology to the general public, was complet- 
by degree of hazard for management pur- ed and is scheduled for publication in 1984. 

poses. Mineral Systems Inc., Stamford, through 
Other legislation that broadly affected a U.S. Bureau of Mines contract, completed 

segments of the State’s varied industries isa study on assessing the expected direction 
described in capsule summary form in the and extent of technological change in the 
Classified Index of Legislation Enacted copper industry for the next 25 years. Po- 
by the 1983 General Assembly. The index tential new technologies were comprehen- 
lists measures by bill number and includes sively evaluated in copper production: ex- 
amendments to existing statutes.* ploration, mining, beneficiation, smelting, 

The Natural Resources Center and Geo- refining, and recycling.* 
logical and Natural History Survey contin- 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS North Carolina ranked first, accounting for 
. about 72% of the total U.S. output of Clays.—Output of clay increased 30,000 739,000 short tons. The Feldspar Corp: om 

short tons in 1983 compared with that of erated two open pit mines in Middlesex 1982, From 1979 to 1982, clay production in County. The crude ore was ground and 
Connecticut declined 50%, dropping to a concentrated at the company’s Middletown record low of 56,000 tons in 1982. The plant. The feldspar was shipped by truck to 
rebound in 1988 reflected improved condi- markets in New England, New York, and 
tions in the construction industry, particu- New Jersey for use as a flux in glassmaking larly in housing. The number of housing and ceramics. 
starts in Connecticut increased to 15,400 in Gem Stones.—Individual collectors and 
1983 compared with 10,300 in 1982. mineral clubs recovered mineral specimens 

The State’s two producers, K-F Brick Co., from quarries and mine dumps primarily in 
Hartford County, and The Michael Kane the central part of the State. Estimated 
Brick Co., Middlesex County, mined com- value of gem stones collected in Connecticut mon clay for brick manufacture. All the in 1983 was about $2,000. 
brick was shipped by truck primarily to — Lime.—Pfizer Inc., the only lime manu- 
New England, New York, and New Jersey. _ facturing operation in Connecticut, perma- 

In December, K-F Brick began using a nently ceased production at its Canaan 
‘75% coal-25% natural gas mixture for kiln plant in November. Output for the year was 
fuel upon receiving approval from the 5,400 short tons; in 1979, 33,000 tons of lime 
State’s Department of Environmental Pro- was manufactured in the State. With the 
tection. The conversion lowered the compa- closure, only two lime operations, both in 
ny’s fuel costs in brick manufacturing. Massachusetts, remained active in the six- 

Feldspar.—In 1983, Connecticut ranked State New England region. Pfizer continued second nationally in feldspar production; to mine limestone at the quarry in Canaan
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for use as whiting and filler. sold as a filler and as an additive in well- 
The firm also produced calcium metal at drilling muds. 

a plant in Canaan. The operation isthe only Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
one in the Nation that produced calcium struction sand and gravel production is 

metal. surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
Mica—The Feldspar Corp. produced even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

crude mica as a byproduct of feldspar min- chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
ing operations in Middlesex County. Output Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
remained about the same as that of 1982. annual company estimates made before 
The mica was recovered by flotation and yearend. 

Table 4.—Connecticut: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a is 

Stor” Value Value “thou” Value Value 
sand (thou- per sand (thou- per short sands) fon short sands) fon tons) tons) 

i NA NANA NA NA NA 
MOOG oo Fis oS a Ss laments NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ——__---.-----_ NA NA NA NA NA NA 

‘Total or average... --_-_--___--__-. 74,887 "$16,287 "$3.32 °5,000 °§17,900 *§3.58, Industrial sand ~~ 2222222222222 80 17462184 WoW 3358 
Grand total or average____-__-----.-..-- "4,967 °17,983 "3.62 Ww WwW °3.98 

“Estimated. "Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Production increased in 1983 for the first annual company estimates made before 
time in 5 years although only slightly above yearend. 
the 1982 level. Since 1979, output has | Crushed.—Connecticut’s crushed stone 
dropped from about 10 million short tons to industry accounted for nearly two-thirds of 
5 million tons in 1983. The value per ton of _ the total value of mineral production in the 
construction sand and gravel has increased State in 1983. The value of crushed stone 
in Connecticut from $2.36 in 1979 to $3.58 in production increased $13.2 million to a rec- 
1983; nationally, prices increased from $2.27 ord high of $45.9 million. Output increased 
in 1979 to $2.95 in 1983. Since 1980, the 1.6 million short tons to 7.7 million tons but 
number of active sand and gravel oper- was 2 million tons below the record high of 
ations in Connecticut has decreased from 9.7 million tons reported in 1973. The differ- 
124 to about 90. Sand and gravel was mined ence in unit price for crushed stone in the 
in all eight counties in the State, with last decade reflects the increased value in 
Hartford, New Haven, and Tolland leading 1983. In 1973, the unit price of stone was 
in output. $2.20 per ton; in 1983, the value was $5.97 

Construction aggregate availability stud- per ton 
ies by the State’s Department of Transpor- _ Four counties reported crushed stone pro- 
tation provide preliminary estimates of the duction in Connecticut in 1983. New Haven 
location and volume of sand and gravel in County output was 4.8 million tons, about 
the State. Reference copies of the studies 62% of the State total. Traprock was mined 
are available at the Natural Resource Cen- in all four counties; limestone only in Litch- 
ter in Hartford.® field County. Of the 16 quarries operating in 
Industrial—Two companies, The Feld- Connecticut, 13 were traprock and 3 lime- 

spar Corp., Middlesex County, and Ottawa stone. Traprock output totaled 7.4 million 
Silica Co., New London County, produced tons; limestone, 300,000 tons. Connecticut 
industrial sand in Connecticut in 1983. ranked fifth nationally in traprock produc- 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by tion accounting for about 10% of the U.S. 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered _ total. Tilcon Inc., the leading domestic pro- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ducer of traprock, operated five quarries in 
Data for even-numbered years are based on _ the State.
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Table 5.—Connecticut: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate, graded: eo 
Goncreto aggregate, coarse ———————-——---=-a---annnennenn nnn St Bituminous aggregate, coarse -———-~==2~~T2LTTTITTTITTTTITIT Be CCoarse and fine aggregate: Terrazzo and exposed aggregate ~~~ ~~~" 77~77~~~7~77777 1 w ‘Agsieultural Rgrtltural estone— cn er nen ~~ aa22aa=22aw=svaa2Taa % OW 

jical and metallurgical: Flux stone — ._______-__-_------2-2-----2 222 li lt i Ww 
SN CN are cere rere einen oimmennnn seco tne meet reer ea tenaemaat a 6,850 42,392 

Total ---- nnn nnn OR 45,890 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
“Tacludes raced, pal read base or sub rf — rool Includes macadam, re or subbase, bituminous surface treatment ite, unpaved surfacing, riprap aod fly stove, Somet toanutactar, lime ramulgcare whiting or wating subsites ihe Mrs oe eiceaae rusher run oie’ material of ly saree agaregte age abd graded), fine agrepae, combined curse and fine sapregate, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

imensi 2Block, F. Estimated Impact of the Surface Transporta- Dimension.—Output decreased to 18,178 son Aasstance Act of 1882 on the Demand for Rand short tons (215,000 cubic feet) in 1983 com- GSnsiruction Augregate, Ar. tn BuMines Minerale and 
pared with 19,786 (229,000 cubic feet) in Mgteiale. A Bimonthly Survey, June-July 196, pp. 9-4, 
1982. Dimension granite was produced at survive. Feb. 6, 1984, pp. 5658. ° 
three quarries, one each in New Haven, , ‘Greaier Hertford Chamber of Commerce, The Classi 
Tolland, and Windham Counties. The gran- (eee ee eee eee toe Reg Luba Snare 
ite was primarily marketed as rough blocks for more information, write to the Greater Hartiord 
and cut stone. Dimension sandstone was Chamber of Commerce, 250 Constitution Plaza, Hartford, 
Produced at one quarry in Tolland County "Wale A..N.J. Themes ond NB. Guernsey, Techn jes in Wi logical Innovation in‘ r Industry. BuMines OFR and at two quarries in Windham County. (git! {gs 1003, 89 pps NFIS bo co se038, ‘he sandstone was sold primarily as irreg- "si: Inmet wots to he Naural eourcs Cay 

° ter, Department of Euvironmental Protection, ular-shaped stone and as rubble. Site Otte Balding, Harford, CT 05106, or el 609 96 —— Es : 
+State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA.
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Table 6.—Principal producers 

Commedity and company ‘Address ‘Type of activity County 
Cha "The Michael Kane Brick Co_...--- 854 Newfield St, Pitand mill... ‘Middlesex. Middletown, CF 06457 

KFBrickCo--------------- Box gt Mine and mill. Hartford East Windsor Hill, CT 06028 
Feldeper: 

‘The Feldspar Corp. ..--------- Box 98 Mines and plant. Middleses. na Caen Spruce Pine, NC 28777 
Sand and gravel Constriction: ‘Dan Beard Ine -._---------_ Box 71, Mary St, Pitand plant... New Haven Shelton, CT 06484 Connecticut Sand & Stone Corp West Main St Pitand plants. Hartford and Plainville, CT 06062 : Titehfield 

Elm City Construction Co... 400 North Frontage Rd. Pitand plant... New Haven. North Haven, CTO6473 
Roneari Industries In? 1776 South Main St. ----do------- Hartford. East Granby, Ch Ogo26 
Tilcon Ine? ------------- Box 67,909 Foxon Ra Pits and planta... De. 

North Branford, CT 06471 
Industrial: ‘Ottawa Silica Co, Connecticut Div Box 577 Pitand plant____ New London. Ottawa, IL 61350 

Stone: ‘Crushed and broken: EiwardBalfCo-__________ Box 11190 Quarry .----- Hartford. Newington, CT 06111 O8G Industries Inc ---.----- 112 Wall 8, Box 307 Quarries... Litchfield and 
‘York Hill Trap Rock Quarry Co Wass” Q NewHaven. ork Hill Trap arry Co. Westf juarry ..----.  NewHaven. 

o: Meriden, CT 06450 mension: Box Mountain QuarriesIne 1111 Mott HI Ra. a ---do____. Tolland. 8. Glastonbury, CT 06073 
Castelluce & Sons Ine... West River St waned.  NewHaven. Providence, Ri 02904 Wayne C. Williams General Ht Roney waa .do.------ Tolland. Construction Ine. Tolland, CT 06073 

Also crude mica. Also industrial sand. ; 
SAlso traprock.





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Delaware Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By William A. Bonin’ 

Construction sand and gravel and magne- State. Many areas of Delaware that are 
sium compounds, extracted from seawater, attractive for real estate development or 
were the only mineral commodities pro- are prime agricultural areas are also geo- 
duced in Delaware. Sand and gravel produc- logically suitable for sand and gravel min- 
tion, estimated at $3.2 million, remained ing and high-value water resource develop- 
essentially unchanged from the 1982 level. ment. Competition for these areas has been 
The value of magnesium compounds is intense, and mining has come out a distant 
excluded from the State’s total to prevent fourth. Sand and gravel deposits, essential 
disclosure of company proprietary data. Ele- to the maintenance and growth of a sound 
mental sulfur was recovered as a nondiscre- economy, have become increasingly difficult 
tionary byproduct from a petroleum refin- to develop in the expanding and environ- 
ery. Gypsum, ilmenite, and magnesium ox- mentally conscious Delawarean society. Ur- 
ide raw materials were shipped into the ban buildup and suburban sprawl in north- 
State and processed into higher value-added ern New Castle County have all but elimi- 
products. Slag was processed at the State’s nated the necessary space to accommodate 
only steelmaking facility. crushed stone quarrying operations. Pres- 

Trends and Developments.—An increas- sure from this expansion forced the closure 
ing proportion of sand and gravel, as wellas of the State's last quarry in 1968. Rock 
all crushed stone used in construction, con- aggregates have since been transported 
tinued to be shipped into Delaware from from Pennsylvania and Maryland quarries, 
Maryland and Pennsylvania even though which are 20 to 70 miles from many of the 
there are many sources of undeveloped sand consumer areas in Delaware. 
and gravel material still present in the 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Delaware’ 

1982 1983 
Mineral Value Value Quantity qroueands) — QMAMtY  enogsands) 

Sand and gravel construction)... thousand short tons. 1900 $3197 1400_——_—*33,200 
MOAB, sae ae xX? 8197 xX 73,200 

“Estimated. XX Not applicable. 
2Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 
*Partial total; excludes the value of magnesium compounds, which must be concealed to avoid disclosing company 

proprietary data, 

131
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‘Table 2.—Indicators of Delaware business activity 

1982 ages? Change, percent 
Employment andlor fre, annual average: oul crilian labor force's’ thowmands 28018 aa Unemployment. --~1_222227222222227--7 do 288 ms Ate 

Employment (nonagricultural): OO Tne eR ene ten 1 1 - Manubstariag:2 222-7722 CSDCETSEC Soca ie 658 ota +12 Contract construction ~~~ ~~~ ~177727~~272===7 go 143 Be $20 
‘Transportation and public ules ~~—~——~~—~~~77~~Tdoo7~~ is na 
‘Wholtsale and waif trade =~ ~~~~~~~77777====dm == 533 580 +88 Finance, lngurance, rel esata -~----~~--=77777~~W-¢a 77 at 13 tee Beale ae ree TED mene die 499 529 380 

Gormnmett 2227272 Saeco si ESESED ICT 83 #1 88 
Total nonagricultural employment....-----------~40.--— wis LA 38 

Personal income: en loys 4 
Fold nn eee millions $708 87.598 164 Perelpiu soanusnoasiae eran Sanaa m2 siilsio zee 32 

Congtruction scdiviiy: "Number of private and public residential units authorized. 2968 36484208 Valve of nonresidential construction ---------- ~~~ ~ mailions stot $1388 29 Yates Sine roudcontrart wands ooo ae SD “7 
soars of Portined eae EY nt toand’thousand short tons. ‘161 ‘154 44 

"Nonfuel mineral production value: "otal rae mineral aig nana === milo Re 2 =e flue per capita, resident popalation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==-----~— 5 = Valoepersquarealles scence nnn anseeTSSITTTIT sedate i 
Preliminary 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

US Bureau of Mines. 

‘The significant decrease in the value of past 4 years may have lost $14 million in 
construction sand and gravel produced in sales because of increased shipments of 
Delaware since 1975, as a percentage of the construction sand and gravel and crushed 
combined values of nonresidential and stone from neighboring Maryland and 
State road contract awards, indicates that Pennsylvania into the State. 
Delaware's extractive industry over the 

Table 3.—Delaware: Values of sand and gravel production and construction activities 
Value of 

severe: nonresidental 
Year ‘and gravel Senaeraction nd) 

ills) contrac wards! 
1905 peice camera cannes ee uneeaen 19 ne se ee ate et aE i] Sar 19fy 22772222222 2 108 {ere 2 Set RGEC NT as PRE RERER TESTER STOTT 24 a3 tery Sooo Seine i ene sac sucess eens aa 133 gg 27 22222—2222IIII SoSEDDLEICOOOISIIIonE 24 1803 

1981 ___- =... aaen-----------------, -- 3.0 133.0 WS2 ——-nennn nana eerenceensnaeeosrsueeeee ene a2 a5 
gh SSE ETP SERS eee eo memneeeer 82 013 
“Etimated US. Department of Commerce and Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine 

This development, which apparently be- of the State's growing economy, particular- 
gan in 1979, has resulted in higher construc-_ ly in the maintenance, repair, replacement, 
tion costs, accelerated deterioration of high- and expansion of its infrastructure. 
way pavements in the south and east in- Phoenix Steel Corp., which is attempting 
bound lanes, and the further decline of the to reorganize under Federal bankruptcy 
State’s $3.2 million sand and gravel indus- laws, wanted the State to lend it money 
try. This industry is an essential component from its 1985 budget. Company officials had
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been negotiating with the administration greensand deposits, with greater than 85% 
since midyear about the possibility of get- glauconite and up to 70 feet thick, occur 
ting the State to open a “revolving fund” for near the surface in southern New Castle 
an unspecified amount of unsecured money. County in the Middleton-Odessa area. 
The loan, according to a Phoenix Steel Greensand has been used without process- 
representative, was needed for working cap- ing, as a long-release source of potassium 
ital to enable the company to avoid liquida- for fertilizer, and to improve the tilth of 
tion. Phoenix Steel has been financially some soils. Glauconite has potential as a 
hurt by the extremely depressed price for leachate filter in sanitary landfills and in 
its plate products, which are produced at its _ potable and waste water treatment. Glauco- 
Claymont mill. In August, the company nite could be mined as a coproduct in “pit- 
filed for bankruptcy, seeking court protec- run” and processed sand and gravel oper- 
tion from its creditors under Chapter 11 of ations. A study of the geologic framework 
the Federal Bankruptcy Act. At that point, and oil and gas potential offshore Delaware 
Phoenix Steel lost the financial support of Bay was also initiated by the Survey. 
its French steelmaking parent company, A “bottle” bill, exempting aluminum cans 
Creusot Loire S.A. According to the Bureau until January 1, 1984, went into effect’ at 
of Economic and Business Research at the _ the beginning of the year. Because retailers 
University of Delaware, workers earning prefer not to handle the 5-cent deposit glass 
almost $59 million annually depend on soda and beer bottles, they are handling 
Phoenix Steel for their jobs. more aluminum cans and more are being 

‘The Delaware Geological Survey, in the recycled. In January 1983, 155,000 pounds 
summer of 1983, published its first issue of of aluminum cans was recycled, and by 
“First State Geology.”? The publication, March, the recycling total had more than 
issued biannually, will provide information doubled to 311,000 pounds. The number of 
about the geology, water, and mineral re- aluminum recycling centers in the State 
sources of Delaware, and the activity of the _ increased from 10 prior to Delaware’s 5-cent 
Survey. It is intended to improve the Sur- bottle deposit law to 27 in January and 42 in 
vey's service to concerned Delawareans by August 1983, Delaware is one of nine States 
better communicating the practical applica- with deposit law legislation but the first to 
tions of its findings. exempt aluminum cans. The other deposit 

Significant mineral-resource-related con- law States are Oregon, Michigan, Vermont, 
tributions by the Survey in 1983 included Connecticut, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, 
advisement in State and county “mining and New York. Over 50% of the aluminum 
laws” and investigation of uses of glauco- cans sold in Delaware are now recycled. The 
nite. Glauconite is a distinctive green- exemption for aluminum cans was extended 
colored, sandy textured clay mineral rich for 2 more years. 
in iron and potassium. Unconsolidated 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS fine chemical manufacturing facility is in 
. . , Lewes, near Cape Henlopen at the entrance 

Gypsum —_(Calcined).—-Georgia-Pacific {> Delaware Bay. The company is a major 
Corp. at Wilmington calcined crude gypsum full-line supplier of antacid materials in gel, 
imported from Nova Scotia. The plant man- paste, and powder forms. It ships worldwide 
ufactured wallboard and “gyperete,” a floor to pharmaceutical manufacturers. 
underlayment material. Gypcrete repre- American Minerals Inc., at its new grind- 
sented about 1% of sales. The plant operat- ing plant near the Wilmington Marine Ter- 
ed at full capacity, 168 hours weekly, minal, processed various grades of imported 
throughout 1983. It was on allocation to its dead-burned and caustic calcined magne- 
best customers for only a brief period as sium oxide. Processing began in February 
some spot shortages developed in retail 1982 from raw materials received from 

outlets and contractor requirement. Greece and China. When the company’s 
Magnesium Compounds.—Barcroft Co. Philadelphia, PA, grinding plant clos- 

produced pharmaceutical-grade magnesium ed, equipment was transferred and installed 
and aluminum hydroxide in a variety of alongside the existing plant at Wilmington 
forms from Delaware Bay seawater. The to give the new facility a total capacity of 
unusual pharmaceutical and specialized 100,000 short tons per year. Five different
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grades ranging from 86% to 95% MgO, are_on or near the surface and covering several 
marketed throughout the United States. acres. Such bodies are often flat-topped and 
American Minerals also processes manga- occur at higher elevations in the Coastal 
nese dioxide, iron chromite, chrome sand, Plain. They are very permeable, well drain- 
and fertilizer compounds. The major por- ed, and usually contain large amounts of 
tion of its production is converted to refrac- clean, near-surface ground water. These 
tory brick used in high-temperature metal- characteristics make gravel bodies easily 
lurgical furnaces. The product is also used accessible mining targets, excellent build- 
to prepare animal feeds and fertilizers. The _ ing localities, and high-value ground water 
company expects to process barites, bauxite, resource areas. Unfortunately, these are 
dolomite, fluorspar, ground glass, iron ox- often competing and mutually exclusive end 
ide, and magnetite. uses. 

Sand and Gravel—Construction sand In 1980, based on a brief survey of active 
and gravel production is surveyed by the mining operations throughout the State, 
US. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered the Delaware Geological Survey estimated 
years only; therefore, this chapter contains that there were as many as 40 sand and 
only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-num- gravel pits either in intermittent or contin- 
bered years are based on annual company uous production, and county zoning regis- 
estimates made before yearend. trations received since 1970 showed 280 pits 

‘This material will continue to be the statewide. These pits comprised 18,000 
principal mineral resource to be mined in acres, 75% of which are in Sussex County. 
Delaware. However, shipments of sand and Additionally, there are a number of oper- 
gravel from Maryland are increasing even ations owned by, or under the supervision 
though there are available sources of un- or lease of, the Delaware Department of 
developed deposits within the State. Transportation. These pits, in most in- 

The principal source of sand and gravel in stances, are not registered with the county 
Delaware is the Columbia Formation, a 20- zoning office 
to 200-foot-thick fluvial to marine sequence _ Slag, Steel.—International Mill Service 
present at the surface over much of the Co. processed and sold the slag produced at 
State. This formation thickens and becomes the two electric arc furnaces of Phoenix 
sandier in lower Kent and Sussex Counties. Steel in Claymont. The slag was used main- 
It is present as far north as the Fall Line in ly for road base material. Sales once again 
upper New Castle County. Coarse, gravelly decreased owing to reduced production of 
deposits are rare in Sussex County. steel at the financially troubled plate mill. 

The coarser deposits are the more valu- Beginning at midyear, the furnaces at 
able for all types of construction. They Claymont operated only on weekends. 
occur in discrete channels, 5 to 50 feet thick, 

‘Table 4, Delaware: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
1082 ea? 

Quantiyy Value Value Quantity, Value Value 
short Sands) fn SROTE ands) Fon 

ee sa sim s296 NANA NA Grav = f22pc2cSSSSSScccii as Shas “32 NA NA OMA 
‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ---------------__ 308664219 NANA NA 

Total o average a 1900 8107246 «100 83.000 220 
‘Estimated. NA Not available. 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Elemental sulfur increase capacity to process less expensive, 
was recovered as a nondiscretionary by- high-sulfur crude oils. The refinery, rated at 
product of petroleum refining at the Getiy 140,000 barrels per day, is Getty’s largest. It 
Refining & Marketing Co. in Delaware City. went on-line in 1957 and is. specifically 
The refinery also produces sulfuric acid. designed to refine the very high sulfur 
The new $30 million sulfur recovery plant, crude oil imported from Venezuela and 
the second such facility at the refinery, Mexico. Production of recovered elemental 
began operations in 1983. It is expected to sulfur from petroleum refineries in the
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United States was at an alltime high in its four domestic TiO, pigment plants in 
1988. Demand continued to exceed domestic Edgemoor. The plant uses the chloride proc- 
production, yet prices for all sulfur decreas- ess and utilizes ilmenite rather than the 
ed significantly. higher cost rutile as the feedstock. It has an 

The refinery also produced 1,500 to 2,000 annual pigment capacity of 110,000 short short tons per day of petroleum coke in tons. The ilmenite is shipped from the Du 
1983. Under a banter ree onteact with Pont operations at Starke, FL, and Eneab- 
Delmarva Power ght Co., Getty pro- ba, Western Australia. These white pig- 
vides the coke to the adjacent powerplant ments are used principally in the manufac- 
(also built in 1957) for cogeneration with ture of paint and paper. Du Pont completed 
10% to 15% oil fa exchange for steam and expansion of its chromium dioxide facility electric power. Excess electric power at the in Newport and by late 1983 had doubled 
refinery renters Delmarva's power grid. production of magnetic particles, which are 
Excess petroleum coke is shipped to the used in audio and visual equipment. The Port of Wilmington and stockpiled with company also operated a quinacridone pig- 
similar coke from Pennsylvania refineries ment line and production plant at Newport. 
for overseas shipment or sold in Pennsylva- ‘This red pigment can be converted to other 
nia for electric power generation. reds and a blue pigment. 

The 23-mile pipeline between the refinery Other Metals.—North American Smelt- 
and the coastal port at Marcus Hook, PA, ing Co., at the Wilmington Marine Termi- 
was completed in 1983. The 16-inch-diam- nal, was liquidated at yearend following a 
eter pipeline connects to an existing pipe- Jong and sometimes bitter strike. The plant, 

line to transport refinery products more which converts scrap aluminum and brass 
efficiently to the New York City area. into ingots for sale to casting companies, 

normally employed 65 to 70 hourly workers. 
METALS The plant had not been operating normally 

—Financi ix since June 11, when North American’s con- Steel—Financially troubled Phoenix Since June 11, wh ee 
Steel, under severe cost-cutting meas- tract with the union expired. tures, continued to operate a plate mill in _ Reclaimed Metals and Materials—The 
Claymont and a pipe mill in Phoenixville, Delaware Reclamation Project, located at 
PA. Plate and pipe were two of the steel Pigeon Point just north of the Delaware 
products most adversely affected by the Memorial Bridge, is managed by the Dela- 
1982 recession ware Solid Waste Authority. Financing for 

Phoenix Steel sought court protection the project, estimated at $65 million, was 
from creditors’ lawsuits in August, when it Secured through the sale of revenue bonds, lost the financial support of its majority State grants, and Environmental Protection 
shareholder, Creusot Loire, a French steel- Agency grants. In 1983, startup operations 
maker with huge losses of its own. Creusot were made by Raytheon Service Co., the 
Loire had invested over $100 million in facility's designer and operator. 
Phoenix Steel since the two became affiliat- h the Faclty, send to simul eeneottly 
ed in 1976. At yearend, Phoenix Steel was handle solid waste and sewage sludge, con- 
attempting to negotiate additional loans sists of two modules. The solid waste proc- 
and credit extensions in an effort to stay in essing module will receive and process 1,000 
business until a buyer could be found. short tons of solid waste per day when in 

A University of Delaware study has found full commercial operation in 1984. From 
that closure of the Claymont mill would cost resource recovery, this module will extract 
the State $5.9 million in annual revenue ferrous metals, aluminum and other nonfer- 
and drain $4.8 million from the State unem- _rous metals, glass, and sand. A fuel product, 
ployment fund. Phoenix Steel employs “refuse-derived fuel,” will be produced to 
about 990 people, including 556 Delawar- fuel the on-site energy generating facility. 
eans at its mill in Claymont, near the The Authority. anticipates burning 500 
Pennsylvania border. The State would also tons per day of refuse-derived fuel in a 
stand to lose $3.7 million that Phoenix Steel boiler to produce 13 megawatts (MW) of 
owes from the mid-1970’s when the legisla- electricity. The reclamation project can use 
ture issued industrial revenue bonds so that 3.5 MW, the energy generating facility 
the troubled steelmaker could install a (scheduled for completion in mid-1985) will 
pollution control unit. use 2.5 MW, and the remaining 7 MW will 
Titanium Dioxide.—E. I. du Pont de Ne- be sold to Delmarva Power & Light Co. 

mours & Co. Inc. continued to operate one of After processing, some of the organic
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material from the solid waste processing __Feedstocks to the Delaware Reclamation 
module will be fed into the second module— Project will consist of mixed municipal solid y cipe! 

the sewage sludge processing module. The wastes in New Castle County, which during 
sewage sludge processing module will re- the next 20 years is estimated at 89 million 
ceive and process 350 tons per day of 20% tons (64% of the State’s total), and 2 million 
solids digested sewage sludge. From this tons of sewage sludge (20% solids), which 
sludge and the water received from the solid will be generated by the City of Wilmington 

waste processing module, the sewage sludge Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant, 
processing module will produce a humus Which serves the major part of urbanized 
product. It will be marketed as a soil condi- “NOY ine une i ‘ 
tioner, a base for pelletized and unpelletized open i Beer a rem cat Mien 

Fite a and chicken litter for the poultry cnducted pilot plant testing for the solid 

industry. lt of processing, the plant is Waste, Processing module at, the Bureau's 
d AN Re . , MD. 

designed to produce annually 108,000 tons Avondale et a ea te ab ten its 
Gry weight) < rellsederived fet (Tae of of municipal solid wastes through the Bu- 

, 18, , 18, e Bureau's patented process is lice 
ferrous metal, and 1,800 tons of nonferrous by Raytheon. 
metals, Raytheon has guaranteed revenues ______ 
of $14 million annually from the sale of ‘State Liaison Office, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 
recovered products—glass, humus, and fer- ¢, Copies may be obesinad frome Delavears cgogical 
rous and nonferrous materials. : asi 

Table 5.—Principal producers 
so cee Camamodity and company ‘Aidress ‘Type otactivity County 

Anh American Smelting Co Wilmington Marine Terminal ‘Smelter closed New Cast tmercan Smelting Co ------ Wilmington Marine Termin lter( few Cast 
° ena Beet Saini 12/83) . 

Gypsum (calcined): eee 
Georgi Bact Corp, Gypsum Div... Wilmington Marine Terminal Pant... Do. 

sit ‘ Wilmington, DE 19899 
jum compoun Rimerzan Miberaisine -.-.---.-- Wilmington Marine Terminal Plnt(grinding) New Castle 

New Castle, DE 19720 
Bareroft.Co _---------------+ Al Cape Henlopen Dr. Plant Sussex 

Lewes, DE 19968 (pharmaceu- Sialne 
‘Sand and gravel (construction): chemical 

"Gontraciors Sand & Gravel Co... Bor 794 Pit__o----- Do. 
Wilmington, DE 19805 

Dover Equipment & Machine Co_.. al iat 6th St 100 Dredge ----~ Kent. 

Parkway Gravel Ine —---------~ a New Caste Ave, Pits____... New Castle. 
Slag, steel: epee 

fsternational Mill ServiceCo Philadelphia Pike Plant (proc- Do. 

wis Claymont, DE 19708 — 
Phoenix Steel Corp__ ~~~ ------ a Polladeiptie >, Mill (plate)... Do. 

Sallis Geeererei Wee nya. . 
Getty Refining & Marketing Co.’ __ ‘rangler Hill Refinery Do. 

Peek lente ns Delaware City, DE 19706 ‘petroleum, 
E.1.du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc _ -_ 1007 Market St. Corporate Do. Wilmington, DE 19898 ‘headquarters 
Do. .-.--- eREeo sek Edgemoor, DE 19809. __----~ Plant Do. ‘chemicab, 

* Also sulfuric acid and petroleum coke.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Florida Bureau of Geology for 
collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James R. Boyle* and Charles W. Hendry, Jr.2 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production _ portland cement. Staurolite and zircon con- 
in 1983 in Florida was nearly $1.3 billion, an _centrates were produced only in Florida. 
increase of $52 million over that of 1982. Principal nonmetals, in order of value, were 
Nearly all the minerals produced in the phosphate rock, stone, cement, sand and 
State had increased outputs in 1983. Florida _ gravel, and clays. 
ranked fifth nationally in total value of — Florida remained the predominant pro- 
nonfuel minerals produced, and nonmetals ducer of phosphate rock, and for the 90th 
accounted for over 97% of the value of the consecutive year supplied more than any 
State mineral output. The State ranked other State. Florida and North Carolina 
first in the production of phosphate rock supplied 84.5% of the domestic phosphate 
and masonry cement; second in crushed rock output, with Florida supplying most of 
stone, fuller’s earth, and peat; and sixth in _ the exports. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Florida* 

1982 1983 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity thousands) Qty (thousands) 

Cement: ‘Masonry —._.____________ thousand short tons _ 21 §16267 ais $19,557 Postland 2022255 TES EIe aac 2651 186,190 3829 Tea.ode Clays ——— 2 >= DILL TILL TTIIII IIIa 2 72 31/339 348,565 ‘Gers slates CET ERPRT SSS ETRE PE EREN Se eT" NA 6 NA 6 Lime == 27 22I2IITIIII IIIS thousand short tons 103 5,828 Wo 13,881 Beatie od uy SU SR SGRE DRRE e SP sce aoe 120 1505 a 1.999 Sand and gravel: 
Construction. —..--.-----------~------do---- "18616 "80081 14,900 *31,500 Industrial SESE Se aa ‘41 4251 329 3,487 Stone (erushed) —-—""=—7 772-77 7777 IT TT Tlae. => 853,100 "182300 7.282 295700 Combined value of clays (kaolin, 1982), magnesium compounds, Phosphate rock, rare-earth metal concentrate, staurolite,tita- nium concentrates ilmenite and rutile) and tiron concentrate XX 815,155 XX__713.275 

FON econ eer cores me niguine XX 1,222,998 XX 1,274,979 EE EE eee 
‘Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. XX Not applicable. ‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers), Excludes kaolin; value included with “Combined value” figure. 
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Florida’s economy eased out of the reces- 16%, but by midyear it was in excess of 
sion in 1983, resulting in an unemployment 25%, with the number of unemployed ex- 
rate of 74% at yearend, compared with ceeding the previous high established in 
9.5% at yearend 1982. The unemployment mid-1982. By late 1983, the rate had 
rate in the phosphate industry was much dropped as demand for phosphate rock im- 
higher. Early in 1983, the rate was about proved. 

Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Florida, by county 
(Thousands) 

ee 
Minerals produced in 1982 

County oe 182 in order ofvalue 
ee 

Alathas eo ecunUes $3,429 ® 
Hae wean ae @) W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Brevard ---22-------- w W Clays sand and gravel construction) sand 

and gravel industrial) 
Broward. -------=----— 29,718 $8,041 Sand.and gravel construction) 
Calhoun ---_...------- @) ke Do. 
Charlotte ~~. ..-------. 1,350 ee 
Gurus SSCS ECSOSEGL IE 4248 @ 
Clay -22-2----22 = S954 32,069 Imenite, zircon, rutile, staurolite, sand and 

‘gravel (construction), clays, monazite. 
Collier _.-~----------- 9,500 e 
Dade co SSN SEEEETS EEE Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction. 
Escambia _.....-.------ e W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 

gravel (industrial). 
Gadsden. -.----------- 20,280 W Clays, sand and gravel (construction), sand 

and gravel Gndustria) 
Glades ____ — w W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 

gravel (industrial). 
Guif _.-------------- w W Magnesium compounds, lime 

Hamilton C2DEESS ISITE w W Phosphate rock 
Hardee -----.....---- w Ww 
Hendry (SSDS CT eee =. 319 ac 
Hernando > _~~~—~=~= W W Cement, ime, clays. 
Highlands ~~ 77~77—2~7 w Wo Peat 
Hlsoroush SEgSueseEEe 199,408 81,612 Phosphate rock, cement, peat. 
jackson =~ ~~ 22-2 é) 
Tate oe SUEZ TE w W Sand and gravel (construction), peat, clays. 
[pace aaa 14484 @) 
Leon . ----~-~.-~------ e) 267 = Sand and gravel (construction). 

Levy -----~--------- 4,127 @) 
Mansiee._------2--- w W Phosphate rock, coment. 
Marion STESETGIRSCTS Ww W Clays, sand and gravel construction). 
Monroe ~~ ---~-~~-~---- w a 
Okaloosa —_.. eh e Aes 
Orange -_. asm orton 42, @ 

Palm Beach --_=_ 22-2 3,196 ° 
Pasco. -- 1-555 - 2,883 ®) 
Polk ------2s22 =o 869,928 W Phosphate rock, sand and gravel construc- 

ion), sand and gravel (industrial, peat 
Putnam ..------------ w 5670 Sand and gravel (industrial), clays, and and 

‘gravel (construction), peat. 
gible: __cuawares 02 W Sand and gravel (construction) 

Sarasota. /==2227—22—=- 660 398 Do. 
Sunes ..c-oouecuace WwW sW Lime. 
Suwannee... -.-----..-- 987 @ 

Taylor -_-_-__--- one 2,591 @ 
Walton ---_--...----- eC) W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
Undistributed*_ .  .--___~ (557,812 917,511, 
‘Sand and gravel (construction ) ©30,600 XX 
‘Stone (crushed)_ ----....— XX £182,300 

Total_--------- === 51,727,889 1,222,998 
moO NU te 

“Retimated, W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
applicable, 

tke flowing ountes are nti besnasenoponfel mineral production was reported Baker Brads Columbia 
De Soto, Dixie, Duval, Flagler, Franklin, Gilchrist, Holmes, Indian River, Jefferson, Lafayette, Liberty, Madison, Martin, 
Nassau, Okeechobee, Osceola, Pinellas, St. Johns, Santa Rosa, Seminole, Union, Volusia, Wakulla, and Washington 
Gounty'distrbution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and erushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values 
Shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (erushed).” 

Crushed stone was produced, data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Florida business activity 

LE LLL RET AST TS > Chanae, resem han, stn rc ile ci «Olea 
Employment and labor force, annual average: 'Potalcivilianlaborforce wns thousands 468294984 
Unemployment - ~~ - - - ~~ ----------~-~---- 22222222 ~~ do. 1 444.3 367.0 -1t4 

mloynenttnoiagrioultaral ee ee Mining = ote Sooo sae re eccrine ie dats 93 11 486 Manwfactaring “—""777722227TTTUL2ccccctaiccscc a BES ‘Contract construction: Wo  LoTTSSSda co 242.5 288.0 +188 ‘Transportation nd publé uli ————72272T—TTTTTTT~ BR BRY HB Wholesale and etal trade === v2v22==27777272222TTTae aes Fhnance, insurance, real este ———~77727T~TTTATTTTTTazaTa BS MSH Bo ere «Ose foomeal 22 SST Be HEE 
. ‘Total nonagricultural employment! ___..._____....-___do.___ 3,816.1 4,059.0, +64 Pecans 

‘Total ———-----~- ~~~ -__-~.-_----.~.---_____~ millions. $114,356 $123,804 +83 Pah CSI a eo pean ene ee RUSTE Eee SNOT “Site! | eS Cieetaaen seaiGs ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ____________.. 109818 186789 4.799 Value of nonresidential construction ILL IIT millions. $3,257.7 $4,102.1 +259 Value of Sato road contract awards: -~-~~~-~~~~~~~~7~~~--_ iions-- gar Sata 4239 ‘Shipment of portland and masonry cameat to and widin the Slate 
‘howsand short tons. 4908528196 ‘Nena sma ot aio et ‘otal crude mineral value nnn --- millions 312080 $491560 4.42 Value per capita esdent population” -~27T~~77TTTTTTTT2777 MOMS RAY Eta Value per square mile ____.___- "LTT IIIT TTT T TTT $20,891 $21,734 +40 ee ee rere ee 

Preliminary. 
MIncludes oil and gas extraction. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US’ Bureau of Mies, 

3,000 

e 2,000 < 5 x 
3 
a 
2 TOTAL. 
Q 5 
= 1,000 
= 

0 
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in Florida.
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Trends and Developments.—During the The plant has a capacity for 500 tons per 
year, nearly all phases of construction re- day of oxygen, nitrogen, and argon. 
bounded substantially, providing a strong ‘Total oil and gas production in Florida 
boost to the overall economy, especially the declined for the fifth consecutive year. Oil 
minerals segment. According to the Federal production dropped from 25.3 million bar- 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta,’ Florida’s total rels in 1982 to 19.6 million barrels in 1983; 
capital needs for transportation, water, and gas production dropped from 26.9 billion 
waste water, including backlog require- cubic feet in 1982 to 24.2 billion cubic feet in 
ments, total $41 billion through the year 1983. Twenty-seven wells were drilled in 
2000. Approximately 90% of these capital 1983: 15 wildcats, all dry; 9 development 
needs are for transportation, mainly roads. wells, all producers; and 3 service wells for 
The projections indicate a long-term high _ saltwater disposal. 
demand for construction minerals such as Legislation and Government Pro- 
cement, sand and gravel, and crushed stone. grams.—The U.S. Bureau of Land Manage- 

To generate revenue for education re- ment reported $234,379 in mineral lease 
quirements, Florida’s corporate income tax payments to the State in 1983. The Federal 
was increased in 1983 through changes Government divides bonuses, rentals, and 
which increase the tax base for some compa- royalties received from Federal mineral 
nies. The changes include a repeal of Flori- leasing activities on public lands equally 
da’s existing exemption of foreign source with the States in which the minerals occur. 
income as taxable corporate profits, a The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and 
change in the definition of Florida sales, the U.S. Bureau of Mines conducted miner- 
and a provision for worldwide unity appor- al, energy, geochemical, and marine geology 
tionment for determining the corporate in- . studies in and offshore Florida. The studies 
come tax. Among those affected would be included mineral potential in several Road- 
most of the phosphate, cement, and other less Area Review and Evaluation (RARE ID) 
mineral-related companies. Under world- areas, and resource studies on titanium, 
wide unitary apportionment, a company’s heavy minerals, and phosphate. During the 
worldwide operating income is included in year, the USGS published several Miscella- 
taxable corporate profits. Companies oper- neous Field Studies Maps pertaining to the 
ating primarily in Florida will experience RARE II studies, which are a joint effort 
little change in taxes, while multinationals with the Bureau. The maps included “Min. 
could be heavily impacted. Review and pos- eral Resource Potential Map of the Sa- 
sible modification of the unitary tax was vannah Roadless Area, Liberty County, 
underway because of the adverse reaction Florida” (MF-1470), “Mineral Resource Po- 
by corporations in the State. tential of the Clear Lake Roadless Area, 

The Port of Tampa handled nearly 44 Leon County, Florida” (MF-1479), and “Min- 
million tons of cargo in 1983, up nearly 11% eral Resource Potential Map of the Natural 
from that of 1982. The major portion of Area Roadless Area, Baker County, Flori- 
exported phosphate was shipped out of that da” (MF-1572-B). 
port. Phosphate rock exports totaled nearly Since 1972, the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
15 million tons, compared with 13 million Tuscaloosa Research Center has been 
tons in 1982. Total earnings of phosphate involved with various projects related to 
exporters, however, were 7% lower than in dewatering phosphate waste slimes, up- 
1982 because of lower world prices. Other grading ‘marginal ore, and developing 
minerals exported through the port includ- means to improve the post-mining environ- 
ed clay and industrial sand. ment. In-house Bureau project activity dur- 

The Port of Tampa also imported about ing 1983 included research on beneficiation 
670,000 tons of aragonite from The Baha- of dolomitic phosphate ores, dewatering of 
mas for use in the manufacture of cement, waste phosphate clay slime by flocculation 
up slightly from that imported in 1982. utilizing a field test unit, recovery of phos- 
Other minerals imported included cement, phate from dewatered slimes, and proce- 
coal, gypsum rock, potash, salt, and liquid dures for reestablishment of wetland eco- 

sulfur. systems after mining. 
Union Carbide Corp. announced a §9 Bureau Reports of Investigation (RI) 

million modernization program at its indus- issued during the year pertaining to the 
trial gases facility at Mims. To be completed mineral industry of Florida included RI 
in 1984, the program will include upgrading 8731, “Recovery of Phosphate From Florida 
Process liquefaction and computer control. Phosphate Operations Slimes,” and RI 8776,
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“Evaluation of Radium and Toxic Element Resources of the Upper Suwannee River 
Leaching Characteristics of Florida Basin, Florida,” and several map series 
Phosphogypsum Stockpiles.” Information concerning water use within the State. In 
Circulars (IC) issued included IC 8914, “The September, the reclamation program, 
Florida Phosphate Industry's Technological which had been assigned to the Bureau of 
Environmental Problems, A Review"; IC Geology, was elevated to Bureau status and 
8926, “Minerals Availability Commodity Di- became a separate entity. 
rectory on Phosphate”; IC 8929, “Economic ‘The Florida Institute of Phosphate Re- 
Evaluation of Borehole and Conventional search continued its funding of research 
Mining Systems in Phosphate Deposits”; IC activities with respect to mining and proc- 
8932, “Costs and Effects of Environmental essing phosphate rock and reclamation of 
Protection Controls Regulating U.S. Phos- disturbed lands. The Institute's funding for 
phate Rock Mining”; and IC 8937, “Phos- research exceeds $3 million annually with 
phate Rock Availability—Domestic.” the major areas of study including utiliza- 

During the year, the Florida Bureau of tion of byproduct gypsum, reduction of 
Geology continued its geologic investiga- slime pond areas, evaluation of waste clay 
tions in the State. Projects underway in- handling techniques, and reclamation of 
cluded stratigraphy of South Florida, a phosphate lands. Other areas of concern 
summary of peat deposits, a summary of were innovative beneficiation and mining 
geologic parameters to be assessed for haz- concepts and effects of radiation. About 50 
ardous waste disposal, geomorphology of projects were funded to some level during 
Northwest Florida, a summary of the eco- 1983. Florida Statute 378.101, relating to 
nomic minerals of Florida, and other basic phosphate research, was amended by the 
geologic studies within the State. Publica- legislature and approved by the Governor 
tions released during the year included in May. The amendment increased the 
“Earthquakes and Seismic History of Flori- Board of Directors from three to five mem- 
da,” “The Hawthorn Formation of North- bers, with the new members appointed in 
eastern Florida,” “The Geology and Water December. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS remainder being consumed by other con- 
5. tractors and governmental agencies. Cement.—Shipments of portland and ma- “Most raw materials used to manufacture 

sonry cement increased 25.6% and 35.7%, cement were mined within the State and 
respectively, from those of 1982. Cement included limestone, clays, sand, and stauro- 
was the third leading commodity in value in lite. Oolitic aragonite imported from The 
the State. Production of masonry cement in Bahamas was used, as were small amounts 
Florida ranked first nationally, while that of gypsum, clinker, fly ash, iron ore, and 
of portland cement ranked sixth. Increased slag; most were obtained from out-of-State 
construction activity impacted favorably on sources. 
the cement industry with masonry cement —_Ten rotary kilns were operated at the five 
output at its highest level in over 10 years plants—eight were wet process and two 
and portland cement output approaching were dry process. About 446 million kilo- 
the record-high year production of 1980. watt hours of electrical energy, in addition 
Four companies produced portland cement _ to natural gas, fuel oil, and coal, were used 
at five plants; masonry was also produced at in the manufacture of cement. 
five plants. A fifth company operated a _— Atlantic Cement Co. purchased 50% of 
grinding plant to produce portland cement Continental Cement Co.'s terminals in Cape 
from imported clinker. Most of the output of Canaveral and Port Everglades for $9 mil- 
both cement types was used within the lion. Both firms will use designated silos for 
State; Florida was a net importer of cement deliveries from oceangoing vessels. Ideal 
with about 1.5 million tons being shipped Basic Industries Inc. sold its Palm Beach 
into the State, up from about 700,000 tons in terminal to Eagle Cement Co. Eagle plans 
1982. Portland cement shipments, mainly in to handle about 250,000 tons per year 
bulk form, were made by truck and rail. through the terminal; most of the cement 
Principal consumers were ready-mix con- will come from Mexico. 
tractors, building materials dealers, and Florida Crushed Stone Co. continued with 
concrete products manufacturers, with the _ plans to build a 600,000-ton-per-year cement
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plant at Brooksville for an estimated $80 plant in Hillsborough County. United 
million. Construction was delayed awaiting States Gypsum Co., Jim Walter Corp. and 
permits for the cement plant, which were National Gypsum Co. calcined gypsum in 
received by yearend. The company was also kettles, a rotary kiln, and holoflite unit, 
seeking approval to construct a coal-fired respectively, prior to wallboard manufac. 
120-megawatt powerplant for the cement ture. In terms of annual output, Florida 
operation. Permission had not been receiv- ranked fourth nationally in the manufac- 
ed by yearend. When approved, construc- ture of wallboard. U.S. Gypsum’s plant 
tion was expected to take 2 years. Construc- ranked third nationally in output, while 
tion of the cement plant was contingent on National Gypsum’s plant ranked seventh. 
approval of the powerplant. A local bond Production and value increased 40% and 
issue had been passed for financing the 50%, respectively, over those of 1982. Flori- 

venture. da gypsum wallboard was marketed primar- 
Clays.—Clays mined in Florida included ily in southern Georgia and Florida. By- 

common clay, fuller's earth, and kaolin. product gypsum was recovered by Occiden- 
Total clay production increased 12,000 tons, tal Chemical Co. at its plant in Hamilton 
while value decreased $1.5 million. County; output increased over that of 1982. 
Common clay output and value increased Lime.—Quicklime and hydrated lime 

13.8% and 56.4%, respectively, over those of were produced in Florida, with output of 
1982. Common clay was produced by three _ both increasing over that of 1982. Quicklime 
companies at three pits in Clay, Hernando, was produced by Basic Magnesia Inc., Gulf 
and Lake Counties in the northern part of County; Chemical Lime Inc., Hernando 
the State. The clay was used in the manu- County; and Dixie Lime & Stone Co., Sum- 
facture of cement and lightweight aggre- ter County. Hydrated lime was also pro- 

gate. duced by Chemical Lime. Production and 
Florida ranked second in the Nation in value of lime increased _ significant- 

output of fuller’s earth with production and ly, over those of 1982; output was at its 
value decreasing compared with that of highest level in over 10 years. Historically, 
1982. Fuller's earth was mined by four Florida markets have consumed significant. 
producers at four pits in Gadsden and ly more lime than was produced in the 
Marion Counties. Main end uses were for State, with out-of-State producers supplying 
pet waste absorbents and oil and grease the markets. Lime was used in magnesia 
absorbents, and in fertilizers, pesticides, recovery from seawater sewage treatment 
and saltwater drilling muds. Material systems and in animal food 
mined was a montmorillonite-attapulgite © Magnesium Compounds.—Florida rank- 
product, which was crushed, sized, and ed second in the Nation in the recovery of 
dried. End products were shipped nation- magnesium compounds from seawater. Ba- 
wide. Excel Minerals Inc. constructed a sic Magnesia, Gulf County, produced caustic 
packaging plant in Quincy to distribute pet calcined magnesia and refractory-grade 
waste absorbent clays supplied by the Flori- magnesia from seawater. Shipments and 
din Co. in Quincy. value increased 4.0% and 9.6%, respective- 

Kaolin was produced by one company in _ ly, over those of 1982, indicating an increase 
Putnam County with production increasing in unit value. 
11.5% over that of 1982. Principal uses were Peat.—Florida ranked second nationally 
electrical porcelain, whiteware, and wall in peat sales in 1983. Reported production 
tile, with major markets in the Southeast. decreased from that of 1982. Five companies 
Byproduct industrial sand was recovered reported production of moss, reed-sedge, 
for glass and other industrial uses. Glass and humus peat from five counties. Most of 
sand was shipped to plants in Alabama, the peat, shipped in bulk, was used for 
Florida, and Tennessee. general soil improvement and for potting 

Fluorine.—Fluorine in the form of fluo- soils. 
silicic acid was recovered as a byproduct of _ The Natural Resources Committee in the 
wet-process phosphoric acid manufacture. Florida House of Representatives approved 
Fluosilicic acid was used to produce cryolite, a 1-year ban on the issuance of permits for 
aluminum fluoride, and sodium silicofluo- peat mining for nonagricultural purposes in 
ride, and was also used in water fluorida- Florida swamps. The Department of Natu- 

tion. ral Resources (DNR) was directed to deny 
Gypsum.—Imported gypsum was calcined approval of any such activities until after 

at two plants in Duval County and one July 1, 1984. The bill provided that DNR
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conduct a study of the effects of peat mining To reduce power costs at their sulfuric 
on the State's wetlands and make recom- acid plants, Conserve Inc, IMC, and The 
‘mendations concerning restrictions on non- Royster Co. were retrofitting their units to 

agricultural peat mining. recover high-pressure steam and cogenerate 
Perlite (Expanded)—Four companies electricity. Increased electrical costs justi- 

produced expanded perlite from crude ore fied the capital expenditures, Excess gen- 
shipped into the State. Production decreas- erated power will be sold to the Tampa 

ed to 21,200 tons, while value decreased to Electric Co. 
$3.5 million. Perlite was expanded at plants The industry reduced electric power ex- 
jn Broward, Duval, Escambia, and Indian penses from $158 million in 1982 to $150 
River Counties, and was used for construc- million in 1983. Cogeneration plants al- 
tion aggregate, horticultural purposes, insu- lowed energy use to increase from 2.9 bil- 
lation, and fillers. lion kilowatt hours in 1982 to 3.5 billion 

Phosphate Rock.—Florida ranked first in kilowatt hours in 1983 without a corre- 
the Nation in the production of phosphate sponding rise in costs. 
rock. The phosphate industry continued to _ Land-pebble phosphate was produced at 
be the principal mineral industry in the 20 mines by 12 companies in Hamilton, 
State. Marketable production of phosphate Hardee, Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk 
rock in 1983 increased 7.5% in quantity but Counties. Of the 12 companies with facili- 
decreased 6.1% in value from that of 1982. ties, 6 increased production in 1983, 5 

Phosphate rock production remained at a decreased production, and 1 purchased ma- 
low level during the year, resulting in terial and utilized inventories. Seven com- 
temporary closure of, or reduction of output panies increased export tonnage in 1983, 
from, most of the area’s mines. The decreas- two remained at about the same level, one 
ed output was caused by reduced demand decreased exports, and two did not export. 
for both domestic fertilizers and exports. At In 1983, agricultural uses accounted for all 
midyear, over 26% of the work force was of the production. Normal superphosphate, 
unemployed with mines and plants either triple superphosphate, wet-process phos- 
shut down temporarily or operating on phoric acid, phosphate rock for direct appli- 
reduced schedules. The industry rebounded cation, and defluorinated phosphate rock 
late in the year, reducing the unemploy- were produced for agricultural purposes. 
ment rate to about 9%, but still operated All of the companies produced wet-process 
well below capacity levels. phosphoric acid, five produced triple super- 
‘According to the Florida Phosphate Coun- phosphate, four produced normal super- 

cil, 1983 output of all major finished prod- phosphate, three produced direct applica- 
ucts increased over that of 1982: phosphoric tion material, and one produced defluorina- 
acid (80%), triple superphosphate (29%), ted rock. 

diammonium phosphate (72%), monoamme- _ Agrico Chemical Co. operated the Fort 
nium phosphate (103%), and animal feed Green, Payne, and Saddle Creek Mines 
supplements (8%). The council also reported during the year. The Saddle Creek Mine, 
that capital spending declined from $410 down since August 1981, reopened in April 
million in 1982 to $88 million in 1983. on a 5-day schedule which increased to a 7- 
Employment decreased from 14,600 in 1980, day operation by December. The South 
the peak year, to 11,540 at yearend 1983. Pierce chemical operations, which function- 
‘The industry paid nearly $110 million in ed at reduced levels during the year, were 
State and county taxes, with severance running at design capacity by yearend. 
taxes of over $67 million. The severance tax Agrico announced plans to import prilled 
of $1.84 per ton in 1982 was increased to sulfur from Canada to replace liquid sulfur 
$2.10 per ton in 1983, with a portion (5%) used to produce sulfuric acid. Permits were 
returned to the individual producing coun- applied for and were pending at yearend. 

ties. Agrico initiated the permitting process to 
During the year, Zen-Noh, a Japanese continue testing borehole mining of deep 

trade organization, contracted with Estech phosphate in St. Johns County. Primary 
Inc. and International Minerals & Chemical testing was done in cooperation with the 
Corp. (IMC) for multiyear supplies of phos- U.S. Bureau of Mines. Phase 2, by Agrico, 
phate rock. Estech will supply 460,000 met- would include drilling six slurry wells in 
ric tons per year for 8 years and IMC will 1984 and continuing feasibility testing; 
supply 317,000 metric tons per year for 13 phase 3 would be full-scale production. 

years. AMAX Phosphate Inc. operated the Big
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Four Mine intermittently during the year. permitting stage since 1977 and at yearend 
‘The mine was closed in April 1982 and reportedly needed three more permits; one 
reopened in mid-1983, The Piney Point fer- for dredge and fill and two watershed per- 
tilizer plant, which also closed in April mits. Startup for the proposed mine remain- 
1982, reopened late in 1983 and was oper- ed indefinite at yearend. 
ating at full capacity by yearend. AMAX's —_Gardinier Inc. produced phosphate rock 
Pine Level Mine development in De Soto at its Fort Meade Mine in Polk County. 
and Manatee Counties was deferred with an Gardinier filed to extend its mine into 5,400 
uncertain projected startup date. The $300 acres in Hardee County. The company plans 

to $600 million development reportedly was to mine nearly 3,800 acres, leaving land 
planned to produce 4.5 million tons per around creeks undisturbed. 

year, W. R. Grace & Co. operated its Bonny 
Beker Phosphate Corp. operated its Win- Lake and Hookers Prairie Mines in Polk 

gate Creek Mine in Manatee County using County during the year. Because of depleted 
two floating dredges to remove overburden reserves, the Bonny Lake Mine was ex- 
and matrix. The mine was closed for a short pected to be mined out early in 1984. W. R. 
period early in the year. Phosphate rock Grace purchased a deposit of phosphate 
was trucked to Port Manatee for shipment rock reserves from Agrico for $25 million. 
to Beker’s fertilizer plant in Louisiana. The addition of an estimated 16 million tons 
Controversy over truck transportation to of reserves will extend the life of the Hook- 
the port continued during the year as Beker ers Prairie Mine an additional 5 to 6 years. 
had difficulty obtaining rights of way for a The startup of W. R. Grace's Four Corner 
rail line. By yearend, county officials had Mine, a joint venture with IMC, was post- 
denied an extension of an agreement to ship poned until early 1985. W. R, Grace will 
by truck. operate the 5-million-ton-per-year mine 

Brewster Phosphates, a partnership be- with 50% of the production going to IMC. 
tween American Cyanamid Co. and Kerr- Hopewell Land Co., a subsidiary of Nor- 
McGee Corp., operated the Haynsworth and anda Inc, continued development of its 
Lonesome Mines at various work schedules 550,000-ton-per-year mine in Hillsborough 
during the year. Most of the output was County. Production was scheduled for late 
shipped to an acid plant in Louisiana 1984, with about one-half of the output 
through the Port of Tampa. going to the company’s fertilizer plant in 

CF Industries Inc.'s Hardee Complex Canada and the remaining output sold. 
No. 1 operated intermittently during the IMC, the world’s largest private producer 
year. Late in the year, the company restart- of phosphate and phosphate chemical prod- 
ed its sulfuric acid plant at Bartow, which ucts, operated the Clear Springs, Noralyn, 
had been shut down in February. and Kingsford Mines. The mines operated 

Estech operated the Silver City and Wat- at reduced schedules early in the year with 
son Mines in Polk County, with the Silver output increasing later in 1983. Although 
City Mine being shut down in January for the mines did not operate at design capaci- 
an indefinite period. The two mines have a _ ty, IMC’s production levels were not reduc- 
combined capacity of about 2 million tons ed by weak demand as much as those of 
per year with depletion of deposits antici- other Florida companies. IMC’s New Wales 
pated by the early 1990's. Estech continued chemical complex also operated below ca- 
in its attempts to develop its Duette Mine in pacity during 1983. 
Manatee County. Environmental concerns _ Mobil Chemical Corp. operated the 
have delayed development of the proposed Nichols and Fort Meade Mines in Polk 
3-million-ton-per-year mine since 1975. County. Early in the year, the Nichols Mine 
Estech, at yearend, reportedly needed two was shut down, and Mobil overhauled its 40- 
more permits, for a total of 31, before cubic-yard dragline at a cost of $1.2 million. 
development of the mine. After the last Mobil also shut down its elemental phos- 
permits were issued, it would still be about phorus furnaces at Pierce and will purchase 
3 years before mining would begin. The its requirements from Monsanto Co. in 
company has reportedly expended over $10 Tennessee. Mobil proceeded with the per- 
million in its attempts to develop the mine. _ mitting process to develop the 3-million-ton- 
Farmland Industries Inc. continued at- per-year South Fort Meade Mine. Early in 

tempts to obtain permits for its proposed 2- the year, the State rejected Mobil’s propos- 
million-ton-per-year Hickory Creek Mine in ed reclamation plan for the South Fort 
Hardee County. Farmland has been in the Meade Mine. Late in the year, Mobil an-
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nounced it will test electroendosmosis to Construction.—Construction sand and 

determine if the method can be used to gravel production is surveyed by the U.S, 

shorten the time required to reclaim clay Bureau of Mines for even-numbered years 

settling areas. only; therefore, this chapter contains only 
Occidental Chemical produced phosphate estimates for 1983. The data are based on 

rock from its Suwannee River Mine and its annual company estimates made before 
Swift Creek Mine. During the year, both yearend. 

facilities operated intermittently with out- Output of construction sand and gravel 

put increasing by yearend. The Swift Creek was estimated to have increased slightly, 
Mine closed in December. while unit value decreased. Many sand and 

U.S.S. Agri-Chemicals Inc., which had gravel facilities operated at reduced levels 

closed its Rockland Mine in May 1982, early in the year, with demand increasing 

eliminated all maintenance activities at the _ late in the year. 

mine in March 1983. United States Steel Industrial.—Five companies produced in- 

Corp. announced that its phosphoric acid dustrial sand and gravel, one as byproduct. 
plant in Bartow, inactive since 1981, would of kaolin operations. Production decreased 

be shut down permanently in January 1984. 3.5% with value decreasing 19% from that 

Sand and Gravel.—Florida produced both of 1982. Unit value decreased 16%. Indus- 

construction and industrial sand and gravel trial sand was used for glass manufacture 

in 1983, Total sand and gravel production and for foundry sands with markets in 
and value were estimated to have increased Alabama, Florida, and Tennessee. 

over those in 1982; unit values decreased. 

Table 4.—Florida: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

fees IS ‘et Ges ee 

Total or average _.....________----_ 713,616 "$30,081 "$2.21 £14,900 °$31,500 °$2.11 

Gravel --—~---~~~----~ aoe 10 

Grand total or average ________-___-_- 13,957 "34,388 9 °2.46 "15,229 °34,947 —°2.29 

Staurolite.—Florida was the only State Data for even-numbered years are based on 

with a recorded production of staurolite,an annual company estimates made before 

iron-aluminum silicate low in free silica. -yearend. Florida ranked second in the Na- 

Staurolite was recovered as a byproduct of tion in crushed stone production, which 

ilmenite processing in Clay County by E. 1. included limestone, dolomite, marl, and oy- 

du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. and by  stershell. Output increased, reversing a 

Associated Minerals (USA) Ltd. Inc. The downward trend started in 1980. Unit prices 

staurolite was recovered by electrical and increased about 20%. Increased construc- 

magnetic separation from heavy minerals tion activity directly affected output of 
concentrates. Production and value increas- crushed stone and other aggregate. 

ed 4.8% and 1.7%, respectively, over those Crushed stone was produced by 81 compa- 
of 1982. Staurolite was used primarily in nies at 113 quarries in 24 counties. Leading 

foundry applications and in sandblasting; counties were Dade, Hernando, and Brow- 

demand was down because of discontinu- ard, which supplied 66.2% of the State's 

ance of its use in cement. output. Fifteen quarries produced over 1 
Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by million tons each and accounted for 57.4% 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered _ of the State’s production. 

years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates.
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Table 5.—Florida: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ee ity Vatne 
Coarse te (+1-1/2 inch: Riprapand jetty stone one eeeeee 0 1B 

Wither Meme a ee Se SNE 504 3,162, Coarse aggregate, grade a I ae se te cee 15780 13.246 Bituminous aggregte cons, ——22—20722LTTIIIITITIIIIIIIIILToott Bag 1g 
Halltoed bellaste cc ecaoreecec cco TT SS ERLGGECRSSDEGcGECLEOTEZS «da Zep 

inthe graded coarse aggregate ~~ 2~L1IIITTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT Ww Ww 

no oon BRB 16200 Stone sand, bituminous yaixoraeal 22777777TTTTICTIIIGIIOISOSIOIIIIOEIT «oes Sereening,undesignated "77 .72~22272722222 7222777222772 Tse 8981 
Coarse and fine sgzrenate: 5 “Graded road base Or subbase =e BBY 88.800 

‘Unpaved road surfacing... - -- ------------------- ie iach ae ceoaan 1485 3,470 Crusher ran or fill or waste — TIDTIIIIIIIIISEISEICIIIIGCIOOICIIE aS 8290 Other conse uted five opurepiis 27707727 TATTE TE TETCETSEREITORSSET SANTEE wow 
Agricultura: "Agricultural limestone —___----------2-e--eenee-neeeennnnenenn--- MGR DMultry gatand mineral od 22 - 0-277 777277TTISISIIITILESCTEIIIOISSL oa 'Bid Other agricultural wes "1122222227222 2222222 222277 TT TTT wow Chemical and metallurgical: ‘Cement manufacture =. on 3,668 15,598 

"Rephalt fillers or extenders === eee ene wow Whiting or whiting eulwiiitte ~~7727777777777TTIITIIIIIIIOI 4 l Other filers or extenders TI TIIIEDIIIEIESDLIELII IIIS WoW 

Ce ee 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Mncludes limestone, dolomite, marl, and shell. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Crushed stone was transported mainly by largest minimill operator, with five plants 
truck and railroad and was used for dense- and a rated total capacity of 1.6 million tons 
graded road base, concrete and bituminous per year. Although markets became stron- 
aggregate, and cement manufacture. Eight ger during the year, the demand was not 
companies processed oystershell for roadbed sufficient to reopen the company’s facilities 

material . at Indiantown. 
Sulfur (Recovered)—Florida_ ranked According to the Directory of Florida 

eighth in the Nation in the production of Industries, 10 gray iron foundries and 9 
byproduct elemental sulfur. Recovered sul- steel foundries operated intermittently dur- 
fur from Exxon Corp.'s natural gas desul- ing 1983. With the exception of a foundry in 
furization plant in Santa Rosa County Jacksonville and one in Tampa, all found- 
decreased for the fifth straight year. ries were relatively small. 

Vermiculite _(Exfoliated).—Exfoliated Shipments of ferroalloys decreased 3.5%, vermiculite was produced by two companies while value increased slightly. 
at four plants in Broward, Duval, and Mineral Sands.—Du Pont and Associated 
Hillsborough | Counties fram crude ore Minerals produced concentrates from its 
shipped into the State. Production increas: heavy minerals operations in Clay County. 
ed 10.8% while value decreased 12, indi Rutile and ilmenite shipments increased 
eee ee 28.6% and 52.2%, respectively, over those of 
derticuittusesa vtinsulation e aggregate, 1989: unit prices of both decreased. Florida 
OeeM are ang me " was the only reported State with shipments 

Werks of rutile, and one of two States with ship- 
ments of ilmenite. Du Pont, which operates 

Iron and Steel—Florida Steel Corp., one two dredges, was building another to re- 
of the top 15 steelmakers in the Nation, place an older unit. Du Pont expanded 
operated minimills at Jacksonville and capacity to 72,000 tons per year by improv- 
Tampa during the year. The company, with ing processing, and with the addition of a 
five plants in the Nation, was the fourth new cone section planned to boost capacity
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to 77,000 tons per year by the end of 1983.1 Minerals operations in Clay County increas- 
Union Camp Corp. planned to build an ed 5.2% and 0.3%, respectively, over those 
8,000-ton-per-year humate processing plant of 1982. Florida was the only producer of 
in Jacksonville with scheduled completion zircon in the United States; it was recovered 
in 1984. Humate is an organic byproduct of as a byproduct of mineral sands operations. 
the mining of heavy mineral sands. Principal markets were in the foundry, 

Rare-Earth Minerals.—Florida was the ceramic, and refractory industries. Markets 
only producer of rare earths from mineral in the foundry industry were down, but 
sands mining. Associated Minerals recov. refractory applications picked up late in the 
ered monazite concentrate as a byproduct of Year. 
its operation in Clay County. Production cau oftines “i : z F c Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa, AL. 
increased slightly, while value decreased 2542 geologist, Florida Bureau of Geology, Tallahsssee, 
from that of 1982. Fl, ° 

Zircon.—Production and value of zircon Feige! Regie Bank of Atlanta, Economic Review. 
concentrate from Du Pont and Associated “Industrial Minerals (London). Dec. 1988, . 82 

Table 6.—Principal producers 

Commodity and company Address: ‘Type of activity County: 

Cement: 
‘General Portland Ine... 12700 Park Central PL Plants... Dage and Suite 2100 Hillsborough 

Dallas, TX 75251 Lonestar Florida Pennsuco Ine Box 2035 PVS Plant -...--. Dade. 
Hialeah, FL 83012 

Moore McCormack Resources Box 23965 shade Hernando Inc ‘Tampa, FL 39622 
Rinker Portiand Cement Corp Box 650679 wood Dade a. Miami, FL 38165 
lays: Bhgothard Minoras & Menlo Park Open pit mines Brevard emical Corp. Ezlison, NJ 08817 ‘and plant. 
Mid-Florida Mining Co. Box 68°F aaeidonn Marion. 
reamiaGin Sto Bal SEE wv on je ot ennsylvania Glass Sand Corp Berkeley Springs, WV 25411 ____ ---do.__-___ Gadsden Gypsum (calcined) 
Jim Walter Corp -------- Box 195 Plant... Duval 

‘Jacksonville, FL 32226 National Gypsum Co... 4100 First International Bldg. ~-40..---- Hillsborough 
Dallas, TX 57210 United States Gypsum Co. 101 South Wacker Dr. do... Duval 

u Chicago, IL 60606 
"Basic Magnesia Inc. Box 160 sac Gulf. 

Port St, Joe, FL 22456 Chemical Lime Inc... Box $17 ----o.----- Hernando. 
Leesburg, FL 32148 

Dixie Lime & Stone Co." _ __ Drawer 217 areieeslleeectices ‘Sumter. Mt Sumterville, FL 98585 
“Basic Magnesia Ine... Box 160 suediecows: Gull 

Port St. Joe, FL 32456 
Peat: 

Peace River PeatCo Box 1192 Bog a= Polk 
Bartow, FL 93830 Superior Peat & Soil Co... Box 1688 Bog ..------ Highlands. 
Sebring, FL 93870 Perlite expanded 

‘Airlite Processing Corp. of Route 2, Box 740 Plant ...-.-. Indian River: 
Florida. Vero Beach, FL 32960 Armstrong Cork Co. Box 1951 ---do.----- Escambia 

Pensacola, FL35289 Chemrock Corp ~ Rado Oxtge Se ----do----- Duval 
Nashville, TN $7208 

W.R. Grace & Co? 62 Whittemore Ave. ~~~ -do. ~~ Broward. 
Cambridge, MA 02140 

‘See footnotes at end of table
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Table 6.—Principal producers —Continued 
ts 

‘Commodity and company ‘Aadaress ‘Type of activity County 

Phosphate rock: 
“Agrico Chemical Co....--- Box 1110 Openpit mines Polk 

Mulberry, FL 33860 ‘and plants. 
AMAX Chemical Ine... 402 South Kentucky Ave. Open pit mine Hillsborough. 

Lakeland, FL 39801 ana pant. 
Beker Phosphate Corp... Box 9034 wade = Manatee. 

Bradenton, FL, 33506 
Brewster Phosphates. Bradley, FL33835_-__..----- Open pitmines Hillsborough and 

fand plant. Polk. 
(CF Industries Ine ..------ Box 790 Open pit mine Hardee, 

Plant City, FL 93568 ‘and plant. 
Estech Ine --—------=-~ Box 208 Open pitmines — Polk. 

Bartow, FL 39890 
Gardiner Inc ..-------- Box 3289, Open pit mine Do. 

‘Tampa, FL 33601 fand plant. 
W.R.Grace &Co-------- Box Open pit mines Do. 

Bartow, FL 33890 ‘and plant. 
International Minerals & Box 867 ated ile Do. 

‘Chemical Corp. Bartow, FL 33830 
Mobil Chemical Corp... Box S11 cecilia Do. 

Nichols, FL 93863 
Occidental Chemical Co. White Springs, FL92096__-...-- -.--do__--.__ Hamilton 
‘USS. AgriChemicals Iné--— Box 867 Open pit mine Polk 

Fort Meade, FL 33841 ‘and plant, 
Sand and gravel (1982) 

"Florida Rock Industries Inc, Box 4667 Pits... Clay, Glades, 
Shands & Baker. Jacksonville, FL 32216 ‘Lake, Marion, Polk, Putnam. 

General Development Corp. 1111 South Bayshore Dr. ado. Henry, St. Lucie, 
Miami, FL 33131 Sarasota. 

B. R.Jahna Industries Inc, First & Bast Tillman, ~---do..---- Glades, 
‘Oriona Sand Co, Div. Lake Wales, FL 33853, Lake, Polk. 

Silver Sand Co. of Clermont Route 1, Box US 1 Pit_oo.----_ Lake. 
Tne. Clermont, FL 32711 

Staurolite: ‘Apocated Minerals (USA) Green Cove Springs, FL32083 __ Mineand plant Clay. 

E.Ldu PontdeNemours&Co, DuPont Bldg. D-10084 ‘Mines and plants Do. 
stone Wilmington, DE 19898 

Florida Crushed Stone Co--- Box $17 Quarries _.... Hernando 
ocsburg, FL 92748 ‘and Sumter. 

Florida Rock Industries Inc. Box 4667 == do... Alachna, Collier, 
‘Jacksonville, FL 32216 Hernando, Lee, Levy, St. Lucie, 

‘Taylor. 
Lone Star Florida Ine...--- Box 6097 Quarry -----. Dade. 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310 
Rinker Southeastern Materials Box 5230 Quarries ___. Do. 
Tne. Hialeah, FL 33014 
Vulcan MaterialsCo----.- Box 660697 cicero Broward and 

‘Miami Spring, FL 33166 Dade. 

Tee oiated Minerals USA) Green Cove Sj Mine and plant Cl iated Minerals een Cove Springs, fine and plant 
Ltd. Ine. FL, 82043 = 

E.Ldu Pont deNemours & Co. DuPont Bldg. D-10084 Mines and plants Do. 
ne. Wilmington, DE 19898 

ce 
Also stone. 
2Also extoliated vermiculite. 
Also elemental phosphorus.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Georgia Geologic Survey, 

Environmental Protection Division, Georgia Department of Natural Resources, for 
collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr.,! and Bruce J. O'Connor? 

Georgia’s nonfuel mineral production was five in the value of industrial mineral 

valued at $850 million in 1983, an increase production. Georgia continued to lead all 

of $132 million over that reported for the States in the output of clays, crushed and 
previous year. The 1983 value was a record dimension granite, and dimension marble; 

high exceeding the previous record set in ranked second in crude iron oxide pigments, 

1981 by $49 million. kyanite, and crushed marble; and third in 

‘Nationally, the State ranked in the top _ the production of bauxite and feldspar. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Georgia* 

_ 1982 1983 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou. Quantity (thou 
sands) sands) 

Qlays___--------------------~ thousand short tons. 6773 $475,768 7,859 $560,005 
Gen soe anenemnnnmnnnenes NA 20 NA 20 
Sand and gravel: 

"Gonstricion .-.-------------~ thousand short tons. 3166 8,881*3,800*9,400 
I Bal 6798, 539 7,208 

Crushed een eeee nee eeen-----don- = —*84,800 "159,500 41,100 186,102 
Dimension ------_22=-22------7-~~--=-d0--—— ‘18,510 198 21,672 

male een SE OEE edi cae 20 ial 71 101 
Combined value of barite, bauxite, cement, feldspar, iron oxide 
pigments (crude), kyanite, mica (serap), and peat ——————————— XX 54.880 XX 65,536 

Silico araeeeeem use amen xx T1978 XX 850,224 
_ Tell ~~~ nnn nn noes nnn nese 

“Estimated. NANot available. XX Not applicable. 
*Prouction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

149
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Georgia, by county* 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale prociond ia 1008 
Baldwin oo esse cen ® W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Barrow ~~~ 7727777o $850 @ Bartow. 20270 20S2TI02 Ww W  Barite, iron oxide pigments, clays. 

Bibb == 7777777TTTTTe W W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
nig. fet W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Carroll ---_-------- Ww eo 
Chartin. --o c cn @ Ed 
Chatham —____________ @ 'W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Daatebee oe occ e on 
Gate... ------—--— Ww @ 
‘Gayton w a 

TOE mre ney a ni cney ence es Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Columbia —___--__-_____ Ww W Clays. Columbus ity) -— ===> w $228 Bo. Guok- eee SROSTETSE & ‘W Sand and gravel (construction) 
SOO, wren mce comes teen re rere Ww ra) 
tial OT es Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), sand ‘industria. 
Detali se amemaawanes w W Clays, sand and gravel construction). 

DeKalh _-----.-..---- 12,789 e& Dougherty =~ 2222722272 ® 192 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Douglas —..---------~ Ww W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
en ee & W_ Sand and gravel (construction), sand. ‘Gndustrial. 
Blbert --_------------ 5144 W Sand and gravel (construction). vans C20 STEUER EUTER @ 160 Do. 
RE cemeteries Ww e 
Bayete =o Ww eo Floyd ~ 72222222222 w W> Clays, sand and gravel (construction) 
Foreyih 2252002550050 WwW e 
ilo cnguercmmesimtinan: A ¥ 22,673 Cement, clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
HEN ee v eo 

Glyn 2 e) 51 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Gardin 3,496 e Greene---=-2-22-2 22a @ W Sand and gravel (construction), sand 

Cindustriad. 
Swiontt ...---------— w e 
Habersham ~~~ 2 ~~-= w @ 
EN ener main 5615 e Bent SoC neESeTATS W Wo Mica 
FOE ewctrmrammiess w e& 
Houston 122235 T0SCSETE w W Cement, clays 

RII neces ries mice Ww Ws Feldspar. Jeflerson ==22222=227— WwW W Clays 
Jones___------------- Ww eo 

Eaueead SUUSSCSSTSESE0 ® ae 
Teen) --~22sn saan W W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Esai SeS0TSE0CSEESE w W  Kyanite Yong 22722222 ITT — W Sand and gravel (construction), sand 

‘industrial Léwnd.--=2---2-262 Wo Peat 
Mm Ww ®& 

Madison_______-.----- 2,842 eo 
Marlon 2.2 --4------5 4,111 W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Monroe Seecemens w e 
Montgomery —__-__----~ e W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Murray —- 772222 22a Ww v1 Tale 
Newtes -.- 00-255... w e 
Oglethorpe ~~~ 72222222 3.946 ° 
Paulding —-..5--4----— w © 

Pickens -~~-~-2_2-2_=- Ww @ 
Wiis coon anccan ea 'W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Polk --~7772722222272 Ww © 
Baber cs 844 @) 

Richmond _-- 7 _ == W 3158 Clays. Serevent eaSe w W Peat 
Seminole --_-_-----.-- e W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Spalding-~~~~~22222777 Ww ® 
‘Stephens ----__----~-- w a 
Bummber < gS0CSUSSSoESE w W Clays, bauxite, 
Pit ee ee ea W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Rilo csoscuckaaee ® Ww Do. 
Themes 18,155 W Clays, sand (industrial), sand and gravel (Construction). 
WHE neem 128 eo 

troup Conse Ww 8) ‘Twiggs. = 2222222 o aa 21,043 94208 Clays. 
Unie So ® & 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Georgia, by county! —Continued 

(Thousands) 

Minerals produced in 1082 County 981 tee imorderof value 

WE eerie err Ww @ 
Mito ce ssa @ a 

Wan tyantscogeenceze $195,124 say OB, Washingiaa® == 22 2S2TOCT 95 172 Whesles 02222222 @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Whitfield ..--------..- Ww @ Wilkes 20272272222 Ww ° 
Wilkinson... .-----...-- TT AIS 75,902 Clays. 
Undistributed® ~~ ——~~ 7 atten 176.509 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) $8,308 XX 
Stone: 

‘Crushed ..-----...-- xX *153,500 
Dimension ~..------- XxX *18,510 

Tt asus 800,763, 17,973, 

“Batinstd._W Withheld to avoid dacosing company proprietary data: ncuded with “Uncistributed”” XX Not 
applicable FThe following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Appling, Atkinson, Bacon, 
Boker, Banks, Hen Hil, Berrien, Bickley, Brooks, Bryan, Bulloh ure, But Calhoun, Camden, Candler, Catoosa, 
‘Chattahoochee, Chattooga, Clay, Clinch, Coffee, Colquitt, Crisp, Dade, Dawson, Dodge, Dooly, Early, Echols, Emanuel, 
Franklin, Glascock, Grady, Hancock, Haralson, Harris, Heard, Irwin, Jackson, Jeff Davis, Jenkins, Johnson, Lamar, 
Lanter, liberty, McDuffie, Melntoch, Macon, Merivether, Miler, Mitel, Morgen, Muscoges, Qeonee, Peach, Pires, 
Piles Heiman, Quitman, Randle, Rekdale Schley, Savart, Talattr, tinal, Tela, Torelli, Toombs, 
‘Treutlen, Turner, Upson, Walton, Wayne, Webster, White, Wilcox, and Worth. County distribution for construction sand 
and gravel (981) and cfushed ad dimension stone (1982) is not available; otal State values shown separately under 
‘Sand and gravel onstruction)” or “Stone.” 

Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
‘jpeludes gem stones and somo clays that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

° ‘Table 3.—Indicators of Georgia business activity 

> Change, 
19821983 percent 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Fouslciviian labor force ssn e-----. thonsands 26871 2.6558 408 Daeploymeat oe SETECETSCISUGATEREOIGSESSSS dan) ae kes 
Employment (nonagricultural): Se 

Mining’ |, eter TL 16 +70 
Manufacturing — _-_-_ — ~~ ee we a cae MSS 492.6 520.5 457 Usntract construction 72277777 777TTTTTTTTTTIITII IIa “eo ‘Teanportation and publi atl ——2—T—OW“TTTTSTTTIITTTae Tl 8 Wholesaleand retaiftrade---~2--—2-2222_222s222s----do >I BBB TE Finance, insurance, teal estaie  -s-2-22c2s22cccllllolaadeso2 «| Res 440 Services event nCeee DD2ZTTTTDITIIIIIIIIIIII Toa ates as 88 Gorernmactl2TZTZITTZIIOIIIIISLELLIISTISI LIST cae laos as 

__ Total nonagricultural employment!___________-.-------do.--- 2197.0 72,8061 +5.0 

Ree Bene il $54.0 8,944 see anna ene a =~ millions. $54,001 +91 ie ocirtse Bie fee | Te 
Construction activity: "Number of private and public residential units authorized ____----------- 99487 67802 +722 
Value of nonresidential construction___________._-----.....- millions__ $1,044.7 $1,368.9 +310 
Value of State road contract awards... -.-..--2--2---~-------do.-_ $4250 $2926 «© “812 Shipments of portland and masonry coment and within the State thousand short tons. «19204454278 

Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value... _...-.----~---------------~ millions__ $718.0 $850.2 +184 ‘Value per capita, resident population ~~~ ~~ coop milim- Sor eae T1685 
Value per square mile ——_—___.- Seber: RES. CER +184 

Preliminary. 
4ncludes bituminous coal extraction. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Value of clays and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Georgia. 

‘Trends and Developments.—The first 8 and used to help refine the Nation's crude 
years in the decade of the 1980's were a petroleum. To satisfy the developing cata- 
period of belt tightening and budget cuts for lyst market, Engelhard Minerals & Chemi- 
many of the State's mineral producers. The cals Corp. began construction of a new 
slump in the economy, which became evi- manufacturing facility that will be part of 
dent in 1979 and was classified as a reces- the company’s catalyst operations in 
sion in 1981, stifled the demand for much of Attapulgus. The new facility, scheduled to 
the State's mineral production. The mineral go on-stream in late 1984, will increase 
commodities that experienced the brunt of production capacity by 60%. 
the economy's downturn, the worst in 35 —_ Katalistiks International completed its 
years, were those used in construction, as 60,000-ton-per-year capacity catalyst plant 
double-digit inflation and high interest in Savannah and was producing catalyst at 
rates discouraged new construction starts. yearend. 

However, with the lessening of inflation ~ In other kaolin-related activity, Wilkin- 
and the decrease in interest rates in 1983, son Kaolin Associates Ltd. began operation 
Georgia’s construction industry made a dra- of a surface mine and a 120,000-ton-per-year 
matic comeback. The resurgence in con- airfloat plant at Gordon late in the year. 
struction was such that the building indus- Principal sales for the Gordon facility were 
try experienced a payroll increase of 17.7% to the paper filler, rubber, fiberglass, and 
through the third quarter of 1983, greatly ceramics industries. Thiele Kaolin Co. com- 
exceeding the national average of 4.3%. pleted a major expansion at the company’s 

Production of other mineral commodities Reedy Creek plant. 
produced instate reflected the upswing in American Industrial Clay Co., a division 
demand that pushed the value of mineral of Georgia Kaolin Co., was the winner in a 
production toa record high. contest sponsored by the Georgia Mining 

In the petroleum industry, the trend to- Association for the best example of mined 
ward refining heavier and less desirable land reclamation. American Industrial 
crude oil has increased the market for spent over $150,000 to develop the Lake 
several Georgia kaolin producers. Fluid Franklin Recreation Area on a 93-acre 
cracking catalyst was processed from kaolin minesite near Deepstep in Washington
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County. from elementary school through college 
In other developments, Georgia Port Au- age. 

thority dedicated the new Mayor's Point — ‘The Georgia Mining Association contin- 
Terminal; the first ship was the MV Atlan. ued to represent the Georgia mineral in- 
tic Superior, which used the terminal to dustry. Association activity during 1983 in- 
discharge 29,000 tons of gypsum from Nova cluded (1) cosponsor of a 4-day meeting on 
Scotia. The gypsum was trucked to Perry accident prevention techniques for supervi- 
for use in cement manufacture. By mid- sors in the mining industry, (2) a water 
1984, the Mayor's Point dock will be 1,500 management survey on water use in the 
feet long and will be serviced by a gantry mineral industry, (3) providing audiovisu- 
crane. Cargo will be marshaled in a 145,000- al material for the mining museum in Car- 
square-foot transit building or on 10 acres of _tersville, (4) an award for the best reclama- 
open storage. tion project in the State, (5) a safety awards 

Environmentalists and residents of program for member companies, (6) a mine 
Brunswick expressed concern over plans to reclamation conference including reclama- 
ship dry sulfur through the Port of Bruns- tion site visits, (7) cooperation with New 
wick. Agrico Chemical Co. plans to build a Riverside Ochre Co. in a 1-day tour of the 
shipping terminal on Colonels Island near _Cartersville-Bartow County mineral district 
Brunswick. The company would transship for public officials, and (8) sponsoring a 2- 
sulfur through the port until the terminal day seminar and field trip through the 
could be completed on the island; comple- middle Georgia kaolin belt for members of 
tion is scheduled for 1985. the Ways and Means Committee of the 

Georgia’s large clay resources continued Georgia House of Representatives. 
to interest prospective producers. During Throughout the year, the Georgia Crush- 
1983, two companies completed work or ed Stone Association was active in inform- 
announced plans to mine and process clay. _ing the public, local and State governments, 

‘At yearend, work was completed on a $6 and business on the role of the stone indus- 
million lightweight aggregate plant in Clay try in the State’s economy and growth. 
County in the southwestern part of the Association officials met with the State 
State. The facility, on the Chattahoochee Department of Transportation, Ways and 
River, is equipped with the largest light- Means Committee, and Georgia Public Ser- 
weight aggregate kiln in the United States. vice Commission personnel to present 

‘The clay deposit was evaluated in the late crushed stone industry views on potential 
1970's by the U.S. Bureau of Mines Tusca- legislation or actions that could adversely 
loosa (AL) Research Center as part of the affect the stone industry. 
Bureau's ongoing clay testing program in The association held workshops on such 
conjunction with many of the State geologi- diverse subjects as plant management and 
cal surveys. accident prevention, as well as presenting 

In May, Cisa American Corp. a subsid- programs on the industry to civic groups. 
iary of Ceramiche Cisa S.p.A,, finalized The association prepared exhibits explain- 
plans to construct a $10 million tile manu- ing the importance of the industry at sever- 
facturing plant on a'90-acre tract near the _al engineering, municipal, and public works 
Macon Municipal Airport. Initially, the fa- conventions. 
cility is scheduled to operate with one kiln Legislation and Government Pro- 
using local clays as a raw material. If grams.—During the 1983 legislative session, 
markets develop as projected, four addition- two issues were introduced that, if enacted, 
al kilns may be added. would adversely affect the State's mineral 

The William Weinman Mineral Center industry. 
and Museum opened midyear in the Car- The General Assembly proposed tougher 
tersville area. The museum, funded by a rules regulating the maximum loads that 
$300,000 grant from the estate of William multiaxle trucks could transport over State 
Weinman, active as a mineral producer in roads, which would have a direct effect on 
the Cartersville area for many years, fea- the mining and logging industries. The 
tures one of the finest mineral and gem Georgia Mining Association filed suit 
collections in the Southeast. One facet of against the State Department of Transpor- 
the museum is a “touch and feel” rock tation in the Supreme Court seeking to 
display. The center is equipped with a block the proposed changes. The issue was 
classroom with audiovisual facilities and unresolved at yearend. 
has been used by student groups ranging In November, a mineral severance tax
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was the subject of hearings conducted by a 1. An evaluation of massive sulfide depos- 
subcommittee of the Ways and Means Com- _ its of the Blue Ridge. 
mittee following a series of articles on the 2, An evaluation of the construction ma- 
kaolin industry published by an Atlanta terial resources of the Coastal Plain. 
newspaper. In December, the Governor _ 3. An evaluation of the granites of the 
stated that there would be no new taxes Piedmont. 
during his term in office, which effectively 4. An evaluation of the mafic and ultra- 
deferred the severance tax issue unti] at mafic rocks of Georgia. 
least 1986. The Surface Mined Land Reclamation 

During calendar year 1983, the Georgia Program, under the Environmental Protec- 
Geologic Survey continued as the principal tion Division, Georgia Department of Natu- 
Georgia agency involved in investigating tal Resources, authorized by the Georgia 
Georgia’s geology and mineral resources. Surface Mining Act of 1968, as amended 
There were no budget cuts in 1983 as there through 1976, is the responsible agency for 
had been in 1982; thus projects could be Permitting and inspecting reclamation ac- 
fully staffed and funded. During the year _ tivity for Georgia surface mines. In August, 
the following publications were released: the agency published a report covering 

1. A geologie atlas of all mines, prospects, Teclamation activity of Georgia's surface 
quarries, etc., was prepared for the Paleo- oe industry covering a 14-1/2year 
zoic region of northwestern Georgia. eee 

2, Two circulars were prepared describing See ee eee nie , SUP 
storm water management and compliance P° th » Gee Te Dew a, ert: 
with the National Flood Insurance Pro- {ion and the Georgia Department of Vrans- aa. Portation, conducted a large-sesle laborato- 

3. A bulletin on the ground water re. TY Study on crus pe ee 
sources of the Dougherty Plain area of ‘vesusal ie Bavantages:.o rep Aang ea costly deep-strength asphalt with thicker southwest Georgia. This project involved : : layers of crushed stone base and relatively preparation of a mathematical model of a 45°, i 
large, unconfined aquifer system thin asphalt surfacing. ea as Ms . The U.S. Bureau of Mines continued its 
, ee ae describing geoscience testing support of designated mineral institutes 
aeons UTormation circular describing the thorized under the 1977 Surface Mine 
eign information cireular deserbing the Control and Reclamation Act. The Georgia 

Bee ers of athenet Gos Institute of Technology, the designated min- 
aquifers of southwest Georeia. cribing the Tai, institute in the State, was awarded 
ede rologie atlases describing "he $150,000 to encourage the training of min- 

geohydrology of the Jacksonian aquifer, ing engineers and other scientists involved 
average annual rainfall and runoff in Geor- in mineral-related studies, 
gia 1941-70, and the geohydrology of the Other U.S. Bureau of Mines activity that 

werovidenee neuer tinued evaluations of 24 Potential impact on Georgia's mineral 
adits inued evaluations of "industry continued at the Bureau's Eastern 

landfill sites, * Field Operations Center (EFOC) in Pitts- 
ardous waste facilities, assessments of large burgh, PA. A report on he tue poe 
ground water withdrawals, assessment of tial of the Blood Mountain-Raven Cliff 

radioactive svaite depos, and other envi- Roadless Area Review and Evaluation 
ronmental evaluations. (RARE Il) area in Georgia was placed on 

Drilling and monitoring well construction open file and the U.S. Bureau of Mines-U S 
continued in coastal Georgia as part of the Geological Survey (USGS) summary report 
hydrology program; 13 wells were drilled on the Rich Mountain RARE II area was 
with the deepest being over 1,200 feet deep. published as MF 1586-C. 

he majority of ioe me or equipped The Minerals Availability Branch at 
with continuous water level recorders. EFOC conducted engineering and cost eval- 
_ Since 1978, the Survey had concentrated uation studies on barite deposits in north 
its activities toward hydrologic studies, and Georgia. These reports contain confidential 
by 1983, most of these studies were com- industry data and are for Government use 
pleted. With many hydrologic questions only. 
now answered, the Survey redirected its In October, the EFOC was closed and 
activities toward mineral resource evalua- Mineral Land Assessment and Minerals 
tions. The following mineral resources proj- Availability activity for the Eastern States 
ects were initiated: was transferred to the Bureau's Intermoun-
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tain Field Operations Center in Denver, CO. sion completed mapping of the Atlanta and 
Minerals liaison responsibility for Georgia Griffin 1° x 30’ quadrangle, and personnel of 
remained with personnel with offices in the the Ground Water Division continued to 
Bureau's Research Center in Tuscaloosa, monitor and evaluate the State’s water 

AL. resources. 
Geologists with the USGS Geologic Divi- 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS consisted of Blue Circle Inc. in Atlanta and : Medusa Cement Co. at Clinchfield in Hous- Georgia ranked in the top five States, ton County. Production of portland cement nationally, in the value of industrial miner- increased slightly; masonry cement produc. al production. The State’s top three mineral tion dropped substantially. 
commodities, from a value standpoint, were “The Blue Circle facility operated four 
clays, stone, and cement, which accounted _kiIns—two wet-process units with an annu- for over 90% of the total value. Georgia's 91 capacity of 193,000 short tons per year construction industry experienced a sub- and two dry-process kilns with an annual stantial payroll increase in 1983, which capacity of 546,000 tons. Medusa operated 
reflected the rise in construction activity two dry-process kilns with an annual capac- and the demand for construction mineral ity of 300,000 tons. 
commodities. | During 1983, Blue Circle Industries PLC Barite.—The Cartersville mining district of the United Kingdom and Cementia Hold- 
in northwestern Georgia is the center of ings A.G. of Switzerland purchased Martin 
barite mining in the State. Barite was first Marietta Corp.'s Fulton County facility. The 
mined in the 1800's and approximately 6 Atlanta plant was one of five sold by Martin 
million short tons have been produced to Marietta to reduce debts incurred when the date. Although 23 different companies have takeover attempt by Bendix Corp. was 
been active in barite mining in the district, thwarted. Blue Circle is considering the 
only two, New Riverside Ochre and Paga conversion of a raw mill to a finish mill at Mining Co., were operating in 1983. New its Atlanta plant. 
Riverside Ochre operated a surface mine —_Clays.—The State again led the Nation in 
within the city limits of Cartersville; ore the output and sales of clays. Kaolin was 
was mined by dragline and power shovels the leading clay in terms of tonnage and 
and trucked to the company mill south of value followed by fuller’s earth and com- the city on the Etowah River. Barite was mon clay and shale. 
concentrated by a combination of gravity In 1983, the kaolin industry in Georgia and flotation methods. Paga Mining, a divi- consisted of 17 companies operating 73 sion of Cyprus Industrial Minerals Co. mines in a 9-county area along the fall line recovered barite by flotation; mill feed con- in the east-central part of the State. Major sisted of primary ore recovered by surface companies, locations, capacity, and markets mining operations and barite wastes recov- are given in table 4. 
ered from waste ponds left from past min- During the year, Thiele Kaolin completed ing operations in the district. a major expansion at the Reedy Creek The barite concentrates were sold for the facility, and Wilkinson Kaolin Associates manufacture of barium chemicals, as fillers opened a mine and airfloat kaolin plant at and extenders in paint and rubber products, Gordon. 
and as a weighting medium in drilling muds ‘The Georgia Mining Association recogniz- and glassmaking flux. Production and value ed Lake Franklin, near Deepstep, as the increased approximately 19% and 17%, re- best reclamation project in the State in spectively. 1988, The 93-acre former kaolin mine was In 1983, Chemical Products Corp. of converted into an award-winning recreation Cartersville became the only major domes- area by American Industrial, a division of tic producer of barium and strontium chem- Georgia Kaolin, and Combustion Engineer- icals with the closure of a plant on the west ing Inc. The project, which began in 1969 coast. Chemical Products purchased barite and has cost over $150,000, contains two 
from New Riverside Ochre and imported fishing lakes totaling 43 acres, fishing strontium from Mexico. At yearend, Chemi- docks, a swimming beach, diving tower, 
cal Products was considering antidumping picnic area, barbecue shed, two hard- Proceedings against barium chemical im- surfaced tennis courts, and a 3,000-square- 
ports from China. foot air-conditioned recreation center that Cement.—The State's cement industry will hold 130 people.
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Table 4.—Georgia: Kaolin Producers in 1983" 

ae Capacity? Company Location (thousand Major uso short tons) 
American Indra iy C9 === Sandee °NA NA ‘Anglo-American Clays Corp... Sendoravillo 27777 850 Paper cating Babeox & Wileox Co- ===  Hlephaibah 200 Refractories coram. eo, fiberglass. Buffalo China ClayCo ——— =. Sandersville 55 Paper Cyprus Industrial MineraisGo -—7777~227==77 Sandepevile ----- 200 Paper and refrac- tories Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals Corp = don 84000 pel irvrinton ~~ ===> Melntyre ---_ 277 Gardner 77772 BransCisy Co. ee cee, | RE AHoo + 220 Rubber paint 

Freeport Kaolin Co Sanderaville:———- 450 Paper (80%), Gordon == General Refractories = Se NA Refractories Georgia Kaolin Co =——"722I772iTis2aat. Bama --- 1600 NA SeM-Huber Co_2°TITTITTIIIIITIITITIE WbNeneh--- 4900 Paper, rubber, Huber 222722727 Plastics, paint, Adhesives M&MClaysIne.- == ----- Trwinton —.____ 80 Rubber. Nord Kaolin Go ---—"277DD777722c77Dcoz SS Seglen igo --- 140 Paper Thiele Kaolin Go="7T77LTTTDITTITTIIT2 Beg - == 600 Paper coating Wrens = 2222 ‘and filler. Wilkinson Kaolin Associates Ltd. olen 22272 120 Ceramics and ber las. 
NA Not available. 
2Excludes Andersonville District and kaolin used in cement manufacture. Industrial Minerals (London). Dec. 1979, pp. 31-33. *All pits 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines published Re- fuller’s earth production. Five companies in Port of Investigations 8834, “Leaching Alu- two southwestern Georgia counties produc. minum From Caleined Kaolinitic Clay With ed attapulgite and montmorillonite, and Nitric Acid.” This was part of the Bureau's sixth, located in Jefferson County in east, ongoing research to aid the United States in central Georgia, produced montmorillonite becoming self-sufficient in several strategic Companies, locations, and products are list and critical minerals. ed in table 8. The State continued to lead the Nation in 

Table 5.—Georgia: Kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind 
rr es seen ee Kind ——— im Short tons Value Short tons Value Queat j--~-~~~~~----—a-~----w------------ 461902 316778090 95,402 gaxasoas CRONE nririenmu san eee === ‘T2,742 97,160,884 770,556 118,769,408 Belaminaied ““"“2LOCCIIIIITTSIIIIIIIIIOT «REST SgaeeSgs HAUSE seo goe Weeecemed =<“ SS2ISIIITISIOILIICIICIIIID «aR SSapeees ERR kaz7 254 Waterwashed —--“°TICITIITIICSIIIISIIIIIIIOT __sigaase on eea8s ABR, o.ass SHES Ti sieaae 3,636,608 310,050,641 Total 2 2nnn--nnnnnnnnnn-ne-nnn-ane----- 5268858 445880,265 5805.48 sea,0600 

Mncludes both low-temperature filler and high-temperature refractory grades.
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Table 6.—Georgia: Kaolin sold or used by producers, by use 
(Short tons) 

rs Tee _ Toe i988 TT Domestic: Adbisives woo nee = soca ance oUaeeesScee LS 58,051 70,950 Qhemieals_— =~ 227272 TTIIITIIIIIIIILIIITIIEIIIII 194845 2297758 Eiberplass and mineral wool -—_~~777—D777TTTTIIIIIIITIITIT 106447 129,129 Firebrick, block and shapes —_~ 77777777 777772727T2T2TIIIIII2 1066, 11/308 Floor and wall tle, ceramic ~~>~—>>77772I22IITID2TTII TILT 2u01d 19991 Paint = — oc nn a= - = nonce nsec uee von ne cee 7162 112.852 Paper eoating ~~ —"T TO DT TT TTITTTTTTIIIIIIIIILLI TIT 2,026,511 2.921,668 Paper filling’ —- ~~" SEs 0" STSOSSONISRDT SEs Lot 866,860 '04'580 Plasties -—- 01 DDIOLIIIIIDIIISIIIOIIIISIIIIIC ILI 35891 38613, BADD cen opm mmcn sen Sane REESE c0'319 2s Bunitary ware’ S30 eOsTSSUOTUsta cet ac eo 54.024 66517 Whiteware —_ 277 7TTITIIIIIIIIIICIIILININIIIII Ia 20,250 18310 Oli aoa open Eee 580,001 e25.aas Bigpond SOEDS SESE ooo nee awww ET 1.145311 1.168534 
STOR cos cepcase ree ee 5,268,958 5,985,746 _ cn 6 R858 8885-746
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Table 8.—Georgia: Fuller’s earth producers in 1983 

a oem oration Pde 

Eperbaainigend kana ooo remo IIT Risen anal dust 
Milwhite Co. Ine_----------------~ _-Aftapalgus —.. _Alworbents fer, Jount compounds. QHBNGSS ME cccceLeceeTToTo Tee aee GAGA 2-2 Abi anand and indus 

‘Thor Mining Co -.--—---------~==~ Meigs____ = 
See eens 

Fuller's earth was mined by surface In June, Anshutz Minerals Corp. closed its 
methods and dried, crushed, milled, screen- mine and plant; the facilities were up for 
ed, and bagged. Thor Mining Co. closed its sale at yearend. 
processing facility and shipped clay to Wa- Common clay was produced by 9 compa- 
verly Mineral Products Co. for processing. nies operating 11 mines. 

Table 9.—Georgia: Common clay production in 1983, by selected 
area and county 

a as 
aisnea asp 

Companies Mines Ghoumane = howe eo seal 
Northwest: Bartow, Douglas, Floyd, Fulton ——————_—- 5 ¢ se s1gis 
See en ees i § tke 

During the year, Cisa American, a subsid- tite bodies and an open pit mine in Greene 
iary of Ceramiche Cisa, finalized plans fora County to mine a granite saprolite. The 
tile manufacturing plant near the Macon Greene County operation concentrates and 
Municipal Airport in Bibb County. The $10  deslimes the feldspar in the saprolite before 
million facility will occupy a 90-acre tract, trucking the concentrate to Monticello for 
and local clays will be mined for tile manu- further processing. At the Monticello mill, 
facture. Depending on market conditions, material from both mines was crushed and 
up to five kilns will be operated. ground, and the feldspar was separated by 

At yearend, Camp Liteweight Aggregates flotation. The feldspar concentrate was 
began operation of a $6 million open pit clay _ then shipped to glass and ceramic manufac- 
mine and lightweight aggregate plant in turers in over 20 States, Canada, and Mexi- 
Clay County on the Chattahoochee River. co. Output in 1983 increased over that 
Clay is transported by conveyor from the reported for the previous year as the up- 
mine to the plant, which is equipped with a _ swing in the housing industry increased the 
$1.5 million coal-fired kiln. demand for glass and ceramic products. 

Feldspar.—Georgia ranked third among  Gypsum.—Gypsum was imported from 
six States in the mining of feldspar, an Canada by three companies as a raw mate- 
aluminum silicate used in glassmaking and rial for the manufacture of gypsum board, 
ceramics. Typically, 150 to 200 pounds of _ plasters, fillers, and agricultural materials. 
ground feldspar is used to produce 1 ton of A fourth company, American Cyanamid 
container glass. Co., Chatham County, produced gypsum as 

Georgia’s feldspar production was from a byproduct of titanium dioxide manufac- 
the Monticello and Siloam areas of Jasper ture. A portion of the byproduct gypsum 
and Greene Counties. The Feldspar Corp. a _was pressed into briquets by Lemco Gypsum 
subsidiary of Pacific Tin Consolidated Corp., Inc. and sold to cement manufacturers. The 
operated an open pit in Jasper County to following is a list of Georgia gypsum prod- 
recover feldspar-bearing rock from pegma- ucts companies:
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mica to a company-owned wet-ground plant 
—_Sempany____ County __Souree_—_in Franklin, NC. Perlite.—Crude perlite, imported from Genstar Buildin Chatham Newfoundland. , 
"Products Co, = . Greece, was shipped to Armstrong World 

Genreis-PaciieCorp, Glynn. Nova Sco. Tndustries Inc.'s plant near Macon in Bibb 
ain Paling Chatham De. County. The material was expanded in a 

laterials Corp. i horizontal rotary furnace at temperatures meoGypeum inc do American Cyan: Laren Crm amidCo. of approximately 1,600° F. After the expan- 
—_—_—___——— | sion step, the material passed through a 

3 ; : .. cyclone classifier system and into storage < varie oe eee Dine Brice fo banging and shipping. Sales 

nite—an aluminum silicate used by the eee ee eee eee oe n—Com- 
periediye paduey ond? produce mullite for struction sand and gravel production is 

CE Minceals Tne, operatsd. ay open’ pit surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 

mine and beneficiation facility at Graves ¢yem~numbered years only; therefore, this 
Mountain in Lincoln County in northeast- [vapter contains only estimates for 1088: 
ern Georgia. The operation, which began in Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
1963, utilizes grinding, two-stage flotation, Pavan 4 “Ompany estimates made betore 
and magnetic separation to produce amar- Y°TTOM 4 sor industrial ga 
ketable product. ndustrial.—Sand for int lustrial sales wes 

‘The Mulcoa Div. of C-E Minerals produc- Produced by four companies: three with 
ed synthetic mullite by sintering a mixture 0Perations in Crawford, Greene, and Macon 
of aluminous and siliceous materials in a Counties in the central part of the State; 
seven-kiln plant in Sumter County in south- 8nd one in Thomas County in the south- cestern Georgia, western part of Georgia. 'The three leading 

‘Mica—Franklin Mineral Products Co, end uses identified to the U.S. Bureau of 
Inc., a subsidiary of the Mearl Corp., oper. Mines were for (1) glass container manufac- 
ated an open pit mine and mill in Hart ture, (2) sandblasting, and (3) roofing 
County in the northeastern part of the granules. Miscellaneous uses ranked second 
State. The company also imported mica in the tonnage reported. Although industri- 
from India and Brazil. Mica was wet ground ! sand output fell 2,000 tons below that 
and the major portion used by the parent reported for the previous year, the value 
company in the manufacture of pearlescent increased over $500,000 because of a $1 per 
pigments. The company also trucked crude ton increase in unit value. 

Table 10.—Georgia: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
TT 8 

ant i Sion” Value Value Sioa” Value Vale sand (chou “per” sand (thou. per Sion sands) fon hort sands) fon tons) tons) 
Construction Bond eee eee (2618 STUB 8B6Q NANA NA Gravel (222222722222 222TDET ITI 599 “ious *262 = NANA NA Sand and graval(anprécased)-2-~_~7777777777 Sst 195NA__NA__NA 

Total or average... === F8N6 BBL 264 3.800 “39400 “s24T 
Industrial sand - __-______--~---~----------- ‘541 6,793 12.55. 539 7,298 18.55 

Grand total or average _________---_-_ “ 3,707 15,154 4.09 "4,339 °16,698 — °3.85 

“Estimated. NA Not available 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Silicon  Carbide.—Silicon Metals Inc. in the production of crushed granite, dimen- 
completed plant construction and began sion granite, and marble, and ranked third 
silicon carbide production in the fall of behind Maryland and Alabama in crushed 
1983. The Elberton-based company used marble output; this was again true in 1983. 
silicon carbide-bearing sludge from the Over the past 10 years, the State’s stone 
granite cutting and finishing operations production has added over $1.3 billion to 
around Elberton as a plant feed. Froth Georgia's economy and created thousands 
flotation was used to separate the silicon of jobs for the State’s citizens as well as 

carbide from the stone particles. Major providing the foundation for a growing 
sales were to silicon carbide-producing com- construction industry. 
panies. At yearend, the U.S. Bureau of  Crushed.—Georgia’s crushed stone pro- 
Mines Tuscaloosa Research Center was ducers mined a variety of stone types in- 
working with company personnel to im- cluding granite, marble, slate, limestone, 
prove recovery of this strategic material and quartzite, Although the majority of the 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by stone produced was used for construction 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered aggregate, a significant amount of marble 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. was ground and sold for extenders and 
Data for even-numbered years are based on fillers. The crushed granite industry, con- 
annual company estimates made before sisting of 14 companies operating 43 quar- 

yearend. ries, is situated primarily in the north- 
Historically, Georgia has led the Nation central-northeast part of the State. 

Table 11.—Georgia: Crushed stone? sold or 
used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Qua" Value 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): ce wow Riprapandietiystone=-------- MB Tat 
Fiterstone----cs-22cso2l WW Coarse aggregate, graded: Concrete aggregate, coarse... 6858 93,697 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse ea 4,687 20,801 Biuminous surface treatment a is 

Rallroad bait ————777—7"7_ 38841 
Other graded coarse aggregate —— Ww Ww Fine aggregate 3/8 inch) Stonesand,concrete._.-_-. 2053 §858 Stone sand, bituminous nixoreeal 1530 G89 
‘Screening, undesignated _______ 2418 10,021 

& Other fine seboaaia — - reerenenee Ww Ww Coarse and fine aggrega ‘Graded road base or subbase__ 9.455 98,499 Unpaved oadsuracing =~ -=--> TT Tanto and exposed aggrega Crusher run orfilorwaste'=--~~ 4281 16202 Gther conrseand fineaggregaie==— WW 
ageculteral: Ancultaral nestone— wow 
Chemical and metallurgical: Cement qinamuietires nnn WW 

Other fillersorextenders..-.-- WoW 
Lightweight aggregate — Ww Ww 
ORE ein a ~------___ 5,904 35,687 

WAP icine: AO TOS 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propri data; Included with “Special Other Poa 
‘Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, marble, quartz- 

wesptiades ‘ues not specified and ses indicated by ppsNge® uses not speciiod and use indicated by 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding
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The State’s crushed marble production is _ panies from four mines. 
in Gilmer and Pickens Counties in the During 1983, Dalton Rock Products Co. 
northern part of the State where the Geor- doubled capacity of its Dalton operation. 
gia Marble Co. operates underground mines The capacity increase was made without 
to produce stone for the extender and filler major equipment changes by maintaining a 
markets. A second company in Hall County continuous flow from quarry, primary feed- 
produces crushed marble from a calcareous er, and surge bins to the crushers.* 
body in the Brevard Shear Zone. One company produced slate in Polk 
Limestone production was reported from County in northwestern Georgia for ex- 

four northwestern Georgia counties and panding into lightweight aggregate, and one 
Houston, Lee, and Miller Counties in the company mined and crushed quartzite in 
southern part of the State. The northwest- Richmond County in east-central Georgia 
ern Georgia production was by six compa- for the aggregate market. Crushed stone 
nies operating six quarries, while produc- _ statistics for 1983 are given in table 12. 
tion in southern Georgia was by four com- 

Table 12.—Georgia: Production of crushed stone, by type 

antity Value - a 
iosi_—~i9e8—~—«s8]_—~=«dSBS~«CGT =i 

Granite = nants “ 4327959 33898 $398 $4.27 Limestons C2 DSL SSEEESOLERS TRAITS 10 10 “dtd “8459 wW Ww Marble ~~~ "7 "7" 2TDILIDIIIIILIIIL I = w W = 33232091 Slate 0 (02520 TETETESSSIIISE z i i w Ww 69st Quartaie —-~—— oT 1 1 w Ww wo 4a 
landatene’ = DTSSTETOLIEAL GELS 4 —- 1,560 W896 Ww 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Dimension Granite-—The Elberton dis- computer-operated automatic polishing sys- 
trict in northeastern Georgia led the Nation tem produced by a West German firm, the 
in output of dimension granite and exported _ first such installation in the United States. 
stone to many other countries. Production The system has a tracked bed 16 feet wide 
from quarries in Elbert, Madison, Ogle- and 60 feet long that will accommodate a 
thorpe, and Wilkes Counties fell 29% below maximum of 12 granite slabs up to 14 
that of 1982. In 1983, several quarry expan- inches thick. The system’s grinding heads 
sions were underway. Notable were Service hold four attached abrasive bricks that 
Granite Co., Georgia-Carolina Quarries Inc., grind, hone, and buff the slabs into a 
and Kantala Quarries Inc., which accounted —_mirror-like finish. The abrasive bricks can 
for approximately 26,000 square feet of be replaced in minutes, and the system is 
quarry area. constructed so that a second grinding head 

In other developments during 1983, Quar- can be added if a dual capacity is desired. 
ry Operators Inc. constructed a new road Dimension Marble.—Georgia led the Na- 
from the west quarry wall to the quarry tion in the output of dimension marble. 
floor to allow use of a 25-short-ton-capacity Long Swamp Valley in Pickens County has 
front-end loader in place of a derrick. The supplied the raw material for marble bowls 
loader is the largest in the district. and statues sculptured in prehistoric times 
Acme Granite Co. Inc. purchased the and dimension blocks quarried for monu- 

Silver Cloud quarry 90 miles west of Elber- ment fabrication since 1835. Currently, 
ton. The quarry site included 25 to 30 acres marble quarrying is limited to Georgia Mar- 
of granite pavement and will be operated as _ble’s operations east of the community of 
a “drive-in” type operation. The level sur- Tate. The company’s Memorial Div., head- 
face of the deposit permitted the use of a 35- quartered at Tate, fabricated personal mon- 
ton-capacity mobile crane for block loading. _ uments, markers, and mausoleums; and the 

Boyd Granite Co. Inc. completed the in- Structural Div. at Nelson fabricated build- 
stallation of a new “radial arm” diamond _ ing panels for facades and interiors. 
shaping saw, the first of its type in the Other Dimension Stone.—Several produc- 
Elberton district. The saw utilizes a 14-inch ers in the north Georgia area quarry a 
diamond blade that can be rotated 90° to variety of metamorphic rock types for flag- 
make either vertical or horizontal cuts and stone. The principal stone type, metagray- 
cuts operating time by 66%. wacke, was used in both exterior and interi- 

Puritan Granite Co. Inc. installed a or applications.
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‘Table 13.—Georgia: Dimension stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

Use hort tone housands) _thecaande) 
Rough stone: 

‘ough blocks for building and construction _______..----------- 25,883 27 $1,340 
Motunegl 202 2 esc p na aamnennnnnnnnarennnewese 120,708 LIB 6815 

Other? ______.-------- pias a Seer ara 23,952 252, 4m 
Dressed stone Cossnental: 2st peste re aeuaaneRemma Re! 10,008 10 6.524 

Other* -—~—-—-—----n----a aan rnanineerereenerm cca A TO) ABE 
Total _______.--~----------~--~--------7------ 197,864 41,898 21,672 

Mnchudee frepularshaped tone rele ond Raging 
Includes ashlars and partially squared pieces and slabs and blocks for building and construction. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Strontium.—Celestite, a strontium sul- tory grogs. 
fate mineral, was imported from Mexico by Copper.—Southwire Co., in Carrollton, 
the Cartersville-based Chemical Products. west of Atlanta, operated a copper smelter, 
‘The ore was processed to produce strontium a continuous cast copper rod facility, and a 
carbonate used in color television picture wire plant. During 1983, Southwire com- 
tube face plates and other specialty applica- pleted a refinancing of the company’s debt 
tions. Work was ongoing on a strontium structure, which provided the company 
nitrate facility scheduled for completion in with “greater flexibility to better expand 
1984; the new plant will satisfy domestic and move forward...”* 
demand. Major uses are in pyrotechnics.  Gold.—Interest in Georgia’s historic Dah- 
The company also processed barite obtained _ Jonega gold district remained high through- 
from New Riverside Ochre for barium out 1983 although production was limited to 
chemical production. three intermittent dredge operations and a 

Tale.—The Southern Talc Co. produced number of part-time weekend sluicing ven- 
tale from the Rock Cliff underground mine _ tures. The large number of out-of State land 
on Fort Mountain in Murray County in owners posed a major problem to gaining 
north-central Georgia. The material was control of sufficient property to allow mine 
trucked to a mill in Chatsworth where it development. 
was dried, crushed, and ground for use in ron Oxide Pigments—Georgia, Missou- 
the roofing,’ ceramics, insecticide, paper, rj, and Virginia were the only States with 
and rubber industries. crude iron oxide pigment production. New 

Riverside Ochre, a Cartersville barite pro- 
METALS ducer, mined crude pigments that occur in 

Although most of Georgia’s extractive lower Cambrian Age rocks in the area. The 
mineral industry is nonmetallic, the State company sold pigments for use in cement 
had a significant metal industry based on and construction materials such as mortar 
processing imported metallic materials. coloring agents, brick and tile, paint and 

Arseniec—The Koppers Co. produced coatings, and other products requiring col- 
high-purity arsenic trioxide at its plant in ring agents. 
Conley from low-grade material imported _Iron and Steel.—Atlantic Steel Co. oper- 
from Canada. Arsenic trioxide was process- ated facilities in Atlanta and Cartersville. 
ed into arsenic acid used in the production The Atlanta minimill contained two 90-ton 
of chromated copper arsenate wood pre- electric furnaces, bar, rod, and wire mills, 

servatives. and the Cartersville facility was equipped 
Bauxite—Georgia, Alabama, and Arkan- with a 100-ton electric furnace and bar mill. 

sas were the only States producing bauxite Early in the year, the company terminated 
in 1983. Georgia production was centered in manufacturing of bar-sized and structural 
the historic Andersonville bauxite district angles and channels because of a slump in 
in the southwestern part of the State. The demand. However, at yearend, the company 

Mulcoa Div. of C-E Minerals operated a was operating at about 85% of capacity as 
surface mine and processing facilities in the the demand for steel products increased. 
Andersonville area. Bauxite from the for- _In April, Bull Moose Tube Co. announced 
mer operation was processed for use in plans to construct a $5 million small- 
alum manufacture, while C-E Minerals diameter welded pipe and tube plant in 
used bauxite in the manufacture of refrac- Trenton in northwestern Georgia. The new
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facility, which began operation in October, nium-rich slag as plant feed. Annual capaci- 
contains two electric resistance welding ty for the sulfide and chloride processes was 

mills slightly over 100,000 short tons. Principal 
Slag.—Steel slag from the Atlantic Steel pigment sales were to the paint, paper, and 

furnaces was processed by one company’ plastics industries with lesser amounts used 
with two plant locations and sold primarily by a myriad of industries including tooth- 
for road base and fill. ; paste and candy. The company also import- 

Ferrous Foundries.—In midyear, Colum- ed a significant tonnage of aragonite (calci- 
bus Foundries purchased the Virginia-based _um carbonate) from the Bahamas for use in 
Lynchburg Foundry for approximately $100 acid neutralization. 
million. Columbus Foundries operated two | —______ 
foundries in Columbus and had controlling State Lision fcr, Burau of Mines, Tussle, AL 
interest in foundries in England and the ior economic, geologist, Georgia Geologic Survey, : Environmental Protection Division, Georgia Departmen Federal Republic of Germany. At yearend, _ of Natural Resources. ee 
Columbus Foundries was considering a di- *Georgia Labor Market Trends. Sept. 1983 unbus ering ‘Georgia. Department of Natural Resources. Georgia 
versification of products and services. Surface Mining and Land Reclamation Activities. Aug. 

‘itanii — i amid - 1983, p. 39. 
Titanium. —American Cyan: Cperat TO yRock Products Sep. 1988, p. 44 

ed a titanium dioxide pigment plant at American Meta! Market. June 29, 1983. 
Savannah and imported a Canadian tita- | 7———. Nov. 19, 1988. 

Table 14.—Prineipal producers 
Commodity and company —SSSCSC*C re ‘Type ofactivity County 

Barite: 
New Riverside Ochre Co.) .. 0... -~ Box 387 Open pit mine Bartow. Cartersville, GA 30120 ‘and mill Paga Mining Co __.--_-.------. Bo 130 Side as Do. Cartersville, GA 30120 

are: Cyz iid Co Box 38 0; St ymerican Cyanamido._....------ Box mnpit mine Sumter 
Andersonville, GA 31711 vane MulliteCo,of America _......--.-. Box? a Do. Ss Andersonville, GA 31711 ment 

Blue Circle Inc - _ ----.----------~ 15 South 20th St. Plant ro Fulton. Birmingham, AL 35233 Medusa Cement Co --2..-----+-- Box 5608 wa n-do Houston, 
Cleveland, OH 44101 

Clays: 
‘American Industrial Clay Co... 488 North Broad St. Open pit ‘Warren and Elizabeth, NJ 07207 imines. ‘Washing: 

ton Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals Corp Menlo Park do... Decatur, Badison, NJOBEIT Washing. 
ton, Wilkin- son 

(J.M, Huber Co ________--------~ ‘Thornall St. ~---do--. Twiggs and 
Edison, NJ 08817 Warren. Thiele Kaolin Co... wn----- Box 1056 o---do2. Warren and Sandersville, GA 31082 Washing- 

ton. 
Felts Feldopar Co o je Feldspar Corp...------------ Box 99 n pit Greene and 

Spruce Pine, NC 28777 “nes ‘and “Jasper. Plant Gypsum (caleined): 
Genstar Building Products Co________ Box 2580, Plant_.... Chatham. Inving, TX 15061 Georgia-Pacific Corp... 188 Beachtree St, NE. a2 = do Glynn. 

Atlanta, GA 30803 
National Gypsum Co -____--------- 4100 First International Bldg. ~---do--_ Chatham. 

Dallas, TX 75270 
‘Kyanite: 

(CE Minerals Inc ____-__.-~...--~ 901 East 8th Ave. Open pit mine —_Lincoln. 
Mi King of Prussia, PA 19406 and plant. 

Franklin Mineral Products Co.Inc_---- Box ----do--- Hart. 
Wilmington, MA 01887 

Perlite (expanded): 
Armstrong World Industries Inc ____ 1010 Concord Plant _ . Bibb. 

Lancaster, PA 17604 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 14.—Principal producers —Continued 
a 

‘Commodity and company ‘adress Type ofactivity County. Tr —_Sirnimoality end company  Aatreae Typetectivity Samy 

Sand and gravel: ‘Construction (1982) 
“Atlanta Sand & Supply Co... Route Open pit mine Crawford. 

Roberta, GA 31078 Brown Bros. Sand Co_-.---- Box 82 Open pit ‘Talbot Howard, GA 31039 mines. 
Howard SandCo -.----------- Bor i Mo --- Talbotand 

Butler, GA 31006 "Taylor. 
Industria (1982 Crawford County Miningtne——---- Route Open pit mine Crawford. 

Roberta, GA 31078 L.C.Curtis &Son Inc --------- Box t23 a ---do Greene. 
Watkinsville, GA 20677 SessieS. Morie&Son Ine 120) North High St. ----do Marion. 
Millville, NJ 08332 Montgomery Sand Co, adivisionof Box 2117 aa-do ‘Thomas. 

Florida Crushed Stone. ‘Thomasville, GA 31792 
Stone: 

‘Crushed: Florida Rock IndustriesIne..---__Box 4667 Quarries. Clayton, 
Jacksonville, FL 82201 Floyd, Monrse, Spalding 

Georgia MarbleCo...-------- 8460 Cumberland Pkwy., NW. ---do--- DeKalb, ‘Atlanta, GA 30308 Douglas, Forsyth, 
Gilmer, Hall, 

‘ Newton, 
Martin Marietta Ager 30013 a Sonor Lee, lartin Marietta Aggregates Box 3001 ----do -.. Jones, Lee, 

Raleigh, NC2T612 Richmond, 
North Georgia Crushed Stone Co, Box 458 w---do--. Clarke, De 

‘division of Koppers Co. Lithonia, GA 30058 ‘Kalb, Fayette, Fulton, Haber. 
sha Hal, Stephens, Walker. 

Vulean Materials Co...-------- Box 80730 ---do Carroll, ‘Atlanta, GA 80366 ‘Cobb, Coweta, 
Douglas, Fulton, Goinnet, 

fenry, Troup. 
Pian & Harvey Box 958 Quarry and —_Osleth nie & Harvey Ine. ---- Box: ary an lethorpe 

Elberton, GA 30635 finishing 
plant. 

Coggings Granite Industries Inc . Box 250 ~---do_-- Madison. 
Elberton, GA 80685, 

Georgia MarbleCo.-..-------- Box 288 + oudo Pickens 
Tate, GA 30117 Granite Panewall Co, a division of Box 898 ----do Elbert. 

ray Heri Crushed Stone. Elberton, GA 30635 
ale Southern TaleCo..---.---------- Box Minesand Murray. Chatsworth, GA 80705 mil. 
Also produced crude iron oxide pigments.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 

Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Department of Land and 

Natural Resources of the State of Hawaii for collecting information on all nonfuel 

minerals. 

By Herbert R. Babitzke’ 

Hawaii's nonfuel mineral production val- After considerable concern expressed by 

ue was $52 million in 1983, an increase of some local residents, the Barbers Point 
12% over that of 1982, but 18% less than deep-draft harbor construction and dredg- 

the record high year of 1979. Nonmetals— ing continued through the year. The State 

cement, gem stones, lime, pumice, sand and Land Use Commission approved stockpiling 
gravel, and stone—accounted for the total of the dredged coral at the Campbell Indus- 
value. Except for gem stones and lime, all of _ trial Park on the island of Oahu. Stockpiled 
the nonmetals were used in the construc- material is slated for use in agricultural 
tion industry. purposes and for the manufacture of con- 

The year 1983 produced an overall modest crete products. 
improvement for construction in Hawaii. Increasing interest in deposits of polyme- 
Some of the increase was attributed to tallic manganese crusts on the slopes of 
reconstruction of the hurricane-related submerged seamounts and nodules on the 
damages on Kauai. Although moderate deep ocean floor near Hawaii has prompted 
growth was noted on the neighboring is- feasibility studies for a processing plant on 
lands, reversing the general decline of the the island of Hawaii. Average metal con- 
preceding 2 years, Oahu entered a third tents for the nodules are 0.27% cobalt, 
year of decline. 0.76% nickel, 0.54% copper, and 20.1% 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Hawaii? 

‘1982 1983 

Mineral it Value Vah Quantity (ousands) @Wantity (¢nousands) 

ora yhousand shi 6 554 1 MES cornsosccseocar ee 
Send ana ‘gravel (construction) ___________--_-.-do. 449 1,221 440 *1,000 

‘Crushed... -.--------------------de---- £4,500 £26,600 5,532, 29,708 
Dien Sc moe keese tne oe SOM. = 4 @) 3 Combined value ofgem stone ime and pumice 2222-77 ae as set 

TOR neers eeneasse nection xX 46,889 XX 52,411 

“Estimated. XX Not applicable. 
\Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
Less than 1/2 unit, 
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manganese. Average metal contents for the _ term development. 
manganese crusts on the siopes of submerg- _ The Governor signed into law Act 152— 
ed seamounts within the Hawaiian Archi- High Technology Research and Develop. 
pelago are 0.90% cobalt, 0.50% nickel, ment, which authorized a high-technology 
0.06% copper, and 24.7% manganese. The corporation and research center. Ocean re. 
occurrence of manganese crusts at relative- search revolving around food, energy, and 
ly shallow depths of less than 2,400 meters minerals will be encouraged in this pro- 
may make them more economically attrac- gram. 
tive than the deep-sea nodules for near- 

Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Hawaii, by county? 
(Thousands) 

‘Mineral produced in 1962 - County 19611982 ala prodoed in 
Hawai 2-2 WW. Sand and gravel construction), pumice. Homoag 22222222202022222202 WW Stent Kauai--=222227722222227TT2ga608 © $18 Sand and gravel (construction Rea. 2520 Seco sSEEaTaEECE TS W L844 Sand and gravel (construction ime, pumice Sand and gravel contruction) ------- igs Stone: Crushed ee XK 26 600 Dimension "2022a-2-2-22o> RK 

Total? ..-_--n---n---= 5100546800 
‘Estimated. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” _ XX Not applicable, County distribution for construction sand and gravel (981) and erushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown soparately under’"Sand and gravel (construction) or “Stone.” Sincludes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indivated by symbol W, 

Table 3.—Indicators of Hawaii business activity 
> Change, 19621999? Change, 

Employment and labor, fre annual average: otal civilian laborforce’ ssn thousands 4704691 “04 Unemployment ene 222222222TTTTTTTIIIIIcooT at 
Employment (nonagricultrall Manufsctoring sees e————— need ED <9 Contract constradiion===~—272222TTTTTTTTTTTT TS 43 ‘Transportation and public tities ------------7--------dsl. «0808 8 Wholesale and retail trade --222227227D277777T7TTgcT72 «atk 18 la Finance insurance, real esiate "-27--2--2222---7222alal.| eB a8 Servi soccer ey STUSETTTESSESSCSSECE geTTS | Ame, abe +2 Government’ -7772222777222222222202707 722 27&occ_*set 33 

personan in Tote! Domegricultaral employment --———----aeenaann-do--- AOS =6 
Pisoni esceeceseceeceeecececee teens millon $1168 Giese? 8 Per capita Doougggiiiiiccicstsiscccscocormis: fre Het 1B Construction activity Number of private and public residential units authoried .------------ $790 454-19 Value of nonresidentialconstruction =n 7=2 22 wilions 2508 Se “a Value of State road contract awards=--——----—-—~~~----"™ge™ > SSS SB Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and withia the State thousand short tons. 285 2a “55 NNonguel mineral production value 

"Total crude meral values - : millions. $469 $54.4 Value per enpita, resident population =~ ~~7~7 7-2-2 2222227™ wr Sst as Value per square mile =P nwc" 227722222 2222 sggne 
"Preliminary. 
Sources: US. Department of Commerce, US, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines. - renee om
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS received during the year—in March and 
Cement.Keiser Cement Corp. at Waa. Aisdst Each shipment totaled 16,000 short 

nae and Lone Star Hawaiian Cement Corp. Gem Stones.—The gem stone industry 
at the Campbell Industrial Park operated continued to draw considerable interest on 
the two cement plants in Honolulu County pearly all of the Hawaiian Islands. Coral of 
(Oahu), Combined annual capacity for both pink, black, red, and gold hue mined in the 
plants is approximately 600,000 short tons waters surrounding the islands, and olivine 
of cement. The plants, in concert, operated formed by volcanic activity, were used by 
at 36% of capacity during 1983. Sales of the local jewelry industry. 
portland cement declined about 5% from — Lime.—The Hawaiian Commercial & 
those in 1982, while value increased 14%. Sugar Co. Ltd. continued to produce calcin- 
Masonry cement sold during the year was ed lime from its operations near Paia, Maui 
6,114 short tons, or about the same as that County. Sufficient quantities were produced 
of 1982. Value increased 16% to $641,000. for the sugar refineries on Maui. 

Of the total portland cement sold, 74% Brewer Chemical Corp. continued to pro- 
was used for ready-mix concrete, 14% by duce fine-ground calcium carbonate at Ka- 
concrete-product manufacturers, 7% by waihae in Hawaii County for agricultural 
building-material dealers, 5% by highway amendment. The raw limestone was pro- 
and other contractors, and less than 0.5% duced from dredging operations at Kawai- 
by government agencies and other miscella- hae Harbor and surrounding small boat 
neous customers. harbors. 
Raw materials consumed in the manufac- ~— Pumice and Voleanie Cinder —Volcanic 

ture of portland cement were limestone, cinder was produced by Puna Sugar Co. Ltd. 
coral, volcanic cinder, sandstone, sand, py- and Volcanite Ltd. on the island of Hawaii. 
rite, and gypsum. Both plants used coal and Maui Pineapple Co. Ltd. and Maui Concrete 
fuel oil for power, and each purchased & Aggregate Co. both produced volcanic 
electrical energy. As in previous years, all cinder from quarries near Lahaina on the 
of the limestone, coral, and volcanic cinder island of Maui. All material was used for 
was mined at nearby quarries on Oahu; road construction and maintenance, insula- 
other raw materials were imported, either tion, and landscaping. 
from Australia or Mexico. Coal was import- Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 
ed from Australia. and gravel production is surveyed by the 

Although the two cement plants operated U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
at significantly less than capacity during years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
1983, some Hawaiian concrete manufactur- only estimates for 1983, Data for odd- 
ing companies imported cement from the numbered years are based on annual com- 
Republic of Korea. Two shiploads were pany estimates made before yearend. 

Table 4.—Hawaii: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

1982 1983 

“Quantity Value Value Quantity Value Value 
@housand thou per” (thousand (thou- per shorttons) sands) fon short tons) sands) fon 

Bend sucnemmwssoumesewrosemescamee wo OW (8435 NA NA NA ae wWooW (478 NA NA NA Sand and gravel Gnproseasedy 2~7TTTTTTTTTIT_ gaat) 61 NANA _NA 
Total or average _______--------------- M9 1z21 272 440 $1,000 $227 
“Estimated. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Data for even-numbered years are based on 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered annual company estimates made before 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. yearend. 

Table 5.—Hawaii: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+141/2 inch’ 

Coarse aggregate, graded: 
‘Concrete aggregate, coarse 14g 7540 

w Bituminous aggreg ate, coarse — teak SR oS eer eres 241 1,872 ine aggregate (8 inch). ‘Stone sand, concrete == putamen 529 5282 cote sad btaminois ix orweal = ~>TTTT2222TT 22 TTT TTT no ait ree and fine aggregate: ‘Graded road bese or subbase = 1240 5857 Unpaved road surfacing "~~ ~---~~--2_272227222222222222222 2222 4 2060 Tetrguo and expined aggrogats = ~27217T77222TT22TTT ITT 3 162 Grusher run or flor waste “~~ ~~~727722727222222222 22222 22aT a8 1883 Bedding material "= --~~~~~777277727277222272272=- 3 ie Agricultural: Agricultural limestone -———~~~~~~>~~~~ SSRTSCIETILEE is 138 GRemical and metallurgical: Cement manufacture ~~~ 7777 777_777777777 77 495 LAB Special: “Other fillers or extenders ——_— === 3 10 
et iwicenn indecan incall cnasieencmawmniiaens 257 1,867 

TARP oie cisincnnnemnnnn emigssorec eee Enea 5,532 29,703 

‘Includes limestone, traprock, and volcanic cinder and scoria. 
*Includes poultry grit and mineral food, filter stone, lime manufacture, chemicals, screening (undesignated), combined cogrse and fine aggregate, and Uses not specified 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Production of crushed stone in 1983 in- Honolulu County, 7 in Kauai County, and 5 
creased 23% in quantity over the estimated in Maui County. The three major produc- 
production in 1982, and value increased ers—Ameron Honolulu Construction & 
12%. Limestone was produced as crushed Deeveas Lid Pecite Conrete & Rock & 
and broken stone from 7 quarries, traprock Ltd, and Lone Star Hawaii  Rocl 
as crushed and broken stone from 16 quar- Preducts—produced 60% of the total crush- 
ries, and volcanic cinder as crushed stone 4 Stone in Hawaii in 1983, ao at be He Ieee ‘ot, dames W. Glover Ltd. was the sole pro- 
from 11 quarries. The largest amount of ducer of dimension stone from a quarry at crushed stone was used for road base and in Hiilo, Hawaii County. 
concrete aggregate. Distribution of quarries 
in the State are 14 in Hawaii County, 8 in *State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA. 

Table 6.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County 

Cement: 
‘Kaiser Cement Corp_.------- Waianae Plant Cement plant... Honolulu 300 Lakeside Dr. 

Oakland, CA 94612 Lone Star Hawaiian Cement Corp Hawaii Plant enna Do. 915058 Kaomi Loo i Bwa Beach, HI9GT06 
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co. Box 266 Rotary kiln and.con- = Maui 

Pe Led. Puunene, HI 96784 tinuous hydrator. 

Voleanite Ltd... Box 3000 Surfacemine Hawai fin Kellua Kona, HI 96740 
‘Ameron Honolulu Construction & Box 20968 Quarries _.._----- Honolulu and Brayage Ld Honolulu, Hl 96820 Maui 
Lone Star Hawaii Rock Products _ 91-055: ecmal 100, Quarry ....-----_ Honolulu. Ewa Beach, HI-96706 Pacific Concrete & Rock Co.Ltd. 2344 Pahouui Dr, Quarries... Honolulu and Honotate, Hi 96819 Ma 

SP a



This chapter has been Prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Idaho Geological Survey, 
University of Idaho, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By W. L. Rice, E. H. Bennett,? and M. M. Miller* 

Idaho's nonfuel mineral production value mineral value for the year. 
rose in 1983 to $415 million, a 38% increase _In late November, the Cyprus Thompson 
over the $300 million recorded in 1982. Creek molybdenum project west of Challis, 
Higher silver prices and consequent in- Custer County, came on-line. The operation, 
creased production from Coeur d’Alene Dis- owned and operated by Amoco Minerals Co. 
trict mines and a return to full production (a wholly owned subsidiary of Standard Oil 
by most southeastern Idaho phosphate oper- Co. of Indiana), achieved about 75% of 
ations were the primary reasons for the design capacity by yearend, producing 40 

increase. tons per day of molybdenite concentrates. 
Silver continued to be the leading com- The operation has about 500 employees and 

modity in terms of value, followed by phos- will have an annual payroll of $9 million 
phate rock, gold, and lead. Metallic miner- when full production is reached. 
als accounted for 61% of total nonfuel 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Idaho 

1982, 1985 
Mineral Value Value Quan- 0 ty how, Ue” haw, 

‘Antimony ore and concentrate, antimony content short tons__ 294 w 585 w Clays on thousand short tons. 8 $i0l 6 $91 Copper (recoverable content ofores,eic)-—-—-_—""““"metrie tons. 30744933 «3.556 6,000 Gem stones woo none NA 5 ‘NA 100 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ele) = ___T miele tons. Ww W 2572513296 Te ee eT TI IT thousand short, tons — w w 8 686 Sand and gravel (Constraction)_————"""~__-"—"" "Tao" ago 358 30009800 Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete) -—~ thousand trey ounces. 14/880 «11790117684 202208 Stone (crushed). "7" "_""""_ thousand short tons 1/200 6000» 1.985 7.480 Combined value of coment, garpet abrasive) gid, epsum, perlite, Phosphate rock, pumice, sand and gravel (industrial, stone (dimen- sion), tungsten ore and concentrate, vanadium, zine, and values 
indicated by symbol W ——————_"_—__ 0 70 XX 164810 XX 160,818 

Total __--- =n XX 7300078 XX 415079 
"Revised. NA Not availa Withheld to avoid di om data; value EE ta ALE PERE agin iain cna rary 

*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
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Table 2.-Value of nonfuel mineral production in Idaho, by county! 
(hoasands) 

County 1981 1982 Minezals produced tn.1982 

Ae eR w $800 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Ruma Sae Coors Ww tn 
aunt Sas w W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Benewah --~~~--777727772- w W Garnet (abrasive) 
Bingen 230302 SU 20SE0S W 18091 Phosphate rock, vanadium, sand and gravel construction} 
Blaine ------------------ Ww 'W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Bolee 555-2522. 8 w == Bonner =” ~~ 7>~7727777227> Ww W Sand and gravel (construction, silver, lead Boaneriie S205; 005 220022 Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), pumice Boutdsry suc 0o0s el oou 2 10 Sand and gravel (construction) i in Ww Lead. Camed oSOTESETERIETENE Ww W Sliver, lead. 

Canyon — ~~ - =e w W_ Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Ganboes 22S EREEr Sea ry w W Phosphate rock, vanadium, (o- ptumeem ee oer w W > Sandand gravel construction) Glarke= 227 722DTTTITTIT 1 W Gold, clays, silver. 
Sag © 688 Siver tad got uuster = 722s 22ss2as sna Wer, ead, gold, copper, inc Bisons 200 TEAEERTSOES TION Ww W Sand and gravel construction), clays. 
rankin Soe oe0 sessUSL Svan ct ° 
TNE on en a 45 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Gene Se saes San aaeeeats W 1,694 Sand and gravel ndustrial). Gooding --=27222222272222 ® 'W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Bey ILE W W Sand and gravel (construction, gold, silver. 
PRI pe etre nei @) — Roce 0c SS2 SSISAISEE ast W > Sitver, sand and grave construction gold, copper, lead. 

CBR see epee eres w W Clays Tenld: SSeS gor sess w W Silver, sand and gravel (construction), copper, ld, 
Towle oscnsenseces can Ww a 
Uineoln =~ -~=2=22-2 2a ® ae Madinng 202200 S00 SE2EESSo e W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Minidoka_—~~~~7~77777227 Ww W Lime, sand and gravel construction) 
Nec Perce Sn DES CSCTSTSEES 13 430 Sand'and gravel construction). 
Oneida — Ww W Perlite, pumice. Oyphsel SEESSSSLIESORTED W W Silver, gold, lead 
Pagee=c isos 0S SnueeScn © Bs 
POI cain meer ee 6 — Sand and gravel (construction). 

Shobooes 22 CUS SSTTETESTT W 128,863 Silver lead, zine, copper, gold, antimony. ‘Twin Falls ~~ ~~~7~~~=2=2=> wW W Lime, sand and gravel construction) 
Valley SS CLECUESOEUESESGE w W Goldstnd and gave construction silver, 
Washington =.= 2. === w Ww Gypsum. Unditrbuea? 7-7 os 
Sand and gravel{construction)--_ *7,329 xx 

Stone (crushed) ..-.--------— x £6,000 

Total® ene 2A 8TT 800,078 
“Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed:” XX Not 

"Fsear Lake, Jefferson, and Teton Counties are nt listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1961) and erushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown 
seperately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (crushed).” 

crushed stone was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Idaho business activity 

BE ea 1982 1983" percent 

Employment and iabor force, annul average: "Fotal civilian labor force =~. thousands. _ 4312 4a 414 Ueowigame rmsncoscussSDesevsasmncceemee =! fe) ab. dd 
Employment (nonagricltural ———————— 

I Nag ee centenarians 35 4a +101 Martbsnjing “2 = To sDSTESN RET TSUSTLIDUTEa A aa etd Gontract consteuelion ~~~ 7~"72722222272222727TTger 22 03 ne t8t ‘Froneportation and public lillie ~-~7~7772777—777~é—777 13 ka 3 Wholtsate and etal trades -=~ 7277772272 dos = 153 Hs 480 Finance, insurance, eal entaia 22211__122~22727—c2dec2a Bs me OTS Borvloet nn tnnenncneez22zzzzzczaaascs 2 cacao oa 692 eth (Gorernmnsat S002 TETESE BS TITTIES SEDO OSS Sd a5 63 to 
‘Total nonagricultural employment. —————— ===. ---do. = oo Pergonal income Pola eee millions «$371 g828 460 Boreapita 220727 TTTSERINET ODIO eNEETET TEES Bar be iS construction activity Nembersfprivale and public residential unitsauthrized-.------ 2584004082 Value ofgeprenidentaiconstuction=< === so s-~~~ wilions $89 LRT Sa Value of State rood omtract awards = ~~~ —- ee ae Ce Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State thousand short tons. 242 2s 42 Nonguel mineral production value olalcrudemeratvyalte ss. millions. $9002. SHI g8 ‘Value per enpita, resident popdlation TISnEte TE sai se T3n0 

Value per square mile--_-__--________>_ 72777777777 $8,593 $4,967 +382 

Preliminary. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines 
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Figure 1.—Value of silver, lead, and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Idaho.
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Bunker Ltd. Partnership, owner of the ration at the $3.5 million American Silver 
Bunker Hill lead-zine-silver mining, smelt- project that was placed on standby in June 
ing, and refining complex at Kellogg, main- 1982. The project is exploring American 
tained the mine and surface plants on Silver ground west from the 3400 level of 
standby, awaiting increased metal prices the Coeur Mine. In 1988, 342 feet of new 
and an improved economy. Bunker stated drift were completed for a total of 3,484 feet 
that maintenance costs of about $450,000 since the project started in mid-1980. Part- 
per month could force a decision whether to ners in the venture include Coeur d’Alene 
reopen or dismantle the facilities in 1984. Mines, Callahan Mining Corp., and Hecla 

Trends and Developments.—Improved Mining Co. 
silver prices were primarily responsible for __Hecla continued work on the $11 million 
the increase in value of nonfuel mineral Consolidated Silver Corp. venture at the 
production in the State. Several silver min- Silver Summit Mine. The shaft was com- 
ing operations that had either cut back or pleted to a depth of 5,524 feet, and a plan- 
temporarily closed resumed full-scale pro- ned 10,000 feet of drifting and 20,000 feet of 
duction during the year. In 1983, Idaho diamond drilling were started. Hecla is the 
mines produced nearly 41% of domestic operator and majority owner of the venture, 
new silver, compared with 37% in 1982. along with Sunshine Mining Co. and Coeur 

‘The Idaho phosphate industry made a d'Alene Mines. 
limited recovery that enabled most plants _ Hecla completed over 1,200 feet of drift- 
to resume full production from cutbacks ing at the Atlas Mine, south of the Lucky 
imposed in 1982. Exports, a major factor for Friday Mine, preparatory to drilling the 
the industry, were up in 1983, and the year Boulder Creek vein system in 1984. The 
began with slightly better domestic agricul- work is being done under a $1.3 million 
tural markets. exploration agreement signed in 1982 with 

Blaming the depressed state of the min- _ the Atlas Mining Co. 
ing industry, the Bucyrus-Erie Co. closed its Sunshine Mining started a 2,000-foot drill 
mining machinery manufacturing plant in hole to explore 400 acres in the city of 
Pocatello. The plant, purchased by Bucyrus- Mullan held by Allied Silver-Lead Co. The 
Erie in 1974, employed about 1,200 people company is looking for extensions of the 
during its peak production period in the Lucky Friday vein system beneath the 
late 1970's. The plant closure cost 500 jobs _ town; two more holes are planned for 1984. 
and was a severe blow to the economy of the _ Rehabilitation of the Canyon Silver Mine 
Pocatello area. on Canyon Creek, northeast of Wallace, was 
Exploration—Anaconda Minerals Co. _ started in April. The crew of leasers intends 

continued exploration of a 25,000-acre land to mine ore left on the 600 level and explore 
package acquired in 1982 from Kennecott’s _for higher grade ore on the 800 level. 
Bear Creek Mining Co. subsidiary. The area _ The Evolution Tunnel was opened by the 
is in the east end of the Coeur d’Alene Evolution Mining Co., owner of 68 claims 
District between the Placer Creek and Os- south of the Galena Mine. The company 
burn Faults, and extends from south of the plans to explore the favorable Revett For- 
Caladay property eastward into Montana. mation about 1,000 feet below the tunnel 
Anaconda is required to spend at least level. 
$120,000 on the properties during the Ist A 2-year exploration and drilling pro- 
year, with annual increases leading to gram was announced by Silverton Mines 
$270,000 in the 5th year and $665,000 in the Inc. on the company's 15 claims in the 
10th year. Placer Center District. 
Encouraged by higher and generally _ Noranda Exploration Inc., a subsidiary of 

more stable silver prices, exploration activi Noranda Mines Ltd., began exploration on a 
ty in the Coeur d’Alene area increased over group of claims owned by Idaho-Montana 
that of 1982. Coeur Explorations Inc., the Silver Inc. The claims are located northeast 
exploration subsidiary of Coeur d’Alene of Mullan on the Idaho-Montana border. 
Mines Corp. (CAMP), continued work at the Cominco American Inc. continued its ex- 
Royal Apex Silver, Capital Silver, and High- ploration program at the Hypotheek and 
land Aurora projects at the west end of the Nabob Mines on Pine Creek. Cominco also 
district. At the CAMP project, geologic entered into an exploration joint venture 
studies to explore the Polaris Fault between with Trans-Atlantic Pacific Co. on 33 pat- 
the Silver Summit and Coeur d’Alene Mines ented claims at the Golden Chest Mine near 
were continued. Murray. 
ASARCO Incorporated continued explo- Teck Resources Inc., a subsidiary of Teck
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Corp. of Vancouver, British Columbia, Can- State's mining industry because of higher 
ada, rehabilitated the 4,800-foot-long Rock silver prices, improved demand for phos- 
Creek Tunnel on the Gem State and Rock _ phate fertilizers, and the start of production 
Greek claims. Geological and geophysical in late October at the Cyprus Thompson 
studies were completed in preparation for Creek molybdenum mine, led to a substan- 
diamond drilling in 1984. tial increase in mineral sector employment 

Intermountain Minerals Engineers Inc. by yearend. Metal mining employment ad- 
diamond drilled at the Golden Dream Mine vanced to 2,600, an increase of 4%, and 
northeast of Murray. Mining in conjunction overall mining employment was up to 4,100 
with exploration yielded 674 tons of ore that workers for a 17.1% increase over that of 
was milled at the Nabob concentrator on 1982. 
Pine Creek. The late 1983 closure of the Bucyrus-Erie 

Substantial exploration activity for base mining machinery plant in Pocatello caused 
and precious metals occurred in the Elk a loss of 500 mining-related jobs. The effect 
City-Dixie area, Idaho County. Drilling pro- of the closure was mitigated by the pur- 
grams were conducted at the War Eagle chase of the Bucyrus property by Stearns- 
Mine by Award Resources USA Inc., and at Rogers Corp., who plan to build modular 
the Robinson Dike Mine near Dixie. Centen- units for use in oil and gas processing 
nial Minerals Ltd. drilled a large claim plants; the company announced that from 
block centered on the Orogrande-Frisco pit 500 to 2,000 workers may eventually be 
near Orogrande. Agar, Baretta, and Ellis, employed. 
an exploration group with Nugold Enter- Average weekly earnings, as of Decem- 
prises Corp. worked at the Erickson Reef ber, for mineral industry production work- 
gold property north of Elk City. Gray Eagle _ ers remained the highest, at $605.87, of any 
Resources evaluated the Alberta, Hercules, production workers group in the State. This 
and Pasadena claims near Ditch Creek, and figure represented an increase of $80.18 per 
the Big Buffalo Mining Co. operated a pilot week over that of 1982. 
mill at the Big Buffalo Mine in the Buffalo Legislation and Government Pro- 
Hump District. grams.—The 47th Idaho Legislature, first 

In August, Gold Resources Inc. entered a regular session, did not enact any legisla- 
joint venture with Gold Cache Inc. to evalu- tion in 1983 that would affect Idaho's miner- 
ate the Kimberly and Golden Anchor Mines _ al industry. 
in the Marshall Lakes District southeast of The Challis 2° Conterminous U.S. Map 

Riggins. Program (CUSMAP) was completed in 1983 
Gold Fields Mining Corp. drilled 20 holes by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); the 

at the Consolidated Mine near Weiser, ex- results were released in a symposium at the 
ploring for gold and mercury hot-springs- Northwest Mining Association's annual 
type deposits. Freeport Minerals Co. and December convention in Spokane, WA. The 
Homestake Mining Co. drilled several holes Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology (IBMG) 
at the Almaden Mine looking for similar participated in research for the CUSMAP 

targets. and published an open-file geologic map. 
Tenneco Minerals Corp. accomplished The IBMG (redesignated the Idaho Geologi- 

about 6,000 feet of exploration drilling at cal Survey in 1984) published a report 
the Parker Mountain property in Lemhi detailing production statistics for all mines 
County, searching for gold mineralization in the Coeur d’Alene mining district from 
in silicified and brecciated rhyolite. 1884 to 1980; it also worked on a history of 

‘Anglo Bomarc Mines conducted a feasibil- 100 years of mining in the Coeur d’Alene, to 
ity study for mining the Hercules property be released in time for the district’s centen- 
in Washington County. Open pit production _ nial in 1984. 
may start in 1984. The IBMG’s 3-year phosphate program, 

The Yanke Machine Co. continued explo- done in cooperation with the U.S. Depart- 
ration at the Talache Mine in Atlanta. A ment of the Interior’s Minerals Manage- 
newly discovered gold-silver vein is being ment Service, was completed at yearend, 
developed in a new working near the old and five 7-1/2-minute quadrangle maps de- 
Talache Mine. tailing phosphate reserves in southeastern 

Democrat Resources drilled 20 holes as Idaho were in preparation. A report describ- 
part of an exploration program at the Dem- ing epithermal gold deposits near Silver 
ocrat Mine near Leadore. Further explora- City, Owyhee County, was open filed in 1983 
tion is planned for 1984. and will be published as a chapter in a 
Employment.—A partial recovery in the forthcoming USGS professional paper. A
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study of ground failure hazards in south- affiliated with the Virginia Polytechnic In- eastern Idaho was begun during the year in _ stitute in work on the Mine Systems Design 
cooperation with the USGS; the initial and Ground Control generic area 
phase of this project is to compile data on ‘The Idaho National Engineering Labora- 
conditions affecting ground failure hazards. tory was funded at $2.7 million by the US. 
A major program effort concentrated on the Bureau of Mines to conduct a multiyear 
“Cenozoic Geology of Idaho” volume, which research program in strategic and critical 
is the largest single publishing project un- materials. The 1983 effort addressed (1) 
dertaken by IBMG. biologically assisted minerals processing, (2) 

‘The Mining and Mineral Resources and metal gas reactions and thermal plasmas, 
Research Institute at the University of (3) joining silicon nitride-based ceramics, (4) 
Idaho received an allotment of $150,000 in joining rapidly solidified alloys, (5) nonde- 
1988. Idaho assisted the University of Ne- structive testing of ceramic and rapidly 
vada in work on a Mineral Industry Waste _ solidified alloy joints and materials, and (6) 
Treatment and Recovery Center that per- dehydration of aluminum chloride hexa- 
formed research in the treatment of miner- hydrate. The University of Idaho performed 
al waste for the recovery of critical minerals selected research tasks in support of this 
and metals. The Idaho institute was also program with funding of $145,000. 

‘Table 4.—Idaho: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, 
copper, lead, and zine, by county 

Mines producing! Mateial Gold Silver 

County Lodo Placer etre, Value | TOY Value 
Tons) 

1961, total = -, Retin Ww W 16545698 3174089,250 1982 fotal 222272777 a a Teaboer v W_idssoser “Lirsor 283 
1988: 
Aiipeersessi 1 a w w w w Ww Adams 227272227 i 5 i = x 384210 Bear baba 227207 i = 1 = = 3 a4 Blanes -77277> i = w W W Ww w Boonen S2ESETIET 3 w : Bl w v ee 3 = v Ww W w W Guaer SE257575 5 <2 nats 7 sass 1798082087976 a - i a 13 Sater = Teun 22R5053 PI 2 W W Ww W W Owyhee” =2>22222 i : w w W v W Shanes 272722 é i oy W W 16020954 19a82,6r3 Valley == =7727=> 2 = W v v W w 

Patel cic a nian, Ye 232,104,344 Ww W__*17,684,278 202,308,141 

Copper Lead Zine en al Metric Value MES Vas MERE Vago tle 
1981, tetal 4,245 $7,966,106. 38,397 $30,923,495, Ww W $258,468,805 
1982, total ....-____ 3,074 74,982,940 Ww Ww w W_*155,067,979 

1983: 
Ada --- === a _ w w ss _ w 
Adams —________ “ 420 = oii ae 4,630 Bony Labs S2EZESE a = i Ea = = Se Blaine 727772= i 8 Ww W Be re W 
Camas --_______ mae os: Ww Ww oo ache Ww Geage DOTEDIESS ange sot 169,288 = == 2.00038 
Idaho. -- ese sae pane ee = 43,672 Famer STCSESES* = : W W cs = W Owyhee 722222 _ = x ” = = v 
Shoshone. ______ 3,580 5,956,380 25,363 12,122,654 Ww Ww Ww 
Valley —___~ == -- =~ uae so ” w 

Mab ccs 3,556 5,999,880 925,726 312,295,973 Ww Ww Ww 

"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
“Operations from which gold, silver, copper, lead, or zinc were recovered only from tailings or from cleanup are not counted as producing nes 
Does not include gravel washed. 
“Includes items indicated by symbol W; therefore, data do not add to total shown. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit.
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‘Table 5.—Idaho: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 
ee 

Number Material Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 
Source of geldor, troy eroy, netic metric (metric 

mines; tfeated’ ounces) ounces) ‘tons. tons) ‘ons) 
we te fe) 
Lode ore 

ry —_— 3 Ww w w : w 2 
alee 22725552 3 WoW W i v ae 
Sliver ~~~ 222 2-=- 785,201 W 16,221,922 3556 25,722 W 

Tesi coDeoSTEES 1 1 — 3 1 

Golan. cenane 23 72,104,344 Ww 717,684,278 93,556 25,726 w 
Placer_-.-.~----- 2 = Ww =: == jet se 

Grand total .---— 25 72,104,344 W 717,684,278 3556 725,726 wW 
a OE ee ee ee 

"W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
3Does not include gravel washed. 
Includes items indicated by symbol W; therefore, data do not not add to total shown. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 6.—Idaho: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 
fe srs 

Gola Silver Copper Lead Tine 
of matarial processed and (troy (metric (metric ‘metric Ppa ve oe oily Uma sis a oe) Geeee)) teen oe 

Lode ore: Gyanidetion---_____-.----------- w w ee ee 
Seling of sonoeyivates = -27TTTTITIIZ w Wo sd Ww 
Birectemeltingofore-----22-2222-s2-_ WN 

‘Total lode material_._------.-~--- W 717,684,278 3,556 25,726 Ww 
Placer oc nce cuss PEEaan ne SES2E w i ae on = 

Grand total s2osecutesnseneaee W 717,684,278 3,556 25,726 Ww 
__—_Seepdmaleeeececcneseene see WL SA RI 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprictary data 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes items indicated by symbol W; therefore, data do not add to total shown. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS tons were produced at a value of nearly $6 
, . _ million, ranking Idaho eighth nationally in 

Antimony.—Antimony production in 1983 copper output. The largest producers, 
1988 doubled that reported in 1982. Idaho's 11 from the Coeur d’Alene District, Sho- 
only antimony producer, Sunshine Mining shone County, were the Sunshine, Coeur, 
in Shoshone County, returned to full pro- Lucky Friday, and Galena Mines. More 
duction levels in 1983, following a tempo- than 99% of total State production came 
rary shutdown in the last half of 1982 owing from six Coeur d'Alene District mines, 
to depressed silver prices. Antimony was where copper is a byproduct to silver recov- 
recovered as a byproduct of the treatment ery. An additional small production was 
of tetrahedrite, the principal silver-bearing reported from Adams, Blaine, and Custer 
ore mineral at the Sunshine Mine. Concen- Counties. 
trates containing 585 short tons of antimo- —_Gold.—Idaho gold production increased 
ny were produced in 1983, compared with 78% over that of 1982 and the value dou- 
294 tons in 1982. bled, reflecting increased 1983 gold prices. 

Exploration was conducted at the Anti- The State moved up to sixth in national 
mony Rainbow Mine in Valley County; ranking for the amount and value of gold 
assessment work and development were produced in 1983. The West End Mine of 
carried out at the Scorpion Mine in Blaine Superior Mining Co. in Valley County be- 

County. came Idaho's largest producer, with MAP- 
Copper.—Output and value increased CO Minerals Corp.’s DeLamar Mine in Owy- 

slightly in 1983, with 10 mines reporting hee County ranking second. 
copper production. More than 8,500 metric Superior Mining’s West End Mine com-
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pleted its first year of full production in shafts on the 4600 level was completed, and 
1983; nearly 570,000 tons of ore were treated an operating station was cut on the 4400 

at the heap-leach facility near Stibnite. level. The existing labor contract at the 
The Golden Reef Joint Venture started mine, scheduled to expire in April 1984, was 

operations in November at the Dewey Mine extended for 3 years. Work commenced in 
east of Yellow Pine in Valley County. December on phase 2 of Sunshine’s $18 

Placer gold operations, predominantly million hydrometallurgical silver refinery 
small, hobby-type suction dredges, were ac- on Big Creek; startup of the refinery was 
tive throughout the State. The Idaho De- expected in 1984. 
partment of Water Resources issued 606  Asarco's Galena Mine was the fourth 
stream alteration permits for placers dur- ranked domestic silver producer, and Asar- 
ing the year. Placer gold production was co's Coeur Mine ranked fifth. In the Galena 
reported from Shoshone and Idaho Coun- Mine, the No. 3 shaft was sunk 132 feet to a 

ties. depth of 5,301 feet, and a main shaft pocket 
Lead.—Idaho retained its second ranking was prepared at the 5200 level. Exploration 

in 1983 lead production, although the was restarted by Asarco at the $3.5 million 
amount produced was only slightly more American Silver project that was placed on 
than 6% of the total amount mined in standby in June 1982. The project is explor- 
Missouri, the major producing State. Al- ing American Silver ground west from the 
though 14 mines reported lead production 3400 level of the Coeur Mine. Partners in 
for 1988, over 98% came from the Lucky the venture include Coeur d’Alene Mines, 
Friday Mine in the Coeur d’Alene mining Callahan Mining, and Hecla. 

region. The shaft at Callahan Mining’s Caladay 
‘A 5% statewide production increase over project reached a depth of 4,578 feet, shaft 

that of 1982 was attributed to accelerated stations were cut on the 4000 and 4300 
output at the Lucky Friday Mine following levels, and work commenced on the 4600 
first-stage completion of the Silver Shaft. _level by yearend. Arrangements were made 

Silver.—Idaho remained the top domestic with Asarco to interconnect the Caladay 
silver producer, accounting for 41% of total and Galena properties and provide an es- 
1983 production. Higher silver prices were capeway on the 4900 level. Callahan spent 
the primary factor behind a 19% increase in $4.8 million on the Caladay in 1983; total 
production over the 1982 level. Four mines expenditures on the project were $17.5 mil- 
in the Coeur d’Alene District accounted for _ lion through yearend 1983. 
91% of the total output reported from 21 _ Operations at Clayton Silver Mines Inc.’s 
mines in the State. Clayton Mine in Custer County were sus- 

In April, Hecla Mining Co. completed the pended after an October 23, 1983, earth- 
first stage of the $39 million Silver Shaft at quake triggered a massive inflow of water 
the Lucky Friday Mine. The 6,205-foot shaft that flooded the lower levels in the mine. 
facilitated a 20% production inerease over Prior to the earthquake, Clayton Mine pro- 
that of 1982. Mine output was increased duction had been at record-high levels. The 
from 725 to more than 1,000 tons per day, mine remained closed for the remainder of 
allowing 5 days of mining to feed a 7-day the year while a new pumping system with 
milling schedule. increased capacity was installed. 

Hecla continued work on the Consolidat-  MAPCO’s DeLamar Mine in Owyhee 
ed Silver project at the Silver Summit Mine. County was the only significant producer 
The shaft was completed to a depth of 5,524 outside the Coeur d’Alene District. The 
feet, and plans for 10,000 feet of drifting and mine, which produced from two open pits, 
20,000 feet of diamond drilling were under- ranked fifth in silver production for the 

way. State in 1983 
Sunshine Mining’s Sunshine Mine was  Tungsten.—A small amount of scheelite 

reopened and full production achieved by production was reported from Valley Coun- 
late February; by March 1, total employ- ty. 
ment had risen to 564. The Sunshine Mine Vanadium.—Idaho ranked third in the 
ranked second in nationwide silver produc- Nation in vanadium production, and was 
tion in 1983, and the company finished the the only State to recover vanadium from 
year with a net gain of almost $5.5 million ferrophosphorus. Ferrophosphorus _ slag 
compared with a $22.5 million loss in 1982, from Idaho phosphate was processed for 
Development work at the Sunshine Mine vanadium pentoxide by Kerr-McGee Chemi- 
included 5,972 feet of drifting, 878 feet of cal Corp. at Soda Springs in Caribou Coun- 
raises, and 16,614 feet of diamond drilling. _ ty. 
A connection between the No. 10 and No.12 — Zine.—The loss of production from Ida-
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ho's former principal zine producers—the processed perlite at its Malad City oper- 
Bunker Hill Mine and Hecla’s Star Unit ation in Oneida County. The expanded per- 
Area—resulted in a zinc output of slightly lite is used as a fireproofing material, in 
less than 6% of the State's 1982 production. lightweight aggregate, and as a filtering 
One mine reported zine production in 1983, medium. 
compared with output from seven mines in Phosphate Rock.—Idaho ranked second 

1982, in the Nation in production of marketable 
phosphate rock, accounting for 11% of the 

NONMETALS total domestic output. Production and value 

Cement.—Cement shipments in 1983 of Idaho phosphate rock were up slightly 
were principally portland cement, although frm 1982 levels owing to a partial economic 
a small amount of masonry cement was Tecovery that enabled most operations to Conufactarea resume full production. : 

Clays.—Output was down 25% and value, Six southeastern Idaho phosphate mines 
was down 10% from the 1982 production. in Bingham and Caribou Counties account- 
Fire clay, kaolin, and bentonite were mined, @4 for all of the production. J. R. Simplot in order of decreasing importance, by three C0» the largest phosphate producer in the 
companies from three pits in Latah and State, operated the Fort Hall (Gay) and 
Clark Counties. The State's largest volume Conda Mines. Simplot’s new Smoky Valley 
clay producer was A. P. Green Refractories Mine neared completion, and work was Co. in Latah County. almost finished at yearend on a 27-mile-long 
Garnet.—The Emerald Creek Garnet ‘Slurry pipeline to transport ore from the 

Milling Co. at Fernwood, Benewah County, ™ine to their Conda plant. Additional pro- 
produced garnet sands from placer oper- duction was reported by Monsanto Co., 
ations on Emerald and Carpenter Creeks. Conda Partnership, andAlumet. 
The company is the Nation’s largest produc- , Pumice.-Pumice mined in Idaho in 1983 
er of garnet for abrasives and as a filtering declined 14% in quantity and 21% in value 

medium. from that of 1982. 
‘Gem Stones.—Fire opals, jasper, and star __ Three operations in Bonneville and Onei- 

garnets contributed to the estimated da Counties accounted for the State's pro- 
$100,000 in gem stones recovered and sold duction. The largest pumice producer was 
in the State in 1983. Amcor Inc. from its Fan Claim near Idaho 
Gypsum.—All gypsum production came Falls; the product was used as lightweight 

from the Consumers Coop Association’s concrete aggregate. Producers Pumice in 
Tron Mountain Mine in Washington Coun- Bonneville County and Hess Pumice Prod- 
ty. Reported output was slightly less than ucts in Oneida County mined pumice for 
that reported in 1982. building and decorative block. 
Lime.—Amalgamated Sugar Co’s three Sand and Gravel—Construction sand 

quicklime operations in Canyon, Minidoka, and gravel production is surveyed by the 
and Twin Falls Counties accounted for all of U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
the State’s 1983 lime production. Total out- years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
put was 16% less than that reported for only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-num- 
1982, although the value was nearly the bered years are based on annual company 

same. estimates made before yearend, 
Perlite.—Oneida Perlite Corp. mined and 

Table 7.—Idaho: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a 

Quantity Vatu Value QUSPEY Value Value 
Gimand Yetue Vale etand lee Valu short Sands) fon SROFE Sands) fom 

Construction: 
Sand _._..-------------------------- 608 $1,774 "$2.92 NA NA NA Gravel STDITUETUSTEDEESSELCISOMISIOSS «gE. EAE SNA ONAN Sand and gravel anprocessed)_ ~~~~~727227 277 tis “542 NA NANA 

‘Total! or average .. -_------------------ 2,340 6,258 267 *3,000 *89,800  °§3.27 Industrial sand) Dl 22l2zclzcszssesescz_ WWW WH 
Grand total or average_ - o-> a Ww Ww 3.28 Ww Ww 8.74 

*Estimatec *Revisec NA Not available. Vithheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. ser, ral, Manan main ome naar
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Table 8.—Idaho: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

tee Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (1-1/2 inch) Riprapand jetty stone = soueenanuas 4 15 Coarse aggregate, graded: Concrete aggreyate, coarse... == w 10 Bituminous surface treatment aggregate -___~~-~~_~--~-2---~-~-=-~ 8 104 Other graded coarse aggregate See <7 _p=======22-==a2---an aoa 2 % Fine aggregate (-3/8 inchy Screening, undesignated - ~~ ____7_7-~--2—2272~2 W 4 
Coarse and fine aggregate ‘Graded road base or subbase ——————- 302 siz Unpaved road surface == C2028 REDE DIE RS RES ROTOR SSILESES 491 1a 
ig ate Sore ora Se eaereaate awe wenn en nner ce rere rin n none eoeonse, 154 ‘155 

Poultry grit and minerel food ...------------------ SpaaeeesicaS 6 1B ‘Gena apriculsural ween 32 STR BORD PRRDE RSIS 3 Ei 
Special: Other”. ewe nnn nnn nen nn nn nnnnenneten nnn reeee=, 814 4,733, 

T0til ~ -— nnn en eee nnn nna aen se eeeaeeee ses 31,935 7,480 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Mncludes limestone, granite, sandstone, quartzite, and traprock. 
Includes bituminous regate (coarse), macadam, cement manufacture, flux stone, refractory stone, crusher run or fill or waste, uses not specified, and ses indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by the DeAtley Co., and the Idaho Department 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered of Transportation were the leading produc- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ers. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on —_Dimension.—Quartzite and travertine 
annual company estimates made before were quarried for dimension stone in Cassia 

yearend. and Bonneville Counties, respectively. Mar- 
Crushed.—The 1983 output of crushed ble Shop Inc., Idaho Falls, Bonneville Coun- 

stone increased in quantity and value from ty, completed an 18-month contract to sup- 
levels reported in 1981 and estimated for ply travertine facing stone for Southwest 
1982. Increased activity in highway and Bell Co.'s new building complex in Dallas, 
secondary road construction and mainte- TX, 
nance was largely responsible for the in- ____ 
creased use of crushed stone. Five coun- ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA. 
ties—Bannock, Idaho, Latah, Caribou, and "Associate director, lsho Geological Survey, Moscow, 
Nez Perce—accounted for 79% of the State ; : 7 ‘ ‘State geologist and director, Idaho Geological Survey, 
total. The U.S. Forest Service, Region 4, Moscow, ID. 

‘Table 9.—Principal producers 
~ Commodity and company ——S~S~«C Type cfactivity County 
Antimony: Sunshine Mining Co... Box 1080 Mine, mill, plant Shoshone. Kellogg, 1D 83887 
‘Cement: Tdaho Portland Cement Co. a division of ‘111 Southeast Madison St. Surface mineand Bannock. clays Portland Goment Co Portland, OR 97214 Plant 

ays: ‘A: P. Green Refractories, a subsidiary of Box 158 Seasdoweecce: ‘Tatab 
‘United States Gypsum Co. Troy, ID 83871 

J.R.Simplot Co -------_-------~ Box 912 es Mae Do. Pocatello, 1D 83201 : 
Copper: 

‘ASARCO Incorporated -.....--. ~~~ Box 440 Mine and mill _ — ‘Shoshone. Wallace, 1D 83873 
ee OIE CO es ican nciesinine Box 320 TID ecosnenn Do. 

Wallace, ID 83873 
Sunshine Mining Co_.___---------- Box 1080 Mine, mill, plant — Do. 

Git Kellogg, ID 83837 

Hiecla Mining Co.....2...-------  Box820 Mine and mill. De. Wallace, ID 83873 MAPCO Minerals Corp-.---------- Box 2 Surface mineand Owyhee, 
Jordan Valley, OR 97910 mill. 

Superior Mining Co ____---------- 1275 Franklin Rd. ‘Surface mine and Valley, Boise, 1D 55709 Teach plant Gypgum: Consumers Coop Association... 265 East Commercial Surface mine. Washington. 
Weiser, ID 83672
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company ‘Aadiess Type of activity County 

Lead: Ciayton Silver Mines -.---------- Box 890 Mine and mill. Custer. . Wallac, 1D sass i 
Hecla Mining Co. -------------- Bont --=-d0------ Shoshone. . Wallace, ID 83873, 
Sunshine Mining Co-—------------ Box 1086 Mine, mil, plant Do. Kellogg, 1D 83837 

Lime "Amalgamated Sugar Co.....-----.  FirstSeeurity Bank Bldg. Plant_.---__ Various. Ogden, UTSH02 Perlite: ‘Oneida Perlite Corp. Box 162 Surface mineand Oneida. Malad City, 1D 83252 lant Phosphate rock: ‘Conde Partnership........---..- Box 37 a ---do 22. Caribou Conda, 1D 83230 Monsanto Co .-----a----a-----  Box8i6 Surface mine —— Do. Soda Springs, 1D 83276 J.R.SimplotCo =... Box 918 Surface mineand Bingham and 
> Pocatello, 1 88201 plant Caribou 

‘Amoor Ine Box td Quarry and plant Bonneville. Idaho Falls, 1D 88401 Hess Pumice Products... Box 209, a --do 2. Oneida Malad City, 1D 82252 Producers Pumice 02. 2......-- 6001 Fairview Ave. Quarry__---._ Bonneville. Boise, ID 83704 Sand and gravel (industrial) i ee Pit 2-2. Gem 
"ASARCO Incorporated —-.------ Box 440 Mine and mill... Shoshone. Wallace, 1D 83873 Clayton Silver Mines... Box $90 a---do =. Custer. Wallace, 1D 83373 Hecla Mining Co.------------ Box 320 = ---do-.... Shoshone. Wallace, 1D 83873, ‘MAPCO Minerals Corp......------ Box? Surface mine and Owyhee. Jordan Valley, OR 97910 mil. Sunshine Mining Co---.-.-.------ Bow 1080 Mine, mill, plant Shoshone. Kellogg, 1D 83887 Stone: Crushed: Dedtley Co. Box 48 Quarries. Various. a ei agroen : : jaho Department of Transportation — ide nasa Lewiston, 1D 83501 Idaho Portland Cement Co,,adivision 111 Southeast MadisonSt. Quarry and plant ‘Bannock. ‘of Oregon Portland Cement Co Portland, OR 97214 MonsantoCo.--s---------- Box 8i6 Quay... Caribou Soda Springs, 1D 83276 US. Forest Service, Region 4... $24 25th St Quarries... Various. - Ogden, UTS4401 

TheBlarbleSop Inc... 8945 North Yellowstone Quarry and lant Bonneville. iy. Idaho Falls, 1D 83401 Vanadium: 
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp... Box 478 Plant... Caribou. m Soda Springs, 1D 83276 ine: 
Hecla Mining Co... -------- Box 320 Mine and mill... Shoshone. Wallace, 1D 83878





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the State Geological Survey 
Division, [linois Department of Energy and Natural Resources, for collecting 
information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James J. Hill’ and Wanda J. West? 

The value of nonfuel mineral production Trends and Developments.—Several sec- 
in Illinois was $406.9 million in 1983. For tors of the Illinois mineral industry began 
the first time in 4 years, mineral production _ to recover in 1983. The U.S. Department of 
value increased, rising more than 4% over Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, reported 
the 1982 figure. Ilinois led the Nation in average monthly employment in mining 
output of fluorspar, industrial sand, and and quarrying, excluding coal extraction, 
tripoli and ranked 19th in value of nonfuel was 4,500 workers in 1983, down from 4,700 
mineral production. Barite, lead, silver, and reported in 1982. Average weekly earnings 
zinc were extracted as byproducts at fluor- and hours worked increased 20.6% and 
spar operations. Slag from steelmaking was 12.3%, respectively. The State's steel indus- 
processed in the State, and sulfur was try improved somewhat during the year. 
recovered at petroleum refineries. Several Although steel shipments increased in 1983, 
commodities, including gypsum, iron oxide most mills were operated well below capaci- 
pigments, perlite, and vermiculite, were ty. Average monthly employment in the 
shipped into the State for processing. basic steel industry dropped from 31,300 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Ilinois' 

1982 1988 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou. == Quantity (thou: 
sands) sands) i tind 

Cement (portland)... thousand short tons. 11st $18,448 1gs7 $74,975, CRIS Bos einre OEE MU Oe TARE 455 2,305, aT 3,360 Gem stones == 277 7~=> fiaviciiifh as NA 15 NA 15 Sand and gravel: Construction __._._....______ thousand short tons... 21,557 59,149 21,00 "58,400 syoltdustrial ——"—"OTTIIITTTIIIIL_ TE Sg 8989 45,665 4060 42,871 
Crushed =e ena do. 42,900 "148300 42,761 168,860 Dimension ~~~ >_> 22227277222 272 7a Te 2 98 2 a Combined value of barite, cement (masonry), clays fuller’s earth), fluorspar, lead, lime, peat, silver, tripoli,andzzine === XX___55,618 XX__60,355 

Total ce _- XX 989,594 XX 406,907 ges omnes 
$Estimated, NA Not available. _ XX Not applicable. Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). "Excludes fuller’s earth; value included with “Combined value” figure 

183
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Illinois, by county* 
(Thousands) 

Minerals produced in 1982 
‘County: eds ies in order of value a RR 

Adams._---------- $12,410 W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
‘Alexander — ~~ >~2—>2=2 Ww W Tripoli 
Bondoc sao scasScSeoe uz W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Boone -— ~~~ 77> 2 w $267 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Bra cocese sc Seer Ee 4a @ 

es 93 415 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Galeoun 22002 SEES EETS. 86 @ 
Gare neem on eenee= 48 @ 
Cit, ee eae 228 (@) Sand and gravel (construction) 
Champaign -—-— "277772 ® 1422 Do. 

Christian —" "27777 ITTT w e 
Clark SoS w W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
lay 22 2L DTT TT TTT w ® 
Ginter! 22S SEE ESSTES a W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
oles SLIT IIIT w w ‘Do. 
Cook acc sno LEDEESIEE 94,857 82,571 Lime, sand and gravel (construction), clays, 

peat 
Crawford erueeaee ® ss 
Cumberland — ~~~ 777777 « 248 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Deka 2s ESE PGTZIELS w 293 Do. 
De Witt --—= 77" 2" 7722 © 189 Do. 
Douglas SESE SUSILLISL w e 
Du Page arian w W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Effingham ~~ ~~~" 7~777> 6 w Do. 
RC gn Ww Ww Do, 

Ford SELUE EEE o Ww Do. 
Pilieg Sonne nen mane © Ww Do. 
Gallatin ~~~ ==—= == ® Ww Do, 

(Greendcoe nee w @ 
Grundy ©2777 T TTI w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Hanepckis So SSEeSETEITE 1407 W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Hardin. ~~~ "777777777 28174 W — Fluorspar, zine, barite, lead, silver. 
Henderson ~~~ ~""TZI2 Ww ® 
Henry ~~ --- ~~ 1818 W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
Sucker 27 ECETIESESS Ww @ 
Sergey. -~=T2= IIIT Te W @ 
Jo Daviess 2LIIIIIIIE 784 813 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Johnson ~~ -=22== 2227 Ww a 
Kone: CORTST OG 3421 18,551 Sand and gravel construction, 

Kankakee -—- ~~~ 41958 'W. Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
Kewdall <a SEaGeoaes Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Takeo cuce sues Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), peat. 

Tea Ball enema 78,080 W Sand (industrial, cement, sand and gravel 
(Construction), clays. 

Lawrence === ® W_ Sand and gravel (construction) 
Teeter: SEE ENEGS Ww W Cement. 
Livingston > 27777777 Ww 1476 Clays. 
Tagan; Tee SEDGE Ww ‘$83 Sand and gravel (construction). 
‘MeDonough.- -—-~ =~ === Ww W Clays. 
McHenry 22727227777 6 9663 Sand and gravel (construction). 

McLean ~~~ === === =o © 2aa1 Do. 
Macon 2oLUIESS ITS IEE « Ww Do. 
Madison” ~~ ""77 77 2819 Ww Do. 
Marshall —. ~~~ ~~~ } w Do. 
MI rate o w Do. 
Massa. — ~~ aoe Ww W_ Cement, sand and gravel (construction). 
Menno w @ 

Mercer ~~~ 777 109 @ 
Monroe Ei Eee SEE w @ 
‘Montgomery ~~ ~_ === === 2,250 @ 

Moultrie. PESELIIE “ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Ogle "2222 L TT TTT TTT Ww W Sand (industrial) 
Peoria SOLE EERSTE SEES, 651 1,080 Sand and gravel construction). 
Piatt = >~2 227727 I2o> co 307 Do. 
Bae Fee RSRSES SELES 1,962 Ww Do. 
Pulaski == —~>~~77—~=o> Ww W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 

Putnam S7STU REPRESSES “ 41 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Randolph [-—-------7-- Ww w Do. 
Rock Island ~~~ ~~~" 7777 4,296 w Do, 
St. Clair ~ >>To 5363 Ww Do. 
Sangamon. ---~~~-~~=27 ® 2,418 Do, 
Schuyler." 7 77777777 w 245 Do. 
Scott >= LS Ww @ 
Shelby ——~~=72 7777777 18 ® 
Stephenson ~~~ - == 1 W_— Sandand gravel construction 

‘agewell- ~~ Ww W ‘and gravel (construction), clays. 
Union w a 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Illinois, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale prodced in 1982 

Vermilion. ---------- y $238 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Wabash = --~—~ == 222 22> o Ww De. 
Warren === =~ Ww @ 
Washington. -.~——————-— @ 
White 2-0 7"7TTTTTT o W Sand and gravel construction). _ 

Whiteside -”"77"7"7~T2 w W Peat, sand and gravel (constructién). will = 222 2o Te $14,337 2,108 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Winnebago -—-— ~~~ 1620 345 ‘Do. 

Woodford — = 22222 I2> o 2239 Do. 
Undistributed® ~~~" 96,853 167.796 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) *68,970 xX 
Stone: 
Crushed ------------ x #148,300 
Dimension ——~~ ~~~ ~=~ xx 98 

Total® 427,486 889,594 

“Hstimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data included with “Undistibuted.” XX Not 
applicable, Frie following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Eager, Edwards, Franklin 
Hamilton, Iroquois, Jasper, Jefferson, Knox, Macoupin, Marion, Morgan, Perry, Pope, Richland, Saline, Stark, Wayne, 
and Williamson. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is 
not available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction)” or “Stone.” 

2Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Loss than 1/2 unit. 
‘Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Illinois business activity 

ogg? Change, 1982 19g Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: 
‘Fotal civilian labor force” === =n thousands... 55866 5508-15 Unemployment =.= --2-222222cc2c22c22o2llllolan GOs TG BROA 286 
Employment (nonagricultural: 

Mineg! <2 00 Seatac seeweee cee coecbaseeeedees 233 933 ze Manulacturing-—~7207TT2ITTTTTTIITIIIIINTISOTITa atm 4 
Contract constraction == ~~" "7TTILTTIIIITIDIIIITI ial kas Tat 
‘Transportation and public utilities ---——.-__~— 22 Loo oao. 2609-84 8 

Wholesale and retail trade --—__-22222 22222222 2o2ndon2. | (1,0808 | 1,0808 428 
Finance, insurance, real estate --—-_----_--~-222-22-2--d0.--- "S182 '8AT 2 
Serviced non neen enn DTDTTTTIIIIIIIIT aI pots <3 

Government. -~—2LLILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III iia tl__"nes_ a7 46 
‘Total nonagricultural employment!___.----------do---. 44828 44680 4.8 Personal income: pie 

“Total oven ee eee eee millions. $138,460 $145,021 44.7 Porcaplin®=- =D TTIISITEIIISISIIOIIIIS TL “gion “"gigens. «Fae 
Construction activity: 
"Number of private and public residential units authorized = 18980 29907 4.57.6 
Value of nonresidential construction _---------.----- millions. $1,8729 $8794 4.4 
Value of State road contract awards —_ ~~~ ~~~" >" 77> ‘do. $5100 "$1820 4.583 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

i ‘thousand short tons... 2368 «2805-24 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total erude mineral value ____.-__---------------~ millions... $3896 © $4069 +44 
Value per capita, resident population ---—----—--—---~----------- $34 $35 429 
Value per square mile... -==-222=--=2a=2-======--- «$6008 87,222 $46 

°Preliminary. 
Hincludes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
Sources: U.S, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

US. Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Value of stone and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Illinois. 

persons in 1982 to 25,300 in 1983. Average New Jersey. The firm also opened a surface 
weekly earnings also dropped because of mine in Alexander County during the year. 
contract. concessions negotiated during the _Lone Star Industries Inc. sold its cemen’ 

year. plant in Dixon to Dixon-Marquette Cement 
Increased residential building in 1983 Inc, a new company owned by Prairie 

stimulated a demand for some construction Materials Sales Inc. of Bridgeview. 
mineral commodities. The U.S. Department _In the State's metallic sector, Gould Inc. 
of Commerce reported a 57.6% increase in of Rolling Meadows signed a definitive 
construction permits issued for residential agreement for selling its lead-acid battery 
units (public and private) in the State. Also, operations, GNB Batteries Inc., to a group 
the value of private nonresidential con- of private investors, including Allen & Co. 
struction increased slightly during the year. Inc., a New York investment firm. Among 
The value of State road contract awards the company's United States and Canadian 
jumped 53.3% in 1983, from $510 million in battery operations is the firm’s secondary 
1982 to $782 million in 1983. lead smelter in Savanna, IL. 

Several developments occurred in the Thomas Steel Corp. of Chicago acquired 
State's mineral industry. In the nonmetallic the Ceco Corp. steel mill in Lemont, pre- 
sector, several operations changed hands. viously known as Lemont Manufacturing 
Martin Marietta Corp. sold its industrial Co. Ceco shut down the mill in December 
sand operations near Oregon in Ogle Coun- 1982. The new owner began production in 
ty and Troy Grove in La Salle County to February. Plans were underway to increase 
Unimin Corp. of Connecticut in keeping annual capacity at the mill from 240,000 
with plans to divest itself of industrial sand short tons to approximately 300,000 tons 
operations in several States. The firm re- with installation of a continuous caster and 
tained its operation near Wedron in La other improvements. 
Salle County, which accounted for a large _Inland Steel Co. agreed to sell its Contain- 
share of its industrial sand production. er Co. division to Royal Packaging Indus- 

Illinois Minerals Co., one of two compa- tries Van Leer BV of the Netherlands. The 
nies producing amorphous silica (tripoli) in division has about 925 employees at plants 
Illinois, was sold to Georgia Kaolin Co. of in Alsip, IL; Jersey City, NJ; Cleveland and
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Greenville, OH; and Canton, MS, that pro-  tripoli deposits in Alexander and Union 
duce stainless steel shipping containers for Counties in the southern part of the State. 
the chemical, food products, paint, and pe- Interest developed over the possible use of 
troleum industries. the microcrystalline silica, including the 

Ivaco Inc. of Montreal, Canada, purchased _iron-stained deposits previously rejected for 
newly issued shares of Laclede Steel Co. of conventional uses, as a source of silica and 
St. Louis, MO, for $10.1 million, which minor amounts of iron needed in cement 
increased its investment in Laclede to 51% manufacture. 
from 40%. Laclede, a carbon steel and alloy _As part of its stratigraphic assessment of 
steel manufacturer with a plant in Alton, base-metal potential in southeastern Wis- 
IL, was expected to use the funds to boost its consin, Mobil Oil Corp. was reported to have 
continuous-casting capabilities. Ivaco con- drilled holes across the border in northern 
trols 36 steel-related firms in the United Illinois counties. 
States and Canada. Legislation and Government Pro- 

Reynolds Metals Co. completed a $125 grams.—During the year, the Governor 
million modernization program at its signed Public Act 83-0012, which amended 
McCook aluminum sheet and plate mill to the Motor Fuel Tax Law, Illinois Vehicle 
increase its market share for can materials Code, and the State Finance Act. Major 
and the automotive industry. The mill fea- provisions of the act are increased motor 
tures state-of-the-art equipment and quality fuel taxes with yearly indexed adjustments; 

control increased diesel fuel taxes; and increased 
R. Lavin & Sons Inc., Chicago, opened a _ vehicle registration fees and taxes. The act 

precious metals division at its North Chica- created a State Construction Account Fund 
go plant that was to specialize in custom in the State Treasury for constructing, 
refining and production of gold, palladium, maintaining, and reconstructing the State- 
platinum, and silver. The metals will be maintained highway system. The act was 
recovered from a variety of industrial scrap expected to add an average of $393 million 
including dental gold, floor sweepings, per year through fiscal year 1987 for State 
printed circuit boards, and telephone jacks. highway projects and to allow the State to 

In a nationwide move to reduce costs and match Federal funds created under the 
remain competitive, United States Steel Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
Corp. announced plans in late December to 1983. 
cut its annual steel production 16%, to 26 _ The State Geological Survey Division con- 
million short tons, eliminating 15,400 jobs tinued research in environmental geology, 
in 18 States by April 1984. At U.S. Steel’s geochemistry, geology, hydrology, mineral 
South Works in Chicago, electric-furnace economies, and mineral resources. Among 
steelmaking and one structural mill would _ the several publications released during the 
be kept open. Closing the other plant units year were guides to the geology of carbonate 
reduced active employment there to 800 and sand and gravel aggregate resources in 
persons from 1,100, and permanently laid Illinois. Work continued on an Illinois direc- 
off another 2,800 persons on furlough. In _ tory of sand and gravel and stone producers. 
addition, the company scrapped plans to The Survey compiled laboratory studies of 
build a new rail mill at its South Works. the geologic characteristics of Illinois gravel 

Exploration Activities—Most of the deposits and freeze-thaw tests for the State 
State’s exploration was centered around the Department of Transportation. The study 
coal industry with 22 companies filing plug- results were expected to assist State aggre- 
ging reports on about 3,000 holes drilled in gate producers in meeting department 
30 counties. specifications for highway materials. 
Ozark-Mahoning Co. continued exploring Southern Illinois University—Carbon- 

for fluorspar deposits in Hardin and Pope dale, the State's Mining and Mineral Re- 
Counties in the Ilinois portion of the Illi- sources and Research Institute created un- 
nois-Kentucky fluorspar district. The firm der title II of Public Law 95-87, received 
filed an exploration plan with the U.S. $150,000 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 
Forest Service for properties in the Shaw- fiscal year 1983 for operations and research. 
nee National Forest after an environmental _ Also in 1983, the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
assessment found there would be “no signif- had several active contracts and grants 
icant impact.” The company planned explo- with Ilinois consulting firms, educational 
ration drilling along faults of the Lusk institutions, and industrial firms for equip- 
Creek Fault Zone in central Pope County. ment, research, and services. Funding for 
At yearend, the plan was still under review. _ these items was approximately $479,000. 

Exploration drilling also continued for
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS bulk form. 
| During the year, Lone Star sold its ce- 

Abrasives (Manufactured).—ESK Corp., ment plant in Dixon to Dixon-Marquette. a subsidiary of Wacker Chemical Co., manu- 
factured silicon carbide at its plant near 3 Hennepin, Putnam County. Metallurgical Table 4.—Iilinois: Portland cement salient 
and crystalline grades of material were eke 
produced from a mixture of petroleum coke (Short tons unless otherwise specified) 
and silica sand in a series of on-site fur- 7.75 re 
naces. Metallurgical silicon carbide was §_<———————____— 
used in manufacturing steel and cast iron. Pemieion "8" ~ —ssuaash —agsend Crystalline silicon carbide was used in Shipments from mill sks - 
grinding wheels and polishing stones, asa gummi—-------- AUDIO sisigans refractory lining for blast furnaces, and asa Stocks at mills, Dec. 31 ~~ 1s8208 338-407 
cutting agent for wire sawing granite. Pro << 
duction and value of silicon carbide increas- ‘nol : Clays.—Ilinois ranked 14th of 44 States ed 21% and 24%, respectively, compared in total clay production i i yy production in 1983. Output and 
with 1982 figures. . value increased 47% and 24%, respectively, 

During the year, Superior Graphite Co. compared with 1982 figures. Eight compa. 
filed for a U.S. patent on a new proprietary nies produced common clay from eight pits silicon-carbide continuous furnace, follow- jn Bond, Kankakee, La Salle, Livingston, 
me a ee aes trial pro- and McDonough Counties. Livingston Coun- 
luction run. ignated “HSC silicon car- ty led in production, supplying more than 

bide,” the new product is made by forming three-fourths of the State's output. Most. of 
silicon carbide on the external and internal the State’s common clay production was 
surnioes af sgl ee carben ae used in face brick manufacture; the second 

cles; can be made with up to 95% greatest quantity was used in portland ce- 
silicon carbide. The material was developed ment manufacture. Other uses included 
for a range of uses including fine abrasive manufacturing crockery and earthenware, 
grit, high-performance ceramics, metallur- drain tile, and sewer pipe. 
gical additions, and refractories. Fuller's earth was produced by Absorbent 
Barite.—Ozark-Mahoning recovered bar- Clay Products Co. and Lowe's Inc. in Pulas- 

ite as a byproduct at its fluorspar oper- ki County. Production and value increased 
ations in Hardin County in southern Illi- 18% and 16%, respectively, compared with 
nois. Production and value increased about 1982 figures. The clay was used as animal 
3% and 2%, respectively, compared with litter and as an oil and grease absorbent. 
1982 figures. No fire clay production was reported 

inoi i during 1983. A. P. Green Refractories Co., a Cement.—Illinois ranked 10th in port- ng - ‘ 
land cement shipments in 1983. Four com- Subsidiary of United States Gypsum Co., 
panies operated plants in the State. In La began importing fire clay from an out-of 
Salle County, Dixon-Marquette operated a State scone Hac Plant nears Morrls, 
nen Tete die Ue te ee & “Fluorspar.—iIllinois continued to lead the 

: : {cation in fluorspar production. Shipments 
Plant near Oglesby, Lee County; and Mis- declined for the second consecutive year, souri Portland Cement Co, a plant near Gropping more than 19% below 1982 fig. 
doppe, Mamec County: All ee Gi Pro- ures. Two companies produced fluorspar 

uced gray portland cement. Two compa- during the year in Hardin and Pope Coun- 
nies, Dixon-Marquette and Lone Star, also ties in southeastern Illinois. Ozark-Mahon- Produced masoury coment: Portland coment ing operated its Denton and Henson Mines 

les increased about 6% compared with and processed acid-grade material at its 
Be Seures: Rowever, the ‘value t ober central flotation mill in Rosiclare; Hastie nn averaged about: 10% below that o » Mining Co. produced metallurgical-grade 
reflecting increased sales competition. Most fluorspar (metspar) from an open pit mine Portland jeement sold in the on onsisted on the Defender tract on Spar Mountain 
of Types I anc , general use and moderate near Cave In Rock. 
heat. About 78% of the sales was to ready- Inverness Mining Co.’s mining operation 
mixed concrete companies. Most of the ce- north of Cave In Rock was idle in 1983. The 
ment was shipped to consumers by truck in company operated its drying plant to proc-
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ess foreign acid-grade filter cake to serve its Peat.—lIllinois continued to rank fourth 
customers. nationally in peat sales. Production was by 

Ozark-Mahoning continued shaft sinking five companies in Cook, Lake, and White- operations at its new minesite, the Annabel side Counties. Reed-sedge was the predomi. Lee. By yearend, work on the shaft was nant type of peat mined, followed by hyp. approximately two-thirds complete, and de- num and humus. Most of the State's peat 
velopment work started on the upper level production was sold in packaged form. Ma- 

of the mine. Jor peat uses were for general soil improve- 
During the year, the Illinois Central Gulf ment and as an ingredient for potting soil. 

Railroad abandoned its 26.3-mile spur line Peat was also used for earthworm culture, 
from Reevesville to Rosiclare, leaving the golf courses, mushroom beds, nurseries, and State's fluorspar industry to find alternate vegetable growing. 

transportation. Perlite (Expanded).—Illinois ranked sec- 
Gem Stones.—The value of mineral speci- ond in sales of expanded perlite, following 

mens collected by dealers and hobbyists was California. Quantity and value of sales in- 
estimated at $15,000 in 1983. creased 16% and 27%, respectively, com- Gypsum (Calcined).—Shut down for most pared with 1982 figures. Three companies 
of 1982 because of economics, National Gyp- operated plants in the northeastern part of 
sum Co. resumed producing calcined gyp- the State: Silbrico Corp. in Cook County, 
sum at its Waukegan plant in 1983. Produc- Strong-Lite Products Corp. of Illinois in De 
tion for the year did not attain 1981 levels. Kalb County, and Manville Products Corp. 

Lime.—Illinois ranked seventh of 39 in Will County. In descending order of use, 
States in lime output; both production and _ sales were for roof insulation board, agricul- 
value increased 18% compared with 1982 tural purposes, low-temperature insulation, figures. All production was from three concrete and plaster aggregate, cavity-fill 
plants in the Chicago area of Cook County. insulation, and fillers. 
Marblehead Lime Co., a subsidiary of Gen- Sand and —_ Gravel.—Construction.— 
eral Dynamics Corp., produced both quick- Construction sand and gravel production is 
lime and hydrated lime at its South Chicago surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for and Thornton plants, and Vulcan Materials even-numbered years only; therefore, this Co. produced only quicklime at its McCook chapter contains only estimates for 1983. plant. Marblehead’s South Chicago plant Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
ranked eighth nationally in total lime out- annual company estimates made before put. yearend. 

Lime was used principally for steelmak- Industrial.—Illinois ranked first in indus- 
ing, water purification, sewage and indus- trial sand production. Five companies pro- 
trial waste treatment, and sulfur removal duced from eight pits in La Salle and Ogle 
from stack gases. Counties; La Salle County had the greater 

Lime consumed in the State during 1983, output. Major sales were for glass manufac- 
from all domestic sources, totaled 560,000 ture and foundry applications. Most indus- 
short tons of quicklime and 103,000 tons of trial sand was shipped by truck, with lesser hydrated lime. amounts shipped by rail and waterway. 

Table 5.—Illinois: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

es es ce 
anllly —yaigg_ Valo ~ Quantly v.07 Value orn cenoaands) er” Ghouand yyy, For ———__________thertion)_howsends) fon shovttons)_@housands) Bog Construction 

OE csiaanet aS 9,386 $23,423 $2.50 NA NA NA NOONE meron neensttisi a wo 10,229 31,810, 3 NA NA NA Sandandravelaproceadi- ~~" "gas "USIR SRA NA__NA ase 
‘Total? or aver ti a 21,557 5s * * “$2 Tndustialsande "se =-7-—TTT7222_ RRR *hdaeeggo0sgaa7 8S ooo rt Tos 
Grand total! or average ___._.___ 25,547 104,813 4.10 25,160 "101,271 %4.03 a rere anne 28ST hoger 4025160 Sonat 4.08 

“Estimated. NA Not available, 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of : ‘independent rounding.
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Slag, Iron and Steel—Illinois ranked Ninety-three companies or government 
fifth of 22 States in sales of processed iron agencies reported production from 169 quar- 
and steel slag. Four companies processed ries in 54 of the State’s 102 counties. Coun- 
slag from the State’s iron and steel furnaces ties producing in excess of 1 million short 
with this product being used in the con- tons were Cook, Hardin, Johnson, Kanka- 
struction industry. Sales increased approx- kee, La Salle, Livingston, Rock Island, St. 
imately 13% in 1983 because of renewed Clair, Union, and Will. Output from these 
construction activity. counties totaled 26.8 million tons, nearly 
Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by two-thirds of the State total. Six companies, 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered producing more than 1 million tons each, 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. collectively accounted for more than one- 
Data for even-numbered years are based on half of the State total. All crushed stone 
annual company estimates made before mined in the State was limestone. About 

yearend. 88% of the State’s output was shipped to 
Crushed.—Ilinois ranked fourth in the consumers by truck. 

Nation in crushed stone output in 1983. 

Table 6.—IIlinois: Crushed stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Tem ene aE aia 
Coarse aggregate (4-1-1/2 inch Macadam Be eeaengen mecanadiacnganeenmpzanenaa= 3g nae 
¢ Filterstone’ geen nnnnnnndnnnccccoaassonaaeeeeeeeeeae 4 60 Coarse ageregats, MGmnatate earigatn oanves cso e ceca cue ans 13433 

Bituminous aggregate, coarse —— = = ———2~ WW 2-- 222 20oT22o 392 15470 
n A "58d 2040 ine aggregate (3/Sind ‘Stone sind; bituminous mixorseal 156 ois Sesnlig undengisied oc cre =n 2 “SI DSaSSEDSDNEDLOSSAN RARER 2 70 Coarse and fine aggregate: 
Graded road base or subbase —_ =e 8,608 28,876 Unpaved wood surfacing 2 CUI TTEST EMC ODts tees 331510250 
Other coarse and fine aggregate © 7777777777 77777TTTTTTIIIIIII TIE a2 108 Agricultural 
Agricultural limestone ____..-._________. Rin aarti eiicinaie 2,832 10,928, Poultry grit and mineral food _~~77>277777777777 777 I2zao 2 19185 Gement manufacture ~~~ 7=~=22 772277 2g2 Tita) Miscellaneous lors or exiendere ~~~ 7777721222722 22222207777777777772 Sel e8 

Otber?____ resi alk 9,273 38,563 

Total® ____._ sera emma at ioe ets gion 42,761 166,860 Fn en i 
ncludes limestone and dolomite. 
Includes stone sand (concrete), flux stone, mine dusting or acid water treatment, asphalt fillers or extenders, glass 

manufacture, roofing granules, waste materials, sulfur oxide removal, coarse aggregate (large), fine aggregate, and uses not specified 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 7.—Illinois: Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers, 
by county Se 

i981 1988 
County Number of ees Value Number of iantity Value. uarries, co (thousands) “quarries co (thousands) —________ Sari _shorttons)_(Ghousands) quarries short tons) _ (thousands) 

Alama os ac cvaueernin 9 0 gia.a10 6 880 $14,503 Boone_______- ~~ TTT o 2 Ww # Ww 3 103 # 385, Brown SD=E> 252250723775 1 100 a = - ~ Berean 2=02c000°- i 32 33 z 5 =e Calley 0-7 TSSSETEESE 2 a0 se i 8 8 Ganell “O0CTSasetiiet se § Brit 148 é 205 oss Cass. TT 1 8 228 a Ww WwW Gay zeceaionaerete tea i w W i 201088 Ghiiog --27222TIT2TTIIITT i d tr 2 a ss Dougiaa: 2 SSGgTS TSIEN i wo sat i W Ww 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Illinois: Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers, 
by county —Continued 

It —__—_ _ 
County ‘Number of ently Value Number of Quantity, Value quarries (fesana (thousands) “quarries (SPOUSINEeRousands) 

DuPage z = 1 w w 1 795 $3267 
Grome === —- === =o a Ww W 3 W 97 Hane oso SSS TEEEELSS 4 4h Sat i 400 1824 Hardin = -77777D7TTIITIIIL 5 2.203 546 4 2439 19 Henry Sree i ‘a2 B18 1 35 1582 Jersey = 00222222222IIIIE 2 Ww Ww 1 32 120 doDeviews ~~ 22IITTITIIIII " 204 4 8 2a 895 Kangoo ost ses cons 3 as 3,086 3 125 2.887 Kankakos -~~"2D772I222==2 3 Ww Ww 3 1200 aro 
Unbelle. sco SESESENTEE 5 2152 5.450 4 2130 305 Veo = <= 22TT TITTLE 8 1076 Bee 3 716 2464 Madison — Sona 3 10 ae19 3 TH 511 Meron, cs STLE EEE cen ceoee i e 109 1 3 358 
Montgomery —--~—_=2 222222 4 663 2,250 4 sat 2,604 Opere see piles 2B ot Tae 0 i 2509 Peoria ~~ 22 222IIIIIII 1 113 ‘st 1 7 331 Pika 02 0722 S0SS TST ITIOS 5 sis 1962 5 18 2,509 
Rock laland -=~—22772722277 4 1080 4206 3 w 053 St Gar ~~ = 50257-22505 4 rie 5363 4 1046 amit Schuyler = 22227272777 1 Ww W i FH 140 Shelby = -222222I2ITT2I2 i 2 1 i a 12 Stephenson ©. 122727222777 nL 22 151 2 395 256 Washington -~--~~77777222 1 Ww w 1 1 450 

Whiteside ~~ ~772722I22 5 120 x0 2 w Ww Wiles sea 8 39K) 14387 7 369 13025 Winnebago= a 8 29 1h20 6 315 1 
Ueditribtted sees eee Oe aa ee BA 
Pet caper er 196, 44,159 165,218 169 42,761 166,860 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
Nincludes Christian, Clark, Coles, Cook, De Kalb, Fayette, Henderson, Jackson, Johnson, Kendall, Livingston, Logan, MeDonough, Menard, Monrse, Pulaski, Randolph, Scott, Union, Vermilion, and Warren Counties and data indicated by 

*eData may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—All dimension stone—cut in Du Page County, and International Ver- 
stone, flagging, and irregular-shaped miculite Co. at its Girard plant in Macoupin 
stone—was from a limestone quarry in the County. 
northeastern part of the State. Vermiculite sales decreased about 18% 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Sulfur was recov- compared with 1982 figures. About 40% of 
ered in conjunction with refinery operations _ the sales was for loose-fill insulation, 15% 
by Marathon Oil Co. in Crawford County, for concrete aggregate, and 13% for block 
Texaco Inc. in Lawrence County, Shell Oil _ insulation. Other sales were for agricultural 
Co. in Madison County, and Mobil and purposes, fireproofing, high-temperature in- 
Union Oil Co. of California in Will County. sulation, industrial purposes, and plaster 
Production during 1983 totaled 225,000 met- aggregate. | 
ric tons, a slight increase over the 214,000 _ A $327,500 Community Development As- 
tons reported in 1982. sistance Program block grant was awarded 

Tripoli.—lllinois ranked first of three to the city of Girard to help fund a produc- 
States in tripoli production. Two companies, tion expansion at International Vermicu- 
Illinois Minerals at Elco and Tammsco Inc. _ lite’s plant during the year. The grant was 
at Tamms, operated surface and under- {© be used in conjunction with $853,000 ground mines in Alexander County in the Worth of industrial revenue bonds issued to 
extreme southern part of the State. help finance the project. 

Prepared tripoli sales increased 26% over METALS 
those reported in 1982; value increased 
56%. Approximately three-fourths of the Tron Oxide Pigments (Finished)—Pfizer 
Processed material was sold as a filler and Inc. Minerals, Pigments & Metals Div. at 
extender in paint, plastic, and rubber. The East St. Louis; Prince Manufacturing Co. 
rest was sold as an abrasive for buffing and Inc. at Quincy; George B. Smith Color Co. at 
Polishing compounds, soap, and toothpaste. Maple Park; and Solomon Grind-Chem 
_Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Three compa- Service Inc. at Springfield manufactured 

nies exfoliated crude vermiculite shipped finished iron oxide pigments for use in paint 
into the State. Producers were Strong-Lite and coatings. Shipments were about 33,000 
Products at De Kalb in De Kalb County, short tons valued at $38.3 million. 
W.R. Grace & Co. at its West Chicago plant
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Iron and Steel—Illinois ranked fifth Steel & Wire Co. of Sterling received con- 
of 13 States in pig iron shipments. In tract concessions from workers after suffer- 
1983, shipments increased to 2.8 million ing through strikes. Workers at Laclede's 
short tons, compared with 2.3 million tons Alton plant also made concessions during 
shipped in 1982, but were well below the the year. — . 
record high 7.9 million tons shipped in 1973. _ Lead, Silver, and Zine.—Ozark-Mahon- 
‘The steel industry continued to restructure img continued to recover byproduct lead, 
in 1983 to reduce costs and to meet foreign Silver, and zinc from its fluorspar oper- 
competition. Bethlehem Steel Corp. cut sal- ations in Hardin and Pope Counties. With 
aries of more than 14,000 nonunion workers ot alles dad sine folkd oat FeGOY 
because of severe economic and competitive Tea m aoa he pee ania ly ihorsaea i yay. 
pressures. U.S. Steel slashed its manage- 'y reportedly een: 
ment work force by 40% at its South Works ~ sstate Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, in Chicago as part of a nationwide reduc- MN. = 
tion in its steel operations. The firm also shining ingineering. Precious Matas Continue, To announced that it would not construct a rail Domina, 1988 xploation. V. 98, No. 9, May 198h, Ny per 
mill there as previously planned. Continen-  "icvemnical Engineering, New ‘Technology for Silicon tal Steel Corp. of Joliet and Northwestern Carbide: V-90, No. 20, Oct 3, 1983, p40, 

Table 8.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company —~=~=~S~*~*Crews—=S~S*~*~*~s pe tivity ~~ 

Abrasives (manufactured): SK Corp, asubsidiary of Wacker Box 412 Plant....-- Putnam, 
7 epemiical Ca: Hennepin, IL 61327 

‘OrarkMahoningCo ---------- Box 87 Byproduet of Hardin, Rosiclare, I 62982 fiuorspar operations, 
‘Cement: = ixon-Marguette Cement Inc,.asub- 6406 Joliet Ra. Plant... LaSalle fidiary of Prairie Materials Sales” Countryside, I. 6525 

Mlingis Cement Co, a subsidiary of Box 442 do De. Centex Corp. Ya Salle, 161901 Lone Star Industries Inc, Cement Greenwich Plaza weeedo ee. Lee ‘and Construction Materials Group, Box 3080 
Greenwich, CT 06836 Missouri Portland Cement Co, adivic Box id? waned. Massae Chay ion of K-Porter Colne ‘Joppa, 1 62958 

‘Absorbent Clay Products Co... Box 120 Pitand plant Pulaski. ‘Anna, IL 62906 Lowe'sIne === 348 South Columbia a --do = Do. South Bend, IN 46624 Streator Brick Systems Inc... West 9th St. a= -o Livingston, i" Streator, 161364 luorspar: Hastie Mining Co... Cave In Rock, TL62919... Open pit...._Hardin. 
‘Ozark-Mahoning Co? —_—______ Box 57 Underground Hardin and Pope. Rosiclare, IL 62982 mines and plant. 

Grpeum (calcined 
jational Gypsum Co —.....--__ 515 Sea Horse Dr. Plant. masses Lake. Box ii Waukegan, IL 60085 Tron oxide pigments finished? Pzer Inc: Minerals, Pigments & 2001 Lynch Ave aan-do ===. St. Clair, ‘Metals Biv. Bast St Louis, 1 62201 Prince Manufacturing Co.Ine 100 Lehigh St ado === Adams Bowmanstown, PA 18030 Tron and steel: ‘Granite City Steel Div.of National Box 365 Iron and steel Madison Steel Corp. Granite City, TL 62040 furnaces. Interlake nc... HH South ere Ave, aN Cook. 
Tepe eae a oe Cleveland, OH 44101 United States Stoel Corp. - $3436 Bast 89th St a Do. it Chicago, IL 60617 
Metaheed Lime! Oe, aiibeidiary, of 0 Wiest Weehiagtoe: St. Plants ___-_-- Do. 

vaican MatoraisGe Salle ind Bt Plant De. McCook, if 60525 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘Address Type of activity County 

Pet yponox Co 2013 South Anthony Blvd. ‘Bog and Whitesia nec Ging scisarscsenen ath Anthony Blv and process- itesde. See Fort Wayne, IN 40803 ing plant. 
Markman Peat Co. -- Routes wea teas De. Morrison, 161270 

Perlite expanded): ‘Manville Products Corp Box 864 Plant...--- Will Sole, I 60434 SilbricoCorp__------------- 300 South River Ra w-n-do nn Cook. Hodgkins, 1 60525 
Sand and gravel: ‘Construction (1982) Elmhurst Chicago StoneCo 400 West Ist St. Pitsand plants. Du Page and Will. Elmhurst, 1. 60126 General Dynamics Co Material Service Corp... 300 West Washington St a oa-do 22. Grundy, Kane, Chicago, 1. 6u60e ‘MeHenry. Yackley Materials Corp — 1504 Ogden Ave Pitand plant Will. Lisle 1 60st 

Mclfenry Sand & Gravel Co. Ine 1819 Dot St Pitsand plants. McHenry Meltenry, TL 60050 Meyer Material Co... Route 2, Box 56 can-do ==. Kane and ‘Agongin i eo102 Metlenry. Road Materials Corp. Box woo Do ‘Algonquin, 1 60102 Thelen Sand & Gravel... 28855 West Route 173 Pitand plant Lake. Antioch, IL 60002 Vulcan Materials Co... Box Pitsand plants. Champaign and dus Countryside, IL 60525 MeHienry. industrial Consolidated Zemi Corp —---- Box 136 Pitandplant La Salle Serena, IL 60549 Manley Bros.of Indiana Inc Box 338, exiiensen Do. Chesterton, IN 46304 Martin Marietta Corp, Industri- 2 Crossroads of Commerce Wires Do. al Sand Div. Rolling Meadows, 1 60008 Ottawa Silica Co__.-.----- Box tt a Do. Ottavra, 1.61350 Unimin Corp --------- 80 Lacust Ave Pitsand plants La Salleand Ogle. New Canaan, CT 06840 Stone limestone: 
Crake Quarries Box 180 Quarry and pl u na Quarries Inc Box warry and plant Union, ‘Anna, IL 62906 nyanee Columbia Quarry Co Box 128 Underground Johnson, Monroe, Columbia, TL 62236 ‘mine quarries,” Puleai, S. 

Plants. Clair, Union Material Service Corp.,a subsid- 300 West Washington St. pido ------ Cook, Henderson, lary of General Dynamics Chicago, 1 60600 Logan, Menard, Corp. Montepmery St 
Clair. Vermil fon, With Moline Consumers Co. 818 16thSt. Quarries and Adams, Hancock, Moline, IL 61265, plants. Henry, LaSalle, MeDinoughe Pike, Rock Is land, Warren. Vulean Materials Co... Box 6 woud... Cooke, Kankakee, iment Countryside, I, 60525 Livingston, Wil mension: 

Fox River Stone Co... §10 South MeLean Blvd Quarry and plant Kane. South Elgin, I 60177 Sulfur (recovered): Mobil Ol Corp... Box 814 Plant__—---_ Will. ‘Jolie, IL 60434 Shell Oi1Co Box tbe ado. Madison, — Wood River, 1 62095 Union Oil Co, of California... 1600 East Golf Ra doe. Win viet Schaumburg, IL 60196 
Hiinois Minerals Co.,a subsidiary of 2025 Washington Ave Underground and Alexander. Georgia Kaolin Co, Calo, 6208 Open pt mines and plant ‘Tammsco Ine = Bord Underground Do. 

: ‘Tamms, TL 62988 ‘ine and plant. Vermiculite exfoliated) 
W-RGrace & Co --________ 6051 West 6th St Plant... DuPage Bedford Park, Ii 60688 International VermiculiteCo..-.__Istand Mound Sts cand Macoupin 

: Girard, 1, 62640 Strong Lite Products Corp. of Iinois 1130 Oak St. aoa-do.---. DeKalb De Kalb, IL 60115 
*Also lead, silver, and zine





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey, Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By William A. Bonin‘ 

Indiana’s nonfuel mineral production was produced were crushed stone, construction 
valued at $250.5 million in 1983. Although sand and gravel, portland cement, common 
this figure was 16.5% over the $215.1 mil- clay, industrial sand, steel slag, natural 
lion reported in 1982, it was 21% below the abrasives, and fire clay. The State also 
record high $317 million set in 1979. This increased its lead in pig iron and raw steel 
$35.4 million gain in value increased the production and continued to rank fifth 
State’s national ranking to 26th from 29th among the 16 States that produced primary 
place. Indiana was second in production of aluminum. Elemental sulfur was recovered 
dimension stone, shipments of masonry ce- as a nondiscretionary byproduct of oil refin- 
ment, and sales of iron slag. The State also ing, and perlite was shipped into the State 
ranked third in sales of peat, sixth in for processing. Indiana ranked fourth na- 
production of gypsum, and eighth among 39 tionally in the value of expanded perlite 
lime producing States. Other commodities sales. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Indiana’ 
Sg ag 

Mineral Value Value Quantity hou Quantity (thou 
sands) sands) 

Cement (portland) -___.-._-_____-. thousand short, tons. 1,523 $58,055 w w EN nn ner eee so. 1285588121 Gem stones 52127 TTETIUIIETEESIT NA 1 NA 4 Peat, = 7-7" 7 277" TT TI TIITT thousand short tons. 89 '2.248 a 1978 Sand and gravel (construction). ———"—""""— da" aot 487914400 *31,900 me: 
Grushed ———_-----—-— a2 22--a----------de-- "29,900 65,500 2405180782 Dimension —— == 2-22 2277 TTT Tide as ag gar 14411015 Combined value of abrasives (natural, cement Gmasonry), clays (ire clay, To88), gypsum lime, sand and yravel Gndustra) and value indicated 

bysymbol W --—— ~~. — on Se 
DE acc cee apse earner XX "215,185 XX 250,542 ————— EIS 

“Estimated, "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid discos rietary data; included with “Cee AEE Neh Wii avi abe pont i Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). Excludes fire clay; value included with “Combined value’ igure” ing consumption bye 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Indiana, by county! 
(Thousands) 

Minerala produced i ee uy SS finerals produced in 1982 ‘County 1981 1982 rals produced in 
itor ctvatus 

Adams... _-____---.-------- Ww $232 Sand and gravel (construction). AG ce Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Bartholomew____._- =~" ~~ > w (362 Sand and gravel (construction). Booms - na, e) w Do. Carroll. = 2222727777272 TTT Te w 12 De, 
DE itt anncenmankeoeon w Ww Cement, sand and gravel (construction), aye, Gomme fF oe Gay -SOREEESSTISeEEe See z ays. CIO acai ne rernttansiiea epee @ W Sand and gravel (construction). Granford SOLES SES SC T= 9224 ® 
TN ee iieeceeeeliy ® W Sand and gravel (construction). a ® w Do. Deoatag 2 22 “UERERRSE NPS ERSLOT W ® De Kalb ~~~" 777TTTTIIIIIE @ 642 Sond and gravel (construction). Delaware COST ERIS EERE os Cd 282 Do. 
TOA sence reset in sitnre eea ens 46 1 Clays. Bikhart TUSETSTEETS UOTE ETE T Ww 814 Sand and gravel (construction). INE erect erne one oration a @ Ww Do. Moyd 0555022 @ = Fountein -------~---2722_2 21> w W Sand and gravel (construction) Rrembhin-SUaSeSbTSeR resect sae WwW w Do. 
Fulton." "77TIITIIIIIIZZZIE 1 W_ Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Gitem ce SSESEE TEU Ree Ese 6 W Sand and gravel (construction) Grant ~~~ 7TTTTIIIIIITTIII IT Ww w Do. 
Geena COEEERE TS TEER TatS e w Do. Hamilton -_—-_--~-~-2--2--222 6218 W > Sand and gravel (construction), peat. PER eC ae ee) W Sand and gravel (construction). Harrison ~_--~-~2222222222222 oul 21 Do. 

Heep oo ck a Ww Do. Howard --—77272727T227277222 W Ww Do. Huntinglon. -~772272TITIII 222 w au Do. 
PEE om mceepmnoincinaueaecod Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. AME SLOSS Se Se SoS Soe Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. WS sennwncmacreceontnces w W_ Sand and gravel construction). Secmingl SST SSESTEDTETUECEE TA w ° Johnson... 2 22TTIIIIIIZITIE ® tk Kosar. 22 SCISTEE NEES ses e 71 Sand and gravel (construction) Kachin oe anna anwunc oe Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Lagrange 20S 0505 Sceess— e W Sand and gravel (construction) Tab nena cseuuenn oo uee sae w W Lime. Ea Portes a2 SS TSSee sane wW W Peat, sand and gravel (construction), sand ‘industriad). Kewrene es ocxourcnummewes w W Cement Madison ~~—22222727222222222 1281 W Sand and gravel (construction) Marion SOCSUSETRISESES IEC TS 31996 3916 ‘De. Marshall ~~~" ~777772TIZ22722 @ Ww Do. Martins SLSEDIIEES ESSE IETEES W W  Gypeum, Miami 7727 72DTIIIIIIZIIIIII 1881 139 Sand and gravel (construction). Monroe ZUR IPRETERERERE GER EE 103 ® Montgomery --—7~-7-TO7TTIIIE ® ib Sendanderavel contruction forgmn S22 SER TEDTSETEES AT Sand and gravel (construction), cla FOIE emcees minicar Ww a es = Nobles. 5 SISRISERES=EEC aoe" @ W Sand and gravel construction) CBW nan aeamaaneaccionenese @ 38 Do. Orange === 2222222 TTIT ITT Ww W Abrasives, Quen ooo SS STSSTEPISS ES TENT Ww W Sand and gravel construction) Parke one e seo Ww 329 ‘De. 

otter Do nnn in clays. POMEL on enon anne w eo Putnam ~~ 277 27772222222222 Ww W  Coment, clays Randolph <= SS0EURTZEECSESEES Ww W Sand and gravel (construction) Ripley Ww e 
BE nent aa en Ww 4 Sand and gravel (construction). St. Joseph 22I22I272ITIIIIIT Ww 1159 Do. 

Sod areccr rece aes ee caeee Ww e fa Feces w 307 Sand and gravel (construction) POOR wns onnggoc uaa a 125 Do. Siaheg SoCcsce con. 6 261 Do. Billiven gcc 0 oe STN ISES 86 Ww Do. Switzerland ~~~7722772222TII=2 159 w De. PUP co cccaaemorise ee e) Ww Do. Unlve coco ® -- 
Wane. co Gocco ee e 241 Sand and gravel (construction). Vermition ~~ >>77TITITTTTT TT Ww m1 Do. WWE sien cas eon eae e 662 Do. 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Indiana, by county: —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Minerals prorioead ini 1982 

WOR 2c tien neg eeen, ® $34 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Warren... ----- 2 $135 1,183 Do. 
Washington ——-..-----+.+-~--- 809 a 
Waihe a crosmaares orcs w 1,234 Sand and gravel (construction). Wells DSEICSS SRE eae Ww ‘W Peat. 

White ~~ 07 7DITTTTITIITTTTTT Ww ® 
Wie ee @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Dae R I oa. irre ceronrermine 175,563 121,278 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) _ ______ 41,330 XX 
Stone: 

‘Crushed .___-.-----.-~----- XxX £65,500 
Dimension ~~ ~~ 2-2-2 --a= xx £13,337 
a  E 251,362 215,185 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
applicable. "he following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Benton, Blackford, Brown, 
Hendricks, Jefferson, Pike, Posey, Spencer, Tipton, and Warrick. County distribution for construction sand and gravel 
(1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and 
gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” 

2Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Indiana business activity 

> Change, 1982 egg Change, 

Ezaployment and labor force, annual average: 
‘otal civilian labor force _____--------.-.~~-~~~~.~~ thousands__ 2,586.5, 2,578.9 03 
Unemployment — ~~ —~_~--~~.~-------- ~------~-do.... 370.5, 310.0 716.3 

Employment (nonagricultural: 
Mining’ a tenn inet adie ete nomen nails 9.2 87 54 
Manufectoring ——~ ne nel nod 557.2 595.3 +68 

Contract construction ________-_____---~----------do____ 613 604 “15 
‘Transportation and public utilities ___________.....~--do____ 99.5 99.9 +4 

Wholesale and retail trade. ---~~_2~2 2202222 2d0-~~ 4418 4521 +24 
Finance, insurance, realestate __-_-___-_---.....-...de..-~ 98.8 99.9 +11 
Services _______----~---------- wenn ne OL 351.7 354.6 +8 
Government____..----~- aR ed cco sa INS ls 336.2 329.5 720 

‘Total nonagricultural employment! 2_..__.-__. -----do. 1,955.4 2,000.5 +23 
Personal income: 

Weal 98 suse eeess eden eteeewen esses ello $54,840 $57,902 +56 
Fer OAR oie sree cani rears oman eter treet $9,994 310,567 +57 Construction activity 
Number of private and public residential units authorized _________-_- 12,783 17,284 +352 
Value of nonresidential construction __________-~--~---~ millions__ $713.4 $920.4 +29.0 

Value of State road contract awards _______---__...-...~-do_-_~ $139.2 $165.3 +188 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons. 1076 1216 +180 
Nonfuel mineral production value: 

‘Total crude mineral value — -___..__.--------------- millions__ $215.1 $250.5, +165 Value per capita, resident population --_~_~-27222207222----- ~~ #39 H6 +180 
Value pet ONO WE oa te mee een aes neneees $5,924 $6,924 +169 

Preliminary. 
includes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
*Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in Indiana. 

‘Trends and Developments.—In 1983, the of material use and mineral production, 
Indiana mineral industry for the most part, rose 22% over that of 1982 in Indiana—the 
participated in the recovery from the recent Nation’s leading steelmaker. Though this 
recession. Compared with 1982 levels, the gain remained 11% below the recent high 
value of the State's nonfuel mineral produe- production level of 1981, it did reflect that 
tion rose by 16.5%. This compares favorably U.S, automakers turned out 35% more cars 
with the value of total U.S. industrial min- and 25% more trucks than in 1982. 
eral production, which was up an estimated Raw steel and steel mill products, iron 
10% over that of 1982. In real terms, these and steel castings, and purchased scrap, 
figures reflect a modest economic growth. showed improvement and increased in val- 
Of particular importance to the State's ue during 1983, yet output remained far 
mineral industry were surges in key min- below levels of just a few years ago. Total 
eral-consuming sectors such as construc- U.S. steel production was still 30% less than 
tion and automobile and appliance manu- in 1981. Raw steelmaking capacity operated 

facturing. at less than 60% during 1983. 
It is significant that shipments of cement One of the more positive responses to the 

to and within Indiana increased over those general economic recovery in Indiana came 
of 1982 by 18%, and production of common from Warrick County, where the State's 
clay, 11%; construction sand and gravel, only primary aluminum smelter was up to 
10%; gypsum, 20%; and crushed stone, 18% 100% of operating capacity by yearend; 
was up over 1982 levels, as these commodi- nationally, the operating rate of primary 
ties are largely used in the housing and smelters was at 78%. 
construction industry. The State's lime pro- The Indiana Department of Commerce 
duction and the value of that production announced in March that both coal and 
increased 15% and 22%, respectively, over _ limestone from Indiana would be tested in a 
1982 levels, as demand for fluxing lime by pressurized fluidized-bed system at Malmo, 
steelmakers and building lime for construe- Sweden, under the sponsorship of the State 
tion markets increased significantly. of Indiana and Michigan Electric Co. About 

Raw steel production, a major indicator 1,200 tons of coal from the Chinook Mine of
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Amax Coal Co. and 600 tons of dolomite articles for the Indiana section of the “Dec- from the Huntington Quarry of Erie Stone ade of North Amercia Geology Centennial Inc. were tested. In October, American Elec- Field Guide” and a field trip for the combin- 
tric Power of Columbus, OH, reported that ed north-central and southeastern sections the dolomite had given exceptionally good meeting in Lexington in April 1984. IGS results, which was probably related to the _ published, in early 1983, “The Proceedings rock’s good porosity. American Electric had of the 18th Forum on Geology of Industrial provided 200 hours of testing and planned Minerals” as IGS Occasional Paper 37. The to complete 300 more. The Indiana Geologi- 1982 forum had been cosponsored by the cal Survey (IGS) collected samples from IGS and the Department of Geology at 
flank beds of the Silurian Reef, which are Indiana University. Other 1983 publications exposed in the Huntington Quarry, for de- of the IGS were “Directory of Crushed tailed description and chemical analysis. Stone, Ground Limestone, Cement, and Great Lakes Metals Co. of Bethesda, MD, Lime Producers in Indiana”; “Geologic applied for a special zoning exception to Sources of Construction Materials in India- start a commercial mining operation for na”; and “Sand and Gravel Resources of the gold on part of 220 acres in northeastern Wabash Valley: Causes of Variability.” 
Brown County. The Salt Creek streambed _ Considerable progress was made by the would be mined, washed, and sifted for gold- Petroleum Section of the IGS on an atlas 
bearing heavy minerals in the proposed 2- showing structure and thickness of major year project. The Indiana Department of stratigraphic units. The section also pub- Natural Resources approved the company’s lished a paper on analysis of oilfield brines 
mining plan. and compiled a computerized data base for 

The Southern Indiana Shale Oil Co. 758 wells that penetrate the Black River 
(SISO) produced the first oil from its pilot unit or deeper units, The data base will be 
plant near Marysville in Clark County. updated annually. The Geophysics Section, In November, Midwest Energy Resources, using a newly completed network of gravity 
a development firm formed by SISO, an- base stations, began an extensive new gravi- nounced plans to build a $15 to $18 million ty survey of the State. Also, research in 
plant for shale oil the next spring. The techniques of measuring thermal character- Plant, designed to produce up to 500 barrels istics of building stone was continued. Work 
of oil per day, would be near Marysville. on the “Annotated Bibliography of Indiana The process is being developed bat Allis- Geology—1956-75” was resumed, and publi- 
Chalmers Corp. Midwest Energy Resources cation is expected in 1984. Annotating and 
has shale oil leases in Clark, Scott, Jen- indexing of post-1975 reports and maps for a nings, and Jackson Counties. later volume were proceeding concurrently. 

In June, it was reported that Phillips Drilling capabilities of the IGS were Petroleum Co. planned to drop all its oil enhanced in 1984 by acquisition of a new 
shale leases in Ohio and sell its Kentucky mobile drilling rig with 2,000-foot capabili- leases, but that it would hold about 77,000 ties and by full renovation of its older acres in southern Indiana. Failing-1500 rig. One of its two truck- Legislation and Government Pro- mounted augers was also entirely rehabili- grams.—In August, the Indiana Coal Coun- tated. 
cil reported that the Division of Reclama- The Mining and Mineral Resources and tion of the State's Department of Natural Research Institute at Purdue University at Resources (DNR) had processed only 23 out West Lafayette, which was authorized by of 147 applications for surface mining per- the Surface Mining Control and Reclama- mits. At the time that Indiana was granted tion Act of 1977, received $150,000 in fiscal primacy for the program, July 29, 1982, coal year 1983 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines. operators had 60 days within which to apply The funds are designed to encourage the for a permit, and DNR had 8 months after training of mining engineers and other the submission to grant or deny the permit. scientists involved in  mineral-related The IGS hosted the 1983 Annual Meeting studies. These funds must be matched with 
of the Geological Society of America (GSA) non-Federal funds and can be used for in Indianapolis. As cosponsor for this event, research projects, demonstrations, fellow- 
IGS gathered and edited material for 16 ships, or other programs. 
field trips and produced two guidebook vol- In April 1983, the U.S. Bureau of Land 
umes. Other IGS involvements with GSA Management decided not to issue leases for the year included preparation of 18 to explore and drill for oil and gas in
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the Hoosier National Forest until the for- begun processing 139 of the applications on est management plan was completed. The 150,000 acres of Federal mineral lands be. plan and Environmental Impact Study was neath the 187,300-acre forest, excluding the ready for public distribution at yearend. In recently created Charles C. Deam Wilder. August 1982, the U.S. Forest Service had ness Area. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS duced both portland and masonry cement at 
rt in Cass i Abrasives. — Manufactured. — Annealed L088 Carag nae Cotnty end at Speed in and chilled iron shot and grit were produced ~~ Cement production and consumption in- and sold by Jumbo Manufacturing Inc. in creased in 1983, reflecting greater activity 

Tippecanoe, Marshall County. The company by the construction industry and improve- also produces gray iron castings. The plant ment of the U.S. economy. Portland cement of Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. at Mishawaka in shipments increased after 8 years of steady 
St. Joseph County remained idle through- decline in which a 20-year low had been out the year. recorded. 

Manufactured abrasives operations con- “Clays, Common clay and shale was pro- tinued to be depressed and reflected contin- duced by 10 companies at 14 operations in 9 
uing reduced economic activity in heavy of Indiana’s 92 counties in 1983. Production, industries such as steel, foundry, and auto- exclusive of fire clay, at 558,000 tons was motive. Production of metallic abrasives valued at $1.4 million. Over 1982 levels, was approximately the same as that of 1982 quantity and value increased 11.4% and and was again reported at its lowest level 16.49%, respectively. Morgan County, with since 1964. one-third of Indiana’s production, led the Natural.—Hindostan Whetstone Co. re- State in the production of common clay and mained the State's sole producer of natural shale for the manufacture of face brick and abrasives. The company quarried the silt- lightweight aggregate. A small amount was stone 9 miles northwest of Orleans, Orange mined for pottery in Dubois County and for 
County, for shaping into sharpening stones electrical porcelain in Fountain County, and cuticle removers. These special silica while most was used in the manufacture of stone products were manufactured at its portland cement, lightweight aggregate, 
plant in Bedford, Lawrence County. In the and bricks. Other uses included sewer pipe, United States, only Arkansas and Indiana drain tile, and flue linings. Production of produced oilstones and whetstones. common clay and shale increased because of Cement.—Three companies manufactur- the upturn in construction that produced a ed cement in the State—Lehigh Portland greater demand for structural clay products Cement Co., Lone Star Industries Inc, and such as brick, pipe, and tile; portland ce- Louisville Cement Co. ment clinker; and bloated lightweight ag- Lehigh, a subsidiary of Heidelberger Ze- gregate. 
ment AG of the Federal Republic of Ger- In addition to mining common clay for many, produced calcium aluminate cement pottery and other uses, Yellow Banks Clay at its Buffington Station plant at Gary in Products Inc. Huntingburg, obtained Lake County and portland cement at its underclays from coal strip mines in Dubois Mitchell plant in Lawrence County. Lehigh County. The company is grinding both clay also operated a distribution terminal at and limestone for use as fillers in the Anderson in Madison County. Lone Star, by manufacture of rubber, paint, caulking, ce- far the largest cement-producing company _ramics, and polishing compounds. The lime- in the Nation, produced both portland and stone is obtained from the Hy-Rock Prod- masonry cement at its Greencastle plant in ucts Co. quarry at Marengo. Putnam County. Louisville Cement pro-
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Table 4.—Indiana: Clays sold or used by producers 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

¥ Fire clay Common clay Total 

car Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ment __Vatue__ Quantity Value "Quantity "Value 
1979_____ ee 1 6 1,184 2,825 1,185 12,341 WBS oe cele ® 3 932 1,927 932, 1,930 TH a irnenmnmencase sia sae! 691 1,602 691 1,602 ee nen em <- ssa 501 1,221 501 1,221 IRD eo ec eee anne ee Ww Ww 558 reer 558 1421 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Gypsum.—National Gypsum Co. and safest underground nonmetal mine in 1982. 
United States Gypsum Co. produced crude — Lime.—Two companies, both in Lake 
gypsum from underground mines at Shoals County, produced quicklime during the year 
in Martin County. Production and value for steelmaking. Marblehead Lime Co. op- 
increased 20% and 14.6%, respectively, erated a plant at Buffington Station in 
from 1982 levels. In order of total output, Gary, and Inland Steel Co. operated a plant 
U.S. Gypsum’s mine ranked third in the near its Indiana Harbor Works in East 
Nation and National Gypsum’s mine rank- Chicago. In order of total output, these 
ed eighth. Both companies calcined gypsum plants are among the 10 leading in the 
at minesite plants. U.S. Gypsum also oper- Nation which accounted for 38% of national 
ated a calcining plant at East Chicago in production. The quantity and value of the 
Lake County. The quantity and value of State's quicklime production in 1983 in- 
production increased 27.4% and 46.4%, re- creased 15.5% and 22.2%, respectively, over 
spectively, from 1982 levels. In order of total 1982 levels. Both had decreased 31% from 
output, U.S. Gypsum’s and National Gyp- that of 1981. Indiana ranked third behind 
sum’s Shoals plants ranked sixth and ninth, Ohio and Pennsylvania in consumption of 
respectively, in total U.S. calcined produc- quicklime. These three States, each of 

tion. which consumed over 1 million short tons, 
The U.S. gypsum industry, spurred by accounted for 35% of total quicklime con- 

lower interest rates and released pent-up sumed. 
demand for housing, ended the year with — Peat.—In 1983, eight active peat mining 
record-high shipments of wallboard, an in- operations produced 65,000 tons of peat in 
crease of 28% over that of 1982 for a total of Indiana. Sales of 81,000 tons, valued at 
16.8 billion square feet. Of the total gypsum almost $2 million, represented 11% of total 
products sold or used, 5.5 million short tons U.S. sales. From 1982 levels, sales decreased 
(25%) was uncalcined. Of this, 72% was 9% while value fell by 12%. Sales and value 
used for portland cement and 24% was used in 1982 had fallen 15% and 33%, respective- 
in agriculture. A total of 96% of calcined ly, from 1981 levels. Of total sales, the 
gypsum was used for wallboard and 4% for percent packaged has increased from 79 in 
industrial and building plasters, 1981, to 82 in 1982, to 85 in 1983, 

U.S. Gypsum received approval to rezone —_La Porte County led in sales and, along 
120 acres in Springfield and Center Town- with Hamilton and Jasper Counties, ac- 
ships from residential to industrial. The counted for about 90% of sales. Packaged 
company proposes to develop an under- peat sales were used primarily for soil 
ground gypsum mine and construct a wall- improvement and potting soil. Bulk sales 
board manufacturing plant at the La Porte were used primarily for nurseries and golf 
County site. The mine will operate 24 hours courses. 
per day, 5 to 7 days per week. At full Perlite (Expanded).—Indiana was 1 of 33 
production, reserves are estimated for 50 States that expanded processed perlite ore years. Mining and manufacturing will em- in 1983. The State ranked seventh in pro- ploy between 150 and 200 people with an duction and sales, and fourth in value. Sales 
annual payroll of $4.5 million. Construction of 24,300 short tons of expanded perlite will require nearly 2 years and involve were valued at $5.3 million in 1983, an more than 100 workers, increase of 28% in quantity and 37% in In late 1983, U.S. Gypsum’s Shoals Mine _ value over 1982 levels. 
was recognized by the Mine Safety and Four companies expanded perlite at five Health Administration and the American plants. Grefco Inc. at its Crawfordsville 
Mining Congress for being the Nation’s plant in Montgomery County expanded per-
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lite for use as a filter aid, The Chemrock 1982 levels. The State’s percentage increase 
Corp. plant at Lafayette in Tippecanoe in production compared favorably with to- 
County produced primarily filter aid from tal U.S. production, but the State's value of 
its expanded perlite. Chemrock also pro- production lagged by about 6 percentage 
duced aggregates for concrete, plaster, and points. Nationwide, 1983 had the second 
formed products; cavity fill insulation; fill- lowest production level for construction 
ers; and horticultural aggregate. U.S. Gyp- sand and gravel since 1958—82% below the 
sum at its Shoals and East Chicago plants, record high set in 1978 and only 10% higher 
and National Gypsum at Shoals produced than that of 1982. 
plaster aggregate from its expanded perlite. __Industrial.—In 1988, two companies con- 

Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- tinued to produce industrial sand in India- 
struction sand and gravel production is na. The Crisman Sand Co. Inc. at its Por- 
surveyed by the U.S, Bureau of Mines for tage operations in Porter County produced 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this refractory sand, and the Unimin Corp. at its 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. Michigan City operations in La Porte Coun- 
Data for odd-numbered years are based on ty, formerly owned by Martin Marietta 
annual company estimates made before Corp., produced primarily mold and core 
yearend. sand, and also blasting and engine sand. 

Based on these estimates, Indiana's pro- Most of their products were shipped to 
duction in 1983 of 144 million tons was market by truck and some was transported 
valued at $37.9 million—about 10% over by rail. 

Table 5.—Indiana: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
2 GBR 

Quantity, “Vaiue Value Quantity, Vslue Value thousand [fine Nper® hgusand (fine per 

Construction Sam -- 5982 sIgo1 252 NANA NA Grae 222 cocccrmrccecn «MIB ABR Sor RAONR OMA SEert gravel enprocesced 2 -vT o_O“ NA_ONA NA 
Total oraverage-———------------------ 809784579264 FLAO0 “,900 $262 Faiwtalaema le Cee aeeT SSA StS 
Grand wie or avec. s rae eemers w Wen ww 0 

Enimated._1VANot available, _W Withheld o avoid diacosng company proprietary data, "Data donot add to total shown bocnge of independent rounding 

In the second half of 1983, Unimin Corp. essed steel slag. The construction material 
completed the purchase of the Industrial was used for road base, fill, asphaltic con- 
Sand Div. of Martin Marietta for $27 mil- crete, and concrete aggregate. 
lion. The Michigan City plant was 1 of 10 Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
plants involved in the transaction the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 

The Corning Glass Works at Bluffton in years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
Wells County shut down on June 19, ending Data for even-numbered years are based on 
18-1/2 years of output from which millions annual company estimates made before 

of color television picture tubes and glass yearend. 
components had been produced. As recently _Crushed.—In 1983, production and value 
as 1980, employment at the Bluffton plant of crushed stone increased 18.5% and 
had soared to over 850. 26.5%, respectively, over 1982 levels. This 

Slag, Iron and Steel—Three companies output was 29.5% below the recent high 
processed iron and steel slag for use by the production of 1979. 
construction industry. Levy Co. Ine. at Crushed stone was produced by 52 compa- 
Burns Harbor and Vulcan Materials Co. at nies at 191 quarries in 45 of the State's 92 
Indiana Harbor in East Chicago processed counties, About 97% of all production was 
air-cooled iron slag. Levy also produced limestone, 8% was dolomite, and a minor 
expanded iron slag and processed steel slag. amount was marl for agricultural use 
Heckett Co,, also at Indiana Harbor, proc- The primary uses of crushed stone were
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for construction aggregate (45%); agricul- County. 
tural limestone (8%); cement, lime, and _ Stockpiles of stone at the former Medusa 
glass manufacture; flux stone; and other _ plant at Orleans were being sold by Orleans 
special uses such as sulfur oxide removal. Crushed Stone Co. No quarrying or crush- 

The average unit values per ton of crush- ing was being done on-site. 
ed stone for various uses were $3.01 for _ McCorkle Stone Co. was sold to Rush 
cement manufacture, $3.83 for agricultural County Stone Co. Inc. The two companies, 
limestone, $4.34 for agricultural dolomite, both of which produced construction aggre- 
$3.88 for flux stone, $6.50 for glass manufac- gate, flagstone, and rubble, operated within 
ture, and $2.80 for sulfur oxide removal. @ mile of each other at Milbury in Rush 
Marl for agricultural uses had the lowest County for over 15 years. 
unit value—$1.11 per ton. About 88% of  Dimension.—In 1983, a total 1,866,000 
shipments were by truck, and twice as cubic feet of dimension stone valued at $11 
much material was moved by waterway as _ million was produced in Indiana. The indus 

by rail. try consisted of 13 companies operating 
The IGS reported continued interest in quarries in 5 counties. Over 90% of produc- 

high-calcium limestone in northern India- tion was from Lawrence and Monroe Coun- na, especially the reef limestone in Grant ties. More than 98% consisted of limestone, and Cass Counties. Marblehead Lime, Gary, the remainder was sandstone. Indiana con- was planning to develop part of the Camden tinued to be the leading State in the produc- Reef limestone for whiting. Some properties tion of dimension limestone. In total pro- on the high-calcium limestone reef became 4uction of dimension stone, Indiana ranked 
available for leasing, and attorneys for the 8¢Cond behind Georgia, the leading produc : er of granite and ahead of Vermont, a Jendcnmers sent out notices torpecple Who fading producer of granite) darble, cid might be interested in developing the Drop: si3¢¢ Georgia, Indiana, and “Vermont to- 

Hy-Rock Products at Marengo in Craw. 8¢ther produced 39% of the Nation's total. ford County, which hed filed forbankturrey The quantity of Indiana’s production in- 
under chapter I1ofthe Federal Bankruptey  ‘reased 6.7% over that of 1982, while the peru Pt Fer gel, continued PCY value of production decreased 17.4%. Of the 

ct in October 1981, continued to operate $11 million of production, 17% by value was under court protection from its creditors 2shlars and partially squared pices, S6% 
throughout 1983. was rough blocks for building and construc- Mitchell Crushed Stone Co. at Mitchell in tion, and 47% was dressed elabe and blcke 
Lawrence County began supplying scrubber for building and construction. The average stone to the Petersburg Station of the Indi- unit value of veneer and cut stone was $8.34 
ana Power & Light Co. and the Gibson and $8.86, respectively. Irregular-shaped Station of Public Service Indiana (PSD). stone, rough blocks, and flagging were old Bloomington Crushed Stone Co. supplied for $42 to $45 per ton. 
scrubber stone to the Merom Station of Some of the largest limestone panels ever 
Hoosier Energy. In addition, in 1983, Rob- made were ordered from the Indiana Lime- 
ertson Crushed Stone Co. at Milltown in stone Co. Inc. for a 40-story office building Harrison County also began selling stone to in Denver, CO. A production technique PSI’s Gibson Station. known as post-tensioning will be used ex- 
On July 1, Mulzer Crushed Stone Co., Tell _tensively for construction of the large pan- City, purchased the Crawford County Stone els. 

Co. Rogers Group Inc, quarry near  B, G. Hoadley Co. Inc., Bloomington, Leavenworth. Vulcan, Countryside, IL, began quarrying at the Maple Hill Quarry purchased the Western Material Div. quar- of the former Bloomington Limestone Com- ty of Medusa Aggregates Co. near Frances- pany. B. G. Hoadley also operates a quarry ville in Pulaski County. Vulcan also oper- in Guthrie. 
ates a second quarry near Monon in White
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Table 6.—Indiana: Stone sold or used by producers 
Crashed Dimension _ 

Year Quantity — yeiue —__uantity___ Value Gaillion ousand (millions) enn) clliona) “Thousand Thousand (miions) 

BO cpeereerecnerecnarmseemeemncn 2 $594 269 as70 $128 ig cue soneseeee en ge 282 eld a Bart 118 
ore Se eaee ia 805 33 sin 180 tons Seen pnernn Tae ss TeeseRT SS Sal 28 ist 2301 105 tee Sect c ene ere 309 wi 181 ours 140 MM one Sooo eset EESeS 258 93 M5 1965 131 
game E STS C SLES TERETE 203 855 135 1790 183 y9sg TDL L ITIL 2h 3 ia 1386 no 

“Eatimated 

‘Table 7.—Indiana: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ae Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch: Lh 726 2.608 Riprap and jetty done SCUIIGISEIESERES ESTERS TESTES LoL qotileniend ww ange 02a aDTTEDIICITICITICI LSS TSCEICIOEIEISE 3 ad 

Concrete BEDE, Orv aie cee tsi tena ewen ere nucenede 1sie 5.718 Bituminous aggregate, coarse ~=~~2—7722722IITTTITITIIIITITTIIIIIII lalate 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate — ~~~ coccnicc “an “Son Railroad ballast SSIDSCSSEGSS SSS SERESSSTEEE, 145 2364 Fing aggregate (3/8 inch) ‘Stone sand, concrete “4 out Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ~ --~--~--~~-----~--~--~--~-~~==-==~=== 2 9 Aerooting, undealgneed oo crcne en Ta ceeSNESEESE ESSENSE eos 6 Me ORL Coarse and fine aggregate: ‘Graded road base or subbase =n 2 TB Unpaved road surfacing ~~ —---~-=-~--222=-22~-2==2nzaaaasassat 06 Lat (Geyser ror ilo waste = "OTTO TTTSSTTTSSTTTSSEESSSETEISED AM 1A 

Agricultural neem : "Agricultural limestone === 1900 7.216 (Olber seraitiral = aon nec Sena en gay SE Ten aay TNE ES mE Chemical and metallurgical: Cement manufastare.—————2~~~22222222-22-2----=-- TO 8,852 
Bpedsl OE acon ace enccccee renee ERESEOESEEESS Geo azen6 

Total__——- ~~ nnn ene nnn nnnnn nnn AOL 8 TBR 
Includes limestone, dolomite, and marl 
includes poultry grit and mineral fod, flux stone, glass manufacture, sulfur oxide removal, coarse aggregate (graded), fine aggregate, and wees not pected. . me 7 = 

Table 8—Indiana: Dimension stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
Use Quantity Cubicfest Value (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

neh ugh blocks for building and construction -.----—------------ 88/185, Lug $3,972 Irropularshaped stone won nnn 1183 2 Ww 
‘Ashlars, partially squared pieces*_———--eenneennneennnne= 1S za 1.889 a a 281 4 2 

wannennnnennwaeseeeeeenneeeeeeeeeeeeneee en ARTE a3 5,150 
Metal see 1,866 411,015 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” includes limestone and sandstone. 
“Includes veneer 

includes rough flagging, dressed slabe and blocks for building and construction, and value indicated by aymbol W. ‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Sulfur (Recovered).—Amoco Oil Co. re- producing over 1 billion pounds of can stock 
covered elemental sulfur from refinery gas- per year. In response to the continuing 
es at its East Chigaco facility. Its parent improvement in aluminum demand and to 
company, Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), is the _ replace depleted inventories of the primary 
fifth largest producer of recovered sulfur in metal, the six-potline Warrick smelter was 
the Nation. brought up to full capacity in October with 

Although production of recovered sulfur the restart of the idled 44,000-ton-per-year 
was at an alltime high in 1983, sulfur _potline. 
demand continued to exceed domestic pro- Also, near yearend, Alcan Aluminum 
duction. Yet prices for all elemental sulfur Ltd. of Montreal, Canada, agreed in princi- 
decreased significantly. The largest sulfur pal to purchase most of the aluminum 
end use was for production of sulfuric acid, operations of Atlantic Richfield Co. (ARCO). 
and the largest end use for sulfuric acid was Included in the purchase would be ARCO’s 
for phosphatic fertilizer production. Its use rolling mills at Terre Haute. The final 
for copper ore leaching decreased by almost transaction is subject to approval under 
one-third. Other end uses for sulfuric acid U.S, antitrust laws and the boards and 
are for petroleum refining and other petro- stockholders of both organizations. 
Jeum and coal products. . In October, Alumax Inc. formed the Alu- 

Stauffer Chemical Co. Inc., at its Ham- max Group, which will operate the second- 
mond plant in Lake County, produced liquid ary aluminum smelters of its subsidiary, 
sulfur dioxide. The company also made Apex International Alloys Inc. The smelters 
sulfuric acid and liquid sulfur trioxide. are located in Bicknell, IN, and Cleveland, 

OH. 
METALS: CMI International Inc. (formerly Cast 

Aluminum.—Indiana ranked fifth among Metal Industries Inc.) announced in May 
the 16 States in which primary aluminum that it would construct a low-pressure cast- 
was produced in 1983, Aluminum Co. of ing plant in northern Indiana for producing 
America (Alcoa), the State’s sole producer of aluminum wheels for passenger cars. The 
this primary metal, operated a smelter and Company reported that the facility would 
fabrication plant in Newburgh near Evans- Cost $6 million, employ 200 workers, and be 
ville in southwestern Indiana. Value of Teady for production in about 1 year. 
production increased 7.1% over that of 1982 During the year, Kaiser Aluminum & 
compared with a 5% increase in the value Chemical Corp. sold its lidmaking plant in 
of total domestic production, which was Wanatah to the National Can Corp. of 
responding to an increased demand for Chicago, IL, along with can body plants in 
aluminum by the building and transporta- Texas and Florida. 
tion industries. Alcoa is Warrick County’s Iron and Steel.—In 1983, there was in- 
largest employer with about 3,500 workers, creased demand for steel from consumer- 
The Warrick operations consisted of smelt- elated markets, but capital goods and in- 
ing, recycling, ingot-casting, and fabricat- dustrial construction markets remained de- 
ing facilities. The fully integrated facility pressed. Overall, steel industry shipments 
produces light-gauge aluminum sheet for showed only a modest 10% improvement 
beverage cans, which is Alcoa’s largest sin- over the 33-year low of 1982, and the prices 
gle product. In 1983, packaging accounted _ that steelmakers got for their products were 
for an estimated 30% of domestic consump- still depressed. In 1983, despite huge losses, 
tion; transportation, 18%; building, 22%; U.S. steelmakers continued to modernize 
electrical, 10%; consumer durables, 8%; their plants in support of strategies to 
and other uses, 12%. Alcoa also operates improve quality and reduce costs. They also 
finishing mills at Fort Wayne, Lafayette, continued to restructure and to adjust their 
and Richmond, and has research facilities capacity to expected demand. Significantly, 
at Fort Wayne and Richmond. progress was made in reducing noncompeti- 

Near yearend, Alcoa announced that it tive employment costs when the Nation’s 
would invest $120 million over the next 2 seven largest steelmakers and the United 
years to upgrade and modernize its sheet- Steelworkers of America concluded a new 
rolling mill in Warrick and that it was 41-month contract that provided for lower 
evaluating a $150 million investment in hourly employment costs during the period 
upgrading the smelter. The 298,000-short- from March 1, 1983, to July 1, 1986. Most 
ton-per-year smelter was operating at full other steel companies received concessions 
capacity at yearend, and the plant was from their unions in 1982 or 1983. Addition-
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ally, the U.S. specialty steel industry was trade imports. 
granted import protection by extra tariffs ‘The Indiana steel industry continued to 
and quotas and the steel industry sought lead the domestic industry in its slow recov- 
trade law protection against alleged unfair ery. 

‘Table 9.—Indiana: Pig iron shipments and raw steel production 
Ta Raw steel 

tnfilen sarees) Taian hang ine 
Year rea” Persent ted Persea 

tana Bate AES, Tk tee BS 
fort essere rua 165 BLS m2 2 215 1353 mz 3 
agi 2222 TLIIIIIIIIIE 188 BIT a4 2 44 Ato 18 2 oie DICT REESESESESES 180 BLO 201 2 229 1363 168 2 
yg [2DIDIIIIIIIIICT 1b 687 mo 1 198 1118 7 2 
soar PSPS ETE LE DISSES 183 3B ws 1 227 1208 82 $9eb cooToioassssclse BS 435 sot e546 221 i 
3983 (DDTDIILIIII IIL. 164481 B41 22 Me 239 1 

In 1988, Indiana increased its lead over lion, is scheduled for completion in 1986, 
both Ohio and Pennsylvania as the largest and a second one is planned. In December, 
domestic producer of pig iron. Indiana’s United States Steel Corp. approved a con- 
shipments at 16.4 million short tons in 1983 _ tinuous slab caster for its Gary Works. Two 
represented 33.4% of total U.S. shipments. parallel continuous slab casters came on- 
Indiana also led the Nation in consumption stream at the Indiana Harbor Works of 
of pig iron, at 16.5 million tons in 1983, Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. J&L). J&L's 
21.4% more than in 1982. During the year, $165 million installation is slated for full 
11 of 18 operating blast furnaces were “in capacity production in late 1984. At its 
blast” for more than 179 days. Indiana also Midwest Steel Div. in Portage, National 
increased its share of the modest 13.5% Steel Corp. planned to modify its 48-inch, 
increase in U.S, raw steel production, and _hot-dip galvanizing line in order to increase 
further secured its recently acquired posi- capacity by 75,000 tons per year. 
tion as the Nation’s No. 1 steel producer. In September, the J&L subsidiary of LTV 

Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the Na-_ Corp. and Republic Steel Corp., the Nation’s 
tion’s leading steelmakers, shipped 67% of third and fourth largest steelmakers, re- 
USS. pig iron production in 1983. The three spectively, announced plans to merge. At 
States also accounted for 56% of the Na- yearend, the agreement remained subject to 
tion’s raw steel production. shareholder and U.S. Department of Justice 

Significant developments during the year approval. The two companies have a com- 
in the State's steel industry included the bined raw steel capacity of over 24 million 

following. short tons per year, about one-sixth of the 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. began production U.S. total. Republic has six steelworks lo- 

at its new $60 million continuous sheet steel cated in Ohio, Alabama, and Illinois. J&L 
heat-treating line at Burns Harbor. A simi- _ has five steelworks—three in Pennsylvania, 
lar facility, costing $100 million, went into one in Ohio, and the Indiana Harbor Works 
production at the Indiana Harbor Works of in East Chicago. The new company, to be 
Inland Steel in East Chicago. Bethlehem called LTV Steel Co., is expected to be the 
Steel also signed financial agreements and Nation’s No. 2 steelmaker, after U.S. Steel. 
began site preparation for the construction —_ Late in the year, U.S. Steel announced 
of a 2.2-million-short-ton-per-year continu- that it would permanently close about 20% 
ous caster at Burns Harbor. Startup is of its raw steel capacity and 23 finishing 
scheduled for April 1986. Bethlehem Steel and fabricating mills by April 1984, cutting 
has been operating one continuous slab full employment capacity by about 15,000. 
caster at Burns Harbor since 1975. Con- The closures were to include the No. 10 
struction also began on a continuous caster blast furnace, one of the six at the Gary 
operating at Inland Steel’s No. 2 basic Works. Also to be closed at Gary would be 
oxygen furnace shop at the Indiana Harbor the rail mill, which would take U.S. Steel 
Works. The facility, costing over $200 mil- out of the rail business.
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Other Metals.—Beryllium-Copper.—The that produce components for the electronics 
Cabot Berylco Div. of Cabot Corp. at Read- industry. Currently, all melting and rolling 
ing, PA, embarked on a $16 million capital Gn strips up to 12 inches), casting, and 
expansion program that will move all of its extrusion will continue in Reading, PA. beryllium-copper rolling activities out of _ Nickel and/or Cobalt-Based Alloye and Reading into two Indiana plants. A wide- Titanium—The Wrought Products Div. of 
strip (60-inch) rolling mill will be installed Cabot Corp., Boston, MA, planned to install 
at the company’s existing service center in accumulator towers to the annealing line at 
Elkhart. When the modernization program Kokomo by March 1984. The $1 million 
is completed, cast slabs produced in Read. {9Wers will facilitate the passage of metal 
ing, PA, will be shipped to Kokomo and *hrough the new annealing line. Peper ony ee acer Steel and Aluminum Scrap.—M&K Corp., Solled oc Ga new foar The new Atwood, signed a contract with US. Steel to $58 million mill in Kokomo delivers hot ‘Wood: Sienec a areal ithion F not provide 25 million pounds of steel pellets. tbands in widths from 86 to 50 inches, which Ma usos a proprietary process ta seperate 
Mion hot bond coll, A ccrond pot Pi the the aluminum in can lids from the steel 

: The high-densits mT sed expansion program will be the installation Po" aatiarier sar tte diet aed of a traverse winding line at both Elkhart making. ‘The company had been providing 
and the company’s service center in Elms- tee] pellets to the steelmaker for 4 consecu- 
ford, NJ. tive years. M&K processes the aluminum 

Coils produced at Kokomo will be shipped jids and the all-aluminum containers into to Elkhart for rolling into gauges and pellets, granules, and shot, widths required by beryllium-copper con- — 
sumers, which are mainly stamping houses ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pitsburgh, PA. 

Table 10.—Prineipal producers 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County: ———Semmodity andcompany Address_Type ofactivity "County 

Abrasives: 
Manufactured: 

Jumbo Manufacturing Inc_ Box 155, 2900 Center St. Pama: Marshall. ‘Tippectinoe, IN 4670 Wheelabrator-Frye Inc, 400 South Byrkit St wae edo-2o--- = St. Joseph, Materials Cleaning Sys- ‘Mishawaka, IN 4054 
‘tems Div." 

‘Natural: Hindotan Whetstone Co Bog 862 Garry andplant —-- Orange guar 
Bedford, IN 47421 Lawrence 

Aluminum: ene: ‘Aluminum Co, of America _--- Warrick Operations Smelter and fabe- Warrick. 
Newburgh, IN 47630 ace 

Cement: 
Lehigh Portland Cement Co.? __ poke nats Plant (portland) and Lawrence. itchel, a Dornan Buigton Station Plant (tii Lake. 

Do----------------- $800 Columbus Ave Terminal Madison, ‘Anderson, IN 46018 “distibution) 
Lone Star Industries Inc.? *____ Box 482, Plant (portland- Putnam. 

Greencastle, IN 46135, masonry) and 

Lisle CementCa?* Bos 859, Highway 25 Wet Plant (portland) and Case. 
Downe SRE ana Chat masonry) and cays auarry. 

‘General Shale Products Corp Box 96 Pitsand plant _--_ Morgan. Mooresville, IN 46158 
‘Hydraulic-Press Brick Co _____ Brooklyn, IN 46111 ________ Pit and plant (light- Do. Some weight aggregate). 
National Gypsur Mivscmsaoas Box 250 Inc ind mine Mar seen Sapeu C Shoals IN 47581 [eee Maree 

United States Gypsum Co.*__ Box M (ceases aes Do. Shoals, IN 47581 Down--------------- B01 Canal SE Blantccunscsu: teks East Chicago, IN 46812 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 10.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity ‘County 

Iron and stee: Bethlehem Steel Corp... Box 248, US. 12 Mill basic steel) Porter. Ghesterton, EN 46304 Inland Steel Co... S210 Watling Se wa-do- nnn Lake East Chicago, IN 46312 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp___ 3001 Dickey Rd. Mills (basic steel)... Lake and 

Bast Chicago, 1N 46512 ‘Marion. United States Steel Corp, Gary‘ North Broadway cosafbiccweuesun, Take Limon Gary, IN 48402 
Inland Steel Co, Indiana Harbor 9210 Watling St Blanco weeee Do. "Works (Limekiln). East Chicago, IN 46312 
Marblehead Lime Co_______ Box 689 wawliBisoreewua Do. » Gary, IN 46402 

eat: "Hyponex Corp, Noblesville 2918 South Anthony Blvd Bogand plant... Hamilton. 
Plant. Fort Wayne, IN 46803 Michigan Peat Co._.-.---- Box 234, Rural Route 6 a ne Rensselaer, IN 47918 Milburn Peat Co. tne... Box286. wneedo enn LaPorte Ta Porte, IN 46350 Perlite expanded: "Chemrock Corp ---------- Box 5405, Highway 25 at Plant_---------_. Tippecanoe. 

‘Monon RR Crossing Lafayette, IN 47903 
Grefeo Ine — wee Bow 190 East Country Ra a -do === Montgomery. Rodents ci GravfSrdsville, IN 47983 

nd and grave! ‘Construction: “American Aggregates Corp District Office Pitsand plants... Hamilton, Box 40228 ‘Marion, 400 Bast 96th St. and Gray Ra Wayne 
Indianapolis, IN 46240 
Corporate Headquarters Dravwer 160 Garst Ave. at Ave, B 
Greenville, OF 45831 Hilltop Basic Resources Ine 630 Vine St Pitand plant... Switzerland, 
Gincinnati, OH 45202 Iving Materials Inc Box 369, Rural Route 5 Pitsand plants... Fayette, Greenfield, IN 46140 familton, 

Henry, Madison, Wayne. Martin Marieta Aggregates Box 30013, 2170 Wycliff Ra 280 Charly 
Raleigh, NC 27622 Hamilton, Howard, Marion, Vermillion, 

Vigo. Rogers Group Ine =~ Box 849, 50South AdamsSt.___-do__.____.. Fountain, Bloomington, IN 47402 Gibson, 
Knox, Morgen, Owen, Warren 

Vulcan Materials Co? Box 5229 a---do_------- LaPorte, Lafayette, IN 47903 Parke, 
St. Joseph, Tippecanoe. 

Industrial: ‘Grisman Sand Co,Inc---. 6480 Melton Ra. Pitand plant -__--- Porter. Portage, IN 46368 
Unimin Corp. _ ___-_--- East Dunes Highway pe rectemenee La Porte. 

(US. 12) Michigan City, IN 46360 
SMe, ‘Vulean Materials Box 6,500 West Plainfield Rd. Plant. ae- Lake 

Co?? Countryside, IL, 60525 Iron and stee: 
‘The Levy Co.Ine??..-... Box 540 Plants_-.------- Lake, Porter, tee, Portage, IN 46368 'St Joseph. tel Heckett Co... Box 1071, North Main St. Plant.---------- Lake, Butler, PA 40368 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company Tress “Type of activity County aie re a 
sone “ 

American Aggregates Corp — Plate Oftice ‘Quarries and plants __ Beste, 

4700 East 96th St. and Gray Rd. Owen." 
Prsnomeger IN 46240 ina Seas ar see eae, rhetianesion6o.-. tt te coco enad Se ans yan 

Irving Bros. Gravel Inc.” __ _ Rural Route 13 Soleus Blackford, io re = 
NUS pein, Hes HS : eagle ii Saher saw cote ee pega Hon Het 

ie ioe sir Crate Sone Co Bae e098 uriesnine, 0 ° Gee soe. & movaptn | GENEES saonasy  Qhiticrnenm— urpeee Rose e Bloomington, IN 47402 Monroe, iia 3 sree aes Tr eanC eacaeaee Bent wicca a Bee a Witt BSieece ne BPR Gurisanisun tev 
Bvans Qu 1 ees IN 47421 Q eines 3 wnineinie cepts Se at nonedyonne | Goyeeltionn tects Se os ue se Indorrinaccece. Raemaremecws, O Set Indie Line one. BERN Gillan. inpesead 

Indiana Sandstone Co Borst et Quarry and plan Lawrence foment cetyl ae Be aa oa en Mee 
‘Rush County Stone Co. Inc.?_ Rural Route 1. ~---do-- 2 Rush. sate VisurOaicsinetas MER ee Sonne sansancon wees gen hie oon take 2 apt it erat) aan ii eaioaims 

Also crushed stone. 
Also clays. 
‘Also expanded perlite. ‘send Peete fies bi Vitale 
Also construction sand and gravel.





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Iowa Geological Survey for 
collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James H. Aase* 

Nonfuel mineral production value in Nationally, the State was ranked 27th in 
Towa during 1983 was $247.4 million, a 18% value of nonfuel mineral output, accounting 
increase over that of 1982 but 11% below for 1% of the US. total. In 1983, the 
the record high set 4 years earlier. quantity of gypsum produced in Iowa was 

Of the mineral commodities produced 2d among 22 producing States; peat, 11th of 
during the year, only dimension stone 22; portland cement, 12th of 40; crushed 
dropped in value and production from that stone, 14th of 48; clay, 2st of 44; construc- 
of 1982. Crushed stone, leading all other tion sand and gravel, estimated 17th of 50; 
commodities produced in terms of value, dimension stone, 23d of 39; and lime, 27th of 
accounted for 41 cents of every dollar of the 39. 
State's total mineral worth. 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Iowa’ 
TTR sS—~=~i~i 

‘Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (¢housands) Quantity ¢housands) 

Cement: Masonry ....-----------— thousand short, tons. w w st $9,425 
Ponsa) SUSIESOSESEG Soc aa eS | ie 382225 16 51836 Clays wee 2 222 2ZIIIE wes eadoes=- “437 2302 516 3258 Gem sae Eee NA 1 NA 1 

Gypsim.--__--2-~----2-2- thowand short fond ITT use | 1612 13518 Sand and gravel constriction) --~7-- do 10.068 25018 11,800 32/300 
‘Stone (crushed) _____-----------.. do. $22,600 88,800, 24,844 101,097 
Combined value af lime, pea, sand (industrial, 1983) lone ‘imension), and valueindicated by symbol Ws XK 8.256 XK AD 

Bena cecpetnseeenresemy — XX 218,687 xx 247,360 
“Pstimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “combined value” figure: “XXNot applicable. ee " 
1Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

211
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Iowa, by county! 
(Thousands) 

an Minerals produced in 1982 ey jen oe inorder of value 
Adair —-__-------------------- w ® 

‘Ananw @o SON RDS TESS EIR ES w ® 
‘Allamakee ----------~-~-~~~--—— $311 $16 Sand and gravel (construction). 
‘Appanoose __2~72ITIIIIIIITIIII Ww 'W_ Clays, sand and gravel (construction) ‘Audubon -------~-~----------=— a W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Banta 2 = ROES SPER PORTE TETESE Ww Ww Do, Black Hawk ~~ 227272—2T2I2=- Ww 964 Do. 
Boone oo n2200 0200 STESIELEIEE O16 Do. 
Bremer -_ ~~ ------~~---~---—~ WwW e 
Buchanan ~~~ ~~-~~2a-----2=-== 1240 W Sand and gravel construction). 

Buena Vista -------------------~ e Ww Do 
Bulleg_ = UCT IESSESIESIESSS 520 Ww Do. 
Calhoun .------------------~-- ® 0 Do 
Garrell | 2TETIELEESLEEISLESSIES ® 391 Do. 
Gass... 22-2 2a nanan w w Do. 
Geta SEES ERDAS ESAT STE Ww w De. Cerro Gorda -= 2222 TIITIIIIIIII w W > Cement, clays, sand and gravel (construction 
Cherokee sorte sens cease ° 398 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Chickasaw = n-n-c-nnnenansnae— art a 
Gatley) ane ane ae e 466 @ 
Chay SESE ISIS SEES © 842 Sand and gravel (construction) 
ot w 'W Sand (industria), sand and gravel (construction). 
Milieu ee 1,82 W — Sand.and gravel (construction) Grawhed 225 e — 
Dal ee eens eee Succ s wW W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

Dis oe w @ Decatur —- eecniere 10 a 
Delaware.--------===-n-nna-- 88 W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Des Moines. — Seen ous Ww W Gypsum, sand and gravel construction). Dickinson ~~2~22~222222L2LLZL ® 882 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Dukuyos ===" oigons so scn secre w @ 
Bromat 02 TOTeee eo W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Fayette -----2ss2------=-n= 1888 w Do. 
Mod SST TO TESEETS Ww 31 De. Franklin --252022222 02027522275 Ww ve Do. 

Fremont _-__~_---------------~ 284 e 
Greens 2 OT TEELET EESTI °) 524 Sand and gravel (construction) 

Grundy snmectrenenaneas @ as 
Guthrie ~~~ ~~~" DSTI SELES ° 210 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Hem <2222022200222II222 Wanda gravel lancock - ~~~ =~ S sand and gravel (construction), peat. Hardin -2222222222227222222222 gga W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Harrison ~~~ ~~ BEGELEE 11085, ® 
RB arse re see enemas Ww eo Howard —- 322 a5-hnoe-o0 oe 392 45. Sand and gravel (construction) 
Bumble geo Se are Tee 952 w Do. sed col ia ee eo w Do. 

eee ee oe w Do. 
Jackson 22TTIIITIISISSIISIIIE Laie Ww Bo 
Sellers 22 DSETELEDISSISETEOE W & 
Johnson ~~~ T=TTTTT TTT TTT TTT w W Sand and gravel construction) Jones. SEESEECUEDELULEISLILE * San 485 ‘Do. 

Keokuk === 277772 To TSI TTT TTT W Ww Do. Kemuth SoS S pL SSe ORT SIS TES @ a Do. Lee .---------2 2-2-2222 - 2 w 115 Do. 
Une SCUIIEEEES E w 958 Sand and gravel (construction), peat. 

Touisa. ~~~ 2222 2TTT TITS Ww 'W Sand and gravel construction). Tyan SESE RAST, & 290 Do. 
Madison ~~~ ~~~ w W Clays 

Mahaska -°200To22222ccco22222 151 a 
ion ~~~ Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), gypsum, Marshall ——_— ~~~ Ww 881 Sand and gravel construction) 

Mills cece: Caco Suse r SERENE 240 @ 
Mitchel! -=2222IIZIII Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Maman oie concn Se eE eT EEE ° w ‘Do. 
Manne FL aemrmactemen 863 ® 

Montgomery------------ 1404 @ 
Muscatine --_-_-_1 2-222 _=-= Ww 433 Sand and gravel (construction). 
O'Brien ---_----_------------=— e Ww Do. 

Osceola RESEIESGE ° 304 Do. 
Boge -2oTotoaonataon oo 420 w Do. Palo Alig gnU0 seSSDESENESESESESE e w Do. 
Plymouth. —_ ~~ 77TDTTTITTTTTTT 1350 Do. 

Pocaboniaa 80 27S N TSE STATES Ww & 
Polk. 0 ----2n-=-------- 18,889 W Cement, sand and gravel (construction) Pottawattamie 277 777ITTIIITIIIT W W Sand and gravel (construction) Poweshiek ---.-_2-222-2-2-_- Ww & 

‘See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in lowa, by county’ —Continued 

(Thousands) 

‘County 19811982 Minerals produced in 1982 

$90 een $196 Sand and gravel construction). 
Scott. ...-------------------- $34,715 W Cement, lime, clays. Shelby 2227227272727 222c 22222 3 W > Sand and gravel onstruction. 
Gleuz 2 2-222. ---- 2-2 e) 667 Do. 

Tae (Uo UORE DE TOTSSEAE SS W We. 
Taylor_—.-~----~--------------- 216 @ Galena 2 5a IE SUE EE SISSEES Ww 8 
Van Buren --22222a22ssssn 8B W Sand and gravel (construction) Wapete SE DESO STRESS SRESTS Ww W> Sand and gravel construction) clays. Wothingian 2~277~72222222222222 WwW W Sand and gravel construction) Woretat 2 ic SECGSESe DoT SaSTETS W 8810 Gypsum, sand and gravel (construction). Winnubego? -~-nseassacea ss Ww W Peat Winneeok S20 2225002722257 2,150 124 Sand and gravel (construction) Wordury 2-502. 22 2sncd0gs00S" Ww W Sand.and gravel (construction), clays Worthes-2222c2ccc222222222222 gr W_ Sand and gravel construction’ pest. 
Witht os ook coe e) W Sand and gravel (construction). 
United ina iain cme masiee: 122,939, 109,009 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) - - -_____~ £29,080 XX 
‘Stone (crushed) ---_--.... eee xx £88,800 

Toul ee L218. 
essai W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

applicable ‘Evens Ringgold, Warren, and Wayne Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values 
shown separately under ‘Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (crushed).” 

Crushed stone was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
“Includes gem stones and stone (dimension, 1982) that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by 

symbol W. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Iowa business activity 
po ae 1982 ross? Change, 

Employment and labor fore, annual average: foal civilian laborforce’= sn. thousands. 1887.1 1,991.6 408 Unanpoymentses! ct S200 SonTGSTaAG RARER Seam 15034 143 sas 
Employment (nonagriculturalk 

‘Mining'____---...-.-.-.------------------do_- 13 15 4154 Manubctasing “oSCOtontans Msn apiticnsantacemass 198 2063 86 Contract construciion =~ ~~~~ => 77222 277227722222¢0--— 262 26.0 “3 
‘Transportation and public utilities ______-__..-.--..do.... 50.0 49.4, -12 Wholtsale and etal trade --~_777772222~7722d00222 2B a2 tt Finance, insurance, eal estate ~~ 77_72727777777272aa-722 384 339 26 
Services... ...-------------------- +--+ - + + + 0 209.6 208.7 4 Sorensen DETTE OSS TESES Ea 2018 2033 -is 

Pe 1 ‘Total nonagricultural employment? ____.-.._..~..do-.. 1,001.2 1,013.5, 412 

otal nee ee eeee eee ------------ millions. $81,890 $92,089 424 
Percapita ...-.---------- +--+ +--+ eee ($10,754, $11,048, 427 Construction activity: ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized = = 5.16 6g 4278 Value of nonresidential construction-------------~2- millions. «$308 $880.9 53 Value of State road contract awards v22=272-7227~=7 don” $1800 BBG BS 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State thousand short tons... 170 1159 “3 

Nonfuel mineral production value: Total crude mmeralvalue =... millions. «$2186 MTA 4182 Value per capita, resident popilation --__ 2122222222 -~-- <5 > Tad 
‘Selhas Die RACE NE a ene ier: $8,884 $4,396 413.2 

Preliminary. 
‘Includes bituminous coal. 

“Sources: U.S, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureat of Mines
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Under title III of Public Law 95-87, The industries and expansions to existing facili- 

Mining and Mineral Resources and Re- ties were down 10% from those of 1982 and 

search Institute at lowa State University in 36% from the 10-year average. Employment 
‘Ames was awarded $150,000 by the U.S. created by new development and expan- 

Bureau of Mines in 1983 for operations and sions decreased 35% from the 1982 level 

research designed to encourage the training and 53% from the 10-year average. Al- 
of engineers and scientists in mineral- though capital investment was down 42% 

related studies. from the 10-year average, 1983 capital in- 

Various organizations honored a host of vestment figures were 18% greater than in 

Towa mineral producers for their safety 1982. IDC indicated that in 1983 56 new 

accomplishments during 1983. The Gypsum _ industries located in the State and 84 exist- 

Association recognized 4 gypsum plants in ing industries expanded. Resulting in a 
Towa among the 55 gypsum plants nation- capital investment of $242.9 million in Iowa, 
wide for their outstanding safety records in these enhancements created 3,862 new 
1983. Those cited were the Celotex Corp.,a manufacturing jobs. Mineral-related proc- 
subsidiary of Jim Walter Corp., Fort Dodge; essing and manufacturing industries among 
Georgia-Pacific Corp., Fort Dodge; and the 140 new and expanded facilities report- 
United States Gypsum Co., Sperry and Fort ed for 1983 included 4 within the Standard 

Dodge. The National Crushed Stone Associ- Industrial Classification (SIC) 32, Stone, 

ation honored 362 member plants nation- Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products, and 2 
wide for significant safety achievements in _ within SIC 33, Primary Metal Industries. 
1983. Award winners in Iowa included B. L. Martin Marietta Corp. of Bethesda, MD, 
Anderson Inc., 7 units; Kaser Corp., 10 sold its Davenport cement manufacturing 
units; and Martin Marietta Aggregates, 4 plant, together with other out-of-State 

units. plants, to a subsidiary of Blue Circle Indus- 
Trends and Developments.—The indus- tries PLC of the United Kingdom and a 

trial development data the Iowa Develop- partnership controlled by a subsidiary of 

ment Commission (IDC) collected for the Cementia Holdings AG of Zurich, Switzer- 

manufacturing sector of the State’s econo- land. 
my indicated that the State was in a reces- Citing a continuing depressed demand for 

sion during 1983. Announcements of new cement, Northwestern States Portland Ce-
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ment Co. of Mason City had two temporary 1. Water Resources Division continued 
shutdowns totaling 2-1/2 months at its evaluating the alluvial aquifer systems on 
manufacturing plant during the year. the interior streams of the State to expand 

‘The State issued pe perma for'metaltic; knowledge of the quantity and quality of 
mineral exploration during 1983. the water and to check for nitrate an 
Employment.—According to the Iowa agricultural pesticide concentrations. 

Employment Security Commission’s re- 2. Geologic Studies Division completed a 
search and statistical data, at midyear, study on the Big Springs drainage basin in employment in the State’s mining industry Clayton County to quantify the amounts of 
was 2,000, compared with 1,800 for the same nitrates and agricultural pesticides enter- 
period in 1982. The average hourly earnings ing the ground water system, and to corre- 
of mining Droductian sd related nocsuper late tee counts with changes in erp, 
visory workers was $7.50 in July 1983, a ping practices and rates of fertilizer an 
decrease of approximately 7% compared pesticide application. Work on the Quater- 
with the same month of 1982, nary statigraphy and the engineering prop- 

Legislation and Government Pro- erties of glacial materials continued. 
grams.—The Iowa Geological Survey (IGS), 3. Stratigraphy and Economic Geology 
an independent State agency reporting di- Division conducted a major restudy of the 
rectly to the Governor, actively Pumued its Biaiss entire stratigraphic elms ‘int 
ongoing role of conducting research an . Technical Services designed and devel- 
providing data on the State’s geology and oped a comprehensive water information 
water and mineral resources. Among the system to monitor water-resource condi- 
activities within the various divisions of tions and to serve the data needs of the 
IGS during the year were the following: State's regulatory agencies. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Clays.—Clay production during 1983 was 
, , from nine mines operated by seven compa- 
Cement.—The quantity and value of nies in seven counties. The tonnage mined Towa’s cement shipments in 1983 increased uring the year increased 32% over the 

slightly over those recorded in 1982. Howev- deeply depressed level of 1982 but remained er, the quantity of cement marketed during 26% below the 10-year average, The aver- 
the year remained at a reduced level, fall- age unit price for the total 1983 output 
ne about 25% below the 10-year average. reached a record high of $5.65 per ton, a 17- 

1 State's cement production in 1983 cent-per-ton increase over that of 1982. 
was from four companies that collectively Scott County led the State in clay produc- 
operated eight kilns at one wet-process and tion, followed by Cerro Gordo and Dallas 
see dry-procese Plants at Davenport, Des Counties, which collectively produced 
loines, and Mason City. slightly more than three-quarters of the 
Portland cement sold by Iowa producers State's output in 1888. . ime i 

in 1983 averaged $53.44 per ton, the highest ement manufacturing was the largest 
price on reoord. The ee users of the consumer of the clay produced, followed by State's portland cement production were face-brick manufacturing, together using 
ready-mix companies, consuming about SR ny teeauarters oa oe 
64% of the output, followed, in descending ee e-}See, product ated: ae e 
order, by concrete product manufacturers, eee ee a Mae 
highway and other contractors, building CO™Pamies at sites in Des Moines, Marion, material dealers, and a minor amount tq 24 Webster Counties. Gypsum mined in- 

ta ne a atl ‘ount t0 creased 37% over the depressed production 
a a gai Pas oral customers. jevel recorded in 1982 and exceeded the 10- 

pproximately 96% of the portland cement year average by 10%. The average unit shipments were in bulk form with trucks price of crude gypsum was $8.39 per ton, a 
handling approximately 90% of the move- drop of $1.25 per ton from that of 1982. 
ments, , | Nationally, Iowa ranked second among Approximately 2.9 million tons of nonfuel the States in value of crude gypsum pro. 
minerals and related raw materials was duced during 1983, surpassed only by Tex- 
consumed in producing the 1.7 million tons as, Webster County, with four producing of finished cement manufactured in the mines, accounted for nearly three-quarters 
State during 1983. of the output for the year. United States
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Gypsum’s Fort Dodge Mine was ranked _ Peat—Three companies produced either 
10th among the 69 mines reporting produc- hypnum or reed-sedge peat from bogs in 
tion in the United States during 1983. Linn, Winnebago, and Worth Counties. 

"Active operations during the year includ- Most of the production was reed-sedge, 
ed surface mines operated by United States marketed principally in bulk form for use 
Gypsum ; National Gypsum Co; Georgia- on golf courses. Other uses of the production 
Pacific; and Celotex near Fort Dodge. Un- included use as an ingredient for potting 
derground mines were operated by United soil, vegetable and nursery stock growing, 
States Gypsum near Sperry and by Kaser general soil improvement, and as an earth- 
near Harvey. Except for Kaser, all compa- worm culture medium. Total output rose 
nies calcined part of their crude production slightly in 1983 over the 1982 level. 
at plants near their minesites. Perlite (Expanded).—Perlite from other 
Lime.—The quantity and value of lime States was expanded by National Gypsum 

produced in the State during 1983 rose and United States Gypsum at their Fort 
slightly over that of 1982. Linwood Stone Dodge gypsum-calcining plants. The ex- 
Products Co. Inc. produced all the State's panded material was used for plaster aggre- 
output during the year. Quicklime and hy- gate. 
drated lime produced were used principally Sand and Gravel—Construction sand 
for road stabilization, sewage treatment, and gravel production is surveyed by the 
steel furnace operations, and water purifi- U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
cation and softening. years only; therefore, this chapter contains 

‘Consumption of lime in Towa, obtained only estimates for 1983. Data for odd- 
from all domestic sources, totaled 79,000 numbered years are based on annual com- 
tons in 1983, pany estimates made before yearend 

Table 4.—Iowa: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
— — Toe ae 

Some, ae Ya Ge ie “oe Shorties) Sands) fon shortens) sands) fon 
Construction: Ml adeaeerueesonye 52a s14g79 9278 NANA NA 

Gra esannacosan gsc ose boy age “be Na NA NA 
Sand and gravel onprocesweay -—---~—-~7777_ ays e_ NANA NA 

‘Total or average — deem 710,064 25,618 2.55. 11,800 $32,800 $2.78 a wate pase 

7 GE SRR enoonenceccacs> WE 
Estimated. NA Not available. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. "Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Hawk, Cerro Gordo, Linn, and Johnson 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Counties, which together accounted for one- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. fourth of the total State output. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Nearly 40% of the State's crushed stone 
annual company estimates made before output came from the operations of seven 

yearend. firms, each producing in excess of 1 million 
Crushed.—Limestone, the only type of tons in 1983. Quantities from individual 

crushed stone produced in Towa during quarry operations ranged widely. In 1983, 
1983, was from 291 quarries 63 firms oper- 42% of the quarries produced less than 
ated in 66 counties. Production increased 25,000 tons each; 31%, between 25,000 and 
about 10% over that of 1982 but remained 100,000 tons; 25%, between 100,000 and 
approximately 12% below the 10-year aver- 500,000 tons; and the remainder between 
age level. The average unit price for materi- 500,000 and 1,000,000 tons. 
al produced during the year was a record Among the 26 separate uses for the crush- 
high of $4.07 per ton. Scott County led in ed stone produced, the largest specified use 
crushed stone output, followed by Black was bituminous surface treatment agere-
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gate, followed by use as unpaved road sur- proximately 94% of all crushed stone ship- 
facing, graded road base or subbase, and ments were by truck, 4% by railroad, and 
cement manufacture—cumulatively ac- the remainder by waterway or other means. 
counting for 41% of the total output. Ap- 

‘Table 5.—Iowa: Crushed limestone sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

SS Use Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (+-1-1/2 inch»: Dee ear Eprap end poly ecw coo 22S LESSENS ee Te eee Ei 
catesiene poppe e PEE NEES DEL IOS eae e eS EENEEES 252 1,089) 

arse aggregate, ‘Coneiee aggregate, carte. ---—-------=-----annnnnnaa--====- 19821035 
Bituminous agprogite, corse == 92222222222 22tootootccceesesoo Avg S80 jtuminous surface treatment gig SDT SEITE SEE x ‘ Rallvead alla ---cnoca.°res--~~~----7------===-~-2====ee2=— 30 198 Other graded coarse aggregate -_--—222772777TTITIIOIIINIIITIIIE 956 4,364 

Fing aggregate (-8/8 inch ‘Screening, undesignated_______..__-------_------------------- 100 22 Other fine aggregate -— ~~~ == 7TTT SPE SETETSE ESOS 146 345 
Coarse and fine aggregate: ‘Graded road base or subbaso ne nena nnn 2485 8,539 
Unpaved road surfacing ---~--.-..~--~------~--~~~=-======--=-—= 2551 91580 
Grigherrup or fill or wage = -——-W 722 22ITTIS ooo 2Toaaaot g ue iit ‘Agricultural: Agricultural limestone ~—___--~-_2-2_2--~-------------—~ i ; 

@fetical and qoetallurgical: Cement sbanulseture -~~~22222222277727TTIIT sao 
Special: Other! nen s622__ 88.924 
ec 24844 101,097 

“Includes poultry grit, and mineral food, other agricultural uses, stone sand (concrete), ime manufacture, flux stone, 
asphalt ile, tone sand (tuminous mix o seal) coare aggregate Garg) combined cone and ine aggrepse, nd uses 

not specified. 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

‘Table 6.—Iowa: Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by county 

1981 1985 
juantity juantity Number Whew” Value Number “thou” Value 

County ‘of sand (thou of sand (thou. quarries short sands) quarries short sands) 
tons) tons) 

Allonostise 2 wa ancncees ene 5 81 $1 u wow 
‘Appanoose __—-_~-~-~------~-======-- 2 wow 6 466 $1,898 
Biphanent 2222505 CCSIo ase T 4 359 12e7 u 334 "13308 Butler 2202s ses ac ease Sass SCRE En 5 MB 520 4 wow 
Coder Es AR ceemeemar 4 wow 6 29166 Gorro Gordo. ==> SEILER TSN TRE EEE 4 Len 3428 5 1278 4nd 
Chickasaw — ~~~ => TTT TTT IIIS 512 '8T7 4 11 "519 Giarkect CERT OTE RRs SARI PeR AIEEE IEE 1 140466 1 wow 
Glayton --— =~ =~ 222-22 2LITLITIIIIE Yi 320102 2 389967 
Giinton. S252 TEDSETETEOESSLIEETRETSIST 9 Bz Te To 586959 

Decatur ~~ semrennaannee eee 3 183 “610 3 wow Delaweng 20" S225 SUSSORGSE ESSE 253s 12 -B2B 1,048 1 812688 
Des Moines —— SUG cs sun beies Saoea 4 380 L604 4 Bl 1453 
Dybugiey SS ee etee moments wo Bk 1595 12 733-2908 Payetig anes TERE Sree nse nae ISE NT 14 B18 16 wow 
Franklin. -—--~-~--~--~~~~-~=--==-===> 4 67 "220 3 wow Fremont DELS T AIEEE Sr SISSIES BAPTA 2 69384 2 15 6a 

Hamilton --------------~------~--==--~ 1 5g 1 90388 
Hardin 2 TRE TEP ER EE ee SSE Se aee 4 818 6.527 5 909,888 
Harrison_-_-----~--------------------- 2 835 "1/085 2 Bo 1.604 
Howard —---—-~-_-__ = SSE 6 108392 6 202 “go Humboldt —————— SILIILILLIaEatit 4 a2 B52 1 291 1,186 
dnckpen ote Se 70S ER TEASER EE TS ae 9 1,016 2 4g. EM femper —- = 222 IISIIIIIISISSSIISIIIIIIE 1 73822 1 83/387 
define SEER SSR ere 8 ee een 1 wow 1 16 82 SN Se CE 8 BLL 1,868 9 8536 
Keokuk 22222 2TITIIIILIIITITIIIT IT 4 wow 3 BML 1,889 Teg SSDS ESOL SEE EEE IES 3 wow 4 ba '851 
Ling 2222 DDLITITIII IIL ITI TLE S 940 8.992 1 1018 3.951 Madisoa 22522 D2D~O7 2022 TEISITSEESLE 10-975 3.208 9 "368 3786 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 6.—Iowa: Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by county —Continued 

19a aaa 
Quantity fant Number “fou” vate Number “thou” Value County of sand) (hou. of sand hou quarries short sands) quarries short sands) tons) tons) 

Viphadlie cuentas ememneeeae ene 1 a2 gsi 2 wow 
Marla? = sguscenSessotecesecese 3 26 98 3 me gear 
7 2 5320 i 1 a6 
Monroe: 2202s 0e°2 SPRSTEGSETUSSTSTES 1 11 868 1 a oO 
Montgomery --_1__22222-777-~72~72== => 13841404 1 3 Ba 

Muscatine 7277727777 BESSSRIEE 1 wow i 4394267 
Pale mee-nacecsaqereeoseesns noose 1 Md 420 1 5 bos 
op CUTTS ISTO ORES ee 2 wow 41680 5,068 
[emma eles aaa oe i 26 1938 i ww 
sraghe SSUES ES ween aeonneeenar 1 216 1 ee 
Vor bured 2205 To icoce SSE CeNeSCeUEEES 4 881,465 4359 1,620 
Webster. .-2-22-=-2------=-= === == 2 W 1953 2 400 1673 
Winneshiak2- D7ZSSESTETLGTESZSTESSIILS 1 G50 183991045 
Wath oemrcarcnomesaesenceaeeaneeee 5 ite 629 4339759 
Undistributed* —..__~__---..~-~---------- "59 9,990 36,160 56 10,328 44,861 

Total? ee AMA BAGH ABLA 101,097 
_ Mela supee see ee 

Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”” 

Ancludes Adair, Adams, Benton, Black Hawk, Bremer, Cass, Davis, loyd, Hancock, Henry, Janson, Louisa, Marshall 
Mitchell Pocahontas, Polk, Bottawattamie, Poweshiek, Tama, Union, Wapelio (1988), and Washington Counties, and data 
indicated by symbol W. 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Dimension —Wm. Becker & Sons Stone as rough blocks, irregular-shaped rough 
Co. in Dubuque County and W. C. Weber _ stone, rubble, cut stone, house stone veneer, 
Stone Co. in Jones County produced dimen- and sawed stone. 
sion limestone in 1983. Total output for the —————— 
year was down slightly from that estimated — 4,{S'te Lisison Officer, Bureaa of Mines, Minneapolis, 
for 1982. The material mined was marketed 

Table 7.—Principal producers 
nn 
Commodity and company ‘Rares ‘Type of activity County 

Cement: 
Davenport Cement Co., Box 4288 Plant__--.--..--  Seott 

‘a subsidiary of Davenport, 1A 52808 
Gementia Holdings AG. 

Lehigh Portland Cement Co, ‘Box 1882 do __------- Cerro Gordo. 
‘a subsidiary of Allentown, PA 18105, 

Heidelberger Zement AG. 
‘TheMonarch Cement Co. Humboldt, KS66748 ___ ____do --- Polk 
Northwestern States Portiand Box 1008 TIT LTILIIIIT Corre Gordo. 

Cement Co Mason City, JA 50401 
Clays and shale: 

Garter Waters Corp... Box 19676 Pitand plant... Appanoose. 
Kansas City, MO 64141 

Davenport Cement Co, Box 4258 celbwecumusen ‘Bett 
‘a subsidiary of Davenport, 1A 52808 
Gementia Holdings AG, 

Lehigh Portland Cement Co, Box 1882 wane _---2---- Cerro Gordo. 
‘asubsidiary of Allentown, PA 18105 
Hefdelberger Zement AG. 

Midland BrickCo---— ~~ Boe. Pitsand plants... Dallasand 
Redfield, [A 50233 ‘Wapello. 

Northwestern States Portland Box 1008 Pit and plant cerro Gordo 
Cement Co. Mason City, IA 50401 

Sioux City Brick & Tile Co... Box 56 Pitsand plants...-__Dallas and 
« Sergeant Bluff, A 51054 ‘Woodbury 
:ypsum: 
Celotex Corp., a subsidiary of Box 22601 Mine and plant_____ Webster. 

‘dim Walter Corp. Tampa FL 836g 
Georgia-Pacific Corp -..--- 188 Peachtree St. NE. woo === Do. 

Adlanta, GA 30808, 
National Gypsum Co..--- 2001 Rexford Ra wad = Do. 

Charlotte, NC28211 
United States Gypsum Co. 101 South Wacker Dr. Mines and plant ---_ Des Moines and 

Chicago, IL 60606 ‘Webster.
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Table 7.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity ‘County 

Lime: 
Linwood Stone Products Co. Route 2 Plant-..-------- _Seott. 

eat Inc. Davenport, IA 52804 

Eli Colby Co _..--______ Box 248 ‘Bog and plant___ Winnebago. 
Lake Mills, 1A 50450 Colby Pioneer Peat Co... Box -a--do--------— Worth, 
Hanlontown, 1A 50444 

‘Hughes Peat Co _________ Route 2 ees amen eee Linn, 
Marion, IA 52302 Perlite (expanded) 

‘National Gypsum Co ___-__ 2001 Rexford Rd. Plantseccscs nck. Webster. 
Charlotte, NC 28211 

United States Gypsum Co _ __ 101 South Wacker Dr. ea Mca Do. 
‘Chicago, TL 60606 

‘Sand and gravel (construction, 1982) 
G.A. Finley Ine... Box 465 Pitsand plants... Audubon, Harlan, 1A 61597 Cass, Dallas, 

Page, Potta- wattamie, 
Shelby 

Hallett Construction Co —___ Box 13 tence: Boone, Chero- 
Boone, IA 50036 ‘kee, Clay, Franklin, Marshall, 

Polk, Sac, 
Story. 

Higman Sand & Gravel Co . Box 106 Pit and plant ~ _ ~~ Plymouth. 

Martin Marietta Ages Borst Pits and plants A Martin Marietta tes, 3 its and plants__..__Appanoose, 
Central Div. — Raleigh, NC 27622 ‘Linn, 

Marshall, 
Polk, Wapello. 

Maudlin Construction Co. Box 634 ----do--------- Boone, Buena 
Webster City, 1A 50595 Vista, 

Cerro Gordo, 
oer lay, Dallas, Franklin, 
Hamilton, 
Kossuth, Marshall, 
oe ae, Story, Webster, 

Woodbury, 
Worth, Wright. 

Stevens Sand & Gravel Co.Inc 2525 Highway 218South Pit and plant... Johnson'and Towa City, 1A 52240 ‘Washington. 
Stone: 

‘Crushed (limestone): 
B.L. Anderson Inc... 827 Guaranty Bldg. Quarries and plants. Benton, Cedar, 

Cedar Rapids, 1A 52401 Clinton, 
Jackson, Johnson, 
ed Linn, 

Kaser Corp ..------- 7200 Hickman Ra. Underground mine, ‘Des Moines, 
‘Des Moines, IA 50322 quarries, plants. Fremont, 

Jasper, 
Keokuk, 
Marion, 
Monroe, 
Powoshiok, Washington. Martin Marietta Aggregates, Box 30013 ----do-------- Clarke, 

Central Div. Raleigh, NC 27622 Decatur, Linn, 
Madison, 
Marshall, 
Polk, Story. 

P. Niemann Construction —_ 106 North Maple St. Quarries and plants _ _ Bremer, ‘co. Sumner, IA 50674 ‘Buchanan, 
Butler, 
Chichasey, 
fayette, 

River Products Co 220 Savings & Loan Bl ‘Underground io iver Products Co wings & Loan lerground mine, johnson, oraGipna aay aR Mans Tous, 
Washington.
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Table 7.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity County ri Sr _Trpeofactivity County Stone —Continued 

Crushed (limestone)—Continued 

Schildberg Construction Co. Box 858 jarries and plants. Adair, Adar inc. Greenfield, 14 50849 * " (Gass, Madison, Pottawattamie, Welp&McCarten Ine... Box W Underground mines, Black Haw, Fort Dodge, IA 50501 ‘quarries, plants, Hancock, Webster, Worth: 
Dimension (limestone) ‘Wm. Becker & Sons Stone ‘Kaufman Ave. Quarryand plant Dubuque. Co, ‘Dubuque, IA 52001 W.C. Weber StoneCo..._Route'l waeedo- en. Jones, Anamosa, 1A 52205 Ss



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Kansas Geological Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James J. Hill,t David A. Grisafe,? and Wanda J. West? 

Nonfuel mineral production in Kansas fuel mineral production and led the Nation 
was valued at $267 million in 1988, a 4% in helium output. Cement sales comprised 
increase compared with that of 1982. andthe the greatest portion of the State’s mineral 
highest reported value in 5 years. Value of commodity value, followed by, in order of 
sales increased for all minerals produced in importance, sales of salt, crushed stone, 
the State except lime, salt, and industrial Grade-A helium, and construction sand and 
sand. gravel. 

Kansas was ranked 25th in value of non- 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Kansas? 

1982 1088 
Mineral oe Guansey abana SHY Alay $$ tthoisanctsy SY _ (thousand) 

Cement: Masonry -._____....--- thousand short tons 46 $2,628, w w Portland -—=—2IIIILIIITIIITLI Mao 5a 79,558 w w Glays 51 SALE D ESI SSESO OT eT idea 64 81656 8 33,921 Gem stones — ===>" 7TDLILLTIIIIII NA 1 NA 1 Helium: 
Grude____.______--....---—-million cubie feet__ a - 188 3.512 ONO an ncaa ee eee care 90 26,860, 15 27135 Sait 7" TTTTTTTIIIIIII ET thousand short tone == "1,601 72146 1,719 673195 Sand and gravel Construction ——---.-------- enna do-- 9,720 2612 12,400 "28,600 Industrial — "12727 27T77TTTI2777T TTT 2 381 3.685 199 2184 Stone: 
Crushed = —- 8 een endo 14,400 *41,100 12,192 44540 a ace aeanas ee eu #395 Ww Ww mbined value of eypsum, lime, pumice, sll (rine), and values indicated by symbol Wns” P nor orineh and values | XX, 5,745, x 91,866 

TO sae ganeenien a ncoepususwacunuenan XX *256,336 XX 267,004 ee 
“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure. "KX Not applica, * SES ee {Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). "Excludes salt in brines; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

221
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Table 2,—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Kansas, by county! 
Thousands) 

Minerals produced in 1982 County tee ia inorder of value 
Allen 202-2222 w W Cement, clays 
‘Anderson ~~~ 222722222222 ss ® 

as w Woy and gravel , fr eoas2as2as22senae eum, sand and grave construction) Berio OSS S2E SSE AGES TEE 3 W Send and gravel construction) clays. 
Bourbon 22222 7227222TI=0 125 @ Brown 22 TUDREESTISESETE o = 
Butler 12-22-222---- === 1837 6 
(Ginge Joe STDENT RRELEDAS Ww 3 Ghautaaqua -~-7-2222722222 90 ® . 

‘Ghepskepe © SET UEOTOCUSIS w Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Cheyenne 122 222222222222> & $25 Sand and gravel (construction) Gee. cSaasprneaisreer ® 2 De 
Glay--2222s22222sa 22a Ww Wo | De Gods oo SSzeeeerseesee 138 W Sand and gravel (construction) clays (oo Sin alec 225 3 
Comanche --~~777772-227-- @) oe Cowley ano oS DEST TSE 1.850 $29 Sand and gravel construction) Grawford= 22 DDTTIDIIIII2 Ww W Clays. Decatur 222222227 22277777 & 83 Sand and gravel (construction 
Dickow ccascCea-—- aris W> Sand and gravel (construction), sand ‘industria. Donighan 2-2-2 w ® 
Douglas... --_=222222222 22 65 W Sendand grave onstruction sand industeal Bawards =o @ 81 Sand and gravel construction). 
Bk ee ceraaae eae” W @ Big ee ° 2168 Sand and gravel (construction) Ellworthy ~~ =22227272_2= W 8891 Hellum sale lays, sand and gravel (construction) Finney ----2------------- 195 W —Sand.and gravel construction) Bod beneeneacrneqct oe ° wo bo 
Gayann-n-- W W  Sanand gravel (construction Me annannae vel (construction Gove 22StuESaseeea 0 By De Graham @-77777 7777772222 0 3% Do. 
Grant. CDCSZEDESTSESEnSS Ww W > Helitm, sand and gravel construction) Gray 222 22222I222II2222 & 38 Sand.and gravel construction) 

Gieoigj 2 OETT SEERSTOERIET ® uO De 
Greenwood ~~~ 22227222==- 20 15 Hoppe coDSCeegtaranas o Ie Do 
Harper ---222202222222222 @ We. Hovey 2 cooseeeercssonss ® Woe. 

Hemel oo Seces see roee ® We. 
Hodgeman --_~~--2-27-—-- % 2% De. denmen DETROIT 2 2 De Sefferson = ~~~ = 777777772222 1,608 @ 
devel SEEDERS ARESINS Ww W clays. Johnson -2222 222722222222 Ww W Stand grave construction, 

sand Gndustral Kearny - =e neon 6 346 Sand and gravel (Construction). 
Kinpnen 2DSSS 002090702 36 Do a @ ws De 
Labetig 22 IETS EIESITS 1.188 ® 
Leavenwordh ----_====2_ 1281 & Yincoin == -2222 222s asso W 3 Sand and gravel construction. . 
im *o2o2cocosososoto no @ pao SRESTESELOUIEDES = 13 Sand and gravel (eonstruction). pogo oT n Toa Er BDO jePherson 1227222222222 Ww W Clays, sand and gravel construction) 
A w @ Marshall 22727 777777277722 Ww W  Gypoum, sand and gravel (onstruction. Meade. 12222222222222-= & 430 Sand and gravel construction Misia 2220 DSTESEESESIETS 8 aS 

Montgomery. = ~=777777277 ment, clays. 
Mor oo ssuasseagaanee? 1s ® Morton -2222272222222222 Ww W> Helium, sand and gravel (construction) Netsha 2UCOUCTSEETaI22 1 ® Neosho -----=22-2-22-2= Ww W Cement, clays, sand and gravel 

‘construction Nest. 022 e een © 94 Sand and gravel construction. Nene C2sesressorestis w W Pumice, sand and gravel (construction) 
Omg ee at 3 
Odwa 2522S STE o 112 Sand and gravel construction Pawnea =o 520 SES DDTEToE ® De 
Phillips-—-~~~7227= 7777 ® 35 Dk Pottawatomie -~22222772-> al 14D Pratt 27222722222 at o Wo De 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Kansas, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

: Minerals produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 in ieler ob value. 

Rawlins -___..~----~------ e) $20 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Fanos won------------- 548.088 Soe Salt sand and cae {Goasteretionl. nubjie "77 27TDIITTI TTT ‘and gravel construction), 
ae ‘sand (industria, 
Rice __-....---~---------+ Ww W_ Salt, sand and gravel (construction). 
Riley: = eee H seo eee ee n= 90 W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Rooks ———-_____ aoe e 19 Do. 
Regh oon Ww W = Helium. 
Russell... .----~--------- ® 47 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Bale oo cee eee e) Ww ‘Do. 
‘Sedgwick _____-.~---~-~~- Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), salt. 
Bewerd 5522 sa e 814 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Ghawnt6 = -----5---+- Ww 798 Do. 
Sheridan 320052 a BL Do. 
BN oie cima Ww W Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Smiths v= 22202 S00TTETIETS Ww & 
Stafford _--..-----.----.- e W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Stevens_____.... waneee e 46 Do. 
Bamnpe t= os ace. e Ww Do. 
‘Thomas. ——.-----~-~ --= & 144 Do. 

Pep 23 105 Do. Wabaunsee ~~~ _22222222227 135 ® 
Wallace.-________________ e) 4 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Woshington --_—-_-_2_-2_- w w Do. 
Wichita’ -~2~77277222I7 ae 2 Do, 

‘Wiles ss 2 ess Ww W Cement, clays, sand and gravel 
‘construction’. 

Noid cece wa cansenscee: 102 W Clays. 
Wyandotte _ ee Ww W Cement, sand (industrial), sand 

‘and gravel (construction). 
‘Undistributed* _____________ 168,088 148,909 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) _ ___ 21,000 XX 
Stone: 

CONSE cos anNa XX “41,100 
Dimension ---—---- ~~ -- XX 395 

Tolal_------------ 249,060 256,396 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
applic 

Tene, Mitchell, Osborne, Scott, and Stanton Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was 
reported. Gounty distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not 
available; total State values shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construetion)” or “Stone.” 

Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Kansas business activity 
eae ee eee 

; gp Change, 1982 1983 eeoet 

Employment and labor force, annual aver ‘otal civilanlaborforcen ns En thousmndsateenas a Unemploment co SUSRUGST=SSULETDIOGGSCSGcacoeee eS ee, ens BEE 
Employment (nonagricultura: 

Mitgicc cnc 6 mT Manufacturing -—-~~~—72-2722222272722T2TTTT aay TTY Gontract cnnstaciog “727777207777 7TTTTT7TT TTT Ba '330 a 
‘Transportation and public wiles --——_72~222TTTL22LLde=2 wot ta Wholesale and etal trade =~ ~=—-~~7~~av antago 28ST Finance, insurance, weal estate 22 22~~222222TITTIIITIITTg Tt tS Saari easel ecoeecemineemec omens oom Ta Government === ==2 222-77 SOSDSSTISCo idl set AB 

pei . ‘Total nonagricultural employment*_____... ...-__-----do____ 893.6 913.9 +28 

Mia ovecemre csecaclem: § SA eee, 4 Be Pereapita-2272222IITITIITIIIITIIIITIICCI IS sity Sian 8 Construction activity: Number of private and public residential units authorized 8.608 18.500 4578 Value ofponresidentialconstrucion ~~" == ""--------~ millions. «$021 Sead te Vale of State road contract awards ~~ ~~=~77~~77777777777 a> SagSEgaik chan ‘Shipments of portland and masonry ceraent to and within the State 
Thousand short tons. 9700848 Nonfuel mineral production valve: ‘Total erude mineral value aeacce------ millions $2563 Som 442 Value per capita, resident population -~~~7777777777722LTTMNM Soe Stig 8a Value per square mile n=" rw wce2ovzozzzsswvvv22222222tti2 TS 

Preliminary. eludes bieuminous coal and ol and gas extraction. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

U.S. Bureau of Mines. at v Mags 
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Figure 1.—Value of salt and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Kansas.
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Trends and Developments.—Kansas’ eco- mineral interest is unitized or pooled for 
nomic recovery from the 1981-82 recession production, (5) in the case of coal or other 
extended to most sectors of the State's solid minerals, production is from a com- 
mining industry. Employment in the State’s mon vein or seam by the owners of the 
nonfuel mineral industry improved during mineral interest, and (6) taxes are paid on 
the year. According to the Kansas Depart- the mineral interest by its owner. 
ment of Human Resources, employment Effective May 1, 1983, Senate Bill 452 
rose from a low of 993 in February toa high imposed an excise tax on the severance and 
of 1,370 in July, reflecting the seasonal production of oil, gas, coal, and salt in 
nature of the State’s mining industry. Aver- Kansas. The net tax rate after credits are 
age monthly employment increased 6.5% allowed was 4.33% on oil, 7% on gas, $1 per 
during the year. ton on coal, and $0.04 per ton on salt. Coal 

Increased residential building stimulated from a mine with less than 350,000 tons 
demand for mineral commodities used in annual production was exempt. Certain 
construction. The U.S. Department of Com- _ stripper wells were also exempt. 
merce reported a 57% increase in construc- House Bill 2418 required forced pooling 
tion permits for residential units (public mineral interests into a drilling unit in any 
and private) in the State. Also, the value of city in Kansas if the governing body of the 
private nonresidential construction increas- city authorizes developing such minerals 
ed 69% during the year. within its corporate limits. 

The Kansas Department of Transporta- — House Bill 2516 authorized the Mined- 
tion awarded contracts valued at $238.3 Land Conservation and Reclamation Board 
million in 1983. Many of the projects involv- of the Stete Corporation Commission to 
ed upgrading the State's bridge system by acquire abandoned mined land for reclama- 
replacement or renovation; other projects tion by purchase, donation, or eminent 
included highway widening and pavement domain. Funds for acquisition were to come 
reconstruction. This higher level of con- from the abandoned Mined-Land Fund, and 
struction activity increased sales of cement, title to the properties was to be vested in 
clays, gypsum, sand and gravel, and stone. the State and administered by the. Mined- 

Legislation and Government Pro- Land Reclamation Board. After such land is 
grams.—Several mineral-related bills were _ reclaimed, the board was authorized to sell 
enacted into law during the 1983 legislative or lease these properties and deposit the 

session. proceeds in the Abandoned Mined-Land 
Senate Bill 20 requires each State agency Reclamation Fund for future projects. 

leasing State real property for producing House Bill 2566 increased motor fuels 
oil, gas, sand, gravel, or any other mineral taxes to provide revenue for State high- 
to give the following information to the ways, county roads, and city streets. 
Kansas Geological Survey: the terms and _ During the year, the Kansas Geological 
conditions of the lease, rates and amounts Survey expanded into a new 15,000-square- 
of royalty and other revenues received un- foot addition to Moore Hall, the Survey's 
der each lease, mineral production data, headquarters on the west campus of the 
and any other information the State geolo- University of Kansas. The addition houses 
gist might require relating to leasing agen- much of the Survey's mineral information 

cy land and production from that land. program, including oil and gas records, 
Senate Bill 148 provides that an interest computer services, advanced projects, publi- 

in coal, oil, gas, or other minerals will lapse cation sales, library and archives, and an 
and revert to the current surface owner if auditorium. Along with this expansion, the 
the mineral interest is unused for 20 years. Survey reorganized into research and serv- 
Six conditions are to be considered in deter- ice components and created a minerals 
mining whether a mineral interest is being information section. 
used: (1) minerals are produced under the Several projects were completed during 
interests, (2) operations are conducted on the year. In cooperation with the geological 
the interest for injection, withdrawal, stor- surveys of Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska, 
age, or disposal of water, gas, or other fluid seven maps were issued on the Forest City 
substances, (3) rentals or royalties are paid basin that outline the geologic and geophys- 
by the owner of the interest for the purpose ical features and mineral resources of the 
of delaying or enjoying the use or exercise of _ region. 
the mineral rights, (4) the use of the miner- ‘The Survey also published an atlas enti- 
al right is carried out on a tract where the _ tled “Kansas GeoMaps“ that contains page-
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size maps of the State's rivers and reser- Center undertook a project to demonstrate 
voirs, ground water, oil and gasfields, coal, techniques for closing and stabilizing aban- 
and other mineral products. doned mine shafts in the Galena area where 

In 1983, the Survey completed a report‘ approximately 350 open mine shafts were 
on subsidence and cave-ins in the inactive reported in a study the Kansas Geological 
TriState lead-zinc mining district, which Survey conducted. Of the 18 shafts selected 
extends into southeastern Kansas. Similar for closure, 2 were closed by backfilling 
studies were conducted in Missouri and and covering with reinforced concrete caps, 
Oklahoma. Funded by the U.S. Bureau of and 11 were closed by lowering inverted 
Mines Rolla Research Center in Rolla, MO, pyramid-shaped reinforced concrete plugs 
the report outlined the potentially hazard- that were then backfilled. 
ous situations associated with past lead-zinc In December, the Office of Surface Min- 
mining in the Kansas portion of the Tri- ing, U.S. Department of the Interior, award- 
State mining district. Included in the report ed Kansas $350,000 in grants to help 
were tabulations and map displays of the operate the State’s coal regulatory and 
surface effects of underground and open pit abandoned-mine reclamation _ program. 
mine workings; the lateral extent of under- Awarded for the 1984 calendar year, the 
ground mining; accumulations of mining grants were to be administered by the 
wastes, tailings ponds, and open pit water; Mined-Land Conservation and Reclamation 
and the locations of mine shafts. Board of the Kansas Corporation Commis- 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines Rolla Research sion. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS lin, Montgomery, Neosho, and Wilson in 
Cement.—Kansas was ranked 13th in Saste” Kansas; and Jewell in north-central 

portland cement sales of the 40 producing M488 9, of the common clay was used 
States and 16th in masonry cement sales of in portland cement manufacture; the next 38 producing States. Production and value major use was as lightweight aggregate in 
for both types of cement increased during concrete blocks and other concrete prod- the year. Average unit value decreased for ucts. Clay was also used to manufacture 
both. portland and masonry cement, re- ceramic floor and wall tile, common and 
flecting soft markets and competition for face brick, drain tile, roof tile, and sewer sales. At the beginning of the year, the U.S. tile. 
Bureau of Mines initiated new procedures " Micro-Lite Inc. mined micaceous benton- of aggregating cement statistics by districts. tic clay in Woodson County for use in 
Because of this change in reporting meth- manufacturing feed and fertilizer supple- ods, cement statistics for Kansas cannot be ments. 
revealed for 1983 ‘The combination of increasing production The State's five producers manufactured costs, competition, and a poor economic 
both portland and masonry cements. Four climate took its toll on the brick industry in 
plants were in southeastern Kansas in Kansas. Both Excelsior Brick Manufactur- 
Allen, Montgomery, Neosho, and Wilson jing Co. Inc. at Fredonia and Humboldt Counties; one plant was on the western edge Brick & Tile Co. at Humboldt ceased pro- 
of Kansas City in Wyandotte County. Most ducing in 1983. Equipment at the former cement was shipped to consumers by truck facility was auctioned. Bishop Brick began 
in bulk form. Ready-mixed concrete compa- using the Humboldt property as a distribu- 
nies were the State’s largest cement consu- tion center. 

mers. Rapidly escalating gas rates prompted ‘The Monarch Cement Co. installed a two- Buildex Inc., a division of Clemens Coal Co., speed roller mill at its Humboldt plant to switch to coal-fired rotary kilns at its 
during the years plant in Ottawa, Franklin County. Plant 

Clays.—Kansas was ranked 19th of 44 conversion costs were considerably lessened 
States in clay and shale output. Production by management's foresight to install a 
and value increased 8% and 7%, respective- scrubber system several years ago. Buildex 
ly, compared with 1982 figures. Common manufactures lightweight aggregate from 
clay was produced in 12 counties: Barton, expanded shale for use in lightweight con- 
Cloud, Ellsworth, and McPherson in central crete and landscaping. 
Kansas; Allen, Cherokee, Crawford, Frank- During 1983, Seville Industries acquired
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Pittsburg Pottery, its second entry in the Perlite (Expanded).—Lite-Weight Prod- 
Pottery field in Kansas. The company began _ucts Inc. expanded perlite from out-of-State 
operating Chimes Inc. at Oswego in 1981. at a plant in Kansas City, Wyandotte Coun- 
Seville planned to upgrade the facilities at ty. Sales were for use as a filter and other 
Pittsburg after the purchase. Clay for the miscellaneous uses. Production was about 
Pottery and windchime operations was the same as during 1982. 
purchased from producers in Kansas and Pumice and Pumicite.—Kansas was one 
several other States. of four States producing volcanic ash. Cal- 
Gypsum.—Of 22 States, Kansas was rank- vert Mines Inc., the State’s only producer, 

ed eighth in producing crude gypsum. With mined and processed volcanic ash near 
the acceleration in construction, output Norton, Norton County, for use as abrasives 
reached a record high in 1983, exceeding by and absorbents. Production declined about 
18% the previous high set in 1979. Value 15% during the year, although value in- 
was 29% greater than the record-high value creased about 22%. 
established in 1981. Two companies pro- _ Salt.—Kansas was ranked fifth of 15 
duced gypsum during the year—National States producing salt. Production increased 
Gypsum Co. at its Sun City Mine, Barber about 7% during the year; however, average 
County, in south-central Kansas; and value per ton dropped 13%, indicating a soft 
Georgia-Pacific Corp. at its Blue Rapids market and competition for sales. All pro- 
Mine, Marshall County, in northeastern duction occurred in the central part of the 
Kansas. National Gypsum’s mine, operated State from the Hutchinson Salt Member of 
by both surface and underground methods, the Wellington Formation. During 1983, 
was ranked seventh nationally in output. five companies produced either evaporated 
Georgia-Pacific’s underground mine was a salt (E), rock salt (R), or both (ER). Produc- 
runner-up for the Sentinels-of-Safety Award _ ers were American Salt Co. (ER) near Lyons 
in 1983. in Rice County; Carey Salt Co., a division of 

Both companies operated calcining Processed Minerals Inc. (ER), Cargill Inc. 
plants. National Gypsum’s plant at Medi- (E), and Morton Thiokol Inc. (E) all near 
cine Lodge, Barber County, was ranked 10th Hutchinson in Reno County; and Independ- 
nationally in output. Georgia-Pacific’s plant _ ent Salt Co. (R) near Kanopolis in Ellsworth 
was at Blue Rapids. Calcined gypsum out- County. 
put increased 76% compared with that of The Salt Institute surveyed the salt used 
1982; value increased 83%. by State departments of transportation for 
Helium.—Kansas was ranked first among _ the winters of 1981-82 and 1982-83. Kansas 

the three States producing Grade-A helium. reportedly used 35,490 tons of salt in the 
Although production dropped about 2% winter of 1981-82 for deicing and 31,630 tons 
during 1983, value increased about 1%. in the winter of 1982-83. Salt was also sold 
Grade-A helium plants were operated by to the agricultural and meatpacking indus- 
Cities Service Cryogenics Inc. near Ulysses, tries and for use as a hard water condi- 
Grant County; Kansas Refined Helium Co. _ tioner. 
near Otis, Rush County; and Union Carbide Vulcan Materials Co., Chemical Div., ex- 
Corp., Linde Div., near Bushton, Ellsworth tracted sodium chloride brines at its oper- 
County, and Elkhart, Morton County. The ation at Wichita, Sedgwick County, and 
Elkhart plant, owned by Union Carbide, is electrolytically separated chlorine, hydro- 
operated by Helium Sales Inc. gen, and sodium hydroxide. 

Crude helium plants were operated by Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
Cities Service Cryogenics near Scott City, struction sand and gravel production is 
Scott County; Cities Service Helex Co. at surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
Ulysses; and Northern Helex Co. at Bush- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
ton, Ellsworth County. chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 

Major end uses of helium were cryogen- Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
ies, pressurizing and purging, and welding. © annual company estimates made before 
Lime.—The Great Western Sugar Co. pro- yearend. 

duced quicklime for use in refining sugar at ‘Industrial.—Three companies produced 
its sugar beet plant near Goodland, Sher- industrial sand in the Kansas City area, man County. Production and value fell 75% | Wyandotte County; one company produced 
and 79%, respectively. During 1983, 64,000 sand in Republic County in north-central 
tons of quicklime and 15,000 tons of hy- Kansas. Production and value decreased 
drated lime, from all domestic sources, were about 40% during the year. Most of the 
consumed in Kansas. State output was used for fiberglass manu-
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facture. Other sales were for filtration, traction. Virtually all the industrial sand 
foundry applications, sandblasting, and produced in the State was shipped by truck. 

Table 4.—Kansas: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
Robe A 

Gost Value Value Gowran Value Value 
sho pe our per short sands) «fon SORE sands) fon 

Construction: 
Sand -..-.-----.------------------ 5,330 SIL772 $2.21 NA NA NA Gamiiecsseericonsrs «6B ae TRL NA NA NA Sand and gravel (anprovessed) ~~~. = Ys00 250350 NANA NA 

‘Total or average _ . tine ss 9,720 720,612 212 12,400 °$26,600  *$2.15 
Tidal et cee sh ae 331. 3,635 10.99 199 2,184 10.99 

Grand total or average... ~~~ 10,051 24,247 241 12,599 °28,784°2.28 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by increased 28%. 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Stone was produced at 156 quarries in 44 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. counties. Limestone was the major rock 
Data for even-numbered years are based on type mined, accounting for about 97% of the 
annual company estimates made before State's production. Sandstone and quartzite 

yearend. were mined in lesser quantities. 
Crushed.—Kansas was ranked 25th of 48 About 94% of the State’s output was 

States in crushed stone production, the shipped by truck, lesser quantities by rail 
third most valuable nonfuel mineral pro- and waterway. Some stone, used at plant- 
duced in the State, following portland ce- sites for cement manufacture, was captive 
ment and salt. Output declined about 15% production. 
during the year, but average value per ton 

Table 5.—Kansas: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): et eee ee 116199 
Riprap and jetty stone —_ _ am psmeresoereen ecg emnnoenenencrwn atey prey oh rer: 187 54 
Filter stone de (CS OSIER SG as CRED USSEIEIUE DEDOEERUSEEESEE ae) coarse aggregn, Concrete aggregate, coarse 1402 5915 
Bituminous aggregate, coarse __ ee 967 4,352 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate — ........------------------------ 374 (1,426 

Railroad ballast —...-_--.---------~-=~----------------------- 121 621 Fing aggregate (0/8 inch ‘Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal === : = “am Screening, undesignated ~~~ 7__22222222.2200222222222~ oo at 
Other fine aggregate — fata Rhew ee WUE RSS SY 730-2781 Coarse and fine aggregate: ‘Graded road base or subbase === 1856 5418 

‘Unpaved road surfacing ___--------------------- shoo sernaenin teat 660 (2,310 
Cincher ron og il on nadie oo OSS eles eee e ce eye SS 8 2 

Agncalturas ‘Agricultural imestone === 450 1,738 
‘Other agricultural uses. __-__..-__-,------- a iin encntoocok ied 6 23 

Chemical and-metallurgical: Cement manufacture — _ ~~ ----------------- 2,089 5,348 (Special Otters ec erg ee eee SS eeE EN EMSS a SRN 195771666 
Rite a coe aaa: apa sega 12,192 44,540 

Mncludes limestone, quartzite, sandstone, and miscellaneous stone. 
includes stone sand (concrete), lime manufacture, mine dusting or acid water treatment, coarse aggregate (large), coarse aggregate (graded), and uses not specified. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 6.—Kansas: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers, by county 

2» iii ea aaa 
County Number of Quantity Value Numberof  QUSBE, Vatu ccs! RS tatty Sm Gian Aim, 

Ali sessusiaeest 4 953844 3 705 $1515, Anderson 22722222 2227—27 7 we Ww 7 2 a 
‘AMchison 22055052“ TLETIEE 1 209 m4 1 Ww W 
BODOG ne entre gre: 8 218 725 10 Ww w 
Butler --_--------~--..- 5 349 1,537 4 383 1214 

Chautauqua -—-----------—- 1 68 190 2 3 250 Gidley SOS RESSESISRECS 4 31 225 3 123 381 
Renee oj soe oe ose 2 Ww Ww 3 337 643, 
0 5 434 L138 4 287 1,041 Doogie 222 7DSOZCESSEIIE 3 iB 645 t w t Bilis. 22222222222222 2222 i 3 3 i w ¥ Binney STEEL OTRS DSIRE i 2 195 < = x PreablnSUic susie gusckor a 404 11a 3 ii 1508 Graham =~ —> ee 2 i 130, 2 1 20 Greenwood. 22 22222TTTIIII 2 110 230 i w ¥ Jefferson ~~~ 22 222222 2aat é m 1,609 é sr 55 Soluaon SRLTESUSIGNTSTES 8 15435888 u wi ens Yabette 2222 2TTTIIIIIE222 6 07 138 é 306 34 Teevenworih ~~ _2 2222222227 5 8 123 5 W w Yincoin 222 72722222777 2 200 W 2 w w Gans 22222222c22 22222 5 aa 70 6 Ww W Tp oS SEEESTEPSE Ee 2 ia 231 i w w Marsbail ~~~7772272~722 222 i 108 aa 5 5 26 basi agar coRIEEnTe NTE 10 a2 895 3 w w Montgomery= 7777777722222 ‘ 68 1738 8 sae Manis 2) SESaSoEnaenes : ‘1 12s i Ww w Namie 202080 2 53 164 i a 252 Neosho = 27=27772222772222 7 Loe 251 2B om 2.608 Norn EEEDSSSTET STE i 4 4 1 3 26 
GON creme mperenncn rem neoeteneit 4 113 347 8 WwW Ww Pottawatomie ~~ 77772772727 5 10 383 é ay 135 Riley nnn 2ovsnanaa aaa 7 221 Et ‘ W w Tnepi SSE SCSI TES DEACC Te i 3 22 i 2 i Wabaanace’2~ 772277227772 i 3 185 - - _ Wikion => 22222222272222 6 74s 1812 i Rae Woodson - 222272222 2227772 2 Ww 102 = i x Woandotia =>" 77222772222 3 1s aT 3 Ww W 
Undistributed? ______ 2. ._ 25 2.970 12,659 18 4,762 19,783 

Tet eitewnnoucs 170 14,143 45,738 156 12,192, 44,540 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
'Includes limestone, quartzite, sandstone, and miscellaneous stone, 
includes Chase (1981), Cherokee, Clay, Crawford, Doniphan, Elk, Geary (1981), Jewell, Marion, Republic (1981), Rice, Shawnee, Smith, and Washington (1981) Counties, and data indiated by symmbol W. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Production and value of the Marketing Co. at El Dorado in Butler Coun- 
State's dimension stone increased consid- ty, and Farmland Industries Inc. at Coffey- 
erably in 1983. Two companies reported ville in Montgomery County. Sales incteas- 
production during the year. Bayer Stone ed 22% during the year, but the average 
Ine. operated quarries in Pottawatomie and value per ton decreased about 11%. 
Riley Counties, and H. J. Born Stone Inc. ————_— 
operated quarries in Chase and Cowley "State Lisson Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, 
Counties. Output consisted primarily of cut “Associate scientist, Mineral Information, Kansas Geo- limestone, with lesser amounts sold as logical Survey, Lawrence, KS. nee sug) blocs and ierepulér shaped tone. “Program assistant, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, MN. 

‘McCauley, J. R., L. L. Brady, and F. W. Wilson. A Study Sulfur (Recovered) —Sulfur was re- of Stability ‘Probiene’ and Hara Bvaluation, of the 
covered as a byproduct of the petroleum  Hanses Portion of the TriState Mining Area. BuMines 
refining operations of Getty Refining & *Rock Products, V.86, No. 12 Dec. 1983, p40.
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‘Table 7.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company ‘Address ‘Type of activity County een Bien reat tivity Ooty 

Cement: 
GroveCement Cot? Box 25900 Plantandquarry -.. Neosho. Bab Same Cassant Ce Overland Park, KS 66225 

General Portland Inc. Victor Div. THOT Haat Kellogg St ---do ===. Wilton. rarge Corp * Suite akeo Wichita, KS 67207 
Lehigh Portland Cement Co, 718 Hamilton Malt ----d0...-____ Montgomery. Heidelberger Zement AG! ? Allentown, PA 18105 ‘ . 

eStar Industries Inc... Box 12445 a -n-do------ Wyandotte. aay Bg pioeas te se 1e Monarch Cement Co? #___ 18 wae-do- Allen. ‘The Me Humboldt, KS 66748 
Clays: ‘Buildex Inc, «division of Clemens Box 62299 Pitand plants Franklin and ‘Coal Co. Pittsburg, KS 66762 ‘McPherson, Cloud Ceramics, a division of General ‘Box 369 Pitsand plant Cloud. Finance Inc. Concordia, KS 66901 Justin Industries Inc, Acme Brick Co. Box 425 ----d0__------. Cherokee and Fort Worth, TX 76101 Elsworth. Kansas Brick & TileCo.Ine..-- Box 540 Pitand plant... Barton. Hoisington, KS 67544 Microsite Ine --.--—-------- 00 Shut Katy St nando. === Woodson. Chanute, KS 66720 

‘Georgia-PacificCorp 188 Peachtree St., NE. Underground mine and Marshall Atlanta, GA 30368 Plant, National Gypsum Co -_.....---._ 2001 Rexford Ra. Open pit, underground Barber. Hi Charlotte, NC 28211 ‘mine, plant. 
Cities Service Helex Co... Route 1, Box MD Plants -----_.--.  Grantand Satanta, KS 67870 Seott. Kansas Refined Helium Co... Oti, KS67565 Plant. Rush Northern Helex Co --—_---"""""Bushton, KS67427_—22_ -do7777777>~—‘Blleworth, Union Carbide Corp, Linde Biv" 7 do TID Blane 2ZLIIIIDllsworth and 4 Morton. 
‘The Great Western Sugar Co... Box 5808 w---do--------. Sherman " Denver, CO 80217 Pertite (expanded): ‘LiteWeight Products Inc... 1706 Kansas Ave. nando ------ Wyandotte. Kansas City, KS 66105 Purice and pumiite: Calvert Mines Ine... Boxgt Pitand plant____.. Norton sat Norton, KS 67654 r 
American Salt Co--..-------. $142 Broadway Wells and underground Rice. Kansas City, MO 64111 ‘mine Carey Salt Co, a division of Processed 1800 Carey Blvd Underground mine Reno. ‘Minerals inc. Hutchinson, KS 67501 Cargill Ine, SaitDiv Box 03 Wella... Do. Hutchinson, KS 67501 Independent Salto... Box 6 Underground mine Ellsworth. Kanopolis, KS 67454 Morton Salt Co, a division 110 North Wacker Dr. Wells... Reno. of Morton Thiokol Ine. Ghicago, soso Valean Materials Co, Chemical Div. Box 1680 wa--to = Sedgwick. Birmingham, AL 85223 Sand and gravel: Construction (1982) 

‘Bingham Sand & Gravel Co Box 728 Pitsand plants. Cherokee. Baxter Springs, KS 66713, Builders SandCo.--_----.... 4180 Kansas Ave. Dredge and plant... Johnson and Kansas City, KS 66106 ‘Wyandotte. Holliday Sand & Gravel Co., Gait West Bid St. Pits and plants Be. ‘a division of List & Clarke Overland Park, KS 66202 oleae sets rte — itchie Paving Inc__________ 6500 West 21st St cease ia Wichita, KS 61204 
‘mda Sand & Gravel Co, 6611 West 68a, Pi . Holl & Gravel Co,a eat itand plant Wyandotte. division of List & Clark Overland Park, KS 66202 ® Construction Co. HUB Materials Inc... Box 11126 serene apse Do. Kansas City, KS 66111 Stone: ‘Crushed: 

ie rove Cs Johns ‘Grove Cement Co... Box 25900 Quarries, underground — Johnson and Overland Park, KS 66225 ‘mine, plants, ‘Neosho. N.R.HammQuarry Inc. Bort Quarries and plants. Various @ Perry, KS 66078 counties) 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 7.—Principal producers —Continued 
ei Commodity and company ro Type ofactiiey County 

Stone —Continued Erased Continued Timestone Continued 
MeAdam Limestone Products Moran, KS66755____._Quarriesand plants. Anderson, 
fn Bourbon, Gower, 
Martin Marietta Aggregates, Box 20013 condone anen Vata 6 

Sentral Div Raleigh, NC27622 counties). 
Midwest Minerals Ine ----— Bowl wan sdo--------- Cherokee, Pitsburg, KS 66762 Crawird, Tabet, Montgcin- 

es Nebeho, 
Strauss Q Hollia erground mine and Wyandet Thompson-Strauss Quarries 7000 Holliday Dr. Underground mine and Wyandatie, 

Ipelaaivision ofBeatrice ‘Kansas City, KS 66108 plant 
Foods Co, Sandstone Guartzite Stone Co.tnc Box 97 Quarries and plant —— Lincoln 

Lincoln, KS 67455, 
Dimension: Timestone: Bayer Stone Ine—-----.-- hand Mission Quarries__.----— _Pottawatomie 

St Marys, KS 05586 ‘and Riley. 
H.J.Born Stone Ine ------ Box canedo eau Chase and 

caisren Siverdale, KS 67005 ‘Gowiey 
Sulfur (recovered Funston industries Ine... North Linden St, Secondary recovery Montgomery. 

Coffeyville, KS 67837 lant 
Getty Refining & Marketing Co... Box tat Pm nn Butler. 

El Dorado, KS 67042 
eee eg ee 

*Also clays Aloo crushed stone





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Kentucky Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Donald K. Harrison' 

The value of Kentucky’s nonfuel mineral ties in terms of value were crushed stone, 
production in 1988 was $224.5 million, $17.6 lime, and portland cement. Other nonfuel 
million more than that of 1982. Crushed minerals produced included construction 
stone was the leading nonfuel mineral pro- sand and gravel, industrial sand, common 
duced and accounted for more than 52% of and fire clay, masonry cement, and zinc. 
the total value; it has accounted for more Other commodities processed or manu- 
than one-half of the total value of minerals factured included ferroalloys, perlite, ver- 
produced in the last 10 years. The State miculite, pig iron, regenerator iron oxides, 
ranked second in ball clay production, after and synthetic mullite. In 1983, about 2,000 
‘Tennessee; third in primary aluminum out- people were employed in Kentucky in the 
put; and fourth in synthetic graphite pro- extraction and processing of nonfuel miner- 
duction and lime output. Leading commodi- als. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Kentucky? 

1982 i 
Mineral Quntty ae Quanity | anti ou. ti on i ae) 

Clays* __.._-_.-----.-.-----~~ thousand short tons__ 519 $2,089 669 $2,142, Gemsemes = nen ae esses rata eee NA 1 NA 1 
‘Sand and gravel: 
‘Construction... thousand short. tons. 6499 15936 °5,500 13,000 
Industrial... ----=222022s2222-nee nnn 7 116 10 124 

Beene lerushed). 2 ee £29,500 *104,800 33,399 117,842 
Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay, fire clay, 1983), lime, and 
No ee eee are ee ce ea AO NS 

Total en XX 206,947 XX 224517 

“Estimated. NANotavailable. XX Not applicable. 
+Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
*Excludes certain clays; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

233
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Kentucky, by county 
(Thousands) 

ese ‘Minerals produced in 1982 
gees 1981 1. "in order of value 

Adair __------------- $498 e 
Allen 20 2e oan nn nese W @ 
Aplereon -2 722 2no Sacco Ww @ 

Barren------—-----=-- w @ 
Bell.--- == 002 oc conene ® ° 
Boon§ 2a iaa——anp ona @ $1,621 Sand and gravel (construction) 

Bourbon ~--------- Ww @ 
po << lays. 

Baits y a Breckinridge ---——-—--—— ind and gravel (construction 
Bullitt ~~ --——- == Ww W Clays. 

Caldwell ------------~ w ® 
Galloway === =>—===~= we 159 Sand (industrial), sand and igravel (construction). 
Carlisle __------------ w W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
Garroll, 22 22=227TZIIIE ® W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Garter |= - == === w W Clays 
Gamay 252 SEEZEIINIE 360 e 
Christian =~ —--—-—— 3iTt ® 

Gare. SESTIESETESE wW @ 
Glinton 2 2~=2TTITTI a9 W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Grittenden ~~~" 2== === Ww e 
Gumberland —-—-=77772= 150 @ 

Daviess --—-= === ®) 1,102 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Edmonson_——_~—~~----= Ww @ 
Bai soeSemaceSenced 407 @ 
Fayette _——--------——~ Ww ° 

Fleming --—-~------—-— Ww @ 
Floyd. -------=-=--—— 1,400 @ 
Frouklin 7S TDS80T058 ver eo 
Gallatin >“ 7~TIZ22== e es 

Gerrard (op SED TESESIE 682 @ 
Graves. -—-~=-=------ 2,195 W_ Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
Grayson _—- ~~~ === —— W a 
Green --- >= == == === == Ww eo 
Hancock. -_~_-~—=---- 182 2m Clays 
Hardin. --—----------— Ww @ 
Harlan_-~—-~-------—— 2,888, @ 
Harrison ~—--—----——-— Ww a 

Hast eeucoeasnenecoes w W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Henderson --——-~---——-— ® w ‘De. 

Henry 2 SELEEETEIETS w ® 
Hickman ———-—--—---—-- ° ae 
Jackson ~~~ ===> 590 6 
‘Jefferson ----------—— 22,180 20,541 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Jessamine. ———-----—— Ww ‘Ww Zine. 
Knott ~~ ------==== 1.450 a 
Naurel 2 OPPOSES cee "267 @ 
Leen -~02n22-no--a W @ 
Letcher 22 === 2TTTIIIE 1,863 ® 
Yewis --.--------==—— 3 2 Sand (industria, sand and 

‘ravel (construction). 
Livingston ——.--------~ Ww 2448 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Tagan OEE eeeamn w eo 
McCracken ~~ ~-~---—~ ® Be 
Madison-—------~----— Ww @ 
Marion, —-oaoc0- cases 651 eo 
Martin Oo" oscenaaneee ® is 
Mason -—-~-~--------= w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction). 
Mente 2O2SEEP TL 3gi2 e 

Menifeo ----——-~--=--— 1,578 @ 
Mercer. -_2-------== Ww @ 

Metcalfe. ———~-—-——=== maz e Mouyoe 222 2-a------=- Ww ® 
Montgomery ---------—— sit @ 
Morgan === ===~= => Ww Q 
Muhlenberg -—-------—-—— 1.484 e 
Netag™ oe SPORES TS Ww 
Nicholas -—-----—--— 220 @ 
hig, SEED ATE E SESS Ww @ 
Oldham —— ~~~ ~~~ 2222 1.824 W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Pendleton. -.---------- W Ww Lime 
Pike sususorsuas Ww a 
Rowell 2S a 1,909 285 Clays. 
Puisb coo csnrssce SS 2949 & 
Rockeastio ------_----- W @ 
Soot nc oenncnoee Ww @ 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Kentucky, by county* —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1881 1982 Seis 

Simpoon__----=---—-—~ w 2 Spencer _~--=222a-==-- 349 $2218 Sand and gravel (construction 
Teper SeeeRie Seca W @ Weide nn nnn ¥ 3 
Trig ESE ° Union ----22227222= ° W > Sand and gravel (construction) 
Waren oo S2IRSDREEEE w @ 
Washington --—--~=---~ @ Mapes TESCESEIESE Ww rey 
Whitley /-2-22-2 22222 w W  Chays Hoe oo eenacaneees a 2 

Undistributed*——~~"=>> == 136,584 73.688 Sand and gravel onstruction) “16070 XX 
Stone erushed) =< xx. 104,800 

Total. 208,529 206,947 
“Etimated, W Withheld to avo disdosing company proprietary date included with “Undated.” XX Not applicable. 
"The foliowing counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Ballard, Bath, Bracken, Breathitt, Butler, Campbell, Clay, Eliot, Falton, Grant, Greenup, Hopkins, Johnson, Kenton, Knox, Larue, Lawrence, 

Leslie, Lincoln, Lyon, McCreary McLean, Magoffin, Marshall, Owen, Owsley, Perry, Robertson, Rowan, Russel, Shelby, ‘Trimble, Websier, and Woodford, County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1064) and crushed stqne (S82) & not available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel onstruction)” or "Stone rushed)" 
4Crushed stone was produced, deta not available by county. 3Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
“Includes gem stones that eannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by eymbol W. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Kentucky business activity 

> Change, 1982 195° Change 

Employment and labor foree, annual average: 
"Poraleivien taboriorce  ueverage: thousands. 16880 384 422 Uaunpyment aera eecsceer eee jose 
Employment nonagricultural: eT 

Ming nnn 428 402 -49 
Manubctaing 208202 ROGOTTTR TADS TSAI Tae 20 B80 +69 Contract consttuelion =~ ~~~ ~~~ 77777777777 2772 74a 22> 309 a7 io ‘raneortation and publ wil —72TTTTTITTIIIGSI ao a6 ot Wholesale and retail trade =~ "~~~ ~77~=7 77stvdetts BLL 2698 408 Finance, insurance, real estate ~~~ ~~~ 77777777777 7ao2277 319 33 th Seve eRe tht Gowimet ce coin TSTS CT ESCTezGaTcamOce aw: "29 

personan neta! Domaricltural employment! do MRT 1188 +81 ergonal income: otal nen millions. $83,794 $84,080 $38 Pereepita 222"27TTTIIIIIICIIIOIIIIIGIIII ages Sgathee 30 Construction activity: ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized — ssl ge? 444 Valueofnonresidentialconstruction------------~-~wiliona- «= @ie3 MD La Value of State road contract awards <—~—7~~--~~~~~" "dos SaSD S100 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State , thousand short tons... 954 839 -68 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
a #35 ue per eapta, resident popilation ~~~~~~-~7--2772 5 a Value persquaremiles=ssa-e--222~722777777TTTTTTTL ges 888 Fea 
Preliminary. : 
+fncludes biguminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
Sources: US, Department of Commeree, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureat of Mines
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in Kentucky. 

Trends and Developments.—Recently, Near yearend, Armco Inc., officially can- 
much attention has been focused on flue-gas_celed its $671 million “operation pipemak- 
desulfurization and fluidized bed combus- er” project. The decision to cancel the proj- 
tion in the State. The Tennessee Valley ect, which would have more than doubled 
Authority, coal-fired electric utilities, the Armeo’s capacity to produce oil country 
University of Kentucky, and State and goods to 750,000 tons annually, was made 
Federal officials are all looking at new because of a radical change in the market 
promising ways to burn coal utilizing the that included declining drilling rates, a 50% 
State's abundant and widespread limestone import penetration level, and a massive 
and lime resources to remove SO, from inventory buildup. Operation pipemaker 
stack gases. In the case of fluidized bed would have included a hot mill at Ashland, 
combustion, limestone reacts with sulfur KY, and a finishing plant at Gulfport, MS. 
dioxide to produce calcium sulfate, which The project was originally announced in 
then remains in the clinker. Additionally, August 1981 when the market was very 
fewer emissions of nitrogen oxide are pro- strong. As of November 1983, shipments of 
duced because the coal burns at relatively oil country tubulars were off about 77% 
low temperatures compared to conventional from 1982 levels. 
boilers. In 1983, Kentucky was the leading A new hydraulically operated rock duster 
coal producing State in the Nation. was developed and field tested during 1983 

Because of increasing aluminum prices, by Speedco Inc., Lexington. Speedco, which 
improved demand, and declining invento- manufactures rock dust, agricultural lime- 
ries, both of Kentucky's primary aluminum _ stone, and other limestone products, is the 
producers began operating at full capacity exclusive distributor of the machine. Ac- 
during the year. Both ARCO Metals Co. cording to the manufacturer, the new scoop- 
Sebree, and National-Southwire Aluminum mounted duster is expected to save under- 
Co,, Hawesville, reactivated their idled pot- ground coal mining operators thousands of 
lines, bringing both smelters to 100% of dollars per year. The duster, measuring 65 
their operating capacity of 180,000 short by 43 by 19 inches, fits in the scoop and runs 
tons per year. off the scoop’s hydraulic system. The hop-
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per-type machine, which holds 1,000 pounds _ more effectively. 
of rock dust, is conveyor fed and will accom- KGS completed a T-year study of coal 
modate both low and high coal. resources in the Eastern Kentucky Coal- 

The State continued to lead the Nation in _ field that shows more than 57 billion tons of 

the apparent consumption of industrial ex- remaining coal. When this figure is combin- 
plosives and blasting agents in 1983. More ed with resource estimates for the Western 
than 765 million pounds (nearly 21% of the Kentucky Coalfield, the total remaining 
US. total) was sold during the year. Al- coal resources for the entire State amount 
though the principal consuming industry ed to 95 billion tons. The recently complet- 
was the coal mining sector, the State rank- ed study of eastern Kentucky involved 
ed second in the Nation (after Illinois) in 25,000 coalbed thickness measurements and 
sales for quarrying and nonmetal mining the construction of more than 4,000 coal 
(47 million pounds) and second in sales (55.3 resource maps. Other areas of ongoing re- 
million pounds) for use in construction search include coal quality, stratigraphy, 

work. overburden testing and characterization, 
Legislation and Government Pro- inventory of mined-out areas, and computer 

grams.—The Kentucky General Assembly, handling of coal data. 
which convenes every other year, was notin During 1983, drilling activity in Ken- 
session in 1988. However, during 1983, the tucky continued at a record level. Approx- 
State Supreme Court ruled that the State's imately 8,000 drilling permits were process- 
weight-distance tax was constitutional; the ed by KGS in 1983, an increase of almost 
natural resource hauling permit legislation 20% over that of 1982. Increased drilling 
passed in 1982 (Senate bill 144, sections 10 resulted in corresponding increases in de- 
through 18) was still being contested in mands upon KGS’ well-record facilities and 
court. In the meantime, companies eligible the well sample and core library. Work 
to obtain these permits can defer payment continued on additional open file oil and gas 
of the weight-distance tax until the suit on base maps at a scale of 1:24,000. A study of 
the hauling permit is settled, provided a the subsurface geology of the Knox Dolo- 
statement is filed requesting deferment. mite in south-central Kentucky was com- 

In September, a commission was formed pleted during the year. Continuing progress 
to study the question of taxing unmined was made on the computerization of oil and 
coal and other minerals. The commission, gas records. 
headed by the revenue secretary, is to Resource investigations by KGS were con- 
report its findings to the 1984 General tinuing on carbonate rocks, with current 
Assembly in January 1984. In 1976, the emphasis on applications for coal-related 
General Assembly enacted an unmined industries, and on subsurface zinc deposits 
minerals levy but repealed it in 1978 after in south-central Kentucky. A new program 
determining that it was too difficult to was initiated to study sand and gravel 
administer. resources along the Ohio River Valley. 

‘The Kentucky Geological Survey (KGS) __ A total of 12 new reports was published 
continued its extensive assessment of Ken- by KGS during 1983. These included a study 
tucky's mineral and water resources during _ of the impact various control levels of sulfur 
1983. An unprecedented study of the State's dioxide emission would have on Kentucky 
coal resources was completed during the coal, an oil and gas drilling activity summa- 
year and recently completed estimates for ry for 1982, a report on the economic geolo- 
eastern Kentucky indicate almost a 100% gy of Rowan County, proceedings of the 
increase over previous coal resource figures. Kentucky Oil & Gas Association's annual 
Other major research projects focused on meetings, and a nontechnical publication on 
coal quality, coalbed methane, inventory the geology of Kentucky. Reports on the 
and study of injection wells, mapping of coal resources of each of the coal districts in 
mined-out areas, limestone resources, sand eastern Kentucky were also prepared by 
and gravel, tar sands, and studies of quality KGS for publication in the Energy Resource 
and quantity of both surface and ground Series by the University of Kentucky Insti- 
water. Near midyear, the KGS computer _ tute for Mining and Mineral Resources. 
system became fully operational. The com- Morehead State University, in the east- 
puterization of extensive files of oil, gas, ern part of the State, developed a 4-year 
and coal data, as well as many other types program in mining, reclamation, and ener- 
of information, will enable KGS to make gy studies. The program is designed to give 
this information available to the public students a total overview of the energy
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sector, not only in mining but oil shale, oil, law graduates who are better trained in 
gas, synthetic fuels, and nuclear energy. such complex subjects as reclamation, mine 
Students can choose an option of mining, safety, coal leases, mine financing, and oil 
reclamation, energy industry administra. shale regulation. The center was also ex- 
tion, energy economics, industrial technolo- pected to publish a mineral law journal. 
gy, or safety and health. ‘The Mining and Mineral Resources Insti- 

in January, the University of Kentucky's tute at the University of Kentucky received 
College of Law launched a new entity in its an allotment of $250,000 in 1983 from the 
program known as the Mineral Law Center. U.S. Bureau of Mines. It was affiliated with 
‘The ‘center is believed to be the first uni- Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
versity-sponsored legal institute in the University's Generic Center on Mine Sys- 
country devoted mainly to coal-related is- tems Design and Ground Control Research. 
sues. One of its purposes is to turn out more 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS and floor and wall tiles in both the domestic 
. and overseas markets. 

Cement.—Kosmos Cement Co, Inc., a sub- FJyorspar.—There was no fluorspar pro- 
sidiary of Moore McCormack Cement Inc., duced in Kentucky in 1983 although several 
operated the State’s only cement plant at grilling firms continued evaluating deposits 
Kosmosdale. The 670,000-ton-per-year, coal- in the western Kentucky fluorspar district. 
fired plant produced both portland and — Gem Stones.—Gem material and mineral 
masonry cement utilizing the dry process. specimens have been collected in various 
‘The plant's limestone reserves are located parts of the State. The State is well known 
at Battletown, approximately 28 miles from for its Halls Gap millerite and honessite, 
the plantsite, and are barged to the plant. agate, and coalfield fossils. Some of the 
Proven limestone reserves at Battletown other minerals found in the State included 
were estimated at 38 million tons.* In addi- _harite, calcite, chalcopyrite, fluorite, galena, 
tion to the limestone consumed at the plant, pyrite, and sphalerite. 
both iron ore and gypsum were also used. Graphite (Synthetic).—Two companies 
Clays.—A total of 12 companies operating produced synthetic graphite in 1983. Superi- 

16 pits produced common clay and shale, or Graphite Co. produced graphite powder 
fire clay, and ball clay. at Hopkinsville, Christian County, for use 
Common clay and shale was produced by as an additive in ironmaking. Sigri Carbon 

9 companies at 11 operations in Boyd, Bul- Corp., a U.S. subsidiary of the Sigri Group 
litt, Hancock, Jefferson, Powell, and Whit- of the Federal Republic of Germany, pro- 
ley Counties. Principal uses were in the duced graphite at a plant in Hickman, 
manufacture of common and face brick, Fulton County, primarily for the manufac- 
cement, concrete block, structural concrete, ture of electrodes. In 1983, both shipments 
and quarry tile. and value increased substantially compared 

Fire clay was mined by one company in with that of 1982. 
Carter County, while ball clay was produced Lime.—In 1983, Kentucky ranked fourth 
by two companies at four operations in nationally in lime output after Ohio, Penn- 
Carlisle and Graves Counties. Fire clay was sylvania, and Missouri. ‘Two companies 
used primarily for fire brick; ball clay was each operated underground mines to pro- 
sold for use in pottery, sanitary ware, ce- duce feed for calcining facilities in Mason 
ramics, and as a paper filler. and Pendleton Counties. These lime facili- 
‘A bidding war by three companies to take ties are the Nation’s second and fourth 

over the Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. (K-T) leading lime plants in terms of total output. 
was finally won by Ranchers Exploration &  Dravo Lime Co., a subsidiary of Dravo 
Development Corp. when the company Corp,, the Nation’s second leading plant in 
acquired more than 50% of K-T’s outstand- terms of total output, operated a $60 million 
ing shares. Total value of K-T from the sale mine and lime plant near Maysville, Mason 
of the shares and a subsequent merger is County. The underground mine is one of the 
expected to be about $25.8 million. K-T largest underground limestone mines in 
mines ball and refractory clays in Ken- North America. More than 2.7 million tons 
tucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi. The com- of high-calcium limestone are mined there 
pany supplies material for refractories, elec- each year and calcined into Thiosorbic lime 
trical porcelain, dinnerware, sanitary ware, in three coal-fired preheater rotary kilns,
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which are among the largest in the world. the plant that was formerly operated by 
The Thiosorbie lime is shipped to utilities Grefeo Inc. International Permalite also 
primarily by river barge; other modes of purchased the other building products divi- 
transportation include truck and rail. The sions of Grefco at Jamesburg, NJ, and 
material is used at 14 flue gas desulfuri- Ontario, CA. The State's expanded perlite 
zation systems in 9 powerplants in the Ohio was used for roof insulation board, as a 
River Valley, primarily to remove SO: from horticultural aggregate, and oil absorbent. 
high-sulfur coal emissions. During the year, Sand and Gravel—Construction.—Con- 
the company completed the planning and struction sand and gravel production is 
preliminary engineering stages for the addi- surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
tion of a fourth kiln at the site.* even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

‘The Black River Lime Co,, jointly owned chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
by Armco and Jones & Laughlin Steel Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
Corp., produced both quicklime and hydrat- annual company estimates made before 
ed lime at the Nation’s fourth largest plant yearend. 
at Carntown in Pendletown County. The — Based on these preliminary estimates, 
lime was primarily sold for industrial and output totaled 5.5 million tons valued at $13 
chemical use in the Midwest and upper million in 1983. In 1982, there were 21 

South, companies or highway departments that 
Perlite (Expanded).—Two companies mined sand and gravel at 27 operations. 

expanded perlite shipped in from out of Leading counties in order of output were 
State. International Permalite Co. operated | Daviess, Livingston, Jefferson, Boone, and 
fa plant at Florence in Boone County and Carroll. Construction sand and gravel was 
W. R. Grace & Co. at Wilder, Campbell used primarily for concrete aggregate, as- 
County. International Permalite, a newly phaltic concrete, concrete products, and 
formed company in California, purchased road base and coverings. 

Table 4.—Kentucky: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
—lSaarr"7"7“7-70—2-2- 

Rigisast Value Value Qiotiara  Yalue Value oe See oe tons) tons) 
Construction: a cennn naismremuenice 4g son B21 NA NA NA 

ORR nm acmniee em ersadoryronerit: ieee 1,648 5,057 3.07 NA NA NA 
Sand and gravel (unprocessed) —.. ~~ -. 478 937 196 NA NA NA 

Fe cork clues 9 oe 6499 15,936 2.45 5,500 °$13,000 $2.36 
Silene NI cri Galt te oe  ntcers ie a 6 15.73 10 124 11.90 

Grand total or average _-_.--.-..-~--- 6506 16,052 2.47 5,510 °13,124 *2.38 

Estimated. NA Not available. 
*Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Industrial, —Two companies mined indus- yearend. 
trial sand in the State in 1988. Murray Crushed stone was the leading mineral 
Silica Sand Co. operated a deposit in Callo- produced and accounted for more than 52% 
way County and Industrial Supply House of the State’s total value in 1983. In 1983, 
operated a pit in Lewis County. Production production amounted to 38.4 million tons 
in 1983 was 10,000 tons, up from 7,000 tons valued at $117.8 million. This represents an 
in 1982, Main uses were for blasting and increase of 13% in both output and value 
mold and core. All of the material was compared with that of 1982. Leading coun- 
shipped by truck. ties in order of output were Livingston, 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Mason, Pendleton, and Hardin. Limestone 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered was mined at 101 quarries and accounted 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. for the majority of production; a small 
Data for even-numbered years are based on amount of crushed sandstone was also 
annual company estimates made before mined at two quarries.
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‘Table 5.—Kentucky: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

pac a a a RNS Va 
Coarse 11/2inehy: Rosine i wrneieeecnmeemen: GE Ripepandjolijetooe— 220 020022ICITIIIIIIITITETISICIII ae Bh 

Cane ewsepapis es SeeecSnecereieraesmsesiesmaccice: «|G 
“Concrete aggregate, coarse <== nnn eeenn nena nena BRE NEL Bituminous aggregate, coarde. -~~—~"~—~—~2~22TTTTTTITIITTTIIITITI aa "eo Bituminous surface treatment aggrogale.-———~=—--22~72227227TTTTTTTIITTL Sao Helroed bellasie Once cee se WIDSTGEESSTOSTSSNSSEIEISUCIZEIIGET, «i Sther graded coarse agiveyate=---2277272722TT0TIITTTIITTIIITIIITII os ate Fine aggregate (3/8 inch Sib etnd, concrele === nnnnnnnne nnn nnn nnn 8 Biooe send Wtamincs ixoreeal 222772777TTOTIIIIIIIIITIIITIITIIT Screening, undesignated ~~" --2222222222c2222222222ZTIIITIIITIII st 

CCoazse and fine aggregate: 
Graded road base or subbase —_--- .. ~~~ -~-~--------~----~-- ~~ --~---- 4273 14,640 Uupeved wed suriesing. 7/12“ SCTEDTETETEETONGGITASTESTEONOUGC ISTO) a "ae Gruber rag eeflcwesig:.—~-—-~n once ccceccoeee res | aI 
Other coarse and fine aggregate - ___ __........~------------+-------------- 1,399 5,070 Agnctlturel: Agricultural tmenona==—2-222~2772ozs2as222TZTTTIIITIIOIID aes as 

Special: Nine dusting or acid water treatment —---—----aanee---e--neeeeeeeeeeneee eT 
Other? __-___.-.-.-- ~~ ------------ == ----- === == 2 === I _ 

Total nnn 8889 ITE 

“esa lpeone andere oa minal nd coment manta line manastring in ral use, it and mineral food, cement manufacture, lime manufacturing, flux stone, anphait ler or extenders, other ilers or extendere, and uses not specified ame = 
‘Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dravo Corp. announced that its subsid- Southwire Aluminum in Hawesville, Han- 
iary, Dravo Lime Co., had been awarded a cock County, and ARCO Metals in Sebree, 
long-term contract valued at more than $3 Webster County. 
million to supply Ashland Petroleum Co. Because of weak demand in 1982, both of 
with approximately 500,000 tons of lime- the State’s two primary aluminum produc- 
stone over a 5-year period. The limestone, ers curtailed production in 1982. However, 

mined at Maysville, would be used as a because of increasing aluminum prices, im- 
sorbent material in two fluidized bedstream proved demand, and declining inventories, 
boilers under construction at Ashland’s re- both began operating at full capacity during 
finery in Catlettsburg, KY. The fluidized 1983. Barly in the year, National-Southwire 
bed boilers are part of the installation of reactivated a 49,000-ton-per-year potline at 
Ashland’s Reduced Crude Conversion proc, Hawesville, which brought the smelter to 
ess, which converts “bottom of the barrel” 100% of its annual rated capacity (180,000 high-sulfur heavy fuel into higher value tong per year). In September, ARCO Metals 
products such as gasoline and middle distil- restarted a 60,000-ton-per-year potline at 
lates. 7 Sebree, which was shut down in 1982, bring- Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—Crude_ver- ing the smelter to its full operating capacity 
miculite mined in other States was exfoliat- oF 10,000 tons per year. However, near the ed by W. R. Grace at its plant in Campbell Gnd of December, a 60,000-ton-per-year pot- 
County. The product was used primarily in jing at Sebree was closed, the result of a 
loose-fill and block insulation, fireproofing, power switch failure associated with freez- 
lightweight aggregate, and soil condition- ing weather. Full capacity was expected to 
ing. be restored by mid-March 1984. 

eid Near yearend, Alcan Aluminum Ltd., 
Montreal, Canada, and Atlantic Richfield 

Aluminum.—Kentucky continued to Co. (ARCO) signed a letter of intent for 
rank third behind Washington and New Alcan to purchase the majority of ARCO’s 
York in the production of primary alumi- aluminum operations. The purchase would 
num, In 1988, both output and value re- include ARCO’s primary smelter in Sebree, 
mained essentially the same as that of 1982. KY, and a $450 million can stock rolling 
‘Two companies each operated 180,000-ton- facility in Logan County, KY, scheduled to 
per-year smelters in the State; National- come on-stream during 1984. The agree-
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ment would also include the container, were put on hold in 1982. However, because 
laminating and foil plants, and a rolling of an anticipated economic recovery in the 
mill in Louisville; a rolling mill in Terre steel industry, the company was reconsider- 
Haute, IN; and a 25% interest in the $1 ing the expansion plans near yearend. 
billion, Aughinish, Ireland, alumina refin- _In October, Ohio River Steel Corp. began 
ery that came on-stream in November of production runs of its 23-inch structural bar 
1982, The acquisition would make Alcan’s mill at its new Calvert City facility. The 
US. subsidiary, Alcan Aluminum Corp. 170-employee mill was scheduled for a two- 
Cleveland, OH, a major supplier of can shift operation with a range of products, 
stock, foil, and tinstock, and give the compa- which included 6- to 10-inch flat bars; 6- to 
ny its first primary smelter capacity in this 8-inch channels; 4- by 4-inch angles; and 6- 
country. A definitive agreement was ex- inch standard beams. The facility is design- 
pected to be signed by mid-February 1984 ed to eventually have a production capacity 
subject to approval of the U.S. antitrust of 400,000 tons annually. 

laws. Green River Steel Corp., Owensboro, be- 
Ferroalloys—SKW Alloys Inc. produced gan producing and marketing 42-inch 

ferroalloys at its plant in Calvert City. The rounds up to 28,000 pounds, expanding its 
plant produces both 50% and 75% ferrosili- range of bottom-poured ingot sizes. Pre- 
con and other alloys. The plant was idled by viously, the largest ingots Green River 
a strike on September 1 and remained made were 30-inch rounds with a maximum 
closed for the rest of the year. However, weight of 30,000 pounds. The company now 
near yearend, the company indicated that it has the capability to produce 45-inch rounds 
would reopen the plant in January 1984 up to 45,000 pounds. The large bottom- 
utilizing management personnel if the poured ingots are used by the open die 
strike was not settled. forging industry and by ring rollers. 

Iron and Steel.—Armco continued to pro- —_Zine.—Lexington Quarry Co. (Catnip Hill 
duce both pig iron and regenerator iron operation) continued to recover and concen- 
oxides at its Ashland plant in Boyd County. trate zinc ore as a byproduct of under- 
Near yearend, the company brought on-line ground limestone mining. The zinc ore 
a six-strand continuous caster at the Ash- (sphalerite) occurs in a narrow vein deposit 
land plant. The new $97 million caster, in the limestone. The zinc concentrate was 
which has an annual capacity to produce shipped to an out-of-State smelter. 
720,000 tons of carbon and alloy blooms, had. ~——_— 
been under construction since October 1981. State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 

Plans for a $28 million pipe mill expan- _p Moore McCormack Resources Ine. Form 10-K Report. 
sion at Newport Steel Corp.'s Newport plant *Dravo Corp. Dravo Review, Summer 1988. P. 11
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‘Table 6.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company ‘arose ‘Type of activity County 

Aluminum (primary) "ARCO Metals C2 ~ ca-+  2Continental Towers Smelter ___--. Webster i101 Golf Ra Rolling Mestiows, IL 60008 
National Southwire Aluminum Box M -nn-lo Hancock. co Hawesvile, KY 42348 

CorRemmos Cement Co Ing,tasub- Dixie High Plant eft 10s Cement Co, Ine. a sul ixie Highwa lant..----- Jefferson. 
MiaryafMoowe McCormack -‘Kosmosdale, KY 40272 Cement ine 

Clays 
sal clay: 5 etiucky-Tennessee Clay Co Box 449 Mines and plant _ Carlisle and Graves. 

Mayfield, KY 42066 Ola Hickory Clay Co. Route'2 Box 303 wsvailoas: Graves. Mayfield, RY 42066 
Comenon: ‘General Shale Products Co Box 3547 CRS, Mine and plant__ Jefferson. Johnaon City, TN $7601 Kentucky Solite Corp... Box 27211 a--do n=. Bullitt Richmond, VA 29261 Sipple Brick Ine. Box 0 wan-do =. Powell 
Fire cl Stanton, KY 40380, 

ire clay Burge & Fultz Clay Co... Route Mine 2-2. Carter. 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 Ferroalloys SAW Alloys Inc... Box 2? Plant. .-— Marshall 
Calvert City, KY 42029 

Graphite (synthetic): 
SigriCatbon Corp... Box 229 -n--do------ Fulton, Hickman, KY 42050 Superior GraphiteCo Box 60 wa -d0 2 Christian 

Hopkinsville, KY 42240 Iron and etel (pig ion}: ‘Armeoine ©. ~_______Middletown, OH 45202. =__-do-----_ Boyd Newport Steel Gorp 22222 Sth & Lowel Ss. Plants Cainpbel 
3 Newport, KY 41072 

Black River Lime Co... _ Route 1 Mine and plant... Pendleton. 
Butler, KY 41006 DravoLime Co, asubsidiary of 3600 Neville, aa-do__---- Mason. ‘Dravo Corp Pittsburgh, PA 15225 Perlite expanded: 

W.R. Grace & Co? _________ 62 Whittemore Ave. PNB cassis Campbell. 
Cambridge, MA 02140 GrefeoIne —.------------ Box 35 wa--do----- Boone, 
Florence, KY 41042 

‘Sand and gravel (1982): Evanstille Materials Inc Box 48 Dredge------- Daviess ‘Tell City, IN 47586 Ingram Materials Inc Box 1040 aad Livingston, 
‘Martin Marietta Co Boog Dredge and wrtin Marietta Pasuus and pits... Boone, Carroll, Jeffer- ag Raleigh, NC 27622 e ‘son, Oldham Nugent Send o.Ine-..-.._ Box out Dredge. Jefferson. 

‘1833 River Rd. 
Louisville, KY 40206 E:T. Slider Ine ---  16024Bast Market --do----_ ‘Trimble 
Jeffersonville, IN 47130 

Stone (crushed): 
Dravo Lime Co., a subsidiary of 3600 Neville Rd. Quarry and plant: Mason. 

Dravo Corp. aces PA 15225 
Kentucky Stone Co_------_ 400 Sherbuen Lane Underground Various. Louisville, RY 40007 ‘mines, quarries, plants Reed CrushedStone Co ----- Box 35 Quarry nd plant Livingston Gilberteville, KY 42064 B — ‘Three Rivers Rocko... Box 28 notedemeszes Do. Smithland, KY 42081 Zing N 

»xington Quarry Co.4_______ RFD No. 1 ~---do__._... Jessamine. 
ats Sry) Nicholasville, KY 40356 

JAlso clays. 2Alto exfoliated vermiculite. 
Also crushed stone.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Louisiana Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James R. Boyle! and Charles G. Groat? 

The value of Louisiana's nonfuel mineral from oil refineries. The combined value of 
production in 1983 was $446.8 million, an salt and Frasch sulfur remained the major 
increase of $29.1 million over that of 1982. _ portion of the State’s total nonfuel minerals 
The increase reversed a 2-year decline in value in 1983. Output of minerals used 
value attributed to the nationwide reces- mainly in the construction industry remain- 
sion. The State led the Nation in salt ed at a relatively low level with output 
output, was second in Frasch sulfur, and _ increasing by yearend. 
was sixth in recovered elemental sulfur 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Louisiana’ 
ne ee eRe ede ee 

1982 1983 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou- Quantity (thou. 
sands) sands) —W tat) 

Clays... ------ ~~~ thousand short tons. 326 86.216 8505 $10,798 Gem stones ~~~ >TTLLLTITTIIIITL_ZE Se NA 1 NA 1 Salt ———-- 2 “ITIIIIIIIIIIIL IS thousand short fons. "12171 17,569 L1,54d 100,996 Sand and grave 
Construction ———.-...----...--___-----do..-- 16,558 50.966 "14,200 46,600 TOCA no nnn orem SRE ET OS UOEOSS ‘318 4,580, 201 4,252 ‘Stone (erushed)_——->_IIT2ITTIIITIIITIIS Toca > Ww Ww 5758 257702 Sulfur Praseh) ~~~" "~*~ >_>" 77" “thousand metric tons. 1,239 w 64s W ‘Combined value of cement, clays (bentonite, 1982), gypsum, lime, and values indicated by symbol W =e nwt XX___ 238,925, XX 258,477 

Total —__--- eee XX 417,667 XX 446,761 ce seme I I eT 
SEstimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing com; oprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure. "XX Not applicable. ee Done {Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 2Excludes bentonite; value included with “Combined value" figure Excludes bentonite 

243
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Table 2,—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Louisiana, by parish’ 
(Thousands) 

i Minerale produced in 1082 Pe ae) ie Tnorder of value 
Allen. ..------ === ® W- Sand and gravel construction snd indus 

Ascension === w $9828 Salt Assumption” 2-222 22 w aa Beauregard =2722222222 & W > Sand and gravel (construction) Bante Loc cannwe race ssi W Clays [spel arena W WO, Galeasiea ~~~ =7 77722222 w Woe Gioeren SCUSTSTIOIC TE a Ww De Gstshoula= 722227 —== 6 308 Sand and gravel construction Cian SESSTET SINS Ww W Clays East Baton Rouge --_~=—=- Ww W Stata gravel construction sand Gnd a Bost Felicana -..------- ® 1,581 Sand and gravel construction) Grane BES TOOER SS ° We. 
Iberia "27222222222 56,593 60801 Salt Dperetig ESSCTETET IIIS W WeDo, Sefferson ==~~ 72222277 w W  suttursale Jefferson Davie 227777277 ® W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Lafayette == ® wo De Yasue CAPS SSEIEETE ® 2518 Do. 

Gjvingston ----2== aaa ® 7 De Morehouse 27 ~~ 777777 ® ig Natchitoches "=~ 22 2 Wo Clays. Oneeng eerETESGpaCae w W Cement, time. Ouachita --7222222T222 & 1,888 Sand and gravel (construction) Figen SEIS TE W W Sulfur sale 
Pointe Coupee --=~~=--22 v Wo Clays Rapier SSUSITTESS o 594 Sard and gravel (construction). Rel River -=--=7_=2== = w 306 Sand (industria Sabine - SDT EEDRORISAT 3 ‘3 Sand and gravel construction). St Bernard --7~~772= == % wo De 
St Baenas OCCTEDORIST Ww W Sand and gravel construction) lays St James ~==7~=7227=== W ¥ Se MantiETSTEIIOIOES W W_ Solt,sand and gravel construction). St Mary = 277777227777 28,408 W Salt lime Se Tammany 2222220222 w W > Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Tangipahoa. 2~~22722277 & W > —Sandand grovel construction) ‘Terrebonne ----~~=2-==- W W Sulfur sale Umer ooveritias a 284 Sand.and gravel (construction Vermilion =~ 27722222222 6 a2 "Do 
Nerme 2 CSCATESOTaS & 16 Do. Washingions =~ ~~>~=== 3 see. 
Webster 22222222222 W W Sand Gadi, snd and grave constr. 
West Feliciana ® 1483 Sand and gravel construction). Winn 772277777 W Ww Gypsum. Undistibuiad® = 7722 4u7746 sa2gtt 
Sand and gravel onstruction) #5350 XX Stone crushed Xx. w 

Total! ec sseseneuee 565,296 417,667 
“xiated, W Withheld to avoid delsing company proprietary date included with “Undatributed” XX Not applicable. 'INo nonfuel mineral production was reported for Acadia, Avoyelles, Bossier, Caldwell, Concordia, De Soto, Bast Carrol, 

Evangeline, Franklin, Jackson, Lafourche, Lincoin, Madison, Richland, St. Charles, St John the Baptist, St Landry, ‘Tonsas, West Baton Houge, and West Carroll Parishes. Parish distribution for construction sand and gravel (S81) and Eerie tne (L980 eo sree; total Sate values shown separately under "Sand and gravel Gonaraction)” or 
SConstruction sand and gravel was produced; date not available by parish 
includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific parishes and values indicated by symbol W. 
“Data donot add to totals shown because of independent rounding
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Table 3.—Indicators of Louisiana business activity 
ey 

1982 1983” Change, parent se Pate, 
Employment and labor force, annual average: 
‘Total civilian labor force . ._. .--------....---_- thousands__ 1,875.5, 1,887.8 +07 Unemployment ese ccseszzzw222222ZlaTT EMS a8 
Employment (nonagricultural} 

Mining* _________-----~.-------------~~--__do_.. 84.0 19.7 51 
PERRET isos ee a 180.1 149 -29 

ACRE EE SONG EINNO ee vere mine pen ey ety inet ER iF 109.3 8.1 +35 ‘Transportation ané publicwtiities “~~~ 7-~~77-77777777G772 ists HHS Wholesale and retail trade "DDT TTTTITITT TT Taol TT 353.7 369.7 +45 
Finance, insurance, real estate ——-____...._______ Lo ido_ = 80.5, 83.4 +36 Services wenn nencnee-272zsozzzsszzzls22ilgee.~S oka TS GoprmmaicCZDEGSGEIGSETSISARICISEISSTCTgN ST Be aa 

‘Total nonagricultural employment*____..._________do... 1,546.1 1,556.1, +6 Personal income 
Totes oo sac cue $44,652 $46,182 434 
FOO asc ee rnrs renee rise aa in Mejia $10,211 $10,406. 419 Constrastion activity 
Number of private and public residential units authorized _______..... 20,332 38,025, +624 
Value of nonresidential construction __—___.._.________ millions. — $1,183.7 $1,163.5 17 Value of State road contract awards == _ do $473.0 $390.0, -1T5 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons__ 2,520 2,564 +12 
Nonfuel mineral production value: Motel crademineral valtesee =. millions. HITT SMB 20 
Value per capita, resident population _____~ 2002 ~~ 396 $101 +52 Value persquaré miles Pese™2777777777777annnnnaaorr ge oN BN cae cnerneensaremercconenenne ee RO, BASH 
Preliminary. Mncludes olfand gas extraction 
Se re  pepartesest of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
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Figure 1.—Value of salt and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Louisiana.
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Trends and Developments.—Adverse eco- Mississippi River Commission, which ap- 
nomic conditions impacted on Louisiana’s proves and oversees Corps of Engineers 
industries during 1983, with some improve- control projects, took no position on the 
ment by yearend. The State's economy en- dredging. 
tered into the national recession in 1982, Eleven chemical companies agreed to 
later than most States, and emerged from it form a joint venture to clean up the aban- 
late in 1983. The unemployment rate in doned Petro Processors hazardous waste 
December was 10.1% compared with 11.6% _ site. The estimated cost to clean up the pits, 
in December 1982; however, employment in closed since 1974, was $100 million. The 
mining, stone, and primary metals indus- settlement was reached late in the year and 
tries decreased. Manufacturing industries avoided a court suit by the Environmental 
that fared well in 1983 were those strongly Protection Agency and the Louisiana De- 
affected by construction activity. In 1983, Partment of Natural Resources. __ 
residential construction increased signifi: | Three shipments of 50% ferrosilicon to- 
cantly stimulating the stone, clay, and oth- _taling about 15,000 short tons was imported er aggregate industries late in the year. {rom the Soviet Union through the Port of 

Severance tax receipts for fiscal year 1983 New Orleans. These imports were expected 
for nonfuel minerals totaled $2.3 million 0 continue with 50,000 tons scheduled to be compared with §3.2 million for fiscal year imported over a 30-month period. Since the 1982. Minerals included in the tax were 50% ferrosilicon grade is the main product 
brine, gravel, salt, sand, shells, stone, and of the already troubled domestic industry, sulfur. Severance tax, lease, and royalty heavy imports of this material would ser- 
income for the 1988 fiscal year provided $1.4 jouslyceneee the domestic industry's ability 
eee rene auate OF roughly onehalf of "Go gie-Pacific Corp. planned to build an 

‘The Louisiana Department of Commerce $80 to $100 million cogeneration facility at 
reported that expansion in 1983 in mining it Caustic soda and chlorine complex in ‘ oe Plaquemine. The unit will cogenerate 140 and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals to- atastaetiee eh 
taled $7.2 million; stone, clays, glass, and ™o8awatts of electricity; the company now Genes talad Sap cities eines purchases 182 megawatts of power from 

Mog PY Louisiana Power and Light Co. The facility metals totaled $62.3 million. ‘ 
The New Orleans Customs District led 94 °xPected to be on-stream in 1985 he Nation's casters date, pitrict led Electro-Coal Transfer Corp. announced 

the "Nation's customs districts in terms of pans to establish a topping-off operation for 
Sain of exports, nearly $19 billion in 1983. coal vessels in the Gulf of Mexico, Plans call ipping activities during the year, howev- act , or een otha Rd Reperone_ eh me ocnning tare ele fertilizers, minerals, and metalliferous ores the third topping-off proposal announced 

crease from TASINO short tae in Ta6a'0p ing he year in addition, International coat 740,000 sot tame: in: 1 Marine Terminal completed a $63 million 5,000 tons in 1983. Minerals included expansion of its coal loading facility south 
Hin, quarts; nal ound od Goaeel and. Se Ney oueamms Cavan, was Socrenued , , salt, ; rom 5.0 million short tons per year. sulfur. Imports of fertilizers, minerals, and "Toth Aluminum Corp. was expected to 

metalliferous ores increased from 8.1 mil- begin commercial production of metal chlo- 
eee Saree eee re 7), The $8.5 million facility would have an 
nog ea ee or ion initial capacity oe million Pounds er 

7o), sanese Of To ear wit tential to increase to mil- Other imports included abrasives, cement, on pounds per year by the end of 1984, The 
clays, nickel ore, and zinc ore. plant will produce silicon chloride, titanium 
_Biforts continued vo deepen the Mississip- chloride, and aluminum chloride utilizing a 

pi River channel between Baton Rouge and kaolin chlorination process. Kaolin was re- 
the Gulf of Mexico to 55 feet. Proponents of _portedly to be shipped in from Georgia. 
the proposal contend that deep-draught ves- The chief of surface mining for the State 
sels would increase coal and other mineral of Louisiana announced the issuance of the 
exports. Opposition centered on the inabili- first surface mining permit to Dolet Hills 
ty of barges to maintain the channel and Lignite Surface Mining Co. in De Soto 
possibilities of saltwater intrusion. The Parish. The 6-million-ton-per-year opera-
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tion will mine lignite for the Central Loui- subsidence rates and mechanisms, being siana Electric Co. Inc. in joint venture with carried out as part of the State's $35 million South Western Electric Power Co. Coastal Protection Program, was a major Legislation and Government Pro- _ activity. Along with energy publications, a grams.—Legislation enacted by the Louisi- comprehensive atlas of flood plains and ana Legislature in 1983 that could affect the flooding problems was also published. LGS mineral industries was the Louisiana Capi- conducted studies of fluvial processes and tal Companies Tax Credit Program. The geomorphology in the parishes east of the legislation encourages the development of Mississippi River and continued ground wa- 
venture capital companies in the State. ter investigations in support of the under- Corporate or individual investors in the ground injection control program. new capital companies would receive a 20% The Mining and Mineral Resources and or 85% tax credit against Louisiana tax Research Institute at the Louisiana State liability, based on the amount of capitaliza- University in Baton Rouge, which was tion of the companies in which they invest. created under title III of Public Law 95-87, ‘The capital companies must, in turn, invest received $150,000 from the U.S. Bureau of 60% of their initial capital in new and Mines in fiscal year 1983 for operations and developing Louisiana business concerns. research. 

The Governor signed an executive order _ The U.S. Bureau of Mines Tuscaloosa establishing the Economic Development Ad- Research Center conducted preliminary de- visory Council. The council will develop watering tests on red muds from a Baton recommendations for statewide economic Rouge alumina facility. Since 1981, the U.S. 
development policy objectives; formulate Bureau of Mines has completed mineral 
and recommend cost effective productive assessments on 8,700 acres of wilderness 
economic development programs; identify, and wilderness suitable lands. Studies were 
rank, and address crucial State economic also conducted on methane emissions in a 
development problems and issues; and rec- Louisiana domal salt mine to reduce explo- 
ommend legislative initiatives pertaining to sion hazards associated with the gas. 
economic development. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management 

The Louisiana Geological Survey (LGS) announced that $637,500 in mineral reve- conducted geological research programs to nues was given to the State in fiscal year produce information useful in developing 1983. The Federal Government divides bo- the State’s natural resources and protecting ~ nuses, rentals, and royalties received from the environment. Programs were formulat- Federal mineral leasing activities on public ed to provide data for use by regulatory lands equally with the States in which the 
offices within the department, industry, minerals occur. 
academic researchers, and the general pub- _The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) con- lic. Expansion of the coastal geology pro- tinued studies in gulf coast lignites and gram highlighted LGS activities in 1983. other energy resources during the year. The Studies of major peat depositional environ- USGS also conducted several marine geolo- ments were increased. The assessment of gy activities along the gulf coast. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS stone at its plant near Lake Charles. Pro- 
Barite.—Imported and domestic barite ee, orga Seer ene 

was crushed and ground at 13 plants for — Cement.—Lone Star Industries Inc. op. use in oil and gas drilling. China supplied erated its facilities in New Orleans, which the majority of imported barite shipped included two wet-process kilns. Most of the through the Port of New Orleans. Demand gutput was portland cement with a small in the drilling mud market declined to its amount of masonry cement, Demand in- lowest level in over 5 years. The Bariod creased substantially as residential con- 
Div., NL Industries Inc., placed its grinding struction and World’s Fair construction in- plant in Lake Charles in operation early in creased during the year. Major end uses for 
the year. portland cement were ready-mix concrete, Calcium Chloride (Synthetic).—Texas concrete products, building materials, and United Chemical Corp. produced calcium highway construction. Prices of portland chloride from hydrochloric acid and lime- cement decreased nearly $11 per short ton
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from that of 1982. Lime.—Production of lime decreased as Lone Star completed a multimillion dol- markets remained weak for much of the lar bulk material handling dock on the year; output was at its lowest level in over Michoud Canal near its plant in New Or- 10 years. Both hydrated lime and quicklime 
leans. The 1,500-short-ton-per-hour facility output were affected by weak market condi- 
was constructed to handle imported arago- tions. U.S. Gypsum continued to produce 
nite and gypsum and domestic coal. The lime from clam shells at its New Orleans 
plant, with a reported capacity of 750,000 facility. S. I. Lime Co. received quicklime 
tons per year, formerly used limestone from from its parent company operation in Ken- 
Alabama, but now uses aragonite from The tucky and converted it to hydrated lime at 
Bahamas. In 1983, nearly 1 million tons of _ its plant in Amelia. The product was used in 
aragonite was imported, up from 700,000 water purification and softening, road stabi- 
tons in 1982. Gypsum was imported from _ lization, and sewage and waste treatment. 
Jamaica with coal coming from domestic _ Perlite (Expanded).—Filter Media Co. of 
sources. The plant was converted from nat- Louisiana expanded perlite from ores 
ural gas as the kiln feed to more readily shipped into the State. Output increased at available coal. its plant in Reserve, St. John the Baptist 

Clays.—In 1983, Louisiana’s clay industry Parish, and was used as a filter aid, for 
produced common clay and bentonite. Out- insulation, and in concrete aggregate. 
put and value of both types of clays increas- _ Salt.—Louisiana maintained its leading ed. Common clay was mined by six compa- position nationally in output of salt with 
nies at eight mines in six parishes. End uses pproximately one-third of the Nation’s out- of common clay were primarily in manu- put. Production in 1983, however, dropped 
facturing lightweight aggregates for use in to its lowest level in over 15 years. Along 
concrete block and structural concrete. An with increased imports, most markets for 
increase in residential construction sup- Louisiana salt continued weak resulting in 
plied the stimulus for increased production. the fifth straight year of declining output. 
Average price of common clay was $20.94 Production decreased 5.2% while value per ton, up from $20.12 per ton in 1982, decreased 14.1% from that of 1982. Four- 
Harshaw-Filtrol Partnership operated a teen companies recovered salt at 17 oper- 
bentonite mine in Claiborne Parish. Output ations in 11 parishes. Of the operations, five 
was used chiefly in clarifying mineral and Were underground mines with the remain- 
vegetable oils. Athens Brick Co., Moor- der being solution mines. Sales of evapor- ingsport, invested $860,000 during the year ated salt declined 24.2% from that of 1982. to upgrade its facilities. Diamond Crystal Salt Co. settled its suit 

against Texaco Inc. and Wilson Bros. for the 
a 1980 flooding of Diamond Crystal's Jeffer- 

Table 4.-Louisiana: Clays sold or used by son Island salt mine. The $82 million settle- 
Producers ment compensated Diamond Crystal for the 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) complete destruction of the mine, including 
TTT ey aise unmined salt and underground machinery 

—_______unty_Valte ind equipment. The surface facilities at 199 ------------------- 48 8018 Jefferson Island remained in operation on a igen 222777777 TT Tao 380 G38 reduced level utilizing salt from other pro- 
wee SE SSeSEE TETAS 328 16216 ducers. 
1988 ~~ -------~~ ~~ ------ *505__ 10,783 Cargill Inc., which operates the Belle Isle ‘Bndudes bentonite Mine near Morgan City, settled its 10-year 

lawsuit with Cementation of America for Gypsum.—Gypsum and anhydrite were $10.5 million. Cargill claimed that Cementa- 
mined by Winn Rock Inc. at its quarry near _ tion improperly installed concrete lining in Winnfield, Winn Parish; output increased a shaft that collapsed in 1973. Cargill oper- as the year progressed, in response to in- ated its facility intermittently during 1983. creased construction activity. Unit prices — Morton Salt Co. closed its hydrochloric decreased slightly. National Gypsum Co., acid and sodium sulfate operations at Jefferson Parish, and United States Gyp- Weeks Island at midyear. Along with de- sum Co., Orleans Parish, produced calcined clining demand, the age of the plant and gypsum from crude material shipped into declining profitability were cited for the 
the State. Calcined gypsum output decreas- shutdown. Other operations of Morton at ed, while value increased over that of 1982. Weeks Island were not affected by the
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shutdown. Morton sold its entire inventory Bureau of Mines for even-numbered years of salt cake to Chemical Marketing Serv- only; therefore, this chapter contains only ices, Tulsa, estimates for 1983. Data for odd-numbered International Salt Co., Avery Island, shut years are based on annual company esti- down its evaporating plant in April. Output mates made before yearend. 
from the mine decreased; the product was According to estimates, output of con- used in the caustic chlorine industry and for struction sand and gravel continued its ice control decline that started in 1977. Many sand and PPG Industries Inc. invested $14.4 mil- gravel operations operated intermittently lion in modernizing its facilities at Lake during the year, depending on proximity Charles. Areas affected by the modernizing and extent of construction activities. With Program were the company’s precipitated residential construction increasing and silica operations and one of its two chlorine with construction for the World’s Fair in caustic soda production units. New Orleans, output at most operations Sand and Gravel—Louisiana produced increased about midyear. According to sev- both construction and industrial sand and erance tax statistics, leading producing par- gravel in 1983. Total sand and gravel was ishes were St. Helena, Jefferson, St. Tam- 
estimated to have decreased for the seventh many, and Washington. straight year. The Louisiana Department of | Industrial.—Three companies produced Revenue, Severance Tax Division, main- industrial sand in four parishes in 1983, tains records for the fiscal year that ends with output decreasing 23.0% and unit June 30. According to its statistics, total value increasing 20.8%. Primary markets sand and gravel output for the fiscal year in the glass and foundry industries were ending June 30, 1982, was 19.4 million tons, depressed throughout 1983. The impact of compared with output for the fiscal year increasing use of plastic containers has ending June 30, 1983, of 21.6 million tons. adversely affected the glass industry in the Construction.—Construction sand and area 
gravel production is surveyed by the U.S. 

Table 5.—Louisiana: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

na 
Quantity Value Value’ — Quantity Value Value” @housand (thou per” — (thousand tthour = “per shorttons) sands) fon __short tons) sands) ‘Pow $$ starttons)__sands)___ton_shorttons) sands) fon 

Congeruction ot e702 sits 261 NA NA NA Gravion 22 SeEETSTETT So “siz Sas NA NA NA Sand and gravel unprocessed =~ ~~ Tees ana NA NANA 
Total or average ‘1655850985 3081420046600 *3a.28 Industvial sand e277 22TIIID sts A5O zl grabs Tae 
Grand total or average —. == 16996 8555082814401 “a0 USL 

‘Estimated. NA Not available. ‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by in Winn Parish. Crushed stone was used the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered primarily for coarse and fine aggregate, Years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. cement manufacture, and lime manufac. Data for even-numbered years are based on ture. Anhydrite was used basically as a road annual company estimates made before base, with demand at a low level during the yearend. year. Winn Rock, operator of the anhydrite Production of crushed stone in Louisiana quarry, conducted feasibility studies con- in 1983 increased 8.6% over that of 1982, cerning a possible limestone quarry in Shell accounted for more than 90% of the Winn Parish. Environmental opposition State's total output and 63% of the national continued against the companies that output. Three companies produced shell in dredge coastal Louisiana and Lakes Pont- Orleans and St. Mary Parishes at five oper- chartrain and Maurepas for shell. Several ations. Anhydrite was mined at one quarry Corps of Engineer reports revealed a num-
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ber of adverse impacts on the environment _ to eliminate the sheli industry. Several bills 
and the fishing industry from shell dredg- attempting to restrict shell dredging were 
ing. Oyster grounds in five parishes were deferred by the Louisiana House Natural 
being monitored for contamination. Dredg- Resources Committee, but opposition con- 
ing continued to be challenged at various tinued. 
levels in State government in attempts 

‘Table 6.—Louisiana: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thoussnd doltars) 
Use Quantity Value 

Goats Abeta Graded Binnie ertbet cetmant apgrogle 177772227 222272277 WoW {Goarse and fine aggregate: 
“Graded road base or subbase === eee BID 1B BIB Unpaved road surfing. === ~_27222222222222222222220 22222 Tort Beas “Soo Other coarse and fine aggregate __ ~~~ ~___~~_772_ 7-122 2 aan WOW Agricultural: Poultry grt and mineral food ~~~ ~~2~2222222 22222221 77~ a 22 2a wooOW Chemical and metallurgical 
Cement manufacture 2g 085 Lime manufacture“ ~7_~ ~~ => === ss SSNEISISUERT? wo W 

Special: Other® —______ i aa ------ nanan nanan nneen = 110 7.219 

Hill vee peseusem ese ucs_ anreemees cannes 568 BTR 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special Other.” includes shel and miscellaneous stone, includes uses not specified and uses indicated by symbol W. 
Data donot add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur.—Louisiana ranked second in the cipal end uses were in concrete and plaster 
Nation in output of Frasch sulfur, and sixth aggregate, horticulture and loose fill and 
in recovered elemental sulfur. Sulfur re- block insulation. 
mained the leading nonfuel mineral, value- 
wise, in Louisiana. Frasch sulfur shipments #ABTALS 
increased 32.6% while production decreased , ' z 
from that of 1982. Output remained at a Aluminum.—Louisiana remained 1 of 17 
relatively low level primarily because of the States capable of producing aluminum al- 
weakened demand for phosphate fertilizers, though no production was reported in 1983 
Freeport Sulfur Co., with Frasch facilities Reduced demand nationwide along with 
in Jefferson; Plaquemines, and Terrebonne Teduced prices caused a severe cutback 
Parishes, operated at reduced levels to throughout the industry, resulting in a 
match tha weak market demands. drastic decrease in output. Early in the year 

Nine oil companies recovered elemental Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. shut 
sulfur from nine refineries in seven par- down its Chalmette primary refinery, which 
ishes. Output was 261,000 metric tons has nine potlines with a total capacity of 
valued at $24.1 million, compared with 260,000 short tons per year. Kaiser, citing 
232,000 metric tons valued at $25.2 million high energy costs of $50 million per year, 
in 1982, had generated most of its power utilizing 

natural gas until 1979. At that time, with 
Table 7.—Louisiana: Sulfur produced and TedUced availability of natural gas, Kaiser Shipped from Prasehratnes started purchasing power from Louisiana 

(Thousand metristonand thousand doiam) —-—«POWer & Light Co, With escalating power ____ costs and weak markets, Kaiser announced 
Veer” Produetion Shipments the shutdown, Late in the year, Kaiser 

‘vction Quantity Value wrote down and charged against profits five 
Well km gases the nine potlines. However, these pot- 
Wa szareaeee 309 «3333 Widnes, with a capacity of 144,000 tons per 

ooo 2402385 © W year, remain installed and potentially avail- 
ieee DISTT 86 eas w able. Company officials, however, believe 
a — that at best only a partial restart of the gal, Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprilary plant would be possible. During negotia- 

tions to reopen the plant, workers refused a 
Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace request for wage and benefit concessions. 

& Co. exfoliated vermiculite at its plant in Kaiser also suspended a modernization pro- 
New Orleans, with output decreasing. Prin- gram at its Baton Rouge alumina facility.
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The $225 million program was scheduled for one time during the year, only one of the 
completion late in 1983. The major section two 20-ton furnaces operated, but late in the 
of the plant, the Bayer processing section, year, the facility increased output because 
was shut down at the end of March 1983. of increased demand for rebars, merchant 
Kaiser's Gramercy alumina plant remained _ bars, and small structural shapes. The facil. 
in operation, increasing the operating rate ity, in addition to producing light bars and 
early in the year from 52% to 94% of ca- sections, produces forging billets and heavy 

pacity. bars. Reynolds Metals Co. purchased the Lake _ Ferrous Foundries.—Iron and steel found- 
Charles aluminum facility from Consoli- ries were not a significant industry in dated Aluminum Corp. Reynolds acquired Louisiana. Raw materials consumed includ- 
the facility for its carbon anode plant, ed scrap, coal, limestone, and sand, nearly 
which will be named Lake Charles Carbon all of which came from sources in the 
Co. The division will produce and market Southeast. The “Directory of Louisiana 
calcined coke and carbon anodes used in the Manufacturers” listed 11 gray iron found- production of primary aluminum, Reynolds Ties, 6 steel foundries, and 1 malleable iron 
had no plans to use the 36,000-ton-per-year foundry. Of these operations, 7 employed 
aluminum smelter. Modernization of the Ver 100 employees and only 1 employed 
facility to increase capacity was expected to over 500. ' eke) ni 
take 2 years, but initial output of anodes _Niekel.—AMAX Inc.'s Port Nickel nickel was expected late in 1984. In addition, the _efinery in Braithwaite was shut down for 2 
aluminum casting facility would be con- months during the year. The plant resumed verted to handle scrap aluminum. Total cost. Production late in the year at its reported Toportadly was about $0 willion: capacity of 80 million pounds of nickel, 47 
Aluminum Co. of America started up its Million pounds of copper, and 100,000 short 20-million-pound-per-year activated alumi ‘ns of ammonium sulfate. Cobalt refinery 

na plant at Videlia. Ormet Corp. operated CaPacity is 2 million pounds, but during the 
its alumina plant at Burnside utilizing Ye" cobalt hydroxide was shipped to Cana- 
bauxite from Suriname and Brazil. Ormet @@ for refining into powder or electrodes. operated at reduced capacity during the The Plant received a nickel-copper matte 
year, shipping alumina to its refinery at {t0™ Botswana and Australia’ AMAX 
Hannibal, OH. In 1983, the Burnside Port, @Tanted U.S. marketing rights for its by- 
owned by the Port of Baton Rouge, reported Product, ammonium sulfate fertilizer to Su- 
imports of nearly 500,000 tons of bauxite.  Perfos America, a U.S. subsidiary of Den- 

Tron and Steel.—Bayou Steel Corp., La- 7aTk's Superfos. Imports of nickel matte 
Place, at midyear proposed a $50 million rough the Lower Mississippi decreased 
expansion of its minimill with capacity Tyga 06 fons im 1982 to 54,515 tons in 
increasing from 700,000 to 900,000 tons per ~ 
year. The expansion would add merchant 
bar, angles, rounds, and channels to its ~igausLmuocOfficer, Bureau i 
Product line. Late in the year, the proposed ase g dopa, Lndnase Uedeanal Gort Baten 
expansion was delayed indefinitely in favor a8, ; 
of a possible purchase of an existing mill. At Feb 188i prasse, BAT °f Atlanta. Economic Revie 

Table 8.—Principal producers 
———Semmaiityandcompany Address_Type ofactivity Parish 
Aluminum, ‘Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp — Box 1600 Plant -.------ St. Bernard See Chatmette, LA 70083 
Tone Star Industries nc 1 Greenwich Plaza sesadoscsuce. Orleans Box 00 Greenvrich, CT 06890 ays - ig River Industries Inc=-------. Box 66577 Mine and plant Pointe Coupee. : , Baton Rouge, LA 70806 entwood Brick & Tile Manufacturing Drawer codon Sk Helena one Kentwood, LA 70444 
Winn Rock Ine =e Bow 7 _ Win, Winnfed, LA 71488 re ™
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‘Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 
OO ae “SS Commedity and company ‘Aires ‘Type of activity Pariah a a eC 

TE, Lime Co. Suite 204, Three Ri Plant St. Ma ime Con --------u---- Suite 204, Three River: ant St Mary, chase Office Plaza = Birmingham, AL ab44 United States Gypmum Co... TUL South Wacker Dr wan edon == Orleans, Chicago, I, 60008 Salt Garg ne. eee eee Cargill BL Underground inine St. Mai a Slinnespols, Ma 55102 Diamond Crystal Salto -------- He Rienide ave, won don eens Theria St Clair, MI s8019 Domtar Chemicals Inc, ShiftoSalt Div 8254 Scott cannon St Mary Shiller Park TL 60176 TheDow Chemical Co---.---.-~ Midland MI48640--_—-Brinewells_____Therville, Iplernaioal ait Ge -~"W721 Gaels Smit Pai Cnderoundaine Dera Morton Sait Co" "----.-222  HONorth Wacker Dr. eS Shag 608 PPG Industries Ine. Box Brine and wells Calcaseu Take Charles, LA 0604 Sand and gravel 1862) ‘Gifford Hill € Co. Ine -— = Bors a onsgs Dredge pit, Sefferon Davi, eveport, Li plants. idee, Tang Pahoa, Webster Louisiana Sand and Gravel Co... Box 963 Dredge and plant. St" Heleha, Baton Rouge, LA 70821 StandardGravel Co. Ine... Rete Boros wade nne= Sk Tammany and Franklinton, LA 70438 ‘Washington ‘Texas Industries Ine... Box B12 Dredges, pits, Beauregard, Alexandria, LA 71901 lant ‘Grant, LaSalle, Stachita, Rapides SSFmimany, 
Washington Stone: Crushed Winn Rock Ine. <= Box 790 Quarry and plant. Winn, Winnfield, LA 72488 

‘het sana Materials Co Box onte Touisiana Materials Co. Box 8214 Dredge ------ Orleans 
Pontchartrain Dredging Co Boraoas sn TA Ts e De ontchartrain Dredging Corp. wenden aoe New Orleans, LA 70182 Radcliff Materials... Bor tat Dredges------- Orleans and sun Morgan City, LA 70381 Se Mary. 

Nae: Freeport Minerals Co... 200 Park Ave, Frasch process Jefferson, New York, NY 10165 Plagueinines, Tertboune Recovered: Gites Service OilCo Box 300 Refinery Caleasiew Pils, OK 74102 BeronCoUSAL-—--—--- BRENT Mant === Bae Baton ston Rouge, LA 7082 - Vermiculite (exfoliated: a WH Grace@ Goo... 62 Whittemore Ave senedesscuses | Onesie Cambridge, MA 02140 a



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Maine Geological Survey for 
collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser, Jr.,! Walter Anderson,” and Carolyn Lepage* 

The value of nonfuel mineral production _ with 1982 levels reflected a 38% decrease in 
in Maine in 1983 was $26.4 million, $9 cement sales. The plant, in Thomaston, is 
million below the 1982 level and the lowest the only cement manufacturing facility in 
total reported since 1972. In 1979, Maine New England. During the year, ownership 
recorded an alltime high of $46 million in _ of the operation changed twice. 
the value of mineral production and ac- —_ Maine’s mineral industry also produced 
counted for about 16% of the total value of clays, garnet, peat, construction sand and 
the six-State New England Region. In 1983, gravel, and crushed and dimension stone. 
the State’s share of New England’s mineral Nationally, the State ranked second in gar- 
sales dropped to 10%. net production. 

‘The decline in value in 1983 compared 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Maine’ 

1982 1983 

Mineral " Vales iil yee 

a aoa 
Clays______-__.-------------- thousand short. tons__ 37 $16 43 993 

Peat _______~_____~~-~~_~2~=--------- do tB 7508 Ww W 
Sand and gravel (construction) _________~-_-_-~~~do___~ 6,701 15,118 4,800 *12,100 
‘Bibra (ar ns pe *1,200 £4,000 848 2,851 
Combined value of other nonmetals and value indicated by symbol W xX 715,723 xX 11,319 

Se iciec eee aan aoe xX 35,425, xX 26,363 

“Estimated. "I it avoid disclosing com i lata; value included with “ yin lstimated. ‘Revised. W Withbeldo avoid disclosing company proprietary date; value included with “Combined 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
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‘Table 2,Value of nonfuel mineral production in Maine, by county* 
(Thousands) 

‘County 1981 1982 Minna jeodacod in 1962 
Androscoggin —— w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Aveta ee ocean $706 $948 Sand and gravel (construction). 
SSUETAM ag sewer ct cis se Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Pasko ecco anes 138 W Sand and gravel (construction), garnet, 
Haneock . _________ 77 ® 524 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Keunebeo © 2000202727GG002I2ITT2 o 564 Do. 
FOE ec nencpnms tiene tin siesta a eeciacepis Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Lunoting SSSSTST TE MESES EES & 58 Sand and gravel construction). 
Offotd — nnn nae sanccccnee ®@ 284 Do. Penobscot ~~~ 272777777777 @ 2011 Do. Piscatactld nso STCERTCEIES ® 284 Do. Sagadahoc----______---~ 7-777 ® Ww Do. 
Bomneiet oo ca ® 1,297 ‘Do. Waldo ~~~. - 2777727277727 W Ww Do. 
Mesbiniiee ooo Ww 716 Peat, sand and gravel (construction). York 2 222~227~222222222 aoe ® 2819 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Undistributed)-—--_-_ 23125 21,880 

‘Sand and gravel (construction) —__-______ *19,400 XX 
‘Stone (crushed). ioe Sesh pasu a iatatlas XX £4,000 

Dbl secep rem eoumunarnere se 43369 85,45 
Batter. 'W Withheld to avoid disc! losing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

"Eounty distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values 
shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (crushed).” 

“Construction sand and gravel was produced: data not available by county. 
Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Maine business activity 
—— a ; p Change, 1982 1989 Can 

Employment and labor force, annual average: 
‘Total civilian labor force === thousands 5121 5097 -05 Unemployment. -.---2__77~2222-0222ss2oan ne dO 55.5 a1 33 
Employment (nonagricultural) 

Miting ie gore sateen aren cewecie ders 1 a =e 
Manufactaring --~~~2222222727772222222222277ae0222 10633 1081 +38 Contract construction - ~~ =>777722TTTTTITTTT TT Taec It 127 W500 staa ‘Transportation and public utiles ~~ 772722222222 2Tae. === 16 18 = 
Wholesele and retail trade. ~ =" ~7~77777772222TTaec2 == 85 99 417 
Finance, insurance, real estate ~~ —~~~~~_7~~7~~27_ de ~~ 13 12 $52 Bervicea scot oc oc ERGO SEE BIOS RTS QavneS 782 785 ea Government _2=— = TITTIUTE TITIES Seo ooo denn ne, 851 803, “43 

Persona incOttl tonsgricutural employment. ood 4008 4088 +20 
Tete ec ae renee cee méllipmase $10,261 $11,021. +14 Per capita -~ ~~~ ~22IIIIIITIL TTT $0031 $0,819 $65 Construction selivity 

‘Number of private and public residential units authorized == 3371 3,155 +184 
Value of nonresidential construction..----------~~~~ million  sav2=s i250 F104 Value of State road contract awards ~~ "~~~ ~~~ ~~—7~=>- Magn $88.1 ‘358 $202 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the Siais 

‘thousand short tons__ 206 231 4121 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
"Total crude mineral value = millions $954 9264 -254 
Velue per capita, resident population ~_—_~~_277277~7= $31 $38, 58 Value per square mile--~ ~~~ --"~ 722202222222 22 ota $1,067 3198 "357 
Preliminary. 

Sources: US. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US! Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel ane value of nonfuel mineral production in 
ine. 

‘Trends and Developments.—In the past 5 pany operates in the State. 
years, the combined output of clays, con- _ Since 1979, production of clays, sand and 
struction sand and gravel, and crushed gravel, and stone dropped by more than 
stone accounted for 57% of Maine’s total 50%. Output in 1983 was also significantly 
value of mineral production. Data on ce- below the 5-year average totals for each of 
ment, the second leading commodity in these three commodities. 
value, is proprietary because only one com- 

ie sc Bs rin _ 
Commodity Produc- Value Produc. Value Syear Average Won’ perton "ton porton Predue value” 

Clays ---------—-—-— thouwand short ona SLL SANG LS «DDD Sand and gavel Construction) do - 110mg 400 28S nay SS Stone(eruthed) wenn n-nnnnvnawada. BOR Tk Se 

In 1979, mineral production in Maine was However, during this time period, unit 
valued at a record high $45.9 million, of _ prices of sand and gravel and clay increased 
which clays, sand and gravel, and stone 35% and 19%, respectively, while stone 
accounted for $28.2 million or 61% of the declined 7%. The change in value per ton of 
total. In 1983, when mineral output was these commodities added about $3 million to 
valued at an 11-year low of $26.4 million; _ the State total. 
the combined value of these commodities Also contributing to the decline in 
was $15 million or 57% of the total. Based Maine's mining sector in 1983 was a 38% 
on this data, the combined value of clays, drop in cement sales. Ownership of the 
sand and gravel, and stone in relation tothe _State’s only cement plant changed twice: In 
State total value declined 4% in 5 years. March, Cianbro Corp., Pittsfield, purchased
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the facilities from Martin Marietta Corp. fuel-burning equipment, incinerators, or 
and resumed limited production; in August, general process sources that handle materi- 
the Passamaquoddy Indian Tribe acquired al containing total aggregate chromium 
the operation from Cianbro, which contin- concentration in excess of 500 parts per 
ued to manage and operate the plant under million by weight. It establishes ambient air 
a 1-year lease agreement. The Passama- quality and emission standards. 
quoddies bought the plant as part of a long- Legislative Document 1471 provided con- 
term plan for investing in the Maine econo- tinued funding for determination of ground 
my using funds received in a 1980 land- water quality in the State's sand and gravel 
claims settlement case with the Federal aquifers. The legislation reauthorized sand 
Government. and gravel aquifer mapping and identifica- 

Exploration Activities.Freeport Explo- tion programs conducted by Maine’s De- 
ration Co., a division of Freeport McMoRan partments of Environmental Protection and 
Ine., announced plans to drill 10 to 20 new Conservation. 
holes in 1984 at the 36-million-shortton Legislative Document 1735 pertained to 
copper-zinc deposit discovered in 1977 at the identification and hazards of exposure 
Bald Mountain in northern Maine. Freeport to toxic and hazardous substances. The law 
Exploration signed an agreement in 1983 authorized the State's Bureau of Labor 
with the joint partners of Superior Mining Standards to adopt rules identifying hazard- 
Co. and Louisiana Land & Exploration Co. ous substances in the workplace. It required 
to become sole owner of the project if the manufacturers of hazardous substances to 
expanded exploration proves the project provide purchasers with information de- 
economically feasible. With copper prices scribing health hazards of the substances. 
below 80 cents per pound at yearend, poten- Employers were required to conduct train- 
tial for development of the deposit was ing programs during regular working hours 
expected to hinge on discovery of higher on these substances and maintain training 
grades of precious metals previously identi- records. 
fied as occurring only in trace amounts. In November 1983, Maine voters approv- 

Getty Mining Co., a subsidiary of Getty ed two constitutional amendments updating 
Oil Co, announced discovery of a multime- and clarifying provisions of the excise tax 
tallic ore deposit including copper, lead, law on the mining of metallic minerals 
zine, and precious metals north of Patten, enacted in 1982. As part of the excise tax 
Penobscot County. Getty Mining’s explora- law, a Mining Excise Tax Trust Fund with a 
tion in that area began around 1980, and $10 million cap was established. Interest 
the announcement was the first indication revenues generated from the trust fund 
that a potentially minable deposit exists. were designated for renewable resource 
Additional core drilling, sample testing, and projects such as park development, water 
other preliminary feasibility studies were cleanup, and forest restoration. Principal 
scheduled for 1984. moneys from the trust fund were also avail- 

Scintilore Explorations Ltd, Montreal, able for these projects with legislative ap- 
Canada, purchased additional acreage in proval. To preclude a simple majority of 
Pembroke, increasing its holdings in Wash- future lawmakers from spending the trust 
ington County to 400 acres. North Ameri- fund principal for reasons other than the 
can Exploration Inc., Kaysville, UT, signed original intent, the new amendment requir- 
an option to purchase agreement for proper- ed a two-thirds vote before appropriation. 
ty also in the vicinity of Pembroke, thereby ‘The second amendment exempted miner- 
increasing its holdings in the area to 200 als in the ground from valuation as part of 
acres. Exploratory drilling for lead, zinc, the property tax, eliminating the difficulty 
copper, and silver has been conducted in the of placing a value on the potential of mine 
Pembroke area by a number of firms since development. Instead, an excise tax based 
the mid-1960's. upon the value or amount of product pro- 

Legislation and Government Pro- duced during mining, which was established 
grams.—Laws enacted by the State's 111th _in the 1982 tax legislation, was to be assess- 
Legislature relating to mining or mineral ed. Without this amendment, mineral dis- 
processing included Legislative Document _coveries could conceivably have been taxed, 
1282, which established and amended air thus discouraging exploration and future 
quality standards and established chromi- mine development. 
um emission standards. The law regulates The Maine Geological Survey's Bedrock 
the emission of hexavalent chromium from and Surficial Geology Division continued
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basic geologic mapping in various parts of _ The MGS completed the final year of the 
the State. This work was directed toward Maine Peat Resource Evaluation Program 
the establishment of regional bedrock corre- funded by DOE. A total of 21 deposits in 
lations and completion of reconnaissance southern Penobscot County were surveyed 
surficial mapping for inclusion in two new to determine estimated peat resources and 
1:500,000 geologic maps of Maine. The U.S, to collect samples for laboratory analysis. 
Department of Energy (DOE) funded the The results of the program, which also 
compilation of these maps as part of the included investigations of noramuletion 
MGS's oversight and review role in the rates, surface vegetation, hydrology, and 
National High-Level Radioactive) Waste geochemistry of selecte oat deposits, were Terminal Storage Program. Both the State Scheduled for publication in 1984. 
maps and an updated “Bibliography of ,, The Hydrogeology Division, in coopera- Maine Geology” were scheduled for publica. tion with the Maine Department of Envi- Gaeise P ronmental Protection andthe U.S: Geolog- 

cal Surve; conducted the third year go Re fhe MGS continued Gristal way ofa plamaed & year assessment of the geo Sremeteet ete Stags itt iy eeeand etry, yield, and water quality of significant 
US. Nudes Reguletoey Chenuniclon aquifers. Other cooperative projects with 

. : the USGS included a comparative hydrolog- NRO). This multidisciplinary project found i-"snatysis of an undisturbed peat deposi evidence for modern faults in marine sedi- a4 one from which peat is being extraction 
ments by seismic reflection profiling and and initiation of an interstate aquifer study documented the long-term rate of subsid- Cf the upper Saco River Valley. Mapping of 
ence and/or sea level rise by coring salt freshwater wetlands in organized townships marshes. The Marine Geology Division in was completed in 1983, 
addition to conducting the NRC-sponsored During 1983, the MGS released 18 open- seismic reflection profiling began to map file maps and reports. The Cartographic 
offshore sand and gravel deposits by seismic Division spent most of 1983 preparing the 
profiling and bottom sampling. new 1:500,000 State bedrock and surficial 

The MGS continued to monitor earth- geologic maps for color printing. Black and quake activity in cooperation with Weston white open-file versions of these maps will Observatory and the Maine Bureau of Civil be available in early 1984. Additional infor- Emergency Preparedness. A map was com- mation may be obtained from the Maine piled showing the dates, locations, and mag- Geological Survey, State House Station No. 
nitude of Maine earthquakes during the 22, Augusta, ME 04333, telephone 207-289- 
period of 1975-83. 2801. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS: ture brick and was marketed primarily in- 
“3 state. In 1983, mining of clay for use in Cement.—Production at the State’s only Gement manufacture in Knox County was 

cement plant in Thomaston resumed in Giccontinucd 
March following purchase of the operation “" Garnet.—Maine ranked second national- 
by Cianbro from Martin Marietta for about ty in garnet production. Industrial Garnet $10 million. Subsequently, the plant was Extractives Inc. (IGE), West Paris, was one bought by the Passamaquoddy Indians with of the four garnet producers in the United a leaseback agreement in which Cianbro States; two companies mined garnet in New continued operation and management of York, and another, in Idaho. In 1983, the 
the facility. United States again accounted for about 

In 1983, shipments of portland cement 75, of the world’s garnet output. Individu- 
declined 38% and masonry cement 44% 3} company and State data are proprietary; compared with that of 1982. Future produc- total garnet sold or used by domestic pro. tion at the 400,000.short-ton-per-year coal- Gucers for the past 5 years is given below, fired, wet-process plant was estimated at 
200,000 tons based on 1983 demand.+ 
Clays.—Output increased about 6,000 ‘Year Reansity, Value 

tons in 1983 compared with 1982 production —_____‘borttons)_(thousands of 87,000 tons. Morin Brick Co., with pits in tomas gane Androscoggin and Cumberland Counties, 198---------- > eS S20 
and Royal River Brick Co. Inc., witha pit in 1982.---__---_-- 1 26,660 5549 Cumberland County, accounted for all the | 198-------- see! Leas Baie production. The clay was used to manufac-
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In 1988, IGE reported a significant in- the Synthetic Fuels Corp. funding in the 
crease in production; shipments have in- U.S. Congress left the project on hold at 
creased each year since the company began yearend. 
operations in 1979. Completion of a mill Perlite (Expanded).—Chemrock Corp. 
modernization and expansion project, along expanded perlite at Rockland, Knox Coun- 
with improved demand, contributed to ty. Crude perlite shipped by rail from New IGE’s strong performance in 1983. Mexico was expanded and sold for use as a 

IGE mined garnet at its quarry in Range- filter aid. Maine was one of two New Eng- 
ley, Franklin County, about 65 miles from land States that produced expanded perlite 
the West Paris mill in Oxford County. After in 1983; Massachusetts was the other. processing, the garnet was marketed as a Sand and Gravel—Construction sand 
nonskid, wear-resistant, surface coating. A and gravel production is surveyed by the ’ ages U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered garnet containing utility grit was sold for Ie Heine Hie eee 
use in sandblasting and water filtration. Jenks \on'y; tberefore; ais chapter. contains: 
Gem Stones.—Maine ranked fourth na- My estimates for 1983. Data for odd- tionally in the value of gem stones and Tumbered years are based on annual com- 
ne ae yelne Sc Be. pany estimates made before yearend 
mineral specimens sold commercially. "Construction sand and gravel production 

Peat.--In 1983, three companies_one in in “Maine in the 1980's continued on a Waldo County and two in Washington Gownward trend. Estimated production in 
County—mined peat. Peat production and 1983 decreased by 1.9 million tons or about 
value data are proprietary. 28% compared with that of 1982. The 4.8 

In 1982, two companies—United States million tons produced in 1983 represented Peat Co. and Signal Cleanfuels Inc. (former- the lowest output since 1950, Average annu- 
ly Wheelabrator-Frye Inc.)— announced aj production of construction sand and grav- 
plans to mine peat, which was expected to el in Maine in the 1960's was 13 million 
add significantly to the State's output. How- tons; in the 1970's, 10.9 million tons; and in 
ever, U.S. Peat’s plans to mine the Saco the first 4 years of the 1980's, 6.5 million 
Heath in York County were delayed when tons. The past 5 years’ totals are given 
the firm was unable to establish that a peat _ below: 
mining permit acquired with purchase of 
the bog remained valid for the scale of: $< ———_______ 
operation intended. As a result, the firm Year Geounand Valve, Nalae 
was expected to submit a reclamation plan, short tons) (hous! = 
financial and technical capability state- jo7y ~ apa gone $186 
ments, and an environmentally sound min- 1880 -77>2~> aos tess 221 
ing plan for review by the Department of 38° ------ gio He4OR ee 
Environmental Protection. 1989" 500 tton 25 

Signal planned to mine the Sunkhaze and —S> 
Chemo Bogs in Penobscot County. The $90 = 
million project involved processing peat for _ Historically, sand and gravel production use as a heating fuel and was contingent was reported from all 16 counties in the 
upon receiving financial assistance and State. During the past few years, leading 
price supports from the U.S. Synthetic counties in output were Cumberland, Pe- 
Fuels Corp. The project received prelimi- nobscot, and York. 
nary approval in June, but attempts to cut 

Table 4.—Maine: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a ry 

Quantity Value Value Quantity Value Value ourand thou per’ Ghousand how per short tons) sands) foo shorttons) sands) fon 
Send 2762 $6360 $290 NA Na NA Gravel = ao supCSeSTETT TE dane “Be oat NA NA Na Sand and graval nprovessed) ~~ Tae ae 155 NA NA NA 

Totaloraverage 8701 IB 226480 $1240 2 
“Estimated. NA Not available 
‘Data do not add to otal shown because of independent rounding
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No industrial sand was mined in Maine. one quarry in Aroostook County, one in 
Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Kennebec County, and three in Knox 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered County. Sandstone was quarried at two sites 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. and traprock at one site in Cumberland 
The data’ for even-numbered years are County. Marl was produced at one quarry in 
based on annual company estimates made Aroostook County. 
before yearend. Dimension.—Mining of dimension stone 

Crushed.—Production dropped below 1 was resumed at two quarries in 1983. New 
million tons in 1983 for the first time in 20 England Stone Industries Inc. reopened the 
years and was the lowest total reported Crotch Island granite quarry near Stoning- 
since 1959. Output of 848,000 tons in 1983, a ton, Hancock County. After quarrying, the 
28% decline compared with that of 1982, pink granite was trucked to New England 
reflected the 38% drop in cement shipments Stone's cutting and polishing facilities in 
at the State’s only plant. Traditionally, Smithfield, RI. MaineNew Hampshire cement manufacturing has been one of the Granite Corp. reopened the Jonesboro red 
leading uses of stone in Maine. Since 1981, granite quarry in Washington County. 
the amount of the total stone production in 
Maine for use in cement manufacture ~sq..imsoxc °State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. decreased 63% compared with 1983 data. *State geoloit and Directo, Maine Geological Survey, 

Types of stone mined in the State in Augusta, ME " 
1983 were limestone, sandstone, traprock, «ge Bsieeting Geological Survey, Augusta, ME 
and marl. Limestone was produced at 

Table 5.—Principal producers 
commeaity and company ‘Address —‘Typoofaclivity ~~ ounty 
Cement: 
qylinnbro Dragon Cement Co! Thomaston, MEOH#61.. Quarryand plant. Kos. 
“"Korin Brick Co Mosher Ra Pitsandmills.... Androscoggin and 

~~~" Gorham, ME 04038 = ‘Cumberland. Royal River Brick Co.Ine =... Bow 38 Pitand mill... Cumberland Gray, ME 04099 Carnet: 
Tndustrial Garnet Extractives Inc Bor S6A. Mil... Oxford ‘West Paris, ME 04289 

Quarry. Franklin, Peat: 
‘Deer Hill Farms inc. Weeks Mills, ME 04961. Bog and plant Waldo Down Bast Peat Co-7~"~""~ Star Route sn =li> Washington Debiois, ME 04622 Pioneer Peat Moss Co -- Columbia Falls, ME a Do. ‘428 Perlite (expanded) 
‘Ghemrock Corp... End of age St. Plant------ Knox Nashville, #N 37208 Sand and gravel (construction ‘Gianbro Corp = BoxD Pits and plants Androseaggin, Franklin, Peed, ME 04967 Hancock: Oxford, 

Penabooot Somerset. Harry C.Crooker & Sons Inc RED.4,O\dBathRA. do ________ Lincoln and Sagadahoc. Brunswick, ME 04017 Genest Concrete Works Ine. Wilson St Pitand plant — York Sanford, ME 04073 Maine Department of Pransporta- August, ME 04383 Pitsand plants... Androscoggin, tion “Aroostook, Franklin 
Hancock, Oxford, enobocst, Somerset, Waldo, Washington, Tileon Ine -------------- Bon 200 <---do Cumberlands Penobacot, 4 Faleficld, ME 04997 ‘Somerset, York 

Crushed Blue Rock Industries 58 Main St. Queries and mill Cumberland and Kenne- ‘Westbrook, ME 04092 bee ‘The Cook Concrete Co... 960 Ocean Ave Quarry and mill Cumberland. Portland, ME G8103 Lane Construction Corp Box 02 Quarry. Aroostook. Preague Isle, ME 04769 Lime Products Corp... Bon 37 Quarries and mill _— Kanor. os Union, MB 04862 
Maine New Hampshire Box 207 wary. --- Washington 

Granite Corp. Milford, NH 03055 § one ‘New England Stone Providence Pite, ann-do en. Hancock. Industries Ine Sinithfild, RI 02017 
‘Also stone.





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Maryland Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By William A. Bonin‘ 

Maryland’s nonfuel mineral production construction sand and gravel, slag, common 
was valued at $199.4 million in 1983, a clay and shale, dimension stone, and lime. 
dramatic $27.9 million increase from that of Also produced were ball clay, industrial 
1982. Mineral commodity sales, which in- sand, and peat. Alumina, copper anode, and 
creased for the first time in the past 4 years, iron ore concentrate were shipped into the 
were 16% over 1982 levels and 3% over the State for the production of metals. Gypsum 
alltime high of $193 million reported in and vermiculite shipments were received 
1979. Production included crushed stone for further processing. Titanium dioxide 
and cement, which led the increases, and pigments were also manufactured. 

Table 1,—Nonfuel mineral production in Maryland* 

982 1988 
Mineral Vane ity ee 

tity - it _ ey 
Clays? enene+-------~ thousand short tons__ 405 $1,948 4s 81,747 

Gendeets er nee NA 2 NA 2 
Lime —_—- "777777 7TTTTIIIIIOT thousand short tons — 7 396 4 383, 
Peat —— ~~~ ~~~ 11 ~ as anen nee nn nen en nO % w 4 Ww 

Sand and gravel onstruction) = -2227° TTT Oooo doo 9720 32,886 *10,600-°37,800 
ne: 

Crushed ____________------------------do.--- "15,100 °73,500 19,284 80,429 
Dimedaioa 2 COONS ee ee eos 21.001 2 682, 

Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), and values indicated by 
wymbol Won Sco eo ce ee xx Yeng91 XX 78,366 

Mota aie cornme eae enaeeceveenesewresct ee xx "171,622 xX 199,409 

“Betimated. "Revised. NA Not availal Id to avoid disclosing com i ; value tnglodel wk “Coated alas Rye Nckapalncei as mnemine mpeg, Deriiay dat vm 
3Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
"Excludes ball clay; value included with ‘Combined value” figure. 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Maryland, by county* 
(Thousands) 

i et a 
County 2981 1982 Minerals ceodponl tn 10% 

“Allegany —--~~-------- Ww @ 
Anne Arundel —__----~-~ eo $7,485 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Baltimore* ___-------~ w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

Caroline... --.-.------- e -- 
Gerroll----=--2-===-- W W Cement, clays. Gentes Set ag See cee w W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Gharies --=77TTI=I==2 ° 4si6 Do. 
Dorchester -.-----~---- e Ww Do. 
Frederick -~_7-=-----== Ww W Cement, clays, lime, sand and gravel 

w Ww Sandand gravel construction, Garett senesene eae ‘and gravel (construction), peat 
TROT ene memo oe mees = Ww 509 Do. Pes 
Howard -...----~.----- w ® 
Kent.---2---------= 321 23. Clays. 
Montgomery ~_—_=~=~-—- 10,469 @ 

Prince Georges_-—-——— 196 11859 Sand and gravel (construction) clays. 
Queen Annes___--.~---~ Ww ea 
St Marys ----------=—- ® 816 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Washington__.....----~~ Ww W Cement, clays. 

Wicomico ~~ ------22 = eo W — Sandand gravel (construction). 
Worcester_-....~-----~ @) 1,168 Do. 
‘Undistributed®__________ 182,963 15,081, 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) 31,800, xX 
Stone Crashed _--=-- === x *13,500 

Dimension -_ ~~~... XX $1,001 

‘Total _--_.-...-. 115,455. 171,522 

SBetinnated: W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

"Icaiver, Somer, end Talbot Counties are not sted because na nonfuel mineral production was eperted, Canty 
distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981), and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State 

‘values shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” 
Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 

‘Includes Baltimore City. 
Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Maryland business activity 
a ars 

> ‘Change, 
ue yes pero 

Employment and labor force, annual average: 
‘Potal civilian labor forve =n -------------thousands.. 2165822008 416 
Unemployment-------7722222—2222222l222s2 dO 19007 149.0 “brs 

Employment (nonagricultural): 
Mina ee ee MeiwUecreEE lO LT 12 204 

Manufacturing” ~~-~--~7-772222222722;22=227de2~~ ert at 424 
Contract construction ~~~ 77727 TTTITIIIIIEITITT Tec 887 92 +90 
‘Transportation and public willis ~~ -—~—~~_~_722—>~de--== 848 860 414 
Wholovale and retail trade -— = 2-~222222727777777Taec TT 3973 aie 543 
Finanoe, insurance, real estate --_~~-7~-~-~------~--d0-~—— ‘a4 956 2 
Serviced cued se RESO ee aad 386.4 3989 432 

Government _~_~_-=_~_722~222222222222222T Lae 3898 3855, “a 

‘Total nonagricultural employment! __ _ ____------.--~-do____ 1,646.8 1,687.5, +25 
Personal income: 

Tol on ne eeeeeeeee eee oa ea == millions $5 BBO 414 
Berespiia oa-1-22c2222TZZTTTTIITIIIIITII agar fasta t62 

Construction activity: 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ——__—__—__.— 21,085, 87,530 +78.0 
Value ofnotresidential onstruction ------------v-~wnilliona «$9185 «$047.0 “431 
Value of State road contract awards —_________...._____do_-_~ $219.9 $250.1 413-7 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement ta and within the State ‘thousand short tons 1158 1s) 4191 

‘Nonfuel mineral production value: 
"otal rade mineral yaa == ——----—----------- illo STM SIR HS 

fue per eapita, resident population ---~--—--~~72=--~-- Ht 
Value persquarstmiles TP "a nataasecsclZtllll tego wide HITS 

Preliminary. 
‘includes bituminous coal and gas extraction. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, U‘S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
US’ Bureau of Mines.
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Trends and Developments.—The trend in disposal area to confine material dredged 
the overall State economy, like that of the from Baltimore Harbor and the access 
Nation, has been upward since the Decem- channel required over 300,000 tons of riprap 
ber 1982 bottoming of the 1981-82 recession. and 100,000 tons of smaller stone. The 
In Maryland, the number of private and tunnel required 500,000 cubic yards of con- 
public residential units authorized increas- crete and over 2,000,000 tons of aggregate. 
ed by 78%, while in the United States that Increased construction activity on the East- 
indicator increased by 59%. In the area of ern Shore of Maryland offset in part the 
private nonresidential construction, Mary- completion of the large supply contracts. land’s value increased by $285 million _ During the recovery of 1983, primary 
(89%), while that value across the Nation ™etal producers in Maryland only managed pre an their losses. In 1983, the State’s work increased by 8%. Also significant were the {0 Cut thelr loss ls noctoe dosiined 
increases in the value of State road contract 180° gon thot uf 1980) Bee er a Fi from that of 1982. About 4,000 employ- awards and the shipments of cement toand 22° oidiod in 1088, "Tine seston lone an 
within the State of Maryland, up 14% and iohs'in 1982. Employment in the fabricated 19%, respectively. And while total unem- Thotals sector fell by 5.5% for the same ployment dropped by 22%, employment in jeriod, with 500 workers losing jobs. In Serge conasrucian Sncresoel by 9. the 1982 1,500 fabricated metal workers were 

rs of eco! » the dled. 
Producers and processors of the State’s in- Despite the general economic recovery in dustrial minerals, whose fortunes are tied 1983, steel consumption in the capital goods 
to residential, heavy, and highway construc- markets of machinery, nonresidential con- 
Sons rebounded in all areas cis for lime struction, rail transportation, shipbuilding, 
production and dimension stone. and oil and gas remained severely de- 

Production of crushed stone increased by pressed, even below 1982 steel consumption 
28%. Portland cement shipments increased _Jevels, Demand in the automotive and other 
21%, and masonry cement shipments consumer durable markets increased dur- 
climbed by 28%, while value soared by 80%. ing the year, and several of the capital The production of common clay and shale goods markets showed signs of recovery 
and construction sand and gravel increased during the latter part of the year. Bethle- 
20% and 9%, respectively. Lime production hem Steel Corp. managed to cut its operat- 
remained essentially unchanged from 1982 _ ing losses from $812 million in 1982 to $81 
levels, while dimension stone fell by 62%. million in 1983 in basic steel operations, and 
Shipments of wallboard, like those of from $48 million in 1982 to $21 million in 

cement, extend well beyond the borders of 1983 in fabricating and other steel oper- 
Maryland, as shown by the 17% increase in ations. At Bethlehem Steel’s Sparrows the value of Maryland calcined gypsum for Point facility, pig iron production was down 
the manufacture of wallboard. In 1988, the ue Som the level of 1981 and 11% below 
Atlantic region experienced the largest gain : . in the consumption of portland and mason- __The depressed state of the domestic cop- ry cement, and the leading sales region for Pe? industry continued in 1983, as the wallboard products was the South Atlantic Sxcess world supply of copper: confined and region. Parts of these regions comprise the ‘™Ports of refined copper increased. Ken- : : necott Refining Corp., which operates a marketing area of Maryland’s four cement : 3 plants and its wallboard manufacturer. copper refinery and rod mill at Curtis Bay, ie r in 1988 helped Ut its total company losses from $189 

Pinon’ gerovery in 1983 helped mittion in 1982 to $91 million in 1983. For 
some of Maryland's industrial mineral pro- Kennecott’s refinery in Anne Arundel ducers ce an gore Unoes antes re County, which had been operating on a garding mn ~ reduced work schedule since January, poor age some buyers and developers, and a copper demand and unstable feed suppliers 
number of potential property sales in Mary- Jed to closing the refinery in mid-July. The tend mere ae by sewer moratoriums refinery had depended heavily on blister and building restrictions. from the company’s Ray Mines Division 

The Arundel Corp. completed two un- smelter in Hades, AZ, which had been 
usually large supply contracts for construc- shut since May 1982. This recently modern- tion material in early 1988—stone for the _ ized cast rod mill was kept open at a sharply Hart and Miller Island Project and concrete reduced rate in order to meet customer for the Fort McHenry Tunnel. The dike demand.
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In primary metals production, one of the Plain Province and commodity studies on 
most positive responses to the general eco- mineral resources statewide. Work on the 
nomic recovery came from the aluminum Marlboro clay and the commodity studies of 
industry, as apparent total consumption sand and gravel and carbonate rocks will be 
increased significantly in 1983 compared to completed prior to 1989. 
the previous 3 years. Potlines, which contin- __ The Avondale Research Center, 1 of 10 
uued to be closed in the first quarter, were U.S. Bureau of Mines research facilities, is 
restarted as the building and transportation located near Washington, DC, in Prince 
industries recovered and the packaging in- Georges County. Technology developed at 
dustry demand remained high. At the East- the Center was recently proved effective in 
alco Aluminum Co. in Frederick, the pro- Protecting turbine blades against prema- 
duction rate on July 1 had dropped to ture pai ue to a lack of oe resist 
182,000 tons per year, the lowest level since ance. The Bureaus titanium dil taro, 1976, By yearend, the plant was operating ines, second only to diamonds in hardness, 
at 90% capacity and full production levels niques MEE: OF. Cerca e 
were anticipated in early 1984, Production Pace gas Oeeanborie: Commsreeo=Tie 
in 1983 was 7% below 1982 levels and about D f Port of Baltimore experienced an almost 22% below the production levels of 1979-81. Seana Serene’ i 

Legislation and Government Pro- "ecord year in the important shipping cate~ wae iThe Marvland Geolocieel Survey, 89rY of container traffic, while having one 
Brains, — tne Le Deastnent CER, 2 a of its worst years in the export of coal and 
an agency of the Depart ted tesemch i Brains, down 41.5% and 52.7%, respectively, 
Resources, conducted applied research in from 1982 levels. The worldwide demand for 
os foe eee sn) cauee coal has diminished, and the flow of grain 
a P : e United States, ‘hole, to tures of $1.9 million in fiscal year 1983 were [hohe Unied States. as 8. wales to 
paige Pasa hee toes aaa 67% 1988. About 47,000 tons of coke Gneluding 
was , 19% trol ke, pitch, and asphalt) was funds, 4.5% was Federal funds, and 9.5%  Eyported in 1988, down 118% irom 1989 
was panies em pe mineral Te Jevels. Import trade in fertilizer and fertiliz- sources aspects of the program include map- er materials totaled 265,042 tons, up 42.1% 
ping of present and potential resources and from 1982. Less than 5,000 tons was expor- mined land, minerals zoning, and monitor- ted. 
ing the current extraction of minerals. A Import trade of nonfuel mineral commod- 

bookte palling oer of J ities in 1983 included iron ore, manganese 
and a leaflet, “Gold in Maryland,” were ore, miscellaneous ores and concentrates 
published by the Survey. Maps showing (including chrome ore), ferroalloys, salt, 
lands for potential mineral resources devel-_ gypsum, bauxite, and clay. Of these, manga- 
‘opment for the six western counties were nese ore, ferroalloys, gypsum, and bauxite 
published through a grant from the US. increased from 1982 levels, The import 
Geological Survey. Of further interest tothe trade of mineral commodities in short tons 
State's nonfuel minerals industry were at the Port of Baltimore since 1981, as 
studies to be initiated in 1984: geomorphic published by the Maryland Port Adminis- 
studies on the Marlboro clay of the Coastal _ tration, was as follows: 

Commodity tse 1982 Shange ges Change, 

Tron ore - ----------------------- 6010999 Sua -a59 gama 119 Manganese ore’ 77~""~~~ coccrecccccocee “aga “orbs = <oas “soteoo © iz Miscellaneous ores aid concentrates includingehrome-————- 180411 136912 “Bd gu ans Fervealiays--- ences nse —, oT es te STS Bee TTSTTTTTIIIIIOOIILIICOOOOOIII «ew oma Hees | Te Gypwamo=DTTTTTTTTTTILLIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII gosta sie'sss «tks eats flee Butaite samara ws8968 Tagen “ao hess hand Gage rSEROaTSS Gis Bepego ee TE icy ant Residual fuel ofl ~~~ ~=~~ === TIIIIIIIC seme e's ABE soetoss «= G8 Petroleum, crude and partly refined” ~~ ~~ Teoee 56288 “359 Tabest 888 Miscellaneous petroleum products ——-=___a7-----_2_ 20684 “SubOS “eet GOT BSS 

‘There continued to be no export trade in: mineral commodities.
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS SCM Corp. Glidden Pigments Group 

Cement.—Lehigh Portiand Cement Co. at Bee ean he amines hae 
Union Bridge and Lone Star Cement Inc. at sulfuric acid effluent water resulting from 
Hagerstown produced both portland and its production of titanium dioxide pigments. 
masonry cement. Coplay Cement Co. at ty 1983, for the second year, he US. 
Lime Kiln continued to produce only port- Gypsum plant blended into its flow iheet 

land cement. In November 1982, Genstar ¢ensiderable fe f ; rember TUas, Gens quantities of this chemical 
Stone Products Co. discontinued its grind- fy osum in its manufacture of wallboard 
ing operation and the manufacture of ma- (ithough this technology has been avail 

sonry cement at its ready-mix conerete Zhlo and in use in Japan and Europe, US 
plant in Frederick. From 1982 to 1988, ¥ .tboard producers eavs basa relwceane to 
portland cement shipments increased 27% ith i materials be “alin, reine 
and value increased 21%. Concurrently, UPSset their moteriais handling. equipment 
masonry cement shipments increased 28% Ge stich a high-moisture chemical prectpe 
while value soared by 80%. In spite of these ‘ “ . 
gains, Atlantic Cement Co. Ine. continued to wLime-—S. W. Barrick & Sone Tne. at its 
experience weak demand for slag cement boro plant in Frederick County pro- 
preduced at its new Sparrows Point plant. duced industrial and agricultural lime as 

Clays and Shale—Common clay and Well as crushed limestone. Production and 
shale were mined by five companies at Value of lime remained essentially un- 
seven pits in Carroll, Frederick, Prince changed over 1982 levels at 7,000 short tons 

Goorges, and Washington Counties for the 284 $883,000. Both quicklime and hydrated 
production of expanded shale, and the man- lime were produced. The hydrate comprised 
tufacture of face and common bricks and 55%. of production and 70% of value. 
portland cement. Production totaled 484,000 Barrick is the State’s only producer. — 
tons, up 19.5% from 1982 levels. Value ,,Peat—Garrett County . Processing | & 
increased to $1.7 million, up 30% from $1.3 Packaging Corp. mined reed-sedge and hu- 
million in 1982. Recovery of the construc- ™uS peat near the town of Accident in the 
tion industry during the year spurred the Western corner of the State. About 85% of 
impressive gains in the production of com- the peat was sold in bulk for agricultural 
mon clay and shale. The Chestertown Brick Purposes. The remainder was packaged and 
Co. Ine. in Kent County, which discontinued S0ld as a soil conditioner under the trade 
brick manufacturing operations in August ame “Free State Peat.” Garrett is the 
1982 owing to weak demand and high ener- State's sole producer of peat. In May, the 
gy costs, remained idle throughout 1983, company made the top bid for an additional 
The company had manufactured face brick, bog at an estate auction. It paid $275,000 for 

During the year, Kaiser Aluminum & the 470 acres, which contains the 75-acre 
Chemical Corp. was selling its refractory bog. Only the peat company and the Nature 
plant in Frostburg. The clay and high- Conservancy were in the bidding after the 
alumina plant had been serving as a distri- last coal company dropped out at $200,000. 
bution point for the company’s eastern mar- _ Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 

kets. struction sand and gravel production is 
Ball clay was produced by Cyprus Indus- surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 

trial Minerals Co. at its operation 5 miles even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
northeast of Baltimore on Route 46. Major chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
end uses of the ball clay were in the man- ‘The data for odd-numbered years are based 
ufacture of floor and wall tiles, ceramics, on annual company estimates made before 
and sanitary ware. Maryland is one of six yearend. 
ball clay producing States. Recovery of the Based on these preliminary estimates, 
housing industry during 1988 aided impres- production increased 9% while value in- 

sive gains in ball clay production. creased 17% over 1982 levels. These in- 
Gypsum (Calcined).—Crude gypsum im- creases compare favorably with U.S. totals, 

ported from Nova Scotia and New Bruns- where production and value increased 10% 
wick, Canada, was calcined by both Nation- and 16%, respectively. 
al Gypsum Co. and United States Gypsum Within the construction sand and gravel 
Co, at facilities in Baltimore for manufac- industry, the following were noteworthy 
ture of wallboard. Production increased 6% developments in 1983: 
over 1982 levels, while value increased 17%. In Cecil County, York Building Products
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Co. Ine. sought approval to mine sand and roadway would be lowered an average of 15 
gravel from beneath Racine School Road feet and nearly 30 feet in some spots. York 
and an adjacent 800-acre property south of is one of Maryland’s principal producers of 
Racine School Road on Elk Neck while 2,500 sand and gravel. 
feet of the roadway is temporarily relo- — In Charles County, B. F. Asher Co. Inc,, a 
cated. Approval was sought by way of a sand and gravel producer, wanted its load 
modification to a special exception that limit increased from 30 to 50 loads per day 
York was granted in April 1981 to mine 607 and its workday increased by 1-1/2 hours to 
acres on the north side of Racine School meet increased orders for construction ma- 
Road. York began mining that property in terials. Asher also requested a special zon- 
the fall of 1982 after the Maryland Court of ing exception to mine sand and gravel on a 
Special Appeals had affirmed the Cecil 19-acre portion of its 113-acre tract fronting 
County Board of Appeals decision. York on Oaks Road. Both requests were opposed 
proposed to shift Racine School Road 300 by the Oaks Road Citizen Association. 
feet south while the materials are mined. _ Industrial—Harford Sands Inc. the 
Once mining is completed, that portion of State’s sole producer of industrial sands, 
the road would be replaced to its original continued operations in Magnolia. 
position and repaved at York’s expense. The 

‘Table 4.—Maryland: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
158 oy 

juantity ‘al lue tity, falue Talue ist tne ger iio ee ae foot ands) Ton SBOE ands) ton 

ited ier men rramenion maminarenninnmerer meen 5,517 $18,977 $3.44 NA NA NA Seicccccctscccccstteceeeaccccee ss SSL 
‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed)___ _ -----.-~----- 979 2,079 212 NA NA NA 

SS ER nen ee 
“Batimated, NA Not available 

Slag, Iron and Steel—The Maryland marketing of steel slag processed by C. J. 
Slag Co, a wholly owned subsidiary of Langenfelder & Sons Inc. at Bethlehem 
Arundel, operated under an agreement Steel's Sparrows Point Plant. 
with Bethlehem Steel at Bethlehem Steel’s _ Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
Sparrows Point Plant. Maryland Slag the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
received molten iron slag from Bethlehem years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
Steel’s blast furnaces and then processed Data for even-numbered years are based on 
and marketed this slag in the form of annual company estimates made before 
construction aggregates. In recent years, yearend. 
the amount of blast furnace slag recovered Crushed.—In 1983, 20 companies oper- 
by Maryland Slag declined substantially ated 29 quarries in 10 of Maryland’s 23 
due to a reduction in the production of slag counties and produced 19.3 million tons of 
available to the company and to cutbacks in crushed stone valued at $80.4 million. Pro- 
steel production. Since March 1982, the slag duction increased by 4.2 million tons (28%) 
produced at Bethlehem Steel’s Giant “L’ from that of 1982, while value increased by 
blast furnace has gone directly to the new $6.9 million (9.4%). The average value per 
800,000-ton-per-year water-granulated slag ton fell by 70 cents to $4.17. At 5.6 million 
cement plant of Atlantic Cement. As a tons, Baltimore County was the leading 
replacement for cement, ground-granulated producer in Maryland. Over 90% of ship- 
blast furnace slag offers a savings in the ments were by truck, 3.5% were by water- 
energy required to manufacture cement way from Harford County, and a small 
clinker. Compared to 1981 and 1982 figures, amount was shipped by rail from Washing- 
production of iron slag remained essentially ton County. A total of 60% of the material 
unchanged, However, when compgred to was crushed from marble and metalime- 
1982, value increased by 170%. stone, 20% was from limestone, 10% was 

In’ 1983, Arundel entered into an agree- from granites and gneiss, and 10% was from 
ment to serve as exclusive distributor in the sandstone, traprock, quartzite, and other
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metamorphic rock types. C. J. Langenfelder laneous uses. Genstar recently introduced 
& Sons crushed oystershells dredged from _ new grades of specialty-type products aimed 
Chesapeake Bay for use as aggregate and at specific end uses—stearate-coated grades 
poultry grit. for the plastics industry and an ultrafine 

Genstar, the States’s largest producer of product for the paint and paper industries, 
crushed stone and 1 of the top 10 U.S. Genstar, in a joint venture with Anglo- 
producers, completed installation of a new American Corp., processes and markets the 
$12 million processing plant at its Frederick ultrafines from the zone of high-purity, 
limestone quarry that will increase capacity white calcite marble. 
from 450 tons to 1,000 tons per hour. The Another Maryland crushed stone produc- 
new plant uses a computerized process con- er, D. M. Stoltzfus & Son, has upgraded 
trol system. crushing and processing capacity. At the 

Genstar also operates a white calcite 300-ton-per-hour Conowingo plant in Har- 
quarry at Texas some 15 miles north of ford County, the production crew can meet. 
Baltimore. The quarry is located within a State specifications for materials up to 1- 
mile-wide band of the Cockeysville marble. 1/2-inch maximum size simply by changing 
The layered marble member is mined by deck panels in a parallel three-deck final 
surface and underground methods and is screening station. Limestone is drawn from 
Processed on-site for its high-purity calcium a 100-acre quarry on the Pennsylvania 
carbonate. The product lines for application State line. In addition to the immediate 40- 
as fillers are marketed throughout the East- mile market area, the product is shipped to 
ern United States and Canada. Approxi- Virginia, New Jersey, and Delaware. The 
mately 30% of production goes into paint Conowingo facility, on-line since March 
and coatings, 40% into a variety of plastic = 1979, is one of six corporate plants in 
end uses, and 30% into paper coatings, operation. 
caulks and sealants, adhesives, and miscel- 

Table 5.—Maryland: Crushed stone' sold or used by producers, in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ig Vn ty Valve Coarse aggregate (+14 Macatee eee 18D Riprap and ety tone aE 306s Coase asgresnt, graded Concrete sguregate, course = enn 28M OB 
Bleinmu race tstan: aprile ~—2-=2a2-a2-asaseasesnsaso, Eondnalints co Or ERTS Aa saeco erae ee aR ing aggregate 3/8 incr Stone sand conte nn Stone sand; bituminous aicor seal =——WWW77777TTTTIIIIIIIIITTTITIazz: Coarse and fine sssregste 
eemedined eqaudag'e CocSoSeoTIeroTcsecesssrococcrtieesrsad Aa Grther ron or flr westg~—~~"“TTTTITIIIITITIIIIITITaa SR Cheial and metallurgical Gems mantfactute men niin OG AB Lime manufacture ---7777772222TITIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIazzzccccccaet 
I ga rmnpmancressnmannacnne Gee wenn nn---==--___ 1,099 12,190 

Total one nnn 9 ten mmernnenseetenreneene Oa Hosudes mab metlinesions, granite ei sepdstne, quart bel, rprock and micllancous sone 2 cultural Kmestone other agricul it and mineral fovd filter stone, fox stone, mine duting oF abd water treatment, pha llers or extenieoy whiting or whiting beacon thee Mle ot is Screening (ondesignated), and wes not specie SData donot add to totals shown becate of independent rounding 

Dimension.—In 1983, eight companies op- veneer were produced. Of the total pro- 
erating eight separate quarries produced duction, 70% was granite gneiss and 30% 
12,193 tons of dimension stone valued at was quartzite and sandstone. Granite 
$682,000. Production fell 62% from 1982 gneiss was produced in Montgomery Coun- 
levels, while value decreased 32%. Irreg- ty, quartzite was produced in Baltimore and 
ular shaped stone, cut stone, rough blocks, Howard Counties, and a small amount of 
flagging, and a small amount of house stone _ sandstone was produced in Garrett County.
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Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—The Construe- Telegraph Co. (AT&T) reduced the work 
tion Products Div. of W. R. Grace & Co. at force at its Baltimore Works by over 1,300 
Muirkirk in Prince Georges County ex- because of decreased demand for the facili- 
foliated South Carolina-mined vermiculite. _ty’s output of copper communications cable. 
Most of the production was used in insulat- Increased use of fiber-optic transmission 
ing fill and Monokote fireproofing. Sales systems and other technology that increases 
value increased 3% from that of 1982. the capacity of copper wire was cited by 

AT&T as causing the reduced demand, The 
METALS plant, built in 1920, employed about 3,500 

; workers at yearend, 
Fe ean ne aenete ttmet Aenines _ Steel—Bethlehem Steel signed financial | 
Corp. The acquisition gave Alumax full 8teements and began site preparation at | 
ownership of Bastalco in Frederick. At mid- Yearend for the construction of the 29 | 
year, production of primary aluminum at guillonton-peryear continuous caster at Bastaleo had dropped to 75% of capacity, SParrows Point. Startup is scheduled for 
the lowest level since 1976, By yearend, January 1986. Under the financing agree- 
however, production had climbed to 90%, ™ent, Bethlehem Steel will lease the “con- 
960 employees were working full-time, and C@Ster” with payments based on steel pro- none were on layoff, Normal production at duction. New desulfurization stations and 
full capacity is 176,000 short tons annually. "ew ladle metallurgy treatment facilities to 

Kaiser discontinued production at its be completed in early 1984 were also being 
heavy-press extrusion plant in Halethorpe installed to improve steel quality by reduc- at yearend. The plant was closed because its ing sulfur and enhancing internal cleanli- 
costs were not competitive with those of Ress. The company stopped manufacturing 
other hard alloy extrusion plants. The com- Pipe at Sparrows Point with the shutdown 
pany could not reach agreement with the of the two mills that had been operating on 
Union on contract modifications regarding & limited basis for several months. Wire and 
wage and benefit concessions. The plant's 75 nail manufacturing operations were also 
hourly workers were laid off, and its 35 shutdown during the year. In the second 
salaried workers had their jobs terminated _half of the year, the company began phasing 
or were transferred. The Halethorpe facility ut its tin mill operation at Burns Harbor, 
supplied aluminum extruded materials to IN; it will concentrate tin-plate production 
the aircraft, aerospace, and transportation at Sparrows Point. 
industries. Kaiser's remaining extrusion _ Armco Inc. began operations at the new 
plants are located in Dolton, IL, Newark, rotary forge complex at its Baltimore stain- 
OH, Los Angeles, CA, Sherman, TX, and less steel division. The project, including a 
Toronto, Canada. In June 1983, Kaiser horizontal continuous caster, came on- 
closed its Woodbury, NY, extrusion plant. stream at yearend. The Baltimore Works, 

An aluminum beverage bottle, anew type the company’s main stainless steel plant, 
of recyclable container, was manufactured Produces ingots, billets, bars, rods, and wire 
on a pilot line in Baltimore. The container Products. 
is resealable and can be filled by conven- _ Eastern Stainless Steel Corp. (ESS), Balti- 
tional bottling machinery. more, became the first domestic company to 

Copper.—Refining operations at Ken- produce “duplex” stainless steel plate. Du- 
necott, Curtis Bay, were shut down at mid- plex, containing 22% chromium, 5% nickel, 
year because of depressed copper industry and 3.5% molybdenum, offers a good combi- 
‘conditions and a lack of raw material avail- nation of corrosion resistance and strength. 
ability. About 175 hourly and salaried work- ESS produces flat-rolied stainless steel 
ers were laid off. Copper refinery opera- products and is the country’s largest stain- 
tions were maintained on a standby basis less steel plate producer. During 1983, it 
throughout the remainder of the year; con- operated at a capacity utilization rate of 
tinuous cast rod operation continued, using 45% to 60%. The company generally uses 
cathodes from inventory at Kennecott’s scrap stainless steel to produce new stain- 
Utah operations. Prior to its shutdown, the less steel. 
refinery had been processing primarily toll _ Titanium Dioxide (Pigments)—The SCM 
material, having lost its supply from Ken- Glidden Pigments Group plant in Baltimore 
necott's Hayden, AZ, smelter, and had been continued to produce titanium dioxide pig- 
ona reduced work schedule since January. _ ments for use in paints, varnishes, lacquers, 

During 1983, American Telephone & paper, and plastics. The plant’s pigment
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capacity is 66,000 tons per year by the capacity of 185,000 tons (20% of U.S. capaci- 
sulfate process and 42,000 tons per year by ty). U.S. production and consumption of 

the chloride process. titanium dioxide pigments were 760,000 
SCM also operated a 42,000-ton-per-year tons and 851,000 tons, respectively—20% 

chloride-process plant in Ashtabula, OH, and 19% higher than 1982 levels. Consump- 
and, following a Federal Trade Commission tion of titanium dioxide pigments rose to a 
decision not to oppose the acquisition, new peak, mainly because of recovery in the 
purchased for $48 million a 35,000-ton-per- homebuilding industry. Domestic uses in 
year sulfate-process plant at Ashtabula 1988 were in paints (48%), paper (27%), 
from Gulf + Western Industries Inc. SCM plastics (18%), rubber (8%), ceramics (1%), 
plans to spend $20 million to convert the and other applications (8%). 
plant to its chloride process. SCM ended the §—_____— 
year with a total annual titanium dioxide ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 

Table 6—Principal producers 
pn 

Commodity and company ‘Address "Type of activity County 
‘Aluminum: 

Fastalco Aluminum Co 5601 Manor Woode Ra. Reduction plant Frederick. 
Frederick, MD 21701 

coment: 
Tei tian agen 

Coplay Cement Co'——-—--= Time Kiln, Box b. plant. 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Portland and masonry 
‘Lehigh Portland Cement Co.2? Box L oon Bin sae. Carroll. 

‘Union Bridge, MD 21791 
Lone Star Cement Inc.1_.-.- Box 650 —---do...-- Washington. 

Hagerstown, MD 21740 
tage 

" GyBrus Industrial Minerals Co, 9420 Pulaski High Pitand plant Baltimor rus Industrial Minerals Co, lash Highw it and plant —— re. 
*Gyprus Mines Corp. Baltimore, MD 51220" ® 

Box 188 
White Marsh, MD 21162 

Common cay: Baltimore Brick Co... 9801 Rocky Ridge Ra. wanedo n= Frederick 
ooky Ridge, Mb 2171s 

Lehigh Portland Cement Co. Bor Pits and plant — Carroll and Union Bridge, MD 21791 Frederick 
Victor Coshwa & Sons Ine... Glesrapring Ra. & Route 68N Pits. Washington. 

Box 160, ‘Williamsport, MD 21795 
corRefinecott Refining Corp —-----  Kenbo RA. Refinery-.-- Anne Arundel 

Cartas Bay, MD 21226 Box 3407 Baltimore, MD 21296 
OB ypraduet: 'SCM Corp, Glidden Pigments 3901 Glidden R4. Plant_---- Baltimore. 

‘Group, Baltimore, MD 21226 Caleined: ‘National Gypsum Co, Gold 2901 South Newkirk St weno Do. 
Bond Building Products. Baltimore, MD 21224 United States Qpsum Co 5H Quarantine Ra alesse Do. 

Box dat Baltimore, MD 21226, 
Tron and steel: 

"Armco ine .-—------------ 3501 East Biddle St. Mill etainless Do. 
Box 1697 steel Baltimore, MD 21208, 

Bethlchem Steel Corp __------ Sparrows Point, MD 21219. Mill —_-____ Do. 
ister Stainless Stel Go_~--—— 0 Rollng MRA wen ado 22> De. 

Dundalk, 21222 Box 1975 Lime Baltimore, MD 21208 
SW. Barrick & Sonsinc!_____Woodsboro, MD 21708 Quarry and Frederick. 

plant Peat 
“Garrett County Processing &Pack- RFD1 Boge------- Garrett 

ing Corp. Accident, MD 21520 
‘Sand and gravel: “Conetrcion (1982) ‘Charles County Sand & Gravel Waldorf Industrial Center Pitsand plants. Anne Arundel, 

Go. Ine. Box 518 Charles, St Waldorf, MD 20601 Marys. 
See footnotes at end of table. :
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Table 6.—Principal producers —Continued 
i Commodity and company Riles Type of activty County 

Sand and gravel —Continued ‘Gonstction 982) —Continved 
Genstar Stone Products Co-Executive Plaza ¢ Pitsand plants. Anne Arundel 

TSS) Mcdormick Ra, ‘and allcnore 
Hint Valley, MD 2103 

J.B. Owens tL _-.------ B88 Upper Pindell Rd Pit ankrun).. Anne Arundel. 
Lothians MD 20800 

‘York Building ProductsCo. «910014 Philadelphia Ra. Pits and plants Ceci 
ats ‘Aberdeen, MD 21001 

Industral Harford Sandstne!=------ Boe25 weno a= Harford 
afer Seco WO Fort Hoyle Rd. Sopra: MD 2085 

Sing 
“atlantic Cement Co. Ine... Box 6687 Plant------- Do 

Bparrows Point, MD 21219 
sattandSlago--------  SpMOWE PORE MD HEI. don 
eel 6.5. Langenfelder & SonsIne._ $427 Pulaski High Eesaezsse - De 

angente Baltimore MDE 
stone: rushed: “PRS arundel Corp-------- 10 West Ra. Quarriesand Baltimore, 

Battroore, MD 21204 plants rower 
Genstar Stone ProductsCo Executive Plaza 4 <---to 2. Baltimore, 

Tiis0 McCormick Ra, ‘Caroll, Hunt Valley MD 21031 frederick, 
Rockrille Crushed Stone Box 407 Quarryand —_Monigoae ville Crushed Stone Ine. Box jeary a eatgorery 

15800 Piney Mectinghouse Ra, lant. 
os Rockville, MD 20850 g 

mension: GutlerArterafStone Corp 1611 St, Paul St cede ne Baltimore 
Hampeioe, MD 210% 

Picirli Queries -.----- Hab Marriotaville Ba _--lo ==. Howard 
sehanta Marti, M214 ‘ : 

eyhurst Quarries... Bow 4409, aa ao =.= Montgomery. 
S101 River Ra en 
Bethesda, MD 20817 

‘Titanium dioxide (pigments: Sear Carp, Ghdden Pigments 3901 Glidden Ra, Chemical plant. altimore 
Group. Baltimore, MD 21225 

Verh Grace Cos Const $49 Con coorges race Cos Construction 12840 Conway Ra Plant.-.---- Prince Georges. 
Products Div. Bolte, MB 27105 Prema ie Baltes eG 

“Also crashed stone ZAlso common clay and shale *Als calcite. ‘Aloo constriction sand and grave



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Quality, Office of the State Geologist, for collecting information on all 
nonfuel minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser’ and Joseph A. Sinnott? 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production increases in both production and unit 
in Massachusetts in 1983 was $95.7 million, prices. Output of clays, lime, and crushed 
an increase of $6.4 million compared with stone increased compared with that of 1982, 
that of 1982. The $95.7 million in value of but sand and gravel output decreased. A 61- 
mineral production for the State is a record cent-per-ton increase in the value of sand 
high, surpassing the 1981 total of $94.7 and gravel offset a 1.6-million-ton decline in 

million. production. 
‘The increased value in 1983 resulted from 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Massachusetts* 
mr ES secre 1082 Ts 

Mineral — a ae Quantity yale, Quantity @nyernnds) 

Clays ——----------—-------- thousand short, tons. a0 sts a 1.208 
eri a seen Bale ie oon 
Sond-aad gravel 

‘Construction... ---------------------da.-.- 12,008 34,438 *10,400 *36,200 edits => =0T0TTIDTOTITITISIE TET To mo TIS W Ww 
Crud inioce ne soos eee eee. *6,900 33,500 7,740 36,002 
Dimension 77 _=_2~=~~2--ays2772 7 7aen22 eae st Toase 

Combined value of gem slones peat, and value indicated by 
i gu aan te ae Za x 2 xx___1016 

tal siscierwsay su apaumnpeteemine ta Xx aa02 XX 95675 
“Estimated _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included wit 
wo Me tM Me eget NE rite can rane nied wi 

‘Production as messured by mine shipments, sale, or marketable production (including consumption by produces) 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Massachusetts, by county? 
(Thousands) 

county =S*”*=<“—*‘s*~*;”*”:SNRSCS*‘“‘*‘*«‘aGRS”*«Mnealis produced im 1982 Cont ee aes Tn order of value 
Barnstable. ——---.----------~ @ $1,655 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Retshire 222 Scanen sues anos 922868 10,624 Lime, sand and gravel (onstruction. Bristol ~~ --~~27722==22== === Ww 2662 Sand'and gravel construction) Dunes SGD ESSUSUETEINESS IR a 2 ‘Do. 

Ene 00 = 21-22 20s 3.958 1 De, 
Frankly 2 STOnST oT SeSTEEESS 198, Ww Da Hampdenoo ono ene co W 2318 Do. Hampshire: 202 2257 TESST ne ET w ‘2 Do Mddleex 2226 2o0ec 0255500005 w W Send and gravel (construction), sand 

‘industria Nankoobellsn cciruooasnwncdl, @ ces 
Norfolk == 2722222222 222222 Ww W > Sond and gravel construction), clays. Bigot Ea SES EY SSBEOS 1,284 W_ Send and gravel construction), sand 

‘industrial clays. Suffolk 3,600 © 
Woxcenier 222 Sy SUSSTTETIIGS Ww W Sand and gravel construction), peat 

Undistributed* —______-_-------- 32,738 27,682 Sand and gravel Gnitrationy-~ = =~ 31,300 xX 
Greibed pe soos x 33,500 
Dimension _—~-~~722=22_=-- xX 91158 

LS 94,737 *89,302 

iptimnate 'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”. XX Not 

"iCounty distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; 
total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)" or “Stone.” 

Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
“Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Massachusetts business activity 
TTT asa, : 1982 eager Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: ‘Fotalciviian labor force's thousands 288810120 443 Unemployment.-- ~~~ 2222722227227 72 TTT 236.3 221.1 “a4 
Employment (nonagricultural 

pining So ane Se usu eae aes 9 9 $ Manufacturing ~~ ~7777777772222TIDTIIIIT Lasoo #36 6337 433 Contract construction — ~~ === 727DIIIIIIIIIIII ae oo 52 23108 ‘Transportation and publ wii ~~ ~1~-=22~2o22 Tae 1183 usd 42 
‘Wholesale and retail trade ~~~” ~~ ~~~~~==~==~=do-=== 585.0 6047 to Finance, insurance, real stata __-__~~~.72272~~2~doo=~ e535 1688 Ho Serviees_on =~ 7 = 2272s aa asad e335 e002 1 
Governmeaiic DDE, SUSLGELUETES NESSES Ege mas 3022 34 

‘Total nonagricultural employment. peneneee eden. 268826512 424 Personal income: 
Total wn --------------------------~ millions. $69,929 —§75,479 +80 Percapia co SOP SUE DEESTTGLIUE cece | BILBO yu Construction activity 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ——————_____ 15459 ope 4453 ‘Value of nonresidential construction--------- ~~~ millions go10 $1,050 F188 Value of State road contract awards =~ 2~~77777777777= Myo auto $188.0 “593 ‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

‘thousand short tons 1.028 1a +86 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value —.....________________~ millions__ $89.3 $95.7 +72 Value per eapita, resident population --~~--~=2=-22=---- = 315 a 4183 Value per square miles" = 7727 vv nate stot gua od 12 
Preliminary. 

RUSE US Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazin, and
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Trends and Developments.—Massachu- and gravel, and crushed stone annually 
setts again led the six-State New England accounts for nearly 90% of the State’s total 
region in the value of mineral production, value of mineral production. Production of 
accounting for 36% of the regional total in these commodities in 1983 changed about 
1983. Massachusetts dominant position in 10% or less based on the past 5 years’ 
mineral production in New England is re- averages with the exception of sand and 
flected in the data given in table 4. gravel, which declined about 20%. 

Output of clays, lime, construction sand 

Table 4.—Massachusetts: Position as a mineral producer in New England in 1983 
‘New England ‘Massa 

Commodity = iy chusetis 
Prgms Gitiend (cha 

ape eerctcrimeateen a sncscatse mene care acaceiarrar atts 4 1366 65, Lime 12222-72222 72222227TTTTTTTIE TTI 2 181 o 
SeGonmertcton a ee Fechiseal 2 05 TU ESSERE RE ESSE SUTTS RT 2 W i Stone a 6 193596 0 
‘Mimenteg 0 6 7245 21 

‘Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
1Bycludes New Hampshire. 
Excludes Maine and Rhode Island. 

Table 5.—Massachusetts: Production of selected commodities 
(Thousand short tons) 

Commodity 1919 198019811982 198s Average, 

GWtcenencmwenenteneenencncnenenneseen: St HO a gk Gime -2TT2S2TTTTLICTTIITIIIOIITTITIID ass de> moss 8 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) ---_..-.-.-.------- 16,105 18,925 *12,500 12,008 *10,400 18,107 

‘Stone (crushed)... -.----------~------- 8,586 7,816 7,997 °6,900 7,740 7108 

“Estimated. 

Legislation and Government Pro- environment. Funding for the projects to- 
grams.—The Massachusetts Office of the taled about $2.7 million. The Mining and 
State Geologist, Department of Environ- Mineral Resources and Research Institute 
mental Quality, continued cooperative pro- at the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo- 
grams with the U.S. Bureau of Mines and gy (MIT) in Cambridge, which was created 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) relating under title IIT of Public Law 95-87, received 
to the geology and mineral resources of the $850,000 in fiscal year 1983 for operations 
State. ‘The bedrock geologic map of Mas- and research from the U.S. Bureau of 
sachusetts (scale 1:250,000) was published in Mines. Reports completed in the past 2 
1983 through a cooperative program with years included “The Competitive Position of 
the USGS* The maps provide geologic the United States Copper Industry,”* ‘“Sol- 
guidelines for engineering studies for roads, ids Flow in a Recirculating Fluidized Bed,”* 
bridges, buildings, and other structures and and ‘Combined Stability-Deformation Anal- 
provide documented geologic data for envi- ysis for Rock Slopes in Open Pit and Strip 
ronmental and industrial development proj Mines.”* 
ects. Spire Corp., Bedford, and the U.S. Depart- 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines sponsored 20 ment of Energy (DOE) Solar Energy Re- 
contracts with Massachusetts research search Institute entered a 3-year, $3 million 
firms in 1983. Major projects included work project to develop and manufacture multi- 
to control noise and dust in the mining junction amorphous silicon alloy solar cells
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with a conversion efficiency of 18%. DOE Everett, received $20 million from DOE for 
funded 70% of the project with Spire shar- two projects aimed at increasing the use of 
ing the costs of the remaining 30% with coal. The projects included magnetohydro- 
Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, which paid dynamics research and development of a 
Spire about $360,000 to participate in the retrofit combustion system that converts 
project and for rights to segments of the oil-fired industrial or electric utility boilers 

technology. for coal use. 
‘Avco Everett Research Laboratory Inc., 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Corp., Lee, primarily produced hydrated 
| lime and minor quantities of quicklime. 

Abrasives.—Norton Co. continued manu- About 75% of the company’s outa was 
facturing nonmetallic crude artificial abra- sed for agricultural purposes and 25% by 
sives at its Worcester facilities. Output in the construction industry. 
1983 increased compared with that of 1982 Peat.—Reed- sedge peat was mined by 
as demand from the housing, furniture, and Sterling Peat Co. in Worcester County. The 
automobile industries improved. peat waa used mainly by greenhouse owners 

Washington Mills Abrasive Co. processed and landscapers. 
emery mined in New York at its North ~ Perlite (Expanded).—Whittemore Prod- 
Grafton plant. Most of the material was ucts Inc. expanded perlite shipped from 
marketed as a skid-resistant additive for New Mexico at its facility in Andover, Essex 
floors and pavements. County. The material was sold for light- 
Clays.—Output of common clay and weight aggregate, low-temperature insula- 

shale exceeded 200,000 tons for the fourth tion, cavity fill insulation, and horticultural 
consecutive year. In the 1970's, clay pro- aggregate. 
duction in Massachusetts averaged about Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
185,000 tons per year; in the first 4 years of struction sand and gravel production is 
the 1980’s, annual production averaged surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
about 230,000 tons. Continued demand from even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
the Boston area because of building and chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
construction, expansion, and renovation Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
projects provided a stable market for prod- annual company estimates made before 
ucts manufactured from clay. All three of yearend. 
the State’s clay producers are within 25 Output of construction sand and gravel 
miles of Boston. dropped for the fifth consecutive year. The 

Graphite (Manufactured)—Avco Corp. 10.4 million tons produced in 1983 was the 
and Stackpole Fibers Co., both in Middlesex lowest total since 1958, when 9.9 million 
County, manufactured synthetic graphite tons was reported. 
fibers. The aerospace industry was the pri- In the past 5 years, the value per ton of 
mary consumer of the fibers because of the sand and gravel sold or used by Massachu- 
lightweight, high-strength characteristics of setts producers increased 57%, from $2.22 
the material. Massachusetts was one of 15 in 1979 to $3.48 in 1983, Nationally, prices 
States that manufactured synthetic graph- increased 30% from $2.27 per ton in 1979 to 
ite in 1983. $2.95 per ton in 1983. Traditionally, Mid- 
Gypsum (Calcined).—United States Gyp- dlesex, Worcester, and Norfolk Counties led 

sum Co., Boston, calcined gypsum imported _ the State in production. The leading uses of 
from company mines in Nova Scotia. The sand and gravel—concrete aggregate and 
crude gypsum was crushed and calcined for road base and coverings—accounted for 
manufacturing wallboard, which was about 60% of the total annual output. 
shipped throughout New England for use in Industrial.—Two companies, one in Mid- 
construction and home remodeling projects. _dlesex County and one in Plymouth County, 
Lime.—The State’s lime industry consist- produced industrial sand. The sand was sold 

ed of two companies operating in Berkshire primarily to foundries. 
County in western Massachusetts. Pfizer  Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
Inc, Mineral Pigments & Metals Div., the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
Adams, manufactured quicklime sold for years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
chemical and industrial uses. Lee Lime The data for even-numbered years are
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based on annual company estimates made Crushed granite was produced at four 
before yearend. | quarries in Bristol and Norfolk Counties in 

Crushed.—The crushed stone industry eastern Massachusetts. Leading uses for the 
produced 7.7 million tons of traprock, gran- granite were for bituminous aggregate and 
ite, and limestone in 1983, an increase of dense-graded road base. 
840,000 tons compared with that of 1982. Limestone was produced by three compa- 
Traprock, which accounted for about 77% of nies, all in Berkshire County in western 
the total crushed stone production, was Massachusetts. Three of the four active 
mined at 20 quarries in 9 counties primarily quarries in the county were operated by the 
in the central part of the State. About 25% State's two lime manufacturers. The crush- 
of the traprock was sold for bituminous ed limestone was also used for agricultural 
aggregate and 15% for unpaved road limestone, poultry grit, and filler. 
surfaces. 

Table 6.—Massachusetts: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

OOOO Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (4-1-1/2 inch): Hiprapandjetiystone = 510 1,968 

Hikerstone=------=~--=--77===-7-27=-2222222272222 22a 19 500 Coarse aggregate, graded: 
Concrete aggregate, coaree_______-___--_------------------------- 319 1085 Bituminous aggregate, coarse --~~---~~--~~--~=--~=--=~--2=7---_-—~ 1890 a2 mu llvoadblleg 7 .~---22-7onose77neonneennoansesneeeseaann 785 201 

"Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal 2-2 -neenenennen 588 2.06 Graded road base or subbase ~~~ =~ 27222TIIIIITIIIIIIITIIII 553 2301 Unpaved road surfacing --—-—~-~~~~~-~~-~~~7727772222TTTTTTTTT 09 3304 
Agieuiral Ageattarl trmioas 2-272 00 2assee 2 ee ee ot Toa, 
Ghemical and metallurgical Flux stone —-—-~--~~-27---77~22~~~22=-72-2 4 "ee 
‘Special: Otherto) S202 ur CREE ATO D ROE ST TATE ETT ES ETE 1,826 9,944 

Rill oi xe ire ace reeenene eaeeereenmomeepeceneeewss IM Ob 
“aclues limestone rant, raprock apd misedlancoustone 
STneludes stone used for it and min ituminous surface treatment aggregate, stone sand (concrete) 

lime manufacture asphalt ers of extenders other ler or extenders, roofing granules wxeentng undesienated, and other uses not specified 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Nationally, Massachusetts miculite. Output remained about the same 
ranked eighth in dimension stone produc- in 1983 compared with that of 1982. Major 
tion. Output of about 51,000 tons (612,000 uses were for insulation and fireproofing. 
cubic feet) was slightly lower compared —______ 
with that of 1982. State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 

Dimension granite was produced at six ‘State geologist, Massachusetts Department of Environ- 
quarries in Berkshire, Middlesex, and Ply- Sait ay, Pomen Mea Geologie Map of Mas 
mouth Counties. About 80% of the granite sachusetts, US, Geological Survey Special Map, Scale 
was sold for curbing. One company in age Geen HS sun OFC Berkshire County produced dimension mar- ofthe Uaitea Sia Gopper dans e880 a In 
ble sold as rough blocks: of Technol.) BuMines O1 105-88, Oct. 1982, 306 pp. as ro a Matsuzaki, and J. F. Elliot. Solids Flow ina Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace Becrulating Fiided Bed. (MA Inst. of Teena) Ba 
& Co. exfoliated vermiculite at its MwpesORRIMS0 June 1968 1150p Easthampton plant in Hampshire County. Combined Siailiy-Delommation Analis for Rock Slopes 
Nationally, Massachusetts ranked ninth By @Pem dip 188e8 Coot toe ta ot Technol) 
among the 29 States that exfoliated ver- ° .
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Table 7.—Principal producers 

‘Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity County ——_Sternadiivendeompony __Address____‘Typef activity County 
ORE Brick Co. b River St. Pit Plymouth. EF Brick Co,Inc_----.-.. River ———— 304 Middicboro, Ma 02236 mi ‘ym ‘ Plainville Corp, Masslite Div. _ Box it ---2Norfoll E Walpole, MA 02081 Stiles & Hart Brick Co-...... Box 861 Pit_....--. Plymouth Bridgewater, MA 02924 Gypeum (calcined): "Gnited States Gypsum Co. 101 South Wacker Dr. Plant... Suffolk. Chicago, IL 60606 
ar 2 Marble St Plant and Berkshi Tee Lime Corp? Marble lant and pit Berkshire. . Lee, MA 01238 

PhizerIne?....-------.-. 260 Columbia St, wand Do. p ‘Adams, MA 01250 eat: Sterling PeatCo ...____.__ Sterling Junetion, MA 01565 Bog .--______ Worcester: ‘Perlite expanded): Whittemore Products Ine Dundee Park Plant... Basex. Andover, MA 01810 Sand and gravel: ‘Construction: 
‘SM, Lorusso & Sons Inc. 381 West St Pits... Norfolk ‘Walpole, MA 02081 Nemasket Construction Co, Box 110, Pit. Plymouth ine Middleboro, MA 02341 San-Vel Concrete Corp... Ayer Ra. Pit... Middlesex. Littleton, Ma 01460 Worcester Sand &GravelCo, 182 Holden St. Pits 2---- Worcester, Tne Shrewsbury, MA 01545 Industrial 
Holliston Sand Co, Ine $08 Lowland St. Pit... Middlesex Holliston, MA 61746 Whitehead Bros. Co... Box 258 Pit___..... Plymouth. Leesburg, NJ 08827 Stone: Crushed: ‘John S. Lane & Sonne... 730 East Mountain Ra. Quarries... Berkshire, Hampden, Westfield, MA 01085 Hampshire S.M.Lorusso Sons Ine... 331 West St o---do Middlesex, Norfoli, Walpole, MA 02081, Suffolk Simeone Corp -.-.----- 118i Rurapike St <---do --- Bristol and Norfolk. Stoughton, MA 02072 Tileon Ine... Box id Quarry Bristol. ‘Acushnet, MA 02743 ‘Trimount Bituminous 1985 Revere Beach Pkwy. Quarries... Essex iment reals Co Everett, MA 02149 imension: H.E.Fletcher Co ._____ West Chelmsford, MA 01863. Quary...._Middlesex. Williams Stone CovIne-—-- Box 218 SESH III Berkshire. Bast Otis, MA 01029 Vermiculite exfoliated): W.R.Grace& Co... 62 Whittemore Ave. Plant... Hampshire. Cambridge, MA 02140 Se a 

XAlso sand and gravel 
Also stone.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey Division, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, for collecting information on all nontuel minerals. 

By James J. Hill’ and Wanda J. West? 

Michigan's nonfuel mineral production compounds, and peat, and in shipments of was valued at $1.2 billion in 1983, up from crude iron oxide pigments. The State was the $1 billion reported in 1982. This was a ranked second in bromine, crude iodine, 12% increase in value, reversing the down- industrial sand, and iron ore output, and ward trend recorded for the past 3 years. fourth in portland cement and pig’ iron Nationally, the State was ranked sixth in shipments 
the value of nonfuel mineral production, Leading mineral commodities in order of accounting for approximately 5% of the value were iron ore, portland cement, mag- USS. total. Michigan led the Nation in pro- nesium compounds, salt, and stone. Other duction of calcium chloride, magnesium mineral commodities produced were clays, 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Michigan’ 
— eg 

Mineral ‘Value - Value Quantity — Uae quantity ae sands) Sen) tad 
“aso thousand short 36 $5752 w w eer cnictieasncat icc Amida sua 1 5 Portland. 2-2 222772722—7772iz owen horns gS w W Gee ee ceases” | MER aah ognath Guogaeetoccreone rear TNA fi Gypeuim se WW=2TTIT LAT 2 howard shore ion) te [ron ore (able) _==777177Woaaand Tongans erate weight = W Ww wing w Lime-------~~77_2222-----=—- thousand short tons ~ stl 25,828 503 aaa Pog SOS S2T Ta SRE acre eee ee aoe mi tes Bee -<oTTCSCITTTTTIIIITTIICIITT ae Sandaad gravel 
Contraction aos nas teeses ant cccldkk 20,567 47,726 23,000 *52,300 sxdtgusinale TOTTI aR 
Gfshed ened *2NTO0 TOD eae Ditsetnon =o oe OTTO SR gong Pay es copied sel ising lon cli pps RE, i Fon oxide pigments crudoyrongnestuny compen silver 98D, ‘and values indicated by symbol Wann Pounasy ver S82) XX 592,451 Xx 864,004 

lll sccverueetcanemrmacmemeue my Alen XX) aMNeRt 
“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing com oriet data; val 

included with “Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. se See soainieibsai “e "Production as mentured By mine shipments sal or marketable production (including consumption by produces) 
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gypsum, lime, masonry cement, and sand and vermiculite were among the mineral and gravel. Mineral dealers and rockhounds commodities processed in the State. Sulfur collected semiprecious gem stones and min- was recovered as a byproduct at oil refin- eral specimens. Perlite, iron and steel slag, _eries and natural gas processing plants. 

Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Michigan, by county 
(Thousands) 

re — ls produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 Minerale profucod in'2062 
nor ofrntve 

Alcona. ----------- ° $82 Sand and gravel (construction). fips a Feller Alga 2 SE TE DTE TES: 4 vel (construction), pea Alpena 20207222222222 Ww W Cement, cays, sand and gravel 
Feet elemetcosrcin Antrim wosniccuessses w 6, Sand and gravel (construction). Arenac__ ~~ =o T bot = Sand and gravel (cor iction). 

Barges coooccaoos ooo w 485 Do, Bays. SESEU IT AEN IONS 16.250 9495 Cement, sand (industrial, lime. 
Beales e 80 Sand and gravel (construction). Berrien —~~-~--------- w W Sand industrial), sand and gravel “construction. 
FEE errergem meme mmem w 533 Sand and gravel (construction), Galbous STESEIETOLIEES w Bu Do. 
Cass w 378 Do. 
Sheree os Ww 29,716 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), Gheboygen ~~~ 272722277 188 29 Sand and gravel (construction). 

‘Ghippewa _---.-----..-- Ww 822 Do. 
Ga cee ® 320 Do. 
FREE. -nsereoememeeemenes Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Dilan Ww 498 Sand and gravel (construction). Dickinson -_---------__ Ww 'W Iron ore, sand and gravel 

(construction). Eaboyecarascescmeny Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), peat Emmet ——7"7777TIIII2 wW W Sand and gravel (construction) Geneseo --~T2TIITIZZ=Z ® w Do. 
Gladwin ~~ 7777777 a 4 De. 
Gegeble =e eT 82 Do. Grand Traverse ---===~~= 3 3 Be 
Gratien SETCESTES @ 304 Do. 
POURS oo seein see e 874 Do. Houghton _~—~_ 2222227 2 W Sand and gravel (construction) sand ‘Gndustrial). [a ee w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction), Ingham —_______-- Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. MO oe Ww T1 Sand and gravel (construction). OOD ico cith einem ern Ww W Gypsum. 
I one ee e 174 Sand and gravel (construction), Isabella = ~~ ~~~ 2 2 ® 985, Do. Joba ace ee w 212 Do. Kalamazoo ~~~ 27772227 W 182 Do. Kalkaska” ~~~7~2DI2277 @ 7 Do. 
Biabo Sooo 42S ce Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), gypsum, peat. Keweenaw —— ae 44 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Lape o SESEESDIESSSS v W Peat sind and gravel peer SUSE EEL TEI eat, sand and gravel (construction), ‘calcium chloride Leelanau ___-------._~ @ W Sand and gravel (construction). Venawee. <= 022TI2TTT 8 Ww ‘Do. ivingston ~~~ ~~~ 2222 e 2,804 Do. 
II reer eee ermnen gemini @ 60 Do. Mackinac - =~ 277222227 w 183 De, Macomb —~~~~=72T2 222 w 4,096 Sand Gindustriab, sand and gravel ‘Construction. Manistee 105207 101,431 Magnesium compounds, salt, bromine, sand and gravel (construction). Marquette - ===. --- w W__Tronore, ron oxide pigments, sand 

Maso Ww W  calcumebiotie mene ds, msnumEeseaseEe ium chloride, magnesium compoun lime, bromine, sand (industrial), sand and gravel (construction). Mecosta w W Sand and gravel (construction) peat. ‘Menominee -2~2777222=2 @ 268 Sand and gravel (construction) Midland =~ ~~~~~~227277 W W Bromine, calcium chloride, magnesium 
compounds, iodine, salt Missaukee _______...__ ® 51 Sand and gravel (construction). Monroe — == 22~2272 w W Cement, clays, peat. Montealm=~~7777Z=I222 eo 142 Sand and gravel (construction), Montmorency ~~~ __ ~~~ ®@ -- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Michigan, by county’ —Continued 

(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale Reo ueed in ee 

Muskegon... --------~ W Sand (industrial) salt, sand ee w ‘and gravel (construction) 
Newaygo ----_------. ss W Sand and gravel (construction) Oakland ~~ ~~272777 72 Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. 
Qooana JUSTE TTSIRIES W W Sand (industria) sand and gravel ‘Construction ONE ca sceeemencns ® $853 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Ontonagon 222777777777 W Wort, ver, sand and gravel construction), 
Geena 8S SSOESTEETS 3 W Sand and gravel (construction). 
1 ® 80 Do. 
Ottawa == ~77 W W Sand (industrial), sand and gravel 
Presque I s2s,582 ert Sandand gravel construction) ue Isle. 582 snd and gravel ( ion) Roscommon 2227772227 0 2 "Do Saginaw 7 77~7~72222- 1611 W Sand Gustin time, sand and gravel 
St Clair w W Salt, sand and gravel (construction). St. Joseph 2722222722227 Ww W_ Sandand gravel construction, peat. 
Sanilac ~~ 77~2~-7 727 2828 W Peat sand and gravel construction), ime. 

Schooleraft —— =~ w ® 
Shiawassee ~~~ -22 1 1270 1875 Peat, clays, sand and gravel (Construction) 
Tuscola --__---------- w W Sand nd gravel construction), and 
Van Buren —_—--------- @ 447 Sand and gravel (construction), Washtenaw =~ 272272222 @ 2175 De. 
Wayne. 7 22222222-=- 63,920, 58774 Lime, cement, salt, sand (industrial), sand and gravel (construction), clays 

Wexford _----------~ w W Sand industria) sand and gravel 
‘Construction. Undistributed* 41,188,905 751,085 

Sand and gravel Gonsraction °68,050 XX 
tone 
rushed === xx “67,100 
Dimension -~_~~_~_—~ xX S10 

Total ----------- 1,440,405 51,095,184 

Ststimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propictary date; included with “Unalstibuted” XX Not 
*ICrawford and Oscoda Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported, County distribution 

for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown 
separately under “Sand and gravel construction)” or “Stone.” 

{Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
4Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
‘Ineludes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 3.—Indicators of Michigan business activity 

1982 19ag° Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual ave: —_ 
"Potalciviin labor force’ ne thousands 42483 4460-2 Unenpoyment “occa OTESSSDESOISIEEIGALISEEIIOT aes ao nee: Se 

Employment (nonagriculturals —— 
Mining! tr exeresonretecererseretcr eeu crmronense mare nen menssrmnture rere oiler 81 84 +387 
Mamaiaotiting a 848.9 923.3 +94 

Contract construction —___________________-----------de---- ng 79.1 +100 ‘Transportation and public utilities -————77TTTTTTTTTTTTTTM TTD aT Wholesaleand retail trade ---22-2-2222s222l22=22-2 22d OOS MRT Finance, insurance, eal estaie.-22-2-2222222-222-------de--> = MOBS Selene ee EDTTTDSSIUEESSTSTSo eas ga etd Government --—>--222222222222222LTTIITITITTII Tg T_Beeo_ gta 
‘Total nonagricultural employment? ? _______--~-..---~~----~do-_~~ 81135 3,221.8 435 Personal income 

Tilal sen n==——==-——a ane nn nanan mona TT M452 
Percapiia=——~=2~222222220222ITTIIIIITIIIIT TTT tose “asa TER Construction activity: Number of private and public residential units authorized —..------—----- M4276 21164 4.482 
Value of nonresidential construction __....--------------- millions... $1,091.5 §1,190.9 +91 
alae ot State road contract awards isda $1864 $281.6 45LI ipments of portland end masonry Gent to and within hg Sa ag 

Nonfuel mineral production value: ™ 
Tete Se MARRPAL YAN a mo monn ena ---------- millione.— arsine naar brn 

Value perequare mile Penn TT DTTM TOIT TTTTTTTIIICI ged adme HI 
Preliminary. 
Mncludes oil and gas extraction. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and ‘US Bureau of Mines. 
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Figure 1.—Value of construction sand and gravel and crushed stone and total value of 
nonfuel mineral production in Michigan.
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Trends and Developments.—Michigan’s the year. Production was cut back several 
economy, along with several sectors of the times at the Empire and Tilden Mines to 
State’s mineral industry, began to recover adjust inventories to demand. The Republic 
slowly in 1983. In the Upper Peninsula, Mine was idle during the year. 
recovery was slower than in the rest of the White Pine Copper Co., a division of 
State. The Michigan Employment Security Copper Range Co., suspended mining oper- Commission, Bureau of Research and Statis- ations at the White Pine Mine in October tics’, published statistics showed the un- 1982. For the first time in nearly 140 years, employment rate for the 15 counties in no copper production was recorded in the the Upper Peninsula peaked at 24.1% in State. 
March, averaging 17.5% for the year com- _ International Salt Co. halted production pared with an unemployment rate of 18.9% at its Detroit Mine complex in January for 1982. The State’s average unemploy- because of the unusually mild winter and ment rate was 14.2% in 1983, compared the decline in sales. This was the first time with 15.5% in 1982. in the mine's 73-year history that salt min- According to figures in the Michigan ing was discontinued. 
Manufacturers Directory, the number of Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. (J&L) closed manufacturing plants in Michigan rose its Warren stainless steelmaking facility at 4.1% in 1983, the first increase since 1980. the end of May and shifted production to its Most of the gain, recorded in southeastern newly acquired Midland, PA, plant. The Michigan, was attributed to the new “just- Midland plant, acquired from Colt Indus- in-time” inventory policies of the major tries Inc., New York, in February, had a automobile manufacturers. continuousslab caster and newer electric Residential building increased during the _ furnaces than the Warren facility. year, stimulating a demand for construction _In December, Ford Motor Co. announced mineral commodities. Figures compiled by plans to upgrade its Rouge Steel Co. subsid- the Southeast Michigan Council of Govern- iary by constructing a $200 million con- ments showed that in the first 6 months of tinuous-casting plant at its Wayne County 1983 residential building permits issued by facilities. Construction was expected to be- communities in southeast Michigan rose gin in early 1984, and the continuous caster 223% over those issued during the same was expected to be operational by mid-1986. period in 1982. Single-family permits led the At yearend, Cyprus Corp. of Pittsburgh, gain, increasing 283%; multifamily permits PA, acquired Special Metals Corp, New Tose 133%. The U.S. Department of Com- Hartford, NY, from Allegheny Internation. merce reported a 48% increase in the num- al Inc. Special Metals—with plants in Ann ber of construction permits issued for resi- Arbor, MI; Dunkirk and New Hartford, NY; dential units (public and private) in the and Princeton, KY—is a producer of super. State, ending a 4-year decline. Also, the alloys used in jet engines, turbines, and value of private nonresidential construction petrochemical operations. The firm’s newly increased 9% during the year. patented Vadarmelting melting process per- Several developments occurred in the mits advanced-level refinement of super- State’s mineral industry. Callahan Mining alloy metals. Corp. announced in June, following an ex- Shipping.—The Great Lakes shipping ploration program performed in 1979-81, season began on March 29 with the opening that it would proceed with its Ropes Gold of the American locks at Sault Ste. Marie Mine project near Ishpeming. A contractor and ended on December 31. The Corps of was hired to do the development work, Engineers reported that traffic through the which began in July. locks totaled 78.6 million short tons in 1983, Georgia-Pacific Corp. reopened its under- an 18% increase over that reported in 1982, ground gypsum mine in Kent County in Mineral commodities accounted for 65% of December; the mine had been idle since the total tonnage; iron ore alone accounted August 1982. for 47% of the total. A statistical summary Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.'s (CCD taconite of mineral products traffic through the mines operated below capacity throughout locks in 1982 and 1983 is given in table 4.
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Table 4.—Michigan: Mineral products awarded in Baraga, Gogebic, and Houghton shipped through the Sault Ste. Marie locks Counties. The highest bid per acre was $210, Short tons) and $1 was the lowest; the average bid per acer was $3.76. 
Commodity Agee, ane: Exploration companies are required to Cement ...._...____-_ 410,56 s49s72 file exploration plans with the State for Von org _==--=--==7=27=- > oh93408 28671 activities on State-owned minerals under Iron and steel (manufachaved) pig ean gan oC During 18 ssploratina ‘pompaniog fron —-—--- EE 9090 ‘3% proposed to run 538 line-miles of geophysi- fees ~~ ~~ RE Co Hines, bulk sample 28 trenches, ‘and drill Seon ferrous) -~----------- 109452 22.856 464 holes for geochemical studies and sam- Stone! ______________ 7" 1,163,890 1,708,718 pling. This work was expected to continue ‘Total _--.-~.______.. 40,440,706 51,408,410 into 1984. ““neludesaandandgraveland broken gone. SST~C*«*«CACtua‘di‘ core drilling during 1983 on both ‘ete send eo eave) aud Broke Bs, private and State-owned mineral lands was Source: US. Army, Corps of Engineers, Detroit District. 38 holes totaling 8,511 feet. This figure dees not include holes drilled for geochemical studies or holes drilled in the Ropes Gold “ Fre Mine area, which was under development. The Lake Carriers Association reported and 51.2 million gross tons of iron ore (U.S. and, 1 south-central Michigan, PPG Indus- Canadian) moved across the Great Lakes tie8 Inc. has been actively exploring for during the 1983 shipping season, a 33% Potash for several years. Exploration and increase over the 38.5 million tons shipped leasing are conducted by a wholly owned in 1982. Some Canadian ore travels the St. Subsidiary, Willmet Corp., which drilled Lawrence Seaway and is delivered to south- Several holes in 1983. Since February 1980, ern Great Lakes ports without passing the firm had spent more than $62 million on through the Sault Ste. Marie locke Tote| ¢XPloration and drilling activities in the 

U.S. iron ore shipped in 1983 was 41.0 State. million tons, compared with 314 million Legislation and Government Pro- tons shipped in 1982, grams—During 1988, several mineral- Michigan's iron ore is shipped through related bills were introduced in the State Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railroad’s Pres. legislature that were still in committee at que Isle terminal at Marquette, and Chica- yearend. — . ‘ g0 & Northwestern Transportation Co's _ Senate bill 8 provides for unused mineral 
terminal in Escanaba. In 1983, the Ameri- Tights separated from surface ownership to can Iron Ore Association reported that 3.5 revert to the surface owners unless a claim 
million gross tons of iron ore and concen- is filed every 20 years. The bill also provides trates were loaded at the Presque Isle ter- for mineral rights owned by the Michigan minal, compared with 1.9 million tons Department of Natural Resources (DNR) shipped through the terminal in 1982. Pres- under lands of different surface ownership gue Isle’s shipping season began on March 0 revert to the surface owner in 25 years 81, 1983, and ended January 3, 1984, unless minerals are actually produced with- Shipping began on April 18, 1983, at the in that period. Escanaba terminal and ended on January 2, _ Senate bill 231 amends the Sand Dune 1984. Approximately 7.4 million tons of iron Protection and Management Act of 1976 ore and concentrates was shipped in 1983, and provides for increased fees and bonding compared with the 5.8 million tons shipped requirements for surveillance, monitoring, in 1982, administering, and enforcing the act. Exploration—In April, Michigan had its House bill 5165 amends the Mineral Well first metallic mineral lease sale in the Act of 1969. It provides for increased permit. Upper Peninsula since a moratorium on fees; reduces the period of confidentiality mineral leasing went into effect in 1976. for logs on brine and test wells; imposes Metallic mineral rights to 128,472 acres of limits and establishes fees for blanket per. State-owned mineral lands in 9 counties mits; increases maximum fines for violation Were offered at a public auction; of the 26 of the act; and repeals the abandoned salt. bidders registered at the sale, 11 won leases well act. on 87,915 acres in 7 counties. Most interest The Institute of Science and Technology was shown in Dickinson, Iron, Marquette, at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and Menominee Counties. Leases were also received a $750,000 grant from the US.
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Department of Commerce to provide indus- manage or are no longer needed by the 
try with technical and management assist- Federal Government. Lands identified for 
ance. The grant was awarded under the further study included 50,130 acres in Hia- 
‘Trade Adjustment Assistance Act to enable watha National Forest, 11,884 acres in Hu- the institute to establish the Great Lakes ron National Forest, 139,808 acres in Man. ‘Trade Adjustment Assistance Center—I1 of istee National Forest, and 37,317 acres in 12 in the United States. The center will be Ottawa National Forest. National legisla. responsible for activities in Indiana, Michi- tion is needed before national forest land gan, and Ohio, an area hard hit by foreign can be sold. Additional analysis for the competition, with several industries losing possible sale of lands in the further study 
sales and jobs to foreign imports. category was put on hold pending enact- 

During the year, the Institute of Mineral _ ment of legislation. 
Research at Michigan Technological Uni- In fiscal year 1983, the State received 
versity completed a study on the feasibility approximately $943,500 from the Federal 
of using Quincy Mine shaft water as a heat Government as its share of funds generated 
source for the city of Hancock. The mine, by activities on national forest lands (tim- 
about 9,000 feet deep, was closed in the late bering, mineral leasing, recreation, user 
1940’s when copper demand dropped at the fees, etc.), compared with $891,800 the State end of World War II. The study was finane- received in fiscal year 1982. 
ed through the city’s federally funded Com- _‘The U.S. Bureau of Land Management's 
munity Development Block Grant Program. (BLM) Lake States Office in Duluth, MN, 
Results indicated that capital costs associat- was closed in 1983, and personnel’ were 
ed with heat recovery from the Quincy transferred to Milwaukee, WI. The office's 
Mine would be very high and that cost- geographic area of responsibility includes 
effective recovery of the heat would be Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Em- 
unlikely in the near future. ployees are surveying Federal lands the 

In July, the DNR, Lands Division, called agency manages in these States for transfer for nominations of lands to be included in to State and local ownership. Public-domain 
the second lease sale of State-owned metal- lands BLM manages in the East tend to be 
lic mineral rights, expected to be held in the small, widely scattered parcels that could be 
spring of 1984. Approximately 50,000 acres more efficiently and inexpensively manag- of land was nominated in eight counties in ed by other Government agencies. BLM’s 
the Upper Peninsula. policy is to dispose of surface acreage in the 

The Geological Survey Division of DNR eastern half of the United States through 
continued providing information on Michi- transfer or sale. When feasible, manage- gan’s geology and mineral resources to ment responsibilities are transferred to oth- State and local officials and to the public ater Federal, State, or local agencies that can 
large. A review of the Survey's organiza- doa better job of on-site management. 
tional structure, mission, and tasks was In 1983, the U.S. Bureau of Mines had initiated during the year. Recommenda- several active contracts and grants with tions will be presented to the director of industrial firms, educational institutions, DNR in November 1984. To reemphasize and consulting firms in Michigan for serv- 
geology programs, the Survey formed a ices, equipment, and research. Funding for committee to evaluate and approve geologic these items was approximately $551,000. projects intended to be sponsored in total, or About $300,000 of these funds was awarded in part, by the Survey. A new “Quaternary to Michigan Technological University to Geolagy Map of Michigan” (1:500,000) was investigate the effectiveness of diesel emis- published during the year. Work continued sions controls for underground metal mines. on a series of pilot county-map portfolios. In fiscal year 1983, the Mining and Miner- 

The Forest Service, U.S. Department of al Resources and Research Institute at Agriculture, identified 239,189 acres of Na- Michigan Technological University in tional Forest System land in Michigan for Houghton, created under title III of Public further study in its Asset Management Law 95-87, received $150,000 for operations 
Program. The program is designed to identi- and research from the U.S. Bureau of fy Federal lands that are inefficient to Mines.
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS States, however, could apply to the Federal 
a Highway Administration for waiver from 

Bromine.—Michigan and Arkansas were this provision if they felt it was warranted: 
the only States reporting bromine produc- The Michigan Department of Transporta- 
tion in 1983. The Dow Chemical Co. pro- tion had requested a waiver of the Buy 
duced from brine wells in Mason and Mid- American provision for Canadian clinker 
land Counties; Morton Chemical Co. pro- ground into cement in the State. Michigan’s 
duced from brine wells in Manistee County. four other cement producers’ protest of this 
Production and value decreased in 1983 action resulted in the new Buy American 
compared with 1982 figures. Bromine was ruling. 
used in manufacturing agricultural chemi- —_Cjays,—Michigan was ranked seventh na- 
cals, flame retardants, well-drilling and tionally in the production of common clay 
completion fluids, and other chemicals. and shale. Compared with 1982 figures, 

Calcium Chloride.—Michigan and Cali- production and value increased approxi 
fornia continued to be the only States re- mately 17% and 30%, respectively. Six 
porting calcium chloride production in 1983, companies produced common clay and shale 
with Michigan accounting for the greater from seven operations in five counties; 
share. Dow Chemical produced calcium Alpena and Monroe Counties accounted for 
chloride from brine wells in Mason and nearly 88% of the total production. Other 
Midland Counties. Wilkinson Chemical producing counties were Antrim, Clinton, 
Corp. produced from brine wells in Lapeer and Shiawassee. Michigan clay was used 
County. Both production and value were mainly for cement manufacture, accounting 
estimated to have increased during the for about 95% of the State’s output. Other 
year. Calcium chloride was used for deicing _ uses were for manufacturing drain tile, face 
and dust control, in oil- and gas-drilling _ brick, flue linings, pottery, and sewer pipe. 
operations, and for other industrial applica- Gem Stones.—Estimated value of miner- 

tions. al specimens and semiprecious gem stones 
Cement.—Michigan was ranked fourth that dealers and rockhounds collected was 

nationally in shipping portland cement and $15,000 in 1983. Among the rocks and min- 
seventh in shipping masonry cement; pro-  erals collected were agates, native copper 
duction and value for both types increased specimens, and petoskey stones (a fossil 
in 1983. At the beginning of the year, the coral). Michigan has the potential to become 
USS. Bureau of Mines initiated new proce- a valuable gem-producing State. A report 
dures of reporting cement statistics by dis- the U.S. Geological Survey published de- 
tricts. Because of this change in reporting scribes a kimberlite deposit (named the 
methods, Michigan's cement statistics can- Lake Ellen kimberlite) discovered in Iron 
not be revealed for 1983. Of the six plants County and the potential for several other 
active during the year, two—the Aetna occurrences in Michigan and Wisconsin? 
Cement Corp. plant near Essexville andthe Kimberlites, intrusive bodies originating 
Wyandotte Cement Inc. plant near Wyan- deep in the earth’s crust, are known to 
dotte—were operated as grinding facilities contain diamonds in several parts of the 
using clinker imported from Canada. Ce- world. At the State’s 1983 mineral-lease 
ment was distributed mainly by lake vessel sale, the 40-acre tract where the Lake Ellen 
and barge to terminals from which it was kimberlite deposit is exposed commanded 
shipped to consumers primarily by truck. the highest price per acre. Reportedly, Dow 
Most sales of portland cement were to Chemical obtained the lease and took bulk 
ready-mix companies, concrete-product samples for evaluation. Several other comi- 
manufacturers, and highway contractors. panies were known to be exploring for 

In July, the Michigan Transportation diamonds in the State. 
Commission ruled that the “Buy American” — Gypsum.—Michigan was ranked fifth na- 
rule was in effect for federally funded high- tionally in producing crude gypsum in 1983 
way projects in the State, reversing an after having dropped to sixth place in 1982. 
earlier decision. The Federal Surface Trans- Compared with 1982 figures, production and 
portation Assistance Act of 1982 required value increased 61% and 57%, respectively. 
that only U.S. cement be used for Federal Four companies produced gypsum in two 
highway construction projects. Individual counties. Michigan Gypsum Co., National
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Gypsum Co., and United States Gypsum Co. temperature, basic refractories. Other uses 
operated open pit mines in Iosco County. were in animal feeds, construction mate- 
Georgia-Pacific reopened its underground rials, electrical-heating rods, fertilizers, 
mine in Kent County in December after fluxes, petroleum additives, and rayon. 
having shut down the mine in August 1982 Martin Marietta’s Magnesia Specialties 
because of reduced construction activity. Div. introduced a nontoxic, high-perform- 
The former Grand Rapids Gypsum Co. Mine ance refractory mixture for maintaining 
in Kent County, purchased by Domtar In-  severe-wear areas in the linings of steel- 
dustries Inc. in 1981, remained idle through- making furnaces and related equipment. 
out the year. At yearend, the mine was Successfully tested at several steel mills in 
scheduled to resume production in early the U.S. and Canada, the mixture is pro- 
1984. duced at the company’s Manistee plant.‘ 

United States Gypsum’s Alabaster Mine Peat.—Michigan continued to lead the 
in Tosco County was the fourth largest Nation in peat production, although sales 
producing mine in the U.S. during 1983. declined about 11% compared with those of 

Michigan was ranked 15th among the 1982. Fourteen companies harvested peat 
States in calcined-gypsum production. Cal- from bogs in 11 counties. Two companies, 
cining plants were operated by National Black Forest Ranch Peat Moss Inc. in Che- 
Gypsum at National City in Iosco County; boygan County and Milburn Peat Co. Inc. in 
Georgia-Pacific at Grand Rapids in Kent St. Joseph County, began peat production 
County; and United States Gypsum at De- during 1983. Lapeer, Sanilac, and Shia- 
troit in Wayne County. Gypsum was used in wassee Counties accounted for three- 
manufacturing building plaster, cement, quarters of the State’s production. About 

wallboard, and for agricultural purposes. 80% of the peat sales was in packaged form, 
lodine.—Michigan and Oklahoma were and approximately 96% of the State’s sales 

the only States with iodine production in was for general soil improvement. Michigan 
1983. Dow Chemical recovered iodine from Peat Inc. in Sanilac County and Black 

subsurface brines at its operations in Mid- Forest were the State’s only sources of 
land County. Production was estimated to sphagnum moss. The other producers mined 
have fallen in 1983. Iodine was used in either reed sedge or humus peat. 
animal-feed additives, catalysts, disinfect- During 1988, Black Forest. sought a 
ants, inks and colorants, pharmaceuticals, 12,000-acre lease from the State to mine 
and stabilizers. peat in Dingman Marsh near Cheboygan. 
Lime.—Michigan was ranked 11th na- The firm began preparing an environment- 

tionally in lime production in 1983; output al impact report for the proposed project, 
had declined steadily since 1976. Production which was expected to provide between 60 
was by five companies from nine plants in and 120 jobs and to produce 3 to 4 million 
seven counties. All companies produced bales of peat per year. The proposal also 
quicklime; one company, Marblehead Lime triggered legislative action to lease and 
Co. in Wayne County, also produced hydrat- regulate peat mining on State-owned lands. 
ed lime. Lime was used in alkalies, paper Perlite (Expanded).—Two companies 
and pulp manufacture, sewage treatment, expanded perlite shipped in from other 
steelmaking, sugar refining, and water States during 1983. Harborlite Corp. operat- 
treatment. Dow Chemical’s plant at Luding- ed a plant at Vicksburg in Kalamazoo 
ton and Marblehead Lime’s plant at Detroit County and sold the material for use as a 
won safety awards from Rock Products filter aid. United States Gypsum operated a 
magazine during the year for the number of plant at River Rouge in Wayne County and 
man-hours worked without injury. sold its production for plaster aggregate. 
Magnesium Compounds.—Of the seven Production declined during the year. 

States producing magnesium compounds, Salt.—Michigan was ranked sixth nation- 
Michigan was the Nation’s leader. Output ally in salt sales. Production has declined 
increased slightly during the year, although every year since 1976 when production 
value decreased. Production was from the reached 4.2 million tons. Unusually mild 
well-brine operations of Dow Chemical in winters, closure of chloralkali plants, and 
Mason and Midland Counties and from public reaction to salt intake have contrib- 
Martin Marietta Corp.’s Magnesia Special- uted to the decreased salt demand. Six 
ties Div. and Morton Chemical’s operations companies reported output from seven oper- 
in Manistee County. Magnesium com- ations in Manistee, Muskegon, St. Clair, 
pounds were used mainly in producing high- and Wayne Counties. All salt was recovered
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from brine-well operations, except for Inter- Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
national Salt’s production from its under- struction sand and gravel production is 
ground mine in Wayne County. Salt was surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
used in food and chemical processing, for ice even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
control, and as table salt. The Salt Institute chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
conducted a survey of salt use by State Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
departments of transportation for the win- annual company estimates made before 
ters of 1981-82 and 1982-83. Michigan re- yearend. Sales of construction sand and 
portedly used 397,000 tons of salt in the gravel were estimated to have increased 
winter of 1981-82 for deicing and 229,000 during 1983 owing to the upswing in con- 
tons in the winter of 1982-83. struction activity. 

Dow Chemical closed its chloralkali plant Industrial.—Michigan continued to rank 
in Midland in 1982 and reported no salt second in industrial sand production, be- 
production for 1983. hind Illinois. Nine companies produced in- 

Because of a slump in sales and an un- dustrial sand from 13 operations in 10 
usually mild winter, International Salt shut counties. Approximatey one-half of the 
down its mine in mid-January and layed off State output came from operations in two 
personnel. During April through Septem- counties—Muskegon and Ottawa. Average 
ber, International Salt conducted public value per ton increased about 4% over that 
tours of its mining complex as a source of reported in 1982. Major sales were fot 
revenue. Three public tours in 1982 drew a foundry applications. 
total of 1,080 people. The 2-1/2-hour tours —_In 1983, Martin Marietta sold its industri- 
cost $10 per person. Late in the year, the al sand operation near Bridgman in Berrien 
company began dismantling its under- County, along with nine operations in sever- 
ground mining equipment. No formal an- al other States, to Unimin Corp. of Con- 
nouncement was made regarding future necticut. 
plans for the mine. 

‘Table 5.—Michigan: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

ae. ee Os 
REE, Value Vat GUE alae Value 

hort fonds) fon Ort ant) Foe 
Construction: 

MAME. ence 6,596 $14,016 $2.12 NA NA NA Gravel --72972222TTOTTITTTTTITIIIIIDatgs Pao “Ber NA NA NA Sand and gravel (anprocessed)_ 2 LLTZIZIIII1__ are “signa NA__NA__NA 
Total! or average —_-------------------- 20587 47726-2382 °23,000 $52,900 “S227 Industrial sand-— = --~2—222222222ZZIIIIIZ_ “geo asa ta1 Baus “tert “778 

Grand total" or average -_----.--~-------- 23,486 69,659 297 "26,545 79,877 3.01 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Slag—tron and Steel.—Michigan contin- Data for even-numbered years are based on 
ued to rank fourth in sales of processed iron annual company estimates made before 
and steel slag. Edward C. Levy Co. in yearend. 
Wayne County processed slag from Mc- Crushed.—Crushed stone was the fifth 
Louth Steel Products Corp; the Great leading mineral commodity in value pro- 
Lakes Steel Div. of National Steel Corp; duced in Michigan. Nationally, the State 
and Rouge Steel, a subsidiary of Ford Mo- was ranked 15th in the quantity of stone 
tor. Processed iron and steel slag was used sold. With the revival of the construction 
for asphaltic concrete aggregate, fill, rail- industry, sales of crushed stone increased 
road ballast, and road base material. Sales 20%. Crushed stone was produced in 25 
increased during the year with the renewal counties at 41 quarries. Nine companies 
of construction activity. produced more than 1 million tons. Leading 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by counties, in decreasing order of tonnage, 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered were Presque Isle, Mackinac, Monroe, Alpe- 

years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. na, and Chippewa. Most of the State’s
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crushed stone output was limestone and fied stone 
dolomite produced at 31 quarries. Other About 59% of the crushed stone mined in 
types of stone produced in the State, ac- Michigan was transported by water, 40% by 
‘counting for less than 1% of the total, were truck, and about 1% by rail. 

marl, traprock, sandstone, and an unspeci- 

‘Table 6.—Michigan: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

EE am 

Te 
nt at 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch: 
Te a te gen _aae-—-nneannaennnne nnn 124 309 

‘Coarse aggregate, graded: 
ae SEEN Eri gpap__---------~ === ---- enna 24s 58h 
ee eee cosiie 22052200220 10S DLTISEEESSooe--e--- aL 28 
Bituminous egrets treatment aggregate --__~~~--~-~~--~--~=-~~~-~=-~~ 15 356 

vlad a ee SoS Bs a8 
ine a 23/8 inch: 
Se ere nots mls oreeal oui Se=wewaot- aan veseenen sort 498 1.488 

aSereengandesimated == <== <—> 22-22 oo noe monn a2 119 
ree and fine aggregate 
Cee EEE cis _____- = SE 1315 2844 
eal ed ee a tng: oo SET ERESGOSE SES we erne epee TSS Tage B09 
Unpaved red a oe o- n-ncoennnae on one Sse cOSnELETEESS 12 326 

Agricultural: 
rpotatal: limestone __------------~---=--en-n een nn ecco 364 1.339 
FD et fo el a Ee 9 2 

Chemical and metallurgical: 
mica ab a ane nnencne nee ncepnecneser te 521 L681 

Ceenent mateo oS Soares UERUEET SISTA een 49998587 
Fluxstone __..-—-------- = -- 22 = =n 4,787 19,822 

Total® _.._..---.-----------+------=------
--- 29-5 24,763 82,152 

Yneludes limestone, dolomite, marl, sandstone, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. 
Includes poultry grit and mineral food, filter stone, stone sand—concrete, terrazzo and exposed aggregate, chemical 

gnineludes, poultry grit and miersiaclure, sugar refining, waste material, combined coarse and fine aggregate (not 
Slsewhere classified), and other uses 

“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Early in the year, the Michigan Natural _ placed on layoff status. The plant continued 
Resources Commission awarded leases on to ship from inventory with shipping crews 
two 80-acre sites in Houghton and Baraga reporting to work on a “call out” basis. 
Counties for limestone-dolomite mining by Dimension Stone.—Four companies pro- 
White Pine Copper. The deposits, known as duced dimension stone in four counties in 
Sherman Hill in Houghton County and 1983. Sandstone was produced in Jackson 
Limestone Mountain in Baraga County, County, and limestone, in Eaton, Presque 
contain a magnesium level that was ex- Isle, and Schooleraft Counties. Production 
pected to increase the efficiency of White remained about the same as reported in 
Pine Copper’s smelting process and to result 1982. Value of the stone increased about 6% 
ina higher copper yield. per ton. Stone was used as cut stone, flag- 
Drummond Dolomite Inc., a subsidiary of ging, irregular-shaped slabs, rough blocks, 

Bethlehem Steel Corp., announced it would and for general construction. 
permanently close its stone quarry and Sulfur (Recovered).—Sulfur was recov: 
trashing plant in Chippewa County on July ered as a byproduct at petroleum-refining 
29 after failing to receive contract conces- operations of Total Petroleum Inc. at Alma 
sions from employees in May. However, in Gratiot County, Shell Oil Co, at Manistee 
last-minute negotiations with the union re- in Manistee County, and Marathon Oil Co. 
sulted in the workers ratifying a 21-month at Detroit in Wayne County. Most was used 
contract with concessions, which averted in manufacturing sulfuric acid. Production 
the shutdown. was lower than in 1982 because of the de- 

"At the end of August, United States Steel cline in petroleum-product use. 
Corp. suspended operating its quarry near _Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace 
Cedarville, Mackinac County, citing the  & Co. processed vermiculite shipped in from 
poor economy and high labor costs as the other Stetes at its plant in Dearborn, 
feasons. Approximately 140 workers were Wayne Cuunty. Sales increased about 12%
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with the renewal of construction activity in Gold—In June, Callahan Mining an- 
the State. Most sales were for loose fill nounced plans to spend $3.1 million over 
insulation and fireproofing. Other uses the next year to commence mine develop- 
were for agricultural purposes, block insula- ment at its Ropes gold property near Ish- 
tion, and concrete and plaster aggregate. peming. The firm had conducted an exten- 

sive exploration program from 1979 to 1981 
METALS at a cost of $2.5 million. Callahan Mining 

7 planned to bring the gold-mining project 
Abrasives (Manufactured)—Three com- Fi¢¢ Production at 1,000 tons of ore per day panies manufactured metallic abrasives in ee ae ea ne gi? million to $2) 

Michigan during 1983. Sales of steel shot ™ lion ‘One tall te J mullion: 
and grit were reported by Ervin Industries ™illion. Once full-scale production is reach- Ihe, Lontece Counts; Abrasive Materials a the mine was expected to produce about 
Inc., Hillsdale County; and Metal Tec Steet 30.000 to 85,000 ounces of gold per year. 
Abrasives, Wayne County. Abrasive Materi- Reserves at Ropes are estimated to be suffi- 
als also reported sales of cut wire shot. lent for 6 years of production. The ore zone 
Michigan accounted for 24% of the US. '® open at depth, and adjoining property 
sales of steel shot and grit and was one of U2der Callahan Mining's control has poten- 
two States reporting sales of cut wire shot. ‘ial for additional reserves. . 
Manufactured abrasives are used primarily _ I August, Callahan Mining let a $2.1 by the automotive, foundry, and steel indus. Tillion, 12-month contract to Wallace Dia- 
tries. Sales increased during the year with ™0nd Mining Inc. of Osburn, ID, for devel- 
the strengthening of the economy. opment services on the Ropes project. First- 

Copper and Silver--White Pine Copper Phase development was to include driving a 
suspended mine, mill, and smelter oper- 12: by 15-foet spiral ramp down to the ore 
ations at its complex in October 1982. At the one. By yearend, the ramp was 3,100 feet 
beginning of 1983, about 300 persons were long, and drifting was nearly completed on 
employed at the facilities, operating the the first development level, 300 feet below 
firm's new electrolytic copper refinery on Surface. Negotiations were underway to 
processed scrap. In April, the firm laid off Purchase an inactive flotation mill about 16 
30 additional employees because of the de- Miles from the property. 
cline in the copper market. Iron Ore.—Michigan continued to rank 

‘On August 1, union workers at the com- second, behind Minnesota, in iron ore ship- 
plex went on strike following a 17-month ments, which increased about 38% as the 
plea by the company for wage and benefit Steel industry began to recover from the 
concessions. The walkout was in force at recession of 1981-82. Throughout most of 
yearend, affecting 130 union workers. Man- 1983, CCI operated its taconite mines in 
agement and salaried personnel continued Marquette County below capacity. Produc- 
to process scrap in the refinery. tion was cut back several times at the 

During the year, Louisiana Land and Empire and Tilden Mines to adjust invento- 
Exploration Co,, parent of Copper Range, of ries to demand. The Republic Mine was idle 
which White Pine Copper is a division, all year. CCI made some shipments from 
placed Copper Range’s assets up for sale, stockpiles at the Mather Mine in 1983. 
including the White Pine facilities. Several Shipments were also reported from stock- 
companies looked at the properties includ- piles at The Hanna Mining Co.'s Groveland 
ing Noranda Mines Ltd. and the Southern operation in Dickinson County. Hanna per- 

Pacific Railroad. The facilities had not been manently closed the Groveland facilities in 
sold at yearend. 1982. 

‘A new copper-related industry began in During the year, COI restructured the 
the Upper Peninsula at midyear. Peninsula iron-mining partnerships the company 
Copper Industries Inc. started leaching cop- managed. Participants in the Empire Iron 
per from printed circuit board scrap to Mining Partnership, which has an annual 
produce copper oxide at its plant in Michi- pellet capacity of 8.0 million tons, are In- 
gan Technological University’s Technology land Steel Co. (40%); J&L (85%); Wheeling- 
Park in Hubbell. Initial annual production Pittsburgh Steel Corp. (10%); and CCI 
was expected to be 25 million pounds of (15%). Participants in Tilden Mining Co., 
copper oxide from approximately 10 million which also has an annual pellet capacity of 

pounds of scrap. The major use of the 8.0 million tons, are The Algoma Steel Corp. 
product would be for wood preservation (30%); J&L (12%); Stelco Ine. (10%); Sharon
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Steel Corp. (5%); Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel nership, which has a capacity of 2.7 million (4%); and CCI (39%). CCI became the sole tons. 
owner of the Marquette Iron Mining Part- 

Table 7.—Michigan: Usable iron ore: produced (direct shipping and alll forms of 
concentrates), by range 

(Phousand long tons, gross weight) 

Ret 
Year Marquette “Benge” “tate Gross weight Range (Michigan (Michigan a Iron ard part) Ore ton content. 

(percent) erent) 18541978_________________ 478956 aigass 249,625 1,059,898 NA NA 1919... 222222 222as22aao 15.100, 2092 “MTB 10988 os $l LTLISS LS SSESSLEIE 14,450 1g70 <= "6420 10,482 638 1981-277 ~ 7 13.508 73 Tl 153 10.09 643 ieee IES DER ONES ERE TETSNS ard Re g een 4426 64 igeban acces eencons tae 9380 = = 93359 Bo28 645 —— tts 
Meta aoe eaasc 539,329 3316,232, 249,625 1,105,185, NA NA 

"Revised. NA Not available 
!Bheclusve after 1905 of iron ore containing 5% or more manganese 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 
Distribution by range partly estimated before 1006, 

Iron Oxide Pigments.—Michigan was testing facilities. A 500-ton sample bank ranked first of four States in shipping crude containing hundreds of different types of iron oxide pigments. Shipments originated _ steel was available to customers for proto- from stockpile at the CCI Ore Improvement type development, production, and testing. Plant in Marquette County, which closed in National Steel, Great Lakes Steel Div., 1979. Finished iron oxide pigments were was fined $2.5 million by a Federal judge on produced by BASF Wyandotte Corp. at May 23 for failing to control air pollution at Wyandotte, Wayne County. Iron oxide pig- its Ecorse mill. The firm also faced daily ments were used in paint and other coat- penalties of $7,500 until its faulty furnaces ings. were brought into compliance with Federal Pig Iron and Steel.—Michigan was rank- and Wayne County clean air regulations. ed fourth nationally in shipping pig iron. The firm was fined $3 million in 1982 for Although shipments rose about 7% over violations of the Clean Air Act. those of 1982, Michigan steel firms still _ Ford Motor ended talks in May with operated below capacity. High imports and Nippon Kokan KK of Japan concerning the slack demand forced the State’s steelmak- sale of 75% of its Rouge Steel subsidiary ers to lay off personnel several times during after failing to resolve labor issues to the the year. satisfaction of the Japanese. About 700 In an effort to make steel operations hourly workers were laid off at the plant profitable again, the steel industry and the between August 15 and the end of Septem- United Steelworkers of America agreed toa ber when Rouge Steel shut down its electric new 41-month contract, which included an furnace and related facilities. Previously, immediate $1.25-per-hour pay cut, reduced about 475 persons were laid off when the vacations and holidays, and temporary re- company shut down its largest blast furnace ductions in cost-of-living raises, and several coke ovens in order to remain During the year, National Steel re- competitive. 
structured into seven business groups and _In September, Ford Motor announced it became known as National Intergroup Inc. had ended talks with the United Auto Only the steel-related portion of the busi- Workers Union seeking concessions aimed ness remained known as National Steel at keeping its Rouge Steel subsidiary open Corp. National Steel opened a new facility and would close the facilities near Detroit, in Livonia to help serve domestic automo- possibly within the next 12 months. A new bile makers and other companies produce contract the Auto Workers Union finally higher quality steel products. The product- ratified in October gave concessions that application center employed more than 40 would allow the firm to be competitive with steel technologists in five different disci- other steel companies. In turn, Ford Motor plines supported by sophisticated steel- promised to modernize the Rouge Steel
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MN. plant. At yearend, Ford Motor announced MI... ,., asistant, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, MN 
plans to construct a $200 million casting Cannon, W. F., and M. G. Mudrey, Jr. The Potential for 

i Diamond-Bearing Kimberlie in Northern Michigan and operation. Wisconsin. U.S. Geol. Surv. Cire. 842, 1981, 15 pp. 
“Industrial Minerals. New Refractory Mixture for Main- 

‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, tenance. Aug. 1983, pp. 17-18. 

Table 8.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Adress Type of activity "Gaunt 

condos Cement Co, «division of Box 122 Quarry, clay pit, pl M indee Cement Co,, a division 2 1 juarry, clay pit, plant Monroe. 
oderbonk Financiere Giana Dundee, MI 48131 

‘Medusa Cement Co,, Medusa Corp..a Box 5668 Querry and plant _-_ Charlevoix. 
subsidiary of Crane Co.1?________ Cleveland, OH 44101 Clay pit ..-..---- Antrim. 
National’Gypeum Co., Huron Cement 4000 Town Center, Quarry, clay pit, plant Alpena. 
Div? ‘Suite 2000 

Southfield, M1 48075 Peerless Cement Co, Gifford Hill & 9833 Dearborn St Plant__--------- Wayne cage Detroit, Mi 48200 
U's. Brick Co, Michigan Div,asub- _3820Serr Rd Clay pitand plant. Shiawassee. ypelit#¥ of Cid Brick Co Corunna, MI 48817 :ypeum: 
‘Georgia-PacificCorp...-.----- 188 Peachtree St, NE. Underground mineand Kent. é ae Sauee Atlant, GA Sta ont z 

fichigan. ---------- BAO Bay n pit mine anc sc0. Seana, ‘Mi 43608 plant, National Gypsum Co...-----. S16)FitIntemations! 7p Do. 
Dallas, TX 75270 United States Gypsum Co... 101 South Wacker Dr. vorbreosvscees De. z Ghicago, IL 60006 

‘Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co... 504 Spruce St. ‘Open pit mines and Marquette. oS Ishpeming, Mi 49849 plants, 
‘The Hanna MiningCo_......... Star Route 1, Box 131 Stockpile _....... Dickinson. ron end se Tron Mountain, St 49801 
‘MecLouth Steel Products Corp... 300 South Livernois Ave. Plant___-----____ Wayne. 

Detroit, MI 48217 National Stee] Corp., Great Lakes ‘Tecumseh Ra, susrado esac Do. 
Steel Div Exorse, Ml 48229, Rogge Stel Co,asbsidiaryofFord 3001 Milles Ra vecedbmawneses Do. imei Dearborn, M48121 

Detroit Lime Co, a subsidiary of £9300 Dix Ave wosudauemeunas Do. ‘taward C. Levy Co. Dearborn, Mi 48120 ‘The Bow Chemical Co, Ludington 2020 Bow Center a--do_-------- Mason. Div. ‘Midland, Mi 48640 
Marblehead Lime Co, adivision of 300 West Washington St. Plants. Wayne, 

General Dynamics Corp. Chicago, ‘TL 60606 Michigan Sugar Co Box 1848 -2--do-------- Huron, 
Soginaw, MI 48605 Saginaw, Sanilac, Tuscola 

‘Natural salines:* 
‘The Dow Chemical Co... 2020 Dow Center Brine wells and plants ‘Macon and Midland, M4812 Midland Martin Marietta Corp, Magnesia Executive Plaza Il Brine wells and plant_ Manistee. 

Specialties Div. Hunt Valley, ‘MD 21030 
Morton Chemical Co, a division of HO North Wacker Dr anand De. eae Horton oko! in Chicago, IL 60606 eat 

‘AlPar Peat Co... 9551 Krouse ‘and plant —_.- Shiawassee 
Hine BEE sone to lyponex Corp. — = — =~ === - = ith Anthony Blvd. Bogs and plants ____ Lapeer and Fort Wayne, IN 46803 m Bilawascee. Michigan Peat Inc ...-.------ Box 66388 a---do_------- Sanilac Houston, TX 77006 Pere expanded: 
Harborlite Corp... ..--.----- Bow 458 Plant... Kalamazoo. Escondido, CA 92025 United States Gypsum Co... 101 South Wacker Dr. wecideucgsess | (Wague 

a Chicago, IL 60606 
Diamond Crystal Salt Co... 916 South Riverside Brine wellsand plant. St. Clair. 

St Chair, MU 48079 Hardy Salt Co_-.------------ Drawer 149 wando.-------- Manistee 
St, Louis, MO 63166 

International Salt Co., a subsidiary of ‘12841 Saunders St. Underground mine _. Wayne. 
‘Akzona Inc Detroit, Mi 48217 ° Morton Salt Co, a division of Morton 110 North Wacker Dr. Brine wells and plants Manistee and ‘Thiokol Ine. Chicago, 1L 60608 St. Clair. 

Sco footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 
Tiina ant company ‘Aalrese Type ofuctivty County 

Sand and gravel: 
Co OE ace Drawer 160 Pits and plants. Kal ‘American Aggregates Corp <== @reanville, OH 45831 snd Pan aan Re Macomb, Oatiand. Blount Ine = ------------ Box 1468 wand ena Oakland's Sena, Ml iss ‘acola Medusa AgpromaiesCo,asw- Tahoe weeddeeeeaie- Oa Siinry of Crane Co. Gotumban, OFF 40204 BillSeth Sond Gravel Ine. How 38 oad enn Allegan, Oiego, ML 49078 Bay, 

Kalamazoo, 
Verb 

Whittaker & Gooding Co... 5800 Cherry Hill Ra naa do 2 Lapeerand nm Yan Md Weshie 

Imaeeinatruction Agsregates Cor Bor 68 Pit and plant Orta x and plant ______ Ottawa. ™P =~ Rerrysburg, MI 49409 - Manley Brothers of Indiana ine - Bor S88 seul scenes Msoomb. 
Nugent Sand Co. Ine Bor aos N AS4 Pits and plant Musk went Sand Go-To —a-moo-— Ae Kegon, MI 49443 Pate “ Ottawa Sica Co, Michigan Silica Box sf Pitand plant... Wayne ‘bi. Ottawa, IL 61350 Sand Products Corp 1888 Ist National Bla. Pitsand plants... Oceana. 
Sargent Sand Co Bos 4 M subuneawae setldpeased sce Maou naw, MI 48608 ", os Weta 

SUE award C. Levy Co £8800 Dix As Plants we a momeemeene= Batrit M #8200 worennnens Wags 
‘Srushed 

Heme siond Dolomite L Martin T. Quarry and plant Chippewa ar nc 8 in Tower and plant bsdary ofSethichem” —_BethichennsBA 18016 a Steel Corp. France Stone Co. Box 1928 waaedo naan Monroe Toledo, OH 43603 Inland Lime & StoneCo,a Gulliver, MIW9840_______Quarriegand plants. Mackinac and ivsonefnland eel, oes Shoat Preemie, ee jarry and plant Presque lle ” ‘Alpena, ML 49707 . 
Rockwood Stone Inc... Box 119 ‘Quarries and plants... Monroe and ‘Rockwood, MI 48273 ‘Wayne United States Stecl Corp, ‘Rogers Cy, MLAOV79__ do Manna and Wichiean ineione Frente 

Marl ne Fochiman& Son... Route2 Quarry Case Cassopolis, MI 49081, 
Senge Stone Quarry Co 338 Austin Ra Quarry and| Sacleson, ae Stone ake stn ryandplant Jac eons Nepoteon, Mi 40261 pani encod loughton County Road Box 269 jarries and plant Houghton, ‘Commission. Hlancock, MI 49930 ¢ _ ¥ Dimension 

‘Gaway Stone Co... 7153 MileRa ry_--------- Presque le ‘Traverse, MI 49684 Gare Sandstone: ‘Jude Stone Quarry Co $98 Austin Ra ceeedo eckson Napoleon i t9251 Sulfur (recovered) Marsthon Of1Co 1900 South Fort t. Elemental sulfurre Wayne Detroit, MEa83i7 ‘covered a3 a byprod: etof ol retin Shell Western ERP Inc === Box 1528 acneionceenee Manis: Houston, 1x 77251 ‘Total Petroleum Ine... 990 T8th'Sts 28d Floor ado Gratiot Denver, CO stab. 
veprig Graco Co 62 Whittemore A Prooea we ase & Coe enn more Ave ing plant . ¥ Cambridge, Ma 05t40 pe plan sm 
“Also clays. #Algo crushed limestone. 2Also iron oxide pigments. 

‘lpclutes bromine, Bromine eompounds,calciam compounds, iodine, and magnesium compounds.





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Mineral Resources Research 
Center, University of Minnesota, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James H. Aase* 

Nonfuel minerals produced in Minnesota cumulatively comprising about 5% of the 
during 1983 were valued at $1.5 billion, a State's total value. 
31% increase over that of 1982 but about Nationally, the State ranked fourth be- 
$700 million below the record high set in hind California, Texas, and Arizona, respec- 
1981. The gain over that of 1982 was attrib- tively, in value of nonfuel mineral produc- 
uted primarily to increased iron ore ship- tion, and accounted for approximately 7% 
ments and higher sand and gravel and of the U.S. total. Among the individual 
crushed stone production. mineral commodities produced in Minneso- 

During the year, 4 of the 10 mineral ta during 1983, iron ore output ranked Ist 
commodities produced had increased out- among the 10 producing States; manganif- 
put, and the values of 7 increased over those erous ore, 2d of 2; construction sand and 
of 1982. Approximately 92 cents of every gravel, 5th of 50; peat, 7th of 22; dimension 
dollar of the State’s total mineral value was stone, 12th of 39; industrial sand, 12th of 37; 
credited to iron ore. Among the nonmetallic lime, 23d of 39; crushed stone, 28th of 48; 
minerals, construction sand and gravel led and clays, 39th of 44. 
in output value, followed by crushed stone, 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Minnesota‘ 
1982 1988 

Mineral = MR on cantata ay 
(ea menses es cean a saae NA $5, NA 35 Iron ore (usable) ~~~ thousand Tong tons, gross weight 2371s 1,021,058 © 90.698 1,842.45, Timea 222 2372 USIN Mfnousand shore tons 138 ‘4694 W Ww 
Manganiferous ore ~~~ 7_27227727/22M Short tons 16,807 Wo sit w Sand and gravel 
Construction... thousand short tons. 20276. 44202-24600» °53.000 unused = OTSIITTIIITTL Ea 64 5908 85 Teiga, 
Grabeel crease "7.100 $20,900 8580 (25,820 Dimension ~~~ ~~~ 7 ~~2 22277 2oo 22a o oT "4 11/840, 11385 Combined value of clays, peat, and values indicated by symbolW XX 1406 XK 05 

SOW eee a XX 1,110,125 XX 1,485,090 
“Bstimat ot available thheld to avoid disclosing compan; value included with eens, NA Not aval, W Withheld wo avo tong company proprietary date vale inluded 
*Produetion as measured by mine shipments sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

293
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Minnesota, by county! 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Minerals peeiueed in 1082 
Aillin ce sueatcsaccue sur $81 Peat, sand and gravel (construction), Anoka ~~. ---- 22 DIITIIIIIIIIIIE e W Sand and gravel (construction). Becker == SODgD7G0SS 9070S" eo 156 "Do. i @ 183, De. Benton = SZDIITISTINESSES IO? @ 38 Do. Big Stone ~~ ~~~" >" 7>T777TDTTTTe 1513 Ww Do. Blue Restle Sg SCSDEg TESST Tp ¥5r wW Do. Betyn eon nen oe W W Sand and gravel construction cays, Cerltons 1 a2 2 EURISOE OSSD TE TT w W Beat sand and gravel construction) Garme Sooo Seay e W Sand and gravel (constraction) ncn TREE @ 188 Do Chippewa 2-2" e Ww Do. Chimay ona SULUESEIEIET TS @ w Do. Chay noe 636 8780 Sand and gravel (construction), ime. Chedatat 0 8 STETETEESE REN CES @ W Sand and gravel (construction) Gook DTT TT TTIIIT TIT IE ° 2 Do. cr ee Ce EE ET @ <= Grow Wing ©-"7"7T277TT272T2T2It Ww W Sand and gravel construction), manganiforous ore, Babin aecusccs w 5616 Sand and gravel (construction Dodge nnn pon SETS ETEEES Ww Ww De. Dougies 2S e 418 Do. Faribaule ~~ >77>TTIITTTTTITITT a nn Filiées. -oUSGCET EST 1085 36 Sand and gravel (construction) Fresbom_- ~~ -777"TIIIIDITTII72 3 984 Do Goodhue --- 2-2 TILT TT Riera 246 293 Do. OE eens EEE @ a Hennepin —~=—7>"TTIITIITTIITI=t w 4638 Sond and gravel (construction), Houston _ ~~" "TT TIIIT TTT IIIIT 19 811 Do. Motard ooo ee cone cue e) 280 Do. Wane nae ee x 302 Dao Bawa CSISSSUSCISTESTT TLS pega W Iron ore, sand and gravel (construction), ie ® ee Kanabes 2 /gSDSSEINTGIT EST @ W > Sand and gravel (construction), Kandiyohi_--~"277777>2227777 722 @ w Do. Kittoon..__- 22000 S200 2oog- eo Ww Do. Koochiching’ ~~_77772>7~77777722 @ & Do. Eac Qui Parle ~~~ TT7IIIITTI27222 % 101 Do. Da en ema ETE ® Ww Do. Lake of the Woods -270777727772772 a 58 Do. LeSueur-_- “°° 222 TI22ITTTTIEIIT W W Sand (industriab, sand and gravel (Construction) Pinooln—- == a 8 Sand and gravel (construction). Tp nn CSET SITTERS é wo Meleod <22227"TTTIIIIIITIIIIII ® 236 Do. Mabnepies ane co SETTERS @ aul Do. Marshall. ___— ~~" 7777777777777 e 9 Do, Batis --. 2052 SLECRIIEE RTS ES ze 60 Do. Meeker. ~~ "277" T7SIIIIIITTIT IIe @ w Do. Mile Une. SaTETORUT ES 288 w Do. Morrison. © 722777T22I22T222222 @ 481 De. MO ns oon nona SAT UESIENY 269 366 Do. Morray”—=222TTDIIITIIIITIIT2c2 8 28 Do. NMG sf esc SELESISSESS W Ww Do. Nabhan Sor e a3 Norman -227"22ITIDIIIITTITILT eo W Sand and gravel (construction) Olmsted —_--_ 0 TTT TT 1,200 389 Do. PETE wm wrennrenine ee 20, W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Pennington - ~~~~772727277777722> @ 81 Sand and gravel (construction) PB no nnen mwas wee SESE @ Ww Do. PO err eee 1,676 8,843 Lime, sand and gravel (construction). BO00 oo onan nen ETT oy ‘319 Sandand gravel (construction) Ramey 92772 77DITITIITITTIZZT2 ea w Do. BRON, menoninvincccace ne Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Banville “S2000 Diente = 250 W. Lime, sand and gravel conserctiob) Big SCS eT 3 345 Sand and gravel onstruction) ioe. 36 W Do. Rosia oot eee 8 63 Do. RIM cca eee Ww 'W Iron ore, sand and gravel (constructioh), ‘ SO nen Santee 3,686 W Sond industria sand and gravel (Construction) Sherburne. ® 529 Sand and gravel (construction). Sibley Ce SSSI ee a W Do. BNEW os rerrnememneemane oe Ww 239 Do. State SET erpomron: w 960 Do. Steveng --~~ITLITIIITIIITIITEot 6 Wo See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Minnesota, by county: —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 981 1982 Mingeele peodpoed i 1962: 

‘Swit ___....-..---------------- @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Mead 12 ETCES TESTOEITSETETSNOS ° $238 Do. 
Wabasha = 222220 227TTTTIIIIIT sid 252 Do 
Waleaa SCOS20SUANSREESOGESEISS @ 35 De. 

Wingo W Wo Sandand gravel a Weshingion 21 2-2_~2=-2=--=---- gravel (construction), san 
= (industrial). 

Watonwan___—..---------~----- e 48 Sand and gravel (construction). 
5 amie Ses a 4 Do 
Winn S0LC"= scone eee 1,525 606 Do. 
Wight 2 - soe once eS TESES Ww s1 Do. 

Yellow Medicipe |-~77~7"722=TIIITS 1854 15 Do. 
Undistributed® _- _.- 4. 1,933,233 1,048,893 
Sand and gravel construction) ——--—~-~ “49770 xX 
Stone oe xX £20,900 

Dimension.-_~~—---2=-~--=-——— XX 11940 
Wee eco lin, 2,154,761 1,110,126 

“Batimated. _W Withheld to avoid dscosing company proprietary data; included with “Undisributed” — XX Not 
pplical 

"Pipestone, Red Lake, and Traverse Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. 
County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) isnot available; total 
Sfate values shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction)” or “Stone.” 

Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. includes gem stones that eannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Table 3.—Indicators of Minnesota business activity 

> Change, 1982 gage Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Foul civilian labor force ----~- =~ -—--—-------—thouganda 2256-1498 $11 
Usecipbgment 0 cg eu cone esaciwnane 238 tor 253 

Employment (nonagricultural): OT 
Maing nnn aneeeenennennnnen— = dae 15 19 453 

Manufacturing --—~~~22222222222202IDTI Too 2ot 3908 3480 42 Contract construction ~~ =_~-~-222222222 =~ -0-——— Ad a2 4153 
‘Transportation and public utilities . ~~. -~.-~------do_-.. 90.3 92.5 +24 

Wholesale and retail rade ~~~ ~~ ~_~_~~-~22=-doo=—— 4085 68 24 
Finance, insurance, real estate. ~~ __-_~~~-~2_22_"do--~ 381 iol 334 
AEE ron nee inenntninom aye ER BThT 395.0 +46 
GorerampanT SBR RSS CEE ESSE Tay ON ga an 293.3 293.1 st 

peranad in Teal Pnagrcalturalemployment.—-—----nean--adon-— 1650718 +89 
Total ~--------- === =~ millions... $46,213 $48,348, +46 Porcopin SSUSTTTOSISISTINUSTIELEOT ES || HAS. S1USES +48 

Construction sedivily? ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized... 1895824878 4+.813 Value of nonresidential construction ===. millions -$1,0080 $1,048 “42 
Value of State road contract awards -——~~~~~~—~"~7"~~ "do -- $2160 $2720 258 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the Btate ‘thousand short tons. 15 1162 +15 

‘Nonfuel mineral production value: "Total erude mineral value eoceeee---- millions. $1101 814550 $811 
Value per capita, resident population ~-~~~~~7~2222227 POET $269 $31 +305 
Value per square miles ~~~" == =====2=22 2 $3205 17288806 

Preliminary. = 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Sources: US. Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

US. Bureau of Mines ” sii * *
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Figure 1.—Value of iron ore shipments and total value of nonfuel mineral production in 
Minnesota. 

Employment.—According to the Minne- _ ton-per-year production capacity. 
sota Department of Economic Security,em- During the year, the first large lease of 
ployment in the State's mining and quarry- State-owned peatland was awarded to a 
ing industries ranged from a high of 10,400 Swedish firm, Rasjo Torv AB, Stockholm, 
working an average of 34.9 hours weekly which planned to develop the resource as an 
during July to a low of 7,000 averaging 39.1 alternate energy source for fueling Minne- 
hours weekly during December. Peak em-  sota industries. The 2,625 acres leased for 25 
ployment during the year was approximate- _ years in St. Louis County, near Zim, report- 
ly 24% below that of 1982. edly contain 4.5 million short tons of peat. 
Workers in metal mining comprised ap- Minnesota lent the company $1 million for 

proximately 78% of the total mining and _ the estimated $2.4 million project cost. 
quarrying work force in 1983. At yearend, In mid-November, the Minnesota Depart- 
the average hourly earnings for the entire ment of Natural Resources (DNR) offered 
mining and quarrying work force was copper, nickel, and associated mineral ex- 
$12.36. Those in metal mining received the _ ploration leases for sale on 1.1 million acres 
highest rate, averaging $13.05, an 11% de- of State lands in nine northern Minnesota 
crease from that for the same period in counties. Seventeen companies and individ- 
1982. uals submitted 409 bids on 372 mining units 
Trends and Developments.—A lag in re- that ranged from 40 acres to 1 square mile. 

covery of the domestic steel industry ef- Leases were to be awarded to the successful 
fected production cutbacks and shutdowns _ bidders in early 1984. 
at most of the State’s iron ore operations. According to DNR data, 2 companies 
During the year, all Minnesota taconite registered for the first time, and 15 other 
production facilities had shutdowns ranging companies renewed registration to engage 
from approximately 4 weeks to 81/2 in exploration drilling for nonfuel minerals 
months. Although taconite pellet produc- in the State. In 1983, 7 companies completed 
tion increased slightly over that of 1982, it drilling at 33 sites in 6 counties. 
remained at a depressed level equal to | Near midyear, the Duluth, Missabe and 
about 40% of the State’s 62.7-million-long- Iron Range Railway (DM&IR) dedicated and
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began operating its new shiploading system of the State's geology and mineral re- at the Port of Duluth. The project included sources, The following were included among fitting a battery of 20 shuttle conveyors to the projects: 
one side of the company’s dock 6, adapted _1. MGS published maps at scale 1:500,000 for loading iron ore into the hatches of of Paleozoic lithostratigraphy and bedrock newer and larger lake vessels too wide and topography and isopachs of Cretaceous and too high to load at some conventional grav- Quaternary strata of southeastern Minneso- ity docks. The new shiploader is linked to ta. 
DM&IR’s adjacent 2.5-million-long-ton- 2. MGS drilled 13 holes to basement in capacity stockpile and storage facility. The the drift-covered area of west-central shiploader pockets can be charged with iron Minnesota where rocks of the Animikie ore either by reclaiming from the storage Basin meet the Great Lakes tectonic zone. facility or by dumping directly from rail- The cores are being analyzed for economic road cars. potential and for basic geologic information. Legislation and Government Pro- 3. MGS continued work on karst hydro- grams.—Among the various mineral- geology in southeastern Minnesota to deter- related bills the 1983 Minnesota Legislature mine the impact of projected changes in introduced and enacted into law were the world climate on the availability of ground following: water and influence on surface water in 1. The repeal of the State gravel tax. The Minnesota. original law, the 1982 State Legislature 4. MGS continued high-resolution aero- passed, effective January 1, 1988, allowed magnetic mapping in northwestern Minne- counties to institute and administer a 10- sota. Resulting data from surveys in north- cent-per-cubic-yard or T-cent-pershort-ton eastern Minnesota were published as tax on gravel from pits within their respec- 1:250,000 scale color and contour anomaly tive counties. The funds were to be used maps. 
with 60% going to the county road and —_5. MGS initiated a program by which the bridge fund, 30% to townships, and 10% to general public would be encouraged to sub- a special fund for pit restoration. Many mit geological samples to MGS for identifi- county government officials indicated that cation. Resulting information would be com- administering the tax, and other factors, piled as a county atlas. This program is cost them more than they received from the patterned after a similar one in Finland tax, thus prompting the repeal. Only coun- that has led to discovering new economic ties specifically requesting retention of minerals and ores, as well as increasing gravel taxing powers will be affected. geologic knowledge of the country. 2. An appropriation of $3.9 million during 6. MGS continued geologic evaluation of the 1983.85 budget period for startup of a sites for hazardous waste isolation. Empha- Natural Resources Research Institute at the _ sis in 1983 was on crystalline rock terranes. University of Minnesota—Duluth. The cen- Research at the Twin Cities Research ter will conduct applied research on State Center of the U.S. Bureau of Mines included minerals and study such other State re- investigating new mineral processing tech- sources as biomass, timber, and water. nology designed in part to assist the State 3. An extension of the time in which and the Nation in expanding the mineral certain idle open pit mines must be fenced. _resource base. Included among the findings 4. The inclusion of peat under mined land the Bureau published during the year were reclamation laws and the requirement that reports on direct smelting of Duluth Com. the commissioner of natural resources plex sulfide concentrate,? beneficiation of amend or adopt new rules for land reclama- nonmagnetic taconite after reduction roast- tion before issuing permits to mine metallic _ ing with lignite, mineralogy and liberation minerals. characteristics of western Mesabi Range By Executive Order No. 83-39, the Gover- oxidized taconite,* and low-rank coals and nor of Minnesota ordered the establishment waste materials for reduction roasting and of an interagency task force to determine metallization of iron oxides.* priorities for peat research and develop- The Mineral Resources Research Center ment and directed that this task force of the University of Minnesota received a implement peat-related activities through $150,000 grant in Federal fiscal year 1983 the appropriate member agencies. from the Bureau under the provisions of During 1983, the Minnesota Geological title III of Public Law 95-87. The grant was Survey (MGS) was involved in a variety of designed to encourage training mining engi- activities to achieve a better understanding neers and scientists in mineral-related
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studies. The funds, to be matched with non- research projects, demonstrations, fellow- Federal funds, can be used by the school for ships, and other programs. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS ated in Itasca and St. Louis Counties on the 
Mesabi Range. 

Iron Ore—Ranking first among the "The State's usable iron ore shipments in States in iron ore production, Minnesota 1983, 96% as taconite pellets, rose nearly 
accounted for approximately 69% of the one-third over those of 1982. Pellet ship- total usable iron ore shipped from all U.S. ments, however, remained at about one-half mines in 1983. Production during the year the peak level reached in 1979 and were was from one natural ore and eight taconite approximately three-fourths of the 10-year 
open pit mines that seven companies oper- average. 

Table 4.—Minnesota: Production and shipments of usable iron ore! 
(Thousand long tons, gross weight, unless otherwise specified) 

— ____ Production SS Shipments as 
iron fatural o Bipartion i an opel 

feetes eee (percent) Oe erat) 1979 4028 55,992—59,320 628 3626 56.056 59.682 939 1980 => 2050 = 48112, as 162 oad 2371 aol a5a7 948 1981 — Yess a9g27 51025 687 Bnet OTE 946 1982 __ ‘527 23,872 723,898 647 ‘752 22,963 23,715 96.8 198 "> 865 255890 (28.255 eis 1182858 _—50,600 864 
{Exclusive of ore containing 5% or more manganese. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

In 1983, the Northwest Ore Div. of Jones $207 million in 1988, a 14% decrease from & Laughlin Steel Corp. (J&L) marked its that paid in 1982. Goods and services the first operating season at the McKinley Ex- taconite companies purchased totaled more tension Mine near Aurora on the eastern than $452 million in 1983, a slight drop Mesabi Iron Range. The McKinley Exten- from that of 1982, sion Mine is the largest active natural ore With one exception, the published prices operation in North America. With a produc- for various grade classifications of Minneso- tion capacity of 2 million long tons of sinter _ ta iron ore remained unchanged from those fines annually, the mine ranks as the prin- at yearend 1982. Effective August 1, 1983, cipal U.S. producer of sinter fines. J&L reduced the price of its Mesabi non- ‘The continuing lag in economic recovery Bessemer coarse and fine ores, delivered of the domestic steel industry adversely rail-of-vessel, lower lake port, to $30.03 and affected the demand for State-produced iron $31.53 per gross ton, respectively. The ore. During 1988, all the State's taconite coarse ore reduction reflected a $2.96 per pellet facilities produced at levels below ton or 14.3% reduction in the mine price, their rated capacities and were shut down and the fine ore reduction represented a for various periods. The duration of closure $1.30 per ton or 6.8% reduction in mine at each of the State’s eight taconite oper- price. The price at yearend 1983 for Old ations were as follows: Reserve Mining Co., Range non-Bessemer and manganiferous 37 weeks; Erie Mining Co., 26 weeks; Hib- classifications—all for ore delivered at rail. bing Taconite Co. and Butler Taconite Co., of-vessel at lower lake ports and based on 23 weeks; Inland Steel Mining Co. 12 51.50% natural iron content—was $32.78 weeks; National Steel Pellet Co. and Eve- per ton. The lower lake price for pellets was leth Taconite Co, 11 weeks; and United at two levels, 80.5 cents and 86.9 cents per States Steel Corp., 4 weeks. long ton iron unit. The average weighted The Lake Superior Industrial Bureau re- value of Minnesota iron ore shipped in 1983 ported that payroll costs of the State's was $43.73 per long ton. taconite industry workers totaled about Published freight rates, including rail
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and water from the Mesabi Range to lower any applicable storage and dock handling 
lake ports, ranged from $11.70 to $13.45 per _ charges. 
gross ton in mid-1983. These rates exclude 

Table 5.—Dates of first and final cargoes of Minnesota iron ore 
shipped from Upper Great Lakes ports 

88 
Port and dock Fit Final tage, Firt_ Final tonnage, 

shipment shipment thousand shipment shipment (thousand long tons) Tong tons) 
Duluth, MN:DM&IR _--------Apr.20 De. 435982 pred. Dew 16 5560 Silver Bay,MN: Reserve —~-77_ Apr a0 Oct. 2 212 © Abr Dee.2l it 
Superior Wi Buringion-Nortiera— Abr 1g Doc. 38 7958 Apne. 2 808 ‘Taconite Harbor, MN Brie = Apna Nov. 28 3640 Apr Dee. 80 3861 ‘TwoHlarbors, MA: DM@IR === _2~ = Apr 20 Dew. 2 agi Apri Dee. 28 8336 

Total nn ee ee ANB 30,142 
“Includes 909 tons of flue dust from the former Duluth works of the United States Steel Corp. 
Sources: American Iron Ore Association and various issues of Skillings’ Mining Review. 

Manganiferous Ore.—Pittsburgh Pacific Crystal Sugar Co. and Southern Minnesota 
Co., the State's only producer of manganif- Sugar Coop., accounting for the entire out- 
erous ore (containing 5% to 35% manga- put, consumed all of their own production 
nese, natural) in 1988, processed crude jn sugar-refining operations. Lime produc- 
stockpiled material from the Algoma-Zeno tion by American Crystal Sugar was from 
Mine at its concentration plant in Crow plants at its sugar refineries in Crookston, 
Wing County on the Cuyuna Range. Ship- fast Grand Forks, and Moorhead, and by 
ments during the year decreased about 31% Southern Minnesota Sugar at its Renville from those in 1982 and were at the lowest Operation. All the high-quality limestone 
level. of record, the two companies used in manufacturing 

quicklime was obtained from out-ofState 
Table 6.—Minnesota: Shipments of sources. 

manganiferous ores Peat.—Four companies produced peat 
from the Cuyuna Range from bogs in Aitkin, Carlton, Otter Tail, 

———rainns hanganescge =~ and St. Louis Counties. Although the quan- 
(l0ve to 359% Mn, natural) tity produced in 1983 was about 20% less 

Year Sity __Contentsnatura than the 1982 output, its value increased 
dongtons) Fe Mm about 9%. The principal type of peat har- 

—___ipercent)_(pervent) vested during the year was reed-sedge, to- 
1919163056 2ase 1409 gether with lesser quantities of sphagnum 
He------- ee ge iis; and hypnum. Over three-fourths of the peat 

1382 <2 “14360 "2899-1568 sold during the year was marketed in pack- 
298 ooonoes a Hat 1463 ages, the remainder in bulk. The product 
"Revised. was used extensively in golf course mainte- 
quill manganiferous ore shipped from the Cuyuna Range nance and in bedding for nursery stock. 
10% to 35% manganese. There haveljecn no shipments &¢ Perlite (Expanded).—At its plant near ‘manganiferous iron ore containing 8% to 10% manganese Cloquet in Carlton County, Conwed Corp. 

expanded perlite mined in other States. The 
NONMETALS expanded material was used in manufac- 

turing formed products. 
Clays.—The quantity and value of clay _ Sand and Gravel.—Construction—Con- 

produced in 1983 rose more than twofold Struction sand and gravel production is 
over that of 1982. Ochs Brick & Tile Co, Surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
extracted the product from pits in Brown €ven-numbered years only; therefore, this 
and Redwood Counties. The company used Chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
the output in face brick manufacturing at Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
its plant near Springfield. annual company estimates made before 
Lime.—Lime produced in 1983 fell signifi yearend. 

cantly below the 1982 level. American
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‘Table 7.—Minnesota: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
TO 192 1088 —_ 

Quantity Value Value Quantity Value Value” 
(housand thou. per” (thousand (thou. per shorttons) sands) fon __short tons) sands) ton 

Congtruction: ‘Sand = ~--—-~-—--=--------- 5564 $11992 $2.04 NA NA NA Gravel os gnee ake eISSN w2ago “Biel “287 NA NA NA 
‘Sand and gravel (anprocessed)_— ~~~" Qos 89 LAT NA NANA 

Total or average ----------- 2216 44.222 218 "24,600 “859.000 “S215 Gndinial vind co. 000 Soca cuae ce 04 "5.903—_—8.50 a5 12992188 

Grand total or average——-------- 120971 60,125 «289 ~~=« RRS O5NGR ZBL 
‘“Bstimated. NA Not available. 
’Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Industrial.—Industrial sand production pal rock type produced in 1983, came from 
in 1983 came from operations of Minnesota 66 quarries in 15 counties. Among the 
Frac Sand Co. in Scott County, Unimin specified uses of the limestone mined, the 
Corp. in Le Sueur County, and Twin City largest amount was for use as a dense road 
Silica Ltd. in Washington County. Produc- base material. Scott County led in crushed 
tion during the year remained at nearly the _ limestone output. 
same level as in 1982. One of the principal Four companies produced crushed granite 
uses of the marketed material was as a from four quarries in Big Stone, Stearns, 
specialty sand the petroleum industry used and Yellow Medicine Counties, mainly for 
in its hydrofracturing process to increase oil _ use as railroad ballast. 
recovery from certain type wells. Trucks Crushed quartzite and crushed traprock 
were the principal mode for transporting were produced at single operations in Nicol- 
the industrial sand output, handling about let and St. Louis Counties, respectively. The 
87% of the shipments. crushed materials were used most exten- 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by sively as an aggregate in concrete and 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered _ bituminous mixes. 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. More than one-half of Minnesota's crush- 
Data for even-numbered years are based on _ ed stone output was by three firms. Produc- 
annual company estimates made before tion from individual quarry operations dur- 
yearend. ing 1983 varied widely, with 34 quarries 

Granite, limestone, quartzite, and trap- producing less than 25,000 tons; 10 quarries 
rock were all produced in the State during between 25,000 and 50,000 tons; 18 quarries 
1983. Stone production increased 21% over between 50,000 and 200,000 tons; 6 quarries 
the quantity estimated to have been pro- between 200,000 and 500,000 tons; and 5 
duced in 1982. In 1983, 38 firms quarried quarries in excess of 500,000 tons. Approx- 
stone at 85 sites in 24 counties. imately four-fifths of all the crushed stone 

Crushed.—Crushed limestone, the princi- shipped in 1983 was handled by truck.
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Table 8.—Minnesota: Crushed stone" sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a” Quantity Value 
(Coarse aggregate (4-1-1/2inchk Riprap and jetty stone === 186 491 
Coarse aggregate, graded: CGonorete aggregate, carse_—— = ene --- ao 140 SSituminows aggregate, coarse ~_~~~==~~~--~7===77777772 2227 Bat a8 Bituminous surface treatment ogavegate ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~722777 DTT i8i 453 Ralined belsel coco -nececraer soon aeseen Sun oaaI EE TEOTES 1088 Fing aggregate 3/8 inch): ‘Stone sand, concrete «= ——-------~- nnn e 9 -nnenenn nano 3 w Screening undesgnaied ——~>>TO27T—IOTTLTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIII 4 n Coarse and fine agzrega “Graded road base or subbase == 2254 6.008, Unpaved road surfacing ~~ =~==~====77222~2222222 2222 sot Mr Grusher run of fillor waste ~~~ ~~WW7777T77DTTTLITIITIIIIIIIIIIIIT <0 25 Agricultural: Agricultural limestone ~~~~~~~~~~-727~22222222222T200II2 ser 180 
Special: Other? so er DD erase noes JoO TEES ISIISIIETISIEL 3488 10,382 

Toul? -..-.-----------------~-+-----+---------. 8,580 25,820 

[W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” Hcludes dolomite, granite, limestone, quartate, sandstone, and traprock 
includes stone used for poultry grit and mineral food, macadam, filter stone, lime manufacture, other fillers or stents one sand (bituminous mix or sab, soar agregate graded, use not spetied, and value incaed by oa 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 9.—Minnesota: Crushed limestone and dolomite sold or used by producers, by 
county 
a ca 

County Numberot Quantity, —Vatue  Numberot Quantity, Value 
quarries {{housand ¢housands) quarries See (thousands) 

i an 8 aes 81,085, 3 285 $963 Goods 2252555 202 2ESSSE 5 ita 246 5 id 184 Grant = 722222 2222T22IIIT “5 Se a i 108 585 Hounepht Soococo2oSSES00S i a a ae = YeSveur22222222IIITIII i & ae x - = Moet oxnn2o nso ocr oes 1 2 289 i w W Ohaged coo rccsussuars 8 481.300 g  1gle a8 Scott = === 222222 TTT 4188888 4 Tos 598 Webesha=7>22222772222022 7 ‘0s 2d 4 110 85 Washington ~~ ~22222222227 5 1055 4 10eT ee Winona 7)" 7772TTTIIII 8 231 35 3 m3 185 Undistrbuied? 2>2 277 z 6 is? 8.858, seat 
Bi ae runcsene 85 4,918 18,295 66 6,206 18,194 

‘Revised. __ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
{Includes Blue Earth, Dakota, Dodge, Houston, Steele, and Wright Counties and data indicated by symbol W. *Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Dimension limestone_was Stone, Mille Lacs, Redwood, Renville, and 
quarried by three companies in Blue Earth, Stearns Counties. The quarried material 
Le Sueur, and Winona Counties. Cut and was marketed most extensively as cut stone 
sawed stone were the principal products and monumental stone. Stearns County led 

marketed, in dimension granite production in the 
Dimension granite was produced at nine State during 1983. 

quarries operated by two companies in Big
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Table 10.—Minnesota: Dimension stone’ sold or used in 1983, by use 

Quantity 

Use rotons themed Value 
(short tons) ‘cubic feet) _ (thousands) 

Rough stone 
ough blocks for buildings and other construction _ ___------------ Bad 7 $52 

Trregolar-dhaped stone: 2 ek 569 7 ca Dressed stone for building and other construction: ‘Ashlars and partially squared pieces ass sussuse 2ugt4 286 8,589 
Slabs and blocks _~______----_----------------------- 2,160 a 1,850 
OE acre w amine Bateman cae ia 2,524 31 1,346 

Sete 22 woe Se eeaseee aia wi 27,651 337 11,365 

includes granite and limestone. 
includes rough and dressed monumental and dressed flagging. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Elemental sulfur a variety of uses, including aggregate in 
was recovered as a byproduct of petroleum concrete, block insulation, fireproofing, hor- 
refining operations of Koch Refining Co.,a ticultural purposes, and loose-fill insula- 
division of Koch Industries Inc., near Pine tion. 
Bend in Dakota County, and by Northwest- ___ 
ern Refining Co. a division of Ashland Oil state Lisiso Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, 
Inc, near St. Paul Park in Wi ington *Shah, I. D., P. L. Ruzzi, and R. B. Schluter. Low-Iron Cu- 
County. The quantity and value of the — NiCo Matte From Duluth Complex Sulfide Concentrate by 

ced i Direct Smelting. BuMines RI 852, 1988, 10 pp. sulfur produced and sold in 1988 was appre: Pippen if and J. E- Moy. Deneficiation of a 
ciably greater than the 1982 levels. Western Mesabi Nonmagnetic Taconite After Reduction 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace  Rogsting With Lignite, BuMines RI 8790, 1982, 19 pp. 
& Co. exfoliated processed vermiculite from or Westsin Mcsabi Range Oxidized Taconites, Baines RE 

out-of State sources at its plantin Hennepin 8813, 1983, 26 BPR FCT Bye tiask Goclrund 
County. Output increased modestly over waste Matersie for Reduction Roasting and Metallization 
that of 1982. The product was marketed for of Iron Oxides. BuMines RI 8746, 1985, 17 p. 

‘Table 11.—Principal producers 

Chay: 
‘Ochs Brick & TileCo . Box 106 Pits and plants. Brown and 

7 ‘Springfield, MN 56087 Redwood. 
on ore: 

"The Hanna Mining Co: 100 Erieview Plaza 
Cleveland, O# 44114 Butler Taconite Project — Secnennnnnnnnn  Mingconcentrator, Tasca 

agglomerator. National Steel Pellet Project === don Henson and St. Louis 
Inland Steel Mining Co. 30 West Monroe St. Chicago, 1 60603 
Miborasorscresnmey “eens sumaBgemacne, $etais 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. Box 198 
Northwest Ore Div. Aurora, MN 55705 

MeKinley Extension ee ~~ Mine and Do. concentrator. 
Oglebay Norton Co: 1100 Superior Ave Cleveland, OH 44114 Eveleth Mines. _oa en laecnas=n-~ Mine, concentrator, Do. 

agglomerator. Pickands Mather & Co. 1100 Superior Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

Erie Commercial... ~~ cents ann hen tcc oh Hepa Do. Hitigiemisscots 9 Saicesrereres, Peas estes Do. 
Pittsburgh Pacific Co. 2501 ist Ave Hibbing, MN 55746 

Connie, Pittsburgh Pacific Fee, (Mega cara ‘Stockpile ‘Do. 
‘and Silver, shipments 

Reserve Mining Co Silver Bay, MN 55614 ——_ 
Peter Mitchell_ _-___-_-__ sepsis eo retcnscomestentne ‘Mine and primary Do. 

crusher Silver Bay plant. = a--- Concentrator and Lake. 
agglomerator. Rhude & Fryberger Ine Box 66 

Hibbing, MN 55746 
Gross-Nelson, Hull-Rust, Rana, oe eee ‘Stockpile St. Louis. 

‘Sharon Culver and Wabigon shipments, United States Stee! Corp, Box 417 “Minnesota Ore Operations: ‘Mountain Tron, MN 55763 
Minntes 2225 - sawee Sen See Mine, concentrator, Do. agglomerator.
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‘Table 11.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘Adres Type of acy County 

“ieknerican Crystal Sugar C 101 Noxth 3a 8t Quicktime and Clay and Polk "Aimerican Crystal Sugar Co — or icklime an a sis Moornead, MN 56560 shaft iin ad Southorn Minnesota Sugar Coop. Box 50 MMionet == Renville. Renville, MN 56284 Manganiferous ore: ‘ Plisburgh Pacific Co. 2521 Ist Ave a Hibbing, MN 55746 Ageine cscs Eee ecetacas: Bacpll Crow Wing. shipments Peat: * ‘Michigan Peat Co. Box 66888 Bogan processing Carlton, Bouston, TX 77266 Ban. Northern Pesto -----.----- Bon dl ieee. Altkin Grand Rapids, MN 55744 PowerO-Pest Co ---------- Bor S56 sande St-Lonia Gilbert, Ma S574 ‘Tamarack Peat Mose Co Underwood, MN 58586 do. Otter Tal Perlite expanded ‘Conwed Corp -— cone Boxdaeat Plant —- Cariton Se Paul, MN 55168 Sand ond gravel: "Gonstetion (2982): ‘Arsenal Send & Gravel Co. Box 2107 Pitand plant. Ramey. New Brighton, MN 55112 Barton Contracting Go... W6SUEENAte!Norh Pits and plans__Data Hennepin (Ome, MN 55868 Sherburne, Wash- ington, Weight CCemsione Products Co... 1620 Minnehaha Ave. Pit and plant. Washington. St Paul, NIN 55106 Duininck Bros. Gilchrist Prineburg, MN 56281 Pltsandplants Becker, Clay, Itasca, ‘Randiyohy Kit ton, Otter Tal Fischer Construction o.Ine 6801 West. 1500h St. Pitand plant. Dakota. Apple Valley, MN 55124 Komatz Construction Ine Boe 98 waado_ Le Sueur St Peter, MN 56082 , Kost Bros. Ine -.- === Box 499 Pitsand plants. Clay and Otter Tail “Moorhead, MIN 58560 ©.8.MeCrotsan Ine Boe 22 Pitand plant... Hennepin (Ons, MN 55389, McNamate-Vivant Contracting 14608 Johnny Cake Ridge do. Dakota. oe Ra. Apne Vatiey, MN 5124 , Mark Sand & Gravel Go... Hilghivay South Pitsand plants... Otter Tail orgus Falls, MN B67 William Mueller @ Sons Co... Hamburg, MN 55899. ___do____-___Caryer and Meleod. North Star Concrete Co <-=-~ Box 16? SICCHSITIIITT  LeSteurand Nico Mankato, MN 56001 "et Northwestern Aggregates Inc, Box 1248 Pitand plant. Dakota Gavvision of Motel Stone Co. Burnevile, MN 55997 JLShiely Coo" MOT North Snelling Ave, do. Washington. St Paul, MN 55108 Uiland Broe.Ine Box 840 Pits and plants. Carlton, Freeborn, Cloquet, MN 55720 "Mower, St Louis, Stele. Industria: Minnesota Frac Sand o,adivi: 1101 NorthSnelling Ave. Pitand plant... Seott. sionot J. L Shiely Co. St Paul, MN 55108 ‘win City Sliea Ld —_______ 490 Cottage Grove De. aaa-do__----- Washington Woodbury, MN 55125 Unimin Corp —---------- SO Locust ve Pitsand plants._Le Sueur New Canaan, CT 06840 Stone: Crashed Granite: Cola SpringGranite Co... Cold Spring, MN'S0820 Quarries and plant Stearns. TheGreentolne. "~~  S001dth awe. Quarryandplant Yellow Medicine. Granite Falls, MN 56241 Ortonville Stone Co. a sub- Box 828 a--do_-----— Big Stone sidan ofc Brest” leax Fas sb sti02 ne J.LShiely Co... MOLNovth Snelling Ave. do. Stearns hi St Paul, MN 55108 imestone Bryan Rock Products Ine... Box 215 Quarries and Scott and Washing: Shakopee, MN 55879 lant ‘on Edward Kraemer & Sons 1000 West 1224 8t Quarry and plant _Dakoia. The Burnavile, MN 55378 Mankato Aglime& Rock Co Box 254 canedoe ena Blue Barth, Mankato, MN 56001 Mathy Construction Co, Route, Bor 15, Quarries and Olmsted, Wabasha, Patterson Quarries Div.” St Chayles, MN 55072 lant "Winona Midwest Asphalt’ Corp, Box 388 Qlarry‘and plant Seat River Warren Aggregates Hopkins, MN sts
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Table 11.—Principal producers —Continued 

‘Commodity and company Aaaress ‘Type of activity County aan aan ccaiaca AONE NOC OStHNIEY Comat) 
‘Stone —Continued 

Crushed —Continued Limestone —Continued 
Quarve & Anderson Co... 2430 Marion Rd. SE. Quarries and » Goodhue, Rochester, MN 55901 plants. ‘Olmsted, War basha, Winona. J.L.ShielyCo---.---- 1101 North Snelling Ave. do... Scott and Washing- 

St. Paul, MN 55108 ton. uartzite: 
quo Rew Ulm Quartsite Route 5, Box 21 Quarry and plant Nicollet. Quarries inc New Ulm, MIN 56073 
‘Traprock (basalt): 

‘Arrowhead Blacktop Co -- Box 6568 aon elo_ == St.Louis Duluth, MIN 55806 Dimension: 
Granite: 

Gold Spring Granite Co... Cold Spring, MN 66820 -- Quarries ----. Big Stone, Mile 

Vi st Quarey Cay a division Box 924 77 Quarry and abeat et, few Quarry Co, adivision Box juarry and plant — wor Limeg tt Bex Granite Co St. Cloud, MN 56302 imestone: 
Biesanz Stone Co.Inc_-_ Box 768 nando. Winona, ‘Winona, MN 55987 
Minnesota Ouarries Inc _- Box 1858 -n--donn----- Blue Barth. ‘Mankato, MN 56002 

Vetter Stone Co. Route'5, Box 41 ann nd0 nn Le Sueur Mankato, MN 56001 Sulfur (recovered) 
Koch Refining Coa division of Box 2902, Elemental sulfur Dakota. 

Koch Industries Ine Wichita, KS 67201 recovered as a by- 
product of oi! refining Northwestern Refining Co,adivi Drawer 9 ee don =. Washington. ‘ion of Ashland Oil Ine StPaul Park, MN 55071 Vermiculite (exfoliated): 

'W.R. Grace & Co,, Construction 62 Whittemore Ave. Processing plant. Hennepin. Products Div. Cambridge, MA 02140



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Bureau of Geology and Energy 
Resources, Mississippi Department of Natural Resources, for collecting information on 
all nonfuel minerals. 

By James R. Boyle! and Alvin R. Bicker? 

‘The value of Mississippi's nonfuel miner- sulfur, and fourth in fuller’s earth. Major 
al industry in 1983 was $89.7 million, an commodities produced were cement, clays, 
increase of $17.0 million over that of 1982, sand and gravel, and stone. Although out- 
reversing a downward trend that started in put increased, total value was still below 
1979. Mississippi continued to feel lingering the peak years of 1978 through 1981. Along 
effects from the State’s economic slump with a general upturn in construction, road 
that lasted longer than the national reces- maintenance programs also increased, de- 

sion. veloping more markets for mineral prod- 
Mississippi ranked second nationally in ucts. 

the production of bentonite and recovered 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Mississippi’ 

aS ( ins | a 
Mineral vane ae Quantity VEIN. Quantity Value, 

Clays nnn --a----=---~ thousand short tons. 805 «$2181 1446 ($03,846 Sand and gravel onstruction) -2272777LITTS Sao "9,455 271115 $11,000 © *34'600 
Stone (crushed). --~- =o. Ww wo L651 4377 
Combined value of cement, sand and gravel (industrial), and value 

Eplented by aymbol Ws 22S 5 Se SSeS eee ee 
Cs ee eee xx 7268 XX 19,705, 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” 
figure. KK Not applicable SA SEE, POPES 

"Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Mississippi, by county’ 
(Thousands) 

County 19811982 Minerale produced in 1962 

AR i on ISSR TUES ® W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Benton D2ESS°SESLET ane W W Clays. 
Bolver -----_----causcscnucae ©) 221 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Genel SHEET eee HE w ‘Do. 
Clay .--------------~---------- Ww Ww Do. 

Copiah ~~~ ---.~--------------- ea 4814 Do. 

DeSoto ____--..-----~----------- ® 2,751 Do. 

Forrest .----------------------- @ Ww Do. 

George ----~-~----------------- @ 40 Do, 

Hance oo SRT TENE ® aL Do. 
Harrison __---~---~-=----~----- @ 40 Do. 
Hinde. ogo 52 STDeSEESEESLESISE w W Clays 
Holmes ——-_-_.----~~----------- ® W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Tawebac 9 200 TOP STENTS RUNES @ 1658 Do. 
Jackson ——_..~--------------~--- ae ‘W Sand and gravel (industrial). 

see ia attics 104 54 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Jefferson Davis — ~~ -~-~~------------ @ 16 De. 

Jones __..------~----~~-------- Ww Ws Clays. 

Kemper _---------------------- Ww Ww ‘Do. 

Teoderiaio ico SEZUSnSEUERSSAGe oe ae W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
Linn on -meonaar anes W Ww Do. 
Tawpied D2 OUEESSOUIUES cen w W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
7 gl EE ES @) 1,280 ‘Sand and gravel (construction) 
Marshall SUEDE ae ramen Ww W Clays. 
Marshall -----—----777"I7777ITIZ 11060 7,878 Clays, sand and gravel (construction) 
Newton “SEIS TSE SSS ec senerans — 
Nesuhds =", sen uuSecnuae 683 We Clays, 
Panola: URCSSES eos omer eonerae W W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) 
Fesrl River 02 Suscenoeessioee & 353. Sand.and gravel (construction) 

Peony ---0220--2--—-=e== naa @ a Do. 
mili @ Ww Do. 
Bani CEOS eecenn once Ww © 
Smith .____.----------~-------- aT e 

Shope CDSE SUSSEREET EE STL @ W Sand and gravel (construction. 
Sunflower ~~--~------------==--- Bo ck 
Tate ___.----------~---------- ® == 

Tippah ===> o TooToo w Ways, 
homings 2222 2TIILEIIIIIIIL IE w W Sand and gravel (industria, sand and gravel 

‘construction. 
‘Walthall .._------~------------- ® 154 Sand and gravel (construction). 

‘Waned -—-------n7--2eeee esses @ WwW ‘De. 
Washington —_-.-----~----------- eo Ww Do. 

Wayne ------~-------=-------- Ww © 
Winston__...----------~~--------- Ww Ws Clays. 

Yalobusha —-...------------~----- ® W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Meas oo SRE EROS R EROS SS @ Ww Do. 
Undistributed* —.-_--.-~-----~---- 54,983 58,854 

‘Sand and gravel (construction) - ..-~----~. °29,260 XX 
Sheaa CrtebeD Se eee xX W 

Total ..------------~-------- 92,251 °72,685 

etna W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

PEthe following counties were not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Alcorn, Amite, Attala, 

Cathnan Chickasaw, Choctaw, Claiborne, Clarke, Coahoma, Covington, Franklin, Greene, Grenada, Humphreys, 
Yeeaquen, Jefferson, Lafayette, Lamar, Lawrence, Leake, Lee, Leflore, Madison, Montgomery, Neshoba, Oktibbens, 

Penttten” Prentian Quitman, Scot, Sharkey, Simapeon, Tallabaichie, Tunica, Union, Webster, and Wilkinson, County 
distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown 

meperaiely ‘under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone (crushed).” 

“uction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Crushed stone was produced; data not available by county. 

4Tncludes mineral production that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

SData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Mississippi business activity 

p Change, 1982 1983 Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Fotal civilian labor force == -------------thousands 1,055.7 10229 “81 
Unemployment-------------------— a a 1558 1182 22 

Employment (nonagricultural) = 
Mining! paige, eowetdesses 86 91 458 
Monulastufing: <= ~~ =o --nan0 a 1933 2097 $85 
Contract constriction ——~— == ~~ ~LI~IIITITTIT TTT Tae o> 330 319 “33 ‘Frangportation and publi wilites ~~~~~~——""TTTTTT“doc == 318 379 +3 Wholesale and retail trade —_—— "7777-7" 777" 77ao- => IBIS. 1629 +o Finance, insurance, real estate _-—-—~~~~-~-~-~~-~~d0.——— 329 340 $33 
Seryiom oo weno oo SUE OE DED EESS SOREL dal SoS 122.7 1252 Ho 
Government - => 2>2LLILIIIIIIII Tae 1828 aha =3 

Personal in tata Ronasricltural employment! #——__________do.__ 768.7 7980 $32 
sonal income: Total oan n-ne nnn ean millions. “$19,883 $20,885 +58 
Por capita 5 O25 TSE TESTS EEL ESET S125 "$8072 545 Construction activity: 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized —————— = 6,207 9,558 +540 

Value of nonresidential construction... ~ millions g1693 $148 4151 
Value of State road contract awards ~ ~~~ _~~~——~~ ~~~ 77 -do-- $1080 $2020 +870 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

‘thousand short tons__ m2 167 410 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value ———__——-_----.-----~~ millions... $127 $897 4284 Value per eapita, resident population ~~~ ~~~~27~727 SNE $28 $85 $250 
Value per square mile ~~ ---=---=-====-=== $1,523 $1,881 $285 

Preliminary. Uncludes oil and gas extraction. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Sources: US. Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

150 
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and total value of nonfuel mineral production in 
Mississippi.
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Trends and Developments.—Unemploy- ing capacity from 40,000 to 62,000 tons per 
ment at yearend 1982 was 11.4%, rose toa year. Kerr-McGee announced a $4 million 
peak of 13.8% in midyear, and declined to expansion of its chloride process titanium 
about 10% by yearend 1983. Virtually every dioxide pigment plant, which will increase 
portion of the State’s economy improved capacity from 56,000 to 63,000 tons per year. 
over that of 1982. The unemployment rate Completion was scheduled for late 1984. 
basically paralleled construction activity, Plans were underway to build a 10,000-ton- 
which was down early in the year with a  per-year manganese dioxide plant at the 
resurgence about midyear continuing to facilities. 
yearend; in general, construction minerals Lincoln Dimensional Tube Inc. opened a 
output followed the same pattern. Although copper tube mill in Greenville, with plans to 
construction activity improved considerably produce 2.5 million pounds of tubing per 
over that of 1982, the State’s recovery re- year. The company invested $2 million in 
mained the weakest in the Southeast. new equipment to produce copper capillary 

The State is vulnerable to new economic tubing used in the instrument and control 
setbacks because of the relatively high pro- markets. 
portion of its work force in manufacturing. Mississippi Chemical Corp., Pascagoula, 

This translates into a high risk for construc- signed a 10-year potash purchase agree. 
tion activities that are the major users of ment with the Israeli Dead Sea Works early 
the State's mineral output. It appears, how- in the year. Quantities to be supplied may 
ever, that the resurgence that started at range from 100,000 to 300,000 tons per year 
midyear will carry through 1984.5 Construc- at a price related to Carlsbad potash prices. 
tion continued on the Tennessee-Tombigbee The potash will be shipped to the Port of 
Waterway in the northeastern part of the Mobile, AL, and barged to Pascagoula. 
State with completion scheduled for 1985. Legislation and Government Pro- 
With the project over 85% complete, the grams.—During the year, the Mississippi 
demand for construction aggregates was Bureau of Geology and Energy Resources 
minimal, lowering demand from nearby continued investigation of the geology and 
crushed stone and sand and gravel produc- mineral resources of the State. The Surface 
ers. Of the total estimated cost of $2 billion Section continued field investigations in 
for the waterway, by yearend, about $1.5 Newton County and published a report in 
billion had been expended. Metallic ores, the Vicksburg Formation. The Subsurface 
industrial minerals, and primary metals Section completed an investigation of the 
are expected to be the major commodities geothermal resources in south and central 
shipped on the waterway. Several clay, Mississippi. A project was initiated on sub- 
gravel, and crushed stone producers in the surface mapping in south Mississippi. The 
area of the waterway have indicated that it Mineral Lease Section leased State-owned 
would benefit movement of their mineral lands for mineral exploration. Income de- 
commodities. During the year, a 7-year-old rived from leasing, royalty, and permit 
lawsuit, filed by several groups opposed to activity totaled $10.7 million during the 
the waterway on environmental grounds, year. The Groundwater Section completed 
was dimissed in Federal court, allowing 170 electric logs of water wells. The Surface 
completion of the project. Mining Section continued to administer the 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. and Kerr- Surface Mining Act of 1977. 
McGee Chemical Corp. produced titanium The Bureau of Geology continued quar- 
dioxide utilizing the chloride process; total _terly publication of “Mississippi Geology.” 
rated capacity of the two plants exceeds Contents included research articles pertain- 
200,000 tons per year. During fiscal year ing to Mississippi, geology news items, and 
1983, 176,000 tons of ilmenite was imported _ listings of recent geologic literature. 
from Australia and shipped to Du Ponts The U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
plant at Pass Christian. Kerr-McGee, Ham- announced that $40,000 in mineral leasing 
ilton, received synthetic rutile from its payments was given to the State in 1983. 
plant in Mobile where raw material from Revenue from Federal mineral leasing ac- 
Australia was converted into synthetic ru- tivities are split equally with the States in 
tile. Kerr-McGee also operated an electro- which the activity occurs. 
lytic manganese plant at Hamilton utilizing The Mississippi Mineral Resources Insti- 
pyrolusite from Gabon, West Africa. At tute, Oxford, was officially created as a 
Hamilton, Kerr-McGee completed expan- statutory entity through legislation embod- 
sion of its sodium chlorate facility, increas- ied in S.B. 2720 passed by the Mississippi
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Legislature in regular session in 1983. The _ with Jackson State University, Jackson, to 
jnstitute’s programs included studies of conduct a study of characteristics of respi- 
heavy minerals offshore, utilization of zeo- rable mine dust. The contract amount was 
lites, and analyses of clays and sand and $60,000. Since 1981, the Bureau completed 
gravel. In addition to other geologic studies, mineral assessment surveys and/or reports 
the institute had several energy-related on 2,400 acres of wilderness and wilderness- 
projects on lignite and oil and gas. The suitable lands in the State. 
institute initiated an ongoing program to ‘Mississippi became the first State to re- 
aid in the commercialization of minerals in ceive authorization to manage the entire 
the State. The chief function was to develop State Environmental Protection Agency 
a program of continuous and systematic hazardous waste program. The program, 
research to identify minerals with potential administered by the Bureau of Pollution 
for commercial development and to assist in Control, Department of Natural Resources, 
solving the problems involved in bringing began in 1976 with the signing of the 
the minerals into production. In fiscal year Resource Recovery Act. The program calls 
1988, the U.S. Bureau of Mines allotted for the State’s facilities to be permitted by 
$150,000 to the institute to foster and sup- 1988. About 2 million tons per year of 
port graduate education in mineral sciences hazardous wastes are now being generated 
and engineering. in Mississippi, with most being disposed of 

‘The U.S. Bureau of Mines contracted on-site. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS northeastern parts of the State. Total clay 
sarc; output increased over that of 1982, re- 

Nonmetals accounted for all of Mississip- yersing a downward trend that started in 
pi’s nonfuel mineral production in 1983. 1978. Common clay, bentonite, and fuller’s 
Commodities produced included cement, earth were produced in Mississippi. The 
clays, sand and gravel, and crushed stone. State ranked second nationally in output of 

Cement.—Mississippi’s cement industry bentonite, and fourth in fuller’s earth. Clays 
was composed-of one firm, United Cement produced in the State were used in the 
Co., in Lowndes County in the east-central automotive, construction, agricultural, and 
part of the State. Valuewise, cement re- animal-feed industries. Output of common 
mained one of the leading commodities clays increased substantially, while that of 
produced in Mississippi. Portland cement hall clay, bentonite, and fuller’s earth in- 
shipments increased slightly, reversing a creased slightly over that of 1982. 
downward trend that started in 1977. The Common clays were mined by 12 compa- 
company’s primary output was portland nies operating 17 pits in 8 counties, center- 
cement, with minor amounts of masonry ing in Hinds, Noxubee, and Kemper Coun- 
cement. Unit prices of portland cement ties. Major sales were for brick, concrete 

increased, while that of masonry cement block, and structural concrete. Output was 
decreased from that of 1982. 948,000 tons compared with 330,000 tons in 

Principal portland cement sales were to 1982, the first increase in production since 
ready-mix concrete companies, building ma- 1978. The resurgence of construction activi- 
terials dealers, concrete products manufac- ties at midyear had a direct effect on brick 
turers, highway contractors, and other con- companies in the State. Delta-Macon Brick 
tractors. Raw materials used in cement and Tile Co., Macon, installed a wood gasi- 

manufacture included chalk, gypsum, iron fier system to reduce operating costs and 
ore, limestone, and sand. The stone used become more competitive; the system went 
had a high alumina content, eliminating on-line late in the year. 
the need for clay; iron ore was shipped in _Ky-Tenn Clay Co. was the only producer 
from Alabama. After crushing and grinding of ball clay in the State; output was from a 
of raw material, it was slurried to the kiln surface mine in Panola County. The clay 
and fired with finely ground coal. After was trucked about 10 miles to the plant for 
grinding with gypsum, the cement was processing for a variety of uses. Demand 
shipped to six southeastern States. remained at a low level with output slightly 

Clays.—Mississippi’s clay industry con- over that of 1982. The product was shipped 
sisted of 17 companies operating mines in 12 _ mostly out of State with some being export- 
counties, primarily in the northern and ed. Cypress Industrial Minerals Co. con-
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ducted a clay exploration program in Pano- clay was mined after removal of overburden 
la County; a small pit was developed with of up to 130 feet. Bentonite was trucked to 
the mined material tested to determine if nearby plants where it was processed for 
future mining would be feasible. sale to the automotive industry as a foundry 

Mississippi’s bentonite producers, Ameri- binder and to the agricultural industry for 
can Colloid Co., Harshaw-Filtrol Partner- use as an animal-feed binder. Demand re- 
ship, and International Minerals & Chemi- mained relatively low and at about the 
cal Corp. (IMC), operated three surface same level as that of 1982. Shipments were 
mines in Monroe County. From 6 to 8 feet of _ mostly to out-of-State markets. 

Table 4.—Mississippi: Clays sold or used by producers 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

patel, 
Bentonite fire clay, Common clay Total Year fuller's earth 

‘Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

FOND astro: 318 7,128 Ww Ww 1,221 3,162 1,820 21,841 1960 ooo nosae-eae 21 G84 wo oW -105d B02 596 BUTI 
MeL oe essere t se 285 7,060 Ww Ww 64920281218 23,309 19e2 JSST 232 6,063 wooOW 330 - 1212 305 21181 
DED ee corszimorencmerevioricwene: 241 5,952 Ww Ww 943 2,694 1446 23,846 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 

‘Two companies, IMC and Oil-Dri Produc- _sissippi ranked third nationally in output of 
tion Co., mined fuller’s earth from open pits expanded perlite. 
in Tippah County. Overburden of less than Sand and Gravel.—Mississippi produced 
20 feet was removed to recover clay, which both construction and industrial sand and 
averaged up to 25 feet thick. The clay was gravel in 1983. Total sand and gravel pro- 
processed at nearby plants for sale to the duction was estimated to have increased to 
agricultural industry. Markets for fuller’s its highest level since 1980 with value in- 
earth remained depressed with production creasing significantly. Operations in the 
slightly over 1982 levels. State remained relatively small with no 

Perlite (Expanded).—Manville Products operation producing over 1 million tons in 
Corp., Natchez, and United States Gypsum 1983. 
Co., Greenville, expanded perlite shipped in Construction.—Construction sand and 
from New Mexico. The product was used in gravel production is surveyed by the U.S. 
roof insulation and in formed products. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered years 
Commercial construction, which was not as only; therefore, this chapter contains only 
depressed as residential construction, was estimates for 1983. The data for odd-num- 
the primary market. Production and value bered years are based on annual company 
decreased slightly from that of 1982. Mis- estimates made before yearend. 

Table 5.—Mississippi: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

1982 1983 

Sita” Yetue Value “thew” Value Value sand (thou. per” sand thou. per 
short sands) fon short sands) ton 

tons) tons) 
Construction: 
NE oo Seen ernie ARR 8046 $7464 $2.45 NA NA NA 
ONE en en rene, 5813 18,906 3.25 NA NA NA 

‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed)... 596. 45125 NA NA NA 

Total or average..------------------ 9A55.-AAIS 287 *11,000 °$84,600 $8.15 
Industrial sand - _______-__--~--. i Ww W 184i Ww W 1287 

‘Estimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data.
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Output increased mainly because of accel- _ per ton in 1982 to $2.65 per ton in 1983. 
erated construction and road maintenance Sulfur (Recovered).—Five companies re- 
activities, which started about midyear. covered sulfur from refinery and natural 
Construction sand and gravel remained the gases. Production was reported by Shell Oil 
leading commodity in value among the Co. in Clarke and Rankin Counties; Chev- 
nonfuel minerals produced in Mississippi, ron USA Inc. in Jackson County; Amerada 
accounting for about 50% of the State's Hess Corp. in Lamar County; Pursue Gas 
total value. Although output increased, it Processing & Petrochemical Co. in Rankin 
was still below the record year of 1979 when County; and Koch Hydrocarbon Co. in 
nearly 17 million tons was produced. Clarke County. Mississippi ranked second 

"Industrial.—Sand for industrial uses was nationally in output of recovered sulfur. 
produced by two companies in Jackson and Sulfur sold or used in 1988 totaled 722,000 
Tishomingo Counties with output increas- metric tons, valued at $67.9 million, an 
ing. The material was used in sandblasting, increase of 19.9% in shipments and a de- 
cores, and molds. crease of 5.4% in value from that of 1982. 

Stone (Crushed).—Stone production is 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for METALS 
odd-numbered years only; the 1982 chapter . . 
gave estimates. Data for even-numbered _, Primary metal production, although note 
Sears are based on annual company esti- Significant industry in the State, contribut- 
trates made before yearend. ed to the economic well-being of Mississippi. 

Production decreased 83% as reduced Although the major portion of Mississippi's 

local market demands strongly influenced tractive mineral industry is nonmetallic, 
production. ‘The winddown of construction ® Significant metals industry existed, which 
on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway depended mainly on out-of State raw mate- 
Kept production at reduced levels, State Tals. Shipments of ferroalloys increased 

operations supplying material for agricul- 788%, while ae increased 23.1%. | 
tonal usee expecenced fluctuating market. _,4 lstel the: major metal producers tn 
conditions resulting in decreased output. Mississippi are shown in the accompanying 

In 1983, 5 companies produced limestone tabulation. 
and marl at 12 quarries in 6 counties. — Tn, 
‘Although no one qharzy produced inexcess Bitte akon Ofer Bare a! Nines ey a 
of 800,000 tons of stone, the leading three sources, Jackson, MS. " 
producers mined 95% of the stone produced Fader! Regerve Bank of Atlanta. Beonomic Review. 
in the State. Unit price increased from $2.61 ° 

eee ee 
Company, Tasation Product 

Biloxi Foundries Inc _-.— an ae anti eetke es Biloxi -..------~ Gray iron castings. 

C. L. Dews and Son Foundry Ine ~ _ ~~... -~--------~- Hattiesburg_————— ‘Do. 

Continental Foundry &, Machine Works —.....--~~----~--~- ‘Olive Branch ——~..— Do. 

Harper Foundry & Machine Co_...-~---~~~-~-~-------- Jackson ...------~ Do. 

Peinachins @ Youutry------scesCeSESES © Lame SSC LIEESSE Do 
Soule’ Steam Feed Works — —_ ~~ ..~-~-------+~-------- Meridian —------- Do. 

United Iron Manufacturing Inc - ~~ .-------~~~~-~---- Seckeon —.—-.-~-— Do. 

Wilton Corp -------------------------------- Pontotoc_-......--~ Do. 

Esco Corp... ---- --~------------------------ Newton —-.-..--~ ‘Steel castings. 

Metal Parts Inc -_ - _-_~..--------~------------- Gulfport ___....-— Do. 

Southern Cast Products Inc . - - - - ~~ -.~~-------+-~- Meridian —----.-~ Do. 

Mississippi Stee! & Iron Co _ ..____--~.-~~---------~ dackson ..—--—--- Reinforcing bars. 

Sheed Specialties of MissseiPrt ween naan wenn n n-ne Pearl___.-----.- ‘Do. 

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp__- ~ ...-----~--~-------- Hamilton ~-_~----~ Electrolytic manga- 
nese. ee 

Source: Mississippi Research & Development Center (Jackson, MS). Mississippi Manufacturers. Directory—1983.
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Table 6.—Mississippi: Principal producers 
- ‘Commodity and company “Address Type of activity County Ere ___Adirese ___Typeofactivity “County 
Pied Cement Co Box 185 Plant. Lo ited Cement Co..------------ Box nanan lea “ ‘Artesia, MS 39786 i Clays: ‘American Colloid Co_------------ Box 5 Mineand plant Mon: 

I ln & Chemical Corp. Bor 546n" MSS°7% Mine ternational Minerals & Cheri - Box ine an nats = Aberdeen, MS 98730 2 “lackgon Ready Mix Concrete, a division Box 1292 ----do-2--- Hinds 
orp Production Co Bora e208 Mine and p ‘ippab it juction Con ine and plant Ripley, MS 38663, ‘Sand and gravel (1982): ‘American Sand & Gravel Co... Box 272 Stationary plant Forrest. since See amram pan in Gravel Co onary plants . Crystal Springs, MS $9059 Hawambe, Marion, Hammett Gravel Co... Box 207 Mine and plant. Holmes and Lexington, MS 39095 Pike 
‘Miasisippi Stone Products. Box 88 Quany...---. Tishomingo. 
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This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Geology and Land Survey, for collecting information on 
all nonfuel minerais. 

By Jane P. Ohl,! Heyward M. Wharton,’ and Ardel W. Rueff? 

For the second consecutive year, total production of lead and zinc, fire clay, ce- 
value of nonfuel minerals declined—from ment, lime, and stone. Mine output of recov- 
$733.5 million in 1982 to $725.8 million in erable lead, declining by more than 65,000 
1983—and Missouri's rank in the Nation as metric tons in 1983, was the lowest produc- 
a nonfuel mineral producer fell from se- tion in a nonstrike year since the newer 
venth in 1982 to eighth in 1988. Missouri mines in southeast Missouri reached signifi- 
maintained its national dominance in the cantly high production levels in 1969. 

‘Table 1,—Nonfuel mineral production in Missourit 
— —— =a es 

Mineral Qu toe @ (owe antity iho Quantity how 
7 sands) * sands) 

Bane ena hota aor tm 107 08 w w 
Masonry-—------------eeeeeeneeeeee nado = 28 4855 us same BoMengTTTTTTIIITILTITITIEIIISIIITAIT «ages ats ae cape coococaccccccsccccccacccccccaccs a m= ae “Trees Copper (recoverable Sontentof orgs ete) ~~~ ~— metro mm. «= Taal TRS Tas 18088 Gorecae ee ote ee NA i NA 0 eget 2 Torta td Tang tone Wont Ud esparieconietteray@. =o ete te ao) 2otu8)an9a8dED 
Gonstriction ----------------- thousand short tons... 6359-477. *,700. «= "17,700 Industral ao Tarrre Thomend sore TSS ceo reat guver uecnrersbleconlentcfores ele) _2 thousand Woy ounom= = 20 areata izk 

‘Stone (crushed)___________.____.. thousand short tons__ °38,600 113,800 39,454 120,700 Zinc cecoverabe contantafores ciz)~-~-v- metric toms 63680 SOND «BTS 52082 Combined value of clays (uller’s earth, fon oxide pigmenta crude), ine ono (dimensionirand values dicated by yabol Wo XK 100608 XX 809 
Metal ae = sean eee eee XX "7ag509 XK 725,800 

‘Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withhel avoid disclosing compan} riet data; value inca wih “Combined value etre Sa Not applicable: seisisaialahichlasea Production ao measured by mine shipment, gles, or marketable production (including consumption by producer) 
2Bgeludes fuller» earth; value included with “Combined value” figure an Se 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Missouri, by county 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale preduosd in 1982 

RE. rrr mone w eo Atchison -_ 22277772772 © ae 
AOE een enn $2,875 $1485 Clays. Barry --SSESSTESISIE 805 @ 
RB rere eremiers Ww @ 

Betes.- 2-5 ---s 654 @ 
BBR 2 cerisirnmer - Ww e@ 
Biiigge bocoreiets a e W Sand and gravel (construction). 
RE econ sererenarenne: Ww ‘W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

Buchanan” _~~~~~777727 Ww te Buller 7~22772777222 360 Wo Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Osidwall on 21 a 
Callaway — 2 3,328 W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). Camien ZOTEEEES TENT 138 182 Sand and gravel (constraction. 
Gape Girardeau --~~-~_—~ w 'W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. Gaon ToS ETSe Be 
Ge ccc 1,630 @® 
Cedar —~~222222TT ITIL Ww @ 
Christian -=222DTITIII2 862 ro) 
iden ocean 1307 110 Sand and gravel (construction. 
Ghy cobs te eeaEEOS Es Aer w Do Clinton = -=7=22222=22 407 & 
Gola 2 SESZETELERIESS a8 419 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Gooper == TTI TIIIIIIIS 481 w Do. Crawford 2222222D2III2 Ww W Chys Dade» = -22272so22== 182 rf 

Dalles ZUSTOLSTIELS Ww @ 
Daviess -—— ~~ ~=2 22 22> WwW W Sand and gravel (construction) De Kalb SSSEPEIROSZESE 261 3 
Douglas 227 27IIIIIIIIC 191 and gravel (construction) Franklin. --~~--~--2-== Ww W Sand and gravel Construction), lays 
Gasconade ~~~. .- w W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
Gemiry os ce w W Sand and gravel (construction). Greene. = --===2==2-=- Ww W Lime. Gruniy SUCTTSESELISCE 52 W Sand and gravel (construction). Harrison ———~~~~~2~=_- 591 e 

AREF gcc ndecaina on Ww @ 
Hickory 2222-28 Ww a Hones OR TSREEAS ARS w @ 
Howard -.------------ W W Sand and gravel construction). Bowell 22 2ZITITIIIOTE 510 Ww ‘Do. 
ron 272 22DTDITII IIL W 192481 Lead, zine, silver, copper. deckens) DOSLSEECEEEIOS Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). 
Jasper — ">" 7222=2I2IIo 3944 @ Jefferson ——=~22222222 W W Cement, sand (industrial) sand ‘and gravel (construction). Johnson =~ 400 ® 
ROR ioe tnmnn 1,290 @ fades cee ey Ww ° Lafayette —— ~~ =22IIIo2 280 69 Sand and gravel construction). Yawrence 277222222222 203 @ 
Lewis —--~ ~~ === ¢) 681 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Seen % 3 cutnd anger eatin iingston -___ == 2 === lays, sand and gravel (construction) MeDonald~~~722277222 w a = 

Macon ~~ =2=222222== o - 
Madison ~~~ ~~ "77TTII2 ° 18 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Maries 77" 22TTIII2 Ww W Chay, Marion (2222222222222 8 ® 
ees arcaasS we--- = @ a Aller 2 SSE SESTEEONE W Sand and gravel (construction 

Moniteau ————_-_____o- Ww @ 
Maree cc 1,062 ® Montgomery -——-—~—-_-- 2790 W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). TNE Sous M49 @ Newton ------2-- 22> WwW @ Nodaway -.-_2_7_~~-- w @ 

Oregon =~ === 2 W Sand and gravel construction). Ounge © SUSE TADSETETEE Ww W Clays. Quark -2>ODDTIIIIIIIE eo 11 Sand and gravel (construction). Ponulaess oo oS IGTELITTE ° 5 Do. Perry ——~~---~-~--- oss 10 Do. 
ae Seis ieee Ww a Ips IIIT 334 152 Sand and gravel (construction) Piero SSE SST Ww 41,644 Cement, claye, eand and gravel (construction) 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Missouri, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerals produ ta i002 en 

Pilla suis w Wo Clays 
Polk —-- w @ 
Bale CDUSESTESEESES w $165 Sand and gravel (construction) Putnam ~~=>2722222I22 $238 ° 
Ralig:  COTESSESEOSTE Ww 27,821 Cement, clays. 
Randolph —---- = ----- w @ 
Rgcccns ces 332 ° Reynolds ~-~~~72222277 Ww 121271 Lead, zine, silver, copper. Ripley 2222222222 © 2 
St- Charles ——~ 727 T7TTTT w W Sand (industriab, clays 
Rie Ww a St Francois_.--—---- === w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Ste, Genevieve --2=22 222 Ww Ww be Stloulsss oT 28ETT 44,850 W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and ‘industriab, 
‘St. Louis City... -.____ e 773 Sand and gravel (construction). Saline ----~--~----- um ® 

Seudiand (SCTE EESSTST ‘966 @ 
Scott. 22st Ww 3 Sand and gravel construction) Bhangow STTSTETETOTOS o & 

Shelby ~~~~_ ~~. === 9 @ Stoddard -_222~222IIIZ a W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). Stone--—~22222=2II222 8 ® 
Sullivan --~~~~22DII222 24 ° 
Toney ~~~ === == 484 180 Sand and gravel (construction) Muses SSS SUSTISTISISS Ww 23 Do. Vernon =~272222227222 on @ 
Warren -~~ 2227 2=TI2I Ww W Clays Washington — ~~ —~ => 2o2 93,798 66,343 Iron ore, ead, barite, zine, copper, silver, iron oxide pigments 
Wenescse eee 4,237 e Wott cwew ces Ww 19 Sand ond gravel (construction) Worth coSP ETN an sos 213 & 
Wri a rsinmnne Ww @) 
Undistributed*__________ 677,604 160,457 
Sand and gravel onstruction) #16900 xX Stone 
‘Crushed. XX £113,300 

Dimension —-—-~--_-- xx w 
Total® ______..._ 875,268 733,509 a a et oe 

“Estimated. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not applicable. 
tthe following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Adair, Carter, Chariton, Dunkin, Linn, Missi, New Madrid, and Schuyler: County dstbution for construction sand and gravel (G81) and crushed ‘and dimension stone (1982) is'not available; total State values shown separately under: “Sond and gravel ‘Construction)” or “Stone.” 
2Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available Yy county. SConstruction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
{includes stone and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated ‘by symbol W. 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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Table 3.—Indicators of Missouri business activity 

Tag ggg eer Se 
Employment and labor force, annual average: 

"Fotal civilian labor force thousands. 28201 ga +01 Ghenplayment ee coocnaerccaceccccecc tama AR 
Employment nonagricultura: Rg ennnnnen wrilinns 6 62 Manulaciadkeg 2227777 7TITITISCTTAETACEITICT ETT? 3903 42 +54 Qmteelconsucliog ==~-~~n7=2aaasaasaadees STH Tenoporiaton end publicubliie -=7---==2-v-=2zavdess>sitiam eH ‘Wholesale and retail trade ------277272277227222dec7=- dae 86 +16 Fieanee nscrasta realasaig’77~~v-777vvvvva ota 1 Drom nme SCTTaTIcaSsoreascritecsts ee Gonna 2220S SSceccssscnscisgeess Rt 

‘Total nonagricultural employment? — _ __ __ _ . do. 18714 1,908.2 +17 Persona income ae nitions 049s gies 8k eapacsscsesricssessec ee «RYO |G contri sti Nuberofpriveland public residential units authorized gas 8a0G 8S Valucctgotrendentalcommtccion wren et Valo of ats toed contac awards = ~~ “i Seco Beco Stipoonia of poriand unt easy comat to ad win ie ats ‘howsand short fone. 12780 gD Nonfuel mineral production value laleremierdyae onan milo. te elas pe ete Peli popaladag 2 S2S27 ccs Teseoe Rs + Value persquare mile ---r-s---222222zzzzzzztazzzzl=2 $10,580 10d ah 
Preliminary. “feces bsinous coal and ol and gas extraction. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US: Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureau of Mines. me Tiehewy: ae = 
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Figure 1.—Value of lead and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Missouri.
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Trends and Developments—Improved uate local inversions and other weather 
nonmetal output was the main reason for conditions at Asarco's own weather station. 
optimism in Missouri's mineral industry in _In a suit filed against the St. Joe Lead Co. 
1983. The principal construction commodi- on October 13, 1983, the Environmental 
ties—construction sand and gravel and Protection Agency (EPA) alleged that St. 
crushed stone—increased substantially in Joe Lead had been discharging pollutants 
production and value during the year. In- into the Mississippi River from July 1976 to 
dustrial leaders, however, cited the follow- November 1982. EPA asked a Federal judge 
ing problems leading to the shrinking do- to fine St. Joe Lead as much as $10,000 per 
mestic metal mining industry: foreign com- day for each violation of the Federal Clean 
petition, large inventories, a strong dollar Water Act. In a statement outlining the 
hurting U.S. exports, and relatively high history of the problem, the manager at the 
interest rates. Prices for precious and Herculaneum smelter declared that St. Joe 
light metals such as silver and aluminum Lead’s $1 million state-of-the-art water 
climbed in 1983; however, the price of lead, treatment plant for waste water discharges 
although still depressed at yearend, had was completed in November 1978, and, that 
increased in the last half of the year and after overcoming numerous technical and 
reinforced a generally more favorable eco- physical problems with one of the waste 
nomic outlook for 1984. water streams, the plant had been in full 

The Missouri Division of Geology and compliance for more than 1 year (since 
Land Survey issued maps of the southeast September 1982). 
Missouri minerals district and the Vibur- Exploration Activities.—Depressed lead 
num Trend in 19832 prices in 1982 continued into 1983 and 
Employment.—The number of employees adversely affected exploration for the metal 

in mining decreased from 6,400 in January in Missouri. Because of budget limitations, 
1983 to 6,300 in January 1984.* very little exploratory drilling was done, 

Environment.—In complying with the and several companies terminated explora- 
Clean Water Act effluent guideline limita- tion programs in the State. 
tions, the AMAX Lead Co. of Missouri Mining companies filed permit applica- 
Buick smelter-refinery was said to have tions with the Bureau of Land Management 
become the model for the entire nonferrous _ to prospect on lands in Mark Twain Nation- 
smelting industry. The plant area was com- al Forest units in southern Missouri. In 
pletely concrete paved and graded and all addition, about 185 prospecting permits al- 
precipitation runoff onto or through the ready on file covered some 270,000 acres, 
property, including the adjacent main com- mostly in the Fristoe and Poplar Bluff units 
pany offices, was captured, resulting in zero that are at least 25 miles south and south- 
discharge and 100% recycling of water. The _east of the nearest lead and zinc mine. Most 
Clean Water Act guideline limitations were mining in the Viburnum Trend is on Fed- 
to become fully effective July 1, 1984. Only eral leases in the Salem-Potosi unit of the 
the AMAX smelter-refinery was approved Mark Twain. 
by the Office of Safety and Health Adminis- __Relatedly, U.S. Geological Survey and 
tration (OSHA) to place personnel on medi- U.S. Bureau of Mines investigators were 
cal removal protection (MRP) (for reasons of cautiously optimistic that the Fristoe unit 
high levels of lead in the blood) into other of the Mark Twain National Forest had 
separate production operations. probable mineral-resource potential for 
ASARCO Incorporated’s smelter at Glov- lead, silver, and zinc deposits. 

er was the only primary lead smelter and Legislation and Government Pro- 
refinery operating under supplementary grams.—The following US. Government 
80, emissions controls. The Intermittent agency actions during 1983 had immediate 
Control System monitored operations rela- and/or long-term consequences on the do- 
tive to ambient air conditions and con- mestic lead industry: 
trolled them by continuous computerized _1. On February 17, EPA published propos- 
onsite and off-site monitoring that was ed specific point-source effluent limitations, 
designed to shut down the plant automati- pretreatment standards, and new source 
cally if emissions reached unacceptable lev- performance standards for nonferrous met- 
els. Direct venting was through a 620-foot als manufacturers in order to comply with 
stack. To enable the company to operate at the 1977 Clean Water Act. 
maximum efficiency, five full-time profes- 2. On March 1, the final phase of the 
sional meteorologists were required to eval- worker blood-lead level MRP of OSHA’s
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1979 Lead Standard became effective. granted for fiscal year 1984. Affiliates of the 
3. OSHA decided to retain the in-plant Pyrometallurgy Generic Center at the Uni- 

air-lead permissible exposure limit, but not, versity of Missouri-Rolla were Massachus- 
as originally scheduled, to enforce ultimate _etts Institute of Technology, the University 
compliance solely by engineering controls. _of Minnesota, and Purdue University. 

4. On April 4, EPA published proposed — The decade-long controversy over estab- 
rules for hazardous waste management that lishing a wilderness in Oregon County was 
affected secondary lead smelters and the expected to be concluded in early 1984. The 
lead-acid battery recycling sector in order to clear-cut, reforested, fenced, and lumber- 
implement applicable sections of the'Re- _trail-scarred Irish Wilderness may lie over a 
source Conservation and Recovery Act of southern extension of the Nation’s largest 
1976. (Additional discussion of these four _lead-zinc deposit—called the New Lead Belt 
actions is in the “Lead” chapter in “Miner- or Viburnum Trend —from which 90% of 
als Yearbook, Volume I, Metals and Miner- the Nation’s lead production has been 

als.”) mined for more than 20 years. When the bill 
The week of October 1, the Missouri is passed and signed by the President, 

Division of Geology and Land Survey began exploration in all but about a 1,000-acre 
work on the Joplin and Harrison 1° x 2° parcel in the northwestern part of the 
quadrangle areas, in cooperation with the original area is to be halted until all other 
USS. Geological Survey and the States of possible resources of lead, zinc, and associ- 
Kansas and’ Arkansas, respectively. Later ated metals in Missouri are depleted.* 
in October, the Missouri Division of Geology _A bill was enacted by the Congress to 
geologists began taking samples from five double royalty payments on minerals mined 
2,000-foot-deep holes being drilled on Fed- from acquired national forest lands. For 29 
eral and State lands in previously un- Missouri counties, the additional revenue 
sampled areas of the Springfield 1° x 2° map totaled $1.55 million in fiscal year 1983. 

area. Oregon County, an economically depressed, 
The Mining and Mineral Resources and high-unemployment county and the site of 

Research Institute, established under titleIII_ the Irish Wilderness, gained $104,342 plus 
of the Surface Mining Control and Reclama- $24,439 from payment in lieu of taxes, the 
tion Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-87) at the second highest amount in the State of 
University of Missouri-Rolla, was supple- Missouri; only Iron County (from which 
mented in 1982 by a Generic Mineral Tech- nearly 56% of the raw lead-zinc-copper- 
nology Center for Pyrometallurgy. The U.S. _ silver ore was mined in 1983) received more, 
Bureau of Mines granted $150,000 funding $129,255. 
for fiscal year 1983; the same amount was 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS million-pound-per-year processing plant at 
5 . Miner on-stream in late June. The plant Aluminum.—Noranda Aluminum Inc. was designed to handle aluminum skim- 

opened its third potline on July 29 at its mings, drosses, fluxes, and other wastes, 
New Madrid plant in the Bootheel of Mis- producing 8 million pounds of remelt sows 
souri. The new potline climaxes a $240 per year, much of which was destined to 
million expansion project begun in early return to the Noranda aluminum plant. 
1981 that added 85,000 tons to the reduction The facility at Miner, Metal Mark’s fourth 
plant capacity, bringing it to 225,000 tons aluminum dross processing plant, brought 
per year at yearend 1983. The potline be- its capability to process such wastes to more 
came fully operational at the end of August. than 64 million pounds per year. To take 
Initially, about 300 persons were hired, and advantage of the new plant’s excess process- 
Noranda’s total employment rose to about ing capacity, the company opened an office 
1,350. The plant’s annual payroll exceeded in St. Louis to seek new sources of drosses in 
$87.5 million, and the company spent more the Midwest. 
than $94 million on raw materials, about Cobalt.—Anschutz Mining Corp. further 
$75 million on services—such as electrical curtailed its operation in the Madison co- 
power and gas—and about $5 million on alt project at Fredericktown, leaving at 
freight charges.* the mine only a caretaker, by September 

Marnor Aluminum Processing Inc., a sub- 1983. The continuing decline in the price of 
sidiary of Metal Mark Inc., brought its 24- cobalt—from $18 per pound in 1981 when
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the project began to $6 per pound in June mining, which, in turn, resulted from de- 
1988—plus the lack of Federal Government pressed lead prices in the early part of the 
funding for domestic cobalt production were _year.° 
two reasons for the curtailment. Lead ore production in 1983 came from 

Copper.—Missouri ranked sixth of 12 eight mines: Buick (owned by AMAX and 
copper-producing States in 1983. Production Homestake Mining Co.); Brushy Creek, 
came from eight mines in Iron, Reynolds, Fletcher, Viburnum No. 28, Viburnum No. 
and Washington Counties that were oper- 29, and, the newest, Viburnum No. 35 (all 
ated by AMAX, Cominco American Inc., owned by St. Joe Lead); Magmont (owned 
Ozark Lead Co., and St. Joe Lead. The jointly by Cominco American and Dresser 
largest share of the 1983 output came from Industries Inc.); and Milliken (owned by the 
AMAX’s Buick Mine in Iron County. Ozark Lead, a subsidiary of Kennecott). 

The Missouri Division of Geology and Production at the Buick Mine was 1.9 
Land Survey estimated that the cumulative _ million metric tons, falling just 6% short of 
copper production from Viburnum Trend the 1982 record high. The moderate decline 
mines, 1962 and 1965-83, was 174,580 short resulted from downtime to replace a crack- 
tons of recoverable metal, valued at $240 ed underground primary crusher shell; this 
million. downtime extended the annual 2-week 

Iron Ore.—Missouri ranked fourth of 11 maintenance shutdown to 4 weeks. Total 
iron ore producing States. The quantity of ore broken for 1983 exceeded the 1982 level 
usable iron ore increased more than 22% by 140,000 tons. Average mill grade of lead 
over that of 1982. Pea Ridge Iron Ore Co.,a was 7.9% and the zinc grade was 1.8%, 
subsidiary of St. Joe Minerals Corp., oper- according to AMAX and Homestake’s annu- 
ated the only iron mine in the State near al reports for 1983. 
Sullivan; Pea Ridge was also the only oper- Cost reduction and productivity improve- 
ating underground iron mine in the Nation. _ ment limited the increase in cost per ton of 

After several months of intermittent op- mined ore to slightly under the 1983 infla- 
eration at Pea Ridge, regular production _ tion rate. The fully automated, state-of-the- 
was resumed in March 1983 and continued art concentrator, including continuous x- 
through yearend. The company changed its ray assaying developed in Finland, required 
production process in 1983 by substituting only five or six employees to operate. A 5% 
magnesia-rich olivine for quartz in the reduction in the overall work force was 
pelletizing mix. The Pea Ridge olivine- achieved during the year. 
enriched pellets include 1.8% MgO and The horizontal, tabular ore body, adjacent 
3.6% SiOz.’ The pellets were tested exten- to the south breccia ore body, continued to 
sively in the blast furnaces of National be developed at a planned pace. The south 
Steel Corp. at Granite City, IL, in 1983. mine ore tonnage continued to increase as 

Pea Ridge processed 1.2 million long tons the north mine development was phased 
of crude ore, producing 800,592 long tons of down. The mine is unique in the massive 
concentrates and pellets. The mine’s prod- _ scale of its high-speed mechanized operation 
ucts are used for heavy media, iron oxide in a very large room-and-pillar mining sys- 
pigments, additives to drilling muds, and tem, usually associated only with the block 
for the manufacture of ferrites and iron and caving system. Buick’s recoverable metal 

steel. production was expected to peak in the 
Lead.—Missouri’s mines accounted for 1984-87 period, because of declining average 

91.1% of the Nation’s lead output in 1983, grades. 
despite the mines producing nearly 14% Estimated reserves at the Buick Mine at 
less in quantity and 27% less in value than yearend were reportedly 38 million tons of 
in 1982. Domestic lead consumption began ore averaging 5.7% lead and 14% zinc, 
to improve in August and remained strong according to the companies’ 1983 annual 
through the fourth quarter. The turn- reports. 
around was due to heavy demand from Buick won the Sentinels of Safety award 
manufacturers of lead-acid batteries, who for 1983 in the underground metal mines 
accounted for 70% of domestic lead con- category, achieving 719,952 hours of injury- 
sumption in 1988. The average price for free operation. 
lead was 21.68 cents per pound, down from At the AMAX-Homestake Buick smelter 
25.54 cents per pound in 1982.* in western Iron County, a contract that 

Repeated short-term smelter closings dur- dedicated one-half of the Buick smelter 
ing 1983 were attributed to decreased lead capacity to smelt concentrates from Comin-
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co American and Dresser’s Magmont Mine and shipping refined lead—until August 15. 
‘and other mines expired in November 1983 On that date, operations again were sus- 
and was not renewed. Following termina- pended until September 19, when Cominco 
tion of the contract, the entire refining American and Dresser signed a multiyear 
capacity of the Buick smelter was to be toll agreement with Asarco, effective No- 
devoted to treating concentrates from the vember 1, 1983. The Glover smelter was to 
Buick Mine, the Nation’s largest lead pro- toll as much as 90,000 tons of lead concen- 
lucer. trates annually from Cominco American 
‘A new elemental sodium drossing process and Dresser’s Magmont Mine, enough to 
introduced at the Buick smelter materially sustain the Glover smelter-refinery capaci- 
increased smelter recovery and eliminated ty until Asarco’s own captive West Fork 
a step in the drossing process and reduced Mine comes on-stream in 1985." 
costs. In addition, the new process increased Magmont Mine, in western Iron County, 
the facility’s ability to contain random was the third largest producing lead mine 
fumes and smoke. Total smelter production jn the Nation. Owned by Cominco American 
in 1983 was 143,000 tons of refined lead, and Dresser, the facility milled 1.04 million 
breaking the 1975 record by more than tons of ore at an average grade of 7.2% lead, 
i tons, prceraine to Homestake in the according to the companies’ annual reports. 
1 Said 4 underground devel Late in 1983, production began from the 

srground develop- Magmont West ore body after completion of 

ment of the West Fork Mine, northern 4 mile haulage drift from the main shaft. 
Reynolds County, October 20, 1983; produc- ‘The Magmont West area has higher grade 
tow, anticipated in midyear 1985) may be’ [o> NO@™En Sse Magmont Mines lead 

f i be ore than the older Magmont Mine; lead 
delayed until 1986; and ultimate capacity ‘ : 
eee cial ic be about 45,000 matric tone comeentrate production from the complex 

of lead per year. ee . oe alan tome ae 
Although underground development eS ated 

work had been suspended in 1982 to con- fos eninct jose averaging 8 nearly 20% to 
Soke cash, construction oa the mill, and ®2zlllon tons averaging 80% leed. 
other surface facilities continued until com- ,zark ead reduced prodiistion: af_ jt 
leted iu June 1088. A #28 tulllion prepara: Co CObwmeiric tompergear , Milliken, ‘Mine 
see nusrain to dewater the mime’ and 204 mill and then closed the facilities in 

consiiact vagidun permanent undensiund Weevommine! Weynolds County on Merb 4 
facilities, such as the ventilation shaft, shop because of operating losses, the continuing 
rooms, main pumping station, sump pumps, depressed economy, and low lead prices. 
‘and an ore crushing station, needed to be Employees who were members of United 
done before production could begin. When Steelworkers Union Local 944 voted against 
completed, West Fork Mine was to produce #0cepting pay and benefit reductions to save 
concentrates containing 51,000 short tons of their jobs, and the mine remained closed 
Jead, 7,500 tons of zine, and 125,000 ounces throughout the year. Its closing virtually 

of silver annually. The ore body was esti- took Kennecott, a wholly owned subsidiary 
trated £0 contain 15 million tons of ore of Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, out of the lead 
averaging 5.5% lead, 1.2% zinc, and reco- business. Ozark’s recently completed expan- 
verable amounts of silver and copper.° sion at Milliken, once the Nation’s second 

Tn 1983, Asarco's Glover smelter-refinery, largest lead producer, included two new 
southeastern Iron County, produced 102,400 shafts and increased concentrator capacity. 
short tons of lead in the smelter and 100,500 _Early in the year, St. Joe Minerals’ head- 
short tons of lead in the refinery."* quarters were moved from New York City 

"A new 18month labor agreement was to Clayton. St. Joe Lead, a subsidiary of St. 
reached with the unions at Glover, effective Joe Minerals, which is owned by Fluor 
April 1, 1983, but without wage or benefit Corp. of Irvine, CA, employed 2,000 people 
increases. Operations at Glover were re- in Missouri. St. Joe Lead, the largest lead 
stricted for part of 1983, owing toa shortage producer in the United States, operated 
of concentrates. Ozark Lead’s Milliken four mines and three mills in southeastern 
Mine, a substantial supplier of concen- Missouri, producing 196,000 tons of lead in 
trates, suspended operations on March 4, concentrates during its fiscal year ending 
leaving Asarco with considerably less con- October 31, 1988, an increase of 4% over 
tracted supplies of metal than before. that of 1982. The three mills treated 4.17 
‘Thereafter, the Glover plant was operated million tons of ore, averaging about 4.8% 
on a curtailed basis—receiving materials lead, from five captive mines, during 1983.
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Daily estimated mill capacity was 20,000 to operate the mill at its new, higher 
tons of ore.** output. 

Limited production of lead, zinc, and cop- Most employees laid off at Indian Creek 
per began in August at St. Joe Lead’s new Mine in Washington County were reported- 
Viburnum No. 35 Mine, west of Bixby in ly recalled at the new mine. 
Iron County. By yearend, the new mine At fiscal yearend, St. Joe Lead had prov- 
yielded an estimated 4,000 tons of ore per en domestic reserves of 56.3 million tons of 
day, helping to return the estimated U.S. ore containing 5.0% lead. Its Fletcher Mine 
lead mine capacity to the 1981 level. Vibur- in Reynolds County was the Nation’s second 
num No. 35 contained higher grade ore largest producing lead mine during the 
than did the company’s Indian Creek Mine, year. 
which closed in May 1982 due to high costs. According to the Missouri Division of 
Viburnum No. 35 was reported to have a Geology and Land Survey, cumulative lead 
minimum life expectancy of 16 years.’ production, 1960-83, from all the Virbur- 

To handle the increased production from num Trend mines (excluding St. Joe Lead’s 
the new mine, St. Joe Lead increased its Indian Creek Mine) amounted,to 7.4 million 
Viburnum mill capacity by 4,000 tons to a short tons of recoverable metal valued at 
total of 12,000 tons per day. No increase was $3.8 billion. 
planned in the number of employees needed 

Table 4.—Missouri: Tenor of lead ore milled and concentrates produced in 1983 

Total materiale to 7,308,066 
Metal content of ore: 

i reorganized EEE ge TE ‘2 Concentrates produced and average content: 
Copper wane neem een nnn metric tone. 12.284 iAvetage copper cbalasd oo 00D ANIGEIIONT ISON SSDDE TOOT SET pment 2885 
Spinone lL eet Blog osteo naneeeeenene 106,180 ‘Average sins conten 2205707730 22I00 TET TIT TIISS Tag TTT pee $8.08 a OS Se eee rom a 
‘Figures represent metal content of crude ore only as contained in the concentrate. 

Table 5.—Production and value of lead in Missouri and the United States 

Missouri United States 

Year ‘Quantity iuePereentof — Quantity ue 
+ Haat tana) eg USigg ORME hoaannds) 

W919 een ATO BSAA a3 525,569 so09.909, Yea STTTLIIIIIIISITISIIITIIIIT ro ees 303 350366 “1B IE9 igei [TITTIIIIIIIIOIIINIIIIIIIIT aS a5 445505 Sasa yoga S[TTTTITIITTIIITIOIIIITID rate Darth S28 S116 awd WES CCITECEAEGRTNGSESTASESTOOES: Mies Teele ai 4490382108 

Silver.—Missouri ranked seventh in the AMAX’s 1983 annual report. All silver from 
Nation in silver production, although State Missouri mines was recovered as a byprod- 
output decreased almost 10% from that of uct during the smelting of lead concen- 
1982. Industrial silver consumers used less _ trates. 
of the precious metal than in 1982, owing According to the Missouri Division of 
partly to higher silver prices and partly toa Geology and Land Survey, cumulative sil- 
lower-than-expected demand for some man- ver production from Viburnum Trend 
ufactured goods, such as electronic prod- mines (excluding St. Joe Lead’s Indian 
ucts, including personal computers. Among Creek Mine) for 1962, 1965, and 1968-83 
the 25 leading silver-producing mines, the amounted to 31.3 million troy ounces valued 
Buick Mine and the Magmont Mine were at $203.6 million. The average price of silver 
ranked 14th and 24th, respectively, nation- in 1983 was $11.44 per troy ounce, compared 
ally. The Buick Mine produced 920,000 troy with an average price of $7.95 per troy 
ounces of silver in concentrates in 1983, ounce in 1982. 
12.4% less than in 1982, according to
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Table 6.—Missouri: Mine production (recoverable) of silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
1981 1982 1983 ne a Mines producing: Lode_ . Material oid ot irate Laad ore ~~ hound Waist. ana pst 108 

eevanty 
opper TITTIES ta aa Tall gece ee Ee eR et senat ad) 409°280 sine SUSUIOS Rogues 52004 e080 51.048 

Value: = — Sliver hounds sig.ga2 sisi gea.iz Cupar = oS cc de $15,783 "$12,745 $13,083 SOE rome nse petri mionmoieneeaaniuk Re, ($313,870 ($267,150 $195,620 NE ae SS Ces iee e $51,966 $54,009 $52,052 

WOM ncmeawee cee me $400,942 $351,721 $283,830 a eect, Saasiran see. 
Revised. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Zine.—Missouri ranked second nationally ment to Pea Ridge, 20 miles to the north- 
in zinc output, producing 57,044 metric tons west, where it was used in a new iron ore of recoverable zinc, a coproduct from the _ pelletizing process. State's eight underground lead mines. The In July, workers at NL Industries Cadet smaller zinc output in 1983 was due mainly plant were declared eligible to apply for to reduced production at the Buick Mine assistance under the Federal Trade Act. but also to the March closing of the Milli- Eligible workers were those laid off on or ken Mine. after May 1, 1982. About 80 of the unem- Buick Mine produced 32,584 tons of zinc ployed barite industry workers, laid off in concentrates—16% less than in 1982— because of competition from barite imports, from 2 million short tons of ore averaging organized and circulated petitions asking 
18% zine. Reserves amounted to 38 million their congressional representatives for short tons of 1.4% zine, according to the changes in Trade ‘Adjustment Assistance 
AMAX 1983 annual report. (TAA) benefits. The requested changes in- According to the Missouri Division of ciuded increasing the percentage of average Geology and Land Survey, cumulative zine weekly wage benefits paid, reconsiderieg Production from Viburnum Trend mines the value of retraining if ne work wore 
(excluding St. Joe Leads Indian Creek available, and extending the expiration Mine), 1964-88, amounted to 1.03 million Gate of TAA benefite beyond Septerber 80, short tons of recoverable metal valued at 1988, The workers also soked fore ccrentnn $648.6 million. The average price of zine in Gfharite morte 
1988 was 41.39 cents per pound. Cement.—Portland and masonry cement 

production in 1983 increased more than 9% NONMETALS and 66%, respectively, reflecting increased Barite—No barite was mined in the activity in the construction industry and State in 1983. De Soto Mining Co. shipped improvement in the national economy. Five barite from stockpiles at its Kingston and portland and three masonry plants were Richwoods Mines, both in Washington active during the year. Average value of County. One barite mill in Missouri in shipped portland cement was $44.94, up operation in late April was not, however, 19.7% from that of 1982; however, -the Processing barite ore, but olivine. The oli. average value of shipped masonry cement vine ore, shipped from North Carolina, was declined from $55.17 in 1982 to $50.27 in being ground at NL Baroid/NL Industries 1983. Inc’s plant in Washington County for ship-
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On January 29, 1983, Continental Cement 
Table 7.—Missouri: Portland cement _Co. Inc. laid off approximately 90 of its 130 

salient statistics employees for 6 to 8 weeks from its plant 
(Ghort tons unteas otherwise specified) south of Hannibal. The layoff was attrib- 

——__________ uted to the plant’s surplus cement stocks, 
88 while demand for cement was down. Conti- 

Nosed sai pbS : 5 nental, a subsidiary of Cementa Inc. of 
Production -—--7---- 804238 341,181 Wilmington, DE, is part of the Swedish 
Sr ABE tema MER BONE wO A tae Ne = S120 380 248.65 lays.—Missouri ranked ninth in the Na- 

Stocks at mille, Dee 31 -- _ $86.86 #4227 tion in clay and shale production, Total 
output increased 2.5%, but total value de- 
clined 11.6% compared with 1982 figures. 

‘i ‘ The State ranked first of 17 States that 
‘Table 8.—Missouri: Masonry cement produced fire clay, third of 12 that produced 

Sellen statistles fuller's earth, fourth of 15 that produced 
(Short tons unless otherwise specified) kaolin, and ninth of 42 that produced com- 

—_ Ta ~smon clay and shale. Quantities of common 
Nmigdunnme yay and shale and Kaolin rose 18% and 

jumber of active plants _ 3 3%, respectively, above those of : 
Spent mal ‘AL 186557 Quantity of fire clay produced, however, fell 
Value 2-7---777_gasspaer — srageisg Realy 81%. Stocks at mills, Dee 31 =~ 31866 17908 

Table 9.—Missouri: Clays sold or used by producers 
(Thoitsand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Yeas Fire clay, Common clay Kaolin: ‘Total! 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1198] a0 55 1851 o,see yeso “T22IITIIIISII tm gos2to nat Tat Tetae tos “T2TIIITIIIITD ego UT Bordo arate 
TGP os wie ee 448 8,833, 851 2,605, 84 1,971 1,383 13,409 
TI as 9s moses ecg: 3u 5,480, 1,004 3,716 103 2,652 1418 ‘11,848 

‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Excludes fuller’s earth. 

Lime.—Value of lime production in 1983 Perlite _ (Expanded).—Georgia-Pacific 
rose more than 26.9% over that of 1982, Corp. and Brouk Co. expanded perlite at 
although output increased just 10%. Quick- their plants in Crawford and St. Louis 
lime production increased 13.3% from that Counties. Georgia-Pacific’s Cuba plant pro- 
of 1982 because of renewed demand in the duced perlite for fillers; Brouk’s plant in St. 
steel industries. Missouri ranked third in Louis expanded perlite for cavity-fill insula- 
lime production during 1983. In addition, tion, concrete aggregate, horticultural ag- 
the State ranked first among those States gregate, low-temperature insulation, and 
producing lime for water purification; it plaster aggregate, as well as fillers. Produc- 
was one of the top four States producing tion and value decreased 17.5% and 26.2%, 
lime for electric-furnace steel production. respectively, below those of 1982. 
North American Refractories Co., a division Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
of Allied Chemical Corp., sold its Bonne struction sand and gravel production is 
Terre dolomitic lime and refractory dead- surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
burned dolomite plant in St. Francois Coun- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
ty to Resco Products of Missouri Inc. in chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
June. Ash Grove Cement Co. and Mississip- Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
pi Lime Co. had plants in Greene and Ste. annual company estimates made before 
Genevieve Counties, respectively. Ash yearend. 
Grove and Mississippi Lime produced hy- " Industrial.—Although industrial sand 
drated lime in slightly larger quantities output decreased 20% from that of 1982, 
than in 1982 average price per ton rose from $12 to
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$12.56. Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp., the Industries glass plant at Crystal City. In 
largest producer in the State, had one pitin decreasing order, industrial sand was used 
St. Charles County and another in St. Louis for glass making (containers, flats, special- 
County. Missouri's other two industrial ty, and fiberglass); foundries (molding and 
sand producers were UNIMIN Corp. of New core and refractory); abrasives (scouring 
Canaan, CT, in St. Louis County, and Mo- and grinding sand); chemicals; metallurgi- 
line Consumers Co., in Jefferson County. cal (silicon carbide); ground fillers; traction; 
UNIMIN closed its industrial sand quarry roofing granules; ceramic (pottery and tile); 
at Crystal City in January, but later pur- and other uses. Transportation methods 
chased the industrial sand operations of were divided nearly equally between truck 
Martin Marietta Aggregates at Festus. and rail. 
UNIMIN is the main supplier for the PPG 

‘Table 10.—Missouri: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

Too 7 
rounasa Yalu Value GRitean alae Value 

short” Said) Bn hort” ds) Eon 
Conarustio Mind te 9505 08 NA NA NA Soccer lO MOM OMA 

‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed) _------------____388_— 71821 NANA NA 

‘Total? or average. ._________________ 6359 14477 2.28 °7,700 °$17,700 °$2.30 

Industrial Sand” “TESS TTSTSTTISIIITT_toa_8ot_az00 anak 12s 
Grand total" or average_______________ 7,108 «28,474 8.30 8,300 25,241 °8.04 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by began developing an underground mine for 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered storage space. 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. Hilty Quarries Inc., in Henry County, 
Data for even-numbered years are basedon purchased the Williams Rock Mining Co., 
annual company estimates made before _ also of Henry County; Hilty then operated 

yearend. four crushed stone facilities in west-central 
Output and value of both crushed and Missouri. 

dimension stone increased in 1983. More than 95% of the crushed stone 
Crushed.—AgRock Quarries, a division of produced from 211 quarries in Missouri 

Ash Grove, opened a new limestone quarry during 1983 was limestone and dolomite; 
at Foose in southwest Dallas County, about however, the State's output also included, in 
‘7 miles from Buffalo. Buffalo was the site of decreasing order, small amounts of crushed 
an AgRock quarry in Ordovician Age Jeffer- granite, sandstone, and marble. Crushed 
son City Dolomite, a soft, magnesium-rich limestone was used predominantly in ce- 
rock. The Buffalo quarry was operated until ment manufacture (11.6% of output), as 
late 1983 when it was abandoned for rea- dense-graded road base stone (10.9%), and 
sons of low quality and distance from users. as riprap and jetty stone (10.1%), and for 
The rock at Foose is the Mississippian Age many other purposes. Crushed dolomite was 
Burlington Limestone, a hard, durable, and used for highway, railroad, and other 
less absorbent rock, which was to be used construction and maintenance purposes 
for paving, in concrete, and other uses. To (90.3%); for agricultural purposes (9.2%); 
replenish stocks as necessary, AgRock used and for fill (0.5%). 
a portable crushing system that could be Of the 211 quarries in Missouri, 6 each 
moved to other quarries at Wheatland in produced more than 1 million short tons of 
Hickory County or at Bolivar in Polk Coun- stone during 1983, accounting for 28.5% of 
ty. In addition to supplying crushed rock, the State's total output. In descending order 
AgRock produced agricultural lime. of tonnage produced, the top 5 of 127 compa- 

At its Jefferson Barracks operation in nies were Fred Weber Inc., which operated 
south St. Louis County, Bussen Quarries 4 quarries in Jefferson, St. Charles, and St.
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Louis Counties; Tower Rock Stone Co., 1 Trucks transported more than 81% of the 
quarry in Ste. Genevieve County; West crushed stone output; railroads, waterways, 
Lake Quarry & Material Co., 5 quarries in and unspecified methods transported the 
Cape Girardeau, Jefferson, St. Louis, and remaining crushed stone during 1983. 
Scott Counties; Moline Consumers, 12 quar- Crushed marble brought the highest unit 
ries in Jefferson, Knox, Lewis, Marion, price, $52.79 per short ton, and crushed 
Monroe, Pike, Ralls, St. Louis, and Shelby sandstone the lowest, $1.90; the average 
Counties; and Lone Star Industries Inc., 1 _ price for all types of crushed stone was $8.06 
quarry in Cape Girardeau County. per short ton. 

Table 11.—Missouri: Crushed stone? sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

fa ee 
Coarse 11/Binchy Mende ene nnn nnn nnn BB AT 

oe tke are segagais -=02TIITOTIITIIIIITIITIIIIIIIIIIIOS Wee 
Coarse aggregate, gr: or 

Bituminous aggregate, cosrse -=~——-~~~--_22222z222222722222TTTTTTTTTD Tt Sat Bituminous surface treatment aggregate -—~_l222~22222c022227TTTTTTTTTTTT ae Helvesl belies nent aatoeeccneso ee eee ores | ey ee Other graded soarse aggregate ~~~ ~~27222222272722222272TTTITIIIIIIIITE Ber Fine aggregate 8 inch Stone sand, concrete © --- nen 2 8 
CCoarae and fine aggregate “Grodod rood bebe gr gubbase — =n nee TBST Unpered ead ertacing <7 DSSTSSTTEITTOTISISNTTTUTSSTSTTECEOSTSSSTT, + BL Aes 
ee te eae sssrocarasatesatorrcccsos aaa 

Acute limestone nnn AB ftatry prt ent mierel RAELUTE WIG TESTONTAGETSETSRSTaemeeae sata A Chemical and metallurgical: “Gemnent manufacture eee AMOR 88S 

Soefgphal filers or extenders. ----=-----2 ooo anne 2 32 
Othget o-oo Le ne nO eae See See AB 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” {Totade lnetons, Slot granke, ible, and tandstone ~ 
Includes chemical stone for alkali works, whiting or whiting substitute, other fillers or extenders, glass manufacture, roofing granules, sulfur oxide removal, coarse agaregote-large, fine aggregate nd uses not speciieg 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Two companies, Keystone er carrier, horticulture, and soil condition- 
Granite Memorial Inc. and Beavers Natural ing), fireproofing, and filler. Brouk pro- 
Stone Co., operated dimension stone quar- duced and sold 21% less exfoliated vermicu- 
ries in 1988. Keystone quarried granite in lite than in 1982, a year of decreased pro- 
Iron County, and Beavers quarried sand- duction and sales, and received an average 
stone in Camden County. Annual capacity value of $310.73 per ton, about a 3% price 
of each quarry was less than 25,000 short increase over that of 1982. 
tons. Averaging $139.83 per short ton, di- —_——— 
mension stone was prepared as cut stone, ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, CO. 
flagging, monumental stone, rough blocks, _pivsion Sf Gsogy and aad Survey, Rola, 

and sawed stone. jKirvarsanyi, EB, and W. Be Howe. ‘The Southeast 
Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace Missour! Minsrals Ost ang te eo Nat Resour, Div. 

& Co. and Brouk Co. plants in St. Louis Geo and tant Surv. OFMS%-1¥0e- Cl scale 1230 6 
County produced exfoliated vermiculite omer portcpets Meet amt ranma Trend 
from outof-State sources of crude vermicu- (Bee Fork area re Dep, Nat Hea, Dre. Geol and 
lite. In decreasing order of quantity, the Sy earn itor and Industrial Re- 
product was sold for uses as aggregates latins Maou Arn iabor Tren January 194 pS 
(concrete and plaster), insulation (block, Capital Bally News. July 15,1988. a Roadless 
IGooe il end pacing) agrculeure ert: _aBOAtat™ & Wits Wie emtce
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Peeraaar Mseaius vast UA viesk IAA mene ie lnamimeec Sipe in a Ren PE et sco ecru me SRGUUMSTEMEE SUES PG Peon fendleen ced nba 
Paper 1900, 1968, pp. 642-644 \Engineering and Mining Journal. Glover To Toll 

‘“Boothee! News & Beacon Hayti. Aug. 9, 1983. Magmont Lead Concentrates. V. 184, No.12, Dec. 1988, p. pata nian Be omy Fst" econ meal pep i ige Olivine Pel cillings’ Min. i fo. 21, ‘Fluor Corp. Annual for 3. May 26, 1984, pp. 6-10. ia ‘St. Joe Headframe. Missouri Labor Trend. Aug. 1988, *ASAROO Incorporated Annual Report 1983. P. 7. p.8. 

Table 12.—Principal producers Talent produones, Ca mca rae nana mae ST a i 
‘De Soto Mining Co___.._______ Box 35 ‘Mines and plant ____ Washington. Bel oe wont 

Ee osan 
Sat Box 71 Qui id plant: Ralls. Co. Banabbal, MO 63401 a m pis indee Cement Co.’ ?___ SS.aPGse ee. ranean Se Gertuant Lone Star Indy iiae? us. ‘Qos Greco Quarrie lants __ ecianss Ly Se ceceae i River Cement Co., a subsidiary of IFT 180 Weidman Road Quarry and plant ___ Jefferson. wgicememtc gamba tut HW 

Finanziario Industriale S.p.A.).* ting Wliedchencelwp,tnturt—poxt italics aut ligt chee Bers a, wows mercy. bre Bndiedsccuss tome 
‘Kansas City, MO 64141 

A. P. Green Refractories Co., a subsid- 1018 East Breckenridge © Mines Audrain, Calla- ESopneecmerces ama 18 si Cal Unison Water Recon, MRR MOEESE tua ‘Dresser Industries Ine, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 lin, Gasconade, cee 
gomery, War- wii nase. “RELA teas aca Bar soe ai, 

Lowe's Southern Clay Inc. Box 1086 Pitsand plants... Cape Games a 0 Pr 
‘St, Joe Minerals Corp., Pea Ridge Iron Route 4 Underground mine and Washington. ea Sullivan, MO 63080 plant MK tedOk aC MRR Hd Bi Diss anaes Mo nd, 
Carpe Ameren ena Bixby, MO 65439... __ Rp Do. se Bi MOE an nga nnn Kennecott, a subsidiary of Ellington, MO 63680, Reynolds tome rmenaey octet Cn at aaa thibaromiicim -tnasmioauy EIS Im cag Una wpa Reo wi 
Ash Grove Cement Co” _____ 8900 Indian Creek PM sci uirsieaies Greene, ee 

Suite 600, Box i 
Overland Park, KS asst on ee ere 
Alton, IL 62002 ne 2 mares iwiiininas | Sea Fences mea ee duaot an sn eat ta Brouk Gorn 1861 Sout --do----__--. St. Louis. St St. Louis, MO BS110. Se lla MSLTEM ERIS waa oaiwentais. _dmngandpens -._Posanmand jary of List & Clark Construction Co. Overland Park, KS Clay. ae 

in elcin sniifai
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‘Table 12.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘dares Type of activity County 

Sand and, gravel (construction) —~ ‘Continued 
Limited Leasing Coa subsidiary of Route 1, Box 158 Dredges and plants St, Charles and St St Charles Sand Go. Hizelwcod, MO 63042 ious Missourl Gravel Co, a subsidiary aORRL Pita and plants Lewin and St. of Moline Consuiors Co. Hannibal, MO 63401 Tous wintereres Material Go’... 18008 Gravot Ba Dredge and plant St Lowa St Loui, MO 63127 Sand Gndustria: 
Misti Marieta Aggregates! TwoCrows Roeds of -—=«Pitand plant. Jeffenon. ‘Commeree Ralig Mestows, 
Mastee Bro. Silica Sand Co... Ratt 1, Box 204 spleen: Bh Povely,'MO 62070 Pennaylvania Glass Sand Corp... Bax it Pitsand plants______ St, Charles and St. Befey Springs, WW ious 
UNIMIN Corp —__--- oa 258 Bl Street Mine and plant. Jefferson. ; New Canaan, CT 06840 Stone: ‘Missouri Pacific Corp -—-—-----_ 210North 18th St. erry -ann--- Wayne B Sides woes = CT" Moline Consumers 0o---------- $18.60 Quarries. Jefferson, Knox, Moline, 61265 ‘Lewin, Marion, Monroe, Bike, Ralls St Louis, Shelby. ‘Tower Rock Stone Co ---------- Bor 6® Quarry_.-------- Ste. Genevieve, Columbia, 1 62236, Fred Weber Ine... 1929Alabama Ave, Quarries. Jefferson, St. St Louis, MO 63111 Chere Bi 
West Lake Quarry & Material Co 18570St Charles Rock do. Cape Girardeau, “eect a . Lani Vermiculive (exfoliated): WekGrcs& Co 62 Whittemore Ave, Plant. St Louis. Cambridge, MA 02140 
"Also clays, *Alno stone in Pike County. 2Algo stone in Cape Girardeau County. ‘Alno stone in Jefferson County Alan silver, copper and zine. Aloo stone in St Francois County. “Also stone in Bates, alla, Greene, Hickory, Polk, and Vernon Counties. *Alno stone in Andrew, Gentry, Harrison, Hot, Jackson, Mercer, Nodaway, and Worth Counties





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Montana Bureau of Mines and 
Geology for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By W. L. Rice, Mervin J. Bartholomew,’ and D. C. Lawson® 

Montana’s nonfuel mineral production for the year. Montana ranked 23d in the 
value rose in 1983 to $293 million, an 8% Nation in the value of its nonfuel minerals 
increase over the $271 million recorded in production for 1983. 
1982. A doubling of the State’s gold produc- — On June 29, the Butte copper operations 
tion and higher silver prices offset a 46% of The Anaconda Minerals Co. were sus- 
decrease in the value of copper produced in pended indefinitely, and the last 700 em- 

1983. ployees of a work force onetime estimated 
Gold was the leading commodity in terms at 20,000 were laid off. Anaconda cited 

of value, followed by silver, copper, and weekly losses of $1 million over the last 2 
portland cement. Metals—antimony, cop- years as the primary reason for the closure. 
per, gold, iron, lead, and silver—accounted By yearend, the company expected to have 
for 65% of the total nonfuel mineral value between 50 and 70 permanent employees in 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Montana’ 

1982 1988 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou. Quantity (thou 
sands) sands) 

Antimony _—--_-_--_-------w----.-—-=_short tone 209 w 258 w 
Barite -——~~"7—~~~IILTTDIIIIS thousand short, tons_— W Ww 10 3150 
Glaga: == 520 Se TESTES DSSS CEES Es age %218 288,064 194 6,205 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, ete.) .______metric tons "64,051 "104.245 938,987 56,245 
Gem stones nn NA 225 NA '300 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc) -—-~—-__ troy ounces. 75.11 2825816148668 449 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) -— ~~ metric tons_ ‘661 ‘372 1163 556 
Lime. 022 TT thousand short tons. _ 45 2,381 86 w 
Sand and gravel (construction) ~~ ~~ ~~~ do 5388 = 12794 *5,000 "10,200 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc) thousand trey ounces. — 669 49,041 5108 65,299 
Stone (crushed).---—--__—"__""_ thousand short tons. "1400 °4,700 72 2,844 
Hine recoverable content of ore, sic.) -— += metric tons. — w Ww - =e 

smbined value of cement, clays (fire clay, 1982), graphite, gypeum, iron ore, molybdenum (1983) peat, phosphate rock, sand and 
gravel (industrial), stone (dimension), talc, tungsten ore and 

Concentrate (1982), vermiculite, and values indicated by symbol W XX 60,728 XX 8,947 
Total — Se a eempemneemes XX "270,758, XX 298,295 

“Estimated. 'Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value 
included with “Combined value” figure, XX Not applicable. 

$Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
Excludes fire clay; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

399
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Butte; these employees were to be a core of sonnel who could expedite reopening the 
professional, technical, and supervisory per- operation. 

‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Montana, by county’ 
Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Dicarate eonieed 1982, 

Beaverhead $402 $427 Sand and gravel industrial silver, sand and 
‘gravel (Construction, ine, lead, gold, cop per BigHorn _..---------- @ W Sand and gravel (construction) 

Broadwater 7212202222 WwW 490 Lime, gold graphite, tungsten, silver, lead, copper. Gucbens so2e sence w W_ Chaya: sand and gravel (construction) Carter 22227722 Ww Wo Clays Cascade DOT ITTITIETTTS W 1.714 Sand and gravel (construction! 
Ghoutea -=222222L2=22 ® oe Guster 2 -o2assosaae = 1 Sand and gravel (construction) Danis 2UTEISESORET TS @ ae Daveeon ~~ _==- === ° 494 Sand and grave construction) Deer Ledge == === === => 5.058 289 Sand and gravel contruction, tungsten, 

clays. Bergus 882 W > Gypsum, sand and gravel construction) pede pena 206 2910 Sand and gravel construction, 
Gallatin 27222222222 21,988 W Cement, sand and gravel (construction, clays, Granite 2-2 2222222oo2 Ww 3580 Silver copper, gold an, ead, sand and ‘ravel (construction Hil. an2e noe ewes @ W Sand snd gravel (construction) Jefferson — : 19,528 14,118 Cement, siver, gold, sand and gravel (con- 

struction}, copper, zine, clays. Judith Basin w W Gypsum. Lake neon 6 W Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Yawis and Clark ~~ ~>>= =~ Ww 581 Sand and gravel (construction. Siberty ene TEED & W Do. Lincoln —— con w ‘1444 Silver, copper, vermiculite, lead, gold, sand sand gravel (construction). 
Madison ———----------- w #520 Tal gd sand and gravel construction, 
Meagher ----—-- == w LW ron ore gold silver. Mineral ---~~~=—~=277> 3} 2 Sand and gravel (construction) Missoula —— ~~~ == ~>=2oo 4289 W —Barite, sand and gravel construction) Musselshell ~~~ ~~~>77=> ® 45 Sand end gravel construction) 
Park-—~--- =o 158 W > Sand and gravel construction), sand and ‘gravel (dustrial. Petroleum. ® 44 Sand und gravel (construction) 
Phillips ---=---==— Ww 27.850 Gola sive, copper lead Pondera ~~~ =2272222222 ® 2 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Powell === Ww W Phosphate rock, sand and gravel (construc. Rion). Ravalli_--------- w LW Sand and gravel (construction), peat Richland -—~———-2_22=2 w 1984 Lime sand and gravel contrition. Buobad 272572 2G29025 & W Sand and gravel construction) 
Senders —————— W W Antimony. Sheridan =~ _==-=2=== = & 2 Sand and gravel construction). 

Silver Bow = —— ~~ =o Ww W Copper iver, sand and gravel construction, 
old Stillwater 20 e 

Teen SETS ze a Toole - >= 22 TLIITTL @ 189 Sand and gravel (construction 
Valley STORIE ERTIES Ww W > Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Wibaux --->=222=2222 @ 8 Sand and gravel onstruction) Yellowstone 22-2222 Ww W Sand and gravel construction}, ime. Undistrbuted’ ~~ =" 22="~ 236,788 129,208 
Sand and gravel Construction) “290 Xx Stone: Crushed xx 4700 

Dimension ——-== == Xx Ww 
Total *909,081 270,758 

“Estimated, W Withheld to avid diaclsing company proprietary data included with “Undistribute.” XX Not plicable. "blaine, Fallon, Garfeld, Glacier, Golden Valley, McCone, Powder River, Prairie, Roosevelt, Sweet Grass, Treasure, and Wheatland Counties, and Yellowstone National Park are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was Feported County datribtion for contraction sand and gavel 981) and crashed and aimegnon stone (1982) isnot Available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel onstruction)” or “Stone.” 
3Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 3Crushed stone was produced; data not available by county. 
‘pcs gem sone and some stone production that cot be assigned Lo specific countin and value indicated by om 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Montana business activity 

> Change, 1982 1999? Change, 

Employment and labor foree, annual average: Fotacean bor foce: Saleen thoumnde aA 8902 Unemployment ~~. ~~~ ~~22-2222222222222s22sea don 43040784 
Employment (nonagricultural): rr 

OE so ne i oe mere erent Mb, 13 64 712.3 
Mancladuring 2 T77-TSITTSETGSDIODGICEOTIee aa Contract construction ~~ ~~=~777777772272227227227272407 22 joo = aH 
‘Transportation and public utilities ~~ ~~ 7777777272 72227227Ta002== 199198 35 Wholesale and retail trade--—--22222222222222l27tvvvde2] BOR Finance, insurance, eal estate ---—~_-_72222227az2222svdel)CBCSCt«CdBOSCi«CE BD 
Serve --SccecueURGEEEDEREDSOUEOTS TSS ggcs | ae 

Government ——LLILITITITIIITIIIIIITINIDIIII ats 
‘Total nonagricultural employment? #____________...-~-do.-.- 263.2 266.1 +11 Personal income: 

Total === millions $7677 $805 +64 
POOR oa anena a dguomnobmane ae sume Ko mei $9,544 $9,999 +48 Construction activity 

‘Number of private and public residential units authorized -..------------ 20522940 4433. 
Value of nonresidential construction ———_____....____"~""7 millions-_ $121.6 Suz. 3.7 Value of State road contract awards --—-—-—~~~~~7-77_7 717 -do =. $9 SIAL 44820 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

‘thousand short tons_— 29 4162 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value - -—____________-___.....____- millions__ $270.8 $298.3 +83 Value per capita, resident population |-__~~27~72777227- S988 G59 98 Value per aquare mile ---~-——--~~~~-72~2a222222at tsan= SBT 8885 
*Preliminary. 
‘Includes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 
*Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureau of Mines. 
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Figure 1.—Value of copper and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Montana.
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Exploration Activities—Exploration ac- on the Montana-Idaho border. 
tivity in Montana, largely for precious met- Legislation and Government Pro- 
als, was up from the level of 1982. The grams.—Environmental _ group-sponsored 
number of exploration licenses granted by measures designed to substantially increase 
the State increased from 161 granted to 64 the severance tax on hard-rock minerals 
companies in 1982 to 201 licenses issued to died in taxation committees of the 1983 
75 companies in 1983. The number of small Montana Legislature. Two laws were en- 
mine exclusion permits, however, decreased acted; one places two-thirds of the metal 
from 1,360 as of September 1982 to 1,220 in mines license tax into permanent trust 
September 1983, accounts, and the other requires prepay- 
ASARCO Incorporated and United States ment of property taxes in mining impact 

Borax and Chemical Corp. continued explo- areas. These laws will help the mining 
ration for stratabound silver-copper depos- industry mitigate socioeconomic impacts in 
its in the Cabinet Mountains Wilderness in communities where it operates. Another 
Lincoln County. Asarco‘announced that its measure, beneficial to nonmetal producers, 
Chicago Peak discovery appears tobe larger was passed that provides additional deduc- 
than the Troy Mine; U.S. Borax drilled one tions in calculation of the net proceeds of 
2,400-foot hole and obtained permission mines tax. 
from the U.S. Forest Service to resume A contract was signed by the Montana 
drilling on claims in the wilderness area. Bureau of Mines and Geology (MBMG) with 

Hecla Mining Co. conducted followup un- the U.S. Geological Survey for cartographic 
derground exploration at the Florence- support to produce Conterminous U.S. Map 
Queen silverlead property near Niehart, Program (CUSMAP) 2° geologic maps for 
Cascade County; a surface drilling program incorporation into Montana’s Atlas Series; 
was completed in 1982. Hecla and AMAX the project was underway at yearend. Dur- 
Exploration Inc. began a joint-venture ex- ing the 1983 fiscal year, the MBMG issued 
ploration project for precious and base met- 10 new publications and placed 10 reports 
als at Hughesville, in the Barker mining on open file. 
district, Judith Basin and Cascade Counties. The Mining and Mineral Resources Re- 

Plexus Resources Corp. continued its dia- search Institute at the Montana College of 
mond drilling program at the New World Mineral Science and Technology at Butte 
project in Park County. The 1983 effort received an allotment of $150,000 from the 
consisted of fill-in drilling to firm up strati- U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1983. An additional 
graphically controlled gold-silver reserves research grant for $36,000 was made to the 
discovered in 1982. college for training and research in the 

Noranda Exploration Inc. evaluated the generic mineral technology center in the 
Nancy Lee silver-copper property near Su- areas of mineral industry waste treatment 
perior in Mineral County. Detailed geologic and recovery of critical minerals and metals 
mapping and soil sampling over 4 square from waste. 
miles were done prior to diamond drilling. Employment.—An increase in employ- 

‘The Argentine and Silver Chief claim ment in the State's precious metals indus- 
groups in the Wickes mining district, Jeffer- try was not large enough to offset the loss of 
son County, were drilled by Utah Interna- mining-related jobs caused by the suspen- 
tional Inc. The properties produced high- sion of Anaconda’s Butte copper operations. 
grade silver ores in the 1900's, Overall mining employment in Montana for 

Cominco American Inc. and Exxon Min- 1983 was 6,400, a decrease of 12.3% from 
erals Co. continued exploration work in the that of 1982. 
Little Belt Mountains. Average weekly earnings for mineral in- 

Mines Management Inc. completed a dustry production workers was $534.36 in 
drilling program on the White Penny silver- 1983; it was the second highest in the State, 
copper prospect near Trout Creek, Sanders next to wages paid to construction workers. 
County, and carried out a surface mapping, This figure represented an increase of $8.93 
sampling, and geophysical campaign on its per week over that of 1982. 
Janstan property north of Thompson Pass 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS ed its mine, mill, and recovery plant in 
Sanders County, at a slightly higher level 

Antimony.—U.S. Antimony Corp. operat- than in 1982. U.S. Antimony was one of two
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domestic antimony producers in 1983, and ation and one of the largest heap-leaching was the sole producer of primary antimony facilities. The Zortman and Landusky from stibnite ore. Mines produced 48% of the gold recovered Copper.—Copper production was report- in the State in 1983. 
ed from 19 mines in 11 counties in 1983, _ Montoro Gold Co. was at the public hear- compared with that from 12 mines in 8 ing stage of permitting by yearend for its counties during 1982. Montana’s copper pro- proposed 50,000-ounce-per-year, open pit, duction ranked fourth in the Nation, ac- heap-leach gold operation at German counting for about 3% of primary produc- Gulch, Silver Bow County. Montoro Gold tion in 1983 compared with 6% in 1982. expected to have the new Beal Mine in 

The’ State's two major producers were operation by late 1985. 
Anaconda’s Butte operation and Asarco's _Homestake Mining Co. continued explo- Troy Mine in Lincoln County. Total produe- ration and development work at the Jar- tion was down more than 49% from that of dine gold deposit in Park County; prelimi- 1982. The shutdown of Anaconda’s Butte nary work on processing the McClaren copper operations in late June reduced the Mine tailings at Cooke City was done by company’s share of the State's total produc- Blue Range Mining Co. 

tion. Judith Gold Corp. undertook additional 
‘The company emphasized that the sus- development drilling on its Judith Gold pension of Butte copper operations was not property at the old ghost town of Kendall, a permanent shutdown. Company officials _ in the Judith Mountains, Fergus County. stated that factors prerequisite to reopening Gulf Titanium Ltd. and Goldsil Mining were higher copper prices, a new labor and Milling Co. carried out exploration and contract, improved processing, and relief in development work at Marysville in Lewis the areas of freight charges, electric power and Clark County. Gulf started an under- rates, and State property and mining taxes. ground drilling program at the North Star Gold.—Gold production was reported Mine, and continued dewatering, rehabili- from 24 lode mines in 10 counties in 1983, tation, and underground sampling at the compared with production from 22 mines in Cruse-Belmont Mine; Goldsil spent $2 mil- 9 counties in 1982. Two placer operations lion rebuilding and modernizing the Drum- reported gold production, and gold was lummon mill and had a drilling program recovered from the retreatment of old mine _ underway at yearend. tailings. Montana’s gold production ranked Lead.—Lead was recovered as a byprod- fourth in the Nation, accounting for about uct from 17 base and precious metal mines 8% of the national total in 1983, up from in 10 counties and from reprocessing old 5% in 1982; the State's 1983 gold production tailings. Montana ranked fifth in the Na- was slightly more than twice that reported tion for lead production in 1983; the State’s in 1982, lead production increased 76% over that of Placer U.S. Inc.’s wholly owned Golden 1982. 

Sunlight Mines Inc. began full-scale produe- _Asarco's East Helena smelter, the only tion at the new Golden Sunlight open pit remaining lead smelter in the Northwest- mine in February. The operation near ern United States, produced 58,400 short Whitehall, Jefferson County, reached full tons of lead bullion in 1983. A’ new $2.9 production 5 months ahead of schedule and million stack for the smelter baghouse was $28 million under projected cost. The mill, a completed. The zine fuming plant placed on cyanide vat leach, carbon-in-pulp with standby in 1982 did not operate in 1983, electrowinning plant, maintained the de- — Molybdenum.—Molybdenum concentrate sign throughput of 5,000 tons per day produced as byproduct from copper ores throughout the year. Golden Sunlight was mined at Anaconda’s East Berkeley pit in Montana’s first-ranked gold producer in Butte was down 9% compared with 1982 1983, accounting for 49% of the State’s production. Molybdenum production in production, Montana ceased when the Butte operations Pegasus Gold Ltd. increased gold-silver were shut down by Anaconda in June 1983. production at its Zortman and Landusky —Platinum-Palladium.—In midyear, a Mines in the Little Rockies District, Phillips joint venture was formed by the principal County. The operation, which runs only 7 to operators in the Stillwater Complex in Still- 8 months a year because of the severe water and Sweet Grass Counties. Manville winter climate, has been described as the Products Corp. and Chevron Resources Co., world’s lowest grade hard-rock gold oper- joint-venture partners in Stillwater PGM
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Resources Inc. since 1979, formed a joint Mines Inc.’s Black Pine Mine in Granite 
venture with Anaconda to explore and eval- County was the State’s second largest silver 
uate platinum-group resources in the Still- producer. Contact Mining Co. continued to 
water Complex. The new company, called operate its 1,200-ton-per-day mill at Phil- 
Stillwater Mining Co., contracted to extend ipsburg, Granite County; Contact Mining 
the Minneapolis adit on Anaconda’s proper- _beneficiates ore from the Black Pine oper- 
ty 8,000 feet and to complete 60,000 feet of ation. Preparation by Contact Mining to 
diamond drilling to prove up reserves. A reopen the old Granite-Bimetallic shaft was 
production decision was expected by 1985. underway by yearend. The suspension of 

Silver.—Although Montana's 1983 silver Anaconda’s Butte operations in midyear 
production was down 7% from that of 1982, dropped Anaconda’s share of Montana’s 
the value increased by 33% owing to higher _ silver production to 5% from 12% in 1982. 
silver prices. The State produced 13% of the Following a 4-month shutdown in 1982 be- 
Nation's silver in 1983, and advanced to cause of low silver prices, Midnite Mines 
second ranking in total silver production. Inc. resumed underground mining activity 
Silver production in 1983 was reported from _ at its Polaris Mine in Beaverhead County. 
28 mines in 12 counties and from the re- © CoCa Mines Inc. completed exploration 
treatment of old tailings, compared with work on an open pit minable silver ore body 
production from 28 mines in 9 counties at the old Flathead Mine in the Hog Heaven 
during 1982. District, Flathead County. The company 

Asarco's Troy Mine in Lincoln County was completing exploration work on a zone 
was again Montana's top silver producer, that could be developed for underground 
accounting for 69% of the State total; the mining and was finishing a feasibility study 
‘Troy Mine was also the third-ranked silver _ at yearend. 
producer in the Nation for 1983. Inspiration 

Table 4.—Montana: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

Number Material Gold Silver Coy Lead Zinc Source of ge fole  g —ttroy, troy, metric (metric (metric 
mines qretrictons) ounces) ounces) tons). «= tons)«—_ tons) 

Lode ore: 
ig WON ese eee 10 5,283,827 187,413 196,859 3 w a 
Galdsilver ~==2=7 7227722 1 Tal 613706 5 4 ie 
Sllver:<<-a Oe SESS SSE SS SOR ART SREB. WW 

GiB acerca es 8,369,828 159,653 5,392,701 w Ww _ 

Copper-----------------__ 1 6288449 888318088 __164e4 ML = 
Total —— nn 25 14,658,277 161,086 5,705,194 w w se Other lode material: 

Gold tailings _-_____-___-~ oe w Ww Ww Ww w we Silver cleanup ~—-~~_-_-_ ~~ & Ww os w Ww w zs 
Copper precipitates -<<TTTITZ_ Wh 

‘Total lode ___________. 25 © 414,765,932 W 45,707,963 Ww 41,163 “i 
Pinter ues 2 MESESESOLEDE 2 a w = =a os = 

Grand total ___________ 27 $14,765,932 £161,436 45,707,968 $33,337 41,163 — 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 
‘Details may not add to total because some mines produce more than one class of material. Operations from which gold, silyer, copper, and lead were recovered only from tailings or from cleanup are not counted as producing mines. 
includes material that was leached. 
“Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
‘Includes items indicated by symbol W.
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Table 5.—Montana: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
zine, by county 

Mines producing’ 4SId'or Gola Silver 
County Pe, (tested? “rey ey Lode Placer ‘metric | ik Value Troy Value 

tons) ees ° 

1981, total == 41 haR4oe 54207 24945 285, zesgsio $81,497,409 1982, total == 22 2s 1Sazrtek THAT “peas 58 Srey “ag.oat a5 
1988 — ‘Beaverhead ——__ ge w w w w w Broadwater 7 SS w w Ww w WwW Caweade = i = Ww w Ww w wW Granite [72277 a 8 Ww W Ww w v Jefferson” ~~ ~~~ 8 W w Ww 31.255 425,191 Lewis and Clark a Ww Ww Ww W Ww Tineains = 1 TD pias Ww Ww 3968701 4544739 Madison ---=2— 3 539 Me 61,904 281 325 Meagher -2772~ fF oe 1 ‘24 ee a Mineral -—~ ~~~ = 4 w w W W W Phillipe —==>=~ Z — _Lage5tge 71445 s2,806,680 118.584 2.048,000, Powel =~ ==> oe W = 2 W W Silver Bow=— 122 6eero8s 183586, f08 313,098 3,581,784 

Total _25 ___2_*14,765,982 _*161,436_°68,448,864 _5,707,963_*65,299,096 Copper Lead Zine 
‘Metric Metric Metric ‘Total value ete Value Metrie Vatue Metric Value 

1981, total... 62485 $LIT 257165104 SUBRSTA BS 24,16G «$17,818,500 
1982, total --_----_ 64,951 *104,244,568 661 372,410 Ww Ww Ww 

1983: ——— Beaverhead w wow w - w Broadwater. 22 w woW ¥ BS By w Cascade === == Ww wooOW wo Ww Granite -~~~~=27 w wow ¥ = aE WwW Sefferson. —===2 22 5 760 W woot Ss W Lewis and Ciarie ~~~ w wo OW Woof : Ww Lneoin ">A 60885 W x Zl toss ai6 Madison =~ ~~77 Ww WoW woo = éo7 Meagher --=_7-- ns Be, Ss S ‘24 Mineral 2277 7~> Ww ww MW fe = W 
Pid: n= o 383 “ 102 a 34,880,165, a : ge Ee ES % w 
Silver Bow ---7_> 18604 __——si.s09,f88 This.) Zl ssz60979 

etal Sek 988,887 956,245,482 91,163 9556,076 - = 7190,549,468 

Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data Operations from which gold, silver, copper, and lead were recovered only from tailings or from clesnup are not counted as producing mines 
"Does not include gravel washed. 
Includes items indicated by symbol W. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 6.—Montana: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 
“Fype of material — Gola Silver Copper Lead Zine proces and method (troy (iroy, ame aes a of recovery ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) $$ Sra cone) ounces) toes) tone) tons) 

Lode ‘Gyanidation. =n 156778 192,114 2s _ a ‘Smelting of concentrates from: Oren nee Ww Br3g90 81.088 1011 _ ‘Tailir ween eee e een w 1,575 Ww w oa Direct smelting of 
Ope ec ncmesaseos cn w w 8 1 _ Geetag 20USSITTIS ES w w w Fa Precipitates - ~~~ 77777777TTII2I2 z 2 Ww pu x a 

Total ______ eee ceas Ww 15,707,963 133,387 1,168 = Bieter... 22. SE RG REEEEISSIC IES w s - al 25 a a ————— Grand total_-----.--_---.. "gage 157107.908 "93987 ~~, 168 x OO re ag |W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Table 7.—Montana: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, 
copper, lead, and zine in Silver Bow County 

wn Material od Goa "Rivers 
‘Year nt eel (thousand rod {thousand (troy ounces) 

® ae metric tons) me ‘roy otimons): a mictony ince) A ecscomeseeyeS 1 15545 21,836 2.655, 100 pea URE RER ER 1 Sud ipa 1596 Wel eee TES ives 1 13729 14304 2oa8 BOD ene oegeeneamee meen 1 sat 3361 729 Weis, SS GEE SSRN TSTeR AE TNC ETE i ‘Set 1383 318 ageeag@F —2TTTLTTTIITTIIIII IIT ee 542,016 2.685.622 683,350 — == —___12016__a.ess.622_ 688,850 _ Copper Lead Zine Taal wahost (cnet (metric (enetric tons)” tons) tons) hounds) 
199 69.188 se ae $177,800 {se SSTSSESE SSSI srast x a 124602 agen [2ITTTTITIIIIIEIIIIIL ILE soarr e z 189,555 Ip 2 = PEERS EO IESISES 481 -~ = *ea10 i993. TTT TTITIIIIIIIIIIIIE ig;604 ii 35,761 Mee ioe > Sesame ens: 82025880 415,558 2,406,528 6,081;194 eS 206 B80 LB 

"Revised. 
Complete date ‘not available for 1882-1904. , bi ae *Derived from average values of the metals; included average value of r luced in wire rior to 1982 and average value of copper produced in eathodes for 188L.and 1608 U® Of COPPEF Produ mr “ 

NONMETALS County. Ideal Basic resumed production jn 7 . May 1983 following a 5-month layoff in the Barite-NICOR Mineral Ventures pur- manufacturing phase of its operations, Rea. chased the Montana Barite Co. Inc. oper- sons cited for the shutdown were the slug- ations, including the Missoula mill. The gish construction industry, poor weather, continued low level of activity in the oil and and excess cement inventories. Cement pro- gas drilling industry resulted in a slow duced in the State was used by ready-mix barite market; barite was not mined in companies (65%); other contractors (16%), Montana in 1983, but was shipped from highway contractors (11%); concrete prod- Previously stockpiled ore. ucts manufacturers (5%); and building ma- Cement.—Cement production in Montana terial dealers, government agencies, and was up slightly over that of 1982, but the miscellaneous customers (3%). Raw materi- low level of construction activity precluded als consumed in cement manufacture were a significant change in the amount produc- limestone, clays, sandstone, sand, iron ore, ed. Portland and masonry cements were gypsum, and other additives, Shipments to produced by Kaiser Cement Corp. at Mon- users were mostly by truck and rail. tana City in Jefferson County, and by Ideal _ Clays. Montana ranked third in benton- Basic Industries Inc. at Trident, Gallatin ite production in 1988, although produc-
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tion was down 14% in quantity and 23% in Raynesford, Judith Basin County. The prod- 
value from that of 1982. Bentonite was uct was shipped to the Kaiser Cement plant 
produced by 4 companies from 10 deposits at Montana City and to the Ideal Basic 
in Carbon, Carter, and Valley Counties. cement plant at Trident. 
Continued low demand for bentonite inthe  Lime.—Continental Lime Inc., Holly Sug- 
drilling industry and depressed require- ar Corp., and Great Western Sugar Co. 
ments related to the steel industry resulted produced lime in Broadwater, Richland, 
in a slow market for this commodity. A and Yellowstone Counties, respectively. The 
large share of Montana's bentonite was sold 1983 production nearly doubled in quantity 
for drilling mud, iron ore pellet binder, and and value from that of 1982. The lime 
foundry sand. produced was used in metallurgical proc- 

Gem Stones.—Montana tied with Califor- esses, pollution abatement, and sugar refin- 
nia for fifth rank in gem stone production in ing. 
1988. Intergem Inc. recovered commercial Phosphate Rock.—Phosphate production 
quantities of gem-quality sapphires at its in the State increased 1% in quantity and 
Yogo Gulch property in Fergus County. 67% in value over that of 1982, owing to a 
Sapphire-bearing intrusive dike rock was partial recovery in the agricultural fertiliz- 
surface mined, allowed to weather, and the er market. Montana’s only producer, Co- 
sapphires then recovered by gravity meth- minco, continued to mine phosphate at its 

ods. underground Warm Springs Mine near Gar- 
Graphite.—Montana was the Nation’s on-_rison in Powell County. Near yearend, Co- 

ly producing State for amorphous graphite minco announced plans for a substantial 
in 1983. Production by National Minerals expansion of its operation to enable com- 
Corp. in Broadwater County decreased in _pliance with a new 5-year contract to supply 
both quantity and value from that reported phosphate rock to a Canadian company. 
in 1982, Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 
Gypsum.—Gypsum production in the and gravel production is surveyed by the 

State increased 80% in quantity and 65% in U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
value over that of 1982. The increase was years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
due primarily to an upswing in the wall- only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-num- 
board industry. United States Gypsum Co. bered years are based on annual company 
mined gypsum from its underground Shoe- estimates made before yearend. 
maker Mine at Heath in Fergus County; the Estimated construction sand and gravel 
gypsum was used by the company’s wall- production and value for 1983 were down 
board plant. Maronick Construction Co. Inc. from those of 1982 because of a general 
mined gypsum from open pit mines near slowdown in the construction industry. 

Table 8.—Montana: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

1982 1983 

Quantity Yaiue Value Quantity vane Value 
C@rousand FE Nper® Chousand pe We 

short sands) fon © SROTt sands) fon 

Construction: 
Sand — aoe -e-------------- 891 $2,508 $2.82 NA NA NA 
Gravel _ _ _ eaten andes aa 3,455 8,937 2.59 NA NA NA 
‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed)_________----_~ 993 1,349 1.36 NA NA NA 

EE COU one ce cermin remem renee 15,888 12,794 2.40 5,000 °$10,200 °$2.04 

Industrial: 
Sand... -_--_---____------------ w Ww 5.20 Ww W 10.00 

Gravel --——--~—---- =o ae 
‘Total or average ___-.-_. wane nn, Ww Ww. 5.20 Ww Ww 5.69 

Grand total or average wenn Ww w 2.42 Ww Ww °2.05 

“Estimated. NANot available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by ballast manufacture contributed toward the 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered production decline. Five counties—Beaver- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. head, Cascade, Gallatin, Jefferson, and 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Park—accounted for 95% of the State's 
annual company estimates made before crushed stone production; Ideal Basic, Kai- 

yearend. ser Cement, and Maronick Construction 
The State’s 1983 output of crushed stone were the leading producers. Travertine 

declined 38% in quantity and 50% in value building stone was produced by the Liv- 
from that estimated for 1982. Decreased ingston Marble and Granite Works and by 
activity in highway and secondary road Hallett Minerals Co. from quarries near 
construction, in heavy construction in gen- Gardiner in Park County. 
eral, and a temporary shutdown in railroad 

Table 9.—Montana: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
a” TT 

Coarse and fine a Unpaved road surfacing =~ 5 see F 

MAnphal filles or erienders soso es ese sues se snuceoe eoeL eo 2007 
SIE rcrcsecerors arin erecta merce recesses cir ae dome aerate mere san oh 512 1,340 

Total? === - weceeeeceeeen BH 
includes limestone, marble, sandstone, quartzite, and traprock. includes riprep and jetty stone, lime manufacture flux stone, and uses not specified. 
"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur (Recovered)—Montana Sulphur _ Exploration for tale deposits was active in 
& Chemical Co. and Farmers Union Central the Precambrian of southwestern Montana 
Exchange recovered sulfur as a byproduct during 1983, with at least four companies 
from petroleum refineries in Yellowstone involved. 

County. i Vermiculite—Montana was again the 
Tale.—Montana ranked third in talc pro- leading producing State for vermiculite, 

duction for 1983, down from its leading although 1983 production was down 12% in 
producer status in 1982. The 1983 produc- quantity and 6% in value from that of 1982. 
tion was down 31% in quantity and 80% in Production in 1983 was about 84% of the 
qa from that of 1982. All of the State’s yearly average for the 5-year period (1979- 
Se ee iow Soporte inthe 88); the value of production was 4% less 
Buby and Gravelly Ranges, in Madison than the yearly average for the Syear 

Se " wanerals Co. period. W. R. Grace & Co. continued to mine 
completed a new sorting facility at its Yel ang mill vermiculite ore at its Rainy Creek 
lowstone Mine near Ennis, and formulated operation north of Libby in Lincoln County. plans for new development at its Beaver- i larg ; pent ae - Robinson Insulation Co. at Great Falls, jead Mine, which was inactive in 1983, A 3- ' 7 5 tn, Cascade County, produced exfoliated ver- 
weelclong strike at Cyprus’ tale processing mniculite, which was sold for building aggre- plant at ‘Three Forks was settled in late Te iui 7 exiealtaral ope 
July. Pfizer Inc. continued production at its fave’ Insulation, and agricultural applica: 
Regal and Treasure Pit Mines near Dillon, “0S 
and processed tale at its Barretts mill south >. — 
of Dillon. Principal uses for tale produced in ¢hict Gooey nad ea eet on 
Montana were in paint, paper, ceramics, tana Bureau of Mines and Geology, Butte, MT. 
cosmetics, and other uses including roofing 4, staf icld agent, Montana Bureau of Mines and Geolo- 
and rubber.
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Table 10.—Principal producers 

‘Commodity and company ‘adress ‘Type of activity County 

Aluminum: 
"The Anaconda Aluminum Co. Columbia Falls, MT'59912 Reduction plant _____ Flathead. 

‘division of Atlantic Richfield Co. 
‘Antimony: US. Antimony Corp---------- Box 643 Mine and plant... Sanders. * ‘Thoggon Falls MT ‘eet 
Barite: ‘Montana BariteCo.Ine.---—-- Box 8296 wae n= Missoula. Missoula, MT 59808 
Cement: ‘deal Basic Industries Inc. Cement Box 8789 Plant__---------— Gallatin Div? Denver, CO 80201 a 
Kaiser Cement Corp... 300 Lakeside Dr. waa do -a-e-aa=- Jefferson. Oakland, CA 94612 

Clays: ‘American Colloid Co....------ $100 Suffield ct = Pitsand plant. Carbon and Skokie, IL 60078 Phillips, Federal Bentonite Div, Aurora 609 Sth Ave. Pitand plant Valley. 
Industries Inc Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

International Minerals & Chemical Box 460 Pits_..---------- Carter. 
\Corp., Industrial Minerals Div. Belle Fourche, SD 57717 NUindustries Inc, Baroid Div... Box 1675 Pit and plant —————-— Do. Houston, TX 77251 

CS peta Mira? Ben openptmineand past Str Bow. 1¢ Anaconda Minerals Co... Box mine and plant Silver 
Butte, MT 59701 

Gold: ‘Golden Sunlight Mines Inc. a Box 678 waned deferson. 
‘subsidiary of Placer U.S. Ine? Whitehall, MT 59759 
PegesusGola Lid? Zortman, MT 59546... do -----_-.-- Phillips. 

Gypsum: 
‘Maronick Construction Co.tnc.* Bast Helena, MT' 59635... Open pit mine __.... Judith Basin. 
United States Gypsum Co" 7" Heath MI'SB457—— "Underground mingend” Fergus. plant. 

Lime: Continental Lime Ine... 268 West 400 South, Open pit mine ______ Broadwater. ‘Suite 201 Salt Lake City, UT 84101 Great Western Sugar Co... 1580 16th St, Surface mine and plant Yellowstone. Denver, CO 80217 Holly Sugar Corp —--------- Box 1082 wan edo een Richland, Colorado Springs, CO "30901, 
Phosphate rock: ‘Cominco American Inc. Box 638 Underground mine Powell Garrison, MT 59731 
Sand and gravel (1982): Gilman Excavating Inc____-__ Continental Dr. Pit ----------_ Silver Bow, Butte, MT 59701 Pioneer Ready-MixCo -------_ Box 1887 Ficguwsceeseasss Galatia Bozeman, MT 59115 Shellinger Construction Co... Box sit Pits_....-.----- Flathead. Columbia Falls, MT 59912 United Industries, Northern Materi- Box 1690 Pitsand plant... Cageade and ‘als Co. Inc Great Falls, MT'59401 "Yellowstone. Yellowsione County Highway ‘Box 35023 Pit. 2-2... Yellowstone. siveDePerement Billings, MT 59101 

"ASARCO Incorporated’... Box 868 Underground mineand Lincoln. ‘Troy, MT 59985 plant. 
Black Pine Mining CoS... Bor 610 Underground mine Granite. Philipsburg, MT 59858 
Midnite Mines Inc... 16800 Redmond Way wade =p -------- — Beaverhead. a Redmond, WA 9808: tone: ‘Stauffer Chemical Co. Box 3146 jarry- === Do. 

Butte, Mr 59702 * 
US. Forest Service, Region 1 ____ 340 North Pattoe Quarries...-_----- Various. 

Missoula, MT 59802 Sulfur (recovered Montana Sulphur & Chemical Co Box 81118 Plant...-.---.-. Yellowstone. me Billings, MT 59107 
Cyprus industrial Minerals Coa Box $299 Open pit mine and plant ‘Madison and 

Subsidiary of Amoco Minerals Co. 7000 South Yosemite Gallatin Englewood, CO 80155 PhzerIne --.------------- Borat ‘Open pit mines and plant Madison and Vertes Dillon, MT 59725 ‘Beaverhead. 
ermiculite: 'W.R. Grace & Co,,Zonolite Div... 1114 Avenue of the Open pit mineand plant Lincoln. 

New York, NY 10036 
Also clays and stone. 
2Also gold, molybdenum, and silver. 
Also silver. 
‘Als stone. Also copper, gold, and lead.





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Conservation and Survey 
Division of the University of Nebraska (Nebraska Geological Survey), for collecting 
information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Karl E. Starch! and Raymond R. Burchett? 

‘The value of nonfuel minerals produced the most, but crushed stone remained third 
in Nebraska rose to $87.4 million in 1983, in importance behind cement and sand and 
16% over the 1982 value. Gains in output of gravel. These production gains among in- 
all nonfuel minerals except lime and indus- dustrial minerals can be ascribed to the 
trial sand effected this increase, the first significant increase in residential building, 
since 1979. Nonfuel minerals mined in Ne- reported to be about 44% greater than in 
braska were limited to the industrial miner- 1982, and in road construction, up nearly 
als including cement, the largest individual 74%. Metals processed in the State were 
product, followed by sand and gravel and confined largely to output of the large lead 
stone. Output of crushed stone increased refinery located in Omaha. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Nebraska‘ 
i982 1988 

Mineral Value Value Quantity (thou © Quantity (thou. 
sc rnc 

—— Sexe ease thousand short tons 134 $392 164 3501 
‘Construction audo..-- "9718 "23,851—*10,100—*25,000 Industrial —-~~-~_-_--~---.2-2--222_ o.oo 14 "105 4 W 

‘Stone crushed). -———222ZIIITTITITTLTL Tao t8n00 40042612 
Combined value of cement, gem stones, lime, and value indicated by 
Ce a 

Total .-.------- a-n---------- XX "15,230 xx 787,409 
“Fstimated. Revi ithheld to avoid dis pany propris value included with “Combin ee Betas a Id to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included om ed 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 2Detalffer fom thos inte Seone sad Staitcal Summary chapters owing wo receipt of atr information. 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Nebraska, by county! 
Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 “Minerals prodhsced io 1982 

Antelope —----------~ @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Box Butte. - $2 e 
Browe 2 ® $1 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Buffalo -~~~~-~~~~2== ® cr Do. 

j ipemauas cones ® 6 Do. 
Butler ~--—-—---=~---- @ 261 De i j Case COSTES IEOINGES Ww 26,525 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), cl 
Cedar —— @ 721 Sand and gravel (construction). aa 
GQuse Oo ICSD EST SISESS 8 122 ‘Do. 

Gheyenne ------=----=- ® 66 De. 
WE seco cacceeee ® Ww Do. 
Colfax --__----------- e 288 ‘Do. 

Guming {SESSSESESRGT ® Ww Do. 
Guster == 22 =222 tooo a 158 De. Dewee DDGSOSORIIEE ® 59 =e Deut 222222222227 @ 186 De, 
Din SO SSSSSESEEENES ° W Do. 

DONIR eet e® ‘5a Do. 
Douglas -—> 22-2222 o 2 'W Sand and gravel construction), clays. 

eDIDIIISIIIII2 ¢ ae 
Fillmore_-—-------- > @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Frankie _....-...—--.. @ 236 Do. 
Frontier 2222277227 ® 7 Do. 

Fumas_~~~~~72-22-- ® “6 Do. 
Gage ____ dicen tikes WwW w Do. Garden -~272722222222 ® 30 Do 
Grant 2532 EEE ® a 
TI noose canneries vomeiiones @ 670 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Hamilton .____-__--___ e w Do. 
Hayes eee noo Se ® wW Do. 
Hitehoock--—~-== ===. o w De. Hole 2 OUSICITETESE a 760 De. 
Howard —-____________ 7: 45 Do. 
Jefferson === 245 W Sand and gravel construction), clays. Kearney_-—-=222222222 @ 58 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Raith ooo USSR 00S0250 @ 2g Do. Knox. ne @ B13 Do. 

Lancaster. Ww 81 Clays. Lincoln = -==2222I III ® 72 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Joup=- “CSSETIORSIIES @ Ww Do. 
Madison ~~ === === ® 43 Do. Merck STSEITEDSIOS2S @ 550 Do. 
Morrill. ~~~ =777T=TT- w 'W Sand and gravel (construction, lime. 
TOO eS nin a cionos ® 189 Sand and gravel (construction), Nemaha-—~-~~~22 72 W Ww Do, 
Nuckolls = ==772222222 Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Pawnee ~~ —-~-~-222==- Ww & 
Perkins __...... wanan= @ 22 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Phes_—------------- ee B Do. Byres 202 re TEE ° W Do. 
Platte ~~~ 222 2III22 ° 1164 Do. 
Pak ool los ® w Do. 
Red Willow -___________ e 1588 ‘Do. 
Richardson -——-_~ ~~~ ~~ a ue 
SE cece rorsmseren remeron ® => 
Belle oa cies 41 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Serpy ——....---_------ 230 'W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
‘Saunders _—_~-~-~--___ WwW 2,699 Sand and gravel (construction), sand 

(Gndustria. Scotts Bluff. w W Lime, sand and gravel (construction) ot 105 e 
TNO, cm pein ion ive e 68 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Stentol @ WwW Do. 

‘Thayer--------------= a 1,166 Do. 
‘Thomas -—--~-- 22 ® Ww De. 
NOM oe @ ress Washington ~~~ ~~~_~~ W 6 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Nebraska, by county! Continued 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Minerale produced in 1982 —. tterfvatng 
Websberswcsswneupas a ® W Sand and gravel (construction), TGR nna Oe e Ww De. Undistributed* _________ $50,710 $20,815 Sand and gravel onstruction) "2.310 xx Stone (rushed) xX £14,300 

‘Total® __________.._ 79,605 75,280 

satin W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not applicable. The flowing counties ae net listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported Adams, Arthur, Banner, Blaine, Boone, Boyd, Cherry, Dakota, Dawes, Garfield, Gosper, Greeley, Harlan, Hooker, Johnson, Keya Paha, Kimball Logan, McPherson, Otoe, Sherman, Sioux, Thurston, Wayne, and Wheeler. County distribution for constructiey toyed gravel (1880) and crushed stone (i982) is not available total State values shown separataly Union “Sar mat at (Construction)” or “Stone (erushed).” 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available ‘by county. ‘Crushed stone was produced; data net available | by county. ‘Aincludes gem stones that cannot be assigned to ‘specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Table 3.—Indicators of Nebraska business activity 

> Change, 19s 1989 Change, 
percent Employment and labor force, annual average: Fela civilian labor orce= ne ahoummmds Rte ze Unemployment —— °° ~~ 22 2I2IITIIITT Tezaro hens 315 46-28 

Employment (nonagricultural): TS MN a . 16 14 125 Manufacturing —_———_ 7777777" I> ain ian MES 82.1 817 +68 Someipeaplicaies ne ration Ho walitieg ne ELSES gaa a ‘Whole and ea trade wuts =—~~~o > non a= ana 260A LB Finance, insurance, real estate ~~ 7777 7777777777 7 == 414 a9 T12 Services oj ------nn--n---2oe ITI sR Government =-—2—27T“TIITIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIa AER 
Total nonagricultural employment do SCSLAS*C«OSS*« Personal income: : Poll ig_77777vciv2ace--------------------- millions. greg) gta Per pita igi oon nenneeeeeeeeeeeeeeee)| oe gas TRE Construction activity 

Number of private and public residential units authorized ___ en 3,851 5,555 +442 Value of nonresidential construction ____.-.--__. 7” millions__ $200.6 $199.6 5 Salve of State road contract awards ———~"7"~—"-"7o-7--- Mage QS eS ‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 
‘thousand short tons._ oar m6 457 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value: Poalerude mineral value ——— ———___...___________ million, SSB gt ‘Value per capita, resident population ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~7~ millions. - 350 $5 $100 Vahie peracpinns ile 22 Sooo STEN SST Tne $1030 $1180 “E97 

Preliminary. 
Mincludes oil and gas extraction. 
Sources: US; Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureau of Mines.
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and total value of nonfuel mineral production in 
Nebraska. 

Thirty of Nebraska’s ninety-three coun- and silt pits; 24, clay or shale pits; 90, 
ties reported no nonfuel mineral production sandstone pits; 11, quartzite pits; 29, volcan- 
in 1982, the latest year for which county ic ash pits; 14, coal mines; 1 chalk mine; 3, 
data is available. Cass County, the largest flint quarries; and 5, peat pits. Of the 39,092 
individual producer of nonfuel minerals, acres these operations have disturbed, ap- 
accounted for more than one-third of the proximately 50% have been reclaimed. Dur- 
State total. Sand and gravel was the sole ing 1983, that agency identified 34 lime- 
nonfuel mineral produced in 51 of the 63 stone quarries; 607 sand, gravel, and silt or 
counties reporting nonfuel mineral output. siltstone pits; 7 clay or shale pits; and 20 
Cement was produced in Cass and Nuckolls sandstone pits active in Nebraska. These 
Counties, and crushed stone, in 10 coun- 668 active mining operations disturbed 548 

ties. acres and restored 141 acres during the 
Representing only a fraction of 1% of the year. 

labor force, mining employed about 1,400 ~ Exploration Activities—Molycorp Inc. 
people in Nebraska in 1983, including oil continued drilling in the Elk Creek car- 
and gas workers, about 200 less than in bonatite of southeastern Nebraska apprais- 
1982. The relatively modest role nonfuel ing the potential for rare-earth production. 
mining played in Nebraska’s economy is Wyoming Fuels Co., a subsidiary of the 
illustrated by comparing Nebraska’s output Kansas-Nebraska Gas Co., continued eval- 

of about $55 per capita in nonfuel minerals uating a uranium resource consisting of 
with the national average of $91 per capita. possibly 25 million pounds of uranium at 

“The Nebraska Mineral Operations Re- Crow Butte in the Chadron-Crawford area 
view, 1983,” published by the Nebraska of northwestern Nebraska. The company 
Geological Survey, reported that 3,280 quar- developed plans to construct an in situ pilot 
ries, pits, and mines have been active at plant in the area in 1984 and continued 
various times over approximately the last preparing environmental work for State 
80 years in Nebraska. Of this number, 365 and Federal permits. 
were limestone quarries; 2°738, sand, gravel, The Nebraska Geological Survey, coop-
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erating with the Geological Surveys of Iowa, 25, provided for regulating all exploration 
Kansas, and Missouri, prepared and pub- drilling in Nebraska. Although intended to 
lished a mineral resource map of the Forest protect ground water in areas of uranium 
City Basin, which includes parts of south- occurrence in the northwestern part of the 
eastern Nebraska, northeast Kansas, north- State, the bill was broadened to include all 
west Missouri, and southwest Iowa, an area minerals. The Nebraska Department of En- 

of mineral exploration interest. vironmental Control will administer the 
Legislation and Government Pro- new law. 

grams.—Legislative Bill 356, passed on May 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS ard, Gering, Mitchell, and Scottsbluff. Pro- 
duction in 1983 was about 34% less than in 

Cement.—Cement was produced by two 1982. Three crushed limestone plants pro- 
companies in Nebraska in 1983, Ash Grove duced agricultural lime exclusively; these 
Cement Co. at its plant in Louisville, Cass plants were located near Garland in Seward 
County, and Ideal Basic Industries Inc. at County, near Nelson in Nuckolls County, 
its plant in Superior, Nuckolls County, both and near Ponca in Dixon County. Most 
in the southeastern part of the State. Ash crushed limestone plants, located mainly in 
Grove's plant was the larger of the two. the more urbanized southeast, produced 
Output at both plants was primarily types I some agricultural lime. 
and Il, general use and moderate heat ~ Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
portland cement; a minor amount of mason- struction sand and gravel production is 
ry cement was also produced at both plants. surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
Twothirds of the State's total cement out- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
put went to ready-mix companies; about chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
one-fifth to highway contractors; and most ‘The data for odd-numbered years are based 

of the balance to concrete product manufac- on annual company estimates made before 
turers, building material dealers, and other yearend. 
contractors. Nearly all was sold in bulk, and” Construction sand and gravel was pro- 
more than 90% was moved to the consumer duced in all but nine of Nebraska's mineral 
by truck. Clay, cement rock, gypsum, iron producing counties. Among the largest pro- 
ore, and limestone were the raw materials ducers were Central Sand & Gravel Co. in 
used in cement manufacture. Butler, Madison, Pierce, and Platte Coun- 
Cement production in 1983 was about ties; Hartford Sand & Gravel Co. in Douglas 

10% greater than in 1982. and Dodge Counties; Lyman-Richey Sand & 
Clays.—Four companies produced com- Gravel Corp. in Cass, Dodge, Douglas, 

mon clay in five counties in Nebraska in Morrill, Platte, Sarpy, and Saunders Coun- 
1983. Endicott Clay Products Co. in Jeffer- ties; and Western Sand & Gravel Co. in 
son County, with about 50% of total output, Cass, Dodge, and Saunders Counties. Esti- 
was the largest, followed by Ash Grove in mates for 1983 indicate about a 4% produc- 
Cass County, Yankee Hill Brick Manufac- tion increase in consonance with an indicat- 
turing Co. in Lancaster County, and Omaha ed increase in construction and road build- 
Brick Works near Ralston in Douglas and ing. 
Sarpy Counties. Cass, Douglas, and Sarpy Nebraska's public and private efforts to 
Counties relate to the Omaha metropolitan use its gravel pits for recreation have been 
area; Lancaster County, to the city of more ambitious than those of most other 
Lincoln; and Jefferson County, to the south- States. A chain of lakes consisting of over 
west of Lincoln. All are in Nebraska’s more 140 sandpit lakes spread over 223 miles, 
densely populated southeastern corner. from Grand Island in the center of the State 
Common and face brick were the main to Big Springs at the Colorado border, was 
products of the three firms manufacturing left from construction of highway 1-80. 
brick in Nebraska. Benefiting from an These pits, dug mostly for interchange fill, 
upswing in residential construction, clay are no more than one-fourth mile from 
production in 1983 increased more than either I-80 or the Platte River, which paral- 
20% over the 1982 level. lels 1-80. The lakes provide over 700 surface 
Lime.—Great Western Sugar Co. pro- acres of water for esthetic and recreational 

duced quicklime in Scottsbluff and Morrill _ benefits. 
Counties in Nebraska’s western panhandle —_Industrial.—Western Sand & Gravel pro- 
for use in processing sugar beets into re- duced industrial sand in Saunders County. 
fined sugar at plants in the towns of Bay- The total amount was used in sandblasting.
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‘Table 4.—Nebraska: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

lee ces 
Quantity Vatue Value wantity Value Value heuaand bn oes Sens (thou per 

estan MO im 
Construction 
a oe Mo ON OM MOM OM 

Sand and gravel (anprocessed) --— =.= NA _NA__NA NA NANA 
‘Total or average. === 79,713 "$23,851 "$246 *10,100 °$25,000 *9248, 

LE NOT cai Goer er cpie ce rentie ccc ete i“ 105, 7.36 4 Ww Ww 

Grand total or average -__--------. "9am "3996 "246 100k 
“Estimated. "Revised. NA Notavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by cluded Ash Grove, Fort Calhoun Stone Co., 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Kerford Limestone Co., and Martin Mariet- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ta Aggregates. These 4 companies, account- 

Data for even-numbered years are based on _ing for 78% of total production, operated 13 
annual company estimates made before of the 24 quarries reported. One quarry 

yearend. yielding between 900,000 and 999,999 tons 
Crushed stone was reported produced by Produced more than 21% of the State's 

18 companies at 24 quarries in 10 counties crushed stone; one quarry in the 800,000 to 
in Nebraska in 1983. A 43% production 899,999-ton range accounted for 18% of the 
increase over that of 1982 was reported, ‘tal; and eight quarries with 100,000 to reflecting the substantial increase in road 199.999 tons each contributed another 27%. 
building and residential construction. This Nearly all crushed stone was transported by moos entsuk wea the leryeat ever ropa truck to the site of consumption. About 38% 
Neue ted of crushed stone output was used in unpav- 
Limestone, the only type of stone report- oi Toad surfacing and 24% In cement manu- 

eal imestone, the only type Of Stone report, facture. Other major uses, in descending 
a quarried, was ll mar rushed order of use, included concrete aggregate, 

stone. No dimension stone output was re- graded road base or subbase, bituminous 
ported, although Nebraska firms eut stone aggregate, riprap and jetty stone ill, poul- 

rought in from other States. Cass was the try grit and mi fine-scr eat ee Se ee ere 
followed by Gage, Washington, Pawnee, and nor uses included asphalt fillers or extend- 
Nuckolis. All the counties reporting stone ers, macadam aggregate, bituminous sur- 
Production were in the southeast part of the facetreatment aggregate, railroad ballast, 
tate near the major urban centers of filter stone, flux stone, terrazzo, roof gran- 

Omaha and Lincoln. Major producers in- ules, and other filler. 

Table 5.—Nebraska: Crushed limestone sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

scene acer nein oO pec ere atl J Valag 
(Coarse sagregate (+ 1-1/2 inch: 

Mian and ily done <= ~~ 2T>TTOTTI IIIT TESST on 
Coarse aggregate, grade ne Conctie Soprebote parse BRR 

Railroad ballast. Z z EERE a OeaT SORTASE esses 4 Ww Fine aggrogave (5/8 inch: Scrooning, undesignaied ~~~ ~_~~~ 777722222222 us als Coarse and fine agzregnte: 
Graded road base or subbase ________________________--.--~--------- 438 2,083 

epee retour coos SSS Me 
CS, ee aaa Acteatieral Mnenions Sooo SELES one Tage! BERET EERE NS i Qfemical and metallurgial: Flax sone ciciititcsnrccccccereccccs MB 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Nebraska: Crushed limestone sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Toi tty Vane 

Spegihalt filers or extenders --------enee-nen nnn 
Oehet Bllare ox sxtendars “CuSO UGE ISAS ETON ISSR ae SoC TESE ene aan Bost 
Hooking grsnalen nan ne~ ~~ = ==2necendceasosrose= SPT TELEEETITITEE to 
Other! —- ----- 9-22 o ~~~ ~~~ - noon nnn ener nnn nnn nnn 28 TAS 

Total. ..--~--. a-------------------------+--+------------ 75,641 30,047 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
‘cludes poultry grit and mineral food, bituminous aggregate (coarse), bituminous surface-treatment aggregate, cement mantfacture, combined coarse and fine aggregate, uses not specified, and uses indicated by eymbal W. 
SData do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Tale.—Cyprus Industrial Minerals Co. a of ASARCO Incorporated to produce refined 
subsidiary of Amoco Minerals Co., ground and antimonial lead and refined bismuth. 
tale obtained from outside the State at its The refinery also recovered antimony, anti- 
Grand Island mill in Hall County. The mony oxide, doré containing silver and gold, 
ground tale was sold for use in ceramics, copper, and zinc. Total rated annual capaci- 
cosmetics, insecticides, paint, paper, plaster, _ ty of the refinery was 180,000 tons of metal. 
textiles, and toilet articles. ‘The Occupational Safety and Health Ad- 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace ministration granted temporary relief from 
& Co. produced exfoliated vermiculite at its the worker-removal provision of the lead- 
plant in Douglas County near Omaha. safety standard to four primary lead-pro- 
Crude vermiculite was brought in from ducing plants Asarco owned, including the 
Grace's mining and beneficiating oper- one in Omaha. Scheduled to last from May 
ations at Libby, MT. The exfoliated product to November 1983, the relief was condition- 
was sold to the construction industry pri- a] on Asarco’s complying with all other 
marily for use as block insulation and loose- provisions of the lead standard, as well as 
fill insulation, but also as concrete aggre- special provisions including additional med- 
gate, fireproofing, horticultural use, and icq] surveillance and full-time respirator 
plaster aggregates. protection. 

METALS oa ‘Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Desiree 00: 

Lead bullion from smelters outside the piwston Sf the Univery af Nebraska (Nebraska Geol State was processed at the Omaha refinery calSurvey), Lincoln, NE ca
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Table 6.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address "Type of activity County 

Cement: “Ash Grove Cement Go? 920Main St. Plant------ Cass Suite 1000 Kansas City, MO 64105 
Ideal Basi Industries Ine. Ideal Box 8789 aa-do a Nuckoll, cuore Denver, CO 80201 
‘Endicott Clay Products Co... Box 17 Open pit and plant Jefferson, Fairbury, NE 68352 Yankee Hill Brick Manufacturing Co. Route coud... Lancaster. Lincoln, NE 68502 Sand and gravel construction): ‘Gentral Sand & Gravel Co Box 626 Pitsand plants Butler, Hall, Madi Columbus, NE 68601 vgn, Pere, ai 
Hartford Sand & Gravel Co. Box Dredges and pits Dodge, Douglas, Valley, NE 68604 oe Lyman Richey Sand & Gravel Corp... 4815 Caming St. Pitsand plants Cass, Dodge, 

Omaha, NE SIS Douglas, Morn tate, 
2. Saunters. Stalph Gravel Go__-----------_Box6 Pitand plant Cuming. West Point, NE 68788 

Western Sand & Gravel Co? Box 28 do -_---- Cass, Dodge, aoe Ashland, NE 68008 Seunders 
Fort Calhoun Stone Co... 1255 South St. Quarries and Washington. Blair, NE 68008, plants, Kerford Limestone Co Box 0 QUarryand plant Cass 

Weeping Water, NE 68463 Martin Marietta Aggregates, Box 30018 Quarries and Cass, Nemaha, Central Div. Raleigh, NC21622 Plants. ‘Nuckolls, Paw- bee, Saunders. 
"Also produces limestone and clays in Cass County. 
Also produces industrial sand and gravel in Saunders County.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Nevada Bureau of Mines and 
Geology for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Fred V. Carrillo? and John H. Schilling? 

The value of Nevada’s nonfuel mineral value, accounting for $390 million or 68% of 
production in 1983 was $616 million, an the total nonfuel mineral value produced in 
increase of 16% from that recorded in 1982. the State. Nevada also continued to lead the 
Nevada ranked 12th nationally in the value Nation in the production of barite, magne- 
of its nonfuel minerals production. Gold was _ site, and mercury. 
the leading commodity produced in terms of 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Nevada* 

1982 1088) 
Mineral, Value Value 

Quantity thousands) W2ntity thousands) 
Barite ___-_----------------_ thousand short tons... 1,515, 352727 663 $21,736 
(i ee ie ene De ne eee ey 103, 2640 58 2.348 
Gem stones 2 rr NA 1200 NA 1/200 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__——~_“iroy ounces *757,099 "284/601. 920,881 390,220 
Gypsum_—___-----_--—_- = thousand short tons__ ‘656 4,528 ‘998 7,896 
Tron ore —_—_ 77 _7~__~~_1__~~ 77 thousand long tons im Lug Ww Ww 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.) ——___. metric tons _ w Ww uw 7 
Mercury. ———— 122. Te pound flasks 25,760 Ww 25,070 Ww Sand and gravel (construction) ——~— ~~ ‘thousand short tons. 6,027 147,500 "16,200 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) thousand troy ounces. 3142 249815164 59,078 
Stone (crushed) --__-_______"__ thousand short tons *1/300 4500 1,269 5,358 
Combined value of cement (portland), copper, diatomite, fluorspar, 

Time, lithium, magnesite, molybdenum, perlite salt, sand and 
gravel (industriab, tungsten ore and concentrate (1982), and 

values indicated by symbol W ———— = XK Ti44,4as xx 14,147 
i ee XX 782,463 xx 615,785 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included 
with “Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. SERN ESTERS 

'Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

349
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Nevada, by county 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale peetared i208 
Carson City = $522 $26 Sand and gravel (construction). 
CE oi in nce, 2,391 1,080 Diatomite, gold, sand and gravel (construc- lon), salt ron ore, silver, tungsten, lead. Clark. 22,008, 21,855 Lime, sand and gravel (construction), sand 

‘and gravel Gndustrial), eypeum, gol, silver. 
Douglas ----__________ Ww 669 Sand end gravel (construction), silver, gold, 

Blin omesmeummencs 42457 97,148 Gold, barite sand and gravel (construction), ‘tungsten, copper, silver, lead 
Esmeralda -__---_--~-~ 22,128 27,478 Lithium, silver, gold, diatomite, clays, copper. 
Eureka -_____-—_—-__ =~ 65,277 59,204 Gold, iron ore, sand and gravel (construction), 

Humboldt... w 38,899 Gold, mereury, clays, sand and gravel “construction), copper, silver 
Telit osc w T1141 Gold, barite, copper, silver, sand and gravel ‘construction), lead. Lincoln _.----------- w 8,280 Gold, tungsten, silver, perlite, sand and gravel 

2.408 20220 Comentgypaur, sand and gravel (cons WER Reneincnennntness " ° lon, diatomite gold, silver. 
Mineral - an w 26st Gainer sandad gravel onstruction, tungsten, ea Nyersessecasmearan 58,908 91,692 Gold, molybdentim, baite, copper, clays, ‘magnesite, slver, sand and gravel (con 
Pershi 2511 25096 Dintomite tungaleeeypuusn iver, 

Sean IRAE SERRE ED ° ° gold, Perlite, sand and gravel (construction), 
lays Storey - aoe w 5870 Diatomite, gold silver, tungsten, Washoe =2222220222222 Ww ‘Wt Band and gravel eongructen clays, 

White Pine --~~ 72772277 w W Gold, silver, sand and gravel (construction), tungsten, copper. 
‘Undistributed?_ _________ (228,286 82,883 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) 15,770 xx 
‘Stone (crushed)... a= XX *4,500 

‘Total? _______-_____ 506,659 582,463 

“Fatinated.  W Withheld to avo dslosing company proprietary data; included with “Undivtibuted” XX Not applicable 
"County distribution for construction sand and grave (1981) and crushed stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction)” or “Stone (erushed)" 
“includes some gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Nevada business activity 

> Change, 1982 199g Change, 

Employment an labor force, annual average: 
foal civilian labor force ne thousands. 475380485 Unemployment TIIIIIIIIEIDIICIICIICITooTI ae“ as“ 
Employment (nonagricultural: — 

Mining’ seresse spell ate SSeS SS Se See, 52 6.2 +192 Manufacturing ——-~--222222222222l0l2ac2s22s2lsaldo> ROT 
Guntract contrasting 2 22a “SUSRSETSIRATIPIIET SOR an ce 168 ol 21 ‘Transportation and publi iltog ——""7777TTTTTTTIITTTode REG Wholesale and retail trade ~~~ ~~~ sexpirecsiaoes erates CT PY | Finance, insurance, realestale -——777TLIILIITTTTTTTIcactl msg 84 Fenn” (OE SY OES 
‘Govemmttits ooo is ecco 58.9 519 -L7 

‘Total nonagricuitural employment*_____________.-_..--do____ 385.6 412.3 +69 
Personal income: me 

cco i les: SOME: 118: +57 Pereapita 7° TTTITIIIIIIIIIIINIIIISIIIIIIIIIII MM Geom de | TT Construction activity 
‘Number of private and public residential unite authorized ——— = gs19 16140 +940 Value of nonresidential construction-—---—--- ~~~ ~=-- milion $2579 Sau? = Tora Value of State road contract awards "~~ ~27727T7ToTo Tat Mae > gino “seco 68 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

‘thousand short tons. «405459 418.8 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value . - —_-____-.______------------ millions._ $532.5 $615.8 +156 Value per capita, resident popilation =———-—222Z2ITIITITITITTSET sot “george Value per square mile =~ 722 222nvnsaansaanaean SATB 858TH 
Preliminary. 
Includes oil extraction. 

‘Sources: US. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US'Bureau of Mines, ae st y
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Figure 1.—Value of gold and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Nevada. 

Trends and Developments.—With the Employment.—Approximately 6,300 wor- 
price of silver and gold holding steady kers were employed in the Nevada min- 
throughout most of the year, a number of ing industry in 1983. The Nevada Employ- 
the State’s largest producers maintained or ment Security Department reported an an- 
improved their operations. Exploration ac- nual average of 4,600 employees in metal 
tivity began a recovery from the severe cuts mining and 1,700 in other mining cate- 
reported in 1982, which forced layoffs and gories. The annual payroll for the mining 
closures of exploration offices. The U.S. industry in the State was approximately 
Bureau of Land Management reported that $157 million. 
more claims were recorded in Nevada in Statistics collected by the Nevada Divi- 
1988 than in any other State. Reopenings sion of Mine Inspection show that 1,672 
were reported at several gold and silver persons were employed in 155 industrial- 
operations throughout the State. Heap- mineral mines or mills in 1983. The largest 
leach operations at open pit low-grade dis- number of employees and operations were 
seminated deposits assumed an important _ in the sand and gravel industry (421 and 80, 
role in the production of both silver and _ respectively) followed by the barite industry 

gold. (274 and 20, respectively). 
Although Nevada accounted for about Legislation and Government Pro- 

87% of the total U.S. barite output, produc- grams.—A bill creating a new Department 
tion continued to decline as a result of of Minerals was passed by the Nevada 
decreased domestic drilling for oil and gas Legislature. The new department will regu- 
with resultant lower barite consumption. late mining, oil, and geothermal activities. 
The decline in barite production was ac- Stated objectives are to assist, promote, and 
companied by a sharp decrease in the num- _ protect the interests of the mining, oil and 
ber of barite mines reported to be active gas, and geothermal industries; to provide 
within the State. for an equitable and balanced use of the
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public lands; and to ensure the wise use and of Taxes Act” enabled the U.S. Department 
management of the State's mineral re- of the Interior's Bureau of Land Manage- 

sources. ment to distribute $5,202,000 to Nevada 
‘The Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geolo- counties to partially compensate them for 

gy published eight reports and maps on revenues lost because of certain tax-exempt 
mineral resources during the year and re- Federal lands within their boundaries. 
printed seven others. Twenty-nine projects _ Two grants were made during 1983 to the 
were underway at yearend, including aer- Mackay School of Mines, University of Ne- 
omagnetic, gravity, and geologic maps; an _vada, for research in the treatment of min- 
index for the Nevada geology and mineral eral industry waste for the recovery of 
resources bibliography; statewide studies on critical metals and minerals. The US. Bu- 
mercury, tungsten, and zinc; and an inven- eau of Mines allotted $150,000 to the Min- 
tory of ore deposits in the Winnemucca eral Research Institute and $442,000 to the 

area. Waste Treatment and Recovery Generic 
An amendment to the “Payments in Lieu Center. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS Mine just east of the Alligator Ridge gold 
. mine in northwestern White Pine County. 

Copper.—In June, Kennecott’s Nevada ‘The test project began in May with con- 
Mines Div. shut down indefinitely its cus- struction of a $1.8 million processing plant. 
tom copper smelting operations at McGill Placer U.S. also brought into production its 
in White Pine County, laying off 115 Horse Canyon ore body near Cortez. 
workers. Nevada Northern Railway Co. a ‘Tenneco Minerals Co. reopened the Man- 
subsidiary of Kennecott, asked the State hattan Mine after completing a $4.5 million 
Public Service Commission for permission expansion and modification at the northern 
to cease operations for 6 months, starting Nye County open pit gold mine. Minex 
July 1. Nevada Northern’s main business Resources Inc. began heap leaching oper- 
had been hauling copper concentrate to the ations at its Fire Creek gold property in 
smelter. . Lander County and poured its first gold bar 
Gold.—With the price of gold holding jin October. Cominco American Incorpor- 

relatively steady throughout most of 1983, a ated began developing a $12 million project 
number of the State’s largest producers at the Buckhorn gold deposit about 55 miles 
maintained or enlarged the scale of their southwest of Carlin. 
operations. Freeport Gold Co.'s Enfield Bell Dee Gold Mining Co. began stripping 
Gerritt Canyon) Mine set production rec- overburden and constructing processing fa- 
ords and became the State's largest gold cilities late in 1983 at its new Boulder Creek 
operation. Duval Corp. increased produc- gold deposit in western Elko County. United 
tion at its Battle Mountain property, refur- Mining Corp. processed gold-bearing ore at 
bished its mill, and stripped overburden _ its Virginia City mill in Storey County. 
from a new ore body early in the year. The — Gold production of 920,000 troy ounces 
Smokey Valley Mining Div. of Copper valued at $390 million was reported from 40 
Range Co. modified plant operations and lode mines in the State. Of these, 19 recov- 
increased production at its Round Mountain ered gold with a reported value exceeding 
Mine near Tonopah. $1 million each. Placer gold operations were 
Newmont Mining Corp.’s wholly owned reported from four small mines in Hum- 

Carlin Gold Mining Co. was the State's boldt, Lander, Pershing, and Washoe Coun- 
second largest producer from the Carlin ties. 
Mine in Eureka County. Carlin shipped ore Exploration for gold continued at a high 
from the nearby Maggie Creek deposit to level throughout the State. FMC Corp. 
the Carlin mill while their Gold Quarry announced the discovery of a large gold- 
and Rain deposits were being prepared for silver deposit 8 miles south of Gabbs in 

production. northwest Nye County. Reserves are esti- 
Placer U.S. Inc., formerly Placer Amex mated at more than 1 million ounces of gold 

Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Placer and 30 million ounces of silver. Kinetic 
Development Ltd. of Vancouver, British Minerals Inc. announced that it had found 
Columbia, Canada, began limited oper- 10 million tons of ore averaging 0.11 ounce 
ations at its 75%-owned Bald Mountain of gold per ton on the Bluebird claim in the
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Battle Mountain mining district of Lander Reserves were estimated at 5 million tons 
County. Lacana Mining Inc. continued de- averaging 0.4 ounce of gold and 0.45 ounce 
velopment of its Relief Canyon gold deposit of silver per ton. Exploratory drilling pro- 
northeast of Lovelock in Pershing County. grams were conducted by Freeport Minerals 
Freeport Gold announced that step-out Co. on their Mesona property and by Bull 
drilling around its Enfield Bell (Jerritt Can- Run Gold Mines Ltd. on a property in Elko 
yon) gold mine added reserves of more than County. Cordex Exploration Co. conducted 
1.5 million tons of ore averaging 0.15 ounce exploratory drilling for gold on its claims 

of gold per ton. Westley Mines Ltd. drilled a adjacent to the Bluebird claims in Lander 
gold deposit in the Santa Fe mining district County. 
northeast of Luning in Mineral County. 

Table 4.—Nevada: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zinc, by county 

Mines 7 Material Gold Silver 

County ee oe ——— ——_— 
Lode Placer (memictons) FT, Value FY Value 

GSGR Solel: SiS. 45 3 11,541,462 _°757,099 284,601,088 3,142,263 24,980,993. 

se ——— 
Gert nasa eae Beef nth “woh. sume eal sara 
HpaI PY] ef F | FY fenscssssossosss fT ¥ @ § | F 
Mineral 72772227 @ 2417921 72.944 30,928,256 W w 
Mies $y 3 ee Ree ee Risa SST 7 eo elUdEU 
i a ae a es ee 
TR cine reer: 34 4 315,478,628 5920,381_3390,220,344 95,168,724 359,073,002 

ee ee Metric Value Metric value Metric Value ue 

ee a ee 
ie —— 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. Tied, Rebtel earl ite meen nee Mla ya angi ss lb cleanup, ot an operation from which gold, silver, and copper were recovered as byproducts of molybdenum ore, are not cnet ost 
Does not include gravel washed. 
Includes items indicated by symbol W.
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‘Table 5.—Nevada: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

Source “or treated? (troy. tuy. (metric. (metric (metric 
mines" (metric ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) 

nnn Oe 
Lode ore: ld? 142.852 w woo Baers | me 

SR neste ene: 8 2,398,870 27401 4,045,882 Ww w == 

Total... ----- 34 Ww w w w “4 - 
‘Copper. aa. oe Ww as se Ww == = 

a 34 w Ww w w 4 -- 
Other lode material: 
Gold-ilver tailings -- w w ee ee 
Molybdenum ore ~~ ~~ 5 w : Ww Wo = 
Total lode 34 115,478,628 w w w 4 a Placer ssn 4 : Ww Ww ee z 
Grand total _.-..—.~ 38 $15,478,628 $920,381 $5,163,724 w 4 =e 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Operations from which gold, silver, and copper are recovered from tailings or as byproducts from molybdenum ore are 

not counted as producing mines, 
Does not include gravel washed. 
Includes material that was leached. 
‘Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Table 6.—Nevada: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in 
1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 

—omatailpossg TTT Gal ~—~—~*«*SIer’ ~—=<Copper Lead Zine 
‘Type of material reoceesed rr K (metric (metric (metric and method of recovery ances) ones) “fons)” —“tong)’__ tons) 

Loe Graibisde sossdsesmeen euowsece togase 990498 | 
‘Acid leaching (vat, tank, heap) ——- ~~~ ~~~ ~- ~- Woo It 
Smelting of concentrates --"-~~—-~--==_=_> =H, 804 11,198,005 w wot Direct smelting of ore -----=-22s222s2assaw_ WWW 

Total lode material w w w wo Placer 22 Sood ose Sa Ses SDC PRES ERODES w We oek —— 
Greed tll sce gnarsinaweweee sew 7920,331 95,163,724 Ww 4 =H 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing compan; data. 
Vacludes recovery from retreated tailings. 
Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Iron Ore.—Nevada ranked ninth among Nation during 1983. The McDermitt Mine 
the 11 States that reported shipments of in Humboldt County, operated by Placer 
usable iron ore. Quantity and value declin- U.S., was the principal producer. Mercury 
ed 55% and 56%, respectively, from that was also produced as a byproduct at the 
reported in 1982. Three producers shipped Carlin and Pinson gold mines. Production 
iron ore in 1983 from Eureka, Churchill, remained nearly the same as reported in 
and Pershing Counties. Nevada Barth 1982, with operations running at about 72% 
Corp.’s Eureka County operation was the of capacity. 
State's largest shipper. Molybdenum.—Nevada ranked sixth in 

Lead.—Small amounts of lead were re- the quantity and value of molybdenum 
covered during the year as byproducts of concentrate produced among the six States 
gold and silver mine production from that reported molybdenum production in 
Churchill, Elko, Lander, Mineral, and 1983. 
Pershing Counties. ‘The Anaconda Minerals Co. resumed 
Mercury.—Nevada accounted for all of milling at its Nevada Moly property in 

the mercury production reported in the September, after ceasing production in Jan-
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uary. Plans were announced to continue NONMETALS 
operation of the $200 million open pit mo- 5 . . 
gbdeniins mine 24 mill complex at 60% of , Barite—Nevada remained the Nation's 
capacity. Exxon Minerals Co. moved ahead leading producer of primary barite despite 
with preliminary design work for its Mount °Utput declining 58% from that reported in 
Hope molybdenum project, about 20 miles 1982 and value reportedly down 59%. De- notthwestof Eureka. clines in both exploration and production ‘American Copper and Nickel Co. closed Were attributed to the decreased drilling for 
down its molybdenum exploration activities oil and gas during the year and the result- 
late in the year at Ashdown, south of Denio, ant lower barite consumption. Increased 
in Humboldt County. Some rich molybde- imports of cheaper barite from China, Chile, 
num ore reportedly had been discovered and Morocco, and higher railroad freight 
underground earlier in the year. rates from Nevada to the gulf coast area 
Silver.—Nevada ranked third among the Compared with ocean freight rates were 

Nation’s silver producers in 1983. Produc. ther factors. _ . . 
tion of more than 5.1 million troy ounces of _The decline in barite production was ac- 
silver was 64% higher than that of 1982, but companied by a sharp decrease in the num- 
value more than doubled, to $59 million, as ber of mines reported to be active by the prices increased during the year. Nevada Division of Mine Inspection—12 in 

Nevada's largest producing silver mine, 1983, compared with 26 in 1982. Barite 
the Candelaria in Mineral County, ranked production was reported from 11 operations 
eighth among the Nation's 25 leading silver _in Elko, Eureka, Lander, and Nye Counties. 
producing mines in 1983. NERCOMinerals NL Baroid’s Queen Lode and Sagehen prop- 
Co. became sole owner of the Candelaria erties in Elko County were the State's 
Mine, the largest open pit silver mine inthe largest producers. Milchem Inc.’s Argenta 
United States, and resumed full production jig plant and Dresser Minerals Div.’s Grey- 
at the heap leaching operation. stone Mine and mill, both in Lander Coun- 

The Taylor silver mine and mill near Ely _ ty, were also important producers. 
was reopened early in September. Asamera ___ Closures were reported during the year at 
Minerals (US.) Inc. resumed production in The Standard Slag Co.'s flotation milling 
May at the Gooseberry Mine, Storey Coun- operation near Fallon in Nye County, 
ty. Pacific Silver Corp. began development Porter and Meissner Inc.’s operation in of the Buckskin property, 16 miles west of Humboldt County, A. W. Arnold and Associ- 
Yerington; ground was broken in August ates Inc.'s milling operation at Rimrock, 
for a 300-ton-per-day concentrator. Geo West Services’ Stormy Creek Mine and 

Silver King Mines Inc. began driving two plant in Elko County, and Geo Drilling 
12-foot decline tunnels at their Ward Moun- Fluids’ Jumbo Mine in Nye County. Imco 
tain property. Belmont Resources Inc. be- Services laid off employees at their Moun- 
gan leaching ore at their Silver Center tain Springs drying plant and at the Battle 
Mine. Production of over 900,000 ounces of Mountain grinding plant. 
silver was reported by Sunshine Mining Co. __ Consumption of crushed and ground bar- 
at the 16-to-1 Mine. ite continued a second consecutive year of 
Titanium.—Titanium Metals Corp. of decline, decreasing 42% from the record 

America (TMCA) produced titanium metal high reported in 1981, to 2.7 million short 
sponge and ingot from imported rutile con- tons. The decline reflected a significant centrate at its Henderson plant. TMCA is decrease in barite required for well drilling, the largest U.S. titanium metal producer, which accounted for over 96% of total sales. 
with an annual capacity of about 15,000 _ Cement.—The Fernley plant of Centex tons of sponge and 17,000 tons of ingot. Corp.’s Nevada Cement Co. in Lyon County Tungsten.—All Nevada tungsten oper- furnished the entire output of Nevada’s ations were closed during 1983. These in- reported 1983 cement production. Finished cluded the Emerson Mine and mill of Union portland cement was used principally by Carbide Corp. at Tempiute in Lincoln Coun- _ building material dealers, concrete products ty, and General Electric Co.’s Springer manufacturers, ready-mix companies, and Mine, mill, and ammonium paratungstate highway contractors. The 31% increase in plant in Pershing County. production from that reported in 1982 was
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attributed to improvements in the construc- County. 
tion industry during the latter part of the Lithium Compounds.—Foote Mineral 

year. Co., a subsidiary of Newmont Mining, was 
Clays.—Industrial Mineral Ventures Inc. the State’s sole producer of lithium com- 

was the principal producer of Nevada clays, pounds from brines in Esmeralda County. 
mining and processing bentonite and sepio- Lithium carbonate was produced by solar 
lite in southern Nye County. Bentonite was evaporation and chemical processing of 
also produced by Vanderbilt Minerals Corp. lithium-rich brines pumped from beneath 
at the Blanco Mine in Esmeralda County the Silver Peak dry lake. 
and by K. W. Snyder & Co. at the Hi Hopes Magnesite.—Basic Inc.’s magnesite oper- 
Mine in Humboldt County. Fuller’s earth ation at Gabbs in northwestern Nye County 
from Nye County and kaolin from Washoe continued to operate well below capacity. It 
County were also recovered. remained the only magnesite producer in 

Diatomite.—Eagle-Picher Industries Inc. the United States, with output and value 
was the State’s largest producer from prop- similar to that reported in 1982. 
erties in Lyon, Pershing, and Storey Coun- Perlite—Crude perlite production in 
ties. Three companies produced diatomite 1983 was reported from Delamar Perlite 
from Miocene-Pliocene freshwater lake de- Co.’s Mackie claims in Lincoln County and 
posits, making Nevada the second largest from the United States Gypsum Co. Pearl 
diatomite producer in the United States. Hill Mine in Pershing County. U.S. Gypsum 

Fluorspar.—The Daisy Mine in Nye sold expanded perlite from its Empire plant 
County was Nevada’s only fluorspar produc- in Washoe County. 
er during 1983. Metallurgical-grade fluor- Salt.—The Huck Salt Co. operation in 
spar was shipped to steel plants in Cali- Churchill County, owned by Leslie Salt Co., 

fornia. was the only reported 1983 salt producer in 
Gem Stones.—An estimated $1.2 million _ the State. 

value of gem stones was produced. Tur- Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
quoise and opals were the most sought after struction sand and gravel production is 

gems. surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
Gypsum.—Output and value of both even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

crude and calcined gypsum reversed a 4- chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
year trend. Both the quantity and value of The data for odd-numbered years are based 
gypsum production in 1988 exceeded that of on annual company estimates made before 
1982 owing to improvements in building yearend. 
and construction activities in the West. Industrial—Simplot Industries Inc.'s Sil- 
Lime.—Genstar Lime Co. accounted for ica Products Div. plant in Clark County was 

all of the State’s lime production from its the only silica sand operation reported in 
‘Apex and Henderson properties in Clark the State during 1983. 

Table 7.Nevada: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

Sa 
iantit falue lue analy, lue lue Sess Ge gr Ge eae Sores Ste eee" Sy 

Sago 
Sand and gravel (unprocessed).-.---------___ 1,167,888 = L.19_ NANA NA 

‘Total or average... ~~~ ~~~ -~----~ 6,027 111,724 195 *7,500__°$16,200___°$2.16 seam, ——EE 

‘Total or average... === Ww w 714 Ww w 12.39 

Grand total or average_____-------~- w Ww 261 Ww Ww 216 

Bird od a Sct lone mn me
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Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Production was reported from Clark, Eure- 

the US, Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered ka, Humboldt, Lyon, Nye, and Storey Coun- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ties. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on _The principal use of crushed stone was in 
annual company estimates made before the manufacture of lime and cement. It was 

yearend. also used as concrete aggregate, poultry 

Crushed stone was produced from nine grit, and terrazzo. 
quarries throughout the State, only one of —————— 
Thich produced more than 500,000 short ‘State Liison Qficer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA. 
tons, Genstar Lime and Centex's Nevada _,,,Pocjr and Stats geologist, Nevada Bureau of Mines 

Cement were the State’s major producers. 

Table 8.—Principal producers 
ee 

Commodity and company ‘adress “Type of activity County 

Barite 
Dresser Industries Ine, Box 375 Surface mine and mill Lander. 

‘Minerals Div. Battle Mountain, NV 89820 
Miche ne" ----s---aen-- Bora? sucedb soba Do. 

Battle Mountain, NV 89820, 
NLBaroid/NL Industries Inc _---- Box 4l4 sevalocuseecuen thoid 

Battle Mountain, NV 89820 Bureka, 
Cement: 

Centex Corp, Nevada Cement Co Box 895 Plant__--------- Lyon. 
a Fernley, NV 89408 

fndustrial Mineral Ventures Ine 1800 gst Sahara Ave Surface mine and mill Nye. 
suite 

Las Vegas, NV 89104 

orReE ‘Anaconda Minerals Co... --- ~~ Box 1268 alin nae Semen Do. 

Tonopah, NV 89049 
Duval Corp ------------2--- Bom a oaedo- an --- Lander 

Battle Mountain, NV 89820 
Diatomite: 
‘Hagle Picher Industries Inc, Box 12130 Surface mine and Lyon, 

‘Minerals Div. Reno, NV 89510 Plants. Berahing, tare 
Giboinesosseutsueecet le. | Bae tee Surface mine and plant Esmeralda. 

Mina, NV 89422 = 
Fluorspar: 

‘F'Frving Crowell, Jr, Son Box 96 Underground mine Nye. 
Gaia Beatty, NV 89003 

Carlin Gold Mining Co —...----- Box 979, Surface mine, mill, Eureka, 
Carlin, NV 89822 refinery. 

Copper Range Co., Smokey Valley Box 480. cemboseccenes: lye: 
‘Mining Div. Round Mountain, NV 89045 
Duval Grp o---------------  Bordbh cand --a--2- Lander. 

Battle Mountain, NV 89820 
Freeport Gold Co., Joint Venture ~-— Mountain Gy ‘Star Route ‘Surface mine and mill Elko. 

Elko, NV 89801 
Iron ore: 
‘Cooney MiningCo --.--------- Box 568 _a--do_-------- Pershing. 

Lovelock, NV 89419 
Ironing ssceuscsrsncceae: Baste onde nen Churchill 

7 Carson City, NV 89701 
"EnstarLimeCo------------- 215Market St, Suite 1000 ‘Surface mineand plant Clark. 

San Francisca, CA 94105 
Lithium compounds: Foote Mineral Co------------ Route 100 Drylakebrinesand -‘Bsmeralda. 

Exton, PA 19841 Plant. 
Mappesite 

ine _-—--------------- 45 Hanna Bldg. Surface mine and mill Nye. 
Cleveland, OH 44115 

Mereury: 
Placer U.S. Inc., McDermitt JV ---~ Box 497 Mra Humboldt. 

MeDermitt, NV 89421 
Molybdenum: 

e Anaconda Minerals Co__ ~~ ~~~ Box 1268, ----do--------- Nye. 
Tonopah, NV 89048
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‘Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 
i 

‘Commodity and company ‘adrese ‘Type of activity County cn CORR OR MO ype chaettetty oats 

Perlite: 
‘Delamar PerliteCo -_________ Box 217 Underground mine Lincoln, Pioche, NV 89043, 

‘et esi Salt Co, Huck Salt Co 695 Hareingan Rl Sl ie Salt Co, Huck Salt Co. 895 Hart lar evaporation Churehi 
Fallon, NV 89406 plant. i. ‘Sand and gravel (industrial) 

‘Simplot Industries Inc., Silica Box 308 ‘Surface mine and Clark. 
Products Div. Overton, NV 89040 plant. Silver: 

‘Nereo Minerals Co.....----- 11. SW. Columbia --do Mineral Suite 800 Portland, OR 97201, Silver King Mines Ine... S84 Fist Security Bank ~---d0 = White Pine, ie Sunshine Mining co Sulttae ey, UTSON 
mshine Mining Co———-------- Baw ground mine Esmeralda, 

. Cer Corp., Nevada Cer Co Box 895 mntex Corp, Nevada Cement Co. Box 895 ary Lyon 
*P Fernley, NV 89408 _— ue Genstar Lime Co ...--------- 01 Mariner's Blvd. Quarries. Clark. Suite 425 

Glass Mountain Block I sede se fountain Block Inc... 359 Gregg’ ary Sto Sparks, NV 69491 ery ss



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New Hampshire Department 

of Resources and Economic Development for collecting information on all nonfuel 

minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser! and Lincoln R. Page? 

The value of nonfuel mineral production and dimension stone, and clays were pro- 

in New Hampshire in 1983 was $19.1 mil- duced at about 50 mining operations. Sand 

lion, a decline of $4.2 million compared with and gravel mining accounted for approxi- 

that of 1982. The State ranked fifth among mately 80% of the State’s mineral produc- 
the New England States in value of output tion, 63% of the value, and 80% of the 

accounting for 7% of the region’s total. mining operations. 
Construction sand and gravel, crushed 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in New Hampshire’ 

—_-- oT 
‘Mineral Value ‘alue Quantity gyyusands) =H qnousands 

ea and gravel (construction)... thousand short tons... 4,382 $12,593 *$4,000 *$12,100 

Crabedestves rea ae wuendliao ‘600 "3,400 946 2858 Siwedoe cpTTLTTTTTcT2ETTTITTIITEE on to ska 
Combined value of other nontneials ~~~ _~777777 x ion x tol 

Total anna ene eee Xx wa xx 19086 
‘Estimated. XX Not applicable. ‘Production as meavared by mine shipments, sale, or marketable production including consumption by producers 

359
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in New Hampshire, by county* 

(Thousands) 
—GuntyS”*~*~*~tSBSS*S*:*«wRS””SS”””SMinerals produced in 1982 County asst 1982 inorder ofvalue 

Belknap =o ® W Sand and gravel construction) 
Garr ose @ $2,924 Do. Cheshire. -_272~=72-=== w Wo Do. 

Coos ---------------- ee 566 Do. Grafton --_~-7-------- Ww 460 Do Hillsborough -~=2 222222 W 2486 Do. Merrimack - ~~ ~~~ 77777 Ww Bar. Rockingham _-=_~—227== W 28 
Strafford ----.----...- Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Sullivan ~~~ ==2227=2 & 1 Sand and gravel construction) Undistributed® 2 $0,608 2302 
Sand and gravel (construction) 12,990 xx Stone 

‘Crushed . + --2ees-+ XX £3,100 Dimension ~22227277 xX £71500 
Total ------ === 22,600 23,204 

“Eeimated. — W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary dat: included with “Undatrbuted.” XX Not applica ‘County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not availabe; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction)" or "Stone." 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of New Hampshire business activity 

> Change, 1982 1983 Gane, 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Potal civilian labor force w= n thousands. 45294984 432 
‘Unemployment 2 enna een " 39.5 26.1 33.9 

Employment (nonagricultara: "Mining sone getccoredatens 3 3 oe Manufacturing -- ~~ 2_2222222222222227222007@0022 1083 usa 415 Contract construction ~~ ~_-~~-~.~22222222222722do-= 2 19% Bi 4122 ‘Transportation and public ulilities ~~~ ~~>777222722go. 222 146 53 148 Wholesaleand retail trade << --~~~7722222777272des 880 a1 106 Finance, insurance, real estate ~~~" ~~~~~~7777~~7 77g 208 218 38 
Beever eee de 793.1 86.1 +88 Government" ~777772272222222TIIIDIITTI Taso 566 549 "30 

personas nota Ronagrcutural employment ——- = --——— dO. 3854 a2 +69 
Dod soo sage ceases a----- millions. glowya gaa 495 Pereapita 2-=-272222222722722IDIIIIITIIIIIE om fate20 tae Construction stivty ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized _—_____ 4508 76024686 
Value of nonresidential construction . . ____-.--_~-.-- millions. $142.3 $304.1 +387 Value of State road contract awards ~~~ ~~~ ~~-~~~~- "=== "do. said seco Rd Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State ‘thousand short tons 2a 268 “98 Nonfue! mineral production value: "Total erude mineral value sass: millions 933 sig -80 Value per capita, resident population ~~ ~~~~722222222 So $20 “167 

‘Malus peraqasreraile® _0 $2,504 $2,060 SUT 

Preliminary. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines. ns ae “y = 

Legislation and Government Pro- north of Loon Mountain (45,000 acres), the 
grams.—Late in the year, the U.S. Congress Sandwich Range (25,000 acres), and the Dry 
began considering legislation that would River Extension (7,000 acres). With these 
add 77,000 acres of designated wilderness to lands, a total of 102,000 acres of the 751,000- 
the White Mountain National Forest acre WMNF would be considered wilder- 
(WMNF). The 77,000 acres include three ness. 
areas: one near the Pemigewasset River
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‘Also during the year, work continued on the State Geologist served as a source of 
the Draft Forest Plan, which will establish information for mining companies consider- 
guidelines and procedures for management ing exploration programs and for State 
of the WMNF. The forest plan was devel- agencies involved in ground water studies, 
oped at public meetings and with a cross waste disposal, land use planning, and re- 
section of people with environmental and source management. 
commercial concerns. Through this process, During the year, a project to systematical- 

16 issues were identified and ranked ac- ly map and study the surficial geology of the 
cording to importance. The top five issues State began in the southern part of the 

were (1) minerals management—to what Merrimack Valley. Fieldwork funded by the 

extent should mineral exploration and de- U.S. Department of Energy for revising the 

velopment be allowed; (2) dispersed rec- 1955 edition of the Geologic Map of New 

teation—what opportunities should be pro- Hampshire was completed. Further prog- 

Vided for offroad vehicles and what dis- ress on the map is contingent upon the 

persed recreation activities should be fea- availability of additional funding. Also in 

tured; (8) developed recreation—what shall 1983, work was completed in the Lewiston 

be the extent of developed recreation pro- and Sherbrooke Quadrangles and initiated 

gram; (4) timber management—what shall in the Glenn Falls Quadrangle in connec- 
be the extent and nature of timber manage- tion with the U.S. Geological Survey's Con- 
ment; and (5) wilderness areas—how much _terminous United States Mineral Appraisal 
area and how managed. The final forest Program. A lack of funding prevented publi- 

plan was expected to be completed in the cation of any State reports or maps in 1983. 
fall of 1984.2 Under a new regulation, all water well 
New Hampshire continued cooperative drillers were required to register with the 

agreements, through the Office of the State State and to provide data on geological 
Geologist, with three U.S. Department of information. This information will be used 
the Interior agencies, the Bureau of Mines, in evaluating the surficial geology and 
Minerals Management Service, and the ground water supplies of the State. The 
Geological Survey. Through these agree- State Geologist was appointed a permanent 

ments, information on the minerals and member of the board, which was established 
geology of the State was collected and pub- to regulate drilling activity. 
lished. Among other activities, the Office of 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Crude gypsum was imported from Nation- 

4 , . al Gypsum’s mines in Nova Scotia through 
Clays—KaneGonic Brick Corp. the the Port of Portsmouth. The company was 

State's only producer, mined common clay one of two gypsum calciners in New Eng- 
for brick manufacture in Strafford County. Jand; United States Gypsum Co. operates a 

New Hampshire was one of four New Eng- facility in Massachusetts. 
land States that mined clays in 1983, and Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 

Kane-Gonic was one of eight clay operations and gravel production is surveyed by the 

in the region. | U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
Gem Stones.—Mineral collectors and years only; therefore, this chapter contains 

hobbyists recovered semiprecious gem only estimates for 1983. The data for odd- 
stones and other mineral specimens from numbered years are based on annual com- 

various sites in New Hampshire. Two areas pany estimates made before yearend. 
of particular interest are the pegmatite Construction sand and gravel remained 

districts of Grafton and Keene. the State’s leading mineral commodity in 

Gypsum.—National Gypsum Co. operated terms of value and production. Output 
a manufacturing plant for gypsum wall- dropped for the fifth consecutive year, with 
board products at Portsmouth, Rockingham the reported production declining from 7.9 
County. The plant is 1 of 18 operated by million short tons in 1978 to 4 million tons 
National Gypsum in the United States. in 1983,
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‘Table 4.New Hampshire: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
1982, 1983" 

Gussils, Vatu Value — QRH, Value Vale 
{fhousand (¢housands) per ton ose (housands) per ton 

i nn 1869 $5,404 $289 NA NA NA 
Gravel == 227777777 ==—o TT 258 6.686, 3.10 NA Na NA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed)----_305___ 608.65 CNA =CWNA COUN 
‘Total or average —— =~ 492 12,599 291 44000 —+$12,100 2.03 
“Estimated. NA Notavailable. 

Housing starts, which somewhat reflect the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
the demand for sand and gravel, also declin- years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
ed each year since 1978 until 1983. Sand and Data for even-numbered years are based on 
gravel output and housing starts data for annual company estimates made before 
the past 6 years are listed below: yearend. 

Crushed.—Output of crushed stone in- 
mri creased from 600,000 short tons in 1982 to Quantity, Housing Z i Year Ghousand HES 946,000 tons in 1983. The 1983 production 

srt tons) total was the highest in New Hampshire 
1918. 73859 7462 since 1975 when 1.4 million tons of crushed 
1880vcvvvvvvvT>St:«C*RSS «tg stome was produced. 

ip USESEREE EAST 4528 as 
fc ae 4332 508 
198922 LLL LILLIA 000 71602 Table 5.—New Hampshire: Crushed stone? 

TUS Doparmentof Commerce ConstructionRey, 801d or used by producers in 1983, by use 
Mar-Apr step 3 (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Also, the number of active sand and Use Quantity Value 
gravel pits declined about 30% from 1978 to Coarse aggregate (+11/2ineh 
1982, and county production totals dropped ““Riprapand jetty stone = 8 ow 
for each county with the exception of Sulli- ¢, Filter stane == ------— 8 i 
van County during that same period. “Graded road base or subbase - 3% OW 

Data for sand and gravel sold or used in Crusher run or fill or waste ——~ 5 on 
the counties of New Hampshire in 1978 and "Other? = 896 2,881 
1982 (the last year in which a complete sand ares 
and gravel canvass was made) are given Malonssreossrens” ae: ee 

below: W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary 
data; inclided with “Other.” 

‘Hncludes granite and traprock. bi 
—_— T= Includes concrete te (coarse, bituminous +S awe neon tone san concrete and wen nt speci fied. 

county amy Quantity, Nom, Quantity, seas dt of total shown hese of independent 

depos “short depos- “abort 
—_its_tons)_its_tons)_ All of the stone mined was traprock 

Belknap — 3 7 w except for a small quantity of granite ex- 
Carel ocr : we : 93? tracted in Grafton County. Traprock was 
Goog===2 27 4 Bo | 6 25 quarried at one site in each of Cheshire, 
Seaton ar ; 3 22 Grafton, Merrimack, and Rockingham 
Merrimack —— 7 Toe 5 #8 Counties. Traprock was sold primarily for 
Becking at i 3 3 212 use as concrete aggregate, bituminous ag- 
Sullivan = ~~ 3 a 4 244 gregate, and stone sand. 
Various — ~~~ 2 ei 516 ~ Dimension.—Granite was the only type of 
Total __ 337859. 98 ~+'4a32 ©dimension stone quarried in New Hamp- 

shire. The State again ranked fourth na- 
ack’, Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary tionally in dimension granite output, pro- 

"Data do not add to total shown because of independent ducing 57,512 tons (695,630 cubic feet). The 
rounding. granite was mined by four companies with 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by ach operating one quarry. Leading uses for
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the granite were for rough blocks, curbing, ducers, operated three granite quarries in 
and irregular-shaped stone. Vermont and one in New Hampshire in 

J. Swenson Granite Co., Concord, one of _ 1983. Final agreement on the sale, reported- 

the State’s four dimension granite produc- _ ly for $20 million, was expected in 1984. 

ers in partnership with a group of investors, ____ 
signed a letter of intent to purchase Rock of ~iSiat Lisson Offer, Bureau of Mines, Pitaburgh, PA 
Ages Corp., a subsidiary of Nortek Inc. of an See. ner Hae shite, Decora of Re 

sour sonomic Development, Durham, 
Providence, RI. Rock of Ages, one of the [s,.akes Region Trader Laconia). Mar. , 1964, p.7. 
Nation's leading dimension granite pro- 

Table 6.—Principal producers 
ce 

5 Type of ‘Commodity and company ‘Address Type of County 

Clays 
fane-Gonic Brick Corp -.---------  Gonic, NH03867__....----_Pit----~ Strafford. 

Gopeuin ealined: 
jational GypstimCo...---------~ 4100 First International Bldg. Plant. Rockingham. 

Dallas, 7X 75270 
Sand and gravel: 

‘Granite State Concrete Co. Inc ——— Box 185, Pit... Hillsborough, 
Milford, NH 08055 

Manchester Sand & Gravel__...---- Box lo Pit... Merrimack, 

Agzregate Co Koweig nn Pit Carell Ossi jateCorp-..-------- Rout it Carrol 
ee Ossipee, NH 08864 

F.W. Whitcomb Construction Corp... Box 429 Pit__..__ Cheshire 
Bellows Falls, VT 05101 

Stone: Crushed: 
"Boston S&G Cook ConcreteCo Hooksett, NH03106_____--. Quarry ____ Merrimack. 
afolla Industries Inc--------—- _ Peverly Hill Rd. aa "do_ Rockingham. 

Portsmouth, NH 03801 
Lebanon Crushed Stone Ine -.---- Plainfield Ra. eaudo . Grafton 

D West Lebanon, NH 03784 
mension: 

Kitledge Granite Corp —-..----- Armory Ré. ----lo — Hillsborough. 
. "P Milford, NH 03055, mw 

Maine: New Hampshire Granite Corp Box 135, Groton Ra, oe Do. 
‘West Chelmsford, MA 01863 

4J.Swenson GraniteCo....----- North State St. ----do Merrimack. 
‘Concord, NH 08301 nS





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey, Division of 
Water Resources, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, for collecting 
information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Donald K. Harrison* 

‘The value of New Jersey's nonfuel miner- produced selenium, a byproduct of copper 
al production in 1983 was $154.6 million, a refining operations. The State ranked third 
$22.2 million increase over that of 1982. in output of industrial sand, fifth in exfoli- 
Crushed stone was the leading mineral ated vermiculite, and sixth in zinc and 
commodity produced, accounting for nearly magnesium compounds. Other minerals 
46% of the total value. New Jersey was the produced included construction sand and 
only State in the Nation that produced gravel, clays (common and fire), dimension 
greensand, which is used mainly as a water _ stone, and peat. 
purifier, and was one of three States that 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in New Jersey 
rE ne 

Mineral = a 
Quantity gyyaltey,, Quantity (,Valde,, 

Qlys_------------------------ thousand short tons. 68 $566 2 $596 GousaerCUrNscemnnonT eee «| NA 1 NA 1 Sandand gravel ‘Construction... thousand short tons. 7,940 -—=«25,72 100 “34,00 
Industral «2 ~22—2 2222 cr ce edon ==, 2140 SRST 28 TBI Stonelerushed)=—"—2=T7TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT TITS cae= somo «5900 aT Zine (ecoverabie content of ores, ete) __—~__~""""imeiric tome ©—«18 8004S 6S IRD Combined value of magnesium compounds, marl Greensand), peat, ‘one dimension)and titanium concentrate ilmenite, 1983) XX 922 XX 
Total. ee ee ee 

“Estimated. NANotavailable. XX Not applicable. Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

365
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Table 2,—Value of nonfuel mineral production in New Jersey, by county’ 
Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 ‘Minegala produced in 1982 

mE OO 
Atlantic... === w W Sand and gravel (industrial), sand and gravel 

‘construction. 
HBecpense ties tate ® $1,263 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Burlington ————-------— ® W Do. 
Camden === —— w 2,658 De. 
Cape May -—==~= 22 ===> $3,009, 'W_ Sand and gravel (construction), magnesium 

‘compounds. 
Cumberland —.--------~ w W Sand and gravel Gndustriab), sand and gravel 

“construction, clays 
Peer scecccsnmmeneeas w @) Sand and gravel (construction). 
Gloucester -—— =~ 22 727=> w W_ Greensand marl, sand and gravel (construc: 

tion) sand and gravel (ndustria). 
Biudeon oe 2oneneste 158 ® 
Hunterdon —————~=—~——— Ww ® 
Mercer: 2.2028 CSAEELES Ww ® 
Middlesex ————~—===> w W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 

‘gravel (industria, clays. 
Monmouth ..--------~~ @ 41648 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Morte SSDESEEEESEECT Ww 4736 ‘Do. 
Ocean’ ===" 22 2===== == W 'W Sand and gravel (construction), ilmenite. 
Pesseie) SOTTSIDISESTES 71050 1f8t Sand and gravel (construction), 

Salem --~_-~-~----—- ze Ww Do. 
Somerset -——---~---=— 488 W Clays. 
Sussex --=222222 == Ww W178 Zine sand and gravel construction), peat. 
Warren --~-----=-- w 'W Sand and gravel construction), peat. 
Undistributedé ~~~ 87,566 45,245, 
‘Sand and gravel onstruction) £26,050 xX 
Stone: 

Grashed —__.------- xx *57,800 
Dimension ---—--———— xX Ww 

Total _---------- 148,662 5192,410 
__Malennnnnne EES 
rac W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

applicable. 
Psion County is not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County distribution for construction 

sand nd revel cae and erased sone 00D not avaoble; total State value Showa separately under “Sand and 
gravel construction)” or “Stone.” 

Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
3Stone, either crushed of dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
‘fneluddes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Sata do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Trends and Developments—The New ment in the mining sector remained un- 
Jersey economy continued to rebound in changed in 1983 with 1,800 persons on the 

1983. Continued hiring in manufacturing, payroll. 
construction, trade, and other service activi: Legislation and Government _Pro- 
ties raised most nonfarm wage and salary _grams.—Near yearend, the New Jersey As- 

employment to a record-high level. Based sembly voted to table a container deposit 

‘on the strong pace of construction contracts _ ill that would have required a 5-cent depos- 
during the year, the job outlook also re- it on most beverage can and bottle contain- 
mained favorable for building activity. Dur- ers. According to published reports, many 
ing the first 10 months of the year, contract legislators who voted against the bill were 

awards in the State were up 50% over that from the southern part of the State, where 
during the same period of 1982, an increase _ the glass manufacturing industry is located. 
almost twice as great as that for the Nation The State's glass industry, which has 
as a whole (26.5%). Better than national sustained losses recently because of substi- 

gains were recorded for homebuilding, tutes and weak demand, opposes deposit 
nonresidential construction, and State road law legislation. Proponents of the deposit 

contract awards. As a result of these in- law said they would introduce the bill at the 

creases, output of most construction miner- next session of the assembly. Nine States 
al commodities was higher in 1983. In- currently have laws that mandate deposits 
creases in quantity were reported for con- on beverage containers. 
struction sand and gravel (36%), crushed By February, New Jersey had purchased 
stone (15%), and shipments of portland and - nearly 23,000 acres of the Pinelands Nation- 
masonry cement to the State (8%). Employ- al Reserve at a total cost of $14.1 million.
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Table 3.—Indicators of New Jersey business activity 
—_—__ 2 Change. 1982 res? Change. 

‘Employment and labor force, annual average: - 
"Foleiviianlaborforce’s thousands. 8584787502 452 
Unempywoent.---- 2 27os222----~-2--- nna 3052 2508 Ats 

nent (nonagricultural a 
Se eee it swsueuumanrasnanemenendaa 18 18 os 
Manufactaring ~~~ ~.~-~2222~-~2~22222222D2oZde.22= ets nett 450 Gratrant consttnction “SOE TEC NT PETIE ED RETO ge SEE 220 nit gta ‘ranoportation ana public lies —~—°~—WLTTTO2TT San wid 2051 eed Wholesale and retail trade ~~~ ~~~ 772777272277 g 27 80.4 7390 tr Finance, insurance, realestate ~~ __~-~~~~~--~-~-e--=— iets Tes 36 Bervleee ore eee ue oe ee cee aca 66077 eer ¥40 Goverment jo 2 062 oS0ot sae cenCoN Lee eedeaed ser Sala +8 

‘Total nonagricultural employment.....------de..-- #80905 8,168.8 $46 
Personal income: ‘i Teel oo sussrescete em ccecc elie «gO eie “Wad Nes +16 Bereapita —~~~727222227222272TTTTTTTTIIT ET fisties “pads tor Construction selivity "Number of private and public residential units authorized... --.---- 24827 BT SQL_ 4759 Value of nonresidential construction--"-------- ~~ millions. $1422.8 © $1,8182 an Value of State road contract swards —--~~~-~~=-_--7c do 1880 $2080 4108 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the Stats ‘thousand short tons 1,288 1398 +82 
Nonfuel mineral production value: MFotal crude mineral valde ==... millims.. «$1 SSKB +168 
Value per capita, resident population —_—_______-___---_------- $18 $21 +167 Value per aquartimilec son -Ton ease DaTaCSnoSaTe $6898 $19,856 TIT 
Preliminary. Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magarine, and 

US. Bureau of Mines. e 
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel ana stone, ana total value of nonfue! mineral 
production in New Jersey.
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‘The Federal Omnibus Parks and Recreation Division of Water Resources with four bu- 
Act of 1978 authorized $26 million for the reaus: Geology and Topography; Ground 
State’s acquisition of “critical and threaten- Water Pollution Analysis; Ground Water 
ed” lands in the Pinelands, a seven-county Resources Evaluation; and Technical Sup- 

region, which encompasses more than port (geophysics and drilling). 
924,000 acres under the jurisdiction of the Three ground water projects were funded 
New Jersey Pinelands Commission. Under for the Atlantic City, Camden, and South 
the plan's Resource Extraction Program, River areas. These projects are part of a 
municipalities shall incorporate within cooperative agreement with the U.S. Geo- 
their ordinances provisions for registration, logical Survey Water Resources Division, 
operation, reclamation, and safety of re- which began work in April 1983. The NJGS 
source extraction sites. The Pinelands in- also continued assessing ground water pol- 
clude portions of Atlantic, Burlington, Cam- lution throughout the State. During the 
den, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, year, there were more than 300 active cases 
and Ocean Counties. and about 50 backlogged. A Ground Water 

During the year, the Governor signed a Pollution Priority System was also devel- 
bill approving the State’s entry into the oped to prioritize the cases. The system was 
Northeast Interstate Low-Level Radioactive expected to be published in February 1984. 
Waste Management Compact. New Jersey Another NJGS project was an assessment 
became the fourth State, joining Delaware, of the Pleistocene buried valley aquifer in 
Connecticut, and Maryland, in the forma- the northern part of the State. The project, 
tion of a single organization that will deter- which began during the 1980-81 drought, 
mine where a disposal facility for low-level has been submitted for publication. Work 
radioactive waste should be built in the on this project continued during 1983, utiliz~ 

Northeast. ing an Underground Injection Control 
In December, the Readington Township Grant from the U.S. Environmental Protec- 

Committee, Hunterdon County, voted unan- tion Agency. Since the State is under an 
imously for a 3-year moratorium on the exploration and moratorium for fissionable 
exploration, drilling, and extraction of oil, materials, the law requires that the NJGS 
gas, minerals, and fissionable materials in assess the impact of such work upon the 
the township. Supporters of the moratorium population and environment. The NJGS 
were primarily concerned with the poten- was to begin assessing the geology and 
tial contamination of the fresh water sup- mineralogy of four sites late in 1984. A 
plies of the township should an accident report was scheduled to be completed in 
occur during drilling. 1986 for use by a contractor, which was to 

‘As a result of a merger in 1982 with the assess the probable health effects if the site 
Bureau of Ground Water Management, is mined for uranium. 
approximately 75% of the New Jersey Geo- During fiscal year 1983, the U.S. Bureau 
logical Survey's (NJGS) work involves of Mines had 11 active contracts valued at 
ground water. The NJGS was reorganized $290,664. These were awarded to various 
and elevated to an element within the private firms for mineral-related studies. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS slightly over 5%. Common clay was used 
5 primarily for the manufacture of common 

Clays.—In 1983, there were only two clay rick and fire clay primarily for foundry 
mining operations in the State, compared ses. 
with three in 1982. New Jersey Shale Brick 8 & J Warren & Sons Inc.'s temporary 
& Tile Corp. produced common clay and guspension of a clay mining operation in 
shale at one operation in Somerset County, Monroe Township, Middlesex County, in 

and Jessie S. Morie & Son Inc. produced fire late 1982 was overturned by the Monroe 
clay in Cumberland County. Almasi Clay Township Council early in the year. The 
Co., which produced both common and fire company was able to resume excavation of 
clay in 1982 in Middlesex County, did not clay to cap the township's landfill. The 
report in 1983, Total clay production in 1983 landfill was closed by State officials in 1978 
(includes both common and fire clay) was because of the contamination of the Eng- 
62,018 short tons valued at $596,000. This lishtown aquifer, a major source of potable 
represents a decrease of only 1% compared water in the area. 
with that of 1982, although total value rose Gem Stones.—Value of gem stones and
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mineral specimens collected by mineral Walker Refractories Co., the State's only 
dealers and amateur collectors in New producer, extracted magnesium compounds 
Jersey was estimated at $1,000 in 1983. The from seawater in Cape May County at the 
State is well known for its variety of miner- southernmost part of the State, Production 
al specimens, especially those associated and value declined in 1983 because the 
with the zine ores of the Franklin area in company closed its 100,000-short-ton-per- 
the northern part of the State. Near Frank- year plant in October. At yearend, the plant 
lin is the Gerstmann private museum, remained closed. Main uses for the product 
which has one of the finest Franklin miner- were for refractories, fertilizers, and phar- 
al collections in the country. Other mineral _maceuticals. 
collecting localities are near Paterson in the _Peat.—In 1983, peat was produced by five 
basaltic rocks of the Watchung Mountains companies at five operations in two coun- 
and at Cape May, which is a favorite col- ties. Sussex County accounted for most of 
lecting area for glaciated and reworked the production (four operations), and War- 
quartz pebbles. ren County, the remainder (one operation). 

Greensand.—Inversand Co., a subsidiary Both reed-sedge and humus were produced 
of Hungerford & Terry Inc., near Clayton, and were either shipped packaged (42%) or 

Gloucester County, was the only producer of sold in bulk (58%). The peat was used 
greensand in the United States in 1983. mainly for soil improvement and as an 
Deposits of greensand, also known as the ingredient in potting soil. 
mineral glauconite, occur from Sandy Hook —_Perlite_(Expanded).—Crude _ perlite, 
south to the Delaware Bay near Salem. shipped in from out of State, was expanded 
Greensand is processed and sold for use by The Schundler Co. in Edison, Middlesex 
mainly as a filtration medium to remove County. Production and value dropped sub- 
soluble iron and manganese from well wa- stantially compared with 1982 levels, the 
ters. A secondary use of the unprocessed result of Grefco Inc.’s closure of its James- 
material is as a conditioner for organic soils. burg plant in Middlesex County. During the 
Glauconite is a hydrous iron potassium year, the company also sold its insulation 
silicate containing various amounts of alu- board plant to International Permalite Inc., 
minum, magnesium, sodium, and trace ele- Ontario, Canada. 

ments. Quartz Crystal—James M. Ronan Asso- 
Gypsum (Caleined)—Two companies cal- ciates Inc., Wayside, Monmouth County, 

cined crude gypsum imported from Nova used cultured quartz crystal during 1983 for 
Scotia during the year—National Gypsum the manufacture of electronic products 
Co., Burlington County, and Genstar Build- Sand and Gravel.—Construction. —Con- 
ing Materials Co., Camden County. Produe- struction sand and gravel production is 
tion and value increased 6% and 13%, surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
respectively, compared with that of 1982, even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
‘The calcined gypsum was used primarily in chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
the manufacture of wallboard and industri Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
al and building plasters. annual company estimates made before 

Todine.—Crude iodine was shipped into yearend. 
New Jersey and utilized by eight companies " Output totaled 10.8 million short tons 
at nine plants to manufacture various valued at $34.3 million in 1983. This repre- 
iodine-containing compounds. Iodine com- sents an increase of 36% in tonnage and 
pounds were used for laboratory reagents, 33% in value compared with that of 1982. In 
in pharmaceuticals, specialty organic and 1982, there were more than 50 companies 
inorganic chemicals, and sanitary purposes. that mined construction sand and gravel at 
‘The companies that produced iodine-con- 58 operations. Leading counties in order of 
taining compounds were (1) Allied Chemical output were Ocean, Morris, Camden, and 
Co., Morristown, (2) Cooper Chemical Co., Middlesex. Construction sand and gravel 
Long Valley, (3) Fisher Scientific Co, Fair was used primarily for construction aggre- 
Lawn, (4) GAF Corp., Linden, (5) Ganes gate, concrete products, and snow and ice 
Chemicals Inc., Carlstadt, (6) J. T. Baker control. 
Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, (7) Troy Chemi- _ Industrial.—The State ranked third in 
cal Corp., Newark, and (8) White Chemical industrial sand production in 1983, up from 

Corp., Newark, fifth place in 1982. In 1983, production 
Magnesium Compounds.—New Jersey amounted to 2.4 million short tons valued at 

was one of seven States that produced $31.8 million. This represents an increase in 
magnesium compounds in 1983. Harbison- output and value of 11% and 13%, respec-
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tively, compared with that of 1982. Cumber- Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, for use in water 
land County led in production accounting filtration. Over the past 5 years, the State’s 
for 97% of the State’s total. Other produc- high-silica sand has been shipped to approx- 
ing counties were Middlesex, Ocean, and imately 30 foreign countries. Near yearend, 
Gloucester. Principal uses were for the Durand Glass Manufacturing Co., a French- 
manufacture of glass products, mold and owned firm, planned to expand its glass- 
core, and in sandblasting. making operations in Millville. Employees 

During the year, Jessie S. Morie & Son at the Wheaton Glass Co., Millvale, remain- 
shipped more than 300 tons of industrial ed off the job at yearend because of stalled 
sand from its Cumberland County plant to contract negotiations, which began May 1. 

Table 4.—New Jersey: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

oo oa”—™”~=CSEE 
Quantity Value Value antity) Value Value Gece Yaar Vale Gees Yale Val short Sands) on BORE Sas) Ron 

Congeruction: Sindee gan sige gaT NANA NA Geedscconsasetecetnsteacecocnecncs «Tan os “dee NA NANA 
‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed) -—-~-—----- 1,081 3028280 NA NANA 

ina etal or avemnge 2s sete ee sautas a 27,940 25,722 324 *10,800 °$34,300 °$3.18 industri ed 
pend occ cuamowmuunmnntcnawuaneecre WW 1808 WoW ssa 

Titel ocivgeage zee areca 214028151 18.15 —2886 Lgl 18.84 
Grand total or average. _--------------- 10,080 153,874 5.34 *13,186 °66,119  °5.01 

Estimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “‘Total.”” 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by were Somerset, Passaic, Sussex, and Mer- 
the U.S, Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered cer. Other counties that produced crushed 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. stone were Essex, Hunterdon, and Morris. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Types of stone included traprock (basalt), 
annual company estimates made before granite, and limestone, with traprock ac- 

yearend. counting for the majority of production. 
Crushed.—Crushed stone was the leading Major uses of the stone were for road base 

mineral produced and accounted for more and concrete and bituminous aggregate. 
than 46% of the State’s total value in 1983. Near yearend, controversy continued 
Crushed stone has also accounted for more over a proposed quarrying operation in 
than one-third of the total value of minerals West Amwell Township, Hunterdon Coun- 
produced in the last 10 years. In 1983, ty. Residents and environmental groups 
production amounted to 12.3 million short were attempting to block the sale of 150 
tons value at $70.4 million. This represents acres of property to the Silvi Concrete Co., 
an increase of 15% and 22% in output and Morrisville, PA, that had agreed to buy part 
value, respectively, compared with that of of the Boy Scout reservation property for 
1982. Leading counties in order of output more than $600,000. 

Table 5.—New Jersey: Crushed stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Rtg Vins 
Coarse aggregate (+11/2 inch 
Te ieee =~ Sete at eee mat 

Filsetbione aes ave aos o senamec suc tenet SaReeTneere EE a 204 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 5.—New Jersey: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Use Quantity: Value 

a xis 
grea Be egret ™ ae ea "343 9 

Bailviod ballast eee nnn nn ee ene ne nnn nee n penne 23 156 

nse mand concrete gqrcccccccecccccccccc Pa ois 
Sere aptante TSE SSE ETSI NS USNS ED TT TT CaaS aREETS SEES a8 5608 

Cone aed ad Re ge oubbase == 19 9770 npn rnd sutfacing on ——~2— 222200 2TOGTDTIOTITI TOTTI BH ts 
Giuer cosas nn ine euegeie OS CLID OTT ST AEAOCRAS TETRA TRES 8854088 

Other? --nenemennrntasmssnarsstaeananaannnracenensacnessra ss. A) SA 
Weil Soo eee es coe ee eeue eae 12,301 0,421 

“Includes limestone, granite, and traprock. Aincludes stone used for agricultural limestone, poultry grit and mineral foe, terrazzo and exposed ageregae abraaves,ine dating or at water treatment, apt flor of extender, other filers or extenar stone sand ‘bituminous mix or sea coarse aggregate (graded), and uses not speci 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Only one company quarried but the State contributes substantially to 
dimension stone in 1983. Delaware Quarries the recycling of aluminum. During its first 
produced dimension sandstone in Hunter- year of operation, the Aluminum Co. of 
don County for use as cut stone. ‘America’s Fairview recycling center, Ber- 

Sulfur (Recovered)—Sulfur was recover- gen County, recycled more than 300 million 
a Be oe a four aie ueverige ans an suivant of. 

plants. Bot fobil Oil Corp. and Texaco 7.5 million pounds of aluminum. Used cans 
Inc. operated plants in Gloucester County. were purchased from recycling centers 
Chevron USA Inc. operated a refinery in throughout the Northeast, pressed into 800 
Middlesex County, anc xon Co. pound bales, and shipped to a plant in 
operated the Bayway refinery in Union Tennessee for can sheet. 
County. Shipments in 1983 amounted to — Copper.—United States Metals Refining 
73,000 metric tons valued at $8 million. This Co,, a subsidiary of AMAX Inc., operated a 
ere Sa aa, ond ae custom copper and precious sates suslise 

To To, Gi and toll refinery in Carteret, Middlesex 
with that of 1982. Sulfur was used in the County. The slant treated material pur- 
manufacture of sulfuric acid, fertilizers, chased for AMAX’s own use or refined on 
plastics, and other products. toll for other companies. A large volume of 

Tale talee mined ins oe Se Was the material is industrial copper scrap. The 
purchased and processed by Amoco Minet- company also treated copper refinery slimes 

als Co. at a Plant in South Plainfield, at the plant. Major products from the smelt- 
me at mateata crtaper nates inate ina lols oper pape nee Paper, and oxygen-free copper. Production of re- 

band Dell ; fined copper in 1983 was 92,322 tons. 
Co oe act Near yearend, U.S. Metals announced 

miculite was shipped into the State and ex- thot it was permanently reducing its sec- foliated by W. R. Grace & Co., Trenton, a Mareen Canty, Rid ha Phe Schindiar ba’ ondary copper production at the Carteret 
ae ounty,and:by. » facility because of depressed conditions in Edison, Middlesex County. Although output {h ke a ‘aly 878 
increased nearly 11% in 1988 compared "©, COPPer market. Approximately 
with that of 1982, value remained essential Workers were expected to be laid off. In ly the same. Principal uses were for fire. ™4-1982, the company eliminated 400 jobs 
proofing, loose fill and block insulation, and the facility because of the copper indus- Eso hortlogtnaral agont try’s poor performance. The plant's two 

* other divisions at Carteret, which refine 
METALS precious metals and produce specialty cop- 

Acad fore: | per alloys mere not expected to be affected 
juminum.—There is no primary or sec- _ by the layoffs. 

ondary aluminum produced in New Jersey, Copper sulfate was produced by two com-
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panies in the State in 1983. CP Chemical holidays. Although the company remained 

Inc. operated a plant in Sewaren, and Madi- open during the strike, it operated at a 
son Industries Inc. operated a plant in Old _ substantially reduced capacity. 

Bridge. In less than 3 years of operation, the 
Ferroalloys—New Jersey was 1 of 17 Raritan River Steel Co. has captured about 

States that produced ferroalloys in 1983. 20% of the wire rod market in the United 
Although shipments rebounded 34% in 1983 States. In 1988, the company produced near- 
compared with 1982 levels, value was near- ly 500,000 tons of wire rod. The minimill is 
ly 12% lower in the same period, the result also the largest consumer of scrap in the 

of the continued weak demand by the iron New York-New Jersey-New England area 
and steel industries. The only producer in and one of the largest in the Northeast. 
the State was Shieldalloy Corp., a subsid- While steel mills nationwide were operating 
iary of Metallurg Inc. The company operat- at an average of about 40% of capacity, 
a a anetallothermie furnace in Newte, Raritan was operating at about 85%. 

loucester County, and produced ferroal- Near yearend, New Jersey Steel Corp. 
loys of aluminum, boron, columbium, tits began trial rollings of merchant. squares 

nium, and vanadium. and rounds in an_ effort id th 
Iron Oxide Pigments.—Shipments and company’s product line beyond the concrete 

value of finished iron oxide pigments con- reinforcing bars, which dominated the mini- 
tinued to decline in 1983. Three companies  jll’s product mix. Earlier in the year, the 
produced finished pigments during the company had spent nearly $500,000 to com- 
bed Colursbian Chetnipals Co operated a pletely modify one of two electric arc fur- 

lonm junction, Middlesex ificati 
County; Combustion Engineering Inc., CE toad * ane Mil waleceonied 

Minerals Diy, Camden Cena aud E. yas sidewall panels, water-cooled fume elbows 
2 . Inc. at Newark in for conversion from a side draft smoke 

Essex County. . . extraction system, oxygen-fuel burners, and 
During the year, Columbian Chemicals 5 water-cooled roof. 

was sold by Cities Service Co. to Consolidat- “ Titanjum.—In March 1982, ASARCO In- 
ed Mining and Industries Co., a privately corporated closed its ilmenite mineral sand owned international company involved in feciity in Lakehurst, Ocean County, be- 
mining, industry, and natural resource cause of escalating costs, a waaliwlde ae 
trading. Columbian Chemicals was to con- SOO. of ilmenite and poor market condi- 

tinue operating under the previous manage- tions’ Also, in September, NL. Industries 
ment, Also during the year, Du Pont an- Ine. shut down its titanium dioxide (Ti0;) 
nounced that it was planning to sell its color Sivvent olont in Sayreville, Middl 
pigment businesses to various companies in BS™EMY eee in a as reporte sit 
1ged Included in the anlee wan the compe: COUN: No production. wea. reported from, 

aos ° Bees Pa either plant in 1983. In November 1983, 
ny’s iron oxide facility in Newark, which Tyo, nrbduction in New J ~ 
was to be sold to Heubach Inc., a producer of Gi 1 pa sae a dust Sa tae G bie 
inorganic pigments. Heubach is a newly G'' daw ite 1d. 000tongeryoar plan i 
formed US. branch of Dr. Hans Heubach ®t down its 44,000-ton-per-year plant at 
GmbH & Co. KG, Langelsheim, Federal loucester City. G+ W has reportedly 
Rorablic or Gesmaty: withdrawn from the TiO. industry. Tita- 
See of Gere ilurium.—U.S. Metals ™tm metal fabricated products for non- 

was one of three companies in the United 2eTospace industrial applications were pro- Sie that produced peimary selenium in duced by Titanium Industries Inc. in Fair 
1983. The company recovered the selenium field. . 
from anode slimes generated in the electro- _,, Zine—New Jersey ranked sixth among 
lytic refining of copper at its Carteret plant. the nine States producing zinc in 1988. The 
Near yearend, however, selenium produc. New Jersey Zinc Co. Inc. the State's only 
tion at the facility was sharply curtailed Producer, operated the Sterling Mine in 
when most of the copper refinery closed. Sussex, Sussex County. In terms of output, 
Future selenium production at the facility the Sterling Mine was the Nation’s fifth is expected to be minimal. Tellurium pro. lading producer. In 1983, production 
dicta was discon ined in 1989, amounted to 16,475 metric tons valued at 

Steel.—In November, workers at the Pil $15 million. This represents a decrease of 

grim Steel Co. in Glassboro ended a 14-week 2% in output but nearly a 6% increase in 
strike with the ratification of a 2-year con- Value compared with that of 1982. 
tract, which included an initial 10% Bey “Toner, rau fing iaburth PA 
cut. In addition to the pay cut, the union State Linison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Fittsbarzh, 
also agreed to give up several of its paid “MA%Te 488 Form 10K Revor.P-1h
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‘Table 6.—Principal producers 

‘Commodity and company “Address ‘Type of activity ‘County, 

Cosy ‘Morie & Son Inc.* 1201 North High St. Pit ‘Cumberland. orem Sate Tincey Sag ARH Phos Smet 
ew Secny, Sh P ‘Somerville, NJ 08876 ca Rito antidotes ent Pee Ol feet ek Ba 

Ov Stat Buliding Materials Co 1201 South Front St. Plant Came 

a cree Charlotte, NC 28211 a 

TeGsiuman ChemicalsCo----________ Borat ----do Middlesex Bez oxrae Comins Pagan, cannon BELONG ren e PETRI ns PElapedeNenoun Gol be a oe ‘Wilmington, DE 19898 me 
Spanos coe 2018 South Anthony Blvd * 
ays mee » 

¥ Great Meadows, NJ 07838 “s Mon Bal nae STR ren 
NumeXeintPance EA oe De 

Stan's Soils _---.--.----------- RD. 2, Box 129 Bog _____ Do. 

Det 
Ea xen 

‘Sand and gravel: Soe om 
Dallenbach Sand Co. Inc....----~ Box 333 ‘Dredge ~~ Do. BSE sven naphchim ime n B Feo Ome EL vom 

‘Red Bank, NJ 07701 ida Shey Sno Be Desi Camb 
PampianaGensudy, ENDS oun. pean Be Sema BET: BE oe ae SESS cn 

‘Stone: 

Sgartete stem turote Quango Riverdale, NJ OST " Ticoniyteacop ie Sa Hida se Tr hen an 
ala 

Clifton, NJ 07013 

EERE. ssn 
> 

‘Sulfur (recovered): ms 
Chevron USA Inc ...-..--~-----~ 1200 State St. Refinery-__ Middlesex. 

Exxon Co. USA_...-------.-----~ Box 28 ----do --- Union. 

‘Texaco Inc__.____-___-___----- Eagle Point, Box 52332 sso Do. Rn 
'W.R. Grace &Co________-_---.-- 62 Whittemore Ave. Plant_.... Mercer. 

3Also industrial sand and gravel. 
Also exfoliated vermiculite.





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New Mexico Bureau of Mines 
and Mineral Resources for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Jane P. Ohl’ and Robert W. Eveleth? 

‘Total value of nonfuel minerals increased _ potash continued to be the leading mineral 
to $517 million in 1983 from $429 million in commodities, representing more than three- 
1982, and New Mexico ranked 13th in the quarters of the State’s nonfuel mineral 
Nation. The increased value failed, howev- value, followed by noteworthy values of 
er, to meet the $696 million value of nonfuel gold, cement, sand and gravel, stone, silver, 
mineral production of 1981. Copper and and perlite. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in New Mexicot 

1982 1988 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thow- Quantity (thou 
sands) sands) ais) sats) 

Clays____-. ~e2-------~-~~ thousand short tons. 3600 S112 50 sus Guusiones = ney nec en nee CNN ee NA 200 NA 200 Gypsum — _——~ ~~" > ~~" "7" > thousand short tons 138 887 169 1,016 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc). -- metric tons Ww Ww 258 128 Lime 2-2 thousand short tons — w w a W Perlite 2 =~ 27727 TDTDTTITITIIT LT ao 408 18,355, 34 13.207 Potassium salts —-"~_"_~"_~____ thousand metric tons_— 1497 208,600 1218 174,700 Pumice. _—_ 77>" 27"77T"T To "thousand short tons. ow ‘809 110 L070 ‘Sand and gravel (construction) ————"7_7__ 7" go. 5616 17,870 *7,000 "20,000 Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc) —— ‘thousand troy ounces — 805 6.397 Ww Ww 
Crushed ...____...._____.... thousand short tons. 200 "13,700 472015121 Dimension — == =~ ~~ 7 77 ao 8 #138 18 wat ‘Combined value of carbon dioxide (1982), cement, clays (ire clay, 1982), copper, gold, helium (Grade-A), mica (scrap), molybdenum, 

salt, sand and gravel (industrial, 198%), and values indicated by symbol Woe oa a Pe een aes xx_ "T1482 XX 291,411 
DG ah a eemem aii ainheeeme ep nNES: XX 7429,300 XX sits OI 

“Estimated. "Revised. | NA Not available.  W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure. "XX Not applicable, See Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). Excludes fire clay; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

375
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in New Mexico, by county? 
‘(Phousands) 

County wee Mineyas rote in 108 
Bernalillo 22-2 nnn W $28,148 Cement, sand and gravel (construetion), 

‘sand industrial, clays. @atron =n e @ Ghayeeca a Sven SOT OTST EATS STLSE ae 1281 Sand and gravel (construction) Ghia SEES iiss sees = W Do. Gurry. 92222222 22TTIIITIIIII I W Woe Da bees S SoU URS RS SDT REE IEEE & Woo De. 
Dona Ana 222222 222222222222 Ww 1004 Sand and gravel (construction), clays Biey noes ERNEST Ww W Potassium salts, salt, sand and gravel a seta vag cag etn a 
Hapding <~2222I222222220000022 ‘s a catton donde ~ lelga 2s) Peer sr aeean ane 8 ver, gold, clays, copper. Deseo nn neeeeemores wW W. —Potasilim cata sand and gravel (eon- 

struction) salt Lande aos come center @ 241 Sand and gravel (construction Guna 9-022 2L TTT STITT Ww W> Sand and gravel onstruction), clays Mexuaiay 2225227050 S7STTSTIOT TS Ww W Sand and gravel construction) Oleg ener OTe Tea nonese esse 3 354 ‘De 
Wee errr ® ~ 3 His Ande ©0202 10CaC MoU SERENE wW W Sand and gravel (construction), pumice. Sandoval: 222222222227 2TTIIITIT W W Gala rps, sand and gravel Gansta. ‘ion pumice Sendum. scoteacucueasanann w w Sand gave onstruction), helium, lays SNR eae eens e W_ Sond and gravel (construction 
SantaFe--222TITTTTTTTITTTTES ——ansés 21,740 Gol, sand and gravel (construction), pum- ice, silver. gypeum, copper, lead BFR a naeeeriennn ent nee @ 10,765 Copper, silver gold lead 

Seon aan W Perlite, sand and gravel (construction). IR ooo 'W 11,934 erlite: sand and gravel construction), "molybdenum, mica Torrance..----=-------------- Ww {Sand and geavel construction). ais on ee Ww we. Valencia 2272087 TETETETTESTIOT Ww W > Perlite, sand and gravel (construction) Undistributed®—""7"T7"TTTTTT"TT=Tgazaso 220.085 Sand and gravel onstruction =~~7277~2 94780 RX Stone: 
Crushed == xX "18,100 Dimension. = 222 2222022222222 xX S138 
ee cea 429800 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propritary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not applicable 
"alfax, Guadalupe, Los Alamos, Mora, and Roosevelt Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral preduction ‘was reported. County distribution for eonstraction sand and gravel (98D) and erushed and dimension stone (1082) is not ‘avilable; total State values shown separately under “Sand snd gravel construction)” or “Stone.” 
SConstruction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 3Stone, either erushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Aipciudes some gem stones and vanadivin (198) that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by sm 
SData do not add to totals shown hecause of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of New Mexico business activity 

> Change, 1982 gg? Change, 

Employment and labor free, annual aver 
'fotal civilian laborforce ne thousands. 53ST 407 Uneniployisent c ce oo obra Tomten eee yaya ye ac ad BSI 
Ermployment (nonageicultaral TT Men nnn as at a9 Manufactufing ==~ 7222727700700 2 TST ITI TTT 4 BS 427 Gontract construction <~~~>7">77TTTTITTIIITIIT gel Tt 288 Be TRO ‘Transportation and public wltes —— ~~~ >22~27TT “> 204 35 23T Wholesale and retail trade 22222 22222TIIIT vet Finance, insurance, real estaie ~~~ ~~ __2.2222272_772dos2 = 33 Be 138 Services von enna 2 ena Tdt 22S 5 ms a4 ‘Goqetans belo oe SESS Ea SanEE SATE TOT EST NTT gor oe Rs aL =5 

‘Total nonagricultural employment! do 8A 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Indicators of New Mexico business activity —Continued 

1982 sear Change, 

Personal income: ota millions 812488 sigs Te Porco@iaTDTeSESSSSIAGRTSTSSSOEESLOEESDoeece | ames «| eee | an Construction activi "Number of private and public residential units authorized 600-1046. gan7 Valucofmonresidential construction "c's sss" "~~~ yailona sa) Value of State road contract avarde 2272227 _> 2 to bins Siok 
‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State : ‘thousand short tons. 0 610 4108 Nonfuel mineral production valu: 

‘Veloe por copie vecldent opliniog [22D7CTDT=T7==77 Ree “oe Sao te Value persquare mile" nen™~222zazazaasaszszssaass ast 
Preliminary eludes bi8uminous coal and oil and gas extraction 
Source: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureau of Mines. 
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Figure 1.—Value of potassium salts, copper, and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in New Mexico. 

Trends and Developments.—Although factors in depressing most metals prices. 
improving slightly, the mining industry was Although prices of precious metals, such as 
still in the doldrums at yearend. Industrial gold, rose slightly in 1983, those of base 
leaders cited several problems leading to metals such as copper, lead, and molybde- 
the shrinking domestic mining industry, num remained depressed at yearend. 
foreign competition, large inventories, a More than 40% of the Western World's 
strong dollar hurting U.S. exports, and copper mine capacity in 1983 was owned or 
relatively high interest rates were the main _ effectively controlled by the governments of
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less-developed countries and did not re- lesser extent, potash and construction work- 
spond to ordinary market conditions. Some ers, made up 35% of this union membership 
foreign producers were subsidized by their loss. Increasingly, the efforts of State and 
governments and could continue to mine business leaders were directed toward diver- 
copper and other mineral commodities be- sifying the economy by attracting more 
low cost, resulting in pressure on US, service and high-tech industries to the 
mines, which were paying higher wages and State. Well-paying jobs in construction and 
other related production costs. copper, potash, and uranium mining helped 

The economic recovery envisioned by boost New Mexico's per capita personal 
many market analysts for the domestic income to 38th among the 50 States in 1980, 
copper industry did not materialize during up from 44th place in 1970.* 
1983. With the market at rock bottom, New According to the Congressional Research 
Mexico's copper producers finished the year Service of the Library of Congress, potash 
with just two of four mines still operating. imports rose from 1 million metric tons in 
Employees of the Chino Mines Co, a 1965 to an estimated 4.8 million tons in 

Kennecott (2/3) and Mitsubishi Metal Corp. 1982. The United States exported 34% of its 
(1/3) partnership, and the Tyrone Branch of production in 1973-80, but only 20% in 1982. 
Phelps Dodge Corp. were asked to sign a Imports were up because easily mined, low- 
petition opposing a $268 million loan from cost domestic potash deposits have been 
the Inter-American Development Bank to nearly depleted; whereas higher grade ore 
the Corporacién Nacional del Cobre de bodies that can be mined at a lower cost 
Chile to increase copper production in have been developed in Canada. Canada 
Chile. The petition in Grant County was supplied 88% of all U.S. potash imports in 
intended to demonstrate that copper mine 1983, 
employees opposed supporting foreign cop- The State Land Commissioner decided 
per companies when the domestic copper that potash mining companies in New 
industry was operating at low production Mexico, paying royalties to the State on the 
levels and at sinking copper prices, partly basis of a formula used without reeval- 
attributable to high production levels in uation since 1931, were underassessed. 
‘Third World countries. The underassessments were estimated to 

For chemical raw materials such as lime amount to $6.2 million for the 4-1/2-year 
and sulfur (Frasch and elemental), the na- period ending in 1980, Potash value in 1931 
tionwide economic recovery in 1983 revers- was $17.65 per ton; the price of marketable 
ed the 1981-82 production downtrend; in potassium salts (K,O equivalent) in 1983 
New Mexico, however, lime, salt, and sulfur was $136.70 per ton. 
all declined from 1982 levels. Potash royalties are used to provide funds 

Construction materials such as cement, for the public education budget, and thus 
sand and gravel, and crushed stone benefit- the issue is a sensitive one. 
ed from declining mortgage and commercial _ Employment.—Estimated _ employment 
interest rates, which stimulated stronger figures for metal mining, bituminous coal, 
construction activity in 1983. The value of quarrying, and nonmetallic mining for 
construction contracts sharply increased in December 1983 totaled 8,600 persons, com- 
residential (54.6%) and nonresidential pared with 9,300 in December 1982, In 
(89.6%) building? metal mining, employees decreased by 100, 

Union contracts that ended on September _ or 2.2%; in the combined category of bitumi- 
30 in the copper industry were handled nous coal, quarrying, and nonmetallic min- 
differently in this year of declining infla- ing, employees decreased by 600, or 12.8%, 
tion. Kennecott, a subsidiary of Standard from December 1982 to December 1983.° 
Oil Co. of Ohio (Sohio), offered a continua- In the period 1974-83, the average num- 
tion of the cost-of-living-adjustment (COLA), ber of salaried and wage earning copper 
which had been in copper company con- mine and mill workers in New Mexico was 
tracts since the 1960's, but Phelps Dodge highest (2,682 workers) in 1981, but the 
and other companies refused to grant COLA average tumbled to 1,058 in 1983. 
and were struck. By yearend 1983, however, recovery was 

New Mexico topped the 50-State list of indicated in the form of rehirings and mine 
members lost by organized labor unions openings in the coal, oil, and potash indus- 
during the 18 months preceding February tries. Average hourly earnings in the min- 
1988, according to the U.S. Department of ing sector in New Mexico rose 13.2% (in 
Labor. High-paid copper miners, and, to a constant 1983 dollars), from $9.97 in 1978 to
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$11.29 (preliminary estimate) in 1983.* ties, concerned over the proposed location of In August 1983, five operating potash a steel minimill in their areas, demanded mines in New Mexico, some open on a that the steel mill owners provide proof of limited basis, employed only 1,376 persons. financial responsibility, that there be safe- ‘These figures compared unfavorably with guards against possible pollutants, and that those of 1967 when 3,913 persons were the owners guarantee proof of water supply employed in seven potash mines near conservation. A town council refused to Carlsbad. support a $10 million industrial revenue Hiring of workers for the modernization bond to help Zia Steel Co. of Dallas, TX, project at Chino Mines’ Hurley smelter finance moving a $35 million inactive began in January. Employment was ex- copper-processing mill from Arizona to pected to top out at 400 during the 2-year Lincoln County. 
Project. Chino Mines recalled about 20 more Announced in the summer of 1983, the workers in late July 1983 at the company’s Federal Government's decision to store open pit copper mine at Santa Rita, bring- transuranic wastes at the Waste Isolation ing the total payroll up to slightly more Pilot Plant (WIPP) between Hobbs and than 1,000. Chino Mines’ employment was Carlsbad, was one reason the State began approximately 1,500 before layoffs began pursuing a more stringent agreement on early in 1982.7 But by late November 1983, environmental issues. A New Mexico Envi- Chino Mines announced a reduction in ronmental Evaluation Group recommended force, involving at least 20 employees. that the State get the U.S. Department of Phelps Dodge terminated 49 salaried and Energy to agree that no potash mining be 2 wage employees in December 1983 at its allowed within the first three zones of the ‘Tyrone operation. Yearend employment at WIPP site and that oil and gas drilling be ‘Tyrone was 112, down from about 800 early allowed only if such drilling goes deeper in 1982. Quintana Minerals Corp. cut an than 6,000 feet. The Environmental Evalua- additional 28 employees December 31 at its tion Group is an independent group of Copper Flat copper mine near Hillsboro. scientists charged with investigating the Employment totaled 20 at yearend, down scientific issues surrounding the controver- from a peak of 227 at midyear following the sial project. Work began in the summer of February-March startup of mining and 1983 on excavating the shafts and under- milling operations. ground chambers at the WIPP site Environment.—Molycorp Inc, Questa — On December 20, the New Mexico State Div., experimented with an electrical ion- Government began a yearlong $93,000 sur- exchange unit to cut discharges of molybde- vey of 81 potential pollution sites and 1 num waste into the Red River from 75 documented pollution source to determine pounds per day to less than 25 pounds. The whether Federal Superfund money should company negotiated with the U.S. Bureau be used for cleanup. The U.S. Environmen- of Land Management (BLM) about the need tal Protection Agency is financing the sur- 
to prepare an environmental statement for vey. Nearly all sites are industry related. @ new tailings pond it planned to install. Each site has the potential for polluting The opening of the new underground Ques- the air, ground, or water with hazardous ta molybdenum mine October 1 necessitat- wastes, according to the New Mexico State ed the second pond, which must be complet- Environmental Improvement Division, The ed by 1986. 82 sites were chosen from among 140 in- Carlsbad’s five operating potash facilities state sites, using two criteria: The sites completed installing antipollution equip- were to represent a general class of industry ment to meet Federal air quality environ- that handles pollutants, and the facilities at mental standards. Mississippi Chemical Co., the sites were to be fairly large. The Su- which was shut down in January 1983, also perfund money was applied to—among oth- met the standards; however, National Pot- er problem areas—cleaning up cyanide ash Co., which closed in January 1982, did leaked onto the ground at the defunct hot, International Minerals & Chemical Argent Inc. silver recovery operation in Rio orp. spent the largest amount—$2.7 mil- Rancho. Other sites to be surveyed include ion—to meet standards, owing to its partic-_ American Smelting and Refining Co.’s mill ilar potash refining technique. The average and mine at Deming and Vanadium, respec- cost of compliance probably surpassed $1 tively; Gulf Minerals Resources Co.’s San million. Mateo Mine; Kennecott’s Chino Mine hear Residents of Lincoln and Socorro Coun- Hurley; and Sierra Blanca Milling and
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Processing Co's Carvizozo Mine. The re manager for a proposed $20 million luxury | 
maining 20 or more sites were not mining hotel complex to be built on former Eaves 

related Ranch land; and from reviewers of the 
Exploration Activities—Mineral explo- reclamation plan. 

ration in the State was restricted in 1983 Legislation and Government Pro- 
owing to the slow recovery from the eco- grams.—On April 6, 1983, the New Mexico 
nomic recession and generally low prices for Legislature reduced the severance tax on 
base metals and industrial minerals. Santa uranium? 
Fe Mining Co. continued to explore and ‘The New Mexico Land Commission was 
develop existing mines and to drill in the preparing legislation in November to in- 
old Pecos Mine area in the Sangre de Cristo crease the royalty that must be paid on 
Mountains. Santa Fe Mining was closely potash mined from State lands. The Com- 
determining the extent of massive sulfide mission proposed following the BLM's rates 
mineralization. Westar Resources Inc. sign- and sliding scale policy, hoping to collect 
ed contracts with Federal Resources Corp. retroactively to January 1, 1984, once the 
to supply base and precious metal flux from legislation is approved. The Commission 
the Lordsburg area. reportedly asked the State's attorney gener- 

Boliden Minerals Inc. continued to ex- al for a ruling on whether additional royal- 
plore its 1,100 patented and unpatented ties at the new rate can be collected ret- 
claims in the Pinos Altos area north of roactively to 1976 or earlier. 
Silver City, Grant County. The area is said _ Eddy County, which contains most of the 
to contain small lens-shaped, high-grade Carlsbad-area potash mines, raised its prop- 
deposits of copper, silver, and zinc. In 1983, erty tax rate from 5.5 mils per $1,000 to 7.5 
underground work consisted of a decline mils per $1,000. The State considered col- 
and an 800-meter-long drift that dropped _ lecting taxes on product sales retroactive to 
100 meters vertically and penetrated two 1976. It had been collecting taxes on an 
ore zones. The zinc deposits and the copper- arbitrary valuation of ore produced. 
silver deposits, generally occurring sepa- Santa Fe Railroad officials reportedly 
rately, would be mined together and blend- stated that they will continue working 
ed for treatment at a proposed concentra- closely with potash companies in New Mexi- 
tor. The mine would produce a copper-silver co in an effort to ensure a recovery of the 
concentrate and a separate zinc concentrate industry in southeast New Mexico. The 
for shipment to custom smelters. Depending railroad reported that it already had taken 
on the economy, the earliest predicted pro- steps to give the potash companies a break 
duction may be in the first quarter of 1985. _on their transportation costs. 

In the Black Range, Sierra County, First The total amount of federally owned land 
Mississippi Corp. (FRM Minerals Inc.) ex- in New Mexico, fiscal year 1982, was 25.9 
plored an alunite deposit associated with million acres. Of that total, the BLM owned 
precious metals, 6 miles north of Chloride, 12.7 million acres, or 16.4% of the acreage 
and Tenneco Ine. continued exploring for of the State. Between the enactment of 
fluorite near Truth or Consequences. Zeo- section 314 of Public Law 94-579, commonly 
tech Co. analyzed samples from its zeolite called the Federal Land Policy and Manage- 
deposit near Buckhorn in the southwest ment Act of October 21, 1976, and fiscal 
part of the State. year 1983, 395 patented mining claims (39 

Exploration in the potash district of during fiscal year 1983) and 79,765 unpat- 
southeastern New Mexico was limited to ented claims to hard-rock minerals in New 
one hole by Duval Corp., a subsidiary of Mexico were recorded by the BLM; also in 
Pennzoil Co., to satisfy lease requirements‘ fiscal year 1983, operators filed 14 notices 

‘Amselco Exploration Inc. a Phoenix- and plans of mining operations with the 
based subsidiary of British Petroleum Ltd., BLM. 
stated its intention to explore for precious BLM royalties from potash and sodium 
minerals in the foothills of the Ortiz Moun- mineral leases and permits in the State of 
tains, about 20 miles southwest of Santa Fe, New Mexico amounted to $6.1 million dur- 
using trenching as its exploration method. ing fiscal year 1983. More than 99.6% was 
Amselco has encountered opposition from from potash production; by law, 50%, or 
the owner of the surface rights who grazes $3.05 million, was returned to the State."® 
cattle on the land, called the Jarrott Ranch; ‘The BLM’s Roswell District Office con- 
from operators of the J. W. Eaves Movie tracted with an independent geologist to 
Ranch, 8 miles away; from the project update the Potash Enclave Map of 1979, for
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southeastern New Mexico. Over the years, were started in the first half of 1983. Public 
conflicts have arisen over mining potash Law 97-424 extended the Federal Highway 
and drilling for oil and gas, owing to the Trust Fund to September 30, 1988. The 
vertical geologic integration of those re- funding levels the act established are the 
sources in the area. Potash mining takes highest ever for highways and mass trans- 
place at depths of 800 to 2,200 feet; oil and portation, and the highest in constant dol- 
gas resources are found in the Morrow lars since the early 1970’s. Proponents of 
Formation at depths as great as 12,000 feet. the bill considered it a factor in promoting 
The updated map will provide the most general economic recovery, as well as a 
current resource information available. factor in strengthening jocal economies. 
Moreover, it will ensure that the Secretary The use of crushed stone and other industri- 
of the Interior’s directive of March 2, 1983 al minerals in a general highway develop- 
(the latest in a series of revisions since the ment and repair program, as well as in 
first ban on oil and gas leasing in the other construction programs, supports local 
Potash Area, signed by the Secretary on economies because such materials are quar- 
February 6, 1939), will provide multiple ried very short distances from where they 
mineral development within the 491,916- are used. 
acre Potash Area while protecting the On June 6, 1983, the U.S. Supreme Court 
rights of both oil and gas and potash lessees. ruled that sand and gravel were minerals 

‘The updated map was to become available and that sand and gravel deposits on 33 
to the public in July 1984. All suspended oil million acres of land in at least 19 States, 
and gas leases within the Potash Area were largely encompassing New Mexico and 
to be reviewed by the BLM to determine three other Western States, were, in fact, 
which leases will remain in suspension and owned by the United States. The lands had 
which leases can be drilled from an island been owned originally by the Federal Gov- 
or barren area. Drilling islands will be ernment, but surface rights were conveyed 
established pursuant to the procedures set to private persons in parcels as large as 160 
forth in the Secretarial Order. The BLM acres under provisions of the 1916 Stock 
will require potash mining operators to Raising Homestead Act. Guidelines to im- 
submit 3-year mine plans annually to assist plement the June 6, 1983, decision were to 
in the establishment of drilling islands. be issued by the BLM in early 1984. 

The Mining and Mineral Resources and On October 26, legislation was introduced 
Research Institute established under title to the U.S. Senate to impose duties on 
III of the Surface Mining Control and Recla- cement produced in Mexico on the basis of 
mation Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-87) at the _ the difference between the cost or price of 
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Tech- subsidized fuel and the true value of such 
nology in Socorro was affiliated in 1982 with fuel. The Mexican Government sells heavy 
a Comminution Generic Center and with a fuel oil to its cement producers at $1.23 per 
Mineral Industry Waste Treatment and barrel, thereby allowing Mexican cement to 
Recovery Generic Center. Funding under be produced more cheaply. Imported Mexi- 
the above law by the U.S. Bureau of Mines can cement purportedly has prevented the 
amounted to $252,000 in 1983. These organi- establishment of a cement plant between 
zations produced reports in 1983 on radio- Las Cruces and Deming, NM. 
nuclide and heavy metal distribution in On November 17, the U.S. House of Rep- 
recent sediments of major streams in the resentatives, Interior Subcommittee on 
Grants mineral belt and on radionuclide Public Lands and National Parks, approved 
extraction from low-grade ores and mill for full committee action H.R. 2983, provid- 

tailings." ing for the addition of about 20 acres to the 
The Surface Transportation Assistance Sandia Mountain Wilderness, and H.R. 

Act (Public Law 97-424), passed by Congress 3766, the San Juan Basin Wilderness Pro- 
on January 6, 1983, initiated a 5-cent-per- tection Act of 1983. Both of these wilderness 
gallon user fee and other highway users areas are in New Mexico. The full commit- 
fees, effective April 1, 1983. States were tee was to consider the wilderness measures 
expected to provide matching funds for sometime after Congress reconvened on 
interstate highway work, and some projects January 23, 1984.
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS Chino Mines planned to buy oxygen from 
. the Linde Div. of Union Carbide Corp., 

Copper.—Contrary to the Nation’s gener- which was building a new plant nearby to ally weak response to the brief copper price Supply more than 400 tons of oxygen per 
recovery in 1983, New Mexico's copper pro- day to the smelter. 
duction far exceeded the recessionary levels “Phelps Dodge's facilities at Tyrone, Grant 
of 1982. The price averaged 76.53 cents Per County, included an open pit copper mine 
pound. The Chino and Tyrone Mines, both and concentrator, leaching and precipita 
in Grant County, ranked fourth and eighth, tion plants, a new solvent. extraction- 
respectively, among the 25 leading copper- electrowinning plant (SX-EW) with a design 
producing mines in the United States. output of 15,000 metric tons of copper per 

Kennecott (a wholly owned subsidiary of year, and a new computerized truck dis- 
Sohio) and its new Japanese partner, Mit- patching system. The two new capital proj- 
subishi Metal Corp., began and completed ects at Tyrone were to produce additional 
the first phase of expanding its Chino unit cost savings. Begun and nearing com- 
Mines’ concentrating and smelting complex pletion in 1983 was the $35 million SX-EW 
during 1983 at a cost of $350 million. About plant, designed to produce low-cost, elec- 
$100 million was spent on the new smelter trolytic-grade copper cathode without fur- 
and $250 million was spent on a new con- ther smelting or refining. Copper extracted 
veyor system, blending shed, concentrator, by electrowinning from leach solutions was 
and other facilities. The partnership plan- projected to be among the cheapest (possibly ned to begin the second phase of the mine’s 28 cents per pound) produced by Phelps 
expansion and smelter modernization in Dodge. The annual plant production of 
1984. 15,000 metric tons of copper was expected to 

Chino Mines had completed the copper cost only about one-half as much as copper 
concentrator and conveyor system at the produced by traditional processes and 
Santa Rita copper mine in 1982, replacing a would increase the Tyrone Branch capacity 
more costly truck and rail haulage system. by about 16%. 
The firm was stockpiling excess copper "The SX-EW plant, to be owned and oper- 
concentrate in its new $5 million blending ated by the Burro Chief Copper Co. (a 
shed and in covered piles outside the new consolidated subsidiary of Phelps Dodge), 
concentrator in readiness for the comple- was scheduled to begin operating by mid- 
tion of the new flash furnace smelter in late 1984. Tt is to consist of two 4,000-gallon-per- 
1984. The new concentrator and conveyor minute plants operating in tandem, supple- 
system resulted in reducing operating costs menting the concentrator at the mine and 
by about 31 cents per pound, according to the precipitate plant. Feed was low-grade 
the Sohio 1983 annual report. (0.2% to 0.4%) copper sulfide that had been Chino Mines’ old smelter at Hurley, stripped as overburden to get at mill-grade 
which treated 30,000 tons per month of ore and dumped in the 1970's to backfill 
copper concentrates in 1983, was not able to abandoned benches of the West Racket 
process output from the newly expanded extension of the mine. 
concentrator because the blending shed was _Miles of pipeline were laid over the West 
filled completely with copper concentrates Racket area to sprinkle water over the mine 
and more piles of concentrate were stacked rock. The resulting solutions drained into a 
outside; the company sought permission lagoon at the base of the West Racket leach 
from the State Environmental Improve- dump, where they were pumped through a 
ment Division to store an additional 75,000 24-inch-diameter plastic pipeline to the SX- 
tons of concentrates outside. Sometime in EW plant. The barren solution was pumped 
late 1984, smelting will cease entirely for a back to the leach dump to repeat the cycle. 
brief period to tie in the new INCO furnace Life expectancy of the plant was expected to 
with the existing facility. The rated capaci- exceed 20 years. 
ty was to increase from approximately The second project was to provide addi- 
65,000 to approximately 110,000 short tons tional tailings disposal capacity for the 
of copper metal per year, according to the ‘Tyrone concentrator at a cost of approxi- 
Sohio 1983 annual report. Sustained oper- mately $8 million. New Mexico State au- 
ation of the smelter was to begin in 1985. thorities must first approve the project. The
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new tailings disposal project would permit with the shipper. Both features were ex- continuous operation of the Tyrone Mine, pected to have a beneficial effect on base- which now operates on the equivalent of a5- and precious-metal mining, particularly on day week, and would, therefore, improve smaller scale operations. 
unit production costs at the mine." To hold down labor costs, Phelps Dodge The firm also had a smelter at Playas in proposed lower wages in the 1983 contract it Hidalgo County and was a leading domestic offered the 13 unions in Arizona and New producer of copper rod, the basic feed for Mexico. The company estimated it would the electrical wire and cable industry. Coin- save more than $50 million if unions forgo a cident with the 1982 closure of the Tyrone COLA for the next 3 years. The company Mine, the Hidalgo smelter had remained also asked that new workers’ starting pay open to handle toll commitments and the be as much as $2 an hour less; still, unskill- firm's precipitate production when other. ed workers would earn $20,000 per year. smelter operations were suspended. ‘The 13 unions composing the nonferrous Mining and concentrating, which had coordinated bargaining committee refused been suspended at Tyrone on April 17, 1982, to give up COLA and went on strike in to reduce cash losses, restarted on May 2, Arizona and Texas on July 1. Phelps Dodge 1983, and operated on a schedule of 10 days continued operating its Arizona facilities on, 4 days off, or at about 70% of capacity. with salaried personnel, but neither New The firm recalled about 450 workers, about Mexico property—the Tyrone Mine nor the 55% of the 800 to 900 employees on the Hidalgo smelter, the latter of which is payroll before the April 1982 shutdown. nonunion—was directly affected by the According to the Phelps Dodge annual strikes. 
report, 8,625,000 tons of ore containing — According to the Phelps Dodge 1983 an- 0.78% copper was mined from the Tyrone nual report, in the years 1972-82, wage rates Mine in 1983, compared with 3,744,000 tons increased an average of 12% per year, containing 0.70% copper in 1982. Output in whereas copper prices increased an average 1982 and 1983 was 75% and 42%, respec- of 3.5% per year. 
tively, below that of 1981. At yearend 1983, The Copper Flat open pit mine at Gold reserves at the Tyrone Mine amounted to Dust, 4 miles northeast of Hillsboro, Sierra 209.6 million tons of ore, averaging 0.79% County—opened in mid-March and closed copper, according to the company's 1983 June 30, 1982—was put on the market in annual report. 1983 by Quintana Minerals of Tucson and Phelps Dodge recently entered the flux- its partner, Phibro Mineral Enterprises ing (silica) ore market formerly occupied Inc., of New York. As an alternative, the only by ASARCO Incorporated. Phelps owners sought a third partner who could Dodge determined that it was unprofitable pay off a loan and eliminate the need for to feed barren flux through its furnaces the sale. The $98 million facility produced and, after a wide search for new sources of about 7 million pounds of copper and small flux, signed one contract with Capitan Re- amounts of gold, silver, and molybdenum in sources to obtain flux from its Great Repub- its 2-1/2-month operating period. The lic Mine at the northeast end of the Black 15,000-ton-per-day operation, with a 12- to Range. Contracts were signed for as little as 15-year expected life, came on-stream in the 500 short tons bimonthly; additionally, midst of a prolonged period of weak copper Phelps Dodge offered to pay for shipments _ prices. 
30 days after the date of exchange of assays
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Table 4.—New Mexico: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zine, by county 

Mt Material Gold Silver 
County oduing treated Troy Troy 

Producing metrictons) ounces Va ounces Saite 

1981, total ——— 2 BagTss62 65149 $80,200871 1,602,846 317,169,618 
1982) total 2222— 22 15 losis Ww. WwW "s0a504 6396,528 
1983: GH cence nee 6 wow w Ww w 
Hidalge =~ 222222 2 wow Ww W Ww 
Sandovel -——_—— i wow Ww w W 

Santa fe 22> ~~~ 1 WwooW w - = 
Sierra 2 2a2a22 i 902946 so1a0i 608i 6,965,588 

Will cececees 1 ww w w w 
Copper Lead Zine 

Met Met Met Se Mah Vatue Metric Value Metric Value vale 

1961, total NAAN $280,200,720 Ww w WW gag 815,343 
1982, total : W W Ww WwW & ——_"i50797;306 
1985: Gobo cpeeewaauee w w w w — w 
Hidalgo "22222022 Ww w w wW a oe w 
Sandovel -——_=—— =~ w Ww Ww Ww Be Ww 
Santa Fe -2222222> oe Z os a W 
Sierras so0cssoo = 1i09__1971.818 BA _ 121,584 22 Tr sasasta 

a w w 1258 128,406 - — w 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data Hncludes tems indicated by symbol W. 

‘Table 5.—New Mexico: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
zine in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

Material Number Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 
Source ot Seldettroy ‘troy. imetrie (metric metric 

mines! Gg ft@@ted, ounces) oumees) tons) tons) tons) 

Lode ore Gold vanne--=-+- 2 w w w <- 
Gold.siiver =~ 22222 4 12,060 883 Ww 8 W ae 

Sliver =~ : 3 Ww 985, Wo ano Ww is 
Capper SoLEIEET 2 W W Ww W — 

‘Total n w Ww w w 258 2 
Other lode material 
‘Copper precipitates 1 w ss w : = 

Grand total u W w W Ww 258 > 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
"Detail will not add to totals shown because some mines produce more than one cass of material,
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Table 6.—New Mexico: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
zinc in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 

Tr ypeofmaterisl Gold Silver Copper Lead ine proctased and method {troy troy metric metric metric ofrecovery ounces) ounces) tons). fons) “tone! 
Lode 

Gyanidation. = nn w w sis - Smelting of eoncentratea —~~~~~~~ "=~ Ww w Ww i at 
Pe eee acnawun anc ouaaie w w 515 st _ Precipitates -~77772777722722227 i = W ca 

Total ee w w Ww "258 — 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
Mata do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Gold.—The average gold price in 1983 sponge iron ore processing plant, formerly 
was $424 per troy ounce. Although the used at a copper mine near Casa Grande, 
output in New Mexico was slightly lower AZ, to the Socorro area to produce direct- 
than in 1982, the total value rose more than reduced iron. It would use local coal to 
9%. Gold was recovered in five counties: (1) produce the finished iron. Environmental- 
in Grant County by Phelps Dodge at Ty- ists opposed the company, and the Socorro 
rone, by Kennecott at Santa Rita Mine near City Council considered withdrawing ap- 
Hurley, by Summit Minerals Co. of Duncan, _proval of bonds to finance the plant. 
‘AZ, at Summit Mountain Mine, by Sierra Lead.—The average price of lead in 1983 
Corp. of El Paso, TX, at Old Georgetown was 21.68 cents per pound. New Mexico was 
Mine, and by Queenstake Oakereek Mining sixth of 12 States that produced lead in 
of Duncan, AZ, at Gold King Imperial Mine; 1983. The State’s gold-silver and silver ores 
(2) in Hidalgo County by Volcano Mining have been a major source of byproduct lead 
Co. of Duncan, AZ, at Campbell Mine, and for decades. Summit Minerals, Volcano 
by Leroy Jones of Hidalgo at Lucina Mine; Mining, Bland Mining, and St. Cloud Min- 
(3) in Sandoval County by Bland Mining Co. ing Co. recovered lead from mines in Grant, 
of Domingo at Wash Claim Mine; (4) in Hidalgo, Sandoval, and Sierra Counties, 
Santa Fe County by Gold Fields Mining respectively. 
Corp. at Ortiz Mine near Madrid; and (5) in Molybdenum.—New Mexico ranked fifth 
Sierra County by The Goldfield Corp. a of six States producing molybdenum con- 
Melbourne, FL, firm, at its St. Cloud Mine. _centrate in 1983. Ore came from the Quivira 

Despite a sophisticated security system, Mining Co.’s uranium and byproduct molyb- 
the Ortiz Mine, south of Santa Fe, was denum mine at Ambrosia Lake in McKinley 
robbed June 30 of about $500,000 (about County, and from Molycorp's Questa Mine, 
1,200 ounces) in bullion. Gold Fields, owner north of the Red River in Taos County. 
of the open pit mine and milling operation, Molycorp is a subsidiary of Union Oil Co. of 
recovered gold using a cyanide process in California, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
which the metal was deposited on stainless Unocal Corp. 
steel plates. The resulting bullion, sold to When fully operational in 1986, the $250 
other firms for further refining, contained million Questa underground mine was ex- 
10% to 78% gold, 10% to 15% silver, and pected to be one of the world’s lowest cost 
1% to 20% trace metals. producers. Underground reserves amounted 

Iron and Steel.—UV Industries Inc. proc- to 124 million tons grading 0.294% molybde- 
essed byproduct iron ore from uranium- num disulfide (MoS,). Surface mine reserves 
vanadium ores in Grant County. Sharon totaled 119 million tons grading 0.169% and 
Steel Corp. shipped some magnetite, a by- were expected to contribute to overall pro- 
product of earlier copper mining activities, duction through 1986; however, full recov- 
from its Continental Mine. ery of surface resources would require con- 

Zia Steel moved its search for a steel siderable stripping. 
minimill site from Raton to the RioGrande On August 5, Molycorp began producing 
Valley south of Socorro, 7 miles from the molybdenum ore from the Goat Hill area 
Bosque de Apache Wildlife (fowl) Refuge. using the gravity block caving method."* 
The company owned a nearby iron ore The new Questa Mine was the result of 
deposit, east of San Antonio at Jones Camp, almost 10 years of exploration, analysis, 
Socorro County. Zia Steel planned to move a engineering, and design. Physical develop-
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ment of the new underground mine began means to mitigate the project's effects on 
in late 1978, and mining began in July 1983. the land had been adequately addressed in 
Molycorp miners, once active in the nearby the environmental analysis report and thus 
surface mine, were retrained for under- did not merit a study over and above that 
ground work. The first shipment of 40,000 already reported, especially as the problem 
pounds of molybdenum concentrate left the is one requiring nondiscretionary action; 
mill October 28. The ore travels from under- under the 1872 General Mining Laws (CFR 
ground to the surface through a conveyor 48, Group 3800), the owner of a mining 
incline, thence by belt conveyor through claim has the legal right to use Federal land 
two transfer towers to the crushing facility. in the manner proposed. 
Cylindrical storage bins for crushed ore The Environmental Improvement Divi- 
allow continuous milling operations. sion, however, demanded that the results of 
Molybdenum mining, begun at Questa a drilling program to determine ground 

with small underground operations in 1929, water discharge data be provided before it 
converted to open pit mining in 1965. Sur- would approve the plan and issue a ground 
face ore reserves were exhausted in 1982. water discharge permit. The company con- 
The existing surface mine and mill were tinued to object to this requirement as being 
shut down in mid-1981 while the under- unnecessary. 
ground mine was being constructed. Silver.—The average price for silver in 

‘The Questa mill was restarted on October 1983 was $11.44 per troy ounce. New Mexi- 
1 at its expanded capacity of 18,000 tons of co's silver production was given a boost 
ore per day, 20 million pounds of molybde- when Phelps Dodge reopened the Tyrone 
num per year. Before closing for modifica- Mine in May 1983, and although silver 
tions in August 1981, the plant had been production increased in New Mexico over 
processing from 15,000 to 17,000 tons of ore that of 1982, industrial silver consumers 
per day mined from the surface. Renova- used less silver than in 1982. The Tyrone 
tions in the mill represented an expenditure Mine in Grant County and the St. Cloud 
of $30 million; the principal change was Mine in Sierra County ranked 16th and 
installation of new flotation cells, including 19th, nationally, among 25 leading silver- 
24 roughers (1,000-cubic-foot volume) and 27 producing mines. Other silver production 
cleaners (300-cubic-foot volume). Capacity came from Summit Mine, Old Georgetown, operation of the 900-employee facility was and Gold King Imperial, all in Grant Coun. 
predicted for late 1984. The work force, ty; from Campbell and Lucina Mines in 
nearly double that used at the old surface Hidalgo County; and from Wash Claim in 
mine 4 years ago, accounted for about 10% Sandoval County. 
of the employment in Taos County; the Goldfield announced that sales from its 
monthly payroll was more than $2 million."* St. Cloud silver mine in the Black Range, 

Molycorp had been using a tailings siteon Sierra County, increased from $1,548,000 to 
private land 1/2 mile east of Guadalupe $1,913,000 in the third quarter of 1983, 
Mountain; this site has capacity for several nearly 84% of the firm's reported sales. more years use. The location of the existing Although profitable in the third quarter, pond has been a problem for Molycorp, the St. Cloud was adversely affected by because the tailings impoundment is vir- silver price declines in the fall of 1983 and tually within the village of Questa. The by a decrease in ore grade.”® 
proposed pond is to be built west of Questa In mid-September, Goldfield brought on- on Federal land. Environmentalists were line its new St. Cloud flotation mill in the 
concerned because the proposed site is sur-  Winston-Chloride area. Rated at about 460 rounded by two Federal wilderness areas short tons of ore per day capacity, the new 
and a third proposed wilderness in the mill was operating at 320 short tons per 
Guadalupe Mountains. day. Both the St. Cloud and the new US. The BLM in Taos was to release in mid- Treasury Mine, on-stream in October, pro- 
February 1984 an environmental analysis vided feed to the mill. St. Cloud Mine 
‘on Molycorp’s proposed Guadalupe Moun- furnished about 75% of the feed, which was 
tains tailings project. Environmentalists scheduled to be reduced to 50% as US. 
had threatened legal action to force the Treasury reaches capacity. The mill was BLM into a full-scale formal investigation designed to produce about 1 million ounces 
of the site and issue an Environmental of silver per year. Between March 1982 
Impact Statement. The BLM believed that when the St. Cloud Mine opened and the 
the scope of the tailings project and the fall of 1983 when the new mill opened, ores
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had to be trucked 240 miles to the compa- leaseback, transacted to strengthen Ideal ny’s San Pedro mill north of Albuquerque. Basic’s balance sheet, will not alter plant The company expected to save at least $1 operations. 
million per year in haulage costs alone —_Clays.—More than 95% of New Mexico's because of the proximity of the new mill at clay output was from three common clay Winston. Revenues also were expected to and shale operations; the remainder was increase because of the greater efficiency of from two fire clay pits. Common clay output the new St. Cloud mill and simplified blend- decreased 20% and value decreased 16%, ing of ore from the two mines. Concentrates compared with those of 1982. El Paso Brick were shipped to Asarco’s El Paso, TX, smelt- Co, Inc., Kinney Brick Co. Inc., and Phelps er for treatment. Dodge produced clays in Dona Ana, Berna- The St. Cloud property had demonstrated _lillo, and Hidalgo Counties, respectively. ore reserves (as of October 1, 1982) of nearly — Gem Stones.—The senior U.S. Senator 375,000 tons over an average width of 10.31 from New Mexico asked the US. Trade 
feet. Grade was 8.9 ounces of silver and Representative to investigate allegations by 
0.039 ounce of gold per ton, and 1.4% the French Government's Directorate for 
copper, 1.0% lead, and 1.82% zinc. From Consumer Affairs and Repression of Fraud 
Project inception in 1968 through March that most (90%) of the turquoise imported 1982 when production started, Goldfield from the United States is fake. The New 
invested $3.7 million in the St. Cloud proj- Mexico export industry sells approximately ect. In 1982, the St. Cloud Mine sold 408,471 50 million worth of turquoise and Indian 
ounces of silver, 1,418,000 pounds of copper, jewelry annually to Europe.” 
and 632 ounces of gold.’* Although lead and” Gypsum.—Crude gypsum mined in New 
zine were not recovered as primary concen- Mexico increased 14.5% in value from that 
trates, the company attempted to recover of 1982; however, quantity declined 14.6%. these materials as flotation concentrates In Sandoval County, Pomeroy Inc., at White during the year. In addition to producing Mesa, and Ernest ‘Teeter, at ‘San Felipe, 
copper, gold, and silver concentrates, St. were the producers; in Santa Fe County, Cloud sold precious metal-bearing flux to Western Gypsum Co. mined gypsum ot 
Asarco and Phelps Dodge. Rosario. Western Gypsum also was one of In December, Challenge Mining Co. of two companies in New Mexico to calcine Mogollon reported that it was to finish gypsum: for gypsum wallboard manufac- constructing a permanent cyanidation ture, Allied American Gypsum Co. calcined plant for its low-grade silver-gold ore. Chal- the ‘White Mesa output of Pomeroy. ‘The lenge operated under a batch-type system, Guantity of calcined gypsum, declined 
24 hours per day, 6 days per week. An 144% similar to the decline in mined earlier cyanidation plant was portable be- gyoeum—but the total value cose 149 ton 
cause of the firm's need to solve metallurgi- (from an average price of $5.25 in 1982 to cal problems and to establish sufficient §15 41 per short ton in 1983) 
reserves. Challenge had 24 employees, 150" Lime—The quantity of lime produced in 
Glaims, probable reserves in excess of 6 New Mexico declined, compared with that million tons of low-grade ore, a 170-ton-per- of 1989. Mathis Mining & Exploration Co, day flotation plant, and the hydrometallur- however, reported a large increase in ita gical cyanide plant. The firm marketed its Quicitime production at ite plant in Grant Preducta through the London Metals Ex. County in 1988. Chino Mines’ lime. liln change and Handy and Harman, without 7. : oallg fice wiih ocicose south of Hurley was dormant in 1983 and 
oe OB APS wath 8 Smelter. depended upon purchased high-quality lime 

from Douglas, AZ. 
NONMETALS Mica.—Both value end output of scrap 

Cement.—In 1983, portland and masonry mica fell about 6.3% from those of 1982; cement production increased 3% and 22%, price per ton of scrap and flake mica re- respectively, reflecting increased activity in mained the same as that of 1982. Mineral construction. On December 30, 1983, Ideal Industrial Commodities of America Inc. Basic Industries Inc. first sold and then re- (M.LC.A.), of Santa Fe, ranked second na- leased its Tijeras cement plant in Bernalillo tionally in order of scrap and flake mica County from General Electric Credit Corp. output, and third as a ground mica produc- of Stamford, CT. Ideal Basic received $53 er from scrap and flake mica, although million for the transaction and planned to M.LC.A’s production decreased more than use the proceeds to retire debt. The sale and 5% from that of 1982. The major end uses of
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ground mica were joint cement, paint, oil granular muriate of potash production at 
well-drilling muds, roofing, and rubber. the otherwise defunct National Potash 

Perlite (Processed).—Perlite mines in plant; Mississippi Chemical; and Potash Co. 
New Mexico accounted for 86% of the U.S. _ of America (PCA) of Ideal Basic. One compa- 
total crude ore mined. Producers were Gref- ny reacted muriate of potash and potassium 
co Inc., in Socorro and Taos Counties; Man- magnosium sulfate to produce sulfate of 
ville Products Corp. and Silbrico Corp., in _ potash. 
Taos County; and United States Gypsum — AMAX's maintenance shutdown on June 
Co., in Valencia County. Average value per 6 was extended through July and most of 
short ton of crude ore rose $1.06 to $33.78, August, owing to large potash inventories, 
but sales and consumption decreased 3.4% low prices, and poor sales. AMAX recalled 
from that of 1982 305 workers to its plant at Carlsbad on 
Potash.—The New Mexico potash indus- August 29, when the mine, mill, and refin- 

try, which accounted for about 85% of ery were restarted at 80% of productive 
domestic potash mine production, declined capacity. 
20.7%, from 15,691,000 metric tons of crude Variations in ore grade at the AMAX 
salts (sylvinite and langbeinite) in 1982 to potash mine resulted from the production 
12,440,000 metric tons in 1983, the second ratio of the two separate ore zones that 
year of significant decline. The value of KO were about 28 feet apart vertically. The 
equivalent sold or used, f.0.b. mine, declined lower ore zone averaged 20.4% potassium 
from $204.6 million in 1982 to $174.7 million oxide and the upper ore zone averaged 
in 1988 12.3%. The principal product was muriate 

Partly because of the U.S. Department of _ of potash, a chemical fertilizer that contains 
Agriculture’s 1983 nationwide acreage- approximately 60% potassium oxide. Re- 
reduction program (Payment in Kind, or serves were estimated to be 53 million tons, 
PIK) and partly because of increasing for- averaging 13.7% potassium oxide, according 
eign imports and decreasing exports, fertil- to the AMAX 10K Annual Report to the 
izer use dropped and with it the demand for Securities and Exchange Commission. 
potash, a basic ingredient of fertilizer. US.  Duval's principal potash reserve was po- 
farmers withheld 54 million acres from the tassium magnesium sulfate (langbeinite) 
production of five major crops—corn, cot- Washed langbeinite was used to fertilize 
ton, sorghum, soybeans, and wheat. These crops such as citrus fruits, tobacco, and 
five crops account for 60% of all potash other row crops. Proven reserves at yearend 
fertilizers used in the United States, and 1983 amounted to 31.7 million tons of ore, 
the crop acreage reductions severely im- averaging 8.4% K,O, an amount estimated 
pacted the potash mining and processing to be sufficient to produce 10.9 million tons 
industries. of washed langbeinite, 22% KO. Produc- 

‘Owing to the increasingly weak demand tion in 1983 was 232,000 tons, 57,000 and 
for potash, National Potash had shut down 180,000 tons less, respectively, than in 1982 
its operation in February 1982, Mississippi and 1981, according to the Pennzoil 10K 
Chemical closed its facility, oldest in the Annual Report. 
Carlsbad area, January 19, 1983, and the __Kerr-McGee Chemical leased the closed 
other five Carlsbad operations laid off work- National Potash granulation, storage, and 
ers, reduced output, or shut down for main- shipping facilities in Carlsbad. During the 
tenance longer than usual in 1983 to work 12-month lease period (1983), Kerr-McGee 
off excess potash inventories. As most pot- Chemical stated its hope to exercise an 
ash inventories were near record-high lev- option to purchase National Potash’s New 
els, the PIK program seemed likely to have Mexico potash leases on a near-term basis. 
a negative impact on the already depressed National Potash had closed its operation in 
New Mexico potash industry for the next February 1982, eliminating 275 jobs. From 
year or two. June 12 to July 18, owing to failure of the 

At the beginning of 1983, six companies hoisting works at the main production 
produced potash in New Mexico from un- shaft, Kerr-McGee Chemical shut down its 
derground, bedded sylvinite and langbeinite mine; about 300 workers were laid off. The 
deposits east of Carlsbad: AMAX Chemical company continued shipments from inven- 
Corp. of AMAX inc.; Duval, a wholly owned _ tories during the mine closure. 
subsidiary of Pennzoil; International Miner- Mississippi Chemical mothballed its 
als & Chemical; Kerr-McGee Chemical Carlsbad potash mine and refinery on Janu- 
Corp. of Kerr-McGee Corp., which began ary 21, 1983. About 200 workers were laid
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off and 20 were retained to sell off a 3- people in early December 1982, and cut 
month potash inventory and to maintain another 20 employees at yearend by not 
the plant. The company was a farmer- filling vacancies created by retirement and 
owned organization headquartered in Yazoo _ resignations. Again shut down in the sum- 
City, MS. Its main storage and shipping mer because of large inventories and poor 
facility was in Pascagoula, MS, and total sales, PCA recalled 250 workers in mid- 
yearend inventory exceeded 1 year’s needs. September, increasing production and 
Mississippi Chemical had operated the mine _ bringing the work force up to 400 working a 
and refinery since its purchase from Tele- 10-day-on, 4-day-off schedule. 
dyne Corp. in 1974. The oldest mine inthe The drought that ruined most of the 
basin, it was previously worked by United midwestern corn crop in the summer of 
States Borax & Chemical Corp.'s United 1983 resulted in one of the smallest harvests 
States Potash Div. in history, and may result in farmers plant- 
PCA reduced its work force by 70 on ing more corn and other crops that will 

March 20, 1983. The firm had laid off 60 require more potash fertilizer in 1984. 

Table 7.—Production and sales of potash in New Mexico 

Toociald witb snd dias a) 
SS 

Amine production) Production ‘Sold oF used 

Reel con RO oom KO om BO Vaan weight PRS weight SPRS eight quiver Value 

10 Samonydupe.-—------------ MBO SER. nm BNE cocccccccoo Bas 
Teal*_.--_------------_ 186012000 2888 _4ARA be Lao 204000 

vw oo a ists or er re ee ee 
Suber => a a 
Teta eeennennnee 124M” 1600 ABO Aaa ae ata00 

“Spat adanite 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Pumice and Pumicite—Four firms min- ducing States. The number of producing 
ed pumice and pumicite from four oper- companies in Eddy and Lea Counties fell 
ations in Rio Arriba, Sandoval, and Santa _ from five to four in 1983; the four remaining 
Fe Counties during 1983. New Mexico rank- were the major producers. Total value and 
ed second of eight pumice-producing States. quantities produced, used, and sold declined 
General Pumice Corp. and Copar Pumice significantly from 1982 figures; neverthe- 
Co. Inc. were among the top 8 of 21 produc- _less, the largest of the four producers, Unit- 
ing companies in the Nation. Those eight ed Salt Corp., increased its output and 
companies accounted for 90% of the ton- product value. Salt was sold for an average 
nage and 67% of the value of total U.S. of $13.95 per short ton. 
pumice and pumicite production. Pumice Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 
was used in abrasives, concrete aggregate, and gravel production is surveyed by the 
and building, decorative, and roofing tiles. U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
The average value of pumice was $9.70 per years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
short ton in 1983, compared with $8.33 per only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-num- 
short ton in 1982. bered years are based on annual company 

Salt.—New Mexico was 1 of several small _ estimates made before yearend. 
producers among 12 evaporated salt-pro-
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Table 8.—New Mexico: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

ggg 

GE, vate Vane GimRtl Vane vane oousand fice “por® Chguaand Yale Valu shot Soot) nore OS, er ere ee 
Construction Bend eee eeeeeeenn-eee-= 4688 BOSSA NANA Gmeeliowt72anteccceccccccaiss Se GMM 

‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed) _ eApcoesc re OO NA NA NA 

Totaloraverge.—--—---------------- EIB 1487 4B 7000 waN000 Fa Indu ead DIS CTIIE TILES oe i ee Be 
“Estimated. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by concrete aggregate, bituminous aggregate, the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered filter stone, and other uses. A significant years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. portion of crushed limestone also was used Data for even-numbered years are based on to manufacture cement. and lime. More 
annual company estimates made before than 99% of crushed granite was used as yearend. railroad ballast. 

Crushed.—Thirty-five firms and govern- Dimension. —Quantity and value of dic ment agencies produced crushed stone from mension stone New Mexico producers sold 60 quarries in 22 counties during 1988. The or used changed little compared with 1982 
individual annual output at all but two figures. 
quarries was less than 300,000 short tons. Limestone accounted for the largest dic Bee Bee Contractors, Rock Products Inc., mension stone output, Guillen Construction the largest producer of crushed stone in the Co. and Rocky Mountain Stone Co. quarried State in 1983, produced granite from its limestone from Dona Ana and Valencia quarry in Torrance County, southeast of Counties, and Apache Springs Co. operated Albuquerque. Ideal Basic, the second larg- a marble quarry in Dona Ana County. est producer, took limestone from its quarry Rocky Mountain Stone also produced di. in Bernalillo County. mension stone from a quarry in Socorro 

Crushed stone prices per short ton were County. Most of the quarries produced less 
limestone, $2.78; granite, $4.29; quartzite, _ than 25,000 short tons each. $4.09; traprock, $3.20; and voleanie cinder Cut in thin slabs or panels and used as $8.80. Crushed volcanic cinder used to make building facades, dimension stone made a terrazzo and exposed aggregate was priced comeback and replaced glass in some new at an average of $17 per short ton. constructions, Stone veneer deflects heat More than 65% of crushed and broken rays better than glass does and requires less limestone was used for construction and air conditioning, thereby reducing energy maintenance including, in decreasing order costs. 
of use, dense-graded road base stone, coarse
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‘Table 9.—New Mexico: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

SSS ee i etre Coarse aggregate (:-1/2inchr Other comms aggregate nS Coarse aguregate, graded Concrete area, Saree Bitiminons aggegite, couse 222272 22T2222TIT22TTaattcccctsc /—Blumingus sfsce restment aggregate. ~""777-72-- P Rabresdbaleat’ nese oomecceaeaTamaesrocrrereseccos= |B | yO raed aie agigaie=—-2 == 2222220222 3 A | aerate 8 inch Other ie agirogite —— ~~~ 7 =~ ~2a2a22 2a {ow | Daiatea fine semper Get eta nanan 
Grusher rum orfillor wastg_- ~~~ _> 2777777227 2277 7777772772 Segente: a8, uemeat and metallurgical: Line mandfastare =" "777777~=-vsvvvvt(t Scat | PTehimeh aggregate onan ee & Ww Oe eee erence ieee ora ae Other PN Doo ooetecarcccocetticstnssss TEIIICIIIT_ ues | ae ee a Se eeeenrenmmenemeaesemeensces: Ano ARIAL IW Withheld to void disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Sposa Other” Xinlades inetone, granite uarive waprack, arlene eter eee "Includes stone use for nprap and ety stone, iter sane, sone sand omerete, terrazzo and exposed aggregate, coment manufactare, ax stone, mone sand taninoss mito Seal seeangtondeaenate, Ag Seneca ee, Sheciled’ and woes edeated espe “Data do nota totals shown because o independent rounding 

Sulfur (Recovered)—Elemental sulfur _ "New Mexico Labor Market Review. V. 12, No. , Aug. 
Was recovered from natural gas and petrole- “"saustin, G. , and stall. New Mexico, Min. Eng, v.36, 
um refinery operations in Eddy, Lea, Roo- No.5, May 1984, p. oe 1 

ie *Bill S-32, Uranium Mining and Exploration—category sevelt, and San Juan Counties. The largest in ref.: NCR Inf. Rep. on New Mexico State Leg,, v. 9, No. 8, production came from Lea County where El Dec. 15, 1983, 
Paso Natural Gas, Northern Natural Gas US, Bureau of Land Management. Public Land Statis. 
Co., Phillips Petroleum Co, and Warren “i's satsau of Mine aff. Bureau of Mines Research Petroleum Co. had plants. Total production _ 1989. A Someary of ruts! Rens 1 Mineral Tost i oly. and Beonomact compiled and. cited by in the State was down about 4.7% from that Pederson, BuMines SP 383, 173 pp; GPO Stock No. 024. 

- of 1982. 004021253. eee a "Php Doge Corp 1K Amma Report 28 P 
State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, Fam man! Report 1968. P ‘ating ‘einer, New Marice Barat of Mines and, USklling Mining Review. V. 12, No.8, Oc. 2 198, Mineral Hosouroee, Sort, NK pra 
New Mexico Business. Current Economic Report, They, peo Misia ie, Moyen ‘Mine’ Dedicatia. New Mens Somomny 1985.05, Non Ian Ee ENV. gRN dy .P PL " ‘ ‘The Goldfield Corp. News, Nov. 15, 1983. 

“The New Mexico Sun. Jan. 26, 1983, 4®New Mexico Pay Dirt. Goldfield’s St. Cloud To Produce *Sunwost. Financial Services Inc. Estimated Non- “ation Ounce of vera ene NT Ost 198 p 84 
Agricultural We and Sali Employment. Monthl; x Denver Post. Turquoise Probe Sought. Sept. 9, ‘Bibiness & Economic Report NM Prog, Feb. 984, hd. 1988, Pages, Band 1 of work ced in etnote 3 

Table 10.—Principal producers. a , Coanodiy and company ‘ares Tipe faci Cony —_Gempodity and company "Address ype fais Gounty 
CoReergas Corp a ubidiary of UG 44551 F Wats and qu Hors so Corpsastbidiary of UGT 4455 LB Freewa fells and liquefaction Hard Corp 2 Suite 1100 ‘and solidification ae ime Dalla, PX 75204 ‘eatin ane 

Tai Rasie Industries In, Teal 950 17S Diy process, 2rtary- Bernalillo. 
Cement Co.! Denver, CO 80201 ‘kiln plants. a “Bi Paso Brick Co,Inc Box 12886 Open pit mine Dona Ana. 

New Mexico Brick Cone Ita Boyer Ave. SE. to Bernal ew Mexico Brick Co In, doing nity Ave ceeido nena Bernal, usiness as Rinney Brick Garfne. Box 1500" ‘ibuuerque, NM 87102 
Soe footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity ‘County 

Copper: "Ehino Mines Co, a Kennecott Hurley, NM 88043. Openpit mine, flota- Grant. ‘Mitsubishi Metal Corp. tion mill, precipita. 
partnership tion plant, smelter 
Phelps Dodge Corp, Tyrone Branch? Drawer B Open pit mine and mill De. 

‘Tyrone, NM 88065 ‘The Goldfield Corp... Bast Nasa Blvd. Underground mine, Sierra. Suite 101 flotation mil. Melbourne, FL 82001 
Gypoum: ‘Allied American Gypsum Co__--- Box 6345 Processing and Bernalillo. Albuquerque, NM 87197 ‘wallboard plant. 
Pomeroy Ine -------------- WMT 24S Openpit---—----— Sandoval 

Albuquerque, NM 87114 
Western Gypsum Co, asubsidiary of Box 6 Open pit and plant... Sante Fe. 
medal Bupa Ine Sante Fe, NM 87501 

Mathis Mining & Exploration Co 1101 Santa Rita Quarry and open pit Grant. 
Silver City, NM 88062 

Mica: Mineral Industrial Commodities of Box 2408 Open pit mine Taos. 
‘America Ine Santa Fe, NM 87501 Molybdenum elyeorp Ine.,a division of Unocal Box 760 Open pit mine and Do. 

‘Corp. ‘Los Angeles, CA 90051 otation mil. 
Quivira Mining Co. wan- Bow aise Underground mine McKinley. 

orl ‘Grants, NM 87020 ‘and mill, 
erlite: ‘Grefco Inc. a subsidiary of General Box 308 ‘Open pit mines; erush- Socorro and Taos. 

Refractories Co ‘Antonito, CO 81120 ing, screening, air separation 
Manville Sales Corp, 2 division of Box 988 eEnavcrcccsous oe 

Manville Products Corp. Antonito, CO 81120 Silbrico Corp -------------- Box 36 Open pit--------- Do. 
Antonito, CO $1120 United States Gypsum Co... Box 216 Open pit mine and Cibola. Grants, NM 87020 ‘rushing plant. 

Potash: ‘AMAX Chemical Corp -------- Box 279 Underground mine and Eddy. Carisbad, NM 88220 plant. 
Duval Corp.,a subsidiary of Pennzoil Box 511 ~-- fo === =~ Do. 

Gof Carlsbad, NM 86220 International Minerals & Chemical Box 71 ~n ado === Do. 
Corp, Garlsbad, NM 88220 Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. @ Kerr-MoGee Bldg a Do. 
‘Subsidiary of Kerr-McGee Corp. Oklahoma City, OK 

73102 Potash Co. of America, a subsidiary Box 31 ~---do De. 
um Heel Basic Industries Ine Carlsbad, NM 86220 

‘American Pumice Co.,adivision of ‘Box 4805 Processing plant Santa Fe. 
‘Beatrice Foods Co. Santa Fe, NM 87502 Copar Pumice Co.Ine Box 38 Open pit ¢----~ Do. 

Espanola, NM 87582 
General Pumice Corp ---- Box di Open pit mine and Rio Arriba, 

Santa Fe, NM 87501 crushing and streening plant. 
Salt: United Salt Corp.----------- BoxS Saltlake.-----.. Bay. 

Carisbad, NM 88220 
Sand and gravel: ‘Albuquerque Gravel Products... Box 829 Dredge and plant... Bernalillo. 

Albuquerque, NM 87103 Springer Building Materials Corp. Drawer Pit and stationary Do. 
Albuquerque, NM 87103 crushing and screening plant. 

Stone: Peter Kiewit Sons Co Box 521 Quarries Colfax and Union. 
Littleton, CO 80120 

Also stone. 
Also silver and lime. 
2Also silver, gold, and sandstone. 
‘Also silver! 
Also salt.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New York State Education Department, New York Geological Survey, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Donald K. Harrison* 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production counting for more than 27% of the State's in New York was $506.6 million, an increase _ total mineral production value. Other prin- of $4.4 million over that of 1982. The State cipal commodities produced included port- ranked 14th in value of nonfuel minerals land cement, lime, salt, construction sand produced in 1983. Crushed stone was the and gravel, talc, and zinc. 
leading mineral commodity produced, ac- 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in New York! 

1982 198 
Mineral we Value iners tit om wantity (thou 

Santi ep Ycands) its) tans) 
Glays? __-___---_------.- thousand short tons__ 352 $07 an $869 (Gem stones ——~~—>= 777" 77> TT T7 COR SO ome NA 30 NA 30 Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete). -—_—~""T metric tena. 1,068, F600 1,299 621 Beat -— 0250000 SL ose cn cs thauband sheet $oea Ww w 18 w Salt, —— =" "ODT TTITIIIIIIIIIT ae 008 aT 4859 100,119 Sand and gravel: 

Construction ———-—-—-_-__-. do. 7898 U6g71 "18,700 *54,200 Unduihetal  — n ancn nn omen ae 6 512 w W Silver recoverable content of ores, ete) -~Uhowsand troy ounces. — 2 "16 38 319 
‘Crushed ——.-_-...----. thousand short tons... °28,700 182800 -«92,831—«197,982 Dimension ~~ ~~~" 77 >_>" TTT aon 82282203, 2 4310 Zine (recoverable content of ores, ete) ———_____"metric tons "52,287 "44 308.«=««58.748 SITE Combined value of cement, clays (ball clay), emery, garnet (abrasive), gypsum, iron ore (1982), lime, tale, titanium concentrate (ilmenite), Wollastonite, and values indicated by symbol Woe XX "155,959 XX 156351 

Well es se weccenee enous XX 502,199 XX 506,644 Ot 8 “Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company propri ; value included with “Combined value" figure. "KX Not applicable: °° iil caainaionee nk sLToduction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) "Excludes ball clay; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

393
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in New York, by county* 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Mtserals prodiced ik 1982 

Albany_——— ne Ww W Cement, clays, sand and gravel (construction) Allegany” 2222222222222 ® $1,888 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Broome ~_--------..-~ w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays, peat. Gattaraugis 22222222222 3115 6,582 Sand and gravel (construction), peat. Cayuga ~~ 77 722 7TT2T 3 “401 Do. 
Chautauqua — ~~... @ 572 Do. 
‘Chemung —--____--_--_ e 552 Do. 
Chenango -- 27222222 ® 63 Do. 
Glinton 2-22 w 338 Do. 
Columbia -—_-_-_--__-__ Ww 647 Do. 
eg an ceo iat a 1,009 ‘Do. 
Deleware... --- Ww 39 ‘Do. Dutchess 2777227722722 Ww W De. Erle ~~ -2-22-22-=- W W Sand and gravel construction), clays. 
Bee TOATESE TEENS 16,586 13,284 Wollastonite, iron ore, titanium, sand and ‘gravel (construction), garnet. 
Prasblin <a ccce renee 100 148 ‘Sand and gravel (construction). Fulton ~~2722727222 Q a8 Do 
Geneseo... 22-==-===- w 'W  Gypoum, sand and gravel (construction) 
Greene: oases. Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction) Herkimer -~~722222727 wW 852 Sand and gravel construction). Sefferson. --~=-=772==2> 1784 ‘05 Do. 
Lewis 222 2ITDIIIIIE Ww W — Wollasionite, sand and gravel (construction) Livingston =2222DIIII IT w W_ Salt, sand and gravel (construction. 
Madison -..---2-2--2-- 1840 99 Sand and gravel (construction) Monroe =2272727222272 aa et Bo Montgomery ~=—=~—~~=22 
WN eee a Ww Do. 

Niagara _777772TTIII7 w e A Oneida--~22 22222222 Ww 910 Sand and gravel construction), and (nda 
‘rial Onondaga—.—---------- 48,664 34184 Lime salt, sand and gravel contruction), 
‘coment, clays Ontario -------------- w 614 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Grange STSSCSELSEESES Ww 'W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Orleans ~ 2222222222222 oud W Sand and gravel (construction) Oerees oe SES ® 380 Do. 
Otsego = ae @ 284 Da. Putnam ~~ -_2_~~=a2> Ww e) 
Rensselaer —-—--------— 880 2212 Sand and gravel (onstruction. 

Rockland ——~~7~7772222 17,638, } 
‘St. Lawrence ---------—— W W Zine, tal, ead, sand and gravel construe 

tion), silver Saratoga —-—---------- w 245 Sand (industria, sand and gravel (construc- 
tion). 

Schenectady —-___-____. @ W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 
Schoharie - === w W Cement, sand and gravel construction). 

Belay oo Ww W Salt, sand and gravel (construction). Seneca ~777772IIT w WY Beat sand and gravel conection, 
‘Steuben. ----------- Ww 1,482 Sand and gravel (construction). Suffolle-—--~_222222222 8 2998 Do. 
Salliyan {SOL SCAUIESEES Ww "362 Do. 
Tioga ~~~ 27TTTTTITT e 352 Do. 
‘Tompking -_-~ 222 22a w W Salt, sand and gravel (construction) 
Ulster <= 77=7T7TTTTTT Ww W Clays, sand and gravel construction). Warren = SESSTEEEISES Ww W > Gement, gare sand and gravel Conatruc- 

‘ion Washington. w 188 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Wojte. oS Ww 13T Do. ® 
Westchester —=~=22222 Ww W Emery, peat, sand and gravel (construction). 
Wyoming 22-22 ---oo Ww W Salt, sand and gravel (construction). Yates =~ == 2a naan & 89 Sand and gravel (construction), 
Undistributed*____-_____ 345,327 291,351 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) 945,560 xX Stone: 
‘Crushed. xx 132,800 
Dimension ~~. ..-.--— XX $2,293 

Polka. 481,281 502,199 

peainsia 'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”. XX Not 

"Fprons, Hamilton, Kings, New York, Queens, and Richinond Counties are not listed bocause no nonfuel mineral 
prelution was reported, County distribution for construction sand and gravel (O61) and crushed apd dimension stone 1982) is not available; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” 

‘Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. {Stone ether cashed or dimension, was produced data not availabe County. ‘ ani 
‘I les gem stones some sand and gravel (industrial, 1981) that cannot be assigned to specific counties ‘values indicated by ayrabol W. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of New York business activity i 
1982 sex Change, ee pero 

3 force, annual avers erecta icior ace meal vernge: thousand 78955 788840 ‘Unemployment ~__..--— 2202 TTT T ITT IIIT de 751.5 637.0 16.2 

Employment (nonagricultural) 
Mining? = —--———---~----2------- nda 60 65 483 Manufacturing ———__— ~~~ LITIITIIIII IIIT Td 2 2 1,282.2 1,289.6 +6 Contract construction ————_ DTT T TIT I TTT TTT TTT ae 2D 192.2 208.3 +84 ‘Transportation and public utilities _ -_—_ "7 "> "777 7777777@o2 77> 410.2 410.1 — Wholesale and retail trade —____- ">"> 7" T7777 7777777 Gor 2 1,482.8 1,496.2. +44 Finance, insurance, real estate —_____ ~~~ >> 7777777 T ao 2 673.2 692.3 +28 Services nnn error rae 1,821.1 1,874.0 +29 SE a mero menimnom ants ee NE, 1,294.9 1,291.6 2 

‘Total nonagricultural employment? dow 7,112.6 7,268.7 +22 Personal income: 
Petal --------~-----~--------------------- millions $217,290 $282251 469 Pereapita_—--——2LOLIIIIIIIIIIILITIIITI Sige STS TY Construction activity: 
Number of private and public residential units authorized ___ == 25,369 36916 445.5 Value of nonresidential construction ____________ ~~ 777 millions $2,151.5 $1,639.4 23.8 Value of State road contract awards. __ ~~~ 77777777 Mag $561.0 $570.0 = +16 ‘Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons__ 2,862 2,588 +72 Nonfuel mineral production value: 

Valis per square mile =< Peene™o2222zT2TTa22a= tol TS SS erranerrerenenesee ORT te 
°Preliminary. 
Mncludes oil and gas extraction. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S, Department of Labor, ‘Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and USS. Bureau of Mines. 

New York was the only State in which near Buffalo. Only 1,300 of 8,600 workers emery was produced and accounted for will be employed at the plant after the virtually all of the Nation’s wollastonite cutback. Also during the year, United production. The State ranked second in States Steel Corp. announced that it was primary aluminum shipments; third in salt, closing its fabrication plant in Elmira, and zinc, and garnet output; and fourth in lead General Motors Corp. officials indicated and tale production. Other mineral com- that it would totally shut down the 2,130- modities produced included clays, gypsum, worker foundry near Tonawanda, north of ilmenite, peat, industrial sand, byproduct Buffalo, by mid-1984. The company an- silver, and dimension stone. Mineral com- nounced that it had eight other foundries modities processed or manufactured includ- throughout the Nation with sufficient ca- ed abrasives, alumina, synthetic calcium pacity to meet the automobile maker's chloride, ferroalloys, synthetic graphite, io- needs. Another company, Chemung Found- dine, iron and steel, synthetic mullite, ry Co., proposed to close its plant in Elmira, expanded perlite, iron slag, synthetic sodi- citing poor economic conditions. As part of a um carbonate, and exfoliated vermiculite. © planned phasedown of operations, Phelps Trends and Developments.—The State’s Dodge Corp. announced its intention to steel and metal industries continued to close its outdated Laurel Hill electrolytic experience declines in their capacity to copper refinery on Long Island in 1984, produce and process minerals. Production Material that was formerly sent to Laurel continued to remain at far less than capaci- Hill will be refined at the company’s El ty because demand for steel decreased or Paso, TX, plant. The Laurel Hill facility has those companies utilizing the steel had an annual capacity of 75,000 short tons of excess inventories. As a result of unprofit- refined copper, with a large part of it in the ability, several steel and metal-related in- form of wirebars. 
dustries Were forced to close or make cut- On a positive note, however, several backs at several plants. plants announced the modernization of ex- In late December, officials of Bethlehem isting manufacturing facilities. Al Tech Steel Corp. announced the closure of all Specialty Steel Corp., a subsidiary of GATX facilities except the galvanizing line and 18- Corp., announced plans to install a $7 mil- inch bar mill at the Lackawanna steel plant lion curved mold caster, eliminating one
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step in the steelmaking process. Hot metal America” clause was contested by the Em- 
will be cast directly into billets, thus reduc- pire State Concrete & Aggregate Producers, 
ing operating costs. In May, the Aluminum — who requested that the State Department of 
Co. of America (Alcoa) announced plans to Transportation waive the restriction. How- 
install a $10 million continuous caster and ever, after reviewing testimony, the depart- 
rolling mill to produce aluminum rod. The ment refused to waive the restriction. 
new equipment will utilize both US. and ‘The New York Geological Survey, which 
foreign technology. In another expansion has been functioning continuously for 149 
announcement, Anaconda American Brass years, continued working on major projects 
Co., a division of Atlantic Richfield Co., is primarily concerned with either environ- 
investing $80 million to expand its copper mental, engineering, or regional geologic 
and copper alloy products division. studies. Projects underway in the environ- 

Legislation and Government Pro- mental and engineering studies include (1) 
grams.—In November, voters approved a production of county bedrock maps for engi- 
$1.25 billion “Rebuild New York” bond neering purposes, (2) study of landslides in 
issue. The Rebuild New York program is the Hudson River Valley, (8) statewide eval- 
expected to accelerate the State Depart- uation for potential siting of low-level radio- 
ment of Transportation's shift in emphasis active waste disposal, (4) statewide apprais- 
from new construction to reconstruction al of data relevant to the siting of a high- 
and repair. Overall program categories, level radioactive waste disposal in crystal- 
with Federal and State funding combined, line rock funded by the U.S. Department of 
will primarily concentrate on interstate and Energy, (5) geochemistry of glacial soils, and 
State highway construction and/or recon- (6) study of Outer Continental Shelf petrole- 
struction and on reconditioning and preser- um development funded by the Depart- 
vation of the State's roads and bridges. The ment. 
additional moneys should help to revitalize Regional geologic studies include (1) sub- 
the State's construction mineral industry, surface stratigraphy of the Devonian Age 
primarily the stone, sand and gravel, and rocks of central and western New York, (2) 
cement producers. quadrangle mapping of the Adirondack 

A bottle bill requiring that deposits be Mountains at 1:62,000, (3) Cambro-Ordo- 
charged on all beverage cans and bottles vician biostratigraphy, (4) geology of the 
sold in New York became effective on Octo- Shelving Rock Quadrangle at 1:24,000, (6) 
ber 1, 1983. The bill, which was signed into regional structures of the Adirondack 
law in 1982, is expected to generate approx- Mountains, and (6) Quaternary geologic 
imately 85 million pounds of recycled alu- mapping of New York at 1:250,000. 
minum cans during its first year. New York During fiscal year 1983, the U.S. Bureau 
is the ninth State to enact such a deposit of Mines had 15 active contracts or grants 
law covering all beverage containers. in New York valued at $116,430. These were 

In an effort to combat “acid rain” dam- awarded to New York University and vari- 
age, the New York State Department of ous private firms for mineral-related 
Environmental Conservation (DEC) began studies. 
using lime and soda ash to improve water —_ Recently, the U.S. Bureau of Mines devel- 
quality conditions in the Adirondack Lakes. oped a water elutriator system that sepa- 
Lime was being used at Nick’s Pond near rates metals from shredded scrap automo- 
Star Lake, and soda ash, donated by Allied biles based on differences in specific gravi- 
Chemical Corp., was being tested at Bone ties. Near yearend, the new system was 
Pond, 15 miles west of Lake Placid. The installed and tested at an Eastman Kodak 
Bone Pond project is expected to continue Co., Rochester site. The intended use was to 
for 8 years before final conclusions are separate the metals from a waste-contain- 
made. ing paper, plastic film, hard plastics, and 

‘A recent concern of New York cement lightweight metals. The metal-free combus- 
and steel producers has been the use of tibles were dried and used as a supplemen- 
imported cement and steel in State con- tal boiler fuel, eliminating a disposal and 
struction projects. The Federal Surface storage problem. A marketable metal prod- 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 re- uct was also obtained. Preliminary results 
quires that domestic coment and steel be of elutriating the wastes were highly suc- 
used in construction projects undertaken cessful, producing a 99%-plus combustible 
with funds from a 5-cent-per-gallon Federal product and a 98% light-metal product. 
gasoline tax increase. However, the “Buy
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS ed slightly (less than 2%), while shipments 
. .,, of masonry cement increased nearly 30%. 

Abrasives (Manufactured).—High-purity Main users of the cement were ready-mixed 
aluminum oxide was produced by Carborun- concrete companies, concrete product man- 
dum Electro Minerals Co., a division of {facturers, highway contractors, and build 
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) (SOHIO), and by ing material dealers. 
General Abrasives Div. of Dresser Indus- “"'Two developments during the year have 
tries Inc., both located in Niagara Falls. A helped to stabilize the State's cement indus- 
small quantity of regular aluminum oxide try. In the fall, voters passed the State's 
was also produced by General Abrasives. In transportation bond issue, which will pro- 
spite of the continuing depressed state of vide roughly $1.25 billion for new construc- 
the manufactured abrasive industry, total tion in the State. This new construction 
State production rose nearly 17% in 1983 should provide new revenue to the State’s 
compared with 1982 levels. ailing cement industry. A second factor was 

In March, SOHIO announced plans to New York State's Buy America policy, as a 
close The Carborundum Co.’s worldwide result of a provision included under the 
bonded abrasive operations and sell or close Federal Surface Transportation Assistance 
its coated abrasive operations. As a result, Act of 1982. The 1982 act required that 
the company closed the bonded and super- domestic cement and steel be used in con- 
abrasives plant in Niagara Falls. Approxi- struction projects undertaken with funds 
mately 650 people were employed at the from the 5-cent-per-gallon Federal gasoline 
facility. Other company-owned operations tax imposed under the act. 
are to continue at the Niagara Fallsfacility. Yn June, however, this provision was con- 
During the year, Carborundum Resistant tested. Even though local cement producers 
Materials Co.’s Advanced Materials Div. supported this part of the act, the Empire 
began construction of a $27 million plant in State Concrete & Aggregate Producers re- 
Niagara Falls for the manufacture of sin- quested that the State Department of 
tered alpha silicon carbide. The ceramic ‘Transportation waive the restriction be- 
material will be used as a replacement for cause they contended that local cement 
tungsten carbide wear parts. Also, The Car- supplies were unavailable. Canadian ce- 
borundum Co. and Hitachi Chemical Co. ment suppliers also supported the exemp- 
Ltd., Japan, agreed to produce and market tion from the domestic clause. However, 
Carborundum’s sintered alpha silicon car- after deliberation, the department refused 
bide in Japan. The new company, Hitachi- to waive the restriction, and the Buy Ameri- 
Carborundum Co., will be equally owned by ca clause stood firm. 
its parents. At yearend, Independent Cement Corp., 

In Erie County, Pellets Inc. produced cut Albany, announced that it had agreed in 
wire shot for abrasive purposes. Although principle to purchase the Catskill cement 
production dropped nearly 55% in 1983 plant operated by Lone StarIndustries Inc. 
compared with 1982 levels, value of the cut Also involved in the sale are four distribu- 

wire shot rose more than 200%. tion terminals in Boston, Providence, 
Calcium Chloride (Synthetic)—New Hartford, and New York City. The $30 

York continued to rank first of three States million plus transaction is subject to ap- 
in the production of synthetic calcium chlo-proval by the Federal Trade Commission. 
ride in 1983. Allied Chemical recovered Because Independent Cement. distributes 
synthetic calcium chloride as a byproduct of cement produced in Canada, it has been 
soda ash production at its Solvay plant in barred from supplying Federal and State 
Onondaga County. Both quantity and value highway projects because they are covered 
declined 23% and 18%, respectively, in 1988 by the Buy America restrictions of the 
compared with 1982 figures. Calcium chlo- Federal Surface Transportation Assistance 
ride was used for ice and snow removal and Act of 1982. However, acquisition of the 

as a dust suppressant. Catskill plant will allow Independent Ce- 
Cement.—Both portland and masonry ce- ment to bid on State and Federal highway 

ment were produced in the State in 1983. projects. 
Four companies operated five cement Citing severe 1982 financial losses at its 
plants. All five produced portland cement plant in Ravena, Atlantic Cement Co. Inc. 
and three produced masonry cement. In officials in May requested a reduction in the 
1983, shipments of portland cement decreas- company’s local tax assessment. In July, the
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town board of Coeymans approved property ren County, mined garnet from a surface 
tax reductions totaling $975,000 for the mine near North Creek and sold the prod- 
company over the next 2 years. Atlantic uct for use in coated abrasives, glass grind- 
Cement would receive a $600,000 assess- ing and polishing, and metal lapping. The 
ment reduction in 1983 and a $375,000 NYCO Div. of Processed Minerals Inc. op- 
reduction in 1984 as part of a 4-year pack- erated a mine in Essex County and sold the 
age. The company’s tax assessments will be garnet for use in sandblasting and in bond- 
frozen in 1985 and 1986. Atlantic Cement is ed abrasives. The recovered garnet at the 
the largest taxpayer in Coeymans and the NYCO operation is a byproduct of wollas- 
largest employer in southern Albany Coun- tonite mining and processing at the site. 

ty. Gem Stones.—New York contains a myri- 
Clays.—In 1983, both common and ball ad of gem stones and mineral specimens 

clay were produced in the State. Common primarily collected by amateurs. Value of 
clay was produced by eight companies in six gem stones collected in 1983 was estimated 
counties. Leading counties in order of out- to be about $30,000. 
put were Albany, Ulster, Broome, Ononda- _ Graphite (Synthetic).—New York contin- 
ga, Orange, and Erie. Ball clay (slip clay) ued to lead the Nation in the production of 
was produced by one company, Industrial synthetic graphite, accounting for one-third 
Mineral Products Inc., in Albany County. In of the U.S. output. In 1983, both output and 
1988, production of common clay increased value increased compared with that of 1982. 
5%, while value dropped 3%, compared Output in 1988 amounted to 72,876 short 
with 1982 production levels. Common clay tons, a 6% increase. Four companies, all 
was used principally in the manufacture of located in Niagara County, produced the 
portland cement, face brick, concrete block, synthetic graphite. The four companies 
and structural concrete. Main uses of ball were Airco Carbon, a division of Airco Inc.; 
clay were for ceramic glazes and bonding. The Carborundum Co., Graphite Products 

In 1983, the Northeast Solite Corp.’s Sau- Div. Great Lakes Carbon Corp; and Union 
gerties plant in Mount Marion was awarded Carbide Corp., Carbon Products Div. Princi- 
the top safety prize for the most accident- pal uses of the synthetic graphite were for 
free worker-hours in 1982. The award was electrodes, cathodes, anodes, crucibles and 
presented by the Expanded Shale Clay & vessels, lubricants, and unmachined graph- 
Slate Institute. ite shapes. 
Emery.—New York continued to be the _ Early in the year, American Cyanamid 

only State in the Nation that produced Co. purchased the manufacturing assets of 
emery. Two companies, De Luca Emery Electro-Metalloid Corp. in Irvington. Elec- 
Mine Inc. and John Leardi Emery Mine, tro-Metalloid produces metal-coated graph- 
both operated open pit mines near Peeks- ite fibers. The graphite fibers, which are 
kill, northern Westchester County, approx- coated with nickel, silver, gold, or other 
imately 35 miles north of New York City. metals, were developed jointly by American 
Production of emery decreased nearly 22% Cyanamid and Electro-Metalloid. The mar- 
in quantity and 20% in value. The emery kets for these materials were for applica- 
occurs in a narrow replacement body in the tions in aerospace, electronic equipment, 
Precambrian Manhattan quartz-mica adhesives, and injection molding com 
schist, where this rock has been metamor- pounds. 
phosed by the adjacent Cortlandt Complex,  Gypsum.—The only producer of crude 
a basic intrusive of post-Ordovician Age? gypsum in New York was United States 
The crude material was processed by two Gypsum Co. which operated an under- 
companies, Washington Mills Abrasive Co, ground mine at Oakfield in the western 
North Grafton, MA, and Emeri-Crete Inc., part of the State. The gypsum bed, which 
New Castle, NH. Emery was used mainly as averages 3 to 4 feet in thickness, is part of 
anonslip additive for floors, pavements, and the rocks of the Salina Group, Upper Siluri- 
stair treads. Minor uses were for coated an Age. Although output in 1983 decreased 
abrasives and as a tumbling and deburring only 4%, value decreased 13% compared 

media. with that of 1982. The crude gypsum from 
Garnet.—New York was one of three this mine and gypsum imported from Cana- 

States in the Nation that produced garnet; da was calcined at two company-owned 
Idaho and Maine were the other two States. plants in Oakfield, Genesee County, and at 
The State ranked third in production but Stony Point, Rockland County. In addition 
second in value. Garnet was produced by to the two calcining plants of U.S. Gypsum, 
two companies. Barton Mines Corp., War- two other companies calcined gypsum in the
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State. National Gypsum Co. Rensselaer sold in bulk. Primary uses for the material County, and Georgia-Pacific Corp., West- was for soil improvement and potting soil. chester County, calcined imported gypsum The New York State Energy Research for use in wallboard and plaster. Both and Development Authority (NYSERDA) output and value increased 13% and 30%, identified 272 sites comprising 149,910 acres respectively, compared with that of 1982. in New York as potentially suitable for Todine.—Crude iodine was shipped into future peat mining. Most of the peat depos- the State by RSA Corp., Westchester Coun- its are located in the northern part of the ty, and Sterling Organics U.S., a division of State, along the coast of Lake Ontario and Sterling Drug Inc. Rensselaer County. northeast along the St. Lawrence River. RSA, the largest producer in New York, NYSERDA estimates that the mined peat Produced specialty organic chemicals. Ster- could produce the equivalent of 450 million ling used the iodine for the manufacture of barrels of oil. A demonstration project to pharmaceuticals, catalysts, and sanitation mine and burn the peat in a Fort Drum products. Military Reservation boiler is expected to Lime.—One company, Allied Chemical, take 3 years to complete. Included in the Produced lime in 1988 at its plant in Onon- project would be a demonstration to show daga County. The Syracuse plant is the that the bogland could be returned to an Nation’s third leading individual lime plant agricultural or silvacultural state or con- in terms of total output. The company verted to a wildlife refuge. 
mines two veins of chemical-grade lime- Near yearend, DEC continued reviewing stone rock to a depth of approximately 100 comments on a proposed peat harvesting feet at its Jamesville Quarry, Onondaga operation near the Warren County Airport. County. The mined rock is then loaded onto In 1982, Adirondack Sod & Peat Farm Inc. trucks for further processing in the quarry’s applied for a permit to mine a 328-acre site crushing plant or for disposal at the waste near the town of Queensbury. Because the dumps. The material is then shipped by proposed site is a freshwater wetland, an truck to its soda ash production plant near Environmental Impact Statement was re- the village of Solvay. The soda ash was used quired in accordance with DEC regulations. by the glass, chemical, paper, leather tan- DEC will review the .application with its ning, and water-treatment industries. Some water-quality and wildlife departments and calcium chloride, a byproduct from the then notify the town of Queensbury if any manufacture of soda ash, is returned to the significant problems might arise as the quarry. Recently, the company began apply- result of the mining. 
ing calcium chloride on its quarry roads to _Perlite (Expanded).—Crude perlite, min- control fugitive dust generated by the ed in other States, was shipped into New trucks hauling the limestone and for road Yotk and expanded by the Buffalo Perlite stabilization. The liquid calcium chloride is Div. of Pine Hill Concrete Mix Corp., Erie applied using a 3,200-gallon tank truck. County, and by Scolite International Corp., Results of the spraying have dramatically Rensselaer County. The U.S. Gypsum plant reduced the dust generated at and near the at Oakfield in Genessee County was inac- quarry site.» tive during the year. Both quantity and Mullite (Synthetic).—The Carborundum sales dropped substantially in 1983 com- Co., Niagara Falls, was the only producer of pared with 1982 figures. Expanded perlite electric-furnace-fused mullite in New York. was used in lightweight acoustical building Consumption of mullite, a heat-resistant plaster, loose-fill insulation, soil condition- material used in furnace linings and refrac- ing, and filtration. 
tories, continued to be soft because of the __Salt—New York continued to rank third, Nation’s ailing steel industry. behind Louisiana and Texas, in quantity of Peat—New York ranked ninth of 22 salt sold and used and second in value States in peat sales in 1983. Six companies behind Louisiana. The State produced 14% produced peat from five counties in the of the Nation’s total. Sales amounted to 4.9 State. Leading counties, in order of output, million short tons valued at $100.1 million, were Dutchess, Cattaraugus, Seneca, West- a decrease of 22% in quantity and a 15% chester, and Broome. Even though there drop in value. Both rock salt and brine were were two more companies producing peat in produced by five companies with several 1983 than in 1982, both quantity and value operations in five counties. Rock salt was of sales were lower in 1983. Both reed-sedge _ produced by Cargill Inc., which operated an and humus were produced. Most of the peat underground mine in Tompkins County and was packaged, but a small amount was also by International Salt Co. at its Retsof un-
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derground mine in Livingston County. value of construction sand and gravel in- 
Brine and evaporated salt were also pro- creased nearly 8% and 16%, respectively. In 
duced by Allied Chemical in Onondaga 1982, more than 300 companies or town- 
County, Cargill and International Salt in ships mined construction sand and gravel at 
Schuyler County, and Morton Thiokol Inc. 357 operations. Leading counties, in order of 
and Hooker Chemical Corp. in Wyoming output, were Cattaraugus, Suffolk, Dutch- 
County. Rock salt was used mainly for snow ess, Rensselaer, and Erie. Construction sand 
and ice removal; the evaporites and brine and gravel was sold mainly for road base 
were used in the manufacture of soda ash, and coverings, concrete aggregate, and fill. 
chlorine, and other chemicals. Industrial —Whitehead Bros. Co. was the 

Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- only industrial sand producer in New York. 
struction sand and gravel production is The company operated two pits, one in 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for Oneida County and the other in Saratoga 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this County. Production and value increased in 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 1983. All of the material produced at the 
Data for odd-numbered years are based on Oneida operation was shipped by truck; the 
annual company estimates made before majority of the industrial sand produced in 

yearend. Saratoga County was shipped by rail. Major 
Based on these estimates, output and uses were for moldings and foundry use. 

Table 4,—New York: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
TTT SCS 

antity, lue falue iantity, ue falue cRigiane ae Valve ich Yate Val hort ands) fon MROE ands) fom 

Construction: Bonds — ne NA NA NA NA NANA Gravel 20a SED Te Ie TT OET ERIE? NA NA NA NA NANA 
Send and gravel unprocessed) -—"~—TTTTTT7__NANAONAONA_ONA__NA 

Voted ewer ee 717,388 "$46,871 "$270 18,700 °$54,200 *$2.90 Industrial sand ~~ 7777727777727 4% 5121145, w Ww tas 
Grand total or average —__--_-------~ 17,888 "41,883 *2.78 w Ww w 

“Estimated. "Revised. NANotavailable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 

Slag, Iron.—Only one company, Buffalo _ Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
Crushed Stone Corp., processed air-cooled the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
iron (blast furnace) slag in 1983. Although years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
output decreased nearly 6% compared with Data for even-numbered years are based on 
that of 1982, value of slag sales rose more annual company estimates made before 
than 6%. The slag was utilized mainly by yearend. 
the construction industry as substitutes for  _Crushed.—Crushed stone accounted for 
natural aggregates and other construction 27% of the State's total value of nonfuel 
materials. Main uses were for road base, mineral production. In 1983, both quantity 
asphaltic concrete aggregate, fill, and rail- and value increased nearly 13% and 4%, 

road ballast. respectively, compared with that of 1982. 
Sodium Carbonate (Synthetic)—New Limestone was the leading type of crushed 

York continued to be the only State that stone produced, accounting for nearly 89% 
produced synthetic sodium carbonate. Al- of the State's production. Other types of 
lied Chemical operated a 700,000-short-ton- crushed stone included traprock, sandstone, 
per-year-capacity plant at Syracuse. Chemi- granite, and dolomite. A total of 48 compa- 
cal-grade limestone was mined south of nies operated 78 operations in 36 counties. 
Syracuse and chemically treated at the Leading counties, in order of output, were 
plant to produce the synthetic material. Onondaga, Rockland, Dutchess, Erie, and 
Primary uses were for the manufacture of Niagara. Main uses for crushed stone were 
glass, chemicals, and paper, and for leather for road base, bituminous aggregate, ce- 
tanning and water treatment purposes. ment manufacture, and fill.
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Table 5.—New York: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollar) 

Use. Quantity Value 

tan 1/2 inch 

Fite cecrsiescssesncgeusgsgorarconmasareesccnsossss: «=, 
Coarse aggregate, graded: Concrete aggregate, o0rve —————— nen BOTT 8 Bituminous aggregate, coarse 22 2——277222222TTTIITTTTTTIIIIIIITIIII ah Bituminous strface-treatment aggregale -—~~~~—~~_=wss2zzz2zzsszzw-222a2- Bag" Balkosdballt tec oce coe eersCSOGTOSUEDEGIRGSESASSES Ere? a Fine aggregate (3/8 inch RUM ADUGDTSES nciccckeceeeme cect «| Stone sand bituminous jaixoreeal -——2~~T777222222722777222TT Bavening uniadguted. con Too Ts STSEDSSSESGeaaccaacnce «HS Coorse and fos searenete: Graded road bese or subbese te ange Unpaved road surfacing. === === TTTTTTTTIIIIIITIITIIITITII TE Grusher run or fillor waste. --—~—W=2~o22z2z227777=772227TTTTTIIITT BOR Gieroones ant ine wegen TIocTUTaTTTTeaaramenseecsareconas | AY 3 

oe er anata 
Site ean cememeuean eran pus cerue cr eulS 82,331 137,982 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data included with “Other.” cludes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, raprock, and miscellaneous stone. AIneludes stone usd for other agricultural uses, cement manufacture, flux stone, chemical etone for alkali works, drain 
fields, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

"Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Dimension stone production quarry. Leading producers, in terms of ton- 
in 1983 amounted to 23,552 short tons nage, were Medina Sandstone Quarry Inc., 
(292,000 cubic feet) valued at $4.3 million. Orleans County; Lake Placid Granite Co., 
This represents an increase of 9% in output Essex County; Stone Culture Inc., Albany 
and 88% in value. In 1983, 14 companies County; Ritchie Bros. Slate Co. Inc., Wash- 
operated 19 quarries in the State. Washing- ington County; and Johnston & Rhodes 
ton County had the most quarries (8) follow- Bluestone Co., Delaware County. Types of 
ed by Albany (8), and Delaware (8). Essex, stone quarried were sandstone, granite, and 
Franklin, Orleans, Tompkins, and West- slate. 
chester Counties each had one operating 

Table 6.—New York: Dimension stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

8 "rely Cubic tana Use Bort tons) (Boutands) hvasands) 
Rough stone: Irregularshaped stone ———— te 11,586 9 $228 

Ashlars and partially squared pieces 4,401 ry 1071 Fiagging. Porn? mtuared Peses -—-—----~nconnnnnnnnnnn= mee yr Lo ee tee 8 8 Flopring slate ~~~ 777722227277 77722220777777777TTT suits 2B a 
OEY icine ects acsteenints oo acme aN eta 1,617 20 638 

Total oa m2 «asi0 
‘ncludes granite, sandstone, and slate. 
*Includes rough blocks for building and construction, dressed slabs and blocks for building and construction, structural and sanitary dresood stone, and useo nol speci 

Tale—New York continued to rank ics industry and “medium” for use in paint. 
fourth of 11 States that produced tale in A second company, Clark Minerals Inc, 
1983. The Gouverneur Tale Co. Inc, a sub- Jefferson County, milled purchased tale for 
sidiary of R. T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc., was the use mainly in cosmetics and in the manu- 
sole producer in the State, operating two facture of rubber and plastics. 
mines near Fowler, St. Lawrence County. Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—W. R. Grace 
Three main types of ore were produced— & Co., Construction Products Div., shipped 
“hard” and “ceramic” for use in the ceram- vermiculite into the State for exfoliation at
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its plant in Weedsport, Cayuga County. In 1970's. 
1983, both output and value increased 10% Also in May, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemi- 
and 3%, respectively, compared with those cal Corp. sold its Woodbury extrusion plant, 
of 1982. The product was primarily used for which supplied the construction and trans- 
loose-fill insulation, block insulation, horti- portation markets, to Davidson Aluminum 
culture, agriculture, lightweight concrete & Metals Corp., Long Island. Davidson Alu- 
aggregate, and soil conditioning. minum is a distributor of Kaiser mill prod- 
Wollastonite—New York was one of only _ ucts. | 

two States that produced wollastonite and _Ferroalloys.—New York ranked eighth of 
accounted for virtually all of the Nation's 17 States that shipped ferroalloys in 1983. 
output. A small amount was also produced Shipments rebounded somewhat in 1983, 
in California. Wollastonite (CaSiO,), a white increasing 36% in output and 35% in value 
to yellowish-brown mineral, has a theoreti- over those of 1982. However, this was far 
cal composition of 48.3% CaO and 51.7% _ below the prerecessionary levels and before 
SiO., but iron, magnesium, or manganese _ the iron and steel industries recorded their 
may substitute for part of the calcium.* worst years. The State’s three producers The State's production was centered on were Elkem Metals Co., SKW Alloys Inc., 
the northeastern flank of the Adirondack and Union Carbide Corp., all located in 
Mountains. Two companies produced wol- Niagara Falls. . 
lastonite in the State. The largest producer, _Iron Ore.—At yearend, Star Lake Miner- 
NYCO, a division of Processed Minerals, als Corp., a subsidiary of Exore Corp., Buffa- 
operated the underground Willsboro Mine 10, announced plans to reopen the former 
and the Lewis surface operation, both in Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. (J&L) Benson 
Essex County. R. T. Vanderbilt, the State’s iron ore mine at Star Lake. Exore planned 
other producer, operated the Valentine un- to reopen the mine in 1984 with 150 people 
derground mine in Lewis County. Wollas- 0m its payroll by 1985. The first stages of the 
tonite was used as a filler in ceramics, gpreetion ‘tn 184 wall ie ore lef over 

i i i ials. from tl] operation. out persons 
Hoshies, paint, resins, and other materiale, oT be omplivel ap aier Lake Menseale 

METALS begins filling its first order, which will be 
shipped to a coal cleaning plant. At its 

Aluminum.—New York continued to startup, the company plans to set up a plant 
rank second behind Washington in the out- capable of processing 20 long tons per hour. 
put and value of primary aluminum. In Future plans also call for the building of a 
1988, both output and value remained es- priquetting plant at the site and a full-scale 
sentially the same as that of 1982. Two mining operation with an annual output of 
companies produced primary aluminum in 1.2 million tons of ore by 1987. 
the State. Alcoa and Reynolds Metals Co. Williams Strategic Metals Inc., a subsid- 
both operated plants in Massena. Alcoa’s iary of Williams Resources Inc. of Tulsa, 
capacity was rated at 226,000 short tons per OK, purchased the Mineville iron ore mine 
year, while Reynolds’ capacity was 126,000 and concentrating facility from Republic 
tons annually. At yearend, both plants were Steel Corp. of Cleveland, OH. The Mineville 
operating at full capacity. complex had been closed since 1971. Wil- 

In May, Alcoa announced that it would liams Resources, a producer of specialty 
spend more than $10 million in the next 2. metals, has begun laboratory tests on the 
years to install modern technology to make feasibility of recovering yttrium and other 
its Massena installation more competitive. rare earths and magnetite from iron ore 
The company will install a state-of-the-art tailings accumulated during Republic 
continuous casting and rolling mill to pro- Steel’s former mining and processing activi- 
duce aluminum rod, which is sold to the ties. 
makers of such goods as rivets and window —_Iron and Steel.—In 1983, both pig iron 
screens. The new machinery, a combination shipments and raw steel production de- 
of USS. and foreign technology, was ordered clined in New York. Raw steel production 
and should be installed and operational by declined from 1.4 million short tons in 1982 
early 1985, Alcoa spent $174 million in to 1.3 million tons in 1983. 
Massena for improvements during the mid-
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and silver as a byproduct of zinc mining Raw steel profuction operations in the Balmat area in the north- Year —_niinttortton)__ ern part of the State. Lead production —__NewYork_US. increased nearly 22% in 1988 to 1,299 met- we 40 1363 Tic tons, while value increased nearly 4%. inep SOU ESEEESIGESES 2 118 Output of silver recovered during the lead 
Yegna2soco"722sSoo th 748 processing increased from 27,000 to 33,000 Was seats 13 848 troy ounces. Value also increased from ~Gource: American Iron end Steel natitute aisp, > ~«($216,000 in 1982 to $379,000 in 1983, Sieur Amertnn Heo soe Se ese (AED) Titanium Concentrate—IImenite con- 

Production continued to remain at far centrate was produced by NL Industries 
less than capacity because demand for steel _Inc. at its Tahawus facility in Essex County. 
decreased or those companies utilizing the Production decreased drastically, down 
steel had excess inventories. Also, much of 85%, in 1983 following the 1982 closure of 
the steel industry was unprofitable, which the company’s titanium dioxide pigment 
necessitated that some of the older plants plant in Sayreville, NJ, which had utilized 
either close or cut back operations. the Tahawus concentrate. 

Republic Steel, which temporarily shut Zine.—New York continued to rank 
down the Buffalo steel mill in 1982, except third, behind Tennessee and Missouri, in for a few maintenance workers, permanent- zinc production in 1983. St. Joe Resources ly closed the inactive plant in 1983. Also in operated the Balmat, Hyatt, and Pierrepont October, steelmaking operations ceased at Mines in St. Lawrence County. The Balmat Bethichem Steel’s Lackawanna plant near and Pierrepont Mines were the Nation's 
Buffalo. The massive plant at one time second and eighth leading zinc-producing produced 13 million tons of raw steel annu- mines, respectively. Production increased 
ally and employed nearly 21,000 workers. from 52,237 metric tons in 1982 to 56,748 At yearend, only the 18-inch bar mill and tons in 1983. This increase was due to a full 
galvanizing mill, which employs 1,300 peo- year’s production in 1983 compared with a ple, remained open. Bethlehem Steel plans _ production of only 7 or 8 months in 1982, All to produce steel at more modern plants of the ore was milled at the company’s 
located in other States. The closing of the Balmat mill. The concentrates were either steel plant also resulted in closure of the shipped to St. Joe Resources’ Monaca, PA, company’s lime-producing facility located zinc smelter or exported to Canada and nearby. In December, U.S. Steel announced Europe. 
massive cutbacks at most of its plants in the —_____ 
United States. Among the cutbacks and — !State Liaison Oficer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsbungh, PA. closures, the company announced that it Harken FW: and i Beles Gelory of the Nenme 
was closing its fabrication plant in Elmira. {Pit and Quarry. Calclum Chloride Puts Damper on Lead and Silver.—St. Joe Resources Co., Dust Allied @ustry.V-75 Ar. 188 p. 8 
@ unit of Fluor Corp., recovered both lead ise 8iofworkcited in footnoto2 

Table 7.—New York: Mine production (recoverable) of silver, lead, and zine 
a en 

Mater cold orcad ago 22—227727272277 aad wii on ot sh Production 
Peewee tag ait nae 38.187 Lael meena nner co eee SOT OSE mate mae 1065 1280 SNS ee eee wannnn-de 5228756748 
Value Breese ee A _ gas 79 YARD nen ere eee oe eae 3600 $621 Wag SURGING AEN Ee hres Sense acer $44,808 $51,788 

FO a ewes aera oda $45,119 $52,188
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Table 8.—Principal producers 

Commodity end company ‘Aires Type ecivy County 
‘Abrasives (manufactured) 2 

"The Catborundam Got ----------- Box 2 Plant Niagara Niagara Falls, NY 14902 General Abrasives Div. of Dresser Indus. 2000 Callege Ave seealecscss De ‘rieoine Niagara Fale, NY 14905 Paleing 2 anne. SBT South Niagara St socdibsccce: “ie Tonawanda, NY 14150 Aluminum: ‘Rlumlaum Co.of America. 1210 Alooa Big a---do__-_- St Lawrence Bie Pome Reynolds Metals Cou----.-------- BomBi00sba ato é Richmond, VA 28215 ment: "Kilantic Cement Co. Inc, asubsidiary of Box 30 Quarryand Albany. ‘Newmont Mining Corp? Stamford, CT 05906 a 
‘The Glens Falls Portland Cement Co. Inc., Box 440 Quarries and ‘Schoharie and_ Subelduryof Moore Mecoraeck He” Gla al. NY 2601 ans. Warren 
Lehigh Portland Cement Co?_.------ 18 Hamilton Mall Quarryand Greene. . iestowa, aes, mat Z 
Lone Star Industries Ine.?____..-.-~ aragon Dr., Box 4: Ei . 

a Montvale, Nd'e4s 
"Northeast Solite Corp. subsidiary of Box 27211 Pit. Ulster. Sale Carp Richmond, VA 22981 regal fiinak Ine Gener! Dynamics Coat NY I30G Pla Alby 

Emesye ; ‘Bo Luca Emery Mine Ine ---------- $20 Constant Ave Pit__-.---- Westchester, Peekall, NY 10866 John Leardi Emery Mine ....------ Gillman Lane Pies Be a Peeks, NY 10566 erat: ation Mines orp -------------- North reek, NY 22862... Pit_.---. Waren 
Or rorgiaPaciic Corp -------------  Baxsil Plont_------ Westchester, 18d Peachtree St, NE. ‘Atlanta, GA 31908 

National Gypoum Got... Hobe efematona nando. Rensclar. 
Dallas, TX 75270 

United States Gypsum Co.* ______-__ 101 South Wacker Dr. Underground Genesee and Epica, 1 60008 mains and Tectland 
z plants ron ore: PeMTaduresact aaa aeons aaah NYBETO oa an nn Bae ost ‘Allied Chemical Corp? —--------~ Box 0 Quarry end Onondaga. 
Ba ? Morristown, NJ 07960 Plant 
‘Good Barth Orgenics Corp —-------- $960 Broad Bog Cattaraugus Lancaster, NY 14086 Hyponer Corp -—--—--n--n--n-- BUG Anthon Bed Bog-------- Dutchess. Fort Wayme, IN 45808 Perlite expanded: Duele Perlite Div. of Pine Hill onerete 100 Sugg Ra Plant__----- Bie. can, Gecko, NY 14225 
GorgilIne —------------------ Box 9800 Underground ‘Tompkins. Minneapolis, MN 55402 aoe International SoltCou------------ Game SommigPATs4il "Mio... Livingston. Meemnstgaakstng = ~2222TTTTT> MONS Wacker De Weir i222 Wyoming hinge, I 60008 Sand and grave Roanoke MarbroSand & Gravel Corp Box 28. Pit ------ Suffolk Milde Island, NY 11952 Velente Gravel Ine ------a------ Bor dg RDS Pite.------ Albany and 

Stag i ‘Troy, NY 12180 a si 
0g ton ufalo Crushed Stone Corp=------- _ 11LGreat Arrow Ave. Plants ------ Allegany, Cat- Bualo, NY 1516 cara Steuben Stone Erase: “The General Crushed Stone Co,a Box 281 Quarries. Herkimer, Jef Subsidiary of Roppers Coin, Basan, PA 10062 fore, Live Ingats, Onon- age Ontario, 

Now York TrapRock Corp, asubsid: Box 482 @u Rockland Shy oLove larindustios Ines Montvale, NB OT6AS encase 
See footnotes at endo abe.
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Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 

—Trtemnlity and company_———S~S~S es ——~SCype tivity ty 
Stone —Continued Re 

Dimension: Sars Slate ProductsIne Box arry__---. Washington. 
Late. eT an Iuestone & Marble Co - riet Dele 
bie See FEET mo Gung ween ohnson & Rhodes Bluestone Go ~~~ Rast Branch, NY'18756--— “v--do2=_=> Delaware.” Lnke Placid GraniteCo-- "~~ 202 South 3rd Ave, ara Cala Spring, MN 6820 
Medina Sandstone Quarry Ine So Quay Ra w2edo--- Orleans 

Niagara Falls, NY 14304 
Ritchie Bros. Slate Co.Inc___._-. Main St. Quarries_____ Washington. 

Stone Calture Boris toute do Albany. tae ‘Alcove, NY 12007 
Gouverneur Tale Co, Ine, a subsidiary of Gouverneur, NY 19642. Underground St. Lawrence. 

R. T, Vanderbilt Co. Inc. as * mine. Wollasionite 
NYCO Div. of Processed Minerals Inc.’ __ Box 368 ‘Underground ‘Essex, Willaboro, NY 12806 ‘and surface mines. RT. Vanderbilt Co. Ine __--.----- 90 Winfield St. Surface mine Lewis, ns Norwalk CT 06855 
St. Joe Resources Co... 250 Park Ave, Mines... St. Lawrence. New Yori NY 10017 
4Also synthetic mullite and synthetic graphite. 
Also clays. 
Also stone. 
‘Also expanded perlite. 
Also ilmenite. Also salt. 
TAlso garnet. *Alno lead and silver.





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Division of Land Resources, 
North Carolina Department of Natural Resources and Community Development, for 
collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr.,‘ and P. Albert Carpenter II? 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production North Carolina continued to lead the 
in North Carolina in 1983 was $399 million, world in the production of lithium minerals 
an increase of $100 million over the value and ranked first in the United States in the 
reported in 1982. Mineral sales remained mining of feldspar, scrap mica, olivine, and 
below the record high set in 1981 by $34 pyrophyllite. The State ranked second in 
million as the State recovered from the the production of common clay and crushed 
longest recession since the end of World granite and third in phosphate rock. 
War IL. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in North Carolina’ 

1982 1983 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou: Quantity (thou sands) sands) 

Clays? woweeennee-e-------- thousand short tons 1,573 $5,248 _ 2.068 ‘$6,681 
Feldspar - TITIITIIIIIIIT USS Short ton 428755 (12.255 508,641 18,610 
Gem stones === 2 eae NA 50 NA 50 
Mica (serap) =~ 227 TIIIIT thousand short tons — 6 45198 cy 4.266 
‘Sand and gravel ‘Construction —_____ 7 do--- 5198 15,895 *5,600— “16,900 
a 16 4878 1066 —1,689 

Gruthed 2ooscnu weewosseoseaeoes --do.--— 27,500 117,600 93,694 145,602 
Dimension_—— ~~ ~~~ 7>=7 7 ITT TT a 30 284 87 8.287 

‘Tale and pyrophyllite -—— ~~ === odo. 22> m3 1,266 9 1452 
‘Combined value of cement, clays (kaolin), lithium compounds, olivine, 

‘peat, and phosphate rock make xx "135,142 XX__ 190,641 
Total eee ene ne XX "299,436 XX 399,158 

Estimated. "Revised. NANotavailable. XX Not applicable. 
2Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
"Excludes kaolin; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

407
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in North Carolina, by county" 

Tent ee 
County 1981 1982, Minacala yeotnoed i Ange: 

a a Regee ye Sey Meeecesnaes Nae Waar gti at poem 
Ashe ..------------- WwW e Ricco al @ cue iodhcsrescnz 3 SES andar a Bene “ Slt etm 
Brunswick .~-~--~----. e ee aoe Abang emt re 
ee & @ Srltmieel emma 
Cabarrus ~~ --------- we W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 

Caldwell. ~~ ----.----- 489 W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 

feet sooo Q 4 
Catawba... _-..----- Ww a) 

Seite ® a 
Chowan ——..------~--- e) W Sand and gravel (construction). Serge HRS gs heute saargadtanet is se spttntennn ¥ ay Sell pn consti 
Cumberland ~ ...-----~~- e 643 ‘Do. Seis 8 oS eee e ym ee © our Bee Soccccc y BE Bilaspur 
Sone y os Bess ¥ BE Bian vali 
Bem ath SRE Satin a 
Greene___..------~--- e@) W Sand and gravel (construction). gpa noecoon sco : Y Seeeiea cele Giles ore ceoersas s oe ee z i rene Hee gaat Redonda ieee eereccs f ye fers 2c 5 8 lectin, ities 8 Selmore Bers h Scere a i 4 Seareiedees rect EES ‘ { Che 
foes ; EE cunantanagrs ont Be x i uname eens a ee 8 
Martin. _____-.------- e a Do. 

Mecklenburg ——— ~~ ~----- Ww @ 

ogy ® Se rel coi ce eee % fe cieced coeeteh tn Soa ooo 3 fee ectcatn isles 3 { Serene 
eee % — Soman z BBE sntgnatioutasin 
pea 4 22 santnt gelatin 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in North Carolina, by county? 
—Continued 

(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minessls peotaced 1 1950 

Wakes cases neaeaes $10,715 W Clays. 
Washington. --—-——-~-- @ $28 Sand and gravel (construction), peat. 
Watauga ------~----~- 1079 @ 
Wayne... ..----.------ ee 857 Sand and gravel (construction). 

‘Wilkes ___---------- w @) 
Wiloa -ineanconcee w @ 
Yadkin -.-----_-~~ - e W = Sand and gravel (construction). Yenrey DUES TEE SS w W Mica, sand and gravel (construction). 
Undistributed*—_ ~~ 287,445, 88,953. 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) *18,330 xX 
Stone 

‘Crushed ..--------. xx *117,600 
Dimension ~~ ~~~ ~~ xx “2814 

‘Total... --- 433,260 §299,436 

“Estimated. Revised. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with ‘“Undistributed.” 
XX Not applicable pany he following counties are nt ited bacauve no nopfuel mineral production wag reported: Alexandey, Alleghany, 

Carteret, Clay, Columbus, Gates, Graham, Granville, Hoke, Lincoln, Madison, Nash, Pamiico, Perquimans, Person, Polk, Robeson’ and Warren, County distribution for construction sand and gravel (198i) and crushed and dimension stone 
(1989) ts hot available; total State values shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construction)” oF Stone.” 

Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
“Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of North Carolina business activity 

> Change, 1982 1989) Gaiei 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Total civilian labor force’ --~---=--—---—-------thousands.. 2.9198 2.9306 +04 
Daetepepemm SoS ee e e 330.9 236.7 2285 

Employment (nonagricultural: BG one eeerereeetee nein 42 43 424 Manufsctaring © 02 Sc Cacao a nove deene Sr aber Sogo 1654 806.4 +54 
Contract construction 2277 77TLTTIIIITIII Td 22 98.2 ze 447 
‘Transportation and public utilities ______________--_do__-_ 117.0 119.8 +24 Wholesale and retail trade -------~=~-2-2272~=-d00~—~ 4186 5137 473 
Finanee, insurance, real estate ~~~ 7~7772772722227 Ze" 222 98.) 1023 $43 

Services = 2222222222272 dona 354.9 361.3 +18 
GIINEN 5 o o ee a ee eee ER M28 AGS +8 

‘Total nonagricultural employment._.---.-.------do.--- 2892-4967 46 
Personal income: aes ® 
IRIs woesns et ane ren mien enters bcc sonst meine A $54,433 $58,725, +79 Pereapas Laces OU IREOTEARISST SERIE SINE ae soos "gol656 +67 

Construction activity ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized_-_______. $8825 50,180 +504 
Value of nonresidential construction - ©2227 millions $5607 = $0256 F883 Value of State road contract awards -~~~~"~~"~""7"77" go" Sia «= $2025 «= $801 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State ‘thousand short tons 1.582 1,668 +89 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘Total crude mineral value ——__________..___.--- milling. $2994 $8092 -++933 
Value per capita, resident popilation ___.._~..2.~---2----.-- $43 ‘$66 +585 Value per square miler - ~~~ Slit gee svat AS 

Preliminary, 
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction gazine, and US Bureau of Mines. 7 * meey v see
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Figure 1.—Value of stone and total value of nonfuel mineral production in North 
Carolina. 

‘Trends and Developments.—During the a phenomenal recovery and sales reached a 
decade of the 1970's, the value of nonfuel new record high. By yearend 1983, develop- 
mineral production in North Carolina in- ments in several segments of the mineral 
creased from-$99 million in 1970 to $342 industry mirrored the economic upswing. 
million in 1979; mineral value for the 10- _In July, the Aluminum Co. of America 
year period totaled §2 billion. In 1981, (Alcoa), which operates an aluminum smelt- 
the State's mineral output was valued at a er at Badin in west-central North Carolina, 
record-high $433 million. reactivated the last pot on a line that had 

However, in 1982, as the effects of the been deactivated in May 1981, because of 
nationwide economic downturn began tobe the recession and slackened demand for 
felt in North Carolina, mineral commodity aluminum products. The smelter had been 
sales started to decline significantly from operating at 50% capacity until June when 
the record high, and in 1982, plummeted output was raised to 75%. The June and 
$134 million below the 1981 level. During July actions resulted in the recall of 110 
the third and fourth year of the 1980's workers, raising employment to approxi- 
(1982-83), North Carolina mineral producers mately 625. 
lost over $167 million in sales when com- Earlier in the year, Teledyne Allvac be- 
pared with the 1981 record-high year. The gan operation of a new $20 million forging 
State lost several million in revenue from facility in Monroe. The facility can form 
the mining and mineral processing oper- bars, rounds, squares, and other shapes 
ations and hundreds of mining personnel from the nickel and titanium alloys pro- 
were faced with the spector of unemploy- duced by the company. 
ment or shortened workweeks and reduced Although the economic doldrums had a 

paychecks. sombering effect on domestic fertilizer de- 
In November 1982, the National Bureau mand, foreign exports were an important 

of Economic Research noted that the up- part of Texasgulf Chemical Co.'s phosphate 
ward trend of the major economic indica- marketing plans. In June, 65,000 tons of 
tors signaled the recession’s end. In 1983, calcined and uncalcined phosphate rock and 
the North Carolina mineral industry made triple superphosphate was loaded aboard
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ship at the Morehead City State Port des- nearby plate glass manufacturing facility. 
tined for Le Havre, France. This was the The acquisition makes Unimin the third- 
largest shipment of phosphate to pass ranked producer of industrial sand in the 
through the two ports. United States. Unimin has announced 

In other phosphate-related activity, the plans to spend several million dollars to 
Carteret County Commissioners denied a expand the Marston plant. 
special use permit requested by Texasgulf A major market for North Carolina's 
to construct a $10 million, 30,000-short-ton- glass sand producers is developing in Nor- 
capacity liquid anhydrous ammonia storage wood where work is ongoing on the new 
facility in the port industrial zone on Radio _ plant of the Carolina Glass Works. The new 
Island. In rejecting the permit, the council facility, scheduled for completion in March 
cited possible environmental and safety 1984, will manufacture pharmaceutical 
hazards. Following the rejection, Texasgulf glass containers. Carolina Glass Works is a 
reviewed alternative sites; the company division of Wheaton Industries. 
hoped to site the ammonia storage facility The processing and/or use of a variety of 
as close as feasible to the fertilizer manufac- mineral commodities imported from out-of- 
turing complex at Lee Creek. State sources continued as a basic step in 

In other mineral activity, the State’s the manufacturing process of a number of 
largest industrial sand producer, Carolina North Carolina manufacturing companies. 
Silica Inc. at Marston in the southeastern Several of the mineral commodities process- 
part of North Carolina, was acquired by ed or used, point of origin, and major end 
Unimin Corp. of New Canaan, CN. The use are as follows: 
Marston plant supplies glass sand to a 

Mert Origin Major use 

Alumina Alabama... Aluminum manu- 
facture 

Clays .--- Ohio... Refractories manu- 
facture. 

Colemanite Turkey ~--- Pibergiase manu- 

Gypsum .. Canada... Wallboard manu- 

Iodine. Japan Xray contrast 
~ — medium. 

Manganese South Brick colorant. 
ore. Carolina. 
Perlite... New Concrete and/or plas- 

Mexico. ter manufacture. 
Sulfur... Gulf coast _ _ _ ‘Sulfuric acid manu- 

facture. 
Vermiculite South Insulation. 

Carolina. 

Exploration Activities.-Although littlein- __A Canadian firm was exploring for gold in 
formation appeared in print on premining Montgomery County using both core drill- 
mineral activity in North Carolina, a num- ing and ultralow frequency sound waves. 
ber of companies were active in mineral Corvette Petroleum Co., a Vancouver-based 
exploration during the year. Favorable geo- company, was investigating the property of 
logical conditions and a past rich in mining the old Montgomery Mine west of Candor. 
lore were major incentives. A subsidiary of Along with a second Vancouver firm, Har- 
the Colorado-based American Copper and lin Resources Inc., Corvette entered into a 
Nickel Co.. continued a program that has limited partnership with the Uwharrie 
been ongoing for 5 years in the Carolina Corp. with an option to buy 212 acres 
slate belt and other areas of the State. Its overlying the Montgomery Mine. Uwharrie 
personnel were active in the Alleghany and spent 3 years assembling a lease package to 
Ash County area where copper was mined cover the property and constructed the 
in the 1800's, Mines were active at Stratford crushing plant for use by Corvette during 
and Ore Knob; the company had leased the _ the preliminary testing program. 
mineral rights to 2,400 acres in the Strat- _ Marline Uranium Corp., a subsidiary of 
ford area.* Marline Oil Corp., announced interest in
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uranium exploration in Rockingham Coun- county and citizens were concerned over the 
ty. The company has 45,000 acres under effects of the loss of property taxes on the 
lease in Pittsylvania County in Virginia. county budget. 

Billiton Metals & Ores Inc. and Texasgulf During fiscal year 1983, the US. Forest 
continued work to determine the magnitude Service collected $239,000 from mineral ex- 
of tin resources in Cleveland and Ruth- traction activity in three of the State’s 
erford Counties in the southwestern part of _ national forests. 
the State. The companies conducted stream _ In November, the U.S. Environmental 
sediment and geochemical soil sampling, Protection Agency awarded a $25,000. con- 
and core drilled favorable areas identified tract to a Durham firm for a study of 
by the sampling programs. The source of methods of cooling molten slag without 
the tin mineralization was identified but producing polluting emissions. 
proved to be uneconomical at current mar- The North Carolina Geological Survey 
ket conditions. (NCGS), a section of the Division of Land 

Legislation and Government Pro- Resources, is composed of a group of pro- 
grams.—The North Carolina General As- grams that relate to the survey, evaluation, 
sembly passed a bill, The Control of Urani- conservation, development, and protection 
um Exploration Act of 1983, establishing of the State’s land, minerals, and related 
regulations on uranium exploration, which resources. Regulatory functions include the 
invokes a multiyear waiting period between administration and enforcement of mining, 
the issuance of exploration and mining sedimentation pollution control, dam safe- 

permits, ty, and oil and gas conservation laws. 
Major provisions of the law require thata _ The Division of Land Resources is subdi- 

State exploration permit be issued prior to vided into five sections: (1) Geological Sur- 
the disturbance of “any surface soil or vey, (2) Geodetic Survey, (3) Land Quality, 
submerged tidal soil or submerged tidal and (4) Earth Resources Planning, and (5) Land 
estuarine land.” In addition to the explora- Resources Information Service. 
tion permit, a company must post a $5,000 _As part of a cooperative program with the 
bond and submit a restoration plan prior to U.S. Geological Survey, preparation of 
active exploration. The regulations require 7-1/2-minute topographic maps continued. 
a S-year waiting period between the time The basic coverage is scheduled for comple- 
the exploration and mining permits are tion in 1985. Production of a new State 
granted. In comparison, the Mining Act of Geologic Map is underway and is scheduled 
1971, which governs other mining activity for completion in 1985. Initial planning is 
in North Carolina, requires State action underway for three new programs: applied 
within 60 days after receiving a mining geology reports for selected counties, geolog- 
permit application. ic mapping of State parks, and roadlogs for 

In September, a bill was introduced in the the interstate highway system. The NCGS 
U.S. House of Representatives (HR 3960) maintains offices in Raleigh and Asheville. 
designating approximately 65,000 acres of Investigations on new and/or improved 
national forest lands in North Carolina as mineral beneficiation continued at the 
additional wilderness and releasing 114,000 North Carolina Mineral Laboratory in 
acres for multiple-use purposes. Wilderness Asheville. The laboratory, established in 
designation precludes managing the land the mid-1940’s, continued as a leader in the 
for multiple-use activity, including mineral development of mineral beneficiation tech- 

extraction. nology and enjoyed a world reputation in 
In June, the U.S. Department of the _ the field of minerals beneficiation. 

Interior and Cities Service Co. completed During 1983, staff members presented 
the transfer of 2,343 acres in Swain County several papers to various professional soci- 
within the boundaries of the Great Smoky _eties in both the United States and in other 
Mountains National Park to the National countries. Among these were papers enti- 
Park Service; the purchase price was $1.074  tled “Nonmetallic Mineral Processing,” 
million. Prior to the filling of Fontana Lake “North Carolina: Mineral Producer for the 
in 1944, Cities Service operated a copper Ceramic Industry,” and “Fabrication of 
mine on the property. The completion ofthe Marking Crayons From Powdered Talc.” 
Fontana Dam and the creation of the lake Projects underway or completed during the 
forced the railroad to relocate track, which _year involved a variety of mineral commodi- 
effectively closed the mine. Swain County ties; among these were alumina, cassiterite, 
residents questioned the property transfer clay, dolomite, feldspar, olivine, platinum, 
and were considering court action against sand, shale, sphalerite, spodumene, talc, 
the Department of the Interior. The Federal _ vermiculite, and zirconium. 
Government owns 84% of the land in the
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS pled with the downturn in construction 

. . activity related to the recession, were cited 
Cement.—Ideal Basic Industries Inc. op- 5 the principal factors in the decision to 

erated a plant at Castle Hayne in southeast- Close the facility. 
ern North Carolina. The plant, which At yearend, Moore McCormack Cement 
ceased production twice in 1982 because of Co, was finalizing plans to purchase a 
inventory buildup and cash flow problems, number of Ideal’s facilities. Included were 
remained closed after November 1982, the cement terminals in Castle Hayne and 
idling over 150 employees. For the first Statesville. 
three-quarters of 1983, the plant was oper- —_Clays.—For the first time in 5 years, the 
ated as a cement shipping terminal supply- value of clay production in North Carolina 
ing eastern North Carolina. increased above the level reported for the 

In September, Ideal announced that the previous year. The end of the recession and 
company had been unsuccessful in locating an upswing in construction activity was the 
a buyer for the facility, and the plant would primary factor in the increase. However, 
be closed and plant assets sold. The facility, sales, excluding kaolin, remained 1.5 mil- 
constructed in 1963, used the energy inten- lion tons and $2.4 million below the record 
sive wet process. High operating costs and _ high established in 1978. 
highly competitive market conditions, cou- 

‘Table 4.—North Carolina: Common clay and shale sold or used by producers, by county 
a cai a 

1982 1985, 

Count) fumber ant jum! uantit 
* Number Gumtigy Value Shines hore tonsy__ Valve 

Alamance . ..-_—_---~----- 2 42591 $103,581 2 10,122 $184,842 
Cabarrus and Durham_— ~~~ ~~~ 3 sata “aaaisa6 3 gorges © 1.196,620 
Chiat oe ne nee 3 170,841 939,580 3 270,500 1,385,960 

Davidson, Guilford, Hanover, 
‘Montgomery ——_——-------- 6 190,852 673,599 3 144065 297,919 

Iredell and Rockingham ~~~ ~~ ~~ 3 bala) 430,458 3 230.908 416,664 
‘Lee and Stanly ~~ ---~------- 6 351,416 884,524 6 582,030, 1,345,005, 

Rowan .s-s-2020200c022 4 12728 740,183 3 156,297 "958,416 
Union. ...-.-~----+------ 1 115,495 242,540, 1 157,467, 330,681 

Stokes ____.-.-----~----- 1 35,538, 98,796 1 35,538, 98,796 

Undistributed* ___-----.- 6 110,700 291,909 6 173,094 471,047 

CS 35 1.573.368 5243016 31 2,067,947 6,680,959 

"Includes Buncombe, Halifax, Harnett, Henderson, Moore, Sampson (1983), and Wake Counties. 

In 1983, 20 companies operating 46 pits machines: a platen table to wire cut and set 
composed the North Carolina clay industry. conventionally extruded brick slugs and a 
Excluding two kaolin producers, the majori- hydraulic press, which extrudes a clay slug 
ty produced clay and/or shale for brick through a die to form special shapes. 

manufacture. Kaolin was produced as a coproduct of 
Many of the brick clay operations mine a__ mica beneficiation by Harris Mining Co. in 

saprolite developed from rocks of the Caroli- Avery County near Spruce Pine, and by 
na slate belt and Triassic shales in 18 Kings Mountain Mica Co. at Kings Moun- 
central North Carolina counties. Local clays tain in Cleveland County. Principal sales 
were mined by one company in Henderson were to the insulator, ceramics, and special- 
County in western North Carolina and Hal- ty brick industries. 
ifax County in the eastern part of the State.  Feldspar.—Historically, North Carolina 
Several companies active in past years did has led the Nation in feldspar production, 
not report production in 1983, Apparently, which is a necessary ingredient in ceramic 
they did not survive the recession. and glass manufacture. The State was the 

Cherokee Brick Co. in Moncure, a special- leader in 1988, and the industry, situated 
ty shape brick producer, tripled capacity in the Spruce Pine and Kings Mountain- 
with the installation of two new shaping Cherryville areas, rebounded from a 3-year
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slump, although sales were 15,000 tons be- producers in the Spruce Pine area mining 
low the 1979 record high. alaskite and using flotation to separate the 

Although the automotive and construc- feldspar from iron minerals, mica, and sili- 
tion industries prospered during 1983, ca and three secondary producers in the 
which increased the demand for glass fiber Kings Mountain-Cherryville area producing 
and whiteware, the expanding use of plastic lithium minerals and mica with feldspar- 
containers by the beverage and food indus- silica concentrates recovered as a byprod- 
tries continued as a major nemesis to in- uct. North Carolina's feldspar industry is 
creasing feldspar sales. summarized in table 5. 

‘The industry consists of three primary 

Table 5.—North Carolina: Feldspar industry in 1983 
Company Location Ore type Comments 

Prine Felden Con Spruce Pine Alaskite. Byproduct mica and aa — pest “contruction grade 
International Minerals & wand nnn do Byprodiuct mica and ‘Chemical Corp. tndstriah grade 
Indusmin Ine. do = nnn edon------- — Byproduct mica and Clnmtructionsgrade 

Secondary producers: Foote Mineralo___..... KingsMountain ______Spodumene-rich Feldsparsilica con- peematite ‘centrate fom ota. 
Kings Mountain Mica Co.tIne  ----do — Micvch pegmatite Bypradc with mic, 

‘ay, and silica re- 
Lithium Corp. of America Inc Cherryville... Spodumene-rich eldsparsilica con- 

eematite. entra from ots. 

Gem Stones.—North Carolina continued Gem Festival in Spruce Pine. Exhibits, 
as the principal eastern State in the output mine tours, mineral lectures, and gem and 
of gem material and mineral specimens. mineral sales were part of the 4-day festi- 
Dozens of small mining operations in the val. 
western part of the State are open to  Gypsum.—National Gypsum Co. Wil- 
interested collectors on a fee basis and mington, imported Canadian gypsum as 
provide the opportunity to collect a variety raw material for wallboard manufacture. In 
of precious and semiprecious stones at a the wallboard manufacturing _ process, 
minimal cost. ground gypsum in slurry form is combined 

In August, an Elkview resident discover- with additives and an accelerator and 
ed a 307-1/2 carat ruby-sapphire combina- spread between moving sheets of paper. 
tion stone at a mine on Cater Creek in the After rolling and edge molding, the board 
Cowee Valley. Uncut, the stone was valued continues on a conveyor system until the 
at $3,000; cut, it could yield a 75-carat ruby material has set. The board is then cut into 
and four sapphires worth approximately Standard lengths and kiln dried. 

$20,000. Texasgulf Inc.'s wet-process phosphate 
Principal gem stones and gem stone areas fertilizer manufacturing facility at Lee 

in western North Carolina are as follows: Creek produced byproduct gypsum. A lim- 
ited amount was sold for soil conditioning; 
tthe remainder was stockpiled. 

County NEMS Principal gem stones Lithium.—The State continued as the 
St —_ world leader in the output of lithium, and 

Alexander Hid Emeraldsandhiddenite, production increased as the aluminum, Jenite. ne Miconcu | RRR patien en glass, grease, and other lithium-dependent 
: aa industries recovered from the effects of the 
Mitel © Sppace, §— Rmarelia aod agua: economic slowdown. North Carolina’s lithi- 

ee _ um production is divided between two 
: companies—Foote Mineral Co., Kings 

In August, the Mitchell County Chamber Mountain, a subsidiary of Newmont Mining 
of Commerce held its annual Mineral and Corp., and Lithium Corp. of America Inc.
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(Lithcoa), Gastonia, a subsidiary of Gulf  Mica.—For several decades North Caroli- 
Resources & Chemical Co. na has led the United States in the produc- 

Foote has developed a surface mine in a tion of scrap mica. In 1983, the State 
spodumene-rich pegmatite to supply head accounted for 66% of the value of the 
feed for a beneficiation and granular lithi- Nation's output. Production was from four 
um carbonate plant. Several grades of spo- companies mining mica in the Spruce Pine- 
dumene concentrate are produced, a portion Micaville-Kings Mountain area, three pri- 
going to the lithium carbonate plant and mary feldspar producers and two lithium 
additional tonnages being shipped to producers. Pertinent data on North Caroli- 
company-owned lithium chemical plants in na mica producers and fabricators is given 
Frazer, PA; New Johnsonville, TN; and in table 6. 
Sunbright, VA. Some spodumene concen- _ Both wet- and dry-ground mica was pro- 
trate is sold directly to the ceramics indus- duced and sales of both increased in 1983. 
try. ‘The major market for wet-ground mica was 

In August of 1982, Foote closed the 18- for use in paints, and the major use for dry- 
million-pound-per-year lithium carbonate ground mica was in wallboard joint cement. 
plant when production outstripped demand. —_At yearend 1982, Mitchell Mining & Man- 
‘The facility was reopened in 1983 to replen- _ufacturing Inc., the newest wet-ground mica 
ish depleted inventories after a 7-month producer in the Spruce Pine area, was 

closure. purchased by J. M. Huber Corp. During 
Lithcoa operates surface mines near Bes- 1983, the Mitchell facility was used for test 

semer City, a beneficiation facility, lithium grinding, and at yearend, Huber officials 
carbonate plant, and lithium metal facility. were considering plans for a new mine and 
The company markets lithium carbonate grinding facility in the Kings Mountain 
for a variety of applications and uses a area. 
portion in its lithium metal operation. 

‘Table 6.—North Carolina: Mica industry in 1983 

Company beeen Grinding pas 
Producers micas —_ “ ‘ 
Dencen Mia _LTIITIaa Cael coacamiaane a Deen . 

eFeldspar Corp === 2222 22d 2ZTTIIIIIID x act mic 0 a rena 
Gypsum Co Foote Mineral Co... Kings Mountain Xx Byproduct mica; sold 
ie Asheville Mi 

International Minerals & Spruce Pine ..------- XX Byproduct mica; sold 
Chemical Corp. to Harris Mining 

Kings Mountain Mica Co,Inc Kings Mountain... Dryandwet Primary mica 
Lawson-United Feldspar & Sprice Pine 2 xX Byprodct mica sold 
‘Minerals Co Hares Mining 

Lithium Corp. of America Inc. Cherryville — xx Byprodet mia: sold 
Mitchell Mining & Manufac- ‘Spruce Pine —- Wet = Processes mies schist turing Ine. ‘and serap from 

mica fabricators, Producers sericite: 
Piedmont Minerals Co... Hillsboro... XX Salto rik and 

Processors of purchased mica: nes 
Asheville Mica Co". Asheville_____. Dry. Diamond Mica Co —~""~_"" Spruce Pine 222222222 Dry Franklin Mineral Co--—--- Franklin” -~~~~~"-__ Wet = Mica received from 

Georgia United States Gypsum Co... Spruce Pine and Kings Dry_---------- Mica purchased from Mountain, feldspar and lithi- 
tum producers Fabricators 

Spruce Pine Mica Co... Spruce Pine _______- xx Mica obtained from 
foreign sources. ‘Tar Heel Mica Co____.----_Plum‘Tree === XX ‘Bo 

XX Not applicable
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‘Table 7—North Carolina: Ground mica sold or used by producers, by use 
a hae i982 1988 

= (Ray Value Glorttonsy Value 

Paint —---------------===== === w w w w 
atl anibng = SoES =e SSSSTOIENE ais Ww w uss $1204.58 

Jani gomek coe cere Tee  scuaaees 215 $4495,504 genes" e3adase 
ea een aeenmmne sa ager “7349.48 16615887 585 

PR enn epee ES 61468 11,784,652 @8615 19,228,195 

“W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
T[ncludes insulation, plastics, roofing, rubber, textile coatings, welding rods, other miscellaneous uses, and uses 

indicated by symbol W. 

Olivine—North Carolina continued as tion, the $25 million project is expected to 
the leading State and one of only two that produce approximately 50% of the power 
produced olivine—magnesium silicate used used by the phosphate complex. Construc- 
in mold construction by the foundry indus- tion on the cogeneration facility is schedul- 
try. The recession-related slump in the steel ed to begin in April 1984 and to be complet- 
and foundry industries severely depressed ed early in 1985. The company had sought 
demand for North Carolina olivine. Howev- the necessary permits to construct an am- 
er, demand and sales increased in 1983 as monia storage and docking facility on Radio 
new orders were received by the metal Island near Beauford in Carteret County, 

industries. . but County Commissioners rejected the 
Three companies comprise the State's plan following strong opposition by local 

olivine industry. Data on these producers is citizens. Ammonia from the proposed $10 
given in table 8. million facility would be used at the Lee 

Creek fertilizer complex. The company was 
‘Table 8.—North Carolina: Olivine reconsidering storage sites at Norfolk and 

producers Wilmington at yearend. 
—________________ImJune, the vessel Mineral Samitri dock- 
_____Gompany Location _Process_ eq at Morehead City State Port and loaded 

Tnxgratony! Minerals & —Baoand Wet. 65,000 tons of calcined and uncalcined phos- 
Chacieal Corp Burnsville. at. Phate rock and granulated triple superphos- 

Ration Olen eGo. Spraeine =. bry hate. The vessel, bound for Le Havre, 
France, carried the largest tonnage of phos- 

Phosphate Rock.—The State continued cat to be shipped through the 
to rank third behind Florida and Idaho in “2° hecember, NCPC and the North Caro- 
phosphate rock output. The worldwide re },.2' port Authority finalized : 
cession reduced the demand for marketable in’ Port Gulonity nal osphate rock 
Phosphate rock, calcined rock, and fertiliz- #2" use of Stete facilities for phosphate roc 
vee but signa of recovery were evident ‘Port through the Morehead City Port. 
during 1983. Texasgulf was the only compa- Under the terms of the agreement, NCPC is 
ny mining phosphate in the State, but work Scheduled to construct $81 million in new 
ty nucd on North Carolina Phosphate ‘cilities, including a dock, unloading facili- 

Co’s (NCPC) mine and calcining facility ties, conveyors, and storage silos. The com- 

adjacent to the Texasgulf complex at Lee Pany planned to ship an estimated 3.7 
Greek, and NCPC is scheduled to begin ™illion tons of calcined phosphate rock 

stripping in 1985 or 1986. NCPC is schedul- through the port annually. NCPC; which 
ed to begin shipments of calcined phosphate has paid the port authority $100,000 per 
rock from the $320 million complex in 1988 Year for the lease of port property, is sched- 

or 1989; annual capacity was reported to be led to pay $25,000 per year upon comple- 
3.7 million tons. tion of the new facilities and $0.296 per 

During 1983, Texasgulf completed work ton of phosphate rock shipped as a fixed 
on a system to convert the calcining kilns charge. The company is scheduled to reim- 
fuel from No. 6 fuel oil to coal, and at burse the State for operation and mainte- 
yearend, plans were underway to retrofit nance charges at the port. 
the Lee Creek sulfuric acid plant, the Contingent on the completion of an Envi- 
world’s largest, to recover high-pressure ronmental Impact Statement, construction 
steam for electrical generation. On comple- is planned for 1985, and shipping would
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commence by 1986. annual company estimates made before 

Pyrophyllite—North Carolina and Cali- yearend. 

fornia were the only States with pyrophyl- In 1988, the production of construction 

lite production in 1983. The material, a sand and gravel exceeded that reported in 

hydrous aluminum silicate, is used in ex- 1982 by approximately 400,000 tons. This 

tenders and filler applications and in refrac- mirrored a 1983 construction activity in- 

tories manufacture. crease in the State. 

‘Two companies operated surface mines Industrial.—The nucleus of North Caroli- 
and processing facilities in Moore County in na’s industrial sand industry is centered in 

central North Carolina, and a third oper- the Anson-Richmond County area in the 
ated a surface mine and plant in Orange extreme south-central part of the State. 
County in north-central North Carolina. Four companies in this area produced 
The Moore County operations, Standard 858,000 tons of industrial sand, 80% of the 
Minerals Co. Inc. and Glendon Pyrophyllite output reported in the State. Industrial 

Inc. produced an insecticide filler and carri- sand production was reported from two 
er, wallboard and latex foam filler, and other counties, Cleveland and Harnett, in 
refractory material. descending order of production. The Cleve- 

Piedmont Minerals Co., Orange County, land County output was a coproduct with 
produced an andalucite pyrophyllite con. mica production, International Minerals & 
centrate by surface mining and heavy- Chemical Corp. in Mitchell County produc- 
media beneficiation; the concentrate was ed a high-purity, electronics-grade product 
trucked to Greensboro for refractory manu- _ from silica recovered during alaskite benefi- 
facture. The company also recovers sericite ciation. Output and value from this oper- 
and quartzite during the stripping oper- ation are not included in the State total. 

ation; the former is marketed as a brick Leading industrial sand sales, in decreas- 
clay additive and the latter for aggregate. ing tonnage, were for glass container manu- 

Sand and Gravel—Construction.—Con- facture, in sandblasting, and for use in 
struction sand and gravel production is filtration. However, over 80% of the ton- 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for nage produced was reported in the “Other” 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this end-use category. Industrial gravel sales 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. were for ferrosilicon applications and other 
Data for odd-numbered years are based on uses. 

Table 9.—North Carolina; Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

= is 
Quantity, Value ali jantity Value alue romans Nitta, Rela, Ans Zt iS 

cian gin age Senn Sevlageataaaaas ASMA NRA 
‘Total or average... ---- 45,198 15,395. 2.96 *5,600 £316,900 933.02 

Ingen oo esate we Seco BB 
Twaloraverage ate anos a_i 
Grand total or average 5914 20,273 343 6,666 $28,589 4.29 

jacbitigieg. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dates included in "Total or 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding
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Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 1, quartzite. Stone was produced in 50 of the 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered State’s 100 counties. Output and value by 
years ony; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. _stone type is given in table 10. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Although output and sales of crushed 
annual company estimates made before stone increased in 1983, reversing a 3-year 

yearend. trend of annual declines, the performance 
In 1988, 36 companies reported the pro- of the North Carolina stone industry in 

duction of 1 or more types of crushed stone: 1983 remained almost 6.2 million tons in 
21 companies produced granite; 5 produced quantity below the record high set in 
limestone; 4, traprock; 3, marl; 1, slate; and 1979. 

Table 10.—North Carolina: Crushed stone production in 1983, by kind 
—__ - Number Quantity Kind ar howard Value warries _ shorttons)_thousands) 
Grane ors ane ea cenveecusneiwarmnceaeNtee naa 58 6noT $112,786 
Limestone and dolomite: West North Caroling <0" aan an njinwannaenneneer nant 4 1,508 6.201 East North Carolina ~~ -___7222222222222222 22222222222 6 064 15.319 ‘raprock. ~~ 2-222 22 22a22nsannn na 5 2225 10,546, Mati slate, quartzite “22 777722ITIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IE 5 104 ‘650 

‘Table 11.—North Carolina: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 
(Coarse aggregate (1-1/2 inch Macadam eas sicenepee acura 196675 
Riprap and jetiy stone - -- ~~~ 222TIIIIITII ae 2591468 Bilerotoes ooo onan scea edocs ae scondcecene See susasecllo 62865 

‘Concrete aggregate, coarse sitter capi tet a---- BIBT ABB 
Bituminous aggregate coarse) ——— == WOOO Ooo TITT SILT T cae Basie ituminous surface treatment aggregate —--~--_--_~_~2_~22222-22222s === ¥ Ballon baltic coe sen Scr SOUDUSESTATIEIONENERERENSOTEIOEO ST: «gm (BRB 

Fing aggregate (3/8 inch ‘Stone sand, concrete === 6138 Slone wand bituminous ioracal —=——W=OTLTIITTSISIITICIIIIIIIII na 
roening, undesignated ~~ ~~~~27~2222222222222sazsasaaannna AB 8525 Coarse and fine aggregate: ‘Graded road base or subbase — ee TB 80896 Unpaved road surfacing.-----~ ~~ 7-~2~~22=27~222222222=22~222===> 194” “360 Grusher run or filler waste2=2222_7222I0TTTTTIIIIIITIIIOIIIIILD a8 at Agricultural Poultry grit and mineral food 2-2 w een eee eee 9 6 

Other agricultural uses -- ~~~ 3 SSS 3 sl 529 Special: “Asphalt Gillers or extenders... === neon 0 ow 
Other? “2 TTTETTTT TTL 27223 32486 

Hele sesecon eos, SERIE TARR 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Hneludeslimedone rani, tar, quart, traprock, an sate 
includes agricultural limestone, sulfur oxide removal, other coarse and fine aggregate, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. SEES 
Data do not ada to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 12.—North Carolina: Dimension stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
mntity Gubiefeet_ Value 

ue. Rorttody (ousands) chousands) 
Rough stone: ‘Rough blocks for building and construction = 2H git 153 $801 

Other® oa ENN ene noccaclsssosssses_ Sou 8 301 
Dressed stone: Other? --~77227277222TTIITIITIINIIIIIE 7368 888 1185 
Toate ---- 86,736 1,089 8,267 

Sincludes granite, sandstone, and slate. 
‘Melades roplarshaped sgn, rable and monumental 

cludes ashlars a juared pieces, slabs and blocks for building and construction, monumental, flagging, structural and sanitary. and fooring slate. w and construc ‘s *
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‘Tale.—The Warner Corp., Murphy, oper- salt electrolysis process. 
ated an underground mine and plant in Steel.—Florida Steel Co. operated a two- 
Murphy in Cherokee County in the south- furnace minimill at Charlotte. The improv- 
western part of the State. Crude tale was ed economy resulted in an increase in or- 
milled into a cosmetic powder and sawed ders over those received in 1982. 
into talc pencils for the metal industry. Titanium.—In 1983, Teledyne Allvac 

opened a new forging facility at Monroe. An 
‘METALS 80-million-pound-annual-capacity rotary 

Aluminum.—North Carolina’s aluminum forging machine is the heart of the forg- 
industry is located at Badin in the west- ing shop. The rotary forge was built by a 
central part of the State. Alcoa operates a Streyrm, Austria, firm. Other forging shop 
127,000-short-ton-per-year primary alumi- equipment included heating furnaces, cool- 
num smelter in Stanly County. During ing beds, a large abrasive saw, and a 
1983, the company reactivated a potline computer-controlled crane that loads the 
shut down in 1981. forge with ingots weighing up to 5 tons. The 

Cobalt.—Carolmet Inc. is a subsidiary of facility is designed to produce various bar 
Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA of Bel- configurations of nickel-based superalloys 
gium. Electrolytic cobalt is imported from used in parts fabrication for jet and gas 
Zaire and processed into extra-fine cobalt turbine engines and chemical processing 
powder used to manufacture tungsten car- plants as well as components for sour gas 
bide. The company was closed during the deep-drilling rigs. The aerospace and bio- 
initial part of 1983 because of market condi- medical industries are the principal mar- 

tions. kets for the company’s titanium alloys. 
Copper.—Powdered copper was produced —___ 

by SCM Co. Glidden Metals Div. at Durham. ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa, AL. 
"The powder, produced from scrap, is used in neiologist ‘North Carolina Geological Survey Section, 

the bearing and friction products industries. “Spiue'Ridge Sun (Sparta, NO. Exploration Routine, No 
Lithium Metal.—The two lithium compa- Find Expected. June 15, 1983. 

nies produced lithium metal ingots, rod, ctlontpgmers Herald (Troy, NC). Gold Mining Explored. 
wire, shot, and dispersion using a molten ™
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Table 13.—Principal producers 
‘Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity County 

Aluminum, smelter: oo 
“Aluminum Co.of America 1501 Alcoa Bldg. Plant... Stanly. Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Clays: “Pine Hall Brick & PipeCo --— Box 11044 Open pit minesand _-Rackingham and 
Winston-Salem, NC 27105. plant. ‘Stokes. 

Sanford Brick Corp ------- Box 505 _Pdo_-------  Leeand Stanly. Norwood, NC 28128 Solite Corp_—----------- Box 2721 ----do_------- —Regkingham and Richmond, VA 23261 Stanly 
Feldspar: ‘The Feldspar Corp’... Box 99 Open pitminesand Mitchell. 

Spruce Pine, NC 28777 plants. Tndusmin Ine... Bor 309 eee rouse Do. 
Spruce Pine, NC 28777 International Minerals & 20I5T Sanders Ra a Do. 

‘Chemical Corp." Northbrook, IL 60062 
Lithium: Foote Mineral Co?_______Box 792 Openpitmineand Cleveland. 

Kings Mountain, NC 28086 plant. 
Lithium Gorp.of America Inc? 49 North Gox Ra 7M _------- Gaston 

a Gastonia, NC 28052 

‘Deneen Mica Co ...------ Box 28 Open pitmines_____ Yancey. 
Micaville, NC 28755, 

Hlarris Mining Co. Box 628 ean edo a= Avery. 
Spruce Pine, NC 28777 

Kings Mountain Mica Co.Ine? Box 109 ----o_.----- Cleveland. 
i Kings Mountain, NC 28086 

Tnternational Minerals & Box 672 wade o----- Jackson and ‘Chemical Corp. Spruce Pine, NC 28771 “Yancey. 
Perlite expanded): ‘Carolina Perlite Co, Inc Box 741 Plant __------ Rowan, 

Hillside, NJ 07205 
Phosphate rock: 

‘TexasgulfInc.*______-_-_ Box 48 Open pit mine and Beaufort. 
oie Aurora, NC 27806 Plant. 

Pyrgphylites 
Glendon Pyrophyllite Inc ____ Box 306 Open pit mines and Alamance and Gerthage, NC zane plant. “Moore 

Piedmont Minerals Co.5_____ Box it Open pit mine and ‘Orange. 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 plant. Standard Minerals Co.Ine Box 278 Woe ---- Moore. 
Robbins, NC 27825 

Sate gravel (construction, 

Becker Sand & Gravel Co... Box 848 Pits -__------- Anson and Cherav, SC 29520 Harnett 
W.R.BonsalCo.--..._ Box 38 a a--do- === Anson: 

Lilesville, NC 28001 
B.V. Hedrick Gravel and Sand Box 425 —---do___----- Buncombe. 

Co? ‘Swannanoa, NC 28778 
Stone: 

Martin Marietta Corp. -—_ Box 30013 et ees Various. 
Raleigh, NC 27612 NelloL.Teer Co -------- Box list a Do. 
Durham, NC27702 Vulcan Materials Co, Mideast Box 4195, aaa Do. 

rae ‘Winston-Salem, NC27109 
‘Warner Corp - Box 459 ‘Underground mine Cherokee. 

“Murphy, NC 28906 Vermiculite (exfoliated 
'W.R. Grace & Co... 62 Whittemore Ave. Plant ___-----_ Guilford Cambridge, MA 02140 
+Also mica. 
Also feldspar. 
Also clays. ‘Also byproduct gypsum. 
Also sericite.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the North Dakota Geological 
Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James H. Aase* 

Nonfuel mineral production in North accounted for less than 1% of the U.S. total. 

Dakota during 1983 was valued at an esti- Nationally, the quantity of salt mined in 
mated $25.4 million, an increase of $12.4 North Dakota was ranked 12th among 15 
million over that of 1982, setting a new high _ producing States; peat, 22d of 22; lime, 30th 

for the State. The estimated two-thirds in- of 39; construction sand and gravel, estimat- 
crease in construction sand and gravel out- ed 42d of 50; and clays, 42d of 44. 

put and a near doubling of its attendant The North Dakota State Soil Conserva- 

unit price were the principal reasons for the tion Committee (NDSSCC) reported that 

sharp rise in 1983. surface mining for minerals other than coal 

‘Among the six nonfuel minerals produced affected 442 acres, from which 2,885,594 

during the year, construction sand and cubic yards of mineral materials was mined 
gravel led in’ value, comprising an estimat- and 380,420 cubic yards of overburden was 
ed 59% of the total nonfuel mineral value. disturbed. NDSSCC indicated that 128 pits 

Other nonfuel minerals produced, in de- were operated, ranging from 0.125 to 11 
scending order of their 1983 production acres. 
value, included lime, salt, clays, peat, and Employment in the State’s nonfuel min- 

gem stones. Only construction sand and eral industry during 1983, the North Dako- 

gravel and lime values gained over those of ta Job Service reported, averaged 380 work- 
1982. ers, ranging from a low of 180 in February 

North Dakota, 47th among the States for toa high of 510 in July and August. 
the value of its nonfuel mineral production, 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in North Dakota’ 
1082 198 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) @wantity (thousands) 

Gem stones nn NA 2 NA 32 
Lime. = 2_1_2_2~272~~~2~~~~ thousand short tons — Ww w 51 6,798 
Sand and gravel construction) ——-——_~—_""""" "Tao > gat 48733800 "15,000 
Combined value of clays, peat, salt, and value indicated by 
DLW 2 one nannansen een aakeed xx 8,102 x 3.570 
Mobsters ta aati en weer xx 12977 XX 25870 

“Estimated. NA Not available thheld to avoid disclosing com rietary data; value included wit BS TLS ea ah td te ert rer ee nl 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

421
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in North Dakota, by county* 
(Thousands) . 

County 1981? 1982 Minerale prodyced in 1908 

Barnes ooo ® $18 Sand and grave construction. 
NE iS keane @) = Bottineau ~__-__~~~ 7777 77~ aaa $8 W Peat, sand and gravel (construcio Bemon 2000 SST uSDE EESOCOSS % W  Salt'sand and gravel Conerustcn) | toyed i eee eer & W Sand and gravel construction. 

Bite ce atce ee @ 525 Do. 

Se o nob 
Degg SSS cacctatcaceentczerr 6 2 De 
Eddy... --- --------------- e w Do. 

Foster _______-----~----~------- 9 -- 

7 lame eee ® 3B Sand and gravel (construction, 
Mitioniy = - Q Ff De 

Mebtetssccsce 3 he Be 
I se ip serene rstrsetemsert mene w W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Specs sae TSaSzacSreaeees 3 300° Sand'and gravel constuction. Pembina _~~~->272222222-22-=-22 108 W Lith sand and gravel Construction 

Pleree _ .-------------+--------- e W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Ramey oc oo 2e eo sense ne ® Be 
BAIN areca ° ae 
Beprlige = 2g oaepeneeeaeeeee g e Temeapecemme 
Rotts 0 SPOT TTOTTSSREETREEET ® St Sandand gravel constractiony 
FIR, resem meer ree rem er ecene e Ww ‘Do. 

‘Stuteman .-------.-.-----------— @ 58 Do. 
‘Towner --_--..--.-~------------ @ Ww Do. Bean SESS S TEESE AEE TT ® W > Lime, and and gravel (construction. Walsh ~~ 2 2222222222272IIITI2 ® 114 Sand and gravel onstruction Wang SC2OESRDISE ST RAGTNNNRTES 8 WD Wells -~22272222222222222222222 ° Ww | De Willsy = =2=SS97 50 TST aEST STATE Ww W- Salt,aand and gravel (construction. 
ebeidbetedt 8 1215 10,658 Sandand graveliconstraction)----7-2777___*4300 xx 
Total. nanan BATT 
“Ftimated. W Withheld to avoid dislosing company proprietary dts; included with “Undistributed” XX Not 

pitt flowing counties ar not listed bneause no nafuel mineral production wa reprtd: Adams, Blings, Coyle, 
Bano, Sovden ¥ falley, Grant, Griggs, Hettinger, La Moure, Logan, McIntosh, Nelson, Oliver, Sargent, Sheridan, Sioux, 

"County distribution fr construction sand and gravel isnot available; otal State value shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction.” 
ecto pan bien sat an edd Se sea Conant The Os emma to z voting sone ab pms sand and gravel nstrction, 18H) tht cannot be amined to specie counties and 

The State received approximately $10 During 1983, NDGS released a variety of 
million during fiscal year 1983 as its 50% new publications related to the State’s min- 
share of receipts the Federal Government eral and water resources and geology. In- 
collected on all mineral leasing rents, royal- cluded among the many publications were 
ties, and bonuses in the State. The pay- reports on the ground water resources of 
tients by the Federal Government are in Bottineau, Logan, Rolette, and Towner 
accordance with the Mineral Leasing Act of Counties as well as geological reports on 
1920. Billings, Golden Valley, Morton, and Slope 

The Mining and Mineral Resources and Counties; geological reports on the Pennsyl- 
Research Institute at the University of vanian Tyler Formation and on the carbon- 
North Dakota, Grand Forks, was awarded a ate bodies in the basal Jurassic Swift. For- 
grant of $150,000 by the U.S. Bureau of mation; a volume of production perform- 
Mines in 1983 for operations and research ance curves for selected North Dakota oil- 
designed to encourage the training of engi- fields; several environmentally oriented 
neers and scientists in mineral-related study reports on the geology and geotechni- 

studies. cal conditions in the Minot area; earth- 
The North Dakota Geological Survey resistivity studies of reclaimed lignite-mine 

(NDGS) reported that it issued no permits spoils; and geological and geochemical con- 
during 1983 for nonfuel mineral exploration trols of undisturbed and surface-mined 

in the State. landscapes.
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Table 3.—Indicators of North Dakota business activity 

= > Change, 1982 1983" pane 

Employment and labor force, annual average: ~ 
Rectcwiias tabor ore’ sn ------—thousands. 2588S HB 
earehopeenae tone SORA TE DS TEESE DERSSTEISOEIN gee OS eR 
Employment (nonagricultural: rare 
Min pono en ee == ===: ease 68 14 +88 
Mamliciifing S°TUDETTETOTEGNOODEESSEGRS ET Ce eteaene «6 AUR 
Gonuract constracln cilities -=_v_vv----v2liaszzwwde ess 
Prep eefeae OCLINUETUEDRETSTINURT aes eae, RL 
Butane inmurance, real estate _-~_~-7~7-2727-72277222—2d00~= mi ong tit 
Boies Coren Cee SETESADPESEGSISTESST Ca «= AR) DRG 
Seem ec Gugeeerieimenceccmodenas GGL Se 

‘Total nonagricolturalemployment!_.-.---------------do--- 0S HIB 
Personal income Wal eee ecnecacceees milla S00 Fie Se 

Pereapita”~~77~~_7722222222s22l2s2222222TTIITT ZT sie sirs0 Fas 
Construction activity: 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ...----—------- 2805 $492 +494 
Valucornoprenidental onstruction. snnss ncn a2s=s— millions BT glee “YT 
Value of State roed contract awards -=-7>~-2z22~-7=-22l222.--do «TT fos +506 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State thousand short tons... «-&72_—=«—«BB HIB 

‘Nonfuel mineral production value 
"Total crude mineral values __—--—------------------ millions $180 $254 +954 
Tate pereepliarabunt popaGse = STTENODIGTSSEGSETOSGT TES NBT 

Value er oquare mile" e'=- =~ -~=~72222777222ITTIIITI sist $359 $951 
__ Nabe bet ONS nes enznseseneeeerrn ee 

Preliminary. 
‘Includes coal and oil and gas extraction. 

os U.S, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

30 

TOTAL 

2 =< 20 
al a . 
3° wee, 
a wt circ eae = 

O° ." SAND&GRAVEL * ¢ 
a . : 
= 10 * : 
= ., ; 

9 
1977 1980 1985 

Figure 1—Value of sand and gravel and total value of nonfuel mineral production in 
North Dakota.
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During 1988, NDGS reported that 675 Core and Sample Library facilities, study- 
people, mostly industry geologists, used its ing more than 10 miles of core. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Peat.—The value of peat produced in 1983 
was down slightly from that of 1982. Con- 

Clays.—Clay production in 1983 was sisting of the reed-sedge variety, output was 
about the same as in 1982; however, the harvested at a single operation by Peat 
total value declined slightly. The material Products Co. from the Turtle Mountain 
mined was consumed locally in manufac- area in Bottineau County. The material was 
turing brick and lightweight aggregate. marketed principally in bulk form for golf 

Output during the year was from two courses and as an ingredient in potting 
firms in Morton County—Hebron Brick Co. soils. 
at Hebron and U.S. Noonlite Ltd. near ~ Salt.—Compared with 1982 levels, salt 
Mandan. | production decreased slightly in quantity 

Gem Stones.—No commercial gem stone and value. Three companies accounted for 
operations were reported in the State dur- the entire salt production in the State 
ing 1983. Material mineral collectors and during 1983. Near Williston in Williams 
other hobbyists collected consisted princi- County, the Hardy Salt Co. conducted a 
pally of agate, chalcedony, and petrified —solution-mining operation to obtain its out- 
wood, estimated to be valued at not more put. Marketed products included evaporat- 
than $2,000. | ed salt for a variety of uses, including food 
Lime.—The State's lime output in 1983 processing and water softening, and salt 

decreased in quantity compared with that of brine for use as a component in oil and gas 
1982; however, total value increased. Ameri- drilling muds. Salt brine Williams Explora- 
can Crystal Sugar Co.'s plants near Drayton tion Co. and Koch Exploration Co. produced 
and Hillsboro and Minn-Dak Farmers in Bowman County was used as an oil and 
Coop.’s operation near Wahpeton produced _gas drilling mud component. 
the entire output. All lime the two firms ~ Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 
produced was used on-site at their respec- and gravel production is surveyed by the 
tive sugar refining facilities. All limestone U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
used in manufacturing their quicklime was years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
obtained from out-of-State sources. only estimates for 1983. The data for odd- 

Total lime consumed in the State during numbered years are based on annual com- 
1983, obtained from U.S. sources, was ap- pany estimates made before yearend. 
proximately 88,000 tons. 

‘Table 4.—North Dakota: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
rs ee 1088" 

rant anti Reach Value Value Qian Value Value 
short sands) fon short sands) ton 

Seid cai sswessee ee cate 4a $1180 $2.65 NA NANA 
Gravel’ 227222 222DIIOIITIITIII IIL 1758 "8396 “L94 NA NANA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ———"—"--—---- 360 f_. 8 NANA NA 
‘Total or averege_-—----------------- zat 4a78 208 3800 $15,000 $2.95 
‘“Botimated. NA Not available. 

Sulfur (Recovered)—Elemental sulfur, in Billings County, and Koch Hydrocarbon 
recovered as a byproduct from natural gas Co. in McKenzie County. 
Bevenesing, {neate! Corps ae ae Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Robinson In- 
quantity and value compared with that of sulation Co.'s exfoliating plant at Minot in 
1982. Production during 1983 was from inactive the enti clants opening by Am eaoil USA Ine at Ward County was inactive the entire year. 

‘Tioga in Williams County, Warren Petrole- 37 tase, ss sawSiacone 
um Corp. at Little Knife in Billings County, yci2! Uisiton Office, Bureau of Mines, Minnoapalis, 
Western Gas Processors Ltd. near Roosevelt
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Table 5.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company ‘Adare Type ofactivity County 

Clays: ebron Brick Go. ------------- Hebron, ND58638_.-...Pitandplant_.._____ Morton US. NoonliteLtd2-222227—2T> Box at? panuben sSUSEEES Bo. Mandan, ND 58554 
Lime: "American Crystal Sugar Co .----- 101 North 3d St, Shaft kins at beet Pembina and Moorhead, MIN 58560 ‘Sugar refineries "Trail 

Minn-Dak Farmers Coop... Wahpeton, ND 58075 Sido" Richland 
Peat Peat ProductsCo-------------$21.4thS Bog----------- Bottineau, Bismarck, ND 58501 
Salt: Hardy Salt Co__..---------- Drawer 449 Brine well and plant . Williams. St Louis, MO 63166 
Koch Exploration Co..-..---- Bex 2256 an--do--------- Bowman Wichita, KS 67201 
Williams Exploration Co... 3025 South Parker Ra. a Do. Suite 0 ‘Aurora, CO 80014 

Sang and gravel construction, 1982: ‘Ames Sond &Gravel Inc "Box 2702 Pitand plant... Burke Fargo, ND 58102 
Des Lacs Sand & Gravel Co... Box 88 Pits and plants... Mountrail. Dee Lacs, ND 58783 Fisher Sand & Gravel Co .------- Box 10s a---do-2------- Bowman, Dickinson, ND 58601 MeLeai, Stark 
Minot Sand & Gravel Co... Box 116 wane Ware ‘Minot, ND 58701 

Northern Improvement Co... Box 1854 ----do--------- Burleigh. Bismarck, ND $8501 Sheyenne Sand & Gravel Inc... Box if Pitand plant... Bady. Sheyenne, ND 58874 
Sulfur (recovered: ‘Aminoil USA Ine-----------— Box 94199 Plant_--------- Williams Houston, TX 77018 Koch Hydrocarbon Co..------- Box 2258 wanedo ese en Melenaie Wichita, KS 67201 

‘Warren Petroleum Corp, adivision of Box 1589 aaa do = Billings. Gulf Oil Con Tulsa, OK 74101 Western Gas Frocesors Lid... 10101 Meloy Dr. Lop liibmumcusare Do. 
Northglenn, CO 80284





By William A. Bonin’ 

In 1983, the value of nonfuel mineral products. Zine oxide was manufactured 
production, which includes shipments of from shipments of zinc concentrates, and 
fime and cement, was $479 million, com- refined zinc and zirconium materials were 
pared with $450’ million in 1982. Major also manufactured. Various strontium com- 
Tnineral commodities produced included pounds were produced from shipments of 
crushed stone, construction and industrial strontium carbonate derived from Mexican 
Sand and gravel, salt, clays, dimension celestite, and barium chemicals were pro- 
stone, and gypsum. Peat and abrasives, duced from shipments of barium carbonate 
including artificial industrial diamonds, derived from domestic barite ores. Elemen- 
were also produced. tal sulfur was recovered as a nondiscretion- 

Tron ore concentrates, alumina, beryllia, ary byproduct of petroleum refining and 
and titanium raw materials were shipped coke production. Synthetic graphite was 
into the State for the production of metals. manufactured, and cultured quartz crystals 
Tron and steel slag was processed for use as were grown from imported lasca. Titanium 
construction aggregate and fill. Talc, per- dioxide and synthetic iron oxide pigments 
lite, vermiculite, and fluorspar were receiv- were produced. 
ed and processed into higher value-added 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Ohio! 
see ioe 

Mineral Value Value Quantity — tho Quantity thou 
i ne ce 

Cement Masonry thousand short tons. — &  s6u70 1 sass 
Pedaskecocc0tcrcczzczocczz ews Pee ts Bese Th 

cuyeMccnscctccocceecaascececccccccgscct Tr “Sto Sot 
Gye 22TTT egal ST ETAEE SERS nee 00 Ys W w 
ee ooo 2 TIDDCITIICIIIIIOIIIERTI «aOR maa 
Pee ree een academe : tt w w 
EGE STSTIDIGSTSTSTSTITOTOOUTTEIIUS «aed srs 
Sand and gravel Constnicton === do--- "26460 a5 Ugw "E4600 
smile 22 OTTTIT do, 
on Capel acces ectess enemas -do.--- "90900 “105200829874. 059 
Dimension --2--~=no--= nna naa oon Ww W ae 

Combined yalue of abvaaives gots ones, and valies indicted by qua Wee eee es XxX 32t0 xxX___1684 

“Estimated. "Revised. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined 
value” figure. XX Not applicable. oma rere " 

‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production {including consumption by producers). 

427
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Ohio, by county* 
(Thousands) 

f ‘Minerals produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 in order of value 

Adams. == -------~ w @ 
‘Alan 272272222 EEILE 38,065 a 
Ashland ~~~ —~~—>~ ~~ Ww W_ Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
‘Ashtabula! == 7777727227 wW W > Lime, sand and gravel (construction) 
Athens.--—=-===2==2== Ww W —Sand'and gravel (construction). 
‘Auglaize. ~——~~— W W Sand and gravel (construction, clays. Belmont --o22T==To 6s W Sand and gravel (construction) 
own >= 722aaan a e 

Baller 22252252 075722 e $4458 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Gare 022222IoZ Ww es Be 

ampaign --~-~----~=- 3 
Gare po 5o eee aEE sal 2198 Do 
Glermoné = === ====2227 eo 4d De. 
Glinton =" 222 22=IT=TT w © ces 
Columbiana.---—-~----- and gravel construction), clay. 
Goshoston > => 72To Ww Ww Do. 
nas iayabogs [2c onda cases 4 ws It lime, clays, peat. 

Dube sco noso sso ccsee e 1765 Sand and gravel construction) 
Delaware ----227=---- 261 ® 
Brfé aenccscoeose ss Ww W Lime, sand and gravel (industria, sand and 

‘gravel (construction). 
Fairfield aeeuese ° W Sand and gravel (construction. 
Fayette = ——— w & 
Franklin --.~-------— Ww 6519 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Gallia 222 2222=22=I- w 197 Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 

‘gravel (industria) 
Goouga -------------+ w 7208 Sand and gravel (industrial), sand and gravel 

‘construction? 
Greene. —------------- 25,816 W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays 
Hamilton --—~-7=-27== Gl 8078 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Hancock ------------ 1,960 @ 
Hardin.-——-~—-~---~— 377 a 
Homer COSTED ISTE W W Seiand grave 7 feury Coane RASS wW ‘and gravel (construction), clays. 

Highland ~~~~777722 w & Hocking-----=-- =~ w 520 Sand and gravel (construction), clays 
Holmes --—-~-~~------ w W Clays, send and gravel (constriction) 
Haven 2050 T25c Eo w W. Sand and aravellconstrution) Sackson = 2722222222222 Ww W Gays, sand and gravel (industria 
‘Jefferson ~~ === 2T TL Ww zh 
Rope sv EE ATSU STS w W Sand and gravel (industria, sand and gravel 

‘construction) Lake == w 31,110 Salty lime, sand and gravel (construction) Lawrence 2222272222277 w W Cement, clays. 
Vicking - =~ -----=~ Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
Tagan 2228S OSE w W Sand and gravel construction), peat. Tapaie So ee=SCEEE TE w W Sand and gravel (construction), abrasives, Vueas - =~ >= w W Cement, sand and gravel construction), clays. 

Mahoning” ~~ ~~~ ~~~ W W Clays, peat. Marion © ==22222222227 1985 82 Sand and gravel (construction) Medina ~-22-2222 = W W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Megs SUESSREPRNTETS ® 1482 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Mercer —--~-~ === Ww Miami -—2—2=2222TI==2 Ww 1,052 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Monroo ----22=2--- w fe Montgomery -—— ~~~ -=-=~ 2011 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Moran Suemonore ress 2a W Do. Morrow 2222222222222 @) 191 Do. 
Muskingum_-—— 2" w W Cement, sand and gravel construction), clays 
Noble ------- === 1,160 a 
Ottawa ---2--2 22 w Lime, gypsum. Paulding ~~ ~----_—> Ww W Cement, clays. Beng. See Ww W Sand and gravel (industria), clays Pickaway -----_-~--=== w W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 

‘gravel (industria 
ree w LW Sandand gravel construction) 

Portage ~~~ === 7=77 & 7813 De. 
Preble -_—- ~~~ w WwW Do. 
Putney 202 EL CEEE Ww W Clays. Richland -—-_~~~-~- w W Sand and gravel construction), clays. 
Boas 2 SSDTTELSROSS w W Sand and gravel (industrial), sand and gravel 

‘construction) 
Sandusky -———-—------- w W Lime Seote 2) CSET TEUESEERE W W Sand and gravel (construction) clays 
Seneca ~~~2_=22222==— 1587 W Lime 
Shlig {SIR EERTTSRGE ES 654 582 Sand and gravel construction) 
Stare ToS TSS ERE IESE Ww 11,105 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

‘See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Ohio, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

Sa ‘Minerals produced in 1082 County 1981 1982, seals pecdiaced in: 

Summit -___---------- w W Salt, sand and gravel (construction), sand and 
‘ravel (industria. ‘Trumbull. ------- sag W Sand and gravel (construction) Tuwarewaio22c22 002222 w W_ Sand and gravel (construction), clays, sand ‘and gravel (industria) 

Union .-------------- w @ Von Wea 1D LLSsgEacoSe 1,105 ea 
Warren ~~~ = sooo e $2,188 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Washingion-—————~77 7 ai 2 Do. Waynes 2-2-2 37,807 W Salt, sand and gravel (construction). Wil ene SESSCOSE TOOTS 6 W Sand and gravel construction), peat. Wood, -sossussce25s0 3618 a 
Wyandot 22 22222I222 w 4396 Lime, sand and gravel (constrtion), peat, 

clays. Undistributed* = 330,571 217,518 
Sand and gravel (eonairuction) $95,570 XX 
Stone: ‘Crushed --- xx £305,200 

Dimension -—---—--—— xx Ww 
Toll) -Siewesetee 5552,160 449,560 

“Etimated. —W Witheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dat; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
applicable. "Defiance, Fulton, Guernsey, Madigon,, and Vinton Counties are not listed because. no, nonfuel mineral vroduetion was reported. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone EiS82)is not avaitable; total State values shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction)” or “Stone” 

2Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produted date nok avalabicby county. ea 
‘Ineludes gem stones and some sand and gravel (industrial) that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values ingieated by eymbel W. * sane to sp 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Ohio business activity 
p Change, 1982, 1989? erent 

‘Employment and labor force, annual average: ‘Fotal civilian labor force "=e thousands 4.9182 4.9688 $10 Unemployment --- "= 222222222222222as22l2sscsssse do = TH0.9 LLIB 
Employment (nonagricultural): 
Mala nnn eeccnt ae saw pasate dias 26 70485 Manufacturing ————7L22277TTDIIIIDIIIIOIIIIIILI Todas goo 8B 
Tene COATING oo a ipeon nT RET Aner ecaee panes 4ons Tee: re ansportation and public wilties ~~ -~____27.2222222~2~dos22_ 5 2 Wholesale and retal trade ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 72 DITITIo iia I awa Finance, insurance, realestaie——-—2_222.22222~2----22-2-dos=> = O82 OBR 
Services oo nen nec enn ercna eee TST Government ---—22222LILIDIIIOIIIIIIIOIIOIIOI a_i TS 

person {Gal nonagricltural employment! don 8B 750883 +80 
Potalne n-ne eee een eeee eee millions. $115 087 $120986 +52 
Pereapita——-" 7" TLTTITIIIILIIDIIIIOIIOIILIL EES “soles? “gas; 555 Construction activity 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized —.------------- 36,640 26851 4614 Value of nonresidential construction =. _2_2_- millions $1,5342 $1,9622 4279 Value of State road contract awards -~~-~-_-~-~-~~~_-~-17--don~-- $845.0 $5480 58 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

: thousand short tons. 2,199 2427+ 185 Nonfuel mineral production value: 
‘Total crude mineral value ~~. ----------- millions. $449.6 T9186 ‘Value per capita, resident population ~~~ "~~~~~~~~~777- so Sis ST 
Value per square mile -—" =~ =~ 7===22222asaasazaaeaaa = $1082 SLADE 

*Preliminary. 
“includes bituminous coal and gas extraction. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding
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Figure 1—Value of sand and gravel and stone and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in Ohio, 

Nationally, Ohio continued to rank 15th increased 7% over 1982 levels. 
in the value of nonfuel mineral production. Compared with 1982, when the combined 
The State ranked first in ferroalloy ship- values of cement, clays, calcined gypsum, 
ments and first in the production of lime, lime, construction sand and gravel, and 
steel slag, and exfoliated vermiculite; sec- crushed stone fell $178.4 million (84%) be- 
ond in pig iron and fire clay; third in iron low the 1979 record-high levels, these values 
slag; fourth in salt and construction sand in 1983 rose by $35.8 million (10%) over 

and gravel; and fifth in common clay. 1982 levels. The value of construction- 
Trends and Developments.—The Ohio related commodities produced in Ohio in 

mineral industry in 1983 fully participated 1979, 1982, and 1983 are shown in the 
in the recovery from the recession of the following: 
past few years as total value of production 

in Slang Pent hangs 
Commodity $$$ 

orp 1962 1983 tovos2_t9Tegs 19508 9) ee tse tots rags toss Cement Moconry = g aT “8 1 421 Porland==2222222222222222222222 SRR 2 a i Gave cusrsccesencerssssss Be OEE = a 1B Gypsum aieinedy- 22-2222 3 a“ Odn Lime sncenee=ccn==-22tzzcasaiz>r ted % 4 Hi Sand and gravel Gonstactions <=27----77-. tag nee 2 a as 3 Stone(erushed)-o nnn 2 o= anoo2 ek eae Tee 0 “24 i 
Total ee ennne-- and ML BT “34 “a +0 ae ee oerenec econ, NO A 

“Batimated, "Revised
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In Ohio, the number of authorized private control. As such, shipments are subject to 
and public residential units increased by the vagaries of winters, State and municipal 
61% (26,851 in 1983 compared with 16,640 government stockpiles, and the trend, 
in 1982), while in the United States that brought on by economic constraint and 
indicator of economic activity increased by environmental concerns, to salt less often 
59%. The value of private residential con- and less extensively. Most of Ohio's indus- 
struction in Ohio increased $428 million or _ trial sand production was used as glassmak- 
28%, compared with a nationwide increase ing and foundry sand. The glass container 

of only 8%. Also significant as indicators of industry continued to suffer from aging 
Ohio’s participation in the national recov- equipment, excess capacity, and increasing 
ery were the increases in the value of State _ use of alternative containers, while found- 
road contract awards and the shipments of _ ries continued to operate at or below 50% of 
cement to and within the State, up 59% and _ capacities. 
14%, respectively. In total tonnage produced in Ohio, the 

After 4 years of economic recession, the percentage increases over 1982 levels com- 
State's nonfuel mineral producers and proc- pared favorably with U.S. production in all 
essors began to rebound in all areas except areas except for construction sand and grav- 
for salt, which decreased in both production el and masonry cement, which lagged 6 and 8 
and value, 27% and 5%, respectively, and _ percentage points, respectively. 
industrial sand, which remained essentially The production of construction-related 
unchanged from 1982 levels. Most of Ohio commodites in Ohio and the United States 
salt production is used for highway ice in 1982 and 1988 are shown in the following: 

Ohio “Cited States 

Commodity 1982 198 change, __1982___1983__ Change, 
‘Quantity percent ———Qaangy eroent 

(thousand short tons) (znllion short tons) 
Cement 
Masonry 86 i +13 2439 +21 Portland =2ORGSESSE SSEETEE 1326 1st He euler Ho 

Clays e222 22 TIIT Tab Tne 8 35409 $15 Gypsum (eaeined) -2=7772=27222 213 201 ter N32 189 ta Vine nee ee ieee oe 1,668 1,806 24 Mi 49 +6 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) —_——— 26,160 927,200 +4 5594.0 655.1 +10 

Shane alae POON a ORNS En TOM RY 
Total -.-------n----- BIB +1 15083 1657.6 +10 

“Estimated. "Revised. 

The percentage changes from 1979 to ferroalloy sectors of both the State and 
1982 and from 1982 to 1988, in both the national economy, Ohio producers during 
quantity and value of mineral production 1983 only managed to cut their loss. Caught 
demonstrate that less of these commodities between weak demand and oversupply in 
are required to maintain the infrastructure what has become an international market 
of a mature society than were required to place, and overcapacity and high production 
initially construct and expand ‘that infra- costs, the domestic steel industry continued 
structure as the society developed. For ex- to modernize, rationalize, restructure, and 
ample, most major highway systems have reorganize in a massive effort to regain 
been built and the need for large quantities profitability. In 1983, as in 1982, manage- 
of construction aggregate is gone. Most ment sought reductions in wages, fringe 
highway money is now spent on resurfacing benefits, and changes in work rules to 
pavements and repairing bridges. Also, as reduce production cost. Labor, for the most 
population growth levels off, there is a shift part, conceded. For the survivors in this 
to multiple-family dwellings and a trend industry, the so-called “leaner and meaner” 
toward rebuilding and refurbishing inner return to profitability remained a distant 
city residences. This reduces the need for objective and for some only a distant hope. 
new streets and water and sewer systems. ‘The significant increases in the produc- 

In the very important iron and steel and tion of raw steel from 1982 to 1983 levels
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pale in comparison to the decreases experi- record-breaking $265 million in 1981. 
enced by the industry in previous years to Exploration Activities—Although min- 
the record low output of 1982. These com- eral production has somewhat increased, 
parisons demonstrate the severity of the there was still no sufficient market im- 
problems faced by steelmakers in Ohio and provement to stimulate extensive explora- 
the Nation. In addition to reduced demand _ tion programs in Ohio during 1983. 
for steel to which ferroalloy producers are An exception to this relatively low level 
closely aligned, some changes in the steel of exploration activity was seen in eastern 
industry have resulted in further perma- Ohio where there was considerable core- 
nent reductions in the use of ferroalloys. drilling activity for deep coal-reserve poten- 

For the second consecutive year, operat- tial in parts of Belmont, Monroe, and Noble 
ing rates for Ohio’s producers of bulk fer- Counties. The area was intensively drilled 
roalloys averaged about one-third of capaci- by at least two major oil companies and was 
ty owing to weak markets for their products identified by the Ohio Division of Geological 
and strong competition from low-priced im- Survey, on the basis of its drilling program, 
ports. Operating rates were also low for to have more than 500 million tons of 
specialty ferroalloys producers in 1983. recoverable coal. 
However, capacity utilization of silicon met- _ ‘The ongoing exploration program of the 
al producers increased by about 20% from Ohio Survey in 1983 included a deep-coal 
1982 levels. drilling program in Guernsey County. A 

The participation of Ohio's iron and steel total of 14 holes averaging over 600 feet 
and ferroalloys producers in the trends and deep and penetrating the entire coal- 
developments of 1983 is further discussed bearing sequence were expected to be com- 
and highlighted in the “Metals” section of pleted by the end of 1984. The Ohio Survey's 
this chapter. deep-coal “broad brush” exploration pro- 

The nonferrous sector of Ohio's primary gram is directed toward the possibility of 
metals industry, including aluminum, be- finding low-sulfur coal in seams at depths 
ryllium, and titanium, lagged behind the greater than those previously mined in the 

rest of the economy during the 1983 recov- State. The Ohio Survey continued expand- 
ery, while some products responded more ing its geological mapping and mineral 
quickly than others to the overall economic inventory capabilities throughout the year. 

improvement. Mapping of sand and gravel deposits was 
In a year when aluminum significantly resumed in Butler County in southwestern 

outperformed other metals, the estimated Ohio and Champaign County in west- 
production of primary aluminum by Oregon central Ohio. Plans called for completing 
Metallurgical Corp. (Ormet) at Hannibal the mapping of sand and gravel deposits in 
remained essentially unchanged from 1982, the remaining counties of the Miami River 
which was the lowest annual production Basin. Also scheduled was the drilling of 
rate in the Nation since 1968 several deep holes in northwest Ohio in 

According to the annual report of Brush- search of sulfide mineralization. 
Wellman Inc. at Elmore, 1983 was the most Negative exploration results caused the 
successful year in its history, as production Crystal Mining Co. to abandon exploration 
of beryllium-copper alloys and beryllia ce- activity and allow its leases to expire. Crys- 
ramics increased, although production of tal Mining had reportedly leased 12,000 
the metal declined slightly. Sales and earn- acres in Medina and Wayne Counties. Lack 
ings reached an all-time high despite the of favorable geology forced cancellation of 
negative impact of the continuing depres- the project after three cores were drilled to 
sion in the construction equipment indus- 2,600 feet in search of potash. 
try. The Elmore plant produced high-energy Legislation and Government Pro- 
friction materials and long-wearing edges. grams.—Reflecting a decade-long trend of 
These parts were sold for use in clutches, increasingly greater utilization of geologic 
brakes, power shifts, and automatic trans- information, the Ohio Survey received over 
missions in off-road equipment, farm trac- 51,000 inquiries and distributed over 
tors, and trucks. 214,000 maps, publications, and technical 
RMI Co. at Niles, again in 1983, operated records to industry, government agencies, 

at a loss because of a continued decrease in and individuals during the year. 
titanium mill product shipments and de- Progress continued in the Ohio Survey's 
pressed selling prices. In 1982, sales plunged mapping program. In the 1983 field season, 
32% to $179 million, compared with a glacial geology mapping began and top-of-
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rock and drift-thickness maps were com- available in mid-1984, will be a valuable aid 
pleted in Huron and Crawford Counties. for explorationists. 
‘The Ohio Survey’s other program activities Commencing in 1982, the Ohio Survey 
in progress during 1983 included mapping began collecting production data from 
the elevation of bedrock surface in Erie, Ohio's mineral industries. The Ohio Survey 
Wyandot, and Hamilton Counties; thickness prepares yearly reports based upon this 

of glacial drift in Erie, Wyandot, Hamilton, information. This function was formerly 
and Geauga Counties; and sand and gravel carried out by the Ohio Department of 
resources in Butler and Champaign Coun- Industrial Relations, Division of Mines. ‘The 
ties. These maps are of considerable value 1981 report has been published, the 1982 
to explorationists needing to know the report was in production, and the 1983 
thickness and nature of the material over- report (the first utilizing data collected 
lying the consolidated rock surface. entirely by the Ohio Survey) was on sched- 

Coal-resource evaluations, studies of coals ule. 
to investigate their potential washability, _ The Mining and Mineral Resources and 
and publication of a report on the physical Research Institute at Ohio State University, 
properties of limestone aggregates high- authorized by the Surface Mining Control 
lighted technical work during 1983. Also and Reclamation Act of 1977, received 
published during the year was a report on $150,000 in fiscal year 1983 from the U.S. 
the geology and natural gas potential of Bureau of Mines. The funds are designed to 
Ohio's Devonian black shales. In 1983, data encourage the training of mining engineers 
compilation was completed and a manu- and other scientists involved in mineral- 
script aeromagnetic map of Ohio was draft- related studies. These funds must be match- 
ed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) ed with non-Federal funds and can be used 
under terms of a USGS and Ohio Geological for research projects, demonstrations, fel- 
Survey cooperative agreement. The map, to lowships, or other programs. 
be published at a scale of 1:500,000 and 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Materials Dept. at Worthington in Franklin 
, County, manufactured industrial abrasives 

Abrasives—Manufactured.—Three com- and diamonds. GE is one of five companies 
panies produced metallic abrasives during producing artificial diamonds in the United 
the year. Globe Steel Abrasive, Mansfield, in States. 

Richland County, and National Metal Abra- ~ Natural.—Cleveland Quarries Co. pro- 
sive Co., Wadsworth, in Medina County, duced grindstones and deburring media as 
produced steel shot and grit. Steel Abra- coproducts of its dimension sandstone quar- 
sives Inc. at its Hamilton plant in Butler ying operations in the South Amherst area 
County produced both annealed and chilled of Lorain County. The company is the 
shot and grit. Production and sales, re- largest producer and fabricator of sand- 
fleeting continued reduced economic activi- stone in the world and the sole producer of 
ty in the related industrial sectors, fell natural grindstone in the Nation. 
below 1982 levels and were again reported  Cement.—Five companies operated six 
at their lowest levels since 1963. cement plants in Ohio during 1983. Colum- 

The bonded abrasive operation of The bia Portland Cement Corp. at Zanesville, 
Carborundum Co. in Logan was purchased General Portland Inc. at Paulding, Lone 
by two former Carborundum executives and Star Marquette Co. at Superior, and South- 

will be operated as the Carborundum Grind- western Portland Cement Co. at Fairborn 
ing Co. In March, Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), produced both portland and masonry ce- 
citing overcapacity in a down market, ment. Only portland cement was produced 
announced plans to close the worldwide by SME Cement Inc. at its Middlebury and 
bonded abrasive operations of Carborun- Sylvania plants. The value of portland and 
dum and sell its coated abrasive operations. masonry cement shipments in 1983 increas- 
‘The Logan closure would have meant the ed by 20% over 1982 levels, while produc- 
loss of 250 jobs. tion increased by 19% and 13%, respec- 

‘The General Electric Co. (GE), Specialty tively.
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Table 4.—Ohio: Portland cement salient and high-modulus fibers, and machined and 
matetes unmachined shapes. Union Carbide also 

(Short tons unless atherwise specified) produced electrodes and electric motor 
or as rushes, and manufactured carbon raiser 

Sourwauenes Tp Ty (Fat, steelmaking from powder and scrap. 
Number of active plants — 6 5 Ohio Carbon produced machined and 
Efeuctien wails ~«=« 8092 ——*21629.517 nmachined graphite shapes and electric 

Quantity = qgi398085 state motor brushes. 
stocks st mills Bec 3i-— —igrase Shain © Gypsum.—Ohio’s gypsum industry dur- 

ing the year followed the high activity of 
the housing and construction industries 

High! i Wallboard shipments increased modestly in 
‘Tableb—Oblo: Masonry cementsallent, 1.5 Grot half of the year and then, epurred 

(Short tons unless otherwise specified) by lower interest rates and pent-up demand for housing, increased very rapidly with all- 
Tae 198 _ time monthly records set in the second half 

Number of active plants 4 4 of 1963- Biapbag cf eotive plants — 1618 writ _ Celotex Corp., a subsidiary of Jim Walter 
Shipments ffom mili: vs COtP., continued to be the only company 
Sugai 017008 s74gtgi0 that mined gypsum in Ohio. The company 
Stocks at mills, Dee. i 19914 20897 reported increased production from its open 

ii _pit mine on Marblehead Peninsula in Otta- 
Clays.—In 1983, 30 companies at 44 oper- Wa County. The 148,000 tons produced in 

ations produced 1.5 million tons of common 2981 was valued at $1.57 million and the 
clay and shale valued at $4.6 million, A 1982 production of 109,000 tons was valued 
total of 11 companies at 12 operations ¢ $1.34 million. According to company data 
mined 248,000 tons of fire clay valued at TePorted to the Ohio Survey, Ohio's produc: $3.4 million. tion in 1983 was 224,100 tons valued at $1.87 

Total production of common clay and ‘illion—up 106% and 40%, respectively, 
shale increased by 13% over 1982 levels, ver 1982 levels. . 
while value increased 19%. These materials, National Gypsum Co. at its plant in were used in the manufacture of brick, Lorain County and Celotex and United 
portland cement clinker, concrete blocks, States Gypsum Co. at plants in Ottawa 
tile, flue lining, sewer pipe, and other struc. County calcined crude gypsum mined in tural clay products. The 1983 production Ohio and other States. These three plants 
and value of common clay and shale used in calcined 291,000 tons valued at $6.5 mil- 
building brick was 839,000 tons and $2.7 lion—a 37% increase in production and a 
million—a 50% increase over 1982 levels, 27% increase in value over 1982 levels. Of 

Production of fire clay increased by 63% _ the total calcined gypsum, 96% was used for 
over 1982 levels, whilevalue increased 55%. wallboard and 4% was used for plasters. 
Major end uses were in the manufacture of The United States Gypsum plant, which 
refractories, foundry sand, and fire brick. had ceased operations in early 1982, re- 
Dresser Industries Inc. closed its Harbison- sumed production in 1983. 
Walker Refractories plant at Portsmouth. _ Lime.—Ohio continued to lead the Nation 
‘The plant, which employed as many as 150 in lime production and to rank second in 
workers, produced clay coke-oven brick, but consumption. Two of the Nation’s top 10 
there had been essentially no production lime-producing plants are located in the 
since December 1982. State. Ranked fifth is the Woodville No. 1 

Fluorspar.—Seaforth Mineral & Ore Co. plant of Martin Marietta Corp.’s Chemical 
Cleveland, operated a fluorspar concentrate Div. in Sandusky County and ninth is the 
drying and processing mill in East Liver. Grand River plant of Inland Steel Co. in 
pool on the Ohio River. The facility received Lake County. A total of 11 companies at 14 
imported acid-grade fluorspar. plants produced 1.9 million tons of lime 

Graphite (Synthetic).—The Carbon Prod- valued at $84.9 million. Production and 
ucts Div. of Union Carbide Corp., Fostoria, value increased 14.4% and 11.2%, respec- 
and Ohio Carbon Co., Cleveland, manu- tively, over 1982 levels. The State increased 
factured graphite. Union Carbide's graphite _ its share of total U.S. production from about 
products included low-modulus cloth, low- 12% in 1982 to almost 13% in 1983. The
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record high year for the State’s output of struction market. Chemical and industrial 
lime was 1978 when it attained 17.2% of uses increased modestly, while only agricul- 
total domestic production with 3.5 million tural lime experienced a slight decline. 
tons valued at $129.3 million, as shown in In 1983, Ohio was the leading consumer of 
the following: quicklime and ranked third behind Texas 

and Pennsylvania in the consumption of ————ams at shydrated lime. The leading uses of lime Year ——mmimnston tans Ohioasee were in steel furnaces, refractories, and Ohio __Sfates__Production water purification. Ohio was one of the top —_——_——— three lime producers for basic oxygen fur- 
on ceoes 8 mt i$ aces and electric-furnace steel with 23% 

1979 [IIIT 34 210 182 and 10%, respectively, of total domestic 
iat 2722222 as 189 Is Production. __. 1982 22222 7 i 121 Despite the 1983 gains in the quantity 

ee 4 ig 128 and value of lime sold or used by Ohio's 
producers, several plants in the State were 

The lime industry in the United States in closed during the year, reflecting continued 
1983 showed a modest 5.7% gain over 1982 depressed markets for lime. CE-Basic Inc. 
levels, reaching 14.9 million tons. Despite permanently closed its Maple Grove plant 
this gain, however, 1983 was the third worst at yearend; Cuyahoga Lime Co. permanent- 
year for total lime production since 1963. ly ceased operations in July; Pfizer Inc. shut 
Fluxing lime for steel showed the largest down its Gibsonburg dolomitic lime plant in 
gain, up 13% over that of 1982. Building January; and United States Steel Corp.'s 
lime for masonry and plastering gained Lorain plant, dormant since late 1981, re- 
18%, again related to the improved con- mained closed. 

Table 6.—Ohio: Lime sold or used by producers, by use 
7 a SSS 

Use it ralue Juantity. falue 
———______orttons)_housands)_(short tons) _ (thousands 
Steel, basic oxygen furnace. wsime $3478 965608 $43,528 Refractories 22722 2s 22a lorore 432 149'998 7308 Bloeh, eloctne ° "27 DT SEPSELIENTIS TEREST ATT 1zrst 891 ai235 dat Water purihestion 27222 2722722722T27=T 2 W W 43,600 1984 Stoel, spenrhearth 1°" CUT SEEIOLSSTART TOTES 140,908 e741 zor tat Glam oe ene Tigi ss32 w W Aurtailure 22005 25 aESITSERSEES EE ISIS 7665 ‘357 W Ww Sewage treatment 277 77>I7DIII2T2ITTTT722T el 309 2221 or Other? __. Smewiemi amine caatiale eels 435,099 18,530 614,905, 25,426 

Total --------------------nu--------- 1686084 —«16,870~=~*«wN OBA ~SC 9 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
‘Includes acid water neutralization, calcium carbide, fertilizer (1982), finishing lime, magnesia from seawater or brine, mason's lime (1982), magnesium, other chemical and industrial uses, other construction lime (982), other metallurgy (1982), paper and puip (1955), road stabilization, sugar refining, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

Peat.—Six companies harvested peat in increased 2% and 11%, respectively, over Ohio. The packaged product, totaling about 1982 levels. Construction industry-related 90% of production, was used for soil im- uses, such as aggregate for concrete, plaster, provement and potting soil. Bulk sales were and formed products, and loose-fill insula- used primarily for soil improvement, and at tion, accounted for two-thirds of domestic nurseries, on golf courses, and in green- sales. Although consumption of expanded houses. perlite declined 10% in the Nation, sales for Agricultural Laboratories Inc., at its hu- concrete aggregate increased 29%. mus plant in Carey, Wyandot County, proc- Quartz Crystal (Cultured).—The East- essed a small quantity of peat to produce a lake facility of Sawyer Research Products high-value product for use as seed innocu- Inc. in Lake County used imported, as well lant. as Arkansas, lascas to grow cultured quartz Perlite (Expanded).—Celotex, Cincinnati, crystals for manufacture of frequency- and Cleveland Builders Supply Co., Cleve- control oscillators. Lasca is high-purity, land, expanded crude perlite shipments lump quartz needed to grow quartz crystals. from Western States. Production and value Growing time ranges from 1 to 6 months,
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depending on the size and type of bar tobe Diamond Crystal Salt evaporate brine to 
grown. produce salt that is used for a variety of 

Sawyer Research Products was the form- products including table salt, preservative 
er wholly owned subsidiary of Brush- and food-processing salt, water-conditioning 
Wellman of Cleveland. It was sold in No- salt, pressed salt blocks for livestock, and 
vember to a domestic investor group for salt needed for various chemical processes. 
about $6 million. The Eastlake facility rep- Salt consumption in the chlorine and caus- 
resents more than one-half of the installed tic soda industry increased, while salt con- 
capacity for growing single-crystal quartz in _ sumption by food-related industries remain- 
the Nation. This material is the best for ed virtually unchanged. 
frequency-control oscillators. Morton Salt, at its Rittman refining 

Salt.—In 1983, Ohio ranked fourth in salt plant, was developing a pneumatic system 
production behind Louisiana, Texas, and of padding brine cavities to improve extrac- 
New York and produced 7% of the national _ tion of mineral reserves. 
total. The 2.6 million tons sold in 1983 was ‘The R. H. Penick Co. in Licking County 
valued at $86 million. Compared with 1982 produced natural brine from 12 wells. Its 
shipments, the 27% decline was offset in entire production is used for de-icing and 
part by only a 5% decline in value. dust control on secondary roads 

Rock salt was recovered at two under- Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
ground mines. Reserves are enormous and struction sand and gravel production is 
these two mines could conceivably operate surveyed by the U.S, Bureau of Mines for 
indefinitely. The Fairport Harbor Mine of even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
the Morton Salt Co. Inc. is located on the chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
Lake Erie shore on the west side of the Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
Grand River in Lake County. Mining is by annual company estimates made before 
room-and-pillar method in a 17-foot interval yearend. 
within the upper part of the Salina salt bed "Based on these estimates, Ohio continued 

at a depth of 1,900 feet beneath the surface. to rank fourth in production behind Cali- 
The mine, served by two vertical shafts, is fornia, Texas, and Alaska. And, although 
beneath Headlands Beach State Park and production at 27.2 million tons was up 4% 
Lake Erie. Almost the entire production over 1982 levels, value at $84.6 million 
from the mine is used for highway de-icing. increased only 1.9%. These increases did 
‘The International Salt Co. Mine is on Whis- not compare favorably with U.S. totals, 
key Island in Cleveland, Cuyahoga County, where production and value increased 
and, like the Morton Salt Mine, is beneath 10.3% and 15.6%, respectively. Across the 
Lake Erie. The salt is mined by the room- Nation, 1983 was the second lowest produc- 
and-pillar method from a 14- to 17-foot tion level since 1958. It was 32% below the 
interval at a depth of 1,700 feet. Two shafts, record high production of 1978 and only 
each 16 feet in diameter, provide access, 10% higher than that of 1982, when a full 
ventilation, and removal of salt. Most of the annual survey was conducted. 
salt produced at this mine is also used as Industrial—In 1983, 8 companies oper- 
highway salt. Production from these mines ated 12 quarries with on-site processing 
declined because State and municipal gov- plants that produced 12 million tons of 
ernments had stockpiled large quantities in industrial sand and gravel valued at $17.8 
1982 and because the current trend isto salt million. Production and value remained 
only main highways instead of all or most essentially unchanged from 1982 levels. 
secondary roads. Most of Ohio's industrial sand was used as 

Artificial brine was produced from Salina glassmaking, foundry, and fiberglass sand. 
salt beds at three operations—PPG Indus- Other uses included blasting, pottery, hy- 
tries Inc. and Diamond Crystal Salt Co. in draulic fracturing, traction, filtration, fill- 
Summit County and Morton Salt in Wayne ers, and roofing granules. The industrial 
County. PPG’s brine production is used gravel was used for silicon-ferrosilicon and 
solely by the company to produce chlorine _ filtration in metallurgy. 
and caustic soda by electrolysis. Morton and
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Table 7.—Ohio: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
1 2S 

Quantity, Value Value leaner Value Value 
Gomes ee “eee ase 

a NA NA NA NA NANA Gravel 220 PTET nog Sea aaTaSEE TaTS NA NA NA NA NANA 
Sand and gravel nprocessed) =222ZZZZ_ NANA NANA NANA 

‘Total or average ~--------------- 26,160 "$83,015 "$3.17 £27,200 °$84,600 °$3.11 

Na cod eccesrueetenwenwens 1168 17,410 14.89 w W 1492 Gravel 2222 2222222TIIIDITII LITE 3405764 Ww W940 
Total! or average __ wanes 1,223 17,816 14.57 1,226 17,848 14.56 

Grand total or average ....-...-~.~ 27,383 *100,831 73.68 28,426 102,448 °3.60 

"Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding 

Slag, Iron and Steel.—In 1983, Ohio years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
maintained its national ranking in sales of Data for even-numbered years are based on 
both iron and steel slag—third in iron and annual company estimates made before 
first in steel. As a percentage of total U.S. yearend. 
shipments, Obio sales of iron slag and steel” Crushed.—In 1983, a total of 32.9 million 
slag were 17.6% and 25.8%, respectively. In tons of crushed stone valued at $114.1 mil- 
1983, Ohio sales of iron slag totaled 2.4 lion, fob. plant, was produced in Ohio. 
million short tons valued at $11.4 million, Shipments and value increased 8% over 
increases of 10.1% and 12.8%, respectively, 1982 levels. This tonnage is 35% below the 
over 1982. Sales of steel slagin 1983 were recent high production of 1979, and al- 
1.2 million short tons valued at $3.7 million. though Ohio continued to make up 3.8% of 
Although quantity was 8.8% above that of domestic sales, it was no longer ranked in 
1982, the total value declined 1.6%. Slag the top 10. The quantity and value of 
comprised 5.5% of the total construction crushed stone sold or used by producers in 
aggregate used in the State. Ohio and the United States over the past 14 

Three companies—Standard Slag Co., years are as follows in million tons and 
American Materials Corp. and United  jillion dollars: 
States Steel processed air-cooled iron slag. 
Standard Slag also processed granulated ————__________ 
slag. Air-cooled slag was used mainly for Ohio United States 
road base, fill, and concrete and asphaltic ‘Yoar Qua Vatue BED Value 
concrete aggregate. Of the total blast fur- ————_“\¥ ____"y _ 
nace slag sold or used, 91% was air-cooled. 1970---..----. 412. $815. 8676814 
Granulated slag was used typically as a WY------7-2 #8 OMB Slat 
lightweight aggregate and in concrete prod- 19132277711. Ss1_ 980 1,058 19 
ucts, A total of 59% of blast furnace slag 1M---------- AY aMb2 Noa 
was marketed in Pennsylvania, Indiana, 1976-""""~---~ 42.6 = 1041 9008 21 

and Ohio. 18T1 49 lied 954024 
lgtel727TTTTT 9B 30S 1096 28 Steel slag was processed by four com- 1919_-_---.-.- 5071498 109683 B3 

panies—Heckett Co., Stein Inc, McCraw 80---------- #4 Bg Ses 
Construction Co., and International Mill 1oaz®"""-""--> 0.81052 7900 29 
Service Co. Electric arc furnaces, three 18}--~---~ eo el, eB 
basic oxygen furnaces, and an open-hearth ~ epaimated 
furnace were the sources of the steel slag. It 
was typically used as road base and fill, or _ Crushed stone was produced by 84 compa- 
recycled to the blast furnace. nies at 121 quarries in 54 of the State's 88 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by counties. Limestone and dolomite compris- 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered ed 99.8% of production with sandstone and
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quartzite making up the remainder. limestone, $2.95 for lime manufacturing, 
The primary uses of crushed stone were $3.35 for flux stone, $2.47 for dead-burned 

for construction aggregate (64%), cement dolomite, and $7.22 for mine dusting and 
manufacture (5%), agricultural limestone acid water treatment. Quartzite for fill sold (8%), lime manufacturing, flux stone, dead- for $6.00 per ton. The highest unit value burned dolomite, and other special uses was $30.93 for crushed limestone for the 
such as mine dusting-acid water treatment, manufacture of whiting and whiting substi. 
and whiting-whiting substitutes. tute. About 88% of shipments was by truck, 

The average unit values per ton of crush- and three times as much material was 
ed stone for various uses were $4.27 for moved by rail as by waterway, 
cement manufacture, $4.29 for agricultural 

‘Table 8—Ohio: Crushed stone: sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand shor tons and thousand dolar) 
Te 

ae ie setae tents sesenesnanene agen $518 
Dike ne age neg n cao So SSEESEREEO SOSCRSOTESESIOS peer? 

Neat Regn eeeeeennnmes | A ESTO Bituslnond tgurepein eres SU S20TUDITETS SITTTRIOTSSOEDNNAE ES tee Te Bituminoss surface trestment aggregate. —————~~-—~7227777277222277aa aS] Relient inlet ocenenee ne oesecsraeetaazsceccozesmstmcrss, | a AM 
si 198 685 sot peat cteleas pio aT SOE> ara ins semen Se .f68 Screening undesgnated<""'™~2-222222avzzz2v2 Coare and foe ngprepave ‘Graded road teseoreubbese gg agate Unpaved road sufacinge-=-=—2=22227772272222227772azccczczct ES Gruahor run orfillorwaia2=—7—2772222TTTIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTeicaccc: Agscultaral Agricultural imesione -~22722T7277~277727TT72TTaazaca22. emical and metaliurgcl Goment manufac e186 2 Uiue nmunlace_-—~ 2722277 “GDSDDDSSaoteasscrere terete ta 18 
RINE cncrcsenncace ne iemiar nema wanna nnnn anne e=------__8,131_ 28,930, 

I ae erere sone emerge teem enc mnmetsinins isin ess US HIER oN RENE 82,937 114,059 

Mncludes limestone, dolomite, sandstone, and quartzite. aaa a 
Includes other agricultural uses, terrazzo and ex} re », dead-burned dolomite, mine dusting or acid water. treatment, aaphallilers or extenders, whiting or whiting scbelicats shar fllocs os crohns ater mgnulscure reefing granule, fine aggregates and ole’ bass hat soothon 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—In 1983, a total of 663,000 ments of strontium carbonate (SrCO,) pro- cubic feet of dimension stone valued at $2.9 duced from celestite (SrSO.) imported from million was produced in Ohio. The industry Mexico. Strontium compounds were used in 
consisted of 8 companies operating 17 quar- _ television picture tubes, pyrotechnics, ferric 
ries in 8 counties. Most of the production ceramic magnets, purifying electrolytic 
was sandstone and most was from Lorain zinc, and pigments. Domestic consumption County. of primary strontium on a SrCO, equivalent 

Ohio again led the Nation in the produc- _ basis increased 28% over 1982 levels. Televi- 
tion of dimension sandstone with over 30% _ sion picture tubes continued to be the major 

of domestic sales in 1983. The largest uses of end use for strontium chemicals in the Ohio's dimension sandstone production United States. Thus, sales of strontium were for sawed and cut stone, rough irreg- chemicals are closely linked to the sale of ular-shaped stone, flagging, and curbing. television sets. The company also produced The France Stone Co. and Lintner & Luft barium chemicals from shipments of bari- 
Inc. at four operations in Seneca County um carbonate (BaCO;) produced from do- produced rough irregular-shaped limestone _mestic barite (BaSO.) ores. 
block. Sulfur (Recovered).—Elemental sulfur Strontium Compounds.—Barium & was recovered as a nondiscretionary by- 
Chemicals Inc., Steubenville, produced vari- product from petroleum refining operations 
ous strontium compounds from ship- by Standard Oil Co. of Ohio at its refineries
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in Lima and Toledo and Ashland Oil Inc. at _ ASARCO Incorporated began production Canton. Republic Steel Corp. also recovered in March of steel mill deoxidizing alloy at sulfur from its coking plants in Cuyahoga its smelter in Painesville. Initial plans call. and Trumbull Counties. Production in Ohio ed for 15,000 tons of the alloy to be produced increased 39% to 38,500 metric tons from annually in the form of Grade 1, 5-pound 1982 to 1983, while the value of shipments notch bars. The 45,000-ton-per-year second- 
increased 23% to $3.8 million. ary smelter was started up in December Tale—The AFC Corp. Canfield oper- 1981 but was closed almost immediately in ations in Mahoning County processed crude _ the face of weak market demand. The com- 
ore imported from France. Ground talc, pany also planned to eventually manu- shipped within Ohio and to Pennsylvania, facture diecasting and foundry alloys at West Virginia, and Texas, was used in Painesville to absorb that facility’s remain- ceramics. ing 15,000 tons of annual capacity. Asarco 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Ohio contin- also operated a plant at its Maple Heights 
ued to rank first in output among 29 States headquarters. , 
producing exfoliated vermiculite in 1983. _ A new 8,000-ton forging Press at the Cleveland Gypsum Co. in Cleveland and 0. Cleveland works of the Aluminum Co, of 
Mz Scott & Sons Co. in Marysville, Union America began supplying the growing de- 
County, exfoliated vermiculite shipped in mand for forged aluminum truck wheels. . from other States. From 1982 levels, esti- _In March, Barmet Industries, an alumi- mated production and value decreased 16% num reclamation and recycling firm, began 
and 8%, respectively. The product was used Producing narrow aluminum strip at its 
primarily as a fertilizer carrier. A small new 5-ton-per-month-capacity rolling mill amount was used for loose fill, block, and in Akron. The $12 million mill, located next 
high-temperature insulation; for horticul- to the company’s Livia, KY, aluminum 
ture; and as a paint additive. recycling plant, used low copper and segre- 

gated 3000-series aluminum scrap to pro- 
METALS duce the narrow strip coil. Barmet’s new 

facility consists of five gas-fired melting 
Aluminum.—Ohio ranked eighth among furnaces; two gas-fired holding furnaces; a 

the 16 States in which primary aluminum Haslett continuous caster with a capacity to was produced in 1983. The estimated pro- cast, 16,000 pounds of metal per hour; a duction of Ormet at Hannibal remained continuous annealing line; a three-strand, 
essentially unchanged from 1982, and year- four-high hot rolling mill; and a two-strand, end annual production capacity increased four-high cold mill. This plant, along with a 8% to 270,000 tons. Total domestic produc- doubling of melting and milling capacity at 
tion increased by 2.5% from 3.6 million tons Barmet’s Uhrichsville facility (completed in 
in 1982, which was the lowest annual pro- 1982), will give the company the capacity to duction rate since 1968. This modest in- produce about 200,000 tons of secondary 
crease reflected the consumer-fed upswing, aluminum in 1983. 
starting with the automobile and housing — Wabash Alloys Inc. in late August re- industries. sumed production at its Cleveland second- Consolidated Aluminum Corp. (Conalco) ary aluminum smelter. About 83 members at its aluminum rolling mill in Hannibal of the union had walked off the job on 
began calling back workers late in 1983, and February 1 at the expiration of the previous at one point achieved full employment. contract. The firm’s other secondary smelt- Conalco, the 66% owner of Ormet, markets er in Wabash, IN, continued production sheet and plate nationwide. during the strike as workers there were The 5-year, $39 million modernization covered by a different labor agreement. Program at the extrusion plant of Kaiser In October, Alumax Inc. formed the Al- Aluminum & Chemical Corp. in Newark umax Recycling Group, which will operate was over 90% completed at yearend. Im- the secondary aluminum smelters of its Provements in the remelt shop have in- subsidiary, Apex International Alloys Inc. creased its capacity to 200 million pounds of The smelters are located in Cleveland, OH, metal per year. However, like the rest of the and Bicknell, IN. mill, its operating rate during 1988 was Beryllium.—Brush-Wellman, the West- about 50% of capacity. The Newark mill is ern World’s only integrated producer of Kaiser's largest rod, bar, and wire plant beryllium, produced beryllium alloys, me- and accounts for 90% of the company’s _tallic beryllium, and beryllia ceramics at its production. Elmore plant. The $13 million moderniza-
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tion and expansion for making beryllium- __ Ratification of a new labor agreement in 
copper alloy wire, tubes, and rods was July enabled Ohio Ferro- Alloys Corp. to 
completed in late 1983. resume ferrosilicon production at its Philo 

In September, Brush-Wellman was facility. The plant, idle since late 1982, is 
awarded a $14,340,000 contract by the Gen- the company’s only ferrosilicon facility. The 
eral Services Administration to deliver lengthy shutdown depleted Ohio Ferro- 
60,000 pounds of beryllium metal to the Alloy’s inventories of some grades of mag- 
National Defense Stockpile by December 12, nesium ferrosilicon and had left. stocks of 
1984. The metal, as hot-pressed powder, will other grades of regular ferrosilicon and 
be shipped from the Elmore plant in the magnesium ferrosilicon at very low levels. 
form of large cylindrical blocks suitable for The company also resumed silicon metal 
nuclear and aerospace applications. production at its Powhatan Point plant 

Although production of beryllium-copper _ after being out of production since late 1981, 
alloys and beryllia ceramics increased, pro- Iron Oxide Pigments (Synthetic)—Dur- 
duction of the metal declined slightly. ing 1983, shipments of finished iron oxide 

Ferroalloys.—Although domestic ship- pigments increased 20% to 7,900 tons, while 
ments in 1983 were up 5% over 1982 levels, value fell 44% to $3.2 million compared 
they were 37% below the low levels of 1981. with 1982 sales. Paints and coatings con- 
This slight increase was attributed to the tinued to be the largest end-use area for 
modest recovery of the steel and ferrous synthetic iron oxide pigments. Iron oxide 
foundry industries and a surge in demand usage in ferrite and other magnetic and 
for silicon metal by the secondary alumi- electronic applications captured a smaller 
num industry. In this domestic market, market share of reported iron oxide pig- 
Ohio led the United States and again ments consumed. 
accounted for 38% of the Nation’s total _ The Hilton-Davis Chemical Co. Div., 
shipments in what constituted the indus- Sterling Drug Inc., at Cincinnati, produces 
try’s second most dismal year since 1939. industrial flushed and dry colors. Ottawa 
Continued weak demand by the iron and Chemical Div., Ferro Corp., at Toledo, pro- 
steel industries, the major consumer of duces ferrite powder. 
ferroalloys, combined with overcapacity and _ Iron and Steel.—While demand for steel 
oversupply continued to plague ferroalloy by manufacturers of consumer goods such 
producers in 1983. as automobiles and appliances increased, 

Shipments of ferroalloys by Ohio and demand for steel for capital goods decreased 
total domestic shipments for 1981-83 were further because of unused capacity or ex- 
as follows: cess inventories in these industries. In re- 

sponse to this market, the domestic steel 
a —m_industry continued to restructure to reduce 
ae _____tnited Siate5__ costs and adjust capacity to the demand 

Year Quantity, Yalue Quantity, Value expected in years ahead. The results of 
short tons) sands) short tona) sands) these efforts in Ohio were significant, as pig 

SLB gaNSg uel szpg fon shipments and raw steel production 
igh-------- 4618 $358 14861 811238 increased 18% and 20%, respectively, over 
19s3_--T-= a8 208.1 867.1 5504 1982 levels. In these areas, Ohio's perform- 
$$ _ ance was better than that of the Nation as a 

In September, Ashland Chemical Co. be- Whole in 1983, but for Ohio, like the Nation, 
gan production of specialty ferroalloys at its 1982 was the worst year for the steel indus- 
new aluminothermic and silicothermic re- _*Y,since 1946. 
duction plant in Cleveland. Some of the Pig iron shipments and raw steel produc: company's production equipment was ac. tion for 1979-83 are shown in the following 
quired from The Pesses Co., a former spe- i million short tons: 
cialty ferroalloys producer, which was 
declared bankrupt at midyear. gg 

‘The Foote Mineral Co. plant in Cam- | ee a 
bridge was shut down for about 1 month Onio “States OBO States 
owing to a strike that began in October. A ~~ SOC SS 
new 3-year labor agreement, which includ) 3$8---------- 4} oS RL HS 
ed wage and benefit concessions, was rati- 1981-""-"""-2 ug 421 Agog 
fied by the workers. The facility produces }8---------- 92 84 ie a8 
ferrovanadium and ferroboron. od
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In 1988, Ohio continued to rank second —_In 1983, Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp., 
behind Indiana and ahead of Pennsylvania with a new slab caster at Steubenville, 
in both pig iron shipments and raw steel achieved the capacity to continuously cast 
production. These three States accounted 100% of its raw steel production. 

for 67% of pig iron shipments and 56% of | McDonald Steel Corp., Youngstown, was 
total domestic raw steel production. producing nonstandard section bars in a 

‘Although most steel companies received former United States Steel plant. The com- 

wage and benefit concessions and work rule pany, which had started up one bar mill in 
changes from the unionized workers during 1981, reactivated a second in 1983. Also, 
both 1982 and 1983, the industry as a whole Hunt Steel Corp. started its new pipe mill, 

continued to be unprofitable. which was installed at the old Briar Hill 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. (J&L) com- works of Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. The 

pleted a renovation of the seamless pipe Youngstown plant can produce 360,000 tons 

mill at its Campbell Works in Youngstown. per year of seamless “oil country” casing. 
‘The $65 million modernization project dou- "During the third quarter of 1988, Armco 
bled the plant’s capacity to 600,000 tons per Inc. announced a long-term plan to combine 
year while reducing the work force from its Middletown, OH, and Ashland, KY, 
1,500 to 1,000. The facility has North Ameri- plants into one operating unit. The open- 
ca’s largest reheat furnace. J&L’s continu- earth furnaces at Middletown and the hot 

ous caster at Aliquippa, PA, provides raw strip mill at Ashland would be phased out of 
steel to the Campbell plant. Also, Republic roduction. 
Steel at its Cleveland works cast the first “qq September, Marion Steel Co. ended 

steel slab from its new $100 million continu- gteglmaking operations and filed for reor- 
ous caster. The caster was to go into full ; 

er ganization under chapter 11 of the Federal 
production in the first quarter of 1984, B°°V0 000. Code, The plant at Marion w: 
producing 150,000 tons of steel slabs per TS cened ky: Ai P fai ace lg 
month, In September, the J&L subsidiary of ea ao ae teopaaed ao 
LTV Corp. and Republic Steel, the Nation’s “yy, 0niun ee a ae 
third and fifth largest steelmakers, an- itanium.—Metal.—RML the Nation's 
nounced plas to; merge: Ab yearend, the: "00D largest integrated producer of Hie: 
agresmient remained subject to eharcholdar ‘MUP, Produced titanium: eponge at it Aah 
and Justice Department approval. tabula facilities and processed the sponge 

‘S&l’s principal facilities consist of five into semifinished and finished mill products 
steelworks located at Aliquippa, Pittsburgh, &t its company headquarters plant in Niles. 
set Midland, PA; Cleveland, OH; and East The Timet Div. of Titanium Metals Corp. of 

Chicago, IN; ‘and two steel finishing plants America manufactured titanium mill prod- 
Jocated at Hennepin, IL, and Youngstown, Ucts at its rolling mill in Toronto. The 
OH. Republic Steel's principal facilities con- lightweight, high-strength, _corrosion- 
sist of six steelworks located at Cleveland, Tesistant metal is used in jet engines, air- 
‘Youngstown, Canton, and Massillon, OH; Planes, space missile applications, and vari- 

Gadsden, AL; and Chicago, IL. The two 0USnonaerospace applications. 
companies had a combined raw steel capaci- ‘The titanium industry remained beset by 

ty of over 24 million tons per year, about low prices and high excess capacity, and the 

cnesixth of the U.S. total. The new compa- two largest domestic producers, RMI and 
ny, to be called LTV Steel Co., was expected Timet, remained available for purchase. 
to be the Nation’s No. 2 steelmaker, after RMI is 50% owned by United States Steel 
United States Steel Corp. and 50% owned by National Distillers & 

United States Steel put into production Chemical Corp. Ownership of Timet is split 

its continuous caster to produce 500,000 evenly between NL Industries Inc. and Alle- 
tons per year of semifinished steel rounds to gheny International Inc. 
feed the pipe mill at its Lorain-Cuyahoga During 1983, demand for titanium metal 
works. The caster is part of the $80 million declined somewhat further as hopes for an 

capital improvement installed at the works early recovery in the commercial aircraft 

in 1983. market failed to materialize. With the ex- 
The Timken Co.'s new $500 million ception of military aircraft, all market sec- 

Faircrest plant in Canton was 30% com- tors declined in 1983. Mill product usage 
pleted at yearend. It was scheduled for full was estimated to be 75% for aerospace and 
operation with 500,000 tons per year of 25% for other uses. In response, RMI at 
specialty alloy steelmaking capacity by late yearend announced plans to gain a larger 
1988. share of the nonaerospace titanium market.
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Nonaerospace uses include the chemical, ber 4 seeking to block the purchase of 
water desalination, nuclear, and well- titanium sponge by the General Services 
drilling industries. The company planned to Administration (GSA). On October 28, GSA 
build its own tube-forming and welding had announced contract awards for the 
mill, and to enter into long-term agree- purchase of 4,500 tons of primary titanium 
ments with outside contractors for strip for the Government's National Defense 
mill services. In a related matter, RMI in Stockpile. The target of the protest and 
early 1983 made an agreement with Kobe legal action was the awards for 3,000 tons 
Steel Ltd. to ship commercially pure tita- from Japanese suppliers and 500 tons from 
nium ingots and other products to Kobe in a British supplier. In essence, RMI com- 
Japan for processing into tube and pipe and plained that the 17% duty used in the 
possible sheet and strip to strengthen its GSA’s calculations was not assessed against 
relatively small function in the internation- an accurate price at the primary titanium 

al market. The company began operation in point of shipping origin; that the British 
its new melt shop at Niles in July. It will primary titanium had not been approved as 

utilize the latest controls and procedures on a source material for rotating jet engine 
its arc remelt furnace to produce the largest parts; that the awards undermine the integ- 

ingots in the world on a continuous basis. rity of the Strategic and Critical Mate- 
The shop can handle ingots up to 48 inches rials Stockpile Act to aid domestic supply 

in excess of 40,000 pounds—double the size sources; and that the award was premature 
of prior production. since the protest against the purchase by 

In the military aircraft market, RMI Ormet had not been resolved. 
picked up a major share of titanium mill ‘The Japanese and British bids were $3.20 
products. Shipments of titanium plate, and $2.92 per pound, delivered, respectively. 
sheet, and billets to Rockwell International, One domestic firm, Timet, was chosen to 
the prime contractor for the B-1 bomber, supply 1,000 tons of sponge at an average 
began in June. Titanium supplied by the price of $3.57 per pound although it bid to 
RMI plant at Niles is used for the wing supply the entire 4,500 tons. RMI’s bid to 
carry-through structure in the aircraft; in supply the Government was $3.79 per 
vertical and horizontal stabilizers; and in pound. 
the wing lugs, which attach the wings to the Pigments.—SCM__ Glidden Pigments 
aircraft. The high-strength, lightweight spe- Group purchased for $48 million the tita- 
cial aluminum-vanadium alloy is difficult to nium dioxide (TiO) and titanium tetrachlo- 
produce and meets very rigid specifications. ride plant of G+W at Ashtabula following a 
For Ohio, the project will create 16,000 jobs. decision by the Federal Trade Commission 
Rockwell will employ 7,000 at its Columbus (FTC) not to oppose the merger. Because of 
assembly plant. General Electric Co. makes ~SCM’s dominance in the TiO, market, it had 
the B-1 bomber’s engines at its Evendale to wait for approval of the purchase by the 

plant near Cincinnati FTC. SCM is the Nation’s second largest 
In other developments, the titanium diox- producer of TiO. after Dupont and ranks 

ide and titanium tetrachloride facilities of among the world’s four or five largest mak- 
Gulf + Western Industries Inc. (G+W) in ers of TiOs. This is SCM’s second Ashta- 
Ashtabula were purchased by the SCM bula TiOs plant. It acquired its first from 
Corp. RMI purchases its raw material, tita- Sherwin-Williams Co. in 1974. The company 
nium tetrachloride, from that facility by planned to spend $25 million to upgrade the 
way of pipeline for its production of sponge. technology and expand the capacity of its 
Also, concessions by workers at the sodium newly accquired plant to the 42,000 ton-per- 
plant of RMI in Ashtabula 10 months before year capacity of its other chloride-process 
the expiration of their 3-year contract saved plants, Modernization and expansion at the 
that facility. According to RMI, without former G-+W plant would preserve 185 jobs 
concessions it would have been less costly to and create a few hundred jobs during’ the 
purchase sodium from E. I. du Pont de 18-month renovation. The former Sherwin- 
Nemours & Co. Inc. in Buffalo, NY, than to Williams plant employs 200 people. The 
produce its own. Sodium is used for the G-+W plant will add 35,000 tons per year to 
production of sponge, which is used in the SCM’s existing chloride-process TiO. capaci- 
production of titanium. The sodium plant, ty of 42,000 at Ashtabula and 42,000 at 
in operation since 1950, employs 500 work- Baltimore, MD.SCM’s total annual capacity, 

ers. including its 66,000-ton-per-year_sulfate- 
RMI filed two separate actions on Novem- process plant at Baltimore, will then be
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185,000 tons or 20% of U.S. annual capacity. 1983. These materials included milled zir- 
USS. production and consumption of tita- con, refractories, ceramics and ceramic col- 

nium dioxide pigments in 1983 were 757,000 ors, alloys, oxide, welding rods, and zircon 
tons and 850,000 tons, respectively—each ores. The producers, locations, and products 
15% higher than 1982 levels. Consumption _ were as follows: 
of TiO. pigments rose to a new peak, mainly 
because of recovery in the homebuilding § pees 
industry. Domestic uses of the white pig. ———"P"* ____*eusn_T 
ment and opacifier in 1983 were in paints Continental Mineral Sharonville, Milled 
(49%), paper (27%), plastics (18%), rubber penta GeePactories  Cicthimati,  ReRSe 

2 ics (1%), icati Cor OF. ies (296), ceramics (1%), and other applications Corp, " "OOH "nes 
(8%). OF. ‘and 

Zine Oxide.—The 1983 production of zine cera. 
oxide at the Asarco refinery in Columbus os. 
totaled 16,300 tons (metal content), 22% FooteMineral Co. Cambridge, Alloys, 
over the seoceeet level of ae The s Harshaw Chemical Co.Ine Cleveland, Orie. 
crease was primarily due to the increase ° demand from the tire and rubber industry, Uineoln FleetrieCo.Ime -- do Welding 
During 1983, the plant operated at 73% TRWInc ----------- | -_--do-_ acon 
capacity under normal operating conditions zjRcOA Products... ----do-. Ode 
and based on average metal content of and 
input material. The facility, which employs ics 
250, also manufactured sulfuric acid. — 

Zirconium Materials—Eight companies —————— 
in Ohio produced zirconium materials in ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 

‘Table 9.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County 

Abrasives (manufactured): 
‘Carborundum Grinding Co.t _____ Box 759 Plant (bonded Hocking. ‘Logan, OH 43198 abrasives). General Electric Co, 6995 Hundley Ra. Research activities Franklin, 

Specialty Materials Dept. Worthington, OH 43085 fpathete 

Globe Steel Abrasive ---------- 288 1st Aye, Box L179 Plant (metaliic Richland, 
Mansfield, OH 44901 abrasives). ‘National Metal AbrasiveCo..--- M2 Auble'St,, Box 158 odo --—- Medina. 
Wadsworth, OH 44281 

‘Steel Abrasives Inc _____-__-__ 2727 Symmes Rd., Box 97 DB co ncseins Butler. Hamilton, OH 45014 Abrasives (natural) 
Cleveland Quarries Co? .....---  Amherst,OH 44001... Quarry__-__ Lorain. Atagsina primary ‘Oregon Metallurgical Corp . Box 176 Plant_------- Monroe, 

Hannibal, OH 43931 Beryllium: Brush-Wellman Ine... RD. Wado Ottawa. 
cor Elmore, OH 48416 ment: 

Columbia Portland Cement Corp.* *_ Box 1531 aie Muskingum. Zanesville, OH 43701 
General Portland Inc. ________ Box 109 Meare Paulding. Paulding, OF 45879 
Lone Star Marquette Co. _______ Box 8, Route 93 SiMe Lawrence. 

Pedro, OH 45659 
SME Cement Inc. * as asa ras Box 1187 Palpsescace ‘Stark and Lucas. Uniontown, PA 15401 Southwestern Portland Cement Box 191 Plant... Greene, 
Co * Fairborn, OH 45324 Clays 
eM Belden Brick Co... Box 910 Pits. ‘Tuscarawas. 

Canton, OH 44701 Hydraulic Press Brick Co_.... Box 1780 Pit -.-2.---- Cuyahoga. 
aii Independence, OH 44131 

"Cedar Heights ClayCo 50 Portsmouth Rd, Box 368. Pits_________ Jackson 
‘ale Hill, OF 45656 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 
i Commodity and company Address Type of activity County == — Commmaliy and company Address_Type ofectivity County 
Ferroalloys: 

Eikem MetalsCo? .......---- Box $0,Lake Ra, East Plants... Ashtabula and ‘Ashtabula, OH 42008 Washington Foote Mineral Co... Bowto Plant...---- Guernsey Cambridge, OH 49725 Interlake Ine. Bort ne--do = Washington Chis toro ntnnen Beverly, OH 45115 ‘ ne io Ferro-Alloys Corp -------- Bor io ---.d0 = Muskingum Philo, OH 43771 Do one -ennnennee----- Borgit wa nd0 Monroe Eewhatan Rit, OH 402 The Pesses CoS nn 25008 Hal St ants Cuyahoga and Solon, OH 44139 ‘Frambull Satra Corp ——-------------- Box 88 Plant... deferson: Steubenville, OH 43452 Union Carbide Corp, Metal Div Box 208" Route weed ee Washington Ril Four St Marietta, OH 45150 Graphite athe io Catbon Co. 12508 Berea Ra aa--do------ Cuyahoga. Cleveland, OF 4411 Union Carbide Corp .-------- Bond, 200, Town St a Fostoria, OH 43830 Gypsum: 
Celotex Corp? _------------ 820 South Wayne Ave. Pitand plant Ottawa, Gincinnats, OM 45215 National Gypsum Co! _.._..-... 1901 Henderson Dr Plant------- Lorain, Lorain, OF 44052 United States Gypsum Co? Gypoumm, OH 43488 do Ottawa, Iron oxide pigments ayntheti: Ferro Corp, Ottawa Chemical Div. 700 North Wheeling St sucvllenoc, hoes ‘Toledo, OF 43803 ‘The Hilion-Davis Chemical Co, Box 37809 eecalocuscss: “Handiton Div, Sterling Drug ine 2235 Langdon Farm Ra Gincinnats,O 45257 Iron and steel: ‘Armeo inc, Advanced Materials iv 1724 Linden Ave, Mil__------ Muskingum, Zanesville, OF #3701 Armeolne, Marion SteelCo...... 912 Cheney Ave weando = Marion Marion, OH 43802 Copperweta Steel Corp... Bow S61, 4000 Mahoning Ave, dow... ‘Trumbull. Warren, OF 44483. Cyclops Corp, Empire Detroit Steet Box 24913 BowmanSt. — ___-do___-__ Richland ‘Bk Mansfiea, OF 44901 Jone Laughlin Stee Corp HN Feng wanndo 2 Cuyahoga Cleveland, OF 4109 Do --- oa eeeeeeeenen-- Borabe 100 West Min wand eee Stark Louisville, O8 #4640 Republic Steel Corp? "=. ‘Box 100 wando Don Canton, OH 44701 Timken Co =n e-_ $soDueber Ave, SW Milland plant De Canton, OH 43706 United States Steel Corp. STESal Spring Ra Mill_.-----_ Mahoning "Youngstown Works, Youngstown, OF 44500 Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corp. Soutlf Se we-do cee. eerson, Steubenville, OH 49952 ime 

Cayahoge LimeCo® —...--. 1002 Belt Line Ra Quarry and plant Cuyahoga, vanes Cleveland, OF 43109 ® Huron LimeCo ...---------. Bow abi, 100 Mecker a Huron, OH 44859, Martin Marietta Corp®_._.---. Teo Line Ra weve: Bana Woodsville, OF 49469 Obio Lime Co!®_ eS Haat Man St Quarries and De Woodvile, OH 43469 plants on Pfizer Inet oe Bow Quarry aad plat Do Gfbsonburg, OF 43431 Republic Steel Corp----------- Williams St Plant_.---2-- Lake. pe Grand River, OF 44045 eat Buckeye Peat Moss... .-----RD.2 Bog_-------- Logan. West Liberty, OH 43867 Sphagnum Mow Peat Product... Route ¥TO"Thampeon RE. Bogan ‘West Liberty, O8 97 Perlite expanded) Celotex Corps ------.-=  920South Wayne Ave. Plant_------- Hamilton Gincinnats, OH s5213 Cleveland Builders Supply Co. 2100 West 3a St we eado2---- Cayahoga Gleveland, OH 44113 Quartz crystal cultured Sawer Research Products Ine 95400 Lakeland Blvd. ceslinceece tke Eastlake, OF 44004 
Soe footnotes at end of table,
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued ee aay ‘a rary aa i __es e 
Salt: 

iron MCE Untar—ar on Gloveland, OF 44101 mineand plant, "Oe 
in dda ao z= 

‘PPG Industries Inc ....____--_ Box 31. Wells and plant ‘Summit. santo 
cone Drawer 160, Garst Ai Pits and plants Butler, ‘merican rat rp. wer 160, Garst Ave. and plant sutler, ce ‘Aeetsentes Caen} Greenville, OH 45331 (19 operations). ‘Champaign, cera, on = diy rcs «vam ot bod Pipsean Beet, ne a SmGtin  Tamutien ELA 

an 
Chardon, OH 44024 “7 = 

Richmondale, OH 45073 
Slog: 

Soon lm, SEE oon 
ar Aggregates Cor Dre 160, Ge Q id rk, 

Montgomery, 
‘The France Stone Co? ____.. Box 1928, 1800 Toledo Trust ‘Quarries and plant agen Sengasiy, Mint aoe unt se 

Woodville, OH 43469 See adh National Lime & StoneCo____ _ First National Bank Bldg. ‘Quarries and Allen, Auglaize, 
Findlay, OH 45840 plants. Crawford, Dela- 

Symi none, Bn contin 

Amherst, OH 44001 plants. 
‘The France StoneCo ......_ Box 1928, 1800 Toledo Trust. Quarries and plant —_ Seneca, YaterBon Siregury ce. (ee sae Merah ase a 

HB agama ie Pan ooo ra CMe mctsaies, letters, Page ate ae cody EE on so a tt
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Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 
‘Commodity and company “Address Type of activity County 

VeRiuvcland Gypaurn Con a division of 2100 West 348% Pu ela im Co, a division jest lant Cuyahoga, 
Cleveland Builders Supply Co. Cleveland, OH 44113 mae 

O.M. Scott & SonsCo ~.------~ 333 North Main St. ees Union. 
vine ia Marysville, OH 43040 
‘ASARCO Incorporated... Box 927 edo Franklin Columbus, OH 43216 

Formerly Bonded Abrasives Div., Carborundum Co. Inc. 
2Also dimension stone. 
Also crushed stone. 
Also clays. 
Also lime. 
‘Declared bankrupt at midyear. 
7Also expanded perlite. 
Also sulfur (recovered) 
Ceased operations permanently Dec. 31,1983. 
?°Refractory dead-burned dolomite and dolomite lime. 
"Closed Jan. 1983. 

12 go exfoliated vermiculite. 
*8Also iron slag. 
‘4Also construction sand and gravel.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Oklahoma Geological Survey 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Lorraine B. Burgin' 

The value of nonfuel minerals in Oklaho- modities produced in Oklahoma, followed 
ma stabilized at $226 million in 1983, re- by industrial sand, gypsum, iodine, masonry 
flecting a moderate recovery from 1982's cement, lime, and clays. Of the raw materi- 
recession. In 1982, production dipped to als surveyed, value of production increased 
$225 million from 1981's record high $235 in all except construction sand and gravel, 
million. Construction materials continued dimension and crushed stone, salt, and trip- 
to represent most of the output value with oli. Nationally, the State ranked first in 
portland cement, crushed stone, and con- output of iodine and third in crude gypsum 
struction sand and gravel leading the com- production. 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Oklahoma? 
GLE 

Mineral Value Value uantity thou. Quantity (thou. 
a y sands) ner sands) 

Cement: Masonry _...-.-----------~~ thounand short. tons. w w 45 $3014 Portland [sous scone sei amsRiLes NT Geeaeoes w W 1718 BROS Glaysn ene TTTTTTITTTTIITTTTIICI TICE De Geueiiind SIDE IEE SaEeE ANGER IESE ae TEE LES NA 2 NA 2 Gypeum = -=222=2TTTTTTTIIIITT II hand short tone 1284 toed LT Pumice_—--—1_~2222222272222l ose dn 1 Ww 1 Ww Sand and gravel 
Construction -_____-__----~--.~------~----do____ 7,490 17,738 *7,500 —*17,300 eit LOTTTOITIIDICIISIICTILI a TREE 
Crushed <n een dO $8000 84,200 2388S THAT Dineoolen 22a coo Samy Smee TS TE TOTO ace is 968 0 TB Combined value of feldeper, iodine, lime, alt, tripoli, and values ‘dicated by symbol Ws se escent xx __97001 XX__17,367 

Total ________---------------------------- XX 250 XK 226,186 
“Batimated, NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with 

“Combined “value” Aiguie. © ‘XX Not applicable. . * any Proprictary data 
‘Production as measired by mine shipments sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Oklahoma, by county: 
Thousands) 

- ‘Minerals produced in 1982 County ye ise Toderol talon 
Ailes, __ Sse ats @ = ci eae 8 = 
‘Robe ~~ - gee ToSeeSEELOSE w 6 

ements erator v W  Gyrtum, sand and gravel ig on secsceveseeesneroes nh sand and gravel (contruction) 
Bijan 2022S eee Ww W Sand and gravel construction). Boggs 22-2 ue TERREDTEZEETOSTS Wsoz18 Gypsum 
Genedian =~ 7712277772272222222 Ww WW  SoRT2nd gravel (construction, clays 
Gareee 2502S ERESUOIETIIEISSS ¥ & Gherokes == ~~=22222222222222222 w ®) 
Gecaw, =222TTTITITIICIIIIIET agg 188 Sand and gravel oetrsion 
Cielsnd 22522 SESE STEER NERIORSES {JRE Sand and gravel construction). 

Goal sao 22222azaeeze2222222 w oo 
Gomnuclg SED2SE2SEPELTETEITS ESS um, 
ONO nnn ee ota Sand and gravel (construction). 
Geaig DESSTERIEEDNIZORSSC °) 
Gop neem ommanar eee W W Sand and gravel (construction) clays 

peter ena oa v wy be 
Guages easee x W Sandand grave (construction 
queer toe 6 whe 

[or laeeer ais acne Ww W.  Clayorsand and gravel construction) 
(ie Ww W Sat 
Hemaos22==5aC SpPSSEPSSezSTS 380 8 

Hughes -27222222222222222222> 2) W Send and gravel (construction) 
Jockoyn 522 TEDETRESSSSOISICSEES w W Gypsum 
$Sitton 227222222ssssssza-cao a v W Sib ndustriay, 
[plea en eet Sse v 599 Sand and gravel (construction) 

Eileiishor -22~2=-2222s22sssoaaa 3 WW Sand and gravel (construction), iodine, 
Kuowag | 25070 SEPT AOESIGESOEST ® [eFlore.272222222222222222222 v St Clays, sand and gravel construction. 
Pedi 22 ao za SE REDETEESES 8 W Sohdand gravel constructions 
Méhins-----2222222222sss sso ® wo "Do 
Mec [ZUSTTGTIDISTSSETST «ages Be 
Mofatoch2222222222222222220222 w © 
Maps 0. 202 SESESESTSEE RESETS Ww ® 
Monbal-—20202ToTT To w ental 

py SUSEL SSS TREDEREE SE SEOZ ment, la 
Murray 22~-22s222s22s22l22l7777> ta. W — Sandand gravel (construction) 
Musopac 22 EDETETESLOSOTIOIS w W Feldspar, sand Gndustraly sand and gravel ‘conetruction) 
en w @ 
Qulaneans ---- 2 vac eS STSSSETEE Ww Sand and gravel (construction) clays. 
Qeaee ieeems «at, oe 8 
(i W W Tripoli 
Bien 2c STTESEESETECGCS a W  Sandand grave (construction) 
Pages ao22 2 anennooeesee sess es Ww "bo Pilabag 772-02 22TETEEDODESSTISS w W De 
Pontsioe 22222222222 2ssssssa a W 91,895 Cement, sand Gndustril, clays, sand and gravel construction). 
Potawatomi ---—--—-—--====~ ® Wo Sofidand gravel construction 

Pusuastaha “20EDTESCSE S000 SEE 8 wo" bo 
Boge cec--o-coconeneneneceee Ww W Cement 
Seteinalg 2 USTEEIDETS ALESIS W 40, Clays sand and gravel (construction) 
Eeguyehs noone ecsc ees W W Lite, sand and gravel (construction. 
Stquges SORTEUES OTS aS & ~ 
[> peliaaiacinsa se rea 8 W_ Sand and gravel (construction 
bas S0EAPSE SESE ® & 
TylenTTTTTLTTTTIIIIITIIIIIIT 8k 9018 Sand and gravel (construction equa) pan oUzaEEDDTSES So oece ° 1 "De Weshington ~----222222222222222 Ww ® 
Woulward soo 20STCSTIEESUELS=oEe Ww W Iodine, sand and grave! (construction 
Undierbuteg’ 7772 TTTIITD ages ar 8 
Sindand povelcoanin)<—0-0TOL> aOR 

leahed see seceecatn Xx °34200 Dimension --727222222222222 XX 358 
Tota anne BIR BBB 

a ccecccereerscernscsse Ap 
“Batimated, _W Withheld o avoid doing company proprietary data incaded with “Undated” XX Not 

applicable. "Fpscknern, Delaware, Dewey, Ellis, Grady, Grant, Harper, Jefferson, Latimer, Linco, Love, Nowata, Okfuskee, Roger 
Mille Washite ‘and’ Words Gountisy are nok ised because no nonfuel mineral production was reported, County 
Bes ation for construction sand and gravel (Sei) and crushed and dimension stone (982) isnot avaiable; total State 
‘ue shown separately undo ‘Sand and gravel construction) or "Stone" “Construction sand and gravel was produced data not available by eounty. Stone, ether crushed oF dimension was produced; data not available by county. 

‘includes gom stones ond some sand and gravel construction, 1982) that eatnot be assigned to specific counties and 
values indicated by symbol W. *Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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Table 3.—Indicators of Oklahoma business activity 

1982 198g? Change, 

ployment force, annual aver emp cvilen labor iorses ee thousands. 15199 LRA. Uneplyment (SSSETEITE  Ssteneececcossac ae Mea 

(rT eT ey Mauulaclaring ==-0DT0TTIITTIIITIIITIIIIIIIaec aw Contract construction ~~~" ~~77=777~ TIDCIDDIge2 22 a8 io tS ‘eaneportation and publi ates -—~>2T77TL22TT2TITBBLIT s3 68 et Wholesale and retail trade---~7~"~-~~~27~272 227 acdon BRAD Finanee, insurance, real esiate ~7>~_7_2__72_722_772278-2-= a3 Ls ES 
Services Socata SSS Re ae fea ce MS 2111 216.8 +27 Government 1==2~722772222227222222222222TIIcaec_ats_ tats 

a ‘Total nonagricultural employment’ ___________.-----do___~ 1,157.2 1161.1 +3 

Pola wenn naa en nena een ene eee eneeeee ne millions. $96,121 $98,896. 4.21 Per cqgigi Seno sicanpetnesonsrenreseronecensnen en | | RM AEE 
Construction activity 
Number of private and public residential units authorized —_____-_____- 28741 40,184 489.6 Value ofnonresidentiatconstruction "~~ --"--~-2—-22-2 million «$6 = gt. TdT 
alae: ef Beate roa leonirect awards. TSA eae do, $179.1 $195.4 +91 ipents of poriand and manors cosa oa WABI Rest “EAE 

Nonguel mineral production value: 
Total orale naeral values O73 sec eee ~---------- millions__ west br Bs 

Valle persquarémile =~ - = -~ss2vzs2zzc22Z22TZ2ZTTID geht 98H 

Preliminary. ¥jneludes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction 
‘Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines. 

Trends and Developments.—The Center 1940 to 1980, the Ogallala aquifer water 
for Economic and Management Research at level in the northwest part of the State 
the University of Oklahoma reported that declined 50 feet; the Rush Springs aquifer 
economic conditions in Oklahoma improved _ water level in the west-central part dropped 
slowly from the effects of the recession as much as 10 feet in the past 8 years; little 
despite a 13% decline in natural gas produc- water was available for development in 
tion and low-level activity in agriculture. western Oklahoma; natural brine seeps and 
Crude oil production held steady in 1983, springs made water unusable along the 
increasing 0.7% over that of 1982. Residen- Arkansas, Cimarron, Red, and Salt Fork 
tial construction, which increased the first Rivers; sulfates from gypsum affected the 
part of 1983, decreased during the last half Washita River; and Tar Creek pollution 
of the year; however, the dollar volume of from abandoned zinc-lead mines threatened 
total construction activity reached $2.4 bil- the Roubidoux aquifer in northeast Oklaho- 
lion, exceeding that of 1982 by 12.7%. Un- ma. 
employment in Oklahoma rose to 9% in In fiscal year 1983, Oklahoma received 
1983 from 5.2% in 1982 and in 3.7% in $2.02 million from the U.S. Bureau of Land 
1981.7 Management, under the Mineral Leasing 
Mining employees, including those in oil Act, compared with $2.21 million in 1982. 

and gas production, declined from 105,600 Exploration Activities.—Exploration con- 
in 1982 to 77,500 in 1983.* According to the _ tinued to be depressed, and no known explo- 
Oklahoma Employment Security Commis- ration projects were in progress. 
sion, the oil and gas production industry The Oklahoma Geological Survey describ- 
employed 74,500 in 1983, a 27% drop from ed and analyzed copper mineralization in 
that of 1982. Average employment in the the Triassic Sheep Pen sandstone in Cimar- 
coal mining industry fell from 1,700 work- ron County, OK, and adjacent parts of 
ers in 1982 to 1,200 in 1983. In the nonfuel, Colorado and New Mexico. Occurrences of 
nonmetallic mining industry, employment azurite, chalcocite, and malachite were 
was stable at 1,700 workers for both years. found in lenticular veins or pads or dissemi- 
Workers in the metal mining industry nated in sandstones. In the 3-State area, 210 
dropped below 100 in 1983. copper prospects in the Sheep Pen Forma- 
Oklahoma was becoming increasingly tion are known.‘ In 1975, Eagle-Picher In- 

concerned about its water supplies. From dustries Inc. shut down its Permian shale
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Creta deposits in Jackson County, the last ping beds, geologic faults, varying coal sta- 
copper mined in the State. bility, and poor roof-rock stability.* 

Legislation and Government Pro- _ Celebrating its 75th year, the Oklahoma 
grams.—The U.S. Department of the Interi- Geological Survey noted its accomplish- 
or, Office of Surface Mining, conducted ments in investigating the State’s metal 
public hearings to determine whether the and nonmetal mineral resources, petroleum 

Oklahoma Department of Mines should con- and natural gas, coal, geothermal resources, 
tinue regulating strip mining in the State. water resources, and environmental prob- 
‘The hearings could lead to the first Federal lems, as well as basic geologic studies and 
takeover of a State agency’s regulatory acquisition of the Oklahoma Geophysical 
duties. Under the law, if'a State is unable or Laboratory. In its 75 years, the Survey 
unwilling to correct significant problems, published 135 bulletins, 86 circulars, 36 
the Federal Government could assume re- mineral reports, 26 geologic maps, 21 spe- 
sponsibility. Problems stemmed from sur- cial publications, 4 educational publica- 
face mining an area honeycombed with tions, 9 hydrologic atlases, and 43 volumes 
abandoned underground coal mines filled of “The Hopper” and “Oklahoma Geology 
with contaminated water. Fears were that Notes.”" 
the tainted mine waters would pollute the Although restricted by limited funds in 
surrounding area. The decision could affect 1983, the Oklahoma Geological Survey pub- 
all surface mining and could control how lished reports, including among others, “A 
Oklahoma’s 7.8 billion short tons of bitumi- Map of Oklahoma Showing Localities of 
nous coal reserves is developed. Reported Uranium and Radioactive Val- 

The U.S. Geological Survey continued to ues” by Matthew W. Totten; “A Study of 
update its MR-34 map entitled “Silver Re- Stability Problems and Hazard Evaluation 
sources of the United States” and analyzed of the Oklahoma Portion of the Tri-State 
mineralization samples obtained in Oklaho- Mining Area” by Kenneth V. Luza; “A 
ma in fiscal year 1982. Also under prepara- History of the Oklahoma Geological Survey, 
tion was a geologic map of the Ouachita 1908-1983” by Elizabeth A. Ham; and “Cop- 
Mountains and a report on the structural per Deposits in Sheep Pen Sandstone (Tri- 
framework of the area. The Survey publish- asic) in Cimarron County, Oklahoma, and 
ed its Geologic Map Index of Oklahoma in Adjacent Parts of Colorado and New Mexi- 

1982.5 co” by Robert O. Fay. 
A new report released by the U.S. Bureau The Oklahoma Mining and Minerals Re- 

of Mines provided geologic information for search Institute, one of 31 institutes estab- 
long-range planning of subsurface coal and lished nationwide by the U.S. Bureau of 
gas production from the Hartshorne Coal- Mines, was operated as a division of the 
beds of southeastern Oklahoma. These coal- Energy Resources Institute, University of 
beds in the Western Arkoma Basin contain Oklahoma, Norman. Founded in part to 
more than 1 billion tons of minable metal- upgrade the University of Oklahoma’s min- 
lurgical and steam coal and about 325 erals curriculum through research, the in- 
billion cubic feet of methane gas. Develop- stitute was funded on a matching basis by 
ment of the resource has been hindered by the Bureau and received a $150,000 allot- 
excessive methane emissions and complex ment for fellowship awards, research sup- 
geologic conditions, including steeply dip- port, and administrative expenses. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS was being installed at an estimated cost of 
* < $5.4 million.* The two existing clinker cool- 

Cement.—Cement producers in Oklaho- ers will be replaced with two reciprocating- 
ma included Ideal Basic Industries Inc, grate coolers. 
Lone Star Industries Inc., and Martin Mar- " Lone Star's two-kiln, dry-process cement 
jetta Corp’s Martin Marietta Cement West- plant at Pryor had a 799,000-ton-per-year 
ern Div. (after May 1983, Blue Circle Inc.). cement-grinding capacity and a 683-ton-per- 
Built in 1959 at Ada, the Ideal Cement Co. day clinker capacity.* 
wet-process plant had a rated annual capac- Blue Circle Industries PLC of London, 
ity of 610,000 short tons and served south- England, acquired Martin Marietta’s ce- 
central Oklahoma and a part of Texas. In ment plant at Tulsa and depot at Oklahoma 
1983, a clinker-cooler dust-collection system City, two dry-process cement plants in Ala-
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bama and Georgia, anda lime plant andsix and face and common brick, followed by 
depots for $108 million; Blue Circle Inc. will concrete block, structural concrete, sewer 
manage the U.S. subsidiary. The Tulsa dry- pipe, and pottery. The average unit value 
process cement plant included two coal- was $2.66. 
fired kilns." As part of a modernization _ Feldspar.—Oklahoma was one of the six 
program, the company planned to expand States reporting feldspar production. Ark- 
its grinding facilities at Tulsa at yearend. hola Sand and Gravel Co. continued to 
The plant had a 694,000-ton-per-year ce- recover feldspar from sands dredged from 
ment-grinding capacity and a 1,058-ton-per- the bed of the Arkansas River near Musko- 
day clinker capacity." gee. Processed to a product containing 25% 

‘After declining in 1982, portland and feldspar and the remainder quartz, the 
masonry cement shipments increased sig- mixture was utilized by glass industries in 
nificantly in 1988, Gray cement, classified _ the State. Although output increased slight- 
as general use and moderate heat, sold by _ly, its value climbed over one-fifth because 
all three companies, increased in quantity _of improved markets in the latter half of the 
and value; the other varieties of gray ce- year. 
ment, high-early-strength, high-sulfate-  Gypsum.—Oklahoma was the third larg- 
resistance, and oil well, declined in 1983. est producer of crude gypsum in the Nation 
Ready-mixed concrete companies led in in 1983. Output increased nearly 8% in 
purchasing finished portland cement, fol- 1983; production value, however, jumped 
lowed by building material dealers, concrete about 15%, reflecting higher prices for the 
product manufacturers, highway contrac- raw material. Companies mining crude gyp- 
tors, and others; building material dealers’ sum in the State, in descending order of 
use rose about 97% in 1983. The companies quantity produced, included United States 
shipped much of their portland cement Gypsum Co. at Southard, Blaine County; 
from the plant to terminal by rail, thence to Republic Gypsum Co. near Duke, Jackson 
consumers by truck. A small amount of County; Temple Eastex Inc. at Fletcher, 
cement was barged to consumers. Produe- Comanche County; Harrison Gypsum Co. 
tion of portland cement dropped slightly as _ Inc. south of Cement, Caddo County; Lehigh 
1982's unsold inventories were marketed. Portland Cement Co. at Watonga, Blaine 
Prepared masonry cement production and County; and Western Plains Materials at 
sales increased. Principal raw materials McFaddin, Woodward County. The Ray- 
consumed included cement rock and lime- mond Schweitzer Gypsum Co. Calumet 
stone, followed by clays, shale, gypsum, iron Mine in Canadian County and the Walton 
ore, and sand; except for clays and gypsum, Gypsum Co. Okeene Mine in Blaine County 
all materials used declined. Consumption of were dormant. Production from the calcin- 
bituminous coal, natural gas, and electrical ing facilities at the Republic Gypsum and 
energy also dipped. U.S. Gypsum operations declined, while val- 
Clays.—Oklahoma’s clay and shale indus- ue increased. . 

try recovered substantially from the 1982 U.S. Gypsum’s new Slurry Hydrocal-C- 
production slump. Clay producers, in de- Base plant at Southard started up in 1983. 
scending order of quantity mined, included Computerized equipment was used at two 
Ideal Basic from its Lawrence pit in Ponto- operating places; the grinding, calcining, 
toc County, Blue Circle Inc. from its Tulsa and thermo-tank storage area and at the 
pit in Rogers County, Justin Industries filtering, tube milling, and screening site to 
Inc.'s Acme Brick Co. from its Clinton pit in the finished storage bins. 
Custer County and from its Edmond pit in Iodine —Oklahoma produced most of the 
Oklahoma County, Commercial Brick Corp. Nation's iodine; although output increased 
from its Commercial pit near Wewoka in about 18%, value rose just 5%. 
Seminole County, Chandler Materials Co. Woodward Iodine Operations, 51% owned 
from its Haydite pit near Choctaw in Okla- by PPG Industries Inc. and 49% owned by 
homa County, Oklahoma Brick Corp. from Amoco Production Co., recovered iodine as- 
its Canadian pit in Canadian County, W. S. sociated with a byproduct natural gas at its 
Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. from its plant approximately 8 miles northeast of 
Chandler clay mine at Monroe in Le Flore Woodward, Woodward County. According to 
County, Mangum Brick Co. at its Mangum the company, the plant was fed from nine 
pit in Greer County, and Frankoma Pottery production wells sunk more than 7,000 feet 

Co. Inc. at its Sugar Loaf Hill pit at Sapulpa to the Pennsylvanian Morrowan  Forma- 
in Creek County. Common clay and shale tion. Managing the field and depending on 
was used principally for portland cement demand, Amoco could pump nearly 2.5 mil-
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lion gallons per day to the Woodward iodine Corp.'s Beaver No. 1 Mine near Gate, Bea- 
facility for processing. Brines were fed toa ver County, in the eastern panhandle area 
stripping column to obtain an iodinerich of Oklahoma. Deposited in a Pleistocene 
vapor, then in another column, absorbed Age lake, the 40- to 70-foot-thick volcanic- 
into solution and moved to the recovery ash bed consisted largely of volcanic glass 
section where the iodine solution was shards, mixed with lesser amounts of clay, 
crystallized, filtered, and dried before being feldspar, mica, quartz, and diatom fossils. 
melted at temperatures between 250° and Output and value increased during 1983, 
280° F. Through a cooling process, the the product was shipped mainly for use in 
molten iodine was flaked and dropped into abrasives and a small amount was for road 
150- and 50-kilogram drums for marketing; construction and maintenance. 
the reject brines were neutralized, filtered,  Salt.—Acme Salt Co. at Erick, Harmon 
and returned to the underground formation County, produced crystal salt from brines 
by means of six injection wells. evaporated in solar ponds. Salt production 

North American Brine Resources, a joint decreased sharply to nearly one-half the 
venture of Beard Oil Co. of Oklahoma City 1982 output. The State's natural brines 
(40%) and two Japanese firms—Godoe USA originate in shallow underground salt beds 
Inc., a subsidiary of United Resources In- in the Permian Flowerpot Shale. Commer- 

dustry Co. (50%), and Inorgchem Develop- cial brines are pumped from shallow wells 
ment Inc. a subsidiary of Mitsui & Co. drilled into brine-filled solution cavities in 
(10%)—recovered iodine from oilfield waste _ salt beds. 
brines at its miniplants in Dover and Hen- Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 

nessey, Kingfisher County. and gravel production is surveyed by the 
Todine was used chiefly for catalysts, U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 

animal-feed additives, pharmaceuticals, dis- years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
infectants, and stabilizers, followed by inks only estimates for 1983. The data for odd- 
and colorants, photographic equipment, io- numbered years are based on annual com- 
dized salt, smog inhibitors, and other prod- pany estimates made before yearend. 
ucts. Reflecting the lingering recession that 

Lime.—St. Clair Lime Co. continued min- depressed construction nationwide, Oklaho- 
ing a high-calcium lime for producing quick-_ma’s construction sand and gravel produc- 
lime and hydrated lime at its operation in tion held its own, increasing slightly in 
Marble City, Sequoyah County. Production tonnage shipped and dropping just 2% in 

increased nearly 7% in quantity and 20% in value. Industrial sand output declined 3% 
value. in 1983; however, its value was just over 

Pumice (Volcanic Ash).—Volcanic ash that of 1982. 
was mined and processed at Axtell Mining 

‘Table 4.—Oklahoma: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
192 1988 

ihe” Value Value “hou” Value Value 
sand hou. per” sand (thou. per 
short sands) fon short = sands) ton 

tons) tons) 

Construction: Sand --------------------------- BBL SIRS $243 NA NA NA 
Gravel === 2=77 SURGE EEL ISELESD ‘369 2ion1 “2.96 NA NA NA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ————~~7~—~2-=~__1,089__ 6471.4 NA NANA 
Total or average----------------- M7490 17738287 —°T,500 °517,900 “$231 

Industrialeand == -—222-222s2-2-2s-- 2-1 TB 1078 sa. 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
’Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding
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Leading producers of industrial sand in totoc, Pawnee, Seminole, Johnston, and 
1983 included Pennsylvania Glass Sand Mayes Counties. Nearly 96% of the output 
Corp. near Mill Creek, Johnston County; was limestone and dolomite; however, some 
Mid-Continent Glass Sand Co. at Ada, Pon- granite was quarried in Greer and Seminole 

totoc County; and Arkhola Sand and Gravel Counties and sandstone in McIntosh and 

near Muskogee, Muskogee County. About McCurtain Counties. Leading uses of lime- 
48% of Oklahoma’s industrial sand produc- stone included dense road base, concrete 

tion was used for glassmaking for contain- aggregate, cement manufacture, fill, sur- 

ers, plate and window glass, specialty glass, face treatment of roads, bituminous aggre- 
and fiberglass. Other uses included abra- gate, and railroad ballast. Among other 
sives, foundry sands, roofing granules, and uses, dolomite was utilized for agricultural 
hydraulic fracturing sands. The unit value _ limestone, fill, glass manufacture, and roof- 
of industrial sand ranged from $8.08 to ing granules. Granite was used for dense 
$36.77 per short ton in 1988; however, the road base, riprap and jetty stone, fill, and 
average value was $11.17 per ton, compared _ fine aggregate; some sandstone was used for 
with $10.73 in 1982. Most industrial sand road construction. During the year, 42 com- 
was shipped by railroad and the rest by panies produced crushed stone at 60 quar- 

truck. ries in Oklahoma. In descending order of 
Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by tonnage, major producers included Dolese 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Bros. Co., Arkhola Sand and Gravel, Materi- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. als Producers Inc., Anchor Stone Co., Kop- 
Data for even-numbered years are based on _ pers Co. Inc.’s Tulsa Rock Co., McNabb Coal 
annual company estimates made before Co. Inc., Hallett Construction Co., The Qua- 

yearend. paw Co., Ideal Basic, Blue Circle Inc., Bellco 
Crushed.—Crushed stone produced fell to Materials Inc., and Boorhem-Fields Inc. 

its lowest point since 1977; the commodity The Balagna Excavating Co. limestone 
declined in value, once again surrendering operation southwest of Wewoka, Seminole 
its long-held position as the leading nonfuel County, commenced crushing rock for road 
mineral. Crushed stone was quarried in 34 construction. Maximum daily capacity of 
counties; listed in descending order of ton- the new plant was 2,000 short tons; 13 
nage, more than 78% came from Comanche, workers were employed at the site. 
Rogers, Murray, Kiowa, Tulsa, Caddo, Pon- 

Table 5.—Oklahoma: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+ 1-1/2 inch): 
Hiprap and jetty stone... ------------------------------------ 212890 

Filter stone wenn 2H a nn en nn eee 43. 179 
Coarse aggregate, graded: Concrete aggregate, coarse - === 45001 887 
awn ae it surface-tre vent Sse er > 5,92 

Railroad ballast. = DE aces i i pa a et ceo ie tn 834 3,460 
_ Other graded coarse aggregate -_____.-_-~.--~---~-~~~~-~~------— M43 ‘500 

Eine aggregate (-8/8 inch): Screening, undesignated__________-----~-~-~~---------- 690 1,885 
Coarse and fine aggregate: 

Greded roed hese or eubbese = = = 22 es eee eee ne seesseaeees 4,751 11,725 
‘Unpaved road surfacing... ..— = nn an eee en een nee nnn 62 128 
Grusher run or fil or waste > —=— 2222 —22I So 2SLTSISIICIISISIIIIIII 6s ABS 

cultural: URES TARR mea er seen mn tenet rete mete tte 2 Gfemical and metallurgical: : 
ARREARS cst mrs enn tin ret ek eee oe emt emir 1,633 2,664 

Glass manufactures 2200 SSC DLST EES TOE EEE LTS EOE OS TELESIOUE 168 Ww 
Sper ne 74 w fig prenules ose as si aaa se renee pater nomena m4 

oP cee eS ore Sp Eee Ee oe 6,801 23,460 

TRG case cunso eRe Eee EEE EOE 23,865, 76,941 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
‘Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, and miscellaneous stone. 

prance tier: agricultural uses; macadam; stone sand, bituminous mix or seal; uses not specified; and uses indicated 

*Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding,
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Dimension.—Output of dimension stone Iron and Steel_—Oklahoma’s only steel 
slumped to nearly one-half the 1982 produc- facility, the Sheffield Steel Corp. of Sand 
tion; however, the average value per ton Springs, 7 miles west of Tulsa, made rein- 
moved from $54.31 in 1982 to $74.18 in 1983. forcing bars for the construction industry. 
Fifty-four percent of the output was granite ‘The company was owned by HMK Indus. 
used principally for monumental stone; the tries, Houston, TX, which bought the plant 
remainder was sandstone. Listed in de- from Armco Inc., Middletown, OH, in 1981. 
scending order of output, granite producers Faced with closure in 1982, Sheffield Steel's 
included Boadie L. Anderson Quarries Inc. union agreed to a 46-month concession con- 

in Johnston County, and Fairfax Granite tract in December, the first in the Nation 
Inc. of the Rock of Ages Corp., Roosevelt for the United Steelworkers of America; the 
Granite Co. Inc., and Sierra Granite Co. Inc. $2.51 per hour “give back” the union ap- 
in Kiowa County. Barbee Stone quarried proved was partly returned during the year. 
sandstone for rough blocks in Haskell Coun- In addition, a Labor Management Participa- 
ty, Miller Wilson for cut stone in Le Flore tion Team, required in the contract, met 
County, and TDM Quarry Co. for irregular and approved major moves at the plant 
shapes and flagging in Pittsburg County. including capital projects. In 1983, the 

Sulfur (Recovered)—Sulfur was recov- group planned to improve efficiency and 
ered in natural gas processing and petrole- broaden its product line. 
um-refining operations by Tosco Corp. at its Sales of steel slag increased in quantity 
Duncan refinery in Stephens County. and value in 1983. 

Sulfuric Acid.—Production of sulfuric ac- ~ Vanadium.—The Bartlesville operation 
id recovered in smelting and refining zinc of Somex Ltd., a division of Phibro-Salomon 
concentrates increased in quantity and nc, remained idle during the year. The 
decreased in value. vanadium-extraction plant, impacted with a 
Tripoli—Of the three States producing jabor strike in the third quarter, was closed 

tripoli in the Nation, Oklahoma ranked in November 1982 because of technological 
second with more than one-fifth of the total problems and plummeting demand for the 
output. Illinois and Arkansas were the oth- metal. In December 1983, private investors 

er producing States. The American Tripoli purchased Somex and three other Phibro- 
Co. mined tripoli_in east-central Ottawa Salomon companies for $40 million; a new 
County, northeast Oklahoma, and processed company, Continental Resources and Devel- 
the material in Seneca, MO. The Carborun- opment Inc., was formed to operate the four 
dum Co. sold its American ‘Tripoli division companies." More than $2 million had been 

to a group of investors in 1982. Tripoli is @ spent on designing and constructing the naturally occurring microcrystalline, finely gomex chemical leaching plant alone. The 
particulated, friable form of silica leached facility was built in 1979 to process power. 
from a siliceous limestone or calcareous station boiler ash, refinery residues, and 

chert. Used principally as an abrasive in spent refinery catalysts, recovering a 95% 
Polishing and buffing compounds, tripoli to 96% V.0, fused-oxide flake. Vanadium is output declined in quantity and value in {ed as a steel and titanium alloying agent 
WCBS oe 5: and asa catalyst. Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace “"7ine-Jead.-National Zine Co., a subsid- 
& Co. produced exfoliated vermiculite at its ary of PhibroSalomon, operated a 55,000. 
Plant in Oklahoma City; vermiculite con- short-ton-per-year electrolytic zine refinery 
centrate was shipped in from out of State. f- producing slab zine, byproduct cadmi- 
Production and sales of the material declin- ry, and sulfuric acid. In December, Phibro- 
cag im gant and vaste Slanen ald ts Naina Zine company a a Insulati ‘d and three other companies to private inves- tion, loose-fill insulation, and concrete ag- {55 'who planned to operate under’ the 
gregate; a small amount was sold for horti- Te Continental Resources and Develop. 
cultural applications, ment Inc. Though extensively modernized, 

METALS the 76-year-old plant had been only margin- 
ally profitable because of its location. Since 

No metallic ore was mined in Oklahoma the shutdown of its major suppliers in the 
during 1983. Several metals, however, were Picher District, ores were purchased from 
recovered from instate smelters that used mining operations in Canada, Colorado, 
recycled materials from local and out-of: Mexico, Missouri, Peru, and Tennessee. 
State sources and from ore concentrates _ Covering a 6-square-mile area in Ottawa 
from out-of-State producers. County, OK, and Cherokee County, KS, the
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Picher Field is part of the Tri-State (Kan- bility Act of 1980 for remedial investigation 
sas, Missouri, and Oklahoma) mining re- and feasibility studies. With the Oklahoma 
gion, one of the most productive zinclead Water Resources Board as the lead agency, 
mining areas in the world. From 1904 to monitoring and sampling work began in 
1970, its ores yielded more than $1 billion July 1982 
from over 7 million tons of zinc and 2 mil- __ The final phase of the 3-year study began 
lion tons of lead. The mines have been in September 1983; two experimental wells, 
closed for many years. one adjacent to the No. 2 Consolidated 

Confined to the flat or gently dipping Mine, 1 mile east of Picher, and the other 
Boone Formation, the ores consisted chiefly near Skeleton, 1 mile south of Picher, were 
of the zinc mineral sphalerite and the lead plugged with concrete to test. the feasibility 
mineral galena; and small amounts of the of plugging about 100 abandoned wells in 
copper minerals chalcopyrite, enargite, and the area to protect the potable water of the 

luzonite. The iron sulfides marcasite and aquifer. In December, the 24-member Tar 
pyrite were abundant accessory minerals. Creek Task Force appointed by the Gover- 

Mining and milling by many small opera. nor suggested in the completed feasibility 
tors on 40-acre tracts in the early days left study that the Tar Creek pollution could be 
many openings and abandoned under- Partly solved by using dikes and ditches to 
ground workings. In 1980, centralized mill- divert surface runoff away from the mine 
ing was begun, and operations were consoli-_ Workings, by treating the mine waters flow- 

dated. These large-scale mining activities ing from the mines, and by plugging deep 
cnded in the 1960's, and the pumps were Wells to slow the water flow into the Roubi- 
removed from the underground mines. By d0ux aquifer. The protective measures re- 

1979, the surface mines flooded, and acidic Wired the cooperation of Kansas; thus, by 
ming water began to discharge from the ™mid-November, the Governors of Oklahoma 

mine shafts and boreholes. Water leached nd Kansas signed a Memorandum of Un- 
the oxidized pyrite left as waste in the derstanding to abate ground water pollu: 
underground mines and also picked up con- tion in the Picher area. Overall, $750,000 
tanimants in the surrounding area, produc. W28 allocated for the corrective measures in 

ing an acidic solution. In addition to acidity, Oklahoma, including $550,000 in Federal 
major pollutants in the minedrainage wa- T™onies ($450,000 from the Federal Su- 
ter flowing into the Tar Creek watershed  Perfund) and more than $120,000 from State 

included sulfate, iron, zinc, cadmium, lead, 94 local funds. 
chromium, and fluoride. EE wes tunnsoe mmecmomne 

‘The Tar Creek drainage system origi- _pitteLisisgn Ofteor, oven te OK Bas 
nates in Cherokee County, KS, and flows x, 2 No ‘Ma are D ‘Gone for bonome & 
through Ottawa County in northeastern MSI'S°5o% tment of Labor. Emplo eee 
Oklahoma until it reaches the confluence of V,KNoCMa teers, ee 
the Neosho River, thence to Grand Lake, a qf, t,0 Gozr Depend Sen Pen Sure 
major drinking-water source and popular Paris of Colorado and New Mexico. OK Geol. Surv. Circ. 
recreation area. 36,1888 2a MF Bsr. Celok 

Many abandoned wells in the Picher area of Okiswoma. ‘US’ Gon Sur Sonplad 76, printed 
provided direct access for the mine water to 185216 pp, i 
migrate downward to the Roubidoux aqui- pnd te Bor, rabies eacing oni Mintog and Gas 
fer, posing an additional pollution source reduction in the Hartshorne Contbeds of the, Wosiern 
from acidity. Estimates were that, assuming "yuma e's On! fiavary of the’ Oklahoma, Geological 
the production of acid mine waters had  Sufvey, 19061988. OK Geol. Surv. Spec. Publ 89-2 60 pp. 
ceased, it would take 60 to'100 years to flush pa atin Sas® Emiustziee Ine, 1968 145 Anonal Report 
out about 76,000 acre feet of acidic mine “Smith, M. North, American Cement, In. Miner. (Lon 
waters in the flooded, abandoned mines “industrial Minerals (London). Blue Circle ' 
Dancath Ottawa County, OK, and southeast: view Martin Mariets Nols Jane Sb pp ibi6. 
ern Kansas."* "Work cted in ootnote somone 

Jn Qetaber 1981, the Tar Creek area was eal and Bien sSibcarics V Stes No. Tae, Jam 
classified one of the most hazardous waste iiGf?, 7 
sites in the Nation and eligible for Federal Dar Crt Peay inne al 
funds under the Comprehensive Environ-  Weniification and Assessment of Potentia} Rem AN ee canee Gea Lig, atte sma cist No Cuuoueora Desh
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Table 6.—Principal producers 

‘Commodity and company ‘Address “Type of activity Goanty 

erste Circle Inc, a subsidiary of Bl 2609 North 145 Bast As @ 1d pla Rog lue Circle Inc, a subsidiary of Blue 2609 Nor ve. juarry and plant — cers 
Circle Industries Ltd # Tulsa, OK 74116 

{deal Basic Industries Inc, Tdeal Box 8789, === do ---- Pontotoc. ‘Cement Co.1# Denver, C0 80201 i” 
Lone Star Industries Inc ® ____ ----to-----.. Mayes Pryor, OK 74861 * 

Clays: “Seme Brick Co,.a subsidiary of Justin Box 24012 Pitsand plants Custer and Okla- 
industries Inc. ‘Oklahoma City, OK 73124 ‘roma. 

Chandler Materials Co -__-_--_ 5805 East 15th St ----fo------ Oklahoma and Tulsa, OK T4102 Rogers. Commercial Brick Corp--------- Box 1882 Pitand plant... Seminele. 
‘Wewoka, OK 74884 

W.8, Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. Box Pit____--___ Le Flore. Pittsburg, KS 66762 
Mangum Brick Co --------.--. Box 296 Pitand plant... Greer. Mangum, OK 72554 
Oklahoma Brick Corp -.---- Box 15368 aa ado. Canadian. Ev ‘Oklahoma City, OK 73147 

eldspar: 
‘Arkhola Sand and Gravel Co, adivi Box 1401 Dredge and plant - Muskogee. ‘sion of APAC Arkansas Ing.Jasub- Muskogee, OK 74401 

sidiary of Ashland Oil Ine? ‘Gypsum: 
Harrison Gypsum Co.Inc.-----_ Box 386 Quarry -_----- Caddo. 
Republic Gypsum Co. Braweso so? Q@ plant Jacks lic Gypsum Co... Drawer juarry and plant Jackson. 

Duke, OK 73532 * ‘Temple BastexInc-—---------- Box 01 Quarry ...---- Comanche. 
United States Gypsum Co boot Quarry and plant. BL nit rn Co juarry and plant Blaine. 

ini Southard, OK 73770 
North American Brine Resources. ¢/o Beard Oil Co. Oilfield brines and Kingfisher. 

2000 Classen Center Bldg. plant. 
Oklahoma City, OK 73106 PPG Industries Inc., Woodward Iodine Box 124 Brine field and Woodward 

Lime Perations Woodward, OK 73801 plant. 
St. Clair Lime Co. aa----- Box 569 juarry and plant — yuoysh, 

Sallisaw, OK 74955 Sores Seay 
Pursell Mining Cor Box 92 Open pit Be tell Mining Corp = pit... Beaver. 
set Gate, OK 73844 " 

r ‘AcmeSaltCo-_-------.--- Box 420 Solar evaporation. Harmon. 
Erick, OK 73645 Sand and gravel: 

Dolese Bros.Co-------.----. Box 677 Pitsand plants. Canadian, Gar- 
Oklahoma City, OK 73101 field, Kingfish- 

er, Logan, McClain. E&A Materials Inc-...------ Box 365 Pitand plant... Cotton 
Wichita Falls, TX 76307 General Materials Co. Inc... Box 24044 Pitsand plant. Cleveland, 
Oklahoma City, OK 73124 Meciais, Okla 

oma. MeMichael Concrete Co.,a subsidiary Box 3878 Pitand plant... Tulsa. 
of Koppers Co. Inc Tulsa, OK 74102 
Mid-Continent Glass Sand Co _--__ Box 248 ----do--.-- Pontotoc. Roff, OK 74865 
Mohawk Rock andSandCo_...... Box 640 =~ do. Tulsa. 

Sand Springs, OK 74063 Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp, Box 36 ----do.------ Johnston, ‘Oklahoma Works. Mill Creek, OK 74856 
Shoffner Sand of Oklahoma Inc... Box 863 =---do------ Oklahoma. a Edmond, OK 73034 Stone: 
‘Anchor Stone Co? ......----- Box 94750 Quarries and plant Creek and Tulsa. 
Boadie L. Anderson Quarries h bores Qua Joh fe L. Anderson Quarries Inc -._ Box ry... Johnston. Ada, OK 74820 

Dolese Bros.Co-—------------ Box 677 Quarries... Caddo, Coal, Co- Oklahoma City, OK 78101 ranche, Rio 
‘wa, Murray, 
Pittsburg, Seminole, 

Fairfax Granite bsidiary of Rock of Ages Cor Qu Kiows 'airfax Granite Inc. a subsidiary of ‘s/o Rock of Ages Corp. anryeECR, iowa. ‘Rock of Ages Corp. 7 Box 482 
Barre, VT 05641, Hallett Construction Co... Box 13 --do------ Murray. 
‘Boone, IA 50036 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company ‘Address ‘Type of activity ‘County 
‘Stone —Continued 
Materials Producers Inc... Box 577 Quarry Murray. 

Norman, OK 73070 McNabb Coal Co, Ine... Drawer do...-..- Rogers. 
Catoosa, OK 74015, ‘The Quapaw Co... Box wand. Creek Drumright, OK 74080 Roosevelt Granite Co.Ine-.--.- Box 307 Quarriesandplant Kiowa Snyder, OK 73566, Standard Industries, a division of Box 580670 Quarries Cherokee, Kay, ‘APAC Oklahoma ine,,a subsidiary Tulsa, OK 74158 ‘Tulsa 

‘ala Roe Co a etidinyof Box 9978 Qu Ro sa a Subsidiary of x3 Fry ------— Rogers. vip lfovPer Co: i ‘Tulsa, OK 74102 
‘Bmerican Tripoli Co Box 489, Mines. Ottawa. 

Seneca, MO 64865 
Also clays. 2Also stone. 
Also sand and gravel





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Oregon Department of 
Geology and Mineral Industries for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Herbert R. Babitzke' and Mark Ferns? 

Nonfuel mineral production in Oregon of Geology and Mineral Industries, 3.2 bil- 
was $111 million in 1983, an increase of 8% _ lion cubic feet of natural gas was produced 
over that of 1982. Nonmetallic minerals from the Mist Gasfield with a value of $9.5 
accounted for nearly 100% of the mineral million. 
value reported for the year. Leading com- Oregon's economy turned the corner in 
modities produced, accounting for 97% of 1983 and began to pull out of its long 
the total, were stone, sand and gravel, recession. The recovery pace for Oregon 
cement, and lime. Oregon ranked 37th na- turned out to be stronger than was pre- 
tionally in total nonfuel mineral production dicted at the beginning of the year. 
value. According to the Oregon Department: 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Oregon* 

om or 
‘Mineral Quantity ,Walue oy, Value 

i Gahan anneneecnnsnnnnnnen tenmand orem an ame, UCUMO Guigemmbbsanaiteng gl Saya Hecsloren clea eesiceomannasa see ier BBS. gael eas) nat Eeea ae: TR G 
Bat nanan AT ink Tw! age am ta tie nnnnoroc oraz MM i. “TNS! ALAS) a ee ae ee eee ee sh val of nc pe Sola ea ee 

Beer xenteeeeceencieceeneennenes 7 OE NAME ERE 
“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. |W Withheld to avoid disclosing compat rietary data; value 

included with “Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. ” me Pan Perey: 
‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Oregon, by county" 

(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 aero ae 
Bebe secon cca eens $20,570 $11,299 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. Benoa -2 22 ooo oo 004 Tots Schvandgravel construction). 
Clackamas = Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). 
Gate: sacnepeneeeemnes commen 901 Ww Do. 
‘Sita ce 455 Ww Do. 
Di cereus 1,236 Ww. Do. 
SSOUE cca puientcawieoner Ww we Do. 

Cur ie tcese ecentea cman 69 Ww Do. Deschutes” 777772272222 w W Pumice Dengue 2 SESEITCSETSS W W, Nickel sand and grave (construction) [ie ef W Sandand gravel construction) 
I igs Cannio: 3 Ww Do. 

‘eae Shee oc 81 @) 
Seckson =~ 22222=22—=== w 1,628 Sand and gravel (construction) tale. 
Seoptins-_-~~------ °o Sand and gravel onstruction), ol 
Hipme SS 2020S TSoT w W Stee Ag 
Tabeee oc ssocn setae w W Dintomito, sand and gravel (construction) 
tee ence ee 2905 Sand and gravel construction). Upeiy =222SES 2ST ESE 1.586 3 
Linn --=-7722----—--- 236 585 Sand and gravel construction. 
Mabe 2222 cca SSS W 1877 ne band and gravel congraction, gol 
Maton cocoesoseeses i 185 Sondand gravel onstruction). 

Morrow ==" 222722222 100 Wo Do 
Mattseesh 202 0S2SITIEE east Y6414 Sand and gravel (onstruction), lime, clays. 
Polk nnn =a 2222==a=a 638 122 Sand and gravel construction 
Tilesack77=7TOT=II2o 362 Wo Denti Sc Tanase we so Do 
Union --==-272-2==-2= a Do 
Core amg Meontalf 2853520250 "T02 as 
‘Undistributed*__________ 63,151 27,169 
be and gravel (construction) 35,100 XxX 

Crushed —_.- ~~ x 41,900 Dimension 2222222—2— x *5 
Tees sccm 189,547 107,844 

Spaticisted W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
applicable 
iraroey, ‘Sherman, Wasco, and Wheeler Counties are not listed because no nonfuel ‘lieel pecstartin was reported. County dsiripation for construction sand and gravel Va61) and crushed and dimension stone (S82 is not available; otal State Zalues shown separately under “Sand and gravel construction) or “‘Stone™" 
Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
“Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. ‘cludes gem stones that cannot be sssined fo specific counties and values indicated by eymbol W. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Trends and Developments.—The Hanna expanded its operation, which processes 
Mining Co. reopened its Riddle smelter on rare metals and their carbides. Albany 
November 7 after an 18-month closure. Titanium Inc. (ALTi) reorganized the com- 
More than one-half of Hanna’s laid-off pany and reported that production of tita- 
workers were recalled. The plant will con- nium powder and sponge would commence 
tinue to operate because of an offpeak in 1984. 
power rate agreement for electricity signed Exploration Activities.—Acquisition, ex- 
with the Bonneville Power Administration. ploration, and evaluation of precious-metal 
‘The Riddle plant is the Nation's only com- deposits around the State continued at a 
bined nickel mining and smelting oper- strong pace in 1983. Development activity 
ation. Reynolds Metals Co. reopened its last declined, however, in part owing to falling 
idle aluminum potline at Troutdale on De- metal prices. The principal exploration ar- 
cember 1, bringing the smelter to full- eas continued to be the newly recognized 
capacity operation for the first time since zones of Tertiary epithermal gold minerali- 
October 1981. Martin Marietta Aluminum zation in Harney, Lake, and Malheur Coun- 
Inc. recalled all laid-off workers in August, ties and the old gold districts in Baker and 
and at yearend, the company’s smelter at Grant Counties, northeast Oregon; and in 
The Dailes was operating at full capacity. Douglas, Jackson, and Josephine Counties, 
Oregon Metallurgical Corp.(OREMET) tem- southwest Oregon. 
porarily closed its titanium melt shop in American Copper and Nickel Co. contin- 
September owing to high inventories and a _ued its exploration program in Grant and 
depressed market. Transition Metals Corp. Baker Counties, having just completed an
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‘Table 3.—Indicators of Oregon business activity 

Se 
‘Change, 1982, 1988" pereant 

roid ahs ne, an oa ee 
ene rn ae ee an aanne------—-thousands.- 1152 L804 10 
Felten aber ree —o2eon-7o-noecccccrocciceeeme ig MS iB 
Bmpleymont woneericaltra SS 
spa, a Ya Y 
Mancheoaring “{o22007T0TTTTTISTIIISISSIcicgecc se 

Contract const tion ile utili wo enn nana n---= na Be ae ae 

Teoreperoten eC UMC SETIRTGyDOSCTaTT NTE MAA sus. | fee 
See ee et 
Eee ens AEP coco ae ae He 
Gece ne yceeceeenreeaecereenrecceasaresersmm ies Ws, 4 

ee 
Heigl nee sone ia ncennn millon $2188 GOK 8 
i cere i ee 

cote cate: tration ACC acute rexientnl units authored ——-—-------no--- (720 ABBR 4 
Numba ctrecnnari erent niente --—-o-o-vyain gist BUR 
ede ee Ea eke 

Se eee andmamoney Sie and within he ate fed orien CA Nonful mineral production value: al cena ennenn—nn—tn none SEIN 
BT ook se BME SRS _ Vitae por ars mile = -°"--—2-222oS2Tooooacciesccceeeies eS 8 

"Preliminary 
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

ee teste ie 
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Zz 
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and stone and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in Oregon.
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extensive diamond drilling program on the Meadow Lakes, Baker and Grant Counties, 
Badger, Bull of the Woods, and Gem veins and Grouse Springs, Baker County. 
in the old Susanville district. Nerco Miner- Legislation and Government Pro- 
als Co. completed the initial phase of their grams.—The Department of Geology and 
Bald Mountain-Ibex evaluation program, in Mineral Industries (DOGAMD is an inde- 
which over 50,000 feet of underground dia- pendent State agency reporting directly to 
mond drilling was done on the Bald Moun- the legislature and the Governor of Oregon. 
tain-Ibex vein. Nerco announced a joint The agency is administered from its main 
venture exploration program of the proper- office in Portland and has field offices in 
ty with American Copper and Nickel for Albany, Baker, and Grants Pass. Ongoing 
1984. Plans call for an aboveground dia- geology programs include basic geologic 
mond-drilling program to be started on the mapping, geothermal resource investiga- 
Grand Trunk and Belle of Baker claims to _ tions, inventories of metallic and nonmetal- 
the east of the main Bald Mountain work- lic resources, and oil and gas investigations. 
ings. ‘Mapping efforts in 1983 included the min- 
UNC Resources Inc. acquired full owner- eralized ophiolite terrains in northeastern 

ship of the Cornucopia Mine in eastern and southwestern Oregon and the Tertiary 
Baker County. Exploration and develop- volcanic accumulations making up the Cas- 
ment of the property was at a low level in cade Range. Major publications included 
1983. Company officials announced that the two geologic maps, three special publica- 
mine should be in operation in 1985. tions, and seven open-file reports. 

Silver King Mines Inc. acquired the two- Major activities of the Mined Land Recla- 
thirds interest of Texasgulf Inc. in the Iron mation Program centered around permit- 
Dyke Mine on the Snake River, Baker ting and regulation of more than 600 sites, 
County. Silver King had been in a joint including sand and gravel, stone, nonmetal- 
venture partnership with Texasgulf on the lics, and metallic mines (primarily placer 
Iron Dyke since 1978. The property had gold). Specific activities included issuance of 
produced 36,000 tons of high-grade gold- operating permits and limited exemptions 
copper ore when last operated in 1980 and _ to operators based upon the adequacy of the 
1981. Silver King has also begun an explora- operator's reclamation plans and accom- 
tion and evaluation program at the Bay plishments. Periodic field inspections were 
Horse Mine, about 70 miles south of the made to ensure compliance and to properly 
Tron Dyke on the Snake River. Plans call for administer bonding provisions of the Mined 
stockpiling the ore from both properties for Land Reclamation Act. These activities 
shipment to the company’s mill at Copper were interfaced with other responsible 
Cliffs, ID. Federal, State, and local governments. 

Volcanogenic sulfide deposits continued Several changes in the law governing 
to be the focus of exploration activity in reclamation were made by the 1983 Legisla- 
southwestern Oregon. Boise Cascade Corp. tive Assembly. Authority was granted to 
and Exxon Minerals Co. were continuing increase new permit fees from $890 per year 
exploration in the McCullogh Creek area of to a maximum of $415 and renewal fees 
Douglas County. Ray Rock Mines Inc. was from $290 per year to a maximum of $315 
attempting to extend the ore reserves pre- (Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 517.800). An- 
viously established by Noranda Exploration other act (ORS 517.810) authorized a “per 
Inc. at the Turner-Albright Mine, Josephine site” bond of up to $2,000 on “aggregate” 
County. Noranda had announced that its sites, in addition to the existing maximum 
exploration program outlined over 3 million bond of $500 per acre. The act added a 
tons of gold-copper ore at the Turner- provision authorizing an acceptance of a 
Albright Mine. single bond covering two or more sites 

Diamond-drill programs were under way _ operated by a single company or owned by a 
at Idol City, Harney County; Quartz Moun- single landowner. Other changes relative to 
tain, Lake County; and in the Vale-Weiser aggregate sites were an increase in the 
area of Malheur County. Many of the pros- authorized lien from $500 per acre to $2,000 
pects undergoing evaluation are new gold _ per site, plus $1,500 per acre (ORS 517.865). 
prospects discovered since 1978. Another series of amendments were add- 

Low-level exploration of base-metal de- ed to ORS 517.750 that broaden the defini- 
posits continued despite depressed metal tion of “surface mining” to include the 
prices. Manville Products Corp. continued “surface impacts of underground mining.” 
shallow diamond-drilling programs at In addition, the previously existing defini-
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tion of surface mining was partly rewritten ord. 
in an attempt to define more clearly what is Rules to implement all of the ORS chang- 
and what is not surface mining under this _es have been drafted for review. 
law, Distribution of proceeds in lieu of taxes 

‘ORS 517.780 provides for a city or county from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
to administer the Mined Land Reclamation (BLM) to Oregon local governments was 
Law. An added provision (ORS 517.7802) $2.6 million in fiscal year 1983. This amount 
directs DOGAMI to review the implemen- was in addition to the $5.1 million the State 
tation of county ordinances and withdraw received from the BLM under the Minerals 
approval of such ordinances upon finding Leasing Act. 
that implementation does not meet stand- ‘The March 1983 presidential declaration 
ards prescribed by the law and State rules. of the Exclusive Economic Zone opened 4 
‘The newly added ORS 517.785 terminates a_ billion acres of ocean floor for minerals 
city or county option unless the political potential exploration. Activities by the U.S. 
unit had a reclamation ordinance approved Department of the Interior focused on sev- 
by DOGAMI prior to July 1, 1984. eral spreading oceanic ridges, such as those 

‘The law (ORS 517.170 and ORS 517.180) found on the Juan de Fuca Ridge off the 
provides a procedure for the owner of land, coasts of Oregon and Washington, which 
in which another holds a mineral interest, are believed to contain deposits high in 
to extinguish that interest if unused for 30 copper, iron, and zinc, and lesser amounts of 
years. The law requires the landowner to cadmium, chromium, platinum, and silver. 
publish notice of lapse of interest and to file Recent exploration along the ridge has 
notice and affidavit of publication. It cre- shown that mineral deposits are significant- 
ates a procedure for mineral interest hold- ly larger than estimated earlier. 
ers to avoid extinguishment by filing a — Hearings were held in Bend and Salem 
“Statement of Claim” before the end of the during the months of July and August on 
30-year period or within 30 days of filing of Federal legislation that would place nearly 
notice. For a mineral interest that was 30 1 million acres of roadless areas into the 
years old at the effective date of the law, wilderness system, thus closing the areas to 
‘October 15, 1983, the owner has 2 years to further minerals potential evaluations. Pas- 
file a statement of claim. The law also pro- sage of the bill was expected by early 1984. 
vides for a Dormant Mineral Interest Rec- 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS follows: 73% by ready-mix companies, 20% 
: 5 by highway contractors, and 7% by building 

_ Value of nonmetallic minerals increased material dealers, concrete mancfacturere, 
6% over that of 1982. Recovery in Oregon’s and others. Raw materials used to produce 
construction industry has been slow, with cement were clays, gypsum, iron ore, lime- 
gains confined to heavy construction and, to stone, and shale. 

some extent, housing. | Clays—Common clays were produced in 
‘There were more than 600 sites under Baker, Klamath, and Multnomah Counties 

permit in 1983 under the Surface Mined and were used chiefly in brick and cement. 
Land Reclamation Program, most of which Both quantity and value increased over 
were for nonmetallic minerals (primarily those in 1982. Production of bentonite and 
sand and gravel and stone). zeolite continued at the Teague Mineral 
Cement.—On August 18, 1983, Ash Grove Products Co. plant near Adrian, in Malheur 

Cement Co. of Overland Park, KS, purchas- County. The bentonite was mined from pits 
ed Oregon Portland Cement Co. Ash Grove near the head of Sucker Creek, and the 
was the sole producer of cement in the State zeolite came from deposits near Rome. 
in 1988. Production increased over that of —_ Diatomite.—Oil-Dri Production Co. at 
1982, and as in the previous year, produc- Christmas Valley was the sole company 

tion was only from the Durkee plant. The that mined and processed diatomaceous 
Lake Oswego kilns were not operated dur- earth in Oregon during 1983. End use was 
ing the year, but the plant was used to for absorbents. Production was down from 
finish grind clinker and for cement distribu- that of 1982. 
tion. Market conditions were not adequate Eagle-Picher Industries Inc. continued 
to operate at full capacity. evaluation of diatomite deposits near Har- 

Portland cement produced was used as per and announced plans to build a $13
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million processing plant west of Vale. The of which were in Deschutes County. Pri- 
plant will produce filter-grade diatomite. mary uses were for concrete aggregate, road 
Lime.—Ash Grove Cement in Multnomah _ construction, landscaping, and roofing. 

County and Amalgamated Sugar Co. in Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
Malheur County continued production of struction sand and gravel production is 
lime during the year. Most of the lime surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
produced was quicklime; some hydrated even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
lime was produced by Ash Grove. The Ash chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
Grove lime was used by the pulp and paper ‘The data for odd-numbered years are based 
and the electric steel industries, while that on annual company estimates made before 
produced by Amalgamated Sugar was used yearend. 
in the company’s own sugar refinery. The _ Industrial.—Ross Island Sand & Gravel 
hydrated lime was used primarily for ofl Co. in Multnomah County produced indus- 
and grease treatment, paper and pulp, ani- trial sand. All production was used for 
mal feed, and soil stabilization. roofing granules. In addition, Coos Sand 
Pumice.—Pumice was produced by three Corp. produced industrial sand near Coos 

companies in Baker and Deschutes Coun- Bay. The sand was used primarily for glass, 
ties. All production was from three pits, two molding sand, sandblasting, and foundries. 

Table 4.—Oregon: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

erp OE erp OB 
a nt ; ‘Reman Yee Valve atach ya Value 

short sands) fon SHOT gands) ton 

Construction: Band eeeeeeeeeeeeeeenenenee- BT $4959 SSBONA NANA Gravel 22222222222=ScTTIIIIITIIIIII «aes ates 4325 NANA NA Sand and gravel (amprocesed) = Miss “oor 255 NANA NA 
Sital ermeage ciccicaswn csc 9,513 30,629 8.22, 11,000 °$37,000  °§3.36 

Reihnistal td on cinye RT ETT  em 
Grand total or average______-------_--. 981) we 8 ~OW*S~*C*«W~S~*«wW 

‘Estimated. NA Notavailable. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
‘Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by from that of 1982. The biggest use for 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered crushed stone was for road base and unpav- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ed road surfacing. These uses consumed 
Data for even-numbered years are based on 59% of the crushed stone produced during 
annual company estimates made before the year. The U.S. Forest Service produced 

yearend. 36% of the total crushed stone from a 
Production of crushed stone declined 8% number of quarries for road maintenance 

and 5% in quantity and value, respectively, on Forest Service lands. 

Table 5.—Oregon: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
‘Use Quantity Value 

co ate (4 1-1/2 inch “Bipepand ty one 
Coarse agrregata, graded 

pibueminats ebereeets, CONSE 8 os ee a ae 

Sslvadielset eo ee | IR. D 
Fine aggregate (-8/8 inchy: Screening, undesignated___ _-_____..--.--------------- 9 42 

See footnates at end of able
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Table 5.—Oregon: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use —Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
a Use Quantity Value 

Coarse and fine aggregate: 
arse and fing Oe ee phase —___-.---------------eenaonnnenenn=-n----- BSBA 

Cea ee ee iednge Tce TMTEESSTUSEDUREEAOCT RUAN 
Gapayel sar ill er maile_~~~-~2-27~-~-=-~s722ee00-oeee ena eoo ene a> Base 

Special: sca sfillare or ontanders.----.--~—--a20---=--2e—e-neeee etna 3 0 
Othe? on eee none esnnnse -------__2,883_ 8,783 

Petal sevectetnee eee eee beee tiene seernseceercorec eee Tene” 20.876 

‘Includes limestone, granite, sandstone, traprock, miscellaneous stone, and volcanic ‘cinder and scoria. 

2geludes stone used for agricultural limestone, poultry grit and mineral food, macadam, stone sand (concrete), terrazzo 
and ged agregate seen monuacar, seg Feline, stone sand iturin mix or sel} ne aferegue 
Sonblined coarse and fine aggregate, and uses not specified 

‘Sata do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Tale.—Steatite of Southern Oregon Inc. Copper, Gold, Silver, and Lead.—Lode 
continued to mine and market block soap- mine production was limited during the 
stone for art carving and other specialty year. Some production of copper, lead, and 
uses from its Jackson County deposit. silver was reported from Baker County. One 

operator also reported production of gold 

METALS and silver in Josephine County. Placer min- 

graintnemmsregndlle reopened Vata. (De 7! ported by eo ee cack 
ide aiuminum polling at Troutdele an im Josephine and Malheur Counties, in 
December 1, bringing the smelter to full Which only gold was recovered. It is sus- 
capacity operation for the first time since pected that production of gold in Oregon is 
notY fast Martin Marietta Aluminum Significantly greater than that reported; 
eieet all laid-off workers in August, and estimates are that gold mined from the 
at yearend, the company’s plant at The eastern and southwestern Oregon ming 

Dalles was operating at full capacity. Alu- districts is perhaps 10 to 50 times greater 

max Pacific Corp, the wholly owned sub- thanwhatisdeclared. 
Sdiary of Alumax Ine, announced in late _ Small placer mines continued to supply 
senucey that it was deferring, perhaps most of the reported gold produced in the 

indefinitely, plans to construct a $660 mil- State. Operations on Sucker Creek, Joseph- 

Hion, 200,000-short-ton-per-year reduction ine Creek, Coffee Creek, and in the Galice 

plant at Umatilla in northeastern Oregon. Creek areas, Josephine County, in south- 

Fike rate increases for electrical power by Western Oregon, and on Burnt River, Pine 

Bonneville Power Administration and the Creek, Elk Creek, and Clarks Creek, Baker 

uncertainty surrounding future rate in- County, in northeastern Oregon, were 

creases were blamed for the deferment. among the most productive. 
Columbium, Tantalum, Zirconium, Haf- Several small lode gold and silver mines 

nium, and Vanadium.—Teledyne Wah were intermittently worked during the 

Chang Albany (TWCA) has a 2-million- spring and summer of 1983. The Pyx Mine 

poundper-year high-purity columbjum in Grant County and the Thomason Mine in 

pentoxide plant in Albany. However, plant Baker County continued small-scale oper- 

operations were idle for the entire year ations from 1982. The Sunny Valley Mining 

owing to an oversupply of columbium pent- and Development Co. shipped a small 
oxide on the open market. Sales of reactor- amount of ore from the Greenback Mine, 

grade metal and powders improved in 1983, Josephine County, to the smelter at Taco- 
but the aerospace sector demand was very ma, WA. The property is now being evaluat- 
weak. TWCA continued to be the leading ed by Mega Gold Resources Inc. The Lyons 
producer of zirconium and hafnium in the Bros. of John Day produced a small amount 
Nation. The demand was down and so was of silver ore from the old Tempest Mine in 
production. TWCA also was a major domes- Grant County. The mine has been operating 
tie source of high-purity vanadium metal, on a small scale since 1980. Cash Industries 
which is used to make vanadium-gallium Inc. produced an undisclosed amount of 
superconductors and has a variety of other silver ore from the old Bay Horse Mine on 
applications in the aerospace, electronic, the Snake River, Baker County, early in the 
and nuclear industries. summer of 1983. This property is a noted
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past producer of silver (over 150,000 ounces) aerospace market. Despite the depressed 

and is now being drilled by Silver King demand, OREMET constructed a furnace 

Mines Inc. based upon a new and innovative design 

Nickel.—Hanna reopened its Riddle plant aimed at increasing the use of recycled 

on November 7, after an 18-month closure, scrap. 

but because of the time required for prepa-  ALTi announced plans to construct a 

ration of equipment (about 45 days), produe- plant by 1986 that will produce approx- 

tion of ferronickel had not resumed by imately 10 million pounds of titanium 

yearend. The plant was reopened under a sponge annually, and with the attendant 

hovel energy-use plan that calls for operat- capability of producing titanium powder. A 

ing the smelter 13 hours at night Monday new process is to be used, licensed from 

through Friday, 15 hours on Saturday, and Occidental Petroleum Co., which reportedly 

24 hours on Sunday, using reduced offpeak does not employ sodium or magnesium re- 
power supplied by the Bonneville Power duction. Construction began during 1983 on 

Administration. Hanna is the Nation’s only a 1-million-pound-per-year pilot plant to 
integrated nickel producer. Mining is by test the new process. ALTi expects to begin 

open pit from Nickel Mountain, 4 miles pilot plant production of titanium powder 

west of the town of Riddle. by late 1984 and titanium sponge a few 

‘Titanium.—OREMET in Albany contin- months later. 

ued production of titanium, but at de- ——__—_ 

pressed operating levels. The titanium mar- State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA. 

ket had not come out of recession owing to 1 Oe er Ok and Minera 

the continuing weakness in the commercial 

Table 6.—Principal producers 
nn 

‘Aluminum: ariia Marietta Aluminum Inc. $818 West 24St, Smelter =. Waseo. 
‘Tho Dalles, O% 97058, 

Reynolds Metals Co -----..--- _ S100NE- Sundial Ra __-do---. Multnomah. 
pan ‘Troutdale, OR 97060 

“Oregon Portland Cement Co,? 121 SB, Madison St Plantsand Baker and 
ta aubsidiary of Ash Grove Portiand, OR 97214 ‘quarries. Clackamas. 
Gement Co. Diatomite “OIDS Production Co..------- Box 181 Surface mine Lake 

u Eristimas Valley, OR 97638 ‘and plant. 

*mGalgamated Sugar Co. Box 1766 Plant_-.---- Malheur. 
Nyssa, OR 97918, 

‘AshGrove Cement Co--------. 8800 Indian Creek Pho. do... Multnomah. 
Suite 600 Overland Pack, KS 65225 

Nick: ‘The Hanna Mining Co --—----- Box 5 Surface mine Douglas. 
Riddle, OR 97469 ‘and smelter 

‘Sand and gravel (industrial) 
Mico island Sand & Gravel Co 4120SE. McLoughlin Blvd Pitand plant Multnomah, 

stone Portland, OR 91202 
‘Beier Rock Crushing o.Inc -.-- 21880 SW. Farmington Ra. juarry------ Washington 

* Beawerign,OR S707 Query we 
L.H..Cobb Crushed Rock Inc... 21808 SW. Koehler Ra wad De. 

Beaverton, OR 91005, 
Progress Quarries Inc_..----- 14815 Scholls Ferry Ra. naniddctee Do. 

Beaverton, OR 91005, 
Rogers Construction Co_-.----- Box 730 Quarries... Umatilla and 

Unnalilla, OR 97882 Washing: 
ton. 

US. Forest Service, Region... 319 SW. PineSt a-a-do----. Various. 
« Portland, OR 97208 

‘Sceative of Southern Oregon Inc 2891 Ells Lane Surfacemine Jackson, 
ae Grants Pass, OR 91526, ‘and all 

Grogan Metallurgical Corp. Box 680 Smelter. Linn 
a ‘Albany, OR 97321 

‘Faledyne Woh Chang Albany? 1600.NE, Old Salem Ra odo De. 
Albany, OR 97321 

* Aloo clays, pamicte, and stone. 
Algo colunbium, hafnium, tantalum, and vanadium,



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey, Department of Environmental Resources, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser, Arthur A. Socolow,? and Robert C. Smith* 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production ments and fourth in masonry cement ship- 
in Pennsylvania in 1983 was $635.1 million, ments. 
an increase of $32.5 million over that of Output of the State's second leading min- 1982. Nationally, the State ranked 10th in eral commodity, crushed stone, increased 
value of nonfuel mineral production, ac- for the first time in 4 years. Although the 
counting for about 3% of the U.S. total State ranked third nationally in output, 
value of output. production has declined nearly 20 million 
Cement was again the State's leading tons since 1979 when 71.4 million tons was 

nonfuel mineral commodity accounting for produced. 
about 37% of the value of Pennsylvania's Other commodities produced in Pennsyl- 
mineral production, Nationally in 1983, the vania included clays, lime, mica, peat, sand 
State ranked third in portland cement ship- and gravel, and dimension stone. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Pennsylvania’ 
— —— —— ae be 

Value Value Mineral Quantity hou. Quantity (thous 
sands) sands) tangy net” 

Cement: Masonry... thousand short. ton 256 1404s 262 $11,095 Pogtland= -—22TTTITTTITITIITT Maan BS stk aaa RI sence meeceecscsnnns eens etnias cacao 981 5,616 916 4311 Gam eto 272250 TLISDTIET II aso NA 5 NA 3 Limew=—=22222ILLLTTIT DoT hedsand air ion BT to.gok 688 Pont co STDS MORE EST e ees eda a 09 2 28 Sand and gravel: 
Construction ...____.__---+.+-----------.da.-2 13,081 56,527 *11,800 *52,000 undid 0 2 2DTTTIIISTIIII IIIT aa 9691858 w Ww 
Gelb eee eatereees cence essdacy "50,400 *290900 51,523 225,948 Dimension ~~~ ~~~ 7 22~77 7777777 T2T IIa aen a Sy 86354 535.799 Zine (recoverable content of ores ic) —_ ~~~ ~~ metic tone 24762 DOL 16782 1B, Combined value of clays (kaolin) mica (scrap, tripoli 19821, and value indicated by symbol Wass r en secee ne XX___"1,094 XX 1212 
Total eee XX "602,650 XX 685,141 

‘Batimated. ‘Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary deta; value included with “Combined value" figure. "XX Not applicable. ‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). Excludes kaolin; value included with "Combined value” figure. 

467
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Pennsylvania, by county? 
‘«Thousands) 

oo 
County 1981 1982 Minerals produced in 1982 

—- $$ ____inerer ctv 
Adame cere see w $9747 Lime, lays, mica. i w 17377 Cement, lays, sand industrial) Armstrong = == =2272II72 51,674 W Sand and gravel onstruction clays, sand (industrial Biba ener acegesre w 9,189 Sand and gravel (construction) Bedford —-—_2~2LIIIIIE w eo 
Berks ois notes w W Cement, clays. Blips see Ue Se BEETS 7,670 ® Bradford -—-_~-~--=-- a 921 Sand and gravel (construction). Bucks ——7~_ > ee w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays Baler cal oc en eee Ww 17,140 Lime, cement, sand and gravel (construction), Gamera ~277T7TIIIIII ® W Sand and gravel (construction) Garbon- "2 2TITTIIITE Ww a2 Do. Ganfea 250 2TELIOIISIES Ww 18672 Lime. Ghester => =2=2===T2=o Ww W Lime, clays. Garlon 2252 52EIEIE059 a ae 
Clearfield —~ => = >> 7=2>- 336 W Clays, 
Ginten CA aEESERS SSIES W 536 ‘Do. Golumbia ~~~ ITIIII222 w 'W Sand and gravel (construction). Crawford —="=""=" 7°72 ® 1,004 ‘Do Cumberland” ->=>=>T III 4435 923 Do. Dauphin ~~ ~""">2I 272 aid Ww De. Delaware |222722722222 Ww a 
Bie 2 22 TLIIIIIIL 103, ° 
Exe (“TDTITETITIEITE 61 4096 Sand and gravel (construction), peat Fayette ——~ ~~ DIDIIIII2 Ww zt Horst _ -SSESISTSSIGST e W Sand and gravel (construction). Franklin ~~ ~~>7777=2 w Ww Do. Rutten FES SSRSESTESS Ww Ww De. Huntingdon. —— 22272227 Ww W Sand (industria 
Sefferson = ===" 2IIII2 W W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Sania conn TEs 366 a Lackawanna -—-~----- Ww W Peat. 
Lancaster - ~~ ~~72222222 Ww 973 Clays, Lawrence -_-_-_2~~_~~~ w 24418 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays, 

eat. Lebanon w W Lime. Lehigh: CSS Sez 559050 Ww W Cement, zine. Tazerne =~ 2222D22II2 1,067 W Sand and gravel contruction peat, sand industrial Lyomting seems w W Sand and gravel (construction) Mskean® -~22222272222 Ww W Glave Maree 9E TS SETISETS Ww 2108 Sand and gravel (construction). Mifigcceoco Ww 'W Sand and gravel (construction), lime. Metre co= 0 oe tn aEe Ww 41,115 Sand and gravel (construction), clays, peat Montgomery -——~22 2 Ww W Lime. Montour =~ 2222222 w ® Northampton ~~~ ~~77 wW 18401 Gement, sand and gravel construction), clays Northumberland’ -—~—— ~~~ Ww ‘907 Sand and gravel (construction), clays, tripali Perry co o0 0 DD TOSSES w eo Philadelphia _~~~~"""~~~ e ae Pike Secs EE STE att GOL Sand and gravel (construction) Potter ——"~2LIITIII TIE Ww @ Schuytiiil. -_27777TIZT2 1,002, W Sand and gravel (construction). Snyder —"==2=TIT IIE Ww eo 
Somerset ———~>ITIIZ= 3.207 178 Clays. Susquehanna” ~~~ ~-~2~2 1254 W Sand and gravel (construction) Moga. en earn Ww w De. Galen 2 SES TTEIIESES Ww 6 Clays. Venango. ~~~ ~~~ ===> Ww W Sand and gravel onstruction sand indus ‘ria. Warren —-.. = ° 2499 Sand and gravel (construction). Wayne 2502S 2SSEITET en Ww Do. Westmoreland ~~~ _ =~ 27 9,984 Ww Do, Wyoming ~~ 2222222222 ° Ww Do, Yorl..--2277~~=7~==t 45,848 14,604 Lime, cement, clays, sand and gravel (con- struction). Undistributed* 496,476 152,924 Sand and gravel Gonstraction) $61,100 xX Stone: 
OIA in en xX 290,900 Dimension ~~~ -~- =~ XX $6,854 

Metal oe 638,756 602,650 a cies 
“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not ‘applicable. 
"cambria, Greene, tian, Sullivan, and Washington Counties are not std because no none! mineral praduction was reported. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1082) is not avgilable; total State values shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. ‘Construction sand and gravel waa produced: data not available by county. sew. includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by sym "Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Pennsylvania business activity 
SS ee 

> Change, 1982 19838 ee 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Pot civiianlabor force's hounds 82s sa Unemployment ree TT naa TETTT es BR wate 
Employment (nonagricultura ——— 

Mining! nnd 358 m4 402 Manufoctaring ©=2""22TT2IIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIaI oat te 
Contract constriction <== -——o 22ST oooaide +48 

Wholewle and etailtrade =—--"-222l2777727aasde => TE 08 58 Binance,insurance,realestate---722722--77772ade a RT $83 
Seriswecnececern eee cSancSEancST TD Totde aa ae) Government --227TTTTITIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIoocde_ as RE “30 

personas nts nonagrialaral employment! a aadonn- A888 AT 425 
Pal coon nnn eeeeeeeceeeeeenee coon talline $190965SIRNI2 48 Percapita -——=~~27722222222722722772zczzcm Hat IO TRS Construction activity: ‘Number of private and publi residential units authorized. 22am sans +4 Value of nonresidential construction --- === == millions. $1,9002 © $1,6852 rao Manse or Sake oo contract awards == —o7oo ooo don tea YR te ipmenis of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

' pe ‘thousand short tons__ 2,310 2417 +46 Nonfuel mineral production value: Total crodempera aun ——--—n-———-——-——— millon. $80R§ $8 +84 Value per capita, resident population ---~_~~777777222 t Value per equaremiles="~ese-s_2222222272a27zssszaalez SIBERIAN $85 
>Preliminary. cludes coal (enthracite and bituminous), gas, and oil extraction, 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mines 
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in Pennsylvania.
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Pennsylvania's last metal mine closed in Legislation and Government Pro- 
October, ending a 250-year history of metal- grams.—In 1983, the General Assembly of 
lic mineral production in the State. New Pennsylvania introduced House bill No. 
Jersey Zinc Co. a subsidiary of Gulf + 1176, the Noncoal Surface Mining Conser- 
Western Industries Inc., shut down its un- vation and Reclamation Act. The bill would 
derground zinc mine at Friedensville, Le- provide a separate law for the State's non- 
high County, and allowed the mine to flood. coal mining industry. Since 1972, all mining 
Although substantial reserves reportedly activities in Pennsylvania were included in 
remain, the high cost of production and a a single surface mining law. In 1977, pas- 
decline in demand for zinc forced the clo- sage of the Federal Surface Mining Law 
sure. Late in the year, it was reported that added amendments to the 1972 laws to 
the entire property was sold to adeveloper. incorporate mandated Federal require- 

Trends and Developments—In 1983, ments. These amendments, according to 
Pennsylvania's nonfuel mineral industry sponsors of the legislation, imposed require- 
moderately joined in the recovery from the ments, penalties, and economic burdens not 
1981-82 recession. The State’s construction appropriate or necessary for the noncoal 
sector rebounded in 1983 but at a level industry. 
below the national average. The value of Other legislative and regulatory actions 
contract construction awards in Pennsyl- under consideration during the year includ- 
vania in 1983 surpassed the 1982 mark by ed a bill prohibiting the Department of 
7.7%; nationally, the value increased by Environmental Resources (DER) from is- 
28.4%. Pennsylvania's output of mineral suing any permit pertaining to mining, 
commodities used primarily in construction water quality, air quality, solid waste, and 
also lagged behind national rates. other areas unless an on-site inspection is 

first conducted. In addition, no type of 
interim or temporary permit could be 

Percent change igsued if a project was started without the 
Commodity iid Pam permission or knowledge of the DER. 

States sylvania “Regulatory initiatives under consider- 
Gemnt HD «gt? _ tion included establishing procedures that 
Gigs ee ese ts *} allow companies to determine the most 
Sand and gravel Gonstrtion) — +19 “12 effective manner of complying with State 
ae? air pollution control requirements. The 

proposed rules would allow Pennsylvania's 
Pennsylvania's manufacturing sector con- industries to reduce the cost of complying 

tinued to decline in 1988 as average month- with air pollution control requirements. 
ly employment in the State's manufactur- Another proposed rule change would limit 
ing industries dropped 6%, while nationally _ the water pollution liability for an operator 
the drop was less than 1% for these indus- resuming mining at an abandoned minesite. 
tries. The State's primary metals industries The regulation would limit an operator's 
accounted for only 2.7% of all nonagricul- liability to meeting the water effluent 
tural employment in 1983, and the average standards existing at the abandoned site. 
level of employment declined 13.4% com- Late in the year, the Allegheny County 
pared with that of 1982. The slackened pace controller filed the first petition under the 
of recovery in Pennsylvania’s manufactur Pennsylvania Trade Practices Act of 1968 
ing sector reflected the State's decline in claiming that five foreign countries were 
heavy manufacturing industries, particu engaged in unfair trade practices. The peti- 
larly in steel. Prior to 1982, Pennsylvania tion, if upheld, would ban the use of steel 
led the United States in steel production. products from Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, 
Since then, both Indiana and Ohio surpass- the Republic of Korea, and Spain on govern- 
ed the State in steel output accounting ment financed or public and private assist- 
for 24.2% and 17.5% of the U.S. total, re- ed projects in the State. Government agen- 
spectively, compared with Pennsylvania's cies in Pennsylvania reportedly purchase 
15.6%.* Expected to add to the State's de- an estimated $330 million in steel products 
clining position in steel was a December per year for highways, bridges, and other 
announcement by United States Steel Corp. construction projects. 
(USS) that a major restructuring, eliminat- The Pennsylvania Topographic and Geo- 
ing about 11,100 jobs in basic steel, was logic Survey completed a number of projects 
scheduled for April 1984. The announce- including statewide reconnaissance surveys 
ment listed operations at 6 steel plants in of potential carbonate whiting sources and 
Pennsylvania, affecting about 3,800 work- high-purity silica deposits, reports on white 
ers. refractory clay deposits and fetid barite
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occurrences in Berks County, a summary of Institute Program. The two universities the State’s slate mining industry, a new received $1.8 million from the U.S, Bureau “Stratigraphic Correlation Chart of Penn- of Mines to establish research facilities to sylvania” for use in understanding nomen- investigate black lung disease as well as clature and in correlating various potential other respirable dust diseases associated mining intervals, and a publication on the _ with mining. 
geology and mineralogy of copper-uranium _Also, in conjunction with the Mineral occurrences in the Picture Rocks and Resources Institute Program, Penn State Sonestown 7-1/2-minute quadrangles.* completed a handbook outlining procedures Also during the year, The Pennsylvania 7 conducting sn economic analysis of the State University and West Virginia Univer- effects of proposed new taxes on the mining sity were jointly named the newest Generic industry. The publication also provides a Center for Mineral Technology under the summary of State mineral tax laws.* 
act that established the Mineral Resources 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

In this section, commodities that were portland cement shipments and fourth in mined, processed, or manufactured in Penn- masonry cement shipments. In the past 5 sylvania in 1988 are discussed and high- years, the State annually accounted for 
lighted. Quantity and value data for mined about 8% of the domestic cement produc- commodities are given in table 1. Tradition- tion. Although portland cement production ally, cement and lime data are also present- in the State increased in 1983 for the first ed in table 1. The combined value of com- time in 5 years, shipments remained consid- 
modities that were Processed or manufac- erably below the record high of 6.75 million 
tured in Pennsylvania in 1983 was $17 _ tons shipped in 1978. Grinding capacity also bition These commodities ore ebraaiven decreased from 9.7 million tons in 1978 to 
graphite, gypsum, iron and steel slag, per- 7.3 million tons in 1983. 
lite, pyrophyllite, sulfur, sulfuric acid, tripo- “Cement data for Pennsylvania is divided i, vermiculite, ferroalloys, iron oxide pig- into two districts: Eastern Pennsylvania, tenis, gua pig ane “ihe Pia a Pe iron which is all counties east of the eastern Shipments accounted for 90% of the total. boundaries of Porter, Clinton, Centre, Beryllium and titanium processing oper- Huntingdon, and Franklin Counties; and ations are also discussed, but no production western Pennsylvania, which is all other or value data are available. counties in the State. In 1983, the State's 

eight eastern plants produced 4.1 million NONMETALS, tons of portland cement utilizing about 85% 
Abrasives.—Three types of abrasive of capacity. The State’s four western plants 

materials—metallic, artificial crude, and Produced about 1 million tons of portland tripoli—were produced in Pennsylvania in cement utilizing about 41% of capacity. 
1983. Metallic abrasives, steel shot and grit, _ Developments in Pennsylvania’s cement were manufactured at three plants by three industry in 1983 included Keystone Port- companies in western Pennsylvania. Na- land Cement Co., Bath, purchasing stone tionally, the State accounted for 38% of the crushing equipment for $1 million for the total metallic abrasives sold or used and production of aggregate from low-calcium was one of only four States that produced stone overburden. Previously, overburden this material. at the company’s quarry was removed by a Silicon carbide, classified as a crude arti- contractor. The firm also began marketing ficial abrasive, was manufactured by one cement kiln dust for use in converting firm in southwestern Pennsylvania. The aqueous liquid waste into solid waste. As a firm was one of only seven that produced result, Keystone reported a $200,000 profit a carbide in the Mee Sete and from kiln su sales; previously, disposal of ‘anada. Tripoli was pure! y one firm the cement dust cost the firm about $35, in east-central Pennsylvania and processed annually. 
for sale as a filler. Armstrong Cement & Supply Corp., Cab- Cement.—Pennsylvania’s cement indus- ot, formerly Penn-West Cement Co. Inc., try rebounded in 19883 with a7% increase in began a $3.5 million capital improvement shipments compared with that of 1982. plan. Louisville Cement Co. sold its Besse- Pennsylvania ranked third nationally in mer cement plant to SME Bessemer Cement
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Co., a subsidiary of Standard Machine & and common brick from about 1.5 million 
Equipment Co. tons to about 771,000 tons. Usage by the 

Clays.—Production decreased for the clay industry's major consumer, the home 
fifth consecutive year and was about 1.7 construction industry, also declined signifi- 
million tons below the 1978 output of 2.6 cantly since 1978 when 54,000 units were 
million tons. In that time period, over one- started compared with about 22,300 units in 
half of the decline in production resulted 1982 and 34,400 units in 1983. 
from the drop in clays sold or used for face 

Table 4.—Pennsylvania: Clays' sold or used by producers, by use 
(Short tons) 
a 

Sa 
CRUE MER pee anne enn SEES saga g.002 
iS chal pane scree en 30,580 wast 
Bead ncund depo conan oc eu oeoe ae eeR EES nb3iT 2318 
PON ee ee none meer 19.291 22681 
Hie WONT rwireciory co ESU STP TETTSEOP SERIES 1493 10998 
Detinnd nnd other coumnis./-~--~--~7------~-=---==—=2e-o-=—= aint 51429 
Fabra warty, eauchteal SUCEE SAINT SURES oe a neeeaae 32/084 31.929 
Other? __ "2 -__..-------..-------------------- 22 -- 4,031 4,031 

Benet a: Mortar, coment other rehractoriea. ~~~~~27~~~===---~---- 250 ‘360 

Boba a an manernengenen nen eeeer nn eeener neat 990,924 916,224 

*Bxcludes kaolin 
psu paint, highway surfacing, and structural concrete 

In 1988, common clay was produced by 20 million tons was the lowest since 1963 
companies at 37 mines, a decrease of 2 Although demand for lime improved in 
companies and 17 mines, respectively, com- 1983, production remained well below the 
pared with figures in 1982. Leading produc- levels reported in the late 1970’s of more 
tion areas included parts of Berks, Jeffer- than 2 million tons per year in 1977, 1978, 
son, and York Counties. and 1979. The decline in the level of lime 
Gem Stones.—Mineral specimens and production reflects the decreased output of 

semiprecious gem stones were collected by the State’s steel industry. In 1983, lime sold 
rockhounds and mineral dealers. Estimated or used by Pennsylvania producers and 
value in Pennsylvania in 1983 was $5,000. consumed by the steel industry declined 

Graphite (Manufactured).—Pennsyl- more than 500,000 tons compared with 1978 
vania ranked seventh among the 15 States data. Also, of the total lime manufactured 
that manufactured graphite. Production de- in Pennsylvania, 60% was consumed by the 
clined about 25% compared with that of steel industry in 1978; steel industry con- 
1982. Most of the output was sold as sumption dropped to 50% in 1983. 
unmachined graphite shapes. Most of Pennsylvania’s lime was manu- 

‘Gypsum (Caleined).—Output in Pennsyl- factured in the southeastern part of the 
vania resumed, reflecting improved condi- State in Adams, Chester, Lebanon, Mont- 
tions primarily in the home repair and gomery, and York Counties. Other counties 
rehabilitation markets. Strong demand for _in which lime was produced were Butler in 
wallboard enabled United States Gypsum western Pennsylvania and Centre in the 
Co. to reopen its Philadelphia calcining central part of the State. 
plant during the third quarter of the year. _In Centre County, the Domtar Industries 
‘The plant had been closed for more than a _ Inc.'s underground limestone mine and lime 
year during the recession. The Philadelphia manufacturing plant that were closed in 
operation was the only gypsum calcining June 1982 were sold to a local investor and 
plant active in Pennsylvania during the renamed Con Lime Inc. Lime production at 

year. the 160,000-ton-per-year-capacity plant re- 
Lime,—Output in 1983 increased to 1.5 sumed in May with one of three kilns in 

million tons; in 1982, output of about 1.3 operation.
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Table 5.—Pennsylvania: Lime sold or used by producers, by use 

es ee oe Use ERR Vane Quanity Varo Rowton) chvaands) RUPE, eae, Gaikkawckoe ce a ee eee Sebgmemsees cocoon sae ‘Sewege teeatated D0 coo 02S eS SOST TIES EET 153/821 8208 158,504 ‘8267 AeLd Water necllnlcn tne = land ~~~ ~~ —-—— See rma BUR Waterpurgeation sw cnncweennaz=nw~~> eee Bap ESR go Steel, open-hearth ~~~ —~~~2TTDITTIITT7TITz2 39,462 1997 39,439 1955, Meens@ifmerttt =--o222o 222s oSsaaaoa fa ONG v v ‘Paar and pipes So. aee? Sasser cose 18,128 ‘380, 21,988 1,020 Agriculture - => ~77""TTIIDIIIIINIIIITIT 12887 792 18,307 1280 Se eeeas  ccmoerra ed a w Petroleum refining 2=7277772277227a=-- === a it ¥ ¥ Metallurgy, other ~~~ 272227772777777=2227 ist % rms ¥ Ober ETN LITIIIISICIISIIIOIITIIED_ anh aaahh—_arBS nn gl PO neonate EE OR LAOS Le 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; incled with “Olver” {Includes alkalies, glass, oil well drilling, ore concentration, other chemical and industrial uses, paint, petrochemicals (982) electoriesbber sia brisk, ae sublentin: saltr smd Rene nae ae a, Bestel thes tndiabod by opal W 

Mica.—Gross Minerals Corp. mines crude to 31,700 tons valued at about $5 million. mica (sericite) at an open pit mine in U.S. Gypsum discontinued perlite expand- Fairfield about 20 miles from the company’s ing operations at its Philadelphia County plant in Aspers, Adams County. The deposit plant, although gypsum caleining resumed is reportedly one of the few in the United during the year. 
States of pure sericite, and ore reserves are Pyrophyllite—American Olean Tile Co. estimated at 5 to 7 million short tons. After imported crude pyrophyllite from its Cana- mining, the material is rotary dried and dian mine for processing at Lansdale, processed by ball mill and air classification Montgomery County. The amount of im. to the micrometer-size range. The material Ported ore ground increased nearly 50% is marketed as a filler and extender. compared with that of 1982. The ground Peat.—Sales declined more than 5,000 Pyrophyllite was used in the manufacture tons in 1983, or nearly 20%, compared with of ceramic products including wall and floor that of 1982. The unit price of peat increas- tile. The operation employed about 1,300 ed $3.78 to $28.55 per ton with the value of workers. 
sales declining 6%. Nationally, peat sold for Quartz Crystal (Cultured),—Bliley Elec- an average price of $25.75 per ton. tric Co., Erie, and Motorola Inc. and P. R. Peat mining in Pennsylvania in 1988 was Hoffman Co., Carlisle, were three of the concentrated in two areas. Of the State’s seven companies in the United States that seven permitted operations, five were in a produced cultured quartz crystal in 1983. three-county area in northeastern Pennsyl- ‘The firms used lascas, a nonelectronic-grade vania; the other two were on the western quartz, as feedstock for growing cultured border in the northern and central part of quartz crystal. Also, a number of Pennsyl- the State. The nearest eastern and western vania companies consumed cultured quartz Peat bogs were separated by about 250 to manufacture piezoelectric products, in. miles. About 75% of the Peat was sold in cluding filters, oscillators, and signal proc- bulk; the other 25% was packaged. essors, which are used in a variety of During the year, Anderson Peat Co. in military and civilian electronic applica- Monroe County was renamed Hyponex tions. 
Corp. Fehlingers Peat Moss Co., a small Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- producer in 1982 in Luzerne County, was struction sand and gravel production is inactive in 1983, surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for Perlite (Expanded).—Crude Perlite even-numbered years only; therefore, this mined in New Mexico and shipped to Penn- chapter contains only estimates for 1983. sylvania was expanded by five companies at The data for odd-numbered years are based five plants. Nationally, the State ranked on annual company estimates made before fourth in the quantity of perlite expanded, yearend. 
accounting for about 8% of the U.S. total. In Based on the estimates for 1983 construc- 1983, production declined 7,000 short tons tion sand and gravel, production dropped
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for the fourth consecutive year. The 1983 produced in the area of the State's highly 
output of 11.8 million tons was about 13 populated cities of Pittsburgh and Phila- 
million tons lower than that of 1982 and delphia. Environmental constraints have 

about 7.2 million tons below the 1979 total. curtailed dredged river sand and gravel 
Traditionally, construction sand and production in western Pennsylvania; only 

gravel is mined in about one-half of the two dredging operations remain on the 
State’s 67 counties, primarily northwest Allegheny River. 
and east of the Appalachian Mountains. — Industrial—Industrial sand output 
Leading counties in production in western dropped in 1983 reflecting the increased use 
Pennsylvania are Armstrong, Beaver, and of plastic containers instead of glass prod- 
Erie; in the east, Bucks, Columbia, and ucts. 
Lycoming. Little or no sand and gravel is 

Table 6.—Pennsylvania: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

seine a = 
GRissamt Yale vatue Qiu Yale Value 

hort” ands) Perton short” Ss) per ton 
Construction Bend ee BOM 989 GNA UNA NA Geavel so 222 SEEDS ECE IETS tise “soaz "433 NANA UNA 

‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed)__-__-----------___ 8492136252, NANA NA 

‘Total or average. a — ae 413,081 55,527 4.24 *11,800 °$52,000 $4.41 iedaitbial sand oe SCS EDE TRESS NETPATEET ‘969135801402 WoW 14a 
Grand total or average—--------.-------. 14050 

Estimated. NANotavailable. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Slag, Iron and Steel.—Nationally, Penn- duced demand from the State's steel and 
sylvania ranked first in sales of processed construction industries. 
iron and steel slag in 1983. Both the quanti- __In 1983, about 80% of the stone mined in 
ty and value of slag sales declined by about Pennsylvania was limestone and dolomite. 
10% compared with those in 1982. Of the 3.9 Other types of stone mined were granite, 
million short tons of slag produced, 81% marble, sandstone, and traprock. About 
was iron slag and 19% was steel slag. 14% of the stone was used for unpaved road 

Three types of iron slag were processed by Surfacing. The second largest use of crushed 
a total of 12 companies: air-cooled, used for Tock was for graded road base or subbase at 
asphalt, concrete aggregate, and as a road about 13% with the third largest quantity 
base material; expanded, used as light- of about 11% used in cement manufacture. 
weight aggregate; and granulated, used for Other leading uses listed in decreasing or- road base material, Stee! slag, processed ate" of quantity included bituminous aggre- 
10 operations, was used primarily for road Sate (Coarse), concrete aggregate (coarse), 
base material. ane Be Sagraate. ihe oe ed 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by the State’s 67 counties, 50 report 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Production in 1988, and output exceeded 1 oe re ee 92 cheer outnumbered million tons in 17 counties. Nearly 70% of 
5 fe iv were - the State’s crushed stone production was 

ata for even-numbered years are based on concentrated in a 13-county area in south- 
annual company estimates made before eastern Pennsylvania. Output from these 13 

yearend. ; counties ranged from 1.1 million tons in 
Crushed.—Output of the State’s second Cumberland County to 4.6 million tons in 

leading mineral commodity, crushed stone, Montgomery County. The four other coun- 
increased for the first time in 4 years. ties with production of more than 1 million 
Although the State ranked third nationally _ tons were Fayette and Westmoreland Coun- 
in output, production has declined nearly 20 ties in southwestern Pennsylvania and 
million tons since 1979 when 71.4 million Blair and Centre Counties in central Penn- 
tons was produced. The decreased level of sylvania. 
crushed stone production reflects the re- The State's top five producers were New
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Enterprise Stone & Lime Co. Inc., Koppers _in filing development plans with the State’s 
Co., Bethlehem Steel Corp., Warner Co, and DER. 
Stabler Co. Inc., accounting for about one- ‘Two quarry developments were faced 
third of the total output. A total of 9 of the with local public opposition and remained 
State’s 183 quarries produced more than 1 pending at yearend. Hempt Bros. Inc. con- 
million tons, accounting for 25% of the total _ tinued to seek township approval to open a 
crushed stone output. limestone quarry with a production capaci- 

Developments in the State’s crushed ty of 400,000 tons per year in Cumberland 
stone industry included the opening of a County. Residents opposed the plan claim- 
quarry by the Standard Slag Co. in Wind- ing the quarry would cause noise problems 
ber, Somerset County. Previously, the com- and blasting damage to their homes. Hempt 
pany sold slag obtained from Bethlehem Bros, which owns the land, sought the 
Steel in Johnstown, but increased use of approval to replace its existing quarry, 
electric furnaces resulted in Standard de- which is near depletion. Warner Co., Berks 
veloping a new source of aggregate materi- County, also faced local objections to its 
al. Late in the year, Silver Ford Inc., a unit plan to expand stockpile areas. A decision 
of J. M. Brenner Co., announced plans to by the State’s DER on variances to extend 
open a limestone quarry in southeastern the stockpiles was expected in 1984. 
Pennsylvania. The company was proceeding 

‘Table 7.—Pennsylvania: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 7 Use Quantity Value 
Coarse te (4 1-1/2 inch): Mocs 302 Lug Riprap and jelly stone ~~~ 7222222IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL IIIT 252 1183 coberttone naga onnnnooonnannnanencnoeneersnnenseseeeeaen 182 "02 

‘Conersie aggregate, coaree_____________----------------------2--- 3512142 Bituminous aggregste, coarse ___-_~__--_._.~22.2.22-2222-0002~ Se0T 18145 
Bituminous surface treatment aggregate - ~~~ 722222227222222II2 11628 85508 Railroad ballast ~~ == s+ ~~ ~~~ ~7~7==22=2222=2a= 22a 352 4216 Fine aggregate (-3/8 inch: {Ste een cont oo csecc ne re ee a 837 3,909 

Stone sand, bituminous mix or eal - ~~ __2_7_222222222222222 222222 1233 6.364 Screening, undesignated -----___~_~_-~711227222222222222222=22 ‘808 Sou Other fine aggregate ~~~ ~-_~~_-=~-7=27~ oeeeneeeee 3380 «18264 Coarse and fine aggregate: 
(Graded road base or subbase sen (25081 “Unpaved road extfecing 222-205 po SUERTE ELSE Sen eS en SNR ERN OS Toot 25,781 Grusher run or fill or waste ~~ -~7~22222222222222022IDI2ITI0ITITI2 1454 5,296 

Other construction materials ~~~ 2222 222DIIIIIIIIIIILIILIL IIE 49 92 Agricultural: ‘Agricultural limestone = 1738 18,649 Poultry grit and mineral food -~---~~2.22222222222722227 222222222222 81 "780 
ne Ae aral tees one nnn nanan e-- = 522-2222 === 30 135, 
Genet mangfkeiere  o2er 2 rocusauueremrenuruwecuannuuneatlie 5880. 20,529 
Lime manufacture DI ILIIIIIIDINIILILIICIGIIGIIT ALI is 12784 Fin stong oe OSES ROR gaa oa SEES IEEE 1450 8151 Giaet manufacture’ 2220 TST ST STEELE cee 3 502 

Special: “Mine dusting or acid water treatment _.____------------ 1-2 -------- === 14 2324 Asphalt filers or extenders ~~~ --~~=~=~~ siseo 156 1563 Other filers oc extenders -—20522C S272 DIILINI III TITSIATSST TIE? 38 5,310 
Other?_—— 07 ST TITTIES 7al2____ 81,538 

Total cect anoet ne peenarenngneneecnennensnee= 51,523 226.048 
Uncludes limestone, dolomite, granite, marble, sandstone, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. 

surlneudes terran and exposed aggrogete, dead-burned dolomite chemical stone fr alkali works, whiting or whiting 
(Graded), combined coarse and fine aggregate, and other uses not speciied, <n “#eregule (FEO) coarse euros 

Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Dimension.—In 1988, 18 companies pro- about two-thirds was sandstone. Other ma- duced dimension stone at 16 quarries. jor types of dimension stone quarried were Bucks, Chester, and Northampton were the slate and granite (diabase). Leading uses leading counties in production. Of the total were for irregularshaped stone, flagging, output of 53,400 tons (753,000 cubie feet), cut stone, and roofing slate. 

Table 8.—Pennsylvania: Dimension stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

juantity ble Value the oti GR Yale 
fons) hos Soa) en eae nee 

Rough stone: ‘ough blocks for building and construction == nn nen- BIT 15a 
Mamata) sreennooaZCcceagTizateresrsccsssgacarsron | MAL Dressed stone: TINGE oocoeannoonmenerwuelaunmuccmcneens | Spe Hie aa Hisernay vlvte 2 CSSESSESESS SG ULE Ties ese ee seas ut 2 32 IE as eenereminreneornant Senin tennis mcunernsnnaninn me Doom ee 18,362, 246 8,334 

Total nnn nnn 8OOBS*B IDO 
‘includes granite, sandstone, slate, and miscellaneous stone. 

‘i Jinchides ashlars and partially squared pieces, roofing slate, structural and sanitary, blackboards, and uses not 
SData donot add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Shipments of re- value declined from about $29.7 million to covered elemental sulfur in Pennsylvania about $26.6 million. The decline in value amounted to 53,000 metric tons valued at reflected the continuing strong competition about $4.5 million, a decrease of about 7% from imports. As recently as 1980, ship- in both quantity and value compared with ments totaled about 6,800 tons valued at 1982 totals. Sulfur was used in the manufac- $92.6 million. 
ture of sulfuric acid, for leaching ores, and Climax Molybdenum Co., a division of 
in chemicals, fibers, paints, and explosives. | AMAX Inc,, suspended operations in Janu- 

In 1983, three petroleum refineries, two ary at its Langeloth molybdenum oxide 
in Philadelphia County and one in Dela- concentrate conversion plant because of 
ware County, recovered sulfur from desul- continued poor demand. In May, the firm 
furization of refinery gases and treatment recalled about 25 of the 190 employees in of natural gas. One steel company in Alle- the work force to resume limited production 
gheny County recovered byproduct sulfur from existing stocks. Limited production from coke production. continued through yearend at the 140,000- 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Two compa- Pound-per-day-capacity plant as AMAX’s nies—A-Tops Corp./J. P. Austin Associates, molybdenum mines in Colorado remained 
Beaver County, and W. R. Grace & Co, Closed throughout 1983, _ 
Lawrence County—exfoliated vermiculite __ In February, three creditors of The Pesses 
shipped to Pennsylvania from Montana. Co., Pulaski, Lawrence County, filed a peti- ‘The material was packaged and sold for use tion for involuntary liquidation of the firm as a lightweight concrete aggregate, loose. under Chapter 7 of the Federal Bankruptcy 
fill insulation, block insulation, and a fire. Code. = . proofing agent. Iron Oxide Pigments.—In 1983, finished 

iron oxide pigment shipments from Penn- 
METALS sylvania producers totaled about 29,000 tons 

valued at $32.7 million. Shipments of regen- Beryllium.—The Cabot Berylco Div. of erator oxides totaled about 4,900 short tons 
the Cabot Corp. produced beryllium-copper valued at about $318,000. 
and beryllium alloys at its plant in Reading. Iron and Steel.—Pennsylvania ranked Also in Reading, Brush-Wellman Inc. oper- third of 18 States in shipments of pig iron in ated a beryllium-copper strip manufactur- 1983, Shipments totaled 7.1 million short ing facility. Copper-based beryllium alloys tons valued at about $1.5 billion. Pig iron are used primarily by the aircraft, automo- shipments increased nearly 30% in 1983 tive, electronic, and well-drilling industries. compared with the 1982 level; however, Ferroalloys.—Shipments of ferroalloys in shipments were about 52% below the 1981 Pennsylvania in 1983 increased to 5,381 total. 
short tons from 4,029 tons in 1982; however,
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Table 9.—Pennsylvania: Pig iron shipments 
0 ES a 

sa Thoasand shorttons—— ‘Rain 
Penn- US. Percent States wivania Bish a ito tala 

ip ccctipecessscmscsrcoocenrerscens «| BO} ile css ee «=| a mo Ig ee ecamcomennssnss, Wee | eee Be 3 cine emerson 70 49,081 M5 3 Sa cecaeeeerecsrs OO 

Steel production in Pennsylvania also tion Agency gave USS a 3-year extension increased in 1988 to 10.7 million short tons for compliance with air pollution control from 9.1 million tons in 1982. Pennsylvania standards. The settlement was based on the accounted for 15.6% of the total U.S. pro- Steel Industry Compliance Extension Act of duction in 1983, an increase from 14.9% in 1981, an amendment to the Clean Air Act. 1982 but significantly below the more than The agreement to extend the deadline for 20% share prevailing before the recession. compliance also required a modernization The decline in the State's steel industry program for the Homestead Works near reflects increased foreign competition, Pittsburgh. which has benefited from declining ship. Bethlehem Steel, the second largest steel ping costs and higher U.S. labor costs. Also, producer in the United States, operated expanding exploration that led to develop. three steel plants in Pennsylvania at ment of raw materials in other parts of the Bethlehem, Johnstown, and Steelton, In world and changing technologies in steel- August, Bethlehem Steel restarted electric. making have resulted in less reliance on furnace steelmaking operations at the Pennsylvania iron ore and coal deposits Johnstown plant after an 1l-month shut. that initially gave the State a dominant down. Operations at the plant were re- position in the steel industry.” structured and, along with the company's Developments during the year included remaining Lackawanna, NY, facilities, will the announcement by USS, the Nation’s be responsible for production of carbon and leading steel producer, of a major restruc- alloy bars. At yearend, after the reorganiza- turing that eliminates about 11,100 jobs in tion, about 2,100 of 5,300 employees at the basic steel, of which 3,800 Pennsylvania Johnstown plant were working. workers were affected. The restructuring Late in the year, Bethlehem Steel com- was scheduled to begin in April 1984. Of the _ pleted installation of an $85 million contin. 3,800 Pennsylvania workers affected by the uous bloom caster at its Steelton plant. announcement, about 1,200 were working Blooms from the caster primarily will be and 2,600 were on layoff. Operations sched- rolled into railroad rails and also be used uled for permanent closure in Pennsylvania for reinforcing bars and other bar products. were fabrication plants in Pittsburgh and The plant has a capacity of 1.3 million tons Ambridge and specialty steel operations in of steel annually. At yearend, about 2,700 of Johnstown. Plants listed for partial closings 3,200 employees at the plant were working. included the Fairless Works near Phila- At the firm's Bethlehem plant, an $80 delphia; the Clairton, Duquesne, Edgar million modernization plan to improve a 48- Thomson, Homestead, National, and Irvin- inch rolling mill and 40-year-old electric Vandergrift plants, all near Pittsburgh. furnaces was under consideration. A new In that same announcement, USS can- $15 million ingot stripping facility was ex. celed previous plans to import steel slabs pected to be operational in the spring of from the British Steel Corp. for processing 1984. About 80% of the plant’s products are at the firm’s Fairless Works. USS also structural shapes used primarily by the suspended plans to build a 1.3-million-ton construction industry. Average employ. continuous slab caster at its Edgar Thom- ment at the plant in 1983 was about 6,700 son plant. The facility, in the planning with about 2,100 on layoff; 10 years earlier, stage since 1980, would have supplied steel about 14,700 workers were employed at the slabs for conversion into sheet and tin plant. products at the firm's Irvin-Vandergrift — Also during the year, Bethlehem Steel plant, developed a refractory wear monitoring Also in 1983, the Environmental Protec- system designed to determine the rate of
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furnace lining wear. The monitoring sys- time, the company employed 450, all of tem, consisting of a single-wire coaxial cable which were on layoff when the closing was containing crushed refractory material be- announced. 
tween the outer sheath and the inner wire, Titanium.—A. Johnson & Co. Inc., a divi- is imbedded in the furnace brickwork dur- sion of Axel Johnson Group of Stockholm, ing relining. Sweden, began the first commercial produc. In September, Jones & Laughlin Steel tion of cast titanium slab in the United Corp. (J&L), a subsidiary of LTV Corp. and States at its electron beam furnace facility Republic Steel Corp., the Nation’s third and at Morgantown. The firm also produced fourth largest steelmakers, announced ferrotitanium at its Lionville operations. plans to merge. At yearend, the agreement Zine.—The State's last underground met- remained subject to shareholder and U.S. al mine was closed in October. Gulf + Department of Justice approval. J&L's op. Western closed the underground zine mine erations in Pennsylvania include plants at nd surface plant at Friedensville in the Pittsburgh, Aliquippa, and Midland with a eastern part of the State, citing high pro- total work force of 10,500, of which about duction costs and a decline in demand. The 4,800 were on layoff at yearend. Republic’s Underground zinc mine began production in only Pennsylvania facility is its Union 1958 and at onetime produced as much as Drawn Div. cold finished bar plant in Bea- 4,000 short tons of zine per month. In 1966, ver Falls, which employs about 225 workers. he operations were sold to Gulf + Western Industry analysts predicted that if the 8nd operated under the name of New Jersey merger is completed, some operations would Zine. Gulf + Western officials stopped be consolidates. pumping water from the underground mine Earlier in the year, J&L purchased the 2t Friedensville upon closure, although sub- Midland plant from Colt Industries Inc. for Stantial reserves reportedly espe a $35 million note and assumption of cer- woul tow ta dowels aps 7983, about tain liabilities. The plant acquisition includ- T6800 ta Laplante Oe a catigared ed two electric furnaces, an argonoxygen 16800 fons of zine was produced compan decarburization finishing vessel, a continu “igh “yeoqzons in 1982. a unit of Fluo ous caster used in stainless steel production, Gor leted a $5 gilli oer and a finishing mill.* a at io Mouse on eee Other activities in Pennsylvania's steel Prolest at tts Monaca zine foutt eae industry in 1983 included Sharon Steel inf © ‘According tha Be Jon Chen 

Corp million eemeeraton invalving smelter will never return to the 225,000-ton- seul fi risatiad equipment for 2 e plant Per-year production capacity of the late a oo wethente te be, AO a pg ine, 1970's primarily because most of the zine 4 mnaces: ‘une; consumed in the United States is imported. Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp. began op. SOnsumed in the United States is importe eratiag a cones Piscm caster at & ‘Siste Linison Ofer, Bureat of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. ‘onessen plant. The facility, designed for | *State geologist, Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic an annual capacity of 840,000 tons, supplied aad Gessge Rives Boprtment of Ravieunreecral Be blooms for the Monessen plant, blooms and "‘izenomic geolost, Pennsylvania Bureau. of Topo forging-quality billets for the commercial Heap nenaroes OE, Suey, epartment of Environ market, and billets for production of seam- “Pennsylvania Business Survey. V. 25, No. 2, Feb. 1984, jess tubular products at the firm's other" FFistona information may be obtained from Pennsyl- Pennsylvania plant in Allenport. Phoenix eee eae oe aepiis and Geologic Serax, Depart: Steel Corp. permanently shut down its pent glBavgonmental Resources, P.O. Box 357, Harry open-hearth furnace in Phoenixville, which “Schenck, G. Hit Handbook of State and Local had been idle since August of 1982. Steel nivori: 2aP Walter Bai he bennerivania State ingot for tube and pipe manufacturing facil- 1eg0e, 184 180 PP not . ities at Phoenixville will be supplied by the Work cited in footnote 4. company's Claymont, DE, plant. At one "t7V oP 1965 Annual Report. P. 4,
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Table 10.—Principal producers 
eae 

Commodity and company Address “Type of activity County amigas company Aairees Typ ot artiey Coot. 

AM Batol Abrasives Co 2601 Smallman S Pia urasteel Abrasives Co ————------- allman St, nt... Westmoreland, Bicsburgh, PA 10222 = Ervin Industries Inc..------------ Box 116 ----d0--- Butler. ‘Ann Arbor, MI 48106 Satellite Alley Corp Satellite industrial Park ----do Allegheny, 
Springdale, PA 15144 Cement: 

Hercules Cement Co------------ Genter St. ~---d0 Northampton Stockertown, PA 18088 Lone Star Industries Inc... Wood and Prospect St. eel cae Do, Box Zi ‘Nazareth, PA 18064 National Gypsum Co... 501 Hokes Mili Rd ---do Berks 
York, PA 17408 Société des Ciments Francais Tour Genérale, Quartier Plants ---_ Lehigh and 

Villon Cedex 22 ‘Northammp- 192088 Paris, La Défense ton, France Cha 
Glen Gery Corpse Bow 542 Pits______ Adams, Berks, 

Reading, PA 19603 ‘Northumber- ‘god, tion, 
Hanley Brick Ine... Boe 316. Pit —-__-_ Jefferson, Bradford, PA 16701, Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. EGateway Canter Pit... Somerset. 

Pittaburgh, PA 16222 Graphite anfactured 
irco Speer Carbon Co --— 800 Theresia St. Plant... Ek ‘St, Marys, PA 15857 Keystone Carbon Co... 1885 Stave St wwelioscs. Bik ‘St. Marys, PA 15857 ‘The Stackpole Corp -------------- St Marys PATBST 0 do Bl, Tron oxide pigments: 
‘Phizer Inc, Minerals, Pigments, & Metals 640 North 13th St. ----do -.. Northampton. Dw Box 58 Easton, PA 18042 Prince Manufacturing Co... 700 Lehigh St. ---d0 Carbon. 

Bowmanstown, PA 18080 Reichard Coulston Ine... 18 Bast 26¢h St. ----do-.. Northampton. ti New York, NY 10010 
Bethlehem Steel Corp? Martin Tower Plants... Adamsand 
Marblehead Lime Co 20 Went Wachington 8 Pi one” farblehead Lime Co —— jest Washington St lant re Ghicaget gosee Mercer Lime & StoneCo 535 William Penn Dr. a ---o Butler. 
woe Biusborgh PA e219 iu co jammer Co_—-—---a------------ Yellow Springs Rd. a---o Contre Pe Devautt, PA Tods2 at: 

‘Corry Peat Products Co. 515 Turnpike Ra, Bog------ Brie, Corry, PA T6407 Gouldsboro Wayne Peat Co... Box bs Bog-----. Lackawanna, Gouldsboro, PA 18424 Lake Benton Peat Moss. 622 South Blakely St. fig seen De. Dunmore, PA 18512 Perlite ‘expanded ‘Allied Block Chemical Co, ThermO-Rock Pine St Plant. Washington Di. New Eagle, PA 15067 Pennsylvania Perlite Corp... Box 2008 Plants Lehigh and 
Lehigh Valley, PA 18001 ‘York. Perlite Manufacturing Co -—---....- Box if Plant... Allegheny. Carnegie, PA 16106 Wortd Industries Inc... Laneaster, PA 17603 __ -a-do Lancaster. Sand and gravel: ‘Construction: Davison Sand & Gravel Co... d Ave. and dth St. Dredges Armstrong and New Kensington, PA 15068 Westore: 

DravoCorp_—--------------— 4800 Grand Ave. ---do Allegheny and En Sand steanahie Go Biusbargh, PA see a Brie Sand Steamship Co... 158 Dredge. Ble. 
Erie, PA16512 Shippingport Sand & Gravel Co. 353th Ave. Pit... Beaver, Pittsburgh, PA 16222 Warner Co #* 699 Briston Pike Pit Bucks ldustvct ‘Morrisville, PA 19067 

McGrady Inc....-.---------- Bow 11566 Pits_----— Allegheny. Pittsburgh, PA 15238 Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp... Box 1a? a---do... Huntingdon Berkeley Springs, WV 25411 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Principal producers —Continued se ee Sea ara eR __Saraies ae ay a 
“Bunbar Slag Go-———-------- Box 606 Plant. Mereer. Std SugCo oon nnn BREE Face a oon 
St ast pan ht nee Ch et Bae abe oes on see en od 

ea & BE be aie a 
Bes cone oe, aoe — 

ton, Susque- ie 
BRR Ries oo oo es oy 

BD eae eee itt Reap ot 
Delaware Quarries... Route 32. Quary---- Bucks 
vedeguerg a BE aaron sul ce 

aplasia PRUNE aunt ge, cata emit 
7Also stone. Ape tote



Puerto Rico, Caribbean and 
Pacific Island Possessions, and 

This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Department of Natural 
Resources, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, for collecting information on all nonfuel 
minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr." 

PUERTO RICO 

The value of nonfuel mineral production erals produced in the Commonwealth in- 
in Puerto Rico in 1983 was $113 million. cluded cement, clays, crushed and dimen- 
This figure excludes the value of sand and sion stone, graphite (synthetic), lime, salt 
gravel because production data are not (evaporative), sand and gravel, and sulfur 
reported to the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Min- (byproduct). 

Table 1—Nonfuel mineral production in Puerto Rico* 

“Pi production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

481
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Puerto Rico, by district 
(Thousands) 

District 1981 1982 Mi ee 

Aguadilla $977 - ‘Reenbo: 0S SSSESET ENOTES 2196 a Guayama ~~ ~~7~~~ 222222 2IIot W = Humecey STDUSTEANESTEBENETE 1819 a Mayagues ~~ ~~~~~-2~~-~~--~===2- 22a & Ponce. = paUER RUS NAER ET ESE W W Cement, lime, clays Sen Joan 2202 10o0 3S 1 DOTS TSZooe w W Cement’ clays 
Undistributed® -""LTLIITTIIIIIIIIT__zooseo 984028 

Total_—-------------------- 720804184026 

aaa a ee are pant rad tsupcite dt aod values indicated by embolW. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Trends and Developments.—Although $150 million for new equipment. 
the recession affecting much of the Western _ ‘The council estimated that more than 
Hemisphere was officially over late in 1982, 80% of the cement, aggregate, and hot plant 
Puerto Rico's recovery lagged behind that of mix asphalt trucks and 95% of the ready- 
the mainland United States. While a num- mix concrete trucks would exceed the pro- 
ber of key economic indicators demonstrat- posed weight limits if standard loads were 
ed signs of recovery in 1983, the island's hauled. The cost of transporting the 2.1 
construction industry, the key market for million cubic yards of ready-mix concrete 
Puerto Rico’s mineral industry, was a nota- projected for 1984 sales would be increased 
ble exception. A spokesperson for the Gen- by $34.8 million, and the price of an 800- 
eral Contractors Associations of Puerto Rico square-foot home requiring between 40 and 
noted that private housing construction was 50 cubic yards of concrete would increase 
almost at the point of “total extinction,” more than $800. Shipping costs for other 
and as of August 1983, the Rules and Per- building materials such as plaster and ter- 
mits Administration of the Planning Board _razzo would also increase. 
had approved 863 use permits for both Other negative effects of implementing 
public and private housing construction the weight limits, cited by the council, 
compared with 2,342 for the corresponding include an increase in fuel consumption, 
period in 1982.7 traffic congestion, environmental pollution, 
Compounding the construction-mineral and traffic accidents.* 

industry recovery problem was a backlog of One highlight in an otherwise dismal 
almost §400 million in Government con- year for the island’s construction industry 
struction projects, primarily highways and was the introduction of a new building 
aqueducts. At midyear, the Government material by an architectural engineering 
established an accelerated construction pro- firm in San Juan. The material, glass- 
gram, and work on some of these programs reinforced composite (GRC), is made by 
was underway at yearend. Construction em- mixing alkali-resistant glass fiber with a 
ployment in the October-December period slurry of lime, silica, alumina, gypsum, 
of 1983 increased 3,000 over the same period sand, and water. The use of GRC is pro- 
in 1982. jected to lower building costs and offer a 

However, a major stumbling block to pliability in a variety of shapes. Adoption 
construction industry resurrection was the of the new material would aid both the 
possible adoption of restrictive Federal construction and mineral industries. 
Highway Administration load limits for the Although shipments of nonmetallic min- 
island’s trucking industry, the prime mover eral commodities from the U.S. mainland to 
of mineral and construction materials. The Puerto Rico increased 2.6% in value to 
Puerto Rico Construction Council, com- $145.9 million, exports from the island to 
posed of the nine leading island construe- the United States plummeted 29.4% to 
tion associations, projected that the redue- $115.4 million 
tion in hauling capacity resulting from the Legislation and Government Pro- 
enactment of the proposed weight limits grams.—Work was completed on the draft- 
would require an investment of more than _ ing of new oil and gas regulations schedul-
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ed for presentation to the 1984 Puerto Rican resulting from the conversions. San Juan 
Legislature. The new regulations would re- Cement began operating a new coal mill 
place earlier oil and gas laws enacted in during 1983. The company has pioneered 

1955. the use of waste graphite dust as kiln fuel. 
‘The Puerto Rico Department of Natural Use of the dust, obtained from Union Car- 

Resources and the U.S. Bureau of Mines bide Corp., has resulted in a $100,000 annu- 
renewed a Memorandum of Understanding savings. 
that allows the Bureau to share Puerto 
Rican mineral statistics collected by the Table 3.—Puerto Rico: Portland cement 
Bureau with the Commonwealth. salient statistics 

The Puerto Rican Geological Survey and (Short tons unless otherwise specified) 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) contin. § J 
ued a reconnaissance geochemical survey to ———____1882__ 1985 
identify favorable areas for detailed miner- Number of active plants_____ 2 2 
al investigations. Approximately 70% of the Biigent om ml wno=- 986775 927,814 
island had been sampled at yearend. jeantity === 5 988815 981.458 

The island’s Geological Survey and USGS — gysciSiut mills; Deo di. 7 ~ USER 2008204 
continued work on mapping the mineral § ——————————"__""" NE 
resource potential of the Puerto Rican insu- 
lar shelf; several maps on the shelf’s geolo- _ At yearend, a controversy between the 
gy have been published. High-resolution two cement companies and importers of 
seismic and vibracoring were ongoing at Costa Rican and Spanish cement was unre- 
selected sites to evaluate the offshore sand Solved. The island's cement companies potential charged that foreign cement importers were 

selling an inferior quality product. Import- 
ed cement was sold at a lower price than 

NN one cement produced on the island. The Puerto 
Rican Consumer Affairs Department (DA- 

Nonmetals.—Historically, cement, stone, CO) conducted hearings on the controversy, 
and sand and gravel have been the leading and in October, the agency issued a tempo- 
mineral commodities, valuewise, produced rary cease-and-desist order against the im- 
in Puerto Rico. However, insufficient re- Port companies. However, shortly after the 
sponse by the island’s stone and sand and DACO order, the import companies obtain- 
gravel producers to the U.S. Bureau of ed a Superior Court judgment leaving the 
Mines voluntary annual canvass resulted in order without effect.” | ‘ 
the termination of the collection and publi- | Both. of the island's cement companies 
cation of output and value data for sand and ine Umestone and. clays as raw eee 
gravel in 1979 and stone in 1982. However, Go nent produces » chemicalerade line at 
in 1983 the Bureau sent a revised stone tho bynbe fecilite Thee pee lime al areaN ‘i e Ponce facility. The primary market 
sey Pe island's producers and 787% area for lime sales was Puerto Rico and the 

a . + Virgin Islands. 
Excluding stone, the extractive mineral Mine Safety and Health Administration 

Production of Puerto Rico is by the island’s records indicate that in 1983 crushed stone 
two cement producers, Puerto Rican Ce- was produced at 54 quarries located in all of 
ment Co. Inc. in Ponce and San Juan the island’s 7 districts. Production and val- 
Cement Co, near San Juan. In June, Puerto ue data for 41 of these quarries were report- 
Rican Cement completed the conversion of ed to the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Salient three kilns at the Ponce facility from fuel statistics on crushed stone production are 
oil to coal. The company anticipated a presented in table 4. 
savings of $6 million per year in fuel costs
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Table 4.—Puerto Rico: Crushed stone in 1983, by type 

Type ae NMP Grama aud 

Tifeitia: nanan eee a 7 aortas 
Hipster conmnanae eee een 5 ett 
Weeki tad aes pes 220202 SEEESSSSCSSTESSISTS 8 2 we Baa 

ee Oe nec -ovrensnneanmeneoerono™ 2 i as Ths 

‘Table 5.—Puerto Rico: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Ns 

Cp ere ere 
(Coarse agereyate (1-1/2 inchs 
Hg O03 cope pices eearesomeSESDNSED W w 

Coarse wegrognts 
Connie egreente: poarmes = adieu wes E MUNN Renan 998 42 
‘Bitamingos suarensts, Coacee Re gTar TIT SeaT LEE S woe 3 oe 
TR fer nee pr ee Fing aggregate 3/8 inchs Stone sand 

Ooo en cone eae nan ceweseemn nn —canntemenn ss one 465 2008 
co dumpossingan@at™—°200(2TOTITI TITTIES W e 

(Graded onde or wubb = ——— aioe nanan socom 12 sa 

aula Reread [stone spe RE REDE DONE EAE EIIESIN Ww W 
Reina and metallurgical 
Cane alanintncteh Occ at ene ate act w w 

eee ee re eS ae eR W ¥ 
Apieiek Othe :.05 5 Sa mete a mie omer 

Total seb mcsae spacing escmcneae adnate eed e een 75,536 26,611 
cer necro 

‘W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Nncludes limestone, granite, marble, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

One company in the San Juan District extremely competitive metals industry. 
reported the production of dimension trap- During the period between 1978 and 1982, 

rock in 1983. This stone was used as rubble. _ shipments of metal products from the island 

Synthetic graphite was produced from to the rest of the world increased 269%.* 

petroleum coke for electrode manufacture Puerto Rico’s primary metal products 

at Union Carbide’s Yabucoa plant, and industry engaged in the smelting and refin- 

elemental sulfur was recovered as a by- ing of ferrous and nonferrous metals from 

product of oil refining at local refineries. ore, pig, and scrap; in the rolling, drawing, 
Cabo Rojo Enterprises recovered salt by and alloying of ferrous and nonferrous met- 

evaporating seawater in a series of pondson als; and in the manufacturing of castings, 

Puerto Rico’s southwest coast. Sales were to forgings, and other basic metal products. A 

pharmaceutical and petrochemical compa- summary of the island's metal industry is 
nies, tuna packers, feed and sugar mills, shown in table 6. 
and curing and tanning plants. A second —_An additional 185 plants were engaged in 
salt operation is located at La Parguera. fabricated metal products production. 

Metals.—Puerto Rico has a small but
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Table 6—Puerto Rico: Metals industry in 1983 
Ee Nanber 

Teorey Ofer Planned Total 

Blast furnaces steelworks, rolling and finishing mills. ---~--=-==----~ s 8 
Bins eat eee Tet haart nE oe metnenn a po 3 

on and ste! fount refining of aonlartows melale ---~~~~~==~=====--- = 5 
Secpodary smoling sriog of mnterrous metals ---~~~~-=~-=7=~~-~--7- 2 i 
Le or rime a ain i aeeea ar a i 3 3 
Seen ray wet Wudsle == 005 =o == =o soon SSE TSIIETE i i i 

CARIBBEAN ISLAND POSSESSIONS 

‘The United States possessions in the Car- Roncador Banks, Serrana, and the Serranil- 
ibbean, excluding Puerto Rico, consists of 1a, approximately 250 miles east of the coast 
the U'S. Virgin Islands, Navassa Island of Central America. The U.S. Virgin Islands 
south of Guantanamo, Cuba; the Swan and are the only Caribbean possessions report- 
Corn Islands off the coast of Honduras and ing mineral production. 
Nicaragua; and the Quita Sueno Banks, 

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 

‘The US. Virgin Islands consist of St. duced in other parts of the world are a 
Croix, St. John, St. Thomas, and a number major “sector of St. Croix industry. Martin 
of smaller islands in the West Indies ap- Marietta Aluminum Corp. operated a 
proximately 1,000 miles south of Miami and 700,000-ton-per-year alumina plant on the 
{0 to 60 miles east of Puerto Rico. Mineral _island’s south shore. The company imported 
output is concentrated on St. Croix, which bauxite from Guinea as plant feed, and 
hosts a construction sand operation, two alumina was exported to aluminum produe- 
stone quarries, an alumina plant, and the ers in the United States, Norway, and 
world’s largest petroleum refinery. Aggre- indirectly to the USSR. 
gate producers also have operations on St. Hess Oil Virgin Islands Corp. (HOVIC), a 

Thomas. subsidiary of Amerada Hess, operates the 
‘The demand for Virgin Island mineral world’s largest refinery complex on St. 

production in 1983 varied with the commod- Croix. During the first quarter, HOVIC 
ity. Two sizable construction projects pro- reduced employment by 340 as the refinery 
vided markets for the aggregate producers reduced production in response to the de- 
while an improving, but soft, aluminum cline in consumer demand for residual fuel 
market and reduced demand for residual oil and other refined petroleum products. 
fuel oil affected demand for alumina and The 700,000-barrel-per-day HOVIC refinery 
petroleum products. imports crude from Iran, Libya, and Abu 

‘A $5.7 million expansion of the Harry S. Dhabi 
‘Truman Airport on St. Thomas and a $6.8 — Mineral exports, both fuel and nonfuel, 
million housing project on St. Croix provid- dropped below the 1982 level. In 1983, fuel 
ed miarkets for stone and sand and gravel product imports to the continental United 
producers on the two islands. The two States fell $966 million while aluminum 
cement companies in Puerto Rico have dis- oxide shipments, 753.7 million pounds val- 
tribution centers in the U.S. Virgin Islands, ued at $84.7 million in 1982, plummeted to 
and the increased island construction activi 276.8 million pounds valued at $22.3 million 
ty buoyed cement sales. in 19832 

Processing of mineral commodities pro- 

PACIFIC ISLAND POSSESSIONS 

‘The islands of American Samoa, Canton, Pacific Island Possessions of the United 
Enderburg, Guam, Jarvis, Johnson, Mid. States. The reasons behind and dates of 
way, Palmyra, and Walker comprise the acquisition vary from island to island, but
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most correlate to securing adequate har- were the only areas reporting mineral 
hors, coaling stations, or seaplane fueling production—voleanic rock and coral crush- 
points. American Samoa, at the southern ed for aggregate applications. Cement is 
end of the Mariana Island group, and imported and the islands’ sand resources 
Guam, 1,800 miles north of New Guinea, are mined for concrete output. 

‘TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 

‘The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, ry. A myriad of mineral commodities have 
composed of the Marshall, Caroline, and been identified on the islands comprising 
Mariana Islands, collectively termed Mi- the territory, and several commodities were 
‘cronesia, became a United Nations trustee- mined. Currently, mineral extraction is lim- 
ship administered by the United States in ited to coral, voleanic rock, and sand for 

1947. aggregate and concrete applications. 
The trust territory extends over 3 million —-——~—— 7 

square miles of the western Pacific Ocean _{Siate Liaison Officer, Burgau of Mings, Tuscaloosa, Al 
aay contains over 2,000 islands. Most is <7 begnBusinens Ret, 5 etn 
lands in the Eastern Carolines and the — {5—W,Nov.2,1988,p 1. 
Marianas are coral. The Western Caroline _ orageSSofworkcited.in fooinaret 5 
Islands are part of an undersea volcanic 7———.Nov.90,1983,p.1. "| 
ridge stretching southward from Japan 7)! Rigo, Esmomic Dee ne ae 
along the western perimeter of the territo- "Page 30 of work cited in footnote 6. :



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Rhode Island Department of 
Environmental Management for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By L. J. Prosser, Jr.t 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production troduced. Funding for the project would be 
in Rhode Island in 1983 was $7.9 million, a obtained from increased taxes; local, State, 
$8.1 million increase compared with that of and Federal governments; and business. 
1982. The increase in 1983 was the first The plan, termed the “Greenhouse Com- 
following 8 consecutive years of decline. pact,” was designed to encourage economic 

Sand and gravel and stone were the only development. and create jobs by fostering 
commercial mineral commodities produced new industries and strengthening existing 
in Rhode Island. Expansion in the State’s ones. The compact included proposals for 
crushed stone industry primarily accounted developing incentives for industrial expan- 
for the 64% increase in value of mineral sion and new product development, revital- 
production in 1983. Crushed stone output izing specific industries, creating research 
increased a reported 841,000 short tons to institutes called “greenhouses” for educa- 
about 971,000 tons, surpassing the previous tion and training programs, and the found- 
annual production record high of 660,000 ing of a Rhode Island Academy of Sciences 
tons recorded in 1960. and Engineering. Approval of the compact 

Legislation and Government Pro- will be decided by Rhode Island voters in a 
grams.—During 1983, a $250 million plan to June 1984 referendum 
revitalize Rhode Island’s economy was in- 

Table 1.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Rhode Island, by county? 
(Thousands) 

County 1982 1983 ‘Minepals peoduead in 1968 

Kent 22 eee w W Sand and gravel construction. 
Newporé = TOFESRSERECS WwW W Sloe erated sapdand gravel 
Providence ——— === w W > Sandand gravel (construction), stone ‘crushed 
Wealinitoa soot ace w W Stone (dimension). 
‘Undistributed® -_____....-- $4,841 $7,980 

Total —---------- 4841 7.980 
|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” 
{bristol County is not shown because no nonfuel mineral prodction was reported 
“Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
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‘Table 2.—Indicators of Rhode Island business activity 
° Change, 

et gt a IE I a PO 
Employment and labor force, annual avera 

"Fora civilian labor force’ == thousands _ ans ang 412 
Unemployment =" 27777777 eens 302. 382 BS 

Employment (non: cultural): Oo 

eee oe eaten seeeeeeer ee nia 63 5 Manulictoring ©o 2-22 DoT STROTITI Teta SS n 
Gotract conection ~~~ === 2222227 3 ne tt 
‘Franeportation and public wltca_——--~27777“do- =~ 11 2 +8 
Wholesale and retail trade.—_--~—~27222—~ de m1 50 63 
Finance, insurance, real esiate ---—--__~----do--—~ 213 213 +3 
Behees ere ak coe eS ENTE seas 301 a8 3 
Gorernnent ----zstzzsso-sacec2ccseesde BO 

‘Total nonagricultural employment. ___---do.-—~ a9 a041 +87 
Personal income: 

Moe oe suaasicnoe oe vane ees ellie $10,254 $10,992 412 
fe cpl n nnn nn eee si0'751 Si 304 Ho 

‘Construction astvits: 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ———__ 2,688 3368 +442 
Value of nonresidential construction ~~~ millions #50 59 t219 

‘Value of State road contract awards ~~ ~~ 7~~~~~" dou 0 $539 +08 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the 
Belen eecenn eee twee thousand short tons 138 150 +128 

Nonfuel mineral production value 
‘Total crude mineral value_—-.-__------..~~~ millions. M8 81.9 + 64.6 
‘Value per capita, resident population... -__..--------- $5 $8 +60.0 
Valoeporoqart mile eco cssa oc eens $3,988 35,588 fea 

__Valne pet square mile ——~=~2=2-2-5-~--nnen EE 
Preliminary. 

Sources: US. Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
US. Bureau of Mines 

‘The Office of the Rhode Island Associate the Portsmouth area was completed by the 
State Geologist, through a Minerals Man- U.S. Department of Energy. Open pit min- 
agement Service grant, began an investiga- ing was identified as the most feasible 
tion on offshore, heavy-mineral placer de- method because of incompetent roof and 
posits. Initial work included identification floor rock, which essentially precludes un- 
of potential deposit sites; subsequent plans derground mining. In the study area, 24 
entail determining if user conflicts exist at _anthracite-amorphous graphite seams rang- 
the sites, followed by a core drilling pro- ing in thickness from 2 to 12 feet and aver- 

gram. aging 5.6 feet were identified. The material 
‘A study to determine suitable mining was considered suitable for use as graphite 

techniques for the Narragansett Basin and as fuel with the ash content ranging 
anthracite-amorphous graphite resources in from 14% to 56%.* 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS and unit price data for sand and gravel, 
1974-88, were as follows: 

Gem Stones.—Collection of gem stones by 
hobbyists added a small amount to the 

State's value of mineral production. Quantity, Value yan 
Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand Year gor EP per ton 

and gravel production is surveyed by the tons) 
US. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered jyrg one e44se LBL 
years only; therefore, this chapter contains 1975 "72--777-7"> gin, “iss Laz 
‘only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-mnum- 37 ------------ BAIR Gas 
bered years are based on annual company 1gf8_-"7-"""""-. aise 2.07 
estimates made before yearend. Wig eeee esas ee 

Production of construction sand and grav- josi_222""""""""_ taza 99 
el declined for the fourth consecutive year; 1882------------ HB BAM 3 
about 15 operations reported a total output a erence 

of 1 million short tons. Production, value, “Estimated.
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‘Table 3.—Rhode Island: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
ee Tae 158s 

Quantity Vaue vane Quant eget Value Value Geantity, Value Value 
short = how er short (thou per thot ands) fon ROE ands) fo 

ES 

CE EY oo seweneanena—-eenenne AT SLT BIB NA NANA 
Grew se eee TCS fos Tiss “an NA NANA 
Sindand gravel (unprocessed) —~~~>22=~ Ee eT) NA__NA__NA 
‘Total or average. -------~------~ 116 13,671 3.20 *1,000 *$2,400 $2.40 

len enna 5 ae 1000 = = 
Grand total or average ..---------- Tis) are sa «000 ~~—=«2g00 «2a 

a Seed talon tet nnonnnnn 
“Batimated. NA Not availabe. 
{Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 105%. Contract awards value by type of 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered construction activity was as follows: 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on§ ——————— 7 
annual company estimates made before Xrectawards ny 

yearend. ‘Type of construction activity “millions) _Gercent 

Crushed stone output increased to a Tie 98 
record-high level of 971,000 short tons in >. sige. goa s01a 
1983. ‘The previous record-high production Retehggi-n------- ase Sma ist 
was 660,000 tons in 1960. The construction Publicworksandiwtiities “-_342 1041 +2044 
contract awards value of $513.6 million was Totaloraverage------ 2504 5186 41051 
the highest annual total in the State's, ———————_ 
history in 1983 and compared with that of gource: Rhode Island Department of Bzonomie Develo 
1982 increased $263.2 million or more than ment. Mar. 1984, : = 

Table 4.—Rhode Island: Crushed stone? sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eer Tee Quantity Valve 

Coarse aggregate (+ 11/2 inchy — 
pc oan foley ita oooh eee arrestee ns oie 4 w 
Bllersime se eee=2o22o2-22o22o222TST TEES 9 W 

‘Coarse aggregate, ga oR I enn nn nn Se BUNS areca a Ww 
Sutumtnoa wesropite, coated 2~ a= o= 212 D7 12ass----neeneeceenoo ne @ W 
ivan on rere so 27o2ozoacozozo2o2TSCICICSCICIIEIOIEE a W 

inte iD Dance as i dese etc e tae tnnon u Ww 
Sa ie mise malas TSeeecoserteacteeee ass Fs W 
Gia gee ee ccgnneeeonmnenmenanaasnaerm 6525.50 

otal ___----_-----aeeeeeennneeneeeeeeeennnneeeeceeee cae tl serene os creer es eeeeetaeeeeee 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” 
Machu agriculgeal mesons, unpaved road surfacing, whi iting substitute, roof jes, and AIncluges agricultural Hmesione, unpaved road surfacing, whiting or whiting substitute, roofing granules, and w 

indicated by symbol W. Ps ees * ees ae 
‘3Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

METALS of ingots unavailable from larger steelmak- 
. _ ers, primarily for the forging industry in 

Rhode Island Forging Steel Inc., Provi- the Eastern United States. 
dence, began production of steel ingot in 
June at the former facilities of the Wash- ‘state Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 

: is equi ith _*Skehan, J. W, G.E.Gill, 3D. Raben, N, Schapira, and 
burn Wire Co. The plant is equipped with > "P'Sititay, Bxploraton of Coal and Anthraciye Carbo 
two 40-ton electric furnaces and has a pro- cous Shale Resour Necraganaet Basin, MA and 

i ity of 5 Hioat Report, Oct, 19™%Apr. 3, 1981, Weston Observato- duction capacity of 50,000 tons per year. ng! Report, Oct 11918 Apr 3 196) se 
The firm manufactured the types and sizes
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Table 5.—Principal producers 

i ee 
Commodity and company ‘adress Type of activity County 

Sand and gravel: 
"A Cardi Construction Co.Inc.._ 451 Arnold Ra. Pit _--------- Kent 

Coventry, RI 02816 
J. Lynch & Sons Ine Bow 828 Pitand mill... Providence. 

‘Ashton, RI 02864 
Material Services Inc__.... Greenville Rd. Mine and mill __ Do. 

North Smithfield, RI 02895 
River Sond & Gravel Co.Inc._ 101 Ferris Se Pit a Do. 

Pawtucket, RI 02361 
J.SantoroIne -.--------- Herbert St Pitand plant — De. 

Brovidence, Ri 02900 
South County Sand & Gravel Co, North ed Pit oe Do. 

sont Peace Dale, RI 02878 
Stone: Forte Bros. Inc-----.--.. 1d Whipple St ary = Berkley, RI 02864 wary De 

TileonIne-------------— Sf Phoenix Ave, a Do. 
Cranston, Ri 02820 
i SS 

*Also stone.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the South Carolina Geological 
Survey, State Division of Research and Statistical Services, for collecting information on 
all nonfuel minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr.,! and Norman K. Olson? 

South Carolina's extractive nonfuel min- able to a strong resurgence in construction 
eral production, a composite of one metallic activity, which was aided by a reduction in 
and nine nonmetallic mineral commodities inflation and interest rates. The upswing in 
in 1983, was valued at $230.6 million, a both residential and commercial construc- 
State record. This was $35.9 million over tion resulted in a strong demand for those 
the value reported by the mineral industry mineral commodities that are the basic raw 
in 1982 and $28.9 million above the previous materials for South Carolina’s construction 
record high set in 1979. industry—clays, sand and gravel, and stone. 

The dramatic increase in sales, following The sales of these three construction miner- 
a 4-year decline in the tonnage of major al commodities increased approximately 
mineral commodities produced, is attribut- 18% over sales reported in 1982. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in South Carolina’ 

1982 1988 
Mineral Value Value Quantity thou. Quantity «thou. 

sands) sands) 
Cement (portiand) ___-___-__-----.... thousand short tons. 1,624 $66,385 w w 
Glays? 2 TLITLIITITIIIIIILL ae i585 "281681813 84,830 Gen aieag 202 TCLS uc ate e SS OSE TTC ToES NA 100 'NA 10 
‘Manganiferous ore ~~ thousand shoré tons — % w 2 Ww 
Bgl weno gonna nenenncenne ne sonnel "5 WwW Ww w Sand and gravel: Construction —— = do ART BT 5200 15,000 suoltsuvria TTT DIITIIIIICICDEIETIII TT 720 1902842 18,169 

Crushed = ---------------2nene-----do---- 14,000 58,900 15,786 61.054 
Combined vais afcameal Gauacnr\ dayaitleyscartimicalwrapy = ME smbined value of coment (masons), clays (aller’s earth, mica (sera 
‘vermiculite, and values indicated by symbol Ws = no Xx "e181 XX 105,866, 

Motel eee i ne eemearmom XX "194718 XX 280,504 

“Bstimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure, "XX Not applicable, ee 
Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 
"Excludes fuller's earth; value included with “Combined value” figure. 
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A strong resurgence in the demand for of the recession on South Carolina’s econo- nonconstruction mineral commodities was a my was traumatic; the composite index of key factor in the record-high sales experi- coincident indicators fell 13.3%, total non enced by South Carolina's mineral produe- farm employment plummeted by 60,000 ers. In 1983, the State ranked second in the jobs, and the dominant manufacturing sec. Nation in the production and sales of kaolin tor lost 45,000 jobs (75% of the total), and vermiculite and ranked in the top 10 in Unemployment, well above the national the output of ferroalloys, fuller’s earth, and average, soared to a peak of 11.4%, real per masonry cement. At yearend, South Caroli- capita income dropped 2.4%, and retail na’s extractive mineral industry consisted sales were down 14.2%. Housing starts, a of 179 mining companies operating 400 measure of the health of the mineral indus. mines. try’s construction minerals sector, fell Trends and Developments.—The effects 25.7%. 

Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in South Carolina, by county! 
(Thousands) 

finerals produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 Minecols produced in 3982 
hells le gan) eo Abbeville = gui JW Sand and gravel (onstruction, Aiken °° DTDIIIIIIT 24093 $24,376 Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Anderson ~—____ =" TIIT Ww @ Berkeley ~~~ ~~~_22_77> w @ Charleston == 22772 277 ° W Sand and gravel (construction). Cherokee === 2222227 3,054 625 Clay, sand and gravel construction), manga Chesterfield w au Sena.and raver (construction), clay Gelston 22 TIE2ITT ® 'W Peat, sand-and gravel (construction) Dillon 222222777277 8 ae Dorchester ~~ "~7 777777 sar 41,072 Cement, sand and gravel (construction, clays, ra 84 10T Clays. Parfield.—— 252002755 1s ® Florence ~~ 7277722777 @) W Sand and gravel (construction). Georgetown. —___.._L. Ww @ Greenville. -----~~~- ~~ w W Sand and gravel (construction). Greenwood — = 22IIII222 Ww W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Horry oo c50— nn w 190 Clays. Temper a SES TTS & W Sand and gravel (construction) Kershaw —--__ 22 -__ w W Sand (industrial), clays. Eaneaster ~~ ~~277222 222 Ww 2045 Sand and gravel construction), clays, mica Yourens /CUST OCTET w W — Vermiculite. Teen 277 DTIIIIIII IE BS 46 Sand and gravel construction). Lexington - -~ 2222722222 W 888 Sand linditriab, sand and gravel (construc tion), clays, 

arlborg ~~~ 777TTI IT ind and gravel construction), clays. MOM cmiccn cup 495. % e@ Ga F i rel Qrangeburg-. ~~~ 43715, 95885 Cement, clays, sand and gravel (construction) Phases oc ooo TEUTETS W @ ™ es Richland -~~7227 727727 wW 1.260 Clays, sand and gravel (construction). Seluda 2 SSUTEET w W Clays Spartanburg _~2217772T2 3,206 Be Stimter I IIIIITo WwW W Clays, sand and gravel (construction), inlon “OL PTSEEDESI CL ® . York >" 5777"TTTT 77 Ww W Sand and gravel (construction) Undistributed*=~>~7 77" 62842 23.928 Rent and gravel (construction) *13,240 XX 
CC XX £58,000 Dimension ——==_~~7~ xx 904 

Millwesssceses 205,716 194,718 
‘Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not applicable. 
the following countie are not listed because no nonel mineral production was reported: Allendale, Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort, Calhoun, Chester, Clarendon, Dance, Hampton, MeCormick, Newberry, and. Wiliamebarg Gounty distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1085) is net avarhtie el State values shown separately under "Sand and gravel construction) or Stones Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. ‘Construction sand and gravel was Produced; data not available by county. ‘Includes gem stones that ‘cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W, “Data do not add to total shown because ‘of independent rounding.
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‘Table 3.—Indicators of South Carolina business activity 
EE eeeeeeeSsSsSsSsSeseseseese yp Change, 1982 19g Change, 

Employment and labor force, annul average: <i 
Ree eee ae once renee -_.__.-----------thougande.. 14680 1451208 
Eee ei NTT SES ON A 

Employment (nonagricultural): TT 
TI nee eeeeeeeeeeeedeeee gl ghd 482 
‘Manufacturing -——----~--~------ CIDIIIOIIIogecT=2 | ag82 amos a 
Manutercowmucion --2_2-7=2-2222s22s222s222s2---de--- L204 F180 
‘raneporation and pubigwiliieg “=T“2T—T2TTTIITTIITde TIlE Ska da 
Wholeele andretaiitrede.---2222222222=222l272--ado--- RBH 
Finanes,ineurance, realestate =~ ~~222—222a2-2------=--do--- #8745 
Berens ete rrag. CTNODEPTEESDEREETSROTE TS Rames «| ed IR) 44s 
Government__--~~~--------------=-- CILIDII Cae Tl__gsss ao *o8 

‘Total nonagricultural employment —..-2--------------d0---— MAST 1952 $48 
Personat income: Toe me millions $27,228 $29,224 4 

Pereapiess oc soSsceTSSESUELEIIIISIGESSESTESIIL aa RR FBT 
Construction activity 

‘Number of privace and public residential units authorized ___..---=---- 18871 29819 +4628 
Value of nonresidential construction-------------~----~-- millions. $6272 $585.4 “146 
Value of State road contract awards -——~~~~-_~_ ~~ ---- "TT ido) S877 BBO 489 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement fo and within the State thousand short tons. 886964158 

Nonfuel mineral production value: 
Total rade mineral vale ono ——————nannnnncvacie_ milion MAT ae 
‘Walue por eapita, resident population --—~~---~-~--~-~=-==2-----~~ #16 
Value per square mile weer TITILIDIEIIIIID senor grate te 

_._ Nana per scmuare ll eno ee eS cesectesceccseerc 
Preliminary. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

US Bureau of Mines 

300 
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in South Carolina.
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Fortunately, from a statewide view, the semiprocessed mineral commodities and 

construction industry performed relatively mineral processing equipment. During 
well. Continued interest in the resort and 1983, mineral imports included alumina, 
retirement areas along the coast stimulated bauxite, colemanite, gypsum, and pumice; 
construction activity and lessened the se- exports included clays, vermiculite, and ba- 

verity of the recession for the construction sic steel shapes. In June, a 200,000-pound 

minerals producers. Even with this stimu- portable rock crushing facility, fabricated in 
lus, the construction minerals sector report- Towa, was loaded aboard the MV Constella- 

ed a 4-year trend of annual declines in the _ tion Faros for shipment to Beirut, Lebanon. 

tonnage of construction minerals sold. At yearend 1982, Massey Coal Terminals 

However, with the end of the recession in Inc. began shipments through the new $30 

the latter part of 1982, the State’s economy million Shipyard River Coal Terminal, the 

experienced a surprisingly strong recovery. largest of its kind south of Hampton Roads. 

This also was true for South Carolina’s The facility will handle vessels up to 50,000 

extractive mineral industry, and sales deadweight tons and has a 300,000-ton open- 

reached a new record high. storage capacity. Direct rail connections 
A significant sector of South Carolina’s link the terminal with the Appalachian 

mineral industry, but a sector whose sales coalfields. 

value is not included in the State’s overall Legislation and Government Pro- 

mineral value, is the nonextractive metals grams.—The South Carolina Geological 

producers. These producers, processing raw Survey, charged with the responsibility to 
materials purchased from out-of-State and/ encourage rational economic development 

or country sources, made significant contri- of the mineral and fuel resources of the 

butions to the local economies where plants State through development and interpreta- 

are sited and provided thousands of jobs for _ tion of geoscience data, began the year with 

South Carolina citizens. The strong recov- a permanent staff of nine aided by six part- 

ery of the Nation’s economy and the accom- time employees. Sweeping budget cuts dur- 

panying increased demand for durable ing the fiscal year (ended June 30) resulted 

goods was an important factor in increased in the loss of several part-time employees 
orders received by many of the State’s and severe reductions in nonpersonnel 
metal producers. budget categories. 

‘Alumax Inc., an aluminum company in Despite the monetary and personnel set- 
Berkeley County, noted a significant in- backs, the survey provided assistance on 

crease in billet, slab, and ingot orders. At several score industry requests, and the 
yearend, Macalloy Corp. in Charleston was increasing number of requests represents a 
awarded a $23 million Government contract significant upswing in interest in the 
to convert stockpiled chrome ore into ferro- State’s mineral potential. 

chrome. The State’s three steel companies, During the year, mapping was ongoing in 
Georgetown Steel Corp., Nucor Corp., and approximately 30 quadrangles. Other on- 

Owen Electric Steel Corp., reported sub- going work included (1) a mineral resources 

stantial increases in orders over those of map of South Carolina, (2) geochemical 

1981 and 1982. The demand for ground sampling and analyses in north-central 

zircon, produced by M & T Chemicals Inc. in South Carolina, (3) the Computerized Re- 

Andrew, rose, reflecting the increased activ- sources Information Bank (CRIB) project, 

ity in the foundry and construction indus- (4) a detailed mineral resources investiga- 

tries. tion of part of Cherokee County, north- 
AMSELCO, a Denver-based company and central South Carolina, (5) radiometric age 

wholly owned subsidiary of British Petrole- dating of selected crystalline rock masses in 

um Co. PLC, has been actively evaluating the Piedmont and Blue Ridge, (6) seismic 

South Carolina’s gold potential for several zonation of South Carolina, and (7) a magne- 
years. Exploration activity is based in Cam- tometer survey of an old (circa 1900) copper 
den, where the company maintains offices mining area. 
and a sample preparation laboratory. Com- During 1983, several new publications 

pany geologists were evaluating a potential were released, including the fifth edition of 

gold-producing property in Fairfield Coun- “Catalog of Geological Publications” (Circu- 

ty, and a decision on whether or not to begin lar 1), three open-file reports on geochemi- 
production was expected sometime in 1984. cal investigations within the Inner Pied- 

The Port of Charleston continued as a mont of South Carolina, four U.S. Geologi- 
major transshipment point for raw and cal Survey open-file geologic maps, and an
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issue of “South Carolina Geology.” The “Conservation and Reclamation for Mined 
Salem geologic quadrangle and text were in Lands,” which described details of mine 
press at yearend 1983. land reclamation that are applicable to 

Other manuscripts nearly completed or South Carolina’s mining industry. 
ready for publication at yearend included a Various committees of the Mining Associ- 
revision of “Catalog of South Carolina Min- ation of South Carolina held several meet- 
eral Producers” (Circular 2), ‘Seismic Zones ings during 1983. Association goals include 
of South Carolina” (Open-File Report 344), educating the public on the State's mineral 
and “Geologic Map Index of South Caroli- resources and the benefits derived from 
na” (Circular 3). mining. The association was instrumental 

The Division of Mining and Reclamation in aiding the new South Carolina Museum 
of the South Carolina Land Resources Con- in obtaining samples of minerals and ores 
servation Commission released a handbook, from within the State. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS of South Carolina’s mineral value. 

Cement.—Three companies, Giant Port- 
Nonmetallic minerals comprise the bulk and & Masonry Cement Co., Gifford-Hill & 

of the mineral commodities mined and/or Co. Inc. , and Santee Portland Cement Corp., 

processed in the State. The principal non- with plants in Dorchester and Orangeburg 
metallic commodities mined in 1983 in Counties, comprised the cement industry in 
terms of value were cement, stone, and South Carolina. Pertinent data on the three 
clays, which accounted for over 75% operations is given in table 4. 

Table 4.—South Carolina: Cement industry in 1983 

: lumber linker Primary Company Uocation Process of capacity, | Prat 
short tons) 

Giant Portland & Masonry Cement Co... Harleyville Wet 4 110 Coal Gifford Hil@Co,Inees sens altzast ew yd 550 Do. Santee Portland Cement Corp. 22-2=2-=--2-2_ Bolly Hill Wet 1.080 Do. 

All three companies produced portland mines in 3 principal areas: (1) in northern 
types I and Il, and Giant and Santee pro- South Carolina 4 companies operated 5 
duced masonry cement. The three compa- mines in 3 counties, (2) in west-central 
nies mine a Tertiary Age marl and local South Carolina 6 companies operated 7 
clays for raw material. Gypsum was im- mines in 5 counties; and (8) in the State’s 
ported from Canada and the Caribbean coastal plain 5 companies operated 5 mines 
area, and iron materials were obtained from in 4 counties. 
southeastern sources. Sales during 1988 Kaolin was produced by 10 companies 
approached the record high established in operating 17 mines in 6 southwestern coun- 
1979, Gifford-Hill announced plans to modi- ties. Production exceeded that of 1982 by 
fy the Harleyville plant preheater kiln sys- 126,000 tons, reflecting the recovery of the 
tem to increase capacity by approximately _ paper and construction industries. 
45,000 tons annually. All kaolin production is from surface 

Clays.—South Carolina’s clay industry, mines, and the raw kaolin is transported to 
composed of 20 companies operating 36 the processing plant by truck and/or pipe- 
mines, produced kaolin, fuller's earth, com- line. At the processing facility, kaolin is 
mon clay and shale, and fire clay. Output, processed by either wet or dry beneficiation 
excluding fuller’s earth, exceeded that re- methods, depending on the end use. Wet- 
ported in 1982 by 278,000 tons, while value processed kaolin is used as a paper coating, 
increased $6.7 million over that reported for in inks and high-gloss paints, and for other 
the previous year. applications. Dry-processed kaolin is used 
Common clay and shale production was as a paper filler, in ceramics and fiberglass, 

reported by 14 companies operating 19 and by several other industries.
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Table 5.—South Carolina: Kaolin sold or used by producers, by kind and use 
(Short tons) 

Se Kindandwe SSS Tee ies re 9g 08 
Airfloat:? 
Adbedlvee se oeersseemewuale ies 12.522 11,698 ‘Animal feed and pet waste absorbent ~~ ___~7777227TIIIIIDIITIT 293 1269 Ceramics co Loo ee EE Sohn enone 2aTt 5458 Bertil — nen "929 3540 Piheeglaw (50055020 STSISTSTa SSSI 16988 100,099 Ba oo come n zee ennn wn eeencacapeaereteen eee "10 ren Paper costing and filing —~_~"7~22I7ITITIIDITTLITINIIIIITT 2799 2980 Pesticides and related products. ~~ >~2727DTIIIIIIIIIIIIITE 14424 15741 Pleti es oeice aan os Se SEE TOU INE RCO 110% 1d804 Buber 5-22 20-9 cbaa na ~~~ penenennnaneamenene 158818 196,452 
EAU ainsi Sowa oes Sou naane oon 4,787 4,157 Other uses* ______ eens sr rics seers ner tid een 81,708 106,914 

Exports? _. ei ai SE SLE - 40,632 37,416 
TO anne oo reece cE sUsEENeEE Suu 443,694 510,189 Unprocessed: Face brick and other unknown ses ~~~ ~~~~=72--222 222 174.052 231,089 
QRBE 0 nnn nen ne tirtnen sy iceeeeareanis 618,746 742,178 Po ct cn 

Ancludes waterwashed. 
2Includes floor and wall tile, pottery, and roofing granules, 
‘Includes refractory grogs and crudes and refractory mortar and cement. 
“Includes animal oil; catalyst (oil-refining); chemical manufacturing; electrical porcelain; face brick; fire brick, blocks and shapes; highslumina refractories; ink; medica, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic; roofing tile; ewer pipe, and other 
Includes ceramics, adhesives, paper filling, pesticides and related products, and rubber. 

The State's fuller’s earth, described by ryville, NC, spodumene flotation facility. 
the South Carolina Geological Survey as a Major ground mica sales were to the joint 
“nonplastic, opaline-bearing clay,” was compound industry. 
mined by SCA Services Inc. in Sumter Mineral Mining Corp. in Lancaster Coun- 
County. After mining by open pit methods, ty mined a sericite schist by open pit meth- 
the fuller's earth is dried, crushed, and ods using bulldozers and front-end loaders. 
calcined to produce an absorbent material The schist was dry ground to produce a 
for oil and grease absorption and pet litter. product used as a filler by the paint indus- 

One company in Cherokee County mined try, in expansion joint cement, and by the 
a fire clay for face brick manufacture. electronics industry. 

Colemanite.—Industrial Minerals Inc, Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
Kings Creek, processed colemanite, a calci- struction sand and gravel production is 
um borate mineral imported from Turkey surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
through the Port of Charleston. After crush- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
ing and grinding, the material was shipped chapter contains only estimates for 1983, 
to fiberglass producers in Anderson, SC, and The data for odd-numbered years are based 
Shelby, NC. on annual company estimates made before 

Feldspar.—Spartan Minerals Corp. at Pa- yearend. 
colet ground a feldspar-silica concentrate ~ Industrial.—The industrial sand industry generated during lithium beneficiation at in South Carolina was comprised of five 
Lithium Corp. of America’s flotation facility _ companies in Lexington and Kershaw Coun- 
at Cherryville, NC. Principal sales were to ties in the central and north-cental part of 
the glass, whiteware, and filler industries. the State. Principal end uses were for mold 
Mica.—Spartan Minerals dry-ground mi- and core fabrication and in glass container ca recovered by Lithium Corp. at the Cher- and fiberglass manufacture.
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Table 6.—South Carolina: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a ae 

ant an 5 Gowan Yalue Value QAI, Value Value 
shot gan) «fon EOE) Ran tons) tons) ” 

Construction: 
Sand on - ~~ wen eeeee 216 sanT 8199 NA NANA Grayel oe SS aC ReETEDTTET Yoo "ss “hee NA NANA Sand and gravel (anprocessed) 777772222 B29 e135 NANA NA 

‘Total or average 47218110379 *5.200 "$15,000 *a288 
Industrial sand =~ =~ --~----= === ‘rato 90284 i "1860 1564 

Grand total or average —- _____-____ 5AMT 24,072. 442, 6,042 *28,169 4.66 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by in 18 northern counties produced 9.9 mil- 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered lion tons valued at $42 million. Limestone 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. was produced from six quarries in three 
Data for even-numbered years are based on coastal plain counties, and output, which 
annual company estimates made before totaled almost 3 million tons, was valued at 

yearend. $12 million. Limestone production was also 
In 1988, South Carolina's stone industry reported from Cherokee County in the 

consisted of 14 companies operating 27 northern part of the State. Production was 
quarries in 19 of the State's 46 counties. from metamorphoric limestones in the 
Granite was the leading stone type produc- Kings Mountain Belt. 
ed in terms of output and sales; 18 quarries 

Table 7.—South Carolina: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Taousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
te —COCOCSC*C*™S*CS™SSSR ayn 

(Coarse aggregate (4-1-1/2 inch Riprap and jetty stone -_---------------- 85 am Coarse aggregate, graded Prapansaesy 
“Gonerete agaregate, coarse ee 2280 936s Bituminous surface treatment aggregate ~~—~7~~~722 272202222222 227772 4 zim Railroad ballast w= e ne === aaa TIDIDLEDIIQEIC IIS 1 Ho Chemical and metalfurgical. Cement manufacuire ---~__--~~27~_~~72777772=7 2306 5,550 

Bpedlah Others oc Svein secu 0 ence Cogan OMT, ROMY 
Total +-----------------~-------------------------- 915,786, 61,054 

Yacludes limestone, granite, and mah 
includes macadam, bituminous aggregate (coarse), fine aguregate(-8/8 inch), coarse and fine a agricultural uses sulfur oxide removal, asphalt ilersor extenders and usee not specified. sane ase neals 

‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Vermiculite—South Carolina, Virginia, applications, while Patterson production 
and Montana are the only States with a was used to produce horticultural products 
vermiculite mining industry. In 1983, W.R. sold by the company. 
Grace & Co. and Patterson Vermiculite Co. 
comprised South Carolina’s vermiculite pro- METALS 
ducers Moody Products Co. held mining A significant sector of South Carolina’s permits, but State sources indicated that mineral industry, a sector whose sales are 
the company did not begin mining in 1983. aot included in the State's overall mineral 

Both W. R. Grace and Patterson have value, is the nonextractive metals industry. facilities in the Enoree district, approxi- Metal producers, processing raw materials 
mately 70 miles northwest of Columbus. obtained from out-of-State and/or country, 
W. R. Grace operated two exfoliation plants, contributed significantly to local economies 
and Patterson operated one. Principal sales and provided thousands of jobs for South 

, by W.R. Grace were for lightweight aggre- Carolina’s citizens. 
gate, loose fill insulation, and horticultural ‘The surprising recovery of the Nation’s
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economy and the increased demand for operated 11 electric furnaces to produce a 
durable goods were important factors in variety of metal shapes. Georgetown Steel 
increased orders received by the State's changed its name from Korf Industries Inc. 
metals industry. in October. Prior to the sale, the company 
Aluminum.—Alumax imported alumina was reorganized and a controlling interest 

from Australia through the Port of Charles-_ was held by Kuwaiti investors.‘ In the latter 
ton for a direct-reduction facility in Berke- part of 1983, orders increased significantly 
ley County. The 181,000-metric-ton-per-year over the same period in 1982. In 1983, Nucor 
plant houses two potlines and produces sales increased $54 million to $540 million 
billets, ingots, and slabs. and post tax earnings were $26 million, 25% 

Ferroalloys.—Macalloy in Charleston, more than in 1982.° . 
the only U.S. company capable of 50% to __ Manganiferous Ore.—Zones with rela- 
55% charge chrome production, filed for tively high manganese contents, ranging 
protection under chapter 11 in February from 5% to 15% in the Battleground Schist, 
1982, and for most of 1982 and 1983 operat- Were mined by three companies in Chero- 
ed only the plant’s concentrator and proc- kee County. The manganiferous material 
essed low-grade slag. At yearend, Macalloy a8 ground, bagged, and sold to South and 
was awarded a $23 million contract by the North Carolina brick manufacturers as a 
Federal Government to convert stockpiled loringagent. SEEGHG Gre ints facrachivone, Zircon.—Crude zircon concentrate, ob- 

Gold.--Limited amounts of gold, silver, *#ined as a byproduct in titanium mineral 
and copper were recovered from tailings at Peneficiation, was imported from Australia 
the former Old Southern gold mine in 24 Florida by M & T Chemicals. The Charokes County. concentrate was ground at the company's 
"AMSELCO, a Denver, CO, company Andrew plant in Georgetown County and 

which is a wholly owned subsidiary of the S0ld to the foundry, wall tile, whiteware, 
British Petroleum Co. PLC, maintained ex. 9M Ceramics industries. 
ploration offices and a sample preparation —.——— i 
laboratory in Camden. The company was sate susloyist, South Carcion Ceologeal Sucre, evaluating a property in Fairfield County. Columbia, SC." " 

Tron and  Steel.—Georgetown Steel, sireng Hoavery bu Problems Remain: Feteral Reserve Georgetown; Nucor, Carlington; and Owen Bank of Atlanta, Econ, Rev, Feb. 1984, pp. 8491 
Electric, Columbia, comprise South Caroli-  siermmuntain (ik WY). Davigton Steel Has na’s steel industry. The three companies Lessons For Other Stecl Plants, Mar. 27,1 

Table 8.—Principal producers 
‘Commodity and company hares Type of activity Couey 

Aluminum smelters ‘Alumax lnc <= ————--—---— Box 1000 . Plant ...---- Berkeley 
Somes Goose Creek, SC 29445, 

Giant Portland & Masonry Cement Co Box 218 ----do__---- Dorchester. Harleyville, SC 29448 Gifford-Hill & Co.Inc -.-------- Box S86 ee Do. Harleyville, Sc 29448, Santee Portland Cement Corp. Box 688. <---do_--- Orangeburg Holly Hill, SC 20059 Clays: Common clay and shale: Gifford Hill & Co. Ine. Box 326 Mines... Dorchester. Harleyville, SC 20448, PalmettoBrick Co? -..-... Box 430 ----d0._-.. Marlboro and Ches- Cherave, SC 29520 terfild 
Richtex Corp.*___--------- Box 3307 eer Richland and Lex- Columbia, SC 29230 ingion. Santee Portland Cement Corp -. Box 698 a---do_--- Orangeburg. Holly Hill, SC 20059 Southern Brick Co ..------ Box 308 wa edo. 2... Greenyrood, Newber- Ninety Six, SC 29668 "9 Saluda Fuller's earth: South Carolina SCA Services Inc. Route 1, Box 255 Mine and plant Sumter. a Pinewood, SC 29125, 
Dixie Clay Co wonncee | Box sosudeccwes: Atk Bath, SC 29816 J.M.Huber Corp... Box 6 seenBnmsceun Do, Eangley, SC 29834 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 8.—Principal producers —Continued 

ete aes ee ae = ee 

roger Se tnanscapssthnimet par stanee man eee tet tN BEY 
Ashe Beck Cae Van Wyek, SC 2974 don Do. Ekehooauae {eu ieee |S eee Bee da Nom a veo thonees IB 

er Sincanot ant REM, soso Atco. aoe Pisano = Cag BE scx ca, 
Marlboro, ae st Pasco ve 

Columbia, SC 29250 nate rn 
Men eons egg anon AEE Bee hens ah Vakanatteniece Sa Eiger oma Eo ao sae Ge oe ete xasaon toc Wiis: Bed 

en Wart Aggrga Box 30018, nd Raleigh, No 27612 ae “Georgetown. Valmet ene. Beet Scan ene ramen. Spon Seca ve aa ae aut BREE soa 
SuneePodantCanes Corp ER Plone Organ 

W.RGrace&Co.-- Route Mineand plant _ Laurens. Butt cs





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the South Dakota Geological 
Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James H. Aase* 

Nonfuel mineral production in South outputs, and the same number registered 
Dakota during 1983 was valued at $222.3 value increases over those of 1982. Nearly 
million, a 64% increase over that of 1982 three-fifths of the State’s total mineral val- 
but $5.6 million below the high set in 1980. ue was derived from gold. Among the non- 
‘The 1983 increase was attributed principal- metallic minerals, cement led in output 
ly to the propitious advance in gold produc- value, followed by stone and construction 
tion and price. sand ‘and gravel, collectively comprising 

Nine of the fourteen mineral commodities about 35% of the total value. 
produced during the year had increased 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in South Dakota! 
ana 

Finer Value Value 
Mi Quantity, (thou- ‘Quantity (thou- 

sands) sands) 
Coment: 
Masonry. .--.-.---------—~ thousand short tons — 4 gas 4 s359 Portland. 2277 SATIS eee ede 20 ater 60s as 

Clays? __ "2 sroprnareeontoncate Nicene 128 346 123 353 Palepgpi iO DT STE ST SED ars ona aor a eam Ww W709 i 
Gem ttones ~~ ~~ ~2~22222IIDIITIIIIIIIIE NA 7 NA 0 Gold (recoverable content oFores eic\-—""777~“iroy ounces «185,088 «6.558 Td 131,848 

‘Sand and gravel (construction) .....-- thousand short tons__ 3,816 8,604 *5,190 *11,500 Silver recoverable content of ors ete). thousand troy ounces 28 200 2 m3 
Crushed ______________._. thousand short tons "2600 7400 3.90613, 982 

Cote ER ie sasceonagaronees ie 18 16.200 15952 mmbined value of beryiium,claya (bentonite, gypoum, lime, mica (scrap), and value indicated by symbol W-- "Snes XX 4855 Xx tse 
otal ——_ one ne XX 185678 XX 222251 

“Estimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” gure. XX Not applicable, 
‘Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
*Bxcludes bentonite; value included with "Combined value” figure. 

501
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in South Dakota, by county? 
(Thousands) 

a SSsesSsSssFmsmsmsmsmmsmsmsmsmmmsmsmmmsseseFe 
County 1981 182 Minetele pecdiend ia 1988 a cr re naan 

Beadle. ----------~ ° $23 Sand and gravel (construction). Bon Homme --_=-===-- ae 35 Do 
Brookings "~~~ ~~=~~==~ @ w Be 
Brown sno 00 0 STEERED Q 182 De. 
Brule. --_222-2------ e Ee 

| Asia comme ae W W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) ‘Campbell == 222722I2I2 ® W Sandand gravel (onstruction) ‘Charles Mix =~ === >o> @ 158 "Do: 
Gases cesie eee! @ % De. 
Glay = 22DTII IIL ® 3 Do. 

Codington ==. e w Do. 

(iil ae weit 288 Felabpr, beryl Giser 220222 DTZIIIT a eldspar, beryllium, mica 
Davison = 2277722227 ® W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Days SSSUSSTIEES 3 "bo 

Devel — ~~~ ==22II TITS 6 24 Do. 
Dewey _--=--=22-a2 Se 42 De 

Douglas -—--~7772222 77 6 Woo 
Fall River ~~~ 222 410 181 Do. 
Faulk =222-222222 2 33 
Grant “=2IOTIIITII 11,588 xy Be 
IeGOTY — @ - Haakon ——-<-sc2oc-s ie a 1% Do. 

Harbin SS20022 7527707 6 4% De. 
a ro Wo De. 

Hanson -———~—227 2222 w 3 De. Harding --—===2——2II22 op 4 De. 
Hoghes 2° SCCSEEIIZSES 6 9 De. 
Hutchinson ————~2- ~~ = ° woe. 
Hyde SETS TTI TS @ 100 De. 
Jerauld — = >==22TII a ate. Soon occas ° % De 
Kingsbury --—--------- eo _ 
Tak oo 2 SSSEES TEREST ® $17 Sand and gravel (construction), Tawrenee 2 ~722222277 Ww 'W Gold, silver, sand and gravel “construction ee @ = 
MePherson ~~ =-=~== a= @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Marshall = -2~2_222=- ® wo "De: 
Meade ——" "722 22I2I72 8 1165 es 

Minee'S 2277 5SSICESSIS 3 Wo De. 
Minnehaha -— ~~~ _=—- 2.995 518. Moody ==2 "= TITSIGEITS } Wo De, 
Pennington -~ ~~~ ~~~ 32807 38404 Cement, ime, sand and gravel onstruction, clays Bartlbe cawscusmens ° W Send and gravel (construction). 

Potter -—-——- = @ se 
Roberta _-= == 22 2222222 8 $82 Sond and gravel (construction). Sanborn ---~====2 20 a w Do. 
Spink -“STEETISTSTIDES a Wo. De 
Sully ~7~"77TTTITTI2 @ 500 De. 

Trepp SPU EEBETSETE @ a 
‘Turner_—--------=- = @ W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Une = 2EETSSEES TESS 3 1% "Do 
i 3 55a. 
Yankton. =~ 27722722222 Ww 203 De. 

Undistributed® ——_____ 130,998 18,626 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) $9,224 XX Stone: 
Crushed en XX *7 400 
Dimension == ~~ 222 2a XX 16.270 

Teta So ccee nen 194,698 185,673, 

“Bstimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 
PEthe following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Aurora, Bennett, Buffalo, aman Jacko, Lincoln McCook, Mallet, Shannon, Stanly, Todd and Zea Cou diribstion ot construction sand snd gravel (981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown separately undor“Sand'andgravl construction” or "Stone" 

ion sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. “Includes gem stones and some construction sand and gravel (1982) that cannot be assigned to specific counties and ‘values indicated by symbol W. 
“Data do not ada to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 3.—Indicators of South Dakota business activity 

Di ii iii a 1982, 1983" = 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Potal civilian labor forge nw thousands — aud 137 02 
Unemployment --—-.-- == === eee 227 14 238.4 

nploymneat(nonagricltural: NS new sni 2 25 44a Manufectaving ==1 727272057 0onacasoeeeao- ae 238 m5 LS Dred cat atoa 222 oo oe aao 38 co tie ‘aneportaton and public ilies «= >~___~==~7 777 ~de-—— we ome HHS 
Wholesale and retail trade ~~~ -"~~~-=_~_~--~---d0--—— 588 02 tt 
Funesen ostraoes real edaia=——~ == 7-222" Ta-angeo oer tes Ehnenee,Inearanoe realettia’—W"""""7-ccvvvcccigeos Siege eee eeresscocsescaronssenecenrae ees nner 18 

Per 7 ‘Total nonagricultural employment? ? _______.---~-do__..- 223.4 229.7 +28 

“Total wn ---- === === == -----—~ millions. $5,676 gre +17 eines Be Be Oe etre sii ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized. -—— == -—— 1,220 2750 41354 Seen eerie Romer a eeuboried ~~ vaio BB sts “HET Rae enews ==~72-zna-na7at de HO Shibmentsef portand and masonry cement t and within the Sata ‘heusand hort tons. 19 me ttt onfuel mineral production vale: Teer eda a millon. $1867 R48 eee pais IIIT eS Yee percepaesmaggentpemuieton “--““TTTTIITITICILIII. ster tame 
Preliminary. 
includes oil and gas extraction. Data do not ad totale shown becuse of independent rounding. 

Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 
U.S. Bureau of Mines. a sme e wing 
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Figure 1—Value of mine production of gold and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in South Dakota.
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Nationally, the State ranked 32d in value “Open Cut” gold mine near the surface 
of nonfuel mineral production, accounting facilities of its current underground mine 
for 1% of the U.S. total. Among the miner- on the outskirts of Lead. The project, a 2- 
als produced during 1983, gold output in year pilot test, will be used to determine the 
South Dakota ranked 2d among 12 States; long-range feasibility of continuing the ven- 
beryllium, 2d of 3; mica, 2d of 7; feldspar, ture. About 4 million tons of waste rock and 
6th of 6; silver, 10th of 16; dimension stone, 500,000 tons of ore were to be removed 
11th of 39; crude gypsum, 19th of 22; lime, during the pilot program. The Open Cut 
26th of 39; portland cement, 28th of 40; reportedly could yield 15 to 20 years of 
clays, 29th of 44; masonry cement, 32d of 38; surface mining, producing 7.5 million tons 
construction sand and gravel, 37th of 50; of ore. 
and crushed stone, 38th of 48. Legislation and Government Pro- 
Employment.—According to the South grams.—The 1983 South Dakota Legisla- 

Dakota Department of Labor, Research and _ ture enacted the following that affected the 
Statistics Division, the average annual em- State's mining industry: 
ployment in the State’s mining industry 1. HB 1067—Mining Without a Permit. 
during 1983 was 2,653 workers, about a 15% | Any person mining without a required per- 
increase compared with that of 1982. Min- mit would be guilty of a Class 2 misdemean- 
ing industry workers represented about or. 
1.2% of the State’s total nonagricultural 2. HB 1132—Study on State Severance 
work force during the year. During 1983, Taxes. The measure required that a legisla- 
wages in mining averaged $462 weekly, a tive committee be appointed to study the 
5% increase over those of 1982. State's existing severance taxes on precious 
Trends and Developments.—Nonfuel metals and to report its findings to the next 

mineral exploration for minerals other than legislative session for possible action. The 
aggregates increased moderately over that pros and cons of a severance tax versus a 
of 1982. Twenty exploration permits were net profits tax on precious metals was the 
issued, mostly for precious metals in Law- principal issue to be investigated. 
rence and Pennington Counties. The State In other action, the legislature granted 
additionally issued 14 mining permits for the State Board of Minerals and Environ- 
extracting nonfuel minerals, excluding ag- ment authority to approve mining permits 
gregates. Three of the mining permits were for the “life of mine” rather than requiring 
for granite in Grant County; one for gypsum _ the operator to renew its permits each year. 
in Meade County; eight for precious metals Life-of-‘mine permits do not apply to sand 
in Custer, Lawrence, and Pennington Coun- and gravel or other aggregate-related mate- 
ties; and two for pegmatite minerals in rial operations. 
Custer County. South Dakota received $1.1 million dur- 

In recognition of its environmental ing fiscal year 1983 from the U.S. Depart- 
achievements, Homestake Mining Co. ment of the Interior as its share of receipts 
received a national award cosponsored by the Federal Government collected on min- 
the President’s Council on Environmental eral leasing rents, royalties, and bonuses 
Quality and the Environmental Industry from Federal lands in the State. 
Council. The award was for Homestake’s The Mining and Mineral Resources and 
continuing program to dispose of tailings Research Institute of the South Dakota 
safely and to remove solid wastes from School of Mines and Technology at Rapid 
Process water used at its gold mine oper- City received a $150,000 grant from the U.S. 
ations in Lead. Bureau of Mines under the provisions of 

At a site 3-1/2 miles southwest of Lead, title III of Public Law 95-87. The grant was 
Wharf Resources (USA) Inc. advanced from designed to encourage the training of min- 
the pilot stage into full production of gold at ing engineers and scientists involved in 
its Annie Creek Mine project. A former mineral-related studies. The funds, to be 
underground mine, the property was con- matched with non-Federal funds, can be 
verted to an open pit operation. A heap- used by the schools for research projects, 
leaching process recovered the gold from demonstrations, fellowships, or other pro- 
the ore. Ore production was targeted for grams. 
500,000 short tons annually, from which —_ During 1983, the South Dakota Geological 
14,000 troy ounces of gold was to be recov- Survey (SDGS) continued its involvement in 

ered. a variety of activities that provide a better 
At yearend, Homestake was proceeding understanding of the State’s underlying 

with development work on reopening its old geology and associated mineral and water
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resources. Water resource programs receiv- programs were being entered into a com- 
ed a major thrust during 1983. puterized data-management system for easy 
SDGS conducted a total geologic and hy- retrieval and for use by interested parties. 

drologic investigation of the entire Big Near yearend, 5,348 drilling records, 2,336 
Sioux Basin. This project was to bring water-quality records, and over 18,000 wa- 
together all aspects of research within the ter level measurements were in computeriz- 
basin; the result was to be a computerized ed storage. 
ground water model allowing maximum The following were among the SDGS 
development of water resources through publications released during 1983: 
proper management. “Groundwater Studies for the Cities of 
SDGS undertook a special water supply Fairview and Iroquois”; “Major Aquifers in 

study of the entire State for the U.S. Army Miner, Davison, Hanson, and Yankton 
Corps of Engineers and conducted water- Counties”; “Sand and Gravel Resources in 
quality studies of selected aquifers in coop- Davison and Hanson Counties”; and “Geolo- 
eration with the U.S. Environmental Pro- gy and Water Resources in McPherson, 
tection Agency. All basic data from these Edmunds, and Faulk Counties.” 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS by Homestake, and the remainder came 
7 , from the open pit mine of Wharf Resources 

Beryllium.—Bland Mining and Pacer in Lawrence County. Total output rose 67% 
Corp. produced hand-cobbed beryl in Custer in quantity and 89% in value over that of 
County. Total State output for 1983 remain- 1982. The 1983 production level, the highest 
ed small, falling below the level of 1982. since 1976, exceeded the 10-year average by 
Gold.—The State ranked second national- 9%. Gold prices during the year averaged 

ly, behind Nevada, in gold production for $424 per troy ounce, an advance of $48 per 
the year. The bulk of the output came from troy ounce over the 1982 price. 
the underground mine at Lead operated 

Table 4.—South Dakota: Mine production of gold and silver in terms of recoverable metal 

Mines producing __Matetia! ota dade and placer) _ Silver (lode and placer) 
Year treated! ralue Thousand —yaiue tote - Pacer tid Bryan, MEM Vale, 

tone) 
19790 1 oe 127 512-8151 58 3643 
Spe STOTUASTAETES 1 i Veer 2er/682 68.947 51 1058 

it 1 i iet = tie? 12T 854 58 587 IpgSSIICESISEE 1 Z 1059 185,088 68,558 2% 209 
39832222 2TLITIIII 2 aa Ul $09,784 81/348 a 13 
1876198822727 777 77 NA NA NA 38,808,555 1878017 18,503 15,528, 
(NA Not available. 
‘Excludes placer gravel. 

The average recovery grade of the nearly ounce per ton. During 1983, the average 
2 million tons of gold ore mined and process- grade of ore mined increased 7%, tons 
ed in the State during 1983 was approxi- mined per worker shift increased an aver- 
mately 0.16 troy ounce per ton of material age of 1.01 tons or 13%, and the gold 
treated. No placer ore production was re- recovery rate improved by 2%. The compa- 

ported in 1983, ny reported that the average production 
According to the Homestake Mining Co. cost was $301 per ounce and that it paid 

1983 Annual Report, gold ore reserves South Dakota severance taxes amounting to 
at the Homestake Mine at Lead were 17% of the Homestake Mine's operating 
19,990,000 tons at an average grade of 0.221 _ earnings, or $25.46 per ounce of gold sold.
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Mining and exploration work continued State during 1983, The crude material proc- 
in the deep level of the Homestake Mine essed at the plant came from within the 
below the 6,800-foot level. The new 7,250- State and from out of State. Output of 
foot level was begun, and exploration to processed bentonite in 1988 increased near- 
determine ore continuity proceeded on the _ ly sevenfold over that of 1982 to its highest 
8,000-foot level. At the company’s tailings jevel since 1976. Among the more than a 
disposal site, a 50-foot lift was completed on core of uses for which the bentonite was 
its Grizzly Gulch dam, and construction marketed, its use in animal feeds, drilling 
began on a waste water treatment plant muds, foundry sand application, and as an 
that will incorporate new technology using iron ore pellet binder were among the bacteria instead of chemicals in its treat- Joadera 
ment process. The plant startup was sched- ~~ Common clay from pits operated by the 
led for mE. South Dakota Cement Commission for use 

ti ee State’s entire oe boue in manufacturing cement accounted for the 
wold produced at the Homestake Mine i t0tal State output during 1983. Although 

ole pt : ae “ine 1” the quantity produced increased slightly Lead. Output increased both in quantity vor that of 1982, it remained 26% Lalow 
and value by 188% and 241%, respectively, the Ig veas average 
over that of 1982. A sharp rebound in silver "hiv oar Pacer d crude felds 
prices during 1983 resulted in an average Shinnd Firararoiuinsorat te Cott 
advance of $3.49 per troy ounce over that of Puree’ cotity and wale of the nee 
2082 for an average price of $11.44 per troy Fotisar processed during 1988 were below 

the 1982 levels 
NONMETALS The ground feldspar: was marketed 

throughout the United States and abroad 
Cement.—Cement manufactured in for use principally in enamels and pottery. 

South Dakota came exclusively from the Gem Stones.—No commercial gem stone 
State-owned plant at Rapid City. The mining operations were reported in South 
‘output—consisting of four types of portland Dakota during 1983. No precise value is 
cement, an oil-well cement, and a prepared known for gem material that rockhounds, 
masonry cement—collectively increased mineral collectors, and other hobbyists col- 
16% in quantity and 33% in value com- jected. The value for gem stones indicated pared with that of 1982. The average unit i> table 1 ie an estimated amount, 
value of both the portland and masonry “Lime.—The State's entire lime produc- cement sold in 1988 reached record highs of 4:00 in 1988 was from the Pete Lien & Sons 
362.03 per short ton and $83.20 per ton, J20" lant in Rapid City, Output Seed 
respectively. According to South Dakota jie PO" lt tte and value ‘over thet of 
Cement Commission officials, cement plant beth in quantity and value over that of profits during 1983 totaled about $11 mil. 1982. Lime consumption in South Dakota, 
lion, and about 43% of the 607,000 tons sold tained from all domestic sources, was 
during 1983 went to South Dakota custom- 8Pproximately 77,000 short tons in 1983 és Mica.—Mica production during 1983 in- 

Ready-mixed concrete companies were teased substantially over the 1982 level. 
the largest users of portland cement, con. During 1988, Pacer accounted for the entire 
suming 48% of the 1983 shipments, followed State output, which was processed at the 
by highway contractors, consuming 20%. company’s grinding mill in Custer. 
Approximately 91% of the portland cement Sand and Gravel.—Construction sand 
shipments were handled by truck and the and gravel production is surveyed by the 
remainder by rail. Of the total shipments, U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
96% were made in bulk form. Consumed in _ years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
manufacturing the 1988 cement output was only estimates for 1983. Data for odd- 
910,000 tons of mostly State-produced non- numbered years are based on annual com- 
fuel mineral raw materials. pany estimates made before yearend. Esti- 
Clays.—American Colloid Co. operated mated production in 1983 rose significantly 

the sole bentonite processing plant in the above the level recorded for 1982.
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Table 5.—South Dakota: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
7 1982, iy 

Qente Value Value Qian Value Value 
shore fer “Ghore™= thou, per 
tons) sands tons) Sands) ton 

Sand «.--------== === === == === =~ 690 $2245 $3.26 NA NA NA Gravel occas Sen SURE LESSEE DSSOSITS 2gi4 "5980 “210 NA NA NA 
Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ~~ ~~ ane 23 3ts 1.84 NA NANA 
‘Total! or average ------------------- BSI6 8604 225 5,100, $11,500 $2.25 
Bstimated. NA Not available. 
’Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by stone or quartzite at three quarries in 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered Hanson and Minnehaha Counties. The larg- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. est use for the quartzite produced was as a 
Data for even-numbered years are based on concrete aggregate. 
annual company estimates made before Approximately two-thirds of South Dako- 

yearend. ta’s crushed stone was from three firms. 
Granite, limestone, and sandstone The range of production from individual 

quartzite were all produced in the State quarry operations during the year varied 
during 1983. Stone production increased widely, with two quarries producing less 
nearly 50% over the quantity estimated to than 25,000 short tons; four quarries be- 
have been produced in 1982. In 1983, 14 tween 25,000 and 200,000 tons; two quarries 
firms quarried stone at 20 locations in 8 between 200,000 and 500,000 tons; and four 

counties. quarries in excess of 500,000 tons. All crush- 
Crushed.—Crushed limestone, exceeding ed stone was shipped by truck in 1983. 

that of any other rock type produced, came Dimension.—Four companies quarried 
from nine quarries in six counties. Among granite at eight sites in Grant County. The 
the specified uses of the limestone mined, granite dimension stone quarried was 
the largest amount went into cement manu- marketed most extensively as cut stone. 
facturing. Pennington County led in crush-_ —————— “ 
ed stone output. uifiste Hilson Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, 

‘Three companies produced crushed sand- 

‘Table 6.—Principal producers 

Commodity and company ‘adress ‘Type of activity County 
Beryllium concentrate: 

Bland Mining ---------- Route, Box 18 Mines_.----------- Custer. 
Guster, SD'37730 Pacer Corp-—---------- Box 12 a Hd0 nn nnn Do. bene Custer, SD 57730 

‘South Dakota Cement Commis- Box 360 Fourrotary kilns... Penning cant Rapid City, SD 57709 won 
ays ‘American Colloid Co...» 5100 Suffield Ct. Open pit mine and plant... Butt. 

Bkokiey IL 60076 c e “ South Dakota Cement Commis: Box 360 Open pit mine... Pennington. on. Rapid City, SD 57709 
Peer Con Box 912 o aa c Bet Corp — nn n pit mines and dry- ster. 

ei e ‘Custer, SD 5730 "grinding plant =< — 
‘Homestake Mining Co Box 875, Underground mine, cyani- Lawrence. 

Lead, SD 57754 dation mil, refinery. - Wharf Resources (USA) Ine... Box 897 Open pit mine and heap Da. 
& Lead, SD 57754 ‘eeching 

"Bouth Dakota Cement Commis: Box 260 Open pit mine... Pennington. 
ime Rapid City, SD 57709 

Pete Lien & Sons Ine. Bo 440 1 rotary kiln, 1 vertical kilo, Do. 
Rapid City, SD 57709 continuous-hydrator plant,
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Table 6.—Principal producers —Continued 
Coramoaiy and company ‘Aires pe ofactvty County ——Semmieyand company Address Type ofactivity Goan 

Mica: Pacer Corp aaa n nnn Bow 912 Mine and dry-rinding plant Caster, Cover, SD 57790 Sop go gravel onstruction, ; WE. Bartholomew & Son Route Pitsand plants ——_-____ Various ‘Constreetion Co Horan, SD 57350 Birdsall Sand & Gravel Co. ine Box 767 ee eee Rapid City, SD 57709 ington Sully Concrete Materials Inc... 100SoattyDakota Ave, —_-ado me Summit, SD 51288 Baber F.J.MeLaughlinCo Bow i Pitand plant... caiian Watertown, SD 57201 Beynard Mahrer Construction Rutland NDS80OT= = do Maral 
WED Morris Construction Box 397 Pitsandplants ==. Meade. oo ine Siig so sree Obenauer Construction Co Box St Pitand plant... MePherson Bureka, SD 57487 Reynolds Construction Co. Bor 884 cosdloecsscscescc  Miamebabs ‘ Sioux Falls, 57101 

Homestake Mining Co... Box 15 See Gold 2 ------ Lawrence eed, SD 57754 Stone Crashed Tpestone: Pete en &Sonsinc-— Box 440 Quarries and plants Custer and Eapid City, 8D 57709 Pennington Northwestern Engineer. Bok 200 seetdbeeoceccccce Rahal Mego llsMator” Rapid Cy, SD 57109 Pennington 
South Baiota Cement Box 360 Quarry and plant. Pennington Corneission, Rapid City, $0 57709 Sanfstoneauarite ‘Concrete Materials Co Box 809 ween ene Minnehaha Sioux Falls, SD 57301 LG.Bverit Ine. 8 South Pr B88 eee Sious Falls, SD S101 Spencer Quarries Inc Box 38 — Spencer, SD 5737 Dimension: 
PE Bpring Granite Co 202 South Qua Geld Spring GraniteCo  202South $4 Ave ries Grant Gold Spring, MN 56820 Dakota Granite Co. Box 1838 a Milbank, 8D 57252 po



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Tennessee Division of Geology 
for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr.,! and Robert W. Johnson? 

In 1983, Tennessee's nonfuel mineral in- 1983 was $286 million above that produced 
dustry produced $407 million worth of min- in 1982, but fell $14.1 million below the 
eral commodities. Nonmetallic mineral out- record high set in 1981. 
put was valued at $306.7 million, 75% of the In 1983, the State led the Nation in the 
total, while metallic mineral production, output of ball clay, pyrites, and zinc; ranked 
principally zinc, added the remaining $100.3 second in ferroalioy shipments and synthet- 
million, or 25%. The nonmetallic mineral _ic graphite production; fourth in phosphate 
value contains the reported value of by- rock production; and fifth in primary alumi- 
product copper and silver. Mineral value in num output. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Tennessee’ 

a ee a Mineral % Tae Yas antity howe Quantity howe 
a 

Cement portand) thousand short tons. TS2—=«S96689 Ww w Ginga nee nceea pone ng crane a eet ane SE tee “B07 ©1006 som 1B Gemstones 2=~ ~~~ ee NA 3 Na 5 Phosphate rock 7 _2_222227727727 thousand tote tna Musee aa Send and gravel: Constriction -_____--.--------thousand short tons -051.-=«81T—= "6100 "18,200 spaniels 20TSLTOTIIIIIOIOREE TMB Py 
Crushed endo Ww W 90578 111,506 

ine eroverabicsptent of rea oie) _ ~~~" ~~ moti 121.908 108888 109958100386 Gombined value of barite, coment (masons), copper, lime prion” a i es; AS ‘liversand values indicated by symbol Wore mer Xx "185,458, XX__114498 
——————— Xx "s7ga87 Xx 407,051 

“Estimated. ‘Revised. NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary date; value included with “Combined value’ figure. "XX Not applicable © "M4 isclosing company propristary deta: val 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers) 

509
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Tennessee, by county! 

(Thousands) i 
County 1981 1982 Mores bereines ee inorder vate 

Anderson Ww W Clays a W a Benton ~~~ 2277277722 Ww W Sand and gravel construction), sand and gravel Gndustrial) Blouit o anace ees w ® Bradley -~—>227TTZT222 Ww ® Campbeli “—> LI 2222222 $4,082 W Sand and gravel (construction), sand and 
‘gravel (industrial). Cannon —- = 179 ® cr W W Sand and gravel industrial, clays, sand and ‘ravel (Construction). Carter w ® Glaiborne |= 2222272222 Ww ® Glay ——— 2TDTTE TT IIIIS Ww @ Cocke) 7 SERS SEES + iT ® Coffee <== >IT TTT TTE Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). Cumberland —22222I2I22 5778 Ww De. Davidson ~~ 222777772 Ww a Decatur So DIITISTIISS 2,383 $1,067 Sand and gravel (construction) DeKalb ~~" """77TIIII2 W ® Dicken 25530 SS TEELTES Ww @ ee eo S Fayetie —~~"""TTDLIIE ° 2 Sand and gravel (construction) Fentress. -- 22222 = IoL 866 ® 

Frankia S2 SSS e355 00ST 8.557 a 
Gibson LDL LI IIT W W Clays Giles Se CESSES SCEEE Ww W Phosphate rock. Grainger --_-—--- ~~ W ® 
Giese SUES ETE 921 W Sand and gravel construction). Hamblen ———~>~2~2~222 Ww @ Hamilton -~ =" "72222272 19,644 19432 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), sand ‘and gravel (industrial, clays. Hardeman ——-—- eo W Sand and gravel construction) Hardin =~ >_> > 2127 Ww Ww De, Hawking 2_2222D22I2I2 Ww —_ ail Henry 2-22" 2IITII2 TAT 7.83 sand vel (construction). Hickman =220 222222722 Ww W Phosphate rock Humphreys. 777727222 321 525 Sand and gravel construction), sand and 

‘gravel (industrial) Hechena 2 Ses Ww e Jefferson =~ LIIIII72 75,681, 5,608 Zine Aolnson SODUET SARL o = Ww @ WOO ee ween ene 47,494 MAT Zine, coment, sand and gravel (construction), clays. Lauderdale ——_-__ o W Sand and gravel construction). Lawrence = 2> = >2 2227, Ww B Do. Lincoln = ====2—2—2L22o 1.245 a Laden. <TSLIEEEETICET W W  Barite MeMinn =~" ~"7—2—22272 w Wo Lime McNairy |2222D22I220 eo W > Sand and gravel construction). ee Ww a Madison ~~ ~~~77~722T7 e 133 Sand and gravel construction). MBN acne see Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Marshal —=~2IID2II222 Ww ® Maury.227 2" TIDIDI2 Ww W Phosphate rock. Meigs -"SDDIDET=TOCE w e Monroe — ~~ 2227 2T 222 1489 e Montgomery ~~~ 222722 Ww ® Moots aie ETERS 612 ® Morgan = ~~~ =~ >I>o7 oo 3A ® Obien = SEITIEETIIIIE eo 485 Sand and gravel (construction). Overton 222 ITI LIE Ww 198 Do. Piekett§“—"TO2"OTITI a e Polk 22> TTDI TT2e 70,265 51,019 Pyrites, copper, zine silver. Putaa 22 DELTSTE TEES 1228 oo Rhea. 22722 TIITII2 WwW a Roane 22 T5217 252055 w W Sand and gravel (construction) Robertson ~~~ 222222 w a Rutherford --— 2777277 8,346, @ Sequatehie —~“"""" 77> Ww ® lar oo EL ETT TERS Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). Shelby ——=2222ILIIII22 & 3,480 ‘De. Smith OCS TTELTIIESS Ww W Zine, Stewart -——=2L2DDII222 Ww W Sand and gravel construction). Sullivan 2OTTCSESIIEIZE W W Cement, clays. Sumner —-——=722222222 w @ se ipton 302 DEITIES & ind and gravel (construction). Unico “> “=T ILI LIIILI w a 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Tennessee, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

‘county 1981 1982 et 

Hiloneerroereunsos: w W_ Lime, sand and gravel (construction. 
‘Yan Buréa ———------- =. $124 eo 
Wao se w 9 Ci Washingion. == 22222 w 8 
Wayne. ~~~ & W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Weakley... -.--- 18,500 $10,917 Clays. 
WR een men. Ww e Williamson 2=~222220222 W W Phosphate rock 
Wilson——__- 2 Ww @ 
Undistributed*______...- 136,280 190,725 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) 24,130 xX Stone: 
SRE sores aintneernimni XX Ww 
Dimension ~~ --____._ XX $1,012 

Total® __________ 421,149, 878,487 

wEatimated. 'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.”. XX Not. applicable 
ke following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Bledsoe, Cheatham, 

Chester, Crockett, Grundy, Hancock, Haywood, Henderson, Houston, Lake, Lewis, Perry, Scott, and Trousdale. County Aistribution for construction sand and gravel G61) and ershed and dimension stone (1882) isnot avaiable otal State 
‘values shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construction)” or “Stone.” 

28tone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 
Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 

¥ juncindes gern ‘stones and sand and gravel (industrial) that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated symbol W: 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Tennessee business activity 
> Change, esta Change 

Employment and labor force, annual average: "Pola civilian labor force's thowrands.. M57 gD 
‘Unemployment ______-~_----- 222222 i ----de__- 303.5 2446 19.4 

Employment (nonagricultural 
MEDI. ooo io uo ube es aii 76 16 — Manulactaring ©72""T72TTTTTITTIIIIIIIIIIIa ae Contract consthicion <== 22222 22227772I IIIT TECT 03 194182 ‘Transportation and public wiles = 2777777777777 77go-7 27 so so | y32 Wholewale and etailtrade-——-—"72~27277=a=777TTd wt 38 Finance, insurance, rel estaie ~~~ ~~_7~~222=7 == =da == 793 st 480 GeveerrocecoreceneCSDEESEMOTOMETASSTae Tt lee | an Ha Government ——-2T“TTTTTTTTIIIIIIISIIIEINaT_ amo Bd i] 

Be itt ‘Total nonagricultural employment? __________-___do____ 71,662.2 1,745.5, +50 

a woren------------------ millions. $41,406 343,867 +6.0 
WEIR Co aodnonnenen neo Co ewes $8,899, $9,362 +52 Congirsction scivity: Number of privat and public residential units authorized... 15008 0g 1004 Value of onresidentialconstruction=——--—---------—— millions 1029S “HB Value of Staveroadcontractawards --—---=2722777777™ge™- Sag Babolat 
Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State ‘thousand short tons... A884 Nonfuel mineral production value ‘otal crude mineral value ~~ .-------- millions. $9185 HOTA. Vale per capita, resident popilation ~~ ~22~~227 277777 81 itd 

Value per square mile-_ 2-7 wake mciancaee $8,966, $9,659 417 

Preliminary. 
Meludes bituminous coal and ol and gas extraction. 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureat of Mines,
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Figure 1.—Value of stone and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Tennessee. 

Trends and Developments.—The effects 1980, nonmetallic mineral value experi- 
of the nationwide economic downturn, enced a 3-year decline from the record high 
which began in late 1979, were readily $815.7 million established in 1979. 
apparent, beginning in 1980, on the mineral However, in 1983, the construction sector 
industries in many Eastern States. Most of Tennessee's economy experienced a 
reported a sales decline from 1980 to 1982. strong rebound from the 3-year slump. His- 
The value of Tennessee’s nonfuel mineral _torically, over 40% of the State’s nonmetal- 
output experienced a single-year decrease lic mineral output has been used by the 
in 1982 when sales fell $42.3 million. An construction industry, and the strength of 
increase in zinc production and sales buoy- the construction industry's recovery was a ed the State's mineral value during 1980 ™aior factor in the increased demand and 
and 1981. However, if the value of Tennes- S#les experienced by Tennessee's mineral see's major metallic mineral commodity, Producers. 
zine, is subtracted from the total mineral The Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank re- value for the 1980-82 period, the effects of Ported that the dollar value of construction the recession are readily apparent, as coMtacts, on a 12month rate, had reached 
shove in the following: 7 $86 billion by November, 44% higher than 

in 1982 and the first significant increase 
since 1979. Residential construction, which 

Nonmetal Metal quire comprised one-half the value of construc- 
Year (ci ,) quale, “millions” tion expenditures, led the growth; single- 
———e i family construction doubled in mid-1983 179. gis s700 $3857 after declining from 1978 to 1982. Single- 
ferserses ae ie 211 family permits remained flat through 1982 1982 77TT TTT a8 1028 8i88 prior to the meteoric rise noted in 1983. 
Wb nnna- me 1a 4019 Multifamily permits increased 125% in 

"Zine November, and nonresidential building per- 
mits, which did not begin to recover until Although 1981 sales of nonmetallics in- midyear, were 24% above the 1982 level by creased $4 million over the value reported in November.
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Several developments during the year with headquarters in Nashville and offices 
had or promised to have a positive effect on in Knoxville and Memphis, officially oper- 
the recovery of the State’s mineral indus- ates as the Division of Geology of the 
try. Tennessee Division of Conservation and al- 

‘At yearend, work was nearing completion so functions as the staff for the State Oil 
on one of the largest construction projects and Gas Board. The State Geologist is the 
in the Eastern United States—the Aeropro- State mineral test hole supervisor and over- 
pulsion Systems Test Facility at the Air sees a program requiring exploration per- 
Force’s Arnold Engineering and Develop- mits and bonding, hole location plats, and 
ment Center at Tullahoma. Upon comple- hole plugging. 
tion in 1984, the $0.5 billion project, begun During 1983, the Division of Geology com- 
in 1977, will be able to test jet engines with pleted four 1:24,000 scale geological maps 
up to 75,000 pounds of thrust at simulated with accompanying mineral resource sum- 
altitudes up to 100,000 feet. The test cells, maries. Fieldwork was ongoing on mapping 
designed to simulate conditions close to the Tri-Cities area of northeastern Tennes- 
Mach 4, can vary temperatures ranging see and a coalfield in Morgan County. 
from -150° F to more than 1,000" F. The ‘The Division of Geology continued its 
facility, supported by 630 caissons sunk to program in research and interagency coop- 
bedrock, required 1.2 million cubic yards of eration in environmental geology. During 
excavation and backfill and approximately the year, an environmental geology atlas of 
67,000 cubic yards of concrete.* Maury County was completed, and work 

A new phosphoric acid production process was underway with the U.S. Geological 
could have a significant effect on the eco- Survey (USGS) on ground water studies 
nomically recoverable reserve base of the relating to deep oil and gas well drilling in 
Tennessee phosphate field. The new proc- east Tennessee. The Division of Geology 
ess, termed kiln phosphoric acid (KPA), also continued to cooperate with the Water 
developed by Occidental Chemical Corp. Resources Division of the USGS on the 
personnel, results in significant savings in study of the subsurface stratigraphy and 
operating costs. The savings would allow hydrology of the west Tennessee lignite 
the processing of lower grade phosphate field. Fieldwork was completed, and data 

ores analysis and compilation was scheduled for 
‘The economic recovery in Tennessee and 1984. 

the Southeast had a positive impact on the The Division of Geology was cooperating 
demand for metal products and shapes pro- with the Environmental Protection Agency 
duced instate, and a number of Tennessee and the Tennessee Department of Health 
metal producers that had been operating at and the Environment in drafting and revis- 
a reduced rate of output increased produe- ing new, comprehensive rules and regula- 
tion to fill the escalating demand. tions on underground waste fluid injection 

Legislation and Government Pro- control. 
grams.—The Tennessee Geological Survey, 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS two plants in the eastern part of the State. 
. Both companies produced portland and 

Barite—Tennessee was one of seven masonry cement. In 1982, Dixie Cement Co. 
States reporting the production of barite,a Inc, a subsidiary of Moore McCormack 
barium sulfate used primarily in the manu- Cement Inc., closed plants in Kingsport and facture of chemicals and paint and in oil Richard City, and at yearend 1983, the 
well drilling mud. Production was from the Jatter plant was being dismantled. In 1983, Sweetwater District in Loudon County in Moore McCormack purchased Ideal Basic 
eastern Tennessee where barite occurs in Industries Inc.’s cement plant in Knoxville 
weathered residuum from limestones and and several terminals in Tennessee and 
dolomites of the Knox Group. A. J. Smith North Carolina; the selling price was re- 
Co. continued as the sole producer, and run- ported to be $50 million. 
of-mine concentrates were shipped out of — Portland cement production increased 
State for processing. less than 1% and value was up almost 3%; 
Cement.—In 1983, Tennessee’s cement masonry cement output increased 4.5% and 

production was by two companies operating value increased almost 13%.
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Table 4.—Tennessee: Cement plants in 1983 
as — Tanaal 

bal (thousand 
short tons) 

Dixie Cement Co.Ine =... Knoxville ------------ Wet =. 512 
Signal Mountain Cement Go -- Chattanooga =---=----- ----do------ 2 42 

Clays.—The State's clay industry, 9 com- mentary deposits along the eastern margin 
panies operating 26 mines in 5 eastern and of the Mississippi embayment. Production 
4 western counties, reported an increase of was by four companies operating several 
$6.4 million in sales over that of 1982. Clay surface mines; processing was essentially 
production consisted of common clays and identical with all producers. The clay was 
shale in east Tennessee, which were used in shredded, dried, and pulverized. Shipments 
the manufacture of brick and cement, and of the shredded clay were made both pre- 
ball clay and fuller’s earth mined in the and post-dried, and two companies shipped 
northwestern part of the State, which were pulverized clay in a slurry form. A third 
used in a variety of applications. company had plans to introduce slurry 
Common clay and/or shale was pro- shipments. Ceramic and refractory clays 

duced by four companies at nine mines in were produced as well as clays for fillers, 
Anderson-Knox, Sullivan-Washington, and conditioning agents, and suspensions. 
Hamilton Counties in the eastern part of During 1983, Ranchers Exploration Co. 
the State and Henry County in western outbid Medusa & Louisville Cement Co. for 
Tennessee. Output and value increased control of Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. 
209,000 tons and $444,000 over production A montmorillonite fuller’s earth was pro- 
and sales in 1982. Tennessee ranked 23d duced by Lowes Inc. from an open pit mine 
among 42 States with a clay-shale industry. _ in Henry County. The clay was trucked to a 

Ball clay was produced in four contiguous processing plant in Paris. Principal process- 
counties in northwestern Tennessee— ing steps included shredding, sizing, drying, 
Carrol, Gibson, Henry, and Weakley. Ten- and bagging. The material was marketed as 
nessee ball clays, composed of fine-grained an industrial and pet waste absorbent and 
kaolinite and lesser amounts of illite, smec- as an insecticide and fungicide carrier. 
tite, and chlorite, occur in Eocene Age sedi- 

‘Table 5.—Tennessee: Clays sold or used by producers 

Se Year and type Goantity, § Ss (short tons) Total Average 

alt jal cla ssureesceesleoercniaece s205sr 3,791,978 4 Gomnmon cay end ile 22TT722222200002 2200022 wen SSS So 
Rll omer rscmmns arm aiasratae 644,309 14,208,175, xX 

1988: 
Ball ay eee nen nnn sort4a 16 955,610 33.39 
Common clay andahale 227 2222222227222I22IIIE s3u201 958,685 220 

Total ____------ nn enn 940.965, 17911295, xX 
XX Not applicable.
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Table 6 —Tennessee: Ball clay sold or used by producers, by kind and use 
(Short tons) 

Tg eg 
us Airfloat — UBPTEE total Aiefloat = URPTO™ gta) 2 Es  ™ 

Fine china and dinnerware... 20811 wg w _ w Electrical porcelain ~~ =~ 9.501 a S581 12,849, = aa Floor and wall tile ccramic——"--_ 18095 W 18095 Baten We abeo Polterysoesen BLT Woo ait 244 Wore Sanitary ware. 2727-7777772 BRB ra050 Hoga W Wo ibetas 
‘Other? ween nanan 33,266 ‘T1881 1,147 112,306 168,570, 157,133 Hager SECO OT SORE STIS S393 aigeo aoe TTS aseeT ORNS —8_ 25,909 __ hav T078_— BRT. 

Total _--------------__288657 181,000 420507 «815087 —«s1.go7—sor.tat aN ee ce es 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Other.” Pncudes data used in animal feed asphalt emulsion; commen brick (1082 catalvats ol refining, 1982 crockery and other earthenware; firebrick, block and shapes; high-alumina refractories and kiln furniture: mortar and omens Pesticides and related product; roofing granules; rubber, other uses Unknown; and data indicated by symbol W. “Tncomplete total remainder included with individual uses 

Lime.—The lime industry in Tennessee 
Table 7.—Tennessee: Common clay sold or consists of the Tenn-Luttrell Lime Co. with 

used by producers, by use a plant at Luttrell, near Knoxville, and 
(Short tons) Bowater Southern Paper Corp. at Calhoun 

oT Cin McMinn County. Principal markets in- 
= cluded the paper, steel, and water purifica- 

Bild saan 7ooacaaaaa> SSS W tion industries; both output and value were 
Other sone" ""7"WUTTTTT2_ HSMM _aaa281 higher than that reported in 1982. 

dine Perlite (Expanded).—Crude perlite ship- 
—Rethnnnnnnnnnn nanan 2488221 from New Mexico was expanded by W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary Chemrock Corp. at a plant in Nashville. 
‘Sets inal oded with Other: Principal sales were for horticultural uses, 
Fluorspar—In 1983, United States Borax construction applications, and as a filter 

and Chemical Corp. completed shaft sinking ™edium. ‘ 
and development drifting on a fluorspar, _ Phosphate Rock.—Tennessee continued barite, and zine ore body near Sweetwater to rank fourth behind Florida, Idaho, and 
in eastern Tennessee. The company was North Carolina in the production of phos- 
Preparing cost data on deposit development Phate rock. Phosphate rock, occurring in 
when the recession of the early 1980's re- residual clays weathered from Ordovician 
duced the demand for many mineral com- Age limestones, was mined by surface meth- 
modities, including fluorspar, and develop- ods in Hickman, Maury, Giles, and William- 
ment studies were discontinued. A limited son Counties in south-central Tennessee 
amount of drilling was completed in 1983. and in Limestone County, AL. A southern 
The economic recovery allowed the com- extension of the Tennessee phosphate field, pany to reaccess the deposit, but at yearend, the Alabama mine was depleted and closed 
the economics were unfavorable for mine in 1983. 

development. After beneficiation, the rock was reduced 
Graphite (Synthetic).—Union Carbide to elemental phosphorus by three compa- 

Corp. and Great Lakes Carbon Corp. pro- nies and subsequently converted into a 
duced synthetic graphite products at three variety of industrial chemicals. Companies 
Tennessee facilities. Union Carbide oper- active in the State included Monsanto Co. 
ated plants at Clarksville in Montgomery and Occidental Chemical at Columbia and 
County and near Columbia in Maury Coun- Stauffer Chemical Co. at Mount Pleasant. 
ty; the principal product was electric.  Pyrites.—Tennessee Chemical Co. oper- furnace electrodes. Great Lakes Carbon pro- ated a mining, beneficiation, and chemical 
duced high-modulus graphite fibers at a processing complex at Copper Hill, Polk 
plant in Elizabethton in Carter County. County, in the southeastern part of the
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State. This is the only operation in the and liquid sulfur dioxide; byproducts includ- United States mining a massive sulfide ore ed blister copper, zinc concentrates, and body for the sulfur rather than the metallic magnetite. The Copper Hill complex also content. produces a range of organic and inorganic The sulfide deposits are contained within chemicals based on sulfur, iron, and copper. highly folded and metamorphosed Late Pre- Sand and Gravel.—Construction.Con- cambrian metagraywackes and schists. struction sand and gravel production is Nine ore bodies have been identified and surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for contain approximately 60% pyrrhotite, 30% even-numbered years only; therefore, this chalcopyrite, 4% sphalerite, 2% magnetite, chapter contains only estimates for 1983. and traces of silver and gold. Data for odd-numbered years are based on In January 1983, the company was oper- annual company estimates made before ating two underground mines, the Calloway yearend. 
and Cherokee, and one surface mine. Dur- "_Industrial.—Sand and gravel for industri- ing the spring, a shaft pillar collapse closed al applications was produced by two compa- the Calloway operation, which necessitated nies operating two mines in Campbell and increasing output from the remaining two Hamilton Counties in eastern Tennessee, mines and two companies operating three mines Ore was crushed underground, hoisted to in Benton and Carroll Counties in western the surface, and transported to the nearby Tennessee. Sales were to the glass container London mill where sulfide minerals were industry, for mold and core applications, for recovered by secondary crushing, grinding, roofing granules, and for use in filtration. and flotation. Magnetite was removed from ‘The end use for approximately 12% of the the tailings by magnetic separators. Copper State’s industrial sand and gravel output and iron flotation concentrates were trans- was not identified. In 1983, output rose ported by rail to the company’s copper 15,000 tons above the 1982 level; sales in- smelter and four iron roasters. creased by over $600,000 because of the Major products from the Tennessee higher production and a $1.00 increase in Chemical complex included sulfuric acid unit price. 

Table 8.—Tennessee: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
ee 

Race” value Vaue HEY Vatue Value sand (thou per” sand thou per Short sands) fon chart ganas) Eon tons) tens) te 
Construction: Sends-—----~-------------------_ 18454858860 NA NANA Gravel eos peamenng enews RCNA ONAN Sandand gravel Ganprosessea) —"7~—"~""77_seo_ass 288 NA NANA 

Titel SRN nisi 5,051 15,917 B15 *6,100 *$18,700 $3.07 Industrial sand and gravel. 277777777777 ases 806 soso es MRIS “ERE 
Grand total” or average..----.---____ 5520202 a6 6583” aus aGT 

Botimated. NA Not available "Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by _Crushed.—In 1988, crushed stone produc- the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered tion totaled 30.6 million tons valued at years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. $111.5 million or $3.65 per ton. Production Data for even-numbered years are based on was from 115 limestone-dolomite quarries, 1 annual company estimates made before granite, and 1 marble operation. yearend.
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Table 9.—Tennessee: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
a Use Quantity Value I tty aes” 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch): ph nc 41 152 Kiprap and ey stone —~~~~>~2TTTTTSTTTIITIIELTIISISIITIIT 533 1,903 Hiller sO rec meen go oa Bae aT DETONATE SESETIATS 246 102 cone outs sagregaie——=7=2>22TLTITTITISIIITIIEEIEIIIIIIIT 39 30 ree ro 

Concrete aggrogete, commas 434715510 Bituminous aggregate, coarse——-—________~_~_12.1022 7222222 2s ate 30581213 Bituminous surface treatment aggregate --.- ._____~ 127_22722222222 Tass ‘bls Railroad ballast —— === USS TTDI ITIIIIIO LI ‘23 "86 Fing aggregate (8/8 inch) 
Slouesand, conerste, oe eco ed oes pe ees eseaeSESESSe 501 2,655 Screening, undesignated - -- -_ ~~ 2222IITIIIIIIIINIIIILITLIL 763 2988 

Other fins aggregate 5" 2ESTISTILITITIET SESE EEA 2 nn Coarse and fine aggregate: 
‘Graded road base or subbase = ene 8.281 28.856 
Unpaved road surfacing ....._______-_17_2_27222222202ss202s 02a iat 4957 Grusher run or fillor waste ~~ 7” 7 7L2DIDTIIIDIDITIIDITIILITII TILT 14a 4587 ‘Other coarse and fine aggregate - - --_-_22222222IIIIITIIIIIII ‘980 272 Agricultural: Agricultural limestone —~~~~~-~72~222~2_22_2222 2222 == 5 2790 Special: 

“Mine dusting or acid water treatment penne eee een 3 9 Asphalt fillers or extenders =~ === SDEISUAUSTRTRSEEESNES 183 552 Other fillers or extenders. — ~~~" ~~ 2~2TLLIIIIIITILIIIIIIIILIIIIL 499 259 
Other? ST pce ESTEE EU SUEDE 5439 aa1e 

Total? axteSwcccieeececesuunsueneecun "MASTS GULBIS 
Uncludes limestone, dolomite, granite, and marble. ssa 
includes stone sand (bituminous mix or seal), terrazzo and exposed aggregate, poultry grit and mineral food, chemics 

and metallurgical uses, and uses not specified SBereEee Poy 
“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Dimension.—Dimension sandstone was eastern Tennessee. Output decreased ap- 
quarried by several companies and individ- proximately 3,000 tons from that of 1982 
uals from the Cumberland Plateau area of 

Table 10.—Tennessee: Dimension stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
a Quantity Cubiefect Value 

(short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 
Rough stone: 

Irregularshaped stone? ne 2,569 32 $128 
Other rough stone? LLL ITTTITIIT IL 1544 16 190 Dressed stone 
Waging 2 en ener cee 735 9 63 
Other dressed sionet=— 20-077 TETEDEETOIISETEPSESOES 2,525 3 780 

Total nen 7318 "81 1161 
Hineludes marble and sandstone. 
Includes rubble 
Includes rough blocks for building and construction and flagging. ‘Includes ashiars and partially squared pieces and slabs and blocks for building and construction, 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace METALS 
& Co.'s Construction Products Div. exfoli- . 
ated crude vermiculite shipped from South _ The recovery experienced by many sec- 
Carolina at a plant in Nashville. Sales, tors of the Nation’s economy during 1983 
primarily for insulation and aggregate ap- resulted in an increase in orders for most of 
plications, increased significantly over Tennessee’s metal producers. By yearend, 
those reported in 1982. much of the production that had been
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curtailed early in the recession had been southeastern Tennessee. The concentrates, 
regained as new orders and depleted inven- recovered by flotation during sulfide miner- 
tories allowed many facilities to operate at al beneficiation, were railed to a company 
or near full capacity. smelter as feed for blister copper produc- 
Aluminum.—The State ranked fifth tion. Blister copper, copper sulfate, and 

among 16 States in primary aluminum copper carbonate accounted for approxi- 
production; output was from 2 companies mately 30% of the company’s sales. 
with an aggregate capacity of 366,000 short ‘Tennessee Chemical is the only operation 
tons. Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa) in the United States mining a massive 
operated a 220,000-ton-per-year plant at sulfide ore body for the sulfur rather than 
Alcoa and Consolidated Aluminum Corp. the metal content. 
operated a 146,000-ton-per-year plant at —_ Ferroalloys.—The State ranked second in 
New Johnsonville the Nation in shipments of ferroalloys 

During the summer, Consolidated Alumi- Producers and products are summarized in 
num reactivated a potline shut down in table 11. 
1982; at yearend, the company was oper- Six companies shipped about 99,000 short 
ating at 44% of capacity, and Alcoa was at tons of ferroalloys, 11.5% of the U.S. total. 
100% of capacity. In November, Alcoa Shipments increased 42,600 tons over that 
announced plans to spend $250 million to reported in 1982 because of the economic 
modernize the aluminum rolling facilities recovery and resurgence of the US. steel 
at Alcoa. industry. 

Copper.—Tennessee Chemical produced The Roane plant at Rockwood operated 
blister copper from concentrates recovered for a short period in January but was closed 
during the processing of a massive sulfide during the remainder of the year. 
ore body mined in the Ducktown area of 

Table 11.—Tennessee: Ferroalloy producers 
apa eeation ‘Alloy 

Chromium Mining and Stlting Corp... Woodstock =... Feuchgomigm and, 
International Mineralsand Chemica Corp. Kimball... Prgalicon and speciation 
Monsanto Co _—_.--_-----------. Columbia aeeceae-=  Ferrophosphorus Gceidental Petroleuin Corp ~~~ ~~ Shomer Bo. Roane Alloys Div '-"7 22222222 ‘Rackwood===-77272ZI22_Ferromanganese ferrosilicon sili- 
Stauffer Chemical Co_.-_----------__ Mount Pleasant Ferrophosphorus, 

Germanium.—Jersey Minigre Zine Co. monazite was processed at a plant in Chat- 
recovered germanium residues from zine tanooga by Davison Chemical Div. of W. R. 
ores produced at mines in Gordonsville and Grace, which produced rare-earth catalysts 
Elmwood. The residues were shipped to and compounds, and also extracted 
Métallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA, in Bel- thorium-containing residues, which were 
gium, for germanium processing. not marketed. 

Iron and Steel—Florida Steel Corp. in _Silver.—Tennessee Chemical recovered 
Jackson, Tennessee Forging Steel Corp. in silver during sulfide beneficiation at the 
Harriman, and Knoxville Iron company in _ southeastern Tennessee complex. 
Knoxville comprise Tennessee's steel indus- Titanium Dioxide.—E. I. du Pont de Ne- 
try. These operations have an annual capac- mours & Co. Inc. operated the world’s 
ity of 580,000 short tons per year. Output largest chloride titanium dioxide TiO; pig- 
rose substantially as orders increased owing ment process plant at New Johnsonville. 
to the improvement in the economy. ‘The 228,000-ton-per-year-capacity plant pro- 
Manganese.—Foote Mineral Co. indefi- cesses ilmenite obtained from company 

nitely closed the New Johnsonville electro- mining operations at Starke, FL, and En- 
lytic manganese metal plant in May 1988. eabba, Western Australia. The principal 
The company planned to convert a portion market for TiOz output from the New 
of the facility for the production of electro- Johnsville facility was the print industry, 
lytic manganese dioxide for the alkaline dry and with the recovery of the construction 
cell battery market. sector, demand and output increased over 

Rare Earths and Thorium.—Australian that of 1982. Other markets included paper
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and plastics. Inspiration Resources Corp. Later in the 
‘Zine.—Historically, Tennessee has led year, Inspiration announced that the Beav- 

the Nation in zinc production, and in 1983, er Creek and Jefferson City facilities would 
zine output in the State accounted for ap- resume operations in January 1984. 
proximately 39% of the Nation’s total. In _Jersey Miniére operated an electrolytic 
1983, Tennessee's zinc industry consisted of zinc refinery at Clarksville. The facility, 
four companies operating seven zinc mines built in 1978, has a rated capacity of 90,000 
in the eastern and central parts of the short tons per year. Special high-grade zine 
State, and Tennessee Chemical mining zine- is produced by melting cathode sheet. for 
bearing sulfide ore in the Ducktown-Copper slab, block, and special shape castings. Al- 
Hill area in southeastern Tennessee. Perti- Joys are also produced and include high- 
nent data are presented in table 12. grade, controlled lead, and prime western 

The U.S. Steel mine at Jefferson City, grade. Pure cadmium, sulfuric acid, and a 
closed during much of the year, was re-  germanium-bearing residue are a coproduct 
opened in September. A new contract with of the operation. 
the union and the local zinc smelter led to 
the reopening. 7 State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa, AL. 

The New Jersey Zine Co.'s Beaver Creek State geologist, Tennesse Division of Geology, Knox 
‘Mine and Jefferson City mill operated for 1 vile; : SFederal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Economic Review. month in 1983, closing at the end of Janu- Feb. 1984, p.41 
ary because of the depressed zine market. In “US. Army Corp. of Engineers, Mobile Distict. News, 8 

“ 4 4 14, Apr. 17, 1984 July, the mine and mill, along with several :6P\0.1 Rrvineering. Nov. 28, 1983, p.18. 
other Tennessee properties, were sold to American Metal Market. Feb. 23, 1984, 

Table 12.—Tennessee: Zine producers 

compan "Mine a 
‘ASAROO Incorporated 2 --—n= COYn enna Mast Do cceceeeceSccuscedae  Inmel (oS SSSRECERSEEIET Do. Dolsczscnzozs22222D22 NewMarket “2TTTIILIIIT2 New Market. 

DoS eTSSTUIEEONTTE, “Weng ESECTEETSGITS,, Meats Jersey Minére Zing Go 2-7~"7"7"~ Elmwood and Gordonsville. _-—_~ Elmwood 
‘The New Jersey Zine Co, a division of Beaver Creck-- ~~~ ~~~ _ Jefferson Gity. Gulf + Western Industries. United States Steel Corp.----—---- Jefferson City __.---------- De. 

‘Table 13.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company Address _———~SS~*CT yp of activity County 

Aluminum smelters: — 
‘Aluminum Co. of America Box 168 Plant).------- Blount 

‘Alcoa, TN 87701 Consolidated Aluminum Corp 1102 Richmond St. wosedos------- Humphreys Sackson, TN 38501 
Barite: ‘A.J. Smith Co. aenn-+ Routes Open pit mine Louden 
z Sweetwater, TN 1874 

Teal Basic Industries Ine! * Box 6288 Plant... Knox Krowille, TN 37238 ‘Moore McCormack Cement ‘One Landmark Square Plants... _ Marion and Sullivan. 
Inc.,* ?1a subsidiary of Moore ‘Stamford, CT 06901 
MeGormack Resources Ine Clays fyprus Industrial Minerals Co Box 111 Pitsand plants. Carroll and Weakley. 

Gleason, TN 38229 General Shale Products Corp. Box 3544 CRS. wen-d0-------— Anderson, Hamilton, 
Sohinson City, TN 37601 oy Salven 

Kentucky-Tennestee Clay Co Box 449 ado. Carrol, Gibson, Henry, Mayfield, KY 42066 ‘Weald. Lowes Ine ------------ Bow 19 weeedoone nw Henry 
Paris, TN 38242 Old Hickory Clay Co-------- Box 188 a ---do.. Henry and Weakley. 
Gleason, TN 38229 H.C.Spinks Clay Co.Ine "Box 820 anado 2 Carroll, Henry, Paris, TN 38229 ‘Weakley 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 13.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ______Adiress type ofaalviy County 
Copper: 

‘Tennessee Chemical Co.* ___._ _ Copperhill, TN 87317 __ ‘Uaderec ind mines, Polk. 

plant. Graphite eyntheticy reat Lakes Carbon Corp... Box 1081 Plant... Carter. Elizabethton, TN 31643 Union Carbide Corp Box S18 ee ee S Columbia, TN 38401 
Bowater Southern Paper Corp. Calhoun, TN37309.. do. MeMinn Tenn-Luttrell LimeCo--— Box 60 SI SaMeIIIITELE Calon per , Luttrell, IN 37779 erlte (expanded ‘Chemrock Corp. Qsage St. artllo wesc. Davidaan Nashville, TN 37208 Phosphate rock 

Monsanto Co... Columbia, TN38401-. do De. Occidental Chemical Corp" ~~ ‘Box 591 menrtld  SEEEEE Do. Columbia, TN $8401 
‘Stauffer Chemical Co ..____ Box 89 a Do. ‘Mount Pleasant, TN ‘Sein 

‘Sand and gravel (1982): DixieSond& GravelCo_______515River St. Pits ---.-.---- Hamilton. Chattanooga, TN 37402 Memphis Stone & Gravel Co. Soe 1689 =---do___--.-_ Benton, Dyer, Shelby. Memphis, TN 38101 Rogers Group Inc.Corp? Box Bou50 wee eesee Tiptoe Nashville, TN 37202 Standard Construction Co. Inc. Box 38289 Piemcensnuc:, Bly Germantown, TN 38138 ‘Stone: Limestone: 
‘American Limestone Co. Box 2889 Quarries... Jefferson, Knox, KoppersCo,(Stoneman Ine) Hor S51 TN 97901 4 Badlrd Hamilton, pers Co, (Stoneman Ine. weweoscceciets ford, Easton, PA 18042 Rutherford: 

Vulean Materials Co. Box’? 2UEo eases Bo. Knoxville, TN 37901 a ee aaron 8 john J. Craig Con. MY -u----. Blount, Knoxville, TN 37920 = Imperial Black Marble Corp. S018 Chesterfield Dr aH -d0- Grainger. Knoxville, TN 37919 Sandstone: 
‘Ross L- Brown Cut Stone Box 398 a--do =. Cumberland. Co. ine Crab Orchard, TN 37723, Crab Orchard Stone Co. Drawer J a De. Tne Crossville, TN 38555 Crossville Limestone Co.Ine Bow 186, aessdasaas see Do. Crossville, TN 38555 Mountain StoneCo_.._ Box 16 annonces Pentre, Jamestown, TN 38556 Vermiculite exfoliated W.RGrace& Co. 4061 Powell Ave. Plant ---.--_ Davidson. . Nashville, TN 31204 ine 

ASAROO Incorporated? _____ Mascot, TN 37806 _.__ ‘Underasoiibd: mines Jefferson and Knox. ‘and plant. Jersey Miniére Zine Co Elmwood, TN 38560 Unerrouna mines, Smith ant, smelter ‘The New Jersey Zine Co... Box 82 Underground mine Jefferson, ‘Jefferson City, TN 97760 and plant United States Stool Corp? __._ Jefferson City, TN 37760 Undergrouhd mine — De. 
2 Also clays. 
Also stone. 
Also silver, zinc, and pyrites. “Also ferroalloys.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Bureau of Economic Geology, 
‘The University of Texas at Austin, for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Jane P. Ohl! and Mary W. McBride? 

Total value of nonfuel minerals produced ers of portland cement, magnesium chlo- 
in Texas in 1983 was $1.57 billion, a 1.5% ride, construction sand and gravel, crushed 
increase over that of 1982, and the State stone, Frasch and elemental (recovered) sul- 
ranked second in the Nation. Texas retain- fur, and tale. 
ed its position as one of the leading produc- 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Texas' 

Toe 1988 
Mineral Value Value Quantity —gyvalteas, Quantity ¢g_vadea., 

Coment: 
‘Masonry thousand short tons... 236 $16,440 26 $19,708 
Portland -~~—2—~7222> ene don 9782 545.619 760 534.298 Clays —— SEIUELICT IONS Maas 4193 “26.497 3955 “22.505 Gem stones = 72222277 TTE st NA 200 NA 225 

Gypsum ~~~ TIIIIS thousand short tons 1.954 16,681 2088 16,351 Helium (Grade-A)_ 2-2 7_72ILI22_ milion ‘eubie feet 58512 524 18,840 
Lime. thousand short tons_— 412 @a2TT 1067 60.198 Salt —~ SLD eS laces Tat 821805 8028 65,670 Sand and gravel 

Construction. ------e-nene--------don--- 45,527 154,515 °58,500 £208,000 
syn DIDIDIDTETESTEISISI ae. "201 85,974 188 29,687 
‘Crushed. conneeneaana---do-- —*68,000 "205,000 76453 29,642 
Dimension 22 oso SSTESISTSVSTIS IS To eae 2e 505,892 50 lor 

Sulfur (Frasch) ———~~~_>">7""7 thousand metric tons_— 2,360 Ww 2.468 Ww Tale 2 > "thousand short tone 205 3,024 250 3,983 ‘Combined valve of fuorspar, helium (erude), iron ore, Magnesium chloride, magnesium compotnds, sodium sulfate, 
‘and values indicated by symbol Woes nn XX 1374912 XX 338,912 

eee XX 11,545,398 XX 1,568,587 
“Fatimated. "Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Combined value” figure. "XX Not applicable. 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers. 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Texas, by county! 
(Thousands) 

ea re ee res eC County 1981 1982 Minera pecdatod fo 108 ———- reritvatve 
Angelina —— = w i 

Armstrong ~~ — ~~ =~ e poe] 
Atascosa ~~ 227727227 w W Sand and gravel construction), sand (indus- ‘rial Biblia oeewenaen Be ® 
Bastrop .-—1--22=2---- 770 Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Bas e STEADR ESSE 253 W Sand and gravel (construction). Bexer == =~~=~777 7777 W W Cement, ime, sand and gravel construction), ‘clays 
car Oa a ee @ W Sand and gravel (construction). Bosque. 2. -222----- Ww W Lime 
cine ee aa yd $445 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Brazoria. waeeietieen te 182,855, 128,544 Magnesium chloride, salt, magnesium com- pounds, sand and gravel (construction). Brazos === @ W Sand and gravel (construction) Brewster -_--.2.--_--- w W  Fhorspar. Brom co. SEES Ww ® 
Burleson eee 288 8 Burnot-= 7 JS DETEES 12378 W Sand and gravet (construction), time, Calhoun 22 272272222727 WwW Ww Lime poor aelamaee cuore Ww W  Ironore 
Chambers _--- 22 Ww W Salt, clays. Cherokee ~~~ ~~~ 227 656 W Clays, iron ore Goke ve STSLEICETSESE e W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Coleman... ose Ww Ws Clays. 
Senet 299 @) Colorado =~ 2222 Ww 42528 Sand and gravel construction sand (indus tral), Comal w W Cement, lime. Comanche” ~~~ 722227722 B e 
Gooke 22a Ww W Sand and gravel (construction? Gages e suc eeeEtey Ww 350 Do. 
Crick — a einai 2,486 e Grabs -: SUEETESIS SSE a W Send and gravel (construction Culberson => _2227= 772 w W Sulfur, tale Dhallag 2 STEEECLIEL Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays Deaf Smith 2277777222 Ww W Lime Denton Soa 2EESESESE w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Duval 2272222220722 Ww W_ Sand and gravel construction), salt. HamtandCLESTETONSS w W Clays, sand and gravel (construction) Betor. == 2TT ITIL w 48,765 Cement, salt, clays. is = eee NSC TES Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays E1Pago 2277 TLIIIIITE w W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Venais oe ® W Sand and gravel (construction). Fayette ~~~ ~DLT77227 w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Peer as W wo toe Fort Bend ~~ 12227222227 Ww 25820 Sulfur, salt, and and gravel (construction), clays, sand (industria Freestone w W Clays Gaines ~~ 2222222722 Ww W Sodium sulfate Galveston -= 22222272222 w W Clays. Gillespie. == 2277 >7==== > Ww W  Gypaum, sand and gravel (construction). Gousalee 22 DSESTEELETS w W Clays Grayson 222227222222 w ° Gregg: 020 SETORRESS @ 166 Sand and gravel construction) Grimes 27222 2I2E @ =e Guadalupe 2-2 2272227 W W Sand and gravel (construction), clays Hall 2° S2TTTIITIIS @ W Sand and gravel (construction) Haneforg 0 SSTSREZAZTEE Ww Wo Helium 
Hardeman eee tes Ww W Gypsum. Hecdins  UCSUSSEEEEET = W Sand and gravel (construction). Harris 2222277222222 132,787 102,899 Cement, salt, lime, sand and gravel (construc- ‘ion, clays, sand (industria Harrison —— w W Clays, sand and gravel (construction Hayy opr aaa Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). Henderson -=- 22222227 w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. Huaigy 2 Co ESSE 2,968 W Sand and gravel (construction). HM SaSSEe EEC W Ww Lime. Hood "7777 2TITIIII2 548 & 
Howard S0DSESSESE Sec" e W Sand and gravel (construction) Hudspeth <= ooo w W Tale, gypsum. Hutchinson ~~ 727722222 w 2492 Sand and gravel (construction). DOOR er eiepennrciwomien Ww a ees 399 @ Jefferson = 2-222 7IIII w W Salt, sand and gravel (construction) Jim Wells —__ 027 Ww a 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Texas, by county: —Continued 
(Thousands) 

Minerals produced in 198 
County 19a yee inorder of value 

Johnson ____------~---- Ww W Lime, stone, sand and gravel (construction). 

sone reocsarerc $38 W Sand 'and gravel (construction) 
Kaufman ------------- 2,316 © 
Kerr ..--.----------- e) W_ Sand and gravel (construction). 

Kimble -------------- @ W Gypsum, sand and gravel (construction). 

Ina sso oe en ee Ww e 
Lampases—_.-.-------- ee $82 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Liberty ____---------— Ww Ww Sulfur, Sand and gravel (construction), sand 
industrial 

TET ppm mcecm ren emenm Ww W Sand (industrial), clays. 
Lipscomb ~----~--~----- 84 e 
Live Oak ~~-_-- 2-22 W W Sand (industria. 
Hisag -c SocesaiaT SG 549 & 
Tanners 207 e) 
McCulloch ...--------- Ww W Sand (industrial). 
McLennan ——.-.------- Ww W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays. 
MeMullon_—- ~~~" ~=-=— W 8 
Marion 2222272 TSESIIE w W Clays. 

MIG oo rene nonce 6 e 
Matagorda —_- ~~ -------~ Ww W Salt. Newer SCUSTDISSSoE0 3 * 
Medina ~~~ 2-2 2-_= Ww We Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

Midland _------.------ 941 8) 
Mitchell _.------------ @) == 
Montgomery —_--___-..~ ?) 4,326 Sand and gravel (construction). 

Moore ...------~----- 6,188 12,308 Helium. 
MGT. con= Ww Ww Iron ore. 
Meller oa Ww 162 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Nacogdoches -_1_~-~~--- Ww Wo Clays Nevrpe 2025 SEaS EES Ww 2,060 Do. Newton ---22_2222---= W WW Sand (industria). 
Nolan -cUSSoSETEIZEIE 47,628 4472 Cement gypram sand and grave construc. 

tion), clays. 
Nucci se seowscace w W_ Cement, sand and gravel construction). 
Oldham ~~~ ~222722222 a 2011 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Orange -~-- === W 'W Cement, sand and gravel (construction). 
Palo Pinfo_—-_ 7222227 200 W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. 

Parker. -=222222_2 222 315 W Do. 
PRN eee Ww W Sulfur. 
Polk ~~. .------------ ee pee 
Boller SDTOITISESESTSE W W Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays 

Randall ~~ ~_7-==--== W 8 
Reese CO DUDITETIISEL @ W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Runnels --_--_-- 2222-2 a w Do. 
Rusk _..------------- 1,633, W Clays. 

San Patricio —..-.------ Ww Ww Do. 
SAG SED |. me rm Atl ise 
BOER ee ee Ww W Sand and gravel (construction). 

Somervell” -_772----- & W Do. 
Stonewall -----=- == Ww W Gypsum. 
Tarrant ~—-~2 2222-2 Ww W_ Cement, sand and gravel (construction) 
Toyke 20S STETETIILE W kg Sand and gravel construction) 
NIRS ecrercenimacrsemermmenns Ww W Sodium sulfate. 
Ton Greve foo Ww eo 
Teele oo eae w W_ Lime, sand and gravel (construction. 

Upshur 12222227 & : 
Uyalaec SEECETERTEANSS W $45 Sand and gravel (construction) 

Val Verde = 72222222 Ww W Do. 
Vente coos Ww W Salt, clays. 
Victoria —------.------ 7) 17,778 — Sand and gravel (construction). 

Walker 220 S2ETETE TIT 2,164 W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
bo Oe e W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Washington. -— ~~ -~----- 166, eC) 
Webbe oT TTITISNES W W. Sand and gravel (construction). 
IE en ane mmc Ww W Sulfur. 
Wai cna ae = 
WHR fseneccn ene. 28,042, eC) 
Winkler--------2--22- Ww Wo Salt 

Ware 2 cE SSESEEEES TS Ww 158 Clays. 
Wood__ ~~~ ~~-~------- M8 W Clays, sand and gravel (construction). 
SURES ca wvaictio wm Ww W Salt. Young -—-~ 72272 == W 200 Sand and gravel construction 
Undistributed*____....-- 1,218,102, 902,529 
Sand and gravel (construction) 150,000. XX 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Texas, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

ee ~ Minerals produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 Minerale produced in 19e2 —_- ter otvatne 
Stone: 

Crushed -.-_-_----..- XX "$205,000 Dimension —~-~=-= ~~ xx 5,822 
nee 31,752,410 1,545,398 

“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not anplicable 
The following counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Anderson, Andrews, Aransas, Archer, Austin, Bailey, Baylor, Bee, Blanco, Briscoe, Brooks, Caldwell, Callahan, Cameron, Camp, Carson, Castro, Childress, Clay, Cochran, Collingeworth, Concho, Cottle, Crane, Dallam, Dawson,’ Delta, De Witt, Dickens, Dimmit, Donley, Edwards, rath, Falls, Floyd, Foard, Franklin, Frio, Garza, Glasscock, Goliad, Gray, Hale, Hamilton, Hartley, Haskell, Hemphill, Hockley, Hopkins, Houston, Hunt, Irion, Jackson, Jeff Davis, Jim Hogg, Karnes, Kendall, Kenedy, Kent, King Kinney, Kleberg, Knox,’ Lamar, La Salle, Lavaca, Lee. Leon, yoving, Lynn. Madison, Martin, Mean Heekamat” anoniaue, Opbizes, Pina, Parmer, Presid Rios Reagan: Hoa Hed River tug Ropers Robertson, Rockwall, Sabine, San Augustine, San Jacinto, Schleicher, Scurry, Shackelford, Shelby, Sherman, Starr, Stephens, Sterling, Sutton, Swisher, Terrell, Throckmorton, Titus, Trinity, Tyler, Upton, Waller, Wheeler, Wilbarger, Willacy, Wilson, Zapata, and Zavala. County distribution for construction sand and gravel USE)) near a ee ee dlmenson stone (GHD) isnot available; total Sate valu hows eens le Re ae (LaBH) and crushed or 

“TGonstruction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county *Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. {Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to ‘specified counties and values indicated by symbol W. Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding, 

Table 3.—Indicators of Texas business activity 

3p Change, 3982 ggh) Change, percent Employment and labor force, annual average otal cian laborforce ee thousands 785L9 76847 41 Unemployment _____ 0777777777 eee ee da. 666.5 555.8 16.6 
Employment (nonagriculturaly 

Mining? —— 2 meade 261.7 265.1 “1.0 Manufacturing =——"72—07“CIIIIIDIIIITITTIToo iia: «oes RSE Gontract construction <= —— == “"T III TITITIIIIIIIIIIDIa2 «8 REA Transportation and public utilities —7L—7“~ILILTLTITITTIITTT. ars RR SRS Wholesale and retail trade ———--">7TTTTTTTIIIIIIITITicact2 abe gBT tHt Binanos, insurance, real estate —"COTTTTIIIITIITIOIIDITet> ae Med | HR Services ——-~~-~--~=—--LDLTITIIITIIITa irate BRE 8 Government ow --o oon onan a oaeLeSeSLSTTDT tian cc: Meee PRES TER 
re 2 ‘Total nonagricultural employment’. .___ == ~-do_.._ 6,107.7 6,224.9 +19 "ergonal income: 

Total — ~-----~- millions__ $174,528 $184,003 +54 For capita == (2-22-22 22LILIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIITiait millon Geom tse Construction activity 
‘umber of private and public residential units authorized ...-_-_______.__a01gig 273452 a8 Yalue of nonresidential construction.” "TNT TT" TIT i wilions. «goatee gene | +888 Salus of State road contract awards ~~~ ~~" 7oT777=~ Ton 7nTT- Me MRR SEZ S 32 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons 9,428. 10859499 ‘Nonfuel mineral production value Fetal erode mineral value ——— wen enna santa --s million. $L6KGA SLSR 4S Value per capita, resident population _.___~~__ ~~~ ie eerie renting $102 $100 2.0 Value per square mile ——— =. D7 TTT we-------- 2 ee $5814 $5,879 41i 
°Preliminary. 
‘Includes oil and gas extraction. 

SHEE US Petartment of Commerce, U.S, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US. Bureau of Mines
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Figure 1.—Value of cement and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Texas. 

Trends and Developments.—Although Nationwide economic recovery reversed 
improving slightly, the mining industry was the 1981-82 production downtrend for such 

still in the doldrums at yearend. Industry chemical raw materials as lime and sulfur 
executives cited several factors that affect- (Frasch and recovered elemental); in Texas, 
ed the continuing shrinkage of the domestic however, lime production fell’ in 1983, 
mining industry: foreign competition, large whereas salt and sulfur production rose 
inventories, a strong dollar hurting U.S. over the 1982 levels. 
exports, and relatively high interest rates. _ Kaiser Cement Co., Gifford-Hill & Co 
Prices for precious and light metals such Inc., and the United Cement, Lime, Gypsum 
as gold and aluminum climbed in 1983; how- and Allied Workers’ Union (UCLGAW) join- 
ever, prices for such base metals as copper, ed to petition the U.S. Department of Com- 
lead, and molybdenum and for such indus- merce to impose countervailing duties on 
trial minerals as barite were still depressed Mexican cement and clinker imports to the 
at yearend. United States equal to the direct, and indi- 

Nonfuel mineral production value per rect subsidies the Mexican producers are 
capita declined from $102 in 1982 to $100 in said to receive from their Government. 

1983. Mexican cement enters the United States 
Each of Texas’ six economic regions fared _ through several States, including Texas.‘ 

differently, because of their diversified Late in the year, work continued on the 
economies. Some regions, dependent on the Houston Ship Channel cement terminal of 
oil and gas industry which uses bentonite, Falcon Cement Co., owned by Saudi Ara- 
were hard hit by declining oil prices; the bia's Saudi Research and Development 
Border area, dependent on trade with Mexi- Corp. (Redec). In July, constructors Voss 
co, had a severe drop in retail trade, caused International Corp. placed 6,000 cubic yards 
by recent devaluations of the Mexican peso of concrete in a 10-hour pour for the 50,000- 
and a severe drought in west Texas; and two metric-ton-capacity terminals’ foundation. 
regions—the Metroplex and the Central _Its six silos will be 171 feet high and 50 feet 
Corridor—performed well because of their in diameter. The terminal will be able to 
diversified economies.* offload cement from ships at 600 to 800
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metric tons per hour. members said the concessions hurt the 1,500 
International Minerals & Chemical Corp. workers at Lone Star Steel’s Morris County 

announced plans to build a dry bulk marine plant; however, the agreement gave addi- 
terminal at Texas City for petroleum coke, tional unemployment benefits and a chance 
potash, soda ash, and other domestically of being recalled to the 2,500 workers who 
produced materials; the operation also isto had been laid off. Moreover, the contract 
handle imported materials from overseas. gradually reinstated 68 cents of the hourly 
The multimillion dollar facility, which will reduction over the next 3 years. % 
be constructed on a 93-acre leased site on Environment.—A lawsuit filed by the 
the Texas City Industrial Canal, is expected Natural Resources Defense Council led to a 

to be operational late in 1984. Five railroads settlement July 26, 1983, with the Environ- 
serve the location: the Atcheson, Topeka, mental Protection Agency (EPA). The set- 
and Santa Fe; the Burlington Northern; the _ tlement, covering lead emission problems in 
Missouri-Kansas-Texas; the  Missouri- 28 States, included problems allegedly at- 
Pacific; and the Southern Pacific. tributable to the ASARCO Incorporated 

More and more surface and underground _ smelter in El Paso. Monitors set up in the El 
mine operators began relying on electronics Paso area measured lead levels at more 
and computer technology to make their than twice the national ambient air stand- 
operations economic by providing precise ard, and the suspected source was the 
control of various functions, including the Asarco smelter. By July 1, 1984, an EPA- 
elimination of unscheduled downtime. (See approved plan is to be in force in Texas that 
“Stone, Crushed" section.) Other companies would require Asarco to cut its lead emis- 
began or upgraded employee retraining pro- sions by one-half. 
grams. (See “Sulfur” section.) In early December 1983, the lowest bid 

The Texas Bureau of Economic Geology, the Railroad Commission of Texas received 
supported by the Texas Mining and Mineral _ for filling 59 abandoned mercury mines was 
Resources Research Institute, published two $35,354, offered by Stockton Contractors 
volumes of interest: One on nonpetroleum Inc. Work was expected to start on filling 
mineral producers in the State, and the the mines near Terlingua in late December 
other, an annotated bibliography of mineral or early 1984. The abandoned shafts, in the 
deposits in Trans-Pecos Texas.* vicinity of Big Bend National Park, were 

Current mineral industry research pro- thought to endanger tourists in that part of 
grams at the Bureau of Economic Geology Brewster County. Under a separate con- 
were continued in the base and precious tract, another 11 shafts were to be sealed at 
metals and industrial minerals categories: the surface. 
on areas of metallic mineralization in igne- Exploration Activities.—Gold Fields Min- 
ous or volcanic environments; on unusual ing Corp. which had begun exploration 
silver-copper-lead deposits in sandstones; work at its Shafter Mines 20 miles north of 
and on the geologic and resource aspects of Presidio in Presidio County in 1977, com- 
cement materials and barite. Also, Wilcox pleted a feasibility study in June 1983 and 
Group lignites of east and east-central Tex- determined that the property could not be 
as were being studied to identify areas of developed if the price of silver remained at 
high potential for deep recovery of lignite, its 1983 level.* 
probably by in situ gasification. Wold Minerals Exploration Co. an- 
Employment.—Employees on mining nounced a major tale discovery in west 

payrolls (includes oil and gas extraction) ‘Texas; size of the discovery was not report- 
declined 3.6% during the year, from 273,000 ed. The company claims more than 20,000 
in January 1983 to 263,600 in December acres of land, through State prospecting 
1983.7 permits or patented mining claims. Tale has 

Lone Star Steel Co., a subsidiary of North- been produced in the district since the mid- 
west Industries Inc., signed a labor agree- 1950's, recently at about 300,000 tons per 
ment, effective September 11, 1983, and year. 
expiring in October 1986, that reduced Legislation and Government Pro- 
wages for 4,000 Texas employees repre- grams.—On May 18, 1983, the Texas Legis- 
sented by the United Steelworkers of lature enacted S.B. 1018, requiring permits 
America. Lone Star Steel reduced wages for certain drilled or mined shafts. The 
$2.80 per hour across the board, to an measure gives the Railroad Commission of 
average hourly wage ranging from $10 to Texas, the Texas Water Commission, the 
$11 for various steelworking jobs. Union Texas Water Development Board, and the
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Permit Division of the Texas Department of Act (Public Law 97-424), passed by Congress 
Water Resources certain powers and duties on January 6, 1983, initiated a S-cent-per- 
related to these permits or to procedures for gallon user fee and other fees highway users 
inspecting these shafts. Public hearings on pay, effective April 1, 1983. States are to 
rules for issuing permits were ongoing at provide matching funds for interstate high- 
yearend 1983; granting permits would begin way work, and some projects were started 

in late 1984. in the first half of 1983. Public Law 97-424 
‘On June 8, 1983, in the case (No. B-9735) extended the Federal Highway Trust Fund 

of Margaret Lyne Moser, et al, versus to September 30, 1988. The funding levels 
United States Steel Corp, the Texas Su- established in the act are the highest ever 

preme Court upheld lower court opinions for highways and mass transportation, and 

and ruled that a uranium deposit within the highest in constant dollars. since the 
200 feet of the surface belonged to the early 1970's. The passage of this act was 
mineral estate, not to the surface estate. On called very important step tent sone: 

June 20, the petitioner filed for a rehearing, i 4 strong recovery in the U.S. economy, 
‘and by yearend, the case was still pending. 1m general, and was Sees ie 
Previously, a mineral deposit within 200 l¥ increase crushed stone demand, particu. 
Foor aes Surtees was held to be “near arly that of Texas, the Nation's largest 

surface” as a matter of law, and as such was ee of crushed toe tea Stat 
included with the surface estate. In Texas, mn auguel: oe ee 
ihe ccmeral eatste ciny te ceparated fram ‘Meccestenel "Auremenh.on a eee 
Ne ae eee ete by toed, ease or convey: Tent of the Border Area,” which inclades a 

anno; thavefure, this Gecsotrillng deemed ta’ Merbct lend. 100 kilometers wide on either 
overturn a long-held Texas understanding. See oe Bae S. maritime borders 

The ruling held oat a ra etwccn Fabra, Tesponse to U.S. complaints about pollution 
Se ten ath Sane 8, 1988, muah bo TOMI Cananea copper smelter, Cia. Min- 

1 Ss ne ee era de Cananea asserted that Mexico suf- 
controlted by the law in effect at the time of fers in turn, from air pollution generated 

beceiriers le aes have by ‘Asarco’s smelter at El Paso. Asarco 
be a Ee ae a sand announced plans to spend some part of $4.4 
and gravel, shale, stone, and water were @ pijlion to meet new EPA standards for 
Darl of the surtags ental: reducing fugitive emissions of inorganic 
a een ota the arsenic at El Paso, although the smelter 

s 19 face Mining and Reclama- yses low-arsenic-content ore and is not as 
tion Act to a oo ae 2 eee znd great a risk to the environment as smelters 

‘iron ore gravels” (H.B. 593, SEC. 19, sec. 4 that use high-arsenic-content ore.* 
(o), The Surface Mining and Reclamation ' Qn September 21, Gulf Chemical & Met- 
Division of the Railroad Commission of allurgical Corp, was awarded a contract to 
Texas claimed sole jurisdiction over such supply the General Services Administration 

es Co ee Ee ee han 5 with 362,000 pounds of vanadium pentoxide 

acres and begun after September 1, 1983. (V,0,). Gulf Chemical, a division of Associ- 
Public hearings on the yet incompletely ated Metals & Minerals Corp., operated a 
written regulations were scheduled for plant at Freeport that reportedly could 
early 1984; they were to parallel closely the recover more than 1,500 short tons of vana- 

State's uranium regulations. ; dium pentoxide per year from spent cata- 
‘The Surface Transportation Assistance _ lysts. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS cement shipped in 1983 was $61.14 per short 

ton in the State's northern district and 
Cement.—Portland cement production in- $47.79 in the southern district. The south- 

creased less than 1%, but masonry cement ern district comprises, from west to east, 
production increased more than 17% in Jeff Davis, Pecos, Crockett, Schleicher, 
1983, reflecting increased construction ac- Menard, Mason, Llano, Burnet, Williamson, 
tivity and improvement of the State and Milam, Robertson, Brazos, Madison, Walk- 
national economy. Portland cement was er, San Jacinto, Polk, Tyler, Jasper, and 
produced at 19 plants, and masonry cement, Newton Counties and all other counties 
at 12 plants during the year, 1 less plant south of these counties. The average value 
than in 1982. The average value of portland of masonry cement shipped was $72.37 in
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the northern district and $69 in the south- May 1983, doubling the annual capacity of em district. its Buda plant to 6 million barrels, or 1.1 Ready-mixed concrete companies used million tons. The new equipment includes 2 61.7% of the finished portland cement pro- 165-metric-ton-per-hour Loesche raw mill, 2 duced, followed, in decreasing order of Fuller flash furnace, a grate cooler, and a amount used, by contractors, concrete prod- 3,500-horsepower finish mill. uct manufacturers, building material deal- ers, highway contractors, miscellaneous Table 4.—Texas: Masonry cement customers, and Eoremment agen. #6 salient statistics During the year, the industry operate: hic fn aad now kilns having a total clinker production ca- Deis ere pacity of 29,105 tons of cement per 24 hours. 7 192 Eighteen kilns were the wet-process type 7 and 15 were the dry process. Brodtion uve Plants - 2188s The industry consumed 8.8 million tons of Sipiaents from mils 235,504 68H limestone and smaller amounts of anhy- _ Value ’--7"-~"- gig ii#4 gq f78482 drite, cement rock, clays, clinker, fly ash,  Stocksat milis, Bec 31 — 2264 21,005 gypsum, iron ore, marl, mill scale, sand, sandstone, shale, and various acids, oils, and resins. Table 5.—Texas: Portland cement Natural gas was the major fuel used to salient statistics heat kilns; 2,406,266 thousand cubic feet (Short tons unless otherwise specified) of this fuel was consumed during the year. OS Other fuels used were fuel oil, bituminous ———____ 1882196 coal, and petroleum. Fiberglass baghouses Number of active plants — 20 9 and electric precipitators were used for air Brauction----=-- 944g aT 9,652,005 pollution control. Quanttyen g7s1972 —_are0are Alamo Cement Co. at San Antonio con- gigi! ysiis Bac ar -- | OTST pepe verted a second F. L. Smidth raw mill toa S895 508) finish mill in June. The firm planned to . build additional grinding, storage, and ship- _ Clays.—Although clays sold or used in ping facilities © the State decreased 5.7% in tonnage and Capitol Aggregates Inc. added a 500,000- 14.8% in value, Texas retained its position ton:per-year, dry-process line to its cement 8 the second ranking producer in the plant at San Antonio in 1983." Nation. Quantities of fire clay, produced Dal-Tex Cement Corp. began constructing from two mines, fuller’s earth’ from one a Lmillion-ton-peryear cement plant near mine, and kaolin from one mine, inereased; Midlothian; construction was delayed while but quantities of ball clay (2 mines), benton- Dal-Tex sought a new contractor, ite (11 mines), and common clay and shale At its Midlothian plant, Gifford-Hill (70 mines) decreased. " successfully used petroleum coke as part of Eis lay Sarins Teredted 7%; ant aver its kiln fuel. The fuel was being evaluated 8° Value increased from $5.16 to S000 pee for use at other Gifford-Hill facilities. Flere nara? average value per ton of Lone Star Industries Inc. sold its ready. fuller’s earth fell 22%, from $38.59 to ; zi 2 .00; production, however, rose 7%. Ka- mixed concrete operations in north Texas to 580.00; production, . ; olin output increased 24% and average Pioneer Conerete of Texas Inc. Completed Oli? ° od 27.5% diwith tee, in late 1983, the transaction was still sub- Seigegnereased 27.5%, compared with that Ject to regulatory approval as of January ‘texas ranked 4th of 6 States that pro- 1984. Pioneer Conerete also took an option quced ball clay and 7th of 15 States that to purchase some north Texas aggregate produced bentonite—commonly the calci- Properties belonging to Lone Star Indus- ym, or low-swelling, type. Although Texas tries, To consolidate its grip on regions in was the marcy producing State of commen Which it was strongest, Lone Star Industries Clay and shale, output declined 5.7%, and Was cutting costs in the wake of an ambi- yalue 10.29 
tious expansion program during a period of Only those changes in bentonite, fuller’s slow sales and soft prices.' earth, and kaolin output followed nation- ‘Texas Cement Co., a subsidiary of Centex wide trends. Corp, Dallas, completed construction in" Major producers included Southern Clay
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Products Inc., a subsidiary of English China panies produced common clay and shale in 
Clays America, which mined ball clay and 26 of Texas’ 254 counties, 
ball airfloat from the Troup pit in Cherokee Southern Clay Products began a $2 mil- 
County and nonswelling and swelling ben- lion expansion of an organoclay production 
tonite in Gonzales County, and Milwhite Co. operation in Gonzales County. When com- 
Inc. which mined swelling bentonite from pleted, the Gonzales plant will have double 
the Flatonia Mine in Fayette County and its former capacity. Organoclay viscosifiers 
from the Riverside Mine in Walker County. are used as rheological control additives in 
Elgin-Butler Brick Co., Henderson Clay water-based systems, such as in paints, and 
Products Co., and United States Gypsum _ in oil-based drilling muds. 
Co.-A. P. Green Refractories Co, mined fire Castone Brick Corp. opened its latest 
clay in Bastrop, Cherokee, and Wood Coun- facility near Houston early in 1983. The 
ties, respectively. Balcones Minerals Corp. new plant has a daily production rate of 
mined attapulgite-type fuller’s earth from 250,000 high-density, water-resistant brick 
Fayette County, and Justin Industries Inc. during two 12-hour shifts. The process takes 
Acme Brick Co., mined montmorillonite- 48 hours, including the 24-hour self-curing 
type fuller’s earth from Guadalupe County. process at all temperatures, and requires 
Texas Industrial Minerals Co. mined kaolin _ lower energy costs because no artificial heat 
from Limestone County. Twenty-five com- is used.1* 

Table 6—Texas: Clays sold or used by producers, by kind 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

; Balt clay fuller’ Bentonite Fire clay Cuan ay Total? 

Sey Value UBF Value Qua vate QUAM Value QA Value 

19 a ca 1 60196 ake BR 78H BIO. TL. gr}. 1980 Il 1B 5958109 T0b1 7 T4475 1512058003 Too igs "77777T SRL 6865] BBO Abas) LIT Datta jose "TIT ne 088 = 100 Sts; 8 Bk_ HOMO og? 193 BeuaT tess TITS ses tReet BB'TS 
Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Fluorspar.—Texas was one of only three man County; National Gypsum Co. at 
States to ship fluorspar during 1983. Chemi- Rotan, Fisher County; United States 
cal manufacturers in Texas significantly Gypsum at Galena Park, Harris County, 
increased fluorspar consumption in 1983. and at Sweetwater, Nolan County; and, by a 
D & F Minerals Inc. shipped metallurgical- new producer, Windsor Gypsum Co., at 
grade fluorspar from its stockpile. D & F McQueeney, Guadalupe County. Windsor 
mined the ore in earlier years at its Paisano started up in May 1983 and uses gypsum 
Mines, south of Alpine, Brewster County. from its quarry in Gillespie County, near 
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. an- Fredericksburg. The value per ton of calcin- 
nounced construction to increase capacity ed gypsum rose 16% from $15.32 in 1982 to 
for manufacturing fluorocarbon precursors $17.80 in 1983, and quantity rose 13.8% 

at its Corpus Christi plant by 1985. from that of 1982. Texas companies pro- 
Gem Stones.—The value of gem stones duced 10% of the Nation’s calcined gypsum. 

produced during the year increased 12.5%  Helium.—Separating and recovering 
over that of 1982, crude helium from natural gas continued in 
Gypsum.—In descending order of crude the Texas Panhandle and was nearly 95% 

gypsum output, producing counties were more than the amount produced in 1982, 
Nolan, Hardeman, Stonewall, Gillespie, Grade-A helium production increased just 
Kimble, and Hudspeth. A small improve- slightly more than 14% over that of 1982, 
ment in the housing industry and among when production nearly doubled that of 
other gypsum users in 1983 accounted for a 1981. Phillips Petroleum Co. built a new 
4.9% rise in the quantity of gypsum mined, crude helium plant at Dumas, Moore Coun- 
compared with that of 1982. Gypsum was ty, north of Amarillo. 
calcined by Genstar Building Products Ma-__ Iron Ore.—Texas ranked 7th of 12 States 
terials Co. at Sweetwater, Nolan County; that shipped usable iron ore in 1983. 
Georgia Pacific Corp. at Quanah, Harde- —_Lime.—Lime production in Texas fell 5%
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below that of 1982; nevertheless, the State minor amounts of magnesium.'* 
ranked fifth in output and accounted for United States Gypsum produced dolo- 
more than 7% of the Nation's quicklime  mitic lime for the construction industry for 
and hydrated lime production. Quicklime the first time in the Southwestern United 

production: was eat ee ove and. States in 1983 when it expanded its New 
yerated lime was 45.5% of the total. The Braunfels plant capacity to 1,100 tons per 

number of lime plants fell from 10 in 1982 day. The voloraitic line production ons 

ae seeton ee Me ae Figs lime added by converting an existing rotary kiln. 
05, from $55.3 ‘56.41 per High-calcium lime capacity at the plant short ton. Texas ranked fourth among lime doubled with the addition of a new 600-ton- 

fone deg OSS, Tones eee tomniution per-day kiln. The new No. $ coal-fired rota- 
eon Beye, Lexas also consumed yy kiln at the New Braunfels plant is a 13.5- 515,000 tons of hydrated lime production, 5 ‘i 

“i | by 175-foot unit with a counterflow polygon. leading all other States. The State ranked 7? 4.0, 18-fe 
second in producing lime for water purifi- Preheater and an 18foot-diameter contact 
cation and fourth in output of li f cooler. The No. 3 kiln brought fuel usage 

clectric hurinee steal tro duction full circle; since 1908, fuel for firing the 
furnace kilns has been switched successively from Chemical Lime Co. Inc. opened a new zi 5 » facility in July at Marble alle, Burnet °° to lignite to fuel oil to natural gas and, 

County. The facility used a Maerz-Warwick Tecently, back to coal. Major markets for 
vertical shaft, parallel-flow kiln, rated at United States Gypsum’s lime included soil about 600 tons per day, and produced a Stabilization, water and sewage treatment, 
dolomitic lime, principally for use in pro- 884 mortar and stucco plaster for construc- 
ducing magnesium from seawater. The kiln tion_uses, and for producing aluminum, 
at Marble Falls was the only new kiln inthe | Paber, steel, and sugar.” . Texas lime industry in 1983. Armeo Inc., a steelmaker in Houston, 

At its quarry near Clifton, Bosque Coun- Harris County, closed down its Azbe verti- 
ty, Chemical Lime installed a new in-pit Cal lime kiln in late 1982, let it lie dormant 
crushing system to reduce costs and im- during 1983, and withdrew from producing 
prove output. Crushed material drops onto quicklime after yearend. 
the 1,402-foot-long conveyor for transport to _ Although the State’s lime production 
one of the kilns, eliminating haul truck decreased in value and quantity, compared 
runs of as long as a mile from the face toa with the 1982 figures, producers in Bosque, 
primary crusher. Diesel fuel costs were Comal, Hill, and Travis Counties did not 
reduced about 50%, limestone output more follow the same downward trend and show- 
than tripled, and truck maintenance was ed increases in both value and output. 
reduced to a minimum. The quarry rock Statewide, quicklime averaged $52.39 per 
averaged 97% calcium carbonate, with short ton; hydrated lime, $61.29. 

Table 7.—Texas: Lime sold or used by producers, by use 

—— 882 888 — 
Use juantit Value uantit falue 

Road stabilization = 5, 7, 66.177 Eeteehlieie coocvwvvsoosccns Ug Paper and pulp ~ SETRUGEIIES 138,405 Ts “Ww ow Steel, electric ~~ ~~~ = clitt 1ir'309 eat 108,528 5215 
RORReege } % Sewage treatment ~~~ =~27727222_ 21708 1385 Ww Ww 
Geiss | { H Food primal, human -~~>2--=>Too ae 60 1532 8 Mie ee See RTE 22,65 uN 4645555 26,965 
Total een 1124889 62277 1,066,560 60,193 
W Withheld ie avoid disclosing company proprietary data, nsued with “Other” 

includes acid water neutralization, baste oxygen furnace steel, finishing lime, glass, magnesium, open-hearth steel, other Ghgmical and industrial ses, petrochemicals (1983), petroieum refining, ger refining, and sea indicated BY
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Magnesium Compounds.—Magnesium Compared with actual figures for 1982, 
compounds produced in Texas during 1983 construction sand and gravel production in 
increased nearly 5% in quantity but in- 1983 increased 28.5% in estimated output 
creased less than 1% in value from that of and 34.6% in estimated total value. Value 
1982. The Dow Chemical Co. produced per short ton rose from $3.39 in 1982 to an 
caustic-calcined magnesium and magne-_ estimated $3.56 in 1983. 
sium hydroxide from its seawater magne- Industrial.—Industrial sand production 
sium operation at Freeport in Brazoria in 1983 decreased 18.8% in output and 
County. Production capacity at the Freeport 17.6% in total value; none of the 17 indus- 
facility is 75,000 short tons of MgO equiva- trial sand pits operated by 10 firms in 10 
lent per year. counties produced more than 400,000 short 

Perlite | (Expanded).—Seven plants tons. Combined output from three firms in 
expanded perlite in Texas, which ranked McCulloch County accounted for 38.9% of 
6th of 33 producing States. The plants the State’s total industrial sand product. 
were in Bexar, Comal, Dallas, Harris (two Reported average value was $16.58 per 
plants), Nolan, and Tarrant Counties. Quan- short ton, up 24 cents from that of 1982. In 
tity sold and used fell more than 7% in order of decreasing amounts, industrial 
1983. Filter Media Co. and Perlite Houston sand was used in hydraulic fracturing, for 
Inc. were the two leading expanded perlite blasting, in containers, ground fiberglass, 
producers. Expanded perlite was used in flat glass, and other uses. More than 81% of 
cavity fill, insulation, concrete aggregate, industrial sand was shipped by truck; the 
filter aid, formed products, horticultural remainder, by railroad. 
aggregate, low-temperature insulation, and _ Texas Mining Co., a subsidiary of Oglebay 
plaster aggregate. Norton Co., the State's largest source of 

Salt.—Texas ranked 2d among 15 States industrial sand, produced blasting, fractur- 
in quantity of salt sold or used, accounting ing, and filtering sand from its plant at 
for 23.2% of the Nation’s 34.6 million tons. Brady, McCulloch County. In late 1983, the 
Total value of the sold or used salt decreas- 20-40 mesh fracturing sand sold for $16 per 
ed 20.7% from that of 1982; the average ton, compared with $24 in October 1982 and 
value per short ton fell 26.7% from $11.16 in $30 just a month earlier. Texas Mining also 
1982 to $8.18 in 1983. Eight companies is the only producer in McCulloch County of 
recovered salt at 11 operations in 10 coun- pulverized sand, used in pipe products. 
ties. One company sold more than 1 million Unimin Corp. purchased the Industrial 

tons. Sand Div. of Martin Marietta Corp. for $27 
Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- million and became the largest U.S. produc- 

struction sand and gravel production is er of industrial sand. Of the 10 plants 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for involved nationwide, 1 is at Cleburne, John- 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this son County." 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. The Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp. San 
Data for odd-numbered years are based on Saba plant at Voca, McCulloch County, 
annual company estimates made before produced industrial sand from the Hickory 

yearend. Sandstone Member of the Riley Formation, 

Table 8.—Texas: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

aS i 

Quantity, Value Value Quantity, Vaiue Value os Reames : 
hort” ganas) Eby thore™ tog) per iiss ti ee a 

Gongs: ee 1g08) saRsi0 seas NA NANA a ben “Se 3 MoM OM Sindand gravelTunprowacs)-~--"--__ "aN SHgat_ tmRNA MA 
‘Total or average ----_...-.-__ 45,527 154,515. 3.39 58,500 °$208,000 *$3.56 intuition oer fon BEE bt tres “seer “Teas 
Grand total average -----.--."aR28 9049 "G00 anaes ORT TE 

“Batimated, "Revised. NA Not available,
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the oldest Cambrian rocks in Texas." About __Texas Crushed Stone Co. was again the 75% of the total production is hydraulic Nation’s leading producer of crushed stone, fracturing sand—the largest such operation followed, in Texas, by 110 other firms, in the Nation—and the remainder is found- including Gifford-Hill, Texas Industries ry sand and abrasives. The recent decrease Inc., and General Portland Inc. Together, in the price of foreign oil reduced the rate of these four top producers accounted for 29% oil extraction in the United States and, of the total tonnage and 24% of total value 
therefore, the demand for hydraulic frac. during 1983. 
turing sand. In August 1983, the company _‘Texas Architectural Aggregates Inc. and began to recover from the June 1982 slow- Cactus Canyon Quarries of Texas Inc. pro- down when production was 50% of normal. duced marble from their quarries in Burnet One-half the plant's output was shipped by County. Crushed marble value was $26.43 
rail from nearby Brady; however, because _ per short ton 
rail prices rose sharply, shipping by truck, Many companies maintained a competi- 
usually cheaper and more convenient, was tive edge and improved efficiency by com- 
becoming the predominant transportation _puterizing their operations. Texas Crushed 

method. Stone, at Georgetown, Williamson County, 
In March 1983, Vulcan Materials Co., at for one, used computers’ to track routine 

Voca, began producing fracturing sand from maintenance requirements of nearly 200 
the Hickory Sandstone. pieces of equipment, including downhole 

Sodium Sulfate—Texas ranked second of drills, dozers, 50- and 100-ton end-dump 
three sodium sulfate-producing States. Dur- trucks, graders, 100-ton loaders, scrapers, 
ing 1983, Ozark-Mahoning Co., a subsidiary shovels, and tractors. The company esti- 
of Pennwalt Corp., continued to produce at mated that it had saved $100,000 since it 
1982 capacity and to sell sodium sulfate began using a computer program in combi- 
from its S. H. Davis plant near Seagraves in nation with an older oil-analysis program.* 
Gaines County and from its Brownfield Lone Star Industries sold its aggregate 
plant in adjacent Terry County. Although operations in north Texas to Pioneer Con- 
Proposed capacity increases were not crete in late 1983. The sale was to be com- 
achieved, the average value per short ton pleted in July 1984. 
rose nearly 9%. The major end uses of Replacing an all truck-haulage transpor- 
sodium sulfate were pulp and paper, deter- tation system with an 800- to 950-short-ton- 
gents, glass, and miscellaneous per-hour in-pit crushing system and a 1,402- Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by foot-long overland conveyor for material 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered transport out of the pit at Chemical Lime’s years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. limestone quarry in Clifton, Bosque County, 
Data for even-numbered years are based on reduced diesel fuel costs about 50%, more 
annual company estimates made before than tripled limestone output, and reduced yearend. truck maintenance to a minimum.?* 
Crushed.—Almost 29% of the counties— _Dimension.—Although output of all types 78 of 254—produced crushed stone during of dimension stone Texas producers sold or the year. Most production came from 153 used during 1983 did not change from that 

limestone quarries, but dolomite, granite, of 1982, its total value rose more than 90%, marble, marl, sandstone, traprock, and oth: from $5.8 million to $11.1 million. The State er crushed stone also were extracted. The ranked 9th among 39 States that cut dimen- 
combined output of crushed limestone and sion stone, down from 7th in 1982. The crushed dolomite was 74.5 million short value of granite dimension stone was tons, valued at $230.3 million. The unit $266.62 per short ton; the value of limestone 
values of all crushed stone ranged from $1 dimension stone was $38.85 per short ton. to $40 and averaged $3.13 per short ton. In Dimension stone, cut in thin slabs or order of increasing unit value, the more panels and used for building facades, is 
highly priced uses of crushed stone were for making a comeback and replacing glass in poultry grit, asphalt filler, terrazzo, and some new constructions. Stone veneer de- exposed aggregate, bituminous aggregates, flects heat rays better than glass does and roofirig granules, and other fillers. requires less air conditioning, thereby re- Of the total crushed stone shipped, 81.9% ducing energy costs. 
was transported by truck and 10.6% by Seven companies quarried rock from nine railroad; the remainder was transported by sites in Burnet, El Paso, Gillespie, Jones, unspecified methods. Llano, and Williamson Counties; no one
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operation produced more than 25,000 short Cast Corp., planned to change its name to 
tons. Texas Granite Co. at Marble Falls, a Featherlite Precast Corp. (doing business subsidiary of Cold Spring Granite Co., led as) Texas Quarries, a subsidiary of Justin 
the State in dimension stone output. The Industries. 
largest limestone producer, Featherlite Pre- 

Table 9.—Texas: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

sesso RR 
uate rae aggregate (4-1/2 inch CBprap anya 137 604 llereloe 0 SSDS TCEETEESTES SEeE ES or eeraenemence 131 636 Coarse aggregate, grade Concrete agergate coarse gt att pitunincs segregate, conres. gngale 2277111177777 == ------ 240d ae Halted fe U ge nnn pmneneaee ne SSDREISTBSE 630 2a 

Pngonesind concrete 182 gad Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ~~ 772772777777 27777727227a ig St cocetbeningsundesignated 0 °°" 22222222 TLTTSIID 22 DT TTS us 3355 
Graded road base grsbbase tg Popeved road eurhecing ———o--—— oan — on reece gad o eee ESS 1290 S861 Crusher run or Altar waste es _>~>~~>>>~>>2oa7 72077 1.641 40 Gombined coarse and fine agivegate ~~ ~~~ ~7777777277 77777777777 ---- Ww 1331 Agricultural ‘Agricultural limestone <== 253 518 Poultry grit and mineral food ~~~ ~__2277~7777222722272222777t2ac2t 3 Ww ‘Chemial and metallurgical: Cement manufacture ——— = 9530 g9i7 Line manudsctire — sce Cae ga TEU ENON aE ae iiss "8506 spose oxide removal —<°222227777722TIIIIIIIIIIGITEtraesssccte 17 1319 
"Other fillers or extenders 58 13,568 Roofing granles —. ~~~ 22222272227 272222 2222 22ttettctecco it 219 eee eee ee eee ree ceenerea Tiga ead 

Daa ccs  eeemeteiepnincie mince 16,453 3239,642 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special Other” {Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, marble, marl, sandstone, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. "Includes macadam, dead-burned dolomite, flux ‘stone, asphalt fillers or extenders, whiting or whiting substitute, uses nof specified, and use indiciated by symbol W. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of ‘independent rounding. 

Sulfur.—Frasch.—Frasch sulfur produc- try customers for use in manufacturing tion in Texas increased nearly 5% from that phosphate fertilizer materials. The product of 1982, yet the State accounted for 60% of also was sold to the general chemicals the Nation’s 1983 output; Louisiana was the industry and other industrial customers for only other producing State. Texasgulf Inc. use in manufacturing a variety of products, temporarily suspended production of including fibers and paints. Most of Duval’s Frasch sulfur from the Comanche Creek primary sulfur production was transported Mine, Pecos County, in west Texas on De- in liquid form by unit train to Duval’s cember 1, 1983. The company stated that it primary sulfur terminal facilities in Gal- had sufficient stocks of sulfur and produc- veston. The remainder was shipped by rail tion capacity at its Boling Dome Mine, directly from the mine to customers. Wharton County, to supply its internal Through a program called Resource Man- needs and to meet contractural obligations. agement, Duval saved $2 million between Future market conditions would determine November 1982 and March 1983 in a cost- the length of shutdown. savings project at its Pecos sulfur plant. At yearend, the Frasch mines in Pecos Realizing the need to compete, Duval asked County at Fort Stockton (Farmland Indus- employees to attend seminars and classes to tries Inc.) and in Culberson County (Duval improve productivity in their own work Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of Penn- areas: “Employees do the work, they know z0il Co.), as well as Boling Dome, were what's going on, and they have ideas on how operating at an estimated 50% of ‘capacity. to improve it and cut down cost.” Duval sold primarily to phosphate indus- As reported in its form 10k, Duval’s
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Culberson County facilities have a design from the State accounted for almost 28% of capacity of 2.5 million long tons of sulfur total shipments nationwide. Elemental sul. per year. During 1983, 1982, and 1981, the fur was recovered during petroleum refin. facilities were operated at approximately ing in 30 counties. Most came from Harris, 50%, 70%, and 86%, respectively, of design Henderson, and Jefferson Counties, in east. capacity. Proven ore reserves at yearend ern Texas—sites of plants owned by Atlan. amounted to 38 million long tons; produc- tic Richfield Co., Charter International Oil tion in 1983 was 1.25 million long tons, Co., Crown Central Petroleum Corp, Exxon 28.3% and 43.6% less, respectively, than in USA, Du Pont, Mobil Oil Corp, Shell Oil 1982 and 1981.27 Co., Smackover Shell Ltd., and Union Oil Recovered.—Texas led in producing re- Co. of California. covered elemental sulfur; shipments 

Table 10.—Texas: Sulfur produced and shipped from Frasch mines 
(Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) 

a Shipments Year Production eens 
I ee gn nena a NR 3g07 4619 w agen” CESSES SCTE TERT SE TES Sea eee 4081 4310 w UBloe oonnasnceseme wna oe SEES 3908 Sons WwW Ss ae ae ea 2598 2360 w MN ee prnenraeem arena eee EEE TOES i915 Bas Ww 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data, 

Sulfurie Acid—Sulfuric acid was a by- ture (horticulture and soil conditioning), Product from copper and lead smelting, but and insulation (block and loose fill), not from zine smelting or roasting as in 
previous years. Nevertheless, byproduct sul- METALS furic acid produced in Texas increased 4% ies. —~. . tom tat of 182 ut value decreased, mellem and Refinrig Aare, plan. 128%. Asarco recovered sulfuric acid from capacity Corpus Christi zine refinery in its Corpus Christi and El Paso facilities. February 1984 and expected to commence coat ABH, Totes tale production and ghiooing sine in Mag trnval oe ee Value ‘rose 22% and 80%, respectively, capacity of the primary zinc plant at Corpus qiuntexing the lower output and value of Christi was 104000 motes tons). The plant tale nationally. Producing more than 25% had not operated sine October e082 Asarco of the Nation’s output, Texas ranked Ist also operated a copper and silver refinery at among 11 producing States. Five producers Amarillo and a copper and lead smelter and quarried tale worth an average of $15.70 per ine slag-fuming plant at El bees ton. Southern Clay Products Inc. and Dal“ Asanc’s Ammon electrolytic copper re- Hal Grexss Tale Co.) were leading producers finery operated at appronicaiels fem of in Hudspeth County; Westex Minerals Inc., capacity for the first ? mothe of lone ‘and Nosthe Sole producer in Culberson County. then cut back to 55% of capacity for the A significant tale discovery was made in remainder of the year. The Amarillo refin- west Texas. (See “Exploration Activities” ery can produce 420,000 tons of copper section.) cathode annually, making it one of the Vermiculite (Exfoliated)—W. R. Grace world’s largest electrolytic __ refineries. _ _ & Co, continued operating two exfoliation Asarco completed installing a new $6 mil. plants at San Antonio in Bexar County and lion acid cleaning system for continuous- at Dallas in Dallas County; Vermiculite cast copper rod at the Amarillo refinery in Products Inc. produced exfoliated vermicu- 1983, In the new system, the rod is submerg- lite at its Houston plant in Harris County. ed in a tank of sulfuric acid, washed, and Both companies used crude vermiculite then coated to prevent reoxidation: the from outofState sources. Total production system permits uninterrupted production of and sales declined less than 9% from those continuous-cast 5/16-inch copper rod. Am- of 1982; the average price increased about arillo also is the Nation’s largest producer 3%. In decreasing order of quantity, the of refined silver; the refinery has a 60. Product was sold for use as fireproofing, million-troy-ounce-per-year capacity and is aggregates (concrete and plaster), agricul- the only domestic producer of tellurium
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Gold, nickel, palladium, platinum, and sele- in May 1981; it was expected to reopen in nium also are produced at the refinery. 1984. 
Also in 1983, Asarco produced 410,900 Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. own- Gunces of refined gold, a record high for the ed an extrusion operation in Sherman, but Amarillo refinery; 46,157,000 ounces of sil- sold its can body plant in Houston. 

ver; and 274,800 tons of copper. Iron Ore.—Lone Star Steel, Mathis & Asarco’s El Paso 115,000-ton-per-year- Mathis Mining & Exploration Co., and Hud- capacity smelter produced 85,000 tons of son Bros Mining Co. Inc. mined iron ore blister copper (an intermediate product con from surface pits in Cass, Cherokee, and taining approximately 98% copper) and Morrie Counties, northeast Texas. Hudson 46,200 tons of lead bullion. Bros.’ Rusk Mine in Cherokee County was Uso Recs Oo we. oft EbelPS the largest producer. Lone Star Steel's Wor! m id blast furnace in Morris company’s 445,000-short-ton-peryear ointy, “had been idle sines August Se a EL Bese om Jaly 2 tose. The blast furnace was one of only two 
tinuation of cost-of-living adjustments Perating west of the Mississippi River at (COLA) pegged to the Consumer Price Index Yearend. Armco prepared to close its Hous- rather than to the price of copper. When the ton steel mill in early January 1984, reduc. strike began, supervisory personnel and ing its total annual raw steel capacity from nonstriking employees operated the refin- 68 million short tons to 5.3 million tons 
ery at reduced levels; by September, how- The company had lowered production costs ever, enough workers, including replace- at the plant by closing its blast furnaces and ment workers, had been hired to bring the an older electric-furnace shop in January refinery to near capacity. 1983, but the plant remained unprofitable 

Late in 1983, Phelps Dodge’s El Paso because of the recession and competition 
refinery began receiving material formerly from imports. The mill, which employed sent to the old electrolytic copper refinery about 4,500 workers in the late 1970's, at Laurel Hill, Long Island, NY. El Paso employed about 1,400 in November 1983. operated at 75% of its 420,000-ton-per-year Magnesium.—At Freeport, Dow Chemical electrolytic copper capacity, according to processed seawater to provide feed material the firm's 1983 annual report. for the production of pure magnesium met- 

The El Paso smelter was one of the al, Annual capacity at Freeport is estimated Nation's seven copper sulfate producers in at 230 to 250 million pounds. Dow Chemical 1988. had been operating the electrolytic plant at Aluminum.—Potline two of the eight at 50% capacity for some time. The move to the iumiou Co. of ae (Alcoa) increase production was designed to replen- ‘ockdale alumina reduction plant was re- ;, ‘5 thiventori turned to full operation in December, bring- is". rie demand Se eae st ing Rockdale to full capacity for the first frst quarter 1988 business tee 5% compar. time since June 1981. The Rockdale oper- eq with that of fourth quarter 198%. Magne. 
cone Pee oan eayived saith only sium demand continued to run ahead of the the plat, as provided by ‘Alou’ Nearby first quarter level by the end of the second 
Sandow lignite properties in Milam and Lee Warter 1983. 5 ‘ Counties; other operations, mainly powered , Selenium.—Although amounting to 12% by natural gas, could not operate as eco- less than 1982 Texas production, primary nomically. Alcoa's Point Comfort smelter, Selenium was recovered from anode slimes on Lavaca Bay in Calhoun County, which eNerated in the electrolytic refining of had used natural gas, was closed perma- copper by Asarco at its Amarillo plant. 
nently in May 1982, although the alumina Phelps Dodge reportedly was stockpiling 
plant there remained in operation. Alcoa’s crude selenium materials at the recently Palestine plant, Anderson County, which installed selenium refining facilities at El 
closed indefinitely in July the same year, Paso; however, owing to strike activity and used lignite fuel but was an Alcoa experi. low selenium prices during 1983, startup of 
mental process pilot plant and hada prima- the selenium refinery was replanned for ry aluminum production capacity of only early 1984. 
15,000 metric tons at yearend 1983. Silver—Asarco recovered silver at its Reynolds Metals Co.'s San Patricio smelt- Amarillo plant from copper, silver, and er at Corpus Christi was closed indefinitely lead-zine ores mined outside Texas and
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i gyal Producers in Texas—1988, Univ. Tex. Austin, Bur. of smelted by Asarco and others. Silver also gf! Preteen in Tense. 1988, 
was recovered from precious metals scrap. Price, CD, Henry, ahd AR Standen, Annotated Production of refined silver was higher in tne Wer hus Ber often Gel REE eae 1988 than in 1982 owing to increased avail- Py, 
ability of raw materials. The average price yatta Ranimsps O Haber Employment and Earnings, of silver in 1983 was $11.44 per troy ounce.* _$New Mexico Pay Dirt. No. 77, Oct 1983, p. 84 Tellurium.—Asarco recovered commer- 99° Aiig?cap Mining Congress Journal. V. 89, No. 14, July cial-grade tellurium metal from copper an- Rock Products V; 86, No, 12, Dee. 1983.95, ode slimes, a byproduct of electrolytic cop-  saq,cnanshguiR A Cement. Min. Eng, v.38, No.5, May per refining. The Asarco smelter at Amaril- 1apide 39 of work cited in footnote 10, ° lo was the Nation’s only domestic source of 5,7 Sek Protucts: Rock Newscope. V. 87, No.2, Feb. 1984, fellurium. Tellurium is used primarily as" Srage4t ot work ted i fst, snaking 
an alloying material in producing free- pully Automated VISy Noo Ave Ben Process machining steels. 19 asOS ML HEM Operating eas. Eng and Min Jv Vanadium.—Gulf Chemical, a division of “Siieine gy SG "it ands Texas Lime Plant to Moot Associated Metals & Minerals Corp., pro- Southwest Needs. Pit and Quarry, 76, No. 6 Bos 1888 
duced vanadium pentoxide at its spent cata- Mepi ‘and Quarry. V.16, No. 5, Nov, 1988, p. 20. " ing faci : Bames, V. E- Geologie Atlas of Texas, Brownwood lyst processing facility at Freeport Sheet Unie Tox. Austin, Bur- of Boon. Gest, 1976 Sale 
‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, CO. Pie and Quarry. Oil Analysis Program Identifies En- ‘Geologist, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University sing Oil Contaminants V. 76, No.4, Oct 1883, pp. 4821 of Texas at Austin, TX. ‘Engineering and Mining Journal. E&MJ Operating ‘Fiscal Notes, ‘The ‘Texas Economy and Regional Meas, New Init Crushing, System Reduces Cats, Ine Strengths and Weaknesses. No. 8:11, Oct 1988, pI Prgyes Output. ¥. 105, No.5, May 1984, p. 65 “Kuennen, T. Rock Newscope. Rock Prod., v. 86, No. 4, rere Jee 1008 10K Ansel Renee 33. 1 ” * * Engineering and Mining Journal. PD Strike Looks ‘Ape. 1885913. Like Flop Veiss,No 8, Aug. 198) p23, “Rock Products. Industry News. V. 86, No. 11, Nov. 1983, ———~. Phelps Dodge-Union Controversy Escalates Into p. 18. the Courts. V. 184, No. 10, Oct. 1983, p. 25. Rich, R. Cement Exports are Vital Part of Producer "fara: G. Phele Dodge at W0)"Percent of Capacity Seles; Exporters are Here To Stay, Says Major Saudi Company’ Eapects Full Work Force ir Mid een ‘Trader. Rock Prod, v.86, No 4 Apr. 1988, p 4 New Mexico Pay Dirt, No.6, Sept. 1082p. 34 “McBride, M. W., and A. L. Dobbs. Nonpetroleum Min- **ASARCO Incorporated. Annual Report 1983, p. 5. 

Table 11.—Texas: Primary smelters, refineries, and reduction plants 
______Preduet sompany: plant Losation aunty) Material ranted ——___Saircmpany plant ____ Location (county) Material treated Aluminum: 

‘Aluminum Co, of America: Rockdale reduction) == Milam lamina Ralestine (reduction) ——">"—T777TTTTIIIIIID Anderson 22272222 ABE Point Comfort (alumina) === 77—7777UTTTIIIZZathoun 77777772 awe, Reynolds Metals Coz San Patrico(reductiom) Sam Patricio Alumina, Sherwin plant(alumina) “77TT77TTTT2TITTIIT ARMY'S coooo> A Antimon ‘ABARCO Incorporated ElPasosmelier = BIPago Ores ‘Angon American Inc admins S80 SOMET Webb re 
‘ABARCO Incorporated: Corpus Christi electrolytic. Nueces One, Comper: 
‘ASARCO Incorporated: Amarillo refinery! ==. Potter ister and anode El Paso smelter 72 22TIIIIITIIIIIITIIIII Pas TTTTTT7Oreandconcentete, Phelps Dodge Refining Corp tron; Nibolsrefinerys do Blister and anode 

‘emeo Ine. Houston plant — na nnn Harris. Ore and serap Lone Star Steel Ca - S 
‘Textron ine Larue operations. Henderson Ore ‘nts States Steel Crp hes ae 

Lead: » 
: "ASARCO Incorporated: HIPC elt enna enencn enews, HRepcccecuus -Geandennconeraty 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11,—Texas: Primary smelters, refineries, and reduction plants —Continued Pindar cepa alin eon) Maton ood 
ee ; Bie Bic S.A,  visian of Te Dow Chemie Co: Sop pana cearobeces =e PONme awatr itaagn 

soda ex Alloy Corp Sn ee 
1 Gulf Chemie & Metallurgical op Tenaya ataton ort, See Zing “[saR00 incorporated 

Corpus Christi electrolytic* bei race Nueces. ____ Ore and concentrate, STP nt enc o77TTTToaaaaisiso> NWMPcococan--= Segments "JAS Stelter le ect itl palate plat, pntam gig aioe cao oe penetes Dodge's El Paso (Nichols) refinery aiso produced copper sulfate, gold, palladium, Platinum, selenium, and 
*Asarco's Corpus Christi refinery also produced sulfuric acid and cadmium. 

Table 12.—Texas: Secondary metal recovery plants 
ance a 

om a 
prnetel Saves Co.ofSan Antonio. Serapmital-_Smetarendrotesncrap mea conte Reicon Corp... Aluminum scp londatonninn Beste anctn ne... Auninum andepperscap ___Alminmmnner once pa Boeri" oooooaoofkgpinap anor stan -——— Alanine copper bn noone Alin ap ans Alin agen di DinlMetaisCy --—--__Leadsrap tant ae Facade Gap aao o-oo Maeno nanan. teal Miurst Leal avon sf ASAP oaoo2o Sarees 0m Corp. ee le Sess Sapa aac aap cnereg ta Eel lneratioal arp ado inl | yee cow OP “ooo age permaacnaae ——- | RE Chaparral SealCo.-.-_._Saslerap_- Stel infrcagbrnandan ot et oo -ooo2> SUR onan os Selig ars and shapes sala C2Git Chemica Metallica Corp Var meloaap eg Wren eterenay Co... Stelagap---- Sl eaigs and shape asia Set atingsc5—o2o> SUMS nanan ening ae ranitnalMetintoe-— ay Sturt tea ntcagber AGoMta ManulaturingCoc  Serapmetd ree Reema arp OSCE ARBs coooona- igloo ane cer mer thing a fapkcgre——-—-—---—plpmag sient -.------ Romande a Ket Rrfcs Caine —~T7—o_ eggnog tga age Mevllieis ne ——----2> guest css Prletntnaonal Garp ——-—7> ARRaetReis ooo aao> BRE seston igh Redgnte Ving dg gan tam om ode Sch iat 
i mee svt Sheet rte and eh wn Tonas See Corp ._-Steleerp- Steet nae vedatitse See Saget n> Selagap nanan nanos Silda and haps Nace eto do et tape ene 
i Standard Industries sama, Lead scrap, soft lead, drosses. Battery metals, grids and oxides. Bloch Metals Inc Aluminum serap ---..__..__ Aluminum ingots. nugar Petaling 2——7-> | QlgpInapsmme nnn flaming a Fem eC ed arrange tama sap cal sb
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‘Table 13.—Principal producers 
Sr 

Commodity and company Address ‘Type of activity County 

Asphalt (nativel: 
‘Uvalde Rock AsphaltCo ---- Box 531, Quarryand plant -_ Uvalde. 

San Antonio, TX 78206 
White's Mines Inc _ -__---~ Box 499 Spenlibicberinss Do. 

San Antonio, TX 78206 
Barite: 

Dresser Industries Inc... Box 6504 Grinding plants Cameron and 
Houston, TX 77002 Galveston, 

MilwhiteCo.Inc? $801 Lyons Ave. cae -do__- ==. Cameron and Harris. 
1 Houston, TX 77020 

Nb industries Inc -------- Box 1613 waedo nee aen = Nueces 
Houston, TX 77001 

Coment: 
‘Alamo Cement Co Box 6925 Quarry and plant Boxar. 

San Antonio, TX 78209 
Centex Corp_..--------- 4600 Republic Banke Tower Quarriesand plants. Hays and Nueces. 

Dallas, FX 75201 
General Portland Inc 12100 Park Central Pl waa d0 see --- Bexar, Dallas, 

Dallas, 1X 75251 "Tarrant. 
Gifford-Hill & Co.tne Box 520 Quarry and plant Bis. 

‘Midlothian, TX 76065 : 
Lone Star Industries Inc.” —... Box 47327 steele sce Nolan. 

Dallas, TX 75247 
Southwestern Portland Cement Box 392 Quarries and plants. Eetor, EL Paso, 
Co. El Paso, TX 79943 Potter. 

‘Texas Industries Inc...---- $100 Carpenter Freeway wanda ---.- — Comal‘and Elis, 
P Dallas, TX 16247 

lays: ‘Acme Brick Co, a division of Box 425 Pitsand plants. Denton, Guadalupe, 
astin Industties Ine Fort Worth, TX 76101 ‘Nacogdoches, Parker, Van 

Zandt, Wise 
Balcones Minerals Corp. Box B Pitand plant... Fayette. 

Flatonia, TX 76941 
Blgin-Butler Brick Co--.--- Box 1947 nando ---— Bastrop. 

Austin, TX 78767 
Featherlite Precast Corp -..- Box i w---do..------ Eastland. 

Ranger, TX 76470 
Henderson Clay Products Co... Box 490 Pitsand plants... Cherokee, 

Lindale, TX 75771 Harrison, Rusk. 
MilwhiteCo.Inc 3801 Lyons Ave a aa-do..u-- Fayette and Walker. 

Houston, TX 77020 
Southern Clay Products Inc. Box 44 a---do_--.---- Cherokee and Gon- 

Gonzales, TX 78629 rales 
‘Texas Clay Industries Ine... Box 469 Pitand plant... Henderson. 

Malakoff, TX 75148 
‘Texas Industries Inc_____. 8100 Carpenter Freeway Pits and plants..-- _Elllis, Fort Bend, 

Dallas, TX 15247 Guadalupe, Hen- 
derson, Navarro. 

Gypgum: 
‘Genstar Building Products Box 2580, Quarry andealeining Nolan. 

"Materials Co. Ieving, TX 75061 plant. 
Georgia Pacific Corp------.__ 188 Peachtree St, NE. TMo-------- _ Hardeman, 

Adanta, GA 30308 
National Gypsum Co -----. 2001 Rexford Ra. waned ------ Fisher 

Charlotte, NC 28211 
United States Gypsum Co. 101 South Wacker Dr. --a-do..-----  Harrisand Nolan. 

Chicago, TL 60606 
Windsor Gypsum Co..-----  MeQueeney, TX 78125... Quarryand plant - Gillespie and 

Guadalupe. 
Iron ore: 
‘Lone Star Steel Co... Box 35888 Mines --------- Cass and Morris. 

Dallas, TX 75285 
Mathis & Mathis Mining & Ex- 1101 Santa Rita Mine.--------- Cass. 

loration Co. Box 2517 
é Silver City, NM 88062 

"Aluminuth €o. of Ametics 1801 Alcoa Bldg. Plant ..------- Calhoun. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

‘Austin White Lime Co... Box $588 eenedoseeeen-= Trevis 
Austin, TX 78766 

Chemical LimeCo.Ind ----— Bok a2, Plants....--- Bosque and Burnet. 
Giion, 7x 26684 

Holly Sugar Corp. -. .-~--~ Drawer 1778 Pill nnnnae Deaf Smith. 
Hereford, TX 79045 

McDonough Bros. Ine ..---- Route 2, Box 222 w---do 2 Bexar. 
San Antonio, TX 78229 

Round Rock Lime Co,, subsid- Box 38 w--do-- Hl 
lary of Dravo Lime Ca, Blur, TX 76627 

‘Texas Lime Co. a subsidiary of Box 851 a ---do_-2.---- Johnson. 
angaie Corp. Cleburne, TX 70631 

United States Gypsum Co... 101 South, Wacker Dr. w---do_------- Comal 
Chicago, IL. 60606 

See footnotes ut ehd of table.
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Table 13.—Principal producers —Continued 
Commodity and company ‘Aadress ‘Type ofactivity County 

Salt: 
Diamond Shamrock Corp___.__ 117 North Harwood Plant _-..----- Chambers Dallas TX 75001 Dow Chemical USA, adivision 2020 Bow Center Brine Brazoria. ‘of The Dow Chemical Co” ‘Midland, Mir asuo MortonSaltCo~"~ MLO North Wacker Dr. Undergrpund mine Van Zana. 

Chicago, I, 60608 fand brine ‘Texas Brine Corp... ___-_. $00 West Loop South Brines ~~. Harris, Jefferson, Send und grave, Houston, TR 7027 ‘Matagorda 
CapitofRssregates Ine Drawer 22240 Stationary plants Guadalupe, Travis, 

. ‘San Antonio, TX 78233 Val Verde. Dresser Industries Inc...__Kesse, TX T6058. Stationary plant_._Limestone TheFordyeeCo-- = 2a--- Box bat Stationary plants -— Hidalgo and Victoria, 
Sen Antonio, TX 78297 Fort Worth Sand & Gravel Co Box 400 ----do-------- Dallas, Denton, 

Arlington Tx 76010 "Tarrant. Gifford-Hill &Co.Ine Box iat ---d0.------- Brazos Cay, Dallas, Dallas, TX 15247 ‘Metennan, Tar 
rant RE Janes Gravel Co... Bor 255, Pitsand plant Borden, Crosby, Austin, TX 78168 Tabbock, Tape Lone Star Industries Inc Box 47327 wanton n= Colorado and Benton Dallas, TX75247 

Oplebay Norton Co, Texas 2104 Bast Randol Mi Rd. do... MoCulloeh fining Co. Suite 101 fling, TX Te0n1 Parker Bros. &Co.Ine------ Box i Stationary plants and Colorado, Harri, Houston, TX 77001 dredges Victoria Ponmylvania Gla Sand Corp. Bowie Pitwae—----. MeClloch 
WV 254 ‘Thorstenberg Materials Corp — 1888 West Loop South Pits -_----.... Colorado and Suite 1028 Payette Houston, TX 77002 Unimin Corp ----------- SO Locust Ave Plant —------. Johnson. New Canaan, OT 06840 Sodium (metallic TBthyl Corp. ——- Box dT Plant —-----... Harris, Pasadena, TX 77502 Sodium sulfate ‘natural OzaricMahoning Go 1870 South Boulder Plants_-------- Gaines and Terry 7 ‘Tulse, OR T4119 

General Portland Ine ------ 2800 Republic Bank'Tower Quarries Dalla Tarrant, Daas, Bx 76201 Wise Gifford Hill & Co.tne* Box fiz a ---do = Comal Elis, Dallas, TX 75247 “Hudspeth; Wise Lone Star Industries Inc Box 47327, ----do_------. Burnet, Nolan, Wise. Dallas, TX 15247 Parker Bros. &Co.Ine-—... Box 107 Quarry Comal Houston, TX 77001, ‘Texas Crushed Stone Co... Box 9943 Quarries ______ Williamson. ‘Abstin, TX 78717 
‘Texas Industries Inc__----- Box 146 Quarries -...... Comal, Ellis, 

Midlothian, TX 16065 “Jack, Wise. Vulean Materials Co®_..... Box 19010 wa-do-------- Bexar, Grayson, ‘San Antonio, TX 78213 “Wise White's Mines Ine... Box 499 ===... Brown; Parker, shen San Antonio, TX 78206 "Taylor, Uvalde 
Parker Bros. Co.Ine 5808 Navigation Bd Dredge------. Calhoun. Box 107 ‘ Houston, TX 77001 oe uct: ‘Amoco Production Co. Box 591 Secondary recovery. Andrews, Betor, Tulsa, OK T4102 Hockey, Van Zanat, Wood Getty OC Boe ~---do---nn--= Prgnidinand 5. TX 75480 eestone, Gulfonce______s Bas tT —---do-------- Crane, Hopkins, Port Arthur, TX 77640 dele, 

Philips Petroleum Co Batlle, OK 74008. ----do-—----— Andres Brazoria, 
‘Warren Petroleum Corp... Box 1589 a ando ene Crane, Hoplns, Tulsa, OK T4101 ‘Karnes. 

Native: 
Buel Corp.—-------— 16 First City National Frasch mine... Culberson. 

Houston, TX 77002 Farmland Industries Ine. Box 890 weeon----- Pecos Fort Stockton, TX 79785 
‘See footnotes at end of able.
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Table 13.—Principal producers —Continued 
a CT 

‘Commodity and company ‘Aadress ‘Type of activity County 

Sulfur —Continued 
—— 

‘Native Continued 
Jefferson Lake SulfarCo Box 1185 Frasch mine -.--- Fort Bend. 

Houston, TX 77001 
‘Texasgulfine —..----- 200 Park. Ave Frasch mines. Pecos and Wharton. 

New York, N¥ 10017 
‘Tale 

IS oncer Tale Co. Ing ------ Chatsworth, GA 80705. Mine and plant _-_ Hudspeth. 
Southern Clay ProducteIne —- Box 44 Mivese see ooo Bo 

Gonzales, TX 78629 
TexasTalcCo.--------- Box 866 soe lceenii Do. 

‘Van Horn, TX 79855 
Westex Minerals Inc....--- Box 15038 Mineand plant .- Culberson and 

Houston, TX 77020 ‘Hudspeth, 
Vermiculite (exfoliated? 

W't-Grace&Co--------- 2851 Manila Ra Exfoliating plants. Bexar and Dallas, 
Dallas, TX 75200 

Vermiculite Products Inc... Box 7327 Exfoliating plant -. Harris. 
Houston, TX 77008 

Algo clay and shale, Fayette and Walker Counties. 
Also industrial sand, Liberty County. 
Also magnesium compounds, Brazoria County 
“Also clays, Elis County 
Also industrial sand, MeCulloch County.



‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Utah Geological and Mineral 

Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Lorraine B. Burgin’ 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production pal commodities were copper, gold, silver, 

rose from $616 million in 1982 to $657 portland cement, potassium salts, salt, phos- 
million in 1983. The increase was partly phate rock, construction sand and gravel, 
attributed to a new gold mine brought on- native asphalt (gilsonite), and lime. Among 
stream during the year, a new silver oper- the States, Utah ranked first in gilsonite 

ation that attained full production, and an and beryllium hydroxide production; second 

improved construction industry. in copper, potash, and vanadium; third in 
In order of value of output, Utah's princi- gold; and fourth in silver and molybdenum. 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Utah* 
ee 19m, 1988 

Mineral Value Value Quantity (thou Quantity (thou 
sands) sands) 

lays? _-—--.---- ~~~ -=--~---~- thousand short tons... 188 $004 ar $1,569 
Cather Gecoverabie Content of ores,ete)..=—------metrie tons. 189,090 "408,483 169/751 286,408 
(Goes elena oo eek St EO Ee Sc eanwrne NA 0 NA 80 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, tz) — ~~ TTfroy ounces. 174940 «65,782 288,459 101,107 
Gypsum sss n-ne -===——- thousand short tons_— Bai 23368 305 2736 
Ler oranonnee soe a ceeme sae eaeade ee 386 15121 31516771 
Salt 777272272TTTTIIIIIIDITIIIIIII IIo rge teat BBO 336 28,184 
Sand and gravel 

Construction ----------------------------do--- 7879 14,920 $9,800 “19,800 
Tahatytel 2 28 Ta ee STURN SEE oo W w 24 Ww 

sve ecoverale conten af oreo) ——~ "hod tay ounces 42 GARE AF 52242 

Crushed a ------aa-ea-~ thousand short tons. 2,500 *9,800 4407 14,685 
Dimewtion 212 ---n-2---~---nnnanenn-a nde on 3280 Ww w 

Combined value of asphalt (native), beryilium concentrate, cement, clays 
(fuller’s earth), iron ore (usable), lead (1982), magnesium compounds, 
tno, perit 98H, phospat eck, potasium sls sodium 
sulfate, vanadium, and values indicated by symbol W-———————~ = XX__145,669 XX_ 188051 

a ‘XX —7616,204 XX 656,579 
come apegesonnerenee ee 

“Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. _ W Withheld to avoid disclosing com; rietary data; value 
included with "Combined value” figure. XX Not applicable. # SR 
{Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers. 
"Excludes fuller’ earth; value included with “Combined value” figure. 

541
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Utah, by county? 
(Trousands) 

County 1981 1982, Minerale guodlasea is 1968: 

Besar sas cnuauaaees ® $132 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Box Elder --—~~----———- s182 W Sand and gravel (construction, sat. Cache, 22 SEES EEE 1218 W Sendand grave (construction! Garbocees Seats nan aud Davis 2=2=22---====—— ® 2126 Do. Duchesne ----~—-==-=—— e 528 Do. 
Emery. =~ ----2—--—== : 352 Do. 
Garfield (= 22IIIIZ=LIIT = 'W Sand and gravel (construction), vanadium, Gren 2 SESE SEES WwW W Potassium sats, salt, Yon -_-~--====-~= == 10,032 1gg84 Silver iron oe, Sand and gravel (contruction god 
Ses SEZEE TSS SILES 494 8858 Cement, iver, clays, sand and gravel construction), 

ce sum, Kane..----------- @ W Sand and gravel (construction) 
ra 4.408 5185 Lime, gypsum, sand and gravel construction), berylli- 

Morgan —------------- w W Cement, sand and gravel (construction) 
Salt Lake |-—~~~~~277 553778 «425,187 Copper, gold. silver, molybdenum, eement, sat, sand 

“and gravel (construction, lime. 
Sen Fuams2ccemonnace a W Vanadium. Sanpete ~~~ ~~ >=o >> w W Sand and gravel (construction) gypsum, clays, Bavlar 2 STIEIIESIEII Ww 2,828 Gypsum, salt, clays, sand and gravel (construction). Summit 222222222227 W 'W Sand and gravel (construction) clays, Tooele - 22222 LIIIII 54,848 19,289 Lime, sal potassium salts, magnesium compounds, ‘sand and gravel (construction), clays. Ubitdht-ntatsevewes w 24994 Asphalt, phoophate rock, sand and gravel construc. tion Wleb wrccercceeee wens 9.962 5,515 Silver, gold, sand and gravel (construction), copper, layer sand Gndustral lead 
Watlicd acne nnnnnee e 368 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Washington. ~~~ ~~~ ° 78 Do Weegee ne 10810 42906 Potassium salts salt, aphalt, magnesium compounds, ‘sodium sulfate, and and gravel (construction). 
Undistributed™ 119,085 48,362 
Sand and gravel (onstruction) "54,550 xX 
Stone Crushed == xx *3,800 

Dimension ————— xX “280 
Total®. ------ «819.882 ———616,204 

“Eatiated. _W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary dats; included with “Uncietributed” XX Not 
applicable. 5 MDaggett, Piute, and Wayne Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County aigtrfttion for construction sand and gravel 1981) and crushed and dimension stone 1982 is not available; total State 
‘Values shown separately under "Sand and gravel construction)” or "Stone." 2Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. includes gem stones and perlite that eannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

“Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Table 3.—Indicators of Utah business activity 

Change, rose gge——_ Change, 

Employment and labor force, annual aver "Fatal civilian laborforce’s" "se. thousands. org 006 484 Unemployment. = ~~ -2 2222222 22~ === 158 599 “ato 
Employment (nonagricultura): 

Mag aE asco criecprestes rata pila 144 M42 +4 Manufacturing -~~~~__2_72227222222222222222de.222 805 4 40 Contract construction ~~~ ~~~ >T~TTIIITIIT Io ae. 2 226 eee ‘Transportation and public utilities ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~ "~~~ “do-=2— 350 562 “84 ‘Wholesale and retail trade ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~~ do 1236 1353 $52 Finance, insurance, real estate ~~~ _ ~~~ ~~~—-~~~~~do- == 23 30 +02 Beret occur eee se occ Sno Teae nada Nii ganse ut 158 $38 Government ~~ ~~~_2 2122222222 222TTT2IT TT = 1298 1302 $3 
‘Total nonagricultural employment? *_____________do. 5495 ema +51 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Utah business activity —Continued 

> Change, 1982 1989 chaaem 
erent 

Personal income: Te eae millon SBT SLE go con theapila <5 <2 2022 222LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII SES 38820 “$9,081 $24 nnstruction activi Ricieaia anya ual wnnantoind tga sg Value of nonresidential construction --__-- "0°" "7" "milion. $4864 BBD ee Value of State road contract awards ——_ ~~ ~~"1=7~77 >> Migge $850 $1780 1108 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 
‘thousand short tons. 599 m3 4824 Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘otal erude mineral value millions. suse 56 +88 alue per capita, resident gion DES OT SEAS Vali perSguaremies PNM” “oo-n77-oo gE $55 memes RET Te HS 

?Preliminary. 
HIncludes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. "Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 
Sources: U.S, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US’ Bureau of Mines ms * 
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Figure 1—Value of mine production of copper and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in Utah.
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‘As a percentage of total nonfuel produe- cost-effective taconite pellets ‘were shipped 

tig’ Gils metals output declined slightly in from the steel company’s Minnesota 

tion ata 71% in 1982 to less than 70% in properties. Recovered in Utah as a byprod: 

1983. Copper, the most important commodi- uct of uranium production, vanadium suf- 

ty, comprised nearly 63% of the metals fered both from a depressed steel industry 

Ty comin the State and less than 44% of and from severe cutbacks in Colorado Pia: 

recovers] value of nonfuel minerals. Al- teau uranium operations. With the contin: 

though copper output declined, the State ued slump in steel, molybdenvim markets 

produced 16.4% of the Nation's copper, with and prices failed to recover significantly. 

produced i's Utah Copper Div. the principal _ Heavy precipitation, flooding and the 

Producer, Gold, silver, and molybdenum accompanying rise in the level of Great Salt 

Producer: azimportant byproducts fromthe Lake affected the magnesium, potash, and 

(rut Copper Div. operation at Bingham. salt industries on the shores of the lake, and 

Dean cePPexploration and Development output from the potash and salt industries 

Corp’s Escalante silver mine and Getty Oil was cut almost one-fourth. 

oP eecerajold mine raised Utah's pre- Improvement in the construction indis- 

Cos Mortals output; the State produced try brought increases in production of the 

ions moe of the Nation's gold and industrial commodities of portland coment, 

amet of its silver. Declines were noted in gypsum, lime, sand and gravel, and crushed 

molybdenum, as the Utah Copper Div. cut stone. Total permit-authorized construction 

cay eeeTaolybdenum circuit, in iron ore as climbed to $1,115.2 million, a *57% increase. 

back te tes Steel Corp. shipped only from Lower interest rates encouraged residential 

Mockpiles, and in byproduct vanadium as construction, and building increased 89%. 

Stee Gmpanies slashed production. Nonresidential construction declined 21%, 

Tn production ceased in 1982, and no zinc its lowest level since 1976." 

had been produced since 1981. Exploration Activities.—Exploration was 

ad been Proumetals group, production in- dominated by the search for gold and silver. 

creused’ ee the construction industry im- A few such projects included the following: 

proved. The leading commodities in value Freeport Minerals Co. explored for gold and 

Pre portland cement and potassium salts; silver on. the Horn Silver ‘Mines Inc. and 

Wilcwed by salt, phosphate rock, construc. Tintic Mineral Resources I, properties in 

follower d and gravel, gilsonite, lime, and Beaver County; Toledo Mining Co. and 

tion Sar'Gtone. Output of potassium salts, Horn Silver Mines entered a jeint Saree 

gilsonite, dimension stone, and salt declin- ment to prospect holdings in the Frisco, 

ed. Beaver Lake, Rocky, and Star mining dis- 

‘Trends and Developments—Mining con-_tricts in Beaver County; Magnum Resourses 

tigrct’s fhe doldrums as coal, copper, and Inc. and ASARCO Incorporated prospected 

tine m failed to recover from the 1982 a silver property in Millard County: Axtel 

wraresion. The biggest declines in value of Oil Co. leased gold claims east of Wendover 

rershuel production were in iron ore, follow- and acquired American Gold Minerals Cos 

ae ty vanadium, molybdenum, dimension Western Strategic Minerals Inc. explored 

stone gnd potassium salts. The copper in- for gold and silver on the Thomas Caldera 

dustry, however, sustained the heaviest loss properties in Juab County: Nevada Re- 

gustrvue of the nonfuels, more than $17 sources Inc. drilled for gold at its Yellow Cat 

2 ree Sn 1988. Also in declining order, the claims in Millard County; Cash Industries 

a stries dropping in production value in- Inc. tested placer properties on the Colorado 

inded potassium salts, vanadium, molybde- River north of Moab; and Musto Explora- 

cluded povgre, dimension stone, magnesium tion Ltd. of Vancouver explored. the old 

Compounds, salt, and masonry cement. Fac- Apex copper-lead-zinc-silver mine in Wash- 

comp aetna Utah's copper industry in- ington County for germanium and gallium 

tors tree e Wopressed market and prices, Legislation and Government | Pro, 

Competition with imported copper, and the _grams.—The Governor signed, the following 

coe ion dornizing to increase productivi- bills related to mining passed by the 1983, 

ty at the Nation’s largest copper operation. general session of the 45th Legislature 

Fat tos only integrated steel plant was meeting from January 10 to March 10: HB. 

Qperated at one-half capacity, partly be- 6 authorized the Industria) Commission to 

eperatet competition with Japanese imports approve a workday in excess of 8 Rows in 

case reer coast, The Iron County iron smelters and underground mines; HB, 359 

on an Wee permanently closed as more revised certification procedures for “fore-
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men, fire bosses, shot firers, and mine other minerals, 
electricians”; H.B. 297 established the Utah Much of the original 7.2 million acres of 
Geological and Mineral Survey as a reposi- land turned over to the State had been sold tory for geologic information and provided or otherwise disposed of, however, more 
procedures for handling confidential infor- than 3.6 million acres remained under State mation; and H.B. 102 excluded the common ownership scattered throughout the State. 
varieties of sand, gravel, and cinder from its To make more productive use of the lands, 
definition of minerals. In June 1983, howev- State officials proposed “Project Bold,” 
er, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that sand which would return most of the land to the 
and gravel were minerals and, therefore, Federal Government in exchange for about 
subject to reservation by the Federal Gov- 30 large manageable blocks of land present- ernment. ly in Federal ownership. Although the State 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines awarded hoped to obtain additional royalties from 
$861,000 to the University of Utah, Depart- lands containing coal, oil shale, tar sands, 
ment of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Engi- and other minerals, hard-rock mining com. 
neering, for organizing and operating the _ panies operating under the Mining Law of 
Generic Mineral Technology Center for 1872 were concerned that title to mining 
Communition. The Utah center had receiv- claims on the exchanged land might be 
ed $2.1 million, including the award, as part jeopardized and that proposed royalties 
of the Mining and Minerals Research Insti- would pose an insurmountable obstacle to 
tute program the Bureau of Mines funded. mining enterprises. 
The research centered on determining a _A special session of the Utah Legislature 
means of reducing the cost of pulverizing in July narrowly defeated a proposed $3.35 
ores to recover valuable minerals efficient- million appropriation to breach the South- 

ly. ern Pacific Railroad causeway across the 
When Utah became a State in 1896, Con- north arm of Great Salt Lake. The action 

gress designated sections 2, 16, 32, and was designed to alleviate flooding on the 
36 in each township of Federal land as State south shore of the lake and prevent further 
land to be used for the benefit of schools. damage to salt and magnesium industries 
Many of the 5,000 parcels of land involved by equalizing the water levels of north and 
had been transferred to the State; however, south areas. 
approximately 226,000 acres of “in lieu The U.S. Department of Energy planned 
land” was still due the State. In lieu lands to investigate further two sites in Utah for 
were equivalent sections granted to the nuclear waste disposal; Davis Canyon, 1 
States in place of designated sections al- mile east of Canyonland National Park, San 
ready legally occupied or disposed of in Juan County, and Lavender Canyon adja- 
some manner by the Federal Government. cent to Davis Canyon. Concern was express- 
On August 12, 1983, the Secretary of the ed that drilling an exploratory shaft in the 
Interior transferred 93,803 acres of school Gibson salt dome area would violate air- 
lands to the State, approximately one-half quality standards in the Canyonlands, and 
of the amount still due. These areas con- the salt stored at or transported from the 
tained some valuable mineral lands with site would pollute the Colorado River. 
reserves of coal, oil shale, tar sands, and 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS Brush Wellman trucked the bertrandite 
; . . ore containing beryllium from the Topaz- Beryllium.—Beryllium ore production in- Spor Mountain area in Juab County to its 

creased in quantity and value in 1983. mill at Delta, Millard County, where the ore According to its 1983 annual report, Brush and imported beryl ores were processed into 
Wellman Inc., the principal producer of beryllium hydroxide concentrate. The beryllium ore in the United States, obtained product was then shipped to Elmore, OH, 458,000 pounds of beryllium from 116,000 for conversion to beryllium alloys, beryllia short tons of bertrandite ore milled at Delta ceramic, and metallic beryllium. The com- 
in 1983, compared with 359,000 pounds re- _pany’s mining properties contained the Na- covered from 91,000 tons of ore in 1982. As tion's only known commercial deposits of of December 31, 1983, the company esti- bertrandite. Annual capacity of the mill in 
mated proven bertrandite ore reserves of 1980 was 112,000 tons of ore. In the third 
4,946,000 tons averaging 0.22% beryllium. quarter of 1983, a separate circuit for treat-
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ing the beryl ores closed for repairs and was _ the company announced that tax relief from 
expected to resume operation in 1984. the Utah Legislature would be needed be- 
Copper.—As the copper market failed to fore the $400 million modernization pro- 

recover from the recession, copper produc- gram could begin. 
tion declined yet another year, more than Kennecott initiated a 5-year, $1 million 
10% in quantity and 5% in value. The study of possible ground water contamina- 
average copper cathode price increased tion below the Bingham Mine and evapora- 
from $0.728 per pound in 1982 to $0.7653 in tion ponds east of Copperton. Pollution may 
1983, accounting for the smaller drop in have occurred naturally as water percolated 
production value. through the ore bodies and from leaching of 

Utah's principal copper producer was overburden and waste terraces. Wells pro- 
Kennecott, a subsidiary of Kennecott Corp. viding water for culinary and irrigation 
acquired in 1981 by Standard Oil Co. of Ohio purposes in western Salt Lake County show- 
(ohio). Sohio was 50% owned by British ed no signs of contamination. In U.S. Circuit 
Petroleum Co. The Utah Copper Div. at Court, the company challenged existing reg- 
Bingham Canyon, 25 miles southwest of ulations governing sulfur dioxide and par- 
Salt Lake City, included one of the world’s _ticulate emissions at all its smelters. If the 
largest open pit copper mines and a precipi- regulations were not modified, the Utah 
tate plant. Sixteen miles to the north were smelter would require substantial addition- 
the company’s Bonneville crushing and al capital to meet air-quality standards. 
grinding concentrator and the Magna and By yearend, employment at Kennecott’s 
Arthur flotation concentrators capable of headquarters office and Utah Copper Div. 
treating 108,000 tons of ore per day; a had fallen from 7,400 in 1981 to approxi- 
smelter with an annual production capacity mately 5,064 in 1983. The first half of 1983, 
of 280,000 tons of copper anode; and a about 156 salaried workers were laid off, 
refinery with an annual capacity of 192,000 and in September, another 120 workers 
tons of copper cathode. The North Ore were idled when the pit was converted from 
Shoot underground mine at Bingham was rail to truck haulage. 
still being developed; production from this Kennecott and representatives of 13 in- 

ore body was not expected before 1985 at the ternational labor unions signed a new 3- 
earliest. year labor contract effective July 1. Calling 

The Sohio 1983 10K Annual Report to the _ for a wage freeze and benefit reductions, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission show- agreement, however, maintained the cost- 
ed the Utah Copper Div. mined and process- of living allowance and added flexibility for 
ed_ 33,310,000 short tons of ore yielding changes in technology and work methods to 
200,842 tons of copper, compared with improve productivity. This agreement was 
36,878,000 short tons of ore yielding 199,518 the first time in 30 years that a labor 
tons of copper in 1982, The average grade of contract had been reached without a strike. 
ore mined was increased from 0.625% in _ In January 1983, the U.S. Department of 
1982 to 0.626% in 1983. Byproduct gold, Labor certified 1,300 unemployed Utah Cop- 
molybdenum, silver, and selenium were al- per Div. workers eligible for Federal assist- 
so recovered. Kennecott’s total operating ance. This high rate of unemployment was 
losses from all its properties dropped from attributed to a sharp decline in refined 
$187 million in 1982 to $91 million in 1983. copper production and sales in 1982 that 

A detailed engineering study of the meth- were the result of depressed prices and the 
od and timing of modernizing the Utah availability of imported copper. 
Copper Div. facilities was underway and Although Anaconda Minerals Co.’s Carr 
was planned to be completed in 1984. Fork Mine, Tooele County, remained idle in 
Kennecott announced productivity would 1983, about 45 workers continued to main- 

be improved by replacing railroad and truck tain the operation and pump the under- 
haulage with a system of in-pit ore and ground workings. Anaconda Minerals was a 
waste-crushing facilities and conveyor haul- subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co. 
age. Also, the Magna and Arthur concentra- Other copper producers in the State in- 
tors would be tipdated or replaced with a cluded the Midvale tailings project of Shar- 
new concentrator. As a preliminary step in on Steel Corp. and the Yellow Hammer 
the project, large haulage trucks replaced Mine of American Consolidated Mining Co., 
trains for in-pit ore haulage to achieve an Tooele County. 
immediate cost reduction.» In September,
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‘Table 4.—Utah: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, 
copper, lead, and zine, by county 

—_—— Lode Material Gold Silver 
mines soldor =| So Ser 

County Ti 7 ‘pro- ireated roy alue Toy ie 
dtcing _(metrictons) ounces VAN ounces Val 

1981, total -------------- 2 36,858,959 227,706 $104,662,786 2.882.671 $90,320,990 
3982, total 2222 DTTTIIIIE 6 Boreds1s 74940 eoy761,603 4.342.933 34,521,547 

1983 
Box Elder. _----------- 1 w we ee wW w 

Tron w= === 1 258,679 53 49.672 2,882,768 26,015,686 
Salt Lake — ~~~ =—277~Z=2 1 WwW W Ww wW W 

ne 2 628.010 81,644 15,961,056 120213751 
Uh DEEL SSSI i W wW Ww Ww w 

TO acerca menens 6 31,152,258 288,459 101,106,616 _ 4,566,610 _ 62,242,019 
Copper Lead Zine 

“Wane yaa Met Vane MEO Vas ale Metric Value Metre Value MEIN Value 

1981, total _____-.------- 211276 $06,471,474 1,662 $1,998,141 1,576 $1,547,808 $584,241,208 
1982, total =~ ==="T=III==__1sslo90_Fa0saeg112 WW. woe es Ww 

1983 
Box Blder------------ =~ oe ae -- w 
Yom onnnneeeceeoees ES OSS a. & == 27,065,388 

Salt Lake --~=~="72===2 W wo =| @ et W 
Tooele-— = ==ILIIIIIE w " = a FF = Ww 
Utahe 2 222DTTII nes eee 3 w 

Total ----------—_ 169,761 286,403,929 Bey Se —— 489,751,964 
aa 

"Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.” 

Table 5.—Utah: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in 1983, by class of ore or other source material 

—_ Material Number “sold or Gola Silver Copper Lead Zine 
Source of treated roy (troy. (metric (metric (metric 

mines! (metrie ounces) ounces) tons).-« toms) tons) 
tons). 

Lode ore: 
Geel ee anyesarenss 2 w w 1,202 w - = 
Goldsiiver’ —=~===TI=2 1 w Ww Ww a aS 2 
Blver.0.2o2os02 20255 2 258.698 358 2,958,975 ze = = 

Gopper 2-222 I=II2 1__ 0218514 w W__ 161,881 Ex 
Total === 6 w w WwW 151.881 se oe 

Other lode materia 
Goldsiiver tailings —————— 3g w w w w - s 
Copper precipitates ~—— === i 25,828 - =- 17,809 a 

Grand total ._.----- 6 781,162,258 "208459 74,506,610 169,751 — = 
coe SUES ere a 

|W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
{Detail may not add to total because some mines produce more than one class of material. An operation from which 

‘gold, silver, and copper were recovered from tailings is not counted as a producing mine. 
“Includes items indicated by symbol W. 

Table 6.—Utah: Mine production (recoverable) of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine 

in 1983, by type of material processed and method of recovery 

ee Gold Silver Copper ‘Lead Zine “Type of material processed Gai " oy (mete — (metric. (metre 
anc method of seconety ounces) —_oumees) tons) foms)’_ tons) 

Lode: 
‘Cyanidation____ go yummweates 37,996 258,964 si es we 
‘Smelting of concentrates ———---------- 198.876 2162283 151,881 = a 
Direct smelting of 

Ore nnn w Ww W 28 we 
Tailings 000025227“ SSTSTEEIIE w w w = 
Precipitates ~~~ ~>DD=2=2=T==2> Z == 17,809 5 Ee 

Total 2 -2-----------— 288,459 4,566,610 169,751 = - 
a EEE Oe 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total.”
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Gold.—Gold output increased 36% as thermal solutions in a hot spring environ- 
Getty Oil’s Mercur operation came on- ment and found in the sulfide and oxide 
stream, and the yield of byproduct gold zone. The associated minerals included py- 
increased at the Utah Copper Div.’s Bing- rite, marcasite, orpiment, realgar, barite, 
ham Canyon Mine. The 54% rise in the gold and remobilized carbon.* 
production value was partly attributed to —_In early January, Johnson Matthey Re- 
the increase in the price of the metal from _ fining Inc., a subsidiary of Johnson Matthey 
an average $375.91 per troy ounce in 1982to Investments Inc. (holding company for 
$424.00 in 1983. Other gold producers, in Johnson Matthey & Co. Ltd. of London), 
descending order of output, included the completed constructing its refinery on a 20- 
following: the Midvale tailings project acre site at Salt Lake City. Production of 
of Sharon Steel, the Escalante Mine of gold and silver bars began a few weeks 
Ranchers, the Trixie Mine of Sunshine Min- later. The $10 million custom refinery had 
ing Co., and a small amount from the an initial capacity of 1 million ounces of 
Yellow Hammer Mine of American Consoli- gold and 4 million ounces of silver annually. 

dated. Concentrates of doré bars of at least 25% 
On April 21, 1983, Getty Mining Co. a gold or 85% silver were accepted for refin- 

subsidiary of Getty Oil, poured its first doré ing, and the final product was sold by the 
bar at its Mercur gold mine in the Camp customer or purchased by the company for 
Floyd (Mercur) mining district, Tooele sale on the open market. About 40 people 
County. Located 65 miles south of Salt Lake were employed at the plant.‘ 
City and 30 miles southeast of Tooele, the Iron Ore and Steel.—Iron ore shipments 
property consisted of 9,200 acres held under _in Utah continued to drop. The 68% decline 
lease and mining claims in 1983. Gold was in tonnage and nearly 69% fall in value 
mined at Mercur from the 1890's to 1942 by _ were attributed to suspension of mining in 
underground methods. the Iron Springs mining district 10 to 20 

Getty Mining owned and operated the miles west of Cedar City. The small amount 
project; Gold Standard Inc. pf Salt Lake of iron ore shipped in 1983 came from 
City, which had acquired 3,000 acres and direct-shipping ore stockpiled at the Desert 
negotiated the original agreement in 1973, Mound Mine. The CF&I Steel Corp.'s Com- 
held a 15% net-profit interest in 1983. Davy stock Mine was idled in January 1981, 
McKee Corp. was awarded the contract for and U.S. Steel shut down its Mountain 
engineering, procurement, and construction Lion Mine and its Desert Mound Mine by 
management in July 1981; initial stripping mid-1982. In December 1983, U.S. Steel 
for the open pit mine began in March 1982, announced the permanent closure of both 
and construction of the mill in June 1982. mines in Utah and the Atlantic City Mine 
Completed within 21 months of the contract in Wyoming, the principal iron ore suppli- 
award, the $90 million project included the _ ers for its Geneva Works near Provo. At the 
mine, a 3,000-ton-per-day carbon-in-pulp same time, the company permanently shut 
gold plant, access and haulage roads, down its eastern Carbon County Columbia 
tailings-disposal dam, offices, laboratory, coal mine, which had been closed for more 
shops, warehouse, two water wells, and an than 1 year, and its Geneva Works foundry 
S.mile water supply line. Approximately that made casting for internal use. 
375 were employed during peak construc- With the shutdown of the Wyoming and 
tion; after production began, the operation Utah mines, the Geneva plant was supplied 
employed about 230 in 1983. By yearend, with taconite ore pellets from Minnesota 
Production was to reach 32,000 ounces of Geneva Works, the only integrated domes- 
gold and thereafter to average about 80,000 tic steel mill operating in the West, oper- 
ounces annually for 14 years. Getty Mining ated at 50% capacity, primarily for the 
was also developing methods to test and Western market. Employment by yearend 
prepare the lower grade material for heap _ had dropped to 2,700, compared with a peak 
leaching. of 4,500 in 1981. The shutdown of the 

Reserves were an estimated 15 million foundry released 68 workers; the Desert 
tons of ore averaging 0.1 ounce of gold per Mound operation employed a maintenance 
ton and 3 million tons of old mill tailings crew of 12; and the Columbia coal mine 
averaging 0.06 ounce per ton to be processed dropped from 400 to a crew of 7. 
near the end of mining. The micrometer- Under the Trade Act of 1974, 1,250 work- 
size gold particles were deposited in Missis- ers laid off at the Geneva Works in 1982 
sippian Age carbonate host rock by hydro- were certified for up to 26 weeks of addition-
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al unemployment assistance. Imported car- tion during the second half of 1983 bon steel plate, carbon steel pipes, and tubes and substantially reduced inventories. Sev- displaced the workers making similar prod- eral million dollars were spent in 1983 to ucts at the Utah steel plant. repair and replace dikes damaged by the At the Geneva plant, the $3.5 million rising Great Salt Lake. federally mandated water-quality program _ Molybdenum.—Utah Copper Div, the on- was more than 40% complete by yearend. ly molybdenum producer in the State, con. The standards called for reducing levels of tinued to ship molybdenum concentrate se. ammonia, oil, grease, and suspended parti- covered as a byproduct of its copper produc- cles discharged into Utah Lake. The water tion, Molybdenum output declined, and recycling system will be improved and new shipments dropped more than 36% in quan- water systems installed to treat more than tity and about 45% in value as the awtreeo 200 million gallons of water daily. Existing producers’ price dropped from about $4.45 evaporation ponds were to be lined to pre- in 1982 to about $3.65 in 1983. vent seepage, and a new pond was to be ‘Exploration at the Pine Grove molybde- constructed. : _, num deposit in the central Wah Wah Moun- U.S. Steel reported that its 1983 losses in tains western Beaver County, ceased in the steel industry totaled $634 million, com- December 1982, The Pine Grove Acnenten pared with $852 million in 1982. project was a joint venture of Phelps Dodge Nucor Steel Co., a division of Nucor Corp, Corp, discoverer of the deposit, and Getty continued to operate its 400,000-short-ton- Oil manager of exploration and dovelen, Ber veer mninisieel mill at Plymouth, Box maont; however, Geliy Oil dropped its optinn Elder County. Steel scrap was melted in two to purchase the deposit in 1982. Under th electric are furnaces and continuous cast oo Fooment Getty cetcined the iene one into billets for feed into the rolling mill. 2greement, Getty retained the right to earn : “nfore, 52% interest in the property by spending Products manufactured included reinfore- $45 railion, $18.8 millon had boon ees ing bars, angles, rounds, channels, and flats. d1988. a palo New equipment was being installed for the °¥ Yearen Riuisamaisel al production of coiled rounds, beginning in __ Silver—Utah’s principal silver producer the first quarter 1984. The 1983 Nucor WS Ranchers’ Escalante Mine, Iron Coun- annual report stated that its minimills have ¥» followed by Kennecott’s Bingham Can- high productivity resulting in employment Yn Mine, Salt Lake County; Sharon Steel's costs that are only 20% of the sales dollar Midvale tailings project, Salt Lake County; and lower than employment costs of the Getty Mining’s Mercur Mine, Tooele Coun- integrated steel mills producing comparable tY: Sunshine’s Trixie Mine, Utah County; Products. Production employees at the Utah a" American Consolidated’s Yellow Ham- 
plant worked under group incentives, which ™er Mine, Tooele County. Silver production provided increased earnings for high pro- increased about 5% in quantity and more ductivity, Nucor’s Vulcraft Div. at Brigham than 51% in value as the price of the metal City used steel products from the Plymouth Tose from an average $7.95 per troy ounce in operation for the manufacture of joists and 1982 to $11.44 in 1983. girders and steel grinding balls for the _ In its fiscal year ending June 30, 1988, 
mining industry. In 1983, Nucor was con- Ranchers reported producing 2,265,923 structing a plant at Brigham City to pro- troy ounces of silver, compared with duce cold finish bars; the 50,000-ton-per- 1,100,000 troy ounces in fiscal year 1982. year facility was to be completed in the first Approximately 350,000 tons of ore was quarter of 1984. mined and 279,205 tons milled in fiscal year Magnesium.—AMAX Magnesium Corp, 1983. Sales of refined silver were more than a subsidiary of AMAX Inc., operated the 2.1 million troy ounces for an average price Nation’s second largest magnesium plant at of $9.85 per ounce, increasing revenues by Rowley, Tooele County. Magnesium was $13.5 million to $21.7 million in 1983, recovered from Great Salt Lake brines con- _ Located about 42 miles west of Cedar centrated in 40,000 acres of solar evapora- City, the property, originally known as the tion ponds, processed into magnesium chlo- Holt silver mine, was staked in 1873. Mi. ride, and electrolytically separated into crocrystalline argentite and jalpaite were magnesium metal and chlorine. By yearend the dominant silver minerals followed by 1983, production reached an annual rate of acanthite, embolite, and native silver. The 82,000 short tons. According to AMAX, hydrothermal quartz-calcite vein was de. increased demand and lower unit costs posited as crustiform banding and open effected an upswing in its produc- space filling in a hot spring occurrence in
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Tertiary Rhyolite volcanics. The vein width 119,000 tons of zine. In October, Sunshine 
ranged from 5 to 47 feet and averaged 19 acquired an option to lease underground 
feet; in some places, it was more than 800 mining rights to 2,013 acres comprising 
feet’ deep. As of May 1, 1983, proven re- Chief Consolidated Mining Co.’s Homans- 
serves were 1.63 million tons with an aver- ville Fault property in the East Tintic 
age grade of 10.37 ounces per ton. In the District. 
oxide zone, the silver minerals were asso-  Vanadium.—Vanadium recovered from 
ciated with galena and cerussite. Ores are uranium-vanadium ores mined on the Colo- 
mined using the end-slicing mining method _rado Plateau was shipped to Atlas Corp.'s 
adapted from the vertical crater retreat mill near Moab, Grand County, and, in the 
method initially tested at the mine. In fiscal month of January, to the Energy Fuels 
1983, 1,000 to 1,200 tons per day of 10-ounce- Nuclear Inc, mill at Blanding. Utah ranked 
per-ton silver ore and 350 tons per day of second of three States producing vanadium 
development waste were mined; silver was in the Nation; however, 1983 production 
produced at a cash cost of $4.69 per troy continued to decline, plunging 45% in ton- 
ounce, including mining, milling, power, nage and nearly 50% in value because of 
royalties, refining, and administration. depressed vanadium prices. Output came 
Nine wells were dewatering the mine with from the milling companies’ own properties 
250- to 1,000-horsepower pumps moving less and from independent operators in Emery, 
than 23,000 gallons per minute. Originally Garfield, Grand, and San Juan Counties. 
designed for 500 tons per day, the mill could ‘The Atlas Minerals Div. of Atlas Corp. 
process ore at a daily average of 800 tons, had mines in the Big Indian District, Green 
with an 81.4% recovery rate.* River District, San Juan Canyon, Uravan 

Ranchers continued to lease the mine Mineral Belt, Red Canyon, and White Can- 
from Escalante Silver Mines Co.; rights to yon areas of Utah and Colorado, and a 
the lease were purchased in 1975 and will uranium-vanadium processing mill approx- 
extend to 1992 with rights for three 10-year imately 4 miles from Moab. The mill was 
extensions. In November 1983, Ranchers supplied with ores from the company’s Pan- 
acquired the interest of Escalante Silver dora, Velvet, and Rim Columbus Mines in 

Mines in its Escalante Mine San Juan County; the Snow and Probe 
In April 1983, the HMC Mining Co. of Mines in Emery County were on standby. 

Silver City, NM, purchased Kennecott’s in-_ According to the company, in its fiscal year 
terest in the Trixie property, East Tintic ending June 30, 1983, Atlas Minerals Div. 
mining district, Utah County. On May 25, sold 1,386,000 pounds of U:0, in concentrate 
1983, Sunshine purchased from HMC all and 1,407,000 pounds of vanadium pentox- 
Kennecott's assets in the district, including ide; however, no uranium was sold after 
the Trixie Mine and mineral leases covering March 1983 and no vanadium after October 
8,000 acres. Kennecott had used the Trixie 1982. The corporation reported a net income 
silver-gold-copper ores as a fluxing agent for of $19.4 million in 1983, compared with 
its Garfield smelter; however, the mine had $27.1 million in 1982. 
been shut down since December 1982. Dur- In December, Atlas Minerals Div. was 
ing the latter half of 1983 when production studying the feasibility of developing the 
was resumed, ore was shipped to the Gar- Edward R. Farley, Jr. uranium deposit 10 
field smelter. Sunshine’s 1983 annual report miles north of Ticaboo, Garfield County. 
stated estimated reserves at the Trixie Exploration had been underway since the 
Mine to be 64,040 tons of ore containing Bullfrog claims were acquired from Exxon 
503,988 ounces of silver, 6,545 ounces of Corp. in 1982. If the feasibility study proved 
gold, and 1,736,700 pounds of copper. The out and mining permits granted, mine con- 
literature detailed geologic mapping and struction could begin in late 1984. The 
sampling programs used to compile data claims were contiguous to those of Plateau 
base for developing mining reserves at the Resources Ltd., where Plateau was develop: 
Trixie Mine.’ In late 1983, Sunshine’s Apex _ ing its uranium mine at Ticaboo and testing 
No. 2 shaft was deepened 168 feet; the goal _its 750-short-ton-per-day mill. 
was to reach 300 feet and the 1,300-foot © Energy Fuels idled its White Mesa 
level by early 1984 to explore and develop uranium-vanadium mill at Blanding, and 
its Burgin Mine. Indicated reserves at the laid off more than 100 employees in Janu- 
Burgin Mine were estimated to be 1.7 mil- ary 1983 because of low product demand. 
lion tons of ore containing 22.3 million The $40 million mill was brought under 
ounces of silver, 281,000 tons of lead, and joint ownership with Union Carbide Corp.
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in February and remained closed the rest of fluids, cement for sand molds in the foundry 
the year. industry, and many other uses.* 

‘The Hecla Mining Co. and Union Carbide Cement.—Portland cement producers, 

uranjum-vanadium mine near Moab re- listed in descending order of 1983 output, 

‘mained on standby, pending uranium price included the Ideal Basic Industries Inc. 
Pecovery: 350,000-short-ton-per-year capacity _ wet- 

Rio Algom, a unit of Rio Algom Ltd., re- process plant at Devils Slide, Morgan Coun- 

opened the MiVida underground uranium- ty; the Martin Marietta Corp. 650,000-ton- 

Vanadium mine, San Juan County, which per-year dry-process plant at Leamington, 
had been leased from Minerals West Inc. of Millard County; and the Lone Star Indus- 

Monticello. Ore was trucked 15 miles to the tries Inc. 420,000-ton-per-year_wet-process 

Rio Algom Lisbon mill near La Sal, where plant at Salt Lake City. At midyear, the 

only uranium was extracted because the Martin Marietta plant was for sale. Fin: 

mill lacked a vanadium recovery circuit. ished portland cement output increased 
Disposal of tailings from the Old Vitro 30%; sales increased more than 40% in 

uranium-vanadium plant in Salt Lake quantity and nearly 20% in value. The 

County remained the center of vigorous increase was attributed to construction of 

controversy. The cost of preventing disper- the Intermountain Power Project near 

sal of radioactive particles in the air and Lynndyl, Millard County; to a gain in inter- 

water in the valley during tailings removal state and State highway work; and to office 

was the principal concern. In October, the and hotel buildings being erected in down- 

US. Department of Energy agreed to move town Salt Lake City. Masonry cement de- 

the tailings to Tooele County instead of clined in production and the quantity and 

stabilizing them at its South Salt Lake value of sales. Principal materials consu- 
location as originally proposed. med in making cement were limestone, 

Zireonium.—-Western Zirconium Inc. con- cement rock, sandstone, gypsum, shale, iron 
tinued to produce zirconium and zirconium Fe, and clays. Natural gas was the chief 

alloys from imported Australian sands. A energy source for the plants, followed by 
gnell amount of titanium was also recover- bituminous coal and a small amount of fuel 

ed. oil. Pollution-control equipment at the 

‘Western Electric Corp. of Pittsburgh, PA, Plants included baghouses and electrical 

and Mitsubishi Metal Corp. of Tokyo, Ja- Precipitators. == 
pan, abandoned plans to produce titanium _ Clays.—The principal common clay and 
Eponge at the Western Zirconium plant shale producer was Utelite Corp., Summit 

wear Ogden; weakened markets contributed County, followed by Interpace Corp. Utah 
to the companies’ decision. County; Interstate Brick Co. at its Five-Mile 

pit, Tooele County, and Jim Gay pit, Utah 
NONMETALS County; Martin Marietta at its Hank Allen 

pit, Juab County; and Redmond Clay and 
Asphalt (Native) and Other Bitumens.— Salt Co. at its Sanpete County pit. Western 

Gilsonite production increased about 11%. Clay Co. mined swelling bentonite at its 
in quantity and 15% in value. The principal Redmond pit and fuller’s earth at its Auro- 

producer, American Gilsonite Co., a subsid- ra pit, both in Sevier County. R. D. Wadley 

iary of Standard Oil Co. of California, mined Clay Co. mined fire clay at its Wadley pit, 
hydrocarbon material from veins near Bo- Utah County. The common clays were used 
nanza, Uintah County, where the company mainly for face brick and for concrete block, 
owned 5,000 acres of land and leased 20,000 followed by portland cement, structural 
acres from the State and Federal Govern- concrete, terra cotta, floor and wall ceram- 
ments. Located about 45 miles southeast of ics, adhesives, and animal feed. Swelling 
Vernal, the operation comprised 11 mines, bentonite was used for animal feed, drilling 
offices, a processing plant, and 5 concrete mud, and waterproof sealant. Fire clay was 
silos with a combined storage capacity of used for foundry purposes and fuller’s earth 
7,500 short tons. Ores mined on a 45° angle for mineral oil preparation. 
were airlifted to the surface through a 14-__Clay and shale increased in quantity and 
inch-diameter pipe. According to the compa- value; the average unit value increased 
ny, gilsonite sales ranged from 60,000 to from $5.71 in 1982 to $7.14 in 1983. 
100,000 tons per year, and depending on the Graphite—Synthetic graphite produc- 
grade, the product was marketed at $150 to tion increased 62% and its value rose 35%. 
$875 per ton for automobile body sealer Because of its light weight, stiffness, and 
and radiator paint, inks, oil well-drilling good coefficient of thermal expansion, the
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commodity was used for aerospace equip- uct increased 19% in quantity and about ment, golf club shafts, and tennis rackets. 7% in value. Hercules Inc., Aerospace Div., at its Bac- Phosphate Rock.—Chevron Resources chus Works, principal producer of the com- Co. mined phosphate rock from the Upper. modity, employed about 3,000 workers. Permian Age Park City Formation 12 miles Gypsum.—Georgia-Pacific Corp. and _north of Vernal, Uintah County. Expansion United States Gypsum Co. continued pro- of the Vernal Mine remained in abeyance; ducing crude and calcined gypsum at Sig- however, a contract was awarded to com urd, Sevier County. Wallboard was the prin- struct a 98.2-mile-long slurry pipeline from cipal product shipped from the Sigurd the open pit mine at Vernal to a proposed plants. Crude gypsum was also mined by $350 million, 1,200-short-ton-per-day fertil- Cox Enterprises Inc. near Levan, Sanpete izer plant at Rock Springs, WY. At the County; Thomas J. Peck & Sons Inc. near Vernal Mine, phosphate rock reserves were Nephi, Juab County; and White Mountain estimated to be 700 million short tons of ore; Gypsum Co. near Fillmore, Millard County. Chevron reported spending $150 million in Lime.—Leading quicklime producers in- acquiring reserves and conducting prelimi cluded Continental Lime Co., a subsidiary of nary activities before beginning construc. 
Steel Bros. Canada Ltd., Millard County; tion. Construction startup was deferred to Utah Marblehead Lime Co, a subsidiary of 1985. 
General Dynamics Corp. Tooele County; The U.S, Bureau of Mines published sum- Utah Copper Div. of Kennecott, Salt Lake marized data on the Flaming Gorge; West- County; and Genstar Lime Co. a subsidiary ern Uinta Range; Crawford Mountain; of Genstar Corp., Toronto, Canada, Tooele North, Central, and Southern Wasatch County. Lime production increased as the Range; and Vernal Mine and Vernal Field construction industry picked up. Utah Mar- phosphate deposits. Locations, published re- blehead, 35 miles northwest of Grantsville, serve and resource information, geology, with a 230,000-ton-annual-capacity plant, mineralogy, mine and mill data, transporta- produced a dead-burned dolomite chiefly for tion of product, and bibliography of sites refractory use in the steel industry in Cali- were included in the directory." fornia and Utah. About 60% of its produe- — Potash.—Production of all potassium tion was shipped to the Kaiser Steel Corp. salts in the State decreased 20%. Total sales steel plant at Fontana, CA, and with the of the products declined 22% in volume and shutdown of the Kaiser plant in October 29% in value. Stocks dropped about 17% by 1983, 14 of 27 employees at the Utah Mar- the end of the reporting period. The three blehead lime plant were laid off. companies recovering potash in the State Magnesium Compounds.—Great Salt were Great Salt Lake Minerals, Kaiser Lake Minerals & Chemicals Corp. a divi- Aluminum & Chemical, and Texasgulf Inc. sion of Gulf Resources & Chemicals Corp., Great Salt Lake Minerals used solar evapo- with an annual capacity of 100,000 short ration and selective crystallization proc- tons of magnesium oxide equivalent, obtain- esses to recover potassium sulfate and by- ed magnesium chloride and other products product salt, sodium sulfate, and magne- from the brines of Great Salt Lake west of sium chloride from the concentrated brines Ogden, Weber County. Kaiser Aluminum & of Great Salt Lake. Brines were pumped Chemical Corp., with an annual capacity of from the north arm of the lake to 19,500 50,000 tons of MgO equivalent, recovered acres of solar evaporation ponds on Bear magnesium compounds from the brines of Lake Bay west of Ogden at Little Mountain, Great Salt Lake at its Bonneville plant near Weber County. Plans for expanding the Wendover, Tooele County. Magnesium com- company’s evaporation ponds were suspend- pounds sales were essentially the same in ed because of heavy precipitation resulting volume as those of 1982; however, their in the Great Salt Lake flooding its shores; value declined slightly. instead, over $1.5 million was spent to raise Perlite—Holly Corp. mined perlite in and strengthen existing dikes. Millard County. Perlite was expanded at The Kaiser solar evaporation installation the Georgia-Pacific plant in Sigurd, Sevier near Wendover, covering 87,816 acres, col- County, and was brought in from out of lected natural brines in 140 miles of ditches State for expanding at the Pax Co. plant in on the Bonneville Salt Flats of the Great Salt Lake County. The expanded perlite was Salt Lake deserts. The brines were concen- used in horticulture, plaster aggregate, and trated in a primary 8,000-acre evaporation other uses. Production of the treated prod- pond. Potassium salts were harvested and
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processed through a flotation concentrator county stockpiles of salt. 
to separate the halite (sodium chloride) and Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
sylvite (potassium chloride). In September, struction sand and gravel production is 
the mill was temporarily closed because of surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
severe flooding by Great Salt Lake; custom- even-numbered years only; therefore, this 
ers were supplied from stockpiled material. chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
Potash was sold for fertilizers, and magne- Data for odd-numbered years are based on 
sium chloride was sold for dust suppression annual company estimates made before 
and for producing sugar from sugar beets." yearend. 

Texasgulf, a subsidiary of Société Na- "A rise in construction in the State gener- 
tionale Elf Aquitaine (a 67% French ated nearly a one-third increase in the 

_ Government-controlled cil company), re- output and value of construction sand and 
covered potassium salts at its Cane Creek gravel. In urban and nearby rural areas, 
operation near Moab, Grand County. Penn- sand and gravel operators were faced with sylvanian Age evaporites were solution typical environmental and zoning problems. 
mined at a depth of 2,789 feet; the brines The State Air Quality Bureau ordered two 
were then evaporated on solar ponds and north Davis County operators, Ideal Rock 
the salts harvested and processed by flota- Products Co. and Parsons Ready Mix, to 
tion to recover potash and byproduct salt. _ bring their properties into compliance with 

Salt—Solar salt producers included _air-quality standards or face closure. Blow- American Salt Co. and Great Salt Lake ing sand was the principal complaint. Hang- 
Minerals, Weber County; Lake Crystal Salt glider associations protested that gravel pits 
Co., Box Elder County; Lakepoint Salt Co.,,a at the Point of the Mountain presented a 
division of Domtar Industries Inc., Tooele hazard to pilots because the mounds that 
County; Morton Salt Co., a division of Mor- had been left disturbed air currents unique ton-Thiokol Inc., Salt Lake County; and to the area. The Utah County Planning ‘Texasgulf, Grand County. Redmond Clay Commission recommended a zoning change 
and Salt, Sevier County, mined rock salt that would prohibit Gibbons & Reed Co. 
near Redmond. Moab Brine Co. (La Sal Oil from mining gravel at the mouth of Ameri. Co.) recovered salt from brine in Grand can Fork Canyon. 
County. Production and sales declined when _Industrial.—Salt Lake Valley Sand & 
heavy precipitation diluted the solar-evap- Gravel Co. continued producing industrial oration pond brines. In December, deep sand in Utah County for use in engine 
snows resulted in an unusual demand for _ traction and sandblasting. 
deicing Salt Lake City streets, depleting 

Table 7.—Utah: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
— 1982 —_ 1988 7 

Shoe” Vaiue value how” Value Value 
fot ands) sae, Oper tons tons) ——— tr 

Construction: 
FRE rrmmrnniercncnrcamninneciats: 2,029 33,970 $1.96 NA NA NA Gravel --—7==7=22TTT TTT as US te NA NA NA Sandand gravel improcessed)-—""-——"2 05nd 63 NA NANA 

‘Total or average___-_--.-..---- 1,519 14,920 197 *9,800  °$19,800 $2.02 Industrial sand === 22722727222 Ww W__1350 24 W W 
Grand total or average____.._.____ w Ww w °9,824 Ww Ww 

“Estimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 

Sodium Sulfate.—Great Salt Lake Miner- was used in the ceramic, detergent, glass, als continued to recover sodium sulfate and paper industries. 
from the brines of Great Salt Lake at its Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by operation west of Ogden. Production in- the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered creased in 1983. Of the three States produc- years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ing the product (California, Texas, and Data for even-numbered years are based on Utah), Utah ranked third. Sodium sulfate annual company estimates made before
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yearend. lurgical purposes. Genstar Lime, Tooele 
‘The quantity and value of crushed stone County, also quarried dolomite in Tooele 

production increased dramatically as resi- County. Sandstone was quarried by Ideal 
Gential and industrial construction improv- Basic Industries and Martin Marietta for 
ed and as the State rushed to recover from cement manufacture and by the Cache 
heavy precipitation, spring flooding, and County Road Department and Utah State 
the rising Great Salt Lake. Crushed rock Highway Department, Washington County, 
was used to repair flood-damaged roads and for dense road base and some unpaved road 
dams, to raise and strengthen dikes pro- surfaces. Volcanic rock was quarried by 
tecting industries on the shores of Great Diversified Marketing Services, Millard 
Salt Lake, and to raise and stabilize the rail County, for lightweight aggregate, and by 
lines across the causeway spanning the Lava Products Inc. for unpaved road sur- 
north arm of the lake and skirting the faces for terrazzo and exposed stone. The 
southern shore. US. Bureau of Reclamation quarries slate 

Listed in descending order of output, the for bituminous aggregate, dense road base, 
following companies quarried limestone: and unpaved road surfaces. 
Southern Pacific Transportation Co., Box _ Companies and local, State, and Federal 
Elder County, for riprap and jetty stone; Government agencies quarried 4,050,360 

Martin Marietta Mountain Div., Juab Coun- tons of limestone and dolomite valued at 
ty, for cement; Continental Lime, Millard $18,528,730; 243,071 tons of sandstone and 
Gounty, for lime manufacture; Ideal Basic quartzite valued at $717,938; 27,030 tons of 
Industries, Morgan County, for cement; slate valued at $54,060; 86,394 tons of vol- 
Lone Star Industries, Salt Lake County, for _canic stone valued at $333,404; and 195 tons 
cement; U.S. Steel, Utah County, for its of other stone valued at $1,560. The average 
steel operation; LeGrand Johnson Corp., unit value of crushed stone quarried was 
Cache County; Gibbons & Reed’s Concrete $3.32 per ton. Crushed stone was produced 
Products Co. Tooele County; and Cedar- at 42 quarries in 20 counties; the leading 
strom Calcite, Utah County, for poultry county was Box Elder, followed by Millard, 
grit. Utah Marblehead quarried dolomitic Morgan, Tooele, Salt Lake, and Cache Coun- 
limestone in Tooele County for dead-burned ties. 
dolomite and a refractory stone for metal- 

Table 8.—Utah: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

AEE Se 
Use Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch) 
OEM Mite or oman — vn —mennnnnnannnen enna nsnsseees 2 2 
Other course apergate: 2-022 o 22ST 16 18 

Conroe seeegat, rade: Bitainous aggregate, oar — 22 2I oT 2 TST t 3 
Coarse and fine sugregate: 
“Graded rood base graubbese ____----------__---2--==-2--2e----—-- 96 351 
Unpaved toad surfacing ----~=-~~7722~------2~----->--=--—-— 14 182 
Maceemound segneed sguiegaie: <7 oe Soo RUST EL OSESTSSOUSLES IEEE TS Ww 256 

Other coarse and fine aggregate ==” 22TTODTII-T-STIIIISIIIIIIIII 4 4 
‘Chemical and metallurgi 
Cnet RAINED en mere SSS NURSE 1.458 5806 

Fine ninttactare O° TOEES RCP MGS een gananatnmon Ww 25 
Special: 

Lightweight aggregate ....--------------------+---=--=--------~ w 5 
Other! ——onnecooate SIT IT IIIT o oon a anne nanan nnn 25824908 

Motel Sane SoeBE SEUSS aeent pees ene E ee Eeeeee ‘ado "14,630 
__ See ee ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
1ncludes limestone, dolomite, sandstone, quartzite, volcanic cinder and scoria, and miscellaneous stone. 
‘Includes poultry grit and mineral food, dead-burned dolomite, uses not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

8Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Sulfur (Recovered).—Chevron Oil Co. re- _,,tainer, ©, Getty Gears up Mercur. Intermountain Pay 
covered sulfur from its refinery in Davis ” Suilings,D. N. Getty Mining Co. Starting Up ts Mercur 

County. Gold pertion a Utah Shlings Min ev, ¥. 2 No. 
Sulfuric Acid—Nationally, Utah ranked “hr ‘TV. and S. A. Sass. Engineering Design of the 

second in output of sulfuric acid. Recovered  Mercur Gold Proec Ore Prosssing Faure. at ri all Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 19-21, as a byproduct of copper production, the {945 Sc, Min. Eng. AIME preprint 82-394, 1983, 6 pp 
commodity declined in quantity and value. SIntermountain Pay Dirt. Johnson Matthey's Gold, Sil 
Vermiculite—Although no crude ver- vey Refinery Fully Operational No.8 Mar 198. ZiA 

miculite was mined in Utah, Vermiculite  .,/Burger. (a, Ranchers End-Slices Escalante 
3 Hig zs Silver it. and Min. J., v. 185, No. 1, Jan. 1984 

Intermountain Inc. brought in the material push 4, 
for expansion at its Salt Lake City plant. Ranchers Exploration and Development Corp, Annual 
Output and value of exfoliated vermiculite Report for thevear ending June 188 PS 
increased; the product was used chiefly for Application of Detailed Geology to Production, Planning, 
block and loose-fill insulation, fireproofing, and Ore Search Trizle Mine, Bag Tati Disc Utah 
and in roofing, concrete, and plaster aggre- {9.1,"1g83. Soc. Min. Eng, AIME preprint #2112, 1983, 
ates. Opp. 

Bs “Sushan, L. Bonanza; The Only Place on Earth Where Gu Laiwn officer, Bureau of Mines, Denver,co, __Ererfbods Knows What Gilsonite Is. The Standard Oiler, 
2Uaivertity of Uta; Graduate School of Business, Utah &PE-OCE IMS. DP. I nal Chevron’s Phosphate 

Construction Report. V. 26, No. 4, 1983, p. 2. et ee ~~ ee ae Rania Wenn Cogn Dec Nore Prue gles Ee Prone et Vo I6E 8 St 
tive, Min: World, v.36, No.9, 1983, pp. 82-94 te " 

‘Burger, J. R. (ed.). Mercur Is ‘Getiy’s First Gold Mine. *Spangenberg, D. R., E. F. Carey, and P. M. Takosky. goer yD, Bol), Mercy eet Pe aea Minerals Availablity Commodity Directory on Phosphate 
‘Keuhey, K. ¥. and W. E. Coughlin. Getty Mining Co.'s BuMines IC 8926, 1983, pp. 827-366. 

Approseh "fo Heap Leaching at the Mercur Mine: Pres at "Industrial Minerals (London) Salt Lake Closure, No 
SMEAIME Fall Mecting, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 1921, 193, Oct. 1983, p. 1. 1988. Soc Min, Eng. AIME preprint 86418, 1983, pp. 

Table 9.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company “Adaress ~ Tope factivity———Goanty 
Asphalt: TAmerican Gilsonite Co,a Suite 1150, Kennecott Bldg. Underground mines and plant_ Uintah. Subsidiary ofStandard Oi Salt Lake City, UT 84188 Co. of California. Hydrocarbon Mining Inc,,a North 9601 Division St. woaedo oon De ‘ubsidiary of Western Bute A Strategie Mineral ne. Spokane, WA 99218 Ziegler Chemical € Mineral Star Route sumaitecommonwamenuse Do. Corp Vernal, UT 84078 Beryllium: Brush Wellman Inc... §7 West 2950 South Open pit mines and plant. Juaband ’ Salt Lake City, UT 4115, ‘Millard cement Tdeal Basic Industries Inc, Star Route Quarries and plant__--_--. Morgan. 

‘Cement Div. Morgan, UT 84050 ee 
Martin Marietta Cement, 4885 South 900 East sdoeiesuessepcsss Millard Mountain Div.asubeld- Sale Lake City, UTPS4117 dary of Martin Marietta ena 

Portland Cement Co, of 615 West 800 South suvddecsomesesnes (eaitake ‘Utah, adivision oflone Box L409 
ou Star Industries Inc." Salt Lake City, UT.84110 

Tierpace Corp, Stracturl 796 Wat Harravile Rd Open pit minesand lant Utah. 
Ogden, UT 84402, Interstate Brick Co,,a sub- $780 South 5200 West ceed nee eattee  Togtleand tiday of Mountain Fuei West Jordan, UT #04 Gish 

UteliteCorp_--------- Box 387 wn pit mineand plant Summit. 
Coalville, UT 84017 oer r Western ClayCo? ...-.. Box 106? Open pit mines... Sevier. ‘Aurora, UT 84620 

Copper: FRennecott, asubsidiary of ‘1129 East 8900 South Open pit mine, mills,smelter, Salt Lake and ‘Kennecott Corp, Utah Box 6500 refinery” Utah. 
gad Copper Div.* Salt Lake City, UT 84106 

Getty Mining Co, a sub- Box 838 Open pit mine, mill, carbon-in- Tooele e ‘idly of Getty O11 Co, "Tooele, UT 84074 "pulp plant. 
iypsum: Georgia-Pacific Corp... Box 89 Open pit mineand plant... Sevier. 

: Sigurd, UT 84657 United States GypsumCo-- Box 120 ssl gsanrerceasereeie Do. 
Sigurd, UT @4657 Tron and steel: 

‘United States Steel Corp." iconee Works ‘Steel plant___.-..... = Tron. 

Provo, UT 84608, 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 9.—Principal producers —Continued 
en 

Commodity and company adress "Type of activity County 

vorontinental Lime Co. 268 West 400 South @ n ntinental Lime Co, est 400 Sout juarry and plant Milla 
‘subsidiary of Steel Bros. Suite 201 evan’ Millard 
Canada Ltd Salt Lake City, UT e410) 

Genstar Lime Co, x 357 snpitmine and plant ‘Tooele. 
‘a subsidiary of Genstar Granteville, UT 84029 aes B ee 

an Utah Marblehead Lime Co, Box 596 a --ndo === De. 
‘ subsidiary of General Granteville, UT 84029 
Dynamics Corp 

MAMA Mi Cor £238 North 2200 We Sol tion plant. fagnesium Corp. (0 lest lar evaporation plant. Do. 
Subsidiary of AMAX Inc Salt Lake Gity, UT 84116 

Phosphate rock ‘Chevron Resources Co. Manila Star Route Open pit mine and plant Uintah. 
‘division of Chevron Vernal, UT 84078 
Tadustres In. asubed- 2 4 Oil Co. 

of California. 
Potassium salts ‘Great Salt Lake Minerals & 765 North 10500 West Solar evaporation, concentra- Weber. 

Chemicals Corp, adivision Little Mountain tor, plant. 
of Gulf Resourees & Chem- Box 1190 

‘cals Corp.* Ogden, UT 84402 
Kaiser Aluminum &Chemi- Box 580 nan doggone Tooele. 

‘cal Corp, Bonneville Ltd. Wendover, UT 84088 
Div? 

‘Texasgulf Inc.,asubsidiary Box 1208 Solution mine, solar evapora- Grand. 
‘of Société Nationale Elf Moab, UT 84582 ‘tion, concentrator, plant. 
‘Aquitaine? 

Salt; "American Salt Co... Box 77 Pantascossetewccdaws oode 
Grantsville, UT 84029 

‘Morton Salt Co, adivision of AMF. Box 22054 essdmarmcccumeees Balti 
‘Morton-Thiokol Ine, Salt Lake City, UT 84122 

Sand and gravel: ‘Construction: 
Concrete Products Co,a 41 West Central Ave. Pitsand plant__..------ Davis, 

‘division of Gibbons & Box 7356, Salt Lake, 
Reed Co. Murray, UT 84107 Summit, Wasatch, 

Ideal Rock Products Co, 2635 East South Weber Dr. Pitsandplants Box Elder, 
of Savage Western Tn- Ogden, UT 84403 ‘Davis, Salt 

dustries. Lake 
Monrocine-------__1780North Beck St. Pitsand plant...-------- Salt Laie. 

Box 587 Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
Pioneer Sand and Gravel Box 18457 wand one Do. 
Go Kearns, UT 84118 

Industrial: 
‘Salt Lake Valley Sand & $00 North 1550 West Si cocren eamecsanconin Do. 

s ‘Gravel Co. Orem, UT 84057 
iver: "Ranchers Exploration and Box 308 ‘Underground mine, mill, plant Iron. 

Stoned velopment Corp Enterprise, UT $4725 
tone: ‘Southern Pacific Transporta- One Market Plaza aeudserweencsuccees Box Biden 

tion Co. San Francisco, CA 94105 
StarStoneIne--------- Box 218 povided scuececeee due Do. 

Vanea Oakley, ID 83346 
‘Atlas Minerals Div.of Atlas Box 1207 Underground mines and plant. Emery, 
Corp. ‘Moab, UT 84532 ‘Grand, San 

Energy Fuels Nuclear Inc-— Box 7817 Underground mines, ore-buying Emery, 
Blanding, UT 84511 station, mill. Garfield, San Juan. 

Union Carbide Corp, Metals Box 1029 Underground mines. Grand and 
Dw. Grand Junction, CO 81501 ‘San Juan. 

Gran at 
2 Also stone. 
2Also clays. Also gold, lime, molybdenum, rhenium, selenium, silver, and stone. 
‘Also magnesium compounds, salt, and sodium sulfate. 
Also magnesium compounds, 
Also salt.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Office of the State Geologist, Agency of Environmental Conservation, for collecting information on all nonfuel 
minerals, 

By L. J. Prosser, Jr.,1 and Charles A. Ratté? 

The value of nonfuel mineral production State's mineral industry included a 3-month 
in Vermont was $42.1 million in 1983, a strike by workers at Vermont Asbestos 
decline of $8 million compared with that of Group Inc. (VAG), that continued at year- 
1982. Output of asbestos and crushed stone end; permanent closure of Eastern Magne- 
increased while that of construction sand sia Tale Co.'s underground talc mine and 
and gravel, dimension stone, and talc mill; announcement by Thompson-Weyman 
decreased compared with 1982 totals. The Co. of development plans for a $30 million 
sharpest decline was reported for dimension marble mine and plant; and a change in 
stone in which output dropped 84,000 tons ownership of the State’s leading dimension 
and value, $9.5 million. granite producer, Rock of Ages Corp. 
Developments in 1983 affecting the 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Vermont? 

ggg SE 
Mineral “Saas Wale vane Quantity gagasanas —_Wantoy yea) 

Sand and gravel construction)... thousand short tons. 3218 36,854 "3,000 *36,200 tone: 
Crushed... ------------------- - do. #1200 $5,300 1,839 5579 DEMO yn nase So ot ns SEO gE “202 2446 118 19,995 Combined value of other nonmetals _.____-~------ XX 550, XX, 10,355 
Total soe os see scheeseue cereus XX 50,150 xX 42,129 

‘Bstimated. XX Not applicable, 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Vermont, by county" 
(Thousands) 

SSS 
County 1981 1982, Minerals produced in 1982 $$ in erter frat 

Addison = w $413 Sand and gravel (construction). Bennington” _727222222222I227 sar 1189 Do Caledonia = -==2222272TTIT TIT @ 288 Do. Chittenden ~~>—DLTTIIIIDIIII2 Ww 1,598 Do. Heer ce oo ec ane a W Do. Frontlin, 02 SSC EISERETS w 215 Do. Lamolle “00 222202222222222 w ‘W Tale, HD on nmap SRS UEE 1182 246 Sand and gravel (construction) Onlegns’ 2D 7TDETSIE IIIT TT 3 08 Do Rutland -22272222222222277772 11,686 620, Do. ‘Washingtan 2 "7POCSTESDIIIIE Ww 295 Do Windham 272222 222222272°22 w W Tale Winder oo= ET TRISTE W W Tale, sand and gravel (construction). Undistributed®—~ > "7777777777777 21,190 921 
Sand and gravel (construction) =~ 7777 1254 xX Stone Crushed XX 85,300 Dimension -—~~2722ZIIIII2 XX___t79;446 

Total n-ne G4 ——«8AB ————————— OE 
“Estimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not applicable. "Grande Inle County is not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported, County datribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown ‘separately under "Sand and gravel (construction) or “Stone.” SGonstruetion sand and gravel was produced data not avalable by county. 
SIncludes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and vales indicated by symbol W. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Vermont business activity 
a ane DE eA 

p Change, 1982 1983} pert, —_—_— SY rt 
Employment and labor force, annual averat ‘Polalcivian labor force "=n ne. thousands 8682 -09 Unemployment o20 0? S3EL SRG T DS TOS IEE SS IT awe 28.0 190-17 

Employment (nonagricultural 
ela eeemmnmrer repay Lie 3 4-200 Manubsefuring —_ ==> <SRS77 DEES GOS US ETE PESTS Lge 462 an 422 Contract construction © ~~~ -" 22 77772TIIIIIIIIIIT Tac It 18 go ibd ‘Transportation and public utilities - ——_~__7_7222222 Tao 7TT 85 87 yea Wholesale and retail trade ~~~ 212722222222I27—ge0 27> als Bt $51 Einanee, insurance, real estate —---___~-~-_=~~-~deo_== 85 89 tan Betviee 7 seo 0 2 nas REET OUEST DS Teg OS Bod 309 10 Goverament == TLI SITET ISi elo std 354 “54 

Persona) in Tota! nonagricltural employment ado 2M 2086 412 
Total ----------_-------------------- millions. $4909 $5,272 418 Per capita —©2—2LTITIIITIIIIIITILIITICIIIII RIMES «gore stotogs._ «388 Construction activity ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized ___—______ 2210 47084945 Value of nonresidential construction —---.------------willions- $181 $190 BND Value of State road contract awards -—— 77227-77777 Mao Sha BOS “8B Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State 

thousand short tons. 14 it 4202 Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘Total crude mineral value ~~ millions 850284 “161 Value per capita, resident population -—_-_-_27720 72227 397 $8000 “ITS Value per square mile ~— = =-~=727s 22222 2a aaa $5219 44882-1080 
Preliminary. 
Sources: U.S, Department of Commerce, U.S. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US' Bureau of Mines, * iehway ” mes 

Trends and Developments.—Nationally, stone. In 1983, dimension stone output 
Vermont ranked second in production of dropped 41% in Vermont and 11% in the 
asbestos and talc and third in dimension United States. The State’s share of domestic
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production decreased from 15% to 10%. ceramic bricks and tiles) under competitive 
Despite a 3-month strike, asbestos produc- industrial conditions. 
tion increased, and Vermont's portion of Field studies for a State-sponsored pro- 
US. output was 4% higher in 1983 compar- gram of geologic and mineral resource as- 
ed with that of 1982. Although one of the sessment of State-owned lands were com- 
State's leading tale producers closed, pleted for the Okemo State Forest in 
Vermont's share of the Nation's tale pro- Ludlow-Mount Holly. Other State projects 
duction remained about the same in 1983 included completion of ground radiometric 
compared with that of 1982 Pro. vege in the towns of Highgate, Milton, 

Legislation an overnment ro- and Star! ro; initial work on a new grams.—During the year, the Office of the bedrock and surficial geologic map in the 
State Geologist, Agency of Environmental Northfield 7-1/2-minute Quadrangle; and 
Conservation, continued cooperative pro- development of a program to locate and 
grams with the U.S. Bureau of Mines and map existing and potential mineral re- U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). In 1983, the sources for protection under Vermont’s 
Vermont-USGS cooperative topographic Land Use and Development Law. Four mapping program completed two 7-1/2- by new publications are available from the 
15-minute (1:25,000 metric scale) topograph- Vermont Department of Libraries, 111 
ic maps of the St. Johnsbury, VT, and State Street, Montpelier, VT 05602. These Lancaster, NH-VT, Quadrangles. -af6 1982 Supplement to the Bibliography 

search continued on a U.S. Bureau of of Vermont Geol logy”; “1 lrocl reology of 
Mines sponsored waste slate-waste marble the Milton Quadrangle,” Special Bulletin 
project. Manville Service Corp. of Denver, No. 3; “Geology of the Starksboro Area,” 
CO, began testing the economic feasibility Special Bulletin No. 4; and “Simplified 
of using products produced during the ini- Lithotectonic Synthesis of the Pre-Silurian 
tial phase of the study (alkali-resistant glass Rocks of Western New England,” Special 
fibers, lightweight concrete aggregate, and Bulletin No. 5. ig) Bi 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS The Economic Development Council of 
. Northern Vermont provided assistance to 

canes Dorp chipments and value of VAG in receiving certification that the 
ie 1888 Compared with 1s totale, W. Age mine was subjected to unfair foreign compe- 
= Pee ee ¢ tition. That certification from the Trade Lowell Mine in Orleans County was one of. ‘Adjustment Center of the U.S. Department 
three operating asbestos mines in the Unit- 3°) da VAG eligible to rosat 
ed States; the other two are in California. grosie be iechiical asiateiee aes eng! 

In October, workers at VAG went on i : . strike when the labor contract expired and neering work. ‘ negotiations failed. The strike continued Sand and Gravel—Construction sand 
through the remainder of the year, and and gravel production is surveyed by the because of the annual winter shutdown, U-S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered contract negotiations were not expected to Years only, sperelore, is oe gpoteine 
resume until spring. During the first 2 only estimates for = al or = 
months of the strike, VAG shipped asbestos numbered years ara beset on soul com- 
from stockpile. pany estimates made before yearend. 

Also during the year, a multimillion dol- Output of construction sand and gravel 
lar foreclosure suit filed by the Franklin- declined from 3.2 million tons in 1982 to 3.0 
Lamoille Bank was dismissed when VAG million tons in 1983. In the past 10 years, 
reached a debt payment agreement with the _ the State’s sand and gravel industry aver- 
bank. The foreclosure suit had stalled ef. aged an annual production of about 2.9 
forts of securing matching financial assist- million tons. Quantity and value data for 
ance for a $300,000 Federal grant for up- the past decade are shown in the following grading machinery at the mine. tabulation:
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juantity Value Value 
Year Gens kdl tlt 

qd 299% $3.588—$1.50 TIS STESSES 2550 608 “U3 190 = 2319 3758 UB eae 3.405 Sav Wika sccses aps e512 1gtg 2222 22oT 31560 820 170 wen sceTSOEIES 300 ain 230 
gsi -==722 22> 3196 7254 337 ieee RESO 3218 6a 213 
1988" --- 3,000 6,200 207 

Average - 298 5a02 1.85 
“Estimated. 

Since 1980, the leading counties in sand coverings and concrete aggregate remained 
and gravel production have been Addison, the primary uses of sand and gravel mined 
Bennington, and Chittenden. Road base and in Vermont. 

Table 4.—Vermont: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
— — i982 a 

Geantity, Value Value Quanutly Value Value 
thor” iis) Rn thot) Ron 

Construction: i 143 $1615 $217 NA NANA 
Grapel oo 2 nas SUS TSDTTRSE TEESE 1631 "4165 “254 NA NA NA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed ~~——~~~72777 38 Movs 138 NANA NA 
‘Total or average seergueeumem S218 6854 218 3000 $6200 $207 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by ‘Thompson-Weyman also owns a 50% inter- 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered est in White Pigment Corp. in Florence, 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. which produces a similar product. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on _Late in the year, Shelburne Limestone 
annual company estimates made before Corp. applied to the local zoning board for 

yearend. an amendment that would permit quarry 
‘Crushed.—The State's crushed stone in- operations on agricultural lands. The 

dustry produced a total of 1.3 million tons of amendment would allow the company to 
limestone, granite, and marble; an increase renew mining operations at the Fonda 
of about 140,000 tons compared with that of Junction Quarry affecting about 10 acres of 
1982. Limestone was mined at six quarries the 120 acres owned by Shelburne at the 
in four counties in western Vermont and Franklin County site. About 20,000 tons of 
accounted for about three-fourths of the limestone would be quarried per year if the 
State's total output. Uses for the limestone amendment is approved. 
included concrete aggregate, dense-graded Dimension —Vermont produced about 
road base, filter stone, and filler. 118,000 tons (1.2 million cubic feet) of di- 

Granite was quarried by one company in mension stone, ranking third in output. 
Washington County. Marble was produced Granite was produced at 5 quarries in 
at two quarries; one in Orleans County, the Washington and Windsor Counties; marble 
other in Rutland County. at 1 quarry in Rutland County; and slate at 

In September, Thompson-Weyman, Car- 14 quarries in Bennington and Rutland 
tersville, GA, announced plans for develop- Counties. 
ment of a $30 million marble mine and —_Nortek Inc. a Rhode Island-based con- 
plant at Brandon, Rutland County. The glomerate, signed a letter of intent to sell 
company estimates mining about 120,000 Rock of Ages, the largest producer of dimen- 
tons of marble annually for use as a filler sion granite in Vermont, to a group led by 
in paper products, plastics, and paint. the chairman and president of the John
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Swenson Granite Co. Inc. of Concord, NH. black marble at the Goodsell Quarry along The sale was expected to be complete early the southern shore of Isle Le Motte. The in 1984. Rock of Ages’ Wetmore and Morse company expected to quarry about 15,000 Quarries and Adams and Pirie Quarries, all cubic feet of the marble during the next 2 in Washington County, were the 3d and years. After quarrying, the marble is 10th, respectively, leading dimension stone shipped to Vermont Marble's finishing gperations in the United States in total plant in Proctor; end products inclute floor sales value in 1983, and wall tiles, fireplace hearths, mantles, Vermont Marble Co. resumed mining and desk tops. 

Table 5.—Vermont: Dimension stone' sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
~ Uae Quantity Cubic feet Valuo (short tons) (thousands) (thousands) 

Rough stone: Rough blocks for building construction 87709 a1 $015 Mescwiantal nw eee ee courmemiereeme ise 81,214 821 12,395, ogre gas 108 us Roofing slate’ 72777 Sameera ee eS 1278 1d 682 Flooring slate__~ "2 22ST ETSUgDog pease 91885 108 2638 Oa EE conn ne nneacanes ESSERE 7408 4 2.856 —— a_i _ 2856 Total ——--------- 2 onan ee eee 118,339 1,213 19,995, 
AIncludes granite, marble, and slate. Includes ashlars, Partially squared pieces, monumental, structural and sanitary, and uses not specified. “Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Tale—Vermont ranked second national- stone over a 20-year period. ly in tale production in 1983. Output In November, Eastern Magnesia Talc Co. decreased slightly compared with that of closed its underground tale mine in John- 1982. During the year, developments in son, Lamoille County. Engelhard Corp. of Vermont's talesoapstone industry included Now Jersey, the parent firm of Eastern the possibility of two mine openings andthe Magnesia, cited pricing pressure and declin- closing of one operation. ing profits as reasons for the unexpected Cyprus Mines Corp., a subsidiary of shutdown.‘ The mine was permanently seal- Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), continued an ed .and the mill was for sale at yearend. exploratory drilling program for tale in Vermont Tale Co., a division of OMYA Chester, Windsor County. A 100-ton bulk Inc. announced plans to double capacity at sample was shipped to the company’s Al- ite rolling mill in Chester. The expansion Pine, AL, pilot plant for testing. A decision plans were pending a decision by the Dis- on developing the deposit was expected in Piet Environmental Commission, which 1984, 
was expected in 1984. Newfane Soapstone Associates announc- 

ed plans to reopen a soapstone quarry in ~ igi Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. Windham County that had been abandoned _*State. geolyise Aetna ot ge Mines, Pitt Conserva- ir more than. 200 years, The company ‘Sli va Oe Planned to mine about 400,000 tons of soap- “Burlington Winey neue Now: 9, 1983, 1
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‘Table 6.—Principal producers 
commodity and company ‘adress Type of activity County 
Asbestos: Vermont Asbestos Group Inc ..---- Box 70 Pit... Orleans Hyde Park, VT 05655, Sand and gravel: 
‘Calkins Sond & Gravel Ine... Box 82 Pitsand plant Caledonia and Lyonville, VT 05851 ‘Orleans. William B. Daily Ine.----------- Route 1, Box 51 Pits. Bennington, Shaftsbiry, VT 05262 
Hinesburg Sand & Gravel Co -------- Box 200 ----d0 Chittenden, Hinesburg, VT 05461 Stone 
crea Asphalt Paving Co Box 542 @ w ley Asphalt Pavis Bocas juarry Washington. 

aaa en Barre, VT 05641 7 . ae 
Shelburne Limestone Cor 30 Jewett juarvies Chittenden and 

r Swanton, VT 05488 Franklin. 
Frank W. Whitcomb Construction Box 429 Quarry-_.- Chittenden, Corp Bellows Falls, VI 05101 
White Pigment Corp__------. Florence, VT'05T44-Quarries__Addigon and Di Rutland 
OMYA Ine ~ _ sou Bol Quarry —___ Rutland and 

Florence, VT 05744 ‘Windsor. Rock of Ages Corp... Box dia Quarries Washington and 
som Bren Grate age Q wag john Swenson Granite Co. Ine... Nor juarry i 

1b Concord, NH 03301 

OMYA Ine... ----ne------ Chester, VP05143----. Mine and mill Windham, 
Windsor Minerals iné=""""TCTTITT Winns, VFO <=> Minggand™ Windsor



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Virginia Division of Mineral Resources for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Doss H. White, Jr.! and Palmer C. Sweet? 

‘The value of sales by the nonfuel sector of producing States, Virginia ranked among 
Virginia's mineral industry totaled $289 the leaders. 
million in 1983. This was a $26 million Virginia’s extractive mining industry pro- 
increase over 1982 sales, but $20.5 million duced 14 individual mineral commodities; 
below the record high established in 1979. stone, lime, and sand and gravel accounted 

Virginia ranked 24th in 1983 in the pro- for approximately 75% of the total value. 
duction of nonfuel mineral commodities. The State led the Nation in the production 
However, excluding iron oxide pigments, of a feldspar marketed as “Virginia aplite” 
Virginia's extractive mineral output is ex- and kyanite, ranked in the top 10 in lime 
clusively industrial minerals, and when sales, and was 1 of 3 States with vermiculite 
compared with other industrial mineral production. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Virginia’ 

— 1982 1988 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thous Quantity (thou. 
sands) sands) —_———— to 

Gaye sae -----------~ thousand short tons 422 $2287 78s $5,467 Gem stones —— == 77 ===" 77 TTL TIT I Se NA 20 NA 20 Tron oxide pigments, crude —~ ~~ ~~~" _7~>=> "Tabor tons 1,269 312 W w Lime — 20077 ° 7-7 "TLL D7 2 thousand short tons. 129,118 5oT 24,637 Sand and gravel (construction) -—"-—"-__-" "Tao." g 78a 522 7.200 30800 tone: 
Crushed ————..—--—-------~2----------do.--. "35.200 142300 37,959 158,724 Cn oceans inal wand oad 4 N10 98 8067 ombined value of aplite, cement, gypsum, kyanite, sand and gravel “ndustriab, tale Goapsione), vermiculite, and value indicated by BY OL WE ow a eee XX__ 59,484 XX 66,629 

Total - ~~ ee XX 263,188 XX 280,344 a ees OO 
$Estimated, NA Not available. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; value included with “Cambined valve" igure, "RX Ret applicable: 2 0! Micloring company proprietary data value included wi *Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Virginia, by county? 
(Thousands) 

— inerals produced in 1982 County 1981 1982 Minerals produoad in 1882 —_—norierctvatzg 
Accomack 2a @ W Sand and gravel (construction) Abe oi tnmnnn coon Ww ‘$55 Do. Amelie suo ScnSesacrs 390 71 Clays. Amherst “---<-TLTIIIIIIIII w S ippometiox So TTDEE TITTLE = Augusta -—""""ILIIIIIIIIID ay W Sand and gravel (construction). Beth oo 2CEUST OSSD U TRAE Ww _ 

Bedford ——-—_—-_—-_—— = 77 IL w a 
Bill oe w SS Botetourt — = ZIZ2ZIIIIIIZ2aerag W Cement, clays. Brunswick ~~~~7TIIIIIZZI27 W 3 Buchanan <""T7TTTTTTIIIII w 2 as Buckingham —~-—.-_ ~~ 222 ranite. 
Campbell. ie Ww W. Sand and gravel (construction). Garaling = "8S TSETO REET 562 805 De. Garrells esc UESTEGace = 312 - 
QE one mmiccemiin dmen @ Ww Do. 
‘Chesapeake (city) ~~... e Ww Do. Ghesterfield — 2 TDTITIIIT w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays Giarke: == SLTSES EET W & 
RE mmo eenmm nce e W Sand and gravel (construction). Culpeper — Ww e Dinwiddie = ~22 27222222772 w e Fairfax —-7DDTDIIIITI IIT w 10 Sand and gravel (construction) Fauquier “~=27DIDIIIIIIIII2 w & Franklin —— ~~~ ~~ 22222722277 Ww W Tale Frederick” ~~ >2IIT7IIIIIIII2 Ww W Sand and gravel industria, lime. Giles =~" 77 TTIIIIZIIIIIE Ww Ww Lime Gloucester = 2==272TIIZIZIII2 @ W Sand and gravel (construction). Goochland — -—-.-- aoe 5,490 e Grayeon 50° TELETSETESITE w Q Greensville. -~~>2>2IIT77T7 w Wo Clays. Halifax. SUSLDSESTECS TS W ® 
SEINE, wense ones nigu pes asskcsisied Ww W  Aplite. Henrico_""""TTITIZTIIII=T= 081 12.028 Sand and gravel (construction) a W WwW De. Task Wiebe CC oour coe ey a James City> 7TTTTTT TTT TIT @ W Do. King and Queen ~~~ 2777727 ® W Sand and gravel (construction), clays. TOME conn omnprinsciesinie is ® 1,919 Sand and gravel (construction), King William —___ 2222-22 e 82 Do. Lancaster 2222222722772 ® Ww Do. 
LA necitn ewe nenen neem 2,260, eo 
Janina a ea aeons 11,914 e Louisa" 7"TLITIZITIITIT w W  Vermicutite. Miles oo Seo a 10 Sand and gravel (construction). Montgomery ~~ —-—~~====—-~~ Ww 26 Clays. New Rent oo S CURSE ORISTETST ® W Sand and gravel (construction) SOON meres ese sania e 12 ‘Do. Northumberland .-_~2~~_77272 ® w Do. Nottoway..." = == ooo WwW ® 
Ce w W Clays. Pittsylvania ~~ ~72TII22IIIII2 w W_ Sand and gravel (construction) Prince George - —___ 22222 L lo e) Ww Do. Prisee Will wines cou Ww e 1s ec Ww 372 Iron oxide pigments. Richmond (city) _— ~~ =ITIII> Ww W Clays. Roanoke 22222772TT777= gg 2 De. Bockbrides == SnSTEZ5EIE Ww Ww Do Rockingham ———— ~~~ _L I~ "7 ~TT 1,690 W Sand and gravel (construction). BOE esemrnineiicoamie on 4,600 ee Scott 2DTTITIIIITITITTD ans ® 
Sees een iypsum, lime, clays, sand and gravel (construction Southampton —-— ~~ ~~~ 77 "7 TTT e W Sand and gravel (construction). Spotsylvania. _______ oo w Ww Do. Beatiordscs <5, So SS TOIT ERTS w wW Do, ‘Suffolk (city) —-- "DLT T ITI IT ss Ww Do, REY riecenimsy dicen a 1 Do. Bigenscoiglean a Ww Do. Temwwall = on SOS SI EET W 4 Clays, Virginia Beach (city) ——— ~~ ~~~ Ww Ww Bene soa Lt (construction), sand and gravel ‘Gndustea Watren <iosi Seuscesecnce w W Cement, ime TINIE moreno caie 2141 a 

Westmoreland___ 77> a W Sand and gravel (construction). 

See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Virginia, by county: —Continued 
Thousands) 

are - Minerals produced in 1082 = 
County ue inorder of value 

Wise 2 eeeeeee eens $8088) 
Woe saa 222 eencnaate Yo 8 Yow Suc eT ET oo a 8 Undisruted? —~—=—~-=— a= (N82 ONS Sond'and grevel(construction)=———- "2447 XX Stone Bfashed nnn AK BAN Dimensioa 22z2zzucllcsll2__k_ SD 

Total --—---==-=-=--~ 79280 260,188 
“Estimated, W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed”” XX Not applicable, Fee tioning counties or cities ar not listed berause no nonfuel mineral production was reported: Alexandtia (ity), Aleghany Arian, Helo csp Bua iby Buena Va cy), Charo hitan forge to), Cn) age Musee seca its), Camberiand‘Danvile fy, Dickenson, Emporia (elt) Sbuex, Fairfax ty) Falls Church (cy), Fioyd, Fuvgnna, Freakin (cy, Fredericksure (ay), Gala (ay), Gretoe, Haiptoy ity Harrhonbig (Gp, Holand’ Hopewell City Lecnaton (ty), Lunenburg Lynchburg (ety), Madison, Martineville (ce), Mathews: MlicnburgNangemond, Noaon, Newport News ty) Novak (cp, Narlon (ty Page, Patek Ptertorg Sy Poramouth (iy) Powhatan Prince Hévward, Radford city) Rappahanock, Richmond, Roanoke (ity), Salem (ety) South Boston (i, Seguntgn tat Waynesboro (ety), Wiliamibary (cy) and, Winchester (cy), County ditbtion for etch sand and prover Gos) and crushed and dimension stove (1962) i not available; total State valves shown Separately under “Sand and gravel (construction or “Stone.” Bonatuction sand and gravel wos preiuced, data not available by county 2Stone thr crushed of dimension, was produced; data not availabe by county. ‘includes gem stones and values indicated by symbol W Stata do's a to total shown because of independent rounding, 

‘Table 3.—Indicators of Virginia business activity 
> Change, 1982 1983? Cone 

Employment and ior force, annual average: "Potal civilian labor force ~~ -thousands. 26502 27025 420 Uneupbymen =e Se SSESDPSSEDecaceawaresceseaeaces Mies Mee. Sas 
Employment (nonagricutural a [i anne en ae Teer Minh Geog 7°USESTENODGISSSICSTECSISEScSae os. ed ee Hd Gpntract constuction <===—"72a Tae Be ‘Transportation and publi ilies -2772-7777-22zszzz-z-ae 72 =esO“ Voleivadwtctueecs cco ee Bihanoe ingurance, real esfate7=777-7---------7-7777Tde=> Stoo Sores ne eee SUCISECDSCISSISSIESCS aoe BE aM RE Governments ==222 2222222222277 Tae TTT__fosa_ oo “8 

Total nonagricultural employment!..-.-------------do.... 721892216448 Pergona income To eee = = tilions.. $00,516 $5568 484 Poreapiial--27222TT22TI2I2T2ITITIIIIIIIIIIII ES ogs BSS HO construction atv ‘Number of iva and public residential units authorized ...------------ 29.940 44S 4815 Value ofonrecientialconsteuctn  NOTe™ “77777 iT jain. saber siding © tae Value of State road contract awards --—2—~—=—=~—~-~-~-----"™ao™- "yaaa P¥en0 a8 Shipments of portland and mao‘nry cement to and within the State howsand short tons. 1465-788 ++224 Nonfuel mineral production value Woalerdemioraiauss ss  .----- milions.. 8269292898499 Value por capita resent population -27-77777=z=vwzzaz2z HRS Vaeerotacnaee CC CSCCESSTTOTSCTSTT Teorey danse Ste pia 
Preliminary. “Includes bituminous coal and ol and gas extraction, Data do not add to total dhown because of independent rounding. 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and US Bureau of Mies = ny, 7 _—
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Figure 1.—Value of stone and total value of all nonfuel mineral production in Virginia. 

Trends and Developments.—Following a closure was not related to the economy, 
record-high production in 1979, which was however. Shenvalley Lime Corp. purchased 
valued at $309.8 million, sales by Virginia's the Stephens City operation of Genstar 
mineral producers slumped for 8 consecu- Stone Products Co. in Frederick County. 
tive years, and 1982 value was almost $50 Exploration Activities.—Callahan Min- 
million below the record. The 3-year de- ing Corp. conducted an exploration program 
cline, the result of the effects of the de- for gold in Fauquier County in the north- 
pressed national economy, which was first eastern part of the State. The company’s 
noted in late 1979 and deepened into a activity was centered on two abandoned 
recession in 1981, cost the State’s mineral gold mines—the Franklin and Little Elliot. 
producers a minimum of $78 million in By September, Callahan had drilled four 
sales during 1980-82, based on the industry 500-foot holes on the Franklin property and 
matching or exceeding the 1979 sales rec- was considering a trenching program. The 

ord. company has been active in Virginia’s “gold 
‘The afflicted economy had a twofold ef- belt” since 1981. 

fect on Virginia’s mineral industry; the Legislation and Government Pro- 
initiation of new mineral ventures came to grams.—The 1983 Virginia Assembly pass- 

‘a virtual standstill and several existing ed a bill regulating the practice of geology 
operations terminated production. During in the State. The bill established minimum 
1980-83, excluding aggregate producers, on- qualifications necessary for an individual to 
ly two mining companies began operation be certified as a professional geologist and 
within the State; one, Saltville Silica Inc., set an annual fee, payable to the Virginia 
an industrial sand operation, filed for reor- ‘Treasury, for registration of geologists. 
ganization and was inoperative at yearend. The Virginia Division of Mineral Re- 
Chemstone Corp., a ferrovanadium plant at sources continued to collect and compile 
Strasburg, terminated production in mid- information on mineral resources by field 
1982, and during 1983, Engelhard Corp., the and laboratory studies and liaison with the 
parent company, was negotiating sale of the mineral industry. Mineral resources were 
plant. The State’s only secondary lead pro- examined during the course of Division 
ducer ceased production in mid-1983. The geologic mapping and stratigraphic and
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commodity studies, and the information peter occurrences in Virginia; industrial 
was incorporated in Division publications silica resources in Virginia; 1984 mineral 
and maintained on file. Sampling was done directory; tantalite-columbite-wodginite oc- 
where warranted; approximately 200 repre- currences in Virginia; oil and gas maps in 
sentative samples of clay materials have Virginia; rock porosity in Virginia; waste 
been collected to date in the Coastal Plain material resources; and tin in Rockbridge 
and evaluated for ceramic and nonceramic County. 
products in cooperation with the U.S. Bu- Reports completed by the section and 
reau of Mines, Tuscaloosa Research Center. published in 1983 included (1) “Virginia 

Field visits were made periodically to Gold-Resources Data,” (2) “Virginia's Min- 
known sites of mineral production or proc- eral Industry,” (3) “Mineral Industries and 
essing in order to maintain current knowl- Resources of Virginia (map),”” (4) “Large 
edge of the mineral industry. A directory of Gem Topaz Crystal Discovery,” (5) ‘“Stron- 
the mineral industry in Virginia is revised tium Minerals From Wise County, Vir- 
and published every 2 years by the Division. _ginia—An Update,” (6) “Present and Future 

Oil and gas activities in the mid-Atlantic Industrial-Mineral Resources in Virgin- 
area of the Outer Continental Shelf were _ ia,” and (7) “Directory of the Mineral Indus- 
monitored, and selected well data and sam- try in Virginia—1983.” 
ples are on file. Records and sets of well In December, Virginia’s 14-member ura- 
cuttings for the few tests drilled to date for nium panel, the Uranium Administrative 
oil or gas on the Coastal Plain were also Group, recommended another year of study 
preserved in the Division files. to allow State agencies time to determine 

‘The Division routinely supplied mineral risk limits and performance standards for 
resources information in answer to a wide the uranium industry. The Governor's staff 
range of requests from companies, consult- and several State legislators agreed with 
ants, government agencies, and individuals. _ the panel’s recommendation. 
This was accomplished by means of office  Marline Uranium Corp. has conducted 
consultations, correspondence, and tele- exploration activity in southern Virginia 

phone. for several years and in 1982 announced a 
Economic geology and geochemical proj- major discovery in Pittsylvania County. 

ects in progress in 1983 included high-silica Marline and Union Carbide Corp. have 
resources of Alleghany, Botetourt, Craig, reached an agreement to jointly develop the 
and Roanoke Counties; clay material re- stated 30-million pound deposit if State 
sources; carbonate study; marl study; ter- officials determine that development will 
race deposit in Buckingham County; alumi- not impact on the quality of the environ- 
na resources; analyses of coal samples; oil ment. 
and gas studies in southwest Virginia; salt- 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS ore was recovered from a surface mine 
‘5 adjacent to the processing plant. After drill- 

In retrospect, 1982 sales were an improve- ing and shooting, diesel-powered shovels are 
ment over those experienced during the used to load the ore, which is trucked to a 
early 1980's by most of the State’s mineral crushing facility at the plant. After crush- producers. Although sales were 7% below ing, the ore is conveyed to the plant where 
the record high reported in 1979, the year screening, grinding, magnetic separation, 
was the first in three that demand increas- and drying produce a low-iron product used 
ed over that experienced during 1981. primarily in the manufacture of beverage 

Aplite.—Virginia is the only State with bottles. 
“Virginia aplite” production. The material Cement.—The State’s cement industry is 
is a feldspar-family mineral that is used in comprised of three companies: Lone Star 
the manufacture of container glass. Past Cement Inc. with five kilns; Lone Star 
rail tariffs on feldspar led to the material Lafarge Inc., one kiln; and Riverton Corp., 
being termed aplite, which was less costly _ one kiln. 
than feldspar to ship. Raw material for clinker manufacturing 

In 1983, one company, The Feldspar was obtained from a variety of sources. 
Corp., produced aplite at a surface mine in Lone Star Cement mined an Ordovician age 
Hanover County in eastern Virginia. The limestone and shale unit at their facility in
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the western part of Virginia, and mill scale weight concrete and concrete block. 
was purchased from Roanoke Electric Steel Gypsum.—United States Gypsum Co. op- 

Co. erated an underground mine at Locust Cove 
Lone Star Lafarge operated one of three and a wallboard plant at Plasterco. The 

calcium aluminate cement plants in the company also operated a wallboard plant at 
United States at Chesapeake. The plant Norfolk; material for this plant was import- 
produces three basic types of Cement ed from Nova Scotia. 
Fondu—low, medium, and high AlO:. Raw — The company’s Locust Cove Mine in 
material for this type of cement is normally Smyth County produced gypsum and an- 
high-purity bauxite and limestone with low hydrite, which was trucked under contract 
silica and magnesia content. The Chesa- to the wallboard plant in Washington Coun- 
peake facility uses the dry process to pro- ty. The crude gypsum was ground, mixed 
duce clinker. The company also imports with chemicals and water to produce a 
clinker for cement manufacturing. Cement slurry, which was then formed into wall- 
output from this plant is used primarily for board, and was dried in a coal-fired kiln. 
high-temperature applications. ‘The Plasterco facility also produced a vinyl- 

Riverton’s northern Virginia plant is one clad board. 
of three plants in the country producing = The Norfolk plant used gypsum obtained 
masonry cement exclusively. Locally mined from company mines in Canada. The de- 
limestone was calcined and mixed with out- mand for wallboard paralleled the upswing 
of-State portland cement to produce a ce- in construction activity. 

ment for masonry applications. The compa- —_Kyanite.—Once again, Virginia led the 
ny also mines and crushes a noncement- Nation in the production of kyanite, an 
grade limestone for aggregate sales. aluminum silicate with broad applications 

__ Output of portland and masonry cement in the refractories and ceramics industry. 
increased somewhat over the 1982 level. Georgia is the only other kyanite producing 

Clays.—Virginia’s clay industry, com- grate 
posed of 10 companies operating 16 mines, is" Kyanite Mining Corp. operates two sur- 
concentrated in 3 distinct geographical ar- face mines and processing facilities at Willis eas: the southwest, the east, and the city of Mountain and Bast Ridge in Buckingham 
Richmond. County in central Virginia. A kyanite con- 

centrate is obtained by flotation of kyanite- 
‘Table 4.—Virginia: Clays sold or used _bearing quartzite obtained by surface min- 

by producers ing. Various grades of kyanite were pro- 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) duced as was calcined kyanite. 

—— ——— Overseas markets accounted for approx- 
—__Yeer______ Quantity Value imately 35% of the company’s output—the 
1gig__---_-----1----- 108 3812 Port of Hampton Roads was the export 

rd 76 $172 point. Much of the kyanite-mullite sold in 
39g 22 TDTIIIIIIIIIIIL 422 2281 the domestic market was trucked to Dill- 

1988 ~~ ---------------- 134 5467 wyn and shipped on the Chesapeake and 
Ohio or Norfolk and Western Railroads. 

Southwestern Virginia producers mined The company also has a trucking line that 
Paleozoic shales for common and face brick handles a portion of the output. 
manufacture. One company in Tazewell  Lime.—For the past several years, Vir- 
County produced clay dummies (blasthole ginia has ranked in the top 10 in lime 
stemming material) used principally by the production. Major markets are the paper, 
coal industry. steel, and water treatment industries; and 

Eastern Virginia producers mined a vari- output increased over that reported in 1982 
ety of phyllites, schists, saprolite, and clays _as the paper and steel industries recovered 
for the manufacture of common and face from the economic slump. Pertinent data on 
brick. One company in Richmond mined the State’s lime-producing industry are as 
both Pleistocene clay and saprolite from follows: 
Pre-Cambrian rock for brick production, 
and a company in King and Queen County § ————-—___________ 
mined and processed a montmorillonite clay Company ___Lecation Mine type _ 
for absorbent production, principally mate- W.S.FreyCo.Ine Clearbrook... Surface. 
rial for pet waste absorption. ‘Unltad Seates, Birglacasd Ss; Underground, 

‘Two companies, Virginia Solite Co. and virginiaLimeCo  ___-do ____ Do, 
Weblite Co., mined shale used in light. ———————__—__
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At yearend, negotiations were underway County. Perlite mined in New Mexico was 
for United States Gypsum’s acquisition of shipped to the northern Virginia plant and 
the high-calcium lime operation of Gold expanded at temperatures between 1,400° 
Bond Building Products, a division of Na- and 2,000° F to produce a material used in 

tional Gypsum Co., at Ripplemead in Giles _ the manufacture of roof insulation board. 
County. The Gold Bond property includes Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- 
an underground mine and a five-kiln lime struction sand and gravel production is 

plant. surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 
‘Lithium.—Foote Mineral Co. operated a even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

lithium hydroxide plant at Sunbright in” chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 
southwestern Virginia. The basic material The data for odd-numbered years are based 

for the manufacturing process, lithium car- on annual company estimates made before 
bonate, was obtained from the company’s yearend. 
mining processing complex at Kings Moun- "The “Directory of the Mineral Industry in 
tain, NC. Lithium hydroxide has applica- \ Virginia—1983,” published by the Virginia 
tion in multipurpose, lithium-based grease Division of Mineral Resources,’ lists 131 

manufacture. sand and gravel producers in the State; an 
Mica.—Two firms, Asheville Mica Co. and additional 12 are listed as producers of 

its affiliate, Mica Co. of Canada, operated sand-size material from stone crushing. The 

mica fabricating plants at Newport News estimate for production and sales in 1983, 
on the Atlantic coast. Crude sheet mica was 3.8 million short tons valued at $9.4 million, 

purchased through New York brokers from represents data based on a 9-month period 
Madagascar and India. Asheville Mica uti- as reported by companies representing 62% 
lized the imported mica to produce fabri- of the State’s production in 1982. 

cated plate mica; Mica Co. of Canada used _ ndustrial.—Industrial sand was produc- 
splittings from Asheville Mica to produce ed by Unimin Corp. at Gore and J. C. Jones 

reconstituted plate mica and mica paper. Sand Co. Inc. at Virginia Beach. CED Proc- 
The firms also imported finished mica ess Minerals Inc. at Gore purchased indus- 

shapes. trial-grade sand for processing. During the 
Perlite (Expanded).—Manville Building year, the State’s newest industrial sand 

Materials Corp. operated a perlite expan- company, Saltville Silica at Saltville, ceased 
sion plant at Woodstock in Shenandoah operation. 

Table 5.—Virginia: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

a ag 
Quantity Value Value Quantity, Value Value 

“Got Serpe hee aha 
a 
Sand_——________-__------------- 2.829 $1313 $4.00 NA NA NA 
NRO yok ape eset sear 8,509 16,283, 4.64 NA NA NA 

Sand and gravel (unprocessed) .. ~~ -- -___ 68992645 NANA NA 

‘Total or average ____---------~-~-- 16,978 28,522 4.09 7,200 °$30,800 $4.28 

couuiisk, NAN aelaiiaW WORE avid Gassing Gunfany papery at 
*Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by Crushed.—The State’s crushed stone in- 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered dustry was composed of 60 companies oper- 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. ating 98 quarries and crushing plants. 
Data for even-numbered years are based on Three of Virginia’s crushed stone producers 
annual company estimates made before received awards from the National Crushed 

yearend. Stone Association for site appearance and 
Virginia's stone industry, 60 crushed community excellence during 1983. The 

stone producers and 6 dimension stone oper- firms and awards were Luck Stone Corp., 
ations, produced a variety of stone products Charlottesville plant, Showplace Award; 
during 1983. Production of both stone types Martin Marietta Aggregates, Charlottes- 

increased for the first year since 1979, and _ ville-Red Hill, Outstanding Award; and Vul- 

the State ranked sixth in the output and can Materials Co., Stafford quarry, Show- 
sales of crushed and dimension stone. place Award.
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‘Table 6.—Virginia: Crushed stone sold or used by producers in 1983, by use* 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (+1-1/2 inch) 

iprap and jetiystone --~--~__~27272272222TIIITITITIT TT 918 Fikerstone =~ =27227722 pet emncoe 1 "a5 pte ee ESE SES ce ees a Ww Ww 
arse aggregate, grade 
Concrete aggrenate, coarse spacers sien 4,608 20,645 
Bituminous aggregate coarse eeaeaminaen eee go Tae itumminous eurface treatment aggregaie ~~ ~~ -_~_2_2222222222222222227 2) i 
Railroad ballast_— - —......- a poo ea eee Sees 1194 4144 Guia Se NS a ecameanmnanesasnenennsem W Ww 

Fine aggregate C578 inch 
‘Stone sand: a 3,089 492 0 1 28 

reening, undesignated -____~7~~~-~-~--~~----~-~------~-------~ 5 0: 
co. bith ee ngrngnge s2ononnooeeoeessoeeesecossoseneseacoaoa W Ww 

se and fine aguregate Gada vosd hese gr aubbese 0 09Soccsuscaneeeneiaueuemaarouinas 8332 98081 
Unpaved rond Sar testee = a= eee nena nn - ae 124 60g pavasts si uxpoood ageless SEUSER SESS AR 3 Giaernmerilorssiee cc TTTITISScSecSSSSCSTSOTETEETESEIES «=p a 

Agricultural ‘aricultural mestone 5 —— = noone an nes ose 9 01g 
Poultry grit and mineral food -—__-_---~-~------------------=--- 
Geico aa rere: no SRST ER Bane REECE SSD eee w W 

Chemical and metailurgica 
Cement manufacture =~ -—--~---=-- == =~ =--- === === n-ne 1,280 2038 
Lame insuuuctare 22" a 0000s SGT SUSETETE STREETER $62 2710 Ferrosllicon -~--~~-272~722-22-22—227277~~~~-= === == 2 7 Ww 
ux plone fo Tn SPER ST NRE ae Bae RES eae 6% 1st 

Glass manufacture =~—~~227222722022277TITTIIIIISSIIIE W W 
Sulfur oxide removal-—=>~-=222-- ae w Ww 

‘Sr ifine dusting or acid water treatment. ------~------==-- wo 176 1422 ‘Asphalt fllar or extenders. oe SD TC RIT IIERCTEDTE ET SESE CEST W Ww 
Other fillers or extenders ~ Ieanensanmannsiaseeanansnnenennin 105 1487 Booting grantlee’ oo <2 32 PEERED RTE Sees SSE RESE SER ETS 3 1 
Others ~~ 2= 2222702222227 2 22s no none enone 5562___28,601 

‘Total wenn nnn n-ne eens a------------ 37,959, 158,724 

'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Mncludes dolomite, granite, limestone, marble, sandstone, slate, traprock, and miscellaneous stone. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Two companies, Amlite Corp. and Solite 
Corp., mined slate used in lightweight con- __ Stone type Company County 
crete and concrete block, : 2 Diabase —- Virginia Granite Co. Culpeper. 

During the year, Arundel Corp. of Balti- Granite “~~~ Tosalma Stone Hanover 
more acquired Bowles Inc. of Richmond. jmestone Mua Ruarries Fauquier 
Arundel sold the contracting portion of the Slate------  Arvonia-Buckingham — Bucking- 
new acquisition but retained ownership of py Lag team Ee hat 
two ready-mix and granite quarrying oper- Slate Corp. 

ations in the Richmond area. Seatetone. __ Alberens Stone Cs. De 
Luck Stone Corp. of Richmond moved 

their portable plant from Elkton, Rocking- Three companies mined flagstone from a 
ham County, to a Greene County site near quartzite in the Weverton Formation in 
Ruckersville during December. The plant Campbell and Fauquier Counties. 
was scheduled to be completed and in oper- _ Luck Stone opened their fourth Stone 
ation in January 1984 Center at the company’s Charlottesville 
Dimension.—Virginia's dimension stone quarry. The Stone Centers are retail- 

producers, six companies operating six commercial stores displaying a variety of 
quarries, mined and/or shaped slate, gran- stone products used in landscaping, fire- 
ite, diabase, soapstone, and quartzite during places, walkways, bathroom vanities, and 
1983. Four companies reported production- for interior and exterior home decorating. 
value data for 1983. Pertinent information Stone is obtained from several other States 
on the major producers is as follows: and foreign sources.
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Alberene Stone Co., the State's only soap- iron oxide pigments during 1983. Hoover 
stone producer, shipped from stockpile dur- mined crude umber and sienna pigment for 
ing the year; all quarries were inactive. processing, and both companies processed 

Sulfur (Recovered).—Amoco Oil Co. re- material obtained from out-of State sources. 
covered elemental sulfur at its crude oil Hoover production was sold on the open 

refinery in Lork County. Sulfur recovery market while most Blue Ridge Tale output 
was by the Claus process and was marketed was used in-house for a paint coloring 
for use in the manufacture of fertilizer. agent. Virginia Barth Pigments Co. also 
borane Hides Tale Co. Inc. predated, sold small amounts of stockpiled crude iron 

a product marketed as tale for use by the oxide for further processing. 
foundry industry as a mold release agent. Iron and Steel.—Iron was manufactured 

e company operated a grinding plant on and cast into a variety of products by 
the Franklin-Henry County boundary. The several foundries in the State. Two of the 
ore, a tale, chlorite, dolomite schist, was largest are located in Richmond and Lynch- 
mined by contract and trucked to the plant burg. During the year, Lynchburg Foundry 
— it Mind ground and — % was sold to Columbus Foundries of Colum- 

fermiculite.—Three States, Virginia, bus, GA. 
South Carolina, and Montana, mined ver- ‘Two companies, Roanoke Electric Steel 
miculite ore during 1988. Virginia Vermicu- Corp. and Roanoke and Intercoastal Steel 
lite Ltd. mined and processed crude ver- Corp, Chesapeake, comprise the State's 
miculite in Louisa County. After processing, steel industry. The two operated a total of 
which oS a ae grind- six electric furnaces using scrap as feed. In 
ing, and drying, the vermiculite was mar- the fourth quarter, Roanoke Electric was 
keted unexfoliated. The major customer Operating at close’ to capacity with the 
was a fertilizer manufacturer in Ohio; other rolling mill at 18 turns and the melt shop at 
sales were to greenhouses with exfoliation 99. At yearend, Intercoastal was operating 
furnaces. at approximately 60% of capacity. In De- 

METALS cember, Intercoastal was completing plans 
for the installation of a $1.2 million con- 

Virginia, a major metal producer during tinuousbillet caster; the installation was 
Colonial times, currently imports most. of shoduled for completion in October 10842 
the metallic ore processed instate. The ead.—The State’s only secondary lea 
upswing in the economy, which characteriz- smelter, Hyman Viener & Sons, closed in 
ed 1983, increased the demand for many of midyear. The closure was due to internal 
the State’s metal products. However, two problems and was not related to the econo- 
producers, ferrovanadium and lead, were myorleaddemand. 
closed at yearend. Mernetie ee Vikios Ox obetated 
Ferrovanadium.—Chemstone Corp., a a grinding facility in Tazewel unty to 

subsidiary of Engelhard Corp., had a ferro- produce a ground magnetite product used 
vanadium plant at Strasburg in Shenan- in coal-washing plants. Principal markets 
doah County. The plant closed in mid-1982 were in Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, 
and remained closed throughout 1983 be- and Virginia. 
cause of weak ferrovanadium demand. At Manganese.—Union Carbide imported 
yearend, Engelhard officials were negotiat- manganese ore from Gabon; it was ground 
ing for the sale of the Strasburg facility. at a plant in Newport News and then 
Gold.—The State’s only gold operation, shipped to company plants for the manufac- 

Walnut Creek Mining Inc., continued work ture of batteries. 
on an auriferous quartz vein in Orange 9 ____ 
County. A commercial gold-panning oper- ‘State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Tusealoose, AL. 
ation was also operated by Walnut Creek at "Head geoloist, Poonomic Geology Section, Virginia 
a site west of Fredericksburg near the "SSwees PC. Directory of the Mineral Industry in 
‘community of Wilderness. Virginia1988. VA Div. Miner. Res. 28 pp. 

Iron Oxide Pigments.—Hoover Color — ;Ameriogn Mstal Market. Aug. 19, 1965, 
Corp. and Blue Ridge Tale processed crude :
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Table 7.—Principal producers 
‘Commodity and company ‘Adress ‘Type of activity ‘County or city 

Aplite: 
‘The Feldspar Corp... Route 1, Box 28, ‘Quarry and plant Hanover. 

Montpelier, VA 23192 Cement: 
Lone Star Cement Inc! Box 27 eanedo 2 .--- Botetourt. 

Cloverdale, VA 24077 Lone Star LafargeIne- Box 8128 Plant....---- Chesapeake (city) 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 cuoBiverton Corp? 22. Riverton, VA 22651... Quarryand plant Warren, 

“Brick and Tle Corp... Box db Pitsandplant.._ Brunswick and 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 ‘Greensville General Shale Products Corp... Box 3547 ----do Rockbridge, 

. Johnson City, TN 37601 Sauyth Taze 
Webster Brick Co. Ine... Box 12887, ~---do-----— Botetourt and Roanoke, VA 24029 ‘Orange, Gypeum: 
"Gnited States Gypsum Co... Box 4686 Plant... Norfolk (ity) 

Norfolk, VA 23523, Do -------------------- _Routel Mineand plant... Smyth and 
Beeld ee Saltville, VA 24370 ‘Washington. iron oxide pigments crude): Hoover Color Corp == --------~ Box 218 ann do “Pulaski 

Hiwassee, VA 24347 
yanite Mining Co Dillwyn, VA 23036 Mines and plant. _Buckinghs anite Mining Corp =~ Iwyn, -----  Minosand plant Buckingham. , * Oe ™ Plante--re--~ Prince Bdward. 

‘National Gypoum Co....-.----. Route 685 -a--fo------ Giles. Ripplemead, VA 24160 
Virginia LimeCo.-.-.-------- Route 685 sepia Do. ei Ripplemead, VA 24150 

lite (expanded): Manville Bullding Materials Corp Box 42 weedonne-- Shenandoah Woodstock, VA 22644 
Sand and gravel (1982): . Lone Star Industries Inc... Box 420 Pitsand plant... Charles City, 

Norfolk, VA 23501 Chesterfield, Henrico, Prince George. 
Sadler Materials Corp__-------- Box 5607 Pits......--- Henrico and Virginia Beach, VA 23455 Prince George. 
West Sand and Gravel Co. Inc Box 6008 ---do------ Henrico. Richmond, VA 23222 

Stone: ‘Lone Star Industries Inc Box 420 Quarries... Brunswick, 
Norfolk, VA 23501 Chesterfield, Dinwiddie. 

Luck Stone Corp ------------- Box 4682 -~---do-----. Albemarle, Richmond, VA 23229 ‘Augusta, Fair. 
fax, Goochland, Halifax, Meck- lenburg, ity. 
vania, Prince William, Rock- ingham, Wash- 

Vulean Materials Co, Midsouth Div. Box’? ao Washington, 
val Knoxville, TN 37901 

Blue Ridge Tale Co. Inc? Box 39 jarry and plant Franklin. zi Henry, VA 24102 Quarry and 

Also sand and gravel and stone, 
2Masonry cement only; also produces limestone and lime. 
Also finished iron oxide pigments.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Herbert R. Babitzke' and Bonnie Butler Bunning? 

‘The value of nonfuel mineral production recovery, but at a slower pace. Markets in Washington was $187 million in 1983, an appeared to be strengthening, although increase of 9% over that reported in 1982. metals refining trends were mixed during Nonmetals, primarily cement, sand and the year. Seasonally adjusted manufactur. gravel, stone, lime, and diatomite, account- ing employment leveled out during the ed for 97% of the total output value. Gold second half of 1983. The aerospace industry and silver accounted for the remainder. made some gains in November, with further Washington ranked 34th in the Nation in increases expected for 1984. Strengthening the value of its nonfuel minerals production production areas included aluminum refin- for 1983. ing, instruments, chemicals, and heavy Trends and Developments.—The State’s trucks. Employment gains were also noted economy followed that of the Nation into in the stone, clay, and glass industries. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Washington' Tg ee 
Gomi llan Sesty La, 

Construction..___..___..___ thousand short tons__. 15,190 40,295 15,800 50,300 Sit nnn neennnnne node nas) a UNNI, — ini imncninuk oo ce “14 $2,875 1 3 uaa ge a oancigs aa 
ss em 

ince "RNG alt Sig ompny er a Rec ce Bue eta gals 
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Washington, by county" 
(Thousands) 
a _ 

‘Minerale produced in 1982 
County 1981 1982 ale produced in 

Adams —-----------~ st $195 Sand and gravel construction) 
een SUESSTE ee @ W De. 

Benton. ------------- Ww Wo Do. 
Ghelan. 2222222222222 wW W Sand and gravel (industrial), sand and gravel 

“construction) 
Glallam —_--.--------- wW W > Clays, sand and gravel (construction. 
Giaeks SOUS TEECTRECE 153 11S Sand and gravel (construction) lays 
Goglits -——— oso 500 ® 

Douglas ---..~------~-- ® == 

Fernya--2-22----=== w W Gold silver. 
Corgan Ww W Sand and gravel construction). 
Grant cco cL seuss w W > Distomiter sand and gravel (construction) 
Grays Harbor =22~77=~=2 982 2069 Sand and gravel (construction) 
(heed ees ceTenaEE 38 350 Do. 
defierson ~~=272—---—— W EN De. 
Rng). SUE w 68,188 Cement, sand and gravel (construction), clays, 

301d, peat, silver 
Kitsap --------------— 1.035 1,859 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Kiteiag ooo TOCOREOSES Ww W Sand and gravel (construction), gold. 
Klickitat =~ -272727~777 303 W. Sand and gravel construction) 
Toei 2S SSSSEEEEAES 30 Ww Do. 
Ygnestn -=22777~722TI2 128 ms De. 
Mason - .----.~------~- Ww a 

Okanogan==-------———— w 310 Sand and gravel (construction), peat, gypsum, 
silver, lead, copper. 

Pacific ____.------=--- 195 eo 
Pend Oveile -- ~~~ —~—— Ww WW Cement, sand and gravel (construction) 
Pierce et SUnDUSUSTES Ww rg2dt Sand and gravel (construction), lime, clays, 

peat. 
San Goan satan cuaeenn ® 1814 Sand and gravel (construction). 
Skagit -----_-------- Ww 1552 Sand end gravel (construction, olivine, tale 
Seana 22S Ta w GS  Sandand gravel construction) 

Snohomish --77~~ === Ww 2880" Do. 
i W "416 Do. 

Seveas 520 TETOLTSETE 11492 4368 Lime, sand and gravel (industria), sand and 
‘gravel (construction), clays, bart. 

Thurston === mm 1,042 Sand and gravel construction) 
Wahkiakum —...-------~ 85 eo 

Walla Wella -=2~~-~---- 131 W Sand and gravel (construction) 
Weeios coos ccoceeo0S W W Cement, sand and gravel (construction) 
Whitman -~-2--2_----— mn e 
Yakhna gD STUESEIS Ww 921 Sand and gravel (construction) 
Undisteibutedt ~~ ~~~ 148,288 50.409 
Sand and gravel (eonstraction) 42.130 xX 
Stone 

‘Crushed . -.--------- xX £23,800 
Dimension ~.-------~ xX £2,375 

Total _-_------- £208,508 172,082 

Retmaiad 'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Undistributed.” XX Not 

applicable. 
Foie a and Garfield Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County 

Bi eats Gonetruction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State 
luce shown separately under "Sand and gravel (construction) or “Stone.” 

‘2Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 

2Stone, either erushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county 
Sjnctudes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Private investments in Washington's me- statewide. 
tallic mineral resources were four times Public hearings were held in November 
greater in 1988 than in 1982. The dramatic by the Federal Environmental Protection 
increase was due primarily to advanced Agency (EPA) to determine the fate of 
development of three mining projects with- ASARCO Incorporated’s Tacoma copper 
in the State, especially the Asamera Inc. smelter. The smelter has the capacity for 
and Breakwater Resources Ltd. joint ven- producing 66,800 tons of copper per year 
ture near Wenatchee. Exploration expendi- and is the only domestic smelter that can 
tures for metallic and nonmetallic minerals process copper ore and concentrate having a 
were essentially the same as in 1982. high arsenic content. The Tacoma smelter 

‘The Wenatchee Valley became the focal is also the only domestic producer of arsenic 
point for gold exploration and development. metal and arsenic trioxide. EPA endorsed a 
More than 1,000 claims were filed after a specific ambient standard for arsenic pro- 
Canadian mining company, Asamera, an- posed by Washington State regulatory au- 
nounced its Chelan County discovery. Gen- _thorities. That standard sets a maximum of 
erally, the claims were located between 2 micrograms of arsenic per cubic meter of 
Leavenworth and Lake Wenatchee and into air averaged over 24 hours. The proposed 
the Liberty area along Blewett Pass. Asa- Best Available Technology requirements 
mera was developing the B-Reef area, now would seek a reduction in arsenic emissions 
called the Cannon Mine; production was from the operation’s converters and from 
scheduled to begin in 1985. A total of 19 fugitive emission sources. Asarco reported 
companies were exploring for gold in Che- that further controls beyond what has al- 
lan County in 1983, and 68 companies were ready been done would make the smelter 
actively searching for metallic minerals uneconomical. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Washington business activity 

a oe 19821989 se, 

Employment and labor force, annual aver "Polalcivian labor force "===. thousands. 20005 20680 429 Unemployment ——-~—--—--22222222222TITIIIIITTT aT *eeos asso 88 
Employment (nonagricultural 
IE ac wy sre rama mmen mn minster connmnsaticasineniteinsi A itr 24 28 +167 Mamuinplaring == 2802 2P TITS SEA SUERTE SNA REAT A ge 205 mat 
Contract constractioa = ——"— 2" 7TTTTTTITIIIIIIIIIII dell eo Ge “9 Transportation and publi ilies -~°L“TTTTTTIIIIIIITITa sn 8 Wholesale and retail trade ———<~—"LDLITITITIIIIIIIIIIIdelT22 ae ama T88 Finance, insurance, real estate -—-~_~_22=22222022222277de “8 “m3 E85 | pean heed cee ae in mene area BIT] 258 $27 
Government— ~~~ 27777TTTTTIITITLL ISS Tildelll___ geet aoa 

pawl quantal ‘nonagricultural employment_...___________-___-do.... 15286 15788 +33 

Total ona a- imillons. $49,111 $5188 4.55 Per ngits -— —necent ens @ SUSI RCT SSIES SE ISSU Ee! flues sino «Stet Construction activity 
‘Number of private and public residential units authorized _____________ 17891 26535 4483 Value of nonresidential construction -~--—-=~--~- millions $1860 $0087 “ot Value of State road contract awards. --~~~-~~~77 777711 Man-.. *ga50 "$1220 G88 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to aad within the State 

thousand short tons 10221088 +60 Nonfuel mineral production value 
‘Total crude mineral value = __-__--- millins. $1721 1875-4490 Value per capita, resident population ~~ 2272722222TTTTTTMOM a8 Value per square mile ~~ =2222 2222 TT TTTTTTTTTTITITI goes gett 180 
Preliminary. Nineludes bituminous coal extraction 
Sources: U.S, Department of Commerce, ant of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, an USP HOE US Department of , US, Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and
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Legislation and Government Pro- were published for Pullman, Moscow West, grams.—The Mining and Mineral Re- Colton, and Uniontown. Two 15-minute 
sources and Research Institute at the Uni- maps were also published for the Ellens- 
versity of Washington in Seattle, created burg and Yakima quadrangles. 
under Public Law 95-87, received $150,000 Plans were formulated to produce a new from the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1983 for Washington State Geologic Map. In con- 
operations and research efforts. Part was junction with the State map project, a used as seed money to develop programs for contract was signed with the U.S. Geologi- 
major projects with other agencies, and part cal Survey to generate offshore stratigraph- 
was used for research fellowships, ic and/or structural maps. 

Distribution of proceeds in lieu of taxes ‘The Division continued to regulate sur- 
from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management face mines, oil, gas, and geothermal drilling. 
(BLM) to Washington local governments —_Parts of the State’s Surface Mining Act was $1,438,979. This amount was in addition were amended during the regular 1983 ses- to $823,438 the State received from the sion of the 48th Legislature. The changes BLM under the Mineral Leasing Act. that went into effect were (1) annual fee Activities of the State Division of Geology _ increased from $25 to $250, (2) bond require- 
and Earth Resources included publishing ments changed from a maximum of $2,500 
new 7-1/2-minute quadrangle maps of the per acre to actual estimated cost through 
Monitor and Wenatchee quadrangles to ac- completed reclamation, (3) the 30-day time 
company Bulletin 75. Also completed was a period to correct reclamation deficiencies 
geochemical survey attempting to locate can be waived in emergency situations, (4) 
anomalous tin, tungsten, and molybdenum _ civil penalties of up to $500 per day may be 
values associated with old prospects in imposed for noncompliance, and (5) in se- 
northeastern Washington. In addition, pop- lected cases, the Federal Office of Surface 
ular but out of print reports on the State's Mining (OSM) preempts the State law per- 
gold and silver deposits were reprinted. taining to the regulation of surface coal 

Mapping continued in the Columbia Ba- mines. OSM implemented the Washington 
sin on a U.S. Department of Energy pro- State Surface Coal Mining Program on May 
gram, and 7-1/2-minute quadrangle maps 18, 1983. 
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production in Washington,
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS ington consumers. 
At yearend, Lehigh cut production at the 

There were 31 companies that produced Metaline Falls plant, ove to surplus in- 
or explored for industrial minerals in 1983, Yentories, and laid off 48 employees. This 
about the same as reported for 1982. In- Jayoff marked the first at Metaline Falls in 
creased production was noted for nearly all more than a decade of production. 
nonmetals produced. Clays.—Production of clays in 1983 in- 
Barite—Six companies reported explora- creased over that reported for 1982. Clay 

tion and development for barite in north- Was produced by four companies in four 
eastern Washington during 1983. C-E Min- counties. Most of the clay produced came 
erals, a wholly owned subsidiary of Combus- from Clallam and King Counties, with 88% 
tion Engineering Inc., continued to produce of the State’s production. Fire clay was also 
barite from the Flagstaff Mountain Mine produced in King County. About 97% of 
near Newport. The barite was processed at common clay production was used for face 
CE Minerals’ nearby mill at Leadpoint in prick or portland cement. 
northern Stevens County. C-E Minerals also Diatomite—Washington State had one 
reported premine development at the Uribe diatomite producer in 1983—Inorganic Spe- 
barite deposit on Bruce Creek. A small  cialties, a division of the Witco Chemical 
amount of production was also reported by Corp., at Quincy. The company has been 
David Beck from the Chopot Mine, Stevens taking material from a surface mine near 
County. Other companies involved were George in Grant County. All the diatomite 
LaSota-Jones Lead-Zinc Corp. exploring in produced was used for filtration medium 
Pend Oreille County, and L. F. Baum and and fillers. In addition to exploration by 
Associates, Boise Cascade Corp. andComin- Witco in Grant County, L. F. Baum and 
co American Incorporated conducting Associates was conducting a statewide 
statewide reconnaissance for barite. search, while Sunshine Valley Minerals Inc. 

Calcium Chloride.—Two companies in was exploring for diatomite in Okanogan 
Tacoma, Pierce County, produced calcium County. 
chloride. Occidental Chemical Corp. (for-  Gypsum.—Agro Minerals Inc. continued 
merly Hooker Chemical Corp.) produced mining crude gypsum from the State's only 
calcium chloride, chlorine, and ammonia. gypsum mine at Poison Lake, Okanogan 
Reichhold Chemicals Inc. produced calcium County. Agro Minerals has been mining 
chloride as a byproduct from the plant’s gypsite from the Poison Lake Mine since 
production of organic compounds. 1948. The granulated gypsum produced was 
Cement.—Portland cement was produced used primarily as a soil amendment. In 

by four companies in King, Pend Oreille, addition, calcined gypsum was produced in 
and Whatcom Counties: Ideal Basic Indus- Seattle by Norwest Gypsum Inc., and in 
tries Inc. and Lone Star Industries Inc., Tacoma by Domtar Gypsum America Inc. 
Seattle; Lehigh Portland Cement Co.,Meta- — Lime.—Continental Lime Inc.’s Tacoma 
line Falls; and Columbia Cement Corp. plant in Pierce County and Northwest Al- 
Bellingham. Lone Star, Lehigh, and Colum- loys Inc. near Addy in Stevens County 
bia Cement also produced masonry cement. produced lime in 1983. Production was 
Portland cement was used by ready-mix down but value was considerably higher 
concrete dealers (80%), concrete product _ than that reported in 1982. 
manufacturers (10%), and others, including —_Ollivine.—Olivine was produced in Skagit 
building material dealers, highway contrac- and Whatcom Counties in 1983. Production 
tors, other contractors, and miscellaneous and value were up over that reported in 
(10%). All four plants used coal and electric- 1982. IMC Olivine milled olivine from stock- 
ity for fuel and energy. Three of the plants piled material mined from the Twin Sisters 
also consumed natural gas. Raw materials Quarry at Hamilton in Skagit County. IMC 
used in the production of cement were continued exploration and development to 
limestone, clay, sand, iron ore, fly ash, slag, extend its reserves. Olivine was also mined 
and gypsum. by Olivine Corp. at the Swen Larson Quarry 

Columbia Cement opened its new eastern near Bellingham in Whatcom County. Ex- 
Washington distribution plant at Pasco on _ploration was also conducted by B. Sterling 
July 11 to serve the needs of eastern Wash- and L. F. Baum and Associates during the
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year. on annual company estimates made before 
Peat.—Three companies reported produc- yearend. 

tion of peat during 1983—Maple Valley  Industrial.—Industrial sand and gravel 
Humus in King County, Bonaparte Peat in was produced by four companies in Chelan, 
Okanogan County, and Zycom Inc. in Pierce King, and Stevens Counties. Major end uses 

County. for the product were in containers, flux, 
Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- traction, and production of ferrosilicon. 

struction sand and gravel production is These end uses consumed 76% of the total 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for Production of industrial sand and gravel 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this increased 39% and value 63% over the 1982 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. figures. 
‘The data for odd-numbered years are based 

‘Table 4.—Washington: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
a 7) wa 

“Quantity vate vaiue Quant Gusstis, Value Value QUSREO, Value Value pousand Gehog. per” “thgusand hou “per short ands) fon SROEE Sands) Bon 

Construction Band SaT282NAONA NA Gravel SESEn SEGRE SST anes Tcl WEA van 9383 NANA NA Sandand gravel nproceased)--~-27-.2-2s72-___-8801_st_—198 NANA NA 
Total or average... ..-.--------+------ 15,190 40,295, 2.65 *15,800 *$50,300  °§3.18 

Industrial: Send m wo Ww a WoW 
ace eee eiaeisiaiimemiieinaisianiaceiaaenae ee Ad 
Total or average ——— ann nnn en 22 2809 1161 397 AS81858 
Grand total or average... .----.---.—«1SABZ—ABNOA—=—«TO*1G ST 54881 “3.40 

*Bstimated. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included in “Total or average 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding 

Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 22% in quantity and 24% in value over that 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered of 1982. Major use was for graded road base 
years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. and subbase and unpaved road surfacing, 
Data for even-numbered years are based on which consumed 38% of the crushed stone 
annual company estimates made before produced during the year. 

yearend. Dimension stone was produced in Skagit 
Production of crushed stone increased and Stevens Counties. 

Table 5.—Washington: Crushed stone’ sold or used by producers 
in 1983, by use 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Use ‘Quantity Value 

Coarse aggregate (+-1-1/2inchy Riprap and jety stone == oe 2894 
Coarse aagregate grade Bee Sne Seon Concrete egartgtte; coaree226-20ia ia ae eo sea aeUE aE ES 8 ut a 2 1.982 ituminous surface treatment aggregate ~~~ = 5 is 
Railroad ballast — _ _ _ _ mee. . eurrep tee moneerscocermenen mem peremermremeer apm me, 261 649 Fine aggregate (3/6 iach Aivoe send) conerels oi ue norco snu nna 138 45 
Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal _ _____ ____--_--__---------------- 157 342 
Screening, undesignated —_- - ___- ~~ _-- = oo lll lle ee. ate 207 599 a = 3 wt oarse and fine agarepate: 
‘Graded rond base or subbase =. _- onan eeeeeeee eee eee 2am 5910 Unpavel red surfacing =~ > ~~~ 222 22TO TTDI 652 Bagt ferrazs0 and expased aggregate ~~~ ~~~7772772277222222222222222222 i i Grusher run orfillor wastes ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~7~227_-2 227222 son 22a as 3 ‘Other coarse and fine aggregate ~~~ ~77722722777722722222222222222 6 169 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 5.—Washington: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use —Continued 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a Se — ___ Quantity Value att ate 

Time manufacture 30 150 Dead-burned dolomite manufacbure - 7222227722 277777777722222T2a 22 480 cf Forroslloon_-—----2----- 2-7 22aaea2asaeeee To a W Special ‘Whiting or whiting substitute = © w Other fillers or extenders —— ~~~ 7TTTIITIIIIIIIIT TTI Ieee 8 W 
OOF cea rede cdo: a2----~--------------e 3,337 10,172 

Total ---~--~-----~~---------------nn-eneennennnn--n-- BLS 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” Mincludes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, quartzite, ‘traprock, volcanic cinder and scoria, and miscellaneous 

"as than 1/2 unit : scltcludes macpdam, filter stone, cement manufacture, ux sone, corse aggrgate (large, coarse aggregate (graded, 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur.—Atlantic Richfield Co. and Mobil Table 6.—Washington: Estimated primary Oil Corp., both in Whatcom County, report- aluminum plant production ed recovery of sulfur during the oil refining ———————— proces in 1988 vo GS va Tale—Cascade Tale Inc. produced tale shorttons) “total _(thousands) from the Cascade tale pit in Skagit County. 77> SCS Alllof the tale sold was used in insecticides. #902 ------ ta Saree sg 55-57 1209 2 Lear690 
METALS ibeg 222277 vot Baa td 

Metallic mineral production and develop- 
ment were concentrated in Chelan, King,  Gold.—Gold was produced from two Ferry, Okanogan, and Stevens Counties. mines in Ferry and Kittitas Counties, The During 1983, there were nine mining proj- bulk of the gold recovery was from Hecla ects in production or under development. A Mining Co.'s Knob Hill Mine at Republic. minimum of 68 exploration companies were According to Hecla's annual report, the active during the year; most were seeking Knob Hill Mine’s known commercial ore gold and silver. reserves would be mined out in 1984. An Aluminum.—Washington ranked first in exploration program instituted in 1982, the Nation in quantity and value of primary oth at the mine and at surrounding prop. aluminum produced in the State in 1983, erties owned by Hecla, was to continue with more than 1 million tons valued at $1.7 during 1984 in an effort to locate mineral. billion. The State’s seven reduction plants ization that could prolong the life of the accounted for an estimated 29% of all 1988 Republic Unit. aluminum production in the United States. Most of the exploration activity for gold The plants made nearly a full recovery from was in Chelan County. In 1982, only 2 1982 yearend operating rates of about 68% companies reported gold exploration, but of capacity. Except for Kaiser Aluminum & that number jumped to 19 in 1983, af. Chemical Corp.’s Mead plant, all had re- ter Asamera and Breakwater Resources an- turned to full production. The seventh of nounced drilling results at the Cannon eight potlines at the Mead plant was sched- Mine near Wenatchee. At least 45 other uled for restart in January 1984, The incen- companies have land holdings in the area. tives for restart of operations were increas- More than one-half of the money invested ed product demand, a doubling in the price in metallic minerals exploration in the of aluminum compared with that of 1982, State for 1983 went to Chelan County. From and reduced electricity rates from the March 1983 to yearend, more than 6,000 Bonneville Power Administration. claims were filed in the county, particularly
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near Wenatchee, and numerous holes were _ hiring and training employees for its Moses 
drilled on prospects throughout the district. Lake polysilicon plant. Production was 
Asamera delineated a deposit of 4 to 6 scheduled to begin in 1984. The company 
million tons of ore grading 0.20 ounce of will produce about 1,200 tons of polycrystal- 
gold per ton at the Cannon Mine. Develop- line silicon to be used in the electronics 
ment consisted of a 22-foot-diameter shaft, a industry. 
decline, and more than a mile of under. The Hanna Mining Co. reopened its Rock 
ground headings. Production from the Can- Island silicon and ferrosilicon plant on May 
non was scheduled to start early in 1985. 1 after a T-month closure. The plant had 

Near the Knob Hill Mine, Crown Re- closed because of high inventory and a low 
source Corp. began producing gold and sil- demand from the steel and aluminum in- 
ver from the Seattle Mine and continued dustries. The improvement in demand, the 
exploration for gold and silver at the South agreement among the workers to take a 
Penn and Granny properties. In King Coun- wage cut, and lower power rates allowed the 
ty, 200 feet were added to the Apex Mine’s plant to restart ahead of schedule. Hanna, 
haulage tunnel. The Apex and Damon in operation at Rock Island since 1974, has 
Mines are owned by CSS Management become a major supplier of silicon’ and 
Corp. The U.S. Bureau of Mines assisted ferrosilicon throughout the Pacific North- 
CSS Management in the installation of new west. 
technology to treat complex sulfide ore and _Silver.—Production of silver was reported 
minimize pollution. In northern Ferry by only one company in 1983. Hecla recov- 
County, Vulcan Mountain Inc. began gold ered byproduct silver from the Knob Hill 
and silver production using heap-leaching Mine near Republic. Production decreased 
technology at the Gold Dyke Mine. Atten- from that reported in 1982 
tion was also drawn to the Junction Reef Production reportedly began in October 
Prospect of Veronex Resources Ltd. of Van- at the underground Deer Trail Mine near 
couver, British Columbia, Canada, and Rex- Fruitland in Stevens County. The silver 
con Inc. of Spokane, where the companies vein system was developed by Madre Min- 
discovered anomalously high gold values in ing Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia, 
altered host rocks and some visible gold in Canada. The new Madre tunnel has deline- 
an associated vein system. ated two areas at the Hoodoo and Madre 
Magnesium.—Northwest Alloys, a wholly levels. 

owned subsidiary of the Aluminum Co. of Kaaba Resources Inc., Vancouver, British 
America (Alcoa) at Addy, restarted the Columbia, Canada, announced the opening 
eighth of nine magnesium furnaces on Octo- of the old Ruby silver mine at the base of 
ber 17. The company continued the produc- Chopaka Mountain in Okanogan County, 
tion of magnesium metal from dolomite west of Oroville. A 500-ton-per-day mill was 
mined near the plant site at Addy. The under consideration with production to be- 
process used is the silicothermic technique gin in 1984, 
using in-plant manufactured ferrosilicon The Rocky Mines Co. shipped nearly 800 
and aluminum-quartzite flux. Plant produc- tons of ore from the Silver Bell Mine in 
tion capacity is about 25,000 tons of magne- Okanogan County. The ore graded 10 to 12 
sium metal per year, most of which is used ounces of silver per ton and was milled by 
by Alcoa as an alloying agent for alumi- Hecla. Further drilling was scheduled at 
num. The company introduced a 35-pound the property. 
magnesium slab ingot for use in the steel _Titanium.—International Titanium Inc. 
industry. That, coupled with additional de- (ITT) continued production of titanium 
mand for their 47-pound ingots, allowed the sponge at Moses Lake. The first sponge 
company to operate at near capacity, shipments were made to one of its equity 
Molybdenum.—Although the molybde- holders, Wyman Gordon Co., a manufactur- 

num market has not improved significantly er of specialty metal forgings. ITI initiated 
since 1981, three companies have discussed its first magnesium recycle cell in Novem- 
proposals with the Colville Confederated ber, based on a new design developed in 
‘Tribal Business Council for the resumption Japan. The company reduced production in 
of activity at the Mount Tolman molybde- September because of reduced demand from 
num project. There had been considerable the aircraft industry. 
exploration drilling by AMAX Inc. in years —_____ 
past, but the soft market caused AMAX to _ State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Spokane, WA. 
pull out of the venture in 1981. ioe anges and field ofc super eer ene WA 
Silicon—Union Carbide Corp. started
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‘Table 7.—Principal producers 

Sn nn =TeT Sn 
‘Commodity and company ‘Address ‘Type of activity County 

Aluminum: 
"Aluminum Co. of America ---. Box 120 Plant.------- Clark. 

‘Vancouver, WA 9860 
Deisuveseeesss Borel ----do------ Chelan. 

‘Wenatchee, WA 98801 
Intalco Aluminum Corp_----- Box 937 ----fo..----  Whateom, 

Ferndale, WA 98248 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Box 6217 a---do----- Spokane. 
‘Corp. Spokane, WA st20T 
Do_---------------- $400 Taylor Way. ----do------ Pierce. 

‘Tacoma, WA 98421 
Martin Marietta Aluminum Inc 6801 Rockledge Dr. ----do------ Klickitat. 

Bethesda, MD 20034 
Reynolds Metals Co .------- Box 999 ----do-----  Cowlita. 

Longview, WA 98632 
Coment: 

‘Columbia Cement Corp. a sub- Box 317, Marietta Ra, ----do-.----  Whateom. 
‘sidiary of Ashland Technology Bellingham, WA 98225, 
Inc! 

deal Basic Industries Inc?__. Box 8789 ----do----- King. 
Denver, CO 80201 

Lehigh Portland Cement Co? __ 18 Hamilton Mall ----do-----. Pend Oreille. 
Box 1882 
Allentown, PA 18105 

Lone Star Industries Inc..--- Box 1020 —---do------ King. 
Seattle, WA 98111 

Clays: 
‘Mutual Materials Co... Box 2008 Pitsand plant... King and Pierce. 

Bellevue, WA 98009 
North American Refractories, Box 120 ---do-.---- King and Stevens, 
Western Bi. allied Chemical Renton, WA 98057 

Diatomite: 
Inorganic Specialties, adivision of 520 Madison Ave, Mineand plant. Grant. 

cua MO Chemical Corp New York, NY 10072 

Hecla Mining Co —-———— Hecla Building Mineand mill Ferry. 
Wallace, ID 83878 

Lime: 
Northwest Alloys Ine? *® ... Box 188A, RRT1 Plantand mine. Stevens. 

Addy, WA 99101 
‘Tacoma Lime, a division of 1226 Alexander Ave. ----lo-.---- —Pieree. 

eat, minental Lime ine ‘Tacoma, WA 98421 
eat: 
‘Bonaparte Peat -------- Aeneas Rt, Box 5 Bog.------- Okanogan. 

‘Tonasket, WA 98855 
Maple Valley Humus __-...— 18805 SE. 170th St Bog--------- King. 

Renton, WA 98055 
Sand and gravel (industrial): 

Industrial Mineral Products Inc. Box 95 Pit and plant ——— Do. 
Ravensdale, WA 98051 

‘Lane Mountain Silica Co ----- Box 236, Pit -------- Stevens. 
j Valley, WA 99181 
tone: 

Burlington Northern Railroad Co 1310 American Bank Bldg. Quarries_..--- Various. 
Portland, OR 97205 

De Atley Corp.----------- Box 648 Quarries and plant Do. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 

US. Forest Service, Region6..._ 319 SW. Pine St,, Box 3623 Quarries__---- De. 
Portland, OR 97208 

‘Washington State Highway Highway Administration Bldg. --- do ----- De. 
Department, Olympia, WA 98504 
Woodworth &Co.Inc __---- 1200 Bast Dt Quarries and plant Pierce. 

Tacoma, WA 98421 

4Also stone. 
TT 

2Also clays. 
Also silver. 
“Also industrial sand and gravel. 
Also magnesium.





This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the West Virginia Geological and 
Economic Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Donald K. Harrison’ and Dewey S. Kirstein? 

The value of West Virginia's nonfuel oxide, iron and steel, nickel, silicon, iron 
mineral production in 1983 was $103.9 mil- and steel slag, zinc, and zirconium. 
lion, a $28.4 million increase over that of Nationally, West Virginia ranked 38th in 
1982. In 1983, crushed stone accounted for the value of nonfuel minerals produced in 
nearly 37% of the total nonfuel mineral 1988, up from 41st position in 1982. In 
value in the State. Other commodities pro- addition, it ranked third in fire clay produc- 
duced included portland and masonry ce- tion and ferroalloy shipments, and fourth in 
ment, common and fire clays, lime, salt,and synthetic iron oxide shipments. The State 
sand and gravel (construction and industri- continued to be one of the leading manufac- 
al). Mineral commodities processed or man- _ turers of glassware because of the availabil- 
ufactured included aluminum, ferroalloys, _ ity of skilled labor, inexpensive natural gas, 
fluorspar, synthetic graphite, synthetic iron and industrial sand resources in the State. 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in West Virginia’ 

ce ea ae Mineral SS 
Quantity gygcsands) Q=PUY ennamands HY potty 8 oust 

Glays? -________._--_-------~._ thousand short tons__ 210 $583, 249 $532, gab cecspessecncceorecrse eer: wafee y Sind and gravel Gonsiruciony ~——T2TTTT222TTTTT TTT eaalh Ste oc geniniewacpagest = "3000 tatoo ams SD 
“Gndustral) and values indicated by ymnbol Wns NL XK 43.945 XK cog 
Bele soeeecads ees, PIR ge eee: EAR east, nas weiesinaied Reyne avi dating company popetary data vale nla with “Gombe 
"Production as measured ky mine shipments, sale, or marketable production including consumption by producer "Eachus fiw clay value included with “Combined value gure 
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in West Virginia, by county! 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Minerale produced in 1902 
Berkeley nn. $8040 $24,612 Cement, clays, lime. rook 722772 TTT ® ~ Geant © SoDTSSS Sor 855 W Sand and gravel construction). Greenbrier _—____"__"~ 7 6483 a Hampshire -__________ Ww e Hancock ~~~ 71222 w W Sand and gravel (construction), clays, Harrison _~~2~2222227 w ® Jackson —~>=IL22IIIIE 10 ° teitewt Goose Ww e Kanawha - 772222 2_> Ww @ Lincoln ~~=22IIIZIZ=II Ww W Clays Lagan. 022? REDON wW &) Marshall — = 222727777 Ww W Salt Mason — => 2IZIII22 ce 92 Sand and gravel (construction) Mareec=2277220 2372.2 W eo Mineral -~~>~222727277 418 o Monongalia_—___. Ww e Morgan .----.-_--= 1 w W Sand Gndustrial. Pendleton 2.722777 W W Lime Pocahontas -—___ "=" "I> 457 a PR a Ww a SOME no ieee 2,152 @) Randolph ——__ > 4,931 e TNE ee ee 370, e Tyler 22 TTTIIIIIT Ww W sat Welest <= TSSESSERE RIS @ W Sand and gravel (construction) Wood..-—222DTI2TT77 a as Wreciig 0 TTSDESESZT w W Sand (industria, Undisteibuted — ~~ =~ ~~ 39,290 23211 Sand and gravel (construction) "2601 xx Stone crushed) xX 207700 

Totals __-___ 87,548 15,620 

vEstimated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “"Undistributed” XX Not sc batho Boone, Braxton, Cabell, Calhoun, Cay, Doddride, Fayette, Gilmer, Handy Levis, McDowell Marion, Mingo Monroe, Nicholas, Ohio, Pleasants, Putnam, Ritchie, Roane, Summers, Taylor, Uyshur Wome, Weboer wea wae Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported: County distribution for crrerrionee wt ind gravel COS!) gpd crushed stong (1982) ia not availabe; total State values shown separately under seariee a yet (construction)” or *Stone crushed)” 
“Construction sand and gravel was Produced; data not available by county. ‘Crushed stone was produced; data not available ‘by county. “Data do not add to totals shown because of ‘independent rounding. 

Trends and Developments.—Output of ia had the highest unemployment rate in most nonfuel minerals produced in the every month among the 50 States), several State increased over 1982 levels with the mineral-related developments helped to exception of lime and construction san and keep the unemployment rate from going gravel, which decreased slightly. Increases even higher. During the year, Kaiser Alw. in quantity were reported for crushed stone minum & Chemical Corp. began operating (60%), masonry cement (43%), portland ce- two of four potlines at its Ravenswood ment (27%), common clay (19%), fire clay works, which had been closed since January (192), industrial sand (13%), and salt (9%). 1982. With the restart of the potlines, more Although output of most construction min- than 500 workers were recalled to work in eral commodities have not rebounded to the smelting portion of the plant. their record highs of the 1970's, the report- In Weirton, nearly 8,000 jobs were saved ed increases appear to be an indication that when steelworkers overwhelmingly approv- the construction mineral industry is recov- ed a plan to purchase the Weirton steel ering from the recession of the past few mill. The plant, owned and operated by years. National Intergroup Inc, (formerly National Despite the high unemployment rate in Steel Corp.), was scheduled to close unless the State during most of 1983 (West Virgin- the sale was approved. The Weirton mill is
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Table 3.—Indicators of West Virginia business activity 

uae nara 
> Changs, 1982 1983 rca ec ee 

Employment and labor foee, annual average: ‘Poalceitianiaborfore’ =n" housands TTT TAA go Unemployment en 27v2222ssseszozozac2z7 TT 
Employment inonagricultura) SS 
GE oe cin Sala TUSSLE 48.3, 50.2 +39 Manufeiuting=="77277722222222222222--cczzizBzc: «= Contract sewtrucion 27=SDTTTTTTTTTTTge ‘rangpocaton and publi wits =—~7~227—TTTT7TTG ROH Wholeseleand etal trade ve" —-2222272222772272tae. at TG Finance, insurance, ealeiate -—~ 2222222727722. Serie oneneeneee aoe eS Common CLCTESRRSCECSSNGETTSETERT esse ccgeees)| ee MS, 
Total nonagricultural employment? dS‘ Persona incase Polalnne nee ene millions SIT SIT 4B Poreapitas2==2772772222222¢202222222ccccccccccz mo SH onetraction activity ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized —-----2.--- 180416 Value of ponresidental construction nS ~-~---~ “seine” gles gta Yalue of State road contract swards_-==—777=—7n~7-7~==777 Monk A gt Shipments of portand and masonry coment and within the Sais 

"housind short tons a87—a1 89 Nonfuel mineral production value: ‘otal crude mineralvalue ===. millions. 1B $10K0 TS Valu per eapita, resident population -=2222722222227777-27 Mom «BSN aE Value perSquaré mile Pee =22222227227777TTT gar TBS os NORE es eee ecmeccnnecccocees I MA 
Preliminary. Mnclues bituminous coal and oi and gas extraction, *Data may not add to totals showa because of independent rounding 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

U.S. Bureau of Mines. ms e ” ee 
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Figure 1.—Total value of nonfuel mineral production in West Virginia.
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the largest employer in Hancock County. an amendment to House resolution 5161, In another mineral-related development, signed into law in January 1982, that desig- researchers at ‘West Virginia University nated the Cranberry back country as 4 (WVU) have determined that mixing phos- federally designated wilderness. An esti- phate rock with pyrite-bearing overburden mated 39 million short tons of low-sulfur, from coal mines is more effective than low-ash coal underlies the back country. current practices in preventing acid mine © The Economic Section of the WVGES drainage. Field tests by Island Creek Coal continued to collect data and conduct, on- Co. at its Craigsville property appear en- going research toward expanding the couraging, and costs, based on $53 per growth and development of the State's non. metric ton of phosphate rock, f.0.b. Craigs- fuel mineral industry. Two reports publish- ville, are similar to those of alkaline materi- ed during the year concerning the nonfuel als. If the process becomes commercial, mineral industry included a directory of the water quality in coal mining districts could State’s mineral producers and processors* improve dramatically and a new market for and a report on the status of West Virgin. low-grade phosphate rock could develop. ia’s mineral industry. 
Legislation and Government Pro- For the past 5 years, the Economic Sec- grams.—The West Virginia Legislature tion has been conducting research on the passed several acts that directly or indirect- State’s limestone resources. In addition to ly affect the State’s mineral industry. sampling and analyzing the samples, the Senate bill 116, passed in March, revised WVGES has compiled a computerized data the West Virginia Surface Coal Mining and _ base of analytical and physical data from Reclamation Act. The bill amended and both current sampling and analyses as well reenacted 15 sections of Article 6, Chapter as previously published sources. With the 20 of the Code of West Virginia and also aid of the computer, a program was devel- added a new section, designated 20-6-43, to oped to plot the depth and thickness of the act. Another act, Senate bill 27, passed subsurface limestone beds that occur near in February, amended and reenacted sec- West Virginia’s navigable waterways. Sev- tion 20-6-7 of Article 6. This bill provides for eral of the WVGES reports concerning lime- the continuation and reestablishment of the stone evaluations in 1983 include the deep Reclamation Commission of the Depart- mining of the Greenbrier Limestone’ a ment of Natural Resources. report on the limestone resources of Harri- House bill 1941, passed in March, amends son County,* and an overall outlook of the Article 6, Chapter 22 of the Code of West importance of West Virginia's limestone Virginia and added a new section, designat- resources.” ed 4(a). The bill will permit the appoint- Other projects conducted by the Econom- ment of a Chairman of the Board to the ic Section included an assessment of raw Miner Training, Education, and Certifica- materials needed for construction near the tion Department. State's high-growth areas. This Project is Two other bills passed in 1983 included directed toward the evaluation of raw mate- Senate bill 707, which allows for the cooper- rials needed for masonry, concrete, and ation of the State of West Virginia and the concrete products. Samples of sand and Federal Government in the management of gravel, brick clay, and lightweight aggre- Federal lands within the State, and Senate gate shale were collected for testing and bill 28, relating to the West Virginia Geo- evaluation. Also, fieldwork and ground logical and Economic Survey (WVGES). checking of nearly 200 anomalous radioac- Senate bill 28 amends and reenacts Chapter _ tive occurrences continued during the year. 29-2-4 of the State’s Code to continue the The anomalies were identified by low-level WVGES. It also allows for the establish- airborne surveys conducted by the U.S. ment of a nonrevolving special revenue Department of Energy during 1980. account for user fees for computer and The Mining and Mineral Resources and analytical services to defray the costs of Research Institute at WVU, Morgantown, those services. received $150,000 in fiscal year 1983 from Federal legislation containing a provision the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The funds are for the appropriation of $2.2 million for designed to encourage the training of min- Webster and Pocahontas Counties for reve- ing engineers and other scientists involved nues lost as a result of the Cranberry in mineral-related studies. These funds Wilderness designation was signed into law. must be matched with non-Federal funds The compensation to the two counties was and can be used for research projects, dem-
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onstrations, fellowships, or other programs. U.S. Bureau of Mines conducted a study and 
‘The U.S. Bureau of Mines awarded an published a report on the abatement of 

additional $1,824,000 grant to Pennsylvania AMD using anionic surfactants.’ Large- 
State University and WVU for research on scale tests were conducted at an 8-acre 
respirable dusts, which causes black lung, active refuse area in the northern part of 
silicosis, and other lung diseases. The two the State and at an ll-acre inactive refuse 
universities together have been named as _pile in southern West Virginia. In addition, 
the newest Generic Center for Mineral WVU and Buffalo Coal Co. are studying the 
Technology and will join four other generic effects of using natural wetland bogs to 
centers established and funded in 1982. combat AMD from abandoned mines, The 

‘Also during fiscal year 1983, the U.S. WVGES is also involved in a long-term 
Bureau of Mines had nine active contracts study of the subject. 
or grants in West Virginia valued at In fiscal year 1983, West Virginia receiv- 
$212,608. These were awarded to WVU and ed more than $232,250 from the Federal 
various private firms for mineral-related Government as its share of royalties for 

studies. various activities in Monongahela National 
Several studies pertaining to the amelio- Forest. The majority of the moneys (39%) 

ration of acid mine drainage (AMD) were were attributable to mineral leasing and 
conducted in the State during the year. The mining royalties. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Although production of common clay in- 
creased nearly 19% in 1983, total value of 

a vane oe production fell pay 9%, ne pent 2 
State's only cement (portland and ma- jower unit prices. Principal uses of the 

oy Planta Marana ae, in ee ae clay Eom Berkeley Goines = 
unty in the State's eastern pan! le. for the manufacture of cement and face 

The cement plant, previously owned and rick. Common clay mined by Sanders 
operated, by Martin, Marietia Corp. was Dummy in, Linesin County was sold as 

sold in July to Capit ment for $16.5 “dummy clay” used for mine explosive 
million. Capital Cement, a subsidiary of stemming. 
Riverton Corp., also purchased Martin Mar- _ Output and value of fire clay rebounded 
ietta's companion cement terminals in Bal- in 1983, increasing 19% and 31%, respec- 
timore, MD, and Washington, DC. tively. This is in contrast to the nearly 51% 

‘The wet-process plant, which includes drop in output in 1982 compared wit 
three coal-fired kilns, has an annual grind- levels. Fire clay was used in the manufac- 
ing capacity of 935,000 short tons per year ture of firebrick and various refractory 
and uses electric precipitators for pollution SPecialties. 
control. Raw materials used in the manu- Pina repars pbovel x Beotree was: 
facturing process included limestone and Produced in the State, 23,977 short tons was 
shale mined at the plantsite and industrial ‘The 1983 oe cepressite a deci eur 

sad and gypsum mined elsewhere. ment 19% compared with the 29,648 tons shipped 
me ap Dh and 09% Pe tively, over into the State in 1982. Fluorspar was used 

082 Iovels, masonry Comer rose 43% in BY the ceramic industry as a flux and 
Land 10% inveleg | 8° “8% 1" opacifier in the manufacture of glass prod- 

Satgut and 40% An valve. uets; it was also used as flux in steelmaking, 
Clays.—In 1983, both common and fire for hydrofluoric acid, and in other manu- clays were produced in the State. Common facturing processes. 

clay and shale was mined by Continental" Gem Stones.—Several varieties of miner- 
Clay Products Co. and Capital Cement (for- ai specimens were found in the State's pre- 
merly Martin Marietta Cement) in Berke- dominantly sedimentary rocks. Specimens 
se Sony and by Sanders Dummy Co. in _ include coral, opal, various quartz varieties, 
incoln County. Berkeley County, in the and two coal ore coallike minerals. 

eastern panhandle, continued to account for Graphite (Synthetic).—West _ Virginia 
virtually all of the State’s production. Fire ranked sixth of 15 States that produced 
clay was mined by one company, Globe synthetic graphite in 1983. One company, 
Refractories Inc., in Hancock County. Union Carbide Corp., continued to produce
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graphite specialties at its plant in Clarks- The sand produced in Wyoming County was burg, Harrison County. In late 1982, the used primarily for traction purposes, Al- company increased its specialties capacity though most of the State’s industrial sand by 50%. Products included anodes, elec- was transported by truck, nearly one-third trodes, unmachined graphite shapes, and of the total was shipped by rail. carbon raisers used in steelmaking. Silicon.—In September, Standard Oil Co. Lime.—Lime was produced by one compa- of Indiana (Amoco) completed its $12 mil. ny in 1983. Both quicklime and hydrated lion acquisition of Solarex Corp. The acqui- lime were produced by Germany Valley sition included the company’s solar-powered Limestone Co. in Pendleton County. The cell manufacturing plant in Frederick, MD, 
Riverton Corp., which closed in July 1982 and the silicon wafer plant of Semix Corp. and produced only quicklime, remained idle (a Solarex subsidiary) in Martinsburg, WV. during 1983. The silicon wafer is the basic building block 

Both production and value of quicklime of the solar cell. Prior to this acquisition, 
decreased nearly 82% in 1983 because of the Amoco owned nearly 38% of Solarex. 
Riverton closure and lower production lev- Slag, Iron and Steel.—In 1983, two com- els by Germany Valley Limestone. Howev- panies, both located in Weirton, processed er, output and value of hydrated lime in- slag produced by the State’s steel industry. creased 16% and 19%, respectively, over Standard Slag Co. processed air-cooled iron 1982 levels. (blast furnace) slag, and International Slag 

Salt.—Three companies produced salt Co. processed steel slag produced in basic brine from deep well solution mining oper- oxygen furnaces. 
ations in Marshall and Tyler Counties. Al- Although shipments of pig iron in 1983 though production rose only 9% to slightly _ increased nearly 12% over 1982 levels, sales over 1 million tons, compared with 1982 of iron and steel slag decreased 17% and levels, value rose substantially increasing 15%, respectively. Because the construction 
nearly 49%. All of the salt produced was industry is the major user of slag, the 
used for the manufacture of chlorine, caus- decrease is most likely attributable to a tic soda, and other chemicals. decrease in contract construction and lack 

Sand and Gravel—Construction.—Con- of available monies for highway and road struction sand and gravel production is construction. 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by 
even-numbered years only; therefore, this the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered 
chapter contains only estimates for 1983. years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. Data for odd-numbered years are based on Data for even-numbered years are based on annual company estimates made before annual company estimates made before 
yearend. yearend. 

Based on these estimates, output of con- Crushed stone accounted for nearly 37% 
struction sand and gravel decreased nearly _of the State's total nonfuel mineral produc- 
1%, while value remained essentially the _ tion. Both crushed limestone and sandstone same because of higher unit values. In 1982, were produced, with limestone accounting five companies mined construction sand for nearly 88% of the State's total output. A and gravel from five operations in four total of 40 companies operated 49 quar- 

counties. vies—36 of these were crushed limestone 
Industrial.—Industrial sand was produc- operations and 13 were crushed sandstone ed by two companies—Pennsylvania Glass operations. Leading counties in order of Sand Corp. in Morgan County and by Tolers output were Monongalia, Greenbrier, 

Sand Co. in Wyoming County. Morgan Berkeley, and Jefferson. County continued to account for the majori- ‘The primary uses for crushed stone were ty of the State’s production. Average value for construction aggregate, road base, ce- Per ton in 1988 was $17.17 compared with ment manufacture, mine dusting, agricul- 
$17.67 in 1982. Leading end uses for the tural lime, and fill. Although most of the sand produced in Morgan County was for stone was shipped by truck, a small amount flat glass, containers, and specialty glass. _ was transported by barge and rail.
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Table 4.—West Virginia: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

tg Was 
Coarse aggregate (+ 1-1/2 inch: 

Laan neeeeeee eee tee peteteteneneeeeeter & he 
FO ee re ee anim nee so aig 

Bituminous aggregate, coarse ————__—__ ~~~ 7 2LLLLLLLLIlllli 22222 lili 214 "805 [Bituminous surface-treatment aggregate ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~777777777T7I2ITTITTL 3 8 
Other graded coarse aggregate..." "TTT TTT TT a= 25555 9 Ww 

rT Stone sand, bituminous mix or seal ~~~ ~~~" "_771_772IIIIIIIIIII TILT ez 8 Other fine aggregate. ---—---~--~=--==--======-awaweaaaaaanan TTD 
core dod sued tele ecbban == = en TC) Unpredrudammeig = 20 sone cena o ossc te sea ereeammone «= ag, amr 

i 
sgpeultral Agrcltral imestone ~~ —>27T72TTTTI= PALE CETEDINLIET oot pecial 

Cae emir CriiteuimEstatitiieecneerr ate ipl te 
FP ots concep areca tr at waa = 29480 , 37,962 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Mncludes limestone and sandstone. 
"Includes poultry grit and mineral food, macadam, railroad ballast, terrazzo and exposed aggregate, cement manufacture; lime manufacture, lux stone, asphalt fillers or extenders, glass manufacture, screening (undesignated), tives not specified, and uses indicated by symbol W. 
‘SPata do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

METALS ments decreased by nearly 46%. Shipments 
A . and value were lower in 1983 because of the 

Aluminum.—Kaiser Aluminum reacti- continuing weak demand by the iron and 
vated two of its four potlines at Ravenswood tee] industries, the major consumer of 
during the year. The smelting operation ferroalloys, and because of competition had been shut down since January 1982 from foreign imports. 
pending labor negotiations and to reduce "A' strike that began on October 2 at 
inventories. The first potline was reopened _Foote’s ferrosilicon plant in Graham ended 
in August and the second in November. By on October 30, with ratification of a new 3- 
yearend, the smelter was operating at 50% year agreement. Foote announced that both 
capacity (81,500 short tons). With the start- parties agreed that wage and benefit conces- 
up of the second line, 2,355 workers were sions were essential in the new contract in 
employed at the plant—525 in the smelting order for Foote to remain competitive. 
division and 1,830 at the fabrication plant. Iron Oxide Pigments (Finished).—West 

‘The fabrication portion of the plant re- Virginia ranked fourth in the Nation in the 
mained in operation throughout the smelter shipments of finished iron oxide pigments. 
shutdown. Recently, the plant was equipped Mobay Chemical Corp., a subsidiary of Bay- 
with a new cold-rolling mill that can process er AG of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
40,000-pound coils at speeds up to 5,000 feet the sole producer in the State, operated a 
per minute with automated quality control. plant in New Martinsville, Wetzel County. 
‘The new rolling mill is capable of producing In 1983, shipments increased nearly 62% 
the wider coils to which many aluminum and value rose 74% compared with 1982 
can manufacturers are converting because levels. The company produces the iron ox- 
12 can bodies, rather than the previous ides by the aniline process. This process, 
industry standard of 10, can be produced developed in Germany in the 1920's, in- 
across the width of the metal. volves the reduction of organic compounds, 

Ferroalloys.—In 1983, three companies which reduces nitrobenzene to aniline with 
produced ferroalloys: Elkem Metals Co. at scrap iron to produce iron oxide pigments 
its plant in Fayette County; the Foote Min- The process makes it possible to process red, 
eral Co. at its Graham plant in Mason yellow, black, and brown iron oxides. 
County; and Chemetals Corp., a subsidiary ” Regenerator iron oxides were also recov- 
of SEDEMA S.A., at Kingwood in Preston ered from steel plant wastes by National 
County. Although shipments continued to Intergroup at its steel mill in Weirton. In 
decline by 10% in 1983, value of the ship- 1983, shipments rebounded to close to those
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of 1981. In 1982, shipments dropped nearly tries. In 1983, HAI, which has about 1,900 14% compared with 1981 levels. employees, had sales of $207 million, down Iron and Steel—Shipments of pig iron in 8% from that of 1982 owing principally to 1983 increased nearly 12% over 1982 levels lower prices. However, demand increased in reflecting a mild recovery in the steel indus- the latter part of the year. 
try. This increase closely parallels total In early 1984, the company decided to 
national shipments, which increased nearly consolidate its nickel alloy research and 
13% in the same period. development efforts at the two producing Two integrated companies produced pig locations—Huntington, WV, and Hereford, 
iron and steel in West Virginia in 1983, United Kingdom. Consequently, some of the National Intergroup operated a plant in investigative and technical staff and most of 
Weirton, and Wheeling-Pittsburgh Stee] the pilot plant and special equipment at 
Corp. operated plants in Benwood, Follans- IAPC’s Sterling Forest, NY, laboratory will bee, Beech Bottom, and Wheeling. All be moved to Huntington. Following the plants operated below capacity. A steel transfer, the Sterling Forest laboratory will minimill was operated in Huntington by be closed and sold. The new operating unit, Steel of West Virginia Inc. called Inco Alloys International, will contin. 

After 18 months of negotiations, steel- Ue to be supported by ongoing research and workers overwhelmingly approved a plan in development programs in both the United September to purchase National Inter- States and the United Kingdom. group's Weirton steel mill, Weirton. When __Zine.—The Meadowbrook Corp., a wholly the sale is finalized in 1984, the plant will Wned subsidiary of T. L. Diamond & Co. be the Nation’s largest employee-owned ¢» operated a zinc plant at Spelter, Harri- company. The steelworkers voted on three S08 County. Zine gros, Sane). at other ‘ssues—contract concessions, a new pension Tetiues were sed to Produce zine dust, plan, and the employee stock ownership %7;°5 a" a Gehan Teese 
Plan, National Intergroup is asking $386 Caneel hichdensiny aims a de Co. million for the mill to be paid by 1998. The oxide refaciny brick weing inno ted ore rice includes $74.7 million in c: ont OF Hi tnd assumption of $1923 mien irate imperial Ge nous Ges ase en: 
Under the approved new year contract, plant to produce tin oxide electrode: hourly workers would have to accept an ” 
18.8% cut in pay and benefit cuts of 20.9%. _~ sstate Liaison Officer, Bureau of ‘Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. The new steel company, to be named Weir *Beonomie evloyist and head, Economie Sections West ton Steel Corp. would have a raw steel Yipinia Geological and Economic Survey, Morgantown, capacity of 4 million short tons per year and *Kirstein, D. S, and N. M. Simeoe. West Virginia would be the 10th largest domestic steel Mittal Sure PU MESS oid SSN Co and Boon. Sure ; 10th ed, 1885, 155 pp. producer. At yearend, steel was being pro- "Kirstein, D.8. West Virginia Mincral Indust Status, duced from two of four blast furnaces. The “iwneitu'y. Bho Niet ee oe EPP ne plant has run at a two-furnace level for in Western West Virginia. WV Geol and Boon Sanne more than 1 year. Relining work on a third ey, NeumainStule Geology magazine. nom blast furnace was in progress at yearend. of Harrison County, West Virginia. WV Geol. and Econ, Nickel—Huntington Alloys Inc. (HAD, a Suy,OpenFileRep:OFSi01, 1965 division of Inco Alloy Products Co. (APO), ine Hero. WV Geol and con Surv, ia, Mounts continued to produce wrought high-nickel Silt Geology magazine, i oto alloys at its Huntington plant in Cabell ace Drage Bisa Goel eehaes Cees cae of County. The alloys were used by the energy, ‘asians BuMines RSS, 1983, 16 yp, chemical, aerospace, and other major indus-. §—" “¥"® Annus! Report. Pp. 19
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Table 5.—Principal producers 
Commodity and company adres ‘Type of activity County 

Aluminum: ‘Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical ‘Box 98 Refinery -.------ Jackson 
comer Ravenswood, WV 26164 coment 

‘Capital Cement Corp.*..-._ Box 885 Quarry and plant... Berkeley. 
a " Martinsburg, WV 25401 

Continental Clay Products Co Box 1111 BE cescrewen Do. 
Martinsburg, WV 25401 Globe Refractories Inc... Box. Underground mine. Hancock. 
Newell, WV 20050 : Sanders Dummy Co-------- Bows Pit_---------- Lincoln, 
Midkiff, WV 25504 Tron oxide pigments (nished) WMobay Gkemicsl Garp = --_ Penn Lincoln Parkway West Plant __.------ Weta. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15205 National Stee Corp, Weirton Weirton, WV S062 do -------- Hancock. 

Limes “Germany Valley Limestone Co. Box 302 Quarry and plant_—_ Pendleton. 
wi Riverton, WV 26614 a EMCCorp-------------- Box Si2 Brine wells. ----. Tyler. 

‘South Charleston, WV 25808 LCP Chemicale-West Virginia Drawer d Brinewellsand plant Marshall Tne Moundsvile, WV 26081 PPGindustros Ine... Gateway Cater a Do. Pittsburgh, PA 15222 
Sand and gravel: Construction 1982) . DravoCorp ---------- 1 Oliver Plaza Dredges-.------ Various. ietsburgh, PA 15222 

ET&SInc _...---.---  Routel Quarry and plant... Mason. Cheshire, OH 45620 Petersburg Blocks Ine. Box ToL wand cone Grant Petersburg, WY 26847 
Shippingport Sand & Gravel 1200 Stambaugh Bla Plant --------  Hlanoock cs Youngstown, O8 44301 

Industrial: Pennsylvania GlassSand Box 187 Quarry and plant Morgan. ‘Cor. Berkeley Springs, WV 25411 TolertSendCo..-----_ Route 1, Box eB Dredge .----.--~ * Wyoming. Welch, WV 24801 
Stone (crushed) . ‘Acme Limestone Co. Box 27 Mine and quarry Greenbrier. Fort Spring, WV 24096 Fairfax Sand & Crushed Box Quarries Grant, ‘Thomas, WV 25292 ‘Mineral, Randol Greer Limestone Co, adivision Greer Bg. Mine and quarries. Monongalia and ‘of Greer Sel Co, Morgantown, WV 26505 en Lone Starindustries Inc. Route 3, Box 439 Mine _-.------  Monongalia, 

Morgantown, WV 23505, United States Steel Corp. 600 Grant St Quarry —.------- Jefferson 
Pittsburgh, PA 15280 

Also clays and crushed stone.





‘This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 

Pris chaptines, US. Department of the Interior, and the Wisconsin Geological and 

Bureay  flistory Survey for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By James J. Hill, Thomas J. Evans,? and Wanda J. West* 

Nonfuel mineral production in Wisconsin improve following the recession of 1981-82, 

Wee ntged at $101.2 million in 1983, the Stone and sand and gravel contributed the 

wes ct figure reported since 1973. The drop greatest amount to the State's mineral pro- 

ererlue was attributed to the State’s loss of duction value, followed by lime, coment 

in valle production, which ended in April and peat. Iron oxide pigments, perlite, and 

taco This was the first year since the early vermiculite were, processed in Wisconsin 

1etie that metallic mineral production had from crude material brought in from out-of 

rater reported in the State. Output of State sources. Sulfur was recovered as a 

Several other mineral commodities increas- refinery byproduct. 

ed slightly as the State’s economy began to 

‘Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Wisconsin’ 

ee 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity Chow Quantity (thou. 
sands) Sands) 

Tron ore (usuble) thousand long tons, gross weight. — 263 w < = 
oon ore (usable) -—— === PONENT -- thousand short, tons. Be $17.85 Ho re 
| ek eee rms 8G 3 Ww 3 Ww 
Sand and gravel: 
ndand gravel ee eeeeeneeeeeedonn== MBG aI S14 gg “RTE 

gulntunoils = 202 =20TITIIIIISS oa ooociade es 9,602 e208 

Oe ed nee nnnnenennenennndonns= “14M “SNOB NTE 
[lovin io acre coors esr lest 288d 

Comtined yalue of abrasive stone, cement, and values indicated 
‘by symbol W .. ——. ----=---- =n nanan XX "16,400 XX 4,079 

etal. ------e--eeee nena neeeeeect XxX "111,708 XxX 10101 

“fstimated, Revised. _W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dat .; value included with “Combined 

value” figure. _XX Not applicable. a company proprietary data; valve included ne 

Se aared by sine shipments, sles, or marketable production including consumption by producers) 

593
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Wisconsin, by county* 
Thousands) 

= eras produced in a2 County 1981 1982 th Galles ofeakne omer 
Almezscccecascssucessuse a. $48 Sand and gravel Construction 
Asbland....--..-.-------2--.— Ww 55. De Banee UOTSSSIDIOESECL ST 4 a 
Ergen soos ESSSRRET EDEN NES v W Lime sand and grave (contruction) Buffalo |2> 2227222222722 222 $251 16 Sand and gravel construction). Bure sooo es ESET °) a i [oo ae eee ant w De Ghippewa 2=222222222222222222 3 we Gare: CDSTESTECETESESE SS se Sete Golombia = =222222222222222222 v W Sand industria 

NO Si aie are a are 192 W Sand and gravel (construction). 
Dane_-_ ~~~ ~~~ eee 2138 Me # Do. endl i Dodge SESS TIIS TET NATS ime, sand and gravel construction, Per 538 Sand and gravel construction Bouglas 2777 77722722722200072 z cease ane and gro 

yy SRT ome Dunn, <--------eeeeeneeeeeen rnd and gravel (contraction, Bec tuagy S252 2SSTSTTaaoeToe 5 wae Florence. ---77222222222s2ss2 8 x ood ge bag 200002 02050 SESE w W Lime san and gravel contruction. 
Forest —____-- ~~ - e) 109 Sand and gravel (construction). Gast SSESESSTGSSETEGEESIOS «=a ° 
Green —-_-- Ww e Groen ial SETTLES ESR W W Sand (industria, sand and grave ‘conctruction) Towa nee 526 ® Seg 2 Sebocogescoeoas . W Sand and gravel construction) fe Ww W > Wonore sand Gndurtralhsand and travel construction), efferton eee so 102 Said and gravel construction Stoevg | SSD°SEETECETSOIIIEES W 3 tS Kowal 000-727 —o- = @ at De Kayeumes 222202 OTSSSTIES & ot De 
La Crosse -__-____---------..- me 34 Do. 

RN iene eo Unnslade ©2200 202 020c0- = ° W Sand and gravel construction) Toad n TS TETE ® a ee Manitowog 222222222772222222 w sand and gravel (construction. Marathon 22 22222222222277777 W 659 Sand and gravel construction) Maree oonshegcttceries v be Marquette ----------222222227 & “Be Miwankes 2272002220 2202TT5E7 v W Coment Monroe s=--22222222722727722 at 5 Oesyin £22105 SESTEEETESSIES 107 388 Sand and gravel onstruction, Oneida -=-222222222222222222 0 ae Sh Outagamie 227T2LTTTTTTITIII a °) Ovaukee ~~ ~222=22a2as saan 18 364 Sand and gravel construction Pope SESE SSE RTETET Tae fot a Se a W W Sand Gindstriad, sand and gravel ‘constuction Polke ee weecceecceuceeeety w 185 Sand and gravel construction 
PIG ee erento rice meri: a 1,405, Do. Prost Soo S0STSISTISSESST ® ‘2 De Racine 2277 ~222722222 7222 W sl De Bichiand) 225 25 SSDSTSEEETOOTOS By @ Be Bock -7722222222222277227 i 1488 Fog 200 DSDRESE Sn coseEgcaE ° ie Bos Secroin 22222222222 222TTIET 2B Mm | Do. Book. SSSESSEESTESTONOEESE Ww W Sand gravel construction, rast aiooe Sawyer oon ® Ww Sandand gravel onstruction). 
Sheboypns <22222272222222222 = fm Be 
MME ee e 684 Do. ‘Trempouleaa_~~=7=~=====2222a és ° Vernon 2 2 SSE SEETEIONSIOES 2 ® Vilas 2 2222222222222222222 ° 188 Sand and gravel construction) Walworth” ~722222222222002722 8 she Washburn -27-2222222s2222 22 ® We 
Wetigletas Sooo sas a Ww 1,487 Do. Waukesha 222772222222222222 at W Sand nd gravel construction), peat. Wenees 77°C STSSEROESGNEESS w 609 Sand and gravel onstruction Wavthara----27---2222272722 3 we Winnebago 222227T777TTTTTTTT ak Woe Wood 80 ==" 77222222722TTTT i ie 
Undistributed*_______ 2. 87,145 56,550 
‘Sand and gravel (construction) _ ~~ _ ~~ $34,522 xx 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Wisconsin, by county! —Continued 
(Thousands) 

st a ce 
= aT ce Mineyals rode 02 inoer ot value 

Stone 
‘Crushed _ _ ...----~--------- xx $36,100, 

Dimension —__~------~-~------ xX °2.644 

Total _-----nneee nnn SSL TOG 1,708 
_ Mihcereen SEO AU 
“Eppa W Wied sve ding cans postural with "Unarbtd” HNot 
PPCADIE County is not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County distribution for 

confenominee County i vel (98h) and crushed and dimension stone (1982) is not available; total State values shown 
‘Sarately under "Sand and gravel construction” or “Stone” 

Conateuction sand and gravel was produced data not availble by county. 
Stone, either crushed or dimension, was produced; data not available by county. 

“Includes some sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific ‘counties (1982) and values indicated by symbol W. 

Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding, 

‘Table 3.—Indicators of Wisconsin business activity 
nes > Change, rose 9gge Change, 

‘Employment and labor force, annual average: 
aploymentandaborforce,annualaverage: | _____-- thousands 24984 ABLE 307 

Toral elon labor ren -pnroTTTDETSS TIES acne oan 
Employment inonagricultural lgrment(nonagricutarale ede dd gl HB 
Mn oT TTTT TTT TITTIES cam 
Manchin eg eS ISTEDRTSCE Tana 
Contract construc iieg "Towawtlwissszizss-saee-- Ss AT 8 
Rramaperiatcn and pobliyuilited “CmwnrccssCSIneasaiiae, a MEH 
Moslem and metal tad go-="oooonnmnn ono ececga HE 
Eioance Ineurance resale cocccrcsssstc12iee ac «| SO ES 

Bervloes ——--n-nannnnnnnnnannn Amnon _ 8s 
‘Total nonagricultural employment — ~ ..-~-----~ scroll 1,801.5 1,843.6 +23 

PPergonel income ronal incom eee eee eee millions $51,080 $5889 486 
lg a U8 

consircction activity: naeruction activity public residential unite authorized ----------<---- 1212 18962-4808 
‘Number of private and public residenti} unite authorized --""-77Tmifiona $688 53481 
Yalns oknearecien(ial cuetreeNe oti Tei ee S| NA, A SO 

seee oh ref portland and masonry coment to and within the State Mfwousand short tons. 10801288 «+188 
Nonfuel mineral production value 

feel mineral productign valve: nae millions SULT. $1294 
Tole ode aie ee iis sonnets ARB 

_ Vale por sqearé mile ==" ss0-2o2222Sooo Tenens 2000 AR 
Preliminary. "Dota de no ad to total shown because of independent rounding 
Sources: US, Department of Commerce, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magazine, and 

U.S. Bureau of Mines. sis saci 7 Mogan
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and stone and total value of nonfuel mineral 
production in Wisconsin. 

Trends and Developments.—During The most notable development during the 
1988, Wisconsin's economy and mining in- year was Inland Steel Co.'s announcement 
dustry began to recover from the recession. in October that it was permanently closing 
Statistics published by the State Depart- its Jackson County Iron Co. (JCIC) taconite 
ment of Industry, Labor and Human Re- mine and plant near Black River Falls. The 
lations, showed several positive trends in reason cited for the closure was the continu- 
the economy. The State's average unem- ing reduced demand for steel products. 
ployment rate dropped 3.8% compared with About 275 employees were affected by the 
that of 1982, with most of the decline shutdown. The JCIC facilities had been idle 
reported from June through December. Em- since April 1982. 
ployment in the mining sector averaged Throughout the year, Exxon Minerals Co. 
11.1% more than that of 1982, even though continued to work closely with the Wiscon- 
taconite production had ended. The number sin Department of Natural Resources 
of building plans examined for compliance (DNR) and the public in processing the 
with the State’s commercial building code multitude of State and local permits re- 
increased 26.1% compared with that of quired for developing the Crandon zinc- 
1982. This building activity increased de- copper deposit in Forest County. Exxon had 
mand for mineral commodities used in con- submitted an environmental impact report 

struction. and a mining-permit application to the 
The Wisconsin Department of Develop» DNR in late December 1982. In September, 

ment reported that capital investment in the DNR released a projected timetable for 
the State’s manufacturing sector increased _ the remaining review process, which includ- 
sharply and that new jobs more than dou- ed preparing an Environmental Impact 
bled those of 1982 because of new industries Statement and holding a Master Hearing as 
starting up and plant expansions. Capital required by Wisconsin law. According to the 
spending for plants and equipment was up timetable, a decision on the Crandon Proj- 
17% over that of 1982, reaching about ect was not expected before early 1987. 
$461.1 million. There were 282 projects Exploration Activities.—Metallic miner- 
started in 1983 compared with 193 projects al exploration increased in 1983. Three 
in 1982. companies were newly licensed during the
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year bringing to 17 the number of compa- mineral exploration occurred in southern 
nies holding exploration licenses. Of these Wisconsin and, particularly, in southeast- 
1T licensees, 9 actually engaged in explor- ern Wisconsin where Mobil Oil Corp. com- 
atory drilling, completing 74 drill holes, pleted 18 drill holes in search of base metal 
compared with 57 exploration holes drilled Tnineralization in Ordovician age carbon- 

in 1982 (excluding 20 holes drilled by Exxon ates, Mobil also drilled a hole in Lafayette 
on the Crandon deposit for feasibility G30, Givectes Waa Th 
Studies). Drilling was spread out over 14 County in southwestern Wisconsin. sD 
counties with major areas of exploration Jective of this drilling appeared to be basic 
Concentrated in’ Florence County, Iron 8eclogic studies and stratigraphic testing as 

County, and southeast Price-northwest it all was done under short-term lease. 

Lincoln Counties. Drilling activity during 1983 is summarized 
For the first time since 1979, metallic in table 4. 

‘Table 4.—Wisconsin: Metallic mineral exploration in 1983 
OO ee 

Number of Total 
Licensed exploration companies Numb! footage 

AMAX Exploration Ine —_ = -_------=----------07-----2---=--22-- 2 195 
ge a lepeer & Nidal Ga BLS OeL OL UL Sooo soenaeaeemsersasageet a 113? 
Pee NG On em cco sees cba sounaa anaes eee ne 5 2n00 
Amoco Me pchnmann & Associates of Wiseonsin Ing = ~~~~~~"7--~=--=-=-=---= 308 
Ppraites Gaps sce cerns accel CECag ene eO nee oo nee cnooe 3 240 
Minnie ite nen nn enn eee i '350 
Behion cep 222227 TOSS TTA ee nang anemones 10387 
Fee itlesian ing == eoemucant ae sonauealScascecnere eS 6 120 
UOP Inc _~.-----.~----------------9 77-7 -- SITItrl=2=222 1 

SB on pierre een eB 448504 

Source: Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, Metallic Mineral Exploration in Wisconsin, Summary of 
1988 Activity. 

‘Approximately 14,100 acres was leased shipments to domestic ports totaled 14.3 
for metallic exploration in 1983. This million tons, a slight improvement over the 
excluded the acreage Mobil drilled under a 13.1 million tons shipped in 1982. Ship- 
short-term lease but included 1,800 acres ments to Canada totaled 1.5 million tons, 
apparently leased for gem stones (dia- down from the 1.7 million tons exported in 
monds) in Florence and Forest Counties. 1982. Domestic and Canadian limestone and 
Iron County had the greatest amount of limestone products delivered to the port 
acreage leased, including an 8,200-acre totaled 963,674 tons in 1983, compared with 
block of county forest lands leased to Kerr- 934,614 tons in 1982. Some of these commod- 
McGee Corp+ ities are used by the CLM Corp. lime plant 

‘A sizable amount of oil and gas leasing and the Huron Cement Div. of National 
activity began in Wisconsin during 1983. Gypsum Co. clinker-grinding facility in Su- 
‘Amoco Production Co. was reportedly seek- _perior. Cement was delivered to a distribu- 
ing more than 100,000 acres of private and tion center in Duluth, and some limestone 
county-owned lands in Ashland, Bayfield, was trucked from the port to sugar refin- 
and Iron Counties. Also, applications for oil eries in western Minnesota. Iron ore and 
and gas exploration rights on approximate- concentrates shipped through the Burling- 
ly 170,000 acres of land in Chequamegon ton Northern Inc. facility on Allouez Bay in 
National Forest were submitted at yearend. Superior totaled 8.8 million tons in 1983, 

Shipping.—The Seaway Port Authority of compared with 8.1 million tons shipped in 
Duluth reported waterborne commerce 1982. Burlington Northern commenced the 
passing through the Port of Duluth-Supe- 1983 ore-shipping season on April 5 and 
rior totaled 28.8 million metric tons in 1983, ended on December 21. 
12.5% more than the 25.6 million tons The Midwest Energy Terminal in Superi- 
reported in 1982. Iron ore and concentrates or shipped a record-high quantity of low-
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sulfur Montana coal to generating plants in government ordinances to regulate nonme- 
Michigan during 1983. The first cargo was _tallic mining and mined-land reclamation. 
shipped on April 14 and the last vessel was Senate Bill 480, introduced in November, 
loaded on December 14, Terminal employ- provided for registering severed mineral 
ees loaded 5.7 million tons of coal aboard interests. This bill was patterned after an 
Great Lakes freighters, the most since the Indiana statute that the U.S. Supreme 
terminal opened 7 years ago. The previous Court had ruled constitutional. An earlier 
record high was 4.2 million tons shipped in Wisconsin law that had required mineral 

1981. rights registration was ruled unconstitu- 
Waterborne commerce entering the Port tional by the Wisconsin Supreme Court in 

of Green Bay on Lake Michigan was re- 1977. 
ported to be 2.2 million tons in 1983, com- Assembly Bill 900, introduced during the 
pared with 2.0 million tons in 1982. The first week of January 1984, would revise 
major commodity entering the port was current law and allow the DNR to specify a 
coal, followed by cement and limestone. time period of up to 10 years for temporary 
Potash, salt, and sand were also delivered to cessation of mining because of a strike or 
the port. . _,, adverse economic conditions before requir- 
_ The Port of Milwaukee reported a 4.5% ing minesite reclamation. Previously the increase in tonnage passing through the time limit was 5 years. 
port in 1983 because of the economic up- Court proceedings related to the Noranda 
turn. Port receipts of selected nonfuel min- pyploration Inc. challenge of the State’s 
eral commodities are shown in table 5. 197g Geologic Information Act continued 
Cement was shipped to area distribution throughout the year. Appeal hearings of a 
centers for construction use. Clinker was 1999 district court ruling upholding the 
imported for use at a local ponent ending constitutionality of the law were held before 
facility. Area foundries used sand and pig the State Supreme Court in February. The 
Eat Bale Ley ee ey odurt's and ic® supreme court ruled in July that public 
Dror mmanufactre as Imported for fertil- “disclosure provisions of the law were uncon- 

stitutional, but disagreement over the sta- 
tus of other provisons in the law arose. In 

Table 5.—Port of Milwaukee: Selected December, E. K. Lehmann & Associates 
nonfuel mineral commodity imports —_—_hrought an action before the Dane County 

(Short tons) Circuit Court to clarify the effect of the 
eam ass supreme court decision. A hearing and deci- 
eu sion on this latest action were expected in 

Cement...----------- 989258 880097 the spring of 1984. 
Glnker=-"c-czczziccc ARMED "The Mining Impact and Local Investment 
Pigiron?-__— ~~~ : 2998 Fund Board disbursed more than $500,000 
Sei c--c--c Trt «BRB sd'0g2 to local governmental units for mining- 
Sand -7222-2L=2=IZI2___ 371510782 impact investigation and mitigation in 1983. 

Total -___-- _ 839,79 849.091 With revenues of nearly $169,000 from the 
—__ nreetallic-mine net proceeds tax and the iron 

sineiiaes Conodlan gers and dormesic receipts ore concentrates tax, the board made discre- 
tionary payments of over $93,000; guaran- 

Source: Port of Milwaukeo, U.S.A. teed annual permit-period payments to four 
Legislation and Government Pro-  gvernmental units near Exxon’s Crandon 

grams.—Although no mining legislation Project of $100,000 each; and made direct 
was enacted during the year, several Payments, totaling almost $16,000, to local 
mineral-related bills introduced in the 1983 governments near the Black River Falls 
legislative session were expected to be sign- Mine. The discretionary payments are pri- 
ed into law during 1984. Assembly Bill 298 marily to fund local impact committees’ 
was introduced in March to revise the activities dealing with mine-related im- 
State’s alien land law that limited to 640 pacts, legal services, planning, and impact 
acres the amount of land a foreign corpora- mitigation. Permit-period payments are 
tion could own. Under the bill, mining guaranteed annual payments to local gov- 
exploration leases and mining would be ernmental units in which an active metallic 
exempt from the 640-acre limit. mining project has been proposed and mine 

Assembly Bill 520, introduced in the legis- permits are being sought. The direct pay- 
lature in May, authorized creating local ments to local governments near the Black
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River Falls Mine re i present their shi i 

net proved ten JCIC pI Se Nod i Eaten ome 
ard announced grant awards : ea ee 

the boned annomnood grat = ras ee the Kimball Creek Unit (527 acres), the 

bam for 1984, Other 1984 payments " bai Pine Unit (8,738 acres), and the Shelp Lake 

gram for 1984, Other 1984 payments by the Unit (3.685 acres). Action on these bills was 

permit period payments and dire ‘guaran. Ip eeneee Feet peta ~ In fiscal year 1988, the State recei 
is a red 

ee "approximately $556,500 from th der 

wale ts Seer SOPs mac ia 
ere terre ated by activities on national forest lands 

Board of Supervisors concerning the ir 2 (timbering, mineral leasing, recreation, 

of mine closings on ground water quality i user fees, ete). This Aare cm seal with 

the Sule re, Cn tr quality in $612580 the State received in fiscal year 

inc-lead mines near Shullsb ithi : steaiai nea attic gay Ui he 
sulted in several private water supply aati: Agriculture, identified 41,541 acres of Na- 

producing ‘waters with markedly elevated Hones Forest. System land in Wisconsin for 

mle level “The repo Pee oe further study in its Asset Management 

fltons of mine pr deumetied (hs Progress The aera is designed to identi- 

wate, ain he ae AL yearend, © federal lands that are inefficient to 

nd water investigations were underway manage: or are"no longer needed b; the 

to monitor the water quality pr vduced a Federal Government. National le slation is 

Te ee poreanding ee ee eee ae la canbe 
wells beyond the area of immediate sumact 80d. Additional analysis for the posible 
"Under a grant fom the mediate impact gale of lands in the further study Eiger 

rgy, the Wisconsi ic = 

Seton Sr on Se 
Nine heat deposits in 1983. Initiated in gia US. B 
Tgak the project will provide the aeefora BEM) Lake Sines Oo Dato, MN, 

new estimate of State peat resoi was closed i & ereomel wes new 8 “off eee ad sed in 1983, and personnel w 

the characterization <i Preat for fuel and transferred to Milwaukee The office's ge i 

es. At yearend, a fi sibility includes 

was scheduled for October 1984 Por’ ployees n Minne g Foleral land ‘ihe 

The Wissonsin Survey continued its bed-  988RCY ae ea thes Sates ae 

rock geologic mapping program ith @ toState 2 tlie domain soc gologie mapping rozrn with the fate and local ownership. Public domai 

cE eta ide map, lands BLM i be 
‘A new 1:100,000-scale bed: a a ee tsa alae 

Hg ical bk eg me Tie" ceniy and nena a 
graphic preparation at yearend. Bedrock aged ty her oe aa eespeoacies BLM 
Selcky eapeing ar ne 1050, a ‘ ir Ik y ot er government agencies. BLM’s 

finued in northwest, west-central rd eae easter pat one ot ee nage 
Sinued 1 west, , rn half of the Unite 

tal Wisconsin Us se ; transfer or sale. When a cclen — 

d0nj Secate Bill 1610, hic: nen ines men responsibilities are transferred to oth- 

Coe En dew. wilderness areas #0 wi lesig- = cderel; State, or local agencies that can 

sin. An identical bill (HR 2578) was intro. °BLM. a ec orresaately 

duced in the House of Representatives. Th« et a Pre of aad 
duced inthe House of Repres "The acres of public lands, consisting of near! 

hee ee nown as the 830 tracts scattel ed thi 5s oo 

Porcupine Lake Area of Chequamegon Na- sin, count ad tare 

tional Forest in Bayfield County. In addi- unde “state, Bebra mines eee 

tion, several portions of the Nicolet Nation- wet tp tae 2 ee AOD 

al Forest in Forest County, known collec- acres. pote ‘appronimnely 248.00
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REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Lime.—Wisconsin was ranked 14th of the 
‘ 39 States producing lime. In 1988, lime was 

Abrasive Stone.—Baraboo Quartzite Co. the third most valuable mineral commodity 
Inc, mined quartzite at a small quarry east produced in the State. Three companies 
of Baraboo, Sauk County, for use as a produced lime at five plants. Western Lime 
deburring and burnishing medium. The & Cement Co. operated plants in Brown, 
extremely hard rock is drilled and blasted Dodge, and Fond du Lac Counties; Rockwell 
by a contractor. Material is then transport- Lime Co. operated a plant in Manitowoc 
ed from the quarry face by a front-end County; and CLM Corp. produced lime at a 
loader, operated by company personnel, to plant in Douglas County. Each of the plants 
the crusher. After crushing, the material is produced both quicklime and hydrated 
tumbled to remove rough edges and screen- ime, except for Western Lime & Cement’s 
ed to about 20 different sizes, ranging from Knowles plant in Dodge County, which 
about 4 inches to sand size. Packaged in 100- produced only hydrated lime. Lime produc- 
pound bags, the abrasive was shipped to tion increased about 2% compared with 
metal-stamping plants in several States and that of 1982. About 70% of the State's 
foreign countries. Production increased output was quicklime. Both quicklime and 
slightly over that of 1982 as the economy hydrated lime declined in unit value by an 
began to improve. average of $1.43 per short ton. Lime was 
Cement—One company operated a used in mason’s lime, paper and pulp manu- 

cement-grinding facility in Wisconsin dur- facture, sewage treatment, and water puri- 
ing 1983. St. Marys Wisconsin Cement Inc., fication; other uses included finishing lime, 
a subsidiary of St. Marys Cement Ltd., road stabilization, and steel production. 
Ontario, Canada, produced gray portland Lime was shipped to several different 
cement (Types I, II, general use and moder- States, Canada, and overseas. Lime con- 
ate heat) and masonry cement at its grind- sumption in the State, from all domestic 
ing plant in Milwaukee. St. Marys obtains sources, totaled 154,000 tons. 
its clinker from an out-of-State source. Sales During the year, Rockwell Lime tested 
of both portland and masonry cement in- burning solvent wastes in its lime kiln as a 
creased during the year because of improve- substitute for a portion of the natural gas it 
ments in the economy and increased con- normally burns, The Environmental Protec- 
struction. All shipments to consumers were tion Agency and the Wisconsin DNR were 
by truck, mainly in bulk form. Most port- analyzing test results. Analysis of the data 
land cement was shipped to ready-mix com- was to be completed in 1984. If the results 
panies, concrete-product manufacturers, prove satisfactory, Rockwell must apply to 
and building material dealers. Lesser the DNR for a license to burn the waste 
amounts were shipped to highway and oth- regularly. 
er contractors. Western Lime & Cement continued con- 

Wisconsin’s only other cement-grinding struction of a new rotary-kiln unit at its 
facility—National Gypsum, Huron Cement Eden plant in Fond du Lac County. To be 
Div., grinding plant at Superior, Douglas completed in the fall of 1984, the new kiln 
County—was idle throughout the year. Op- will add 350 tons per day to the plant 
erations at the plant were discontinued in capacity. Western Lime’s Eden and Green 
September 1982 because of depressed mar- Bay operations received safety awards dur- 
ket conditions. ing the year for time worked without a 
Dundee Cement Co., Dundee, MI, opened disabling injury. 

a new distribution terminal in LaCrosse in _ Peat.—Three companies in Waukesha 
August. Cement is shipped to the terminal County produced peat during the year. Bog- 
by barge from Dundee's plant in Clarks- da’s Top Soil & Excavating Co., operating 
ville, MO. The terminal incorporates a near New Berlin, produced bulk peat for 
barge unloading system capable of unload- soil improvement. Certified Peat & Sod Inc., 
ing barges pneumatically at a rate of 200 also operating near New Berlin, produced 
short tons per hour. Each silo at the site has and distributed packaged and bulk peat for 
a 3,750-ton capacity. soil improvement. Demilco Inc., a division 

Martin Marietta Cement sold its distribu- of Nitragin Sales Corp., mined and kiln 
tion terminal in Madison to Davenport dried peat near Delafield for shipment to a 
Cement Co., affiliated with Cementia Hold- plant in Milwaukee where it was used as an 
ings A.G. of Zurich, Switzerland.* Martin ingredient for seed inoculant. Both reed- 
Marietta had expanded the terminal in sedge and humus peat were mined in the 

1981. State. Output remained about the same as
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in 1982. even-numbered years only; therefore, this 

Perlite (Expanded).—One company ex- chapter contains only estimates for 1983. 

panded perlite during the year. Midwest The data for odd-numbered years are based 
Perlite Co. operated a plant at Appleton in on annual company estimates made before 

Outagamie County. Sales declined, but av- yearend. 

erage value increased about $15 per short During the year, McHenry Sand & Gravel 

ton. The processed material was used main- Co. Inc. of McHenry, IL, sold Kenosha 

ly for horticultural purposes; lesser quanti- Materials Co., a ready-mix producer in 

ties were used as a concrete and plaster Kenosha, to Tews Cement & Lime Co. of 

aggregate and cavity-fill insulation. Milwaukee. Kenosha Materials had oper- 
‘Sand and Gravel.—Construction.—Con- ated two sand and gravel pits in Kenosha 

struction sand and gravel production is County. 
surveyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for 

‘Table 6.—Wisconsin: Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

_ itis ivonihd ent SE 
antity Value Value QUE, Value Value 
3 Shs “et Sse et 

do coe munsocenentcaeeneereneee seer suo) $208 NANA ONA 

‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed). ~~ -----~~~~ Tl Boe; 3225.60 NANA NA 

‘Total’ or average -- - - -------~~-~--~-~ 14,515 29,218 2.01 —*14,200 *$28,800 °$2.03 

Grand total or average — ~~ -.------~-~-~ 15,303 38,880 2.54 © 14,821 °36,008 = *2.43. mdr anna Ga “HO 
“Estimated. NA Not available. a eee 
Industrial.—Three companies produced stone was the leading mineral commodity 

sand for industrial purposes in five coun- produced in Wisconsin. Nationally, the 

ties. For the second consecutive year, pro- State was ranked 2Ist in production. Sales 

duction declined; output dropped 21% com- of crushed stone increased during the year, 

pared with that of 1982. Average unit value following the revival of the construction 

decreased about 5%. Major sales of sand industry. 

were for foundry applications, glass con- Crushed stone was mined in 46 of the 

tainers, hydraulic fracturing, and sand- State’s 72 counties at 199 quarries. Lime- 

blasting. Compared with 1982 sales, the stone generated the greatest portion of 
greatest loss was for sand used in foundries. crushed stone sales, followed by sandstone, 
Sales also declined for sand used in glass granite, and traprock. The greatest number 

manufacturing and for hydraulic fractur- of quarries was in Dane County. Sauk 

ing. County accounted for the greatest amount. 

During 1983, Martin Marietta sold its of sales. 

industrial sand operation near Portage in In May, the largest mobile jaw crusher 

Columbia County, along with nine oper- ever built began operations at a quarry near 
ations in several other States, to Unimin Rock Springs in Sauk County. Weaver Con- 
Corp. of Connecticut. struction Co. of Iowa Falls, IA, ordered the 

‘Stone.—Stone production is surveyed by crusher for the quarry it mines under con- 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd-numbered _ tract to supply railroad ballast to the Chica- 

years only; the 1982 chapter gave estimates. go & North Western Transportation Co. The 

Data for even-numbered years are based on crusher can produce 1,200 short tons per 

annual company estimates made before hour, enough to fill as many as 150 railcars 

yearend. in an 8-hour shift.” 

Crushed.—In terms of value, crushed
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‘Table 7.—Wisconsin: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Tee. Quantity Value 
Coarse aggregate (1-1/2 inch: pra ant jety stone ee 104 10 Siicemooe cso 20 SDD Na TSA TTR Ta SIRE TT 3 3 Coarse agaregate, graded: ‘Concrete aggregate, coarse 185 2.404 Bilininos aggregate coarse —————o-—22 222222 TST 3 iat ituminous surface treatment aggregate ~~~. ~~_2~~~-2-7222> a Reliroad belagh oe oor ee Sey OT ERTESSDERS Sanaa erae 333 1588 Fine aggregate (3/8 inch: ‘Stone sand, conctetes <<< -<---- 8 n Se fan iinet orael=<2°7TOTTOTTOTTTST Too 1 w reening,ndesignated ~~~ ~~~ --=727~===--~772>2>= we 200 ‘Coarse and fine searegate: ‘Graded road base or subbase— =e 5228 12138 pte rnd sofacng = 7—2 TOTO TTS TSS "2 356 etrazao and exposed aguregate SSRUISRETIE SIT W is Gener cmcc bite neetes-~~~~~~7--~~~— 2b 2 agricultural Agrcltralmesione=—~2—>22OTTTIDTTSITIIIIIITTIT 589 2480 ical and metallurgical Time manufsetare. =~ --—_----------------------------- 184 655 Huis stuns oour coo PEGE SET a aaa anne SEN ESSD SSE 2 W 
Special Boolyg grams... nn ennnnnecoeccoesoetcait 161 782 Often ne cence ee pu sem cU DTC ETEEEOE 4058 13017 

Toba eee arenes apiece 14252 39,96 
'W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Special: Other.” 
Hnludes limestone, dolomite, granite sandstone, and traprock. 
Includes macadam, miscellaneous fillers or extenders, coarse aggregate (graded), combined coarse and fine aggregate, other uses not specified, and data indicated by symabel W. 
Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 8—-Wisconsin: Crushed stone! sold or used by producers, by county 
198 Tees 

‘County: ‘Number of ‘meso Value ‘Number of malts, Value ‘quarries co (ehousands) “quarries Sask (thousands) 

Brown. 10 mH B15H0 n 1059 $2455 
Bees SESS EET Eay 3 a 21 3 wt 2 

Calumet 272222722227 1 % ie 3 148 a, Gene 2 1 8 38 i Ww W Girvied 2202S 027T 10 108 1 5 wv W Danes 222222222=2 a2 25 861 2136 2 on 1928 Doles 2022505555505 i 03 33 i 12 2a Douglas -==7 722222222 3 ie W 2 3 64 Doe S2aEe ee 1 Ww Ww 1 2 185 Fond da fas ==27772722 $ 2 als 5 34 78 [rn 2 26 1285 B 43 1,108 Green Lake == =272222222 2 st 8 7 W w lows nn oooseeeoe 5 238 538 8 sae 12it Sees E 4 20 504 4 150 365 La Gree soos e oT Sooo 5 33 ta 3 W Ww Ipteyette === === 0 358 cit 2 385 131 Manitowoc --=~22222227 1 ail 188 1 W W Marathon --~22 222222 5 aur 22 5 1101 2681 Manteete 22 2"e nose 3 389 i689 3 152 a Mouree 22s oscar sree 5 am 1459 5 an 14a Oconto == 2722222222 2 3 it ? W. Ww Qutagenie = 222002227 5 580 1429 4 10 1489 Ozaukee -- 2222222200 2 79 185 1 Ww Ww Pepin SeeDee ere 1 3 i i " 19 Fleer 200 ccsccscasce 4 uo 2 8 w W Richland --~~77222227 7 38 i 4 49 135 Rock 22 CESTRDDESTETE & 282 Tor 3 340 12 St Grins --- 2222222227 3 ut 228 2 Ww W 
Seok 9222222222ITII § 824 1.857 3 185 ants rr 5 3 ‘Trempealeau ~~~ ~~ =a 6 182 638 i W w Verwn ono SPDERERTES 6 29 205 2 Ww W Waukesha: =-=277722277 5 siz 32s 3 718 2589 
Wintabega 222222222022 3 a 2 i a 11 Fimnebago --_ =~ 22222 a 1320 vi an Wood 82 ==" 222222222 1 a 182 1 W Ww Undistributed® =~ 77>2> 2 8166 __12,083 30 45418695 

iid se soncanceenns 2915180 99,962 199 -14,252 99,896 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary dala; included with “Undistributed.” 
Mncludes limestone, dolomite, granite, sandstone, and traprock. 
Includes Ashland (1981), Bayfield (1981), Columbia, Door, Green, Juneau, Milwaukee, Polk, Racine, Shawano, ‘Walworth (1988), and Washington Counties and data indicated by symbol W. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Dimension.—Eleven companies produced duced by four companies at six quarries in 
dimension stone in 5 counties at 14 quar- Marathon and Marinette Counties in cen- 
ries. Seven companies at eight quarries tral and northeastern Wisconsin. Marathon 
produced limestone in Calumet, Fond du and Waukesha Counties had the greatest 
Lac, and Waukesha Counties in east-central number of quarries operating with five 
and southeastern Wisconsin. Granite, the each, 
most valuable rock type mined, was pro- 

Table 9.—Wisconsin: Dimension stone’ sold or used in 1983, by use 

on RE Value 
Use ome thou, ha 

Rough stone: 
Irregular shaped stone? _.. {cect 9,940, 124 $357 
Other rough stone! 7272722222 22l222222222a oot 2485 2 198 

Dressed stone ; : 
Socemapetly eT once BoB 

{c= pleases ee 3 ® 2 
Flagging - - --------.----------+--~--------+--~+----- 2,607 33 132 
‘Other dressed stone®_____________-----~---------------____ 8% ul 

NER — nn neenncinnennnnenenn sass neseeeeeS 24.218 21 2884 

Mncludes granite and limestone. 
Includes rubble. 

‘inctidee rough blocks for buildings and other construction and flagging. 

Stes than 1/2 unit 
“Includes sabe, blocks for buildings and other construction, and dressed stone not specified 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Sulfur (Recovered).—At its oil refinery continued throughout 1983. 
in Superior, Murphy Oil Corp. recovered In JCIC’s mining permit application and 
about 2,000 metric tons of byproduct sulfur. reclamation plan filed with the Wisconsin 

‘Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Koos Inc. ex- DNR, crude ore reserves were estimated at 
foliated crude vermiculite from out-of-State 22.8 million long tons as of January 1, 1981; 
sources at a plant in Kenosha. Major sales ining was expected to last until the mid- 

were for agricultural purposes. 1990's. Deducting crude ore mined in 1981 
and 1982, approximately 19.8 million tons of 

METALS ore remain in the ground. 
JCIC shipped its first taconite pellets in 

Iron Ore.—Inland Steel Co. announced 1969 and employed nearly 300 people at full 
the permanent shutdown of its taconite production. Mine production was shipped by 
facility near Black River Falls in October. rail to Inland’s Indiana Harbor Works, East 
Because of the low-level demand for steel, Chicago, IN. With the mine's closing, iron 

as well as the need to restructure Inland’s ore production in Wisconsin ceased. Table 
iron pellet capacity to meet projected lower 10 lists historical iron ore production in the 
levels of demand, JCIC had been idle since State. 
April 1982. Reclamation at the minesite
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Table 10.—Wisconsin: Usable iron ore produced, by area 

(Thousand long tons) 

‘Ringe Manus’ BlackRiver Mayville Baraboo P Year (Wisconsin (Wisconsin Fallsdistret “district ‘distri Gaunt, Total part) par ce eg 
Prior to 1910. 13,612 10,116 = 1755 304 741 25,408 i019 -- = 7356 1640 at] 339 1 T0898 lero SGLECESOLISE 8 03 = 785 Tat 189009 77777227 3134 e 2 z cl abt 
1940-49... 13,921 4 _ 1 oo or. 13,926 Tepoee << G0e7 352 14700 ae = <TD ieabe 1960.89 777277722222 3508 iis #8 a ef 
Woo Se -- 7,881 ~ -- 7,881 198977777 =: z 099 ae nn) 19g] CaS ETE ESSERE 3 2S 8a = = cS Bba rr = = 2a = Eo 
Tota. 10,696 13,082 9n3 2,580 648 4196755 —eerceeseners: AVI OOO 

"Partly estimated 
incomplete total. Excludes data prior to 1906 that are not available. 
"Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Iron Oxide Pigments (Finished)—DCS gan constructing a $4.1 million investment 
Color & Supply Co. Inc. processed crude iron casting facility at Watertown. The new 
oxide pigments obtained from out-ofState 80,000-square-foot plant was to be com- 
sources at its plant in Milwaukee. The pleted in two stages: 40,000 square feet was 
colorings are used in cement and construc- to be completed in 1983; the remainder, by 
tion materials, cosmetics, and paint and mid-1986. Advanced foundry technology, in- 
coatings. Foundries used the greatest cluding robots and high-capacity furnaces, 
amount of finished material. will be featured at the plant. When fully 

Iron and Steel.—Ferrous Foundries completed, the plant was expected to pro- 
Several developments occurred during the vide 110 new jobs and quadruple current 
year in Wisconsin's foundry industry. Pel- production capacity. The foundry will pro- 
ton Casteel Inc. of Milwaukee closed its duce castings for valves and pumps for the 
Crucible Steel Castings Co. division in construction, defense, and nuclear-power 
Milwaukee indefinitely. Equipment was to industries. 
be stored until market conditions improved. Zine-Copper.—In December 1982, Exxon 
About 150 jobs were terminated. submitted an environmental impact report 

Federal Casting Div., a subsidiary of and a mining-permit application for the Chromalloy American Corp. of St. Louis, Crandon zinc-copper deposit in Forest Coun- MO, shut down during the year, affecting ty to the Wisconsin DNR. This submittal about 50 employees. Federal Casting made triggered an intensive review process, malleable and ductile iron castings at its which was expected to last several years. West Allis plant. During the year, Exxon continued to supply 
At yearend, Bucyrus-Erie announced the information and to perform additional 

closing of its South Milwaukee foundry studies to resolve questions that arose dur- 
because of the depressed mining- and ing the review process. Also, the firm con- 
construction-equipment business. About 140 tinued to file applications for the many 
employees were to be affected by the shut- _ permits needed to activate the mine. 
down. riciaaaaiaise 

Because of poor market conditions, Mil- _ State Liaison Officer, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, 
waukee Solvay Coke Co., the State’s only “Biaisant profesor, Minerals Information, Wisconsin coke-processing facility, closed during the Geological ani Natural History Survey, Mattson, Wi 
year. A division of Pickands Mather & Co, {Program assistant, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, MN. 
of Cleveland, OH, the firm served foundries ig wisit:>-AgMineral Tyaneactions Activity and Torms 
in Ilinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. 218198410 pp 

On the brighter side, the Waukesha Foun- «Stk Products.” 86; No 12, Dee 1989, p. 98 
dry Division of Abex Corp., Waukesha, be- * Pit & Quarry.'V.76, No.4, Oct 1983, pp. 7274
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‘Table 11.—Principal producers 
eS ee Commodity and company Address Type of activ County 

Abrasive stone Baraboo Quartzite Co.Inc_-___ Box 128 Quarry and plant Sauk. 
Baraboo, WI 58913, 

Coment: 
‘Marys Wisconsin Cement Inc, 2200 Yonge St Grinding plant. Milwaukee. 
aaubsiiry of Se Marys ‘Toronto, Ontario MAS 206 
Cement Canada Iron oxide pigments (finished 

DES Color & Supply Co Ine. 2011 South Allis St Plantoueneses Do. 
a Milwaukee, WI'58207 
GM Corp _-____-------- 12th Ave,, West and — ado. Douglas. 

Waterffont Dulath, MN 55602 
Rockwell LimeCo -.-----— Route 3, Box 124 cada === Manitowoc 

Manitowoc, W154220 
Western Lime & Cement Co. Box st Plants ------ Brown, Dodge, 

ve West Bend, WI 53095 Fond du bac 
eat 

Bogda’s Top Soil & Excavating Co 12600 West Cleveland Ave Bogand plant. Waukesha. 
New Berlin, W1 53191 

Certified Peat & Sod Inc------ 19000 West Lincoln Ave secu nies Do. 
New Berlin, Wi 53151 

Demilgo Inc, a division of Nitra- 3101 West Custer Ave. sewslloxes De. 
in Sales Corp. Milwaukee, WI'53205 

Perlite expanded) 
TMigwestBerite Co____----— 4280 Pasiway Bud Plant..----. Outagamie 

Appleton, WE 54911 
Sand and gravel: "Construction (1982) ‘Rmeriean Materials Corp... Box 388 Pits and plants Barron, Dunn, 

Bau Claire, WI 54701 ‘Eau Claire 
Baumhardt Sand & Gravel 102 Fond du Lac Ave Wo -do Fond du fas and 
Co Fond du Lac, Wi 53019 ‘Washington. 

CC Linck ne-------- 1225 North Center St _-do = Various. 
Beaver Dar, WI53916 

MeHlenry Sand & Gravel Co. Box tt condo Kenosha. 
ine ‘McHenry, IL 60050 
sn Sand &GravelCo $0808 West Watertown Plank Rd. Pitand plant -__ Racine. 

Milwaukee, WI 53225 
‘Tews Cement & Lime Co... 6200 West Center St. Pitsand plants... Racine and 

Milwaukee, W1 98210 ‘Waukesha. 
Valley Sand & Gravel Corp . 563 West 19750 Luchow Dr. Pitand plant Waukesha 

Muskego, W153150 
Industral: 

‘Badger Mining Corp ---- Box 9? Pitsand plants. Green Lake, 
Fairwater, WI 53981 “Jackson, 

; Marinetie 
‘TrecoSales nc. --.---- Box 88 Pitandplant ..._Pieree 

Bartlesville, OK 74008 
UniminCorp---------- BO Locust Ave ado --- Columbia 

New Canaan, CT 06840 
Stone: Crushed: Granite: 

Belanger Granite Co. Route? Quarry and plant Marathon, 
Auburndale, W154412 

Carl Wimmer-—----- 2807 Bove Ave a Do. 
Wausau, WI5i401 

Wissota Sand & Gravel Box 1208 _ ado Douglas 
Co Bau Claire, WI 54702 

Limestone and dolomite: 
alquist Stone Co. Inc? N52W28564 Lisbon Ra Quarriesand plant Waukesha. 

Sussex, WI 53089 
Arthur Overgaard Co-- Box St Quarries and Buffalo, Juneau, 

Elroy, WI 53029 plants Ta Crosse, Monroe. 
Vulcan MaterialsCo, Box W---do- Milwaukee, 

‘Midwest Div. Countryside, IL 60525 Racine, Waskeina, jnne 
Sandstone and quartzite: eley Bros ne RockSprings, W158061 -..- Quarryandplant_ Sauk 

Minnesota Mining & SM Center Gaon een- — Maraithon 
Manufacturing Co. St Paul, MN 55101 

‘Traprock basalt) 
GAR Corp--------- Box 690 _---do -_--. Marinette. 

Pembine, WI 54156 
‘TOM Traprock Inc... Box 76 odo Polk 

> Dresser, WI 54009 
Granite: "Anderson Bros.& John: Box 26 Quarries and plant Marathon and 

son Co ‘Wausau, WI 54401 Marinette 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 11.—Principal producers —Continued 

Commodity and company Radress Type of activity County 

Stone —Continued ‘Dimension Continued ‘Granite —Continued 
Gold Spring GraniteCo- Route 2, Bor 416 and plant Marathon 

gee ‘Wausau, WI 54401 Sey ¥ 
Lake WausauGranite Box S97 soeudomesuan Do. Co. Wausau, WI 54401 

Mameochel Stone Center Ine Box 907 Quarries and plant Fond du Lak "Bucchel Stone Center Ine Box: rries and plant Font 
- Ree moe nish ra ui \e Co. Inc? 35¢ lant Waukesha. Halquist Stons Re wT ese Quarry pl 

Sulfur (recovered): ‘Murphy O\Corp---------- Box 2068 Byproduct sulfur Douglas, Superior, WI 54880 recovery plant 
Vermiculite (exfoliated) Kooslng sesso -------- 4500 13th Ct Plant__----. Kenosha, 

Kenosha, Wi 53140 

"Dimension limestone also. 
Crushed limestone also.



This chapter has been prepared under a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of 
Wyoming for collecting information on all nonfuel minerals. 

By Karl E. Starch’ and Gary B. Glass? 

The value of nonfuel minerals produced importance; iron ore, third; and portland 
in Wyoming in 1983 was $629.9 million, a cement, fourth. Wyoming was the Nation’s 
6% decline from that of 1982 and the second major source of sodium carbonate, or natu- 
consecutive year in which the value of ral soda ash, with more than 80% of total 
nonfuel minerals produced in the State fell. output, and of bentonite with 67% of na- 
This lower value resulted primarily from a__ tional output. Wyoming ranked 11th among 
5% decline in the value of sodium carbonate the States that produced nonfuel minerals 
produced and a 33% decline in the value of in 1983, down two positions from its 1982 
clays output. Lower values also occurred in ranking. The State's output contributed less 
lime and construction sand and gravel pro- than 3% to the total value of the Nation's 
duction. Value of output increased for port- nonfuel minerals. Eight nonmetallic miner- 
land cement, gypsum, iron ore, and crushed als and two metallic minerals were pro- 
stone. Contrary movements occurred be- duced in the State in 1983. 
tween the volume of output and value of The relative value of nonfuel minerals in 
output for iron ore, sodium carbonate, and +Wyoming’s economy in 1983 is demonstrat- 
crushed stone. ed by comparing the per capita value of 

Comprising more than three-fourths of nonfuel mineral production in Wyoming, 
the total value, sodium carbonate was again $1,255, to the national average per capita 
the most important nonfuel mineral pro- value, $91. 
duced in the State. Bentonite was second in 

Table 1.—Nonfuel mineral production in Wyoming* 

TT SSC* 
Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Quantity qnocanndsy QUAtity ayaa 
Clays --_-------------_----- thousand short tons. 2561 $78,696 «140 $49,059 

Sand and gravel (construction) —— ~~~" ~ do 3,982 10219 *2,400 3,000 
Stone crushed) .---.----_----------=--d0.--- 2800 “7300 2019 T7169 
Combined value of beryllium concentrate, cement (portiand), iron 
‘ore, lime, and sodium carbonate ---—_—--------------__XX__513,865__ XX 561,860 
Total. ----------------------------------- XX 668,195 xX 629,901 

“Estimated. NANot available. _XXNot applicable. 
*Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 

607
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‘Table 2.—Value of nonfuel mineral production in Wyoming, by county? 
(Thousands) 

County 1981 1982 Mineral produoed in 1962 
Albany. $17,130 12692 Cement (portland sand and gravel construe ion), clays, gypsum. BigHorn —---_------ ~~ w 29301 Clays gypsum ie, sand and gravel con 

Campbell ----_-------- ® W Sand and gravel construction) 
CRN an nies twiie @ ¥ Do. 

Converse -_--____--_. ee Ww Do. Grook ---=7==72222222 Ww W > Clays, cand and gravel construction). Brean OSES SITET Ww W Ironore, sand and gravel construction. Goshen --===7=7277 727 w W_ Lime, sand and gravel (construction). Johan SSETRETES SESS w W Clays, sand and gravel construction 
Raptmie ooo eek w w Sand and gravel (construction), beryllium con- 

iii cesses: © W Sand and gravel (construction). Netrona2222222==22-- 206 2620 Sand and gravel construction), clays. Park 22 OSESnaaae es Ww 1808 Gypsum, sand and gravel (construction) Piste ose w ‘bea Sand and gravel (construction). 
Sheridan -------___-__ ® Ww Do. 
Seblette a Ww Do. Sweetwater -- 727 222-> W W Solum carbonate, sand and gravel contrac 
Molou saanaannsanna= e W > Sand and gravel (construction) Que oon es ee aae Ww W Sand and gravel construction clays, Washaige 222222222222 Ww 2618 Clays line sand and gavel construction. Weston 237727222222 w 'W  Clayn sand and gravel (construction) Undisteiuted’— =" 7>>777 “40,608 611,806 Sand and gravel Consiractiony Soo XX 

Stone (crushed)_-__--____ xX £7,300 

Total_____--___--- 708,058 668,195 
“Eatimated.  W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data; included with “Unalstibote.” XX Not 

"Frict Springs and Niobrara Counties are not listed because no nonfuel mineral production was reported. County distribution for construction sand and gravel (1981) and crushed stone (1982) isnot available; total State values shown Separately under “Sand and gravel (constructioy” or “Stone crushed)” 
‘Construction sand and gravel was produced; data not available by county. 
‘includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Wyoming business activity 

rose soap Chae, 
Employment and labor force, annul average: otal civiten laborforce nee thousands 9-254 Unemployment coccOTSTUGSTCOSIETSUSTESIECERG2E oiaace a “aot See 

Employment (nonagricultural re 
Shing: cosormns ant aTe sen imnmeetersmeepemien tetramer erstellen ne 89 7 42 Mammctiiing JODUSIUDSESTSSSOISSETCNTERESE Tee gsts a 
perecrGiigaiiis eI ransportation and pubifs wiles ~~~ ~772222722222722274e2222 " Wholemale and retail trade ---—--~-2-72--2a == 2 dS BL8T Finanoe, insurance, teal esiaie -__2--.22-=s22--s---zs-edosso TTB Saves ccc ETTORE gS kT Govemmenti  ScTSCSTOCSeSrCSecsucieeeeeiecesvancs a ALO 

persona) in Total nonegrcultural employment! da. 18801980 s 
Lo ene ae ae 8 

Poreaplia 200 Sat oL SSeS Tee ceeceges ea cecc os | MRRIT ELE! BD, Constraction activity: ‘Number of private and public residential units authorized --.------------. 2987 9-2. Value of nonresidentiaiconstruction- =< =-~~—-~~~-— wilions gd $721 tL Vali of State road contract awards —==~~=—~2277772~—7-TTTT go Hiot glad 309 Shipments of portland and masonry cement to and within the State thousand short tons... 405382 “BT Nonfuel mineral production value: “Total crude mineral value == ---------~---- millions. $6682 $6209 57 Value per capita, resident popaiation -~2222772T7ITTTITTIII ELON a es Ro 
Value peraqeare mille -—_— $6,824 $6,440 5.6 

Preliminary. 
“Includes bituminous coal and oil and gas extraction. 

URPEOE US, Bepartment of Commerc, US. Department of Labor, Highway and Heavy Construction Magaine and
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Figure 1.—Value of clays and total value of nonfuel mineral production in Wyoming. 

Nonfuel minerals were produced in 21 production in 1983, trona producers paid 
of Wyoming's 23 counties; construction §8.7 million, and other nonfuel mineral 
sand and gravel, in 21; crushed stone, in 7; producers, $2 million. Severance tax collec- 
bentonite, in 6; byproduct sulfur, in 6; tions from mineral production increased 
gypsum, in 3; portland cement, in'1; and from $4.1 million in 1969 to $384.2 million 
sodium carbonate, in 1, Sweetwater County, in 1982. Trona producers paid $6.8 million 
site of all five of Wyoming's large trona or of the total in 1982. The severance tax rate 
sodium carbonate mines, remained the pre- grew from 1% on all minerals in 1969 to 
mier county in value of nonfuel mineral 5.5% on trona in 1983 and 2% on other 

output. nonfuel minerals (6.0% on oil and gas and 
‘During the year, the continued slump in 10.5% on coal). Sales and use taxes on 

soda ash and bentonite demand and closure mineral output grew from $1.4 million in 
of the State’s only remaining iron ore oper- 1971 to $26.8 million in 19883; of the 1983 
ation, the Atlantic City Mine, were the most amount, nonfuel mineral producers paid 
important events in nonfuel mineral indus- about $4.2 million. Federal Government 
try trends in Wyoming. However, during mineral-royalty returns to the State (50% of 

the year, some indications pointed toward a mineral income derived from Federal lands 
bottoming out of the widespread slump in in the State) were $152.2 million in 1983. 
‘Wyoming's mining industry. Total mineral income to the State of Wyo- 

The taxable valuation of property and ming from all these sources was $839.9 
production in Wyoming, $7.9 billion in 1983, million (including severance tax collections 
decreased for the first time since 1944 for the first two quarters only), down about 
because of lower production and unit value 16% from the 1982 level. 

of oil. Mineral production contributed near- _ Unemployment in Wyoming declined in 
ly 71% of the State's tax base. Of the $6.3 1983, while the total labor force remained 
billion assessed value of property in 1983, about the same. Employment in mining 
approximately $5.6 billion was on minerals, declined very slightly, from about 29,000 
about $151 million on nonfuel minerals, and people in 1982 to less than 28,000 in 1983. 
about $122 million on trona. Of the $379 _ Wyoming ranked 18th among the States 
million in ad valorem taxes paid on mineral in per capita income in 1983, down from 8th
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in 1982 and 4th in 1981; per capita income Laramie Range, and Cominco American 
in the State was 102% of the national Incorporated and Superior Minerals Co. 
average in 1983. Although average weekly were still active in the Wyoming State Line 
earnings in manufacturing in 1983 ($322.72) District. Cominco rejected one potential re- 
were lower than the national average source as being too low grade for commer- 
($372.86), the average weekly earnings in cial mining. The University of Wyoming's 
mining were higher in Wyoming ($552.11) Department of Geology and Geophysics and 
than in the Nation-at-large ($493.34). Both the Geological Survey of Wyoming contin- 
mining wages and manufacturing wages ued jointly investigating the applicability of 
grew faster in Wyoming in 1983 than the remote-sensing techniques to kimberlite ex- 
U.S. average. Mining wages in Wyoming _ploration 
grew 17% in 1983 and 6% in the whole Exploration continued for such industrial 
United States; manufacturing wages grew minerals as bentonite, construction aggre-” 
11% in Wyoming and 8% in the whole gates, gypsum, limestone and dolomite, so- 
United States. dium sulfate, sugar rock, and trona as 

Exploration Activities—Compared with present and prospective producers sought to 
neighboring States, Wyoming remains rela- expand reserves. Some exploration was con- 
tively unexplored for mineral deposits. Ex- ducted for high-silica sand deposits suitable 
ploration increased in the Wyoming Ar- for use in the manufacture of glass. Such 
chean Province as similarities between deposits could complement the State's soda 
Wyoming's Precambrian and Canada's ash industry. A few companies were active 
mineral-rich Superior Provinces were rec- in the anorthosite area of southeastern 
ognized. Exploration for precious metals Wyoming. Aluminum Co. of America (Al- 
was reported in every mountain range in coa) continued to test anorthosite for use as 
the State. Timberline Minerals Inc. and aluminum ore. Phosphate in the Permian 
Kerr-McGee Corp. Minerals Exploration Phosphoria Formation in the Overthrust 
Div., continued exploring for gold in the Belt of western Wyoming continued to at- 
Seminoe Mountains. Exploration for gold tract interest, as did the large natural 
and tungsten deposits in the Copper Moun- zeolite reserves of the Beaver Rim, Lysite 
tain supracrustal belt in the Owl Creek Mountain, and Washakie Basin areas. 
Mountains was fairly high in the 1983 field _ An Ore Genesis Symposium hosted by the 
season. Several firms, including Freeport Geological Survey of Wyoming, the Wyo- 
Exploration Co. and United States Borax ming Geological Association, and the Uni- 
& Chemical Corp., explored the South versity of Wyoming’s Department of Geolo- 
Pass greenstone belt at the southern tip of gy and Geophysics was held on the Univer- 
the Wind River Range, the State's most _ sity of Wyoming campus in April. It drew a 
productive gold-producing area; in addition, crowd of more than 250 people, an indica- 
local prospectors conducted underground _ tion of the high interest in Wyoming miner- 
exploration and development of some of the _ al deposits. 
historic gold mines and placer properties. Legislation and Government Pro- 
Exxon Minerals Inc. prospected in the strat- grams.—The State legislature passed a 
iform exhalative copper, silver, and zinc number of bills intended to provide relief to 
deposits in the Sierra Madre Mountains Wyoming's mining industry. 
near the Ferris-Haggerty Mine; Exxon Min- _SF 67, effective May 27, 1983, enlarged 
erals leased the Ferris-Haggerty Mine and the time limits for filing liens on mines, 
associated claims from Nupec Resources quarries, and wells. 
Inc. Ferris-Haggerty was Wyoming’s largest SF 78, effective February 28, 1983, would 
producing copper mine from 1897 to 1905. allow the Wyoming Department of Environ- 
‘Timberline Minerals restaked some proper- mental Quality (DEQ) to rule a mine permit 
ties in this area that Conoco Inc. dropped application deficient without having to de- 
last year. Kirkwood Exploration Co. con- ny it. 
ducted limited exploration in a copper- SF 85, effective May 27, 1983, provided for 
silver-gold deposit at the Copper King Mine quarterly distribution of Federal mineral 
in the Silver Crown District of the southern royalties. 
Laramie Range. Limited exploration was SF 157A, effective February 25, 1988, 
noted at the Griggs copper-silver-zinc mine _ would allow the DEQ to approve an interim 
in Wyoming’s Overthrust Belt. status for mines forced to close but not 

Exploration for diamond-bearing kimber- terminating operations permanently. Such 
lite continued. The Geological Survey of a mine would have to stabilize its property 
Wyoming sampled stream sediments in the but could delay actual reclamation until a
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decision was made on reopening the mine. _2.8 million acres, about 4.5% of the State's 
HB 149, effective July 1, 1983, provided area. The U.S. Forest Service proposed that 

for a title 30 revision of all State mining more than 635,000 acres be added; the 
laws to remove obsolete, conflicting, and National Wildlife Federation, 1.3 million 
duplicative laws. It also provided for com- additional acres; and the Sierra Club, 2.4 
pensating members of the State Board of million additional acres. The bill had not 
Mines and other administrative matters. worked its way through the legislative proc- 

‘A bill to reduce severance taxes on iron ess by yearend, 
ore and uranium ore produced in Wyoming Wyoming received a $24.7 million grant 
was defeated on the grounds that it would through the Office of Surface Mining to 
not put any people back to work. The bill reclaim 44 abandoned mines in the State. 
had been proposed as a means of relieving The sites include 14 open mine portals, 3 
the depressed iron ore and uranium indus- vertical shafts, 1 cistern, 66 subsidence pits, 

tries, 9 abandoned mine structures, and 3 open 
‘A Wyoming wilderness bill was proposed pits. In addition, a $10.6 million subsidence- 

in the U.S. Congress to designate about control project at Rock Springs and a 
635,000 acres as an additional wilderness $400,000 project to reclaim 14 abandoned 
area in the State, bringing the number of mines in Hot Springs and Albany Counties 
acres in Wyoming classified as wilderness to were allocated to the State. 

REVIEW BY NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS produced 67% of the Nation’s high-swelling 
sodium bentonite. The 1983 total clay out- 

Cement.—Output of portland cement by put was 16% lower than that of 1982 and 
‘Wyoming's only cement producer, the Mon- 449% lower than 1981 production. The value 
olith Portland Cement Co. plant south of of bentonite dropped even faster as the 1983 
Laramie, increased about 10% in 1983 over value was more than 34% less than the 1982 
that of 1982. Although stocks were reduced value. Thus, 1983 was the second year of 
about 12% during the year, material from declining bentonite output, but the rate of 
stocks made up less than 1% of shipments. decline was slower than that of 1982. Never- 
‘About 95% of the portland cement produced theless, bentonite continued to rank second 
was Types I and II, general use and moder- in value among nonfuel minerals produced 
ate heat; the balance was oil-well cement in Wyoming. 
used in casing and capping oil wells. No Eight companies reported bentonite out- 
masonry cement production was reported. put at 112 sites in 6 counties: Big Horn, 
More than 85% of the production was Crook, Johnson, Natrona, Washakie, and 
shipped to ready-mixed concrete companies, Weston. Common clay, less than 10% of the 
with the remainder, in descending order of total clay output, was produced by two 
importance, shipped to other contractors, companies at two sites in two counties, 
miscellaneous customers, concrete product Albany and Uinta. Nearly 97% of bentonite 
manufacturers, and building material deal- output was from Big Horn, Crook, Johnson, 
ers. More than two-thirds of the quantity and Weston Counties. 
shipped went directly to the customer American Colloid Co. was the largest clay 
rather than through a terminal; 96% was producer. Dresser Minerals, a division of 
shipped in bulk; and all was reported Dresser Industries Inc.; Federal Bentonite, 
shipped by truck. Gypsum, limestone, py- a division of Aurora Industries Inc; and NL 
rite, sandstone, and shale were the raw Industries Inc., Baroid Div.—all were in the 
materials consumed in the production proc- same range of output. A second group of 

ess. companies producing at a somewhat lower 
The Monolith plant’s two wet-process level were the Kaycee Bentonite Corp; 

kilns were reported to have been in produc- International Minerals & Chemical Corp.; 
tion about 1 out of every 3 days during the Wyo-Ben Inc; and Lone Star Industries 
year. Although 1983 output of the 325,000- Inc., a producer of common clay. The small- 
short-ton-capacity plant increased slightly er producers were the Benton Clay Co. and 
over the 1982 level, it remained close to the Interstate Brick Co., the other producer of 
recession-reduced levels of the past several common clay in the State. The largest four 

years. companies produced nearly 60% of total 
Clays.—Wyoming produced 5% of the output. 

Nation’s total clay output in 1983, but Bentonite producers continued to face
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depressed markets in oil-well drilling and panding plants were established west of 
iron ore pelletization, the major uses of the Green River in Sweetwater County in 1983. 
clay. Use in drilling mud consumed more The larger of the two facilities, built and 
than 55% of bentonite output in 1983. Other operated by the Harborlite Corp. of Escon- 
major uses included foundry sand, about ido, CA, employed 10 to 15 people and 
19%, and pelletizing iron, 14%. Bentonite planned to operate year round. It was Har- 
was also used in animal feed and for pond horlite’s third such facility, with others 
lining to prevent seepage (waterproof seal- located in California and Michigan. Raw 
ing) and in the manufacture of bricks, material for the operation was brought in 
chemicals, insulation, and paint. Common from company-owned perlite mines in Ari- 
clay was used mostly in producing portland zona and a small amount from Idaho. The 
cement, with a lesser amount manufactured smaller facility, Western Perlite Corp., op- 
into face brick. erated only several days per month utilizing 

A number of the bentonite mines remain- raw materials shipped in from Idaho. The 
ed closed, and the mills operated at reduced product of both facilities was marketed as 
levels; employment in the industry contin- filter aid. 
ued to fall from about 1,200 workers in 1981, Phosphate Rock.—No phosphate rock 

to less than 900 in 1982, to fewer than 700 in was reported mined in Wyoming in 1983. 
1983. Stauffer Chemical Co., however, continued 

Gem Stones.—Cominco and Superior to beneficiate phosphate mined in Idaho at 
Minerals continued testing the commercial _its Leefe plant west of Kemmerer in Lincoln 
potential of diamonds found at several loca- County. 
tions in the State. Personnel at the Depart- Chevron USA Inc. planned a 200,000- 
ment of Geology and Geophysics of the metric-ton-per-year phosphate fertilizer 
University of Wyoming and the Geological plant for a site south of Rock Springs. The 
Survey of Wyoming continued analyzing plant would use sulfur produced as a by- 
data collected by a National Aeronautics product of natural gas processing in Uinta 
and Space Administration aircraft with spe- County and phosphate rock from a Chevron 
cial electronic equipment. Their study is Resources Co. mine near Vernal, UT. The 
aimed at identifying remote sensing data phosphate rock would be transported in 
that can indicate the presence of the poten- slurry form through a 98.2-mile, 11-inch- 
tially diamond-bearing jade, kimberlite. diameter pipeline. Chevron USA received a 
Other than the interesting prospect of permit to build the plant in 1983 and adver- 

diamonds, Wyoming gem stones consisted of _tised for bids, with construction to begin in 
jade (nephrite) found mostly in the Granite 1984. 
Mountain area of southern Fremont and Sand and Gravel—Construction sand 
southwestern Natrona Counties and mar- and gravel production is surveyed by the 
keted mostly in rock and mineral shops and U.S. Bureau of Mines for even-numbered 
trade fairs. years only; therefore, this chapter contains 
Gypsum.—Crude gypsum was produced only estimates for 1983. Data for odd-num- 

by the Georgia-Pacific Corp., Gypsum Div., bered years are based on annual company 
in Big Horn County; The Celotex Corp. a estimates made before yearend. 
subsidiary of Jim Walters Corp. in Park Only construction sand and gravel was 
County; and Wyoming Construction Co. in produced in the State. The 1988 production 
Albany County. Gypsum was calcined by was estimated at 29% less than that of 1982. 
Georgia-Pacific in Big Horn County and The Annual Report of the State Inspector of 
Celotex in Park County. Celotex was the Mines of Wyoming estimated 729 people 
largest producer in the State of both crude worked in construction sand and gravel 
and calcined gypsum. Output of both in- operations in the State in 1983. 
creased considerably in 1983 over that of _ In a S-to-4 decision June 6, 1983, the U.S. 
1982 because of the recovery in construction Supreme Court ruled that gravel qualified 

activities. as a mineral under the Stock-Raising Home- 
Lime.—Two companies reported quick- stead Act of 1916, which granted surface 

lime production in 1983—Holly Sugar Corp. rights to individuals but reserved mineral 
at its plants in Torrington, Goshen County, rights for the Federal Government. In a suit 
and in Worland, Washakie County; and The Western Nuclear Inc. filed, a Federal dis- 
Great Western Sugar Co. at its plant in trict court ruled in 1979 that such gravel 
Lovell, Big Horn County. Quicklime was was a mineral, but the 10th U.S. Circuit 
used in refining beet sugar. The quantity Court of Appeals in Denver, CO, reversed 
produced in 1983 was more than 23% less that ruling in 1982. The 1983 Supreme 
than that of 1982, Court ruling affected about 70 million acres 

Perlite (Expanded).—Two perlite ex- of grazing land in the West.
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‘Table 4.—Wyoming: Construction sand and gravel sold or used by producers. 

cg Tae 188 

Geame, Uahe Nose? Ginaet howe “per Shoreions) sands) fon __shorttons) sands) fon 

Baad Soctaurnomarmeagueec anne steecen 967 $1462 $8.99 NA NA NA 
Gand jos See eee TTELLOEEDET 200 “ssi “297 NA NA NA 
‘Sand and gravel (unprocessed) ~ --~-—~~ TIITl__ 3 86 249 NANA NA 

3382 10279 808 2400 $8,000 $8.38 

“Bstimated. NA Not available 

Sodium Carbonate—In 1983, Wyoming Japan less expensively than that country 
continued as the world’s largest sodium could produce its own soda ash, alleged that 
cerbonate, or natural soda ash, producing trade barriers such as high unloading fees 
region. The soda ash is produced from the made the U'S. product less competitive. 
ore trona, of which the State has the world’s In February, FMC laid off another 25 
largest known resource. The Wyoming workers. Out of a total work force of about 
State Inspector of Mines reported about 6.4 1,400 people, FMC laid off 100. In April, 

million short tons of soda ash was produced Allied Chemical laid off 127 workers, re- 
in 1983 from about 11.6 million tons of trona ducing its work force to 850 compared with 
ore. This output was about 85% of the total 1,150 a year earlier. In May, Stauffer Chem- 

natural soda ash produced in the United ical reduced its work force by 117 people, to 
States; at $76 per ton, the product account- about 543. Stauffer Chemical was the only 
ed for nearly 80% of the total value of one of the four older soda ash producers in 
nonfuel minerals produced in Wyoming in Wyoming that had not laid off workers in 

1983. the current slump. In September, Texasgulf 
Five companies, all in Sweetwater County reduced its work force of 380 by 10%. For 

in the southwestern part of the State, pro- the year, more than 650 workers of a nor- 
duced soda ash in Wyoming. These compa- mal employment level of 4,000 workers 
nies and their approximate level of soda ash _ were off work. By August, however, several 
production (from the State Inspector's re- companies believed the soda ash market 
port) in 1983 were Allied Chemical Corp. was improving. Allied Chemical rehired 39 
1.7 million tons; FMC Corp. 2.1 million people in midyear. 

tons; Stauffer Chemical Co. of Wyoming, 14 In November, to expand its markets, 
million tons; Tenneco Minerals Co., 0.5 FMC, largest of the Wyoming soda ash 
million tons; and Texasgulf Inc., 0.5 million _ producers, cut its product price from $84 to 

tons. The production level of these compa- $69 per ton; to remain competitive, other 
nies in 1983 was about 75% of capacity. companies followed suit. This action also 

"The 6% increase in soda ash production lowered the tax base for Sweetwater County 
in 1983 was largely ascribed to increased and the State. 

exports, The market for glass, which in the _‘Texasgulf contracted for a $4 million to 
recent past consumed 55% of soda ash $6 million modification of its waste water 
output, remained depressed as demand for and tailings disposal system to comply with 
window and automobile glass remained at a DEQ requirement. DEQ called for public 
reduced levels; the market for glass in comment on FMC’s proposal to begin work 
containers declined severely as use of plas- on a commercial solution trona-mining proj- 
tic, metal, and paper containers accelerat- ect in early 1984; the company projected 
ed. However, increased use of soda ash was that solution mining could cut trona-mining 
noted in chemicals, pulp and paper, and costs by 25%. In a program called the 
soap and detergent. “Nickel Solution,” employees at several of 

Early in the year, an independent Japa- Wyoming's five trona operations volunteer- 
nese Government trade agency, the Japa- ed to contribute one nickel of each hour's 
nese Fair Trade Commission, began investi- wage to the glass-packaging industry in a 
gating alleged unfair trade practices af- promotion campaign for glass products. 
fecting Green River-based soda ash produc- _ The five soda ash companies paid the 
ers. Four Japanese soda ash manufacturers State of Wyoming about $6 million in sever- 
and a port-terminal operating company ance taxes in 1983 and about $116 million in 

were under investigation. Wyoming produc- wages to employees, 52% of whom lived in 
ers, claiming they could deliver soda ash to Green River and 24% in Rock Springs.
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The U.S. Bureau of Land Management total output. One quarry in the 900,000- to 
announced plans to test a different leasing 999,999-short-ton-per-year size range pro- 
scheme for Federal trona deposits; in this duced nearly one-half of the total output; 
approach, called “concessionary leasing,” one quarry in the 500,000- to 599,999-ton- 
much larger parcels would be offered for _per-year size range contributed 25% of total 

bid. output. All other operations produced less 
Stone.—Crushed stone production is sur- than 300,000 tons per year. Trucks were the 

veyed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for odd- major form of transportation from quarry 
numbered years only; the 1982 chapter gave to consumption point. 
estimates. Data for even-numbered years More than 54% of the crushed stone 
are based on annual company estimates produced in Wyoming in 1983 was used for 
made before yearend. railroad ballast; stone sand (concrete) and 

Six companies and the U.S. Forest Serv- cement manufacture were the other major 
ice reported producing stone at 11 quarries _uses, which, with railroad ballast, consumed 
in 7 counties in Wyoming in 1983. All about 80% of the total. Other uses, in de- 
reported producing crushed stone; none re-_scending order of quantity, were dense road 
ported producing dimension stone. Dolomite base, concrete aggregate, coarse aggregate, 
accounted for nearly one-half of crushed stone sand (bituminous mix or seal), riprap 
stone production; limestone and granite for and jetty stone, sugar refining, unpaved 
most of the balance. Platte County was the road surfacing, roofing granules, and fill. 
major producing county, followed by Lara- Prices ranged from $1.02 per ton for coarse 
mie, Albany, and Crook; Sublette, Teton, aggregate at the low end of the price range 
and Lincoln Counties contributed much to $6.10 per ton for sugar refining limestone 
smaller amounts. Dolomite was the only at the high end, with an overall average of 
crushed stone produced in Platte County, $3.85 per ton. Crushed stone output in 1983 
limestone in Crook and Teton Counties, declined 12% compared with that of 1982, 
granite in Sublette County, and both gran- while value increased 6%. According to 
ite and limestone in Albany and Laramie newspaper reports, Basin Inc. quarried 

Counties. about 60,000 tons of white marble 20 miles 
Guernsey Stone Co. (Peter Kiewit & Sons west of Wheatland and processed it for use 

Co,) and Morrison-Knudsen Co. Inc. were in aquariums, architectural precast slabs, 
the largest producers, followed at some landscaping, roofing, sinks, and swimming. 
distance by Monolith and Summit Materi- pool plaster in the company’s plant at 
als Co. The U.S. Forest Service, Great West- Wheatland. Shipments were made to 40 
ern Sugar, and the Union Pacific Railroad States, but most of the product went to 
Co. were smaller producers. The four larg- Illinois and Texas. 
est producers supplied more than 90% of 

Table 5.—Wyoming: Crushed stone: sold or used by producers in 1983, by use 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Use Quantity Value Rant Vat 
Gement manufacture — —— =n Graded road base or subbase ~~~ ~~~22~II22IITIIDITILITTIITINTT ac @ ° Macadam ..—-~--~-~=~~~~~y 7-22-22 220aee-2222oeeeene 222 IZ2 53 Ba Railroad ballast = TIT7TTLIIITETILIITIIIIIIIIIIITIIIEEEIIIILITT ate abo CRE Seon om mengnrinerreannenttntnen anemone aicatemmmm en oe Deen 659 2,551 

Totalt___----_-_- ene 2,019 7,769 

{Includes limestone, dolomite, granite, and miscellaneous stone. 

“aan soceets agrrgaio (oars), unpaved reed strain, rorp and a nd bituminous mix or seal, rusher run or fil rooting granules, sugar resing, and eect onecieg nd conerete “Data do not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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Sulfur-—With continued increase of nat- in northwest Wyoming. Goldwest, exploring 
ural gas production from the Overthrust _ the area since 1978, planned to recover gold, 
Belt area in western Wyoming, Wyoming platinum, silver, and associated minerals by 
has become a major source of byproduct processing gravel adjacent to Cottonwood 
sulfur, The sulfur was derived from “sweet- Creek. Recreational Gold Camps of America 
ening” of the natural gas. sought a permit to develop 20 temporary 

Five companies produced byproduct sul- camping cabins to house vacationing gold 
fur at natural gas processing plants in seekers who want to pan for gold in creeks 
Carbon, Fremont, Laramie, Park, Sweetwa- feeding the Sweetwater River near South 
ter, and Uinta Counties. The companies Pass City. The firm would rent the cabins to 
were Amoco Production Co., a subsidiary of vacationers between Memorial Day and La- 

Standard Oil Co. (Indiana); Chevron USA; bor Day, then store the cabins during the 
Colorado Interstate Gas Co.; Husky Oil Co.; winter. Gold was discovered in Wyoming in 
and Sinclair Oil Corp. The largest producer 1842, and a small gold rush occurred in the 

was Amoco, whose Whitney Canyon plant South Pass area after 1867; however, some 
began producing in 1982. Second was the minerals people believe that the State never 
Chevron USA Carter Creek plant, also in has been properly prospected for gold and 
Uinta County, which came into production _ silver. 
in 1983. Exxon Corp. planned a third large Iron Ore.—Iron ore production in Wyo- 
natural gas processing plant for southwest ming in 1983, the State Inspector of Mines 
Wyoming at Shute Creek in Lincoln Coun- reported, was about 20% less than that of 

ty, 65 miles northwest of Rock Springs. The 1982. Value increased about 60%. The most 
proposed plant is planned to have a capacity important event in iron ore mining in the 

to treat 600 million cubic feet of gas daily. State, however, was the October 1983 clo- 
‘As many as 2,200 construction workers sure of the Atlantic City Mine, the State's 

would be employed, with a permanent op- last operating iron ore mine. Its owner, 

erating work force of about 200. It could United States Steel Corp., said output of the 
produce nearly 2,000 short tons of byprod- mine was no longer competitive with iron 

uct sulfur per day. The nearby Amoco and ore from other mines. Status of the mine 
Chevron USA plants were capable of pro- has been questionable since U.S. Steel be- 

ducing 1,200 tons and 1,000 tons, respective- gan cutting back operations at its Geneva 
ly, of byproduct sulfur daily. Works near Provo, UT, the sole consumer of 
The Chevron Chemical Co. phosphate fer- the taconite pellets produced at Atlantic 

tilizer plant, planned for a site south of City. Production began at the Atlantic City 
Rock Springs, would use sulfur recovered at Mine in 1962. By 1969, it was shipping about 
Chevron Chemical’s Carter Creek gas- 1,7 million long tons of taconite pellets per 
processing plant. year. Production was temporarily halted 

twice in 1982 as demand for U.S. produced 
METALS steel declined. In 1983, attempts were made 

Beryllium.—A small amount of beryllium t@ reduce costs at Atlantic City. On October 
concentrate, was reported produced in 1, operations at the mine were indefinitely 
Fremont County. suspended, and on December 27, the compa- 

GoldAlthough no gold production was BY announced the closure would become 
reported in Wyoming in 1988, interest in Permanent on April 1, 1984. In October 

gold in the State was high. Timberline 1983, the Geneva Works began receiving 
Minerals explored the Penn Mine about 35 iron ore from the Minntac Mine in Minne- 
miles northeast of Rawlins in the Seminoe Sta. The total assessed valuation of the 
Mountains. Timberline Minerals acquired Atlantic City Mine, mill, ore, and railroad 

the mine, adjoining claims, and 10,000 acres Was more than $21 million, and US. Steel 
surrounding the old mine after the Geologi- Paid about $1.5 million in property taxes in 
cal Survey of Wyoming reported finding 1982. More than 500 workers were affected 
gold in the area. Kerr-McGee, Minerals bytheshutdown. 
Exploration Div., also staked land in the Wyoming's other iron ore mine, CF&I 
area for gold and other precious minerals. Steel Corp.’s Sunrise Mine in the southeast- 
‘The U.S. Forest Service approved a plan by €!™ part of the State, closed in 1980. 
Goldwest Corp. of Cheyenne for a gold- = incor, ureau of Mines, Denver, 0. 
mining operation in the Cottonwood Creek 29,212 Ziaiton Offchs, Buri “Director, Geologs 
brea of the Bridger-Teton National Forest ves ifWssoceLsmamia Wi” eo Ceoleseal Sor.
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Table 6.—Principal producers 

Commodity and company ‘adress ‘Type of activity County —Samctrentcompeny Addrese__Typecf activity County 
Cement (portland): 

‘Monolith Portland Cement Co}... Box 40 Plant... Albeny, Loramie, WY 82070 Clays: ‘American Colloid Co... 5100 Suffield ct. Pitsand plants. Big Horn, Crook, Skokie, 1. 60076 » "Weston. Benton Clay Co... Bor 819 —---do..--— Johnaon and Mills, WY 82644 ‘Natrona Dresser Minerals, a division of Box t32 ---.do__--_ Big Horn Dresser Industries Ine Greyball, WY 82425 Federal Bentonite, a division of 609 3th Ave. wad. Crook and “Aurora industries In. Belle Fourche, SD 57717 "Weston, International Minerals & Chemical Bor 460, a--do 2 Crook: ‘Corp. Belle Fourche, SD 87717 Kayese Bentonite Corp Bod --2slo——--- Johnson, Na- Mills, WY 82644 trons, Wash- 
NL Industries Ine, Baroid Div... Box 1675 wn--do...-BiglHoen and Houston, TX 77001 rook WyoBen Ine... ----- Box ist w--Ho-—-- Big Horn and Billings, MT 59103, ot Springs. Cope 

Gelotex Corp... Box 590 Surface mine Park. WY 82414 toa plant. Georgia PacificCorp-.------._ 188 Peachtree St, NE Big Hor. 
ning Cor Bonga 8 Surfs Alban; Ws mstruction Co? Box surface mine —_ . koa Laramie, WY 82070 

‘United States Steel Corp Lander, WY 82520...______Openpit mine Fremont. fand plant. Lime: 
‘The Great Western Sugar Co?_.. Box 5308 Plant... Big Horn 
Holly Sugar Cor Polly Seger Bide. Plants Goshen and jolly Sugar Corp... Bolly Sogar lante anc ee Colorado Springs, CO 80902 Washakie, Sodium carbonate: ‘Allied Chemical Corp =. Box 551 Underground Sweetwater. Green River, WY 82985 mine and ° lant. FMCCorp --------------- Box 812 — Do. Green River, WY 82935, Stauffer Chemical Co.of Wyoming Bor SIS oad Do. Groen River, WY 82085 ‘TonnecoMineralsCo_....--. Bow ile? ao a-do Do. ai sprees a resize warns a oa-do . Granger, WY 82984 sn i 2 si fuernsey Stone Co. Box ary. Plat Gernagy, WY 82214 Morrison-Knudsen Co.Inc -.-. Bow l -a--do Laramie. Gheyenne, WY 82001 Summit MaterialsCo Bow ifi6 waedo- Crook, Rapid City, SD 57709 Te “Also clays and crushed stone. 

Also crushed stone.
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